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I. Oil the Foundations of the Theory of Probahilities. By R. L. Ellis, Esq.

M.A., Fellow of Trinity College.

[Read Feb. 14, 1842.]

The Theory of Probabilities is at once a metaphysical and a mathematical science. The

mathematical part of it has been fully developed, while, generally speaking, its metaphysical

tendencies have not received much attention.

This is the more remarkable, as they are in direct opposition to the views of the nature

of knowledge, generally adopted at present.

(2.) The theory received its present form during the ascendancy of the school of Con-

dillac. It rejects all reference to a priori truths as such, and attempts to establish them as

mathematical deductions from the simple notion of probability. Are we prepared to admit,

that our confidence in the regularity of nature is merely a corollary from Bernouilli's theorem .''

That until this theorem was published, mankind could give no account of convictions they had

always held, and on which they had always acted.' If we are not, what refutation have we to

give ? For these views are entitled to refutation, from the general reception they have met

with, from the authority of the great writers by whom they were propounded, and even from

the imposing form of the mathematical demonstration in which they are invested.

I shall be satisfied if the present essay does no more than call attention to the inconsist-

ency of the theory of probabilities with any other than a sensational philosophy.

(3.) As the first principles of the mathematical theory are familiar to every one, I shall

merely recapitulate them.

If on a given trial, there is no reason to expect one event rather than another, they are said

to be equally possible.

The probability of an event is the number of equally possible ways in which it may take

place, divided by the total number of such ways which may occur on the given trial.

If a,, 6,, JH], denote eijually possible cases which may occur on one trial, a.Jj^ ^j those

which may occur on a second trial, a^l>j..,.p3 those belonging to a third. Sec: then a,,

626(3.... a,02^3"'-&c- Sec. are all equally possible complex results.

Hence it follows that on the repetition of the same trial k times, the probability that an event

whose simple probability is m will occur p times is

JO J
.

mPn -m)^'':
1 .2...p\.2...{k- p)

this follows merely by the doctrine of combinations. These are all the propositions to which

I shall have occasion to refer.

(i.) If the probability of a given event be correctly determined, the event will on a long

run of trials, tend to recur with frequency proportional to this probability.

This is generally proved niatiiematically. It seems to me to be true a priori.

When on a single trial we expect one event rather than another, we necessarily believe that

on a series of similar trials the former event will occur more frequently than the latter. The

connection between these two things seems to me to be an ultimate fact, or rather, for I would

not be understood to deny the possibility of farther analysis—to be a fact, the evidence of

which must rest upon an appeal to consciousness. Let any one endeavour to frame a case in

\yhich he may expect one event on a single trial, and yet believe that on a series of trials

Vol. VIII. Part I. A



2 Mr. ELLIS, ON THE FOUNDATIONS OF THE THEORY OF PROBABILITIES.

another will occur more frequently ; or a case in which he may be able to divest himself of

the belief that the expected event will occur more frequently than any other.

For myself, after giving a painful degree of attention to the point, I have been unable

to sever the judgment that one event is more likely to happen than another, or that it is to be

expected in preference to it, from the belief that on the long run it will occur more frequently.

(5.) It follows as a limiting case, that when we expect two events equally, we believe they

will recur equally on the long run. In this belief we may of course be mistaken : if we are,

we are wrong in expecting the two events equally, and in thinking them equally possible.

Conversely, if the events are truly equally possible, they really will tend to recur equally on

a series of trials. But this proves the proposition placed at the head of the section : for if any

event can occur in a out of h equally possible ways, its probability is — : and if all these h cases

tend to recur equally on the long run, the event must tend to occur a times out of 6 ; or in the

ratio of its probability. Which was to be proved.

(6.) Let us now examine the mathematical demonstration of this proposition. In entering

upon it, we are supposed to have no reason whatever to believe that equally possible events

tend to occur with equal frequency.

It is well known that what is called Bernouilli's theorem, relates to the comparative mag-

nitudes of the several terms of the binomial expansion.

The general term of \m + (l -r??)?*, is ^ -. } ^ m"' (1 - w)*'^, which is the probability

that an event whose simple probability is m will recur jj times on Jc trials ; and hence the

connexion between the binomial expansion and the theory of probabilities.

(7.) A particular example will suffice to illustrate what seems to me to be the essential

defect of the mathematical proof of the proposition in question.

A coin is to be thrown 100 times : there are a'*" definite sequences of heads and reverses,

all equally possible if the coin is fair. One only of these gives an unbroken series of 100 heads.

A very large number give 50 heads and 50 reverses ; and Bernouilli's theorem shows that an

absolute majority of the 2'°" possible sequences give the difference between the number of

heads and reverses less than 5.

If we took 1000 throws, the absolute majority of the a'""" possible sequences give the

difference less than 7, which is proportionally smaller than 5. And so on.

Now all this is not only true, but important.

But it is not what we want. We want a reason for believing thai, on a series of trials,

an event tends to occur with frequency proportional to its probability ; or in other words, that

generally speaking, a group of 100 or 1000 will afford an approximate estimate of this probability.

But, although a series of 100 heads can occur in one way only, and one of 50 heads and

50 reverses in a great many, there is not the shadow of a reason for saying that thei'efore,

the former series is a rare and remarkable event, and the latter, comparatively at least, an

ordinary one.

Non constat, but the single case producing 100 heads may occur so much oftener than any
case which produces 50 only, that a series of 100 heads may be a very common occurrence, and
one of 50 heads and 50 reverses may be a curious anomaly.

Increase the number of trials to 1000, or to 10,000. Precisely the same objection applies

:

namely, that in Bernouilli's theorem, it is merely proved that one event is more probable than

another, i. e. by the definition can occur in more equally possible ways, and that there is no
ground whatever for saying, it will therefore occur oftener, or that it is a more natural

occurrence. On the contrary, the event shown to be improbable may occur 10,000 times for

once that the probable one is met with.

To deny this, is to admit that if an event can take place in more equally possible ways.
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it will take place more frequently. But if this is admitted, Bernoiiilli's theorem is unnecessary.

It leaves the matter just where it was before, and introduces no new element into the question.

(8.) Thus, both by an appeal to consciousness, and by the impossibility of dispensing

with such an admission, we are led to recognize the principle, that when an event is

expected rather than another, we believe it will occur more frequently on the long run. And
thus we perceive that we are in the habit of forming judgments as to the comparative fre-

quency of recurrence of different possible results of similar trials. These judgments are founded,

not on the fortuitous and varying circumstances of each trial, but on those which are per-

manent—on what is called the nature of the case. They involve the fundamental axiom, that

on the long run, the action of fortuitous causes disappears. Associated with this axiom is the

idea of an average among discordant results, &c.

I conceive this axiom to be an a priori truth, supplied by the mind itself, which is ever

endeavouring to introduce order and regularity among the objects of its perceptions.

(9.) With a view to conciseness, I omit several interesting points which here present them-

selves namely, the connection between the axiom just stated, and the inductive principle;

the real utility of Bernouilli's theorem ; and what seems to me to be the true definition of

probability, founded on a reference to the ratios developed on the long run.

I proceed to illustrate what has been said by a few passages from Laplace's " Essai

Philosophique sur les Prohabilitcs.''''

(10.) It seems obvious that no mathematical deduction from premises which do not relate to

laws of nature, can establish such laws. Yet it is beyond doubt that Laplace thought Bernouilli's

theorem afforded a demonstration of a general law of nature, extending even to the moral world.

At p. xLii. of the Essay, prefixed as an Introduction to the third edition of the Theorie des

Probabilites, after giving some account of the theorem of James Bernouilli, Laplace proceeds

:

" On peut tirer du theoreme precedent cette consequence qui doit etre regardee comme une loi

generale, savoir que les rapports des effets de la nature, sont a fort peu pres constants, quand

ces effets sont consideres en grand nombre. ...Je n-excepte pas de la loi precedente, les cfFets

dus aux causes morales."

It appears not to have occurred to Laplace, that this theorem is founded on the mental phe-

nomenon of expectation. But it is clear that expectation never could exist, if we did not believe

in the general similarity of the past to the future, /. e. in the regularity of nature, which is here

deduced from it.

A little further on,..." II suit encore de ce theoreme que dans une serie d'evenemens inde-

finiment prolongee. Taction des causes regulieres et constantes doit Temporter a la longue, sur

celle, des causes irregulieres Ainsi des chances favorables et nombreuses etant constamment

attachees a Tobservation des principes eternels de raison de justice et d'humanite, qui fondent

et' qui maintiennent les societes ; il y a un grand avantage ii se conformcr a ces principes, et

de graves inconveniens h. s'en ecarter. Que Ton consulte les histoircs, et sa propre experience on

y verra tous les fails venir il Tappui de ce resultat du calcul." Without disputing the truth of

the conclusion, we may doubt wlietlier it is to be considered as a " resultat du calcul."

The same expression occurs immediately afterwards in another passage, in which the writer

seems to allude to the history of his own times, and to the ambition of the great chieftain whom he

at one time served.

Indeed it would seem as if to Laplace all the lessons of history were merely confirmations

of the "resultats du calcul." We are tempted to say with Cicero—"hie ab artificio suo non

recessit."

(11.) The results of the theory of probabilities express the number of ways in which a

given event can occur, or the proportional number of times it will occur on the long run : they

are not to be taken as the measure of any mental state ; nor are we entitled to assume that the

theory is applicable wherever a presumption exists in favour of a proposition whose truth is un-

certain.

a2



4 Mn. ELLIS, ON THE FOUNDATIONS OF THE THEORY OF PROBABILITIES.

Nevertlieless it has been applied to a great variety of inductive results ; witli what success

and in what manner, I shall now attempt to enquire.

(12.) Our confidence in any inductive result varies with a variety of circumstances ; one of

these is the number of particular cases from which it is deduced. Now the measure of this confi-

dence which the theory professes to give, depends on this" number exclusively. Yet no one can

deny, that the force of the induction may vary, while this number remains unchanged. This

consideration appears almost to amount to a reductio ad absurdum.

(13.) If, on m occasions, a certain event has been observed, there is a presumption that

it will recur on the next occasion. This presumption the theory of probabilities estimates at

. But here two questions arise; What shall constitute a "next occasion?" What degree

of similarity in the new event to those which have preceded it, entitles it to be considered a

recurrence of the same event .''

Let me take an example given by a late writer :

—

Ten vessels sail up a river. All have flags. The presumption that the next vessel will

have a flag is — . Let us suppose the ten vessels to be Indiamen. Is the passing up of

any vessel whatever, from a wherry to a man of war, to be considered as constituting a " next

occasion .''" or will an Indiaman only satisfy the conditions of the question ?

It is clear that in the latter case, the presumption that the next Indiaman would have

a flag is much stronger, than that, as in the former case, the next vessel of any kind would

have one. Yet the theory gives — as the presumption in both cases. If right in one, it

cannot be right in the other. Again, let all the flags be red. Is it — that the next

vessel will have a red flag, or a flag at all.? If the same value be given to the pre-

sumption in both cases, a flag of any other colour must be an impossibility.

It is to be noticed, that I only refer to the visible differences among different kinds

of vessels, and not to any knowledge we may have about them from previous acquaintance.

(14.) I turn to a more celebrated application of the theory.

All the movements of the planetary system, known as yet, are from west to east. This
undoubtedly affords a strong presumption in favour of some common cause producing mo-
tion in that direction. But this presumption depends not merely upon the number of observed

movements, but also on the natural affinity which in a greater or less degree appears to

exist among them.

This is so natural a reflection, that Lacroix, in calculating the mathematical value of

the presumption, omits the rotatory movements, and, I believe, those of the secondary planets,

in order, as he expressly says, to include none but similar movements. But in the admis-

sion thus by implication made, that regard must be had to the similarity of the move-
ments, too much is conceded for the interests of the theory. For are the retained move-
ments absolutely similar ? The planets move in orbits of unequal eccentricity and in different

planes
: they are themselves bodies of very various sizes ; some have many satellites and

others none. If these points of difference were diminished or removed, the presumption in

favour of a common cause determining the direction of their movements would be strength-

ened ; its calculated value would not increase, and vice versa.

Again, up to the close of 1811, it appears (Laplace) that 100 comets had been observed,

53 having a direct and 47 a retrograde movement. If these comets were gradually to lose

the peculiarities which distinguish them from planets—we should have 64 planets with direct

movement, 4? with retrograde. The presumption we are considering would, in such a case.
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be very much weakened. At present, we unhesitatingly exclude the comets on account of

their striking peculiarities : in the case supposed we should with equal confidence include them
in the induction. But at what precise point of their transition-state are we abruptly, from

giving them no weight at all in the induction, to give them as much as the old planets .-

(15.) It is difficult to acquiesce in a theory which leads to so many conclusions seem-

ingly in opposition to the common sense of mankind.

One of the most singular of them may, perhaps, serve as a key to explain their nature.

When any -event, whose cause is unknown, occurs, the probability that its a priori pro-

bability was greater than 1 is ^. Such at least is the received result. But in reality,

the a priori probability of a given event has no absolute determinate value independent of

the point of view in which it is considered. Every judgment of probability involves an

analysis of the event contemplated. We toss a die, and an ace is thrown. Here is a com-
plex event. We resolve it into, (1) the tossing of the die ; (2) the coming up of the ace.

The first constitutes the ' trial,' on which different possible results might have occurred ; the

second is the particular result which actually did occur. They are in fact related as genus
and differentia. Beside both, there are many circumstances of the event ; as how the die

was tossed, by whom, at what time, rejected as irrelevant.

This applies in every case of probability. Take the case of a vessel sailing up a river.

The vessel has a flag. What was the a priori probability of this ? Before any answer
can by possibility be given to the enquiry, we must know (1) what circumstances the person

who makes it rejects as irrelevant. Such as, e. g. the colour of which the vessel is painted,

whether it is sailing on a wind, &c. &c. ; (2) wliat circumstances constitute in his mind tlu

' trial ; the experiment which is to lead to the result of flag or no flag ; must the vessel

have three masts ? must it be square rigged .' (S) What idea he forms to himself of a flatr.

Is a pendant a flag? Must the flag have a particular form and colour? Is it matter of

indifference whether it is at the peak or the main ? Unless all such points were clearly under-

stood, the most perfect acquaintance with the nature of the case would not enable us to say

what was the a priori probability of the event : for this depends, not only on the event,

but also on the mind which contemplates it.

The assertion therefore that | is the probability that any observed event had on an a priori

probability greater than i, or that three out of four observed events had such an a priori pro-

bability, seems totally to want precision. A priori probability to what mind ? In relation to

what way of looking at them ?

(l6.) Let us see if this will throw any light on the question. Let A be a large number.
And suppose we took k trials and that the probability of a certain event from each (considered

in a determinate manner) was —
; let us take a second set of h trials for which the same quantity

. 2 «( - 1

IS — : and so on to and 1.
m m
When the trials have taken place, we shall have approximately,

, / 1 2 m - 1 \
h I- + - + + + 1

\m m m J

of the sought events. Of these

*{(^»^)^(^a* -}•
had a priori a probability greater than ^. Summing these series and dividing the second by

3 fti -t- 2
the first, we get , for the ratio which the latter class of events bears to the total number.

4m + 4

The limit of this, when m is infinite, or when we take an infinite number of sets of trials is J.
which is the received result.
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(17.) Thus, it appears this result is based upon some thing equivalent to the following as-

sumption :—There are an infinity of events whose simple probability a priori is .r, and another

infinite number for which it is *'. These two infinities bear to one another the definite ratio of

equality, {x and a' may represent any quantity from to 1.) Now in reality, as we have seen,

these numbers are not only infinite, but in rerum naturd indeterminate, and therefore the assump-

tion that they bear to one another a definite ratio is illusory.

And this assumption runs through all the applications of the theory to events whose causes

are unknown.

This position could be directly proved only by an analysis of the various ways in which this

part of the subject has been considered, which would require a good deal of detail. Those who
take an interest in the question, may without much difficulty satisfy themselves, whether the

view I have taken (which at least avoids the manifest contradictions of the received results) is

correct.

(18.) I will add only one remark. If in (16) instead of taking one event from each of the

trials there specified, we had taken ji in succession, and kept account only of those sequences

of ji events each, which contained none but events of the kind sought ; we should have had

of such sequences

1 OP

of which

*Ki
would have belonged to trials wliere the simple d priori probability was > - : the ratio of

these two expressions is ultimately

-rf^xPdx

This is the expression applied to determine the probability of a common cause among similar

phenomena, as in the case already mentioned of the planets.

But this application is founded on a petitio priticipii : we assume that all the phenomena
are allied : that they are the results of repetitions of the same trial, that they have the same
simple probability ; all that, setting other objections aside, we really determine, is the probability,

that this simple probability common to all these allied phenomena is > -

.

But how does this determine the force of the presumption that the phenomena are allied,

or to use Condorcet's illustration, that they all come out of the same infinite lottery ?

(19.) The object of this little essay being to call attention to the subject rather than

fully to discuss it, I have omitted several questions which entered into my original design.

The principle on which the whole depends, is the necessity of recognizing the tendency

of a series of trials towards regularity, as the basis of the theory of probabilities.

I have also attempted to show that the estimates furnished by what is called the theory

a posteriori of the force of inductive results are illusory.

If these two positions were satisfactorily established, the theory would cease to be, what
I cannot avoid thinking it now is, in opposition to a philosophy of science which recognizes

ideal elements of knowledge, and which makes the process of induction depend on them.



II. On the Reflexion and Refraction of Light at the Surface of an Vncrijstallixed

Body. By the Rev. M. O'Brien, late Fellow of Cains College.

[Read Nov. 28, 1842.]

The object of the present paper is to determine completely tiie Laws of Reflexion and Re-

fraction of Light, without introducing any empirical considerations, or omitting to take into account

the normal vibrations which are generated in cases of oblique incidence. Though several eminent

matheniaticans have written upon this subject, I believe that most of what is here contained is new.

I must state, however, that I have not been able to procure a Memoir by AL Cauchy, which

he constantly refers to in his Exercices d^Analyse et de Physique Matlumatique (for 1S40),

and in which he has given a general method of arriving at tiie equations of condition relative

to the limits of bodies. I can therefore only guess at the physical principles upon which he

obtains his equations of condition, which equations, in the form he has given them in the

Exercices for 1840, are particular cases of those obtained in the present paper. As M. Cauchy

states that he has made use of some new principles in obtaining his equations of condition

(see the Nouveaux Exercices, Prague 1835, p. 203), I am justified in assuming that the

method employed in the present paper is different from his ; for I have deduced my equations

of connection, not from any new physical principal, but from an old and obvious one, which

has been either directly used, or tacitly assumed by all the writers upon the refle.sion and refraction

of Sound and Liglit, that I am acquainted with. This principle is very clearly stated by

Poisson, in the Mimoires de VInstitut, Tom. x. p. 3iJ0.

The following is a brief outline of the course pursued in the present paper.

In Section I. I have proved some very simple theorems by means of which I have after-

wards deduced the laws of reflexion and refraction, without assuming the integrals of the

equations of motion, or supposing the waves to be plane.

In Section II. I have deduced the equations of connection of the vibratory motion of two

media, separated by a plane, from the principle above alluded to. These equations of con-

nection are apparently the same as those given by Mr Green in the Cambridge Transactions,

Vol. VII. p. 11.; but they differ from tliem very materially with respect to the constants in-

volved in them, and on that account they, and the results deduced from them, are perfectly

free from difficulties* which seem to me to be fatal to the correctness of Mr Green's equations,

and which he appears to have felt himself. I shall not however enter into this subject now,

as I shall be obliged to do so on a future occasion.

I have shewn that these equations of connection are considerably simplified when we

suppose the ether to have the same constitution as ordinary gases, and neglect the variation of

temperature.

In Section III. I have applied these equations of connection to determine completely the

laws of reflexion and refraction of polarized light, both as regards direction, colour, and in-

tensity, taking fully into account the production of normal as well as transversal waves in the

• One difficulty I have mentioned a little farther on. Another difficulty is this, that there are just the same constants {.1) and

(S) in Mr Green's Equations of Connection, as those in his Equations of Motion : which arises, first, from an error in the form

of the function ip, (Cambridge Transactions, Vol. vii. p. 7\ and secondly, because <^g is not symmetrical round the axes of y and

X at the plane of separation, as Mr Ureen assumes it to be.
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case of oblique incidence, where the vibrations take place parallel to the plane of incidence.

The laws, which the directions of the normal rays obey, are curious, and have not been noticed

before, so far as I am aware ; nor indeed can I perceive that these rays have been taken into

account in a satisfactory manner by writers upon this subject.

In this section I have shewn that if we take the equations of connection in their simplest

form, Fresnal's formulas will result from them on two suppositions ; first, that normal waves

are propagated very slowly compared with transversal waves ; and secondly, that normal waves

are propagated with the same, or nearly the same, velocity in vacuum and in transparent media.

The former hypothesis seems to me to be very improbable, for it is very difficult to conceive

a stable medium in which normal waves are propagated more slowly than transversal. I may
observe here, that M. Cauchy''s equations and results are obtained by assuming the truth of

tliis hypothesis, (see his Exercices for 1840, p. 135), and appear, on this accoun-, liable to

objection.

In Section IV. I have shewn that Fresnal's fonnulee may be applied, without making any

vague use of the symbol v ~ 1» to the case of Total Internal Reflexion, and that he was

fully justified in the very remarkable interpretation he put upon his formula; in this case.

In Section V. I have shewn that normal waves will never produce any sensible effect on

the eye by producing transversal vibrations, provided the velocity of propagation of noi.nal

waves be either very great, or very small, compared with that of transversal waves.

In Section VI. I have attempted to prove, from well established experimental laws, that

polarized light consists of vibrations at right angles to the plane of polarization.

In Section VII. I have briefly shewn how we must proceed when the equations of con-

nection are not taken in their simplest form, in which they ai"e used in Section iii.

Lastly, in Section VIII. I have obtained expressions which apply to substances of high

refractive power, such as the diamond, and from which I have deduced results in exact

accordance with the experiments of Mr Airy. These expressions are different from those of

Mr Green, which certainly cannot be correct, since they give (see Cambridge Transactions,

ff \ )8- 1 . .

Vol. VII. p. 23,) — = more than — , for plate-glass ; and —
- = more than -

, for diamond : which

results are utterly at variance with experiment. The fact is, Mr Green's original mistake

respecting the constants (^A) and (5), mentioned above, obliges him to suppose that the index

of refraction is the same for normal and for transversal waves, and this makes his results true

only for substances of very low refractive power ; for instance, they are quite at fault in the

case of common plate-glass, both as regards the intensity and the rotation of the plane of a

polarized ray. If v is put = /i in ray result, it agrees with Mr Green's, which confirms the

correctness of what I have just stated.

SECTION I.

Preliminary Observations.

Before we proceed to the direct investigation of the laws of Reflexion and Refraction, we

shall make a few observations, which will be found useful hereafter.

(1.) Let a, (3, 7 be the small displacements at any point (xyz) of a wave propagated

with a normal velocity («) ; p, q, s the direction of the cosines of v, and V the actual velocity

... . , ,
... da dfi dy

of the vibrating particle, i.e. the resultant of the velocities — , — , — .

u t etc d t
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(^)

Then we have the following relations, viz.

da p da da fj da da s da

dx V dt' dy v dt' dz v dt
'

and similar equations connecting the partial differential coefficients of /3, 7, and F,

or any function of these quantities.

It is easy to prove these equations, without assuming the integrals of the equations of

motion, in the following manner

:

Let P be the point (xyx), AP the wave-surface which contains P at any time t, A' P' the

position of this wave-surface at the time t + dt, PP" the normal

to the wave at P, PQ' a line parallel to the axis of x

meeting th .'wave A' P" in Q'. Then assuming dx to represent

PQ', we have

PP' = PQ' cos P'PQ' = pdx.

Also, since the space PP" is described in the time df

with the velocity », PI^ = vdt; hence we have

vdt —pdx (1).

Now at the time {t + d(), any point of the wave A'P' is in

the same phase of vibration as any point of tlie wave AP at

the time (<) ; therefore a, /3, 7, V, or any function of these

quantities will not be altered by putting x + dx, and t + dt,

for X and t. We have therefore

z.

da da p daua «a ,^ ^ 1 • 1 1 /.N 1 aa p aa—- dx + — dt = 0, which by (1) becomes — = — - — .

dx dt
'

dx V dt

In the same way we may shew that

da q da .da s da
-r- = ;- , and — =

,dy V dt dz v dt

and thus the truth of the equations {A) is proved.

(2.) Suppose the wave-surface to be a cylindrical surface perpendicular to the plane of xz,

the vibrations to take place parallel to that plane, and therefore /3 = 0, q = 0, and a and 7
independent of y : then we have the following relations between V, v, and the partial differential

coefficients of a and y, viz.

da dy \

d7 = ^P' dl = '^'\

(B).
da dy V

dx dz V

da dy

. dz dx

dt ' dt ^

.for normal vibrations.

(O.
dx da

=

da dy 1

.dz~ dx ~
t

Vol. VIII. Paet I.

.for transversal vibrations.
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To prove these formulae, let PP' be the normal, and T
)(,

6 the angle which the direction of V makes with PP',

then V is equivalent to VcosG along PP', and V sin 6

perpendicular to PP" ; therefore, since s and p are the

sine and cosine of the angle which PP" makes with the

axis of a', we have

*'" = Fcose.p - VsinO.s (l),
dt

rf'Y—i = F cos . s + VsinO . p.
dt

^ .(2),

(1)
^- + (2) - , and (1) - - (2) ?-

, give (since p' + q" = l),

n da s dy I
- -— + - —^ = - cos (

V dt v at V

s da p dy V
- -— — = sin I

V dt V dt V

which, by the equations (A) last article, reduce to

dy r dy V .

-p- = - sm (

div V

da-- + -^ = - - cos y, -—
diV dx V dz

In these two equations, and in (l) and (2), put 6 = 0, and we immediately obtain the formulas

{B); again, put 9 = -, and we obtain the formulae (C)*.

(3.) If w,, u.,, Ms, &c....M„ be any functions of >r and t, such that the equations

r<i + M„ + M3 + ti^ = o (I)

dui dui du„ du.>

^ ~
^ dt ' 'dx~ "^~dt

'"

are true for all values of ,v and t ; a,, a.,, 03, ... &c. being any fconstants; then must

Oj = O2 = fls ,,.,..... = a,,-

For —^ - a„ —^^ gives by (2)
dot dt ^ '

rf?<„ dM„

dx " dt
(2)

(3).

Again,
d(3) d(S)

.
d(2)

-:ti-
gi^e^ by -^

,

d'M,
(a, - a„) (a, - a„.i) ——' + (a, - a„) (a, - a„_,)

d^' "dF

. d-M„.2
+ (a„.2 - a„) (a„_s - a,.))

^^
= 0.

• The formula (B) and (C) are panicular cases of the following, viz.

da da da. V ^
-j- + 3- + -T- =-— cose
dx dy dz V

(dfi day (dy dpY (da rfy\* P"* • , o

which may be easily proved.

t The result of this Article is also true when O;, Oj, 03 ... &c. are variables, provided they vary very slowly compared with tiy

«„ «3, &c.; in which case -^ -^ &c. will be extremely smaU compared with^ ^, &c.
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And by repeating this process, we find finally that

(a, -«„) (a,-a„_,) (ui - a„_.) ( ) («i - a^) = 0,

which shews that some one of the constants Oj, Os, &c. must be equal to a,. Suppose that

ai = a^, and put z«, + Wa = m' ; then we have «" instead of the first two terms of (1), and

= a, instead of the first two equations of (2), and therefore, just as before, we may
dx dt

shew that

(«, - a„) (a, - a„_,) ( ) {a^ - a,) = 0.

Therefore «, must be equal to some one of the quantities 03, a,, a^, &c. ; let it be «3, then

proceeding as before, we may shew that a^^a^, and again, that «, = «!, and so on. We
have therefore

«, = a^ = 03 = a,.-

(4.) The equations {A), (/?), (C) in the preceding articles, may be very readily obtained

from the integrals of the equations of motion in the case of plane-waves of polarized light.

For when the wave-surface is a plane and the light polarized, we have

a = au,
f3
= bt{, y = cti,

where u =f{vt — pa> — qy — sz), and a, b, c, any constants.

By differentiating these expressions with respect to .r, y, sn, and t, observing that p, q, s

are now constants, we have immediately the equations {A).

To obtain the equations (B) and (C), we must put 9=0, 6 = 0, and then we have

Now a' + (^ = (ap + csy + (as - cp)-,

du du da du dy dii da dii dy
also an -— = va —— = i' -—- , cs —— = v —— , as —— — v —- , rp —— = v —— .

^ dt dx dx dt dz dt dz ^ dt dx

V^ (da dy\- [da dy\^
hence — =h- + :r+h---r-

V- \dx dzj \dz dx I

Now for transverse vibrations, we have ap + cs = 0, or -— + —— = 0, and for normal,
dx dz

as^-cp = 0, or p-=0: hence the truth of the equations (B) and (C) is manifest.
dz dx

(5.) If any of the quantities p, q or s, be imaginary, (a case we shall have to consider

hereafter) the first method of proving the formula? (A), (5), (C), fails, but the second method

does not. In such a case we call the vibrations transversal when the condition ap + cs =

holds; and normal when the condition as - cp = holds; and it follows easily from the

equations of motion, (see Cambridge Transactions, Vol. vii. p. 4l6) that transversal and normal

waves, thus defined, are in general propagated with different velocities ; i. e. the constant v is

different for these two species of vibration.

(6.) It is important to observe that, in articles (1), {2), the wave is supposed to be pro-

pagated in the direction PP', i. e. from P towards P'. If therefore p, q, s be positive

quantities, the motion of the disturbance along PP" tends to increase .*, y, and s ; if p be

negative it tends to dimi7iish x, if q negative y, and if s negative z.
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SECTION II.

The general Equations of Connection of the Vibratory Motion of two Elastic

Media, separated hy a Plane Surface.

(J.) The two media are supposed to consist of discrete particles symmetrically arranged,

and acting upon each other with forces varying according to any law which ensures stable

equilibrium. By the Surface of Separation, we simply mean an imaginary plane described

between the two media, the particles of one medium lying on one side of it, and those of

the other on the other side. In the immediate vicinity of this plane, the media are supposed

to exercise a mutual repulsion, so that no mixture takes place. We shall take the plane of

separation to be the plane of xy.

(8.) We shall obtain the general Equations of Connection of the vibratory motion of the

two media, by means of the following self-evident Principle.

When a very small vibratory motion is communicated to a stable system of particles, such

as the two media just described, we may assume that the vibratory motion will always remain

very small, and, at most, of the same order of magnitude as the original motion.

This principle is either tacitly assumed, or employed as self evident, by all the writers who

have treated of tlie problem of the transmission of waves from one medium into another. Poisson

states it very clearly in the Mhnoires de Vlnstitut, Tom. x. p. 320, and makes use of it precisely

as we shall do in the present paper. It is evidently assumed in the Article Sound, Ency. Metrop.

p. 776; for by saying that the two media must have a common elasticity at their junction, and

that that elasticity is expressed by E {I + (is), and £'(l + /5's')) the writer supposes that there

is the same slow variation of elasticity at the surface of junction as elsewhere, and therefore the

same slow variation of pressure, and consequently the same small vibratory motion.

(9.) To apply this principle to the case we are at present concerned with, let xyz (;s = 0)

be the co-ordinates of the equilibriimi position of any particle (P) of the lower medium in the

immediate vicinity of the plane of separation, a, /3, 7 its displacements at the time t, and let

.t + ^cT, y + ^y, ss + ^x, a + la, /3-)-5/3, 7 + ^7 be the co-ordinates and displacements of any

other neighbouring particle (Q) of the lower medium ; also let x + /^x, y + Ay, x; + Ax, a + A a,

/3 + A/3, 7 + A7 be those of any particle (P) of the upper medium.

Put r^= lx^+ ly'+lz^ and r'^= Aa;-+ Ay^+ Ax\

and let mf{r), m'(p{r') be, respectively, the forces exercised by Q and P' on P. Then, if ^ be

the whole force, parallel to the axis of x, brought into action upon P by the vibration, we have

(see Cambridge Transactions, Vol. vii. p. 403)

X = ^m \f{r) la + -/' (r) Ix (Ixla + lylfi + ^^^7)

}

''

1

+ 2' to' {^(r') Ao + -^ (r) A.r(A.rAa + A«/A/3+ AsrA7)|,

2 referring to the lower medium and 2' to the upper.

In this expression we shall substitute for la the series

da . da ^ da .

-r- dx + -— by + —- 6z + &c
dx dy ax

Also, let a', (i', 7' be the values which the displacements a + Aa, j3 + A(i, 7+ A 7, assume

when X, y, « (=0) are substituted in them for x + Ax, y + Ay, x + Ax, then we have

, da' ^ da' ^ da ^a+ Aa = a + -— Ax + —— Aw + -;— Ax + &c
dx dy dx

Now the differences of the corresponding displacements of two contiguous particles at a distance

from the plane of separation must be indefinitely small, (supposing of course, as is always done,
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that the interval between two contiguous particles is extremely small, compared with the length

of a wave) ; therefore, by the principle stated in Article 8, the same must be true of the displace-

ments in the immediate vicinity of the plane of separation, which cannot be the case unless we
have a = a. Hence

da . da da
Aa = -r-Ax + —— Ay + -—Az + kc

ax dy dz

Substituting these expressions for ^a, and Aa, and similar expressions for ^/3, ^y, A/3, Ay,
and observing that all sums involving odd powers of ^x, Sy, Ax or Ay, must vanish, in

consequence of the symmetrical arrangement of the system about the axis of z, but that sums

involving odd powers of Sz or Az do not vanish, since the particles are not arranged symme-
trically with respect to the plane of xz, we have

X= -(C + D) ~ - D-^ + (C' + D') —+ D'^ + higher differential coefficients,
dz dx dz dx

where - C = Sm/(r) ^z, - D = Sw -/(r) Sx'Sz,
r

C = 2'to' 0(/) A ~, D' = 2'7/i' 4 (p'(r') Ax'' Az.

(We assume the two first constants in a negative form, because Sz is negative, whereas A.» is

positive).

It is evident that — C+C'=0, is one of the conditions of previous equilibrium, tlierefore

we have C' = C in tlie expression for X.
Now since the length of tlie wave is extremely large compared with the sphere of action

of tlie molecular forces, the part of X involving first differential coefficients, has its several

terms extremely large compared with those of the part involving second and higher differential

coefficients (see Cambridge Transactions, Vol. vir. p. 40S) : therefore, unless the former terms

mutually destroy each otiier, X will be extremely large compared witli the corresponding force

which acts upon a particle at a distance from the plane of separation (for this force involves

. only second and higher differential coefficients, see Cambridge Transactions, Vol. vii. p. 408) ;

and if this be the case, the vibratory motion of the particles at tiie plane of separation will

be extremely large compared with that at a distance from it, contrary to the principle stated

in Article (8). Hence the terms of X involving first differential coeificients must destroy eacjj

other, and we therefore have

(^+^)S^^S=(^-^^')?-'^^'?' (•)•dz dx dz dx

In exactly the same way we may shew that /3' = /3, and

(C + Z))^ + Z?^ = (C + i)')^' + i)'^ (.).
dz dy dz dy

Lastly, tlie force parallel to the axis of z- is

Zm{fir)Sy + -f(r)^z{^xSa + Sy^li + ^z^y)\

+ ^'m'{<p{r') Ay + -,(p'ir') Az{Ax Aa + Ay A(i + Af A7)},

which, treated as above, gives y = y, and
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Observing that Im -f\r) Sy^cx = - D, 2W - ^'(»'') ^2/' ^^ = -O',

and putting —E and E' to represent "Lm - f'{r)^z^ and S'w' — ^'(r) A*"'' respectively.

(10.) Hence it appears that, if a, ji, y be the displacements at any point (xyz) of the

lower medium, and a, /3', y' those at any point {x'y'x) of the upper, and if we put x = x,

y'=y., «'= 5f = 0, then the equations (1), (2), (3), and the equations, a = d, /3 = /3', y-^y,
will hold for all values of x and y. Now this being the case, we may differentiate these

dy dy
equations with respect to x or y; therefore —— = —— , and therefore (l) may be put in the

form

(da dy'\

<---)(£*£) =<^^--)(^^S).

(E),

and a similar alteration may be made in (2) and (3).

Hence, if we put C + Z> = M, C + D' = M', C + E = N, C + E' = N', we have the follow-

ing equations

:

a = a\ /3 = /3', 7=7 (Z)),

Ida^ dy\ _ ida^ ^'V
\d% dx) \dz dx I

\dz dy I \dz dy ] _

dz \dx dy) dx \dx dy J

These are the general equations of connection of the vibratory motion of the two media

;

they hold at all points of the plane of separation, i. e. they are true for all values of x and y,

z being put equal to zero.

(11.) We shall now compare with the last of these equations the equation of connection

furnished by the common law of elasticity, in the case of two ordinary elastic fluids separated

by plane surface.

Let p be the pressure at any point of the lower medium when at rest, considered as a

common elastic fluid ; then the pressure when it is in a state of vibration, will (by the law of

elasticity) be (See Airy's Tracts, note, p. 278, 2nd Ed.)

f SxSy^z 1" f _ /da d^ dyU
^yx + ^a){Sy + ^(i)G^ + h)r """^r ''[dx'^ dy'^d^Jf'

n being a constant nearly equal to unity, depending upon the alteration of temperature during

the vibration.

Similarly, the pressure in the upper medium will be

, f , (da dB' dy'\]

Now these two pressures ouglit to be equal at the plane of separation ; also, by the con-

ditions of previous equilibrium, p = p'.

Hence, when z = 0, we have

fda d(3 dy\ , /da dfi' dy'\

\dx dy dzj \dx dy dz)
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Comparing this with the equation (F), we see that

A^ = Af, N' = Jlf, and ^, = -,

.

M n

(12.) In our ignorance of the constitution of the liminiferous ether, it is natural to

assume that it is of the same nature as ordinary elastic fluids, and that it accordingly obeys

the common law of elasticity ; we shall, in the first instance, make this assumption, and there-

fore put M = N, M'=N', and M'=eM, where 6=—, a quantity not differing much from

unity ; and then the equations (£) and {F) become

dy (da dy'\

ax \dx! dx j

da

dz
(G),

dz dy \dz dy J

,

Ip ,';i^p),jif.f. iL) («,.
Kdx dy dzj \dx dy dz J

Further, if we neglect the variation of temperature, and therefore put e= I, these equations,

in virtue of the equations (Z)) differentiated with respect to x and y, assume the simple forms

da_da_ d£ _ d^ dy^ ^ dy^

dz dz ' dz dz ' dz dz
'

(13.) The equations of connection just obtained, along with the equations of motion given

in the Cambridge Tratisactioiis, Vol. vii. p. 409, are sufficient to solve all problems respecting

the propagation of waves from one medium into the other. We shall assume that these equations

of motion hold up to the very plane of separation : which of course is not accurately true,

since there will most probably be a variation of density in the media in the immediate vicinity

of that plane. If we describe two planes parallel to the plane of separation, one above it and

the other below it, including between them the slice of the two media in which this variation

of density is sensible, it is easy to see that, in consequence of the smallness of the sphere of

action of the molecular forces compared with the length of a wave, the thickness of this slice

will be extremely small compared witli the length of a wave. Indeed, if one medium exercised

a sensible action only upon those particles of the other which are immediately contiguous to

the plane of separation, the thickness of this slice would be actually zero. We shall therefore

consider this slice to be of insensible thickness, and regard it as a physical plane. This being

assumed, we may, without sensible error, suppose that the equations of motion hold up to the

very plane of separation. All therefore that is proved of the propagation of waves in a sym-

metrical medium in the Cambridge Transactions, Vol. vii. p. 41 6, &c., we shall assume to be

true up to the very plane of separation.

We shall in the following Section, use the equations of connection in their simplest form,

viz. (Z>) and (/) ; and afterwards, in Section vii., shew how we must proceed when they are

taken in their most general form, viz. {D), {E), {F).
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SECTION III.

Application of the Equations of Connection just obtained to the case of ordinary

Reflexion and Refraction.

(14.) We shall first consider the case of cylindrical or plane-waves perpendicular to the plane

of wz (whicii will therefore be the plane of incidence), the vibrations taking place at right angles

to that plane.

In this case o = 0, 7 = 0, a'= 0, 7'= 0, and /3 is independent of y : therefore the six equations

of connection, {D) and (/), Section 11, reduce to two, viz.

^ = /3-, f.f.d« dz

We shall suppose that the whole motion consists of three sets of waves (for we shall shew

presently that it cannot in general consist of only two), one set in the upper medium, and two

in the lower. Let /3 + /3^ be the whole displacement at any point of the lower medium, the part /3

arising from one of the sets of waves, and the part /3^ from the other ; then we must write /3 + j8^

instead of /3 in the two equations of connection, which therefore become

/5^A=/5' (0, ^,(/3 + /3,)—

i

(2).

Now, using the notation in Article (2), we have

^=F, ^=F, ^=K'.
dt ' dt '' dt

Hence, and by the equations {A), Article (l), and (2) immediately give us

V+ V=V' (3),
i F+- K = -, V (4).

Again, since by the equations {J), Article (l), we have

dV_ pdV dV^_ p,dV^ dV _ p dV
dx V dt dx v^ dt dx v dt

and by (3), V + V- F'=0;

^ • P P Pand smce -, — , — , are either constants (in the case of plane-waves), or vary very slowly

compared with V, F , V', on account of the extreme smallness of the length of a wave of light

;

we have by Article (3), (see Note),

V V v'
'

Now v^= V, therefore

p,= p (5), p = /xp' (6) <where/u=— >.

Hence, observing that q, q^, q', are each zero, we have

.±«, -.V.-C
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(4)
If we take s, = s, ^-^ gives

' ' (3) ^

fore take s = —
,

= — , which is in general inconsistent with (6) ; we must there-

We may suppose s' to have either sign. Hence by (3) and (i), we have

V+V=V', s(V- F) = M«' V, which give

v = (7), V'=
S + fiS

V. (8).

(15.) We shall now interpret these results.

Supposing p and s positive, the normal propagation of the wave V tends to increase w and z

(see Article 6) ; and since p^ = p-, *, = — *> that of the wave V tends to increase a? and diminish z ;

and since p' = /up, s' = ± \/ 1 , that of the wave V tends to increase w, and to increase or
M

diminish ;r. Hence we have two cases according as we take the upper or lower sign of «'.

Fig. (l) represents the first case; X'AX and Z'AZ z
are the co-ordinate axes; A''^, N^A, N"A are the normals (i\
to the waves V, F , V' respectively, the arrows representing

the direction of normal propagation, A^and A'^' tending to

increase x and x, and A'"^ to increase x and diminish z.

Since p^= p, and p' = fxp, we have z NAZ'= Z N AZ! , ,

and %\x\ N'AZ = ^ sin A^JZ'. This is the ordinary case

of reflexion and refraction. If a, a , a be the maximum
values of r, F^, and F' respectively, the intensities of the

three rays A^ A^^ and A'^' will be proportional to a-, a ^, a'*.

Now by (7) and (8), we have

s — jLi«' , 2 s

S + fJiS s + ixs

These are FresneFs formulas for the intensities of the reflected and refracted rays of a ray

polarized in the plane of incidence.

Fig. (2) represents the second case, in wliich s' is negative

;

and therefore A^^' tends to diminish x. This case may occur in

the following manner. An incident ray along A"".^ will produce

a reflected ray along AN^, and a refracted ray along AN",
L N"AZ being equal to z.N'AZ; and another incident ray

along N'A will produce a reflected ray along AN", and a re-

fracted ray along ^A'^,. Now let the intensities of the two rays

along AA^" be equal, and let one of these rays be half a wave

behind the other ; then they will interfere and destroy each

other, and we shall liave remaining only a ray along NA, one

along N'A, and one along AN'^ (namely, the sum of the two

along AN). This is exactly the second case.

(l6.) It is evident, that, in the ordinary case where the rays A'^^ and A^' are the efiects

produced by the ray A'', the normal propagation of N' will be from and not towards the plane

of separation : therefore s' must have its positive value, and consequently the second of the above

cases cannot occur.

(17.) If we suppose either V^ or V equal to zero, the equations (7) and (8) give us

either s — ns' = 0, or s = 0, neither of which equations can be generally true. Hence the

incident ray must, in general, be accompanied by a refracted and a reflected ray, or the equations

of connection cannot be satisfied.

Vol. VIII. Part I. C
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(18.) It appears from (7) and (8) that F and V have the same periodic time as V; it

follows, therefore, that the colour of the reflected and refracted ray is the same as that of the

incident.

(19.) We shall now in the second place consider the case of cylindrical or plane-waves

perpendicular to the plane of xz, the vibrations taking place parallel to that plane.

In this case /3 = 0, and a and y are independent of y : therefore the six equations of con-

nection, (Z)) and (£) Section 11, reduce to four, viz.

a = a, y — y >

da da dy dy
dx dz dz dz

If we attempt to satisfy these equations by three sets of waves, as in the preceding case,

we shall immediately arrive at the conclusion, /x^ = 1 ; which shews that these equations cannot

be satisfied in this manner. The reason of this is obvious ; for, in the case of vibrations per-

pendicular to the plane of incidence, it is clear that no normal waves will be produced by the

refraction and reflexion : but in the present case, supposing, as of course we do, that the in-

cident vibrations are transversal, we have every reason to suppose that normal vibrations will

be generated by the reflexion and refraction. Therefore, since normal waves are in general

propagated with a different velocity from that of transversal, we shall have to take into account

a set of normal waves in the lower medium, and one in the upper also, not coinciding with

the transversal waves.

Let a + ai + a-zi and 7 + -yi + 725 be the whole displacements at any point of the lower

medium, and a' + a", y' + v", at any point of the upper; the parts a^, y^i a"i y" , arising

from the normal waves brought into existence by the reflexion and refraction. Then, the four

equations of connection become,

a + oi -l-a2 = a'+a" (l), 7 + 71 + 72 = 7'+ 7" (2),

^(«H-«, + a2) = ^(a'+«") (.S), ^(^ + 7, +72)= ^(7+ 7") W.

From (1), or (2), by the equations (^), and by Article (3), we have, as in the preceding

case, (Article 14),

P P^ P2 P' P" ,^.- = — = — = — = -r, (5).

Also (3) - —^ , and (4) + —-— , give us, by the equations (S) and (C), Article (2),

V V V V V"
- + ^ = ^ (6), -^=4 (7).

Also —— and —— ,
give us, by the equations (5) and (C),

Vs + V,s, - V.,p., = V's' - V"p" (8),

vp + r,p, + v,s, = v'p'+ v"s" (9).

These equations, namely (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), completely solve the problem as in the pre-

ceding case.

From (5) we get jOi = p, and therefore «, = =t «. As in the previous case we must take

the lower sign ; for otherwise V and Fi would enter into each of the equations, (6), (7), (8),

(9), in the form V + V^, and therefore we might eliminate altogether the quantities V, F,, F',

Fg, F", from these equations, and so obtain an equation which would not be generally true,
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since it would contain no disposable quantity, p,? p\ p'\ «2j *', «", being all given in terms
of p by (5). We have therefore So = — s.

For the reasons given in Article (16), we must take the positive values of «' and s", and
the negative value Sj ? *• e. we must put

=.V-^-;, ^^-[^p]" (10), - Vi-gp)' (n).

(3)
Hence, if we take the arrows A'^, Ni, N'^, N', N",

to mark the directions of the rays, as before. Fig. (3)

will represent the circumstances of the case, and we

have

/. N,AZ'= z NAZ, sin N'AZ = yu sin XAZ',

, «2 , . „ V"
sm N^AZ = — sm NAZ , sin N AZ = — sin NAZ .

V V

Thus, both the reflected and the refracted normal

Vj v'
ray obey the law of refraction, putting — and — in-

stead of fx. The transversal rays are circumstanced

just as in tlie preceding case.

(20.) We now proceed to compare the intensities of the rays N, Ni, and N', and we
shall do this, first, on the hypothesis that normal waves are propagated very slowly compared
with transversal.

v., v"
On this hypothesis we may suppose that — and — are zero, and then, bv (5), we have,

P2 = 0, p"=0. Hence, writing a, a,, a', for V, F, , V\ as before, we have by (6) and (8),

a + fli = /la', s {a — a,) = s'a,

and therefore o, = y a, a =
; a.

ixs + s ixs + s

These are identical with Fresnel's formulte for light polarized at right angles to tlie plane

of incidence.

To determine a^ and a", we have, by (7) and (9), (observing that s. = - 1, «"= 1 by (10)

and (11))

a., a"

p{a + «,) - a^ = p'a + a", or a^ + a"= (jip - p) a by (6) ;

therefore a„ =
Vj ^ - 1 2ps

a = — a.
v^ + v

fj. fiS + s v.>

(21.) We shall now make a different hypothesis, and suppose that v., is equal or very nearly

equal to v".

On this hypothesis, we have by (5) P2=p", and by (lO) and (11) s^ = - s" ; therefore by

(6) and (8) we obtain

a + a= ixa, s{a — a^) = s a,

which give us Fresnel's formulae just as before.

Also by (7) and (9) we have

a^ = a", p (a + «i) - s"ai =p'a' + s"
a"

;

.u * // /^' - 1 2ps
therefore a^ - a = j^- -, . a.

ixs us + s

02
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(22.) Lastly, we shall try whether any other hypothesis leads to FresnePs formulas in this case.

If Fresnel's formulae hold, it is easy to see that

s (a — a) = s'a, and therefore s {V — F ) = s' F'

;

therefore by (8) we have V^pz = V"p", and therefore by (7) and (5)

v./ = v"',

from which it is evident that no other hypothesis except those in Articles (20) and (21) will lead

to Fresnel's formulae in this case.

The second hypothesis here employed seems to me to be the only one we can adopt ; for

it is extremely difficult to conceive how normal vibrations could be propagated more slowly than

transversal in a stable medium.

If we do not suppose that V2 is very nearly equal to v", we may proceed to find F and F' in

terms of F in the following manner.

Substitute for V and Fj their values got from (6) and (7) in the equations (8) and (9) ; then,

putting -y, = V, we have

(fxs-s')V- (fis + s') F = V" (vp2 - p"), (up -p')(V+ F ) = F" («" - „s:).

V p — p
Hence, if for brevity we put ~ (fip ~ p) = ij, we have

s - vs^

(,,s-s')V-o^s + s')v,= n{V+v;),

and therefore F = -, V,
' /xs + S +t]

V+ V
and from this expression we may easily find V, since V = '.

Since p = /xp', and pj = "p'i ^'^^ have

„=(.^-l)(^=-l)./^

SECTION IV.

Explanation of the case of Total Internal Reflexion.

(23.) SiKCE p = fxp', p' will be > 1 when p is > it (which it may be when /x is < l),

and then s will be impossible ; and Fresnel's formulae become imaginary ; which indicates that

the equations of connection cannot be satisfied by the three rays in Article (15), or the five rays

in Article (19). We shall now consider how the equations of connection may be satisfied under

such circumstances, and first in the case of vibrations perpendicular to the plane of incidence.

Let us suppose that the general value of F is

V = - e*(rt-pj^-si)Vr! cjx
2

It is allowable to give V this value, though it is imaginary, since it is an integral of the equa-

tions of motion, and is capable of satisfying, analytically, the equations of connection, and the

equations {A), (B), (C), Section i, (see Article 5). Moreover, by superposing two such imaginary

values of V, viz. ae**'^'"''-'""'"^-' and ae~*(''~?^~")''^, we obtain a real value, viz. a cos k (vt—px—s%),

which will of course satisfy the same linear equations as the two expressions of which it is the sum,

i. e. the equations of motion and of connection.
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Assuming then this value of F, we have at the surface of separation,

2

28
and therefore V =- !ii, -e* «'-?-) V^i, V'= , c» ("-?'>^.

' s + fxs 2 s + /U.S

Hence if A a gMt'-P'+s^) V^^i, and ^ o'e*''"''-?'"*''''*^-', be the general values of F and V, we have

s - fj.s' , 2s

S + /XS S + /Mi

o,

P „„,! „' ^ */, P= ± \/l _and of course k'v = kv, p' = - p = — , and s' =

Now let us assume

\/ 1-^ = 0-. \/^l (supposing p > ft), and — = ± — \/-l = =*= \/^ tan a>,

yU^ S S

then a = c^^-osCi^^ a'.= 2 cos w e'"""^a,

and the general values of V^ and V become

F = •lael*('''-/'^+«)=f*»!^/^ (2), V = a cos toe'*'*'''-^-'''^"''-^**" (3).

Now let us superpose the system (1) (2) (3), taking the lower of the double signs, with

another system formed from (1) (2) (3), by putting - A: for A; and therefore - k' for k' and

taking the upper of the double signs. The result of this superposition will be the following

real system, viz.

V= acosk{vt - px - sz),

V= a cos \k{vt- px + sz) +2co}, V = 2acos we' '''" cos {k' (v t - p x) + w\.

These values of V, V^, and V, since they are real, and satisfy the equations of motion

and of connection, represent a possible case of motion. The expression for F, shews that there

is a reflected ray, of the same intensity as the incident ray, but having its phase altered by the

quantity 2co. The expression for V gives 4a=cos=a)e'"'''- for the intensity of the refracted ray,

which quantity rapidly diminishes as x increases, since k = —r > and \' is extremely small. This
A

indicates a complete extinction of the refracted ray. If we had taken the upper signs instead of the

lower, and the lower instead of the upper, in the above process of superposition (as we might have

done), we should have obtained c"*'-, instead of e''""", in the expression for the intensity of

V': Now this represents an intensity which increases rapidly with z, and therefore a vibratory

motion which becomes extremely large comparetl with that which gave rise to it, contrary to the

principle stated in Article (8). We must therefore take the signs as we have done above.

The alteration of the phase of the reflected ray is given by the equation

ma- \/p* - M"
tan o) = — = •

s s

This is exactly the first case of total internal reflexion considered in Airy's Tracts, p. 36l.

(second edition)*.

(24.) We shall, in the second place, apply the same method to the case of vibrations parallel

or V p' — y?
to the plane of incidence. To do this we have only to put tan w = — =

^ , and

• The fi in Aiiy's Tracts is the same as the - here.
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we arrive at exactly the same expressions as before, for F and V, with this difference, that

2 u cos CO , 1 n

the coefficient of V is instead ot Sacosoj.
/A

This is exactly the second case considered in Airy's Tracts, p. 36l.

SECTION V.

JV/iy Normal Waves never produce any sensible Effect on the Eye directly or

indirectly.

(25.) We must suppose of course that normal waves cannot produce vision directly, {i. e.)

that when such waves are incident on the retina they do not affect the optic nerve in such a manner

as to give rise to the sensation of light. But we have proved that when a transversal ray

undergoes oblique refraction it brings into existence normal rays, and it would be easy to shew

that, in the same manner, the oblique refraction of a normal ray will produce transversal rays.

Therefore, though normal waves cannot affect the retina directly, they may do so indirectly,

by giving rise to transversal waves. Now it is a matter of fact that they do not produce this

indirect effect, and it therefore becomes necessary to explain theoretically why they do not.

(26.) If we take the hypothesis in Article (20), it is easy to do this. For suppose the

normal ray, generated by the oblique refraction of a transversal ray at the first surface of a prism

or lens, to fall on the second surface at an angle of incidence sin"'p, and let the transversal

ray produced by this oblique refraction emerge at an angle sin~'p', then, as in Article (l9), we

may shew that -jj = — , and therefore p' = —^, p. Now by our hypothesis —^, is very large,

therefore, unless p is very small (in which case the transversal ray will not be produced at

all), p' will be > 1, and s' impossible; i.e. the transversal ray will be extinguished. (See

Article 23).

Thus the normal waves generated by the first refraction, will not produce transversal waves

at the second refraction.

Again, if we take the hypothesis in Article (21), and assume moreover that v" and v,

are large compared with v and v', it is easy to see, by similar reasoning, that the normal rays

will be extinguished immediately after their production by the first refraction.

It is evident, therefore, that on either hypothesis (adding to the latter, that V2 and v" are

large compared with v and v'), normal waves will produce no sensible effect on the eye, even

indirectly.

SECTION VI.

Whether Polarized Light con.sists of Vibrations at Right Angles to, or Parallel

to the Plane of Polarization.

(27.) There can be no doubt of the truth of Sir D. Brewster's law of tangents, and
the laws of the rotation of the plane of polarization given by M. Arago, and Sir D. Brewster.

From these laws we shall attempt to prove, that polarized light consists of vibrations perpen-
dicular to the plane of polarization, in the following manner.
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If possible, let polarized light consist of vibrations parallel to the plane of polarization ;

then taking the equations of connection in their most general form, viz. (D), (E), {F),

Section ii., and proceeding as in Articles (14) and (15), we find, for light polarized perpen-

dicularly to the plane of incidence, the following formulae :

s + e/ixs s + efxs

C + D'

Now, by the law of tangentS; F, ought to become zero when the tangent of the angle of

incidence is /ot, i- e. when s=ij.s. Therefore we have

s - e/jTS = 0, and therefore e = — ,

and this gives us

V, = ^^V, F'=-1^,F.
fJiS + s ns + s

Now if U, Ui, U', U-i, U", be the velocities, when the light is polarized in the plane of

incidence, we have, by the laws of the rotation of the plane of polarization,

Uj s - fjiS fxs + s U U' fxs + s U
K, s + fxs'' 118 - s F' V s + ixs V

Hence, by the above expressions for F, and V, we have

S + /J.S S + fXS

and from these equations we find

n{U+ U,) = U' (1), s{U- U,)=s'U' (2).

Now from the equations of connection (D), we have, as in Article 19, equations (8) and (9),

«(f7- f/,) - Uij).,= s'U'- U"p'\

p(U+U^)+U.,s.,= p'lr + V's",

which, by (l) and (2), and since p = fip, become

U.,p. = U"p'\ U,s, = U"s".

Now since -77 = —
, and v", r., are essentially positive, p" and p^ have the same sign

;

V V.J

therefore U-^ and U", and therefore s., and s" have the same sign. Now by Article (19),

equations (lO) and (ll), s, and s" have opposite signs, which is absurd. The only way to

get over this, is to suppose that U2 and U" are zero, but then it will be impossible to satisfy

the equations of connection for all values of p. (See Article 19)-

Hence it follows that, if we adopt the hypothesis which supposes polarieed light to consist

of vibrations parallel to the plane of polarization, and take into account the experimental

laws above stated, we arrive at an absurd result.

We may therefore conclude, that Fresnel's hypothesis is true.
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SECTION VII.

How we must proceed when the Equations of Connection are taken in their most

general Form.

(28.) The equations (5), (8), and (9), Article (19), are still true, being deduced from

the equations (/)), Section 11., without making any hypothesis respecting the constants. But

instead of (6) and (7), we shall arrive at two equations, somewhat more complicated in form,

as follows.

. do, dtx u'y d'y
The equations (£) and {F), Section 11., may, in virtue of the equations -;— = -;—> —~ = ——,

dx doc das dx
be put in the forms

Now, in these equations, as in Article (19), we shall put a + 01 + 02, 7 + 71+72, a+a",
y'+y", for a, 7, a, 7', respectively, and then, as in Article (19), and by the equations

(A), (B), (C), Section i., we obtain immediately the following equations,

V + V V f V V"\
(C + D) -—^ = (C + Z)') -; - 2 (Z)' - D) is'p'- + s"' -

iC + E)^^ = (C + £')^' +(D-.E'-D + E) [s'p' I' - p'-~) .

From these equations, and the equations (8) and (9) Article (19), we may find V^, V,
V2, and V" in terms of V. We shall not calculate these values, as they are rather complicated,

and not necessary to the object of the present paper. The last of the equations just obtained

considerably simplifies when we suppose the ether to obey the common law of elasticity, in which

case we have D' - E' - D + E = 0. (See Article 12.)

It is easy to see that Fresnel's formulas cannot be deduced from these equations, unless D = D',

and E = E', and therefore it will be useless to employ the equations of connection in their

most general form, as it is highly probable that Fresners formulae are experimentally true for

a great number of substances.

SECTION VIII.

Intensity and Phase of the Reflected Ray, in the case of highly Refractive Substances.

(29.) There are some substances, such as the diamond and other bodies of high refractive

power, for which Fresnel's formulae do not appear to be accurately true. It is easy to account

for this in the following manner.

When we do not assume that v^ = v", we have, by Article (22),

^ f,S-S -r,
^^^^^ (,= _ J) (2 _ ^)-PJP—.

' fis + s + t] ' ^
^^'^

^ s -vso
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Now, by Article (26), we must suppose that v., and v" are very large compared with

V and v', and consequently that s., and s", and therefore rj, are impossible quantities. Let us

accordingly put

-, = tan\l/v/ - 1 (I)'

fxS ~ s M« +

and we then have

u « - s' cos O) ,
, ^

,

—

V =
-,

g-w^")v-i Y^
/xs + s' cos \l/

Now this value of V^ indicates, as in Section iv, that the intensity of the reflected ray is

(,x* - *')' - l'(fxS — s' COStoP
{ 7

—
r\ "'

[ns + S COS>|/J
,a\ (by (1) and (2).

And that its phase differs from the phase of the incident ray by the quantity (>|/ + co).

// / iP^'\^ "" /

—

• *'" •

To calculate >;, we observe that « = \/ 1 - I = p — v — 1 very nearly, since — is very

large: and similarly, s-,='—p — \/—l. We here give s" and s^ opposite signs, because the ex-

pressions for V,, and V" will contain the factors e''S3=\'^i and e'<«" = vrT* j^^^ ^^g (,f these

(namely, F") ought to diminish rapidly as z increases, and the other (Fj) ought to do so as z

decreases ; but this cannot be if s" and s.^ have the same sign, therefore we must take these

quantities with different signs.

p pv"

Hence n = (v' - 1) (/u" - 1) r, ,

and therefore, since v — ~, ^ we have

[V + I fJL
]

If wc suppose the light to be incident at the polarizing angle, the expression for the intensity

of the reflected ray becomes (since at that angle fxs = s = p)

~ 1 s
It'- + 1 2^ I

,

ip- - rj' iv" - I /i- - 1

For common plate-glass we may put jz = - , and therefore I
j
= - nearly ; and for

diamond we mav put ^ = — , and therefore ( )
= 1 very nearly. Hence, supposing that"5 \ 2/j. J

V is the same for both, the intensity of the reflected ray at the polarizing angle is about six

times greater for diamond than for plate-glass. But we have every reason to suppose that v

(the index of refraction for normal waves) and fi (that for transversal) will increase together.

" See the process of superposition in Section IV.

Vol. VII. Part I. D
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11 4
Let us suppose, at a venture, that the value of i/ is — for glass, and - for diamond : then the

value of i- 1 is about — for glass, and — for diamond; therefore we have
V^-+l/ 100

°
15

a ^ = for glass,
600

^

a^ = — for diamond.
15

These expressions, if correct, would indicate that the reflected ray was scarcely visible for glass

;

and faint, though decidedly visible, for diamond : which, I believe, is the case. From this example

it is clear that if we suppose the normal index of refraction to be less than about — wlien the

transversal index is less than - , the reflected ray at the polai'izing angle will be scarcely visible

for plate-glass and substances of lower refractive power : and if we suppose the normal index not

4
less than about - when the transversal is greater than 2, the reflected ray will be decidedly visible.

3

Supposing this to be true, - jf will be very small for substances of moderate refractive power,

and therefore Fresnel's formulae will hold for such substances, at least the deviation from FresneFs

formulas will be insensible.

Hence, for substances of moderate refractive power o) will be always small ; but \|/, and there-

fore the phase (w + \|/) will increase rapidly by very nearly 180° while the angle of incidence is

passing through the polarizing angle ; this is evident from (l).

For substances of high refractive power, - j;^ will not be very small ; therefore there will be

a sensible deviation from FresneFs formulae. Moreover to will not be very small, and \^, and

therefore the phase (lo + >//) will increase by a quantity somewhat less than 180", while the angle

of incidence is passing through the polaxizing angle.

These results are in strict accordance with the experiments of Mr Airy ; see the Cambridge

Transactions, Vol. iv, p. 422.



III. On the PossibiUty of accounting for the Absorption of Light, by supposing it due

to the Motion of the Particles of Matter. By the Rev. M. O'Brien, late Felloiv

of Caius College.

[Read Feb. 14, 18J.3.]

When we take into account the motion of the particles of matter (see Cambridge Tratisactions,

Vol. VII. p. 421*), we arrive at the following equation for determining the velocity of propagation

(«^), viz.

mC mC
V- — niB V — m^B^

the disturbance being proportional to cos It (vt — u).

If we put kv = n, this equation becomes

n- {v' - mB) (o^ - mB) = C {m^ {f - mB) + m {f - mB)\v'' (1).

which is a quadratic equation for determining v" when n is given, i. e. when the colour is given,

Stt . , , .,

since — IS the time of vibration.
n

This equation affords a complete explanation of the dispersion of light, and it may also be

applied to account, apparently in a satisfactory manner, for the absorption, as follows.

Suppose that the roots of the equation are impossible, then we shall obtain four values of v,

which we may put in the form, - = ± e =•=
>; V— 1-

Now a = ae"y">)^~^ is an integral of the equations of motion; hence we have four integrals

included in the formula

a = ae""''*'*''^"'*"'^^S or a e*'""" . e""**"'^^'.

From these imaginary integrals we obtain the real integrals

a = ae*'""" cos n {t ± eu).

Now we must not suppose a continually increasing intensity of vibration ; and therefore the

upper sign of the exponential coefficient must be rejected, as is usually done in similar cases
: we

have therefore

a = ae''"'" cos h {t ± eu).

This expression indicates a continually decreasing intensity of vibration different for different

colours (since rj is evidently a function of n), and thus the supposition that the roots of (l) are

impossible, leads to an explanation of the absorption of light.

It is easy to follow out this explanation into detail, and to shew that it agrees with experiment

so far as it goes ; but the object of the present paper is to prove, very briefly, that there is a serious

objection against the supposition that the equation (l) has impossible roots, anil therefore against

the explanation of absorption depending on the motion of the particles of matter. To do this, we

Sincp the paper here referred to was printed, I have been

informed that Professor Lloyd had previously read a paper on

the same subject, in which he gave an explanation of the Dis-

persion and Absorption of Light ; but 1 am not aware that

his paper has been primed, for I have not been able to pro-

cure it.
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must investigate the equations of connection of tlie vibratory motion of two media separated by a

plane (as in a previous paper in the present part of the Cambridge Transactions), supposing that

one of the media is composed of material as well as ethereal particles.

We shall make the same suppositions, and use the same notation, as in the paper just referred

to; assuming the upper medium to contain material particles, and a^, ji^, y^ to belong to any one of

them, a, /3, y, and a, /3', y' belonging (as before) to the etherial particles.

Then the force parallel to the axis of x on any particle of ether at the plane of separation

will be

da. d'y . , da d'y
{C + D) ~~ + D —- — (C + D) D' —— + terms of superior order.

dz dx dz dx

The terms of superior order here alluded to consist, in the first place, of higher differential

coefficients of a, /3, y, a , /3', y', and secondly of terms arising from the action of the material parti-

cles, the largest of which we have assumed, in obtaining the equation (l), to be of the same order

of magnitude as the second differential coefficients of a, /3, y. Hence we have at the plane of

separation

(C+ Z>) ^ . /)^ = (C + D') ^ + D'±L (,).
dz d.v dz dx

In the same way we obtain

iC^D)f^D'ty^iC'^D')f^D''tL (3).
dz dy dz da)

^C.E)'^.D[^,f)^iC'.E')'^^D'[f,'f) (4).
dz \dx dz] dz \dx dy j

We also find, just as before,

a=a, /3'=/3, 7=7 (5).

In addition to these six equations of connection, we obtain three others in the following

manner.

At the plane of separation the force acting on any particle of matter is

2m {^{r} la^ + - ^'{r) Ix^ {Ix^ la, + ly, l^, + ^^, ^7,) \

+ a part arising from the action of the ethereal particles.

This may be reduced, as the force on an ethereal particle, to the form

(C + Z) ) ~- + Z>, -~ + terms of superior order ;dz dx

observing that we include the part arising from the action of the ethereal particles among
the terms of superior order for the same reason as before. We have, therefore, at the surface

of separation,

(C,..i)^)1^^7),^- = o
)dz dx \

and similarly {C -v D) —' + D —^ =
' ' dz ' dy

(C-^£)^ + D,(^-^'^^)=o
uz \dx dy J

.(6).

dy

.

These nine equations, namely, (2), (3), (4), (.5), and (6), are the complete equations of
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connection which apply to the case of reflexion and refraction, the motion of the material parti-

cles being taken into account. It is evidently not allowable to simplify these equations bv
putting E = E' and D = D', as we did in the previous paper. Moreover, instead of having

C = C, we have C ^ C + C,.

Our present purpose requires us to apply these equations only to the case of rays incident

directly on a refracting surface; we shall therefore suppose that the quantities a, y, a , y , a, y',

are each zero, and that /3, /3,, /3', are functions of « only : then the nine equations of connec-

tion reduce to three, viz.

fi = fi (7). dl=^^ (^)' TT = (9)'

where h

dz dz

C + D'

C + D'

We shall assume v to be the velocity of propagation in the lower medium, and v', v" the two

velocities in the upper, namely, the two roots of the equation (l). We shall suppose that the waves

in the upper medium are an incident and a reflected, and in the lower, two refracted waves, one

propagated with the velocity w', and the other with the velocity v", for it will be impossible to

satisfy the three equations (7), (8), (9), with only one refracted wave. Hence, using the same
notation as in the previous paper, wc have from (7), (8), and (9),

V+ F = r+ V (10),

X ^' V"(r-F)- = _ + _ (u).
V V V ^

V V"
—r + -7r = (12).
V V

When V V" belong to the two refracted waves, and V K" to the corresponding waves of the

particles of matter, observing that the two latter waves are propagated respectively with the same
velocities as the two former (See Vol. vii, p. •121).

Hence, if we assume in general that

V=:ae"('-l^-^, F, = a/O-^s)^^, r = a'e"('-''V^ &c., &c.

We have from (10) (11) and (12), putting «=0,

a + a^ = a + a" (13).

I' V „
a — a = — a +-;; a (l-l).

V V

,t

""
a, = T a' (15).

Also by the two equations in the middle of page 423, Vol. vii.* we have (a' and a[ or a" and a"
here, correspond to a and a there)

,
m v'^ — niB , „ m v"'^ - mB
??i V- — m

B

'
VI V ^ — mB

Hence by (15) we have

v'^ -mB v"^ - mB, v" ,

v' - m,B V • — m B V ^ '

In the second of these a — a. is written by mistake instead of a," a.
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Also (13) + (14) gives

And from (iti) and (17) we have

f V I V \ v" v"^ - mB v"" - m B]
2a = {l + -J- il + -]— -TT B —^ -^i " ('^)-

[ V V V j V v' - m^B^ V ' - m B]

Now if we suppose the roots of (l) to be impossible, we have

-=6 + M\/-l, —, = 6- r}\/ - 1

,

Making these substitutions in (18), we evidently find an expression for a of the form

a =/(cos w + v/- 1 sin to) a, or, fe""^'-^ . a;

where / and oo are real quantities, the former of which does not change sign when - >; is put for t],

but the latter does. Now a' becomes a" when v" is put in place of v, and v' in place of v" ; i.e.

when — >7 is put for jj. Hence we have

a"=/e-'-V-i.a.

Hence the general expression for F'+ V is

fa {e-^-K e"0-7)^-'+ e-"^^-'. e"('-F)^-'^ ;

or, fa {e"'--.ei""-^-->+"!V-i +6-""--. el "<'-"'-" 1V=T} (19).

(19) therefore is the symbolical disturbance in the upper medium arising from the symbolical

disturbance ae"('~9^~' in the lower. By changing the signs of n and r/, and therefore of w, we

find that the symbolical disturbance a e""v'~^)^""' in the lower medium gives rise, in the upper, to

fa {€'"".6- !
«('-"'+"

1
V=i 4. 6-""^ e- 1 «('-")-"

! V-i|

.

Hence, superposing these two sets of disturbances, we find that the real disturbance

a cos n it
J

in the lower medium gives rise to the real disturbance

fa [e"''-.cos {n(t - e x) + w} + e'""". cos {n{t -ex) - w]~\

in the upper.

Now this latter expression indicates a continually increasing intensity, and therefore if the roots of

(1) were impossible, light after refraction would continually increase in intensity in passing through

the refracting substance ; a result which is quite at variance with experiment. Hence we may
conclude that the roots of (1) cannot be impossible, and that the explanation of absorption given

above is not true. In fact, that explanation falls to the ground if we be not at liberty to reject the

integral , a e'"'- cos n{i - e «) and retain a e'"''' cos 7i{t — e x), which we cannot do without violating

the equations of connection, as is evident from the process just gone through.

It appears, therefore, that though the action of the material upon the ethereal particles affords a

complete and satisfactory explanation of dispersion, we must look to some other source for an

explanation of absorption.



IV. Oil a new Fundamental Equation in Hydrodynamics. By the Rev. James
Challis, ma., Pliimian Professor of Astronomy and E.rperimental P/ii/osop/nj in

the University of Cambridge.

[Read March 6, 1843.]

The object of this communication is to shew, that in addition to the two fundamental

equations of Hydrodynamics already recognised, a third is necessary to complete the analytical

principles of the science.

For the purpose of reference I shall call the two known equations, the dynamical equation, and,

the eqtiatioii of continuity of flie Jluid. The same notation will be made use of as in my last

paper: p is the pressure and p tlie density of a particle whose co-ordinates at the time t are .r, y, z,

and the components of whose velocity V are u, v, to, in the directions of the axes of co-ordinates.

X, Y, Z are the impressed forces in the same directions. A differential coefficient is put in

brackets to indicate that the differentiation refers both to the co-ordinates and the time : a

differential in brackets means that the co-ordinates alone are differentiated. All differential co-

efficients not in brackets are partial.

1. It will be assumed that in any case of fluid motion an unlimited number of surfaces may-

be drawn at each instant, cutting at right angles the directions of motion. In other words, it

is assumed that the directions of motion at every instant fulfil the condition of geometrical

conti?iuity. In my last paper it was shewn that if

'^^ = ^rf'^^ + ^(?i/ + ^, rf-. (I)-

the factor — being such that the right-hand side of the above equality is an exact differential,

the general differential equation of all these surfaces at all times is d\j/ = 0. It is not necessary

that the surfaces should be continuous : that is, it is not necessary that the equation of a given

surface should be the same function of the co-ordinates through its whole extent. But that the

condition of the geometrical continuity of the directions of the motion may be maintained, each

surface must be made up of parts, either finite or indefinitelv small, which are surfaces of continuous

curvature. Hence the quantity JV has a real value for every part of the fluid in motion; at least,

motions for which this is not the case, if there are such, do not come under our consideration.

2. Let the integral of the equation d\// = be \j/(iv, y, z, t) = 0, the arbitrary function

of the time being included in the function \|/. The surfaces of which this is the general equation

I shall continue to call surfaces of displacement. Since the equation •>p{x, y, z, f) ^ embraces

all the surfaces of displacement at all times, it will include the surfaces of displacement of a

given element of the fluid at two successive instants of its motion, if the path of the element

in the interval be conti7iuous. It is not necessary that the path of an element through its whole

extent should be determined by the same equations, but it is necessary for the continuity of

the motion tliat it should be made up of parts, either finite or indefinitely small, which are

geometrically continuous, and that the directions of motion at two successive instants should not

make a finite angle with each other. The condition of the continuity of the motion of each element

is therefore expressed analytically by the equation ^\//(ar, y, z, t) = 0, the symbol o having reference.
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as in the Calculus of Variations, to the function
\f/,

while the co-ordinates and the time vary with

the varying position of a given element. Hence,

at ax ay dz

But ^x - udt, Sy = vSt, and Sz = wSt. Consequently,

dt dv dy dz

The main object of the arguments in this paper will be, to shew that the equation just

obtained is a necessary and fundamental equation of Hydrodynamics. I propose to call it, with

reference to the principle on which it was investigated, the equation of vontinuity of the motion,

to distinguish it from the equation of continuity of the fluid.

It may here be remarked, that in the place of the actual surface of displacement we might

have reasoned in the same manner on a surface having with it a contact of the second order

at the point xyz; for instance, the surface whose equation is,

jx-aY
,
jy-fiY

,
(^-7^ ,_^

»r n- p'

the six parameters a, (i, y, m, n, p, being functions in general, both of the co-ordinates and

the time. Writing F = for this equation, it is clear, that when the co-ordinates and parameters

vary with the change of position of an element, we shall have ^F = 0, provided there be no abrupt

change of the parameters, and consequently no abrupt change of the curvature of the surface

of displacement and of the directions of the lines of motion. This equation, therefore, to which

the equation ^\^ {x, y, z, t) = is equivalent, expresses the condition of continuity of the motion.

3. Before entering on the consideration of equation (2), it will be shewn by an example

that the two recognised fundamental equations are insufficient for the general determination

of fluid motion. One instance of contradictory results legitimately deduced from those equations

will suffice for this purpose. The example I have chosen is as simple as possible.

Let the fluid be incompressible, and the motion be parallel to the plane of xy. The equation

of the continuity of the fluid for this case is 1- -— =0. If m = mx and v = — my, that equation
dx dy

is satisfied. These values make udx + vdy an exact differential. Hence the dynamical equation

gives, p — C («'' + y^), the arbitrary quantity being either constant or a function of the time.

2C
By putting p = 0, we obtain or + y- = for the equation of the free surface of the fluid, which

is therefore at all times cylindrical, and hence the velocity is every instant the same at all points

dy V y
of the surface. But the differential equation of a line of motion is —— = - =

. The lines^ dx u X

of motion are therefore rectangular hyperbolas having the axes of co-ordinates for asymptotes,

and the directions of motion are consequently different at different points of the cylindrical

boundary. Hence it is impossible that the boundary can be constantly cylindrical. This

contradiction proves that the equations on which the reasoning was founded are either erroneous or

insufficient. We have no reason to suspect any error in the principles from whicli they were derived,

and must therefore conclude that they are insufficient. It will appear afterwards that this instance

does not satisfy the conditions of continuity.
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4. Since u = N -~
, v = N —-^ , and w = N~ , we readily obtain from equation (2),

-^'''[-^'^'itl-' ^^>-

which equation determines A^.

A remark is important here. It appears from the equality (l), that udx + vdy + wdx
= Nd^, and it might hence be supposed that when the left-hand side of this equality is integrable,

we are at liberty to assume iV = 1, and to consider -vi/ identical with the quantity which is usually

called
(f)

in Hydrodynamics. But it is clear from the reasoning by which equation (2) was
obtained, that N is a quantity of the same kind as the velocity, and that yp is supposed to be
freed from any factors which do not verify the equation x// = 0, whilst d(p is merely a substitu-

tion for udiV + vdy + wdz, and its integral (p is subject to no such operation. It is not,

therefore, allowable in any case to suppose the two quantities to be the same, on which account

I have here employed the letter \// in the place of the (p of my former paper. When udx + vdy
+ wdz is integrable, in general N =/ (t) . F {d>).

5. For the purposes of the reasoning on which we shall presently enter, it is required

to shew, first, that when uda? + vdy + wdz is an exact differential (rf0), the integral of the

dynamical equation may be taken from any one point of the fluid to any other, and that the

arbitrary quantity to be added is either a constant or a function of the time only. This will

appear as follows.

The general dynamical equation is equivalent to the three equations,

^-^-^U)=^'W- j-y-^^y-dh'^^'^- dj-^n^)=^'f^)-

in which P is substituted for — , or for k^ Nap. log p, according as the fluid is incompressible

or compressible. Assuming Xdx -f- Ydy + Zdz to be an exact differential, putting (dX) for

(dP v\ (dP A (dP \
I— A' jdx + I

— 1
j
dy + l—— Z] d«, and adding the above equations after multiplying

them respectively by d.v, dy, dz, it is known that we obtain for the case in question,

<-)^(-7t)*i(-0^f^^J})- «
u^ , -^ TT- ,. , • , . dd)' deb' dch' .

which, II v' be substituted for —^ + —i- ^ £—
, js equivalent to

dx' dy' dx^

ld\ d-(p ir^\j (^ t^0 V—\d (— ^^ V—]d
\dx dxdt dx I \dy dydt dy) \dz dxdt dz j

But the quantities in brackets must be respectively identical with the quantities on the left-hand

sides of the equations (i), (5), (6). Hence by reason of those equations,

d\ d^d) dV d\ d"-(b ,dV d\ dt'cb dV— -1- —^ 4- r— = 0, — +—^ + F —- = 0, — + —^ -)- F— =0.
dx dxdt dx dy dydt dy dz dzdt dz

Hence, dividing the foregoing equation by dx, it will be seen that — and — may be of any

arbitrary values. The integral of that equation may consequently be taken from any one point

to any other of the fluid, and the arbitrary quantity to be added is independent of co-ordinates.

Vol. VII. Part I. E
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6. It is next required to introduce into the equation of continuity of the fluid, by means

of equation (3), the condition of continuity of the motion. For this purpose the process must

be gone through which is given in ray former paper (Cam6. Phil. Trans. Vol. VII. Part III.

pp. 385, 386). The result there arrived at is,

du dv dw u dV v dV tv dV ^^ (\ IN

7j
'

di dy dx"^ V

dV IV dV n
dy V dz

where r, r are the principal radii of curvature of the surface of displacement at the point ,vy%.

u dx V dy w dz
If ds be the increment of the hne of motion, we have — = -—

,

— = —-, — =-_. Hence if
V ds V ds V da

dV be the increment of velocity along the line of motion corresponding to the increment ds, the

required equation becomes for incompressible fluids,

§^+f(1.1).o (.,.
ds \r r J

When the fluid is compressible we have the equation,

dp d.pi

dt dx

d.pv d.pw

dy dz

dx
Now u = V~, V = V—- , to = V

ds ds

dp dp dp dp (du dv dw\

dt dx dy dx ' \dx dy dz /

; and, as before.

dy

di

du dv dw
dx dy dz ds \r r'j

By substituting these values in the equation above, it will readily be found that

dp d.Vp— + Vp
ip d.Vc

dt c \r r'j
.(9).

in which d. Vp is the increment of Vp along the line of motion corresponding to the increment

ds of the line of motion. I have obtained equation (9) in my former paper (pp. 387 and 388)

by elementary considerations, and equation (8) might clearly be obtained in a similar manner.

That method, being independent, may be adduced in confirmation of the reasoning here employed,

and of the general equation (2), by means of which the reasoning has been conducted. It also

has the advantage of shewing distinctly that the increment d . Vp in (9) must be limited to

the direction of the line of motion, unless Vp has the same value at all points of a given

surface of displacement; and that dF in (8) must be similarly limited, unless the velocity be

the same at all points of a given surface of displacement.

The equations (8) and (9) may be called equations of absolute continuity. When they

are satisfied consistently with the respective dynamical equations, there can be no breach of

continuity and the motion is possible. Examples will hereafter be adduced to illustrate the

use of these equations.

7. I propose now to determine by means of equations (8) and (9) in what cases of possible

motion 7(dx +vdy + wdz is an exact differential. This important question has not yet received

a satisfactory answer.*

• Lagiange in the Mecanigue Analylique argues that udx+
vdy +wdz is an exact differential when the motion is so small

that powers of the velocity above the first may be neglected ;

and again, when the motion begins from rest. These theo-

rems occur in the Edition of Poisson's Traile de Mecatiiqtte

of 1811, but are omitted in that of 1833. Lagrange's reasoning
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First, let the fluid be incompressible. It has been shewn in Art. 5 that when udx + vdy + wdz
is an exact differential, the -dynamical equation may be integrated from any one to any other

point of the fluid. But the result obtained by integrating that equation in this manner,

does not give a possible motion unless the equation (8) be similarly integrable. Let this be
the case. Then the first condition that must be satisfied is, that each surface of displacement

dV
be a surface of equal velocity. For on no other supposition can the differential coefficient —

ds
remain the same, in passing from a given point to another indefinitely near in an unlimited

number of directions. In the annexed figure P and Q are any

two points of the fluid ; QR is an orthogonal trajectory to the

surfaces of displacement situated at a given instant between

P and Q ; PR is a line drawn on the surface of displacement

which passes through P, and intersecting QR in R. Now by
hypothesis the integral of equation (8) may be taken between

arbitrary limits. Therefore the integral from P to Q along PQ
is the same as the integral along PR and RQ. But the integral

along PR is nothing, because PR is on a surface of equal velocity.

Therefore the integral from P to Q is the same as the integral

from R to Q. Supposing therefore the surface of displacement through P and the velocity in

this surface to be given at a given instant, the velocity at any point Q is a function of the line

QR. Let QR = s. Then Vds is a differential of a function of s and the time. Since, there-

fore, d(p = Vds, (p is also a function of s and the time. But the equation ^ = is the equation

of a surface of displacement. Hence for a given surface of displacement s is constant. This

proves that the surfaces of displacement are parallel to each other, the orthogonal trajectories

are straight lines, and the motion is rectiliiiear.

Again, let da be the increment of any line drawn arbitrarily on any surface of displacement.

Then since the direction of the variation of co-ordinates in the equation (7) may be any whatever,

we shall have,

dX d'ip

da dt
V— = 0.

d(T

dX
But since -— is the effective accelcrative force perpendicular to the direction of motion, and

d<T

since, as we have seen, the motion is rectilinear, it follows that -j- = 0- Also

Consequently

dV
_

du

dadt
dxThis proves that the equations udx + vdy + tvdz = 0, and

The latter equation is the former differentiated

with respect to t, on the supposition that rf.r, dy, dz do not vary with the time

dv , dw
, ,— dv ] dss = are true at the same time.

dt ^ dt
It follows

with respect to the first is liable to this objection :—he concludes

, du dv du dw dv dw .
that -J- = ^- , -;-=-;-, -y- = -1- , ftom approTimale equa-

dy d.f dz dr da dy
tions, whence it follows that those equalities are approximate;

whilst the inference that ud.r + vdy + wdz is a complete difter.

ential, requires that they should be exact. No reason is assigned

by Lagrange for the other Theorem. The following argument

shews it to be without foundation. If 'each of the quantities ?/,

V, w vanishes for a certain value h of t, they must each con-

tain <-A as a factor. We may therefore assume that udi +vdy

+ tedz = (t-h)'^{Ud.r + rdy+ JVdz), one at least of the

quantities C, I', rT not vanishing when l = h. Since < — A is

unaffected by the sign of differentiation, if the left-hand side of

the equality be an exact differential, Cdx + Vdy + Wdz must

be an exact differential also. But the latter quantity is not

necessarily an exact differential when < = A ; therefore neither

is the other.

E2
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that the direction of tnotion through a given point remains the same in successive instants.

This is rectilinear motion, and it thus appears that the rectilinearity of the motion is in accordance

with the dynamical equation.*

When the motion is perpendicular to a plane, r and r' are each infinite, and equation (8) becomes

dV— = 0. This is true whether the motion be in parallel straight lines or in concentric circles about
ds
a fixed axis. But equation (8) does not enable us to determine whether in the latter of these two

kinds of motion, udx + vdy + wdx can be an exact differential. This question will be con-

sidered further on.

Reserving then the case just mentioned, the following will be the conclusion to which the

foregoing reasoning conducts:

—

The only motions of an incompressible Jlnid ivhich are possible

when udx + vdy + wdz is an exact differential of a function of three independent variables,

are rectilinear motions.

8. Now let the fluid be compressible. For the same reason as that adduced in the case

of incompressible fluids, equation (9) cannot be integrated between limits entirely arbitrary

unless Vp is constant along a given surface of displacement. And again, as before, if s be drawn

at a given instant the orthogonal trajectory to surfaces of displacement from any point to

a given surface of displacement, then Vp at that point is a function of s. Hence, since

p (udx + vdy + wdz) = Vpds, it follows that the left-hand side of this equality is integrable.

But by hypothesis udx + vdy + wdx is an exact differential d(p. Hence, since pd(p = Vpds,

jO is a function of 0, and p and (p are each functions of s. But Vp is a function of s.

Therefore V is also a function of s. It is thus shewn that the surfaces of displacement are

surfaces both of equal velocity and equal density. By reasoning precisely as in the case of

incompressible fluids a like conclusion is arrived at ; viz. that the only motions of a com-

pressible Jluid which are possible ivhen udx -i- vdy + wdz is an exact differential of a function

of three independent variables, are rectilinear motions.

The above result and the analogous one respecting incompressible fluids, are evidently

dependent on the fact that when udx + vdy + wdz is an exact differential d<p, both and V
are functions of the variable s, which is a line drawn at a given instant in the direction of

the motion of the particles through which it passes, commencing at an arbitrary origin and

terminating at the point xyz. And again, this fact is a direct consequence from the general

equation (3), as may be thus concisely shewn. That equation, on multiplying by N, becomes

d^/ „ . ,, ,T d4/ . , d\lf ,.rd"4'N —!- + F- = : or, since V = N. —^ , it becomes —^ + N^^ = 0.

dt ds dt ds'
Now when N is a function

of t only, and consequently udx + vdy + wdz is integrable of itself, the last equation by

integration gives \1/ a function of s and t. Therefore also N -y- , or V, is a function of s and t.

And since dcj) = Vds, (p is also a function of s and t.

9. It remains to consider what are the forms of the surfaces of displacement which satisfy

the condition of rectilinear motion.

• If all the parts of the fluid have a common motion in

a common direction, the surfaces of displacement will partake

of this motion, and the motion of the particles in space will

not be rectilinear. Such common motions are not the proper

subject of consideration in Hydrodynamics. When they exist,

it must be under given circumstances, and their amount may
be calculated in the same manner as for a solid body. These

motions may therefore always be considered to be eliminated

by impressing equal motions on all the parts of the fluid in a

contrary direction.
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Since V and —- are the same at all points of a given surface of displacement when the

motion is rectilinear, it follows from equation (8) tliat in incompressible fluids - + — is the
r r

same at all points of the same surface of displacement. This is true also when the fluid is

compressible. For since p is given for a given surface of displacement, and since the equation

— dju H dy -\ dz — 0, obtained in Art. 7, proves that the surface of displacement through
dt dt dt ^ ^ "

a given point does not vary its position, it follows that -j- is the same at all points of the

same surface of displacement. It has been already shewn that this is the case with ——— and
ds

Vp. Hence equation (9) shews that - h—7 is the same at all points of a given surface of

displacement. Again, if 5r be an indefinitely small constant quantity, ;^—1—

;

s— is con-
r + 6r r + or

1

r + ^r r + Sr
stant for the next contiguous surface of displacement. Hence if —i- — = c and

r r

= c + Sc, we have — + —=— -^ = a constant. It follows that r and r must each be constant
r^ r dr

for a given surface, and consequently that not only is the curvature the same, but the principal

radii of curvature the same at all points of the surface. The only surfaces that possess this

property are the surface of a sphere and that of the common cylinder. Hence the only motions,

whether of incompressible or compressible fluids, that are possible when udx + vdy + wdz is

an exact differential, are in straight lines draicn from a Jixed centre or perpendicular to a

fixed axis.

10. By reviewing the reasoning which has conducted to the above conclusion it will be

seen that after proving the dynamical equation to be integrable from any one point of the

fluid to any other whenever udx + vdy + wdz is an exact differential, the equations (8) and (9)

were assumed to be integrable in like manner. It is necessary therefore to incjuire under what

circumstances the result obtained in the preceding Article is consistent with that assumption.

Let udx + vdy + wdz be an exact difl^erential, be a function of r, and r' = ,r' + y^ + r".

Then the equation of continuity of a compressible fluid becomes,

f^_d£\ t±_^_o/A,l± + ^_±(~JL + ^.^Xl^^\ =0,
dr-j dr' dt- ~ dr'drdt dr \ r r r r )

which does not agree in giving a function of r unless the impressed force either be nothing

or a function of r. No such limitation is necessary with reference to incornpressible fluids,

because the equation of continuity applicable to them becomes,

d'd> dd>
-7^ + 2 :r = '^'

dr- dr

which gives <b a function of r, whatever be the impressed force. It is, however, necessary

that Xdx + Ydy + Zdz be integrable.

11. The investigation I have now gone through, shews that there arc several defects in

the reasoning of my last paper, which I will endeavour to point out as distinctly as possible.

The first occurs in Art. 6 (p. 377), where it is asserted that " I dr is not an exact differential,

unless the variation of V from one point of space to another at a given instant, depends only
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on the change of position in the direction normal to the surface of displacement." This is

not true as a general proposition, but it is true with reference to fluid motion, solely in

consequence of the condition expressed by the general equation (2), as appears by the reasoning

in Arts. 7 and 8 of this paper. Hence the Proposition proved in the ' Note' added to the

former Paper fails in giving support to the above cited assertion, because it takes no account

of that equation. In fact, the proof neglects the curvature of the lines of motion, and therefore

only amounts to shewing that in rectilinear motion a surface of displacement is a surface of

equal velocity when uda; + vdy + tvdz is an exact differential, or the converse In the same

1
"<^M dv dw

, , » „

Article (p. 378) it is said incorrectly, that -—-da; + -—dy + ---dz<=0, because tor a surface
^i ' ^ dt dt dt

of displacement udx + vdy + wdz = 0." This is true only when the position of the surface

of displacement through a given point is invariable, which should first have been shewn to be

the case. The correct reasoning is given in Art. 7 of the present paper.—At the beginning

of Art. 7 of the former paper (p. 379), it is supposed that in rectilinear motion the lines of

motion may pass through " fixed focal lines." The more complete investigation of the present

Essay shews that they must be limited to passing through a fixed centre, or a fixed axis.

—

" d(b
The assertion (in p. 382) that -J- and V are constant for a given surface of displacement

at a given time, when udx + vdy + wd% is an exact differential," is true, but, on account of

the defects already mentioned, does not follow from any previous reasoning It is not generally

true as asserted in p. SSy, that " the variation of F at a given point is the same as if r

and r were constant," and consequently the equation derived from that supposition is of no

value. I am not aware of any other points that require adverting to.

I proceed now to make some uses of equation (2) which will shew the importance and

necessity of it.

12. First, let it be required to determine on what hypotheses the general dynamical equation

is integrable. To do this it is necessary to introduce into the dynamical equation the condition

expressed by the equation (2), or by its equivalent equation (3). I have already gone through

the process for this purpose in Arts. 10 and 12 of my former paper. The result there obtained,

expressed in the notation of this paper, is

It is supposed in this equation that Xdx + Ydy + Zdz is an exact differential. This condition

being fulfilled by the impressed forces, the equation is integrable either if the second term vanishes,

d.fNdyb rdV , . , ^ dV
or if iVd->|/ be integrable. Since —^—- = / -77 f'*. '" the first case, -77 = and the motion

is steady; in the other, udx + vdy + wdx is an exact differential. These are the only cases

in which the general dynamical equation is integrable.

13. Next let it be required to find the factor — in proposed instances of motion, and

to determine whether the motions are possible.

To make the equation (2), viz.

d4r d\lr d-d/ d-dr
-~- + -T-U + ~v +-J-W =0,
dt dx dy dz

convenient for this purpose, it will be transformed into another equivalent equation in the

manner following. The equation >!/ = 0, being by hypothesis the equation of a curve surface,

may be supposed to contain besides the variables x, y, z explicitly, certain parameters a, 6, c, &c.

which are functions of the co-ordinates and the time, and vary with the varying position of a
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given element of the fluid, but which are constant in passing from point to point of a surface

of displacement through either a finite or an indefinitely small space. Let, therefore, the

equation \^ = be equivalent to/(.r, y, %, a, b, c, &c.) = 0. Then

d\i/ df da df db df dc

dt da dt db dt dc dt

d\l/ df df da da; df db d.v df dc d.v
u —^ = u— + — . — . — +— . — . — +— . — .— + &C.

die dx da dx dt db dx dt dc dx dt

and so for v— and u— . Hence, substituting in equation (2), we have
dy dss

df [da\ df (db\ df /dc\ df df df

da \dt) db \dt) dc \dtl dx dy dz

Now differentiating the equation /(.r, y, x, a, b, c, &c.) = 0, we obtain, since a, b, r, &c. are

constant for a given surface of displacement,

d/ , df , df ,
u , t) , w ,— dx + — dy + ^ dz = = irrdx + —dy + —zdz.

dx dy ^ dz N N '^ N

Hence, u = N— , v = N— , m> = N— : and consequently,
dx dy dz

df ldn\ df fdb\ df (dc\ „ .rfdr df df\ , ^

We shall presently illustrate the use of this equation in finding N.

It is plain that the equation f(x, y, «, a, b, c, &c.) = 0, may be that of a surface having a

contact of the second order with the surface of displacement at any point xyz, the parameters

in the equation of such a surface being a, b, c, &c. For instance, let the equation of the surface of

contact be

(^ - aY ^ {y-^Y ^ (^ - 7)' _ 1 ^
m^ m" p-

'

then we have for determining ^V the general equation,

X-a fda\ y-(i /rf/3\ z-y ldy\ (x - aY /dnA (y - (if /dn\ (z - yY (ig] ^
m' '\dtj n' \dtl p' ' [dt J m' '[dt )

'^
>i^ '[dt) p^ ' \dt)

{x-aY- (y-fiy- iz-yY \

n*
*

p' J

I proceed now to adduce some examples of finding N, and of applications of the equations

(8), (9), and (10), to determine whether proposed instances of motion are possible.

Ex. 1. Let the case of motion be that considered in Art. 3. This instance gives u = mx,

v= —my, and satisfies the equation — + — = o. Also udx + vdy = m(xdx - ydy), and
(t Hy ^ y

- = — = . Hence the general equation of the surfaces of displacement may be assumed to

be x^ — y^ — a^ = 0, and the general equation of the lines of motion, xy = c^.

^ > > o rr., df ida\ /da\ df df
Let f=x--y-- rt'. Then -^i. -_ = - 2a — ; -^ = 2x, -f- = - 2y.' ^ da \dt \dt dx dy "
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Hence - a — + 2iV (a;= + ^-) = 0, and A" = —.
\dtl 2 («'+/)

But by the equation x^ — if — a^ = 0, (since .r, y, and a vary simultaneously with the position

of the element,) we have .r (g)
- ^ fg) - « (^)

= 0, and (^) = z. = ^^,
('^^J]

= « = - my.

/t^'A ^ o o. , 1 ,r ^ nil • 1 1
*^ .

"
,

Hence a — 1 = w? (.r- + y'') , and consequently iv = — . i his value makes -jt}""^ + ^dy an
,rf</

...V- . :,/, 1- . 2- --- _^-- . _^-

exact differential, and the equation (3) is therefore verified. We have now to see in what

dV ds
manner equation (8) is verified. This equation for the instance before us becomes -—- + — =0,

r being the radius of curvature of the curve of displacement at the point xy, and ds the increment

of the line of motion at the same point. Hence r = — —:

—

, and ds = . There-
a-'' — y- a;

dV a^ —y^ doo _,, . . , . , , . , . i ,

fore . — = 0. ihis equation cannot be integrated unless y is eliminated by means
V or + y- ,v

of the equation xy = c~ ; that is, it can be integrated only along a line of motion. The dynamical

equation must therefore be integrated in the same manner, and the arbitrary quantity to be

added is a function of co-ordinates as well as the time. The fluid must be conceived to be

included between two hyperbolic surfaces indefinitely near each other. This explains the contra-

diction met with in Art. 3.

Ex. 2. Let the equation of the surfaces of displacement he 9 — tan"' - = 0. Putting therefore

ffov 6 — tan"'— , we have

df (de\ _ tde\ df _ y A^ -. _ "^

dO \dt J \dt J dx of + y' dy ai' + y^

Hence (£^) + JNT .
J^±4 = o, and iV= - f^) (.^ + j,^).

\dt) (.r^ + r) \dt)^ ^'

Now since y = x tan Q, the motion is evidently parallel to the plane of xy in concentric circles about

a fixed axis. Hence at any distance r from the axis V = r {~\ , Consequently N = (.r^ + y^)

f(t)
= — Vr. Therefore if F =

, we have N a function of t, and udx + vdy an exact differential,
r

although the motion is curvilinear. This is the case of motion alluded to at the end of Art. 7.

Ex. 3. Let it be required to determine whether in an incompressible fluid the surfaces of

displacement can be concentric spherical surfaces, the centre of which is always on the axis of

0?, and at the same time the motion be such that a given particle in successive instants is at

the same distance from the common centre.

Here if a = the co-ordinate of the centre, and a = the radius of any surface of displacement,

we have /= (c^ - a)^ + y'' + z'' - a^

df (da\
, , , . lda\

da' Uj ='' ^''=""'' ^^ hypothesis (-j =0.
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df df df

dx ' dy dz

V (x~ a)
.-. - 2 F (.r - a) + iN

\
{x -af + 'ir

+ x'\=0, and A^ = '

.

df VX^v-af .,df VXs - a)y
Hence u = N — = —^ ; v = N —- = ;

dx a- ay a

.r'^f VXx-a)z V,{x - a)
w = N-^ = —^—

;

—— ; and V = .

dx a' a

We have now to find K by means of equation (8). Since the above value of A^ shews that

udx + vdy + wdss is not for this instance an exact differential, V must be differentiated along

a line of motion. Hence putting cos d for
'

, we have T = K cos 0, and d F = d F cos 9 ; so

dV dV 112 ,^, dV 2da
that -^ = . Also ds = da and - + - = -. Equation (8) therefore becomes -—-' + = 0.

F F )• r a Va
fit) fit)

Hence F =-—{-, and V=-—- cos 0. Thus the motion is completely determined. It is plain
' a/

«'-'

that this motion would be produced by a sniootli solid sphere moving in an arbitrary manner in the

fluid, with its centre always in a given straight line.

Ex. 4. Poisson's determination of the simultaneous motions of a sphere and the surrounding

fluid {Memoira of the Paris Academy, Tom. xi, and Connaissance des Terns, An. 1834) differs

from the foregoing. Let us therefore inquire, assuming the motion to be such as Poisson has

found, whether the conditions of continuity are satisfied.

For the sake of simplicity I shall consider the fluid to be incompressible. Poisson assumes

that udx + vdy + wdz = dtp, and finds values of the velocities which, if R'^ = {x - aY + y" + sr",

may be thus expressed

:

TcV 3(x-af\ 3Tc' , ,
STc' ^

T being an arbitrary function of tlie time, and c the radius of the sphere. These values make

udx + vdy + wdz an exact differential, and satisfv the equation —

—

-+ —^ + —^=0. By
dot- dy- dz '

integrating udx + vdy + ivdz =^0, the equation of the surfaces of displacement will be found

to be K^— h- (x — a) = fcr the positive values of .r - a, and R^ + 1i- {x — a) = for the negative

values. This change of equation implies a breach of continuity*. If we put R cos 9 for

X — a, we obtain R-— /ir cos 9 = for the polar equation of the curve which by its revolution

about the axis of x generates a surface of displacement. The lines of motion lie in planes

passing through the axis of x. The general polar equation of these lines will be found to be

R — esm^9=0. From the latter of these equations the value of ds is to be found, and from

the other the values of r and /, for the purpose of ascertaining whether the equation (8),

viz. —— + ds {—H —
I
= 0, is satisfied by these values so as to allow of its being integrated

F \r r) •' o o

between arbitrary limits, tlie dynamical equation having been already integrated in this manner.

• According to this solution the fluid in contact with the

sphere and in a plane passing through its centre perpendicular

to the axis of .r, moves hu -kwards witli half the velocity with

Vol. VIII. Part I.

which the sphere moves foncards, a result, to say the least,

very improbable.
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fin
'

3 1 6 cos (1 + cos^ ^) A ^ 3 cosg

It will be found that ds = ^^^ (l + 3 cos= Of, - = ^(^T^^^?^ ' ^"^ ^ - -^^__-j^

Hence, _^ + d. ^- + ^j
= — + -^ • ,^^^^,.q-^-

This equation cannot be integrated independently of the equation R-e sin' = 0; that is, it

can be integrated only along a line of motion. Hence the conditions of continuity are not

satisfied.

Ex. 5. Let it be supposed that the motion is in straight lines drawn from the vertex of

a cone, and let the fluid move in parallel slices so that the motion parallel to the axis of the

cone is the same at all points of any section perpendicular to this axis: it is required to

determine whether this motion is possible.

The equation of the surfaces of displacement is x^ + y^ + z' - R- = 0, and the equation of

the lines of motion iJ- a? sec = 0. Hence ds = dR = dxsecO, and R = r = r'. Equation (8)

dV Zdx ^, .• ^ f 2 2 -J E.' 1
df (dR\

consequently becomes — + = 0. Now putting / for x'+y'+^-R-, we have — (^—

j

= -2Rr ^ = 20!, ^ = 2y, — =2z. Hence - 2RV + iN(x-'-+ y'+ x') = 0, and N=-—.
dx dy dx 2/f

df Vx y(t>{^) x<b{x)
Therefore u = N— = = (pix) by hypothesis. Consequently « = -^

, iv = -^
, and

dx R XX
V =—i^ = d>{.i)sec9. The above values of u, v, iv, do not make udx + vdy + wdz an

X '

exact differential. Hence the dynamical equation must be integrated along a line of motion,

dV
and the equation (8) with the same limitation. Consequently -— = ({>' (x) sec 9, and the above

equation becomes ^-^ + - = 0, which by integration gives (p(^x) = —^ . Hence r= —j-sec0,
^ (p(X) X » *

and the motion is completely determined. This solution agrees with the one I deduced from

particular considerations in the Cambridge Philosophical Transactions (Vol. V. Part ii. p. 18b").

The preceding example is instructive as shewing that the motion may be rectilinear when

tidx + vdy + wdz is not an exact differential. Another inference may also be drawn from it.

Let the motion be steady, and let W be the velocity at a point of the axis distant by h from

/•(•A Wfi'

the vertex. Then W=^ \ whence /(O =/* ^^» and V= —-sec 9. If gravity {g) be sup-

posed to act parallel to the axis of x, the dynamical equation gives for the pressure (p),

W- h'' „ ^p= C - gx - -j^ sec^ e,

and if p = where x = H, C = gH + —^p sec° 9. If now H be assumed to be so large that

the second term of the expression for C may be neglected, we shall have, C = gH, and

p=giH-x)-^^sec'9.

It might hence be argued that udx + vdy + wdz is an exact differential for this case, since C
is independent of sec 0. But the objection to this inference is, that if it were true, the above

value of p might be differentiated supposing sec variable, which would manifestly be in-

correct, for the result would be at variance with the difiFerential from which this value was

derived. The fact is, the neglected quantity has no effect on the numerical computation of

p, but as it contains sec0, we cannot regard C as independent of co-ordinates.
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Ex. 6. Let it be required to determine whether in a compressible fluid the surfaces

of displacement can be spherical surfaces, the centres of which are always on the axis of .r,

and at the same time the motion be such that the radius of the surface of displacement of

a given particle remains the same in successive instants.

Let (.1' - aY + y~ + z^ - R~ = 0. Then by reasoning as in Ex. 3, V = [-)—) cos = K cos 9.

By hypothesis (— ] is the same for all points of the same surface of displacement. Hence V^

is the velocity at any point of the axis of a?. The equation (9) may be put under the form,

dp dV V dp 2F
pdt ds p ds K

subject to the limitation of integrating along the line of motion s. The dynamical equation,

subject to the same limitation, is

A;= Nap. log p + j— ds + — =/(*).

Hence, carrying the approximation only to the first power of the velocity, we have

k-dp dV , k'dp rd"V—
1 = r- J »nd —

,pds dt pdt
= - /—ids+f{t). Therefore

J dr
1 rd-V ^ dV 2K ^^^

and differentiating with respect to s,

'^'^
,^ <^'^

,i I dV V dR\

df ' ds" \Rds R'' ds)

The motion is symmetrical about the axis of x, which is plainly a line of motion. Hence the

above equation is true when F is put for V and .r for s. It thus becomes,

^^' ..
d^^> .,.(^V, V dR^« ^ ,P a '^

,. / dV, V dK\
d^ ' dx" ~ \Rdx R^'dx)

Now in this equation R = ,r - a, and -— = 1 - — , for a is a function both of a; and t. The
d.v dd

differential coefficient — will in all cases be very small, if the velocity of the particles be small

compared to the velocity of propagation of the motion. Hence — = f' ( 1 ~"7~) = ^, nearly,

da,
regarding — a quantity of the same order as F . Also as V^ may be considered a function of

R and t, -—' = —— .
—- = —- nearly. And = -. = —^ nearly. By substitution m

dx dR d.v dR ^
d.v" dR' d.v dR- ' '

the foregoing equation, we have

df dR' ~ ' {RdR R')

This equation gives F by integration, whence F is known from the equation F= F^cos0. Thus
the motion is completely determined consistently with equation (9), and this is the proof of

the possibility of the assumed kind of motion, so far, at least, as regards small motions. The
above solution is that which I have employed for finding the resistance of the air to the vibrations

of a ball-pendulum.

Cambridqe Observatory.

March 2, 1843.

F2



V. ObservatioJis on the Nature of the Biliary Secretion

;

—the object being to shew,

that the Sile is essentially/ composed of an Electro-negative hodij in chemical combi-

nation with one or more inorganic bases. By George Kemp, M.B. St. Peter s

College.

[Read March 6, 1843.]

The following observations on the nature of the Bile, form a portion of some researches

into the elementary composition of that secretion, commenced in the laboratory at Giessen.

Professor Liebig suggested the following mode of conducting the inquiry.

A portion of ox-bile as received from the gall-bladder was to be evaporated to dryness,

and then submitted to ultimate analysis, without any farther manipulation.

This plan was abandoned for the following reasons.

The gall-bladder of every animal yet examined contains, in addition to the bile, another

body, always varying in quantity, and possessing physical properties differing so essentially

from the biliary secretion, that I determined in the first place to separate and examine this

body, to which the name of Mucus of the gall-bladder has been given. The analysis proved

that this body contains ]5'4 per cent of nitrogen, while the bile itself contains only .3"5 per

cent of that element, so that the results obtained in the manner originally proposed would
have been constantly varying, and always erroneous. The fats and fatty acids also, contained

in the bile, would have led us still farther astray ; eventually, therefore, I determined on re-

moving the mucus and fatty acids before attempting the analysis of the fluid. Previously,

however, to entering on the manipulation employed, it will be proper to give a sketch of the

principal opinions which have been hitherto entertained on the nature of the bile.

The first proximate analysis of this fluid, of any importance, seems to have been made by
Thenard in the year 1806, with the results contained in the note*. According to his opinion

the bile is principally composed of biliary resin and picromel ; the biliary resin he supposed

to be held in solution by the picromel. Berzelius in 1807 instituted an analysis of which the

table •} below gives a summary view. He considered the biliary resin and picromel as one body,

altered by the manipulation of Thenard, who made use of nitric acid in his analysis. To
this body, composed of biliary resin and picromel, Berzelius applies the name biliary matter.

An analysis instituted by Dr. Prout about the same time confirms the analysis of Berzelius in

every essential point. At a subsequent period Gmelin undertook the investigation of this

secretion ; his results induced him to imagine that the opinion of Thenard with reference to

the existence of biliary resin and picromel, was correct, although the substance described as

picromel by Gmelin differs very essentially from that body as described by Thenard. He,

Water 876-6

Biliary resin 30'0

Picromel 75.4

Yellow colouring matter 5-0

Soda 5.0

Phosphate of Soda 2-5

Chloride of Sodium 4-0

Sulphate of Soda l-o

Sulphate of Lime 1-5

A trace of Oxide of Iron.

1000-0

t Water , 90-44

Biliary matter with fat 8-00

Mucus of the gall-bladder 0-30

Osmazome, Chloride of Sodium, and Lactate of Soda O-74

Soda 0-41

Phosphate of Soda, Phosphate of Lime, and traces 1

of a substance insoluble in alcohol '___
100-00
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moreover, found otlier substances denominated cholic acid and taurin, which have since been
proved to be products of manipulation. In the year 1826, Demar^ay employed himself in the

laboratory of Liebig in preparing, and submitting to analysis, a substance obtained from the

bile when treated with diluted sulphuric acid, and to which he subsequently gave the name
choleic acid. This body was in all probability the picromel of Thenard, and the matter

which remained after removing the choleic acid, denominated choloidic acid by Demar^ay, bears

a striking resemblance to the biliary resin of Thenard; as, however, no elementary analysis

was made by that chemist, the matter must remain in doubt. The choleic acid of Demar^ay
is an important body, as Professor Liebig has acceded to the opinion that it is the essential

organic ingredient of the bile ; a conclusion, however, which subsequent researches tend to

overthrow; indeed, the opinion of Demar^ay was grounded on the following circumstance.

After he had prepared his choleic acid, and combined it with soda, the compound possessed a

considerable number of the physical characters of the Bile, and in estimating the quantity of

soda which combined with a given quantity of his choleic acid, he found the quantity of the

base almost precisely the same as that contained in the same quantity of the dried bile. One
unfortunate oversight, however, occasioned this erroneous inference of the identity of the two
bodies. The choleate was converted into the sulphate of soda, in order to estimate the

quantity of the base. On applying the same method to the bile, the chloride of sodium
contained in that fluid became converted into sulphate of soda, and thus the quantity of soda

combined with the organic body was supposed to be consideral)lv greater than it really was;

for on looking over the analysis of Thenard it will be seen that the quantity of chloride of

sodium stands in the proportion of 4 : 5 to the soda; a quantity much too large to be over-

looked, as it would occasion an error in the second whole number of the atomic weight. Indeed,

the circumstance of the similarity found in the dried bile and in the choleate of soda in this

one experiment, was evidently purely accidental, as the chloride of sodium is always present in

bile, and that in constantly varying proportions. In fact, the choleic acid of Demar9ay seems
to be a product of decomposition of the bile effected by means of sulphuric acid ; and the

errors in the late work of Professor Liebig on the subject have arisen from not taking into

account the other product of manipulation, the body which Demar(;'ay has denominated
choloidic acid. The labours of Demar^ay were however exceedingly valuable, as they directed

the attention from proximate to ultimate analysis, and were the means of inducing the illustrious

Berzelius to make one more effort towards effecting the solution of this difficult problem*.

A paper, which has i-ccently appeared I believe in an English form, was in the year 1S41

laid before the Royal Academy of Stockholm, purporting to be an analysis of the bile of the

ox, and the characteristic properties of its compcment parts. This elaborate research was

conducted in the same manner as his former analysis, the object being to eliminate what he

considered the proximate principles of the bile ; and the results confirmed all his former in-

vestigations on this subject. He concludes by stating the theory, that the bile in its healthy

and perfectly fresh state is essentially composed of bilin, a body agreeing in every physical

character with the biliary matter of his former analysis, and that this body is continually

undergoing a change into two acids, fellic acid and cholic acid ; that at the same time these

two acids form binary compounds with bilin, to which compounds he has given the names
Bilifellic Acid and Bilicholic Acid. To this theory we shall have occasion again to advert.

These last researches of Berzelius seemed to discourage any farther attempt to elicit facts

by means of proximate analysis; and at the request of Professor Liebig, I commenced a series

of ultimate analyses, with the limitations alluded to above. It appeared desirable also to extend

• Ueber die Analyse der Ochsengalle, und die characterisi- I den Rongl. Vet. Acad. Handl. 1841. S. 1—fU, iibersetzt

renden Eigenshaften ihrer Bestandtheile; von J. Berzelius. (Aus I
Dr. Wiggers.
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the inquiry, which had hitherto been confined almost exclusively to the bile of the ox ; I

therefore proposed to examine the bile of that animal as the type of the graminivorous, the human

bile as the type of the omnivorous, and the bile of some decidedly carnivorous animal, the lion

or tiger for instance, as the type of that class of animals. It was further proposed to institute

an inquiry into the differences which exist in the bile of different species of fish. Thus I hoped

that some general character at least would be found to illustrate the nature of the secretion in its

relation to the researches of physiology and pathology. The results of the first investigation

which were made at Giessen have since been published in the Journal of Erdman and Marchand at

Liepsig, and in the London Medical Gazette; it will, therefore, merely be necessary to give a

general outline of the manner in which the investigation was pursued ; the subsequent portions

of the research have, by the kind permission of Professor Gumming, been carried on in the

laboratory of this University. At the onset of the inrjuiry it seemed most important to take a large

average, and the bile obtained from twelve oxen killed at the same time at Frankfort was evaporated

in a water-bath to dryness; the mass was reduced to powder and treated with alcohol sp. gr. -840,

in order to remove the mucus ; the clear fluid obtained by filtration was again evaporated

to dryness, powdered, and treated with ether, in order to remove the fats and fatty acids in

combination with soda, and this treatment continued until the ether on evaporation gave no residue.

The substance was now dried at a temperature of 110" of the centigrade thermometer, reduced

to a powder and submitted to analysis. The solution of this substance was perfectly neutral

;

on burning it however in a platinum crucible, an alkaline ash was left, which consisted of

carbonate of soda, and chloride of sodium. The carbonic acid which was found combined with

soda was of course the result of the combination of the carbon of the organic portion of the

bile during combustion with the oxygen of the atmospheric air. In the bile therefore soda itself

was present in combination with organic matter, and as in the bile the alkaline property of the

soda is suspended, we have positive proof that the soda in the ox-bile is combined with an

electro-negative body ; for in no other way can we account for the perfectly neutral character of

the bile. Those who are acquainted with the description of the bile in physiological works, will

I'emember that it has been described as an alkaline fluid ; and Schulz has made the statement that

one ounce requires half a dram of acetic acid for its saturation. His account is, however, much

too vague to place any dependence upon, for what is usually called acetic acid is merely a

solution of acetic acid, and the strength of the solution has not been recorded by this author.

It is certain that a portion of a strong acid may be added to the bile without any acid reagency

taking place before the quantity of soda combined with the electro-negative body (naturally

contained in the secretion) has become saturated. And we must not be surprised that the electro-

negative body set at liberty produces no change on litmus paper, as bodies of very high atomic

weight seldom produce any visible reaction on test-paper. We may instance the new alkaloid

Berberin, which has an atomic weight of more than 4000 (O = 100) ;—the combining weight

of the body which we are about to examine is between 5000 and 6000. But to come to actual

experiment on the subject.

I have tested the fresh bile of more than forty oxen, the human bile, the bile from the tiger,

* the fox, the cat, * several kinds of monkey, the dog, * the wolf, * an Indian bull ", and the secretion

as found in the codfish ; in all these cases, with two exceptions, the bile was perfectly neutral.

One of these exceptions was the bile from a child which had been burnt to death, and which

was not examined until three days after its removal from the body, in which state, it is needless

to remark, that decomposition had already commenced, and even in this case the alkaline reaction

was barely perceptible. The other was that of the bile obtained from an Indian bull, in which the

secretion was not only decomposed, but absolutely putrid. To return however to the ox-bile.

a The bile of the anhnals marked (*) was obtained through the kindness of Dr. Clark, Professor of Anatomy in this University.
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Having now decided that the bile of the twelve oxen under examination contained an alkaline

base, the physical properties of which had been suspended by combination with a body in an

opposite electrical condition, the next point was to determine the quantity of soda contained in a

given quantity, and thus estimate the combining weight of the organic body with which the

base was combined. On this being ascertained, an analysis was made to determine the quantity

of organic elements. For the sake of brevity the analyses will be given together, after the

description of the manipulations. A further portion of bile obtained from twelve more oxen was

now submitted to examination, and the results, both with respect to combining weight and proportion

of organic elements, were as nearly identical with the former portion as our present modes
of analysis, and the nature of the research, warrant us to expect. It may here be remarked,

that animal bodies in general present great obstacles to minute analysis, from the difficulty with

which they are burnt, and from the readiness with which they attract moisture. The body
contained in the bile is so hygroscopic, that even in the act of mixing and introducing it into

the tube a sufficient quantity of moisture is absorbed to render the estimation of hydrogen always

too high. Having now determined analytically that the bile of the ox contained an organic electro-

negative body in combination with soda, it seemed desirable to attempt a synthetical proof. Here
serious objections presented themselves. The bile is more or less influenced by every chemical

reagent yet tried, or, to use the words of Berzelius, " it has so great a tendency to undergo changes

in its composition, that the action of different reagents upon it converts it into different compounds,

which vary according to the processes employed to extract them ; exactly as oils and fats are

converted into sugar and fatty acids by the action of the oxides of lead and zinc." It appeared

probable, however, on consideration, that by extreme dilution of reagents, and carefully avoiding

a greater excess than necessary, we might succeed, if not in isolating the body for analysis, yet

in separating it from the soda with which it was originally combined ; uniting it again with a

fresh portion of soda, and thus in forming the bile artificially. If the composition of the body
thus formed should by subsequent research furnish us with results identical with tiiose obtained

from the bile in a natural state, I conceived that no candid person would reject the evidence either

as unsatisfactory or unsound. A portion of the dried extract of the bile freed from mucus and
fatty acids was dissolved in alcohol of as great a strength as could easily be obtained, and then

treated drop by drop with diluted sulphuric acid. The sulphate of soda thus formed being

insoluble in alcohol, could of course be separated by filtration, the organic elements previously

combined with the soda remaining in solution. The sulphuric acid was added in the slightest

possible excess, in order to ensure the complete separation of the soda, and the clear solution obtained

by filtration was now treated with an excess of carbonate of soda deprived of its water of crystal-

lization. The excess of sulphuric acid was precipitated in the form of sulphate of soda, while

a portion of the carbonate readily combined with the electro-negative body remaining in solution.

The solution obtained by filtration was now evaporated to dryness, and submitted to analysis.

As no change in the physical characters of the body had been made by this process, I was not

surprised to find that tlie combining weight and ratio of organic elements were found by analysis

to be identical with the bile in its natural state. But the question may be asked. Why not (having

\ separated the soda by means of sulphuric acid) have evaporated the solution, and then analyzed

t the body thus isolated .' My reason for not doing so was, that it was necessary to add sulphuric

acid in slight excess, and this in proportion as the solution became concentrated by evaporation

would have rendered the result unsatisfactory, as we know that sulphuric acid of moderate

strength decomposes the bile, and converts it into the choleic and choloidic acids of Demar(;ay.

Thus it would have been as much a matter of probable evidence whether the isolated body

was the matter contained in the bile, as whether the body separated as above and recombined with

a base, was the electro-negative substance, the composition of which we wished to determine.

It now only remains to give a summary of the general results obtained from the analysis of the

ox-bile, before passing on to the consideration of the bile of other animals.
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1. A portion of the substance was burnt in a platinum crucible, and an ash remained con-

sisting of
Carbonate of Soda = 11'16 per cent.

Chloride of Sodium = 0'64 per cent.

2. Another portion treated in the same manner gave

Carbonate of Soda = ll'lS per cent.

Cliloride of Sodium = 0'37 per cent.

The organic portion gave on combustion with chromate of lead :

—

1 2

Carbon =64-60 64-8.5

Hydrogen = 9-62 9-40

Nitrogen = 3-40 3-40

Oxygen = 22-38 2235

100-00 10000

The human bile, from the smallness of its quantity, presents us with still greater difficulties than

the ox-bile, the portion obtained from an adult under the most favourable circumstances being

barely sufficient for the necessai-y number of analyses. The first portion of human bile which

I examined was removed about eight hours after death from a man who died suddenly under an

attack of delirium tremens. Having separated the mucus and fat as above described, it was

submitted to analysis with the following results. On burning a portion in a platinum crucible

it was found to contain 6-G per cent of soda and 1-87 per cent of chloride of sodium. The organic

elements were in the following proportions :

Carbon = 68-80

Hydrogen = 10-40

Nitrogen = 3-44

Oxygen = 17-36

The general conclusion from the above analysis is, that human bile, as well as the ox-bile,

is an electro-negative body in combination with soda. Two other cases of bile obtained from
children who died in consequence of severe burns confirmed this conclusion. The next examination

was into the nature of the bile of fishes. I have not yet been able to obtain a sufficient quantity

of this secretion for anything more than a cursory examination, the results however, so far as

they went, were exceedingly satisfactory. The bile of four large codfish gave 2-6l per cent of

chloride of sodium, 1-8 per cent of lime, 4-3 per cent of soda with a trace of magnesia. I had
merely substance enough to estimate the quantity of carbon and hydrogen, which were 68-60

and 10-8 per cent respectively. From this analysis we see that this species of bile is also an

electro-negative body, but combined with three bases, lime, soda, and magnesia. I have recently

obtained the bile from a tiger, which was treated in the usual manner to remove the mucus and
fat. A portion burnt in a platinum crucible -gave an alkaline ash, the nature of which I have

yet to determine. The solution of the bile itself was perfectly neutral ; we therefore conclude

that its nature is similar to all the others which we have examined, and that in the carnivorous,

as well as the graminivorous and omnivorous animals, the bile is essentially composed of an electro-

negative body in combination with one or more inorganic bases. That the body is not the choleic

acid of Demar^ay, is evident from the difference of the elementary composition which exists

between them. The bile of the ox contains nearly 65 per cent of carbon, human bile upwards

of 68 per cent, while the acid of Demar9ay contains between 63 and 64 ; and the difference in

the quantity of hydrogen is so great that we cannot construct any formula under which bodies

differing so widely from each other can be included. The choleic acid also when combined
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with soda is precipitated by acetic acid ; the body contained in the bile is not precipitated

by that reagent. We know also that ox-bile, treated in the manner directed by Demar^ay for

the preparation of choleic acid, is resolved into two bodies, the choleic acid and the chloidic,

the latter forming a very large proportion of the results, probably as much as one half; and it is

remarkable, that adding the quantity of elements found in the two, and taking the mean, we have

almost exactly the quantity as given by the analysis of human bile. The highest authority

on all subjects connected with chemical research is undoubtedly Berzelius, and he has lately

given it as his opinion that the bile is essentially composed of bilin, bilifellic acid, and bilicholic

acid. Considering, however, that these bodies were eliminated by means of reagents which he

himself has acknowledged as more likely to yield products than edttcfs, we are perhaps justified

in supposing that these bodies were the results of manipulation ; it is at any rate highly improbable

that in the very large number of elementary analyses made, we should in each case have accidentally

procured bile in which precisely the same point of transformation of bilin into the other products

should have been arrived at. One experiment was however made which proved that the body

described by Berzelius as bilin docs not always exist at all in the bile. I obtained the biliary

secretion from an ox immediately as slaughtered, and while it was quite warm : the mucus and

fatty acids were removed with as great dispatch as practicable, the dried bile was then dissolved

in alcohol freed from water as thoroughly as possible, and through the solution a stream of

carbonic acid gas was transmitted for the space of three hours, without the slightest precipitate

or even opacity occurring. Now one of the principal characters of bilin, according to Berzelius,

is, that if combined with a base its tendency to combine is so slight that the combination is

destroyed by carbonic acid. In the above experiment, therefore, if bilin had been present, the

carbonic acid would have combined with the soda, forming the carbonate of soda, which is insoluble

in alcohol, while the bilin would iiave remained in solution.

Such are the principal facts which I beg to lay before you. It remains yet to be determined

whether the electro-negative body in the bile is the same in all animals. A certain analogy seems

to exist between the bile of the ox and that of man ; but it would be premature to place on record

any reasonings which, however probable at the present stage of the investigation, more accumulated

evidence may not confirm. The subject is in progress, and bids fair to give decided and satisfactory

results.

G. KEMP.

St. Peter's College.

Vol. VIII. Part I.
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SECTION I.

On the Present State of Theories of Glacial t Motion.

De Saussurk appears to have been the first to examine with accuracy, and to describe in detail,

the various phenomena which the Alpine glaciers present to us. The phenomena connected with the

motion of glaciers, constituting the class with which alone we are concerned in the present communi-

cation, engaged their share of his attention, though his observations did not aim at that degree of

exactness with which observers of the present day are conducting their researches. Nor did he

fail to speculate on the causes of glacial movements. He considered glaciers to slide along the sur-

faces over which they move, the motion being due to the inclination of those surfaces to the horizon,

and the action of gravitv on the moving mass ; and though he was not the first who adopted this

theory of glacial movement, it is now usually associated with his name, from his having been the

first to acquire any exact knowledge of such movements, or to form, perhaps, any very definite

conception of the mechanical causes to which they might be referrible. From his time to a recent

period the subject seems to have excited little comparative interest ; but within the last few years

glacial phenomena have been investigated with great care, and attention has been again directed

to them, not only as forming an interesting branch of physical enquiry, but also as pregnant with

geological inferences of the first importance. We are especially indebted to ]M. Agassiz for his

active researches among the Alpine glaciers. The influence of his name has awakened an interest

in them which might otherwise have long slumbered ; and whether some of the opinions he has

promulgated respecting the motion of glaciers be ultimately established or refuted, geology must

continue equally indebted to him for the manner in which he has directed our attention to the im-

portance of the subject in its geological bearings.

One of the consequences of these renewed researches has been to cast great doubt on the ade-

quacy of De Saussure"s theory to account for the motion of glaciers. The inclination of the surface

over which some of the Alpine glaciers move is found to be so small as to render it apparently

inconceivable that such glaciers should not onlj" descend, but overcome powerful obstacles to their

descent, if there be no other moving force than that of gravity. The mean inclination of the

surface of the Aar glacier is stated not to exceed 3" (and that of its bed must be still less), an incli-

nation much smaller than that at which a very smooth hard body wiU descend down an equally

smooth and hard plane*. Nor is the difficulty diminished by the consideration of the great

• The following results are given by Professor ^rhewell in his be the angle of the plane down which sliding will just take place.

Mechanics of ^npinccrinff , on the authority of Morin. If and fi the coefficient of friction, we have for

Hard Limestone on Hard limestone..

Brass on Brass

Brass on Iron

Cast Iron on Cast Iron

Cast Iron on Cast Iron, greased

Brass on Iron, greased

Values of
1

Values of]

^ 1 e
1
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weight of the moving mass, or of the extent of its surface in contact with that over which it moves;
for, according to the observed laws of sliding bodies, the motion is independent of both these

circumstances. This difficulty has been hitherto regarded, and with reason, as a most serious

if not an insuperable one to the sliding theory. Another has also been frequently urged, for which,

however, there is no real foundation. It has been contended that if a glacier moved by sliding

over its bed from the mere action of gravity, it ought to move with an accelerated motion, whereas
the motion is observed to be unaecelerafed. If the force retarding the motion were solely that

of ordinary friction of the surface over which it moves, the objection would be valid, because the

retarding force of friction is independent of the velocity acquired ; but in the case of a ^lacier

moving down an irregular valley and over an irregular surface, all the retarding forces do not act

on the mass in the same manner as friction in the ordinary cases of sliding bodies. Besides the

friction, there will be retarding forces acting at an indefinite number of projecting points along

the sides or bottom of the glacial valley. Such forces will depend on the velocity of the "lacier,

and therefore the whole accelerating force on the mass will be some function of the velocity, and
the motion will not necessarily be an accelerated motion*. The difficulty now spoken of, there-

fore, seems to have arisen from an imperfect conception of the problem ; but the one first mentioned

is sufficient to shew that the solution afforded by De Saussure's theory is far from being satis-

factory.

The rejection of the gliding I'heorij has led to the adoption, by different f)ersons, of two other

theories, which have been denominated respectively the dilatation and expansion theories. Thev
both rest on the same principle—the expansion of water in the act of freezing. The former has had
recently for its principal advocate M. Agassiz. It is found that a portion of the water arising

from the dissolution of the superficial ice of the glacier by the direct rays of the sun and the

warmth of the summer atmosphere, infiltrates into the minute pores and cavities of the ice, where,

it is contended, it is frozen by the cold of the glacier, and, iu freezing, expands and produces a

dilatation and consequent onward motion of the whole mass. According to the eicpansion theory,

the motion is due to the freezing and consequent expansion of water collected, not in minute

pores and crevices, but in cavities or fisrsures of considerable dimensions. A repetition of these

processes is supposed to keep up the continuous motion of the glacier.

These theories appear to me to involve insuperable difficulties, both physical and mechanical.

Supposing the capillary cavities in the one case, and the large ones in the other, to become
full of water, and that water to be frozen, the cavities will be completely filled with solid ice.

How is another set of cavities to be formed for a repetition of the process ? Such an effect cannot

be ascribed to an internal dissolution of the ice as a consequence of external temperature, for

though the internal temperature of the glacier might be depressed far below the freezing point

in winter, it cannot pos.sibly be raised above that point, or even up to it, except at the extreme

surface, during the summer. That water does percolate through the pores of glacial ice with

extraordinary freedom, M. Aga.ssiz has proved by making the percolation evident to the eve, but he

has not proved that it freezes there. The temperature of the upper portion of a glacier, where

the percolation has been observed, is, in fact, very little below that of freezing, and does not ap-

pear to be sufficiently low to convert water into ice while moving with the freedom with which

it descends through the glacier. Wherever congelation does take place the capillary pores must
necessarily, I conceive, be filled up, and where it does not, the percolating water must proceed till

it meets with the larger fissures, through which it will descend freely to the bottom of the

glacier. The existence of the larger internal cavities of the expansion theory is purely hypothetical;

The descent of water along a river-coarse, or of ice floating down its current, is not necessiarilj with an accelerated motion, and

(at a reason exactly similar to that as^iigned in the text.

• G2
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and a repetition of the process to which the motion is referred is perhaps still more inexpli-

cable than in the dilatation theory.

If, however, we chose to allow the alternations of congelation and dissolution required by

these theories, it might still be shewn (as I have done elsewhere*) that the effectiveness of the

causes of glacial motion assigned by them must probably be very much less than that of gravity

whenever the inclination of the bed of the glacier is not much less than that of any known

glacier. 1 think it unnecessary, however, to repeat such investigations in this communication,

or to insist on other difficulties involved in these theories, because there is an obvious and con-

clusive test to which they will doubtless be soon subjected. It is manifest, that, according to

either theory, the velocity with which any proposed point of a glacier will move must be approxi-

mately proportional to its distance from the upper and fixed extremity. If, therefore, it should

be found, on the contrary, that the motion near the two extremities of a glacier is neai'ly the same,

the refutation of both these theories will be complete. M. Agassiz has been engaged in the most

careful determination of all the circumstances connected with the motion of the glacier of the Aar,

and Professor Forbes has in like manner been occupied with the Mer de Glace of Mont Blanc.

The results in the latter case are already partially known through Professor Forbes's letters to

Professor Jameson-j-, and appear to be totally inconsistent with both the theories of which we

are now speaking. The full details of the surveys of these two glaciers will form most important

additions to our knowledge of glacial phenomena. In the mean time sufficient has been said to

indicate the great, and, as I believe, insuperable difficulties both of the expansion and dilatation

theories.

A conviction of the inadequacy of any of the three theories above mentioned to account for

the motion of glaciers, has led Professor Forbes to suggest another theory. In common with that

of De Saussure, it attributes the motion of a glacier to the action of gravity ; but whereas, according

to the sliding theory, gravity is enabled to act effectively in communicating motion to the glacial

mass in consequence of the facility with ivhich the lower surface of the glacier moves over the

bed on which it rests, the theory now alluded to attributes the efficiency of gravity to the facility

with which contiguous particles of the ice itself may move with reference to each other. Such

at least is my conception of the theory, and it is only in this sense that I can understand it as a

mechanical theory : for if it be merely meant to assert that certain phenomena of glacial motion

are similar to those which would present themselves if the glacial mass were really a viscous fluid,

the assertion is only equivalent to a particular geometrical representation of the phenomena in ques-

tion. In this sense the theory asserts nothing respecting mechanical causes, and therefore cannot

be classed with the theories already mentioned.

Regarding this view of glacial motion, however, (in the absence of its more complete development)

according to my conception of it as a mechanical theory, it may be asked, what reason have we

to suppose that the adhesion of contiguous particles of glacial ice is much less than that of a

particle of ice in the lower surface of the mass to the contiguous particle of the bed of the glacier .''

The general mass of glacial ice is extremely hard and compact, and has unquestionably a great

cohesive power, so that when we consider the probable effects of terrestrial heat and subglacial

currents in destroying the adhesion between tlie glacier and its bed, it would appear the more

probable that this adhesion should be much less instead of being much greater than that between

contiguous portions of the ice itself. I do not insist on the absolute conclusiveness of this reasoning,

but on its sufficiency to shew the necessity of proving, by independent experimental evidence, that

glacial ice does possess this property of semi-Jluidity or viscosity, if we would attribute to that

property the effectiveness of gravity in setting a glacier in motion.

* The investigations alluded to were printed and privately

circulated among most persons interested in glacial researches.

The object was to compare the degrees of efficiency of the causes

of glacial motion assigned respectively by the three theories men-

tioned in the text.

"t"
Edinburgh Quarterly Journal of Science.
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It may perhaps be answered, that the best way of making such experiments is by observing

the glaciers themselves, or in other words, that it is better to make our theory depend on obser-

vation than on direct experiment ; and, undoubtedly, it is thus that we do arrive at the highest

order of evidence which the greatest problems of physical science admit of. We set out with

some determinate hypothesis, of which we calculate the consequences. These calculated results are

then compared with the results of observation, and the degree of accordance between them will

constitute the evidence in favour of our original hypothesis. The conclusiveness, however, of this

inductive process of reasoning must depend on the rigorousness with which we can calculate

our results, and the accuracy with which the phenomena to be accounted for can be observed. If

our methods possess, in both these particulars, the requisite degree of exactness, we shall be certain

of demonstrating the truth or detecting the fallacy of our original hypotheses, and of thus elimi-

nating, as it were, all but the true one. In the case before us, however, the required exactness

is not attainable, for it will appear, in the course of this paper that the particular phenomena to

which Professor Forbes would seem to appeal in evidence of the truth of his theory, are equally

consistent with that which I shall offer. Consequently, the necessity of direct experimental proof

of the viscosity of glacial ice assumed in this theory cannot be superseded, in the present state of

our knowledge of the motion of viscous fluids and of glacial movements, by an appeal to phenomena
which those movements themselves present to us.

This review of the existing state of glacial theories is sufficient to shew how imperfect a

solution of the problem of glacial motion has yet been offered. All the above theories repose

more or less on hypotheses unsupported by the direct evidence of experiment or observation. The
theory of De Saussure is apparently in opposition to the ascertained facts respecting the motion

of sliding bodies ; in the theories of dilatation and expansion, the alternations of thawing and freez-

ing is an unsupported assumption, and the mechanical adequacy of the causes assigned by these

theories (supposing them to be real causes) a pure hypothesis; and in the last-mentioned of the

above theories, the viscosity of the glacial mass necessary to give effectiveness to the moving force

of gravity, seems to be opposed to the evidence of our senses. It would be difficult perhaps to

conceive the solution of any mechanical problem in a much more unsatisfactory state than the

one before us; for, of the different solutions which have been proposed, each involves some difficulty,

which, if not removed, must ensure its ultimate rejection.

In considering these difficulties it occurred to me, that the motion down an inclined plane

of a mass of ice having its lower surface iti a state of disintegration, might take place according

to laws different from those observed in the sliding niotion of rigid bodies, and, without forming
any very definite conception of the manner in which the motion might be modified under this new
condition, I determined to try the experiment. The results were such as to remove entirely,

I conceive, what appeared to be an insuperable objection to the sliding theory, by shewing that

ice, under the condition above stated, is capable of descending with a slow unaccelerated motion,

by the action of gravity alone, down planes of much smaller inclination than those over ^vhich

known glaciers are observed to move. In the next section I shall describe the experiments which
leave no doubt, in my estimation, as to the real cause of glacial motion.

SECTION II.

On the Cause of Glacial Motion.

1. E.rperimcnts.—A slab of sandstone was so arranged that the incHnation of its surface

to the horizon could be slowly and continuously varied by the elevation of one edge. The sur-

face was in the state in which it had been sent from the quarry, and in which such stones

are sometimes laid down as paving stones, retaining the marks of the pick with which the
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quarrv-man lias sliaped them, witliout any subsequent process for rendering tlie surface smooth.

The slab thus presented a grooved surface (the grooves running in very nearly parallel directions),

having sonic resemblance to those over which existing glaciers move, but having little of the

smoothness of roc/ies polits. The best measure, however, of the degree of its roughness is this

when placed at an inclination of about 20", a piece of polished marble would just rest upon it.

The slab was so placed that the direction of the grooves coincided with that of greatest

inclination. A frame of about 9 inches square and 6 inches in depth, without top or bottom,

was then placed on the slab and filled with lumps of ice from a neighbouring ice-house, in

such a manner that the ice, and not the frame (which merely served to keep the ice together

as one mass) was in contact with the slab. In the experiments in which the following results

were obtained, weights were placed on the ice such that the pressure on the slab was at the

rate of about 150lbs on the square foot.

Inclination

of the

Slab.
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2. In the experiment above detailed wo have these results :

—

(1). For all angles less than that just mentioned the motion was not an accelerated motion.

This result was verified in every experiment I made.

(2). For inclinations not exceeding 9 or 10 degrees, the velocity, ceeteris paribus, was

approximately proportional to the inclination. This, I doubt not, would hold in all cases in

which the inclinations should be sufficiently small compared with the angle of accelerated motion.

It is manifestly equivalent to the assertion, that the velocity is proportional to the moving

force.

(3). The velocitj' of the mass was increased by an increase of weight.

3. It is not very difficult to give a general explanation of the mechanism of this motion. Con-

ceive a very thin slice of the sliding body in contact with the inclined plane on which the motion

takes place to become instantaneously fluid: an indefinitely small motion would necessarily take place,

by which the lower surface of the portion of the mass retaining its solidity would be brought in con-

tact with the plane. If the plane were horizontal, it is manifest that tliis indefinitely small motion

would be vertical ; but it appears sufficiently evident, that if the plane bo inclined the motion will

be compounded of a vertical motion by the action of gravity, with a motion parallel to the plane

arising from what niaj' be termed a momentary Jtonting of the solid body on the small portion

which has been supposed to become fluid or disintegrated, and depending partly on the inclina-

tion of the plane. The instant the solid portion of the body comes in contact with the plane,

the motion will be arrested. At that instant, suppose another thin slice of the body to become fluid ;

the same motion will be repeated, and so on. A discontinuous motion would be thus produced;

but if the successive slices which become disintegrated be indefinitely thin, i. e. if the liquefaction

or disintegration be continuous, the resulting motion will be continuous, and it will, moreover,

be uniform if the disintegration be so.

The fact that motion takes place down planes of such small inclination compared with that

necessary to make the ice slide independently of its disintegration at the lower surface, may simply

be stated as due to this circumstance— that, whereas the particles of ice in contact with the plane

are capable, so long as they remain a part of the solid mass, of exerting a considerable force to

prevent sliding, the}' are incapable of exerting any sensible force when they become detached

from the mass by the liquefaction or disintegration of its lower surface.

When the sliding mass is small (as in the experiments abovo described) the exact uniformity

of the motion will be destroyed by local irregularities in different parts of the inclined plane down

which it takes place, or temporary irregularities in the disintegration ; but where the whole in-

clined surface on which the motion takes place is always the same (as in the case of a glacier),

and the mass is sufficiently large, all local or temporary irregularities will, in a great measure,

counteract each other, and will therefore not materially disturb the uniformity of the motion,

which will be preserved so long as the intensity of the causes of disintegration remains unaltered.

4. Temperature of the Lower Surfruc of a Glacier The essential condition under which

gravity becomes effective in putting the loaded ice in motion in the experiments above described,

is that the lower surface of the ice shall he in a state of disintegration, or that its temperature

shall be that of zero of the centigrade thermometer. In order, therefore, that our results may

be applicable to any proposed glacier, we must shew that the temperature of its lower surface

must be zero. For this purpose, let us conceive the earth to be covered with a superficial crust

of ice, and, for the greater simplicity of explanation, let us suppose the conducting power for heat

within the icy shell, and in passing into it from the earthy nucleus, to be the same as in the

interior of the nucleus. The temperature of the ice, to a certain depth beneath the external

surface, would bo subject to sensible annual variations of temperature, which would become

insensible at a certain depth (r,), where the temperature (»<,) would be constant. The mathe-

matical determination of u\ and «, will be given in the concluding section. The temperature w,

would necessarily be less than zero (centigrade) and at greater depths than jr„ the increase of
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temperature would be proportional to the increase of deptli, the rate of increase (with our present

supposition respecting the conductive power of the ice) being exactly the same as in the actual

case of the earth, provided the ice .should always remain solid, i. e. if the temperature, thus increasing

with the depth, should not rise to zero at the lower surface of the icy crust. Now, though more

accurate observations on the internal temperature of glaciers are wanting, it is probable from those

of M. Agassiz, that the internal temperature of glaciers in those regions in which their motions

have been observed, and at depths below the influence of external variations, is not less than

— 1° (cent.). The least depth in the actual case of the earth at which the temperature is sensibly

constant may be stated generally at about 6o feet, below which the rate of increase of temperature

in descending may be taken at about 1° (cent.) for ever}' 100 feet. Hence, supposing the same

to hold for ice, the internal temperature of our ic\' shell, where exposed to the same external tem-

perature as an actual glacier, would be below zero at every point, provided its depth were less

than iGO feet. If the thickness of the shell were greater than that quantity, the temperature of

its lower part would be higher than zero if ics were capable of receiving such higlier tempera-

ture ; but since that is impossible, the heat which would be employed in raising the temperature

of the lower portion of the .shell above zero if it could retain its solidity, would be actually

employed in converting into water its lower surface, which would thus be retained at the constant

temperature of zero, and in a state of perpetual disintegration.

If instead of supposing the icy shell to cover the whole surface of the earth, we suppose

it to be of comparatively small extent, the same conclusions will hold, provided its linear super-

ficial dimensions be sufficiently great with reference to the depth, which in the above case has

been estimated at l6o feet. Such is the case in all considerable glaciers. Hence, assuming

the truth of our data, if a glacier in those regions in which it is accessible to observation,

exceed 150 or l6o feet in thickness, its lower surface must be in a constant state of disintegration,

as a consequence of the internal heat of the earth. This result is liable to error, depending on

our imperfect knowledge of the internal temperature of glaciers, and the conductivity of glacial

ice; but in those parts at least, where the tliickness of a glacier is considerably greater than 150

feet*, it leaves no reasonable doubt, I conceive, of the truth of our conclusion respecting the

state of slow perpetual disiiUegration of the lower surface.

5. Agency of Suhglaciul Currents The internal heat of the earth, however, is not the only

cause producing this constant disintegration. Another and probably very effective agency exists

in the subglacial currents, wliich, during the summer, are principally produced by the rapid

melting of the ice at the upper surface of the glacier, whence they descend through open
fissures, and afterwards force their wa)' between the glacier and the bed on which it rests. I

cannot appeal to any direct experiments to determine the effect of water at the temperature of

zero in dissolving ice at the same temperature, when running in contact with its surface, but
its efficiency in this respect is sufficiently proved by its action on the upper surface of a glacier

when the direct rays of the sun and the temperature of the atmosphere are sufficient to dissolve

the superficial ice, and thus to create innumerable rivvdets running upon the surface till they

meet with a fissure into which the water is precipitated, and finds it way to the bed of the

glacier. These little superficial streams shew their effect in disinlegrating the ice by the manner
in which they cut out for themselves their own channels, thus assi>ting greatly in the degra-

dation of the surface. Its effect on the lower surface of the glacier is probably greater than

on the upper, on account of the hydrostatic pressure under which it must there act. The
descending water must reach the bed of the glacier at almost every point of it, and cannot

* That such is the case throughout extensive portions of large

glaciers, there seems to be no doubt. i\I. Agassiz informed me
fhat he had discovered a nearly vertical hole in the ice, not far

from his cahane on the glacier of the Aar, of which the depth

could not be much less than 7f)0 fee'.
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afterwards collect and proceed in uninterrupted channels, because if such channels were once

formed they must necessarily be immediately destroyed, or at least impeded at numerous points

by the motion of the glacier. The existence of such impediments to the motion of the water,

and the consequent formation of subglacial reservoirs, is proved by the continued flow of the

streams which issue from the lower extremities of glaciers during the night, though the supply

from the upper surface is entirely stopped immediately after sunset, when the melting ceases,

and does not recommence till a considerable time after sunrise the next morning. During the

intervening ten or twelve hours the whole of the water beneath the glacier at sunset would
necessarily discharge itself if its course were unimpeded, even from the longest and least inclined

of the Alpine glaciers, before sunrise the next morning ; whereas the volume of water issuing

from the glacier of the Aar is very little less in the morning than in the evening. This

equable supply can only arise from the discharge during the night from reservoirs formed

during the day. Hence it will follow that these subglacial currents, commencing from almost

every point of the glacier, will be forced under every part of it by hydrostatic pressure, by
which, as above asserted, its disintegrating action on the lower surface of the ice will doubtless

be increased.

SECTION III.

Phenomena depending upon the Motion of Glaciers.

6. Relative felocities of the Central and Lateral Portions of a Glacier.—The central

part of a glacier moves considerably faster than its sides, but, according to Professor Forbes*, the

change of velocity takes place not far from the lateral boundaries, the whole central portion

moving with nearly the same velocity. In the month of August last summer, the central part

of the Aar glacier, near the cabane of M. Agassiz, was moving at about the rate of a foot a day,

while near the sides it was less by one third or one half. On the Mer de Glace the motion

appears to be generally greater, in the ratio of about 3 : 2, but varying in different parts of the

glacierf. The difference between the central and lateral motions seems to be less than in the

former case.

On the Mer de Glace the velocity near the lower extremity appears to be somewhat greater

than near the upper one. On other glaciers no adequate observations on this point have yet been

made.

7. Crevasses or Fissures—The fissures which traverse a glacier are among its most distinct

and striking phenomena. When the glacial valley contracts in descending, the following facts

appear to be established.

The fissures are transverse and curved, having their convexity turned towards the upper
extremity of the glacier.

Systems of fissures, preserving a certain identity of character with respect to number ami
form, remain fixed in position, not with reference to the moving mass, but with reference to the

fixed objects around. It is not however to be understood that each fissure of a system remains
absolutely stationary, but that each system remains so in the same sense in which what may be
termed a system of breakers on the sea-shore may be said to be stationary, although every suc-

cessive wave is in constant motion. In like manner every fissure must move through a certain

space with the glacier, and then disappear by closing, or be so modified as to lose its identity^;

* Letters to Professor Jameson—EiUnburgh Journal of
|

; I consider a fissure to remain identically the same so long
Science.

|

as it continues to intervene between the same identical portions

t Ibid.
I of ice.

Vol. VIII. Part I. H
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and when, during this motion, it has passed forward a certain distance, a succeeding one originates

at the same point, moves forward in the same manner, and ultimately disappears at tlie same

point as those which have preceded it.

If the sides of the containing valley be divergent, the longitudinal fissures predominate, and

diverge from the axis of the glacier in a manner accordant with the divergency of the sides.

8. The continued convexity of a crevasse turned towai'ds the upper extremity for a great

leno-th of time would manifestly be inconsistent with the fact already stated, that the central

portion of a glacier moves considerably faster than its sides; for such relative motion must have

the effect of continually lessening and ultimately destroying tlie convexity. Let us examine how long

a time it might require to produce this effect.

Let PN^ be a transverse fissure when first formed in a gla-

cier, of which NO is the axis. We may, for an approxima-

tion, suppose PN^ to be the arc of a circle whose center is

O . Since N will move faster than P, the position and form

of the fissure will change, but, as the change will depend only

on the relative motions of different points of the PN^, we may

here suppose P to remain at rest, and the other points of the

fissure to move only with their relative motion. It will be suf-

ficiently near for our purpose if we suppose this motion such

that the fissure shall always retain the form of the arc of a

circle. Suppose it to come into the position PN after a time

t, and let O then be its center of curvature. We may first

examine what change of curvature will take place in the fissure in

the time t, the curvature being measured by the angle PON.
Let PON = e, PON^ = 9^ , and PO = r, PO, = r^ ; and

let V be the relative velocity of N. Then

NN = vt,

and r vers. 9 = r^ vers.

Also, if 6 = sin of the arc PN^ ,

- vt. .(1).

Hence (l) becomes

r sin 9 = b,

id r sin 9. = b.

vers. 9 vers. 9^ v

sin 9 sin 9^ b

9 9 V
or tan - = tan -^ — - t,

2 2 6

which gives the curvature at the time t.

If 9^ and, therefore, 9 be not too large, we shall have approximately

2«
0= 9. --^t;

or if 9 and 9 be expressed in degrees,

/180 2w N"
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To take a numerical example, let us suppose PX to be 2000 feet, where the relative velocity

(v) is ,3 feet*, the unit of time being one day ; we shall then have

-"-Q'

nearly. Consequently it would in this case require nearly two months to diminish the angle

6 by one degree. If 9^ = 8" or 10", the change of curvature during a whole summer will

scarcely be sensible to the eye.

When the whole curvature is destroyed we must have 6=0, or

180 211

9 .— # = 0;
'

TT b

IT b ^
.-. t =— . — .9

180 20 '

nearly with the above values of v and b.

If 9^ = lO", t = 580 days, supposing the relative motion to be ,3 feet each day.

If the central ])art of the glacier move through a foot each day, the curvature in the

above case would be destroyed after the highest point {X) of the fissure should have moved
through 5S0 feet.

9. Professor Forbes has shewn by his observations on the Mer de Glace, that there is

little variation of velocity except at points near the sides of the glacier. Consequently, if

we take a fissure of which the extremities do not approach too near the sides, the relative

velocities of different points of it may be much less than supposed in the above example, and

a fissure might remain for several years without losing its convexity. The period during

which these crevasses preserve their identity as open fissures, has not yet been made suf-

ciently a matter of observation. Whatever this period, however, may be, it is manifest, that

since it is too short for the convexity above described to be destroyed, the crevasses must
generally close after moving with the general mass of ice through a space extremely small com-

j)ared with the length of tiie glacier. After being closed they will form surfaces of discon-

finuifij within the glacier, i.e. surfaces along which tiiere is a discontinuity in the cohesive

|)ower of the ice. There will, in fact, be no cohesion along such a surface when the crevasse

first closes, though it may be afterwards partially restored. As the existence of these surfaces

may exercise an important influence on the relative motions of different parts of the glacier,

it may be well to examine more particularly the positions they will assume in consequence of

the observed relative motions of the center and sides of a glacier.

10. Surfaces (f Disctmfhtuity.—Let A A' in the annexed diagram represent a fissure im-

mediately after its first formation. For the greater distinctness of explanation it is supposed to

extend from one side of the glacier to the other. Suppose it to move to BB' before it closes.

During that time other fissures will have been successively formed at A J', and will in like manner
have moved forward ; so that between AA' where the fissures are formed and BB' where they

finally close, there will be a system of open fissures as represented in the figure. Below BB' the fis-

sures will no longer be open, but will form surfaces of discontiuuify, as above described. The

" If the central velocity be lepresented by unity, the velocity of the sides will probably be very frequently between .li and .8, and

therefore the relative velocity of the center between ,2 and ,4.

h2
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successive lines in the diagram represent successive positions

of any one of these surfaces, or simultaneous positions

of successive surfaces originating in the same system of

fissures. If we suppose RUR' to have been an open

fissure at AA' when SVS' was so at BB', there will be

a number of surfaces of discontinuity between RUR' and

SVS' corresponding to the number of open fissures be-

tween AA' and BB' ; and the same would hold between

each consecutive pair of lines which at a previous epoch

coincided simultaneously with A A' and BB

.

If another system of fissures be formed at aa , they

will give rise to a corresponding system of surfaces of dis-

continuity, of which the dotted line rr' may be taken as

the general type. These surfaces will intersect those of the

former system at angles more acute as they become more

remote from a a*.

Hence then it follows, as a simple geometrical conse-

quence of the existence of transverse fissures and of the

more rapid movement of the central portion of the glacier,

that the whole mass must be traversed by numerous surfaces

of discontinuity; all those originating near the higher ex-

tremity of the glacier becoming very nearly longitudinal as

they descend, and others being less so, according as their

origin is more remote from that extremity. The whole

mass will tluis be divided by these intersecting surfaces

into innumerable portions. Cohesion, as before intimated,

may be partially restored along the surfaces of discontinuity,

but the difference of velocity in the central and lateral por-

tions will have a constant tendency to give slightly different

motions to contiguous portions, and thus to prevent the

restoration of cohesion. The whole glacier will thus be-

come a dislocated mass ; and that it actually is so is indi-

cated by the facility with which it breaks up into vertical

masses whenever irregularity of motion is superinduced by

irregularities in the bottom or sides of the glacial valley.

I consider a glacier, therefore, as an aggregate of numerous

parts, cohering so imperfectly as to allow a much greater

facility of motion among themselves, than if the mass were

perfectly continuous. The glacier will thus derive a much

greater facility of adapting itself to the configuration of the

valley through which it descends, than if its power of adap-

tation depended merely on the plasticity and compressihiliti/

of glacial ice—properties which it must doubtless possess,

though possibly in so small a degree that they may only

become sensible under the action of the enormous pressure to which I

glacier must be subjected whenever its motion is considerably impeded.

shall hereafter shew the

• This exposition respecting the surfaces of discontinuity is I alternate layers of ice of different structure, which constitute the

similar to that given by Professor Forbes with reference to the
I
ribboned structure.
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SECTION IV.

Explanation of Phenomena depending on the Motion of Glaciers.

11. Relative Velocities of different parts of a Glacier According to our theory, the velocity

of any portion of a glacier will depend (l) on the inclination of its bed, (2) the disintegration

of its lower surface by the internal heat of the earth, (3) on subglacial currents, (4-) the

depth of the mass, and (5) local and lateral obstacles. The first and second causes will generally

have nearly the same effect both in the central and lateral portions ; but tiie third cause will

manifestly produce in general the greatest acceleration in the central parts, and the fourth

cause will produce a similar effect, if the glacier be deeper in the center than at its sides

[Art. 2 (3)], while the greatest retardation will be produced on the lateral portions by the last

of the above-mentoned causes. These causes sufficiently account for the greater velocity of the

center of the glacier.

Again, the second of the above causes will probably act with approximate uniformity through-

out the whole length of tiie glacier, but the third cause will act with the greatest energy at

the lower extremity, because tiie subglacial currents will be increased by innumerable tributaries

as they descend. This cause, therefore, will tend to make the velocity greater, as we approach

the lower end of the glacier, while the greater depth of the mass at the upper extremity will

tend to give the greater velocity to that part of the glacier [Art. 2 (3)]. In winter the effect

of the currents must be very inconsiderable, and we should consequently expect that there would

be a tendency in the portions of the glacier in the higher regions to move faster than those in

the lower, in which case there must be a longitudinal compression, and consequent closing up

of transverse fissures in a greater or less degree. During the summer, on the contrary, the sub-

glacial currents will be most efficient, and we should expect that they woulil give the greater

velocity to the lower extremity of the glacier, in which case the mass would be brought into

a state of longitudinal tension, by which new transverse fissures would be formed, or old ones

reopened.

12. Internal Tensions and Compressions arising from the unequable Motion of tfie Glacier

The mathematical determination of the internal state of tension or pressure of a solid, but

extensible and compressible body, acted on by external forces, presents difficulties which are

at present insuperable, except in the most simple cases ; nor can demonstrable conclusions of

a less determinate character be arrived at except by an exact knowledge and careful application

"•of mechanical principled. The cases I shall consider are the simplest of the kind, and admit

of. simple and conclusive reasoning. Let us first suppose a glacier to be a continuous mass, and

to descend down a gradually contracting valley, so that the mass may be everywhere sub-

jected to lateral compression ; and let us also suppose that points near the upper extremity

of the glacier tend to move with a smaller velocity than tiiose more remote from it, and the

central with a greater velocity than the lateral portions, from the causes above explained. Our first

object is to determine the direction of greatest tension at any proposed point.

Conceive the mass divided into two portions by an imaginary surface, whicli, for the greater

distinctness, may be supposed vertical or nearly so at every point. The mechanical action

between any two contiguous particles, situated on opposite sides of this geometrical surface, may
be resolved into two forces, the one normal and the other tangential to it. Tiie normal force

may be either a pressure or tension ; in the latter case there must be coliesion between the

particles. The tangential force may arise from cohesion, or may be of the nature of friction,

and independent of the existence of cohesive power. Now let us conceive the normal coliesion

at every point of our imaginary surface to be destroyed. Then, since the part of the mass

near the lower extremity tends to move faster than the other part, these two portions will
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necessarily separate, if tlie surface intersect the lines of motion of the particles through which it

passes, and the internal state of pressure and tension will be altered. But, again, let us suppose

this surface to coincide with the line of motion of every particle situated in it, and while the

normal cohesion is destroyed, conceive the tangential force between contiguous particles to be

still maintained by friction. Since, by hypothesis, the mass is in a state of transverse com-

pressioti, it is manifest that the destruction of the cohesion along the internal surface in the

position now supposed will cause no separation of the two portions into which the mass is

thus divided, or any modification of the previous motion, or of the internal pressures and tensions

due to it. The same will be true if another such surface existed as near as we please to the

former. But in this case, it is manifest that the direction of greatest tension at any point be-

tween these two surfaces must be in the direction of these surfaces, i.e. in the direction of

motion ; for since by hypothesis no cohesion exists between the portion of the mass included

by those surfaces and the contiguous portions, it is impossible that any tensions should be

impressed upon it in directions transverse to its bounding surfaces of no cohesion. Consequently,

the same must hold when the cohesion of the mass is unbroken, since it has been shewn that

the destruction of the cohesion would not affect the state of internal pressure or tension.

13. From the former part of the preceding paragraph, it follows that if any surface be

described within the mass, perpendicular at every point to the direction of motion, there will

be a maximum tendency to destroy the cohesion along such surfaces, so far as that tendency

depends on the relative motions of the portions of the mass near the upper and lower extremities

respectively.

14. Again, if our imaginary surface be longitudinal, and coincide with the direction of

motion of the particles through which it passes, it is manifest that the greater motion of the

central parts will cause an action of the particles on one side of the surface, on those on the

opposite side of it, and in directions tangential to it. This force will depend on the tendency

of the one set of particles to move faster than the other, and will evidently be greatest in the

direction in which that tendency is greatest, i.e. in the direction of the motion. If it be

sufficiently great the cohesion will be destroyed. There will be no tendency to produce open

fissures in the case we are considering, on account of the lateral compression to which the mass

is assumed to be subjected, but there will be a tendency to produce longitudinal surfaces of

discontinuity. To investigate the effects of the internal forces thus called into action, let the

followincr diagram represent a portion of a glacier bounded by the transverse sections AA' and

BB', originally plane, but brought into the positions there represented ,by the relative motions

of the center and sides of the mass. Let ab, cd, &c. be any longitudinal surfaces along which

the tangential forces are called into action, and therefore in the direction of motion; and for the

greater simplicity suppose every thing approximately symmetrical with respect to the axis 00'.

Also let ?6-, w., w„ Wj be the weights of these longitudinal portions into which the mass

is thus divided; V^ V.^ F„ F,, the velocities with which they would respectively move, in-

dependently of the action of adjoining portions on each other ; they may be supposed to diminish

from the center to the side; v^ v.^ v„ v, their actual velocities; /, /g ./„ ./^ the tan-

gential longitudinal forces of contiguous portions on each other.

Now if W denote the weight of a mass of ice moving down an inclined plane, of which

the inclination = a, in the manner described in my experiments, tlie moving force of gravity

along the plane will be W sin a. Let a retarding force (/) be applied to the mass, and let

the velocity of descent then = v. Then, if V be the velocity when / does not act, we shall

have, by the second observed law of motion in such cases (Art. 2),

V W sin a - f
f" if sin a

'
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and therefore,

/= (I --j^j '''*'"«•

The central portion abb' a in the preceding diagram will be retarded by tiie force if,
and therefore, since its weight = 2w,, we shall have

-(-;f u\ sin a.

a being the inclination of the bed of the glacier. Tiic second portion, of which the weight =
will be retarded by f -/,, and, therefore,

/a -/i= (l - yj ««2sin a.

We shall therefore have the following series of equations :

/, - 0= h - -^j w, sin a,
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/„ -/,-,= (1 --j^) u-„smu,

/„ + i
-/„ = fl - ^/— ]«'„+, sine.

Suppose to be tlie greatest value of the tangential forces (/) which one portion of the

mass, on account of its nature and structure, is capable of exerting on a contiguous por-

tion, without destroying their cohesion, and the one sliding past the other. The above equations

shew that /, /a, &c. are in ascending order of magnitude. Let /„ = ^ ; then will/, /a .f„_i

be less than (p, which will also be the limiting value of /„+, /„+2 ./, , and will be their

actual values if we suppose (p to be the same for every two contiguous portions. In this case,

we shall have

/» + , -/, =0,

and therefore «„+, = V„ + i

«> = V.

Hence if cd, c'd' represent the boundaries of the w"' portions on each side of the axis, the por-

tions between these lines and the boundaries, AB, A'B' respectively of the glacier will move with

the same velocities as if they were not affected on the one hand by the lateral action of the central

portion, and on the other by that of the side of the containing valley, assuming this latter action

also = (b. If each longitudinal portion of the mass were perfectly rigid, the central portion cdd'

c

would remain unbroken (since /|/2.../„_, are less than (p), and would move with a common velocity,

sliding past the adjoining portions, as these portions would again slide past those contiguous to

them. The central part would thus be brought into the position represented in the diagram

by the dotted lines at its upper and lower boundaries ; but if the mass have some degree of

plasticity (as is doubtless the case with ice), it will be brought into the position defined by the dark

transverse lines ; for any such portion as cf will be acted on by a tangential longitudinal force (p

on one side in the direction cd, and on the other by an equal force in the direction /e; and these

forces, while they counteract each other with respect to the progressive motion, will twist the mass

from the form of a rectangular into that of an oblique-angled parallelopiped. The forces/,/, &c.

will in like manner twist the component portions of the central mass cdd' c in a degree propor-

tional to their intensities, and therefore in the least degree those parts nearest the axis ; so that

the central parts of cc and dd' will have little curvature. A small additional motion, however, will

thus be given to the middle of the central portion, but with the degree of plasticity here supposed,

it may be considered as much less than that due to the sliding of one portion past another.

If (p be considerably smaller near the sides than at points more remote from them, the

width cc will be large, and there will be little variation in the velocity of the glacier except

at points near its edges, as stated by Professor Forbes to be generally the case.
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15. If we add together the two sides respectively of the first 7i of the above equations,

we have

y; = M - -l-j w, sin a + +
(

1 -
"J^)

**'-. *'"«•

But «, = 1^2 = = f „ nearly; and if we suppose F, V.^ V„ not to diftt-r much from eacli

other (as will probably be the case in most glaciers), we may substitute for eacli a mean value

V. Then we have

=/„ =
( 1 - p) ('^1 + '^'2 + "'.,) sin a,

where v is the common velocity of the central portion ; or, if

w^ + w.i+ + w„ = IJ^„,

<P = ( '
~ 1?)

"^" *'" "•

If the whole mass be very wide, like that of a glacier, and a be equal to the ordinary incli-

nation of a glacier (from 3"* to 10" or 12"), and if the retardation V- v be considerable, (p may

become a force of enormous magnitude. In order that tlie motion of the mass may be entirely

destroyed, cd must coincide with AB, and we shall have

= ir sin o,

where IF=weigl)t of tlic whole mass.

This explains the prodigious power which large glaciers are capable of exerting to overcome

local obstacles to their motion, arising from irregularities along tiie sides or bottoms of the valley

down which they move.

16. If the tangential action along gh, instead of being equal to 0, be equal to (p' less

than 0, the portion eh will be accelerated by the difference of the lateral actions, and 0',

and similarly for any other portion ; but it will be observed tliat the portion cf, the nearest to the

center of those against which sliding takes place, will be neitlier accelerated nor retarded by

these lateral actions. Hence, if, in any proposed glacier, the velocity is nearly the same for the

central portion (dd'), but diminishes with considerable ra|)idily on approaching the sides, we

shall have two points (d, d) wiiicii may be determined approximately, in any transverse section,

at which the velocity will be the same as that of a glacier whose thickness should be the same

as the depth at these points, and in which the conditions at its lower surface should be the

same as for the longitudinal portions through d and d\ but whose motion should be unimpeded

by any lateral obstacles. This conclusion is not unimportant as shewing that the slowness of

glacial motion does not result from lateral or local impediments, but is a necessary consequence

of the action of the bed of the glacier on the lower surface of the mass, as in the experiments

above detailed. It is this unimpeded or mean motion which ought in strictness to be compared

with the motion in these experiments.

17. In the preceding investigations the mass has been supposed to be continuous, but it

is easily seen that similar reasoning will apj)ly if the mass be more or less dislocated. In

such case its cohesion will oppose comparatively little resistance to the formation of transverse

fissures ; and the greatest tangential force (0) wliich can be exerted will be much less than

when the cohesion is continuous. The sliding of one longitudinal portion past another, and the

more rapid motion of the central portions, will thus, as already remarked, be much facilitated.

18. Formation of Crevasses.—It has been shewn (Art. 13), that if the mass of a glacier

were continuous, there would be the greatest tendency to form fissures in directions perpendicular

to those of motion, when the lower extremity of the glacier moves faster than the upper one.

Hence, if the tension becomes sufficient to overcome the cohesion, fissures would be formed in

Vol. VIII. Part I. I
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these directions, and would therefore be curved with their convexity towards the higher extre-

mity of the glacier, the glacial valley being convergent. The degree of curvature would de-

pend on the convergency of the lines of motion. If the mass be more or less dislocated, there

will still be a prevailing tendency to cause fissures to open in the same direction, though their

formation will necessarily be modified by the pre-existing dislocation. There will be the greatest

tendency to form these transverse fissures, or crevasses, where the change of velocity is most

rapid, or where lateral or other obstacles produce the greatest irregularity of motion. This

accounts for the permanent existence of systems of crevasses in particular localities, as already

noticed (Art. 7). Particular local causes may produce tensions which are not longitudinal, and,

therefore, crevasses which deviate from the general law of formation ; but the general transversal

directions of these fissures proves beyond doubt the predominance of a general longitudinal

tension during the period of their formation.

This period, according to our theory, would be the summer, as already shewn (Art. 11).

In the winter, it has been also shewn, the motion must probably tend to produce in general an

internal longitudinal pressure, and therefore to close previously existing fissures. And here it

should be remarked, that it is not essential in order to produce these latter effects, that the

motion of the glacier near its upper extremity should be absolutely greater than that near its

lower end, but that the former of these motions sliould bear a greater proportion to the latter

during winter, than during summer.

19. In our previous reasoning the glacial valley has been sup-

posed to be convergent in descending. Let us now suppose its width

to increase, and its sides to become divergent below CC It is a very

general law in such valleys, that where the valley expands its descent

becomes less rapid. Assuming such to be the case, the part of the

glacier below CC will tend to move more slowly than the part above

that line. Consequently, the former of these portions will be in a state

of loyigitud'uial compression, which will prevent the general forma-

tion of transverse fissures. Also the pressure along CC', which will

be greatest in the centre, will push forward the mass below, so as

to make it tend to move along diverging lines of motion. Hence if the

mass remain continuous it will be in a state of transversal tension,

or if the continuity be broken, a system of longitudinal diverging cre-

vasses will be formed. Such systems have been recognized both by
/

M. Agassiz and Professor Forbes.

20. Passage of a Glacier throngh a narrow Strait Let us suppose the glacial valley to

contract suddenly at BB' in the following diagram, and consider the motion of the glacier after

it arrives at that section. Conceive the mass divided into different portions by longitudinal planes

of discontinuity, as in the figure. The central portion cdd' c represents, as before, that in which

no sliding of one part of it past another takes place, the planes where this relative motion begins

being cd and c d' . The more the central motion is impeded the greater will be the force/,, (Art. 14),

and the narrower will be the breadth dd' . The motion of the lateral portions will be much impeded
in such a case as that represented, and near to B and B' may be entirely arrested, but there will be

no action which can destroy the motion of tlie part cdd'c. The central portion, bounded by the

planes of discontinuity through B and B', will in fact move very much in the same manner as if

those planes were the immoveable boundaries of the glacial valley.

Unless BB' be too narrow, therefore, the motion of the glacier will be only retarded and not

destroyed ; but even this retardation may be counteracted by other causes. The effectiveness of

the subglacial currents will be increased by the contraction of the valley, and very generally the

inclination of a valley increases as its width diminishes. These causes may compensate for the
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retarding effects of the lateral action on the flanks of the glacier. The same explanation will

apply whether we suppose the cohesion along the planes of separation to be entirely destroyed or not.

It is only necessary that the tangential action between the central and contiguous portions should

not be sufficient to prevent the former from sliding past the latter.

21. PositioJi of the Surface of ii Glacier

Let P, Q be two points on the surface of a

glacier situated on the same line of motion.

C a point fixed in space in the vertical line

through Q. Draw Pp parallel to the bed

(JB) of the glacier. If the thickness BP of

the glacier at P remained constant while P
moved to the vertical line QC, P would come

to p, and the thickness of the glacier along AC
would be increased by Qp. Draw PM hori-

zontal, and let MPQ = a, the inclination of the

surface of the glacier, and MPp = /3 = that of

the bed of the glacier. Then if PM = «,

Qp = MQ - Mp
= a (tan a — tan /3).
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If we suppose an upward expansion of the mass to take place in consequence of the freezing and

consequent expansion of infiltrated water, according to the theory of dilatation, this expansion will

also increase the thickness of the glacier above A. Let e denote this increase for a unit of tliick-

ness, while P moves tlirough the horizontal space PM ; then will eA be the whole increase, h being

the thickness AQ of the glacier. On the contrary, the thickness will be diminished by the melting

of the superficial ice during summer, occasioned by external influences, and of the ice in contact

with the bed of the glacier, as the effect of internal heat and subglacial currents. Let A and S

denote the depressions of the surface below the point C, due to these causes respectively, in the

time (/) of moving through PM. Then if D denote the whole depression of the surface in the

vertical through C in the same time, we shall have

Z)=A + ^-6A-« (tan a - tan /3).

Of the quantities involved in this equation D, A, a and a may be easily observed. For this

purpose conceive two vertical poles fixed firmly in the ice at P and Q in the same line of motion,

their upper extremities coinciding as nearly as possible with the mean level of the glacier at the

time. The inclination to the liorizon of the line joining them would give the value of a ; and the

height to which the poles should project above the surface of the glacier after the time (t)

would o-ive the value of A for that time. To determine the corresponding value of D, we

might observe the vertical distance of the surface of the glacier from the fixed point C when the

poles should be first fixed, and after the time t of moving through PM, repeat the observation. The
difference between the observed vertical distances below C would give the required value of D.

The only attempts at the independent determination of e have been made, I believe, by observ-

ing the distances at different times of fixed points on the surface of the ice. Such determinations

I consider entirely valueless, on account of the impossibility of separating the effects of dilatation

from those of pressures and tensions depending on other and independent causes. If, however,

instead of horizontal we should make vertical admeasurements, the value of e for a given depth

of ice might, I conceive, be determined witli great accuracy. If two short horizontal poles were

firmly fixed in a vertical line in the vertical wall of a crevasse, and an inextensible line or chain

were fixed to the lower one, any variation of the known distance between the two poles might

be ascertained with great accuracy by observations made at tlie upper one, and thence the

value of e might be accurately determined*.

Supposing the quantities D, A, a, a and e to be determined, our equation will still contain

three unknown quantities, /3, o, and h, which cannot be determined by direct observation. I think

it probable, however, that e might be found to be inappreciable, or, at least, extremely small, so that

the term eh might either be neglected or expressed approximately by means of an assumed value

of h. We might also eliminate ^ from the above equation by making one of the observations for the

determination of D as late as possible in the autumn, and the other as early as possible in the follow-

ino- spring, since the corresponding value of ^ would doubtless be very small on account of the absence

of subglacial currents during the winter. The value of D in this case would probably indicate

an elevation of the surface. Let this value therefore be denoted by - D^. We should thus have

D^ = eh + a (tan a - tan /3) - A,

Z> + A - e/i A + A
or, tan 15 = tan a — —'- = tan a —

a a

nearly, the value of eh for the winter being small enough to be neglected. If tan /3 were thus deter-

mined, the value of ^ corresponding to any observed values of Z> and A, would be given by our

previous equation.

Also if /3 were known we should have immediately the difference of thickness at P and Q ;

for this difference = Qp = a (tan a — tan /3).

It appears singular that those who insist so much on glacial dilatation should never have subjected their views to this simple test.
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The determination of /3 would afford an obvious means of approximating to the thickness of

the glacier at any proposed point. For suppose fi determined for all those different portions of

the glacier where a difference of inclination of the upper surface might indicate a corresponding

difference in that of the lower one. Let the length of the successive portions, beginning at the

lower extremity, be a, a^ a„; and let a, oa a„, /3] fi. /3„ be the corresponding

values of a and /3. Tlien if A, be the vertical thickness at the lower extremity, and h the re-

quired thickness at a distance = Oi + a^ + a„ from that extremity, we shall have

h = A, + «, (tan a, — tan /S,) + + flj (tan a„ - tan/3„).

The chief practical difficulty in the application of this formula would be in the determina-

of /3| fi-i, &c. with sufficient accuracy. It appears not improbable, however, that the limits of

error in determining /3 by the formula above given for tan /3, would be such as to render the deter-

mination a sure approximation to the real value; and, at all events, if it were found impracticable

to determine all the quantities /3, fi., y3„, and therefore the complete thickness of the glacier,

such of them as should correspond to the more accessible and least irregular parts of the glacier,

might probably be determined with considerable accuracy, and thus the rate of increase of thick-

ness in these parts would be known.

SECTION V.

Internal Temperature of a Glacier.

22. In a previous section I have given the general reasoning by which we conclude that

the temperature at the lower surface of a glacier of considerable thickness cannot be higher than

zero of the centigrade thermometer. Since this conclusion, however, is of the first importance in

the theory which has now been offered of glacial motion, I shall give the mathematical investigation

of the problem. The case taken for direct investigation will be that of a large sphere, like the

earth, of which the temperature increases as we descend, coated with an external shell of ice, the

temperature of the shell being at every point below zero (cent.), that the ice may in every part

remain perfectly solitl. We shall thus be able to deduce the limiting thickness of the icy crust

compatible with this condition of perfect solidity. If the thickness exceed this limit, then must

its lower surface be in a state of constant disintegration, as already explained (Art. 4).

We have no exact knowledge of the conductive power of ice, but there is no reason to doubt

its being very small. I shall suppose it (for the greater simplicity of investigation) to be the same

as- that of the earthy matter supposed to constitute the nucleus of the sphere; and for the

same reason I shall also supjKise the conductive power from the nucleus to the icy envelope to

be the same as in the interior of the nucleus, or in that of the icy crust. I shall also assume the

external temperature to be represented by K + C cos ( Stt^ + — ). i^o long as this is less than

zero, the problem will present no peculiarity arising from the circumstance of the exterior crust

being composed of ice ; but however much the external temperature may exceed zero, the superjiciaf

temperature of the crust cannot, from the nature of ice, rise higher than zero. Hence while

the external temperature is below zero, we shall have the ordinary case of a solid body placed

in a medium of which the temperature varies according to a given law; but when the external

temperature rises above zero, the condition at the surface will be that the superficial temperature

of the mass shall be constantly at zero. Instead of this last condition, however, we may suppose

that, during the time it would hold, the external temperature sliall be zero; for it is manifest that

the two condtions will in the case we are contemplating be very approximately the same. Hence,

then, the case for investigation will be that of a sphere of large dimensions cooling in a medium
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of which the temperature is F + C cos f 2Tr« + ^j when this quantity is negative, and zero for

those values of t which render the expression positive. If F = the first of these conditions will

1 3 1

be satisfied from t = to ^=-, from t=\ to t = -, &c.; and the second from t = - to t = \,

2 2 2

from t = - to < = 2 , &c. If V do not = 0, the former of these periods will be shortened and
2

the latter lengthened, or the converse, according as V is positive or negative ; if, however, V be

small compared with C, the periods will be approximately as above stated, and such, therefore,

we shall consider them. They will be semi-annual, if we take one year as the unit of time.

The theorems given by Poisson, in his Thtorie de la Chaleur, Articles 194, 19,5 and 196, will

enable us to obtain the required solution.

23. If the external temperature be represented by the general formula

B + A cos (mf + e) + ^i cos (m^t + e^) + Jzicosm^t + e^) + &c (l),

and u denote that part of the internal temperature which depends on the external, we shall have,

at the depth a- beneath the surface,

b -i-^/r I w /m „\
u' = B +-=:Ae "^ cos \mt + e V o

D \ a 2 I

+ — J, 6 " ^ COS [rn^t + 61 V ^1
X>, V a ^ 2 I

+ &c (2).

Where X) cos ^ = 6 + -V-, 2>sin5 = i-V-;
a 2 a 2

^, , , l> \/2m m
and therefore D- = b'

+

— + -;

k
with similar formula connecting D^nii^i, D-^nu^^^ &c. Also a} = ~ , where k represents the

conductivity and c the specific heat of the matter constituting the globe ; and 6 is a quantity

depending on the conductivity and radiating power of the surface.

Now generally if (p (0 denote any function whatever, continuous or discontinuous, whose values

recur whenever t is increased by 9, so that (p (t + 9) = (p (t), we have the general formulae

(p{t) = f!(p{t')dt'

2 /-e , 2Trt' , ,
27rt 2 f» ^ ,^ . 2'n-t' , , . 2Trt

^dJo
^^^^^°^^ dt .cos— +

-J_^
<p{t)sm -j-dt -sin—

2 /-9 , , 4ir<' , ,
i-Trt 2 re . 4-Trt' , . 47r^

^
ei)

^^*^ ^°^
"~F

d^ . cos— + -
j^ (p {t ) sm —^ dt .

sin—
+ &c.

which will coincide with (l) when the following equations are satisfied,

2ir 47r Gtt
m = -^ , TO, = — , TO2=-— ,&c.

B =-jyit')dt'
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A cos e =^ / (^') cos —^dt', A sine = ^ / (') sin —— rf^',

2 /» , 47r<' , 2 /» 47r<'
^iCOS6, = -/ d) (t) con ---dt, ^jsine, = -/ d) (/ ) sin —— rfi'',

Jo ' y Jo ' '
()

kc. = &c. &c. = &c.

^/„cos6„ = -/ <p{t) COS at, A„sM\e„ = - (p(f)sm —^ dt,
C7 •• U t/ J*' U

&c. = &c. &c. = &c.

In the application of these formulae to the case before us we have

B= f^^cpiOdt' + f^'(p(t')df'

= f^lv + Ccos UttC + ^)\dt'

V _c

A COS e = 2 f Iv + Ccos (zwt' + -
j

> cos .^irf' dt'

= 2
/^'l

Fcos27r«' + -cos |47r^' + ^]>rf^'

=

A sin e = 2 f'lv+Ccos (zwi' + -) [ sin27r/'(//'

= 2
f''

frsinSTri' +- jsin Utt/' +^)- sin -["] dt'

2V C

sr c
Hence, e = -

, A =
2 TT 5S

Also taking the general term,

J„cos e„ = 2 f'\ V + C cos (2 Trt' + —)\ cos 2 (w + l) -n-f' dt

= 2 /""|rcos2(« + l)7r<'+ - fcos / 2 (h + 2)77^' + ^) + cos ['ifJirt' - ^ ) J
> rf/'

= wiien M is t'DCH ,•

C 1

when w is odd.
TT ?i (w + 2)

A„ sin e„ = 2 /"'| T + Ccos Uirt' + -
j

> sin 2 (n + ^)irt' dt'

2 /"'irsin 2(« + l)ir/'+ - ["sin [2 {n + 2) tt^' + "^ ) + sin Unnf - ||1 >rf/'
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^^ 2
,= . when n is even ;

TT n + \

— when n is odd.

Consequently when n is even

£/. = —
2

and when n is odd.

7r »i + 1

0, ^,, =
TT W (W + 2)

Hence, substituting in (2) we have

?<= + ^ e " cos(2-n-^ + - \/ -k - c)
2 TT ZJ V TT 2 / 2 «

h C ---Ji;, ,. ^ *' /— »

V

+ — .6 " COS (iTrr vStt — Oi)
Z>, 1 • 3 • TT «

- —
.— e "

"'^'^ cos (6 irif + \/3 tt - ^,)

+ 8ec.

24. If V denote the temperature which would exist at any point within the sphere at the

depth X beneath its surface, if the external temperature were always equal zero, we have

{x being small compared with the radius of the sphere)

« = Vq + 7*''

where «o is the superficial temperature of the sphere, and y the rate at which the temperature

depending on the original heat of the sphere, increases with the depth.

Let n denote the temperature of the sphere at the depth ar, as depending botli on the

original heat, and the variable external temperature ; then

?< = w 4- u'

,

C b /2V C\

b C

V C b (2V C\ -±^^ . ^ TT .V /-= h V(i + yx + TT e " cos (2 Trr + V v - 6)
2 IT

" DKtt 2 1 2 a

''cos {iwt - -\^2 TT - 5.)
Z), 1 . 3 . TT

+ &c (3)

the complete expression for the temperature required.

25. I am not aware of any experiments for the determination of a and b for ice. Poissoii

has given their values for the case of the earth, deduced from observations made at Paris on the

annual variations of temperature at different depths. They are

a = 5,11655 \ .

) \n metres.
b = 1,05719 j

He also gives

V, = 0'',0265
I

> (centigrade).
7 = 0",02S1

J
^ ^

Substituting the above values in the expressions for D, Z),, &c. we obtain
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— = ,7 nearly

b

A-'"'
&c. = &c.

A year is taken as the unit of time.

26. In the preceding investigation the sphere has been supposed to have a complete shell

of ice. The result will also be sensibly the same if, instead of the whole surface of the sphere

being covered with ice, a small portion only of it be so covered, provided the thickness of the

ice be small compared with its superficial dimensions. This is tlie actual case of a glacier, to

which therefore equation (.'>) will be approximately applicable. Let us proceed then to the inter-

pretation of that equation.

We observe that when a^ = a few multiples of o, the value of the periodical terms becomes

insensible, on account of the exponential involved in them. Let a\ be the least value of x for which

we may neglect these terms. Then, if u^ be the temperature at that depth,

V C
Ml = + «o + 7^1

2 IT

^^ c
=

2
-- + 7''-. W.

neglecting the small quantity r,,. Consequently the temperature at a certain depth is independent

C V
.

of annual variations, and lower by than it would be if the exterior shell were composed of
IT a

rock instead of ice; for, in that case the value of B (Art. 23) would be the mean external tem-

V C
perature V, instead of .

' 2 TT

If A'.j be the dcptii for which the temperature = 0, we shall have

V C
2

1 fC V\

= 1- 7''»'2>

.v., = ;(^7). <^'

which, if we give to y the value above stated (Art. 25), will be the numerical value of .i\, in

metres.

. If a\, be less than the thickness of the glacier, tiie formula (.'S), and therefore (5), will be no

longer applicable; for (;>) would give the temperature of the ice at depths greater than .r.,, higher

than zero, which from the nature of ice is impossible. In such cases the lower surface of the

ice, at whatever depth it miglit be, would be necessarily at zero, because the heat which, if the

superficial crust were not ice, would elevate its temperature, will be employed in melting the ice

at its lower surface, whicli will thus be kept at tiie zero temperature.

With the value of y above given, equation (5) gives the value of Xj supposing the ratio of

tlie conductive power of ice to its specific heat to be the same as for the rocky crust of the earth.

If this be not the case, the equation (5) will still give the depth at which the temperature = zero,

by assigning the proper value to y as depending on the ratio just mentioned for ice.

As a numerical example, suppose F = 0, and C= 15" (cent.) We shall have at the depth a;

M, = —5" nearly ;

5
and Xt = feet,

,028

= 178 feet nearly.

Vol. VIII. Part I. K
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27. The temperature — 5" (cent.) appears, however, to be much lower than that observed

at different depths by M. Agassiz, and which did not exceed half a degree. The difference may,

I conceive, be easily accounted for. In our investigation the surface of the glacier has been sup-

posed to be exposed to the winter temperature, whereas, as soon probably as the mean temperature

of the twenty-four hours descends to zero, the surface is protected from the external cold by a

coating of snow, which increases as the temperature diminishes, and thus it is probable that the

temperature of the surface of the ice* may descend but little below zero during the whole winter.

If we suppose its lowest temperature to be about — ^",5 (cent.) we shall have m, = — 0'',5, and uV^ = 54

feet nearly. If the conductive power of ice be less than that of common rock, the value of X2

will be proportionally less.

Taking this last value of x.^, it follows that if the thickness of a glacier should exceed .60

or 60 feet +, the temperature of its lower surface would necessarily be zero, as already explained.

Now the thickness of glaciers is doubtless much greater in general than 50 or 60 feet J, and

therefore we conclude, that getierally the temperature of the lower surface of a glacier cannot

be less than zero, and must, consequently, he in a state of constant disintegration, unless the

conductive power of glacial ice be much greater than that of the ordinary matter forming the

crust of the globe.

28. From the conclusion of the last article it appears, that if we would investigate accurately

the internal temperature of a glacier of considerable thickness, we must take, besides the condition

given by the superficial temperature, the additional one that the temperature at the lower surface

shall always = zero. In this case, however, the resulting expression for the temperature would

become so complicated, that it would be useless, I think, to give it, especially with the uncer-

tainty which exists respecting the superficial temperature of the ice during winter. The conclu-

sion above enunciated, which is not invalidated by this uncertainty, is all that is requisite for the

theory of glacial motion which has now been offered.

W. HOPKINS.

• It appears to be established, that the snow which falls on all

but the higher regions of a glacier is again dissolved in the spring

or early summer, and does not contribute to any permanent Increase

of the glacier.

t As a deduction from the general reasoning of Art. 4, this

thickness was estimated roughly at about 150 feet, that there might

be no doubt of its being an extreme value. The thickness of 50 or

60 feet as deduced above, is probably much nearer the truth.

* See Note, Art. 4.

Cambridge,

May 1, 184-3.



VII. On the Theory of Determinants. By A. Cayley, Esq. Fellow of T'riuity

College.

[Read Feb. 20, 1843.]

The following Memoir is composed of two separate investigations, each of them having

a general reference to the Theory of Determinants, but otherwise perfectly unconnected. The

name of " Determinants" or " Resultants" has been given, as is well known, to the functions

which equated to zero express the result of the elimination of any number of variables from

as many linear equations, without constant terms. But the same functions occur in the re-

solution of a system of linear equations, in tlie general problem of elimination between algebraic

equations, and particular cases of them in algebraic geometry, in the theory of numbers, and,

in short, in almost every part of mathematics. They have accordingly been a subject of very

considerable attention with analysts. Occurring, apparently for the first time, in Crenner's

Introdurtion a rAnalyse des IJgnes Conches, 17.^0. Tiiey are afterwards met with in a Memoir

On Elimination, by Bezont, Mi'moires de VAcadlmie, 1764. In two Memoirs by Laplace and

Verndermonde in the same collection, 1772. In Bezont's Theory of Equations, and in Memoirs

bv Binet, Journal Polytechnique, Vol. ix. ; by Cauchy, ditto, Vol. x.; by Jacobi, Crelles Journal,

Vol. XXII. ; Lebesgue Liouville, Vol. vi. &c. The Memoirs of Cauchy and Jacobi contain the

greatest part of their known properties, and may be considered as constituting tiie general

theory of the subject. In tlic first part of the present paper, I consider the properties of

certain derivational functions of a quantity U, linear in two separate sets of variables (by the

term " Derivational Function," I would propose to denote those functions, the nature of which

depends upon the form of tlie quantity to which they refer, with respect to the variables entering

into it, c. g-. the differential coefficient of any quantity, is a derivational function. The theory

of derivational functions is apparently one that would admit of interesting devclopements.) The
particular functions of this class which are here considered, are closely connected with the

theory of the reciprocal polars of surfaces of the second order, which latter is indeed a par-

ticular case of the theory of these functions.

In the second part, I consider the notation and properties of certain functions resolvable

into a series of determinants, but the nature of which can hardly be explained independently

of the notation.

In the first section I have denoted a determinant, by simply writing down in the form of

a square the different quantities of which it is made up. This is not concise, but it is clearer

than any abridged notation. The ordinary properties of determinants, I have throughout taken

for granted ; these may easily be learnt by referring to the Memoirs of Cauchv and Jacobi,

quoted above. It may however be convenient to write down the following fundamental pro-

perty, demonstrated by these authors, and by Binet.

a, fi. p, a
I

=
I

pa + a (i . . , pa + a /3'.

p ,
<y' pa + a /3 . . , p'a + o-'/3'.

.(O).
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An equation, particular cases of which are of very frequent occurrence, e.g, in the investi-

crations on the forms of numbers in Gauss' Disqidsitiones Arithinetica, in Lagrange's Determi-

nation of the Elements of a ComWs Orbit, c^c. T have applied it in the Cambridge Mathe-

matical Journal to Carnot's problem, of finding the relation between the distances of five points

in space, and to another geometrical problem. With respect to the notation of the second

section, this is so fully explained there, as to render it unnecessary to say any thing further

about it at present.

S I. On the properties of certain determinants, considered as Derivational Functions.

Consider the function

f7=^(a^ +/3»? + ...)+ (1).

a7'(a'f + /3'>;+ ...) +

(m lines, and n terms in each line).

And suppose

KU = a, /3

a',/3'

.(2).

(The single letter k being employed instead of KU, in cases where the quantity (KU), rather

than the functional symbol K, is being considered).

FU = -

'JC7 = -
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Aa + A'a'-i- . . = K, (7).

A(i + A'(i'+.. = 0,

Ba + B'a'+ .. = 0,

B(i + B'(i'+.. = K,

&c.

The second side of each equation being (0), except for the j'"* equation of the >•"' set of

equations in the systems.

Let X, yUj • • • represent the »•"", r + l"*, ... of the series a, /3, . . . , L, M, . . . the corresponding

terms of the series A, B . . . , r being any number less than (n), and consider the determinant

A (8),

^(r-,)..,£,(r-»

fhich may be expressed as a determinant of the w"* order, in the form

A . . . L, 0.

^(r-I) _£(r-,)o

10
1

(9).

Multiplying this by the two sides of the equation

a, /3..i ...

a',/3'
I

(10),

and reducing the result by the equation (O )> and the equations (6), the second side becomes

which is equivalent to

K ..

K

K .

m''""'> i'*'"^"

„(r+l) ,.(r + l)

.(n),

(12).

Or we have the equation

J .... L

which in the particular case of r = n, becomes

A, B ..

A', B"

(13),

(l+).
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which latter equation is given by M. Cauchy in the Memoirs already quoted ;
the proof in the

^' Exercises;'' being nearly the same with the above one of tlie more general equation (13). The

equation (l3) itself has been demonstrated by Jacobi, somewhat less directly. Consider now the

function FU, given by the equation (3). This may be expanded in the form

FU=(n^ + sn+ ..) [A.iAX + ax + . .) + B (bx + bx + ..) + ..]+ (15),

(r'^ + s'ri + ..) [A', {ax + AX + ..) + B'(bx + b'x'+ ..) + ..] +

which may be written

By putting

FU =x. (A^ + Br, + ..) +

a?'.(A'^+ B',, + ..) +

= A . (eJ + u'^'+ .
.
) + B . (rS + e'5'+ . . )

= A . (sJ + s'J'+ . . ) + B . (s5 + s'B'+ . . )

A'= a'. (eJ + r'J'+ ..) + b'. (r5 + r'5'+ ..)

B' = a', (s^ + s'A' + . . ) + b'. (s5 + s'B' + ..)

(16).

(17)-

Hence,
KFU = A, B.

A', B'

(18).

A, B.

A',B'

Or observing the equation (14), and writing

A,
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= -jr
X A B
x A' B'

(26).

If the two sides of this equation are multiplied by the two sides of the equation (i),

written under the form

1 (27).

.«/3

.a'/3'

The second side is reduced to

-Jf . a^ + fir,.., a'^+(i'r,.. (28).

= -//.(«)"-, C7. (29).

And hence

'JFU=Jr.{KUy-\U. (30).

And similarly

F^U=Jf.{KlT)''---.U. (31).

Also combining these with the equations (22), (23),

IFU FlU _ U
KFU~ K'JU~ KU ^^^''

It may be remarked here that if U, V are functions connected by the equation

FU=cFV, or YU = clV. (33).

Then in general

U=c^.r. (34).

To prove this, observing that the first of the equations {33) may be written

FU= F.(c^.V), (35),

we , have

1.FU=-J.F.{c^.V), (36),

or

Jf . (KUy--. U = Jf [A'(c^. F)]"-'. c^. V. (37).

Or, if neither J, f nor {KU) vanish, this equation is of the form

U=kV, (38).

whence substituting in (33),

k''-' = c, (39).

which demonstrates the equation (34) ; and this equation might be proved in like manner from

the second of the equations (33). If however, J = 0, or / = 0, the above proof fails, and if

KU = 0, the proof also fails, unless at the same line « = 2. In all these cases probably, cer-

tainly in the case of KU = 0, w ^= 2, the equation (34) is not a necessary consequence of (33) ;

In fact, FU, or TU may be given, and yet U remain indeterminate.
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Let U , a , (i , ... A , B^, &c. . . be analogous to U, a, /3..., A^, B, &c. .
.
and consider

the equation
K.^KUFU-^g.KU.FU;) (40).

K,A + gKA^, K^B + gKB^. .

K^A'+gKA' , K,B + gKB\

Multiply the two sides by the two sides of the equation (2), the second side becomes, after

reduction,

K«+^/c.(^,a + fi,/3 + ..), g-K.«a+jS;/3 +..) (41).

gK . {A^a'+ S j8'+ . . ), K^K + gK . (A;a'+ B^'fi' + . . )

Multiplying by the two sides of tlie analogous equation

a , a, • •

and reducing, the second side becomes

j

KK,.(a^+ga), /f /c^ . (/3, + g-/3) . .

KK^ . (a/ + ga), KK^ . (/3/ + g(3')

(42).

(43).

= K\K;.ii(u^ + gU) (44).

whence

K. (KU^.FU + gKUFU,) = {KU)"-'. (A'C/J""'. A'(f7, + gU).

and similarly

K . {KU^-JU + gKU'JU^) = iKUy-\{KUy-K K .(^U^ + gU).

In a similar manner is the following equation to be demonstrated,

-7
. {KU^FU + gKUFU^) = F {KU^ U + gKUlU,) = .

.

(45).

(46).

-jr.{KU)"-'{KUx-'-x

(47).

a^x + a'x. . , (i^x + /3/a''.

a^+fir).. a, + ga , /3^ + g[i

a'^+/3'^.. a' +ga , /3/ + gfi'

Suppose

U ="2 (p^ + crtj + ...) («* + a\v' + ...)

This expression being the abbreviation of

U = (p^ + ai] + • ) (ax + a\v' + . .) +

(/o,^ + "/'?+•) («,*' + «,''^' + . .) +

+

(48).

• (49).

[(w - 1) lines, or a smaller number].

KU = Sap, Sacr . .

2a p, 2a a . .

(50),

which follows from the equation (o).

Conversely, whenever KU - 0, C7 is of the above form.
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Also

pjj = _ aj: + A x' +

B^ + Sr] 'S.ap

which may be transformed into

FU = A i17 + A cf . . . , B .7' + B .r

p . a

. , B ,r + B .r + . . : —

Rf + Siy . . . , r'^ + s'>; .

a ,
a'

b , b'

(51),

(52),

(for shortness, I omit the demonstration of this equation).

And similarly,

T[U = RX + R .V ,

P

P

, ^ + B ,, ,

a

b

A ^ + V t} .

a'

b'

(53),

where it is obvious that if the sum 2 contain fewer than (« - I) terms, FC=0, "JU = 0.

The equations (52), {o3) express the theorem, that whenever KU = 0, the functions FU, JU
are each of them the product of two determinants.

If next _
r, = U + U.

Taking ^ = — 1, in the formuliB

K. {K{U+U)FU - KUF{U+U)) = K. {K{U+U) 1U - KCJ {U+C)) (^56).

= (AT)""' • (A'(r+r))-' . A'U.

Or observing the equation (50),

K . (K (U+U) FU - KU. F (ir+U)) = K . {K {U+U) lU - KUl {U+U)) = 57.

Hence F .{K {U+U) 1U - KUl (U-^U)) = T .{K {U+U) FU - KUF {U+U)) are each

of them the product of two determinants. But this result admits of a further reduction. We have

F.{A'iU+U)1U-KUY{U+U)) = 1 . {K (U+U) FU - KU. F (U+U)) (58)

= -Jf{KUy-K {K{U+U))'
a^ + fi„..a-a, fi,

-
l3

a'^ + /3'r, a' - a, /3/ - /3'

Substituting a^ = a + SjO«, &c. . . also observing that if the second line be multiplied by x,

the third by x', . . and the sum subtracted from the first line, the value of the determinant is

not altered, and that the effect of this is simply to change a^, a/., into a, a., in the first line,

and introduce into the corner place a quantity — U, which in the expansion of the determinant

is multiplied by zero. This may be written in the form

- jr {Kuy-- {k {u + U))"-

VoL. VIII. Part I.

ax + a'x' + . . ,
/3.r + fi'x . .

a'^ + (i'tj ^pa , "^cra

(59),
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which may be reduced to

jr.iKuy-'.{K(u+ U))"-' X (00),

ax + dec + . . ,
/3.r + ^ x +

(O , (T

a^ + /3>? . . , a'^ + /3'>; . . .

.

If each of these determinants were multiplied by the quantity (A'f^)""', expressed under the

two forms

J, B ..

A', ff..

They would become respectively

KU
Ap + BcT , A'p + B'ff'

A, A'.

B, B
(61).

, KU.
\ ^ , I?

Aa + A'd .
. , Ba + B'n . .

(62).

So that finally

F.{K(U+ U)1U-S:U.Y .{U+ U)) = 1.{K(U+ U)FU- KU.F(U + U)) =

jr
KXU+u)Y-'x
KU Ap-\-B(T . . , A'p + B'a ,

I

Aa + A'a'.., Ba + B'd .
.

,

... (6.S).

The second side of which may be written under the forms

tK{U+U)Y-'
KU

A.r + A iP . . ,
B ,1+ I) r . . , . .

A .{Ap + B(j . .) + a'.{A'p + Ba . .) . . , a . {A p + Ba . } + v'.(A'p + B'a- . .) ..

R^ + S,,.. , R'^ + S,)..

R.(Aa + A'a'..) + S .{Ba + B'd . .).., R'.{Aa + A'd . .) + S'.{Ba + B'd ..)

..(64).

And

fKiU^U)^
V KU I

Rv+R'x'.. ,
S.v + S'w

R. {Ap + Ba .. ) + R'.{A'p+R'a..). ., S . (Ap+Ba . ) + S'.{A'p +Ba . ) . ,

A^-^B,,.. , A'^ + B'r,.. , ..
I

...(6,5).

A. {Aa + A'd ..) + B . (Ba + B'd ..).., A'.{An + A'd ..) + B'. (Ba + B'a' ..)

And again, by the equations (52) {53), in the new forms

[(Aa + A'd . . ) (k.i + r'.t' . . ) + (Ba + B'a' . .) (s.v + sV . . ) . . 1|- ... (66),

{^(KU) j
'^^ • H(^P +Ba.

.

)(R^+s„. .) ^ (A'p' + B'a..) (u'? + s'>, + ..)..] x

[(Aa + A'd . . ) (ax + aV . ) + (Ba ~ B'd . . )
(bv + bV . . ) . . ]| . ... (67).

Comparing these latter forms with the two equivalent quantities forming the first side of (.'>3),

and observing (33), (34). It would appear at first sight that
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K{U+U).1U-KU.1 {U+ U) =
— n-2

fK{U+U)y-^
S2[Jp + 5a . . )

(a^ + b^) + (A'p + B'a..) (a'^ + b'^ ..)..] x

[(An -f A'n . . ) (hx + nV .
.
) + (Ba + B'a . . ) (s *• + sV ,

KU
)••](

K{U +U)FU - KU.F{U ^ U)

KU \^\[{Ajj + B(T..){li^+sr,..) + {A'p ^ B'a..) (u'^+ s'„..) + ..]

X [{A a + A'a . . ) {ax + aV . . ) + (Ba + B'a .'.
) (s.r + bV . . ) . . ]| ,

which however are not true, except for « = 2, on account of the equation (57). In the case

of « = 2, these equations become

K(U+U).1U-A'U.Y(U+U) =

[(Ap + B<7..)(A^+Tir,..) + (A'p + B'a ..) (.V^ + b',;. .) + ..] X

[(Aa + A'a' . . ) (lur + kV ..) + (Ba + Ba' . . ) (sv + s'.i' ..) + ..] (68),

K (U +U) FU - KU F (U + U) =

{(Ap + Ba ..)(v.l+ srj..) + (A'p + B'a..) (k'^ + s',, ..) + ..] x

[(A a + A'a ..)(Aa; + aV .
. ) + (Ba + 5'a'..)(B.r + bV + ..)+.] (69),

and it is remariiable that these equations (((i8), (fip)) are true whatever be the value of (n),

provided 2 contains a single term only. The liemonstration of this theorem is somewhat tedious,

but it may perhaps be as well to give it at full length. It is obvious that the equation (^Q)

alone need be proved, (08) following immediately when tliis is done.

I premise by noticing the following general property of determinants. The function

a + 2po', /3' + "S.a'a,

(70),

(where 'Zpa = p^a^ + 0.^0^ .• + psO>)y contains no term whose dimension in the quantities a, a... ,

or in the other quantities p, a... , is higher than s. (Of course if the order of the determi-

nant be less than s or equal to it, this number becomes the limit of the dimension of any term

in a, a'... or p, a... , and the theorem is useless). This is easily proved by means of a well

known theorem,

(71),

whenever (s) is less than the number expressing the order of the determinant. Hence in the

formula (70), if S contain a single term only, the first side of the equation is linear lap, a...,

and also in a, a'... , i.e. it consists of a term independent of all these quantities, and a second

term linear in the products pa, pa... aa, aa',... This is therefore the form o{ K (C + U) ...

Consider the several equations

K = KU= Aa + Bfi + (72).

= A'a'+ B'I3' + +

It is easy to deduce

K, = K.(U+ U) = KU + A pa + Baa +

+ A'pa + ffaa +

.. (73).
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To find the values of J, B, &c... Corresponding to U + U, we must write

J = m'/3 + K'y' 4- ...... (74),

= m"/3 + s"y" +

vhere

r
(75),

M = ± S'",

The order of each of these determinants being n — 2, and the upper or lower signs being

used according as w — 1 is odd or even, i. e. as n is even or odd. Hence

A^ = A+ ii'.cra' + \'' t«' + (76).

m". aa" + x" . ra" + . .

And therefore

K^A ~ kA^ = A'-fja + AB . aa + AC . ta + (77).

AA'pa'+ (AB' - KM')a(i' + (JC" - /cn') t«' + .

.

AA"pa"+ (AB" - K'si")cr(i" + (AC" - Ks")Ta" +

The additional quantities C, x having been introduced for greater clearness. Now the

equations

AB' - kM' = AB, AC - kN' = A'C,

AB"- kM"= A"B, AC"- kN"= A'C,

(78),

written under the form

AB' - AB = kM', AC - A'C = k.V,

AB"-A"B^kM", AC" -A"C= kN"
(79),

are particular cases of the equation (13), and are therefore identically true. Hence, substituting

in (77),

K^A — kA^ = A' pa + ABaa + ACtu ... + (^'^)i

AA'pa' + A'Baa + AC ra' ... +

A"Apa"+A"B(ja'+A"CTa" ... +

= (pA + aB + ... )
(Aa + A'a + ... ).

Forming in a similar manner, the combinations k^B - k B^ ... k^A' - kA^', k^B — k B^', ... , mul-

tiplying by the products of the different quantities J.» + J V..., Bx + B'z' ....... R^ + Srj + ...,

i?'^ + .S" ,?,... and adding so as to form the function K (U +U) . FU - KV . F (U +U), we

obtain the required formula, viz. that the value of this quantity is

{(pA + crS + ..)(r^+ sv + ..) +(A'p + B'<T..) (k'^+ s'^..) + ..] X (81),

[(Aa + A'a . . ) (ax + aV .
.
) + (Ba + B'n . . ) (kx + liV +..)+-]

with this theorem, I conclude the present section,—noticing only, as a problem worthy of in-

vestigation, the discovery of the forms of the second sides of the equations (68), (6<)), in the

case of S containing more than a single term.
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S II. On the notation and properties of certain functions resolvable into a series of deter-

minants.

Let the letters

n, r^ ...r^ (1),

represent a permutation of the numbers

1, 2 ... k (2).

Then if in the series (l), if one of the letters succeeds mediately or immediately a letter

representing a higher number than its own, then for each line this happens there is said to be

a "derangement" or "inversion" in the series (1) It is to be remarked that if any letter

succeed (s) letters representing higher numbers, this is reckoned for the same number (s) of

inversions.

Suppose next the symbol
=t (3),

denotes the sign + or - , according as the number of inversions in the series (l) is even

or odd.

This being premised, consider the symbol

\Api, (T, ..(«)) {i),

denoting the sum of all the different terms of the form

The letters

'"o '•a... »•*; s,, *....«*: &c (6),

denoting any permutations whatever, the same or different, of the series of numbers (2). The
number of terms represented by the symbol (5) is evidently

(1.2. ..A)" (7).

In some cases it will be necessary to leave a certain number of the vertical rows p, cr .

.

unpermuted. This will be represented by writing the mark (f) immediately above the rows in

question. So that for instance
t t

The number of rows witii the (•[) being (.r), denotes the sum of the

(l-a...A;)"-^ (9),

terms, of the form

±, ±,..^/o,,, o-,, ...0,, <px Apr^, <T,^...0^, (p^ (10).

This is obvious, that if all the rows have the mark (•(-) the notation (8) denotes a single

product only, and if the mank ()-) be placed over all the rows but (1), the notation (S) be-

longs to a determinant. It is obvious also that we may write

(Ap,.a,..9(p,..{n)] = v±„ ±,. . L-/,o,a, ..e„,0,., ..(») (U).

Pk(Tk--9^(pt ] [ pMcr,,--d.,^(pr^
]

vhere S refers to the different permutations,

«,, t<2'"'^*; "if Wo...«;,; &c (12),
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which can be formed out of the numbers (2). The equation (11) would still be true, if the

mark (+) were placed over any number of the columns p, a... .

Suppose in this equation a single column only is left without the mark (|) on the second

.side of the equation; the first side is then expressed as the sum of a number

(1 .2 . .. A:)""', or generally (l . 2 . . . A:)""^"', (1.3),

of determinants, according as we consider the symbol (4) or the more general one (H). And

this may be done in (n) or n — w different ways respectively.

It may be remarked, that the symbol (8) is the same in form as if a single column only

had the mark (1) over it; the number (ii) being at the same time reduced from (w) to (w - a? + 1).

For, the marked columns of symbols may be replaced by a single marked column of new symbols.

Hence, without loss of generality, the theorems which follow may be stated with reference to a single

marked column only.

Suppose the letters

p,, iH-.-fk- 0-15 0-, ...CT*; &c (14)

denote certain permutations of

«,, a... ..a,; /3,, /S^.-./B^; &c (1.-5),

in such a manner that

Then the two following theorems may be proved :

, t . , t ,

L4p,<j,..(«) = ±„--tA.. Ja,/3, ..(h)) (H).

Pk<^k
'

^ <^ki^k

If {n) be even, but in the contrary case

, t , t

jjp,<7,..(w) = +±^.. U«,/3,..(W)I (It

By means of these, and the equation (11), a fundamental property of the symbol (3) may
be demonstrated. We have

\Aa,ft,..{n)] =2±^. (Jp,/3,..(«)] (19),

^kfik
' ' pkfik

which when (n) is even, reduced itself by (17) to

t

L4a,/3i..(w) = L4a,/3i..(w) S(±„±,.l) (20)

t

= 1 .2 ... A; Jo, /3i..(m)

But when (»i) is odd, from the equation (18),

iJa,, /3,..(»0) = (^a,/3,..(«)l 2(±,1) = (21).

Since the number of negative and positive values of ±_ are equal.
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From the equation (20), it follows tliat when («) is even, the values of a symbol of the

form

^«.i3,, («)l (22),

is the same, over whichever of the columns a, /3 . . the mark (j-) is placed. To denote this

indifference, the preceding quantity is better represented by

(ia,, A •(«)] (2.'S),

this last form being never employed when (?*) is odd, in which case the same property does

not hold. Hence also an ordinary determinant is represented by

Ua,/3, ] , (.7 111 (24),

the latter form being obviously equally general with the former one.

It is obvious from the equations (17), (18), that the expression (22) vanishes, in the case

of (w) even whenever any two of the symbols (a) are equivalent, or any two of the symbols

(/3), &ic.; but if (n) be odd, this property holds for the symbols (/3), &c., but not for the

marked ones (a). In fact, the interchange of the two equal symbols, in each case, changes

the sign of the expression (22), but they evidently leave it unaltered, i. e. the quantity in

question must be zero.

Consider now the symbol
t

\A 1 1 ... (2;;)) (2.5),

kk

which, for shortness, may be denoted by

{A.k.^2p\ (26).

1 proceed to prove a theorem, which may be expressed as follows :

t t
,

\A.k.^p\ .\B.k.2(i] ^ \AB\k.^p + 'iq.^\ (27),

where

^r,.,....,... = -S <,.../ ^^r.v.../
('-'«)•

The number of the symbols »,«... being obviously 2p-l, and that of .r, y ... 29- 1. The

summatory sign S refers to I, and denotes the sum of several terms corresponding to values of

I from / = 1 to 1= k. Also tiie theorem would be equally true if / had been placed in any

position whatever in the series r, s ...l\ and again, in ony position whatever in the series x,y ... /,

instead of at the end of each of these. With a very slight modification this may be made to

suit the case of an odd number instead of one of the numbers 2p, 2q: (in fact, it is only to

place the mark (-j-) in \AB\. . \ over the column corresponding to the marked column in \A..\,

{A ..] being the one for whicli the number is odd), but it is inapplicable where the two numbers

are odd. Consider the second side of (27). This may be expanded in tlie form

s + ±,... =t,,±^... jfil,.,_..,_^_.. . Ib13.,,...v,..--^<^*......x.,... (29),

where 2 refers to the different quantities «, . . , .r, y, . . as in (11).
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Substituting from (28), this becomes

Effecting the summation with respect to x, y . . this becomes

2. ^,, .. 6',^ .. + =«=».
. J,.,. ..,, . . A..,..^, [^1.1../,] (31),

kk.. l^

2 now referring to s, ...only. The quantity under the sign 2 vanishes if any two of the

quantities I are equal, and in the contrary case, we have

t , t

\Bl\..l,\=^±,{B.k.2q\, (32),

kk..l}

which reduces the above to

{5.Ar.27}.2+ ±,. . ±,J,. ,,..,,.. J,. ,^..,^, {33),

2 referring to the quantities s ... , and also to the quantities /. And this is evidently equivalent

to
t t

{A.k.'ip} \B.k.2q}, (34),

the theorem to be proved. It is obvious that when p =1, <j = 1, the equation (27), coincides

with the theorem (O), quoted in the introduction to this paper.



VIII. On Small Fmite Oscillations. By the Rev. H. Holditch, Fellow of Caiu.s

College, and of the Cambridge Philosoiihical Societij.

[Read May 15, 1843.]

The system of bodies here considered is supposed to be such, that their position, and the forces

acting upon them in that position, depend upon a single variable ; and the object is to find »eneral

expressions, which may be applied to any particular case, without performing any integration, for

the length of the isochronous pendulum and the time of oscillation, rocking or sliding, when the

body or system of bodies is slightly disturbed from its position of equilibrium, the approximation
including the square of the variation of tiie independent variable.

liy the principle of vis viva,

mv^ + r«ivj + ... = 2 mfPdp + ^m^ fP^dp^ -t- ...

Let u be the independent variable, and a its value when the system is in equilibrium, and a + .r its

value at the end of the time t ; also let /3 be the value of z at the beginning of the motion, when
the system is disturbed and left to the action of the forces upon it.

Pdp
Let -^ =j(^u)=f(a + z),

P,dp,

and U = "'PdP + m,P,dp,+ ...

du (0.

.-. Uo = mf (a) + m^(p (a) + ...

Ui = m/, (a) + w, <^, (a) + ...

U-i = 77^/^, (a) + w, 0o(a) + ...

and m Pdp + m^P^dp, + ... = (Uo + U^z + U-, + ...\du (2);

but, when the system is in equilibrium, u = a and U^ = 0, or mf{a) ¥ tn^(p(a) + ... = 0, which
determines its position when at rest, and as du = dz, the integration of (2) will give

m J Pdp + m, fP.dp, + ... = U,. ^—^ + U, . —^ + U, .^-4 + ...

Vol. VIII. Part I.

... = f/.
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.-. 7nds' + m,ds\ + ... = [v^ + V,z + V^.~ + ..Adz",

and (f„+ F,.«+ F,.^)-^'= C7,(^=-/30+ f^.-^^'+ ^^3.^^;^'+ (4)-

For a first approximation, Vo--t^= C^i (^ -
i3')>

from which it appears that ^ vanishes when

r = ± /3, and since s = /V iJi)du = R («) = iZ(a ± /3) = ^o (a) ± i?, (a) ./^, — vanishes, when

s = R, (a) ± i?i (a) . /3 ; which shews that each body of the system vibrates to an equal distance on

each side of its position of equilibrium.

The time of osciUation =.V^ = --V-
^/, („) + ^^ ^, („) + ...

"

, ,
m v// (a)" + JMi^(a)^ + ...

And L the length of the pendulum = - g . -^^^-^-—^-^-^-- .

gdy
In the case of gravity, Pdp = - ^dy, and f(u) = - —^,

mds^ + mid«? + ...

and .-. L=

—

z^ ~ji V^J>md y + mfl'y^ + ...

the position of equilibrium being determined from mdy Jr m^dy^ + ... = 0.

If the body be rigid, and X, Y the co-ordinates of its centre of gravity, and Mk' the moment

of inertia about the centre, and d the angle of rotation be made the independent variable ; then

d^ ds] ,,^ „ dJP^dY'

^de^^'^^de^^-^^'^^^'-

= Mk"- + M-^,.

du~ /^v

,„d.-. z. =^^ ^'^^•

dd-

mds" + m^ds\ + ...

When a rigid body oscillates about a point of suspension, the expression
^^^ ^ ^^^.y, + ...

becomes L =
^»^'' + ^i^' ±^"

, the point of suspension being made the origin (7).

{m + nii + ...) Y

The equation (4) for the purpose of integration may be more conveniently put under the form

—
. (« + 7;. + rz') = a . ifi^ -z^) + b. (/3^ - z^) + c . (^' - z*)

df-

^{fi -z).\(a + bz + cz'+ c/30 • (« + /3) + ^fi'}-

Assume (« + bz + cz^ + c(i^) . (z + /3) + bfi" ={a + hz^ cz^ + c/3=) . (* + /3 + ^^= + e/3^^),

.-. (a + 6.? + c«-' + cfi') . {B + ez) = b,

or, aS+ b^z + aez = b, omitting the squares of fi and z ^

.-. n8=b, and bS + ae = 0,
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or, ^ = - , and e = •

;

a a'

and therefore {a + hz + c«- + c/3^) . (» + /3 + — /3'
: /3"s),

or (« + bz + c;s= + f^^) . ^ +
^ /^y |/3 + ^ . fl -

^ .

/^)|

differs only from the factor {a + b% + car + cji") . (% + (i) -¥ bfi- by quantities of the fourth de-

gree of /3 and z : or

^ . (;j + ^.r + r^^) =
(i3

- ^) .

(^1
+ */3) . |/3 + ;y . (l - ^ . /3)|. (« + fc* + c^^ + cji')

is true to the fourth order of those quantities ; and the limits of the oscillation of the system are,

« = /3, and X = 7— , or — -y-

1--./3
a

Again, as /3 = 7 . ( l
. /3

1

^ + ^ .

(
1 - ^ /S) = (7 + .-) . (1

- ^ /3) , and

.-. ^ . (p + 7:« + r^) = (/3 - ^) . (7 + «) . ^1
- ^-.^^ .{a + bz + cz' + c/30-

and \f a + c /i- = a

The position of equilibrium must be a stable one, and therefore jmPdp + Jm^P^dp^ + ...

a maximum, or Ui is negative, and .-. a = a + r/S^ = — U^ + c/3" is positive, and .•. also \/ -

is positive.

, Expanding therefore the last term of the above expression,

\/(/3-«).(7 + «) / _b'fi' \ \2p 2aJ \2p 8p' 2a ipa Sa' I )

a"'

to be integrated between z = (i and z = - y, excluding the powers of /3 above the second.

„ , . , . sr" . d» , .

For this purpose, taking _ , let ^/(fi - «) . (7 + ar) = (/3 - j-) . x,

QaP - 7 ,
dz 2d,v

: X = ^ , and —
.

=
-„

,

1 + .r- ^/(/3 _ s,) . (^ + «) 1 + a-*

- z°dx (fix" - 7)" . 2da; _ 2d.r /^ _ fi+y\'

\/(i8 - «r) . (7 + *) " (1 + .1^)"^' " rr^' r i + ^)
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1 + X- r 1 + * 2 ^ (1 + x'yj

the otliei- terms vanishing as n is not greater than 2.

The limits of « being /3 and - y, those of « are oo and 0, and

^* , .,„„„ ,.•.„;., (2« - 3) . (2n - 5) ... 3 . 1 TT
,

/ — between these limits = —
(2n - 2) . (2w - 4) ... 4.2 '2 '

= - TT . f/3"
- ni3"-' . (iS + ^- . /30 + «

• V^- 3/3"]
2a 4

= _,,..{(5i_,).c„-„-"^j.

Hence /—

v/(/3-«).(7 + ar)

/• a^dsf _ 6/3-

W(,(i-!s).(y +^)
~ '^ 2«

'

/ «^da: /3"

/ 6-^2 (, 2 \2j3 8;/ 2a 4jJa ^ 8a' 2pa^Qa^)i'

/ _^ a \ 2a J \ 2a-

J

a [ \2a' 2aj ^
)

a (, 4 Vp « 4p" 22Ja 'ia' J

)

or, restoring the quantities f7 and V, and their differential coefficients,

.(9h

where C = - . -rr r= • t;^ — .^ ,^ +
8 VFo 2C7, 2' VI F„C7, 6" f/^/

'

and /. = ~f (10),

where L and f are expressed by quantities and their differentials.

The times of descent to the position of equilibrium and of ascent from it, will be found

hy the integration of equation (8) between the limits, » = (/3, 0), and z = (0, —7); but as the

first powers of the arc will appear, it will be sufficient to integrate
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.-. .= x/^.|f-^-'-).-^-2tan-',.+ c}.
a Vp aj 1 + or }

ne of descent = V -.| (?--)."- 2 tan"' \/^ + ttI ,

ascent= V'Ifotan- x/| - ^ -
'-V ^|

;

1 [
^

fi \p a) 2}

but tan-' V 4 = tan" V 1 + - • /3 = - + - ;

ofdesce^.. ^^.{1.(5^-^)./?) (,„.

... .,..„,. v/^{i-(,^-:-).»3) (,-.).

Excess of time of ascent over the time of descent, or

which is remarkable as not involving tt.

The excess of the arc or angle of ascent = y -/3 = -./3'= —jr (i' (I*)-

These resiJlts are on the supposition that the displacement of the system was by an increase

of the independent variable ; in the opposite case, the odd differential coefficients of V and the

even ones of f must have their signs changed.

Example. Two bodies 711 and m, , moving in a circle and connected by a rod subtending

an angle 4 a at the centre are acted upon by a repulsive force in the circumference, varying as

tlie «"' power of the distance.

Let 2 be the angle at the centre between the radii passing through .9 the centre of force

and m, .-. 2 + 2 0, = 4 a,

P = k.(2 a sin 9)", and p = 2a sin 9 ;

Pdp + P,dp, U na a '.a a.-. U =
, or ; = in sin" 8 cos Q — w, sni' t^, cos ^i,

dy k.{2n)"^'

mds- + m,ds]
F= ~ = ia (tn + w,)-

If the bodies are equal, V=8ma-,

fj = 8 nia'-k . (2 a sin a)""' . (» cos" a — sin'- a),

k .{2 a sin a)" ' . (sin- a — n cos" a)

/Z
f

Aa- r, ,, (m -!).(» -2) 2«-2 -1]

g [ 256 L sin- a n cos" a - sin- aJ j

where A a is the whole angle of oscillation.
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When the body is rigid, the general expressions may be put under more convenient forms : for

if the differential coefficients be taken with respect to the angle of rotation round the centre of

oiavitv, X and Y being its co-ordinates, and Mir the moment of inertia round the centre,

V ^Mk'^ + Mi.Xl+Y]),

V, = 2M{X,X,+ F,K),

V, = 2il/ {X\ + X,X^+Yl+ F, F,).

And U = - MY,,

L\ = - MY,,

(7, = - MYs,

U,= -MY,,

V,= Mik'+ X',), V, = 2 MX,X, , and F, = 2 A/ (Xl + X,X + F=)

;

...L^'^4^ 05),

C = Xl + X,X, + F|

4(^k- + Xl)

X,X,Y,

16 F,

5
+ —

.

In the case of a particle, L = ~ ,

/ 2

4 Y, {k' + XI) 48

x^

1

~ 4*

_i
Fl"

X!XI
(fe' + X'tY

(16).

(IT).
16 Fs 4X,Y,

Example. A rod oscillates upon two planes, inclined at the angles a and a^ to the horizon

;

X, Y.!

the centre of gravity being at the distances a and a, from the extremities of the rod

Here ^ = J sin + -B cos 9,

Y = M sin 6+ N cos 0;

where 9 is the inclination of the rod to the horizon, and

A =

M =

B =(a + fli) . cos a cos a,

sin (a + oi)

a cos a sin a^ — a, sin a cos oi

a sin a cos a, — Oi cos a sin a,

id iV =

sin (a + a,)

(a + a)i . sin a sin a.

sm t^ = —

sin (a + oi)

.-. Fj = Tlf cos - iV sin = 0,

and cos 9 = —

sin (a + ai)

N

Let .W= + A^^ =
(a + ffi) . (a sin'^oi + «, sin^a)

sin^ (a + a,)

- art, = Q,

J ^,r r>AT (« + aQ • (« sin 2ai - g, sin 2a)
and JJ/ + BN = -^^

r-^^,^ r = ^»
2 sin'' (a + ai)

Y,= -Y,=x^
P

then X-, = — ^3

X..

and L = !-— ;
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If the planes include a right angle, and the centre of gravity be in the middle of the rod,

L = a + — ,

both of which are independent of the inclination of the planes to the horizon.

If a particle move in a curve, by a constant force (g), making a given angle (p with the

axis of J' ; then,

,. dp cos d)dx + sin (bdy . , ^, ds

""-^Tu^^- du
'^" =^-s.n(0-^).-,

where Q is the angle made by the normal with the axis of x ; and making this the variable,

V = R", where R is the radius of curvature

;

K, = 27?/?,,

v., = 2i?; + 27?i?2,

C7 = ^ . sin (0 - 0) . i?,

U, = -gcosl<p -e).R + g.sm((p - 9) ./?,,

U.,^ - g.sml(l> -6) . R -2gcos((l) -9) . R, + g. sin ((p - 9) . R,,

U; = g cos ((}> - 9) . R - 3g sin {(p -9). R,- Sg cos ((p - 9) . R. + g sin {(p - 9) . /?,

In the position of equilibrium [7=0, or <p — 9=0;
•• l\=^-gR,

U,= -2gR,,

U^= -gR - 3gR,.
gV

Hence L — ——r = R, and

T=.V^.(i.A^-.(l.-^--4.)l 08).^ g \ \\6 IbR \2R-I\

c ^ 2.R, .A0
Excess 01 time or ascent =

; .

sVJr
2Ri.A9^

Excess of angle of ascent = — .
^ sR

If the arc be made the independent variable,

--'^^^^-(^^lls-,-s=)) <"

^ , .
2i?,.A«

Excess of time = - j=^-
3x/gR

^ . -R^.As'
Excess ot arc = ;;r
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This last result compared with the former, shews that an increase of the angle of vibration is

attended with a diminution of the arc, and vice versa.

Example. In an ellipse, R = — —-:——j,^ ^ a(l - e' sin 0)4

Sb^e"^ 5

iZ, = . sin 0. COS0 . (1 - c- sin^0)-s,
a

Ri = i-1 . (1 - e' sin^ 0) "s
. (cos= + e= sin^ 9 - sin' + 4e- sin' d . cos' 9),

a

and by substituting these values in (18),

If the ellipse become a circle, R~ = ah,

and T=.^/^.{^^^].

If the axis of a cycloid be inclined at G to the vertical,

R = 2 a cos 9,

R^ = - 2a sin 9,

R.;, = - 2acos9.

L = 2a cos 9,

/2a COS. 9 f Ae'.tan-'^N
-•^ V - •

(^1
- j-

2
Increase of angle of ascent =

. tan . A0^.

The time of oscillation in a cycloid therefore decreases, as the arc increases, when the axis is not
vertical.

If a central force kf{S), varying according to any law act on a particle in a given curve,

the co-ordinates of the centre of force being a, j3 ; then, taking the arc for the independent variable,

•^ ^ -^
d.s 2^ ds

Let ^^ = ar, and •^ = 0(«);

.-. U = k.(p{s!) .^1 = 0, at the position of equilibrium,

f/, = k .(p{z) . z^,

U2 = k.(p (z) . Z3,

Us = 3k(pi(z) . z\ + k<^{z) . «i

;

but « = (.r - aY +{y- /3')

;

dx dv
.-. x^ = 2 . (x - a) .— + 2 . (y - j3) . ~ , and if 9 be the angle made by the normal with the axis

as ds
dx . ^ ^ dy

of X, -— = sin 9 and —^ = cos ;

ds ds

.-. «! = 2 . (,x' - ct . sin + 2 . (^ - /3) . cos 9,
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d6

97

2 + 2 . {(.v - a) . cos - (ij - (i). sin 0)

}

ds

= 2 + 2 . \(,v - a) . cos9 - {t/ - (3) . sin 9} . R-\

z.,= -2. |(,r -a) .sing + {y- j3).cos9] .R- -2. {{x - a) .cos9 - (y -
ft) . sm9) . R-

*'4= -2R-' - 2. {(.r- a).cose- (y - /3) . sin (?| . (R-^ + R-\ R, - ZR-^R])

omitting the terms which vanish ; but since £7=0, (y — /3) . cos0 + (x — a) . sin 9 = 0,

and therefore {x - a) . cos 9 — (y —
fi) .sin9 = - S.

Hence — = 1
,

2 R'

z, _ S- R S.(RR,-2R\)

R^,

Also r = —- =: 1, and V, = V., = ;

as''

L = lic.g
(20).

-U, kf(^).(S-R)

If the force vary as the distance, d^ . log

rection of the expression for the time.

.n^)

(21).

0, and the force does not affect the cor-

Tlic e.\cess of the time of ascent = -
2fi, 5*. A«

3 '{S-R)i.\/kRf(^)^

- §R, A«'

angle

RS-R-' 3
'

2S-3R
. „ A0-

If the force be constant and act in parallel lines, S is infinite, and /(^) constant, and

(21) becomes the same as (1.0).

(1). To find the time of oscillation of a particle in the centre

of a hollow sphere, the force varying as the w"" power of the dis-

tance, and the density being = /u . r"'.

Let QOR = (p and QCP = 9 ; then the volume of a particle

at Q= r^dr sm9 .d9 d(p, and its force on the particle at P,

where CP = x and QP = p, is

fj. .r""^'dr . sm9 . d9 . d(p . p"

;

,, fdp ^, dp
.-. U= -" + ...= fx-r""*' dr. sin 9. d9. dip.p--~ + ...

formula

dx

Vol. VIII. Part I.

dx
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= /i .r"'*^dr . sin 9 . (19 .d(p ./>""'. (.v - r . cos 9) + ... since p"- = r^ + or - 2r,r cos0.

Let k = ,j.r'"^^dr.s\n9d9.d(f);

.-. U = kp''-\(.v - cos9) + ...

Ui = k . (n - 1) .p"~^. (.V - r . cos 9)'^ + kp"'^ + ...

= fji. r"''^"'*'^dr sm9 . d9 . d(p\{n - l) . cos- + l}' ^h^" a? = 0;

which, being integrated from 9 = to 9 = tv; from (p = to (p = '2.w, and from r = r, to r = r.^,

we have finally

3 . (w + w + 2) ^ ^ '
'^

and r = ^=.= W^__^ .

or if J/ be the mass of the hollow sphere,

T / 3 (w + w + 2) . {r'i*^ - r7+^)

^ (w + 2) . (m + 3) . il/. O-r"""' - <+"+')

If the force varies as the distance, T = —7=

.

If the force varies inversely as the square, T is infinite.

If m + w + 2 = 0, ^ = log —
1 .m + n + 9. ° XrJ

I

'

;

—

/ 3.(ri - l).log-'

And if w + 3 = 0, T = T7 V-

(2). To find the correction for the time of oscillation, we have

U^ = k.{n-\). (« - 3) . (w - 5) . ;/-'. (,r - r . cos 9)' + 6A: . (»t - I) . (w - 3) .
p'-^

. (,t - r cos0)^

+ Sk . {n - \) .
p"-^,

or, mailing ,r = 0, there results for the attracting particle

U^ = lx.{n-\). r"'+"-' dr .i.m9.d9. d(p[(n - 3) . (n - 5) . cos' 9 + 6 . (n - 3) . cos^ 9 + 3],

which, integrated between 9 = (O, tt), is 2ju . -^ i—^— ' .r"^*"'^ drd<h.
5

and again between ^ = (0, 2 tt) and r = (r, , r.,) is for the hollow sphere

4;u.7r.w.(M - 1 ) . (w + 2) „^„ „,^

T^^ j^ _^ (rn + n + 2) . «+^ -J-^') J _ 3^= 7i
.
(« - l) . (»» + w + 2) r^^" - r^"^" >^

(w + 2).(m + 3).7l/.«+"+=-r7+"+=)-|^ 80
'

»i +^ Vm+n^s.^^+^+sJ •

If the sphere be solid and density uniform, and the force inversely as the square of the dis-

ance, 1 =
4-fj.

If r equal forces ekS.(p(S^), be placed in the angles of a regular polygon, the time of oscilla-

on of a particle at the centre will be found to be
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~ y/-2kr. {0(aO+0i(«') «'} ^ ~ "^ 0^*^') + "'0i («') J
'

and as kr is the whole quantity of attracting matter, the time is the same while kr is, and

therefore if the matter be in the form of a ring, the above is still the time of oscillation.

If the force = k . ^, then (p{S^) = , and

y_ ^y/^ f 3/3'. (n- on

\/-rk.(n+ l).a»-'" I
6*«' i'

0?^ Rocking Bodies.

In the position of cquilibrinni, the centre G of the rocking

body, will, be in the same vertical line as the point of support;

that is, when A is at At, AG will be vertical.

Let ^G = a, AN = y, NP = .r,

A,N, = y„ N,P = x„
and PO being a common normal,

let AOP = 9, and A.O^P = 9,;

then the angle rocked through = 9 — 9^;

and if A", Y be the co-ordinates of G, measured from A^,

X = x^ — X . cos (p + {a - y) . sin 0)

F = ^1 + .r . sin (p + {a - y) . cos 0]
(22),

1 • a '^'J
also, sm9 = -—

, cos(
rf7

, and ds = ds,

;

dX d.r, rf.r
. d«

-;-— = -r-, r- -coscb + .r .sm <i> .sind)+ (n- v)-cos(
d<p dip d(f)

^ ^ d(p ^

= cos y, . -.— — cos 9 . cos G)
dcp ^ d(p

= X . sm(p + (a — y) . cos 0,

+ .r . sin ^ - sin 9 &in(p . (. (« _ y) . cos <p

dY dy^ dx . dy
-—- = -—

- + -;— . sin + .V . cos d) . cos (b - (a — y) . sni i

d(p dcp dtp ^ ^ dcp
^

ds ds
+ cos 9 . sin (p .

—— + .V . cos (p - sin 9 cos <p . (a - y) . sin i

= X cos ^ — (a — y) . sin
;

dX

dY
d^

= X, - X
(23).

To find X., Y and their differential coefficients with respect to (p\ we have, from (-22)

Y =a.
N2
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From (23), X^ = Y = a,

Y, =0,

y ^ dyi dy,

a(p d(p

dtp d(f>

X. = Y -— =— - a -—
d0^ d(p d<p-

d-Xi d^r, dyi
'a = ,',2 ~ ^2 — J ,2 "*" TX '

d(p d<p d<f)

*~
d(f>^

' ~ d(^^ d<p
'^ " '^

d(jy'
'

and it will be necessary to express , , &:c. in terras derivable from the separate turves;

let R and r be their radii of curvature at P ;

dsi ds
••^ = d0;'

^"^' = d9'

, „ d^Si d-s

d«, . dsj

d'yi a '^^i '^^i a
'^'*'

= cos t^i .
-— . h sin t^i .

—-—
,

d0^ d(p d(p d(p'

dx, ds^— = cos y, .
-— ,

d^ d(p

d^x, . ^ d6i dsi . d^Si

^'= -cos y,.^-^/-£i-sin0,.^;^.^-. sine.. -f'.^.cose,.^.
dcp^ ' d(p' d<p d<p' d(p ' d(p d<p^ dcp'

Now d(t) = de- de, = d9-de.^;

dd _ R
d^ ~ R-r
dd, _ r

d^^ R -r'

^, ds ds dO Rr
Then —— = -—. • -rr =

d(p dd dcp R-r

,,
R^.p-r^.'^

d's dcp dtp

d0^ "
(i? - rf (R- rf

„, dr , dR ^.,
dr d^ , dR dd,

II . r . R' .
— • — ?" .

•

d^s _ dcp dcp _ d9 dcp dO, dcp
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(R - rf

„ Wr^. -— - rR^ . -j~ R^

.

r^ .
—

as a<p acp dip d(p

(...-.^,,,(.,/^-,,.j-;)

(R- ry

R'r.-r'Ro (,Rh\-r'R,y

(R - r)' (R - rf
'

If then, a be the angle, the common normal makes with the vertical in the position of equili-

brium ; since « = «i , there results,

dy, Rr
-— = sin a .

d(p R -r

d'y^ Rr^ . R'ti - r^R^— = cosa.^^^^, + si„a.—-^-
dx, Rr

= cos a .

d(p R-r
d'x, . Rr" R'r, - >-^/?.

d0j = - "" " • (S-TTr ^ *=°^ «
• ~iR^r^

O'.v, Rr^ . „ R'r,-r^R, . R'r.-r'R,
-—- = - cos a . —= - sin a . Rr .

—— 2 sin a . r . -^

d^' (R- ry {R - ry {R - r)'

RW,-r'R, (R'r,-r"R,y
+ cosa. —7-^ rr— + 3 COS a .

—,_ ^.
—

(R - ry (R - ry

which values being substituted above, we have finally

^ . Rr
Xi = a , A2 = — sin a .

— ,R-r

F, = , y.> = cos a — a ,R-r '

^ R-2r . R' r, - r^/?,
^3 = eosa. «r .^^---^^-

.

-sina. -^^-^ ,

„ . „ R-2r R'r,-7^R,
F3 = sin a . i?r .

— + cos a . ,

(R - ry (A - ry

Rr „ R-ar . R^r,
F, = a - cos a =—— + Rr cos a .

-—
r-, + sin aR-r^"' ^"^•^•iR-ry^^'""(R-ry'

i^R.-R^'r, R'r,-r'R, (R'r, - r'R.y
^3r.si«a.

^^_^.^.
-^cosa.

^^ _ ^^.
-^ 3 cos a .

^^ _ ^^,,
.

Length of pendulum = -

—

(24-),

cos a aR-r
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and T — TT V— . (l + C Ad)^), where C is to be determined by the substitution of X, V, &c.

g
in (16).

If the pendulum be suspended by a point, r and its differential coefficients vanish, and

^1 = - X, = - K, = F4 = a, and .-. C = —

,

10

At
L = a -i , measuring a downwards, and

g \ 16

If =0 r = -1 -
Rr'.(R-2r) E'r,-r'Ii,

"
' iG \6iR-ry.{Rr-{R-r).a} 16 (R - rf . {Rr - (R - r) . a\

'"^ ''

- 3 (^^ri - /^/fi)2 ii-?- . (r - o)
_5^

(JZV, - r^Jg i)-

l6(R-ry. {Rr-(R-r).u] 4. {R - rf . Qc' + a") 48 '

(i? - r)' . |i?r - (fl - r) . af
•*

'

If 7? and r be constant, or the curves be circles,

.ff-r . (r - a cos a) 1 cos a .{^1^R - r^R) d^sin^aR'r'

4(^-r)^(A;= + a') \6 16 (R - rf . {Rr cos a -(R -r).a\ 4, {R - rf . (Ic' + ay

a sin- a. R'r\(R -2r) 5 sin^ a . (R^r - 2r-Rf
4Cff ~rY . \Rrcosia-iR - r).a\ . {k^ + a) iS' (R - rf . {cos a . Rr - (R - r) . a}

If ^ and r be constant, and also a = ;

,_ 1 ^-r.(r-a) Rr" .{^r - J?)

^ ~
16

"^ r(^^M^ + «0 ^ I6(i2-r)^. {ifr- (^-r).af
^^^^'

Ex. One sphere within another,

L = l.{R-v)

r = TTV- .

f
1 + y3^

^ V ^ l6{R-ry

Ex. If an ellipse whose semiaxis a is horizontal rock within another ellipse whose semiaxis

ff, is also horizontal,

a^a\ — a\b^ + a'bb^

a'b' a' 3a'e^

(fr + a^e^ sin- dp b b

a*a\e^ 1 a^n^bb-y . {a\ — o')

4: {a\b - a%^f . {Jc" + V") ' 16 ' -iG^alb- a:'b^y.(p'a\-a°bb^-d'a\)

5(1^(1^ a*elbi — a{e^b

16 ' (ff|6 - a'^6,)' . {alb^ - arbb^ - d^a\)

If the bowl becomes a plane,

_ (fe^ + b-) . b

^ " a'-b^ '
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If a body be suspended by an axis whose radius is r on a circular support, whose radius is R:
and «! be the distance of the centre of gravity below the point of support,

i =
R)

cos a R-r
and, if the pendulum be suspended on another axis, the radius of which is r, , and be isochro-

nous with respect to these axes

;

y ^ «i - «'

Rr, Rr
cos a .

— — cos a -^ + a, - «
R - Vy R-r

, , a\ — a^
and if the axes are equal, L = = a, + a ,

flj — a

Rr cos a
and k' = {a + a,) .

—— + aa^,
R — T

and therefore if Kater's pendulum be supported on a concave or convex surface, the length is

independent of the curvature of the surface.

Rr
I{ A = , and it rests on the first axis,R-r

a, unless R is infinite, and therefore

g
which is not independent of a, unless R is infinite, and therefore A = r, in which case,

On Sliding Bodies.

When a body oscillates by sliding contact on a horizontal plane, X and its differential

coefficients vanish, and by (15),

At

—vlt—•(5-T§.%4-^)l
The equation (2) becomes Y = ,t sin 9 + (a - y) . cos 9, since 0, = 0, and t/, = 0, and .-. tp = 9 :

— X . cos — (« - 7/) . sin +

= ,T . cos - (a - y) . sin 9,

^ . . d.v
r, '^y

Y = X .cos9 - (a -y) .s\n9 + sm9 .-—^ - cos9 .—--
(19 d9

Fa = - X sin 9 - {a - y) .cos 9 + cos 9 .--^+ sin ^ . -j^ »

du du

ds
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••• F3=-r, +ri,

¥, = -¥, + r, ;

and taking the limits, Y= a,

F, = 0,

Fs = r - a,

Fi = a - »• + rj,

'r-
aiul T = -.

\ \ ik- 16 16. (r- a) 48 (r - a)V j

Example. An ellipse with its axis major horizontal.

d'b^ a^ Sa'e'd^
He

L =
a'e

"

(6- + fflV sin" . 0) J 6 2fc^

= ro + r, . + r^

.

and T = ^^ yi (l + A^^ (4^, . ^-^^l .

The same principles may also be applied, with great facility, to the oscillations of floating bodies.

H. HOLDITCH.



IX. On some Cases of Fluid Motion. By G. G. Stokes, B.A , Felloic of

Pemhroke College.

QRead May S9, 1843.]

The equations of Hydrostatics are founded on the principles that the mutual action of two adja-

cent elements of a fluid is normal to the surface which separates them, and that the pressure is equal

in all directions. The latter of these is a necessary consequence of the former, as has been shewn

by Mr. Airy*. An exactly similar proof may be employed in Hydrodynamics, by which it may
be shewn that, if the mutual action of two adjacent elements of a fluid in motion is normal to their

common surface, the pressure must be equal in all directions, in order that the accelerating force

which acts on the centre of gravity of an element may not become infinite, when we suppose the

dimensions of the element indifinitely diminished. In Hydrostatics, the accurate agreement of the

results of our calculations witli experiments, (those phenomena which depend on capillary attraction

being excepted), fully justifies our fundamental assumption. The same assumption is made in

Hydrodynamics, and from it are deduced the fundamental equations of fluid motion. But the

verification of our fundamental law in the case of a fluid at rest, does not at all prove it to be

true in the case of a fluid in motion, except in the very limited case of a fluid moving as if it were

solid. Thus, oil is sufficiently fluid to obey the laws of fluid equilibrium, (at least to a great extent),

yet no one would suppose that oil in motion ought to be considered a perfect fluid. It would

appear from the following consideration, that the fluidity of water and other such fluids is not

quite perfect. ^Vhen a mass of water contained in a vessel of the form of a solid of revolution is

stirred round, and then left to itself, it presently comes to rest. This, no doubt, is owing to the

friction against the sides of the vessel. But if the fluidity of water were perfect, it does not

appear how the retardation due to this friction could be transmitted through the mass. It would

appear that in that case a thin film of fluid close to the sides of the vessel would remain at rest, the

remaining part of the fluid being unaffected by it. And in this respect, that part of Poisson's

solution of the problem of an oscillating sphere, which relates to friction, appears to me in some
degree unsatisfactory. A term enters into the equation of motion of the sphere depending on the

friction of the fluid on the sphere, while no such term enters into the equations of motion of the

fluid, to express the equal and opposite friction of the sphere on the fluid. In fact, as long as we
regard the fluitiity of the fluid as perfect, no such term can enter. The onlv way by which to

e.<;timate the extent to which tiie imperfect fluidity of fluids may niodifv the laws of their motion,

without making any hypothesis as to the molecular constitution of fluids, appears to be, to calculate

according to the hypothesis of perfect fluidity some cases of fluid motion, which are of such a

nature as to be capable of being accurately compared with experiment. The cases of that nature

wliich have hitherto been calculated, are by no means numerous. My object in the present paper

which I have the honour to lay before the Society, has been partly to calculate some such cases

which may be usefid in determining how far we are justified in regarding fluids as perfectly fluid,

and partly to give examples of the methods by which the solution of problems depending on partial

diff"erential equations may be effected.

In the first seven articles, I have mentioned and explained some general principles, which are

afterwards applied. Some of these are not new, but it was convenient to state them for the sake

of reference. Others are I believe new, at least in their developement. In the remaining articles, I

have given diflTerent problems, of which I have succeeded in obtaining the solutions. As the pro-

* See also Professor Miller's Hydrostatics, page 2.

Vol. Mil. Part I. O
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blem to be solved is usually stated at the head of each article, I shall here only mention some

of the results. As a particular case of the problem given in Art. 8, I find that, when a cylinder

oscillates in an infinitely extended fluid, the effect of the inertia of the fluid is to increase the mass of

the cylinder by tliat of the fluid displaced. In part of Art. f), I fiiid that when a ball pendulum

oscillates in a concentric spherical envelope, the effect of the inertia of the fluid is to increase the

6' + 2 a^ .

mass of the ball by — times that of the fluid displaced, a being the radius of the ball, and
' 2 (6' - a-*)

to
h that of the envelope. Poisson, in his solution of the problem of the sphere, arrives at the strange

result that the envelope does not at all retard the oscillating sphere. I have pointed out tlic errone-

ous step by which he was led to this conclusion, which I am clearly called upon to do, in venturing

to differ from so high an authority. Of the different cases of fluid motion which I have given, that

which appears to be capable of the most accurate and varied comparison with experiment, is the

motion of fluid in a rectangular box which is closed on all sides, given in Art. 13. The experiment

consists in comparing the calculated and observed times of oscillation. I find that when the motion

is small, the effect of the fluid on the motion of the box is the same as that of a solid having the

same mass, centre of gravity, and principal axes, but having different moments of inertia, these

moments being given by infinite series, which converge with great rapidity. I have also in Art. 11,

given some cases of progressive motion, deduced on the supposition that the same particles of fluid

remain in contact with the solid, which do not at all agree with experiment.

In almost all the cases given in this paper, the problem of finding the permanent state of tem-

perature in the several solids considered, supposing the surfaces of those solids kept up to constant

temperatures varying from point to point, may be solved by a similar analysis. I find that some of

these cases have been already solved by M. Duharael in a paper inserted in the 22nd Caliier of the

Journal de VEcole Polytechnique. The cases alluded to are those of the temperature in a solid

sphere, and in a rectangular parallelopiped. Since, however, the application of the formulae in the

two cases of fluid motion and of the permanent state of temperature is different, as well as the

formulse themselves to a certain extent, I thought it might be worth while to give them.

1. The investigations in this paper apply directly to incompressible fluids, as the fluids spoken

of will be supposed to be, unless the contrary is stated. The motions of elastic fluids may in most

cases be divided into two classes, one consisting of those condensations on which sound depends, the

other, of those motions which the fluid takes in consequence of the motion of solid bodies in it.

Those motions of the fluid, which take place in consequence of very rapid motions of solids, (such

as those of bullets), form a connecting link between these two classes. Tlie motions of the second

class are, it is true, accompanied by condensations, and propagated with the velocity of sound, but

if the motions of the solids are not great we may, without sensible error, suppose the motions of

the fluid propagated instantaneously to distances where they cease to be sensible, and may neglect the

condensation. The investigations in this paper will apply without sensible error to this kind of

motion of elastic fluids.

In all cases also the motion will be supposed to begin from rest, wliich allows us to suppose that

udx + vdy + wdz is an exact differential d(f>, where u, v and iv are tlie components, parallel to the

axes of X, y, and z, of the whole velocity of any particle. In applying our invesiigations however

to fluids such as they exist in nature, this principle must not be strained too far. When a body is

made to revolve continually in a fluid, the parts of the fluid near the body will soon acquire a rota-

tory motion, in consequence, in all probability, of the mutual friction of the parts of the fluid ; so

that after a time udx + vdy + wdz could no longer be taken an exact differential. It is true that

in motion in two dimensions there is one sort of rotatory motion for which that quantity is an exact

differential; but if a close vessel, filled with fluid at first at rest, be^nade to revolve uniformly round

a fixed axis, the fluid will soon do &o too, and therefore that quantity will cease to be an exact dif-
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ferential. For the same reason, in the progressive motion of a solid in a fluid, the effect of friction

continually accumulating, the motion might at last be sensibly different from what it would be if

there were no friction, and that, even if the friction were very small. In the case of small oscillatory

motions however it would appear that the effect of friction in the forward oscillation, supposing that

friction small, would be counteracted by its effect in the backward oscillation, at least if the two

were symmetrical. In tliis case then we migiit expect our results to agree very nearly with experi-

ment, so far at least as the time of oscillation is concerned.

The forces whicli act on the fluid are supposed in the following investigations to be such that

Xdx + Ydy + Zdz is the exact differential of a function of x, y and z, where X, Y, Z, are the

components, parallel to the axes, of the accelerating force acting on tiie particle whose co-ordinates

are x, y, %. The only effect of such forces, in the case of a homogeneous, incompressible fluid, being

to add the quantity, p j^Xdx -t- Ydy + Zdz) to the pressure, the forces, as well as the pi'essure due

to them, will for the future be omitted for the sake of simplicity.

2, It is a recognised yirinciplc, and one of great importance in these investigations, that when

a problem is determinate any solution which satisfies all the requisite conditions, no matter how ob-

tained, is the solution of the problem. In the case of fluid motion, when the initial circumstances

and the conditions with respect to the boundaries of the fluid are given, the problem is determinate.

If it were required to find what sort of steady motion could take place between given surfaces, the

problem would not be determinate, since different kinds of steady motion might result from different

initial circumstances.

It may be well here to enumerate the conditions which must be satisfied in the case of a homoge-

neous incompressible fluid without a free surface, the case which is considered in this paper. We
have first the equations,

1 dp 1 dp 1 dp-—- = -23-,, -—=-37-,, -—=-•23-3, (J);
p dx p dy p dz

dn du du dii
putting TiTi for —

—

h u -r^ + i^ —,—f- '"-,— , a»d bt.,, •ar,, for the correspondinc quantities for ii' ^ dt dx dy dz -'
>

r e ^ ./

and «, and omitting the forces.

We have also the equation of continuity,

du do dtc

dx dy das

{A) and (B) liold at all times for all points of the fluid mass.

If a be the velocity of tlic point (,?', y, z) of the surface of a solid in contact with the fluid

resolved along the normal, and v the velocity, resolved along the same normal, of the fluid particle,

which at the time t is in contact with tiie above point of the solid, we must have

v = a (f)*f

at all times and for all points of the fluid which are in contact witii a solid.

If the fluid extend to infinity, and the motion at first be zero at an infinite distance, we must
liave

M = 0, D = 0, w = 0, at an infinite distance (b).

An analagous condition is, that the motion shall not become infinitely great about a particular

point, as the origin.

• For greater clearness, those equations whicli must hold for all values of the variables, or of soine of them, are denoted by small
values of the variables within limits depending on the problem letters. The latter class serve to determine the forms of the arbi-
are denoted by capitals, while those which^old only for certain trary functions contained in the integrals of the former.

O 2

>
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Lastly, if u^, Vq, Woj be the initial velocities, subject of course to satisfy equations {B) and

(a), we must have

u = u^, w = »j„, w = w^, when t = (c).

In the most general case the equations which u, v and w are to satisfy at every point of the

mass and at every time are {B) and the three equations

dwx dWi dzr.^ dWg d'jjTa dTsr^

dy dx d% dy dx dz

These equations being satisfied, the quantity •sr^dx + -w^dy + zirzdx will be an exact differen-

tial, whence p may be determined by integrating the value of dp given by equations {A). Thus

the condition that these latter equations shall be satisfied is equivalent to the condition that the

equations (C) shall be satisfied.

In nearly all the cases considered in this paper, and in all those of which the complete solution

is given, the motion is such that udx + vdy + wdz is an exact differential d(p. This being the

case, the equations (C) are, as it is well known, always satisfied, the value of p being given by the

equation

^-^<')-Tt-i{(S)'^0'^(S)] <'»•

\jy (<) being an arbitrary function of t, which may if we please be included in <p. In this ease,

therefore, the single condition which has to be satisfied at all times, and at every point of the mass

is (B), which becomes in this case

d-d> drd) d'(p ,„,
7^ + 7^+77^ = (£).
dx' dy dz

In the case of impulsive motion, if u^, «„, w^, be the velocities just before impact, u, v, tv,

the velocities just after, and q the impulsive pressure, the equations (A) are replaced by the equations

i dq I dq I dq——=-?<+ ?/j , - -— = - I' + u ,
- — = - w -{- w (.-r ) ;

p dx p dy " p dx

and in order that these equations may be satisfied it is necessary and sufficient that (ii — u^dx
+ (t) - v^)dy 4- (w - iv^)d% be an exact differential dcj), which gives

q = C - p(p.

The only equation which must be satisfied at every point of the mass is (5), which is equivalent to

(E), since by hypothesis Mq, «„, and tv^, satisfy (B). The conditions (a) and (b) remain the

same as before.

One observation however is necessary here. The values of n, v and tv are always supposed to

alter continuously from one point in the interior of a fluid mass to another. At the extreme boun-

daries of the fluid they may however alter abruptly. Suppose now values of it, v and w to have

been assigned, which do not alter abruptly, which satisfy equations {B) and (C) as well as the con-

ditions (a), (i) and (c), or, to take a particular case, values which do not alter abruptly, which

satisfy the equation (B) and the same conditions, and which render udx + vdy+ lodz an exact

differential. Then the values of -— , — and — will alter continuously from one point to another,
dx dy dz

but it does not follow that the value of p itself cannot alter abruptly. Similarly in impulsive

motion the value of q may alter abruptly, although those of — , — and — alter continuously.
•^ I J' o dx dy dz ^

Such abrupt alterations are, however, inadmissible ; whence it follows as an additional condition to

be satisfied,

that the value of p or q, obtained by integrating equations {A) or {F), shall 1 , .,

not alter abruptly from one point of the fluid to another.
J
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An example will make this clearer. Suppose a mass of fluid to be at rest in a finite cylinder,

whose axis coincides with that of z, the cylinder being entirely filled, and closed at both ends. Sup-

pose the cylinder to be moved by impact with an initial velocity C in the direction of r ; then shall

u = C, V = 0, w = 0.

For these values render udx + vdy + wdz an exact differential d(f>, where <p satisfies (£); they also

satisfy (a) ; and, lastly, the value of q obtained by integrating equations (F), namely, C' - Cpd;

does not alter abruptly. But if we had supposed that (p were equal to C.r + C"0, where (J = tan"'-,

the equation {E) and the condition (a) would still be satisfied, but the value of q would be

C" - p(Cx + CO), in which the term pC'd alters abruptly from ^vpC to 0, as 6 passes through

the value Stt. The condition {d) then alone shews that the former and not the latter is the true

solution of the problem.

The fact that the analytical conditions of a problem in fluid motion, as far as those conditions

depend on the velocities, may be satisfied by values of those velocities, which notwithstanding corre-

spond to a pressure wliich alters abruptly, may be tiius explained. Conceive two masses of the same

fluid contained in two similar and equal close vessels A and B. For more simplicity, suppose these

vessels and the fluid in tliem to be at first at rest. Conceive the fluid in B to be divided by an

infinitely thin lamina which is capable of assuming any form, and, at the same time, of sustaining

pressure. Suppose tlie vessels A and B to be moved in exactly the same manner, the lamina in

B being also moved in any arbitrary manner. It is clear tliat, except for one particular motion of

the lamina, the motion of the fluid in B will be different from that of the fluid in A. The velocities

u, V, w, will in general be different on ojjposite sities of the lamina in B. For particular motions of

the lamina however tlie velocities u, v, u», may be tiie same on opposite sides of it, while the

pressures are different. The motion whicii takes place in B in this case might, only for the con-

dition ((/), be supposed to take place in A.

It is true that equations (./) or (F), could not strictly speaking be said to hold good at those

surfaces where such a discontinuity should exsist. Still, to avoid the liability to error, it is well to

state the condition (rf) distinctly.

When the motion begins from rest, not only must udx + vdy + wdz be an exact dift'erential c/0,

and «, «, »< , not alter abruptly, but also <p must not alter abruptly, jirovided the particles in

contact with the several surfaces remain in contact witii those surfaces ; for if this condition be not

fulfilled, the surface for which it is not fulfilled will as it were cut the fluid into two. For it follows

from the equation {D) that - must not alter abruptly, since otherwise /i would alter abruptly

from one point of the fluid to another; and —^ neither altering abruptly nor becoming infinite, it

follows that
(f)

will not alter abruptly. Should an impact occur at any period of the motion, it

follows from equations (F) that that cannot cause the value of to alter abruptly, since such an

abrupt alteration would give a corresponding abrupt alteration in the value of q.

3. A result which follows at once from the principle laid down in the beginning of the last article

is this, that when the motion of a fluid in a close vessel which is at rest, and is completely filled, is

of such a kind that ud.v + vdy + wdz is an exact difl'erential, it will be steady. For let «, r, w, be

the initial velocities, and let us see if the velocity at the same point can remain w, v, w. First,

ndx+vdy+ icdx being an exact differential, equations (A) will be satisfied by a suitable value of />,

which value is given by equation (D). Also equation (B) is satisfied since it is so at first. The

condition {a) becomes i = 0, whicii is also satisfied since it is satisfied at first. Also the value of p

given by equation (D) will not alter abruptly, for -^ = 0, or a function of t, and the velocities -— &c..
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are supposed not to alter abruptly. Hence, all the requisite conditions are satisfied ; and hence,

(Alt. '^) the hypothesis of steady motion is correct.

4. In the case of an incompressible fluid, either of infinite extent, or confined, or interrupted in

any manner by any solid bodies, if the motion begin from rest, and if there be none of the cutting

motion mentioned in Art. 2, the motion at the time t will be the same as if it were produced instan-

taneously by tlie impulsive motion of the several surfaces which bound the fluid, including among
these surfaces those of any solids which may be immersed in it. For let ?<, i', iv, be the velocities at

the time <. Then by a known theorem udx + vdy + wdz will be an exact differential d<p, and

<p will not alter abruptly (Art. 2). (p must also satisfy the equation (E), and the conditions

{a) and {b). Now if u, r', tv\ be the velocities on the supposition of an impact, these quantities

must be determined by precisely the same conditions as u, v and w. But the problem of finding

u', v' and w', being evidently determinate, it follows that the identical problem of finding u, v

and w is also determinate, and therefore the two problems have the same solution ; so that

U — 71 , V = «', w = tv'

.

This principle has been mentioned by M. Cauchy, in a memoir entitled Memoire sjtr la Theorie

des Ondes, in the first volume of the memoirs presented to the French Institute, page 14. It

will be employed in this paper to simplify tlie requisite calculations by etiabling ws to dispense

with all co7isideration of the previous motion, in finding the motion of the fluid at any time

in terms of that of the bounding surfaces. One simple deduction from it is that, when all the

bounding surfaces come to rest, each element of the fluid will come to rest. Another is, that if the

velocities of the bounding surfaces are altered in any ratio the value of (h will be altered in the same

ratio.

5. Superposition of differeiit motions.

In calculating the inital motion of a fluid, corresponding to given initial motions of the bounding
surfaces, we may resolve the latter into any number of systems of motions, which when compounded
give to each point of each bounding surface a velocity, which when resolved along the normal is

equal to the given velocity resolved along the same normal, provided that, if the fluid be enclosed

on all sides, each system be such as not to alter its volume. For let u\ v', w , v , a , be the values

of It, V, &c., corresponding to the first system of motions ; u", v", &c., the values of those quantities

corresponding to the second system, and so on ; so that

M = ?«' + w" + . . . , « = I'' + y" + . . . , W = iv' + w" + . .
.

, V = v + v" + . . . , (7 = cr' + cr" + ... .

Then since we have by hypothesis u'dx + v'dy + w'dz an exact differential d(h', ii'dx + v"dy

+ w"dx an exact differential dtp", and so on, it follows that icdx + vdy + wdz is an exact dif-

ferential. Again by hypothesis v = a , v"= a", &c., whence v = a. Also, if the fluid extend to an

infinite distance, «, v, and w must there vanish, since that is the case with each of the systems

m', «', w , &c. Lastly, the quantities (^', (^", &c., not altering abruptly, it follows that 0, which

is equal to 0' + 0"+ ..., will not alter abruptly. Hence the compounded motion will satisfy all

the requisite conditions, and tlierefore, (Art. 2) it is the actual motion.

It will be observed that the pressure p will not be obtained by adding together the pressures

due to each of the above systems of velocities. To find p we must substitute the complete value of

in equation (Z>). If, however, the motion be very small, so that the square of the velocity is

neglected, it will be sufficient to add together the several pressures just mentioned.

In general the most convenient systems into which to decompose the motion of the bounding

surfaces are those formed by considering the motion of each surface, or of a certain portion of each

surface, separately. Such a portion may be either finite or infinitesimal. In fact, in some of the

cases of motion that will be presently given, where d> is expressed by a double integral with a

function under the integral sign expressing the motion of the bounding surfaces, it will be found

that each element of the integral gives a value of (p such that, except about the corresponding
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element of the bounding surface, tlie motion of all particles in contact with those surfaces is

tangential.

A result which follows at once from this principle, and which appears to admit of comparison

with experiment, is the following. Conceive an ellipsoid, or any body which is symmetrical with

respect to three planes at right angles to each other, to be made to oscillate in a fluid in the

direction of each of its three axes in succession, the oscillations being very small. Then, in each

case, as may be shown by the same sort of reascming as tliat employed in Art. 8, in the case

of a cylinder, the effect of the inertia of the fluid will be to increase the mass of the solid by
a mass having a certain unknown ratio to that of the fluid displaced. Let the axes of co-ordinates

be parallel to the axes of the solid ; let x, y, z, be the co-ordinates of the centre of the solid,

and let M, M', M", be the imaginary masses which we must suppose added to that of the solid

when it oscillates in the direction of the axes of .r, y, z, respectively. Let it now be made to oscillate

in the direction of a line making angles a, (i, y, with the axes, and let » be measured along

this line. Then the motions of the fluid due to the motions of the solid in the direction of the

three axes will be superimposed. The motion being supposed to be small, the resultant of the

pressures of the fluid on the solid will be three forces, equal to J/ cos a , J/' cos /3 —; ,

M"cosy - -, respect! velv, in the directions of the three axes. The resultant of these in the
' df-

'

d's
direction of the motion will be M where

' dt'

M^ = M cos "a + M' cos '(i + M" cos 'y.

Each of the quantities M, M', M' and J/, may be determined by observation, and we may-

find whether the above relation holds between them. Other relations of the same nature may be

deduced from the principle exj)lained in this article.

6. Reflectioyi.

Conceive two solids, A and B, immersed in a fluid of infinite extent, the whole being at rest.

Suppose A to be moved in any manner by impulsive forces, while B is held at rest. Suppose

the solids A and B of such forms that, if either were removed, and the several points of the

surface of the other moved instantaneously in any given manner, the motion of the fluiil could

be determined : then the actual motion can be approximated to in the following manner. Conceive

the place of B to be occupied by fluid, and A to receive its given motion ; then bv lupothesis

the initial motion of the fluid can be determined. Let the velocity with which the fluid in

contact with that which is supposed to occupy 5's place penetrates into the latter be found,

and tlien suppose that the several points of the surface of B are moved with normal velocities

equal and opposite to those just found, A's place being supposed to be occupied by fluid. The
motion of the fluid corresponding to the velocities of the several points of the surface of B can

then be found, and A must now be treated as B has been, and so on. The system of velocities

of the particles of the fluid corresponding to the first system of velocities of the particles of the

surface of B, form what may be called the motion of A reflected from B ; the motion of the

fluid arising from the second system of velocities of the particles of the surface of A mav be

called the motion of A rejiected from B and again from A, and so on. It must be remembered

that all these motions take place simultaneously. It is evident that these reflected motions will

rapidly decrease, at least if the distance between A and B is considerable compared with their

diameters, or rather with the diameter of either. In this case the calculation of one or two

reflections will give the motion of the fluid due to that of A witii great accuracy. It is evident

that the principle of reflection will extend to any number of solid l)odies immersed in a fluid ;

or again, the body B may be supposed to be hollow, and to contain the fluid and A, or else

A to contain B. In some cases the scries arising from the successive reflections can be summed.
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ill wliich case the motion will be deterniinecl exactly. The principle explained in this article has

been employed in other subjects, and appears likely to be of great use in this. It is the same for

instance as that of successive influences in Electricity.

7- If a mass of fluid be at rest or in motion in a close vessel wiiich it entirely fills, the

vessel being either at rest or moving in any manner, any additional motion of translation com-

municated to the vessel will not affect the relative motion of the fluid. For it is evident that

on the supposition that the relative motion is not aff'ected the equation {B) and the condition

(rt) will still be satisfied. Also, if vr^, "W-i, w^t he the components of the eff'ective force of any

particle in the first case, and U, V, W, be the components of the velocity of translation, then

dU dV dW

will be tlie components of the effective force of the same particle in the second case. Now since

by hypothesis nr^da; + -arjly + nr^dz is an exact differential, as follows from equations (C), and

U, V, W, are functions of t only, it follows at once that

/ dU\ ^ (
dV\ ^ I dW

is an exact differential, where ,v, y, z, are the co-ordinates of any particle referred to the old axes,

which are themselves moving in space with velocities U, V, W. But if a;,, y,, x^, be the co-

ordinates of the same particle referred to parallel axes fixed in space, we have

.?,', = a- + jUdt, y^ ^y + fVdt, z^ = % + fWdt,

whence, supposing the time constant, dx = dr^, dy = dy^, dz = dzx, and therefore

dU\
, / dV\ , ( dW

is an exact differential. Hence, equations (^A) can be satisfied by a suitable value of 7;. Denoting

by p the pressure about the particle whose co-ordinates are .r, y, z, in the first case, the pressure

about the same particle in tlie second case will be

(dU dV dW \

none of the terms of which will alter abruptly, since by hypothesis p does not.

Since then the present hypothesis satisfies all the requisite conditions, it follows from Art. 2

that that hypothesis is correct. If F be the additional effective force of any particle of the vessel

in consequence of the motion of translation, and we take new axes of 00', y', z', of which the first

is ill the direction of F, the additional term introduced into the value of the pressure will be

- pFx, omitting the arbitrary function of thp time. The resultant of the additional pressures on

the sides of the vessel will be equal to F multiplied by the mass of the fluid, and will pass

through the centre of gravity of the fluid, and act in the direction of - x

.

H. Motion between two cylindrical surfaces having a common axis.

Let us conceive a mass of fluid at rest, bounded by two cylindrical surfaces having a com-

mon axis, these surfaces being either infinite or bounded by two planes perpendicular to their

axis. Let us suppose tlie several generating lines of these cylindrical surfaces to be moved

parallel to themselves in any given manner consistent with the condition that the volume of the

fluid be not altered : it is required to determine the initial motion at any point of the mass.

Since the motion will take place in two dimensions, let tiie fluid be referred to polar

co-ordinates r, 6, in a plane perpendicular to the axis, r being measured from the axis. Let

a be the radius of the inner surface, b that of the outer, f{9) the normal velocity of any

point of the inner surface, F (0) the corresponding quantity for the outer.
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Since for any particular radius vector between a and b the value of cp i.s a periodic function

of 9 which does not become infinite, (for the motion at each point of each bounding surface is

supposed to be finite), and which does not alter abruptly, it may be expanded in a converging

series of sines and cosines of Q and its multiples. Let then

= P„ + 2r(/'„cosM0+ Q, sin«0) (i).

Substituting the above value in the equation

dr \ drj

d(b\ d'd)

which (p is to satisfy, and equating to zero the coefficients of corresponding sines and cosines,

which is allowable, since a given function can be expanded in only one series of the form (l),

we find that J\ must satisfy the equation

d ( dPo\

'-TrV-d^j^'^
of which the general integral is

Po = -L Jog )• + B,

the base being e, and P„ and Q„ must both satisfy the same equation, viz.

d [ dP,\

of which the general integral is

P„ = Cr- + C'r\

We have then, omitting the arbitrary constant in (p, as will be done for the future, since we
have occasion to use only the differential coefficients of <b,

(p = Jnlogr + 2i°{(.4„r-" + A'„r") cos n6 + {B,r'" + B\r") sin w0|. (3)

witli the conditions

'^=/(^) when r = a (4),

'-^ = FW) whenr = /> (5).
dr ^ '

Let / (9) = Ca + "^'{C, cos nd + D, sin 71$),

F (0) = Co + Sr (C'„ cosne + D\ sin n 9) ;

so that Co = -^ CfKe') d9', C„ = - ['"/iff) cos ti9'd9', D,. = - f" f(9) sin n 9' d9'.

with similar expressions for C'o, &c. Then the condition (4) gives

-'" + '• + J'na"-') costi9 + (- B„a-^'

= Co+ 2r(C„cos n9 + D„ sin m0) ;

whence,

Aq = aCo,

Ao-*" +'>-X«"-'=--C„,

—i + 2r«{(- J„a-''' + '>+ A'^a"-') cosn9 + (-5„rt-*''*"+ B',.a'-') s\n n9{
n. '

-B„«-'" + "-5'„a"-' = -i£>„.

Vol. VIIL Part I.
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Similarly, from the condition (j), we get

11

R 6-(" + '>- i?'„6'-'= --Z>'„.
n

It will be observed that aC^ = bC'o, by the condition that the volume of fluid remain unchanged,

which gives

af''f(6')de' = hf'''F(9')d0'.

From the above equations we easily get

" 7i{b"'-a"') ' '

and, changing the sign of n,

n (o" - a-")

with similar expressions for B„ and j5'„, involving Z) in place of C.

AVe have then

= aCo logr + Sr - (6'" - «'") -
' ',[(^"""" C"„ -«-" + ' C„) cos n0

+ (6-" + 'i)'„-a-"+i A) sinn0]a="ft'"r-"

+ [(6" +'C'„-a"+'C„)cosw0 + (6" + 'i)'„- «" + '/)„) sin^i^Jr"! (6),

which completely determines the motion.

It will be necessary however, (Art. 2), to shew that this value of does not alter abruptly

for points within the fluid, as may be easily done. For the quantities C„, D„ cannot be greater

than — / '^f{9)dQ, where each element of the integral is taken positively; and since by

hypothesis f{Q) is finite for all values of from to Stt, it follows that neither C„ nor Z)„ can

be numerically greater than a constant quantity which is independent of n. The same will be

true of C'„ and Z)'„. Remembei'ing then that r > a and < b, it can be easily shewn that the

series which occur in (6) have their terras numerically less than those of eight geometric series

respectively whose ratios are less than unity ; and since moreover the terms of the former set

of series do not alter abruptly, it follows that cannot alter abruptly. The same may be

proved in a similar manner of the differential coefficients of (p. The other infinite series ex-

pressing the value of (p which occur in this paper may be treated in the same way : and in

Art. 10, where (p is expressed by a definite integral, the value of (p and its differential coefficients

will alter continuously, since that is the case with each element of the integral. It will be

unnecessary therefore to refer again to the condition (rf).

If the fluid be infinitely extended, we must suppose C'„ and D'„ to vanish in (6), since the

velocity vanishes at an infinite distance; we must then make b infinite, which reduces the above

equation to

= a (7o log »• - S" \C„cosne + Z>„ &\nnd\ (7).
71 r"

This value of (p may be put under the form of a definite integral: for, replacing Co, C„ and

D„ by their values, it becomes
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.
^ logr rf(e')d9' - -sr - (-]" rym cos n{e- e')de',
27r •^0 TT 71 \r I J(,

which becomes on summing the series

-^ logr ry{9')dd' + - /"'"log (l - 2 - cos (9 - 9') + -Y f(9')d9' ;

whence -^ = — / - + -^-- ^ ^' -}{f(Q)d9'.
dr irrJg [2 r^ - 2ar cos {9 - ff) + a^]-' ^ '

If we suppose r to become equal to a the quantity under the integral sign vanishes, except

for values of 0', which are indefinitely near to 9- The value of the integral itself becomes /(0)*.

Hence it appears, that to the disturbance of each element of the surface, there corresponds

a normal velocity of the particles in contact with the surface, which is zero, except just about

the disturbed element. The whole disturbance of the fluid will be the aggregate of the dis-

turbances due to those of the several elements of the surface. The case of the initial motion

of fluid within a cylinder, and the analogous cases of motion within and without a sphere, which

will be given in the next article, may be treated in the same manner.

The velocity in the direction of ?• given by equation (7), I
= —^) ,

fflC / a\ " *

'

= ^ + Sr
I

-
) \ C„ cos n9 + D„ s,in 7i9\,

r \rj

and that perpendicular to r, and reckoned i)()sitivc in the same direction as 9, ( = —^| ,

\ rddj

= Sr("]'' \C„f.\n7i9- D„ cos n9\.

Conceive a mass of fluid comprised between two infinite parallel planes, and suppose that

a certain portion of this fluid contains solid bodies bounded by cylindrical surfaces perpendicular

to these planes. The whole being at first at rest, suppose that the surfaces of these solids are

moved in any manner, the motion being in two dimensions. Conceive a circular cylindrical

surface described perpendicular to the parallel planes, and witii a radius so large that all the

solids arc comprised within it. Then, (Art. 1), we may suppose the motion of the fluid at any

time to have been produced directly by impact. On this supposition the initial motion of the

part of the fluid without the above cylindrical surface will be determined in terms of the normal

motion of the fluid forming that surface, as has just been done. If d be different from zero,

then, at a great distance in the fluid, the velocity will be ultimately —- , and directed to or from

the axis of the cylinder, and alike in all directions. Since the rate of increase of volume of a

length I of the cylinder is equal to la f "f{9')d9' = QirlaCo, it appears that the velocity at

a great distance is proportional to the expansion or contraction of a unit of length of the solids.

If however there should be no expansion or contraction, or if the expansion of some of the solids

should make up for the contraction of the rest, then in general the most important part of the

motion at a great distance will consist of a velocitv „ directed to or from the centre, and

another ^— perpendicular to the radius vector, the value of C' and the direction from which

9i is measured varying from one instant to another. The resultant of these velocities will vary

inversely as the square of the distance.

Poisson, Thiorie de la Chakiir, Chap. vii.
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Resuming the value of (p given by equation (6), let us suppose that the interior cylindrical

surface is rigid, and moved with a velocity C in the direction from which 6 is measured, the

outer surface being at rest: then f(9) = Ccos9, F{9)=0; whence C, = C, and the other co-

efficients are each zero. We have then

Ca'' IVCar fb' \ ^

Suppose now that the inner cylinder has a small oscillatory motion about an axis parallel

to the axes of the cylinders, the cylinders having their axes coincident in the position of

equilibrium. Let \^ be the angle which a plane drawn through the axis of rotation, and that of the

solid cylinder at any time makes with a vertical plane drawn through the former. The motion of

translation of the axis of the cylinder will differ from a rectilinear motion by quantities depending

on >|/-: the motion of rotation about its axis will be of the order \|/, but will have no effect on

the fluid. Therefore in considering the motion of the fluid we may, if we neglect squares of \^,

consider the motion of the cylinder rectilinear. The expression given for (p by equation (8) will

be accurately true only for the instant when the axes of the cylinders coincide; but since the

whole resultant pressure on the solid cylinder in consequence of the motion is of the order \|/,

we may, if we neglect higher powers of xf/ than the first, employ the approximate value of

given by equation (8). Neglecting the square of the velocity, we have

P= -P
d(f)

clt

In finding the complete value of —^ it would be necessary to express (p by co-ordinates re-

ferred to axes fixed in space, which after differentiation we might suppose to coincide with others

fixed in the body. But the additional terms so introduced depending on the square of the velocity,

which by hypothesis is neglected, we may diff"erentiate the value of (p given by equation (S) as if

the axes were fixed in space. We have then, to the first order of approximation,

.dC
d(p dt fb'- 1~ = {— + r} cos 9.
dt b~-a- [ r

J

If / be the length of the cylinder, the pressure on the element lad9, resolved parallel to ,r

and reckoned positive when it acts in the direction of .r,

la'—
h' — a~ \a ]

and integrating from 9 = to 9 = Utt, we have the whole resultant pressure parallel to r

b' + a''- ,
dC

V -^ a- ' dt

Since — is the effective force of the axis, parallel to x, and that parallel to y is of the order \|/S

dt

we see that the effect of the inertia of the fluid is to increase the mass of the cylinder by

LjtfL ^, where m is the mass of the fluid displaced. This imaginary additional mass must be
h^ — a^

supposed to be collected at the axis of the cylinder.

If the cylinder oscillate in an infinitely extended fluid 6 = oc, and the additional mass becomes

equal to that of the fluid displaced. This appears to be a result capable of being compared with

experiment, though not with very great accuracy. Two cylinders of the same material, and of the
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same radius, but whose lengths differ by several radii, might be made to oscillate in succession in a

fluid, at a depth sufficiently great to allow us to neglect the motion of the surface of the fluid. The
time of oscillation of each might then be calculated as if the cylinder oscillated in vacuum, acted on

by a moving force equal to its weight minus that of the fluid displaced, acting downwards through

its centre of gravity, and having its mass increased by an unknown mass collected in the axis.

Equating the time of oscillation so calculated to that given by observation, we should determine the

unknown mass. The difference of these masses would be very nearly equal to the mass which must
be added to that of a cylinder whose length is equal to the difference of the lengths of the first two,

when the motion is in two dimensions. This evidently comes to supposing that, at a distance from
the middle of the longer cylinder not greater than half the difference of the lengths of the two, the

motion may be taken as in two dimensions. The ends of the cylinders may be of any form, provided

that they are all of the same. Tiiey may be suspended by fine equal wires, in which case we should

have a compound pendulum, or attached to a rigid body oscillating above the fluid bv means of

thin flat bars of metal, whose plane is in the plane of motion. Another way of getting rid of the

motion in three dimensions about the ends would be, to make those ends plane, and to fix two
rigid planes parallel to the plane of motion, which should be almost in contact with the ends of the

cylinder.

9. Motion between two concentric spherical surfaces Motion of a ball pendulum enclosed

in a spherical case.

Let a mass of fluid be at rest, comprised between two concentric spherical surfaces. Let the

several points of these surfaces be moved in any manner consistent with the condition that the

volume of the fluid be not changed : it is required to determine the initial motion at any point

of the mass.

Let a, b, be the radii of the inner and outer spherical surfaces respectively ; then employing the

co-ordinates r, 9, w, where r is the distance from the centre, 6 the angle which r makes with a fixed

line passing through the centre, w the angle which a plane passing through these two lines makes
with a fixed plane through the latter, the value of corresponding to any radius vector comprised

between a and b can be expanded in a converging series of Laplace's coefficients. Let then

(p= ^^0+ ''i + y„ + ,

F„ being a Laplace's coefficient of the >«"' order.

Substituting in the ecjuation.

d'rch 1 d f . „rf0\

sin-

which (j) is to satisfy, employing the equation

M (7t + 1 ) I „ + -; r —- Sin + =0 fOl.*• ' nmeddy dO J sin^(^ rfa,^
^''''

and then equating to zero the Laplace's coefficients of the several orders, we find

rf-rF,
.'-. w (n + I ) V„ = 0.

The general integral of this equation

V„ = Cr" + —-,

where C and C are functions of 6 and w. Substituting in the equation (y), and equatino- coeffi-

cients of the two powers of r which enter into it separately to zero, we find that both C and
C' satisfy it, and therefore are both Laplace's coefficients of the w"* order. We have then

0=2„"(r,.r- + Z,r-'"^'>) (10),
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where Y„ and Z„ are each Laplace''s coefficients of the »«"' order, and do not contain r. Let

f(9, w) be the normal velocity of the point of the inner .surface corresponding to 9 and w,

F{d, «>) tlie corresponding quantity for the outer; then the conditions which is to satisfy

are that

-~- =f{0, (u) when r = a,

dd,
—p- = F (6, w) when r = b.

dr

Let /(0, oj), expanded in a series of Laplace's coefficients, be

which expansion may be performed by the usual formula, if not by inspection : tlien the first

condition gives

2" (jiY^a"-' - {ji + l)Z„a-<''-''') = 2;P„;

and equating Laplace's coefficients of the same order, we get

nYX~' -(n + l)Z„«-f''-''' = P„ (11).

Let F{Q, to), expanded in a series of Laplace's coefficients, be

P'o + F, ...P'„+...;

then from the second condition, we get

nYJ)"-'' -(n + OZ,,/.-'"
•*•='=

P'„ (12).

From (11) and (12) we easily get

" ~ »7(6'"+' - a^"+')
'

a°'-n;,8'-*-'|p'„6-<"-'>-P„(r-'"-"}
""

(w + 1) (6^"+' -o'^»+')
'

provided n be greater than 0. If w = 0, we have

-a-2Z„=P,, -Jj--Z^ = P'^.

But the condition that the volume of the fluid be not altered, gives

n-J^f^'fiO, b?) sin eaedw = f>'f'f'^F{e, w) sin edOdio,

or 47ra^P„ = 47r&^P'o,

which reduces the two equations just given to one.

We have then, omitting the constant Y,,,

+ ^^^ (/>'„6-'^-'>-P„a-'--")r-'-^"| (13),

wliicli determines the motion.

When the fluid is infinitely extended, we have P'„ = since the velocity vanishes at an
infinite distance, and 6 = co , whence

^ r ' (n+ l)r"+'

It may be proved, precisely as was done, (Art. 8), for motion in two dimensions, that if

any portion of an infinitely extended fluid be disturbed by the motion of solid bodies, or other-
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wise, if all the fluid beyond a certain distance from the part disturbed were at first at rest, the

velocity at a great distance will ultimately be directed to or from the disturbed pait, and will

be the same in all directions, and will vary as ^ . The coefficient of - will be proportional

to the rate of gain or loss of volume of the part disturbed. If however this rate should be zero

then the most important part of the velocity at a great distance will in general be that depend-

ing on the term ^ in (p. Since the general form of P, is

A cos + i? sin cos w + C sin sin w,

we easily find, by making use of rectangular co-ordinates, changing the direction of the axes

D cos Q
and then again adopting polar co-ordinates, that the above term in dt takes the form i

0, being measured from same line passing through the origin. The motion will therefore be the

same as that round a ball pendulum in an incompressible fluid, the centre of the ball being
in the origin ; a case of motion which will be considered immediately. In order to represent the

motion at different times, we must suppose the velocity and direction of motion of the ball to

change with the time.

The value of
(f>

given by equation (13) is applicable to the determination of the motion of

a ball pendulum enclosed in a sj)herical case which is concentric with the ball in its position of
equilibrium. If C be the velocity of the centre of the ball at the instant when the centres of

the ball and case coincide, and if be measured from the direction in which it is moving, we
shall have

/(0) = Ccos0, F(e) = 0;

.-. P„ = 0, P, = C cos e, P, = 0, &c., P'o = 0, &c.,

and the value of for this instant is accurately

- H 5 h" + : COS p.
b' - aH 2ry

wiiich, when 6 = co , becomes

Cameos 9

which is the known expression for the value of <p for a spliere oscillating in an infinitely extended,

incompressible fluid.

It may be shewn, by precisely the same reasoning as was employed in the case of the cylin-

der, that in calculating the small oscillations of the sphere the value of --- to be employed is

,rfC

- r; ; « + —:.
cos t^

;

b' -a' V 2«-/

and from the equation p = — p -~ , we easily find that the whole resultant pressure on the

sphere in the direction of its centre, and tending to retard it is

4 n-pa'- { b^ \dC
3 P-a^ V * 2^j d7

'

and that perpendicular to this direction is zero. Since is the eff'ective force of the centre
dt

in the direction of the motion, and that perpendicular to this direction is of the second order,
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the effect of the inertia of the fluid will be to increase the mass of the sphere by a mass

IX being the mass of the fluid displaced ; so that the effect of the case is, to increase the mass

which we must suppose added to that of the ball in the ratio of i^ + 2a' to // — a'.

Poisson, in his solution of the problem of the oscillating sphere given in the Memoires de

rinstitiit, To?ne xi. arrives at a different conclusion, viz. that the case does not at all affect

the motion of the sphere. When the elimination which he proposes at p. 563 is made, the last

term of equation (f) p. 550 becomes -— --=--—^—- f

—

\ -\ ^- 1 , where a is the velocity of
' -^ ^ 2a'cX(l - ^y) \df dt'

I

^

propagation of sound, and 3 the ratio of the density of air to that of the ball, ^ and ^' being

functions derived from others which enter into the value of (h by putting )• = c, where c is the

radius of the ball. He then argues that this term may be neglected as insensible, since it involves

„ . „ . . . d'Y d^r
S in the numerator and a" in the denommator, tacitly assuming that ---| + —-^ is not large

since (p is not large. Now for the disturbances of the air which have the same period as

those of the pendulum —^ is not large compared with (p, as it is for those on which sound

depends. Let then Poisson''s solution of equation (a), p. 5-17 of the volume already mentioned,

be put under the form

;=M/('-r;)-(-3h^{/('-3--(-3l-
/' and F' denoting the derived functions, and all the Laplace's coefficients except those of the

first order being omitted, the value of <p just given being supposed to be a Laplace's coefficient

of that order. Then if we expand the above functions in series ascending according to powers

of — , we find
a

</> =
,4 1/W + ^(0} -^ {/" (0 + ^"(0} +^ {/'"(O - f""(t)\ + ... ;

and in order that when « = co this equation may coincide with (10), when all tlie Laplace's

coefficients except those of the first order are omitted in that equation, it will be seen that it is

necessary to suppose f"'(t)-F"'(f), and therefore fit)~F{t), to be of the order a?, while

f{t) + F(t) is not large. Putting then

we shall have

r.r = x('-^x(-3-i^('-;)-'('%-)}'
so that ^—^ ^r-i^ will contain a term of the order a'^ and tlie term which Poisson iiroposes to

df
leave out will be of the same order of magnitude as those retained.

In making the experiment of determining the resistance of the air to an oscillating sphere, it

would appear to be desirable to enclose the sphere in a concentric spherical case, which would at the

same time exclude currents of air, and facilitate in some measure the experiment by increasing the

small quantity which is the subject of observation. The radius of the case however ought not to be

nearly as small as that of the ball, for if it were, in the first place a small error in the position of the
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centre of the ball when at rest might not be insensible, and in the second place the oscillations

would have to be inconveniently small, in order that the value of cp which has been given might be

sufficiently approximate. The effect of a small slit in the upper part of the case, sufficient to allow

the wire by which the ball is supported to oscillate, would evidently be insensible, for the conden-

sation being insensible in a vertical plane passing through the axis of rotation, since the alteration of

pressure in that plane is insensible, the air would not have a tendency alternately to rush in and out

at the slit.

10. Effect of a distant rigid plane on the motion of a ball pendulum.

Although this problem may be more easily solved by an artifice, it may be well to give the direct

solution of it by the method mentioned in Article 6. In order to calculate the motion reflected from
the plane, it will be necessary to solve the following problem :

To find the initial motion at anij point of a mass nffiuid infinitely extended, eacept tvhere it

is bounded by an i?ifinite solid but not rigid plane, the initial motion of each point of the solid

plane being given.

It is evident that motion directed to or from a centre situated in the plane, the velocitv beino-

the same in all directions, and varying inversely as the square of the distance from that centre,

would satisfy the condition that udx + vdy + wdz is an exact differential, and would give to

the particles in contact with the j)lanc a velocity directed along the plane, except just about

the centre. Let us see if the required motion can be made up of an infinite number of such

motions directed to or from an infinite number of such centres.

Let .r, y, z, be the co-ordinates of any j)articlc of fluid, the plane .r^ coinciding with the

solid plane, and the axis of x: being directed into the fluid. Let ,r', y', be the co-ordinates of

any point in the solid plane : then the part of corresponding to the motion of the element

dx dy of the plane will be

y\f{x', y')da)'dy'

v/(-r - .r')- + {y - y'f + isr*

'

and therefore the complete value of <p will be given by the equation

<p = r r ^(-,y')d-'dy

The velocity parallel to z at any point = —

--/:/;
v|/ (*', y')x dx'dy

/-. \(.v-.v'y+(y-y'y + z}i'

Now when z vanishes the quantity under tlie integral signs vanislies, except for values of .c'

and y' indefinitely near to x and y respectively, the function >|/(cr', y') being supposed to vanish

when iv' or y' is infinite. Let then ,r' = ,r + ^, y =y + ti, then, ^^ and r)^ being as small as

we please, the value of the above expression when sr = becomes

1, z\l^ (x + f, y + tj) d^dti
- the limit of / / ^ ^..

''
3 ;.,

'' wh

Now if \^ (a', y) does not alter abruptly between the limits x -
^^ and ,r + ^ of x', and y — t}

and y + t]^ of »/ ? the above expression may be replaced by

whicii is = — 2ir\{/(x, y).

Vol. VIII. Part I. Q
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If now f (x , y) be the given normal velocity of any point {a/, y) of the solid plane, the ex-

pression for <h given by equation (14) may be made to give the required normal velocity of

the fluid particles in contact with the solid plane by assuming

^(*'. 2/') = -—/('', 2/')

»

whence

_ J_
/-^ r°° fix, y')d,v'dy'

^ 2TrJ-^J-'^\{x-x'f+{y-y'f+ss'Y-'

This expression will be true for any point at a finite distance from the plane xy even when /(.r', y)
does alter abruptly ; for we may first suppose it to alter continuously, but rapidly, and may then

suppose the rapidity of alteration indefinitely increased: this will not cause the value of just

given to become illusory for jioints situated without the plane xy.

If it be convenient to use polar co-ordinates in the plane xy, putting x = q cos u, y = q sin w,

x = q' coso)', y = q' sin oj', and replacing f{v', y) by f{q', <«'), the equation just given becomes

, ^ _ Jl_ r" r-' /(?', w)q'dq'dw
^

Stt.'o ^0 W + 1^ - ^1l' ^^^ C"' - <^') + ^^\^'

To apply this to the case of a sphere oscillating in a fluid perpendicularly to a fixed rigid

plane, let a be the radius of the sphere, and let its centre be moving towards the plane with

a velocity C at the time t. Then, (Art. 4), we may calculate the motion as if it were produced

directly by impact. Let h be the distance of the centre of the sphere from tiie fixed plane

at the time t, and let the line h be taken for the axis of z, and let r, 6, be tlie polar co-or-

dinates of any point of the fluid, r being the distance from the centre of the sphere, and the

angle between the lines r and h. Then if the fluid were infinitely extended around the sphere

we should have

Ca^ cose
, ,0=-—^7F- ('5)-

The velocity of any particle, resolved in a direction towards the plane, = —^cos9 :^ ^'" ^
d V )'dO

Ca^
-isin^e'

For a particle in the plane xy we have
) cos 9 = /(, r sin 9 = q',

and the above velocity becomes

Ca{2h'-q')

2(h' + q'')i

We must now, according to the method explained in (Art. 6), suppose the several points of

the plane xy moved with the above velocity parallel to *:. We have then

,
Ca'{Zh^-q'^)

J VI > "> )
= —r '>

2 (A- + q'y

whence, for the motion of the sphere reflected from the plane,

^^-^-^r r (^~h^-<i'W9'd.'
^ (,,^

*'^ ^0 ''o (Ji' + q'Y {q' + q'^ - 2qq' cos {w - w) + i'p

We must next find the velocity, corresponding to this value of cp, with which tlie fluid pene-

trates the surface of the sphere. We have in general

x = h - r cos 9, q = r sin 9,
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whence {q- + q'^ - ^qq cos (o) - w) + x"} -- = [h" + r" + q" - 2hr cos 9 - 2q'r sin 6 cos {w - w')} "'•

Now supposing the ratio of a to h to be very small, and retaining the most important term, the value

of — when r = a will be equal to the coefficient of r when is expanded in a series ascend-

ing according to powers of r,

Ca^ /•" /-St (Zh" - q'^) \h cos 9 +q' sin 9 cos {w - w)
\
q'dq'dw

47r ^0 J^ (A" + 9'0'

In order now to determine the motion reflected from the plane and again from the sphere,

we must suppose the several points of the sphere to be moved with a normal velocity
^

S/j^ '

or, which is the same, we must suppose the whole sphere to be moved towards the plane with

Cd'
a velocity —— . Hence the value of (p corresponding to this motion will be given by the equation

Ca"^ cos 9

•^=-^6AV- ^''^-

For points at a great distance from the centre of the sphere, the motion which is twice

reflected will be very small compared with that which is but once reflected. For points close to

the sphere however, with which alone we are concerned, those motions will be of the same order
of magnitude, and if we take account of the one we must take account of the other.

Putting q = r sin 9, « = h-rcos9 in (iC), expanding, and retaining the two most important
terms, we have

^, / „ a^r cos 9\

K being a constant, the value of which is not required, and the second term being evidently found
by multiplying the quantity at the second side of (17) by r. Adding together the parts of

given by equations (15), (IS) and (IJ)), putting r = a, replacing C by — , and taking for h the

value which it has in equilibrium, just as in the case of the oscillating cylinder in Article 8, we
have for the small motion of the sphere

dd) dC a I 3a\ dC-~ = K-— -- l+-^J -^cos0.
dt dt 2 V SAV dt

The resultant of the part of the pressure due to the first term is zero: that due to the

second term is greater than if the plane were removed in the ratio of 1 + to 1. Conse-
8 A'

a*
quently, if we neglect quantities of the order — , the effect of the inertia of the fluid is, to add

a mass equal to I 1 + - —
J

- to that of the sphere, without increasing the moment of inertia

of the latter about its diameter. The effect therefore of a large spherical case is eight times as

great as that of a tangent plane to the case, perpendicular to the direction of the motion of
the ball.

The efl'ect of a distant rigid plane parallel to the direction of motion of an oscillatino-

sphere might be calculated in the same manner, but as the method is sufficiently explained by
the first case, it will be well to employ the artifice before alluded to, an artifice which is fre-

a2
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quently employed in this subject. It consists in supposing an exactly symmetrical motion to

take place on the opposite side of the rigid plane, by which means we may evidently conceive

the plane removed.

liCt the sphere be oscillating in the direction of the axis of x, the oscillations in this case, as

in the last, being so small that they may be taken as rectilinear in calculating the motion of the

fluid ; and instead of a rigid plane conceive an equal sphere to exist at an equal distance on the

opposite side of the plane soy, moving in the same direction and with the same velocity as the

actual sphere. Let r, 9, m, be the polar co-ordinates of any particle measured from the centre of the

sphere, 9 being the angle between r and a line drawn through the centre parallel to the axis of r,

and w the angle which the plane passing through these lines makes with the plane xx;. Let /, 0', w,

be tlie corresponding quantities symmetrically measured from the centre of the imaginary sphere.

If the fluid were infinite we should have for the motion corresponding to that of the given

sphere

Ca^ cos 9 , ^

•^=-~i^^ ^''^-

The motion reflected from the plane is evidently the same as that corresponding to the motion

of the imaginary sphere in an infinite mass of fluid, for which we have

Co? cos 9'
, ^

<P
= r^^ (~0-

Now / cos 9' = r cos 9, r sin 9' sin w = r sin 9 sin w, r sin 9' cos to' + r sin 9 cos w = 2 A ;

whence r'^ — r^ + ^h^ - 'ihr sin 9 cos w,

and equation (21) is reduced to

Ca^r cos 9

2 \r^ + 4/r - ihr sin 9 cos w^i

o

the above equation is reduced to

Retaining only the terms of the order -—- or -—
, so as to get the value of — to the order —

,

^ •'
A* W dr /**

^- loF- (^^)'

and the value of —i- when r = a is, to the required degree of approximation,
dr

Co? cos 9

For the value of d) corresponding to the motion of the imaginary sphere reflected from the real

sphere, we shall therefore have

Ca^cos^)

Adding together the values of given by (20), (22) and (23), putting r = o, and replacing

C by -— , we have, to the requisite degree of approximation,
' dt

dd> at S a\ dC—i- = 1 + ; . cos 9.
dt 2 \ 16 hV dt

Hence in this case the motion of the spiiere will be the same as if an additional mass ecjual to

I 1 4 1
— were collected at its centre. The eff"ect therefore of a distant rigid plane which is

V 16 hy 2 ° '
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j)araUel to the direction of the motion of a ball pendulum will be half that of a plane at the

same distance, and perpendicular to that direction. It would seem from Poisson's words at page

562 of the eleventh volume of the Mtmoires de VInstitut, that he supposed the effect in the

former case to depend on a higher order of small quantities than that in the latter.

If the ball oscillate in a direction inclined to the plane, the motion may be easily deduced

from that in the two cases just given, by means of the principle of superposition.

11. The. values of ^ which have been given for the motion of translation of a sphere antl

cylinder, do not require us to suppose that either the velocity, or the distance to which the

centre of the sphere or axis of the cylinder has been moved is small, provided the same particles

remain in contact with the surface. The same indeed is true of the values corresponding to a

motion of translation combined with a motion of contraction or expansion which is the same in

all directions, but varies in any manner with the time. The value of ^ corresponding to a motion

Co' cos Q
of translation of the cylinder is — , C being the velocity of the axis, and being

measured from a line drawn in the direction of its motion. The whole resultant of the part of

tlie pressure due to the square of the velocity is zero, since the velocit}' at the point whose co-

ordinates are r, 9, is the same as that at the point whose co-ordinates are r and ir — d. To find the

resultant of the part depending on —f-
, it will be necessary to express (p by means of co-ordinates

referred to axes fixed in space. Let Ox, Oy, be rectangular axes passing through the centre of

any section of the cylinder, 73- the angle which the direction of motion of the axis makes witii

Ox, 0' the inclination of any radius vector to O.r; then

Cti'
<h = ()• cos 0' cos 73" + >• sin 0' sin tst)

_ a" {C'x + C"y)

.f- + y'

jjutting C' and C" for tlie resolved parts of the velocity C along the axes of x and y respectively.

Taking now axes Ax, Ay, parallel to the former and fixed in space, putting a and /3 for the

co-ordinates of O, differentiatinj; (b with respect to /, and replacing — by C\ and —— by C",» r r 10^^.' dt '

and then supposing a and /3 to vanish, we have

„/ dC' dC"\

d^ ^ a-C- 2a-'-{C'x+C"y)-
"" T dt '^ ^ dt ]

dt a-^ + y- (x"" + yy xr + y-

The resultant of the part of the pressure due to the first two terms is zero, since tlie pressure

at the point (,r, y) depending on these terms is the same as that at the point (- v, — y). It

will be easily found that the resultant of the whole pressure parallel to x, and acting in the

dC
negative direction, on a length I of the cylinder, is equal to npla- —— , and that parallel to (/

equal to Trpla- . The resultant of these two will be -n-pla^F, where F is the effective force

of a point in the axis of the cylinder, and will act in a direction opposite to that of F. Hence

the only effect of the motion of the fluid will be, to increase the mass of the cylinder by that of

the fluid displaced. In a similar manner it may be proved that, when a solid sphere moves in

any manner in an infinite fluid, the only effect of the motion of the fluid is to increase the mass

of the sphere by half that of the fluid displaced.
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p being tlie pressure when C is constant

varies for the same solid and fluid
dC

,

th.

dt

A similar result may be proved to be true for any solid symmetrical with respect to two

planes at right angles to each other, and moving in the direction of the line of their intersection

in an infinitely extended fluid, the solid and fluid having been at first at rest. Let the planes

of symmetry be taken for the planes of xy and xx, the origin being fixed in the body : then it

is evident that the resultant of the pressure on the solid due to the motion will be in the direction

of the axis of .r, and that there will be no resultant couple. Let C be the velocity of the solid

at any time; then the value of (p at that time will be of the form C^{x, y, z), where C alone

contains t, (Art. 4), and the velocity of the particle whose co-ordinates are x, y, %, being pro-

portional to C, the vis viva of the solid and fluid together will be proportional to C'. Now if no

forces act on the fluid and solid, except the pressure of the fluid, this vis viva must be constant*;

therefore C must be constant; therefore the resultant of the fluid pressure on the solid must be

zero. If now C be a function of t we shall have

dC

Since therefore the resultant of the fluid pressure

! effective force, and for different fluids varies as «,

the effect of the inertia of the fluid will be, to increase the mass of the solid by w times that of

the fluid displaced, m depending only on the particular solid considered.

Let us consider two such solids, similar to each other, and having the co-ordinates planes

similarly situated, and moving with the same velocities. Let the linear dimensions of the second

be greater than those of the first in the ratio of m to 1. Let 7i, v, tv, be the velocities, parallel

to the axes, of the particle (,r, y, z) in the fluid about the first ; then shall the corresponding

velocities at the point {mx, my, mm) in the fluid about the second be also u, v, w. For

udmx + vdmy + lodmx = m{udx + vdy + wdz) C^*);

and is therefore an exact differential, since ndx + vdy + ivdz is one: also the normal at the

point (*', y, z) in the first surface will be inclined to the axes at the same angles as the normal

at the point (mx, my, mz) of the second surface is inclined to its axes, and therefore the normal

velocities of the two surfaces at these points are the same; and the velocities of the fluid at these

two points parallel to the axes being also the same, it follows that the normal velocity of each point

of the second surface is equal to that of the fluid in contact with it. Lastly, the motion about

the first solid being supposed to vanish at an infinite distance from it, that about the second will

vanish also. Hence the supposition made with respect to the motion of the fluid about the second

surface is correct. Now putting (p for f(ndx + vdy + wdz) for the fluid in the first case, the

corresponding integral for the fluid in the second case will be m(p, if the constant be properly

chosen, as follows from equation (24). Consequently the value of that part of the expression for

the pressure, on which the resistance depends, will be m times as great for any point in the

• If an incompressible fluid wliich is homogeneous or hetero-

geneous, and contains in it any number of rigid bodies, be in

motion, tlie rigid bodies being also in motion, if tlie rigid bodies

are perfectly smooth, and no contacts are formed or broken among

them, and if no forces act except the pressure of the fluid, tlie

principle of vis viva gives

d2mt)2 „//•,„
~ji- = 2ffp^^'>''i (<0,

where V is the whole velocity of the mass m, and the sign S ex-

tends over the whole fluid and the rigid bodies spoken of, and

where dS' is an element of the surface which bounds the whole,

p, the pressure about the element dS, and v the normal velocity of

the particles in that element, reckoned positive when tending into

the fluid, and where the sign ^extends to all points of the bound-

ing surface. To apply equation (a) to the case of motion at

present considered, let us first confine ourselves to a spherical

portion of the fluid, whose radius is r, and whose centre is near

the solid, so that dS refers to the surface of this portion. Let us

now suppose r to become infinite : then the second side of (a) will

vanish, provided p, remain finite, and r decrease in a higher ratio

than — . Both of these will be true, (Art. !l. ); for u will

1

rary

ultimately as -^, since there is no alteration of volume. Hence

if the sign 2 extend to infinity, we shall have Smti- constant.
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second case as it is for the corresponding point in the first. Also, each element of the surface

of the second solid will be m" times as great as the corresponding element of the surface of the

first. Hence the whole resistance on the second solid will be m' times as great as that on the

first, and therefore the quantity n depends only on the form, and not on the sixe of the solid.

When forces act on the fluid, it will only be necessary to add the corresponding pressure.

Hence when a sphere descends from rest in a fluid by the action of gravity, the motion will be

the same as if a moving force equal to that of the sphere mitiiis that of the fluid displaced

acted on a mass equal to that of the sphere plus half that of the fluid displaced. For a cylinder

w'hich is so long that we may suppose the length infinite, descending horizontally, every thing

will be the same, except that the mass to be moved will be equal to that of the cylinder plita

the whole of the fluid displaced. In these cases, as well as in that of any solid which is sym-

metrical with respect to two vertical planes at right angles to eacii other, the motion will be

uniformly accelerated, and similar solids of the same material will descend with equal velocities.

These results are utterly opposed even to the commonest observation, which shews that large

solids descend much more rapidly than small ones of the same shape and material, and that the

velocity of a body falling in a fluid, (such as water), does not sensibly increase after a little

time. It becomes then of importance in the theory of resistances to inquire what may be the

cause of this discrepancy between theory and observation. The following are the only ways of

accounting for it wliich suggest themselves to me.

First. It has been supposed that the same particles remain in contact with the solid through-

out the motion. It must be remembered that we suppose the ultimate molecules of fluids, (if such

exist), to be so close that their distance is quite insensible, a supposition of the truth of which

there can be hardly any doubt. Consequently we reason on a fluid as if it were infinitely divisible.

Now if the motion which takes place in the cases of the sphere ami cylinder be examined, sup-

posing for simplicity tlieir motions to be rectilinear, it will be found that a particle in contact

with the surface of either moves along that surface with a velocity wliich at last becomes in-

finitely small, and that it does not reach the end of the sphere or cylinder from which the whole

is moving until after an infinite time, while any particle not in contact with the surface is at

last left behind. It seems difficult to conceive of what other kind the motion can be, without

supposing a line, (or rather surface) of particles to make an abrupt turn. If it should be said

that the particles may come off" in tangents, it must be remembered that this sort of motion is

included in the condition wliich has been assumed with respect to the surface.

Secondly. The discrepancy alhuled to might be supposed to arise from the friction of the

fluid against the surface of the solid. But, for the reason mentioned in the beginning of this

paper, this explanation does not appear to me satisfactory.

Thirdli/. It appears to me very probable that the spreading out motion of the fluid, whicli

is supposed to take place behind the middle of the sphere or cylinder, though dynamically possible,

nay, the 07ily motion dynamically possible when the conditions wliich have been supposed are

accurately satisfied, is unstable; so that the slightest cause produces a disturbance in the fluid,

which accumulates as the solid moves on, till the motion is quite changed. Common observation

seems to shew that, when a solid moves rapidly through a fluid at some distance below the

surface, it leaves behind it a succession of eddies in the fluid. When tlie solid has attained its

terminal velocity, the product of the resistance, or rather the mean resistance, and any space

through which the solid moves, will be equal to half the vis viva of the corresponding portion

of its fail of eddies, so that the resistance will be measured by the vis vii-a in the length of two

units of that tail. So far therefore as the resistance which a ship experiences depends on the

disturbance of the water, which is independent of its elevation or depression, that ship which

leaves the least wake ought, according to this view, to be eceteris paribus the best sailer. The

resistance on a ship differs from that on a solid in motion immersed in a fluid in the circumstance,

that part of the resistance is employed in producing a wave.
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Fonrlhly, the discrepancy alluded to may be due to the mutual friction, or imperfect fluidity

of the fluid.

12. Motion about an elliptic cylinder of small eccentricity.

The value of (p, which has been deduced, (Art. 8), for the motion of the fluid about a circular

cylinder, is found on the supposition that for each value of r there exists, or may be supposed

to exist, a real and finite value of (h. This will be true, in any case of motion in two dimensions

where udx + vdy is an exact differential, /t>r those values of r for which thefluid is not interrupted,

but will be true for values of r for which it is interrupted by solids only when it is possible to

replace those solids at any instant by masses of fluid, without affecting the motion of the fluid

exterior to them, those masses moving in such a manner that the motion of the whole fluid might

have been produced instantaneously by impact. In some cases such a substitution could be made,

while in others it probably could not. In any case however we may try whether the expansion

given by equation (3) will enable us to get a result, and if it will, we need be in no fear that it

is wrong, (Art. 2). The same remarks will apply to the question of the possibility of the ex-

pansion of (h in the series of Laplace's coefficients given in equation (10), for values of r for

which the fluid is interrupted. They will also apply to such a question as that of finding the per-

manent temperature of the earth due to the solar heat, the earth being supposed to be a homogeneous

oblate spheroid, and the points of the surface being supposed to be kept up to constant temperatures,

given by observation, depending on the latitude.

In cases of fluid motion such as those mentioned, the motion may be determined by conceiving

the whole mass of fluid divided into two or more portions, taking the most general value of (p

for each portion, this value being in general expressed in a different manner for the different

portions, then limiting the general value of (p for each portion so as to satisfy the conditions

with respect to the surfaces of solids belonging to that portion, and lastly introducing the con-

dition that the velocity and direction of motion of each pair of contiguous particles in any two

of tlie portions are the same. Tlie question first proposed will afford an example of this method

of solution.

Let an elliptic cylinder be moving with a velocity C, in the direction of the major axis of a

section of it made by a plane perpendicular to its axis. The motion being supposed to be in two

dimensions, it will be sufficient to consider only this section. Let

r = c(l + 6 cos 20)

be tlie approximate equation to the ellipse so formed, the centre being the pole, and powers of e

above the first being neglected. Let a circle be described about the same centre, and having a radius

y equal to (l + A-)c, k being <}: e, and being a small quantity of the order e. Let the portions of

fluid witliin and without the radius 'y be considered separately, and putting

? = c + ;?,

let the value of (p corresponding to the former portion be

P ^- Q.Z+ Rz\

P, Q and R being functions of 6, and the term in ss^ being retained, in order tcfget the value of —

^

dr
true to the order e, while the terms in z^, &c. are omitted. Substituting this value of <p in

equation (2), and equating to zero coeflScients of different powers of z, we have

7? = _ :^ _ J_ '^
2c 2c-' dO'

'

which is the only condition to be satisfied, since the other equations would only determine the co-

eflicients of z^, &c. in terms of the preceding ones. We have then
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\ f I d'P\ ^ , ^

Now if I be the angle between the normal at any point of the ellipse, and the major axis, we have

^ = + 2 6 sin 2 0,

and the velocity of the ellipse resolved along tlie normal

= Ccos^= C(l -6)cos0 + Cecos30 (26).

The velocity of the fluid at the same point resolved along the normal is

dd)
. ^ d(b

--J- + 2esm20^,
dr rdd

or _r+_sm20--i (27).
dz c dO

Let P and Q be expanded in series of cosines of 6 and its multiples, so that

P = 2o P„cos 71 9, Q= t^ Q„ cos n 9,

there being no sines in the expansions of P and Q, since the motion is symmetrical with respect to

tlie major axis ; then

^=2"{P,. + Q,,^- ^{Q,,-— P„)z'} cos fi 9 (28);

d(p
= -E^UJ -~(Q„ -—P„)z\ cos we (29) ;

c c
'

_^f| = .Xr»|^W«=-^-V4.in»» (.»).
c + z d9 {c \ c c' J )

For a point in the ellipse, z = ce cos2 9, whence from (27), (2f)) and (30), we find that tlie

normal velocity of the fluid

e P e P
= So" { Q„ cos n9 + - [ti (n - 2) — - Q„] cos (?i - 2) + - [n {n + 2)— - Q„] cos {71 +2)9],

which is the same thing as

2:
|j

[« (71 -".)^ - Q„_J + Q„ + ^[n (« + 2) :^' - Q.,,]| cos n6> (31),

if we suppose P and Q to be zero when affected with a negative suffix. This expression will

have to be equated to the value of C cos ^ given by equation (26).

For the part of the fluid without the radius y we have

(p = J^ log r + 2f —^ cos w 9 *,

since there will be no sines in the expression for (p, because the motion is symmetrical with

respect to the major axis, and no positive powers of r, because the velocity vanishes at an infi-

nite distance.

From the above value of cp we have, for the points at a distance y from the centre,

-j- = 2, -^TTT cos M 9,
ar y y

' The first term of this expression is accurately equal to zero, i problem in the present article independent of the pioposition

since there is no expansion or contraction of the solid, (Art,!!). referred to.

I have however retained it, in order to render the solution of the I

Vol. VIIL Paiit I. R
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d(p X nJ„ .

rdO 7" + '

Equating the above expressions to the velocities along and perpendicular to the radius vector

given by equations (29) and (30), when x is put = kc, and then equating coefficients of cor-

responding sines and cosines we have

P nA
(1 -k)(i„ + k7i^-^= -_^ (32),

c 7
when n > 0, and equating constant terms we have

(x-k)Q, = ^,
7

from which equation with (32) and (33) we have, putting 7 = (l + k)c,

Pn A„ ^ 7lJ„
, ,

J„— = —
--, J Un =

TT > when n > 0, and Q„ = — .

c c
^'

c" +
' " c

Substituting these values in the expression (31), it becomes

=- fe . . . . ^n-2 nA. e , , , ^„ + vl ^ A,, eA,,
So'i- (w + 1) (w - 2) 7 ^ + -(n + i) (n + 2)——'} C0.S n9 +— cos 2 9.

(2 c" c" + ' 2 c"+^J c 2e

In the case of a circular cylinder the quantities A,^, Ao, A3, &c. are each zero. In the present

case therefore they are small quantities depending on e. Hence, neglecting quantities of the order

6^ in the above expression, it becomes

-^ H -— cos 3 - 2i —X, cos n 9,
c c^ c

which must be equal to C'{(l - e) cos + e cos 30^. Equating coefficients of corresponding

cosines, we have

A= -C'(l -e)c%

J3 = - Cee',

and the other quantities Aq, A2, &c. are of an order higher than e. Hence, for the part of

the fluid which lies without the radius 7, we have

= - C 5(1 - e) — COS0 + -^ cos 39\ (3-t),

and for the part wliich lies between that radius and the ellipse we have from (28)

= - Cc{(l - e) cos9 + 6 cos 3 6} + C{(1 - e) COS0 + 3e cos 39\%

C
cos 9 %"' (35)

.

c

The value of ^ given by equation (35) may be deduced from that given by equation (34)

by putting r = c + x, and expanding as far as to x^. In the case of the elliptic cylinder then it

appears that the same value of ^ serves for the part of the fluid without, and the part within

the radius 7. If the cylinder be moving with a velocity C' in the direction of the minor axis of a

section, the value of ^ will be found from that given by equation (34) by changing the sign of e,

putting C for C, and supposing 9 to be measured from the minor axis.
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If the cylinder revolve round its axis with an angular velocity w, the normal velocity of

the surface at any point will be 2wec sin 20. Since e^ is neglected, we may suppose this normal

velocity to take place on the surface of a circular cylinder whose radius is c; whence, (Art. 8), the

corresponding value of will be

sin 20.

If we suppose all these motions to take place together, we have only, (Art. 5), to add together

the values of (h corresponding to each. If we suppose the motion very small, so as to neglect the

, , , . . , . ^ , ,. dw dC , dC . ,

square oi the velocity, we need only retain the terms depending on —- , — and , in the
dt dt dt

value of —- , and we may calculate the pressure due to each separately. The resultant of the

pressure due to the term — will evidently be zero, on account of the symmetry of the corre-
1

(It
' ' . .

spending motion, while the resultant couple will be of the order e", since the pressure on any

point of the surface, and the perpendicular from the centre on the normal at that point, are each of

the order e. The pressure due to the term -— will evidently have a resultant in the direction

of the major axis of a section of the cylinder ; and it will be easily proved that the resultant

pressure on a length I of the cylinder is irpc^l(\ — 2e) . That due to the term will be•^ " '^
' dt dt

7rpc'l{l + 2e) -—-
, acting along the minor axis. If the cylinder be constrained to oscillate so that

its axis oscillates in a direction making an angle a with the major axis, and if C" be its velocity,

which is supposed to be very small, the resultant pressures along the major and minor axes will be

^ (l - 2e) cos a ——- and ix{\ + 2e) sin a —— respectively, where p. is the mass of the fluid displaced.

Resolving these pressures in the direction of the motion, the resolved part will be yu (1 -2ecos2a)
,

dt

e' dC
or ju (l cos 2a) —— , e being the eccentricity ; so that the effect of the inertia of the fluid will be,

to increase the mass of the solid by a mass equal to n (l cos 2a), which must be supposed to be

collected at the axis.

A similar method of calculation would apply to any given solid diflering little either from

a circular cylinder or from a sphere. In the latter case it would be necessary to use expansions

in series of Laplace's coefficients, instead of expansions in series of sines and cosines.

13. Motion of fluid in a closed box whose interior is of the form of a rectangular parallelepiped.

The motion being supposed to begin from rest, the motion at any time may be supposed
to have been produced by impact (Art. 4). The motion of the box at any instant may be
resolved into a motion of translation and three motions of rotation about three axes parallel to

the edges, and passing through the centre of gravity of the fluid, and the part of m due to

each of these motions may be calculated separately. Considering any one of the motions of

rotation, we shall see that the normal velocity of each face in consequence of it will ultimately

be the same as if that face revolved round an axis passing through its centre, and that the

latter motion would not alter the volume of the fluid. Consequently, in calculating the part of

R2
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due to any one of the angular velocities, we may calculate separately the part due to the motion

of each face.

Let the origin be in a corner of the box, the axes coinciding with its edges, Let u, b, c,

be these edges, U, V, W, the velocities, parallel to the axes, of the centre of gravity of the interior

of the box, w', ft)", ft)'", the angular velocities of the box about axes through this point parallel

to those of x, y, «. Let us first consider the part of <p due to the motion of the face .rz in

consequence of the angular velocity oo .

The value of cp con-esponding to this motion must satisfy the equation

d^d) d^<p , „.

dor dy-

with the conditions

-^=0, when a; = or a (37),
dx

-$. =0, when y = h (38),

^ = ft,'" [,r
J

, when y = (3<)),

within limits corresponding to those of the box.

Now, for a given value of y, the value of between x = and x = a can be expanded in a

convergent series of cosines of and its multiples; and, since (37) is satisfied, the series by

which —i- will be expressed will also hold good for the limiting values of x, and will be conver-
dx

gent. The general value of cp then will be of the form 2o V„ cos . Substituting in (36),

and equating coefiicients of corresponding cosines, which may be done, since any function of .r can

be expanded in but one such series of cosines between the limits and a, we find that the

general value of Y„ is C6~^+C'e ~, or, changing the constants,

when n > 0, and for « = 0,

From the condition (38) we have

HIT (I, -I/) nJT(li-y) niry n-!:ii

r„ = J„ (e « + e~ " ) + 5„ (e = + e" « ),

Jo + - -1 '*-o„ (e " - 6 " ) cos = :

whence Jo = 0, B„ = 0, and, omitting Brj,

^ 7,iz(h-y) j,„(b-,,) n-irx
(p = 1{ A„(e " + e " ) cos .

From the condition (39), we have

n-rl, nrrh

2, nA„ (e « — e " ) cos = w \x .

Determining the coefficients in the usual manner, we have
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whence

putting 2o, for shortness, to denote the sum corresponding to odd integral values of h from 1 to x .

It is evident that the value of tp corresponding to the motion of the opposite face in con-

sequence of the angular velocity to'" will be found from that just given by putting b — y for y,

and changing the sign oi w" ; whence the value corresponding to the motion of these two faces

in consequence of w" will be

ito 'a^ _ 1 (e " — 1) e~ " + (e " — l) e " nnx
r- A,—, TTT -rr. COS .

Let this expression be denoted by w"'yl/(x, n, y, h). It is evident that the part of due
to tiie motion of the two faces parallel to the plane yz will be got by interchanging .r and y,

ft and I), and changing the sign of a>"' in the last expression, and will therefore be -<o"'\//(//, b, r, a).

The parts of <p corresponding to the angular velocities w', w", will be got by interchanging the

requisite quantities. Also tlic part of (p due to the velocities U, V, W, will be Ux + Vy + Wz,
(Art. 7), and therefore we have for tlie complete value of <b

Ux + Vy + Wz + w" { yjy {x, a, y, b) - \|, (y, h, x, a)\ + oj' { v|/ (y, b, z, c) - xjj {z, c, y, b)
\

+ w" \^{z, c, X, a) — \f/(x, a, z, c)|.

According to Art. 7 we may consider separately the motion of translation of the box and

Huid, and the motion of rotation about the centre of gravity of the latter ; and the whole pressure

will be compounded of the pressures due to each. The pressures at the several points of the box

due to the motion of translation will have a single resultant, whicli will be the same as if the

mass of the Huid were collected at its centre of gravity. Those due to the motion of rotation

will have a single resultant couple, to calculate which we have

(p = a)"' [\jy(x, a, y, b) — -^{y, b, x, d)\ + S:c.

Since for the motion of rotation there is no resultant force, we may find the resultant couple

of the pressures round any origin, that for instance wliich lias been chosen. If now we suppose

the motion very small, so as to neglect the square of the velocity, we may find —j- as if the

axes were fixed in space. We have then for the motion of rotation

P = -
P -jj- {^{x, a, y, b) - xl,(y, b, x, a)] - kc.

11 11 1^1 • • '^'^ ^^'^ ^^'^
Hence we may calculate separately tlie couiilcs due to each of tlie quantities —;— , — and .

•' I } I I dt df dt

It is evident from the symmetry of the motion that that due to will act round the axis
•' -^

dt

of z, and that the pressures on the two faces perpendicular to that axis will have resultants

which are equal and opposite. Also, since \|/ (a, a, y, b) = — \^ (0, a, y, b) and y^ (a-, a, b. b)

= — \p (x, a, 0, b), it will be seen tliat the couples due to the pressures on the faces perpen-

dicular to the axes of x and y will be twice as great respectively as those due to the pressures

on the planes yz and xz. The pressure on the element dydz of the plane yz will be p^^o^i/d~!

and the moment of this pressure round the axis of z, reckoned positive when it tends to turn

the box from x to y, will be
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- p -^ y \ V' (0, a, y, b) - >|/ (?/, h, 0, a) } dydz.

Substituting the values of the functions, integrating from y = to y = h, and from z = to x = c,

1 tt''

replacing 2,, — by its value — , and reducing the other terms, it will be found that the couple
^ ° «' 96

due to the pressure on the plane yz is

_njTh. n^ii

pa^bc dm" Spa^c dw" ^ ^ ^ - e " _ Spb^c dw" ^ 1 - e ^
"iiT "d7 '^ ~dr 'n'

,
^ -"-^ TT^ dt 'n'' -1^-

1+6 " l+e"
AVe shall get the couple due to the pressure on the plane xz by interchanging a and h,

changino- the sign of w'", and measuring the couple in the opposite direction, or, which is the same,

by merely interchanging a and b. Adding together these two couples and doubling their sum

diu" . „ dw ,

we shall find that the couple due to -— is - C-^, where

^ "" ^ 1 +e'~ l+6-~^

Similarly, the couple due to —^ will be - ^ -—
- , tending to turn the box from y to z, and'at dt

that due to will he - B , tending to turn the box from z to r, where A and B are
dt dt

derived from C by interchanging the requisite quantities. Hence, considering the motions both

of translation and rotation of the box, we see that the small motions of the box will take place

as if the fluid were replaced by a solid having the same mass, centre of gravity, and principal

axes, and having J, B and C for its principal moments. This will be true whether forces act

on the fluid or not, provided that if there are any they are of the kind mentioned in Art. 1.

Putting J , B , C , for the principal moments of inertia of the solidified fluid we have

oubc
C = ^ («= + ¥).

12

Taking the ratio of C to C , replacing each term such as

^ by 1 ^, putting for ^S,-^
1 + 6 " 1 + 6 "

384 . . , J , • ,

its approximate value 1-260497, and for —^ its approximate value 1-254821, and employing sub-

sidiary angles, we have

C a" + b' f a'' ^ ' • /,— = 1-260497 1-254821 <
—

—

Sn ^ versin 29„

w 1 1- So— versin 20'J - 1,

a (a^ + b^) n
nirh

where tan 0„ = e 2» , tan & „ =e~ ^''
, so that

nb ,
na ,

L tan e„= \0-k— , L tan „ = 10 - A; -- , where k = -6821882.
a b
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The numerical calculation of this ratio is very easy, on account of the great rapidity with

which the series contained in it converge, both on account of the coefficients, and on account of the

A B C
rapid diminution of the angles d„ and 0'„. The values of— and — will be derived from that of —

by putting c for a in the first case, and c for b in the second. The calculation of the small motions

of the box will thus be reduced to a question of ordinary rigid dynamics.

These results appear capable of being accurately compared with experiment. For this purpose

it will only be necessary to attach a box, capable of containing fluid, to a rigid body oscillating

as a pendulum. The box may itself form the rigid body. The centre of gravity of the interior

of the box should be in a vertical plane passing through the axis of suspension, which will be known

by observing whether the position of equilibrium of tiie whole is affected by filling the box with

fluid. The mass, moment of inertia, and depth of the centre of gravity of the solid, including llie

box, must first be found. The last of these may be found by loading the upper part of the

oscillating body till the equilibrium just becomes unstable: the moment of inertia will then be found

by means of the time of oscillation when the weight is removed ; or else both may be determined by

the times of oscillation when the solid is loaded with another of known mass and form and placed in

a known position, and again when it is not loaded. The same must then be done when the box is

filled with fluid. We shall thus determine the moment of inertia and depth of the centre of

gravity of the fluid ; and, subtracting the moment of inertia due to the motion of translation of the

fluid, we sliall thus get that due to the motion of rotation of the box, and thus determine in

succession by observation the quantities A, B and C, or any one of them. These quantities might

also be determined by making the box oscillate by torsion, and observing the time of oscillation. It

must be remembered that the moment of inertia due to the motion of translation of the centre

of gravity of the fluid, being capable of being derived from the general dynamical principle, that the

motion of the centre of gravity of any system is the same as if the whole mass were collected there,

and the external moving forces applied there, is of no use whatever in determining the question

of the equality of the pressure in all directions, or that of the amount of friction. It would seem to

be most convenient to have the centre of gravity of the fluid in the axis of suspension. In this case

if J/, M', be the masses of the solid and fluid, /u, (x , tlieir moments of inertia, t, t', the times

of oscillation, in seconds, when the box is empty and when it is full respectively, // the depth of the

centre of gravity of the solid, / the length of the second's pendulum, we have

n = lfMh,

^ + n' = It'UIh ;

whence M' = '(<"'-^*)iVA.

If the centre of gravity of the fluid be at a depth h' below the axis of suspension, we shall have

n' = l{t'^ — t') Mh + It'' M'h' ; in this case jx — M'h'^ will be the moment of inertia due to the

motion of rotation of the box.

When one of the quantities a, b, becomes infinitely great compared with the other, tiie ratio

— becomes 1, as will be seen from equation (40). This result might have been expected. When

C
a = b the value of — is •156537.

The experiment of the box appears capable of great variety as well as accuracy. We may take

boxes in which the edges have various ratios to each other, and may make the same box oscillate in

various positions.

15. Initial motion in a rectangular bo.r, the several poirits of the surface of which are moved

with given velocities, consistent tvith the condition that the volume of the fluid is not altered.
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Employing the same notation as in the last case, let F (*, y) be the given normal velocity at any

point of the face in the plane wy. Let J^Ja F (x, y) dxdy = Wab, and let

F{x,y)=f{x,y)+ W:

then, since the normal motion of the above face due to the function f {x, y) does not alter the

volume of the fluid, we may consider separately the part of <p due to this quantity. For this

part we have

d'<p d'~(p d^(f)

dx^ dy^ d%-

with the conditions

d(b
—!- = 0, when « =-- or a (42),
dx

— = 0, when « = or 6 (43),
dy

—^ = 0, when ar = c (4'4),

dm—~ =/(.(', ^), when » = Q V^o),

within limits corresponding to those of the box.

For a given value of z the value of <p from x = to x = a and from y = io y = b may be

expanded in a series of the form

z,o ^u P,„ „ cos cos ,

a b

the sign 2 referring to m, and 2' to n : and since the values of 0, —^ and —^ do not alter
' dx dy

abruptly, and equations (42) and (43) are satisfied, it follows that the series by which cb,

—2- and —-^ are expressed are convergent, and hold good for the limiting values of ,c and y.
dx dy

Substituting the value of <p just given in (41), equating to zero coefficients of corresponding

cosines, and introducing the condition (44), we have, omitting the constant, or supposing J(,„ = 0,

, s^-^s^"" J . PJLkz^ _£Il(£zi£) tmrx mry
= 2,0 i-o ">", njS'-' + e <: > cos cos ,

a b

where — = — +_.
c a- o

Determining the coefficients such as J,„ „ from the condition (45) in the usual manner we have,

ni and n being > 0,

r(« -e ) / /
/(*', y)cos cos—— dxdy.A„, ,

= -

Aa.. = — (e '' - e" (- )-'
j j f(x, y) cos -^ dxdy*,

with a similar expression for ^f„,o, whence the value of corresponding to f(x,y) is known. In a

similar manner we may find the values corresponding to the similar functions belonging to each of

the other faces. If IF' be the quantity corresponding to IF for the face opposite to the plane xy.
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and U, U', correspond to IF, IF', for the faces perpendicular to the axis of ,r, and if F, F', be the

corresponding quantities for y, there remains only to be found the part of <p due to these six

quantities. Since U, U', are the velocities parallel to the axis of x of the faces perpendicular to that

axis, and so for F, F', &c., the motion corresponding to these six quantities may be resolved into

three motions of translation parallel to the three axes, the velocities being U, V and IF, and

that motion which is due to the motions of the faces opposite to the planes yz, xx, xy, moving with

velocities U' — U, V — V, W — IF, parallel to the axes of .r, y, z, respectively. The condition

that the volume of the fluid remains the same requires that

l(t7'_ U) + rCF'- V) +-(TF'- IF) =0.
a b e

It will be found that the velocities

u = - ((/'_ U), V = f (F'- V), tv = - (IF'- IF),
a h c

satisfy all the requisite conditions. Hence the part of (p due to the six quantities U, IT, V, V,

IF, IF', is

Ux+Vy+ ]Vz + (U'- U) — + (F'- F) ^ + (IF'- IF) —

.

This quantity, added to the six others which have already been given, gives the value of which

contains the complete solution of the problem.

The case of motion which has just been given seems at first sight to be an imaginary one.

capable of no practical application. It may however be applied to the determination of the small

motion of a ball pendulum oscillating in a case in the form of a rectangular paraUelopiped, the

dimensions of the case being great compared with the radius of the ball. For this purpose it will be

necessary to calculate the motion of the ball reflected from the case, by means of the formulae

just given, and then the motion again reflected from the sphere, exactly as has been done in the case

of a rigid plane Art. 10. In the present instance however the result contains definite integrals, the

numerical calculation of which would be very troublesome.

G. G. STOKES.

Pembroke College,

Muy, 1843.

Vol. VIII. Part I.



X. Notice OH the Occurrence of Land and FresJmater Shells with Bones of Nome
extinct Animals in the Gravel near Cambridge. By P. B. Brodie, F.G.S., of
Emmanuel Collese.

[Read, April 30, 1838 ]

The discovery of recent shells associated with bones of some extinct mammalia, and other animals,

is a subject of considerable interest, especially as the same fact has also been noticed in several

other distant localities. The shells in question were found in a gravel pit at Barnwell, ad-

joining the river, in a bed of fine sandy gravel, about fourteen feet from the surface, the whole bed

consisting of alternating layers of fine white sand and pebbly gravel, resting upon a thin bed of

brown clay ; altogether amounting to a thickness of about twenty feet. The stratum in which

most of the shells occur is composed of a thin bed of shelly gravel, abounding in many perfect

specimens, and comminuted fragments of the same fossils. To this succeeds an equally thin

bed of fine white loam, containing shells far more perfect but less numerous. This gravel, though of

course derivative, appears to differ from the coarser beds of the same formation ; for while the

latter chiefly consist of rolled fragments of older rocks, the former, on the other hand, contains

but a small proportion of such materials, and appears to be more immediately derived from a

finer sediment formed by local inundations. Indeed, many of the terrestrial and aquatic shells

are of so fragile and delicate a texture, that they must have been inevitably injured had they

been swept away by any violent aqueous action. In most of the specimens, the mouths of the

Univalves, and the hinges of the Bivalves, are in excellent preservation, whilst the associated

bones exemplify the same fact. The shells are also very abundant, and generally of small size

;

all the genera, and most of the species being identical with those now living, though one or

two species do not appear to be so. Among the terrestrial specimens the following genera and

species may be enumerated.

/ Helix horten.sis. ) f Bulimus clavulus. ) ( Pupa umbilicata.
|^

( carthusiana. ) ( Clausilia. j ( sex-dentafa. J

The aquatic shells afford examples of the folhjwing genera :

Cyclas, a new species. j
Valvata obtusa. ( Lymnasa auricularis.

/ spirorbis. \ glutionosa.
Succinea amphibia. V ;

^p^^j^^ undetemiined.
oblonga. ' "' '

'"

species undetermined.

Paludina, species undetermined. ( Testac'ellus.

Operculae of
(

The above undetermined species may not, perhaps, have any living representative. The Rev.

Leonard Jenyns has decided the Cyclas to be a new species. Seed-vessels of Chara or Gyrogonite,

and wood partly charred accompany them.

The bones discovered in the shelly gravel consist of the following specimens. A large tibia

and a small molar tooth of an elephant. Tibia of the gigantic ox. Lower portion of the horn

of a stag. Tibia of a deer, with teeth and vertebra; of the same animal. From the brown clay

forming the basis of the gravel, and overlying the chalk marl, was obtained the pelvis of a

small elephant ; but no shells occur in this bed. Some of the other localities, in which I have

also observed the same facts, are in the neighbourhood of Maidstone in Kent, and Salisbury in

I Planorbis marginatus. \

!. ] and some others. (
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Wiltshire. In the former place a bed of brown clay fills up fissures in the lower green sand,

containing bones of mammalia and other animals. The shells accompanying them belong chiefly

to the genus Pupa. In the latter locality a thick bed of brown clay affords the bones and

teeth of elephants, with remains of the horse and deer, a jaw of a fox, and some others. The

only shells hitherto found associated with them belong to the genus Helix. Recent shells also

occur with bones of numerous quadrupeds in clay and gravel near Ilford, Essex, where several

of the shells appear to be identical with those above mentioned. (See Loudon's Magazine, Vol. ix.

p. 263, and Lyell, Vol. in. p. 140.) Recent marine shells have also been discovered by Sir P. Egerton

in a bed of gravel in Cheshire, which are described in the second Volume of the Geological Pro-

ceedings. From the occurrence then of the same facts in these distant localities, it may be

asked, whether any conclusions might be drawn with regard to the probable contemporaneous

origin of these respective deposits; and what argument might be founded on the excellent

preservation of many recent land and freshwater shells associated with bones of some extinct

animals, in strata, evidently of diluvial origin.

Since writing the above, I have observed that there are two distinct beds containing shells.

The uppermost, is the fine, white sandy stratum, containing Helix and Paludina in great abun-

dance, with other shells. While the lower one, is a hard white marl (resembling chalk), charged

with numerous Pupa, small Planorbes, some Clausilia, and a very few Seed-vessels of Chara.

Large and small fragments of wood abound. This distinction of the two shell beds is necessary

to be observed, because they do not contain shells common to both. No Pupa, Chara or wood

occur in the upper sandy layer ; indeed the general characters of each are very different ; one

being a fine sandy shelly bed ; the other, a hard white marl, and in this latter formation

the bones were found. These two beds however lie within a few inches of each other, so that

the distinction is chiefly necessary, with reference to the different Testacea and Mollusca which

they each contain.

P. B. BRODIE.

Emma.nuel Colelge,

April 28, 1838.

The following Notes to the above connnunication are added by Professor Sedgwick.

' In a paper by J. Okes, Esq., published in the first Volume of the Cambridge Transactions (p. 175), there is

a description of some fossil remains of a beaver dug up from the bed of the Old West Water about three miles

south of Chatteris : and in a subsequent communication he described numerous fossil bones found in beds of

gravel which extend from Barnwell Abbey to Jesus Common. All the specimens were subsequently deposited

in the Woodwardian Bluseum : and, with those derived from the Barnwell gravel, were some species of land

and fresh water shells (Helix hortensis, &c.) well preserved and in a few instances retaining traces of their

original colours. Jlr Okes considered these shells to belong to the period wlien the bones and gravel were

deposited. But the conclusion admitted of some doubt, as the pits from which the bones were derived gave

no clear sections ; and it tvas Just possible that the shells miglit have fallen down among the bones (during the

progress of the excavations), from the superficial part of the gravel.

Similar phenomena fell under my own notice, a year or two afterwards, while workmen were employed in

excavating the foimdations of the new houses at the west end of Barnwell. But there was still a difficulty

;

because the sections did not shew the exact position of the shells, so as to prove that they were strictly con-

temporaneous with the deposit of the bones. The observations of Mr Brodie have settled this question, and

there can now be no doubt that the shells above mentioned were as old as the period of the gravel.
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In my last paper, the bases of length and direction were on the unit-line and its perpendicular,

and the lengths of these bases were units.

If the logometer be p + q\/-i, its primitive, (r, p), is found from

vp — fxq mq — np
log r = , p = •

niv-nix mv — nfj.

We are now to express X^: it is convenient to express the radical letter JT by its length and

direction (*', ^), and the exponent by its projections, v +w^-l. If X^, which by definition

is \'^{Y\X), be called Z or (;?, P, we have

log « = (« - bw) log oc — cw^, ^= (w + bw) ^ + aw log ,r,

m^ + rt' vifx + nv /r + v~

where a = , o =
M/u mv — rifx mv — nix

If we prefer to express the bases of length and direction by their lengths and directions, as

m + n \/- 1 = (g, 7), IX + V \/- I = (A:, k),

Ave have

g 1
^ ^ cos {k - 7) _ k J

k sin (k — 7)
'

sin (/c - 7)
'

g sin (k - 7)
'

which are connected by ac - b^ = 1.

Some mode of expressing X^ should be contrived, such as X^„i^^, which may show its

dependence on the arbitrary constants in the bases ; this will allow us to reserve X^ for its

common signification, as an abridged form of ^,^01 • But, before proceeding further, I may

notice that the logometer of my last paper is not as general as it might be, even on the sup-

position that X^ is to have no extended meaning. For if /c — 7 be a right angle, and if k = g,

then a = I, b = 0, c=l, log x: = v log w — w ^, '(^ = v^ + w log w, which two last equations simply

express that X^ has the ordinary meaning. That is to say, every result in the last paper remains

if, instead of the bases of length and direction being units, they be any equal lines, and if instead

of being on the unit-line and its perpendicular, they be on any lines which are at right angles

to one another, provided only that the base of direction be a right angle in advance of that of

length.

Returning to the most general definition, we have

_ [n-(6-aV-l)K']logj:4[t,+ C4+cV-I)»-]|V-l ^ ^f- (6 -a V-l)jr ^[f + (6 + rV- l)ir]f V-
1_

Of the three fundamental equations A^A" =^ A"^"; A^C = (AC)" and (A^f = A"', it is

instantly seen that the two first are satisfied by this new signification of the exponent ; and that

they are satisfied independently of the relation between a, b, and c, or ac-b'=\. The third

is a little more intricate: the formation of (X'+"'^~')''+'''^"' requires us to write (w - hw) \ogx

- cw? for log r and (v + bw) ^ + aiv log x for ^, v' for v and lu' for w in the first or second of

the preceding expressions for X^ . This being done, it is found that in consequence of «c - 6' = 1,

the result is precisely the same as if »«' - ww' had been written for v and vw' + v'w for w, without

any substitutes being employed for ,v and f.
But these last changes turn

V + ti' y/- 1 into (v + w v^-1) {v' + w V^-1)-

The theory of quantities once called real admits of no extension ; for if ^ and ic vanish,

x" = £"'<>?'', or x'. But the following deductions,

/ , ,
-s + 'ev-i
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show tliat the signification of ordinary exponentials involving -s/ —\ is completely changed: thus

6*'^",' signifies a line of the length e"'* inclined at the angle aQ to the unit-line.

Without going further into details we may see that, as before remarked, it is not necessary to

retain this extended notion of A^, since the consequences of the extension can be expressed by the

particular case in general use ; which cannot be said of AB as compared with ^ + 5, or of A''

as compared with AB. This rejection is a generalization of the rejection of all logarithmic bases in

favor of 6, and the extended definition of A^ is itself a substitution of logarithmic bases in their most

general form. For whereas, in the common system, e and e are the logarithmic bases* employed

for ordinary and periodic magnitude, we have, in the system above described, employed •

^,„ + W-i)-^ 3„j ^(.-^V-.)-'_

Great care will be necessary, in verifying the conclusions, not to confound the meanings of A^^

and A^, or the operations performed upon them. Thus the function whose w/ijuiz-logometer is 1,

may be represented by

and g'»+»\'-' = X. Without such care, the inquirer will infallibly be led to equations of con-

dition between m, n, fi, and r, which he will find are satisfied by m = 1, n = 0, /u = 0, r = 1 .

that is, he will imagine he has proved the system of my last paper to be necessary.

From tiie expression of X in terms of its logometer, we derive the following, e meaning

(e, 0) ;

logj + t'-'-^ ' f iog,+ (^ + Iv-A{

On this it is to be observed, that the notion formed from the ordinary modes of expression,

namely, that in ep + «V-' there is a peculiar reference to length in p, and to direction in q, is not

altogether correct. The imaginary part (it may perhaps be allowed to retain the nominal dis-

tinction of real and imaginary) determines the direction, but the length depends upon both parts.

The interpretation of t^^^'J^"' is, that it represents a line of the length e'"'"' inclined to the unit-

line at an angle aq; or (e''"''', aq). One case, and one only is indefinite, when (fi + vy/ - 1) -h-

{m + M-y/- 1) is real, that is, when «/ = 0, /u = 0, or when n = 0, v = 0, or when wi : n :: ^ : i,

which last includes the others. In this case the line takes the form (0, x ) or (x , x ) the inde-

finite character of the result arising from the coincidence of the bases of length and direction ;

it resembles the attempt in common algebra to form a system of logarithms to the base unity.

But when {fi + v ^ - i) -r- (m + n y/- I) = ~ V^- ', which gives 6=0, a = - 1, we find {x, f)

represented by xe^^^J^ . Here the bases of length and direction are at right angles to one another,

but that of length is in advance of that of direction. This case requires that n = n, i> = - ni,

and the logometer is (m + n '^ — 1) (log .r — ^ -y/ — !)•

There would be little use in entering into more detail than is necessary to illustrate the

general meaning of the symbol A". But it must be considered necessary, in all future explana-

tions of the elements of algebra, to point out the complete meaning of this symbol, not only

to avoid defective reasoning, but to prevent the student from attaching an undue weight to the

connexion of -y/— 1 with the representation of direction. It is a strong corroboration of what

seems to have been pointed out by the course of the complete science up to the present time,

namely, that we must not expect any new imaginary or impossible quantities. I must own that

* As far as I know the bases actually employed are lour, e and e^"' in analysis as above described, 10 in tlie facilitation of com-

putations, and V ^ '" ''i^ numerical consideration of the musical scale.

T 2
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I rather expected to find something of the sort in the present inquiry : remembering that the first

great difficulty arose from the inverse process to addition, the next from an inverse process to

multiphcation, I siiould not have been surprised to have found a third in the most general direct

and inverse consideration of J'^. But though we are not to look for any new inexplicables

from A + B, AB, or A^, it should be remembered that there is a scale of ascent in the funda-

mental mode of deriving them from one another which does stop anywhere. Addition being

obtained, and the general notion of operation, the solution of (p(x + l) = chx + c gives (hx = ex,

and introduces multiplication. Next (p(cV + 1) = ccp.v gives (bw = v', and introduces involution.

But 0(.(.' + 1) = c*^ the solution of which gives the next step, gives for (px a function whicli has

not been considered ; though its particular cases

01= a, (p2 = c'', (p3 = c'\ 04 = (•''' \ &c.

are known. If (p.v could be completely inverted, new inexplicables migiit, and perhaps would

arise, either from this or some succeeding case.

A. DE MORGAN.
University College, London,

Octobfr 7, 184.3.



XII. On the Measure of the Force of Testimonij in Cases of Legal Evidence. By
John Tozer, Esq. M.A., Barrister-at-Law, Fellow of Goncille and Cains

College.

[Read Nov. 27, 184.3.]

On' the question of the possibility or advantage of measuring numerically the force of tes-

timony? the opinions which pervade the legal literature of the English language differ almost

invariablv from the conclusions of science. This paper ccmtains an attempt to trace the effect of

those conclusions in the'r application to a practical example, and to shew that they afford the

best means of analysing the processes which are necessarily adopted in such examples. The mere

jiurpose of rendering demonstrated truths more accessible, might seem to assign to the observations

which follow a place in professional rather than in scientific literature: it must however be remem-

bered, that practical men are concerned with practical rules, and with principles no further than

may be suflficient to render those rules intelligible. The occasional ilevotion of time to higher pur-

suits can scarely be regarded by them as other than treasonable to their personal interests ; the

assertion of the supremacy of science over art they must for the nn)st part leave to the culti-

vators of science.

The proposition that a moral certainty is a mathematical probability whose numerical measure

lies between unity and some definite numerical fraction, puts in issue either directly or indirectly

every question that can be raised on the subject treated of in this paper, though the subject itself

is of a much more limited extent tiian the proposition. The vague way in which the processes

by which this proposition, and those which must stand or fall with it, can alone be established

or disproved, have been described by even the ablest of our legal authorities, removes every

feeling of diffidence in approaching the subject. Professor Starkie, in speaking of the moile of

estimating the weight of the united testimony of numbers, says, "If definite degrees of probability

could be attached to the testimony of each witness, the resulting jirobabilfty in favour of their united

testimony would be obtained not by the mere addition of the numbers expressing the several pro-

babilities, hut by a process of mulfiplicafion." I Starkie, 3rd ed. aSt. And in a work there cited

occurs this passage : " Ofi one side of the equation are mentally collected all tlie facts and circum-

stances which have an affrmative value; and on the other, all those u-hich either lead to an

opposite inference, or tend to diminish the weight or to shew the non-relevancy of all or any

of the circujustajices which have been put into the opposite scale. The value of each sepa-

rate portion of the evidence is separately estimated, and, as in algebraic addition, the opposite

quantifies, positive and negative, are united, aud the balance of probabilities is what remains

as the ground of human belief and judgment.'''' Wills on Circumstantial Evidence, 14.

Symbolical language has given expression to no processes of greater refinement and beauty than

those employed in the investigations of the theory of probabilities. No elaborate ones are required

in this particular application of its principles ; but the expression, " a process of multiplication."

conveys to the mind no adequate idea of the simplest of them. Subjects which have been deemed

worthy of their attention by I..aplace and Poisson cannot be thus dismisseil.

" The notions of those who have supposed that mere moral probabilities or relations could

ever be represented by nun^bers or space, and thus be subjected to arithmetical analysis, cannot

but be regarded as visionary and chimerical." Starkie 571-
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" Whenever tlie probability is of a definite and limited nature, (whether in the proportion of

one hundred to one, or of one thousand to one, or any other ratio, is immaterial), it cannot be

safely made the ground of conviction ; for to act upon it in any case would be to decide, that

for the sake of convicting many criminals, the life of one innocent man might be sacrificed." 574.

" The distinction between evidence of a conclusive tendency which is sufficient for the pur-

pose, and that which is inconclusive, appears to be this : the latter is limited and concluded by

some degree or other of finite probability, beyond which it cannot go; the former, though not

demonstrative, is attended with a degree of probability of an indefinite and unlimited nature" Ibid.

The above short passages are cited as containing a clear enunciation of the propositions dis-

sented from, and not as affording a complete exposition of the author's views, for which the

work itself is referred to.

A passage from Lord Brougham's Natural Theology is also cited to by Mr. Wills, as includ-

ing the noble author among the advocates of the truth of the last of these propositions ; it does

not however appear to do so. If the propositions are true, the conclusions here arrived at must

be erroneous.

The expression of the value of a probability numerically is a necessary consequence of any

attempt to express that value accurately : if a certain event has been observed to accompany a

certain set of appearances more frequently than the appearances have been observed to occur without

the occurrence of the event, we may say that a repetition of the appearances creates a probability

of the repetition of the event—we may even say that that probability is great or small ; but if we

wish to say how great or how small, we are immediately forced on the enquiry, how many times

have the appearances to our knowledge occurred, and, out of these, how many times has the event

accompanied them. That the fraction which expresses the ratio of these numbers measures the pro-

bability of the occurrence of the event accompanying the appearances, is a consequence of the

definition of the term " probability ;" and if the term " moral probability" have any other definition,

that definition remains yet to be enunciated.

If the appearances are of ordinary occurrence, or capable of being resolved into others which are

so, the fact that the particular combination may never before have been presented to the senses of

the person deciding, is not material ; the conceiving that if they were repeated a certain number of

times the event would accompany them a certain other number of times, is a process essential to the

conception of measuring the probability at all. If, again, the appearances afford some probability

of the event, but are so unusual that the judgment hesitates to assign the definite numbers it assigns

in the previous cases, the process is only varied to this extent : instead of assigning a numerical mea-

sure to the probability itself, we assign numerical values to the limits within which it lies. The
measure here then is indefinite, but it is so because, to the imperfect experience of the observer, the

probability is so; the indefiniteness has not been introduced in the process of measurement: the

least value also that the judgment assigns to the measure of the probability may be large enough

to measure a moral certainty, or the greatest so small that the probability must in ordinary occur-

rences be disregarded, without expanding or narrowing the limits through which indefiniteness may
range. If the probability be conclusive, its conclusiveness depends on the magnitude of the least

possible value of its measure; if it raise but a "light presumption," it would do so if the measure

of the highest limit were that of the probability itself. Suppose, for example, a medical witness to

assert, that certain appearances had led him to the conclusion that a person had died from taking

hydrocyanic acid. To determine then whether the allegation possesses the degree of probability

which would warrant our treating the fact alleged as true, we estimate the ability generally of the

witness to judge, his opportunities of judging in the particular case, and his sincerity. The phe-

nomenon then tliat we witness is that of a man possessing the ability and the inclination to speak

correctly, which the values we assign to these would confer on this particular witness making this

particular allegation ; if then in our opinion this phenomenon would in 997 cases out of 1000 be

produced by the fact asserted, and in three cases out of 1000 by some other cause, and if we have
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assured ourselves that to suspend our judgments from a fear of erring no more than three times out

997
of 1000 would be to defeat the purposes for wliich laws were instituted ; measures a probability

' ' 1000
^

which we consider large enough to warrant decision ; and the testimony of this witness does therefore

warrant decision; and it would do no more if in our judgments the witness would be impelled to give

his evidence by any other cause than the presence of the acid no more than three times in a million ;

the actual value of the probability in such a case, perhaps cannot, and certainly need not, be assigned,

but the value of its inferior limit is definite, and its measure is a numerical fraction. The mind of

the person deciding may liave done no more than perceive that the probability equalled or exceeded in

magnitude those on which he habitually decided in affairs of equal importance; but if called on to

assign measures to the probabilities he has employed, he must say that his decision would not be with-

held from a fear of erring three times in 1000, and that the chance of erring in the case before him

was within that limit : the employment of numbers is a consequence of the effort to be definite. If,

again, we wish to compare the effect of evidence on different minds, though each may say in a parti-

cular instance that enough has or has not been adduced to produce conviction, the answer to the

question, how much has been adduced .' or, how much will produce conviction .' is, and is necessarily,

a numerical fraction. The conclusiveness or inconclusiveness of evidence is then altogether inde-

pendent of the definiteness or indefiniteness of the probability it raises; the only condition necessary

to concIu.siveness is, that that probability should be measured by a numerical fraction which exceeds

some given definite magnitude. As regards criminal cases, the nature of the evidence docs not admit

that demonstration can be obtained ; we cannot therefore ensure that out of some definite number of

persons punished one innocent person will not be punished as guilty ; the only effect of making

the standard of conviction indefinite, is to make the number of cases indefinite in which the wrongful

decision has occurred; but it leaves us in doubt as to wliether the injustice is increased or diminished.

It is humiliating to intellectual pride to admit that our best exertions will not protect us from

inflicting wrong on others, but nothing can be gained by shrinking from measuring the extent of our

ability to do so. " Selon Condorcet, la chance d'etre condamne injustcmcnt puurrait etre equiva-

lente a celle d'un danger que nous jugeons assez petite pour ne pas meme chercher a nous v

soustraire dans les habitudes de la vie; car, dit il, la societe a bien le droit, pour sa siirete, d'ex-

poser un de ses membres a un tlanger dotit la chance lui est, pour ainsi dire, indifferente ; mais cette

consideration est beaucoup trop subtile dans une question aussi grave. Laplace donne une definition,

bien plus propre a eclairer la question, de la chance d'erreur qu'on est force d'admettre dans les

jugements en matiere criminelle. Selon lui cette probabilite doit etre telle qu'il y ait plus de

danger pour la surete publique, :i Tacquittement d'un coupable, que de crainte de la condamnation

d'un innocent." Poisson 6ur la ProhabUifi des Jugements. 5.

Condorcet assumes that a man has no more fear of dying at 25 than at '20, and that he therefore

neglects a probability measured by , and infers that we may neglect this in our decisions.

Condorcet, Probabilite des Decisions.

If in the term "danger to the public" we include the danger arising from a callousness or indif-

ference to the infliction of wrong, or from a diminution of respect for the laws, the definition of

Laplace seems unexceptionable.

In tlie example taken below, the formula first obtained applies to all facts the truth of which

maybe established or disproved by experiment; it assumes that tlie witnesses giving their testimony

have no wish to deceive. Tlie peculiarity in facts of this nature is, that the repeating and varyiui'

of the experiments tends successively to eliminate the several causes by which the appearances could

have been produced, and to leave the fact attested as the only known cause by which they can be

accounted for. If the tribunal be competent to judge of the skill and success with which the

experiments have been conducted, their detail is submitted to its consideration ; if it be not, the

conclusions are partly arrived at by the witnesses themselves, and taken on trust by the tribunal.
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The phenomenon then actually witnessed is that of a witness alleging that, from appearances

which his experiments liave produced, he infers the existence of a certain fact, and the object is to

determine the probability of tliat fact being true. First then we consider, for each separate experi-

ment, on the hypotbcsis that the fact is true, what is the probability that it would have produced

appearances sufficient to convince the mind of the witness, and induce him to give the testi-

mony he has given. We then take each of the known possible causes of such appearances, and

similarly calculate the probabilities that each one of those severally would, if it existed, have pro-

duced them in such a way as to have impelled the giving of the testimony. And, lastly, the pro-

bability of some unknown cause having so acted. The probability of the hypothesis that the

alleged fact is the true cause,, is tiien determined by the known processes of the science. If the

operations have been conducted in symbolical language, no step has thus far been taken without the

sanction of rigid demonstration ; the effect has been to resolve the probability whose value is sought

into the elementary probabilities of which it is composed. To the next step therefore, which is that

of assigning numerical values to the symbols in which the result is expressed, has been given all the

facility of wliich it is capable. In the particular case of persons accused of crime, the minimum

value of tlie probabilities which favour the accusation alone are required, the precise numerical

value of their measures never need therefore be assigned. The values which in our judgments tliose

which favour the hypothesis cannot fall short of, and which those that favour any other hypothesis

cannot exceed, are all that are necessary to be decided; the result is a number which is not greater

than the numerical value of the measure of the probability whose value is sought : and as far as this

particular fact is concerned, conviction or acquittal must follow, as this measure does or does not

exceed the standard which justifies decision. The actual measure of the value of the probability

is left indefinite in magnitude ; its least possible value alone is defined, but the assigning of accurate

values to the elementary probabilities, and thus defining the actual measure, will not in the sligiitest

degree affect the result.

The next formula applies to allegations of facts the truth of which cannot be tested by experi-

ment ; the consideration of the credibility of the witness is also introduced ; the modification by

which it is made to differ slightly from that given by Poisson, does not affect the principle by which

it is obtained. The hypothesis that the fact alleged is true will account for its being alleged,

first, when the witness is neither deceived, nor intending to deceive ; and secondly, when both the

one and the other, provided that among the various allegations which he may make for the purpose

of deceiving, he should chance to make that which is in fact true. The various ways in which he

may be deceived without intending to deceive, endeavour to deceive without being himself deceived,

and being himself deceived also endeavour to deceive without alleging the fact which did occur; all

suggest hypotheses which will or may, with some degree of probability, accoimt for the testimony

being given, though the fact which it alleges is not true. The probability that the hypothesis

which assumes the fact alleged to be true is the correct one, is then as before given by the scientific

process, and this whether its truth be alleged by one or more witnesses, or alleged by some and denied

by others. The antecedent probability, of the fact alleged having occurred, is also taken account of

in the formula.

The same process applies to ascertaining the probability that a fact is true which is alleged,

but which is not material to the issue, of which an example also occurs. We then have a witness

alleging a fact the probability of whose truth we have measured ; and also other facts, the probability

of whose truth we wish to measure ; and the former modifies the values of the probabilities, that

the witness deceives, or is deceived, which are involved in the equations which express the latter.

When the measures of the probabilities of those facts which must be proved to sustain the

accusation have been ascertained, their product will measure the probability of a series of facts

being true, from which the truth of the accusation is an inference; the probability of the accusa-

tion being true will therefore be this product, or this product multiplied by the fraction which

expresses the probability of the inference being true, on the assumption that all the facts of the
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Series are so, as the inference is or is not a necessary one: and the numerical values of the com-
ponent fractions, or of their limits being assigned a numerical measure of the probability of the

accusation being true, or of its inferior limit, will be obtained ; and the evidence will or will not

warrant conviction as this number does or does not exceed the certain prescribed value; and
whether the precise value be or be not definitely assigned, that is, whether the probability be defi-

nite or indefinite, will be immaterial, so long as this condition is fulfilled.

In civil cases, the questions to be decided having been elicited by the parties in their pleadings,

the value of tlie evidence by which they are to be determined is estimated in the same way ;

but it will frequently be necessary to assign the numerical values with greater accuracy. The
following paragraph applies to such cases, and seems also to involve an admission of all that is

contended for in favour of scientific investigation. " In some instances, nevertheless, where from
paucity of circumstances the usual means of judging of the credit due to conflicting witnesses fail,

it is possible that the abstract principles adverted to may operate by way of approximation,
especially in those cases where the decision is to depend on a mere preponderance of evidence

"

Starkie 554. A paucity of circumstances or incompleteness of data is what distinguishes the evi-

dence in favour of events which are merely probable, from that which supports those which arc

certain, and it is tlie business of the science to determine the probability of the truth of the event

from the data which are offered to suj)port or disprove it, however limited in extent tiiese data mav
l)c. When the numerical measure of this j)robability is precisely i, the data are insuflScient for

decision, and in no other case; in criminal cases, this punctmit indifferens is claimed by the lethal

presumption in favour of innocence.

If, therefore, in a case where the mere preponderance is to decide, we obtain a result by
assigning to tlie probabilities which favour the claim of A the least values of which in our judg-
ments they are capable, and to those whidi favour the claim of B the greatest values of which
in our judgments they are capable; and another result, from the greatest which favour A\ claim,

and the least which favour B\ ; then if each of these exceed J,
, the decision is in favour of A,

and if each be less than i, in favour of B \ but if one be greater and the other less than 1,
more accurate values must be assigned to the numerical limits, till both the limiting values of the

probability be made to exceed or fall short of ^, or till on assigning what in our judgments are

correct values, a result precisely equal to 1 is obtained; in which latter case no decision can be
arrived at. The only peculiarity then in a case whose decision must depend on a mere prepon-
derance of evidence is this, that a more accurate estimate of the probabilities it involves must be
made.

A consideration of the investigations by which these remarks are illustrated, will shew that the

mode- of estimating the force of evidence employed in a court, is a process whieii algebraic investi-

gation analyses, and of which it explains the theory ; and an approximation, (in most cases, scien-

tifically speaking, a rude one,) to a result which is obtained witli accuracy by assigning numerical
values to the algebraic symbols. The complication which exhibits itself in the algebraic process is

in the nature of the subject, and is not in any degree introduced by the operation employed.
Tlie difficulties are difficulties which belong to the act of in any way eliciting truth from a compli-

cated series of circumstances ; the practical process, to a certain extent, evades, and necessarily evades,

these; the algebraic encounters tiiem, and resolves them into their elements. The employment
of symbolical language facilitates the processes of deductive reasoning, but does not change them ;

the assigning of numerical measures to the probabilities involved defines with accuracy their mao--

iiitudes, but in nowise modifies them.

Again, the analytical process does not exclude considerations other than those which result from

the bare probabilities. Presumptions of law may be adopted in its formulae, and these may be

dictated by reasons of policy, or other motives, as well as by the necessity for substituting approxi-

mations in practice. They are inferences to which legislative enactment or judicial decision has

attached the legal consequences which properly belong to facts, and analysis therefore assigns to

them the measure of certainty. At the commencement of a criminal proceeding the law presumes
Vol. VIII. Part II. U
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that the accused is innocent ; and the analyst therefore assigns unity as a measure of the probability

of his innocence, though it may merely represent the confidence which the state reposes in the

inteority of its individual members. The claim to the property in waste lands beside a road is

advanced by the owner of the adjoining freehold, with a probability in favour of its justice measured

by unity, which must be reduced below one half by any claimant who would deprive him of

the benefit of the presumption. The consequences attached by the statutes of limitation to the ex-

piration of the periods which they assign, cause 1 or to be employed as the measures of pro-

babilities imperceptibly near in value to those to which by the non-expiration of the periods or 1

would be immediately before assigned. Some legal presumptions have, however, the effect of

modifying the probability, that the inference which they establish is a just one; it is perhaps

immaterial whether that raised by the production of a subsequent receipt in favour of the payment

of previous rent be absolute or capable of being rebutted. If it were absolute, and generally

known to be such, the knowledge that a conclusive presumption existed would diminish the proba-

bility of such a receipt being given when any previous rent was unpaid. In the presumptions

raised in criminal cases against the innocence of a prisoner, the probability that the inference is

just can never be less than that which justifies conviction.

The presumption of guilt in the case of stolen property of which the possession by an accused

party is unaccounted for is defined by decisions on actual cases, and becomes more accurately so

as the number of these decisions is increased: the test of consistency among these appears to be simply

this, that for each case the probability that the guilt of the accused is the cause of the unaccounted-

for possession of the property should have the same numerical measure.

Proceeding to the investigation of the reasoning processes by the algebraic solution of an example.

In a case of alleged poisoning by arsenic, to determine from the testimony of the witnesses the

probability of the presence of the poison.

Let there be n witnesses, who respectively allege, with a greater or less degree of confidence, that

they discovered As ; and m others that they were unable to do so ; and suppose there is no doubt

about the veracity of any of them.

An ordinary jury is not competent, from a detail of the processes of experiment, to decide on the

success with which they have been conducted. The phenomenon, therefore, which they witness is

the delivery of the testimony by a number of witnesses, whose respective abilities to judge it is a

part of their duty to estimate.

In the case where As is present

:

Let 2}\---P„ be the probabilities that the first 7i witnesses would elicit from its presence

such appearances as to induce them to allege its presence.

q^...q„, that the m latter ones would do so.

Then 1 - p, 1 - '2 would be the probabilities that they would not succeed in doing so.

Where As is not present :

Let r, , >•.,... r„ be the probabilities that some other substance has caused the appearances

in the case of the first n witnesses.

S), s.,...s„ in the case of the latter m witnesses.

Then 1 - r, 1 — s are the probabilities that appearances causing the testimony to be given would

not be exhibited by any other substance than As.

Then if P be the probability that As was present,

p ^ p,...p„.(l -g,) (1 -9J
7),...p„.(l -q,)...{l - 7.) + »•,... r„(l -«,)•••(! -O "

If the jury were capable of judging of the evidence as furnished by the immediate result

of the experiments, selecting among tlie various causes of appearances which might be mis-

taken for those produced by As, would be performed by its members instead of by the witnesses,
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or as well as by them. In the particular case, antimony, the persalts of tin, and probably

some other substances, exhibit with some tests what to inferior skill would be such appearances.

Suppose there are n such causes of fallacious results, and let m several experiments be made,

Pu ?i) *!) ^6 the respective probabilities that As, if it were present, and each of the other sub-

stances severally, if it were present, would produce the appearances witnessed by

the application of any one test.

^1 that some substance, other than those known and enumerated, would do so if it were

present.

P21 92'"^2 Pn7„"-^n the corresponding probabilities for the other tests.

P the probability that As is present.

The Px Ih

P\'--P„ + Ix-'-ln + &C + t\ -U

If this substance exist in moderate quantity, and even an ordinary degree of skill be employed,

the experiments may be varied so as to produce appearances which could not have been produced

by some one or more of the causes other than the presence of As, and therefore a factor will be

successively introduced into the terms Qi. ••<]„, r,...r„, &c. of the denominator, and the expres-

sion is reduced to

P= 1

Pi P.

It may be observed generally, that it is the presence of this term — ...— in the denonii-
Pl Pn

nator representing possible hypotheses, yet unthouglit of, that distinguishes the proof of a physical

fact from a mathematical demonstration.

The successive elimination of the known causes of error is precisely that which common sense

employs in arriving at a moral certainty ; when this cannot be effected, the previous expression

remains, and the probability of the fact alleged being true is arrived at by assigning numerical

values to its elementary probabilities.

The evidence which is the subject of the following formula^ is that, or nearly that which was

given in a case which occurred of a woman who was accused of having caused the death of her

husband, by administering As ; it is merely used as an illustration, and therefore no particular pains

is taken to state the evidence very accurately. The death and its cause were not disputed, the

probabilities therefore of the presence of As, and of its having caused the death, are taken in t he-

investigation as measured by 1.

The first witness, whose evidence is here considered, alleged that she had seen the accused on

the morning of a particular day making some pills.

Consider, therefore, first, the probability of a fact being true which depends for its evidence on

the testimony of a single witness. In such a case the allegation may have been made, either because

the event alleged took place, and the witness saw and believed it to do so ; or because the witness

believed it to have taken place, though it did not in fact do so ; or because the witness was actuated

by a wish to deceive, and made the allegation without believing in its truth. Call the event

alleged £, , and as a convenient mode of expressing the probabilities involved in the investio-a-

tion, let there be w - 1 other events E.2 £„, which include, first, all those bv the belief in

the occnrrence of which the disposition, on the part of the witness, to make the particular

allegation could be influenced, whether they might in fact have occurred or not : and secondly,

all those which the witness might be induced to allege on the particular subject, without believ-

ing them whether they could or could not have occurred.

u 2
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Take then,

^' 2A' 2A'

the respective probabilities of the happening of the events £, ... fJ„ as derived from our knowledge

of the nature of the events themselves;

i, K K_

26' 26' 26'

the probabilities that they will be respectively believed, the witness being deceived

;

«j a2 a„

2a 2a "
2ffl

the probabilities that they will respectively be alleged, the witness not believing the one alleged

to have occurred ;

u the probability that the witness is not deceived ;

V that the testimony is not given with a knowledge that it is false

;

p, that the occurrence of E^ would cause tlie allegation to be made

;

'p^ that the occurrence of E^ any one of the events E^ ... E„ would do so;

TTj that the fact alleged is true.

Now the occurrence of E^ will cause the allegation to be made, if the witness be neither deceived

nor intending to deceive, of which the probability is nv ; and also, if both the one and the other,

provided the event chosen for the purpose of deceiving be that which in fact occurred.

The probability of the hypothesis is (l - m) (1 - v), and the probability of the particular mode

of being deceived being the believing in the occurrence of some one of the events E,, other than

jcjj is —
, since Ei cannot be believed, but if E, be believed, the probability that JS, will

26 — 6i

be alleo-ed, is ^
, since E, will not be alleged ; the probability therefore that E, will be° 2a — a,.

believed, and £, alleged is -—
. .

26—6, 2a — Or

And the whole probability that Ei will be alleged on the hypothesis is

« f^ b 6, 1

26 - 6, [ 2a -a 2a - «,/

Hence,

«! f
6 ''i )

^ 26 - 6i [ 2a - a 2a - a,]

Again, the occurrence of Ej will cause the allegation to be made, first when the witness is

deceived, and does not intend to deceive, but believes Ei to have occurred.

The probability of the hypothesis is (l - ti)v.

that El will be believed, and therefore alleged — —

.

Secondly, when not deceived, but intending to deceive.

The probability of the hypothesis is ?<(l — v)

;

that Et will be alleged .

2a - tti

Thirdly, when both deceiving and deceived provided among the modes of deceiving the allega-

tion of the occurrence of £, be not chosen.
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The probability of the hypothesis is (l - u) (l - v) ;

that the belief in the occurrence of E, is the mode of being deceived,
lb - bi

'

that £^1 will be alleged, E, being believed,

that Ey will be believed and E, alleged,

Sa — fflr

'

a, br

26 — b. 2a — a,

'

the whole probability, on the hypotheses, that Ei will be alleged, is

^^/e-^ 'i LI
6 — 6j ( 2a — a 2a — a, 2ffl — aj

the several values of Er, because one is all

Pi = (1 - w)« ^7^ + «(i - «)
^^i— + (1 - «)(! - «) ^Tr-rfs ^r^^— ^"- ^-^^^1

2o - 6, 2a - a, 2o - 6, (^ 2n - a 2« - a, 2ff - a,l

26

/?^, and £j being excluded in the several values of E,, because one is alleged and the other happened.

Hence,

And
""

2A 2rt p,rt,

The value of 2/),//,- being

n- vi- 'I r*^^—^ ^i Uv ^ ^' \ (v "^ "1^1 Y]
+ K »)(

'"-'"' LI- 2a-« 2a-ajr 26-6 26-6,j r(26-6)(2a-a) (26-6,)(2a-«,)jJ"

It is here supposed that the occurrence of an event, which is not believed to have occurred, will

not affect the disposition to believe in the occurrence of any one event which did not occur in

preference to any other ; and that the disposition to allege the occurrence of any event whicli

is not believed to have occurred in preference to any other, is independent of the event which is

believed ; if this assumption be not made, the values of a will be different for different values of r,

and the values of 6 different for the different values of /, but the process will be the same.

The expression for 'S.pikj is adapted to the case of all the circumstances by which the belief

or veracity of the witness can be influenced being known ; when the data are less complete the

expression becomes much simplified, the result of course becoming less accurate, as from the insuf-

ficiency of the data it must do.

Taking

IxM = (, - .0«{4.5^ -^} . ..(. - »{4 d^ -^}
-(-»)(- •> [K:^ -^} {4.^ -^

TA, (26 -6) (2a -a) (2o - a,) (26 - 6JJ J
"

If the data be so incomplete, that among the events by the occurrence of which, either the

belief of the witness, or his disposition to allege one fact in preference to another, is influenced, no
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reason be afforded for thinking that one rather than another has occurred, /» = A, ; and therefore

— disappears from the formula.

If amono- the events, the belief in which may have prompted the allegation, no reason be

shewn why one rather than another should be believed, 6=6,; and the multiplier of (1 - u)v be-

26-6

Similarly, if no reason be shewn why the witness in attempting to deceive should make any

particular allegation rather than another, S-; = = 1-
•^ ° z,a — a 2ia — a,

And lastly, if in the case of a witness both deceived and intending to deceive, if there be no

reason why the probability that he would allege any one fact should differ from the probability that

he would believe any other, « = 6; and the multiplier of (l - «) (l - v) becomes ( 1 - ;^-^— ) •

With these hypotheses we therefore have

— SAiP;= (1 -u)v + (1 -v)u+ (1 - ti){l -v) (l -~— ) .

hi V ^^ ~ ^'

And with the same assumptions,

a
Pi = uv + (1 - m) (1 - v)- .

ia — a

And

\u J \v J za - a

The next material allegation was made by another witness to the effect, that she saw the accused

exchange some pills which she had procured for others : the evidence of this fact, as of the former,

is contained in the testimony of a single witness; but the antecedent probability of its occurrence

is different as we do or do not believe that previously alleged. If then TTa be the probabihty

that this allegation is true,

1

7r2 =
J

the previous notation being preserved and adapted as regards the value of its symbols to this

particular allegation,

hi K

being the probabilities of the occurrence of £, ... £;„, on the supposition that the previous fact is

true, and

h\ K
2(/t + /0' 2(A + A')

'

on the supposition that it is not true.

Among the means of assigning numerical values to the probabilities of the accuracy and

sincerity of a witness, the comparison of the allegations of different witnesses as to immaterial

facts is one of the most important. This witness also alleged, that she saw the accused procure
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the pills for which she substituted others from a surgeon, the surgeon however alleged, that if

she had done so, an entry should appear in a book that he produced, which entry did not appear.

Let pi Pi be determined as in the value of tti, and let

e be the probability that the surgeon omitted the entry from design ;

/ that he did so from neglect

;

Q that the fact alleged is true.

Then the truth of the allegation is consistent with the non-appearance of the entry

;

firstly: if he designed the omission, of which the probability is e;

secondly : if he did not design the omission, but neglected to make the entry of this, the pro-

bability is (1 - e)f.

Again, whatever may have caused the allegation, any hypothesis which excludes its truth

may be taken also to exclude the possibility of an entry being made ; and therefore 1 will measure

the probability of its not appearing, on every hypothesis but that of the fact having occurred.

Hence Q = ^-^^^——^—^^——— .

h,p,{e+f{l-e)\

Referring to the expression for tt, the probability of a fact being true, which has no other sup-

port than the testimony of one witness, we see that the values of u and v which satisfy the equation

1

(i

p,h,

are those wliich they would possess if the probability Q were raised by the testimony of this

witness alone, and this equation therefore affords the means of correcting the values of those

quantities.

The next independent fact was, that the accused bought As; it depended for its evidence

on the testimony of a single witness ; if therefore tts measure the probability that she did so,

TT^ will be determined by the formula for tt, ; the numerical values being adapted to the particular

allegation.

The witness, who spake to the making of pills, also alleged that she saw some given by the

accused to the deceased ; and that she herself took one of them which produced effects similar to

those produced by Js : as far as this testimony is concerned, the probability that poisonous pills

were administered is compounded of the probabilities that any were administered, and that those

given, if any were so, were poisonous. In this example it is assumed, that the probability that

poisonous pills were given by the accused to the deceased is, as far as the testimony of this

particular witness is concerned, the same as the probability that her previous allegation is true,

or TTi-

Let then Pi be the probability that the accused knowingly possessed poison,

P., that she administered it,

P^ the probability of guilt.

Then, as far as these facts are concerned.

Now each of the facts, whose probabilities are measured by tti, ttj, -n-j and ir, afford some

probability that each of the facts whose probabilities are measured by Pj, P^ is true, and the

falsehood of any number of them less than the whole does not render cither P^ or P.. 0. The

complete expression for each of these quantities will therefore be.
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TT^TTaTTa + /CiTTiTT., (l-TTs) + /^aTT) (l - TT^) TTa + ATj (l -TT,) TT, TTvTTa

+ ki (I-ttO'ttoTT;, + h-n-y (l-'Jri) (l-TTa) tt,, + A;G7ri (l-7r,)7ra (I-tTj) + A;, tt^ ( 1
- tt.) (I-tt;,)

+ A;, (l-7ri)^Tr2(l—n-a) + h (l -tti)^ (I-tTs) tTj + A^ioTTi (l -tti) (1 —tt^) (l -tts).

Both the facts being certain when all the circumstances concur, the factor of the first term

is 1; A-,, k.^, kj are the probabilities that the inferences are true when three only out of the

four elementary facts concur, and the remaining one is false; k^, kr^, kg, k-,, when two are true

and two false; and k^, k,,, A;,„ when one only is true; ^, , &c. are not or not necessarily the same

in the value of Pi as in that of P^,.

The evidence in this case is so far complete, and would or would not warrant the conviction

of the accused, as P did or did not exceed or equal the standard of conviction ; there was

however in the particular case a subsequent chain of facts spoken to.

First, a witness alleged that he sold the accused As after the administering first spoiien to:

if p, be the probability that this allegation is true, p^ will be determined by the formula for tt, .

Let Qi be the probability of the possession of As by the accused, with knowledge, after tliis

allegation.

Then Q, = 1 - (1 - P,) (1 - pO-
With reo-ard to the administering subsequent to the second purchase, three witnesses severally

alleo-ed, that they saw the accused administer a white powder, whose appearance, from their de-

scription, corresponded with that of As.

For the probability that this fact is true, let q^, r^, s, be the respective values of p in

the formula for tti for each of these witnesses respectively, and let p.^ be the probability sought.

Then, preserving the remainder of the notation,

1

p^ =—r~ h
I + 2 T 9i '> *i •

9i rj «i fii

But the fact of possession, with knowledge, of which the probability is Qj, concurring witii the

admitted cause of death, affords, independently of the last fact, some probability of the second

administering.

Hence, if Q, be this latter probability,

/, , /.,, and /j being the respective probabilities that As was administered, wlien it was possessed;

and something like it was administered, when it was simply possessed, and simply wlien some-

thing like it was administered ; the cause of the death being in all the cases assumed.

After this second series of facts, we get

P^ = 1 - (1 - P, P,) (1 - Qi Q,) = PiP, + Qi Q, (1 - A P,).

The numerical values below are assigned for the purpose of completing the illustration, and not

with a view to obtain the actual numerical result in the particular case, the assigning of those values

is no part of the scientific process, but is determined by a consideration of the situation and character

of the witnesses, and of the manner in which they give their testimony.

The operation is also completed for the purpose of shewing, by the attempt to assign numerical

values, that the practical approximation to a correct result must necessarily be a rude one. Though the

elementary probabilities are expressed by low numbers, the resulting numbers rapidly become very

laro-e ; and to assign at once the value of the resulting probability, without the assistance of the

processes of calculation, would be necessarily to assign them very inaccurately; and the process of at

once determining the consequences of that value must be affected with at least as great a chance of

error. We may, perhaps, in criminal cases, make as small as we please the chance of an innocent
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person being convicted ; but it must be either by increasing the chance of a guilty person escaping,
or by rendering the practical process more perfect ; if we were to conceive the elementary proba-
bilities to be elicited by the skill of science, and presented to the jury as separate issues, they would
then have to decide on simple facts instead of on complex series of facts, and the remainder of the
process would be logical deduction, and therefore would exclude the possibility of error. A result

so obtained would possess all the accuracy of which the subject is capable: by as much as the prac-
tical process differs from this, by so much is it, as far as mere accuracy is concerned, inferior : the
difference is the price of practicability.

In the value of tt,

10 100 a 1

11 ^101^ 2a-a^500^

Then ^Pih: > ,

p,/i, 1000

1000
and TT. < .

1111

For determining the value of Tr^.

First, Q = ~i— SA,/;,, -- 1 >--L ^0; (- - iW J_^0; —±-^~^o.
J

1
w 200 ^ ' V« / 100^ ' 2a -a 100^

^A)P. {e+/(l-e)}

The values of u and v being assigned independently of this particular allegation.

L hen 2^,- P.- >
A,/>, ^' 20000

and e<t->l, /<tj>l,

J ' • v<i o 43 ^ 2500
and

i

—
y SA,« > , Q d-

fiiPi\e +fi^ -e)\ '^'"^2500 ^2543'

Since Q differs so little from 1, the values of m and v are not materially diminished by the
evidence as to this collateral fact.

1 1 J 1 a 1

Assuming, therefore, 1 = — , and 1 = j; , = .^ M 200 i> ^a - a 100
'

43 100 + 0? (20000 + 99)

2500
~

20000 -I- X '

,

1

whence a? > — .

82

Employing then this value of 1 in the expression for tpj, which is

1+7 -p j ^h,p„

, . a 1 , A| 1

and putting — = —
, and — <i'— ,^ ^ la-a 50 A, 100

Vol. VIII. Part II.
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And for Q, = {l,p, + 4 (l - pO^ Q, + hp. (l - Q,).

7^ 99 7^* ,u9 j/^i. 5041
/i <t

-— ' 4 < — . 4 <t — , and Q, <t ,
' 100 ^10 10

'
' ^ 5043

... . 45500 2203wh,chg,veQ.<^^, and Q,Q,<t—;

In the folio wintT cases, Professor Starkie has assumed that a probability to be conclusive

must be indefinite; they are inserted here for the purpose of shewing that conclusiveness is in-

dependent of this property.

Ex. Two pieces of cloth, on being compared, correspond with each other at the junction; to

determine the probability that they were originally one piece. St. 570. n.

Let the edges be divided into n corresponding portions, and let p, , Pi...p„ be the probabilities

that any cause, other than the pieces having been originally one, would have produced the corre-

spondence of the several portions ; then, it being certain that if they were originally one piece, the

edges would correspond. The probability that this is the true cause of the corresponding, is

, and the conclusiveness of the evidence depends on the smallness of the fraction
1 + p,.p.i...p„

;), , p2...p„, and not on the question of its value being or not being accurately determinable.

For example, if the breadth be 18 inches, and this be divided into as many equal portions, and

if the values of 7>,, p.:...p„ can be accurately assigned, and are each = , then the probability

that the pieces were originally one, is , which is a definite measure. But if, as is prac-

lO'*'

tically true, it would be difficult or impossible to assign these measures with accuracy, and we can

only with certainty define their limits, let »]...»„ be each > — , and -dr — > the probability will

then be <(: -^—^^ ^ ^-^—— , and the measure will be indefinite. In either case the evi-

lO""

dence is conclusive ; but the probability whose measure is definite, is many thousand times as great

as the other.

Ex. A is robbed of 1 penny, 2 sixpences, ;i shillings, 4 half-crowns, 5 crowns, 6 half-sovereigns

and 7 sovereigns ; B is found in the same fair or market in possession of the same combination of

coins. No part of the coin can be identified, and no other circumstances operate against B.

" Although the circumstances raise a high probability of identity, it is still one of a definite

and inconclusive nature." St. ib.

The hypothesis that B is innocent of the theft is opposed by the extraordinary coincidence of the

coins in number and value : the hypothesis that he is guilty, by the fact, scarcely less extraordinary

that there should be guilt which did not afford any other circumstances of suspicion. It is submitted,

that the want of conclusiveness is a consequence of the probability that guilt, if it existed, would

have left some other evidence of its existence, being as great, or nearly as great, as the probability

that the concurring of the coins in number and value was due to their identity. It would further

X2
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appear, that extreme indefiniteness is the distinguishing character of this problem. All the data, by

which the probabilities that either A or B would possess this particular combination of coins could

be determined, are wanting. The algebraic solution of the problem must therefore involve a sum-

mation through every possible hypothesis for each datum, and no judgment could venture to assign

limits to the resultino- probability which did not leave a very wide interval to indefiniteness. It seems

impossible to conceive any addition to the data which would render the evidence of guilt conclusive

which would not also diminish this interval, although therefore the conclusiveness would not be a

consequence of the greater degree of definiteness, the progress towards the former would neces-

sarily be accompanied by a corresponding progress towards the latter.

JOHN TOZER.

Templk, March, 1844.



XIII. On the Motion of Glaciers. By William Hopkixs, M.A., Fellow of

the Cambridge Philosophical Society, of the Geological Society, and of the

Royal Astronomical Society. [Second ]\Iemoir.]

[Read Dec. 11, 1843.]

1. In my former Memoir on the Theory of Glacial Motion, I have given a full develop-

ment of the sliding theory as supported by my own experiments. According to the views there

advocated, a glacier is a dislocated mass, all the planes of dislocation, or of discontinuitv in the

cohesive power being vertical or nearly so, and thus facilitating the more rapid motion of the center of

the glacier with reference to its flanks, but not that of its superficial with reference to its inferior

portion. It was shewn that the lower surface must be in a constant state of disintegration, and it

was thence inferred, that the adhesion between the glacier and its bed must be almost indefinitely

less than that between contiguous particles of the solid ice, and that, consequently, the velocities of the

superficial and inferior portions of the mass must be equal, or differ from each other by quantities

small compared with that of cither portion. In my present communication, I propose to investigate

the nature of the motion on certain other hypotheses respecting the constitution of the glacial mass,

that we may compare such motion, or the effects of it, with observed phenomena, and thus be enabled

to judge of the admissibility of our hypotheses. I shall not include amongst these hypotheses those

which belong to the dilatatioii or erpanaion theories, because, after the facts observed by Professor

Forbes respecting the relative velocities at different distances from the origin of a glacier, and the con-

tinuance of glacial motion during the winter*, it appears to me impossible not to recognise the total

fallacy of those theories. I shall only therefore consider hypotheses appertaining to views of the

subject which, in common with those developed in my former memoir, agree in assigning trravitv

as the immediate cause of glacial motion, but differ as to the circumstances which render it effective in

producing that motion down planes of such small inclination. The hypotheses I shall take are as

follows.

(l.) A glacier may be conceived to be divided into strata, of which the surfaces are approxi-

mately parallel to the upper or lower surface of the mass. In such case, each stratum might slide

oyer that immediately subjacent to it, while the lowest stratum should slide in a similar manner over

the bed of the glacier, or remain firmly attached to it. In this motion each stratum must be sup-

posed to preserve its form and continuity as a solid mass, while between two contiguous strata there

is discontinuity, in the sense in which I shall here use the term, /. e. particles originally in contact

along the common surface of two contiguous strata do not remain in contact during the motion.

(2.) While the upper part of the mass retains its solidity the inferior portions may be conceived

to become disintegrated, so that while the component particles retain their solidity they shall lose their

cohesion; the disintegrated portion thus assuming a character similar to that of a mass of sand. In

this case, we may conceive the motion of the disintegrated portion to take place by a slidino- of the

elementary component particles past each other, each particle or element of the mass retaining its

original form, like the hard grains of sand during the motion of a mass of that substance.

• Travels through the Alps of Saroi/, Jjc, by Professor Fo.bcs, who wish to obtain a knowledge of glacial phenomena, or who feel

p. 361.—This work is full of admirable and well-digested details, interested in the many objects of beauty and sublimity which the

founded on the most careful observations and admeasurements, and
|

Alpine regions present to the traveller,

cannot be too strongly recommended for the perusal of all persons
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(S ) The -lacial mass mav be conceived to have the property of great plasticity, and to move

bv a change of form in the elementry particles composing it, the continuity of the mass, in the sense

above defined, being strictly preserved. It is in this sense that the continuity of a fluid is assumed

to be preserved in those cases of fluid motion which liave been subjected to mathematical analysis.

(i) The mass mav be supposed to be viscous, and the motion to take place partly by a change

of form in the elementary portions of the mass, and partly by the destruction of the continuity sup-

posed to be strictly preserved in the preceding hypothesis.
f u

My immediate purpose in this communication is to investigate certain properties ot the motion

which would exist in glaciers constituted according to these several hypotheses, and to examine

somewhat more in detail than in mv former memoir, the state of internal pressure and tension super-

induced by the unequal velocities of the central and lateral portions of a glacier. i he explanation

of this inequality of motion given in my former memoir, will apply with little alteration if we should

adopt any of th; preceding hypotheses ; it will not therefore be necessary to recur to that part o

our problem. We shall liave'to examine more especially the relative motions of the superficial and

inferior portions of the mass, to ascertain how far they may be consistent with obaerved phenomena,

and thus to test the truth of our hypotheses.

2. Let us first suppose the glacier stratitieil as in (1).

Fig. 1.

Let ABCD represent the vertical section of a mass reposing on the inclined plane AB,

niakinf an ano-le a with the horizon ; and let MX represent the surface of one of the strata of

which°we here suppose the mass to consist. We have first to consider under what condition thc-

upper part CDMN would slide over that on which it is superincumbent. Assuming the absence

of all cohesion between contiguous strata, the only force opposing the sliding motion will be

the friction along the plane MN. Now so long as the original texture of the lower surface of

the sliding body and that of the surface on which the motion takes place, remain unaltered by the

weio-ht of the slidino- mass or other cause, it is well known that the inclination at which the

slidTno- will beo-in is independent of the weight of the sliding body, and that, if the inclination

lie a, we must have

tan a = n,

where ,i is the constant ratio which friction bears to the normal pressure. If tan a were greater

than ,x, the whole mass would begin to move ; and (supposing the friction the same throughout)

in such a manner that the relative motion of each stratum to the one immediately subjacent to

it would be the same for all the strata. Consequently, if we could ascertain from observation

that no such relative motion existed in the upper strata, we should be certain that none existed

amono- the inferior strata, unless at depths at which the assumed condition that the texture of

the sliding surfaces shall remain unaltered, may be no longer satisfied.

Now judging from the observations I have made on the descent of ice down inclined planes,

I much doubt whether it be possible that two surfaces of ice at a temperature below that of

freezing could, under any circumstances, be so smooth as to admit of the sliding motion above

contemplated at an inclination so small as that of some observed glaciers ; and therefore I believe
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that no such motion would take place in such a glacier, for instance as that of the Lower Aar,

even if it were perfectly stratified, and there were no adhesion whatever between the strata. iVIuch

more then is such motion impossible in the actual case of a glacier in which there is little or no

indication of stratification, and none whatever of the want of powerful cohesion between two

contiguous portions separated by any nearly horizontal plane, such as MN. If, then, any mo-

tion of the upper portion take place by its sliding over a lower portion, it must be at a depth at

which the hard and crystalline structure of the ice is destroyed*. This brings us to the second of

the cases above specified, as possible modes in which glacial motion may take place.

3. There are three causes, I conceive, which may tend to destroy the crystalline structure

of the mass—temperature, moisture, and pressure. With respect to the first we may observe,

that during the summer the interior temperature, except at points very near the lower surface,

must necessarily be lower than that immediately beneath the upper surface, where however, there

is no such disintegration of the ice as we arc now contemplating. Consequently there can be no

such disintegration, as the result of temperature, in the interior of the glacier. Similarly with

respect to moisture, if no sensible disintegration result from it near the upper surface where it is

most completely disseminated by immediate infiltration, it is not to be supposed that any such

effect will be produced in the interior of the mass, except at points so near its lower surface as

to be within the influence of the sub-glacial reservoirs and currents.

It would seem then that the only cause to which we can refer any disintegration of the mass,

except at points very near the lower surface, must, be the pressure of the superincumbent portion.

And this must be allowed to be a possible cause of such an effect, for it cannot be doubted that

if ice formed under a small pressure were exposed to a very great pressure, its crystalline structure

would be effectively destroyed. Still it does not follow that we can assert it to be probable

that such is actually tiie case in existing glaciers ; for the hard crystalline structure of glacial

ice is doubtless acquired gradually, and probably, in its ultimate degree, under a pressure which

bears a considerable ratio to the greatest pressure to which it afterwards becomes subjected ; and

on this account I should deem it the more probable hypothesis that no part of a glacier becomes

disintegrated merely by the pressure which it sustains. Without dwelling, however, on the

assertion of probabilities, we may, to a certain extent, appeal to observation. IVI. Agassiz has

descended a vertical fissure to the depth of nearly 200 feet, but we hear of no appearance of a

change of structure in the ice, such as here supposed, and which, had it existed, could hardly

have escaped his observation. But more conclusive evidence is found in the bore which

M. Agassiz sunk to the depth of nearly 200 feet. At the bottom of it the ice was found to be

excessively hard, and so little had its structure yielded to the pressure which it sustained, that

its specific gravity could scarcely have exceeded that of the superficial ice, as proved by the

facility with which the broken fragments rose from the bottom of the bore to the surface when

the bore was filled with water. At the depth of the bore, then, we may assert the absence of

even the smallest tendency to disintegration, and therefore we are justified in concluding by in-

duction, that no very sensible effect of that kind existed at considerably greater depths, as for

instance, at the depth of 300 feet or upwards.

4. Nor does it appear to me possible that glacial ice, retaining its crystalline structure,

should possess a degree of plasticity sufficient to admit of a motion of the kind above specified in

(3). It may be conceived to be possible that the elementary particles of a fluid mass should change

their form indefinitely, and that a continuous motion might result from such change; but solid

bodies are susceptible of a relative motion of their parts, from this change of form, by the action

• It was stated by 31. Agassiz, in his Etudes stir Ics Glaciers,
|
over the lower portion, so as to indicate the relative motiou above

on the authority of W. Hugi, that the upper portion of glaciers described. It is now well known that there is a remarkable absence

may be observed in deep transverse tissures to project in strata
| of such appearances.
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of external forces, only to a very limited extent, especially when in large masses. Thus if a force

be applied to lengthen a given solid mass, a small extension will be the immediate effect; but

however long that force may be continued, or however slowly it may be increased, we know of no

hard solid substance capable of more than very small extension, so long as it retains that structure

on which its hardness and solidity depend. Metals, for instance, with a hard crystalline structure,

are susceptible of very small extension, until that structure is destroyed by a sufficiently elevated

temperature, when their ductility may become indefinitely great, till it becomes fluidity. In the

same manner it would seem impossible to believe that glacial ice, a substance of very hard and

highly crystalline structure, can have more than an extremely small degree of extensibility ; nor

when it approaches that temperature which dissolves it, does it appear to acquire the property

of ductility above mentioned in metals, but to pass almost immediately from a hard crystalline

texture with powerful cohesion, to a state of dissolution in which the cohesion is entirely destroyed.

Reasoning thus from the known properties of ice, and from the analogies furnished by other sub-

stances, it would seem extremely improbable that a glacier should be susceptible of a continuous

motion due to a change of form in its component particles, independently of all sliding of one par-

ticle past a contiguous one, and of the sliding of the wliole mass over the bed on which it reposes.

Though the two causes of motion considered in this and the preceding article are, when strictly

analysed, essentially distinct, the motions resulting from them, so far as such motions can be

subjected to observation in glaciers, would be nearly the same. Disintegration of the mass would

seem to be essential for the effectiveness of either cause. No evidence whatever of such disintegra-

tion has been obtained from observations made at accessible depths in glaciers ; but supposing it to

exist at greater depths, it would seem to me far the more probable that it should reduce the

mass to a state more analogous to that of an aggregation of sand, than to that of an extremely

plastic or semifluid substance. But whether we adopt either of these hypotheses, or that of (4)

(Art. 1), which may be regarded as a combination of the other two, it is easy to shew, as I shall

proceed to do, that the whole mass must necessarily, during its motion, be in a state of longitudinal

compression ; a conclusion which I conceive to be inconsistent with observed appearances.

5. Let the annexed diagram represent a longitudinal section of a glacier, BDH being that

Fig. 2.

of the bed on which it reposes. Let MQP be a line of particles vertical at any proposed instant.

In the motion we are now contemplating each particle will have a velocity infinitesimally greater

than that of the particle immediately below it, the lowest particle at M having no motion if there

be no sliding, as I am now supposing, along the bed BH. Thus the physical line MQP will, at

successive times, form the continuous physical lines Mqp, Mq'p'. These lines, to a certain depth,

will sensibly retain their vertical position ; for it has been shewn that to a depth of about 300 feet at

least the texture of the ice is such as to admit of scarcely a sensible change of form, or, conse-

quently, of a sensible difference of velocity in different particles to that depth. In fact, the almost

invariable and continued verticality of all transverse fissures to depths not unfrequently of from
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100 to 200 feet establishes this fact beyond doubt. Hence if we draw CD parallel io AEG at the

depth of about 300 feet, the portion of the mass above that line will have no motion except

that which arises from the motion of the subjacent portions CDB. But the cause of motion we are

now examining is greatest at BC where the glacier is thickest, and diminishes as we approach

to D, where it vanishes. Consequently, the tendency to move will be greatest at the upper

extremity of the glacier, and therefore the whole mass must necessarily be throughout the greater

part of its extent in a state of longitudinal compression. In fact, a large portion DH of the

glacier towards its lower extremity could have no sensible motion from the cause under considera-

tion, (since its depth is less than PQ), except that produced by the pushing force exerted upon
it by the other portion.

Now this state of longitudinal compression appears to be quite inconsistent with observed facts,

at least during the summer-months, when the motion is probably always greatest. During that

season, the velocity on the Mer de Glace of ^lont Blanc appears to be considerably greatest near the

lower extremity, and all observed glaciers, as already stated, are traversed by numerous transverse

fissures—facts which indicate unequivocally a state of longitudinal extension, and not of compression.

M. Elie de Beaumont has remarked the obvious appearances of extension which glaciers present, and

Professo Forbes has borne testimony to the truth of the remark. In winter, it is probable that

there may be a tendency to more rapid motion near the upper extremity of the glacier, as explained

in my former memoir (Art. 11), and a consequent tendency to produce compression; but if the prin-

cipal part of the motion were due to the particular constitution of the mass above supposed, the

tendency to compression would be most obvious during summer, when the motion is greatest ; a

conclusion totally at variance with the results of observation.

Hence, then, it appears that any theory resting on any of the four hypotheses respecting the

constitution of a glacier above stated (Art. l), is not only raised on a foundation unsupported by

direct experiment, but leads to results opposed to those of direct observation. The theory which

assigns the viscosity of the mass as the principal cause of glacial motion necessarily involves these

difficulties, so far as it pretends to any distinctive character which may separate it from other

theories, which, in common with it, assign gravity as the primary cause of the motion to be accounted

for. The absence of longitudinal compression in a glacier is equally opposed also to the theories of

dilatation and expayision.

Formation of Transverse Fissures. Since the publication of my former memoir, I have

discovered that the explanation there given of the origin of transverse fissures, and of the fact of

the convexity of the curves wliich they form being towards the upper extremity of the glacier,

is imperfect. I shall now offer what appears to me to render the explanation complete.

In this investigation we shall only be concerned with the difference of.the velocities of the central

and lateral portions, for, at least to the depth to which observed fissures extend, there is certainly

no difference of velocity for particles in the same vertical line. We may therefore consider the

glacier independently of its thickness, or as a lamina of ice. The explanation will thus, in some

degree, be simplified.

6. When a plain solid lamina having a small degree of compressibility and extensibility, is

brought into a position of constraint by forces acting in the plane of the lamina, the particles on one

side of a geometrical line will exert certain forces on the contiguous particles on the opposite

side of the line. If the lamina were formed of fluid particles the resultant action at each point

of this line of separation would be normal to it ; but when the lamina is solid this will not

be generally the case, and therefore the force at any point of the line may be resolved into

two forces, one being normal and the other tangential to the line of separation ; all forces being

supposed to act in the plane of the lamina. Suppose the line of separation to be a straight line

A'A parallel to the axis of ,r, and let pq be a portion of it so small that the action on each

point o{ pq may be considered equal. Let Yi-pq denote the normal force exerted by the

Vol. VIII. Part II. Y
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particles immediately above pq in the annexed figure, Fig.

on those immediately below it, estimated in the direction

qB; and let f.pq represent the tangential action on pq.

Again, let the line of separation coincide with B'B, paral-

lel to the axis of y, and perpendicular to A'A ; and let

X-i . qs denote the normal force exerted by the particles

immediately on the right of qs on the contiguous particles

immediately on the left of it, and /'. qs the tangential —;

action. Join p and s, and let a perpendicular to ps
make an angle with A'A or the axis of x. Then if

X.ps and Y.ps be the resolved parts of the forces

which the particles on one side of ps exert on those on

the opposite side, estimated in the direction qA and qB
respectively, we shall have

X = X^cosO + /sin 0,

Y = Y^smQ +f' co%e.

To prove these formulas we have only to observe that the forces acting on the sides pq and

qs of the triangular element pqs must be in equilibrium with the forces —X and — Y acting

externally on the side ps, neglecting small quantities of the third order. Hence we have

- X .ps + X^.qs + f.pq = 0,

- Y.ps + Yi.pq +/ .qs = 0,

which, since — = sin 9, and — = cos 6, prove the above formulae*.
ps ps

We have also the relation

/' = /.

To prove this equation, complete the rectangular element pqsr. A tangential force will

act on the element along the side rs in a direction opposite to that of the tangential force (/)
acting along pq, the intensity of which will not differ from / by any finite quantity ; and

similarly, a force (/') will act on the side pr in the direction opposite to that on qs. The
moments of these forces with respect to the middle point of the rectangular element, will be

\f.pq.qs, and ^f'.pq.qs.

The direction of the resultant of the normal forces on qs will pass at a distance from the

middle point of the element small compared with qs; that distance will therefore not exceed

a quantity of the second order; and consequently the moment of the force Xj.qs about the

middle point of the element will not exceed a quantity of the third order, and may be neglected

in comparison with the moments of the tangential forces / and f, which are of the second order.

Hence, the equilibrium of the element requires that we should have

^f.pq.qs = ^f.pq.qs,

or /'=/

With this condition we have

;V = A'icos0 +fsin9,

Y = Fi sin +/ cos 9.

If a line be drawn through q parallel and equal to ps, the distance between the two lines

will be a small quantity of the first order, and therefore the action on the line through q may

' See Poisson's memoir " Sur le Mouvement des Corps flastiques," in the Mimoires de I'Institut. Vol. iii. p. 383.
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be considered to have for its resolved parts the forces X and 1', from which they cannot differ

by quantities exceeding inffnitesicnals of the first order.

7- Let the length of "ps, or of an equal and parallel line through q, = X ; the resolved

parts of the forces upon it will be \X and X F. Let \R be the force on \ estimated in a

direction making an angle ^ with the axis of w , then shall we have

XR = XX .cos
(f)
+ \y . sin 0,

or i? = X cos (p + V sincp ;

R is therefore a function of the two independent variables d and (p ; and I shall now proceed

to find the values of 6 and <p which render R a maximum or a minimum. Differentiating with

respect to <b, we have

= X sm <p — Y cos (p,

which shews that for any assigned value of 9, or position of the line of separation, the max-
imum value of R will be that of the resultant of X and Y, and the corresponding value

of (p, that of the angle which the direction of that resultant makes with the axis of ,r.

Differentiating with respect to d, we have

dX dY .

O = --cos0 + -sm0.

Substituting for X and Y in these two equations, we obtain

(.AT, cos 9 + /sin B) sin ^ - (
]'', sin 9 +f cos 9) cos <p =0,

(A'l sin 9 - fcos9) cos(p - (F, cos0 -/sin 9) sin = 0.

Eliminating (p, we have

(^icos0 +/sin0) (A', sin0 -/cos0) - (!', sin +/ cos 0) (F, cos0 -/sinfJ) =0,

.-. (A',/ + YJ) (sin- 9 - cos-" 9) -t- (.V; - Y\) sin cos = ;

... tan2g= ^^ (I).

Again, from tiie two preceding equations containing 9 and <p, we have

(A'l + / tan 9) tan (p - (!', tan 9 + f) = 0,

(AT, tan -/) - (F, -/ tan 0) tan = 0,

or

Xi tan - F| tan + / tan 9 tan <p - f = 0,

X, tan 9 - }', tan (p + f tan tan - / = 0.

(^ and enter exactly in the same manner in these two equations, and must therefore be equal.

Hence

2/
X, - F,

.(2).

Equation (1) shews that there are two positions of the line of separation through any proposed

point, at right angles to each other, for one of which the resultant action between the particles on

opposite sides of the line at the proposed point is a maximum, and for tiie other a minimum ; and

since <p determines the direction of the resultant action, equation (2) proves that direction to coincide

with the normal to the line of separation, whenever that line is in a position for which the

Y2
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resultant action is a maximum or minimum. These conclusions may also be arrived at by some-

what different though equivalent reasoning, as follows.

8. First, to find the value of 6 which gives R a maximum or minimum, we have

R' = X' + V\
and therefore

which by substitution and reduction gives

(X,/ + YJ) (sin'' e - cos' d) + {X\ - Y\) sin cos = 0,

tan 20 = 2/

And, secondly, taking as the angle which the resultant of X and Y makes with the axis

of X, we have

tan
Y F, sin0 +/cos0

X ^,cos0 +/sin0'

and if we put ({> = 9, we shall determine that position of the line of separation for which the direction

of the resultant action at any proposed point of it coincides with the normal. We thus obtain

sin 9 {Xi cos 9 + f sin 6} = cos 9 {Y^ sin 9 + fcos9],
or

{Xi - r,) sin 9 cos 9 =/ (cos'= 9 - sin' 9) ;

2/
tan 20

X,-Y,

This equation shews that that position of the line of separation for which (p = 9, is that which

corresponds to the maximum or minimum action between the contiguous particles on opposite sides

of the line, as before proved.

9. The maximum action here spoken of is the maximum tension at the proposed point, and

since it is perpendicular to the corresponding line of separation, there ivill manifestly be the

greatest tendency to form a Jissure along that line, and a fissure will be formed along it if the

maximum tension be greater than the cohesive power at the proposed point.

4) be a portion of the

Fig. 4.

10. To apply the investigation to the case of a glacier, let PQ. (fi

mass contained between two parallel vertical planes perpendicular

to the axis of the glacier and indefinitely near to each other.

By the more rapid motion of tlie central part, the element PQ,

will be brought into the position P'Q' ; and if pqrs be an infi-

nitesimal rectangular portion of PQ, it will be brought into the

position p'q'r's' . Let the longitudinal axis of tiie glacier be that

of iV. The tangential force / will arise from the greater velocity

of the central portion of the mass. It will be of the same in-

tensity, as above proved, for each side of the element, and will

manifestly act on the sides respectively in the directions q's'

and r'p , q'p and rV. It is this force which distorts the element

from its rectangular form. The longitudinal force X^ will

generally be a tension arising from the greater velocity near the lower extremity. The transverse

force F, in actual glaciers, in which the sides have so generally some degree of convergency, may be

1
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frequently large, and in the preceding formulas must be made negative, because it will generally be a

pressure, and not a tension. Equation (l) thus becomes

If Xi = 0, and Y^ = 0, 6 = 45'' or 135". In the case before us it is easily seen that the former

of these values corresponds to the maximum and the latter to the minimum value of i? ; and, there-

fore, the direction of greatest tension at p' will bisect the angle r'p'q', that angle being supposed,

as in the previous reasoning, to differ but little from a right angle. Consequently the greatest

tendency to form a fissure will be along a line bisecting the exterior angle rp'q'. If the value of

^1+ Fi be finite, that of 6 will be less than iS", and the direction of the fissure will so deviate

from the above-mentioned position as to approximate more nearly to perpendicularity to the sides

and axis of the glacier.

If the angle q'p'r' should deviate from a right angle by a finite quantity before the fissure

should be formed, it would not be difficult, to shew that the line of greatest tension might be still

considered to bisect that angle. This would cause a still further deviation in the direction of the

fissure towards perpendicularity to the sides.

Since the relative motion of particles situated in a transverse line varies most rapidly in the

lateral portions, the value of / will be greatest near the sides, and vanish along the axis of the

glacier ; while the value of ^V, -i- 1', will be approximately the same at the sides and center. Conse-

quently, the value of will diminish as the distance from the sides increases, and the fissures will

be curved; the curvature being most rapid near the sides of the glacier, and the convexity being

turned towards the upper extremity of the glacier. The force / will probably be much more

effective than JC^ in producing the fissures near the sides of the glacier, while .V, will possibly be

the more effective in the central portion. The incompleteness of my former explanation consisted

in ascribing the phenomena to the latter force only, to which alone the reasoning there applied

is applicable. The above investigation appears to me to ofler tlie complete solution of the

problem.

11. Riband or Laminated Structure.—I have made no attempt to account for this curious

structure in glacial ice; but I would observe that it appears to me impossible that it should be

due, as some persons, I think, have supposed, to internal tensions or pressures, producing, as their

direct and immediate effect, an almost infinite number of parallel fissures, into which water percolates,

and forms, when frozen, the bands of blue ice. It is conceivable, as an abstract hypothesis, that

a mass should be accurately homogeneous, and that the external and internal forces sliould be such

as to have exactly the same tendency to produce a fissure at one point of the mass as at another

;

but practically, this state is no more possible than that a body should rest in a position of unstable

equilibrium—that a cone should rest permanently on its vertex, or a needle on its point. Allowing

the nearest practical approximation to this state of the mass, fissures would necessarily begin to be

formed, first at particular points, after which the uniformity of condition throughout would be

instantly destroyed, and irregular fissures at intervals, large, compared with those between con-

secutive bands of blue ice in the riband structure, would be the necessary consequence. I repeat,

that the formation of a system of parallel fissures, of sensible or insensible width, at distances not

exceeding a few inches, in the mass of a glacier, is no more possible than that the mass should

permanently maintain a position of unstable equilibrium.

The internal pressures and tensions here spoken of are the consequences of external forces acting

on the mass, such as gravity and the resistances of the rocks with which the glacial mass may be in

contact. There is, however, another class of internal forces, the molecular forces, the existence and

nature of which may be considered independent of the external conditions to which the mass is

subjected, though their action and effects may very probably be modified by those conditions. I

have investigated the effects of the first kind of forces, and have explained how transverse and
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longitudinal fissures may result from their action ; it is to the molecular forces that I am disposed

to attribute the veined or riband structure, their action being modified in some unknown manner
by the general conditions under which the glacier exists. In expressing this opinion I am offer-

ing no theory of the curious structure in question, but only meeting the theoretical difficulty which

it presents to us by a confession of profound ignorance of the nature and action of those forces, to

which the peculiarity of crystalline structure is generally due. The mechanical solution of the

problem I conceive to be utterly hopeless, till we shall have arrived at some solution of the general

problem which crystallization presents to us*.

12. In conclusion, I will state the principal objections which have been urged against the

sliding theory, and indicate the answers which the preceding investigations afford. In doing this,

I shall refer principally to the work of Professor Forbes, already mentioned, as that in which those

objections are most systematically stated.

(l.) The enormous friction when a glacier moves over a bed of rock, is spoken of by all

opponents of this theory as an insurmountable objection to it. My experiments shew that the

friction, or rather the force analogous to friction, is extremely small.

(2.) Professor Forbes remarks (p. 362), "As I understand the Gravitation theory, it supposes

the mass of the glacier to be a rigid one, sliding over its trough or bed in the manner of solid

bodies.""—I am not aware that any advocate of this theory has fallen into the absurdity of con-

sidering a glacier as a rigid, when he has spoken of it as a solid mass. I have considered it as

a dislocated mass, glacial ice itself having some degree of plasticity.

(3.) When a glacier passes out of a wider into a more contracted channel. Professor Forbes

says that " the idea of sliding, in the common legitimate sense of the word, is wholly out of the

question."—The term "sliding" is certainly not restricted to the motion of a rigid body; it is

applicable to any solid body, in the sense in which a glacier is considered to be such, and on this

hypothesis I have distinctly explained, in my former memoir, how it may pass from a wider into a

narrower channel. In objections of this nature the distinction between solidity and rigidity would

seem to be forgotten.

(4.) " The inclination of the bed is seldom such as to render the overcoming of such obstacles

as the elbows and prominences, contractions and irregularities of the beds of glaciers, even conceiv-

able, being, on an average of the entire Mer de Glace, only 9", a slope practicable to loaded carts

;

but the greater part of the surface inclines less than 5"," (p. 363.) This difficulty has arisen in an

imperfect conception of the enormous pressure which, according to our theory, must be thrown on

abrupt local obstacles-f-.

(5.) Anotlier objection is founded on the fact that changes in the rapidity of glacial movements

arc found to be simultaneous with changes of external temperature. " In order to reconcile this to

* At the last meeting of the British Association at Cork,

Mr. Phillips mentioned a curious fact, which seems calculated

to throw some light on one of the modes in which external con-

ditions may modify the action of molecular forces, assuming

the lamellar structure of rocks to be due to such forces. It

appeared that certain Trilobites were frequently found in some

of the older rocks in South Wales, so deformed as to their

general proportions as to present, to a casual observer, the ap-

pearance of different species. On comparing, however, a number

of cases, it became evident that the specimens had been com-

pressed in a direction perpendicular to the planes of structure,

from which it was justly inferred, that the general mass in which

these remains were imbedded had probably been subjected to

a great pressure in the direction above mentioned. It would

seem to be a legitimate inference from this fact, that the posi-

tion of tlie planes of structure had probably been mainly deter-

mined by the direction of greatest pressure. Perhaps some of the

facts mentioned by Professor Forbes might admit of a similar in.

terpretation.

1 may here mention a curious effect of crystallization in the

structure of hailstones, which may possibly have some bearing on

the question before us. I had an opportunity of witnessing it at

Cambridge, on the 9th of August, 1843, durmg one of the most

desolating hail-storms ever known in this country. Many of the

hailstones were of the form of lather flat double convex lenses,

nearly as large as the palm of the hand, and consisted of white

opaque ice in the center, surrounded by a ring of dark transparent

ice, with an exterior ring of ice like that in the center. In some

cases there were two or tliree dark rings, the central part and the

exterior ring being always opaque. These successive rings (with

the exception of their circular form) exactly resembled the alternate

opaque and transparent bands in glacial ice, where the riband

structure is best developed.

t Art. 15. of my former memoir.
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the sliding theory, it should be shewn that the disengagement of the glacier from its bed depends on

the kind of weather which affects its surface and temperature." The action of the subglacial

currents does fully account, I conceive, for the phenomenon in question.

(6.) It has been contended that, according to the sliding theory, the glacier ought to descend

with an accelerated motion. This objection never had any real foundation, but only arose, as I

have shewn in my former memoir, from an erroneous conception of the nature of the retarding forces

whicli must act on the glacier during its sliding motion, whatever might be the cause of sucli

motion. My experiments, however, afford the most complete answer to the objection.

(7-) It is said that the flow of heat from the earth is not sufficient to produce the effect which

this theory ascribes to it:—I reply, that all which the theory requires is, that the lower surface

of the glacier should be constantly kept at the temperature at whicli the disintegration of ice com-

mences. The tangential action of the bed on the bottom of the glacier will in such case be so

modified as to render it impossible for that action to prevent all motion.

(8.) Another objection has been founded on the existence of glaciers of the secondary order,

which are observed to rest on surfaces of great inclination. Professor Forbes remarks, " ^I. de

Charpentier has very justly quoted several examples as proving, that if glaciers really slide over

the soil, as De Saussure supposed, these could not for a moment sustain their position at an angle

of 30" or more," (p. 79)- M. de Charpentier, I presume, would contend tliat if gravity were the

primary cause of glacial motion, such a glacier would descend with the rapidity of an avalanche.

But it appeared from my experiments, that a mass of ice might be placed on a surface as smooth

as that of a paving slab at an angle of nearly 20", without descending with an accelerated motion.

even when the lower surface of the ice was lubricated by its being in a state of dissolution. Now
these secondary glaciers are generally at a great elevation, and of no great thickness, so that it

is highly probable tliat a considerable portion of tlieir lower surfaces may be frozen to the rocks

on which they rest. This circumstance, together witli the probable inequalities of the surface of

those rocks, leaves no difficulty in accounting for the want of accelerated and precipitous move-

ments in such glaciers as those above spoken of, nor even in those of still greater inclination.

They will descend down their highly-inclined beds with an unaccelerated motion, and will then

be precipitated, as avalanches, down the precipices which usually form their lower boundaries.

In another part of his work, Professor Forbes appears to give an opposite phase to the

objection derived from secondary glaciers, and to make it rest on the assumed fact of these

secondary glaciers being frozen to the rocks throughout the whole of their lower surfaces. That

these glaciers are partly frozen to their beds, I have above stated to be probable ; that they are

entirely so, no proof has been or can be offered. AVe possess no knowledge of them which does

not justify the application of the sliding theory to them, as well as to other glaciers.

W. HOPKINS.
Cambridge,

Dec. 11, 1843.
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Blaster of Trinity College, and Professor of Moral Philosophy.

[Read Feb. 5, 1844.]

I HAVE upon former occasions laid before the Society dissertations on certain questions which

may be termed metaphysical :—on the nature of the truth of the laws of motion :—on the ques-

tion whether all matter is heavy :—and on the question whether cause and effect are successive or

simultaneous. As these dissertations have not failed to excite some interest, I hope that I shall

have the indulgence of the Society in making a few remarks on another question of the same

kind. In doing this, as my object is to throw some light if possible on a matter of consider-

able obscurity and difficulty, I shall not attempt to avoid the occasional repetition of a sentence or

two which I may have, in substance, delivered elsewhere,

1. All persons who have attended in any degree to the views generally current of the nature

of reasoning are familiar witli the distinction of necessary truths and truths of experience ; and few

such persons, or at least few students of mathematics, require to have this distinction explained

or enforced. All geometricians are satisfied that the geometrical truths with which they are con-

versant are necessarily true: they not only are true, but they must be true. The meaning of the

terms being understood, and the proof being gone through, the truth of the proposition must be

assented to. That parallelograms upon the same base and between the same parallels are equal ;—

i

that angles in the same segment are equal ;—these are propositions which we learn to be true

by demonstrations deduced from definitions and axioms ; and which, when we have thus learnt them,

we see could not be otherwise. On the other hand, there are other truths which we learn from

experience ; as for instance, that the stars revolve round the pole in one day ; and that the moon
goes through her phases from full to full again in thirty days. These truths we see to be true

;

but we know them only by experience. Men never could have discovered them without looking

at the stars and the moon ; and having so learnt them, still no one will pretend to say that they

are necessarily true. For aught we can see, things might have been otherwise ; and if we had been

placed in another part of the solar system, then, according to the opinions of astronomers, experience

would have presented them otherwise.

2. I take the astronomical truths of experience to contrast with the geometrical necessary trutlis,

as being both of a familiar definite sort ; we may easily find other examples of both kinds of truth.

The truths which regard numbers are necessary truths. It is a necessary truth, that 27 and 38

are equal to 65 ; that half the sum of two numbers added to half their difference is equal to

the greater number. On the other hand, that sugar will dissolve in water; that plants cannot live

without light ; and in short, the whole body of our knowledge in chemistry, physiology, and the other

inductive sciences, consists of truths of experience. If there be any science which offer to us truths

of an ambiguous kind, with regard to which we may for a moment doubt whether they are neces-

sary or experiential, we will defer the consideration of them till we have marked the distinction of

the two kinds more clearly.

3. One mode in which we may express the difference of necessary truths and truths of expe-

rience, is, that necessary truths are those of which we cannot distinctly conceive the contrary.

We can very readily conceive the contrary of experiential truths. We can conceive the stars moving

about the pole or across the sky in any kind of curves with any velocities ; we can conceive the

moon always appearing during the whole month as a luminous disk, as she might do if her
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light were inherent and not borrowed. But we cannot conceive one of the parallelograms on the

same base and between the same parallels larger than the other; for we find that, if we attempt to

do this, when we separate the parallelograms into parts, we have to conceive one triangle larger than

another, both having all their parts equal ; which we cannot conceive at all, if we conceive the

triangles distinctly. We make this impossibility more clear by conceiving the triangles to be placed

so that two sides of the one coincide with two sides of the other; and it is then seen, that in

order to conceive the triangles unequal, we must conceive the two bases which have the same

extremities both ways, to be different lines, though both straight lines. This it is impossible to

conceive : we assent to the impossibility as an axiom, when it is expressed by saying, that two

straight lines cannot inclose a space; and thus we cannot distinctly conceive the contrary of the pro-

position just mentioned respecting parallelograms.

4. But it is necessary, in applying this distinction, to bear in mind the terms of it ;—that we

cannot distinctly conceive the contrary of a necessary truth. For in a certain loose, indistinct way,

persons conceive the contrary of necessary geometrical truths, when they erroneously conceive false

propositions to be true. Thus, Hobbes erroneously held that he had discovered a means of geome-

trically doubling the cube, as it is called, tiiat is, finding two mean proportionals between two given

lines; a problem which cannot be solved by plane geometry. Hobbes not oidy proposed a construction

for this purpose, but obstinately maintained that it was right, when it had been proved to be

wrong. But then, the discussion showed how indistinct the geometrical conceptions of Hobbes

were ; for when his critics had proved that one of the lines in his diagram would not meet the other

in the point which his reasoning supposed, but in anotlier point near to it ; he maintained, in reply,

that one of these points was large enough to include the other, so that they might be considered as

the same point. Such a mode of conceiving the opposite of a geometrical truth, forms no excep-

tion to the assertion, that this opposite cannot be distinctly conceived.

5. In like manner, the indistinct conceptions of children and of rude savages do not invalidate

the distinction of necessary and experiential truths. Children and savages make mistakes even with

regard to numbers ; and might easily happen to assert that 27 and 38 are equal to 63 or 64.

But such mistakes cannot make such arithmetical truths cease to be necessary truths. When
any person conceives these numbers and their addition distinctly, by resolving them into parts, or in

any other way, he sees that their sum is necessarily 65. If, on the ground of the possibility of

children and savages conceiving something different, it be held that this is not a necessary truth, it

must be held on the same ground, that it is not a necessary truth that 7 and 4 are equal to 11 ; for

children and savages might be found so unfamiliar with numbers as not to reject the assertion that

7 and 4 are 10, or even that 4 and 3 arc 6, or 8. But I suppose that no persons would on such

grounds hold that these arithmetical truths are truths known only by experience.

6. Necessary truths are established, as has already been said, by demonstration, proceeding from

definitions and axioms, according to exact and rigorous inferences of reason. Truths of experience

are collected from what we see, also according to inferences of reason, but proceeding in a less exact

and rigorous mode of proof. The former depend upon the relations of the ideas which we have

in our minds : the latter depend upon the appearances or phenomena, which present themselves to

our senses. Necessary trutlis are formed from our thoughts, the elements of the world within us ;

experiential truths are collected from things, the elements of the world without us. The truths of

experience, as they appear to us in the external world, we call Facts ; and when we are able to find

among our ideas a train which will conform themselves to the apparent facts, we call this a Theory.

7. This distinction and opposition, thus expressed in various forms ; as Necessary and

Experiential Truth, Ideas and Senses, Thoughts and Things, Theory and Fact, may be termed

the Fundamental Antithesis of Philnsoph;/ ; for almost all the discussions of philosophers have

been employed in asserting or denying, explaining or obscuring this antithesis. It may be ex-

VoL. Mil. Part II. Z
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pressed in many other ways; but is not difficult, under all these different forms, to recognize the

same opposition : and the same remarks apply to it under its various forms, witli corresponding

modifications. Thus, as we have already seen, the antithesis agrees with that of Reasoning and

Observation : again, it is identical with the opposition of Reflection and Sensation : again, sensation

deals with Objects; facts involve Objects, and genei'ally all things without us are Objects:

—

Objects of sensation, of observation. On the other hand, we ourselves who thus observe objects,

and in whom sensation is, may be called the Subjects of sensation and observation. And this

distinction of Subject and Object is one of the most general ways of expressing the fundamental

antithesis, although not yet perhaps quite familiar in English. I shall not scruple however to

speak of the Subjective and Objective element of this antithesis, where the expressions are con-

venient.

8. All these forms of antithesis, and the familiar references to them which men make in all

discussions, shew the fundamental and necessary character of the antithesis. We can have no

knowledge without the union, no philosophy without the separation, of the two elements. We can

have no knowledge, except we have both impressions on our senses from the world without, and

thoughts from our minds within :—except we attend to things, and to our ideas ;—except we

are passive to receive impressions, and active to compare, combine, and mould them. But on the

other hand, philosophy seeks to distinguish the impressions of our senses from the thoughts of

our minds ;—to point out the difference of ideas and things ;—to separate the active from the

passive faculties of our being. The two elements, sensations and ideas, are both requisite to the

existence of our knowledge, as both matter and form are requisite to the existence of a body.

But philosophy considers the matter and the form separately. The properties of the form are the

subject of geometry, the properties of the matter are the subject of chemistry or mechanics.

9. But though philosophy considers these elements of knowledge separately, they cannot really

be separated, any more than can matter and form. We cannot exhibit matter without form, or

form without matter; and just as little can we exhibit sensations without ideas, or ideas without

sensations ;—the passive or the active faculties of the mind detached from each other.

In every act of my knowledge, there must be concerned the things whereof I know, and thoughts

of me who know : I must both passively receive or have received impressions, and I must actively

combine them and reason on them. No apprehension of things is purely ideal : no experience of

external things is purely sensational. If they be conceived as things, the mind must have been

awoke to the conviction of things by sensation : if they be conceived as things, the expressions of

the senses must have been bound together by conceptions. If we think of any thing, we must

recognize the existence both of thoughts and of things. The fundamental antithesis of philo-

sophy is an antithesis of iiiseparahle elements.

10. Not only cannot these elements be separately exhibited, but they cannot be separately con-

ceived and described. The description of them must always imply their relation ; and the names

by which they are denoted will consequently always bear a relative significance. And thus the

terms which denote the fundamental antithesis of philosophy cannot he applied absolutely and
exclusively in any case. We may illustrate this by a consideration of some of the common modes

of expressing the antithesis of which we speak. The terms Theory and Fact are often emphatically

used as opposed to each other : and they are rightly so used. But yet it is impossible to say

absolutely in any case, This is a Fact and not a Theory ; this is a Theory and not a Fact,

meaning by Theory, true Theory. Is it a fact or a theory that the stars appear to revolve round

the pole .'' Is it a fact or a theory that the earth is a globe revolving round its axis ? Is it a

fact or a theory that the earth revolves round the sun ? Is it a fact or a theory that the sun

attracts the earth.' Is it a fact or a theory that a loadstone attracts a needle.'' In all these

cases, some persons would answer one way and some persons another. A person who has never
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watched the stars, and has only seen them from time to time, considers their circular motion round
the pole as a theory, just as he considers the motion of the sun in the ecliptic as a theory, or
the apparent motion of the inferior planets round the sun in tlie zodiac. A person who has
compared the measures of different parts of the earth, and who knows that these measures cannot
be conceived distinctly without supposing the earth a globe, considers its globular form a fact,

just as much as the square form of his chamber. A person to whom the grounds of believino-

the earth to revolve round its axis and round the sun, are as familiar as the grounds for believino-

the movements of the mail-coaches in this country, conceives the former events to be facts iust

as steadily as the latter. And a person who, believing the fact of the earth's annual motion,
refers it distinctly to its mechanical course, conceives the sun's attraction as a fact, just as he
conceives as a fact the action of the wind which turns the sails of a mill. We see then, that
in these cases we cannot apply absolutely and exclusively either of the terms, Fact or Theory.
Theory and Fact are the elements which correspond to our Ideas and our Senses. The Facts are
Facts so far as the Ideas have been combined with the sensations and absorbed in them : the Theories
are Theories so far as the Ideas are ivept distinct from the sensations, and so far as it is considered
as still a question whether they can be made to agree with tiicm. A true Theory is a fact,

a Fact is a familiar theory.

In like manner, if we take the terms Reasoning and Observation ; at first sight thev appear to

be very distinct. Our observation of the world without us, our reasonings in our own minds, appear
to be clearly separated and opposed. But yet we shall find that we cannot apply these terms abso-
lutely and exclusively. I see a book lying a few feet from me : is this a matter of observation .'

At first, perhaps, we might be inclined to say that it clearly is so. But yet, all of us, who have
paid any attention to the process of vision, and to the mode in which we are enabled to judge
of the distance of objects, and to judge them to be distant objects at all, know that this judg-
ment involves inferences drawn from various sensations ;—from the impressions on our two eyes ;

from our muscular sensations ; and tlie like. These inferences are of the nature of reasoning, as much
as when we judge of the distance of an object on the other side of a river by looking at it from
different points, and stepping the distance between tiieni. Or again : we observe the setting sun
illuminate a gilded weathercock ; but this is as much a matter of reasoning as when we observe the
phases of the moon, and infer that she is illuminated by the sun. All observation involves inferences

and inference is reasoning.

11. Even the simplest terms by which the antithesis is expressed cannot be applied : ideas

and sensations, thoughts and things, subject and object, cannot in any case be applied absolutely and
exclusively. Our sensations require ideas to bind them together, namelv, ideas of space, time, num-
,ber, and the like. If not so bound together, sensations do not give us any apprehension of things

or objects. All things, all objects, must exist in space and in time—must be one or many. Now
space, time, number, are not sensations or things. They are something different from, and opposed
to sensations and things. We have termed them ideas. It may be said they are relatiojis of
things, or of sensations. But granting this form of expression, still a relation is not a thin" or a
sensation ; and therefore we must still have another and opposite element, along with our sensations.

And yet, though we have thus these two elements in every act of perception, we cannot desif^nate

any portion of the act as absolutely and exclusively belonging to one of the elements. Perception
involves sensation, along with ideas of time, space, and the like ; or, if any one prefers the expression,

involves sensations along with the apprehension of relations. Perception is sensation, alontr with

such ideas as make sensation into an apprehension of things or objects.

12. And as perception of objects implies ideas, as observation implies reasoning ; so, on the

other hand, ideas cannot exist where sensation has not been : reasoning cannot go on when there

has not been previous observation. This is evident from the necessary order of development of

the human faculties. Sensation necessarily exists from the first moments of our existence, and is
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constantly at work. Observation begins before we can suppose the existence of any reasoning whicli

is not involved in observation. Hence, at whatever period we consider our ideas, we must consider

them as having been already engaged in connecting our sensations, and as modified by this employ-

ment. By being so employed, our ideas are unfolded and defined, and such development and

definition cannot be separated from the ideas themselves. We cannot conceive space without bound-

aries or forms; now forms involve sensations. We cannot conceive time without events which mark

the course of time ; but events involve sensations. We cannot conceive number without conceiving

things wiiicli are numbered ; and things imply sensations. And the forms, things, events, which are

thus implied in our ideas, having been the objects of sensation constantly in every part of our life,

liave modified, unfolded and fixed our ideas, to an extent which we cannot estimate, but which we

must suppose to be essential to the processes which at present go on in our minds. We cannot say

that objects create ideas ; for to perceive objects we must already have ideas. But we may say,

that objects and the constant perception of objects have so far modified our ideas, that we cannot,

even in thought, separate our ideas from the perception of objects.

We cannot say of any ideas, as of the idea of space, or time, or number, that they are absolutely

and exclusively ideas. We cannot conceive what space, or time, or number would be in our minds,

if we had never perceived any thing or things in space or time. We cannot conceive ourselves

in such a condition as never to have perceived any thing or things in space or time. But, on the other

hand, just as little can we conceive ourselves becoming acquainted with space and time or numbers

as objects of sensation. We cannot reason without having the operations of our minds aiFected by

previous sensations ; but we cannot conceive reasoning to be merely a series of sensations. In order

to be used in reasoning, sensation must become observation ; and, as we have seen, observation

already involves reasoning. In order to be connected by our ideas, sensations must be things or

objects, and things or objects already include ideas. And thus, as we have said, none of the terms

by which the fundamental antithesis is expressed can be absolutely and exclusively applied.

13. I now proceed to make one or two remarks suggested by the views which have thus

been presented. And first I remark, that since, as we have just seen, none of the terms which

express the fundamental antithesis can be applied absolutely and exclusively, the absolute application

of the antithesis in any particular case can never be a conclusive or immoveable principle. This

remark is the more necessary to be borne in inind, as the terms of this antithesis are often used in a

vehement and peremptory manner. Thus we are often told that such a thing is a Fact and not a

Theory, with all tlie emphasis wiiich, in speaking or writing, tone or italics or capitals can give.

We see from what has been said, that when this is urged, before we can estimate the truth, or the

value of the assertion, we must ask to whom is it a fact .'' what habits of thought, what previous

information, what ideas does it imply, to conceive the fact as a fact .'' Does not the apprehension of

the fact imply assumptions which may with equal justice be called theory, and which are perhaps false

theory ? in which case, the fact is no fact. Did not the ancients assert it as a fact, that the earth

stood still, and the stars moved.? and can any fact have stronger apparent evidence to justify per-

sons in asserting it emphatically tlian this had ? These remarks are by no means urged in order to

shew that no fact can be certainly known to be true ; but only to shew that no fact can be certainly

shown to be a fact merely by calling it a fact, however emphatically. There is by no means any

ground of general skepticism with regard to truth involved in the doctrine of the necessary com-

bination of two elements in all our knowledge. On the contrary, ideas are requisite to the essence,

and things to the reality of our knowledge in every case. The proportions of geometry and arith-

metic are examples of knowledge respecting our ideas of space and number, with regard to which

there is no I'oom for doubt. The doctrines of astronomy are examples of truths not less certain

respecting the external world.

14. I remark further, that since in every act of knowledge, observation or perception, both the

elements of the fundamental antithesis are involved, and involved in a manner inseparable even
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ill our conceptions, it must always be possible to derive one of these elements from the other, if we

are satisfied to accept, as proof of such derivation, that one always co-exists with and implies the

other. Thus an opponent may say, that our ideas of space, time, and number, are derived from

our sensations or perceptions, because we never were in a condition in which we had the ideas of

space and time, and had not sensations or perceptions. But then, we may reply to this, that we no

sooner perceive objects than we perceive them as existing in space and time, and therefore the ideas

of space and time are not derived from the perceptions. In the same manner, an opponent may say,

that all knowledge which is involved in our reasonings is the result of experience ; for instance, our

knowledge of geometry. For every geometrical principle is presented to us by experience as true

;

beginning with the simplest, from which all others are derived by processes of exact reasoning.

But to this we reply, that experience cannot be the origin of such knowledge; for though experience

shows that such principles are true, it cannot show that they rmist he true, which we also know. We
never have seen, as a matter of observation, two straight lines inclosing a space; but we venture

to say further, without tlic smallest hesitation, that we never shall see it ; and if any one were to

tell us that, according to his experience, such a form was often seen, we should only suppose that he

did not know what he was talking of. No number of acts of experience can add to the certainty of

our knowledge in this respect; which shows that our knowledge is not made up of acts of experience.

We cannot test such knowledge by experience; for if we were to try to do so, we must first know

that the lines with which we make the trial are straight ; and we have no test of straightness

better than this, that two such lines cannot inclose a space. Since then, experience can neither

destroy, add to, nor test our axiomatic knowledge, such knowledge cannot be derived from expe-

rience. Since no one act of experience can affect our knowledge, no numbers of acts of experience

can make it.

15. To this a reply has been offered, that it is a characteristic property of geometric forms that

the ideas of them exactly resemble tiie sensations ; so that these ideas are as fit subjects of experi-

mentation as the realities themselves ; and that by such experimentation we learn the truth of the

axioms of geometry. I might very reasonably ask those who use tiiis language to explain how a

particular class of ideas can be said to resemble sensations ; how, if they do, we can know it to be

so ; how we can prove this resemblance to belong to geometrical ideas and sensations ; and how

it conies to be an especial characteristic of those. But I will put the argument in another way.

Experiment can only show what is, not what must be. If experimentation on ideas shows what

must be, it is different from what is commonly called experience.

I may add, that not only the mere use of our senses cannot show that the axioms of geometry

must be true, but that, without the light of our ideas, it cannot even show that they are true. If we

had a segment of a circle a mile long and an inch wide, we should have two lines inclosing a space;

but we could not, by seeing or touching any part of either of them, discover that it was a bent line.

16. That mathematical truths are not derived from experience is perhaps still more evident,

if greater evidence be possible, in the case of numbers. We assert that 7 and 8 are 15. We find it

so, if we try with counters, or in any other way. But we do not, on that account, say that the

knowledge is derived from experience. We refer to our conceptions of seven, of eight, and of addi-

tion, and as soon as we possess these conceptions distinctly, we see that the sum must be fifteen.

We cannot be said to make a trial, for we should not believe the apparent result of the trial if it

were different. If any one were to say that the multiplication table is a table of the results of experi-

ence, we should know that he could not be able to go along with us in our researches into the founda-

tions of human knowledge ; nor, indeed, to pursue with success any speculations on the subject.

17. Attempts have also been made to explain the origin of axiomatic truths by referring

them to the association of ideas. But this is one of the cases in which the word association has

been applied so widely and loosely, that no sense can be attached to it. Those who have written

with any degree of distinctness on tlie subject, have truly taught, that the habitual association of the
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ideas leads us to believe a connexion of the things : but they have never told us that this association

gave us the power of forming tlie ideas. Association may determine belief, but it cannot determine the

possibility of our conceptions. The African king did not believe that water could become solid, because

he had never seen it in that state. But that accident did not make it impossible to conceive it so,

any more than it is impossible for us to conceive fj-ozen quicksilver, or melted diamond, or liquefied

air; which we may never have seen, but have no difficulty in conceiving. If there were a tropical

philosopher really incapable of conceiving water solidified, he must have been brought into that

mental condition by abstruse speculations on the necessary relations of solidity and fluidity, not by

the association of ideas.

18. To return to the results of the nature of the Fundamental Antithesis. As by assuming

universal and indissoluble connexion of ideas with perceptions, of knowledge with experience, as an

evidence of derivation, we may assert the former to be derived from the latter, so might we, on the

same ground, assert the latter to be derived from the former. We see all forms in space ; and we

might hence assert all forms to be mere modifications of our idea of space. We see all events

happen in time ; and we might hence assert all events to be merely limitations and boundary-marks

of our idea of time. We conceive all collections of things as two or three, or some other number :

it might hence be asserted that we have an original idea of number, which is reflected in external

things. In this case, as in the other, we are met at once by the impossibility of this being a complete

account of our knowledge. Our ideas of space, of time, of number, however distinctly reflected to

us with limitations and modifications, must be reflected, limited and modified by something different

from themselves. We must have visible or tangible forms to limit space, perceived events to mark
time, distinguishable objects to exemplify number. But still, in forms, and events, and objects, we

have a knowledge which they themselves cannot give us. For we know, without attending to them,

that whatever they are, they will conform and must conform to the truths of geometry and arith-

metic. There is an ideal portion in all our knowledge of the external world ; and if we were

resolved to reduce all our knowledge to one of its two antithetical elements, we might say that all

our knowledge consists in the relation of our ideas. Wherever there is necessary truth, there must

be something more than sensation can supply : and the necessary truths of geometry and arithmetic

show us that our knowledge of objects in space and time depends upon necessary relations of ideas,

whatever other element it may involve.

19- This remark may be carried much further than the domain of geometry and arithmetic.

Our knowledge of matter may at first sight appear to be altogether derived from the senses. Yet
we cannot derive from the senses our knowledge of a truth whicli we accept as universally certain ;

—

namely, that we cannot by any process add to or diminish the quantity of matter in the world.

This truth neither is nor can be derived from experience ; for the experiments which we make to

verify it pre-suppose its truth. When the philosopher was asked what was the weight of smoke,

he bade the inquirer subtract the weight of the ashes from the weight of the fuel. Every one who
thinks clearly of the changes which take place in matter, assents to the justice of this reply : and

this, not because any one had found by trial that such was the weight of the smoke produced in

combustion, but because the weight lost was assumed to have gone into some other form of matter,

not to have been destroyed. When men began to use the balance in chemical analysis, they did not

prove by trial, but took for granted, as self-evident, that the weight of the whole must be found in

the aggregate weight of the elements. Thus it is involved in the idea of matter that its amount

continues unchanged in all changes which takes place in its consistence. This is a necessary truth : and

thus our knowledge of matter, as collected from chemical experiments, is also a modification of our

idea of matter as the material of the world incapable of addition or diminution.

20. A similar remark may be made with regard to the mechanical properties of matter. Our

knowledge of these is reduced, in our reasonings, to principles which we call the laws of motion.
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These laws of motion, as I liave endeavoured to shew in a paper already printed by the Society,

depend upon the idea of Cause, and involve necessary truths, which are necessarily implied in the

idea of cause ;—namely, that every change of motion must have a cause—that the effect is measured

by the cause;—that re-action is equal and opposite to action. These principles are not derived from

experience. No one, I suppose, would derive from experience the principle, that every event must

have a cause. Every attempt to see the traces of cause in the world assumes this principle. I do

not say that these principles are anterior to experience ; for I have already, I hope, shewn, that

neither of the two elements of our knowledge is, or can be, anterior to the other. But the two ele-

ments are co-ordinate in the development of the human mind ; and the ideal element may be said to

be the origin of our knowledge with the more propriety of the two, inasmuch as our knowledge is

the relation of ideas. The other element of knowledge, in which sensation is concerned, and which

embodies, limits, and defines the necessary truths which express the relations of our ideas, may be

properly termed experience ; and I have, in the Memoir just quoted, endeavoured to shew how the

principles concerning mechanical causation, which I have just stated, are, by observation and experi-

ment, limited and defined, so that they become the laws of motion. And thus we see that such

knowledge is derived from ideas, in a sense quite as general and rigorous, to say the least, as that in

which it is derived from experience.

21. I will take another example of this; although it is one less familiar, and the consideration

of it perhaps a little more difficult and obscure. The objects which we find in the world, for

instance, minerals and plants, are of different kinds; and according to their kinds, they are called by

various names, by means of which we know what we mean when we speak of them. The discrimi-

nation of these kind of objects, according to their different forms and other properties, is the business

of chemistry and botany. And this business of discrimination, and of consequent classification,

has been carried on from the first periods of the development of the human mind, by an industrious

and comprehensive series of observations and experiments ; the only way in which any portion of

the task could have been effected. But as the foundation of all this labour, and as a necessary

assumption during every part of its progress, there has been in men's minds the principle, that

objects are so distinguishable by resemblances and differences, that they may be named, and known

by their names. This principle is involved in the idea of a Name ; and without it no progress could

have been made. The principle may be briefly stated thus:—Intelligible Names of kinds are

possible. If we suppose this not to be so, language can no longer exist, nor could the business of

human life go on. If instead of having certain definite kinds of minerals, gold, iron, copper and

the like, of which the external forms and characters are constantly connected with the same properties

and qualities, there were no connexion between the appearance and the properties of the object ;

—

if what seemed externally iron might turn out to resemble lead in its hardness ; and what seemed to

be gold during many trials, might at the next trial be found to be like copper; not only all the

uses of these minerals would fail, but they would not be distinguishable kinds of things, and the

names would be unmeaning. And if this entire uncertainty as to kind and properties prevailed

for all objects, the world would no longer be a world to which language was applicable. To man,

thus unable to distinguish objects into kinds, and call them by names, all knowledge would be impos-

sible, and all definite apprehension of external objects would fade away into an inconceivable

confusion. In the very apprehension of objects as intelligibly sorted, there is involved a principle

which springs within us, contemporaneous, in its efficacy, with our first intelligent perception of the

kinds of things of which the world consists. We assume, as a necessary basis of our knowledge,

that things are of definite kinds; and the aim of chemistry, botany, and other sciences is, to find

marks of these kinds ; and along with these, to learn their definitely-distinguished properties. Even

here, therefore, where so large a portion of our knowledge comes from experience and observation, we

cannot proceed without a necessary truth derived from our ideas, as our fundamental principle

of knowledge.
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22. What the marks are, which distinguish tlie constant differences of i<inds of tilings (definite

marlis, selected from among many unessential appearances), and what their definite properties are,

when they are so distinguished, are parts of our knowledge to be learnt from observation, by

various processes ; for instance, among others, by chemical analysis. We find the differences of

bodies, as shown by such analysis, to be of this nature:— that there are various elementary

bodies, which, combining in different definite proportions, form kinds of bodies definitely different.

But, in arriving at tliis conclusion, we introduce a new idea, that of Elementary Composition,

which is not extracted from the phenomena, but supplied by the mind, and introduced in order

to make the phenomena intelligible. That this notion of elementary composition is not supplied

by the chemical phenomena of cumbustion, mixture, &c. as merely an observed fact, we see from

this; that men had in ancient times performed many experiments in which elementary composition

was concerned, and had not seen the fact. It never was truly seen till modern times; and when

^een, it gave a new aspect to the whole body of known facts. This idea of elementary composition,

then, is supplied by the mind, in order to make the facts of chemical analysis and synthesis

intelligible as analysis and synthesis. And this idea being so supplied, there enters into our

knowledge along with it a corresponding necessary principle ;—That the elementary composition of

a body determines its kind and proportions. This is, I say, a principle assumed, as a con-

sequence of the idea of composition, not a result of experience ; for when bodies have been divided

into their kinds, we take for granted that the analysis of a single specimen may serve to determine

the analysis of all bodies of the same kind : and without this assumption, chemical knowledge

with regard to the kinds of bodies would not be possible. It has been said that we take only

one experiment to determine the composition of any particular kind of body, because we have

a thousand experiments to determine that bodies of the same kind have the same composition.

But this is not so. Our belief in the principle that bodies of the same kind have the same com-

jjosition is not established by experiments, but is assumed as a necessary consequence of the ideas of

Kind and of Composition. If, in our experiments, we found that bodies supposed to be of the same

kind had not the same composition, we should not at all doubt of the principle just stated, but

conclude at once that the bodies were not of the same kind ;—that the marks by which the kinds

are distinguished had been wrongly stated. This is what has very frequently happened in the

course of the investigations of chemists and mineralogists. And thus we have it, not as an

experiential fact, but as a accessary principle of chemical philosophy, that the Elementary Com-
position of a body determines its Kind and Properties.

23. How bodies differ in their elementary composition, experiment must teach us, as we have

already said that experiment has taught us. But as we have also said, whatever be the nature

of this difference, kinds must be definite, in order that language may be possible : and hence,

whatever be the terms in which we are taught by experiment to express the elementary com-

position of bodies, the result must be conformable to this principle, That the differences of elementary

composition are definite. The law to which we are led by experiment is, that the elements of

bodies continue in definite proportions according to weight. Experiments add other laws ; as for

instance, that of multiple proportions in different kinds of bodies composed of the same elements;

but of these we do not here speak.

24. We are thus led to see that in our knowledge of mechanics, chemistry, and the like,

there are involved certain necessary principles, derived from our ideas, and not from experience.

But to this it may be objected, that the parts of our knowledge in which these princijiles are in-

volved has, in historical fact, all been acquired by experience. The laws of motion, tiie doctrine

of definite proportions, and the like, have all become known by experiment and observation ; and

so far from being seen as necessary truths, have been discovered by long-continued labours and

trials, and through innumerable vicissitudes of confusion, error, and imperfect truth. This is

perfectly true : but does not at all disprove what has been said. Perception of external objects
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and experience, experiment and observation are needed, not only, as we have said, to supply the

objective element of all knowledge—to embody, limit, define, and modify our ideas; but this

intercourse with objects is also requisite to unfold and fix our ideas themselves. As we have already

said, ideas and facts can never be separated. Our ideas cannot be exercised and developed in any

other form than in their combination with facts, and therefore the trials, corrections, controversies,

by which the matter of our knowledge is collected, is also the only way in which the form of

it can be rightly fashioned. Experience is requisite to the clearness and distinctness of our ideas,

not because they are derived from experience, but because they can only be exercised upon ex-

perience. And this consideration sufficiently explains how it is that experiment and observation

have been the means, and the only means, by which men have been led to a knowledge of the

laws of nature. In reality, however, the necessary principles which flow from our ideas, and

which are the basis of such knowledge, have not only been inevitably assumed in the course of such

investigations, but have been often expressly promulgated in words by clear-minded philosophers,

long before their true interpretation was assigned by experiment. This has happened with regard

to such principles as those above mentioned ; That every event must have a cause ; That reaction

is equal and opposite to action ; That the quantity of matter in the world cannot be increased or

diminished : and there would be no difficulty in finding similar enunciations of the other principles

above mentioned ;—That the kinds of things have definite differences, and that these differences

depend upon their elementary composition. In general, however, it may be allowed, that the

necessary principles which are involved in those laws of nature of which we have a knowledge

become then only clearly known, wlien the laws of nature are discovered which thus involve the

necessary ideal element.

25. But since this is allowed, it may be further asked, liow we arc to distinguish between the

necessary principle which is derived from our ideas, and tiie law of nature which is learnt by expe-

rience. And to this we reply, that the necessary principle may be known by the condition which we

have already mentioned as belonging to such principles :—that it is impossible distinctly to conceive

the contrary. We cannot conceive an event without a cause, except we abandon all distinct idea of

cause ; we cannot distinctly conceive two straight lines inclosing space ; and if we seem to con-

ceive this, it is only because we conceive indistinctly. We cannot conceive 5 and 3 making 7 or 9

;

if a person were to say that he could conceive this, we should know that he was a person of imma-

ture or rude or bewildered ideas, whose conceptions had no distinctness. And thus we may take it

as the mark of a necessary truth, that we cannot conceive the contrary distinctly.

26. If it be asked what is the test of distinct conception (since it is upon the distinctness

. of conception that the matter depends), we may consider wiiat answer we should give to this question

if it were asked with regard to the truths of geometry. If we doubted whether any one had

these distinct conceptions which enable him to see the necessary nature of geometrical truth,

we should inquire if he could understand the axioms as axioms, and could follow, as demon-

strative, the reasonings which are founded upon tiiem. If this were so, we should be ready to

pronounce that he had distinct ideas of space, in the sense now supposed. And the same answer

may be given in any other case. That reasoner has distinct conceptions of mechanical causes who
can see the axioms of mechanics as axioms, and can follow the demonstrations derived from them as

demonstrations. If it be said that the science, as presented to him, may be erroneously constructed
;

that the axioms may not be axioms, and therefore the demonstrations may be futile, we still reply,

that the same might be said with regard to geometry : and yet that the possibility of this does

not lead us to doubt either of the truth or of the necessary nature of the propositions contained in

Euclid's Elements. We may add further, that although, no doubt, the authors of elementary

books maybe persons of confused minds, who present as axioms wiiat are not axiomatic truths;

yet that in general, what is presented as an axiom by a thoughtful man, though it may include

some false interpretation or application of our ideas, will also generally include some principle

which really is necessarily true, and which would still be involved in the axiom, if it were cor-

VoL. VIII. Part II. Aa
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rected so as to be true instead of false. And thus we still say, that if in any department of

science a man can conceive distinctly at all, there are principles the contrary of which he cannot

distinctly conceive, and which are therefore necessary truths.

27. But on this it may be asked, whether truth can thus depend upon the particular state of

mind of the person wiio contemplates it ; and whether that can be a necessary truth which is not

so to all men. And to this we again reply, by referring to geometry and arithmetic. It is plain

that truths may be necessary truths which are not so to all men, when we include men of confused

and perplexed intellects ; for to such men it is not a necessary truth that two straight lines cannot

inclose a space, or that 14. and 17 are 31. It need not be wondered at, therefore, if to such

men it does not appear a necessary truth that reaction is equal and opposite to action, or that the

quantity of matter in the world cannot be increased or diminished. And this view of knowledge and

truth does not make it depend upon the state of mind of the student, any more than geometrical

knowledge and geometrical truth, by the confession of all, depend upon that state. We know that

a man cannot have any knowledge of geometry without so much of attention to the matter of

the science, and so much of care in the management of his own thoughts, as is requisite to keep his

ideas distinct and clear. But we do not, on that account, think of maintaining that geometrical

truth depends merely upon the state of the student's mind. We conceive that he knows it because

it is true, not that it is true because he knows it. We are not surprized that attention and care and

repeated thought should be requisite to the clear apprehension of truth. For such care and such

repetition are requisite to the distinctness and clearness of our ideas: and yet the relations of these

ideas, and their consequences, are not produced by the efforts of attention or repetition which we

exert. They are in themselves something which we may discover, but cannot make or change. The
idea of space, for instance, which is the basis of geometry, cannot give rise to any doubtful proposi-

tions. What is inconsistent with the idea of space cannot be truly obtained from our ideas by any

efforts of thought or curiosity ; if we blunder into any conclusion inconsistent with the idea of space,

our knowledge, so far as this goes, is no knowledge : any more than our observation of the external

world would be knowledge, if, from haste or inattention, or imperfection of sense, we were to

mistake the object which we see before us.

28. But further : not only has truth this reality, which makes it independent of our mistakes,

that it must be what is really consistent with our ideas ; but also, a further reality, to which the

term is more obviously applicable, arising from the principle already explained, that ideas and

perceptions are inseparable. For since, when we contemplate our ideas, they have been frequently

embodied and exemplified in objects, and thus have been fixed and modified; and since this compound

aspect is that under which we constantly have them before us, and free from which they cannot be

exhibited; our attempts to make our ideas clear and distinct will constantly lead us to contem-

plate them as they are manifested in those external forms in which they are involved. Thus in

studying geometrical truth, we shall be led to contemplate it as exhibited in visible and tangible

figures;—not as if these could be sources of truth, but as enabling us more readily to compare the

aspects which our ideas, applied to the world of objects, may assume. And thus we have an addi-

tional indication of the reality of geometrical truth, in the necessary possibility of its being capable

of being exhibited in a visible or tangible form. And yet even this test by no means supersedes

the necessity of distinct ideas, in order to a knowledge of geometrical truth. For in the case of

the duplication of the cube by Hobbes, mentioned above, the diagram which he drew made two

points appear to coincide, which did not really, and by the nature of our idea of space, coincide

;

and thus confirmed him in his error.

Thus the inseparable nature of the Fundamental Antithesis of Ideas and Things gives

reality to our knowledge, and makes objective reality a corrective of our subjective imperfec-

tions in the pursuit of knowledge. But this objective exhibition of knowledge can by no means

supersede a complete development of the subjective condition,, namely, distinctness of ideas.

And that there is a subjective condition, by no means makes knowledge altogether subjective,
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and thus deprives it of reality ; because, as we have said, the subjective and the objective

elements are inseparably bound together in the fundamental antithesis.

29. It would be easy to apply these remarks to other cases, for instance, to the case of the

principle we have just mentioned, that the differences of elementary composition of different kinds of

bodies must be definite. We have stated that this principle is necessarily true;—that the contrary

proposition cannot be distinctly conceived. But by whom ? Evidently, according to the preceding

reasoning, by a person who distinctly conceives Kinds, as marked by intelligible names, and Composi-

tion, as determining the kinds of bodies. Persons new to chemical and classificatory science may not

possess these ideas distinctly ; or rather, cannot possess them distinctly ; and therefore cannot appre-

liend the impossibility of conceiving the opposite of the above principle; just as the schoolboy cannot

apprehend the impossibility of the numbers in his multiplication table being other than they are.

But this inaptitude to conceive, in either case, does not alter the necessary character of the truth :

although, in one case, the truth is obvious to all except schoolboys and the like, and the other is pro-

bably not clear to any except those who have attentively studied the philosophy of elementary com-

positions. At the same time, this difference of apprehension of the truth in different persons does

not make the truth doubtful or dependent upon personal qualifications ; for in proportion as persons

attain to distinct ideas, they will sec the truth ; and cannot, with such ideas, see anything as truth

which is not truth. When the relations of elements in a compound become as familiar to a person

as the relations of factors in a multiplication table, he will then see what are the necessary axioms

of chemistry, as he now sees the necessary axioms of arithmetic.

30. There is also one other remark which I will here make. In the j)rogress of science, both

the elements of our knowledge are constantly expanded and augmented. By the exercise of observa-

tion and experiment, we have a perpetual accumulation of facts, the materials of knowledge, the

objective element. By thought and discussion, we have a perpetual development of man's ideas

going on : theories are framed, the materials of knowledge are shaped into form ; the subjective

element is evolved ; and by the necessary coincidence of the objective and subjective elements, the

matter and the form, the theory and the facts, each of these processes furthers and corrects the

other : each element moulds and unfolds the other. Now it follows, from this constant develop-

ment of the ideal portion of our knowledge, that we shall constantly be brought in view of new

Necessary Principles, the expression of the conditions belonging to the Ideas which enter into our

expanding knowledge. These principles, at first dimly seen and hesitatingly asserted, at last be-

come clearly and plainly self-evident. Such is the case with tile principles which are the basis of the

laws of motion. Such may soon be the case with the principles wiiich are the basis of the philosophy

of chemistry. Such may hereafter be the case witli the principles which are to be the basis of the
' philosophy of tlie connected and related polarities of chemistry, electricity, galvanism, magnetism.

That knowledge is possible in these cases, we know ; that our knowledge may be reduced to prin-

ciples gradually more simple, we also know ; that we have reached the last stage of simplicity of our

principles, few cultivators of the subject will be disposed to maintain ; and that the additional steps

which lead toward very simple and general principles will also lead to principles which recommend

themselves by a kind of axiomatic character, those who judge from the analogy of the past history

of science will hardly doubt. That the principles thus axiomatic in their form, do also express

some relation of our ideas, of which experiment and observation have given the true and real interpre-

tation, is the doctrine which I have here attempted to establish and illustrate in the most clear and

undoubted of the existing sciences ; and the evidence of this doctrine in those cases seems to be

unexceptionable, and to leave no room to doubt that such is the universal type of the progress of

science. Such a doctrine, as we have now seen, is closely connected witii the views here presented of

the nature of the Fundamental Antithesis of Philosophy, which 1 have endeavoured to illustrate.

W. WHEWELL.
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I BELIEVE it will be generally admitted that the heading of this paper describes the only subject

yet remaining, of an elementary character, on which a serious schism exists among mathematicians

as to absolute correctness or incorrectness of results. When such a question arises upon a method

of pure mathematics, there can be little doubt that it must be one which is likely to lead to error

if not cautiously used ; and it is probable that the contending parties have not made any close

agreement upon the use of terms. A review of the leading points of the controversy may be useful,

accompanied by an examination of the maxims which have been adopted, but I think not very

plainly stated, in the rejection of the series called divergent. The manner in which the rejection

just alluded to has been made will require that, instead of dividing series into convergent and

divergent, we should make a more general division, say into convergent and non-convergent.

Non-convergent series may be divided into those of infinite and finite divergence : the former of

which, as in the cases of a + a + a + ... and 1 —2 + 3 — 4 + ... can be made, by summation of

terms, to differ from a given quantitv to anv extent; the latter, as in the cases 1 -1 + 1 — ...

and cos + cos2 + ... cannot be made to differ from a finite quantity by more than an amount

which can be ascertained. It is obvious that only the converging series can, properly speaking, be

the objects of arithmetical calculation, in which they occur early, of which i = ' 33333 ... is a

sufficient instance. All others, wiiether of finite or infinite divergence, are equally out of the pale

of arithmetic to those who do not acknowledge different degrees of impossibility. I do not here

argue witli those who reject everything which is not within the province of arithmetic, but only

with those others who abandon the use of infinitely diverging series, and yet appear to employ

finitely diverging series with confidence. Such appears to be the practice of those analvsts

who object to diverging series, both at home and abroad. They seem perfectly reconciled to

1-1+1-1 + .. .=i, but cannot admit l+2 + 4 + 8 + ... = -l.
Many of an earlier school took an opposite position ; they freely used infinitely diverging

series, but, with Euler, considered finitely diverging forms as indeterminate. To use a common
phrase, they spoke as they found : they could actually obtain by rules of algebra, finite expres-

sions from which they could evolve infinitely diverging series : but they were not able to find, or

to satisfy themselves they had found, similar equivalents for most cases, particularly tiie trigono-

metrical ones, of the remaining species. They made an unguarded use of the word ' indeterminate :'

sometimes it meant undeterminable, in the same manner as - when looked at as the solution of an

identical equation ; sometimes only undetermined, either with reference to the state of science at

the time the word was used, or to the state of a particular question at some one particular stage of

the solution (as in the method called that of indeterminate coefficients). The moderns seem to me
to have made a similar confusion in regard to their rejection of divergent series : meaning sometimes

that they cannot be safely used under existing ideas as to their meaning and origin, sometimes

that the mere idea of any one applying them at all, under any circumstances, is an absurdity.
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We must admit that many series are such as we cannot at present safely use, except as means

of discovery, the results of which are to be subsequently verified : and the most determined rejector

of all divergent series doubtless makes this use of them in his closet. But to say that what we

cannot use no others ever can, to refuse that faith in the future prospects of algebra which has

already realised so brilliant a harvest, and to train the future promoter of analysis in a notion

which will necessarily prevent iiim from turning his steps to quarters from whence his predecessors

have never returned empty-handed, seems to me a departure from all rules of prudence. The
motto which I should adopt against a course which seems to me calculated to stop the progress of

discovery would be contained in a word and a symbol—remember \/ — l.

I do not pretend to have that confidence in series which, to judge from elementary writers on

algebra, is common among mathematicians : not even in convergent series. A few great forms,

which have had substantive and finite expressions assigned to represent the remnants after any

given term may, no doubt, be perfectly trustworthy. But as for the rest, I cannot bring myself

to that positive assurance with respect to any general class of series which the writers to whom I

shall presently allude appear to have with respect to such divergency as thev do admit. The
main object of this paper is to show that they have underrated the character of most of what

they reject, and overrated that of all they receive.

I shall now proceed to the different points of discussion in order.

SECTION I.

All Diverge7it Series, whether their divergence he finite or infinite, stand upon the same

basis, and ought to be accepted or rejected together, as Jar as any grounds of con-

fidence are concerned uhich are not directly derived J'rom experience.

I SHALL first examine the general argunjents on which Poisson supports the contradictory of

the preceding assertion. This great analyst was at the head of the school in which definite integration

had been made in a great measure to take the place of expansion into algebraical series. A definite

integral is a particular kind of series, and has its converging and diverging cases, the latter being

either of infinite or of finite divergence. Thus /, e
' dx is convergent, _/„ e' dx is infinitely

divergent, and j„ cos wdx is finitely divergent. Perhaps in the natural bias derived from a

continual contemplation of integration under the form of summation, not of inverse differentiation,

may be seen the reason for the opinion of divergent series adopted by the definite integrators.

Let it only be granted that integration is as fully defined and as generally understood, as any of

the fundamental operations of aritlimetic, and the question on diverging series seems to be settled

at once, and by a much easier argument than any of those usually proposed against them. To

take an instance;

—

f^ 2'da? cannot be other than j^2'dx + j-^ 'i'dx + j^ 9fdx + ... : but the

first is (on the above assumption) infinite, and the second is (log2)~'(l +2+4 + ...) which is

therefore infinite. Consequently 1 + 2 + 4 ... cannot, as usually held in algebra, represent — 1. It

must certainly be charged upon those who have hitherto used divergent series, that they have

never reflected upon and explained, periiaps have never perceived, the singular apparent in-

consistency which they were every day committing; namely, treating those \ery forms as repre-

sentatives of infinity when thoy were consequences of integration, which they accepted as finite,

when they were results of algebraical development. Referring further discussion of this point

to a subsequent section, I now make two citations from memoirs by Poisson in the Journal

de rEcole Polytechnique, Cahier li>, pp. 408, 409, 501.

Page 501 " On enseigne dans les elemens, qu^ine serie divergente ne peut servir a calculer

la valeur approchee de la fonction dont elle resulte par le developpement : niais quelquefois on
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a paru croire qu'une telle serie peut etre employee dans les calculs analytiques a la place de

la fonctioii ; et quoique cette erreur soit loin d'etre generale parmi les geometres, il n'est

cependant pas inutile de la signaler, car les resultats auxquels on parvient par Tintermediaire

des series divergentes, sont toujoiirs incertains et le plus souvent inexacts."

Pages 408, 409. " On peut voir dans les Memoires de Petersbourg (^Novi Commentnrii, torn.

XVII et xviii) la discussion qui s'est elevee autrefois entre Euler et D. Bernouilli au sujet des

series de sinus ou de cosinus prolongees a Tinfini. Les details dans lesquels nous venons d'entrer,

ne semblent devoir laisser aucune obscurite sur ce point d''analyse : nous admettrons avec Euler

que les somnies de ces series considerees en elle-memes, n'ont pas des valeurs determinees ; mais

nous ajouterons que chacune d'elles a une valeur unique et qu'on peut employer dans Tanalyse,

lorsqu'on les regarde comme les limites des series convergentes, c''est-a-dire, quand on suppose

implicitement leurs termes successifs multiplies par les puissances d^une fraction infiniment peu

difFerente de I'unite."

I hardly know whicii of the passages in my Italics ought to excite most surprise. Divergent

series, at the time Poisson wrote, had been nearly universally adopted for more than a century,

and it was only here and there that a difficulty occurred in using them. As to the second

passage, we may clear Poisson of absolute mistatement by remembering that he had both head

and hands full of a subject which had tasked his great powers to their utmost, namely, the

substitution of definite integrals for series in questions of mathematical physics. As far as in-

tegration is concerned, I admit, and even think I shall presently show, that he was fully justified

in what he said : in the meantime I attend to his argument in favour of finitely diverging series.

Let us take the series 1 — 1 + 1—1+..., a remarkable specific case of both algebraical and

ti'igonometrical series. I collect from what I have quoted, and from numerous other parts of

his writings, that Poisson is content to equate -^ to 1 — 1 +... , considering the latter as a mere

form indicative of 1 — g + g^— ... , where g is a fraction infinitely near to unity, but less. He
will consent to use the limiting form of convergency, to walk on the line which separates con-

vergency from divergency, but not to cross that line, even by an infinitely small quantity.

In using the language of infinitely small quantities, I do not intend to direct any part of

my argument against the ideas connected with the phraseology, because both Poisson's statements

and my comment on them might easily be translated into the language of the theory of limits.

Let us then take 1 - 1 + 1 -.., as indicating 1 —g+g"—... where 1 - ^ is infinitely small and

positive. How can 1—g+g'-... be called convergent.'' Because the terms diminish without

limit, and g", if n be injinitely great, becomes infinitely small. The departure from finite

divergence, and commencement of real convergence, is infinitely distant. Now all that is

wanted to make 1 + 2 + 4 +.., equal to — 1 is the presence of the infinitely great negative re-

mainder, which might be considered as not destroyed, but only removed, when the second side

of (1 - 2)"' = 1 +2 + 2-+... + 2" + 2" + ' (l — 2)~' is made an infinite series by n = co. If sup-

positions which only take effect at an infinite distance from the beginning of the series are

allowed to be made with regard to series of finite divergence, why may not the same be conceded

in the case of infinite divergence? Both 1 — 1+.,. and 1+2 + ... are equally irreducible to

their finite equivalents by the arithmetical computer ; both are equally creatures of algebra : if

a reason can be shown for the distinction between them, those who adhere to infinitely diver-

gent series have a right to ask for it ; but if, as I suspect, that reason be experience, I am
prepared to contend that, when integration is not employed, there has not been produced one

single instance in which divergency, properly treated, has led to error.

That experience is the guide may be safely inferred in all cases of rejection, when those

who reject do it to different extents. Poisson would admit 1^ — 2^ + 3- - 4^ + ... = 0, since there

is no question that, g being less than unity, the mere arithmetical computer might establish,

to any number of decimal places, the identity of 1^ - i^g + ^^g^ - ... and (l -^) (l + g)'^- But
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on this equation, 1^ — 2' + ... =0, Abel, another rejector, remarks (Worl<s, ii. 266), " Peut-on rien

imaginer de plus horrible?"

Poisson's mode of allowing ^ = 1 - 1 + ... is clearly equivalent to an adoption of the maxim
that whatever is true up to the limit is true at the limit. When relations of pure magnitude
are in question, there is no doubt of the truth of this principle. But the words up to must not

be understood inclusively, since then the principle would merely assert that what is true at the

limit and elsewhere, is true at the limit. With this caution, it is impossible to prove that a relation

of magnitude is true at the limit, if at the limit we have no longer calculable magnitude. AVe may
not say that what is calculable up to the limit is calculable at the limit, nor that what is complicated

up to the limit is complicated at the limit, &c. : but only that relations which are quantitatively true

up to the limits are so at the limits, if the limits be quantities. Assume 1 — 1 + ... to be quantity,

determinate quantity, and that quantity may possibly be shown to be A and no other : but it

may not be assumed that 1 - 1 + ... is a quantity, because 1 — g + g^ - ... is a quantity, up to

its limit; or at least if such assumption may be made, no reason has been given for confining

it to any one class of limiting forms.

Again, it is clear enough from the manner in which Fourier, Poisson, Cauchy, &c. use the

limiting form 1 - 1 + ..., that they intend it to signify ^ in an absolute manner. The whole

fabric of periodic scries and integrals, which all have had so much share in erecting, would
fall instantly if it were shown to be possible that 1 — 1 + ... might be one quantity as a limitintr

form of A^^ — A^ + ... and another as a limiting form of fiu-5, + .... Fourier's celebrated

expression of a function by means of a definite integral, that of Poisson by means of a series

of periodic integrals, &c., are all stated as absolute truths, and used as such, though they are proved

only as limiting forms of one particular class of convergent series. A person who is much versed in

the writings of the above-mentioned analysts must feel to his finger''s ends that one well-established

instance in which 1 — 1 + ... means other than ^ would throw doubt upon all they have written.

Now we have Poisson's assurance that these series, though indeterminate, have each a unique value,

which can be employed in analysis when the series are considered as the limits of convergent series.

Here the word 'indeterminate'' is loosely used, in the sense of not determinable by actual summation :

a unique value, which can be employed (and therefore of course first found) is not indeterminate in

any correct sense. But who is to assure us of this uniqueness of value? How could Poisson

undertake to make the assertion? By an induction—an extensive one I grant—but still an induction.

From (1 + .r)
~

' = 1 - x + ... to*

—

r

= 1 - .r + .r

it is always observed that where the series-side of an attainable developement gives 1 — 1 + ... the

finite side gives i. But this induction may be overturned : and if the stability of form which really

has hitherto characterized series of finite divergency should be found not to belong equally to those

of infinite divergency, it should teach us rather to suspect the former than to content ourselves with

merely empirical rejection. There are two ways of considering a series : absolutely, as a given

algebraical expression, and relatively, as the development of a given function, from which it

actually was produced. I do not defend the former mode of considering either convergent or non-
convergent series ; and I fully believe that analysts have been led into error, as to both classes, by
incautiously reasoning on series of which the invelopments were unknown. I do not dispute that

the arithmetical value of a specific case of a series may, when that particular case is convergent, be

calculated : but, speaking of general series, it seems to me that it is dangerous to reason upon them

• This instance is very good for the purpose, since one side or the other must have all the difficulties of divergency : either the

integral or the series is divergent.
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until as general an invelopment is found ; after which, I incline to think that all conclusions upon

the series should be upon them considered as the developments of those particular functions which

produce them. My reasons are as follows.

1. Discontinuity of form is not perceptible in the series itself, though it may very possibly

exist ; to reason upon a series as a continuous function, without knowing from its invelopment that

it is so, is pure assumption. This remark applies particularly to series which are always conver-

gent, and most of all to series which are convergent and also begin to diminish from the first term.

If we spoke of mathematical results in the same sort of language as of physical phenomena, we

should say that there is inaptitude in developments to be the permanent arithmetical representatives

of finite continuous functions, and that series which must of necessity be always convergent, shew

this inaptitude by discontinuity, while the others escape from arithmetic altogether by divergency.

2. When divergent series are employed independently of their invelopments, it is impossible to

distinguish the cases in which they really represent infinity from those in which they are developed

forms of finite quantity. No one can actually calculate with the symbol x , even when its sign is

determinate : for even if co + eo ' and co x oo ' would not puzzle him, it is certain that co - eo
'

and eo H- CO ' would require reference to the producing functions. As soon as co is attained, we

must stop for examination : this cannot be done if, when attained, it is seen under the divergent

form which equally belongs to finite quantities, that is, is not seen at all.

3. It cannot be questioned that series which are infinitely divergent, at least, may appear

as very different things in different cases. For instance, an algebraist would be inclined almost to

assert that 1 + 2 + 4 + ... must be - 1 ; for he would say, if it be the object of algebra at all, it

must satisfy the equation x = \ + 2%. But now let us consider the series 1 + 2a-" + S^a""'' + 2^a-"'

+ ... which is certainly convergent, if a and n be both greater than unity, and as certainly increases

without limit, as « - 1 diminishes without limit. When n = 1, the limiting form 1 +2 + 4 + ... is

clearly the representation, not of - 1, but of co . The series e"' + .re"'" + x^e''"'" + ... satisfies the

equation

dxdb b dn J^

where (bO and \|/0 are arbitrary, and a and /3 are any constants independent of a, b, and 7i. In

taking this form for U, I follow the example of Poisson, Cauchy, &c., who are always content with

such a form, provided only that it contain the requisite* number of arbitrary functions. To make

the form of U an algebraical equivalent of the series, we must determine (p9 and yj/O from

^- = J^(p9.v'o'<'V^'d9, -^ = J^({>eic'b*'de;

a useless attempt, even when x<l, unless discontinuous forms of xj/O be introduced. Here is a

clear case in which 1 + 2 + 4 + ... represents co : are we then really to abandon the assertion that it

satisfies the equation 1 + 2^^ = « ? If so, the opponents of divergent series have gained their point,

for those developments are not even to be trusted as to their symbolical properties. But I rather

argue that it is not so, in the following manner. Every equation, it is very well known, has as

many roots as units of dimension, only on the supposition that its problem is absolutely of

that dimension, and not a degenerate case of a higher dimension. Plenty of simple problems may be

proposed which illustrate this known result of common algebraical reasoning. Now the equation

which stands related to the series in question in the same manner asl+22r = ^tol+2 + 4+...is

^% = afe'''"' + (p(« + 1). If this last could be generally solved, then ^0 would be the series

• They assume that ^4161-'^^, or (p^die'^' +tp,e2<^^^' + --- can I
happen to be false, ' toujours incertains' may be applied to many

always be represented by /</>() e-'O-Ze, which I believe to be true if »*' 'heir results, and 'le plus souvent inexacts,' may follow.

(pti may be discontinuous. But it lias not been proved : should it
I
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required : if, after solution, b were made = 0, we should see that 1 + 2z = z, the result for ,t = 2,

would be only a degenerate form of a more complicated form.

Tliis remark will illustrate my opinion that a series is to be considered strictly in relation to the

function from which it is developed. If <r^ + .?r+* + ... be absolutely under consideration, the

equation (px; = af{l -.r)^' may be strictly obtained, and thence (l - ^r)"' for 1 + .r 4 ... But

there is no saying what further degeneracy of form may be seen in passing from <pz = .v'e~''"' +
(p(z + 1) to 1 + 2z = z, which is not seen in passing from cpz = a-^ + (p{z + 1) to the same.

My conclusion is, that a divergent series may have for its proper value either that which is

usually so considered, or infinity, according to the nature of the function from which it is expanded.

And since every equation has as many roots as it lias algebraical dimensions, so many of them being

infinite as there are vanishing coefficients which precede the first finite coefficient, there can be

no right to say that the symbolical character of divergent series is forfeited, until either the synibol

CO takes the place of the ordinary value in a case in which there is no degeneracy, or until some

Jlnite value, different from the ordinary one, i.s shown, in some one particular case, to be the proper

representative of the series. Let 1 +2 + 4 + ... be shown to be any thing but a root of either

1 +2« = «, or of another equation which has degenerated into 1 +'iz = z; that is, let it come out

any thing but - 1 or co , and as a result of any process which does not involve infegratioji performed

on a divergent series—and I shall then be obliged to confess that divergent series must be aban-

doned, or rather, that the generalizations frequently made on the subject must be much curtailed.

But nevertheless, there is nothing to lead us to doubt that divergent series of all classes, whether of

finite or infinite divergence, must be treated alike. If any one say that such a difficulty as the

preceding cannot occur in series of finite divergence, he must prove it.

It might perhaps be supposed that, in every doubt which has been raised in the preceding

remarks, the finitely diverging series have been much less hardly borne upon than the others— to an

extent which may make it seem to be almost admitted by myself that the foreign analysts, if not

justified in their dogmatical rejection of infinitely diverging series, have nevertheless chosen, and

judiciously chosen, to confine themselves to the safer of two paths. But it is to be remembered

that I have been obliged, as yet, to mention only their practical division, which really consists in

the separation of all finitely diverging series from the rest. Had I had to make my own division

of series, I should have admitted that there was one of two paths which was much safer than the

other : but I should have asserted that the labors of tiie writers in question did not extend over the

whole of that path. From the sort of appeal to induction which unfortunately must, in the present

state of our knowledge, help us to a part of our results on series, backed by considerably more of

demonstration than has been applied to the remaining cases, it seems to me pretty clear that the

' proper line of demarcation does not separate series of finite and infinite divergence, but series having

all their signs alike from those of terms alternately [wsitive and negative, or consisting of parcels oi

terms alternately positive and negative. This will be the subject of a subsequent section.

SECTION II.

The Operation of Integration as at present understood, is one of Arithmetic, as distin-

guishedfrom Algebra, and must not he applied unreservedly to Dirergent Series.

AccoKDiNG to elementary notions, we differentiate when we find the value of |0(,r + A) - ^.r} A" '

in a calculable form when A = 0. Integration is usually defined as the inverse question, which

must be, required 0.i when the calculable form oi \<p (.r + A) - <p,r\ fi~ is given for A = 0. Thi>

demands the solution of a functional equation, and it is easy to say. Let this equation be considere<l

Vol. VIII. P.AUT II. Bb
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as solvc'il, aiul lot tlic jirocoss of solution linvo a iiaiiu>. Hut the state of our knowlcdtji' makos it of

no use whatever to ex|)ress a conventional solution, since our power of translatini;; <)ur convention

into ordinary language is confined to a small number of cases, all rcnilered backwards from the

direct process. Common integration is only the memory of (iijferentintinn : and the process of

parts, and the few other artifices by which it is effected, are changes, not from the unknown to the

known, but from the forms in which memory will not serve us to those in which it will. We may
assume that any function has an integral, and we may write down j'cosat'' d,v or fe""d,v; we

may also have recourse to series, and by assuming an unlimited use of divergency, we may procure

abundance of nominal answers to any question. Hut we camiot be so much as sure of the fact tliat

everv continuous function han nn integral, except by recourse to the sumniatory definition, nanieh',

in which n is made infinite. This definition, as is >vell known, never fails, nor can fail, to give one

value for every value of a and ,r, applied to one branch of the function, except only when 0r
becomes infinite at or between v = a and v = .v. In this last case, we have not even the means of

iniiversally defining jfpvdv : all the difliculties of divergent series meet us again.

In confining ourselves to this arit/imcfical definition of an integral, when one of the limits is

infinite, we must, as to a large number of cases, act j)recisely as if we separated a class of divergent

series from the rest, and insisted upon their retaining for their values the idea which the attempt at

arithmetical sumniation gives, infinity. The early problems by which the nature and use of

integration is suggested, being problems on concrete (mostly on space) magnitude, cannot aflbrd the

means of generalizing our ilefinition. No doubt the area of the curve y = e', represented by

r"e'd.r, is greater than any surface which can be assigned : no doubt also that the series of inscribed

rectangles 1 + e + e^ + ... is the same. When we shall have obtained the definition of an integral

by which we can state such a value for /^"e'd.r as is the true correlative to (l-e)"' considered as

the value of 1 + e + ... then, and not till then, shall we be entitled to claim integration as an

instrument of algebra in the widest sense. Some of the objections raised against divergent series,

indeed most of those which are very plausible, are grounded upon the supposition that integration

may be as unreservedly applied to divergent as to convergent series, if the former are to be used

at all. That this cannot be done may be satisfactorily shown by instances, as follows :

1 - 0) cos av
Let 0r = = 1 + ,r cos a r + .J" cos Cm- +

"^
1 — 2.rcosau + a?'^

which never becomes infinite for any value of v, except only when a- = ± 1 ; and the series is con-

vergent when .r lies between — 1 and + 1. Multiply both sides by 6"''d«", and integrate from

15 = Otot'= CO , in which case there cannot be any doubt about the purely arithmetical (or convergent)

character of every integration. This gives us, t being e *

2- f 6-'d)i'</r = 1 + .1/ + .r- 1' + .r'' t^ + .rW

This resulting scries is convergent for all values of ,r : for, since t is less than 1, ,vt" must

become less than unity after a certain value of 71, and thenceforward Si-i^t")" must be more con-

vergent than any series of simple powers. If ,v lie between - 1 and -1- I , the whole of this process

is purely arithmetical, and the identity of the two sides of the last equation might be approximately

verified by actual computation : if not, the original series, though divergent, is changed into

a convergent one by the process. Change w into j~', and let (pv then become (p^r ; we find

cpv + (p\V = 1, and
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—7- / e''^(bvdv + —T- / e~'^d),t)rfu = —-— J€~'''dv= 1.-7- / € '^(bvdv + —7- / e~'^d),t)rfu = —

;

.Accordingly, if all that precedes be correct, we have

..(..i).-H(.^.i)^-.(,.3,l^y = 1,

which is certainly false, unless a convergent series can represent less than half the sum of its terms.

This last series is always convergent, except only when a = 0, or <= 1, in which case the last

equation is found to be algebraically true. If for x we write — a?, the equation is found to be

true when t is equal to the least of ,r and .r"', but is certainly not universally true.

Apply the same process to

(l — .r) cosae

1—2.1? cos2a» + x^

and the result is

= cosflp + X cos iav + ,r^ coaoav +

«=Ori)^-hi)^"-('^-i)'""^
on which precisely the same remarks might be made. I might multiply instances of this kind to

any extent ; but the following consideration will render them needless, as showing that what we

have seen is precisely what we ought to have expected.

Integration, though only capable of an arithmetical definition, is the most decided changer of

form which we ever use. A change of value in a constant may introduce a totally different form

into an integral ; and in particular, the assumption of infinite value for a constant has this eft'cct

almost without exception. And in regard to definite integrals, there is hardly any end to the

known instances in which complete and apparently arbitrary changes of form (such as cannot pass

one into another through - or the like) arise from alteration of the specific value of a constant.

If then V be expanded into the series Po + P, + P, + ... and if the sum of n terms,

P^ -I- i>, + ,.. + P^_
I
be called Q„ ; we obviously have

f'Vdv=f'p,dv + f'P.dv + ... + Jl'iV-Q.)dv

where n is made infinite after integration. When the series P„ + P, + ... is convergent, then, even

granting that y(V — Q ) dv may have circumstances peculiar to n = 3C , it is of no consequence,

since considerations of form are rendered useless by evanescence of value : the elements of_/'( V- Q.) dv

must, by the hypothesis of convergency, diminish without limit as compared with the corresponding

elements ofJ^P.,dv, fP^dv, &c. Even if integration converted the convergent series into a diver-

gent one, this would still be the case. But if P^ + P, -1- ... be divergent, we have no longer any

right to draw any conclusion about /"(F — Q.) dr from observing what takes place with yP f/c,

J'P-^dv, &c. Applying this to our first example above, we have

1 - .r cos a tJ .cos (« + 1) ar - j cos nav
= \ ¥ X cos ax> + . . . + J?" cos nav + x'''

1 — 2ircosau + JT
"

1 - 2xcosat> + jr*

change .r into a?~', and add ; which gives

1 = 2 + .r +

(,»"''+ 1cos(m+ \)av-
I
ar"*'+ — Icosnai-

IN / „ M V x"-')
' '

V W
- cos a + . . . + cP" + —

I
cos nnv a

xj \ x") 1 — 2.rcosao + JT

This equation is identically true, the only restriction being that n must be a positive integer

(0 included). Consequently, we have, as specimens of legitimate inference from integrating a

divergent series.
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2 f (c'»"+^ + — J cosMaw -(«"+' + -^3^1 cos(w + 1) av

x/ttJ,, ; e'^^dv
1 — 2 a? cos a V + ai-

= 1 + Lv + -] e ^ + («'' + -
I

6~~
+... + (.i'" +

1 /-+°°(ci;' +« '^" ') cosnav —(x" + x ")cos(w+l)av _.
—y- / ; Tw e "'^
y/7r*'-a, (« + 0* )— 2cosa«

-p— f
~ ^-^ ^1^ ''

_,^^
^~— - J- ~—-cosnav e''''dv .

'it Ja/tt ^_ ^ ^ (-v + a?~') — COS av

The series continued ad hifinitum is expi-essed by the value of the integral just found, in

which n is made infinite, being the very remainder which is called nothing in the original and
fallacious process. Many interesting forms might be derived from the preceding and similar

cases, but having no reference to the subject of this paper.

When the terms of a divergent series separately vanish, the series having remained divergent

up to the time of evanescence, it is customary, in elementary works, to assume that the series

itself vanishes: or + 0+0 + ,.. is taken to represent 0. Very frequently, no doubt, the in-

velopment shows that this is correct ; and I think I shall be able to show that if the function

be perfectly continuous on both sides of the epoch of evanescent form, a reason can be given why
it must be so. But so far as the series itself is concerned, we have no right to come to such

a conclusion, unless we can shew that as the evanescent form is approached, the invelopment

diminishes without limit. The following instance will show the necessity of this caution.

mi • 1
/"*

^"""' ^'^^ ht dt
.

The mtegral / ;;
is convergent for all values of a, however small, and cer-

tainly is not comminuent with a, but approaches the limit 1 ttc""*, the well-known value of

f^ cos,ht(\ + t'')~^dt. Expand the first side into

y"e-"''cos6< (l -f ^t' - + (-i)''r + (-!)'• + ' - J
which, from

/ ,bt.f"dt =
r (2w + 1) cos {(2w + 1) tan "^ (har-)]

gives, making tan "' (6a"°) =

{¥ + a')-i cos - 1 .2 {¥ + o'')-t cos 30 + 1.2.3.4 (6' + a')-5cos 50 -
- "''^

cos bt.f''''^dt
+ (- l)"1.2.3...2w (6- + a^) 2 cos(2n + 1)0 + (- 1)" + ' r

1 + e

If we neglect the last term, or suppose n infinite, we have expanded the given integral into a

divergent series of which all the terms are comminuent with a : for a = gives 6= Itt. When we
have the remainder, we may, by retaining its proper value, allow the preceding form + + + ...

to stand for : but otherwise the appearance of that form must be a warning, when it arises from

the value of a divergent series, that there may be some finite equivalent which is not to be neglected.

It is worth noting that immediately before the terms of the preceding series vanish, they are all

of one sign, or cos 6, cos 3 0, &c. are of alternate signs. This is one out of the constantly recurring

cases in which it happens that the difficulties of series are mostly incident to the divergent case in

which all the signs are the same : the illustration of which is the subject of the next section but one.
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SECTION III.

It generally happens that the real analytical equivalent of the different values of an

indeterminate expression, is the mean of those different values.

This principle must rest at present upon induction. When Leibnitz pronounced ^ to be the

value of 1 — 1 + ... because there was no apparent reason why either 1 or should be preferred, he

was not only right in his conclusion, but had a glimpse (though not in solid reasons) of a principle

which admits of such frequent confirmation that it may be suspected to be general.

In the first place, if we take any algebraical series, such as a + 6.r - c.v' + ax' + hx* — car" + ...

in which c = a + h, so that when x = 1, the successive results of summation are a, a + b, 0, a, a + b,

0, Sec. we find by common processes that the analytical equivalent is the mean of a, o + b, 0, or

X(2a + b). The same thing happens if we take other forms which produce the same limiting form, as

a + b cos 9 — c cos 26 + ...

Secondly, if we take a scries J^ + A^cosO + yL (:os 20 + ... or Fourier's integral f^ yjj cos

w {x - v) (pv dw civ, in such manner that it may represent the ordinate of a discontinuous curve,

the branches of whicii do not join at the common ordinate, it is found that for the abscissa of the

common ordinate the series and the integral represent in both cases, not either or both of the

ordinates, but the mean between them.

Thirdly, the indeterminate symbols sin » and cos oo are found in numberless cases to represent,

each of them, 0, the mean value of both sin ,r and cos.r. The mean value of any function (px,

between a and b, is
_/_,

(pxdx divided by b - a.

Fourthly, if x lie between — / and + /, Poisson has shewn that

1 /' + ' ^ ^ { r*' mirix-v)
, 1 ^/.

cf)x = — (pr^dv + -z < cos . (pvdvy (from to = l to tn = x ),

the second side of which is not changed in value, by changing the sign of /. And this second side

is the same whether we make x = — I, or x = +/; consequently it is wholly undecided whether it

is then to represent <p(— I) or (p{l). Poisson has shown that in either case it represents the mean
of 0(0 and (p(-l).

Fifthly, if we extend the term 7yiean value, and, in cases in which the function becomes infinite,

define it as j^cpxdx-r^b - a), the same principle applies, in a very peculiar manner, to the remaining

trigonometrical functions, if the part of the integral at which (px becomes infinite, be examined in

"the manner which occurs so frequently in the writings of M. Cauchy. Let us take for instance,

tan A'. In J^" tanxdx, the finite parts destroy one another: and to obtain the expression for it we

must examine the integral from ^tt - /x \.o ^w + n, and from | tf - m 'o ^ir + /x, /jl being infinitely

small. Now the indefinite integral is — log cos.f, so that we have to examine

cos(l7r-M) ,, cos(|7r-M)
'o» 7T N ^"Q log 79 r

COS (^7r + /u) cos (^Tr + /u)

each of which is log(- 1) or iry/ - 1, when /u = 0. Hence J^ tan -rrf.r is Sttv- •, which divided

by 27r, gives v— 1, the proper representation of tan cc , if this principle be true. Now if we

examme the eiiuation tan (.i' + «) = and make x infinite, presummg that S3 and
1 — tan X tan y

00 + y are the same angles, we find tan w = ±\/- '• I" the same manner cot X is ± v
'^—

I-

It cannot be argued that since the values of tan .r, from i- = to .r = tp, have signs contrary to those

from .r = TT to .r = Stf, therefore if vv- 1 be taken for the first, - tt \/ - 1 should be taken for

the second : the reason being that the signs in the second semicircle are really repetitions of those in
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the first, and only contrary in an inverted order. And it must be remembered that, A being the

mean value of X, (pA is not therefore that oi (pX : thus sin-.r? has the mean value i^, not 0^. Also

that, when a quantity is, at one or more epochs, infinite, its mean value is not necessarily positive

because all its values are positive. Thus tav? a; has -1 for its mean value. The mean value of

sec X or cosec x is 0. This remarkable coincidence of two modes so remote from each other of

determining the analytical meaning of tan os and cot M , depends at last upon e* =^-' =o, an equa-

tion which more writers have virtually used than have openly dared to state it. The apparent dis-

turbance of the law of continuity when a? = CO , as in cos^ x -t- sin^ eo = 0, &c. is perhaps what has

prevented the formal recognition of these relations : nevertheless they will, it may confidently be

asserted, not only obtain universal reception, but finally a rational and consistent explanation.

The following is a glimpse, perhaps, of the explanation, as applied to series. In every conver-

gent series, the limit of the sum of all its terras is the mean value obtained from all the summations:

the mean of M partial summations J,, (J, + A^, (J, + Jj + ... + A,)

is A, + A^ + J, + ...+- .4„,
n ' n n

which, as n is increased without limit, has A-^ >r A^-^ ... ad inf. for its limit. Hence, by Poisson's

principle, by which I mean the assumption of the right to apply the maxim, " that which is quanti-

tatively true up to the limit, is true in the same sense at the limit, when the limit presents an

incalculable form"—we may assert most positively, that 1-1 + 1 — ... must be 1 whenever it is the

limiting form of convergency : not on the metaphysical doctrine (probably suggested by the known
result) of Leibnitz, namely, that we can see no reason to prefer to 1, or 1 to 0, and must therefore

• 1 • -1 \ n I n + I

take a mean ; but because n partial summations give the mean - x - or - x — according as n

is even or odd, and the limit of both is i. At the same time it is easily proved that whenever

the partial summation gives recurrences in which occurs at stated equal intervals, the limit of the

means must be the mean of one period.

As in other cases, the diverging series whose terms are all of one sign is not elucidated by this

process, which nevertheless, provided we adhere to our principle, brings out the true algebraical

result for series which have terms alternately positive and negative. The mean of 1, 1 - a,

1 - « + o^, &c. {n summations), is

,n + l

+ „., . v- ^C-O"^'
1 + a w(l + a)' n{l + a)-

if, when n is infinite, we take (— «)" + ' as 0, tlie mean of the values between which we cannot then

choose, we have (l + a)"' as the limit.

SECTION IV.

Series of alternately positive and negative signs stand upon a much safer basis than those

in which all the terms have the same signs, and that whether their divergence hefinite

or infinite.

At the very outset, namely, in the mode of finding whether the series is convergent or divergent,

there is every possible diSerence between the two species above-named, which we may term

progressing and alternating. The progressing series d) (l) + ^ (2) + ... is convergent when the

first of the set

^0=-*^, P^=\ogx{P,-\), P,= \og\ogx{P, -])... P„= (log)":c(P„ _,-])...
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which is not equal to unity is greater than unity ; and divergent when the first which is not

equal to unity is less than unity. But (l) - (2) + ... is necessarily convergent, provided
only that 0(co ) =0 continuously, or that the terms ultimately diminish without limit.

A progressing series must be either convergent or infinitely divergent ; an alternating series may
be convergent, or either finitely or infinitely divergent : but the infinite divergence of the latter

is of a different character from that of the former. I very much doubt whether it is quite

correct to apply the same phrases to both kinds of series.

It is easy to apply Poisson's principle to alternating series, even when they are of infinitely

diverging form. We can always contrive to find positive quantities fi„, 5,, &c. in such a
manner that J„So - ^i^, + A„Bo- ... is convergent, up to a certain value of a variable contained
in jB„ &c., which makes them become severally =1. Thus \ - a + a" - is a limiting form of

1 - «.r""+ a^x-"^ - a^a?~"^+ ... which, n being > 1 is certainly convergent down to a; = 1, exclusive;

and this whatever the value of a may be. Whether this limiting form is always (l +0)-' may be
a question; but, as I think is sufficiently shown in various parts of this paper, the question may
also be asked about the finitely diverging series which have been so confidently allowed.

When an alternating series is convergent, and a certain number of its terms are taken as

an approximation, the first term neglected is a superior limit of the error of approximation. This
very useful property was observed to belong to large classes of alternating series, when finitely or
even infinitely divergent: I do not remember that any one has denied that it is universally true,

while many have implicitly asserted it. When the series is convergent for a certain number
of terms, particularly if the terms become very small before they begin to increase again, it obviously
makes the divergent alternating scries practically as useful as the converging series, perhaps even
more so, for it is very frequent that the greater the ultimate divergence, the greater also is the

primitive tendency towards convergence.

In any series P,, - P^ + P^ - ... this theorem is obviously true as long as the remnant
P„ — P„ + i + ... has the same sign as P„, or the positive sign. Thus, if P„ - P„^, + ... = Q , we
have for the series P„ - P, + Q, and P„ - P, + P^ - Q, : if Q, and Q^ be positive, the series is

greater than P, - P, and less than P„ - Py + P..; which is a case of the theorem. It is also clear

that if either Q., or Q^ be negative this case is not true.

That the theorem is not universally true will appear in the following instances :

^ = cos' a — cos' 2 ff + cos- Sa - ...

1 - St

1 -e
= 1 -3t + f' -'Jt^ + t* -3f +

It is not true that i always lies between cos" a and cos' a - cos' 2 a, or that (1 - 3t) (l — f)-'
always lies between 1 and I - 3t, whenever t is positive. The following investigations, thout^h they
will fully explain why it is that the theorem is so often true, are insufficient to distinguish accuratelV
between those in which it is and is not true.

When (pa; can be expanded into A - B.v + Ci^ - ... {J, B, kc. being positive), we take

the known form

00 + (b'o .a; + d)"o'- + + 0'"'o + d)"'"^"(0.r)^ ^2 T- 2.3...n ^ ^ 2.3,,.

w

in which 9<1. If then 0'o, (f)"'o, &c. be negative, and 00, 0"o, Sec. positive, and if 0j?, 0'a-, he.
each preserve, up to ,v = a, the sign it starts with when a- = 0, there is no question that the theorem is

true from w = to x = n. Thus common differentiation with respect to .r will prove the theorem
for the case of

r
'dv

= 1 -..r + 2x- - 2.3.r' +
1 + xv
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For any particular series A„ — A^ + ... h is enough that Af, — J ^ x + ... should be a continuous

function of x whose differential coefficients preserve their initial signs from ,v = to a; = 1. But

though some of them should change sign, the theorem obviously remains unaffected as to summation

stopping at parts of the series in which no change takes place. It is then no wonder that the

theorem should be so frequently true.

Whatever value a function may have when .r = 0, it is obvious that if the commencing series of

signs, namely, those of 00, (p' 0, &c. be + — + —i— &c. ad infinitum, the function itself, and all

its differential coefficients, are at the first instant in a state of numerical dimmution. The reason

is tiiat those which begin negative are algebraically increasing, while those which begin positive are

algebraically diminisfmig : this follows from the well-known (but much too scantily used) theorem

tliat a function is in a state of algebraical increase or decrease according as its differential coefficient

is for the moment positive or negative. Adopting for convenience the mechanical idea of the differ-

ential coefficient representing the velocity of the function, and supposing x to be the time elapsed,

say in seconds, let <px = A^ — A-^ w + A„x' — ... be a function of x, A^, A^, &c. all being positive.

And first let A^, A,, A^, &c. present an unbroken series of diminutions, or Ag — A^, A^ —A.,, &c.

an unbroken series of positive signs. Then cpx begins =^4,,, with retardation at the rate of

— A^ per second. But ^, is less than A„; therefore this rate of retardation cannot change the sign

of (b X in one second, unless it receive an increase. But this there is no symptom of at the com-

mencement, since (h"o is positive, and tiie retardation begins by being checked. Hence, if a func-

tion start with a differential coefficient of a sign different from its own, and numericallv less, it cannot

change sign within the next unit of increase of the variable, without the second differential coefficient

first changing sign. Nor can it even change sign before .r becomes —^ without a change of sign in

cb"x previously occurring. For if the velocity liad continued uniform, it would tlien have been

A . .
A .

A„ -A, or 0, and woidd not have clianged sign till after ,x' =—_° at least; but since the velocity
A, '

^ ° J,

A
of retardation begins by being diminished (0"u being positive), it must make this up before x = —~

if a change of sign be to take place; that is, increase of retardation must come on, or <p"x must

become negative. All this will be very plainly pictured in the curve y = (px.

Again, i{ (b^x = Ai — A^x + ... and if A^ > A2 similar reasoning shows that 0, x cannot change

sign before x = 1, unless <pi"x first change sign. If neither cp"x nor (pi" x change sign from x =

to .r = 1, then it is easily collected that A^- Ai + ... lies between A,, and A^ - A^. And if we

suppose A^, Ai, 8ec. to diminish until we come to A„, then it (p„x = An —
-^»+i x + ... we see that if

neither cp"„_2X nor 0„_,.t' vanish before x=l, we are sure that A„_, and A„_2— A„_
,
contain

J„_2 - ^„-, + •.. between them; from which it may readily be proved that the theorem is true up

to the last but one of the converging terms, under the preceding pair of conditions.

The useful part of this theorem in calculation, is undoubtedly its usual truth for all the

apparently converging terms of the series. And we see from the above that if these converging

terms last up to A„, then m not being >n, the theorem is true up to A„_i, inclusive, if neither

^m-o't' nor (p,^_iX vanish before x=\. But the theorem is not universally true even for

converging terms. Let (p x = 3 — "2 x + x^ - 20 x^ + ^0 x* ~ 20 x^ + ... which has three terms con-

verging, and is of finite divergence; so that Poisson would admit — 8=3-2+1— 20-1-20-,..

as tlie limiting form of the above when * = 1 . But - 8 does not lie between 3 and 3-2. This

series is the development of {S + x - x' — \9a^) (l + .r)
"

' and its second differential coefficient will

be found to change sign before x = 1

.

We will now look at the theorem in another point of view. Every alternating series may be

reduced to a case of (px — (p(x + l) + (f + 2) - ... in which (pv is a positive function from

= 0? to « = X • If this be the proper developement of \px, then \|/.r + \|/ (* + 1) = (px ; con-
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sequently \|/w + \|/ (u + 1) must be always positive from v = x to v = s: . Hence ^j/v cannot

change from + to - when v = a, without changing again from — to + before v = a + 1. Now
the theorem can only be disturbed by \|/ u becoming negative: for x^^r = 0,r — \// (x + 1), or,

\|/ (« + 1) being positive, \|/ir >(px\ again \^.r = (px - (p {a; + i) + yp {x + 2), or, \p {x + 2) being

positive, \l/x<(pa; — (p{.v + 1), and so on.

Hence 1. No function ip.v can be expanded as above unless it be one in which its changes of

sign go in pairs, the —(- change following the + - change before the variable has received an

additional unit : 2. except at those epochs at which \|/ {m + n) happens to be negative, the theorem

must be true. As long as (px, (p {.v + I), &c. continue diminishing, the theorem must either be

true, or there must be a minimum value of yf/x within a unit-change of the variable, reckoning

from the last change of sign. When y^yx changes from + to -, \|/',r is negative, and when from

— to +, \l/'x is positive: there must then be a minimum value of \^,r between the two changes.

Now as long as cpx diminishes, or (p'x is negative, yj/'x + \p' {x + 1) is also negative. After the

minimum is past, then, \p'x cannot continue positive until x has increased by a whole unit, or there

must be a maximum value within a unit-change of the variable, reckoning from the minimum. If

then the terms continue diminisiiing as far as (p {x + n), it may be collected from the above that the

theorem is true for the several summations up to (p{x + n — 1), except for those in the neighbourhood

of the last terms of which arc found two roots of \//.r for values of ,r not differing by a unit, followed

by a maximum value of yf/X, for a value of x not a unit in advance of that which gives the inter-

mediate minimum of the roots. And if \|/ir can ever become infinite, (px being finite, then ...

ylr{x + 2), \jf {x + 1), ypx, \l/ (x — 1), ... are all infinite, with alternate signs. From tiiisit will readily

be seen that in the greater number of cases the theorem must be strictly true.

Again, it is now known that every function (px can be expressed in the form 'S.Je'", provided that

integration be included under the sign i), and also the finite summation of terms in which A is

infinitely great, and a infinitely small, and which give a finite sum by difference of sign.

Whether many cases of this reduction do not involve much greater difiiculty than those of divergent

series, may be a question. However this may be, it is clear that in whatsoever manner (px may

be represented by I.Je'"', in the same manner (px - ^ (x + I) + ... may be represented by

Ae"'
2 . In all cases, then, in which the several terms of ^Ae" are severally positive, and, if

1 +e"
Af"^

infinite in number, can be arithmetically summed, it follows that \|/,i or 2
,,

is also positive.r
,
^^..

Thus for all cases in which (px can be expressed by f^ e'^-y^^vdv, j^r being always positive between

the limits, it follows that the theorem is true.

We find then that this theorem must be true in the great majority of cases: as far as

observation goes it is not known to have failed in any one of the instances in wliich its use is of

importance. It is enough, witliout any thing else, to draw a great distinction between the pro-

gressing and alternating series. Hut this is not ail : it is also matter of observation that there is

great difficulty in finding alternating series which become infinite for one or more values of their

variable, without having recourse to those in which tiie law of tlie coefficients is discontinuous. It

is most easy, botii to make the above theorem fail, and to procure a case in which infinity of value

can be obtained, by means of the development of common algebraic functions, presenting discon-

tinuous coefficients; but it is not easy witli coefficients following a continuous law.

It cannot of course be proved that Af, — A^ + A.^ — ... is necessarily a finite quantity, since cases of

exception may be procured : but some illustrations may be given of the tendency of this form to

represent only finite quantity. Probably nothing but the collection of such tendencies will ever

lead to a rigorous criterion for ascertaining in what cases it can represent infinite quantity.

In a great many cases, a large majority of those usually considered, the complete alternating

series Ao — A ^x + A.,x^ — ... diminislies without limit, as a? increases without limit: and the faster

Vol. VIII. Faux II. Cc
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J„ Ai &c. increase, the more rapidly floes this diminution take place. We shall see, in the next

section, that this comminiience of A„ - JyV + ... and a-~' is to be looked for as the rule, its failure

being the exception.

I,et the series be transformed into

—
'— [a, - (A, - aA„) + {A., - 2«//, + a^A,) -

"*--

] +a.v\ " ^ ' ^ (1 +ax) (1 +aa;Y

- {A;, - 3aA., + Sa^A^ - a' A,) + ...
^

(1 + a.ny
I

which is easily done. Let a be taken so small that the series just obtained shall still be alternating,

which can generally be done, though not always, and then, on account of the factor (1 + a.v')~\ it

is clear that the original series and *"' are coniniinuent except only when the second series and ,v

increase without limit together: that is, instead of supposing, as a priori we should do, that the

alternating form with terms increasing without limit has an equal facility of approaching any given

limit, we are rather to look upon it that its facility of approaching any other limit except 0, as ,r

increases without limit, is only equal to that of its approaching eo , or increasing without limit. I

am not, of course, disposed to attach much weight to reasoning which rather resembles that of the

theor)' of probabilities than of pure mathematics: but I do say that it must be better to take s.uch

considerations at their proper value, as suggestions for the conversion of results of observation into

demonstrated theorems, than to allow isolated facts which evidently point at something, to remain in

their state of separation.

This inaptitude to represent infinity, and this tendency to comminuence with a,'"' are both cir-

cumstances which render the operation of integration much safer as applied to alternating than to

progressing series. But the princijwl distinction between the two kinds of series seems to me to

depend upon our present knowledge of the meaning of integration, as explained in a previous

section, being imperfect. The progressing series cannot be expressed differentially without the

operation of what we may call progressing integration ; the alternating series can. This is exem-

plified in the two following remarkable theorems, given by Poisson :

00 + 01 + 02 + ... = ^00 + f^'°(f)zdz + 2S^="
\ f^ cos Sottt^ (pz dz\,

00 - 01 + 02 - ... = i0O + 2S|"=r {f,^ {co^rmrz - cos2w27rsr) (p»dss\.

We may now examine the sort of proof which we can obtain of the usual values of divergent

series, with the view of comparing finite and infinite divergence. Let V = P„ - P^ + P.^ - ... and

let P„ = 1 when ,v = \, independently of w. Also, before x = ^, let the series be convergent ; after-

wards divergent. Let P„ = P„_, - />„_,, whence p„_] = when a? = 1. And

F = P„ - (Po - Po) + (A - Ih) - ... or F = iPo + (p„ -p,+ p, - ...).

Again, let W = Q„ + Q, + Q., + ... and let Q„ = 2" when ,v = 1. Let Q„ = 2Q„_, - {j„_^ ;

whence 7„ = when .v = 1. And W= Q„ + (2Q„ - f/„) + (2Q, - 7,) + ... or W = - Q„ - (fj^ + q^

+ q-i + ...). When x = 1, we have

^=a-^o + (0-0 + 0- ...) ; IF = - 1 - (0 -I- -t- + ...)

and on the proper equivalents of the two evanescent forms it depends whether 1 — 1 + 1 - ... = ^
and l-i-2+4+... = -l are true or not. Now instances enough may be produced in which

+ -I- + ... is not an equivalent of : though, by instances merely, it would be found exceed-

ingly difficult to overturn — + ... = 0, as long as the common operations of algebra only are

used. But here again, when the forms of the integral calculus are employed, instances may be

produced in which, though the form — -1- ... may still be called 0, it is only by means of a

discontinuity which, occurring as it does at the limiting form of an alternating series of finite
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divergency, has a tendency to destroy the exclusive confidence which manv modern analysts have
placed in them.

The very foundation of this confidence is, as we have seen from the expressions of Poisson,

a full belief in the maxim that whatever is numerically true up to the limit is true at the limit.

To this principle, reasonable and convincing as it is, let us join the remembrance of a fact so

well ascertained, were it merely as a matter of observation, that alternating series are more safe

and more easily calculated than progressing series, and also the simplest of all theorems on
convergency, namely, that an alternating series is rendered convergent by mere diminution, if

unlimited, of its terms. With these premises let us consider the integral / ~ dx. I

believe that this one integral might be made to throw a case of exception in the way of those
who have claimed privileges for the finitely diverging series over other non-arithmetical forms,
in every particular as to which their superiority has been asserted.

Poisson, agreeing in this point with all other analysts, asserts that f
'-

d.v is i tt

or - Itt, according as a is positive, nothing, or negative : any computer using the method of
quadratLiits would coufirm this result in all its parts. But this integral is clearly the same as

fn sin aa- f"s\r\ar fasina.v
Jo ax + J, d,v + Js, dx + .

which is an alternating series, since the second, fourth, &c. integrals are composetl entirely

of negative elements. Moreover the terms diminish without limit, since the numerators of the

elements are recurrent, but the denominators constantly increasing, and without limit. However
small a may be, if it be positive, ^ tt is the real value of the series, obtainable by the computer:
and yet if a be absolutely = 0, each of the terms is also absolutely = But if 1 - I + I — ... is

to be taken as having the unique value i, loh'trh may he employed in analysis (the Italics .nre

Poisson's expressions) because 1 - g + g' - ... is certainly (l +g)'\ however little^ may fall short

of unity, then surely 0-0+0 — 0+... may here represent either — or + —
, since, however

small a may be, when negative it gives the first, and when positive the second: notwi(ii>tandin'>'

which, it is certain that - + — ... is in this case = 0.

Here then we iiave — + — .,., a limiting forjn, and that which is true up to the linut is

not true at thj limit. But why is this principle abandoned, being, as it is, the very point on the
" assumed clearness of which the line is drawn between the accepted and the rejected cases of non-

convergency .' Is it tiiat an infinite series of zeros w»**Y represent zero? I think I have shown
sufficient cause against that assumption. Is it by the principle of mean value discussed in the

last section .'' No one that I know of, except Leibnitz on grounds purely metaphysical, has ever

used this principle, and no one has hitherto stated it in general terms : and moreover the modern
analysts appear to require strictly arithmetical foundations, and would acknowledge no identity

of principle between their methods and one which produces tan os = v/— i ; they seem also to

suppose tliat they are quite free of the use of principles established by induction. Either then

the principle tliat whatever is numerically true up to the limit is to be held true at the limit

must be abandoned, or exceptions of discontinuity, in questions involving integration, must be
admitted to be possible in a manner which renders the cases to which Poisson and others have
confined themselves subject to as great difficulties as those which they have abandoned.

In a preceding part of this paper I spoke of it as a strong presumption that J„ + A,.r + J.,,v- + ...

should represent A^^ when .v - 0, or that the form + + + ... which follows J, should =0.
If A^, A,, &c. be all positive, and if the series be always divergent, however small .r may be,

it is obvious that where the preceding represents a function of complete continuity, we mav
cc 2
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look for its value at .r = 0, from the limit of J^^- A^.v + A-iX^ - ... as well as from that of

J + J,,T,+... Accordingly, when there is continuity, all the presumptions of superior safety

which the alternating series presents may be applied to this intermediate case.

SECTION V.

On Double Infinite Series, in which the Terms are infinitely continued in both

Directions.

One look at the series

... + (p (^x - S) + (p {x - 9) + (^ {x - \)+ (p X + (p {x + I) + (p (x + 2) + (p (x + 3) + ...

will show that, whenever it can represent a definite function of x, which preserves its properties for

different values of x, it must be a solution of the equation v// (.r + 1 ) = \|/ i' . Various modes of

proof, applicable however only to functions and processes of complete continuity, show that, in

all cases to wliich those proofs apply, the representation of the above is simply 0, or rather

either 0, or, in particular cases, -. And certainly, in all cases, it can be reduced to the

limiting form + + + ..., so that, if not always = 0, the warning given in another part of this

paper is confirmed. Throughout this section, let S(px stand for a double series of the above form.

For (px write cpx.a' and divide by a'' which gives ... + (p {x - ]) a'^ + (px + (p(x + l) a,+ ...

Now
1 a , a + a' (p"x a + 4 a'^ + a (p"'x

^,, + ^(,,+ l).« + ...= -_<^.;+^^—-y,</,..+ ^^-^— + ^^_^^, -^+...

in which it need only be noted here that the numerators of the functions of a all read backwards

and forwards the same in their coefficients. Now by the same rule

cp(^-x)+<p{-x-\).a+ ... = ^—^0 ( - x) -
^^

/'^^^ cp' ( - x) + ...

change x into -x in the last, and a into a"', add the result to the preceding equation, and

substract cp x , which gives S {(p x .a^) = ai' (p + + + ...). Again, taking the ealculus of

operations, let £ 0a; = (* + l), then, of all perfectly continuous answers, E~^(px must mean

(p{x-\). The whole operation performed upon (px in S (p x h ... + E~^ + E^' + E^ + ... or

I or 0. But it must not be forgotten that, in cases in which discontinuity is

1 -E-' 1 -E
possible, it does not follow that E~''(px always signifies (.t? - »»)• Fo'' if '"^ ^^ere to assume,

for instance

/ TT /•= sin (a - «) « \ .

E-'(px=cp (x - 3) + i^-+
J^^

dvj .px

we should be justified by the result E' E -^
(p x = (p x, whenever a - {x + 3) is negative, though

when a - * is positive, the preceding would not be the same as (p {x - 3).

This is an important point, not only in reference to the calculus of operations, but to every

case in which inverse operations are employed. There is, I am well aware, among mathematicians,

something like a disinclination to provide beforehand for discontinuity, which first showed itself in

the struggle against admitting discontinuous functions into the solution of partial differential

equations. But it should be remembered that, in our time, trigonometrical series of the most

continuous form have been shown to represent functions of the most capricious discontinuity. A
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mathematician has lately amused himself with preserving the first part of the air of ' God save the

King'' for posterity by means of a case of Fourier's integral ; and any one who has studied the pro-

perties of the series A cos ,r + 5 cos 2 .r + ... knows that a sturdy computer, who is not afraid of the

method of quadratures, might hand down the means of recovering the profile of his own face from

its equation : and that in a form wiiich no analyst could tell at sight from the equation of a circle,

a parabola, or some other continuous curve. Nor is such discontinuity a mere possibility : it is

constantly occurring in the higher branches of mathematics, and its detection and treatment forms

the most distinctive feature of the most recent school. Surely then it is time to pay attention at the

outset of every plan of investigation to the possibility of the occurrence of discontinuity in inverse

operations.

I do not see how absolute error is to be avoided without such a precaution. Defining

E(p,v as (f){x+ 1), nothing is clearer than the right to use the symbol E, and those derived from it,

algebraically : all the fundamental symbolic definitions are satisfied by it. If we are to assume, as

of necessity, that E~'(pw can be nothing but (p{v — n), the symbol Scpx must represent 0, as

shown : and experience points out that it actually does so in every case in which there is no
discontinuity. But in certain cases, as I shall show, S(pv does not represent 0, but another

solution of »!/ (j? + l) = \|/iF : there is then some flaw in the demonstration, which I take to be the

assumption without reserve of E '"(px = <h {x — n).

I might give other ways of expressing S(px, all ending in the same result, that, unless some
special mode of introducing and allowing for discontinuity be aiiopted, it represents 0. But this

paper is already too long, and I therefore pass on to some cases in which it does 7iot represent 0.

Let us consider the series,

\ + (b- icy \ + {b-cy 1 + ir \ + {b + cy i + (6 + 2c)^

which is both ways convergent. We have the two following results,

/'''e-****'"'sinvdi>= __-!__ /"'6-<*'-*"'sinrrfi- = ^
Jo 1 + (6 ± kef 'Jo i +{b-

that one being taken in which e" is raised to a negative power
(w + l)c: then we have

1 1

1 + (i - TO - 1 (•)

1=^ + =^=— = f fe-C'+i
I + {b -m + 2c)* I + (b- m+ ic)- J^

in whicli integration is performed on convergent scries only.

o —
r., = / ;= s\nvdv= I

l + {b+pcy J^ l-e-" 7, e'"-6-'"
where to' = w + \. Now m'c - ft is numerically less than Ic ; and Legendre has shown (see mv
' Differential Calculus,' page 669) that if g be not greater than h.

"
1 + {b-kcf
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Before showino- some consequences of this and similar results which will be interesting as

extensions of known theorems, I proceed to verify my assertion that this series, being double,

and not = 0, will show signs of discontinuity. Let us consider the series

y = 7-T-^ + t-tttt::^ + 7-.1+6'' 1 +{b + cy 1 + (b + 2c)-

which is convergent when c .r is or negative. This series is a solution of

y e

y + da^ 1 - e"

dw I .t sin ii'f
^ dxr' cos we aoc / " sui

,

whence « = sin a; /
— cos x j

There is nothing in this result, as long as the final value of .r is negative, to hinder the

computer from finding the value of y by the method of quadratures, and comparing it with the

result of the convergent series. And even when x = 0, the part of the first integral which comes

from between x = — a and x = 0, a being infinitely small ; is rendered evanescent by the factor

sin .r, as special examination will show. If then we make a? = 0, and if we venture to change the

sign of c, and put the two results together, we have, remembering that the term (1 + 6') ticcurs

twice,

1 + yb + J) c)- 1 + b-

r° h 1 1

= - / sin X €' dx = — ; or .S" r, r^ = 5

J_^ 1+6- 1 + (6 +xcy

a false result, but agreeing with the theorem already discussed, and which I think may now
be described as follows. The double series S(px is, if its two sides be perfectly continuous, = 0:

and any method which proceeds by neglecting discontinuity will end in S(px = 0, true or false.

But perhaps it may not be evident at once why I say we have neglected discontinuity in the

preceding process : if so, the following explanation will be necessary.

A continuous equation is one in which the two sides are algebraical equivalents, that is,

in which the right to use the sign of equality is independent of the value of any letter or letters.

If this right be destroyed by the passage of any one letter over a given limit, there is obviously

discontinuity. Now it \^x = cp x + (p(^a,' + 1) + . . . be a continuous equation, or if \px = d>x + \|/(.r + I)

be universally true, we may convert it into

\^x = — <p{x - I) + \|/(.f - 1), or xf/x = - (p(x - ]) - (p{,v — 2)- ... :

if this be granted, then S(px = 0. Conversely, if S(px be not =0, then yf/x = (px + ... being

true, yj/x = — d)(r — 1) ~ ••• '^ false. Also, if the assumption of tiie permanence of any equation

make S(px=0, then, whenever this last is not true, it follows that such assumption of per-

manence is erroneous. In the preceding result, we have assumed the permanence of the equation

e'"'dx ] 1

/ 1 - 6" 1 + ft- 1 + (ft + C)-

for all values of c. The error of our result is manifest : this permanence then has no existence.

And the warning is that when c is made negative, we integrate over a diverging series: in

fact, our process assumes the ordinary development of (l — e")"' when c and x are both negative,

or e''''>l, and integrates that development.

There have been two discontinuities occurring in the preceding; the first dependent upon

the introduction of w, the second that just considered. The first may be treated as merely
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incidental to one particular proce.ss ; we were not bound to Legendre's integral; and this dis-

continuity disappears in the result. But the second is essential to the problem ; the series

satisfies a certain differential equation, the complete solution of that equation is ascertained, and

therefore the series must be represented by its equivalent solution of the equation. No other

equivalent could have been anything but the one we found, or the same in a different form.

As matters stand, then, we cannot have a continuous relation between the series and its invelop-

ment : and this, I will venture to prognosticate, will continue until the definition of integration is

extended.

Let us now try ... -, + — — ~ + ... which call S"i+(b-cy i+b" } + {b + cy i+(b + pcy'

Proceeding )ust as before, and, h lying between vie and (m + l)c, we shall find, /n' being m + ^,

as before,

1
»jC"-^-!')''_g-('"'^-*)-

•S" -=(-1)"'/ —j^ ^^sini-di'.
1 + (b + pcY J^ e*" + e

•"

But Legendre has also shown the following, g being not greater than h:

r sin vdv = —
(e-*— e '^*) sin —

'
'ill

6* + e * + 2 cos

whence tiu- series in question is

(e ' - 6 M sin »* + J, TT (e' - 6 ') cos—
\ - cl 2 7r c

h

b

2/A C IT --JL 27r6
+ e <^ + 2 cos 2m+l Tr e«^ + e<'-2 cos

27r(-ir

which is, as it ought to be, a solution of \^(6 + e)= — y^b Now consider the series.

1+6* 1 + (b + cf 1 + (6 + 2c)'

which is a solution of y +
dx'' 1 + e"

, .
/-' cos.r e'^da; /-' sin.rf'^d*

whence y = sin a; / — cos s I

•^- » 1 + e' •'- » 1 + «

on which may be repeated all the remarks on the preceding case. But in this case, when c = 0,

the value of y gives, as it should do, -1 €'^(1 + 6°)"'.

The danger of integrating over a diverging series is thus shown to be incident to alternating

as well as progressing series. It cannot be denied that Poisson has separated the only case in

which integration can be used with some freedom and safety on non-arithmetical series : namely,

the finitely diverging series which lies between the convergent and divergent cases. Whether
the freedom is entire and the safety absolute is more than can be determined at present :

unacquainted as we are with all the varieties of the discontinuity which appears in limiting cases

of integration, as now understood. On this point, I must refer to the preceding part of this

paper.

Witii regard to the alternating double series + J.jA'""— .<<_, j;"
' + .<<„- .<J, .i- + .^.^ir* - ... we

now learn that, whenever complete continuity exists, A^— AiX+,.., a; being infinite, must have

the same value as A _i ,v~^ — A _.,.v~- + ... when .r"' is nothing; tiiat is, must vanish, generally

speaking. This observed tendency of A^- A^.v + ... has been already noticed.
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I now take some results of the two series here discussed which are interesting in the way of

verification and extension, though not illustrative of the points on whicii I am specially writing. If

for b and c we write b : a and c : a, we have

2ir(i 2ffa

e " — e
"

(e - e ) cos—
5"

a^+(b^Vcf ac ^ -^ 27r6 a^ + {b + pcf ac -^ -^ S-n-h
^ ^ ' 6 " + e - 2 cos e +6 - 2 cos

Make a = 0, c = 1, and we have

\sm TrbJ

1 111
+ T-. T, + T-, To + ,-^ +
(b-2y- (b-lf V {b+\f {b + '2f

Vsin Trbj

1 111 1

cos 7r6 = ... + —

;

TTo — —
75 + T^ —

{b-2f (b-\f b^ {b + iy (6 + 2f

(-1) ° d"-^ f/ TT y-] _ 1 1 I 1
^

1

r« d6''-2 I Vsin Trbj ]
~ '" "^

{b - 2)"
"^

(6 - 1)"
'^

b"
'^

{b + 1)" (6 + 2)"

(-1)" rf-'f/ ^ \1 ^ ,1 1 _ £ 1^ 1

Tn db'-'lUimrbj] "

1 111
+ ; ; +T - -, +

sin7r6 6-2 6-1 6 6+1 6 + 2

If we had commenced with \{b + pcY - l\\ and had used the formula
Jq e'""'^'^ sinvdv

= (l — 7W^)"S which Poisson would have admitted as a limiting form of Jq
fi-^+wV-Dt- gjj, ^^^^ ^g

should have seen in the final result a right to substitute ay/- 1 for a in the preceding formulae;

giving

. 27ra . TTd 7r6
sm sm — cos —

S'
{h+pcf - a- ca %-n-a lirh {h +pcY - a' ac Otto 27r6

cos cos cos COS
c c c c

Various formula? might be obtained by differentiating these with respect to a, 6, or c ; and

various others by integration, one set of which is remarkable. IMultiply the two first equations

severally by ada, and it will be seen that the second sides become integrable : integrate from a = 0,

and make the antilogarithmic change, which gives the following continued products, of which the

well-known formulae for the sine and cosine are particular cases.

- -^ (^^) i'-'t) ['
•*
(6T^^) ^ (6T^^) -

=

2- _2- 2,r6
X (e c + e <^ ) - cos
'' c

27r6
1 - cos

( ^ + 15 h + 71 ^ ••• 2 (^"^ +^ - cos — 1 + cos—
(6 -2c)-/ V 6-/ V (6 + 2c)-

,1 + (^T10^)-
l(e. +e-0 + cos- 1-cos-

the second of which is readily deducible from the first. It is needless to write down the forms

arising from the substitution of a v - 1 for «•
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From what precedes, we are warned to expect some discontinuity arising in the treatment of

any series ^(a?) ± 0(a? + 1) + ... if 0(* + «) = 0(.p - w), unless that series be an analytical

equivalent of 0. And even in this latter case, it is to be remembered that — is the real form, and

that when -^.v = 0, there may arise cases of exception in which the series represents a finite quantity,

and even infinity. This particular point has been so beautifully illustrated by Poisson, in his

treatment of the series 1 + cos + cos 2 + ... that nothing is left for any one else to say, at

present.

In mentioning once more the name of this distinguished analyst, I may state that the point in

which I have freely ventured to question his judgment is not as to the wisdom of the course he

took, in rejecting divergency from the integral calculus as he found it, but as to the grounds on
which he asserted a final and fundamental difference between what he adopted and what he rejected.

A. DE MORGAN.

University College, London,

January 15, 1843.

ADDITIONS.

Page 192, line 8. It is not asserted that cos'^ co + sin' co = 0, for the mean value of each of the

terms is ^, and cos*' co + sin^ co = l. Many errors may be made by forgetting that d> sin^r (j? = oo )

or (0) is not the mean value of (p sin ,r, but f (p (sin ,r) dx -^ 2 7r.

Page 201, last four lines. If it should seem for a moment that this reasoning would apply
equally to Aa+ A^a; + ... and - A_^x-^ - A.i'"'^ - ...1 remember that the theorem in Section IV
(to which the exceptions are only occasional) shows that A _xX~'^ — A_^x~^ + ... lies between

A_x .r~' and ^_, a?"' — A _^x~' when x is great : but that we have no such argument from which to

infer the comminuence of — A^^ a?"' — A^^x''' - ... and x~^. Still however, the equality of this

last to A^ + AiX + ..., when there is no discontinuity, would enable us to predict the very large

number of cases in which A^ + A^ x + ... is infinite and negative when .r is infinite and positive.

Vol. VIII. Paki II. Dd



XVI. On the MetJiod of Least Squares. By R. L. Ellis, Esq., M.A., Fellow of

the Cambridge Philosophical Society.

[Read March 4, 1844.]

The importance attached to the method of least squares is evident from the attention it has

received from some of the most distinguished mathematicians of the present century, and from the

variety of ways in which it has been discussed.

Sometliing, however, remains to be done—namely, to bring the different modes in which the

subject has been presented into juxta-position, so that the relations which they bear to one another

may be clearly apprehended. For there is an essential difference between the way in which the

rule of least squares has been demonstrated by Gauss, and that which was pursued by Laplace.

The former of these mathematicians has in fact given two different demonstrations of the method,

founded on quite distinct principles. The first of these demonstrations is contained in the Theoria

Mofiis, and is that which is followed by Encke in a paper of which a translation appeared in the

Scientific Memoirs. At a- later period Gauss returned to the subject, and subsequently to the

publication of Laplace's investigation gave his second demonstration in the Tfieoria Comhinationis

Observationum.

The subject has been also discussed by Poisson in the Connaissance des Terns for 1827, and by
several other French writers. Poisson's analysis is founded on the same principle as Laplace's : it is

more general, and perliaps simpler. It is not, however, my intention to dwell upon mere differences

in the mathematical part of the enquiry.

The consequence of the variety of principles which have been made use of by different writers

has naturally been to produce some perplexity as to the true foundation of the method. As the

results of all the investigations coincided, it was natural to suppose that the principles on which

they were founded were essentially the same. Thus Mr. Ivory conceived that if Laplace arrived at

the same result as Gauss, it was because in the process of approximation he had introduced an

assumption which reduced his hypothesis to that on which Gauss proceeded. In this I think

Mr. Ivory was certainly mistaken; it is at any rate not difficult to show that he had misunderstood-

some part at least of Laplace's reasoning : but that so good a mathematician could have come to the

conclusion to which he was led, shows at once both the difficulty of the analytical part of the

inquiry, and also the obscurity of the principles on which it rests. Again, a recent writer on the

Theory of Probabilities has adopted Poisson's investigation, which, as I have said, is the development

of Laplace's, and which proves in the most general manner the superiority of the rule of least

squares, whatever be the law of probability of error, provided equal positive and negative errors are

equally probable. But in a subsequent chapter we find that he coincides in Mr. Ivory's conclusion,

that the method of least squares is not established by the theory of probabilities, unless we assume
one particular law of probability of error.

These two results are irreconcilable ; either Poisson or Mr. Ivory must be wrong. The latter

indeed expressed his dissent from all that had been done by the French mathematicians on the

subject, and in a series of papers in the Philosop/iical Magazine gave several demonstrations of

the method of least squares, which he conceived ought not to be derived from the theory of pro-

babilities. In this conclusion I cannot coincide; nor do I think Mr. Ivory's reasoning at all

satisfactory.
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From this imperfect sketch of the history of the subject, we perceive that the methods which
have been pursued may be thus classified.

(1). Gauss's metliod in the Theoria Motus, which is followed and developed by Encke and
other German writers.

(2). That of Laplace and Poisson.

(3). Gauss's second method.

(4). Those of Mr. Ivory.

I proceed to consider these separately, and in detail.

For the analysis of Laplace and Poisson, I have substituted another, founded on what is

generally known as Fourier's theorem, having been first given by him in the Tlnorie de la Chaleur.
It will be seen that the mathematical difficulty is greatly diminished by the chani^e.

GAUS.S'S FIRST METHOD.

This method is founded on the assumption that in a series of direct observations, of the same
quantity or magnitude, the aritlimetical mean gives the most probable result. This seems so

natural a postulate that no one would at first refuse to assent to it. For it has been the universal

practice of mankind to take the arithmetical mean of any series of equally good direct observations,

and to employ tlie result as the approximately true value of the magnitude observed.

The principle of the aritlimetical mean seems therefore to be true a priori. Undoubtedlv tlie

conviction tliat the effect of fortuitous causes will disappear on a long series of trials, is an imme-
diate consequence of our confidence in the permanence of nature. And this conviction leads to the

rule of the arithmetical mean, as giving a result wjiicii as the number of observations increases sine

limite, tends to coincide with the true value of the magnitude observed. For let a be this value,

,?• the observed value, c the error, tlien we have

.r, - a = e,

.t'2 - a = Ca

&c. = &c.

And as on the long run the action of fortuitous causes disappears, and there is no permanent

cause tending to make the sum of the positive differ from that of the negative errors, Se = 0,

and therefore

2 (.r, - ff) = ;

or, a = - 2.d\ ;

n

which expresses the rule of the arithmetical mean, and which is thus seen to be absolutely true

ultimately when n increases sine limite.

In this sense therefore the rule in question is deducible from a priori considerations. But
it is to be remarked, that it is not the only rule to which these considerations might lead us.

For not only is 2!e = ultimately, but 2/e = 0, where fe is any function such that fe= — f(-e);
and therefore we should have

S/(,r - a) = 0,

as an equation which ultimately would give the true value of ,r when the number of observations in-

creases sine limite, and which therefore for a finite number of observations may be looked on in

precisely the same way as the equation wiiich expresses tiie rule of the arithmetical mean. There is

no discrepancy between these two results. At the limit they coincide : short of the limit both are

approximations to the truth. Indeed, we might form some idea how far the action of fortuitous
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causes had disappeared from a given series of observations by assigning different forms to /,

and comparing the different values thus found for a.

No satisfactory reason can be assigned why, setting aside mere convenience, the rule of the

arithmetical mean should be singled out from the other rules which are included in the general

equation ^f{x — a) = 0.

Let us enquire, therefore, whether there is any sufficient reason for saying that the rule of

the arithmetical mean gives the most probable value of the unknown magnitude. In the first

place, it is only one rule out of many among which it has no prerogative but that of being

in practice more convenient than any other : in the second place, if this were not so, it would

not follow that in the accurate sense of the words it gave the most probable result. This

objection I shall defer for a moment, and proceed to consider the manner in which Gauss makes

use of the postulate on which his method is founded.

From the first principles of what is called the theory of probabilities a posteriori, it appears

that the most probable value which can be assigned to the magnitude whicli our observations are

intended to determine, is that which shall make the a priori probability of the observed phe-

nomena a maximum. That is to say, if a be the true value sought, x, being the value observed

at the first observation, x.^ the corresponding quantity for the second, and so on, the errors at

the first, second, Sec. observation must be Xi- a, X2- a, kc, respectively; and if cpe.de be the

probability of an error e in any observation of the series, the quantity whicli is to be made a

maximum for a is proportional to

(p{j\- a) (pix.,- a)... (p(x„-a).

Equating to zero the differential of this with respect to a, we find

(p{xi -a) (p {x„- a)

as the equation for determining a in x. Let ^ = ^> then it becomes

S" \// (x - a) = 0.

Now we have assumed that the most probable value of a is given by the equation

S" (« - o) = :

and it is impossible to make these equations generally coincident, without assuming that

\l/6
= me, m being any constant;

hence ^— = me,
(pe

and cpe = Ce^""'.

Now as the error e is necessarily included in the limits - co + co , we must have

/ C v/i v/tt
,= ij(b e d e = ,—

V m

2 TT

or if we adopt the usual notation, and replace m by 2/t^,

h h
C = —J- , and (be = ~~7~
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Consequently, we are thus led to adopt one particular law of probability of error as alone

congruent with the rule of the arithmetical mean.

But, in fact, we are perfectly sure that in different classes of observations the law of proba-

bility of error must vary, and we have no direct proof that in any class it coincides with the

form assigned to it. Therefore one of two things must be true, either the rule of the arith-

metical mean rests on a mere illusory prejudice, or, if it has a valid foundation, the reasoning

now stated must be incorrect. Either alternative is opposed to Gauss's investigation. For the

reasons already given, we are, I think, led to adopt the latter, and then the question arises, wherein

does the incorrectness of the reasoning reside .' It resides in the ambiguity of the words most

probable. For let us consider what they imply in the theory of probabilities a posteriori.

Suppose there were m different magnitudes a^ a^ ... a„, and that each of these were observed

n times in succession. Let this process be repeated p times, p being a large number which

increases siwe limite. Thus we shall have pm sets of observations each containing n observations.

Of these a certain number K will coincide with the set of observations supposed to be actuallv

under discussion ; and we shall have the equation.

A, + ft-., + ... k,„ = K :

where k is that portion of K which is derived from observations of a^.

Then, ultimately, the most probable value which tlie given series of observations leads us to

assign to a, is (supposing a is susceptible only of the values a^Oo... a„) equal to n,, r being

such that the corresponding quantity k, is the maximum value of k.

To make the case now stated entirely coincident with the one which we are in the habit of

considering, we have only to suppose (making m infinite) that the series of magnitudes

a, ... a„ includes all possible magnitudes from -co to + M .

Now from this statement, it is clear there is no reason for supposing that because the

arithmetical mean would give the true result if the number of observations were increased

sine limite, it must give the most probable result the number of observations being finite.

The two notions are heterogeneous : the conditions implied by the one may be fulfilled

without introducing those required by the other : and we have already seen that by losing sight

of this distinction, we are led to the inadmissible conclusion, that a principle recognised as true

a priori necessarily implies a result, viz. the universal existence of a special law of error, not only

not true a priori, but not true at all.

Having stated what seem to me to be the objections in point of logical accuracy to this

mode of considering the subject, I will briefly point out the manner in which, from tlie law of

.error already obtained, the method of least squares is to be deduced.

Let

6, = ff,.r + 6,y + &c. - r,

62 = 02^ + b.y + S:c. - Fj
(")

&c. = &c. k

e„ = a„x + b^y + &c. - V„ )

be the system of equations of condition, which are to be combined together so as to give the

values of x, y, &c. The error committed at the first observation is ei, at the second e,, and

so on ; each observation corresponding to an equation of condition.

The probability of the concurrence of all these errors is, (according to the law of error

already arrived at) proportional to

g - *= [(<i, J- + 6, y •<- &c. - I"i)^ + (asJ + 6sy + - Vi)' + 8:c.]

and it is to be made a maximum by the most probable values of >r, y, &c. These values will

therefore make
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(ffjcr + b^y + &c. - F,)- + {a.,x + h.,y + ... - Fo)^ + —

,

a minimum: tlias is to say, they will make the sum of the squares of errors a minimum.

Hence the method of least squares. The conditions of the minimum give the linear equations:

*'2o" + 2/2ofc+&c. = SaF \

x^ab + y^lr + h.c. = ^bV { (/3),

&c. = &c. j

in which system there are always the same number of equations as there are unknown quantities

to be determined.

The next investigation of the principle of the method of least squares which I shall attempt

to analyze is that of Laplace.

LAPLACE'S DEMONSTRATION.

If, in order to determine w from the equations of condition stated in the last paragraph, we

multiply the first by (Ui, the second by /Uo, &c., and add : (;u, fx^, &c. fulfilling the conditions

Sm«= 1, ^M^ = 0, Src. = 0)

we find .« = 2/,i F — S/jie;

and if we assume that S/ic is equal to zero, then tiie resulting value of x is 2/iF: the error

of this determination being the quantity 2/ue, which we have assumed to be equal to zero,

without knowing whether it really is so or not.

Now supposing there are n equations of condition, and p quantities to be determined, and

that n is greater than p, then we see that there are n factors
fj.^, ^g...,u„, and p conditions for

them to fulfil. They may therefore be subjected to n—p additional conditions.

This being premised, let us consider the probability that tlie quantity 2/ie will not be less

than a, or greater than /3, a and y3 being any quantities whatever. The law of probability of

error at each observation being given, the question is evidently analogous to the common problem

of findino- the chance, that with a given set of dice the number of points thrown shall not

be less than one given number or greater than another.

We may therefore suppose that the probability in question has been determined : call it P.

Suppose also that we have taken a= - I and fi = I, I being any positive quantity.

Then P is a function of I, and of ^i.../x„.

Let us now so determine />(i...m„» (subject to the conditions already specified,) that P may be a

maximum. When this is done, it follows that there is a greater probability that the error in our

determination of a?, viz. S;me, lies within the limits ± /, than if we had made use of any other set of

factors whatever.

On this principle Laplace determines what he calls the most advantageous system of factors.

It does not follow that the value thus obtained for <v is the most probable value that could be

assigned for it. But if we consider a large number of sets of observations, (the quantities a, b, &c.

being the same for all) then the error which we commit by using Laplace's factors will in a greater

proportion of cases lie between ± I, than if we had used any other system of factors.

The investigation has reference merely to the different ways in which by the method of factors

a given set of linear equations may be solved.

We now enter on the analysis requisite to determine P.

Let the probability that S^e will be precisely equal to tt, hepdn. Then manifestly

and we have therefore only to determine p.
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'

° '
'~'

(/6|...rfe..i (3).
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Let e, e.,...e„ be the errors which occur at the first second &c. observation ; (ji^e^d ei, (p2 e-i d eo---

(p„€,de„ be the probabilities of their occurrence : the form of the function (p determining the law of

probability of error, whicli, for greater generality, we suppose different at each observation. The
probability of the concurrence of these errors is of course

^161^262 ... 0„e„rfei ... de^ (l),

and the first principles of the theory of probabilities show that the value of pdu will be obtained by
integrating (l), ei...6„ being subjected to the condition "^fie = u.

Thus

pdu = j(px ei (pif-i ... (p^e„dei ... rfe„ (2)

with the relation

Ml 6, + Ai2 62. . . + /u„ e, = u.

Consequently

u - Aiifi...-/u„_ie,

Now by Fourier's theorem

M -^,e, - ... -M„_ie,-i 1 r", r*"^ „„, / " - /^i^i - ••• -M.-ie,-i - M,e, \,
0„ = — / "« / 0^, cos a • ' "

'
:^-?

. ]de ,

M„ T -^0 -'-= V M, /

which, replacing — by a, becomes

— / da I (be„cosa(u - '!S,ne)de ,

Therefore

pdti = / da \ dsi ...
J

«f, 0ifi ••• 0,f, cosa (m - Sjue) (i).

Now if ic and e„ are to vary together

du = fx„rf€„, and therefore

1 /•" /-+= /•+ =

P = ~J "«J rfe, ... j rfe„0,e, ... 0„e„cosa (K - S^ie) (5).

And finally,

P=^- f du f da f ""rfe,... /"
^°°

c/e„0i6, ... d),.6„ cos a (?/ - ^at) (6).
"" -/ -^O •'-X •'-X

Now let us suppose that equal positive and negative errors are equally probable. In this case

0e = (p (- e), and consequently,

J_^ (pe sin a/xede = 0.

Hence (6) will become

P = —J
du

J
cusandaj 0i6iCosajUi6,rfei ... / 0,«,cosa/iii,e,de, (7).

The next step is to find an approximate value of this expression.

When a = f^^ (pecos a/nede = f^^ (pede = i,

as the error e must have some value lying between ± cc .
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It is clear this is the greatest value the integral in question can have, and therefore as 7i increases
sine lirnite, the continued product

J 0, 6, cos ju,a6,rfei ... J
^"^

(p„€„ COS ix„ae„de„

decreases sine limite, (being the product of n factors each less than unity) except for values of a
differing infinitesimally from zero.

Let k" = fj'cpe .e^de, k" = f^^ (pe .e'de,

and develope each of the cosines in the above-written continued product. It is thus seen to be
equal to

1 - a'^/u^'k' + a'
(4, 2:///c' + ^ihl^l k^ikl\-kc.

Again, 7i being very large and ultimately infinite, it is evident that l/x* k' is of the same
order of magnitude as n, while 2 m? mI k^ kl is of the order of n\ the former term of the coefficient

of a^ may therefore be neglected in comparison with the latter, which again may be replaced by
^(Sm'A-")-, from which it differs by a quantity of the order of n. Similar remarks apply with
respect to the higher powers of a.

Thus the continued product may be replaced by

1 -a'y.^'k- + - a^-Lnrky —a^lix'ky + &c.
2 2.3

or by e""^"*'"*'; a function which is coincident with it when a is infinitesimal. When a is finite

both are, as we have seen, infinitesimal.

Consequently,

P=- f du /"" cosawda.e-"'^''""*' (8),

or

where we have supposed

M = 2 (2m'A;2)%-

It is evident, that whatever / may be, this expression for P is a maximum when

S/Z/c^ is a minimum.

Hence we get the following remarkable conclusion : When the number of observations increases

sine limite the most advantageous system of factors are those which make

2m"^^ a minimum.

It remains to determine
ft. from the condition of the minimum taken in connexion with those

already stated, viz. S/ta = 1, 2/x6 = 0, &c. = 0. We have

Ik'fxdix =0\

^^^>' =\/ iA).
"Ebd/jL =

::j&c.

Let Xi, Xj.., Xj, be indeterminate factors, then we may put

^iMi = a,Xi + 61X2 + &c.
1

klix2=a,,\i+b.,X.^ + &c. i (5).

&c. = &c.
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From the m equations {B) we deduce a new system o{ p equations. To obtain the first of these,

we nuiltiply equations (B) by Tj j tj > &t. respectively, and add the results. For the second, we

employ instead of the factors — , &c., the factors —a » rj , &c. and then proceed as before. And

similarly for the others.

In consequence of the relations

2m«=1j ^/xb = 0, 5cc. = 0,

the new system of equations will be

I = X,S— + X.2 — + &c.
k~ hr

ah b'

0=&c. I

(C).

These p equations determine X,, X^... X^„ and thus in virtue of (5) the values of ,u,, ^j... y,

become known. Finally as

a? = /J, F, + ^ij ^2 + . . . + /u„ F„

,

s will be completely determined.

Now let us recur to the original equations of condition stated in the last paragraph.

e, = f/^r + b^y + &c. - I',e, = f/pr + b^y + &c. - '
i

)

62 = a^x + b^ij + &c. - Kj f

= &c. (

= a„a; + b„y + &c. - V„ )

&c.=
(a).

From this system we deduce a new one, containing p equations. The first of these is got by

multiplying equations (a) by p 5 tt, > Stc, and adding the results : the second by using the factors

—^ , -^ , &c. : and so on as before. The resulting system will be, neglecting all errors,

a} ah a
^2^, + t/2^ + &c. = 2^,r

„ ab „b' „ 6

&c. = &c. '

(/3')-

The system (/3') contains as many equations as there are unknown quantities x, y, &c. I pro-

ceed to show that if .v be determinetl from this system, its value will be the same as if it had

been obtained from the most advantageous system of factors, namely, that which is determined

by means of (B) and (C). In order to prove this, we multiply equations (/3') by X,, X,, &c.,

and add the results. Tlien, in virtue of (C)

Vol. VIII. Part II.

cr = Xj S - V + X, 2 - F + &c.
K- k'

Ee
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Or V V.

,v = (\i «, + X„ 6, + &c.) ^„ + (X, a, + \., 6, + Sec.) -| + &.C.

that is to say, as is seen on referring to {B),

'V = fii Vi + ih V, + ... + tx„ r„,

as before ; which proves that the system (/?') gives the same value for x as the most advantageous

system of factors. Moreover, as (/3') is symmetrical in x and a, y and h, &c. it is clear that it

will also give the most advantageous values for y and the other unknown quantities.

When the law of probability of error is the same at every observation k^ = h^ = &c. and (/3')

reduces itself to (/3) given at p. 208 as the result of the method of least squares. In the general

case, it expresses the modification which the method of least squares must undergo, when all

the observations are not of the same kind, namely, that instead of making the function

2 (flx + by + &c. - V)^ a minimum with respect to xy,' &c., we must substitute for it the

function 2— (a* + by + &c. - V)', and then proceed as before.

Such in effect, is Laplace's demonstration, except that he supposed the law of error the

same at each observation. The form in which I have presented it is wholly unlike his. The

introduction of Fourier's theorem enables us to avoid the theory of combinations, and also the

use of imao-inary symbols. It must be admitted that there are few mathematical investigations

less inviting than the fourth chapter of the Thcorie des Probahilitts, which is tliat in which the

method of least squares is proved.

It may be worth while to recur to the general formula:

P=- i du f da f rfe, ... / rfe,, <^, e, ...^E), e„cos a (m - S/ue).

It is certain that Smc lies between the limits ± zz. Therefore when I = cc, P should be

equal to unity. I proceed to show that this is the case.

1/""*"°° /"" r^^ r^°°p = - / e""""" dti / da / rfe, ... / de„ 0i e, ... 0, e„ cos a (?« - S/xe)

when m = 0.

Effecting the integration for n,

1 ,"« jil ^ + ^ /- + »

P = y= e~^"''da / rfc,... / (/e„0iei ... 0,.€„cosa2(ue ... (10)

when in = 0,

since

/' cos au du =

xnd/' """"
sin au du = 0.

Integrating for a, we see that when m =

P= f 'rfe, ... f (/6„0,e,...(^„6„e
-""-'''*"'...

(11).

Or,

P^=f 0,e,f/6, .../ <^„6„(/6„ (12).

and as each of these integrals is separately equal to unity,

P = 1, which was to be proved.
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I proceed to sliow that in a particular case in which the value of P can be accurately

determined, Laplace's approximation is correct. It has sometimes been thought that the intro-

duction of the negative exponential involves a petitio principii, and is equivalent to assuming a

particular law of error. It is therefore desirable, and I am not aware that it has hitherto been
done, to verify his result in an individual case.

Let the law of error be the same in all the observations, and such that (be =^ i e'", the upper
sign to be taken when e is positive.

Let /jij = ,U2 = &C. = 1, then

p=~J da l"*'''(^e"')d€i
J"

^ °°(^ 6="'*) rfe„ cos a (m - Se),

or,

1 /•* cos Ma , . r"^. ,
1

p = —
/ , :^ da, since / e ' cos aede= .

TT .'o (1 + a )"
-'o 1 + a-

The value of p is thus given by a known definite integral, which lias been discussed by M. Catalan
in the fifth volume of Liouville's Journal.

It may be developed in a scries of powers of u. Up to ?<"'" " '' no odd power of u can appear

in this development, for / „, da is finite while n is less than «, and therefore the inteffral
J, {I + a-y S

may be developed by Maclaurin's theorem. For higher powers the method ceases to be applicable,

and we must complete the development by other means. But as we suppose n to increase «. /. the

integral tends to become developable in a series of even powers only of u. Thus

/•" cos Ma , r=^ da , „ r ': a^

i (T.^r'^'^l (TVar-'^" I (TTa^r'^"^^^^-

Let /-"^^^yO.,

Jr
«: a'da

(1 + a )

Then

and generally

^"d/«> a '^aa
Tp^ 3.,,= ± A^/(«-;.).

... TT 1 . 3...2«

2 2 . 4...2n - 2

. -, ^ TT 1 . 3... 2m - 5- A/(m - I) = -.
2 2.4.

3.Ay (// - 2) =

and generally.

. «„,/ X
"^ \ .S...Zn-3-Zp

4...2W -2

= /(")
1 .3...2p - 1

m - 1 -2p...2n - 3
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Thus
(••^cosuada fll, 1 1.3 ,„1

Jg (1 + a^)" \ 2 2n - 3 2.3.4 i>n-5.2n-3
j

The coefficient of u^^ is

J , l.3...2p- 1 1

2.3...2p 2m - 1 - 2j9..,2w - 3

±/n
1.2. ..p. 2? 2«- 1 - 2p..,2n- 3

Let n become infinite, this becomes

... 1 1

•^ ^"'^
1 .2...p (4w)P'

and we have only to determine what f(n) then becomes.

Now by Wallis's theorem

'2\^ 1 . 3...(2« - 1)^©"=
2 . 4..,2« - 2

ult.

Consequently,

Therefore,

Therefore fn = -{ ) when n is infinite,
•^

2 \2n - \)

. 1 /tt-N*
or, fn = - - .

."cosWct ^ 1 /Try f _ ?r
_^

1 u* ^ 1

^0 (1+aT 2 U/ I 4w 2"(4«)= '/

2 Vw/
when w is infinite.

1

P =
Sv/WTT

1 J }^
id P= —p= / e *"du.

x/mr •'0

Now the value given for P at p. 210 is

V 7r2/u A" ^0

In the present case m = !•

k^ =
-^ fg e~'e'de = I : and consequently S/ji"/f"= «•

Thus
1 ^! _ !fi

•P = , / *" du, as before.
VTlTT Jo

Thus Laplace's approximation coincides with the result obtained by an independent method.

This example serves to shew distinctly the nature of the approximation in question.

The function p having been developed in a series of powers of u, we take the principal term

in the coefficient of each power of u ; that is the term divided by the lowest power of w. We
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neglect for instance every such term as ——^ t^'^, because we have a term in m^'' divided by n^.

Thus we retain —- and neglect , although, unless %i be large, the former term is of the same

or a lower order of magnitude than the latter. That Laplace's method does in a very general

manner give an approximation of this kind cannot, I think, be questioned, especially after the

verification we have just gone tlirough. But some doubt may perhaps remain, whether such an

approximation to the form of the function P, if such an expression may be used, is also an

approximation to its numerical value, when we consider tliat in obtaining it we have neglected

terras demonstrably larger than those retained.

For two recognized exceptions to the generality of Laplace's investigation, viz. where

(be = - 5", and the case in which /u,, /ij..., decrease in infinitum sine limite, I shall only refer
TT 1 + e'

to p. 10 of Poisson's paper in the Connaissance des Terns for 1827. Neither affects the general

argument. We now come to Gauss's second method, which is given in the Theoria Combinationis

Observatiomim.

GAUSS'S SECOND DEMONSTRATION'.

The connexion between the method of Laplace, and that whidi Gauss followed in the Theoria

Combinationis Observatiomim, will be readily understood from flie following remarks.

After determining iiix...fi.„ by the condition that P should be a minimum, Laplace remarked

that the same result would have been obtained (viz., that '^/jrk' must be a minimum), if the

assumed condition had been that the mean error of the result, i. e. the mean arithmetical value

of 2yue should be a xninimum. (I should rather say that he makes a remark equivalent to this,

and differing from it only in consequence of a difference of notation, &c.) It is in fact easy to see

that the mean value in question is equal to

-.X . > or to 2j, updu;
Jo P<^'^

and as

1 _ "—

2 / updu = 7=

which is of course a minimum when 2m^A" is so.

Gauss, adopting this way of considering the subject, pointed out that it involved the

postulate that the importance of the error S/^e, i.e. the detriment of which it is the cause, is

proportional to its arithmetical magnitude. Now, as he observes, the importance of the error

may be just as well supposed to vary as the square of its magnitude : in fact, it does not, strictly

speaking, admit of arithmetical evaluation at all. We must assume that it is represented by some

direct function of its magnitude, such that both vanish together. One assumption is not more

arbitrary than another. Let us suppose, therefore, that the importance of the error is repre-

sented by C^fxe)-. That is, that ("2 /ix e)' is the function whose mean value is to be made a

minimum. I now proceed to find it.

(SmO' = S/x'e^ + i-' S/^./u^e.e, (13).
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The mean value of e'^ is / e'^cpede = 2 k'.

Hence, that of 2^'^' is 2^,x^Ic'.

The mean value of S/iiM-eifo is zero, positive and negative errors of the same magnitude

occurring with equal frequenc}' on the long run.

Consequently,

mean of (Sjue)' = 2 2/x' A," (14);

and, therefore, as before, l./n^ k- is to be made a minimum. The rest of the investigation is of

course the same as that of Laplace.

Nothing can be simpler or more satisfactory than this demonstration. It is free from all

analytical difficulty, and applicable whatever be the number of observations, whereas that of

Laplace requires this number to be very large.

Recurring to equation (11), differentiating it for ?«'-, and then making m = 0, we find

J "pu^du= f ^eirfe, ... r (p6„de„{'2n€y = 2'2./u^k^ ;

and as the first member of this equation is evidently the mean value of ?<- or of (2jue)^, this is a

new verification of our analysis.

As an illustration of Gauss's principle, let the fourth power of the error be taken as the

measure of its importance;

(2/ie)^ = 2/ji^e* + 6 S/ii'/Hi" e^'e^ + terms involving odd powers of e.

Therefore,

mean of (2m e)' = 2 2/x' /i' + 24^^fx^^ fC.^k^^k^- (1.5)

and nx • ^„ must be so determined that this may be a minimum.

I have already said that the results given by what Laplace called the most advantageous

system of factors are not strictly speaking the most probable of all possible results.

As the distinction involved in tliis remark seems to me to be essential to a right apprehension

of the subject, I will endeavour to illustrate it more fully.

Recurring to the equations of condition, as given in p. 208, we see that the values Laplace

assigns to the 'factors /u, /Ua &c., are independent of F, V^ &.C. They depend merely on the

coefficients a b &ec., which are quantities known a priori, i.e. before observation has assigned

certain moi-e or less accurate values to the magnitudes Fj F^ &c. All we then can say is, that

if we employ Laplace's system of factors, and also any other, in a large number of cases (the

coefficients a b &c., being the same in all) we shall be right within certain limits in a larger

proportion of cases when the former system of factors is made use of than when we employ the

latter. And this conclusion is wholly irrespective of the values of Fj V.^ &c., and consequently

of those which we are led in each particular case to assign to ,v y &c. The comparison is one

of methods, and not at all one of results. But when Fj Fg &c. are known, another way of

considering any particular case presents itself. We can then compare the probability of different

results. For, let us consider a large number of sets of equations of condition (in each of which

not only are a b &c. equal, as in the former case, but also Fj Fg &c.) The true values of

the elements w y &c. may be different in each. But in affirming that ^ >; &c., are the most

probable values of x y &c., we affirm that the true values of x y &c. are more frequently equal

to ^ »; &c. than to any other quantities whatever. Here we have no concern with the method

by which the values ^ rj &c. were obtained. The comparison is merely one of results.

As for one particular law of error (that considered in p. 206), the results of the method of

least squares are the most probable possible ; and as the function by which this law of error is
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expressed occurs in Laplace's demonstration of that method, it lias been thought that his ap-

proximation involved an undue assumption, and that in fact his proof was invalid unless that

particular law of error was supposed to obtain.

It is easily seen that the method of least squares can give the most probable results only

for that law of error (if we except another which involves a discontinuous function). IMr. Ivory

attempted to shew that Laplace's conclusions might be applied to prove that the results of the

method were, in effect, the most probable possible, and thence drew the inference which I have

already mentioned. After some consideration, I have decided on not entering on an analysis of

his reasoning, which it would be difficult to make intelligible, without adding too much to the

length of this communication. It is set forth with a good deal of confidence; Laplace's conclusions

are pronounced invalid on the authority of an indirect argument, and without any examination

of the process by which he was led to them. I may just mention that in the whole of Mr.

Ivory's reasoning, the probability that S/ue 's precisely equal to any assigned magnitude, is,

to all appearance at least, considered a finite quantity, thougii it is perfectly certain that it must

be infinitesimal.

It would seem as if he had taken Laplace's expression of the probability in question, viz.

2f/\/7r\/--S:m"'^
k

without being aware that in Laplace's notation / and a are infinite, and that consequently the

expression is infinitesimal. (Vide Tilloch's Magazine, lxv. p. 81.)

Mn. IVORY'S DEMONSTRATIONS.

They are three in number. Two appeared in the sixtv-fifth, and a third in the sixty-seventh

volumes of TlUoclis Magazine.

The aim of all three is the same, namely, to demonstrate the rule of least squares without

recourse to the theory of probabilities, which appeared to him to be- foreign to the question. The
grounds of this opinion he has not clearly developed : perhaps the best refutation of it will be

found in the unsatisfactory character of the demonstrations which he proposed to substitute for

the methods of Laplace and Poisson, In common with many others, Mr. Ivory appears to have

looked with some distrust on the results obtained by means of this theory : a not unnatural

consequence of the extravagant pretensions sometimes advanced on its behalf.

The first of his demonstrations rests upon what I cannot help considering a vague analogy.

In the equation of condition

e = a.v — V,

he remarks that the influence of the error e on the value of .r increases as a decreases, and

versa vice: that consequently the case is precisely similar to that of a lever which is to produce

a given effect, as of course the length of the arm must vary inversely as the weight which it

supports.

Consequently, he argues, the condition to be fulfilled, in order that the equations of condition

may be combined in the most advantageous manner, is the same as what would be the condition

of equilibrium, were a a' a" kc. weights on a lever, acting at arms e e' e" Sec. This condition

is of course

Sne = 0, whence S(«,r — V) a = 0,

the result given by the method of least squares.
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But, granting that the influence of an error e, ought to be greater when a is less, and

versa vice, how are we entitled to assume that the case is precisely similnr to that of equilibrium

on a lever? Apart from this assumption, there seems to be no reason for inferring that because

this influence increases as a decreases, it must therefore vary inversely as a. By what function

of a the influence of e ought to be represented, is the very essence of the question; to deter-

mine, by introducing the extraneous idea of equilibrium on a lever, that - is the function re-

quired, seems to be little else than a petitio principii, concealed by a metaphor*.

The second demonstration may be thus briefly stated.

The values of different sets of observations might be compared if we knew the average error in

each set, or if we knew the average value of the squares of the errors in each. In either case that

would be the best set of observations in which the quantity taken as the measure of precision was

the smallest.

Similarly, by assigning different values to the unknown quantities .r, y, &c. involved in a system

of equations of condition, we can make it appear that the mean of the squares of the errors has a

greater or less value. Therefore as of sets of observations, that is the best in which this quantity

is least; so of different sets of results deduced from one set of observations, the same is also true;

and therefoi'e the sum of the squares of the apparent errors is to be made a minimum.

There seems to be involved in this reasoning a confusion of two distinct ideas; the precision of

a set of observations is undoubtedly measured by the average of the errors actually committed, and

if we knew this average, we should be able to compare the values of different sets of observations.

But it is not measured by the average of the calculated errors, namely, those which are determined

from the equations of condition when particular values have been assigned to or, y, &c.

The problem to be solved may be stated thus. Given that the single observations of which the

set is composed are liable to a certain average of error, to combine them so that the resulting values

of the unknown quantities may be liable to the smallest average of error.

This problem Laplace and Gauss have both solved. Their solutions diff'er, because they

estimated the average error in different manners.

But how are we justified in assuming that to be the best mode of combining tlie observations

which merely gives the appearaiice of precision not to the final results, but only to the individual

observations, and which, with reference to them, gives no estimation of the probability that this

appearance of accuracy is not altogether illusory ?

The third of Mr. Ivory's demonstrations is not, I think, more satisfactory than the other two.

The kind of observations to which the method of least squares is applicable, are such, Mr. Ivory

observes, thatthere exists no bias tending regularly to produce error in one direction, and that the

error in one case is supposed to have no influence whatever on the error in any other case.

From this principle he attempts to show that the method of least squares is the only one

which is consistent with the independence of the errors.

When, however, we speak of the errors as being independent of one another, only this can

be meant, that the circumstances under which one observation takes place do not aff^ect the others.

In rerum naturd the errors are independent of one another. Nevertheless, with reference to our

knowledge they are not so, that is to say, if we know one error we know all, at least in the case

in which the equations of condition involve only one unknown quantity, which is that considered

by Mr. Ivory. For the knowledge of one error would imply the knowledge of the true value of

the unknown quantity, and thence that of all the other errors.

* I have omitted to notice some remarks which Mr. Ivory appeiuls to this demonstration, as they do not appear to afl'ect the view

taken in the text.
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Mr. Ivory states tlie following equations of condition

:

e = a X — m
e — a ,v — m

&c. = &c.

He thence deduces the following value of ^r

:

.r = J + ., , and those of e e are

a Sawi a 2ae
e = — m + ^ , 1-

2 a" Sa^

a"^ae „

V s -^^2 •
S^f^- = Sec.

2.(1 2.U

He remarks that these errors are not independent of one another, as all depend on the single

quantity S«e, which may be eliminated between any two of the last-written equations : but

that there is one case in which they are independent of one another, namely, when we assume

2a e = 0, which of course leads to the method of least squares, and tliat in this case, as we
shall have

« 2 am
e = - m + ^ „ &c. = &c.

2 a*

each error is determined by " the quantities of its own experiment." But this reasoning is

perfectly inconclusive. In the case supposed, e e &c. are as much connected together as in

any other, as may be shown by eliminating 2a /« between the equations

and besides, apart from any mathematical reasoning, it is clear that as if wc know one error

we know all, so also if we assign any value to one, we have in effect assigned values to all,

whether we use the method of least squares or any other.

Moreover, e is not determined by the quantities of its own experiment alone, since "Earn

involves the results of all the experiments ; there is no difference between this and the general

case, except that 2«e has ceased to appear in the equations. But suppose we multiplied the

equations of condition by any function of a, we might deduce the following values of .r and e

:

'2.d>a .e '2.<ba .m
,v = — + -

'S.a.<pa 2a. ^o
a'E.dya.m a'S.dta.e

e = - w + ^ h
2a . (pa

«' 20a . w a 2d)a . e

2« . 0rt 2a . (pa

Mr. Ivory's reasoning would apply word for word as before, and would show that the best

mode of combining the equations of condition was to employ the factors 0a, 0a , &c. wliatever be

the form of 0. As it tluis would serve to establish, at least apparently, an infinity of contra-

dictory results, the inference is that in no case has it any validity.

I have now completed, though in an imperfect manner, the design indicated at the outset of

this paper, namely, to give an account of the different modes in which the subject has been

treated, and to simplify the analytical investigations. If I have succeeded in doing this, the pre-

sent communication may tend to make a very curious subject more accessible than it has hitherto

been.

Vol. VIII. Part II. Ff
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The instability of opinion which usually, and perhaps necessarily, characterizes the earlier

researches into any new and extended branch of philosophical enquiry, is strongly exemplified

in the different views which have been entertained respecting the causes to which the transport

of erratic blocks is to be referred. In the first stages of the enquiry rapid currents of water

were generally recognized as the most probable agents in these phenomena. No attempt, however,

was made to calculate the power of this agency, and the theory was associated with hypotheses

far too extravagant to bear the test of careful investigation. The natural consequence was the

very general abandonment of the theory on the suggestion of another possible cause of the

phenomena in question. It was represented that floating ice might have acted as vehicles of

transport, and many facts were collected, from the reports of those who had visited the colder

latitudes, confirmative of this opinion. Again, this latter theory has been lately endangered by

the recognition, on the part of some geologists, of a third theory, which attributes the transport

of blocks to the sole action of glaciers ; a view of the subject which has arisen out of the curious

and interesting observations recently made on tlie movements of existing glaciers, and the phe-

nomena indicating their far greater extension at some preceding geological epoch.

The entire rejection of any one of these theories would imply a forgetfulness of the fact,

that geology is, in a peculiar sense, a mixed science, not merely as involving investigations which

properly belong to widely different branches of physical and natural science, but also as treating

in some instances of phenomena, (as in the cases of erratic blocks of different kinds, or in different

localities,) which, while they possess a great community of character, may be referrible to totally

dissimilar causes. Both glaciers and floating ice are manifestly adequate with respect to tlieir motive

powers, to produce the phenomena in question. In the following communication I shall investigate the

transporting powers of currents of water, and shall shew that, under certain conditions, such currents

would be generated of sufficient velocity for the transport of boulders, and consequently that this

cause is also adequate to produce the removal of at least a large portion of the boulders which have

travelled from their original sites ; and that, therefore, the theory is not to be rejected on account

of any apparent inefficiency in the cause of transport assigned by it, or the extravagances which

have been formerly associated with it. We shall thus, I conceive, be constrained to recognize the

general adequacy of each of the three causes of transport above mentioned ; and in the further

examination of the problem it will only remain for the geologist to ascertain, as far as possible, the

share which each cause has had in producing the actual phenomena of transport by a careful

comparison of observed facts with the probable results of each mode of transport. Each group

of erratic blocks, or each mass of transported materials, may present in this respect a separate

problem ; in the present communication I shall only offer on this branch of the subject a few

general observations, without entering into any discussion of particular examples, beyond what may
be necessary for the elucidation of general views.
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SECTION I.

Transporting Currents.

1. These currents may be divided into River Currents, Tidal Currents, Ocean Curretits,

and Elevation Currents. By the latter, I mean those currents which would be produced bv the

more or less sudden elevations of determinate portions of that part of the surface of the earth

which is covered with water. They are the only currents among those above mentioned of which
it will here be necessary for me to speak. Currents of this kind are always accompanied bv a

corresponding temporary elevation of the surface of the water, constituting a tcave. We are

indebted to ]Mr. Russell for all the experimental knowledge we possess of the nature and properties

of this wave, of the laws of its motion, and of the current which attends it. He has denominated
it the great wave of traiislafion. The details of his experiments will be found in the Proceedings

of tfie British Association. It will only be necessary for me here to state his general results.

2. Suppose a long canal to be filled with water, and, for the greater simplicity, let it be sup-

posed to be of uniform width and depth. There are various ways in which a wave of translation

might be produced in this canal. One of the simplest, and most appropriate for our immediate
object, would be the sudden elevation of a determinate portion of the bottom of the canal, which
portion, for distinctness, may be conceived to be about its middle point, and of small extent as

compared with the length of the canal. Two waves will thus be sent off in opposite directions.

Each wave will move with uniform velocity, preserving very approximately the same form. Its

length will depend, in great measure, on that of the portion of the bottom elevated to produce the

wave. Each particle of water begins to move when the front of the wave reaches the vertical

transverse section in which the particle is situated, and continues in motion till the wave has passed
over it, when it is again left at rest. Its motion therefore is not oscillatory, but one of translation

in the direction of the wave''s motion. Mr. Russell has established experimentally the following

law of this motion :

(1) Every particle in the same vertical transverse section of the canal has the same motion.

He has also established the following law respecting the propagation of the wave

:

(2) T/ie velocity icith which tlie uave is propagated is equal to that due to half the height of
the crest or highest point of the ivave above the bottom of the canal*.

3. From these laws we easily deduce the expression for the velocity of each particle, i.e. for the

velocity of the current which accompanies the wave. Let LPN represent the position of a

longitudinal section of the wave, at the time t, and L'P'N' at the time t + ct, AB being the bottom

of the channel, and CFD the level of the general surface of the water. Let P, be the crest of
the wave, QP, = /«,; P any other point on the surface of the wave at time t, P* the correspondino-

* It should be stated that the experiments and observations by
I

that the same laws hold, at least appro.\imately, for much greater
which these laws were established, were made on canals not many I depth, as I have assumed them to do in the application of these
feet in depth. There appears, however, to be no reasonable doubt | investigations lo the transport of erratic blocks.
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point at time t + St, and mP = m'P' = h, and M^Q = Mm = H, the depth of the canal, supposed

uniform. Also let V be the velocity of propagation of the wave; then will LL' = nn = mm
= NN' = Vet; and let v be the velocity of the current at P, and therefore also (by the first law)

at every point of the vertical transverse section through P. Also let b be the breadth of the

canal ; the area of the transverse section through P will = (ff + h) b.

Now it is manifest that a volume equal to that whose vertical longitudinal section is LPrL' (or,

in the \\xaii LP P'L') and breadth b, must have passed through the transverse section MP in the

time It.

Let this volume = U; then if np = y,

SU =b . area qp
= b . pp' . Sy

= bVSt.Sy;

.-. U = bVhSt,

integrating from y = to y = mP = h.

But by the first law we must have

U = vb(H + h)St;

and therefore equating these values of U, we have

H + h
(')•

Also by the second law

r=\/^(jy + A,);

= vS|ZM..(,4;)-' ,,

If «, be the velocity of the current in the transverse section through tlie crest of the wave.

4. Let us now suppose the wave to diverge from a center ; then assuming the breadth

of the wave to remain constant, and therefore the velocity of propagation (F) to be the same for

every part of the wave, we shall have

SU = 2-77p .pp. Sy

= 2TrVStpSy,

where p = Cn, C representing the point from which the wave is diverging. U cannot be found

generally without knowing the relation between p and y, i.e. without knowing the form of the wave

;

but if we suppose the space CL (»•) through which the wave has diverged to be much greater than

the breadth (J) of the wave, we shall have approximately p = r, and therefore

SU=%TrVlt.rSy,

and integrating from y = to y = mP = h,

U = 2Tr Vrhk.
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Again, since U is now the volume which passes through the cylindrical surface whose radius

= Cm (p) and height = MP{H + h), in time ^t, we must have by the first law

U = 2-7rp' {H + h) vet

= 2 7rr {H + h)v^t nearly.

Equating these values of U we obtain

h
v= V.

V, = V.

H + h'

A,

These approximate expressions for v and v^ are of the same form as the accurate expressions

obtained in the preceding case, but h and h^ are not here independent of the distance through which

the wave has travelled ; they are functions of r. To determine them let us assume the vis viva of

each wave to remain constant during its motion. The element (cm) of the mass in motion at the

time t, will be the portion of the fluiil included between the two cylindrical surfaces whose radii are

p' and p' + Sp' and height H + h (MP). Therefore

S7n = 2Trp'(H + h)Sp

= ^irrHcp' nearly,

if r be much greater than /, and H than //. Also

h
V. H+h

Hence

Now let

h
— V —- nearly.H

P /' + ' ^

H

h = (p(p' - r)

be the equation to the curve LPN when CL = a, a particular value of r; then assuming the

form of the curve so to change that each ordinate shall be diminished in the same ratio, we
shall have generally when CL = r,

A = >/,(^).0(p'-r);

and

or putting p' - r = p, and ^' = ((p)',

which will be independent of r, if

r<\//(-j> = c = a constant,
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Hence

or, for any assigned value of p

h = x/- • <^ (/o)

;

Consequently,

V and V, a —-^
\/r

5. A diverging wave, such as above described, would manifestly be produced in the midst

of the ocean by the elevation of a portion of its bottom. The height and breadth of the

wave will depend on the area of the elevated portion, the height through which it is raised, and

the time occupied in the process of elevation. Suppose this area to be circular, and its radius = R\
and first suppose the elevation to be insta?ita?ieous, and the height = h^. The resulting wave

will have a steep front, like that of the tidal wave called a bore, the height of its crest

being at first equal to that of the elevated surface of the water above the level of the general

surface = Ai in the case before us; and the breadth of the wave will be the space through

which its front shall have diverged from the boundary of the original disturbance, when that

boundary shall have been reached by the inner circular boundary of the wave.

6. Let us next suppose the elevation to take place gradually, its amount being still = Aj.

The surface of the water above the elevated area will be raised to a height less than A,, and

consequently the height of the crest of the wave will be less than hi, and the velocity of the

current produced by it will be proportionally less than in the former case. If R be small,

a small increase in the time occupied by the elevatory movement may make a great difference

in h^, and consequently in the velocity and transporting power of the current; but if li be

large, the corresponding diminution in A, will be much smaller*.

7. If the elevated area be a parallelogram, of which the length is much greater than the

breadth, two waves will proceed in directions perpendicular to the longer sides of the area, to which

sides the fronts of the wave (except near to its extremities) will be parallel. The breadth of the

wave will depend on that of the elevated area. It is important to remark that the diminution

in the height of the wave, and consequently in the velocity of the attendant current, will be

much less rapid tlian in the case above considered of the circular wave. Instances of circular

waves would necessarily present themselves in the elevatory movements of such a district as

that of the Cumbrian mountains, while wholly or partially beneath the sea ; and examples of

the other kind, in the simultaneous elevation of the whole of such a range as the great mountain

limestone ridge of the northern part of this kingdom.

8. In the case first considered the wave was supposed to be propagated along a canal of

uniform width and depth. If, on the contrary, the depth or width decrease, the velocity of

the current will be increased, as appears from the expression for «j, (Arts. 3 and 4). Thus, if

a portion of a great wave pass into the mouth of a channel which gradually contracts, the velocity

• For example, let fl = 20 miles, and let the elevation be instan-

taneous. The depth of the ocean might be such that it should

require 15 or 20 minutes for the surface of the water above the

elevated area to be reduced again to the level of the general surface.

In such cases, the elevatory movement might occupy several

minutes without reducing A, very materially. But if, on the

contrary, H did not exceed a mile or two, then, under the

same conditions, h^ would be reduced to a very small quan-

tity, and the transporting power of the wave would be almost

annihilated.
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of the attending current may become much greater than in the uncontracted wave. Such must

have been the case with respect to the portion of a wave diverging from the district of the

Cumbrian mountains, and received into the strait which must have been formed by the

pass of Stainmoor previously to its emergence from the ocean, but subsequently to that of the

higher mountains to the north and south of it.

We may now proceed to investigate the transporting power of currents originating in the

manner above explained.

SECTION II.

Transporting Power of Currents.

9. Whatever be the specific gravity of a body, if its dimensions be sufficiently small, it

can never acquire more than a small velocity in descending by gravity in any fluid of which

the density is not extremely small. Such a body may therefore be held in suspension in water

for a considerable time, and wlien ])laced in running water, soon acquires a horizontal velocity

indefinitely nearly equal to that of the current. It may therefore be transported to considerable

distances before it descend to the bottom ; or when once deposited on the bed of the stream, it mav
easily be again disturbed, and carried onward as before. When the body is not however of very

small dimensions it can only be transported along the bottom by the impelling force of the current,

its motion being retarded by friction, or the resistance of solid obstacles. In this latter case it is

necessary to ascertain the relation between the velocity of the current and the dimensions

and weight of the largest mass it is capable of moving. This relation depends not only on the

volume and specific gravity of the mass, but also on its form ; and therefore, in order to ascertain

whether certain given bodies could be moved by a given current, a separate investigation would,

in strictness, be necessary for each, supposing their forms to be dift'erent, tliougli they might in all

other respects be the same. To render our results immediately aj>plicablc however, with sufficient

accuracy for our general purpose, it will be sufficient to investigate the above-mentioned relation

for a few certain forms, and then to refer any proposed mass to that particular form to which it

most nearly approximates, among those for which the above investigation has been made.

10. A body acted on by a current may be moved by sliding or by rolling. In the former

case, a very uncertain clement, the friction of the surface on which the body rests, is necessarily

introduced into our calculations. It will depend on the nature of the surface over which the

transport takes place, and on the force witii which the body presses on that surface, and this force

will depend very much on the extent of that portion of the surface of the body which may be

in such close contact with the surface on which the body reposes as to exclude the water from

penetrating between them, and exercising there its upward pressure. In those cases, however,

in which the motion takes place by rolling, the uncertainty depending on friction is entirely

removed, for such motion is independent of tlie magnitude of the friction. Also, during a rolling

motion the body must be revolving round one edge as an instantaneous axis, so that tlie fluitl

pressure will act on all points of the surface except those very near to that axis. The abstraction,

therefore, of the pressures on these latter points will have no material effect on the body's rolling

motion, and may be neglected in our calculations. When the body passes from one edge to

another, as a new instantaneous axis, tlie whole intervening surface might come in close contact

with that over which the body moves; but if these edges be not too far apart (as will generally

be the case in those bodies which tend to move by rolling rather than sliding) the body will

necessarily begin, by its momentum to move round the second axis, and will consequently admit

the fluid to exert its pressure on the lower surface of the body, after it has passed to a new

axis of instantaneous rotation.
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11. Hence if a body once begin to roll, and we would calculate the force of the current just

sufficient to keep it in motion, we may consider the fluid pressures as acting on every part of its

surface, and our results will be very approximately true, independently of the nature of the surface

over which the motion takes place, provided that surface be sufficiently firm to give the requisite

support to the rolling body. The force, however, thus determined might be insufficient to make
the body begin to move, since it might rest in such a position as to exclude the fluid action from its

lower surface. But here it should be carefully observed, that a current is not to be deemed ineffi-

cient in moving blocks of given weight and form, unless it be capable of moving all such blocks

;

on the contrary, it is to be considered efficient for that purpose, if it be sufficient to move such of

them as may exist under conditions most favorable for transport. In many cases the incipient

motion might be due to accidental causes, as, for example, an impulsive blow from another mass

already in motion ; and, moreover, it is probable that all blocks which may have been transported

by this agency to considerable distances, have been carried on by currents of considerably greater

force than that just sufficient to keep them in motion, and which may have been sufficient without

accidental causes to move them from rest, even under conditions not the most favorable for their

movement.

The preceding remarks are of the first importance as removing all doubt and uncertainty with

respect to the applicability of our calculated results to actual cases of transport by the agency of

currents, whenever those results involve the hypothesis of the rolling motion of the transported

mass. Transported bodies may have moved by rolling or by sliding; but in the latter case, the

retarding action of friction and local obstacles introduces so uncertain an element as to render

calculation comparatively useless; but if in calculating the force necessary to move a block of

considerable magnitude, we assume it to have moved by rolling, we avoid in a great degree the

uncertainty arising from the above causes, and are in no danger of assigning its transport to a force

much less than that which has been actually required for that purpose.

We may now proceed to investigate the force which a current is capable of exerting on bodies

of particular forms. It will be sufficient for our purpose to take a few prismatic bodies, of which

the sections perpendicular to their axes are triangles, rectangular parallelograms, pentagons or

hexagons. These cases will shew how the transporting power of a current, as estimated by the

mass it is capable of moving, depends on the form of the mass ; and will enable us to estimate, to a

sufficient degree of approximation, the velocity of a current capable of moving any proposed erratic

block.

12. If a plain surface, whose area = .S* be placed at rest in a fluid, whose density is p^, moving

with a velocity v, in a direction making an angle 6 with the plane, we shall have

R = (p(e).- piSs,m-9,

R being the moving force of the current on the plane estimated in the direction perpendicular to

the plane ; and if R' be the resolved part of this force in the direction of the current,

R' = cp(e)^-p,Ss\u^9,

which will be the whole force in this direction, if we neglect the friction between the fluid and the

plane.

When ^ = -) numerous experiments, made by diff'erent persons, shew that

„, «^
R'=-prS

very approximately. The experiments have been made with diff'erent velocities up to 11 or 12
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miles an hour, and we are justified in concluding by induction, that tlie expression will hold for

still greater velocities. Hence (p (—J
= 1. It also results from experiment that the value of cp(6)

is very nearly unity for all values of 9 not exceeding 45"*, and therefore, since the applications

I shall make of the above expressions are in cases where 6 is less than that value, we may assume
generally

i? = -p,^sin*0,

and R'=-piSsin'e.

13. Let us first take the case of a prism, of which the axis is perpendicular to the current,

and the section a triangle ABC.
If this section bisect the prism, it is manifest that the resultant

of the whole pressure upon it produced by the current will pass

through the middle point of AC. If therefore a perpendicular to

AC through this middle point meet AB in B, or between A and B,

it is manifest that the force of the current can have no tendency to

make the prism turn over about the edge tlirough B. Suppose the

triangle equilateral; then on wiiichevcr side the prism may rest, the

above perpendicular will pass through the opposite angular point,

and the prism will not roll; and if the triangle be not equilateral, it is easily seen that there must
necessarily be one side which, when the prism rests on it, will be met by the perpendicular. Con-
sequently no triangular prism can continue to roll by the force of a current round each edce in
succession.

To find under what conditions the prism will slide, I shall assume, as the most favorable
condition for such motion, that the water has access to the lower side of the prism. In this

case, taking p for the specific gravity of the prism, and p^ for that of water, we shall have the
weight of the body in water

= (p- pO gU,

U = volume of the prism, and g = accelerating force of gravity. Let AB = a, AC = c the leno-th

of the prism = b, and CAB = 9. Then i{ R = the normal force on the side of which AC is the
section due to the current, and R' the horizontal force, we have (supposing 9 not much less

than 45°)

R = —pjS sm- 9,

or, since S = be,

R' = — p^ S sin^ ;

R = — p^bc sin'' 9,

• The most detailed experiments 1 have seen on this point are

contained in a work, entitled Xouvclles E.rperiences siir la

Hesislaiice des Fluides, par MM. D'Alembert, le Margins de

Condorcet, etTAbbi Bossiit, Membre de CAcademic des Sciences,

S^c.^c. Par JNl. Bossut, Rapporteur, 17/7. It was intended to

appear In the Transactions of the Academy; but, ou account of

Vol. VIII. Part II.

its length it was deemed better to publish it separately. U'hen
8 = 45", these experiments give (^(6)= 1,08, and values approxi-

mating to unity as their limit, for smaller values of 0. For greater

values of 9, unity is no longer a near approximation to the value of

Gg
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R' = — p, be .sin'' 9.
2

Therefore, the vertical pressure on the base

= {p - pi) gU + Rcosd

~ 2^P ~ pi) gobc sin 9 + — pi b c sin- 9 cos 9

= ^ 6c sin 9 \(p - p\) ga + v'-p^ sin 9cos9].

If we suppose the force {F) opposing the body's sliding to follow the ordinary law of friction,

we shall have

F — fL vertical pressure on the bottom,

=
It^ \ip - Pi) g U + R cos 9],

(where /x = coefficient of friction) ; and the condition of tlie prism being on the point of moving

will be

R' = F.

Hence we obtain

— jO, sin-^ = 11 [{p - p\) a + — pi sin cos 9 \

,

M- ( p- [-!- -l]a
2 V/Oi

'

2g sin 9 (sin — /x cos 9)

This shews that a triangular prism with its axis perpendicular to the current cannot be moved

by sliding unless tan 9 he > fx, whatever be the velocity of the current.

If the section ABC be equilateral, 9 = 60", and we sliall have

\pl I

^g v/3 (v/3 - m)

If we take — = 2,5, which may be assumed as a mean value of that ratio, we shall have

P^

14. Let us now take the rectangular parallelopiped, of which ABCD is the transverse

section. Let AB = a, AD = c, and the length = b. Then

v'
^ ^

and in order that the body may be on the point of rolling

round the edge perpendicular to the plane of the paper

through B, we must have

R-^ = (P-P^)gu—;

• ^P^bc.-=:(p-p,)gabc-,
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and
9.g

Let c = na^ then

p__
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Therefore (since = 72)

^^i(p_-i
-ff ^ V' '' sin'''7ii''sin Sff'

sin^ 72" sin 36'" d^

,567
2g

putting ^ =2,5 .

Pi

If we suppose the body on the point of sliding we find the value of a nearly equal to that

just given, supposing ^ji = 1.

16. Again, let the section of the prism be hexagonal. Let AB = a, and R' be the horizontal

force of the current on the side AC = that on the side CD. Then

when the body is on the point of turning about the side through R-

B, we shall have

But

and

and

2li'.H0^(p-p,)gU-.

R = ~ p^ab sin* 60,

U = Sn.HO.b;

2 — p^ab sin^ 60 = -{p - p^)ga-b.

60"

" p.
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rolling movement, and which may be considered, for simplicity, as forming a plain curve. Moreover,

since the greater and smaller axes of this curve will not

differ much in magnitude, we may suppose it approxi-

mately to be an ellipse. Let its semi-major axis AC
= a, 'and RC = b; CP = r, CY= p, CY being vertical,

and therefore perpendicular to the horizontal tangent

at P, the point of contact. The horizontal force of

the current {R') will be approximately equal to that

on a sphere whose radius = a, and its direction will

pass nearly through C, which will also approximately

coincide with the centre of gravity of the body. Hence
when the body is in equilibrium in the position above

represented, we shall have

or, R' = {p- p^)gU \/^-^- I;

and in order that R' may be just sufficient to make the body roll over, this equation must hold

pwhen the angle PCI'' is a maximum, i.e. when - is a minimum. Now

fhich

and

gives

p'
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a
or if a — b = -,

11 v^

~ 6'2g'

18. To estimate numerically the dimensions and weights of the blocks which may be moved in

each of the preceding cases by a current of given velocity, let us take — =4, which gives a

velocity of about l6 feet per second, or about lol miles an hour.

The triaiigidar prism will never roll; when it is just on the point of sliding we shall have

(the section being equilateral)

This involves the unknown quantity /x. Suppose the friction such that the body would just

slide down the surface on which it rests, if that surface were inclined at an angle of 45" to the

horizon; then /u = 1, and

a = 1,68 feet.

If M = ,5

a. = 2,84 feet.

In the parallelopiped of which the section is a square, wl have, when it is on the point of rolling,

a = 2|^ feet.

If the length = a the body will be a cube containing nearly If) cubic feet, and weighing

neai'ly 1^ ton.

For the pentagonal prism on the point of rolling,

a = 2,268 feet.

If the length of the prism be 2 a, the volume will be about 40 cubic feet, and the weight nearly

.) tons.

In the hexagonal prism on the point of rolling,

a = 2,28 feet.

If the length of the prism = Sa, and therefore do not differ much from its height, its volume

will be upwards of 60 cubic feet, and its weight between 4 and 5 tons.

When the body is approximately spherical, let w = 4 ; then

a = |- feet.

If we estimate the volume as equal to that of a sphere whose radius a is a mean between

a and />, we find

o' = J feet,

and the volume about 52 cubic feet. The weight will be about 4 tons.

U n = 6,

a = 4 feet,

o' = j^ a,

and the volume may be taken at nearly 200 cubic feet. Its weight will be 14 or 15 tons.
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19. It will be observed in the expressions above given that the lines denoted by a vary, in

every case, as l!^ and consequently the weight of the mass in each case, which varies as a% varies as

(j*^. Therefore the moving force of a current estimated by the volume or weight of the mass of any

proposed form which it is just capable of moving, varies as the sixth power of the velocity.

This proposition may be easily proved independently of induction from particular cases.

Let a denote the length of any parameter in a proposed body of given form. Then, when v is

o-iven the force (F) of the current, estimated as above, varies as the surface of the body, varies as a';

and when the surface is given, the force varies as u'. Therefore

F cc a'v\

and the moment of F to make the body roll

cc a^v"

= Ca^v'' (C = constant).

Also, the weight of the body o-. a'\ and its moment tending to keep the body at rest

cc a*

= C'a*.

Hence, when the body is on tiie point of moving, we must have

Ca'v' = C'a',

C ,

and the weight cc a' cc u'"' ; which proves the proposition.

This result shews how excessively erroneous an opinion we might form of the transporting power

of rapid currents from that of the ordinary currents subjected to our observation. Thus if a stream

of 10 miles an hour would just move a block of a certain form of 5 tons weight, a current of

15 miles an hour would move a block of similar form of upwards of 55 tons; and a current of 20

miles an hour would, according to the same law, move a block of 3-20 tons.

Again, according to tlie same law, a current of two miles an hour would move a pebble of

similar form of only a few ounces in weight. And here it should also be remarked, that minute

inequalities, or a want of perfect hardness in the bed of a current, which would produce little effect on

the motion of a large block, would entirely destroy that of a small pebble ; so that the circumstance

of the transporting power of a stream of 2 or 3 miles an hour being inappreciable is perfectly

consistent with the enormous power of rapid currents.

20. Let us now investigate the space through which a block might be conveyed by the current

attending a single wave of elevation.

Let F be the velocity witli which the wave is propagated.

», the greatest velocity of the current, or its velocity in the transverse section through the crest

or highest point of the wave, which will be very near the front of the wave, assuming it to have the

character of a bore, as will necessarily be the case if the elevation producing it be paroxismal.

V the velocity of the current in any other section of the wave

;

«3 the velocity of a current just sufficient to move the block.
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Let AB represent the surface on which the block rests, CD the general surface of the water and

LPP N the wave, M the block at the time t, and P the point in which a vertical through M meets

the surface of the wave.

MP and il/jP, are the sections in which the velocities are v and v^ respectively.

Let AM = x, Al = CL = x' ; then will

— = vel. of the block,
dt

~„A — = vel. of tlie wave = V.^"°
di

Also let Ua be the velocity of a current just sufficient to move the block. Then, when the

velocity of the current at the point where the block is situated becomes =v,, the block will begin to

move; and as the velocity of the current increases, that of the block will always very nearly

= difference between the velocity of the current and that just necessary to move the block ; so thai

we may consider the instantaneous velocity of the block as approximately = v - v^. We shall

dcV

then have ^ = v - V2,

or, substituting for v its value given by equation (l), (Art. 3.)

= . V —Va (I)-

dt H+h

%-' <^'^

d* _ h _ i^ ,g.
'''

dx'~ H-^h V

h will be a function of .r - x depending on the form of the wave. This form is not known, but as

an approximation we may assume LP^ to be a straight line ; we shall then have

h mP Lin _ x — x

Ai »JiA Lrrix I '

I being the length of the wave to which Lm is very nearly equal. Therefore

— h ~ X - X (4),

dx I dh
and T~'- T '^~~' '^^•

dx hi dx

Hence, by substitution in (3) and reduction, we obtain

hi dx V r V H

and integrating,

I ' dh Vo V + Vo Vo t'2
, rr

" -—^

—

.h + H

h V F- ( Vn
"^.x'=C--h + ~H.\og,. (—^—.h+H
I «2 «2 V^ + ^2

Let a = the original distance of the block, and I = the length of the wave ; then when x'= a -I,

we shall have h = hi- Therefore
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w -a + l _ V {h,-h) _ ]^ ^ J

V + V2

"^
Equations (4) and (5) give the two relations between .v, x and h. Our object is to determine

value of X

gives from (l)

the value of se when the motion of the block ceases, when we have the condition — = 0, which
dt

V -v^ = Q (6).

From (4) (5) and (6) the required value of x can be determined, and thence x — a^ the space

through which the block will be transported, will be known.

Equation (6) gives

and we have from Art. 3,

Also from (4),

F - i>.

V — V,

h
X = X . /.

A,

Substituting this value of x' in (.5) we obtain

x-a V-v, f h\ V^ H
~T

A.

Since — will always be less than unity and -^ will generally be a small fraction, we shall obtain

a near approximate value of —-— if we expand the logarithm. Wc shall thus have, preserving

terms of the second order,

h\ I A, + h A, — h

H
Omitting — ; and substituting the above values of h and A,, we obtain finally

s = x-a =-— ^ .1 (7),

which gives the space through which the block will be transported.

If we put V.3 = we have

*<'='^-'^=5Tqh;;-^
^')'

which gives the whole space through which each particle of the fluid is carried by the wave from its

original position.

Vol. VIII. Part II. Hh
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If -i be sufficiently small,

1 («, - «2)2

and

Vv,
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SECTION III.

Application of the preceding Theory.—Comparison of different Modes of Transport.

22. In estimating the magnitude of a block which may be moved by a given current, the

transport has been supposed to take place over a horizontal surface, sufficiently hard and even

for the block to roll upon it without impediment. If the surface be otherwise constituted,

the motion may be impeded or destroyed. The softness of a clayey surface would probably

be most unfavourable to the motion; while the want of cohesion of a sandy bottom, from its

opposing a less effective resistance to a motion rather by sliding than rolling, might be highly

favourable to the transport of the block. In any case a constant action of denuding causes

will be highly favourable to it, by the successive removal of temporary and local impediments.

Abrupt inequalities, such for instance as those presented by ravines and steep escarpments,

would present insuperable impediments to this mode of transport. It is important however
to observe, that regular ascents, without rugged inequalities of surface, would offer no such

serious impediment.

The difficulty in this theory arising from the presumed inequalities of the surface over

which the blocks must have been transported, has been, I conceive, in many instances, far too

much insisted on; for it has been made to rest on the assumption that the inequalities of surface

between the present and original sites of erratic blocks were the same, or nearly so, at the

time of transport as at present; an assumption which I regard as totally untenable. There
are three obvious causes of inequality of surface—elevation and disruption, denudation during

gradual emergence from beneath the ocean, and erosion after emergence. So far as sudden, abrupt

inequalities can be traced to the first cause operating previously to the transport, the difficulty

alluded to must be admitted; but in many cases existing inequalities have been produced bv
post-tertiary elevations, which we have no right to assume to have been entirely anterior to

the transport of erratic blocks. Again, such great inequalities as those presented by the oolitic

and chalk escarpments, have doubtless been due in a great measure to denudation, during the

period of gradual emergence of the land, the higher levels being raised above the sphere of

denuding action, while tlie lower levels remained exposed to it. Minor local irregularities of

surface are also due in a great degree to erosion. All superficial inequalities, therefore, which

are referrible to these causes, must have been posterior to the removal of erratic blocks trans-

ported by currents, and form no objection to that mode of transport. The only other causes

which can materially affect the configuration of the terrestrial surface, are the deposition of

new sedimentary beds, and denudation produced by ocean currents previously to any partial

emergence of the surface. But it is manifest that both these causes, instead of creating those

abrupt superficial inequalities, which alone would form a serious impediment to the transport we
are considering, must constantly tend to destroy them wherever they may exist from other causes.

For these reasons, I believe that there is no validity in the objection above stated to the theory

of transporting currents. Those greater superficial inequalities which now exist, and are obvi-

ously referrible to denuding agencies, could not, I repeat, be the consequences of superficial

denudation, while the whole surface was submerged beneath the ocean ; and minor abrupt inequa-

lities could not then have continued to exist, even if they had originally existed, for they would
have been destroyed by tlie action of transporting currents themselves, though no other cause

should have operated to produce that effect.

23. These currents, in addition to their transport of larger blocks, must manifestly tend to

spread out the smaller detritus in a layer over the bottom of the ocean, supposed, for tlie reasons

above stated, to form an even surface*. As the bottom rises in the process of slow elevation.

* In the sense tor instance, in which ihe bottom of the German Ocean or English Channel is an even surface.

H H 2
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it will become exposed to all the action of denuding agents, which however will, in many
instances, make less impression on those parts where the covering of detritus is thickest, or is

composed of the coarsest materials. Such parts will therefore, cceteris paribus, emerge first

from beneath the surface of the ocean ; and thus, in the first instance, will form islands, and

subsequently, when the whole shall have risen above the level of the sea, the summits of hills.

Such summits may consequently be expected to be capped with transported materials, of which

all traces may have been destroyed by denuding agents in the surrounding valleys. This pheno-

menon^ of such frequent occurrence, is thus simply accounted for according to this theory.

24. It appears by the table above given, (Art. 21) that a wave of between 50 and 100 feet

in height, (in an ocean of the original depth there supposed), would be accompanied with a

current of which the velocity would be from 10 to 20 miles an hour; and it is demonstrated

in the first section, that (under conditions which I conceive to be entirely admissible) currents

of that velocity would possess a motive power abundantly sufficient to move the largest blocks,

the transport of which it would be deemed necessary to refer to this cause. But I would

particularly direct the attention of the reader to the fact, as exhibited in the values of s, in

the table just referred to, that the space through which a block may be transported by a

single wave, is equal only to a small fraction of the breadth of the wave. Consequently, a

great number of waves might be necessary for the transport of blocks to distances to which

they frequently have been transported. It must also be recollected, that sudden or paroxismal

elevations only will produce waves of elevation of considerable transporting power. Hence it

follows that this theory of transport is essentially and necessarily associated with that theory

which regards the phenomena of elevation as the consequences of a series of paroxismal move-

ments, the movements by which, in my opinion, those phenomena can be most satisfactorily

accounted for. The instantaneous elevation of a determinate portion of the bottom of the sea

would produce a wave whose height would be equal to that of the elevation itself, so that

it may be asserted in general terms, that the theory of transport by elevation currents, in its

application to existing phenomena of transport, involves the hypothesis of a succession of paro-

xismal movements beneath the ocean, the height of many of which must have varied from 50 to

100 feet at least.

25. If we allow the efficiency of each of the three recognized means of transport of

erratic blocks—glaciers, floating ice, and currents—the difficulty which remains is that of sepa-

rating the effects produced by these causes respectively. In some cases it is probable that

doubt will always remain from insufficiency of evidence, but in others, I conceive, our conclu-

sions may involve but little uncertainty. The distinctive characters in the transported materials

must be sought in the magnitude and form of the blocks, the state of their surfaces, and the

distribution of the general mass of the transported materials. The magnitude of a block can

hardly be considered to increase the difficulty of its transport by ice, while it increases in a great

degree the difficulty of transport by water. Again, blocks cannot generally be rounded by

attrition when floated on icebergs or carried on the upper surface of a glacier. A small portion of

those brought down by glaciers are rounded by being rolled between the ice and sides or bottom

of the glacial valley ; but this is a rough grinding, and all the specimens I recollect to have

examined immediately at the termination of a glacier, wanted that more perfect smoothness of

surface which distinguishes a water-worn boulder. It might be contended that blocks floated

on icebergs might be rounded and polished before being taken up by the ice or after being

deposited by it. If such were the case, the efi^ects must be produced either on beaches by the

action of breakers, or at the bottom of the sea by that of currents. The action of breakers,

on large blocks, however, as far as my observation has extended, rarely tends to give to them

a rounded form, but, on the contrary, to wear them into very irregular shapes, till they are

so reduced in magnitude as to be rolled about by the force of the waves ; the most prominent
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points then become subject to the greatest attrition, and the surface afterwards assumes that

form and polish which distinguish a water-worn boulder. I do not recollect, however, to have

observed on any beach instances of this perfect rounding and polishing except in pebbles, much

too small to afford any explanation of the cases of many of the erratic blocks which have been

subjected to some similar and equally effective process of that kind. Moreover, should the

efficiency of this cause be allowed, it must be recollected that the sphere of its operation is

limited to the comparatively small area over which the waves break, for it is there alone that

they can exert any effective power. How then shall we thus account for the water-worn appear-

ance of innumerable blocks existing in the detritus spread out over a wide area, or in' cases

where the transported materials exist in layers of great thickness .'' If it should be contended

that the water-worn appearance may be due to the other cause above alluded to^the action

of water remote from shallow coasts—it must be replied, that that force which is capable of

rolling a block is unquestionably sufficient to transport it, and therefore, that the solution does, in

fact, admit the existence of transporting currents.

There is also another important point to be remarked with respect to the transport by ice,

whether on land or by water—it affords no reason why the transported blocks should diminish

in size, and become more generally rounded and polished, the more distant they are from

their original localities. Such would necessarily be the consequences of transport by currents,

but it must be a matter of indifference whether a block has been floated on an iceberg or

carried by a glacier one mile or one hundred miles, so far as regards the form and dimensions

of the block when ultimately deposited by the ice which conveyed it. If the great majority of

the blocks transported from a given locality be rounded and polished, there is a strong presumption

that water has been the transporting agent ; if, moreover, the blocks do not exceed a weight

of a few tons, the probability of that mode of transport is increased ; and, finally, if we find

that the magnitude of the blocks generally diminishes as their distance from their original

site increases, till at length they degenerate into rounded pebbles, the previous probability

appears to me to approximate as nearly to certainty as we can reasonably expect.

On the other hand, when erratic blocks are extremely large, the presumption is in favour of

their having been transported by ice ; and if, moreover, tliey retain sharp angular points and

edges on their apparently unworn surfaces, and their magnitude bears no relation to the distance

of transport, we may confidently conclude that the transporting agent has been ice, assuming

always that the transport is attributable to one of the causes we have mentioned.

Tlie main distinction between the cases of transport by glaciers and by floating ice, must be

sought for, I conceive, in the distance which the blocks have travelled, ami tlie nature of the

surface over which the transport has taken place, and not in the character of the blocks them-

selves. If the motion of glaciers be due to gravity, as I have endeavoured to shew in a recent

memoir, it would be an absurdity to attribute to their agency the transport of the blocks dis-

seminated over the extensive flat plains of northern Germany and Russia. In such cases I

should not hesitate to refer the removal of large angular blocks to the agency of floating ice. On
the other hand, the transport of numerous blocks on the flanks of the Alpine chain can hardly

be referred to any agency but that of glaciers of greater extent than those now existing. In

other cases the transport may have been effected by a combination of these means. Blocks may
have been brought down by glaciers from the mountains, and then floated on icebergs to distant

localities. This process has been recently observed, on a magnificent scale, in a high northern

latitude, and appears to me the simplest mode of accounting, in certain cases, for the transport

of blocks now far above the level of the sea. If Switzerland were depressed 16OO or 1700 feet

below its present level, the enormous angular block of Pierre a hot above Neuchatel would be

on the margin of an arm of the sea, occupying the present valley of Switzerland, while on the

opposite margin there would be rocks bearing the strongest marks of glacial action. Under

this hypothesis, and without assuming any material change in the general configuration of the
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surface, there remains no difficulty in accounting for the transport of the prodigious block above

mentioned from the Alps to the Jura; a fact which on any other hypothesis hitherto made,

presents, in my opinion, mechanical difficulties totally insurmountable. The supposition of an

elevation of 1600 or 1700 feet since the period of transport offers, as I conceive, no a priori

difficulty, when we recollect the evidences of recent elevation in other places. With conclusive

evidence that Snowdon has been elevated 1200 or 1300 feet within a period which we have no

reason for supposing more remote than that of the transport of erratic blocks, there can be

little hesitation in admitting the elevation above supposed in the region of the Alps within the

same period, as an hypothesis as probable at least as any other which might be adopted.

W. HOPKINS.
Cambridge,

April 29, 1844.







XVllI. On the Foundation of Algebra, No. IV., on Triple Algebra. By Augustus

De Morgan, V.P.R.A.S., F.C.P.S., of Trinity College ; Professor of Mathe-

matics in University College, London.

[Read, October 28, 1844.]

In the P/iilosophical Magazine for July 1841-, Sir William Rowan Hamilton has published the

first part of a paper read before the Royal Irish Academy in November 1843, headed 'On Qua-

ternions, or on a new System of Imaginaries in Algebra.' To this paper I am indebted for the idea

of inventing a distinct system of unit-symbols, and investigating or assigning relations which define

their mode of action on each other. The systems wliicli I shall examine differ entirely from that of

Sir William Hamilton, both as being triple instead of quadruple, and as preserving, in their laws

of operation, a greater resemblance to those of ordinary Algebra.

^ 1. Description of triple systems. A system of Algebra of the n'*" character is one in

which there are n distinct symbols, ^, , ^2, ...
f,.,

each of which is a unit of its kind, of a difference

from all other kinds such that r?,^, + fl.>^2 + ... cannot be equivalent to 6,^, + fi^^z + ••• unless

Oj = 6|, a^ = 6), &c. This condition however is connected with the interpretation : a perfect sym-

bolical system might very well exist without it. Having assumed a system, and also the ordinary

laws of addition and subtraction, the introduction of the operation of multiplication requires that

meanings should be assigned to ^i^s, ^1^3, &c., so that each of them may be regarded as coincident

with such a form as a,^, + a^f, + •••• On the manner of assigning this form the properties of the

system entirely depend ; and if we are to preserve the ordinary rule of the convertibility of multipli-

cations and divisions, we must not only provide that ^, f^ = ^2^1, &c., but also that ti' ^2 ^ ... shall

give the same result in whatever order the operations are performed. This rule relative to mul-

tiplication may be reduced to two simple rules, AB = BA, and A{BC) = (JB)C. It is exactly

the same thing as to additions, the convertibility of which is contained in the rules A + B = B + A
and {A + B) + C = A + (B + C). This second rule is generally concealed in the common rule

of signs, according to which A + (B + O or A + (0 + B + C) is, by the assumed distributive

character of the sign +, allowed to be transformed into A + (+ B) + (+ C) which again by the

rule of like signs, becomes A + B + C, a symbol identical in meaning with (A + B) + C- We
might also use the signs x and -h in the same absolute manner, and assume a corresponding dis-

tributive character, and rule of like and unlike signs : considering x a and -=- a as abbreviations of

1 X (7, and !-;-«. Rut it will be enough for my present purpose to note that the complete conver-

tibility of multiplications will be secured if every triple combination, as fifa^j, ^ffsj 8cc. has a

meaning which is independent of the oi'der of the operations.

Having settled the system, it must next be incpiircd, for the sake of the interpretation, what is

the modulus of multiplication, namely, what function of o,, a.^, &c. is it which, in the product,

has the same value as the product of the functions of the factors. If, agreeably to the laws of

the system, the product of a,^, + a.^.^ + ••• and «'i5i + "sfs + •-• be ^if, -(- A^^^ + ..., A^, A^, Sec.

being definite functions of a,, a',, a.j, a\, 8cc., the modulus is to be found from the solution of

the functional equation

(p{n,. '7^, ...) X (o'l, fl'v, ...) = 0(J-, A,...),

Vol. VIII. Paut III. I i
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on which it is only to be observed that any powers, or products, or products of powers, of solutions,

are themselves solutions. The most convenient modulus is that which, in one or more definite

cases, reduces the system to the simple single or double Algebra already in use. In this common

Algebra, in its widest form, there are two unit-symbols, say ^ and >j, usually (not necessarily)

representing units of lengtli taken off on the rectangular axes of a; and y ; and the laws of com-

bination are ^" = f, rf = - ^, ^r) = »;^ = >;, which give '(^rf = - ^ = (^i?)*?, &c. The modulus of

multiplication of a^ + bn is .y/^a^ + b'). Sir William Hamilton seems to have passed over

triple Algebra altogether on the supposition that the modulus, if any, of a^ + fcij+c^ must be

'^{d' + 6" + c'). It is certain* that there cannot be a system of triple Algebra with such a

modulus; but it is by no means requisite that the modulus should be a symmetrical function of

a, b, and c. I should also notice that in Sir W. Hamilton's quadruple Algebra there is a complete

departure from the ordinary symbolical rules : AB and BA have different meanings.

^ 2. One mode of derivation of systems of triple Algebra. Let f/^, btj, c^, represent lines of

ff, b, and c units measured on the axes of x, y and z. Let it be a condition that 6 = 0, c = 0,

reduces the Algebra to the common single system; which might be worded thus: let the Algebra

of the axis of x be the common single Algebra of positive and negative quantities. Also let ri and ^
be interchangeable, and related in the same manner to ^. We have then, for the forms which

define the actUms of the unit-symbols on each other,

p means ^, riX^ means p^ + (?»; + 7^i

tf a^ + bt) + cX^, ^^ Z^+WM/+«^,

IQ ai^ + ctj + b^. ^r] l^ + nrj + >«^;

and it will be found upon examination that the equations pv = ^ (?»?)' ^ff — 'ni^*i)-> ^/'^='z('?D'

ril' = rc-^D' r? = ?(^D' W = UU)^ ^C-^D = '^(^0 = r(b). ^iii b'^ «a'i^fi^'d ^y th*^ following

conditions; in using which care must be taken not to form new ones by introduction of subse-

quently vanishing factors without recurring to the original forms. Some of these conditions are

included in the others, but it is nevertheless desirable to be reminded of them.

(1.) 0(7 - c) + i>(q - b) = l{<i - p).

(2.) r + mp + no =^ a + (b + c)l.

(.3.) l" + mn + np = p + 2qL

(i.) I (in + ti) = 0.

(5.) 27ini = m.

(6.) m^ + n' = n.

(7, 8.) In = (7 - b)m = (c - q)m. (11.) (7 + c) (7 - c) = am - pii.

(t), 10.) Im = (7 - c)m = (h - (j)m. (12.) (7 + c) (7 - b) = an - pi/i.

From (.).) and (fi.) we have either

1m ~0, w = ; m = 0, w = 1 ; m = ^, n = ^ ; m = - i,

: expect the triple

(13.) a I + ah + rp = - 1. (U.) a7i + b- + cq = 0. (1.5.) am + be + cq = 0.

Proceeding by analogy, we might expect the triple Algebra which is the proper extension of

the common double one to give >/ = - f, ^^ = — f5 the necessary conditions of which are

" Any one who will try to get three squares in which accented

and unaccented letters enter symmetrically, and of which the sum
is equal to the product of a'+ b' + c^ and a'^ + b'^ + &' is engaged,

whether he know it or not, upon the following problem ;—To find

three points of a sphere, each of which is opposite to both of the

other two ; also three other points each distant by a quadrant from

each of the first tliree.
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P = a + 2bl.

But at the same time it is desirable to examine the case of >/* = — f> K~ = ~ ^^ the conditions

of which are a=-l, 6=0, c = 0. These two systems may be called the simple cubic and
quadratic systems, both being triple. I now proceed to a mere enumeration of cases to be pre-

sently discussed.

Case A. Let ?» = 0, « = ; which gives either of the following

(A^) ni = 0, M = 0, q = - c, (J.,) m = 0, w = 0, q = c = h,

— 2ac- p(c + b) = I (a - p),

p = a + (b +c) I,

P= p - 2cl.

Neither gives a simple quadratic form, unless P = - 1, which is inadmissible.

Simple cubic forms are only such as are contained in

h = c = - q, m = 0, n = 0,

al + b(a + p) = - I, 2h{a + /j) = - /(a - p),

P = a +'2bl ^ p - 2b I,

which give p = a=l, /=— I, 6 = 0.

Case B. Let m = 0, n = 1. We have then

r = ?>

jj^ = (q + c)(q - b)^ + bt) + c^,

^- = (7 + c)(7-6)^-l-c,; + 6i;.

This is the case, and the only one, in which the action of ^ upon both of the others is imper-
ceptible. The following cases will be considered, the Krst of which is a species of simple quadratic

form, the second a simple cubic, the only one which the case yields.

In = '1-

n'^-^-^v + t X.^ = l

Case C. Let m = ^, w = ^- This

quadratic and cubic forms ai'e as follows

:

r = ~ V- kv = 1-

gives / = 0, q = b = c, a = p. The only simple

n' = - 6
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§ 3. Simple and perfect cubic form. I now proceed to consider the simple cubic form in

case B. The equations of signification* are (dropping the distinctive symbol f,
which is in-

operative),

And the product of a + bri + 0"^^ and a'+ b'tj + c'^ is

be + cb'+ aa + {ab' + ba'-cc') tj + (ac + ca - bh') ^.

If the equations of signification be also consistently algebraical, and if tj = /x and ^ = >' satisfy

them, then a + bfx + cv is a modulus of multiplication. Accordingly in the present instance, it

is sufficient that ft. and v should be severally equal to - 1, or else that they should be the

imaginary cube roots of — 1. Let them be the latter : then a — b - c, a + fib + vc, a + vb + /xc,

are moduli, and since any product of roots of moduli is a modulus, we have, taking such roots

as are required by the condition that the Algebra is to become single if b and c always vanish,

the following possible moduli,

a — b — c,

y/ (a- + b^ + c^ + ab + a c - be).

These expressions are connected with the third degree in the same manner as a- + b- with the second.

Chano-ing the signs of b and c &c., their modular character gives the following equations. Let

A = be' + cb' + aa, B = ab'+ ba'+ cc, C = ac'+ ca'+ bb'.

Then (a + b + c) (a'+ h' + e') = A + B + C

(^2 +b^+c^- ab -be -ca) (a- + b"' + c' - a'b' - b'c' - c'a) = A' + B- + C^ - AB - BC - CA

(o3+6'+c3-3ffl6c)(a'^+ 6''+c'^-3a'6'c) =^'+5'+ C^ - SABC.

These might, I think, be made of the same sort of use in the theory of numbers with the equation

(a^+ b') (a'-+ b'^) = (aa- bb'y+ (rib'+ ba')"-, which is the modular equation of the common Algebra.

Thus of either of the forms «'+ W+ c" - ab - be - ca and a^+ b^+ c^- Sabc we may say that the

product of two instances must be a third instance.

It appears that this cubic form of triple algebra may involve three cases, according to

the modulus which we employ. Now we know that in common Algebra, a + h^ — 1 is made to

depend upon a length and an angle, in such a manner that the length is represented by the modulus,

and the product of two expressions has the product of the lengths for a length, and the sum of

the angles for an angle. Suppose that we make a + br^ + et^ to depend upon the modulus and

two angles, each having the same property as the angle of the former case : it is required to

express a + b rj + cX^ hy [/, Q, <p\ in such manner that the following equation may be identically true,

[/, 0, 0] . {I', e', (^'] = [W, 9 + ff,(p + (p'l

Without as yet specifying whicli modulus we are to take, we must examine into the conditions

of a species of triple trigonometry, in which two angles form the base of every expression.

Looking at the form of the product of fl + 6>;+c^ and a'+b'r) + ci^, it is obvious that the

problem is solved if we can assign

a b c

In this sense it ought to be remembered that they more resemble
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in such manner as to satisfy

^«.M+. = 5*.*^^..+ ^^..A« - C<,_«C,„ (.1/).

Here yf^^ is a species of cosine of (9, 0), and 5^^ and Cg ^ are two different species of sines.

The second sides of (J/) must admit the interchange of 9 and fi, and also of (p and v. That this

and all other conditions of self-consistence are satisfied, will appear as follows. We have

Again, Ag+^^j^^ = Os+n.oC^o.^+i- + -"o.*+>Q+m,o + -^»+ti,o-^o,«+K

+ (^M C,o + B^.Cg, + ^e,„ J^,„) (5„_«C„ , + fi„ ,C„^ + ^„«^„ ,).

Develope these products, and the results will be seen to be identical with

+ (B^.0^0.. + B,yA^, - QoQ .) (C,„J„^ + C.^Ag, - Bg,B,^)

+ {Bg,C,^ + B.^Cg, + Ag,A,^) (B^.C,^ + B,^C^_, + A^,A,J),

which is Bg^C^^ + B^^Cg^ + Ag^A^,.

The other equations may be treated in the same way.

I am able to find the solutions of all three varieties of this system by means of that in

which the modulus is \/'{a^ + b" + c' + nb + ac — he); in which case the equation answering to

sin^0 + cos' = 1 in common trigonometry is

We have

Ae<f, + «•* ' ^».* "^ Ag^Bgj^ + Ag^Cg^ — Bg^Lg^ — 1.

n^ + h^ + c^ + ah + ac - be = I « +
J
+ 3 j ^j .

Assume A.^ + i(5<, « + Cg.^) = cos 6, i (Bg^ - Cg^) = ^^- .

Then we must have equations of the following form

Ag^ = cos0+ Lg^,

c =-!i!L^-/
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Substitute these values in the first of equations (M), and we have

Lo'T^A*" =3^9,*^;^,. + cosdL^^ + cosM L^j, + \s\ne sin jm.

Assume Lg^= ^{P^,^- co^Q) which gives P^+«>+,.= •Pe.f.J^^... the only solution of which

is ^^^ = 6"*+^*, giving

^, = fcos9 + le'"'^'^*,

fi,^=^cos0 + -^sin0-ie°''^^*,

C,,* = lcos0--^sin0-i6««^^*.

This gives A,^ - B,^ - C,^ = e"*^^*,

-^9,* -"9,
.J)

*^9,* '"«,4,-"e.^^9,(f> ~ f

We can now get solutions on the supposition that the other moduli are used. If we take

I — a — h — c, we have

J«, = fcOs0.6-(«''^^*>+i,

_ /cos6l sin0\ ,„,^„

^cos0 sin_^\ _,^,^^^, J

^ 3 v^sT

But if we use v^(ffl^ — }? — i? — Sabc), we have

^,^ = f cos .
6-4(»«^^*^ + l6«<»« + ^*',

^9 4
—

3 -X/Sy

_ /^ _ «^\ i(„9.^*, _ J. S(«9.^«
^-*~

I 3 ^/3)^ 3^

We must remember that, of any two solutions of (M), either must be the other multiplied by a

solution of Pg^^^_^_^ = Pg^ P^^; and any solution of (M) multiplied by one of the last is also a

solution of (3/). And the form of the solutions might be generalized, but in appearance only,

by writing cos (a.'9 + (i' (p) and sin {a + (i'fp) for cos 6 and sin 6. But by the same consideration

it appears that the system is not less complete if we write (p for aO + fi (p. Adopting this simplifi-

cation, the equations of connexion between a &c. and I &c., are at full length as follows :

/ = y/(«^+ b^+ t'^+ ah + ac - be),

a = /{f cos0 + le*}, ffi + i(6 + c) = /cos0,

b = l {^cos0+—-sin0-ie*^, ^ (6 - c) = I sin 9,

c = l Ucos9 7-sin0-ie*}, a - (A + c) = / e*.

V 2

From these premises it follows that the product of a + hr] + ci^ and a'+ h't] + c'^, or of [?, 9, 0]
and [I', 9\ 0'] is [//', 9 + 9', (p + (p']. And it is certain that this is the only simple cubic system,

except that noted under case A, which as will afterwards be seen, is deceptive : also that this is the
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only case of that system in which 1= -^(« '+ J^c), the equations {M) admitting no other solution

with that modulus.

We now come to the question of geometrical interpretation, the most difficult part of the question

in one sense, the easiest in another. Every system of Algebra admits of an infinite number of

geometrical interpretations. Take the common one, and instead of supposing x + y y/ ~ 1 to stand

for a line r = -y/ (ar+ y-) inclined to the axis of x at an angle = tan ~'{y : .r), let it stand for

any line r, inclined at an angle Oi, where r, and 0, are unambiguous functions of r and 9.

Then the sign + in [r,, 0i] + [r',, 0'i] must be defined in such a way that the preceding symbol

may stand for the line determined by >• = -y/ ]
(.r + x')-+ (y + »/') | and tan = (y + y) : (.r + .v') ;

and similarly with the other signs. There is no question about the superior convenience and

primary character of the usual interpretation : but others are not therefore absolutely excluded.

Analogy would lead us to infer that a, h, c should represent lines on the axes of w, y, z

;

and even if we took them to represent areas on the plants of yz, zx, and xy, we should be

able to determine an area on the plane oi y z (its form not being in question) by a line on the

axis of X. Again, the same analogy would lead us to take / for the absolute length oi a -k- hn + ct:

but all that is necessary is that /, 0, and (p shoukl be sufficient determinants of that length. For

instance, we may say, let n +/'»? + c^ represent a length r = -y^((7-+ 6'- + r) inclined to the axes at

angles having cosines \, fi, v, proportional to a, h, c : but then we give up the convenient property

of the modulus of multiplication, and must form (/?, A, M, N) the product of (r, \, n, v) and

(r', X', fx, v) from the conditions

/(' cos A = r r (/x v + i^ + X\'),

R cos M = rr {\iji.'+ X'/j. - w'),

^ cos N = rr' (Xv + \'v - ixfi'),

so that B must depend on the angles of the factors as well as on their lengths. The systems

I have given are the only ones in which the moduli represent the absolute magnitude of the

symbols.

I am not able to present any striking geometrical interpretation. The symbols of the triple

trigonometry on wliich it must be founded are mixed functions of circular and hyperbolic sines and

cosines. If we take the equilateral hyperbola x^ — y' = i, and let x and y be called the hyperbolic

sine and cosine of (p, the double of the sectorial area included between the axis of .r, the radius vector,

and the curve (for analogy, the angle must be replaced by the double of the area of a circular

sector of radius unity), we have 6*= COS + SIN ^, using capital letters for distinction. We
might very easily invent interpretations : but I see none wiiich I think worth presenting. The
transformation

cos 1 . ,

=t —- sin (J = 2 cos (lio" =f 6)
3 .y/S ^

will of course not be forgotten by any one who makes an attempt. This entrance of both species

of sines and cosines is, both in this and other cases, the consequence of the determination to have

what may be called a doubly logarithmic system, or one in wliich both angles, or magnitudes

corresponding to them, have their sums in the product.

We may, if we like, consider the system as one in wliich there is a double modulus of mul-

tiplication ; let ^. e* = m, and we have

I = y/ia^ + b' + c~ + ab + ac — be), m = a — b — c,

a = 1^; cos 9 + ^ni, a + ^{b + c) = I cos 9,

b =|/cos(()O''-0) -^m, \y/S.{b-c) =lsm9.

c = j/ cos ((Jo' + 9) — ^m.

The product of [/, m, 9) and [/', m' , ff~\ is now [//', mm, 9 + 9'\
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The three axes on which a, h, c, are laid down, ought not to be rectangular axes, but those

of y and x; should be each inclined at 6o" to the axis of w, so that units laid down on them may
be cube roots of - 1. The planes of xy and wz being at right angles, and A being the diagonal

of the parallelepiped on a, b, c, we have P = A.^ - |-6c.

Should a simple interpretation be obtained, the ancient difficulty of the imaginary quantity will

immediately occur ; for ^m must take the place of w in \/\_l, m, 0\, and m may be negative.

This system therefore will never be completely explained until it is interpreted on the supposition

that a, b, &c, have the forms a + a^\/— 1, 6 + '>,-\/— 1, and also 9, I, &c. By analogy we

might have expected this, in the following manner. As soon as pure arithmetic is converted into

single Algebra by the extended definitions of + and — , and the new symbol ^^ — l occurs, it occurs

in conjunction with both the forms + 1 and — 1 ; and at the same time the vehicle of explanation

takes two dimensions. If new distinct symbols be added, such as will require space of three

dimensions, it is therefore natural to suppose that each of those new symbols will combine with the

complete system of the double Algebra. By this, since a + a^^ — 1 may mean any line in the

plane of ocy, it is reasonable to suppose that two new symbols will be required, to express removal

into the planes of yz and ^w, and that

(« + ay/- 1) + (6 + 6,\/- l)v + (c + c v^- 1)^,

will signify some line in space, determined by three lines in the three co-ordinates planes.

\ 4. Redundant biquadratic form. The last remark suggests an examination of the method

by which systems have hitherto proceeded, with a view to ascertain whether the hints which analogy

might give are exhausted. If we look at the series +1, — 1, \/— 1, we see that one new

unit-symbol is introduced at each step, represented by a square root of the preceding'. What then is

the system in which 07ie more unit-symbol is introduced, whose action resembles that of ^y— 1,

the combination with preceding symbols being of the complete character just described.

Let the fundamental symbol be

[a, jj, b, q] = a + }j y/ - 1 + (/^ + 7 y'- 1)^,

where "Q means -^Z- 1- Accordingly, the product of [a, p, 6, 7] and [a', p', 6', 7'] is \_A, P, B, Q]

where

J = aa' — pp' - bq - fc'7, B = all + ab — \)q' - p'q,

P = ap + a'p + bb' - qq, Q = aq' + a q + bp + pb'

.

The modulus of multiplication is found to be

Now it is evident that, a line in space being determined by three data, we have here one to spare,

since a, b, p and q must all be given before the fundamental symbol is completely determined. It

would be in our power for instance, to consider the symbol as meaning a line of given length drawn

from the origin in a given direction at a given time ; or as determining a point which has a given

position at a given instant. Let a + p y/- 1 represent in the usual manner a line in the plane

of xy, and let ^ represent a unit somewhere in the plane of xz ; we may easily see that it must

be at 45" to the positive axis of x, if the rule of angles in multiplication is to be preserved. To
satisfy this last condition, let [a, p, b, q\ represent a length I making an angle with the axis of x

determined by

b — q b + q
lcos6 = a + —7-^

,

ls\n9 = p + —7— •
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Let ^ signify revolution through 45° in the plane of xz, so that if a+p'^1 = re*"*'"',

b + q\/— 1 = S6^^~^, we have (6+9\/-l)^ signifying a line s at an angle (i + j-rr in the

plane of aas. Moreover we have

IcosO = rcos a + «cos (/3 + g;Tr), ^sin = }• sin a + s sin (/3 + ^ttt),

so that the way to find I and 9 geometrically is as follows. In any plane, say that of xy,

set off r and « at angles a and j3 + ^tt: the diagonal of the parallelogram on these lines represents

the length I inclined at the angle 6 to the positive axis of .x'. In various systems I find that

when /sin 6 has the form M ± N, one of the simplest interpretations consists in making N = M tan w,

where w is the angle which the plane of the line and the axis of .r makes with the positive side of

the plane of .vy. In the present instance, this will give

b + a b — q I sin 9 / sin tan w h + q
tan o) = y- , lcos9 = a + —^ ,

= p, — = —-r- .

VV^ y/ ~ 1+ tan to ^ l+tanw y/'2

Here p, h, q can be found so as to give \l, 9, tu] for any given value of a. The system is now

complete, all the rules of Algebra are true of it, and it only remains to give the results their

easiest geometrical form. The most natural mode of proceeding is to examine the mode of escaping

redundancy, which consists in assigning one relation between a, b, p, and q. The case oi b = q will

appear exceedingly remarkable, when viewed in connexion with the imperfect system which I shall

describe in the next section.

According to our conventions, a + p ^^ — \ + 6 (1 + \/— 1)^ represents a line of the length

/ = -y/ ^a"+ (p + 6 .y/2)''| inclined at an angle having a : I and (/> + 6 -y^S) : / for its cosine and

sine, with a projection on the plane of yz whicii makes the angle tan"'|6.y/2 : p\ with the positive

axis of y. But the relation B = Q does not obtain in the product ; and if we bring it about by a

proper use of our redundant letters, so as to represent the product [L, 0, Q] under the form

F+Tr^-l+^V(l + \/- 1)^' "'6 shall find that we have sacrificed the equation A{BC)
= {AB)C, which is no longer a formula of the Algebra. Owing to the redundant letter, two lines

may be identical in position, but must not therefore be considered as identical. Now the introduc-

tion of an equation of condition between a, b, p, q, and the alteration of the product in such a

manner as to satisfy this same condition, is, in point of fact, the substitution for the product of a

line equivalent in position only.

I shall resume this subject in the next section: but in the first place, observe that the modulus

admits of resolution into the square root of the sum of two other squares, namely

Take another angle k such tliat

This angle k is not a new directing angle, being in fact — jir; and ^- is — -y/- 1.

The modes of interpretation will be better seen, so far as they are easily practicable, in the next

section.

§ 5. Imperfect furm, derived from the preceding. The first system of triple Algebra which I

obtained was that in whicli P = a + bt} + cX^, where ^, )f, and r/^ severally represent - 1. I did not

at first see that though this will give PP' = P'P, it will not give P\PP)= {P'F)P, except in

particular cases; though it should have been obvious that >/"^, for instance, is not the same thing

as {ri'0rj. Now this is precisely the case of the redundant system already noticed, in which b = q.

If we multiply together a + p y/- 1 + h{\ + y/ - l)^ a»d a' + p -^ - I + 6'(l -r -y/- 1)^',

Vol. VIII. Part III. Kk
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under the condition that ^^ means \/- I5 and if we then reduce the result to a line of the

same value of /, 6, w, in which also h = 7, we have

na - pp' -2bb' - (pi/ + p'h)\/2 + (a;/ + (i'p)\/ - 1 + {ah' + ah) (1 + \/- l)^.

Now for b y/ 9. write h, and let (l + y/ - 1)^ -^ v^2 be an independent unit symbol (it will be

found by our conventions to be a unit on the axis of z), and for it write X\ also for -v/- 1, a

unit on the axis of y, write r\. Then it appears that the product of a +?*>; + c^ (write c for p
and then interchange it with h in the preceding), and a' + b'x) + c'^ is

aa - {h + c) {h' 4- c) + {ah' + 6a')>? + {av + c«')^,

which is here produced, and can only be produced, from tf = — I, ^^= — 1, >iX,= — 1-

I shall give the interpretation of this synthetically, and with some minuteness, since the leading

features of it belong to most of the other imperfect quadratic systems whicli I have tried.

Let every line drawn through the origin be considered as having for its plane that plane which

also passes through the axis of w ; and let the line in which that plane cuts the plane of yz

be called the imaginary axis of that plane and of all lines in it (except the axis of a: itself).

Let a line {« = - y) which bisects the second and fourth right angles in the plane of yz be called

the neutral axis, and one j^erpendicular to it, which therefore bisects the first and third right angles,

the primary axis. Let every imaginary axis have for its sign the sign of the parts of y and x

which lie on the same side of the neutral axis as itself: and let angles be measured positively

in every plane by revolution from the positive axis of x towards the positive imaginary axis.

Let a + fcj? + c^ represent a line of the length I = \/ \a^ + {b + cf\ in a plane whose imaginary

axis make with the positive axis of y the angle =tan"'(c : b) having for projections on the real

axis (the axis of ,r), and its own imaginary axis severally a and b + c ; or making with the

axis of X an angle Q whose sine is 6 + c : I and whose cosine is a : I.

For addition, subtraction, multiplication and division, of two lines, make them both revolve

round the axis of x into, say the plane of xy, taking care to bring the positive part of each

imao-inary axis into contact with the positive part of y. Then add, subtract, multiply and divide

as in common double Algebra, and find the plane into which the results are to be finally

transferred by the following rules.

In addition, set oft' on the primary axis lines equal to the projections of the given lines on their

imaginary axes ; or transfer the imaginary projections by revolution to their proper sides of tiie

primary axis. From the extremities of the lines so drawn, draw lines perpendicular to the

primary axis, meeting the imaginary axes of I he two lines, so as to cut off two hypothenuses.

On these hypothenuses describe a parallelogram ; its diagonal from the origin is in the imaginary

axis of the sum. And similarly for the subtraction, or the addition of the equal and opposite line.

In multiplication, first lay down on the primary axis lines proportional to the tangents of

the ano-les which the factors make with the axis of x, and then proceed (exactly as in addition)

to determine the imaginary axis of the product from the diagonal of the hypothenuses. And

similarly for division.

In every plane, as long as lines are taken in that plane only, there is one complete system

of double Algebra, admitting every rule of ordinary Algebra to its full extent. When lines

from another plane are introduced, we lose the equation J{BC) = {AB)C, unless A and B be

in one plane.

The theory of powers and roots is absolutely identical witii that of common double Algebra lor

every line which is not on the axis of .r, the plane of each line being the locus of all its powers.

And + 1 has only two square roots, as usual ; but - 1 has an infinite number of square roots, every

imao-inary axis of a unit in length being one of them. Also both + 1 and - 1 have an infinite

number of third, fourth, &c. roots, one set of three, four, &:c. in every plane.
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For a + bri + ci^, or [/, 0, w], we may write

Z sin 9 I sin 9 . tan w ^
/ cos 9 H n + . C»

1 + tan u) 1 + tan o) ^

and if -y/^ — 1 denote the square root of — 1 which is at an angle ct> to the axis of y, we have

/ ,
' tan o) ^ V /

^"
1 + tanu) l+tano)'* ^°

=> ^-

Call these last 's/ - 1 and -^i — 1 ; we have then

r, /in ,^ n n / ^ ,/ /i
*'" ^ / sin tan O) .

"s

The product of any two positive square roots of — 1 is — 1, and the product of a positive

and negative square root is + 1.

The Algebra of the tieiitral plane, which passes through the neutral axis and the axis of .r is of

a very peculiar character. In the first place, neither side of the neutral axis is necessarily positive

or negative by our conventions, and the signs of this axis must be determined (like that of

tan^Tr) by the manner in which we come upon it. But this is not the chief peculiarity. If

we call the point whose co-ordinates are a, h, c, the subsidiary point of L or [/, Q, oj], the

point and its subsidiary point are always in the same plane : but if the subsidiary point be on

the neutral plane (6 + c = 0), the angle is or 7r, and L is on the axis of x. But if on the

other hand L be on the neutral plane, but not on the axis of x, then b and c are infinite (with

contrary signs) : and in this case, whatever line A may be, L ii A, A ^ L, Ax L, A -i- L, L-i-A,

are all on the neutral plane.

Hence 'a unit, situated on the positive side of the axis of .r', is not a complete description of

any line : for under that description comes every case of I + m (tj — ^) in which tn is finite.

The fundamental unit 1 or 1 + Oj; + 0^ is the line which requires that the preceding should be

augmented by ' having its subsidiary point at its extremity.'' It is true that no alteration could,

in any case, be produced in I or 9, by substituting one case of 1 + m (tj — ^) for another ; but

the effect would be seen in the value of a>. The rules of addition and multiplication, as above

given, fail when one of the lines is of the form a + m tj — mi(^ ; we must replace them by others

drawn from the use of the projections themselves.

I look upon the preceding system, as the one which has most general resemblance to the

common system, from which I derived it, before I considered the subject generally.

It is demonstrably impossible that any system can give the convertibility of three factors, in

which aline of a unit in length is represented by cos + sin . P^, where P^P^. = — I. Calling

this A, it will be found that A"A'A and A'A"A are not identical unless sin 9 sin 9'. sin Q". P^
= smO . sin Q'

. sin 9'. P^-, which, to be universal, requires P„- = P^~.

^ 6. Seco7id imperfect system deduced from the redundant system. It is natural to examine
that particular mode of getting rid of redundancy, which consists in reducing the modulus of

multiplication to the form y/ {aj^ ¥ pi^ + b~ + (f). This is obviously

a{b - q) + p{b + 9) = 0, or b{p + a) + q{p - a) = 0.

Now if we examine the corresponding function in the product, we find*

A{B-Q) + {B + Q)

= \a{b - q) -^^ p{b + q)\ \a'- + b'- + p' + q'-] + \a' {b' - q) + p (b' + q')\ {a- + 6- + /j- + y-'},

* fllost easily seen thus : since

is identical with the product of the corresponding functions of

«, b, &t:. and a', b', &c., the parts aft'ected with \'2 are identical

;

whence follows the equation in the text, and also

.+2(a(4-<?) + p(i+9)}la'(4--9')} + )p'(*'+9')}.

K K2
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So that if tins condition be true of the factors, it is true of the product. Now if as before,

a + P\/— 1 = re"^"', b + p \/ - 1 = se^"*'"', we have, for the expression of the condition,

tan (/3 - a) = 1. This gives either

/3+j7r = a+^7r, / cos 9 = r cos a — s sin a, / sin = r sin a + s cos a,

or /3+:j7r = a + §7r, ^ cos = r cosa + s sin a, / sin = ?• sin a - s cos o.

The first will be the most convenient.

But though this condition may be satisfied for the product, when it is so for the factors, the same

is not true of the components and the sum, unless a : a :: p : p . This system then would be

perfect for multiplication, division, and all its consequences, as the former one is for addition and

subtraction.

If we endeavour to find the system in which the sum of two lines is the diagonal of the

parallelogram formed on them as they stand, at angles a and /3 + ^tt to the axis of x in the two

planes; we find the condition to be p(6 + 9)=0. Now b.= -q satisfies this for additions, and

p =0 and 6 = - 9 for both additions and multiplications : but an examination of this last case

will shew that it gives nothing nioi-e than the common double Algebra ; no line lying out of

the plane of xy.

If there can be a perfect non-redundant system formed out of the redundant system, there must

be some function /(«, b, p, q) such that f{A, B, P, Q) and f(a + a, b + b', p + p, c/ + q) both

vanish when /(a, b, p, q) and /(«', b\ p, q) both vanish. The second condition cannot be satis-

fied unless /(a, b, p, q) be of the first degree with respect to the letters specified, in which case

the first condition cannot be satisfied.

^ 7- Imperfect system, independent of all that precede. Let the laws of combination of

the symbols, ^, tj, ^, in the expression a^ + fc^y+c^, be

The product of at, + br] + c"^ and a'^ + b't] + c'^ is

\aa' - (b + c) (b' + c')} ^ + [ac +ca'\ t] + \ab' + ba'] ^.

In this system, the properties of the neutral and primary axes, the conventions of sign connected

with them, the modulus of multiplication, the rule of addition and subtraction, and the meaning

of the angles and w, are precisely as in the system described in ^ 5. But the product of

two lines in this system differs from that in the preceding one as follows ; the angle made by

its imaginary axis with the axis of y is the complement of that made in ^ 5. Or, signifying

by (p the angle made by \^l, 9, (p] or a^ + br] + c^ with the primary aais, then if [/, 9, (b] and

[/', 9', d)'] have the product \_L, O, <I>] in ^ 5, tlieir product is [Z,, 9, - <l>] in the present system.

Let two imaginary axes be called opposite which are equally inclined to the primary axis on

opposite sides of it, and let the planes passing through them and the axis of a; be called opposite

planes. Then A'"' is in the plane opposite to that of A'"; A'^, A'"^, A^\ &c. are in the plane of

A; A", A*, A^, &c. are in the opposite plane. Generally speaking ^^'" + 1 is in a new plane for

every new value of m. But tlie character of the square roots of — ^ resembles that in $ 5, and we

have

[/, 0, ^] = Z{cos0.^ + sin0V'*-n

; a r , •
/I

1 - tan d) 1 + tan „= lcos9 .1^ + lsia9. .ri+l%u\9 — ^.
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The imperfection of this system, as in the former case, consists in the want of the equation

A{BC) = {AB)C.

There is a remarkable new consideration, which presents itself in these systems of inverted

multiplication, as we might call them. ^V'hen f is an inoperative symbol, that is, when ^j; means

;; and ^^ means ^, the abstract number of common arithmetic, m, may be represented by a line

^ + Oj; + 0^. But, in the case before us, the multiplier m and the multiplier m^ are very distinct

things. The former has only the effect of multiplying the length by /», without altering angles.

But there is still a line which has the effect of the abstract multiplier m, upon a^ + 6>7 + r(^:

it is

The product of tliesc two lines is ma^ + mbtj + nicl^. Now tlie second line represents a line of

the length m, on the axis of x ; not having its subsidiary point at its extremity, but at a finite

distance on the neutral plane. And thus it appears that every such line of the form ^ + p>i - /j^

plays tiie part of the abstract multiplier 1 to every line of the form a^ + f>>) + {h + np)^.

& il. On looking back to §2, we sec under case A, a perfect cubic form with the equations

of signification

Accordingly every product is of the form 7h^, or according to our usual interpretation, must

be laid down on the axis of .r. Look at the quadratic and cubic cases that come under C and D,

and it will be equally ap))arent tliat all prod\icts take the form vi^ + 7i(ri + ^) or m^ + n(t] - ^),

according to tlie system : consequently all products come into one plane. It would be easy enough

to make any number of triple systems, under such a condition.

The perfect quadratic system under B mav be readily developed. Its modulus of multiplica-

tion is \/ [n^ + {h - c)- \ which will require that, in an explanation resembling that of ^5, the

neutral and primary axes should change places. The line n{t] + ^) is one of no length in such a

system, and if n(ri + ^) be added to a^+ btj + c^, nothing is changed except the position of

the imaginary axis. Let all the explanations be as in ^ 5, after interchanging the neutral and

primary axis : then the system before us is complete when we add to the explanations in ^ .">,

tlius altered, the condition that the product of a^ + htj + c'(^ and a ^ + b' tj + c'X^ is to have the

addition {bb' + cc) (>/ + ^), giving a certain alteration in its imaginary plane.

I should have liked to have delayed the present communication imtil I could have examined

these and other cases in more detail. But as, owing to the approach of other occupations, any such

delay must have lasted a year, I determined to send my thouglits just as they are, in the hope that

others may be induced to pursue the subject. One great point of the interest which attaches to it,

is the hope that the generalized notions of interpretation which it gives, will be found applicable to

the common double Algebra, wiiich is at present restricted to systems of linear co-ordinates : and as

to which, though the restriction is clearly unnecessary, the proper direction of generalization is

not seen.

A. DE MORGAN.

University College, London',

October 9, 1844.
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ADDITION.

In single Algebra, we use no angles, and, so far as geometrical interpretation is concerned,

only one dimension of space. In double Algebra, we use two dimensions of space, and the rec-

tilinear angle. It might be supposed that in triple Algebra we should use three dimensions of

space, and solid angles, considered as proportional to the areas of their subtending equi-radial

spherical triangles. I can make no use of these solid angles ; but others may be inclined to try

them : I accordingly give the following results, connecting the solid angles of a system of co-ordi-

nates with the plane ones.

Let the positive sides of the rectangular axis of x, y, z, meet the sphere in X, Y, Z; let

P be any point on the sphere, and let the cosines of the angles PX, PV, PZ, be X, fi, v. Let

the spherical excesses of the triangles PYZ, PZX, PXY, be a, (3, y: their signs being taken

so that the equation a -I- /3 + 7 = ^tt, which obviously exists when P is inside the triangle XYZ,
may be permanent. We then easily obtain

\=
. \{\+n + v)

cos a = 1 - -r -rj- r > sin a = —j- . , &c.

1+X l+M ] + 1/ (1 +X) (1 -H m)(1 +•')

1 + sin a l+sin/3 1 + sin 7 (1 -f- X) (1 + /i) (l + r) - X/uy

2(1 + X) (1 + ^x)(^ + v)
which, since }^ + i^ + v~ = \ =

Also, 1 - cos « + sin a =

(1 + X + /x + i/)-

X(l -)- X)(l +X + /a+ r)

(1 +X)(1 +/.)(! + >)

2(1 + sin a) .

J ^ >^ _ i 1
; , &C.

(1 - cos a + sin a) -)- (1 - cos /3 + sin /i) + (l - cos 7 + sin 7)

Having since I read this paper in proof, examined Sir W. Hamilton's system of quaternions, I

utay state that, in my view of the subject, it is not quadruple, but triple, since every symbol is

explicable by a line drawn in space. His object has been, to secure interpretation, though it

sliould cost the loss of some of the symbolic forms of Algebra ; and his success has been of a

most remarkable character. My object has been to detect systems in which the symbolic forms

of common Algebra are true, without making any sacrifice to interpretation. The redundant

biquadratic system in ^ 4 of this paper has a resemblance to Sir W. Hamilton's quaternion

system in some of its formulae, and a still greater one in its redundant character. It yet remains

to be seen wliat systems exist in which the axes of y and s are not symmetrically related to

that of X.

December 17, 1844.



XIX. On the Values of the Sine and Cosine of an Infinite Angle. By
S. Earxshaw, ]\I.A., of St. John's College, Cambridge.

[Read Decemhtr9, 1844.]

The usage of IVIatheniaticians in reference to the symbols Sin C3 and Cos cs does not seem to be

in accordance witli their expressed opinions. It does not appear to be questioned eitiier by English

or Foreign writers, that when x becomes infinite Sin .r and Cos ,r cannot be said to be in one part

of their periodicity rather than another. If this mean any thing, it must be understood to signify-

that Sin CO and Cos oo are indefinite. Yet this is not borne out in the usuage of these symbols

whicli we find in the writings of any author. Indeed, an opinion has been expressed that their

indeterminateness is only apparent, and therefore not real : and that analysis has furnished definite

equivalents for them by legitimate processes of investigation on principles which are allowed : and
though some writers on Definite Integrals have abstained from stating in direct terms what are the

values which analysis assigns to Sin co and Cos cc, all agree in practically affirming " that both the

Sine and Cosine of an infinite angle are equal to zero." But wliile we find these values used where-

ever Sin k and Cos m occur in investigations, we do occasionally meet with expressions of doubtful-

ness respecting their universal truth. This seems to indicate that in the opinion of such writers

the values of Sin ce and Cos co depend on the circumstances under which they occur; but what those

circumstances are which have this power over Sin co and Cos co I do not find any where pointed

out. In fact, upon tracing the origin of this doubt respecting the universal truth of the equations

Sin CO = 0, Cos 00 = 0, I find that it has arisen from the occurrence of certain results of a character

so obviously suspicious, perhaps I might say, erroneous and contradictory of evident truths, as to

create a reasonable doubt of the propriety of writing zero for Sin co and Cos co in those cases.

But though results have thus forced some writers to doubt respecting the general truth of the

equations Sin co = and Cos co = 0, it does not appear that they have any where admitted the

demonstrations of the truth of these equations to be defective. We find ourselves then in this

difficult position ;—we have certain investigations presented to us in which there occur no doubted

steps, and tliese investigations present us with certain absolute results ;—but the certainty of these

results thus established by a process of mathematical reasoning, the accuracy of which is no where

called in question, we are afterwards required to look upon with suspicion ;—and that sort of

suspicion wliich while it throws doubt upon every thing affords us no clue for ascertaining what are

the cases to which alone it ought to be attached. It is obviouslv desirable that some eflTort should

be made to remove this uncertainty. Now some light may be thrown upon this difficulty by

considering that Sinwj? and Cosnx go through a whole period of values while r increases by
^TT

.\s long as n is finite — is finite, and all the values included in a period are therefore consecutive.

But what happens when n increases in value ? We easily see that as n increases the whole period

becomes condensed so as to occupy a shorter and shorter portion of the current variable ; and

that when n approaches cc, the values are no longer co7isecittive but simulfaneotis

:

—hence as n

increases towards oo a whole period of values of Sin .r or Cos>i' tends to become simultaneous, and

in the limits are simultaneous.- i.e., Sin co has at once all values from — 1 to + 1 ; and the same
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])roperty belongs to Cos o:. Consequently according to this view it is not true that Sin co and Cos 03

have each a single value, or any finite set of values definitely ; but they each have all possible

values from — 1 to + 1 in such a manner and sense that not one of these values is pre-eminent

above another, and no one has a claim to be put forward above its fellows, but all stand in exactly

the same relation to the function Sin os (or Cos 0:) so that at one and the same moment Sin co

(or Cos co) is equal to every one of them but not more properly equal to any one than any other

of tliem. From this reasoning and kindred reasons of an equally general character, I satisfied

myself that Sin 03 and Cos co cannot be replaced by zero, unless under some special hypothesis,

and that when taken in a general sense they cannot justly be supposed to have definite values at

all. I shall now proceed to some considerations which are preliminary to a more formal proof that

they have not the value zero, even when considered as the limits of more general forms.

In conducting my inquiry into the values of the symbols Sin co, Cos co, I am unavoidably

brought upon the confines of the much controverted subject of divergent series. In a certain sense

which will be explained, I agree with Professor De IMorgan that all non-convergent series stand on

the same basis, though I cannot subscribe to the train of reasoning by which this is usually main-

tained, involving as it appears to me some disputable positions. Much of the obscurity which

attaches itself to the subject of divergent series may be traced to the discordant and strange

significations applied to the symbol =, when used in connection with infinite series. The pre-

sumption is that when this symbol stands between two quantities it indicates, that either may be

used for the other in algebraical processes. A very eminent author states that it " may be rendered

by the phrase gives as its result, when it is placed between two expressions, one of which is the

result of an operation which in the other is indicated and not performed ;"'—an explanation which

agrees exactly with what Woodhouse states in his Principles of Analytical Calculations, who insists

upon this definition of it at intervals through his work with an earnestness which indicates the

confidence with which he regarded it as true. Now if this definition be closely examined it cannot

be understood to denote that the expressions connected by = differ i.i any thing but form ; for

one side denotes that an operation is to be performed, and the other is the result of tiie actual

operation : if then the operation has been correctly and completely performed, there is no difference

except in form between quantities connected by =. But an examination of the Principles of Ana-
lytical Calculations, will not fail to satisfy us, that in giving this definition the author must have

understood it in some modified sense which he has not expressed in the definition itself. For when
it is said that " = is a symbol which serves merely to connect an involved expression and the result

of an operation," it is evident that "numerical equality" could not then be, what the author affirms

it is, a contingent result. But whatever was the sense which tlie author mentally attached to the

symbol, it involved a principle which necessitated the making distinctions where by ordinary minds

the difference cannot easily be grasped : for it was found impossible to be consistent without demand-

ing a license to consider i and (as also and ) as essentially distinct. Now

wiiat difference is there between 2 and 1+1, except in form.-' Is not 1 + 1 an expression in which
an operation is to be performed the result of which is rightly denoted by 2 ? and if so, then by his

own definition 2 and 1 + 1 are algebraically equivalent. I must confess that I cannot consent to

such distinctions as are here demanded without being satisfied that there is no means of avoiding

them ; and I cannot but suspect that in the present case there is no other necessity for them, than

what arises from a misapplication of the definition which the author has given of the symbol =.

For if tiiis symbol serve merely to connect an involved expression and the result of an opera-

tion, it is clearly a misuse of it to employ it in connecting an involved expression and a part
only of the result of an operation. Let me explain by an examjile. Professor Woodhouse writes

1
.,= 1 - .r + ,1- - Now the operation denoted on the left-hand is the division of 1 by 1 + x,

1 + x '
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and according to the definition of =, the other member is or ought to be the result of that opera-

tion. But we observe that 1 - ,r + a?^ — is a series of terms following the same law through-

out, and shewing no indication of any terms wliich are not included in this law ; yet it may
be asked, have we any just ground for knowing that all the terms resulting from the division

of 1 by 1 + a? rfo follow the same laiv throughout ? Let us examine ; if we stop after one term

1 X
of the quotient we find = 1

—
; if we pursue the division a step further we find

1 + ,t' 1 + .r
' '

1 .r'
another step gives = \ - x + or , and so on. In all these

\ + X I + X
partial operations we observe that one term of the quotient is an exception to the law followed by
the others. It is true, by continuing the process, we may push this anomalous term to any con-

ceivable distance from the beginning of the series, but there is not the slightest indication that

by so pushing it it will at length cease to be, or become zero: on the contrary, as Professor De
Morgan justly remarks, by the prolongation of the operation it is removed farther off but not

destroyed. Consequently, the operation represented by is of a character which can never

be completely comprehended in any series of terms wliich follow one law : and therefore, strictly

speaking, there is no such quantity as the definition requires wliich can be joined with it by the

symbol =. Shall we then join it with as much of the quotient as does follow a fixed law .-*

It is clear we cannot without violating the terms of the definition. When therefore we find

= 1 - .r + *^— ... ad inf. without an implied remainder, we axe at a loss to understand in what

way this use of it is reconciled with the meaning attached to the sign = in the definition. Yet
it is certain, tiiat most eminent writers do use the symbol = to connect a function with a series

every term of which is supposed to follow a fixed law, as though the operation denoted by the

function were capable of being represented by such a series of terms. Still, though it is thus

rendered evident that the usage has not been sanctioned by the definition, the discrepancy is

not very important in itself, seeing that an alteration may be admitted into the definition which

shall make it agree with usage. The definition may then stand thus;

—

the sign = i« used to

eonnect an involved expression with the result of an operaiioyi as far as it is expressible in

terms which follow a Jixed law. The really important point now to be examined is, whether

that portion of a result herein included will in all cases represent, for algebraical purposes, the

properties of the expression from which it was derived. If it will so represent the expression,

then for algebraical purposes scries of all kinds, whether convergent, periodic, or divergent, will

stand on the same basis, and their use in all cases be equally safe. I need hardly say that

this is a much disputed point, which has been warmly attacked and defended. I am induced to

venture into the field on the side of the assailants from having observed that its advocates have

defended the use of non-convergent series on grounds some of which are capable of being easily

shewn to be fallacious : and though I cannot bind myself to tlie justness of all the arguments

which have been opposed to them even by the most eminent and skilful analysts, I yet think there

are sufficient reasons left to justify us in rejecting non-convergent scries when in accordance with

the above definition their remainders are thrown away.

Now according to the definition above proposed, it is evident tliat an invelopment and its series

are not equal, (they differ by the remainder) the question is, are they equivalent? does the series

embody all the algebraical properties of the invelopment, and no more? The discussions which

have been so earnestly carried on with the view of arriving at a satisfactory settlement of this

difficulty have not yet elicited any unanswerable arguments on either side : at any rate they have

not been of such a character as to set the question at rest. Though I do not presume to hope that

what is here brought forward will have the effect of satisfying those who entertain the opposite

Vol. VIII. r.vuT III. L l
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views, yet something may perchance be said which will in abler hands be made useful in settling

some of the difficulties which beset the consideration of this perplexing subject.

1. The ground on which I would reject the use of non-convergent series is a conviction

that such series may have some algebraical properties which their invelopments possess not, and

may lack others which the invelopments have. For series of ordinary forms I think I shall be able

to prove the truth of this as satisfactorily as such an intractable subject as an infinite non-converg-

ing series admits of.

2. Let us notice first, that there is a presumptive ground of suspicion of the truth of this (viz.,

that the algebraical properties of a non-convergent series are identical with those of its invelop-

ment) in the rejection of the anomalous term (the remainder) which if preserved would certainly

render their (numerical as well as) algebraical properties identical. Has the remainder no alge-

braical properties ? If it has, then it will hardly be believed without proof, that in throwing

jt (ancf with it its properties) away we have not destroyed the algebraical equivalence which by its

means existed between the invelopment and the series. I will endeavour to illustrate my meaning

by instances.

3. It admits of no doubt that including the remainder the equation 1=1-1+1-1 +

ad inf. is strictly true. We are to examine whether this is algebraically true if the series be

taken without its remainder. Denote the sum of n terms of the series by S„ ; then it will be found

that for all values of n, S, = S\- This equation being strictly true may be made use of in any

algebraical operation : and as it is true however large be the value of n, it is impossible to refuse to

admit that S^ = S'^ is a property of the infinite series. Hence ^, not being a root of this equation,

does not enjoy this property which the sum of the infinite series does enjoy, viz., that it is not

altered in value by being squared. ^ is the sum of the series inclusive of the remainder, and S^ is

the sum of the same series exclusive of the remainder. Hence the rejection of the remainder has

altered the algebraical properties of the symbol by which the series is represented,

4. But the algebraical importance of the remainder may be rendered still more striking, and the

impropriety of rejecting it put in a stronger view. For if any proper fraction - be put in the form

it will be found by the ordinary process of algebraical division that
1 4 1 + 1 + ... to i terms

1+1+1 + .. .to a terms

1+1 + 1 + .. .to 6 terms
= 1 - 1 + 1 - 1 +

Now many persons have found it diflicult to reject ^ as the algebraical equivalent of 1 - 1 + 1 - ...

because by ordinary algebraical development this series ad injinitum can be obtained from 1

.

It is here shewn however that the very same process which elicits the series from 1 would serve to

elicit it from any proper fraction whatever: and this being so, by what distinguishing property

are we to be guided, so as to be able to select amongst all proper fractions some one particular

value as the equivalent, the unique equivalent of the infinite series ? If 1 be selected as embody-

ing all the algebraical properties of the series, surely we must admit that for as good a reason

- embodies the whole of its properties ; and thence we cannot avoid allowing that i and - are in an

alo^ebraical sense equivalent fractions.

5, But it is said in special favor of 1 that from whatsoever more general series 1 - 1 + 1 - ...

be deduced the symbolical equivalent is always found to be ^. If deduced, for example, from
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• 1 \ -\- iV •{• V^ -^ l?*^
~ ^

1 — .v + A'"- ... iiy writing 1 for x the sum is ^. Now let us turn the fraction
1 + w + uv'^ + ... .r**"'

into a series by the ordinary process of division ; the result is, (6 > a)

1 + 'V + ... a terms
= 1 -x''+.v''- a^"*'' + X-''

-

1 + x + ... b terms

This series differs from 1 - ,v + x-- ... only in being more general, for it includes it as a particular

case (viz., when a = 1, and 6 = 2). If tiien it be lawful to write 1 for .r in 1 —x + x'— ... it

is equally lawfid to do so in tiie more general case : which being done we have — = 1 — l + l — ... ad
h

iii/inUiim. Here then is "a well-established instance in which I — 1 + 1 — ... means other than 1;"'

sliall we say with Professor De Morgan, one such instance throws " doubt on all that Poisson and
Fourier have written ?"

G. It will hardly be considered necessary to defend a system which requires us to receive as a
legitimate consequent that all proper fractions are algebraical equivalents. I apprehend therefore

the last article but one will be sufficient to shew that in numerical forms of series the ability of an
expression to furnish by legitimate expansion a proposed series is no presumption that the two
are algebraically equivalent. Here then is fair ground for suspecting the existence of some grievous
violation of just reasoning in depriving an infinite series of its remainder, i. e. in supposing that by
pushing an expansion in irifinUum the anomalous terms may be disregarded. In converting the

1 + 1 + 1 + ... a terms .

expression ; into a series we observe that for all values of a and h (a < b) the
1 + 1 + 1 + ... terms ^ '

series of quotients are the same, and the various cases are distinguishable only by their remainders.
The distinctive properties then of these proper fractions by the process of development are not
thrown into the quotients, but are preserved in the remainders. How then shall we reject the

remainders in any equation which professes to exhibit the equivalence of its members?

But there is yet another proof, which I shall now offer, that neither i nor even any proper
fraction whatever can be the proper equivalent of the series l-l + l-

7- In perusing what has been written upon this series, we cannot but perceive that some authors,

I

setting out with = i - a; + w as an equation admitted on all hands to be true when ,r is
1 + .7?

less than 1, have argued that, being true when ,r is less than 1, however small 1 - .r may be, it must
needs be allowed in the limit. If the premises are true, I do not see how we can refuse to allow the

conclusion. But it is obvious the premises assume that the series is convergent towards I - 1 + 1 -...
when 1 - ,1' is indefinitely small; is this true? If it is, I admit that 1 is the equivalent of the series

1 - I + 1 — ••• in as good a sense as is the equivalent of the conver£:in<T series 1 - .r + or— ...
1 + .r " °

Mr. De Morgan questions this; but I see no objection in it whicli would not, if admitted here,

overturn the whole fabric of the Difitrential Calculus. But we have to answer the question asked
above, is it true that the series 1 - ,r + a;- - x' + ... is convergent towards 1 - 1 + 1 - ... as its

limiting form when 1 - x is indefinitely small ?

8. Let y be any Jin ite quantity, and assume I - x = J=- : then when n approaches infinitv,
71

1 - X will be indefinitely small; but then limit of x" = limit of
(

1 =f -) = e'^", the upper or lower

sign being used according as x approaches 1 from inferior or superior values. Here then is a proof
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that the terms of the series 1 - w + x- ... at an infinite distance from the beginning do not

convero-e towards 1 as their limit, but to one of the indeterminate quantities e"^ or e^^; the values

of these depending upon the law under whicii x approaches unity. Who shall prescribe this law?

Surely it is (and must be left) arbitrary in the fullest sense of the word. It is not true then that

the converging and diverging forms of 1 - x + oc" - ... approach the same form, viz. 1 - 1 + 1 - 1 + ...

ad infinitum, as their common limit. For the limiting forms both of convergency and diver-

gency are arbitrary, yet so restricted that they never can mutually ajjproach so near as to be

separable by only a single form : for e*" never can approach so near to e'" that only unity lies

between them, because y is necessarily ^wi^e, i.e. neither indefinitely large nor indefinitely small.

9. The unavoidable inference from the last article is that 1 - 1 + 1 - ... is an isolated form

of 1 - ,r 4- o;^ - and separated from the limits of continuity on either side by a finite interval.

For the same reason it is an isolated form of 1 - a?" + x'' - w"*'' + a?-* - ... Let it now be admitted

that is the equivalent oi \ - x + x- - ... ad infinitum, then it will follow that

i + X

limit of = limit of (l - a; + x' - ...)

1 + X

But limit of (1 - x + x" - ...) is not = 1 - 1 + 1 -

.-. limit of is not = 1 — 1 + 1 — ...

1 +x

This then is the proof that 1 is not, (and in a similar way it would follow that - is not)

the proper equivalent of 1 - 1 + 1 - even assuming to be the proper equivalent of

... n terms, that 4 (l ±e*^) is

+ x

= limit (1 - >r + x" - x' + ... ad inji7iitum), which is therefore indefinite.

10. In a paper " On Divergent Series'" by Mr. De Morgan, there is a remark which shews the

important bearing of the results obtained in the preceding articles. " It is clear enough," writes the

Professor, "from the manner in which Fourier, Poisson, Cauchy, &c. use the limiting form

1 _ 1 + 1 _ ... that they intend it to signify ^ in an absolute manner. The whole fabric of periodic

series and integrals, which all have had so much share in erecting, would fall instantly if it were

shewn to be possible that 1 - 1 + 1 -
. . . might be one quantity as a limiting form otJo-Ai + A.^-...

and another as a limiting form of B^,- B^ + B,- ...". I object, of course, to the assumption that

J _ 1 -1- 1 _ ... is a limititig form of the series alluded to; but passing over that, it is shewn above

that 1 - 1 + 1 - ... when taken as a form of 1 - x" + x'' - ..., which it certainly is, may be one

thing or another, according to the values arbitrarily assigned to a and b. Indeed it is stated

1 1

in Woodhouse's Anal. Calc. p. 6l, that 1-1+1-1 + .. . =
-^

^ , as well as = ^-j-^ . But

Woodhouse either did not observe this evident contradiction, or must have got over it by the

mystical maxim that is not = 1, and is not =1; which is perhaps the case, for in a
^

1 + 1 + 1
-^

1 + 1

note he considers that Euler, Leibnitz, and Waring had fallen into a mistake by making —— ,

^ &c, = 1 , 1 , &c. However, passing by this doctrine, it serves the purpose for which I

1 + 1+1 •^ -^

quote it, for it exhibits Woodhouse as testifying to the propriety of taking 1 - 1 + 1 - ... to be

a form of the series 1 - x + x^ - x^ + ... which arises from the expansion of —^ . In fact.
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to this also Mr. De Morgan has given assent where he assumes that 1 — 1 + 1 - ... is a form of

I — a?' + a?^ — a?' + .x'* — I have brought forward these testimonies, because it is not very

unusual to cast a mantle of mystery over this subject, by introducing zeros into the expansion of

. But such a device, however much it may serve to satisfy the eve, cannot satisfy the
1+1 + 1

^ J .. •> J

head : for gives 1 — .r + ^r^ — a?' + ..., there being no terms between ^r and .i\ x^ and x^',

&c., in this, which is the general form of the series; and consequently it is not allowable to write

= 1—1+0+1-1+0+ .... if it be intended to insinuate thereby that the zeros make
1 + 1 + 1

-^

any difference in the sum of the infinite series : and if they make no difference, why introduce them ?

11. On principles therefore which are allowed, and used by the writers quoted, it is established

tliat 1 - 1 + 1 — ... has no definite equivalent, in the sense in which this word is generally under-

stood. I think also it is proved, that is in no proper sense the equivalent of 1 — a? + .r- - ...,
1 + .r

except when this series is convergent. For that the two expressions may be equivalent to each other,

it is essential that each should exhibit the same degree of indetcrminateness of value in particular

cases, and the same kind of discontinuity : but, as we have seen, tiiere is no such agreement : on the

contrary, while it is admitted that, as .r converges towards 1, approaches towards ^ as its

unique limit, it is here slicwn that tlie otlier member of the assumed equivalence approaches towards

an indeterminate form of an ambiguous character, and absolutely refuses to approach in any case to

1 - 1 + 1 — ... as a limit of continuity.

12. It is not the purpose of this paper to treat of Diverging Series in general, but only of the

recurring form 1 — 1 + 1 — ... , and of this only because it has been connected with the values

of Sin CO and Cos » , yet as the method above cmploytxl is applicable to the general form

0a; = ai*" + flaa-^ + ... -^ a^x' -k- ... I may state tliat the same mode of reasoning when applied to

this, shews that (px does not embody the algebraical properties of the series, unless the value of x,

and the form of the coefficients, be such as to make «„.r'' tend to zero as its limit wiien m and r

approach oo . Series which satisfy this test I call convergent series, whether the arithmetical sum

thereof be finite or infinite : and all such series are distinguished by this property, that their invelopcs

may be safely used as equivalent to them in every sense botli algebraical and arithmetical.

13. From this it is evident, that the operation of integration performed upon a series will often

(not always) have the effect of removing its discontinuity, and establishing a real equivalence though

none existed before. And so the operation of differentiation will not unfrequently have the effect of

introducing discontinuity, and destroying equivalence.

X' x^
Hence we see why we may put 1 for x in log, (l + >r) = .r + ..., though we may not

write 1 for x in =1 — x + x- — ... from which it was derived by integration.
1 + cl-

14. But, in pursuance of the object of this memoir, it is time now to turn to the series

1 - CosO + Cos20 - Cos 39 + ... which has been assumed to be a form which can approach

I - 1 + 1 - as a limit by diminishing 9 towards zero. Now assume y to be any arbitrary

finite angle, and put = ± - which will be indefinitely small for the terms where n is infinite.

Hence in such terms Cos7i9 = Cos ± y = Cos^= a Jinite quantity, not equal to unity, because^
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cannot be equal to xero. Hence the terms of this series at an infinite distance from the beginning

are subject to discontinuity, and cannot be made to approacli 1 as their limit ; because if 6 differ

ever so little from zero there will always be a term so distant from the beginning as that n9 is

finite; that term and all following ones will not approach 1 as their limit. Consequently 1 — 1 +1 — ...

is an isolated form of 1 — Cos 9 + Cos 29 — ...

15. It is not necessary to repeat, in reference to this series, what has been already said upon

1 — .V + or - ... ; it is sufficient to remark that all results are nugatory which have been obtained

upon the supposition of 1 — Cos + Cos 20 — ... approaching 1 - 1 + 1 — ... as its limit as

changes continuously towards 0. I might here add remarks in reference to the series

'/,, + aiCos9 + Oo Cos 20 + ... + ff„Cos t'9 + ... parallel to the remarks in (12) and (13).

16. Since it often happens that by integration as remarked in (13) a real equivalency is

established, it is not unusual to find such series cited as confirmations and verifications of the

propriety of the equivalency assumed to exist before integration. From what has been proved

above however it is evident that such verifications are of no value, and do not in any degree justify

the inference sought to be drawn from them.

17- I come now to examine the limiting values (if such there be) of Sin x and Cos ,r when
./ approaches cc . As a preliminary step it is proper to remark, that co is an indefinite symbol : and
when it is said that .r approaches eo as its limit, we are not to understand that ,v approaches towards

some definite value, but merely that it approaches to a value of which we have no other property

than this, that it is greater than any finite quantity. Yet there is such a thing as a restricted co .

Thus, if X be an odd multiple of tt by the nature of its definition, this restriction will not hinder its

becoming infinite ; yet then the symbol lo will be specific ; and accordingly it is possible that under

such a condition definite results in certain cases may be obtainable.

18. The above remarks respecting the essential indefiniteness of the symbol co will enable us

at once to reply to some questions which have been found perplexing. The question has been

asked, is the series Pi — P., + P3 — P^ + ad injiniliirn equivalent to the series (P^ + A)
— {P2 + A) + (P3+ B) — (P^ + B) + ... ad infinitum? This has been rightly answered in the

negative; but on erroneous grounds. The true reason is this: the terms A, B, C ... are introduced

in such a manner as necessarily involves the notion that cc is an even number, and therefore it

creates an error unless it have been stipulated that oo is an even number. As from the nature of

an infinite series no stipulation of this kind can be allowed, we are justified in saying that the two

scries are not equivalent.

19. If X be defined to be a term of the series 0, 2, 4, 6 ..., then Cos xtt = Cos O" when x = co ;

but if 0) be a term of the series I, 3, 5, 7 ..., then Cos .i.'Tr = Cos tt when ,i' = co ; but if x be defined

to be a term of the series 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 ..., then it cannot be affirmed that x is an odd number, nor yet

that it is an even number. To say only that * is a whole number, is to express oneself in a way that

requires the result to leave the question as to whether x is odd or evsen undecided. Hence in this

case we cannot say that Cos co = CosO", nor yet that it = Costt; but we must express the result in

such terms as leave undecided which of these two is the value of Cos co ; for to select one of them

and reject the other would narrow the restriction laid upon x by its definition, by deciding that it is

not only an integer, but that it is a specific integer. Hence then in this case Cos x = CosO" or Cos tt

indeterminahly.

This mode of reasoning can be extended without difficulty to tlie case where x is a continuous

variable, and it leads us to this result, that on this hypotiiesis respecting the nature of x, Cos co

(derived from Cos a; by supposing x to approach towards co ) is equal to the Cosine of any angle

from 0" to 2 7r indeterminably. When I say indeterminably, I mean to say that we cannot fix on

one of these angles and reject the others without violating the generality of the hypothesis : should
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we for instance say that Cos co = 0, the selection of this particular value would be equivalent

to narrowing the hypothesis respecting .r, as it would restrict x to be an odd multiple of — , and con-

/. 1 . 7r Stt 5rr
fine Its variation to the terms ot the series — , — , , ; similar observations may be made

2 2 2 •'

respecting Sin co .

20. It is also very important to remark that Sin ax and Cos ax do not cease to be functions of

a when x approaches oo .

/I + CosSa^y-'
.

For since Cos.r = ± I 1 , it appears that Cosa^ has an ambiguity of value of which

Cos2x does not partake. We may follow out this mode of reasoning to shew that Cos >r and Cos ad'

have not the same number of corresponding values, and that if the value of one of these were given

the other would not be determinable from it except in an ambiguous form. Whatever indetermin-

ableness attaches itself then to Cos.r wlien ^r approaches sz , the same, and also another kind of,

indeterminableness belongs to Cosof.r at the limit. We are then particularly to take notice tliat

Cos C3 derived from Cos x may not he written for Cos s; derived from Cos ar. Much error has

arisen from want of attention to this caution. Also Cos ax cannot be considered independent of a at

the limit .r =00 , inasmuch as it is subject to two causes of indetcrminateness which are distinct from

each other.

21. Having thus given my reasons for considering that Cos a and Sin a have not definite

values, it may be proper to examine the proofs wliich have been brought forward by those who have

used definite values for Sin oo and Cos 05 , The following is the most direct proof I know of:

.-. f" Sin .r dx = (f/ + //' + /// + ... ad infinitum) Sin ,r dx ;

.-. 1 - Cos 03 = 2 - 2 + 2 - ... ad infinitum = 1 ;

.-. Cos o; = 0.

To this proof there are two objections, either of which is fatal to it. In the very first step it is

assumed that 03 is an integer multiple of tt. For this assumption there is certainly no autho-

rity, neither is it compatible with the indeterminate nature of the symbol x in the left-hand

member of the equation. The next error is made in the summation of the infinite periodic serie>

2 — 2 + 2 — ..., which I have shewn in the previous articles of this memoir cannot be equal to I.

22. As the reader may wish to have a further proof of the error of principle involved in

the first step of the above investigation, let him see the effect of a different distribution of » into

parts in the following process of reasoning, in which the question of summation of series is avoided.

jj" ^inxdx ={ f ^ + r^ + L„ + ad injinitum\ Sin .r rfa-

3
= -(1+0-1+1+0-1+ )

= -ij'+ I- +
J3„

+ ad injinitum] Sinxdx

= - / Sin X dx ;

2/,

fj" Sinirrf>r = l - Cos 05 = 0, .-. Cos os = l.
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It is for those mathematicians to reconcile these conflicting results, who maintain tliat providing

tile last limit of ,r be co it is no matter whether it be a specific co or a general co. The dis-

tinction is of first-rate importance in periodic functions. I think I am fairly entitled to affirm that

specific values for Sin co and Cos co are obtained by such processes as that in (21), only because

those very processes assume at the outset a specific form of 03 .

23. The next proof which I shall examine depends upon the principle of continuity "that
wliat is true up to the limit is true at the limit." It is as follows

:

Since fe'"'' Sin xdw = (Cos a' •(- a Sin a;) ;•^

1 + a-
^

.•.
/o e bin wa.T = .

•^

1 + «*

This being true for all positive values of a, no matter how small, is taken to be true in the

limit when a = 0, which gives (since e'"' then = 1 for all values of <t)

_/^" e'"" Sin xdx =
fj^ Sin .vda; = 1

;

.-. Cos CO = 0.

24. To this investigation I have two objections to bring forward. The step which assumes

that e'"' = 1 for all values of x is not true at the limit ^r = oo , for however small a become a.v

will be finite and arbitrary or infinite when ,r = co . Hence as we diminish a towards zero e'""

approaches, not to 1 as its limit when at = co , but to e'" an arbitrary value depending upon
the relative laws with which x approaches co , and a zero. Now it is absolutely necessary in the

above proof that for all values of at between zero and 05 , e""' should be equal to 1 ; and as

this is not a true hypothesis, the proof fails.

] e'"'
Again, it is essential to the above investigation that should be the value of" °

1 + «-
1 +a^

(Cos*' + a Sin iT) between the limits .r = 0, *• = co . But this will not be the case unless e~°''

vanish when .t = co . Now I have just shewn that when a is made to approach zero e~"''

become e''-' at the limit a; = oo . This step therefore of the investigation is erroneous, and the

proof fails.

Let us look at the first written equation in (23), and endeavour to answer these questions;

can e~"' in the left-hand member be always = 1, and yet in the right-hand member = 0, when

.V = CO .'' If ir = 00 make e""'" = in the right-hand side, what can prevent the same being true in

the left-hand side, seeing that the values of x are simultaneous in both members ? Here is a

plain contradiction of hypothesis in the two members of tiie fundamental equation the consequences

of which no explanation can remove : and as both hypotheses are required to be true together

to enable us to obtain the final result Cosco = 0, I conclude tliat this result is not proved to

be true. I think upon examination of the steps of the proof in (23) the reader will admit,

that it is conducted upon the supposition that, as x varies from zero to co , e'"^ remains constant

on the left-hand, and decreases from 1 to on the right-hand.

25. These are the usual proofs that Cos co = ; and it is not necessary for me to examine

more, as all that I have met with involve erroneous reasoning of a character similar to that

noticed in the two above given. Before concluding I wish however to notice one or two other

cases in which great caution is necessary in managing the symbols Sin oc and Cos co.

26. The first which I shall notice is / dx, which has been said to exhibit some
J. X
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singular anomalies. It has been asserted to be equal to — , a result which is manifestly sym-

bolically erroneous, seeing that it does not change sign with a, a property which the expression
to be integrated shews must belong to the true integral. Such an objection as this would be held
to be fatal to a result in other branches of analysis, and I am at loss to conceive why it has
not been allowed the same force in this. It is true a proof has been offered that the integral ouo-ht

to be independent of a ; but if any thing can be inferred from that proof it is that the
integral ought to be indefinite in every case. The proof alluded to is as follows :

u- Sin a a? Sinaar ,, , Sin«
.!5ince dx = d(ax) — dss,

X ax ss

/•" Sina.r /• x Sin » /• <

••• / dx = / dz = /

Sin ,1'

dx :

whence it is stated that the value of the integral is in every case the same as when a = 1 : yet

as I have said before, this inference is evidently erroneous when - a is written for a. The
probability is that the true integral is such a function of a as is constant for ordinary values of a,

and changes sign with a; I say ordinary values, because it is easy to shew that the transformation
fails as a approaches zero. For since the equation ax = x must be respected, by means of
which the transformation is effected, this shews that were a to become indefinitely small, s would
not be 03 when x approached co ; but in that case the limits for x would be and y {y being
an arl)itrary finite quantity). Consequently as a approaches towards zero, the integral approaches
towards an indeterminate form as its limit.

The value of the integral when a = 0, would therefore seem to be isolated : and cannot be
inferred from the above transformation. Expressed in a series the required expression for the

integral is

, (« co)^ (q cc)'
a 55 - i . — + J-

. —
"^ 1.2.3 ^ 1.2.3.4.5

which confirms the preceding reasoning in the case when a approaches zero.

27. The next case which I shall consider is / ^ dx, which has been stated to be
J^ a' + x'

equal to — e"'" when b is positive, and to — e''" when h is negative. As in the precedine case,
2a 2a ° 10'

so here, the symbolical inaccuracy of the integral brought forward is sufficiently indicated by
the acknowledged necessity of empirically changing the form of it. As the erroneous principle

by which this result is obtained has found its way into a great number of other integrals which,
as well as this, are vitiated and rendered erroneous by it, I shall endeavour fully to expose it.

28. Denoting the required integral by P, we find

rp "p r^n 1 ^ Sin (6.0) Sin (ft. w)
d. F — a P = — L Cos bxdx = —

.
*• '

b b

In the usual process, the last member of this equation is assumed to be zero : and with regard

to the first term of it that assumption may be allowed ; but the last term of it, it has been the

object of this paper to prove, is indeterminate. It is also to be remarked, that this term forbids us

to make b approach towards zero, because when 6 is indefinitely small the right-hand member
approximates to eo . Yet regardless of these cautions the right-hand member has been put equal

to zero, and the value of P has been then found by integration to be

P = Ce" + C'e-°*.

Vol. VIII. Pakt III. M m
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The first term of this integral has been put equal to zero on the ground that 6 = co would

make P = eo were this term allowed to remain. (I shall shew presently that it is not allowable

to put b = »). The value of C is then found by putting h = 0, the very supposition which must

necessarily render the result erroneous, seeing that dlP - a^P is then equal to co . I infer there- .

fore that there is no certain ground for writing ^ for C ; as little indeed as there is for rejecting

the term Ce"'. In fact, the given function being unchanged when - 6 is written for h, the inte-

gral must possess the same property, which gives C = C", and therefore we ought rather to write

P^Cie'"' + e-"'').

29. I shall now endeavour to shew that we may not put 6 = co in the value of P.

It is easy to shew that

(9.ax Cos has ab Sin bx\ a? = co

dl^aP) - W{aP) =
[^^^^^.y

- ^iT^j, = •

For all Jinite values of b the right-hand member of this equation vanishes :
but when b = <x>

the term - Sin (6 . 0) cannot be put equal to zero ; this term corresponds to the limit x = 0. Also
ffl

/"* Cos 6a;

the intermediate steps by which this equation is obtamed from P = j — -^ dx forbid us to

put 6 = 0. Hence if we put the right-hand member of the equation equal to zero, we are to keep

in mind that that step involves a prohibition against putting b either equal to zero or eo . Exclusive

then of these values of b, we have

dliaP) -P{aP)=Oi

and .-. aP^Be'" + B'e-''\

For the same reason as before, ff = B ; and by comparison of this with the value of P (admit-

tino- that value to be correct for the present), found in the last article we learn that B is inde-

pendent both of a and 6,

... P^^ie^^ + e-"').
a

How B is to be determined, I know not, seeing that it is not allowable to put 6 = 0, which is

the usual plan.

30. There is great advantage in forming two distinct differential equations for P, as we may

learn from one of them something which may assist us in managing the other. In Art. 29, we

have seen that, subject to the condition of b being finite, we have strictly dl{aP) - 6'(aP) = 0:

but this condition will not allow us to strike out the right-hand member of the equation in (28).

This shews that B and B' in (29) are functions of b ; and (29) shews that C, C in (28) are

functions of a.

In strictness then we ought to integrate the equation

dl{aP) - ¥{aP) = - ^Sin (bos).

C , „K e-"'' /•e'''Sin(6cc)d6 e"'' re""' Sin {b<x))db

a^ a J b a J b

C being an absolute constant, the value of which I know no means of determining.
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31. It is not necessary to examine other instances of definite integrals the values of which, as

they have hitherto been obtained, I believe are not to be relied upon. They involve either the

notions that Sin oo = Sin (a . oo ) = 0, Cos co = Cos (a . ec ) = ; or else depend upon the sum of

the series 1 — 1 + 1 — being = ^. The classes of definite integrals free from one or other

of these errors are very few in number, not including some of those which analysts have evidently re-

garded with especial favor. It will be evident, if what has been written in the preceding pages

be allowed, that nothing could be more troublesome than the very general adoption of and co

as limits of integration when trigonometrical quantities are involved. The expansion also of

functions in the form of series of multiple angles seems in very many instances to be attended

with much uncertainty, on account of the fact that Sin^i.r and Cosn.r become discontinuous

when w is 00 : and Fourier's celebrated theorem, that any function whatever can be developed in

a series of Sines and Cosines of multiple arcs, I regard as being fallacious in all cases where

the coefficients do not converge to zero as n becomes 05 . As an instance, I have no doubt that

1 is not equal to 1 + Cos a? + CosS.r + Cos3,r+ for any value of .r whatever. But this is

too wide a field to enter upon in this paper, the object of which is to shew that Sin oo and Cos oo

are not definite quantities, and that Sin (a so ), Cos (ax) are functions of a.

32. Perhaps it may be proper to add something in explanation of what is said in (26),

respecting the integral f
'- dx, that it is such a function of a as is constant for ordinary

Jg X

values of a, and changes sign with a. This requires that a distinction should be allowed between

arithmetical values and symbolical forms; and such a distinction must be allowed, if any operation

with respect to a is to be performed on the expression / dx. An example will best

explain what is meant.

In Fourier's Theory of Heat, we find the equation

- = Cosy - 1 Cos 3y + 1 CosSij -

This equality is established (pp. l67—174) by a method which is remarkable for its exhibiting

no symptoms of the existence of failing cases : and hence it is with surprise we read soon after, that

the left-hand member changes its value when y is comprised between certain limits. Guided

by the investigation which Fourier gives of the sum of the series Cos i/
— -|- Cos 3y + we

could have had no suspicion that the result is erroneous in any case ; yet it is manifestly erroneous

when y lies between — and — . Hence the inference is plain, that the value — is not sym-

holicaUy correct, because it does not contain y, of which the proper form is obviously a function.

The author, at page 208, proves that

1 tan-' f
'

""fj = e-'Cosy -^e-^'CosSy + le"'' Cos 5y -

And consequently, admitting the propriety of putting x = 0, we obtain

^ tan"' (2 m Cosy) = Cosy - 1 Cos 3y + 1 Cos 5y -

TT

Now from this it is obvious that 1 tan"' (2 » Cosy) is numerically = - for non-critical values of

y, whenever Cos y is positive ; and equal to - - numerically, whenever Cos y is negative.

HM2
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It appears from this example that, as has been before remarked, a cc, which for distinction I call

a symbolical co, is not to be confounded with a , a mere arithmetical infinity : for the former

ceases not to be a function of a.

. , , /• = Sin aa? , . , , ,, , r'^ Sin x
,

In (Art. 2G.) then when it is said tliat / ax is not symbolically equal to / dx,
•I,, X

^

J„ X

the assertion is grounded upon this distinction between a » and a ; and it is manifest that in

/ * Sin ax
this case, supported as it is by the example quoted from Fourier, / ax is symboli-

cally a function of a, while j -dx is not a function of n. This distinction between ace

and 03 is of great importance in all definite integrals where the results are understood to be

symbolically exact ; as they are always supposed to be when they are made use of in obtaining from

them other definite integrals by differentiation or integration with regard to parameters. It will be

very obvious to any one who examines the definite integrals which have been published, that many
of them have been obtained without sufficiently observing this caution with respect to symbolical

exactness.

S. EARNSHAW.
Cambridge,

November 9, 1844.



XX. On the Connexion between the Sciences of Mechanics and Geometry. By the

Rev. H. Goodwin, Fellow of Cuius College, and of the Cambridge Philo-

sophical Society.

[Read Fchritarij 10, 1045.]

1. IT is well known, that the first step in proving the elementary propositions of IVIechanies

is usually to explain that for tlie purposes of demonstration forces are represented by straight

lines, and so simple a step does tiiis appear to be, tiiat it has been complained that students

frequently do not perceive that they have passed a distinct boundary-line in their transition from

Geometry to Mechanics. It becomes therefore a matter of interesting inquiry, what is the ground
of the connexion between the two sciences? is it merely conventional? or only partly so? or not

at all? Is the substitution of lines for forces to be looked upon as a mere ingenious device,

or has it such a natural basis in the reality of things, as to force itself in one form or another

on the mind of every one capable of appreciating the subject ? This is the question which

I propose to examine.

2. Let it be observed then, that an indefinite straight line is merely the expression of the

idea of direction: the idea of direction is a pure idea capable of no simpler expression, and, as

I think, obviously not acquired from experience: no child ever walked from one point to another

by a roundabout path, until it discovered that one path was shorter than any other ; there might

be a difficulty about understanding what was meant by a straight line lying evenly between its

two extreme points, but about the fact that you would go in one determinate direction from one

point if you wished to go to the other, there could be no doubt at all. I hold, therefore, that

the idea of direction is a pure idea, independent of all experience, and that all definitions of a

straight line are attempts, accompanied with more or less success, to give verbal expression to

this idea*.

And so when I draw a mark on paper which I call a straight line, this is a method of re-

presenting rudely to the eye a certain direction, it enables me to speak of that direction

intelligibly and to reason about it, the reasoning of course referring not to the mark on the

paper, but to the ideal line or direction of which that mark is the visible memorandum.
When we speak of a Jinite straight line, we limit tlie idea of mere direction by introducing

the new one of magnitude. The idea of magnitude is merely that of comparison of one

quantity with another, and a straight line of certain magnitude is represented by taking two points

on a given indefinite straight line, such that the distance between them is so many times greater

than the distance between two standard points.

Thus a finite straight line given in position is the expression of the combined pure ideas

of direction and magnitude ; and a mark on paper standing for such a line is the exhibition to the

eye of these two ideas.

And hence, further, we may say that all propositions concerning indefinite straight lines are

deductions from the pure idea of direction ; all propositions concerning finite straight lines not

given in position are deductions from the pure idea of magnitude; and all those concerning finite

straight lines given in position are deductions from these two pure ideas combined.

See Note (A).
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We may put what has been said in other words by asserting that all properties of straight

lines are functions either of their direction, or their magnitude, or both ; a straight line has no

other elements than these, and therefore every thing which is predicated of a straight line is

predicated simply in consequence of that straight line having a certain direction and a certain

magnitude.

3. Now from this point, I think we can see a simple road into Mechanical Science ; for if

there be anything physical which depends on no other elements, than those of direction and

magnitude, there is no reason why a mark on a piece of paper should not stand for this physical

embodiment of the two ideas as well as for the geometrical : and furtiier, if there be anything

physical, of whicli it can be predicated that it has no other elements than direction and magni-

tude, then all propositions which have been proved for straight lines will have their corresponding

propositions, in fact will be true with a change of phraseology, in pliysics.

In devisino- a method therefore for representing to the eye the forces on which we reason in

Statics, the question is not wiiether a force can be conveniently represented by an ideal straight

line, but whether a force has such qualities that the same representation which serves for demon-

strations respecting straight lines, will also serve for demonstrations respecting forces.

4-. Now when we come to examine a Statical force, we find that it does involve, or rather it

is a physical expression of, those two ideas of direction and magnitude, and of no others. For

we measure a Statical force by the pressure which will counteract it ; and what are the questions

as to the counteracting force? these two—in what direction it must be applied, and with what

intensity ; it is clear that neither of these is sufficient without the other ; for a particle left to

itself under the action of a force will move off in a certain determinate direction, and it is a truth

which requires no proof, but is purely axiomatic, that a force, however great, applied in any

other but the exactly reverse direction will not prevent motion ; and so likewise it is a self-evident

fact, that the counteracting pressure must be of a certain determinate magnitude and no other.

Thus, to a person who understands what I mean by the term Force, it will be apparent that the

only ideas involved, are those of direction and magnitude; any cause tending to produce motion

which involves any other element for its complete determination is not a Force, it may be called

so popularly, but it is not included in the mathematical definition.

And it may be observed here, that as in Euclid, the definition given of a straight line, viz.

" that it lies evenly between its extreme points," is virtually superseded by the axiom, that " two

straight lines cannot inclose a space," so in elementary books of Mechanics, although the definition

is (riven of a force that it is " any cause which produces or tends to produce motion," yet the

fundamental proposition is usually made to depend on the axiom or fact (or whatever it is to be

called) that a force may be supposed to act at any point in its direction, which is the same thing

as saying, that if the magnitude be given the force depends on direction only.

When the science of Mechanics was first studied, the simple view of force which I have given

would, of course, not be immediately taken ; the effect of force would probably be supposed to

depend on other circumstances ; but this is a matter of no consequence : the question is merely

what we mean by force now, and what it is supposed to mean in all mechanical treatises ; and

it signifies not whether we start with the idea of a cause of tendency to motion involving the ideas

of direction and magnitude only, and call the embodiment of that idea force by definition, or

whether we examine the world we live in, and shew that such are the elements and the only

elements of force.

5. Let it be granted then that the only ideas involved in that of force, are those of direction

and magnitude, and we come to the case (already spoken of by anticipation) of a thing physical,

involvinc exactly the same ideas as the straight line in Geometry ; and we therefore lay down

this proposition, that every tiieorem regarding straight lines will have its fellow in Mechanics, that
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the theorems of the one science can be translated into the language of the other, and that the
demonstration belonging to figures in which the marks represent straight lines will apply pre-
cisely as well to similar figures in which the marks represent forces; for in both cases the
representation must be conventional : no inkmark can be a straight line, and no proposition
concerning straight lines can be true of the inkmarks which represent them, and thouo-h it

requires a greater abstraction of the mind to speak of an inkmark as a force, yet the speaking
of it as a straight line is certainly as really conventional, and the proper utility of the figures
in both cases is that they assist the mind artificially in drawing deductions from the pure
ideas of direction and magnitude.

Velocity is another instance of a thing physical involving the ideas of direction and mao-nitude
only, and of which therefore it may at once be predicated that the propositions respectin<T the
straight line refer to it mutatis mutandis.

6. When it is said that every proposition respecting the straight line will have its fellow-

respecting force, it is of course equally true that each proposition in Mechanics will have its

fellow in Geometry, and it will be asked, what proposition in Geometry corresponds to the parallelo-

gram, or rather the triangle of forces : to which I reply, that when two
lines AB, BC are given in position and magnitude, the straight line

joining the points A and C will be as strictly their geometrical

resultant, as the force represented by AC will be the resultant of

the forces represented by AB, BC : for by speaking of the resultant

of two lines we necessarily imply that the two lines are given to

determine some third object, and that object must be a straight

line, since the resultant of two things of the same kind must be of the same kind with those
which produce it, and if there be any line which is to be considered as the resultant of AB BC
it must be AC, since this is the only new line whose position and magnitude is in any way
whatever determined by the positions and magnitudes of AB and BC. If therefore we meaii
by the resultant of two straight lines given in position the straight line which is determined
in magnitude and position by those straight lines, and this seems the most obvious meanino- to

give to the term resultant, then AC is the resultant of AB and BC.
The proposition of finding the resultant of two straight lines given in position may bt

generalized into that of finding the resultant of any number of straight lines forniin<T an imperfect
polygon. For if all the sides of a polygon be given except one, then that one will be the
resultant of all the rest, inasmuch as it is the only new line whose position and magnitude
becomes determinate in virtue of the other sides being given. It may be said that the extremity
of one of the last sides may be joined with one of the angular points, and that thus some
other line will be determined, but the obvious answer is, that this will not employ all the data,

and that the line so determined will be the resultant of all those which are really made use of
In fact, a straight line may be given just as really, though not so directly, by givin" in position

all the other sides of a polygon of which this straight line forms the last; to give those other
sides is, I say, precisely the same thing in fact as to give the line itself.

Conyersely, a straight line may be considered as the resultant of any system of straight line<

which with it form a polygon ; and also in such polygon any one side may be called the
resultant of all the rest ; if two be missing, they cannot be replaced ; but if one only, then is

that missing one just as fixed and determinate as if it were represented as part of the polv»on.
In speaking of the direction of lines, it is of course necessary to distinf^uish between a line

AB, and a line BA, the direction of the one being considered

exactly the reverse of that of the other. Thus, in the pre-

ceding investigation JC is the resultant of AB, BC, not of

BA, BC: the resultant of those latter lines would be found by

taking AD parallel and equal to BC : then BD would be the

resultant of BA and BC.
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7. The principle of the third side of a triangle being the resultant of the other two may

be applied to demonstrate certain propositions in plane Geometry, which I here introduce for

illustration's sake.

It may be shewn from this principle, that the lines drawn from the bisections of the sides

of a triangle perpendicular to the sides will pass through the same point. For suppose we

bisect two of the sides, and draw lines perpendicular to them, (it is of course necessary to

bisect the sides, because the middle point of a line is the only one which is similarly related to

the two extremities), then these indefinite lines determine a new point, viz. the point of inter-

section ; now if we perform the same operation on the third side, the result must be such that

no new geometrical element is determined, since everything which is functional of the third side

is already implicitly involved in the knowledge of the other two ; therefore this third line must

pass through the point of intersection of the other two, since if it did not it would determine

two new points, which, by what has just been said, is impossible.

The same reasoning applies to the propositions that the lines bisecting the angles of a triangle

pass through the same point ; and that the lines joining the angular points with the bisections

of the sides pass through the same point.

And, I may remark, tiiat we have here the explanation of the fact, that some propositions

in pure Geometry admit of simpler proof by referring to mechanical considerations than by the

ordinary geometrical methods; as for example the last proposition of those first cited finds its

solution at once in the property of the center of gravity of a plane triangle.

8. Taking the view which I liave endeavoured to explain of these resultants, it will be

obvious how close the analogy is between this case and that of forces ;

for if JB and BC represent two forces, then AC we know represents

their resultant, and in general if two sides of a triangle represent

two forces their resultant is given by the third, and still more generally

if the sides of an imperfect polygon represent forces their resultant

is given by the last side. Now the same thing holds in this case aT

which was true in the case of Geometry, viz. that if JB, BC be given in position and

magnitude, the only third term determined is AC; and therefore if AB, BC represent two

forces, the magnitude and direction of the force AC is at once determined, but this can be

asserted of no other. Now I do not say that this could be considered as a proper proof of

the triangle of forces ; but I do think that it is a way of considering the subject which, by

careful thought, will lead to the intuitive perception of the truth of the proposition. It would

be impossible to admit this as the only proof that the force AC would balance the two AB, BC,
but at least it shews that AC is related to AB and BC in a manner in which no other force

is related, that it is at once determined by them, so that to give them is to give it, and that

this can be predicated in the same sense of no other force ; and from this it seems possible by

degrees to arrive at an intuitive perception of the truth that AC is in fact the resultant of

AB, BC. And after all this is the point at which we should endeavour to arrive ; the funda-

mental proposition in mechanics ought not to have a merely artificial basis, and to be such tliat

the mind rather concedes it because it cannot deny it, than sees it to be true ; and I cannot feel

a doubt but that there must be some method of viewing the subject, which if we adopt, the

fundamental propositions of Mechanics will gradually grow into as perfect axiomatic clearness as

do the simple propositions of Geometry*.

9. To illustrate this point by contrast, let us for a moment consider the proof which is

frequently given in elementary treatises of the triangle of forces, I mean that which is due to

• See Note (B).
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Duchayla. Now this proof is certainly convincing; tiiat is to say, it is not possible to point

out any flaw in the steps of demonstration, but for perstiading the intellect it seems to have no
kind of fitness. The proof is essentially artificial, and is based on a simple case of composition

of forces which seems very insufficient to suggest, as it is pretended that it does, the result

sought. The character of the proof sccras, if I may so express myself, to be that of cunning
rather than honest argument ; and yet I think that, however unsatisfactory the proof may appear
ill this light, we must feel convinced that, supposing it accurate as we do, there must be a meaning
and principle about it at bottom, and that these are only smothered and obscured by the artificial

contrivances of the demonstration. This I think we shall find to be really the case if we
examine the proof in tlie light of the preceding observations. The first part of the proof seems
to involve very faintly the idea of force ; the only principle introduced being this—that a force

may be applied at any point in its direction ; and thus the distinctness of the proposition as a

mechanical one seems rather obscured, but this difficulty of course vanishes if this first part of

the proposition be what I should call a proposition in the science of Pure Directi'in ; tlic proof
involves the idea of force only indirectly, and this is exactly what ought to be the case if the

projiosition be true of several things, of which force is one: it is equally true of velocity, for

example : force is an embodiment of the pure idea of direction, and therefore all theorems of

pure direction will belong to force, not singly, but to it in common with all other embodiments
of the same idea. In fact, the first portion of Duchayla's proof appears to be simply this, fiven

two straight lines in position to ascertain the direction which will be determined by them.

But direction is nor the only idea involved in force: tliere is magnitude as well, and there-

fore there is a second portion of the proof we are considering, in which it is shewn that, allowing the

triangle of forces so far as direction is concerned, that part which regards ina^nitude necessarily

follows; the extreme sini|)licity of this part of the proof shews how intimate the connexion must be
between the two parts of the proposition, a connexion which I think we should not have been led to

expect from anything occurring in the proof itself, for, although the fact that the direction of

the resultant of two cipial forces will bisect the angle between them is taken as suggestive of

the general law of direction, there is not a shadow of a hint that in this simple case the law will hold

as respects magnitude: so that a very remarkable proposition is proved by a mere artifice without

apparently the least reason in the nature of things why we should anticipate the result. But if we
consider the proposition from the same point of view as that from which we regarded the question

of the resultant of two straight lines, we shall see that there is a necessary connexion between
the two propositions, I mean those respecting direction and magnitude ; for when we had two
lines AB, BC given, the resultant AC became at once known both in direction and magnitude ; the

two things were co-ordinate, in fact, as this word suggests, they were merely two new co-ordinate.s

of C which became known from the two given co-ordinates AB, and BC.

10. On the whole, therefore, I would urge that the proposition which we call the triangle of

forces is a result of the combination of the pure ideas of direction and magnitude, and will therefore

be true in some sense of all concrete existences which are embodiments of these two ideas and
no other : and therefore I explain the fact of the unmechanical character of the proof we have been

considering by observing, that the proposition is more general than the merely mechanical one,

includes in fact the triangle of forces, the triangle of lines, the triangle of velocities, the triaiu'le

of couples, and perhaps other cognate propositions.

11. This subject w-ill, I think, receive further elucidation as follows:

If / represent any quantity in magnitude only ; then if the quantity depend on direction also, it

will be necessary to assign the direction in which / is to be measured ; but if this be done, it is

possible to affect I by a symbol or sign of affection, which siiall indicate for itself the direction

in which it is measured. This symbol it is well known is e^^ ', which is such that if/ represent a

Vol. VIII. Part III. N n
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line as to magnitude only, then ie"^"' will represent the same line measured in a direction

making an angle 9 with some fixed line.

Now if ABC be a right-angled triangle and BJC = 9, and AB = / in

magnitude, /' i

then J5 = Ze*
^~' = Z cos a + \/- 1 ^ sin 9

= AC+ v/~l ^C ;

or, if we omit \/ - 1 which is a sign of affection, a c

AB = AC + BC.

We may therefore say, that regard being had to direction as well as magnitude, AB the

hypothenuse is the sum of the two sides AC and BC, or perhaps it would be more distinct

to say that the hypothenuse is the equivalent of the sides, that is to say, that considered as

embodiments of the ideas of direction and magnitude one is equivalent to the other; if the

direction be disregarded it would be absurd to say that AB = AC + BC, and in like manner, if

direction only be considered, there is no equivalence between the hypothenuse and sides, but com-

bining the two there is an equivalence, and one may be substituted for the other in all sciences which

are developements of these two fundamental ideas.

I may remark further, that we may consider the symbol /e''^ 'as the type of the sciences

depending on these ideas, or rather one may say, that the symbol /e"^-' is the germ from which

may be evolved the fundamental principles of these sciences.

12. One more observation may be made on this symbolical representation. The symbol

le^
^-^

is as we know equivalent to the expression Z cos + \/ - 1 / sin 9, and therefore if tliis symbol

were given to a person as the representation of force, it must at once strike him that the fundamental

property of force was that of being made up of two other forces, which we will call as usual

its resolved parts. Now what I would wish to observe, is, that this connexion supposed to be

suggested by the symbolical formula is precisely that which would probably be suggested to the

mind when it first began to engage itself with mechanical studies.

For suppose we have a force tending to draw a particle P in any direction OP ; then if we wish

to examine the nature of this force, and determine its laws, the obvious p p

artifice would seem to be to constrain the particle in various ways, and

reason as to the result. Suppose, for instance, a plane drawn perpendi-

cular to OP and indefinitely near the particle P, then it is manifest that

the particle will not move at all, this is a point which no one will

question, and therefore we arrive at one property of force, namely, that

it produces no effect in a direction perpendicular to its own. But,

suppose we incline the plane at some angle 9 to OP, then motion o
. ,

will ensue if not checked, and the question is, what force acting along the plane will be just

sufficient to check motion.? To determine this, take any point O in the direction OP and

draw OP perpendicular to the constraining plane, then it is easy to see that whatever relation

the line OP has to the original force, the same relation lias P'P to the resolved part in the direction

PP ; to make this apparent, I shall call a plane drawn through a point in the direction in which a

particle has a tendency to move and perpendicular to that direction the impossible plane, and

then the definition of OP will be, that it is the distance between the impossible planes corresponding

to P and : now suppose any two other parallel planes to be drawn through P and O, and kt

them be perpendicular to PF, then PP is the distance between these impossible planes, as OP was

between the two former. This being the case, it will be allowed that if OP represents the original

force, PP will represent the resolved part in the direction PP', that is, the resolved part will
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be the original force reduced in the proportion of PO : PP' or of 1 : cos 9. The question remaining

would be, whether a force could properly be represented by the distance between two impossible

planes, a question which might perhaps be answered satisfactorily and without much difficulty if

we consider that a finite line taken in the direction of a force will represent the two fundamental

properties of force, namely, magnitude and direction. But if it appear in this way that PP'
represents the effective part of the force acting on P it will be seen that in like manner P'O repre-

sents the ineffeciive or destroyed part. And therefore the result of the artifice of constraining

the particle P would be that when a force / acts on a particle, which is constrained by a

plane inclined to the direction of the force at an angle 6, the force is equivalent to a force

I cos 6 which is effective and a force / sin which is destroyed, or a force/ cos in the direction

in which motion is possible and a force / sin 6 in the impossihle plane. And this is exactly what

would result from considering force under the light of the formula

13. This symbolical representation*, though depending on refined principles, is nevertheless,

I apprehend, valuable in the discussion of the question before us, because it is generally admitted

as a complete method of geometrical representation, and those who study the question must

perceive that its complete character is founded on something much deeper than a mere symbolical

artifice, inasmuch as it expresses the equivalence between a line, considered in its direction and

magnitude, and the two rectangular jirojcctions of that line. Now it has been tlie intention of

what immediately precedes to point out the corresponding necessary connexion between a force

and its resolved parts, and tlie perfect applicability of the same symbolical method to the two

cases tends, it is presumed, to strengthen the characteristic view of this paper, viz., the essential

identitv of the Geometrical and Mechanical Sciences, considered as developements of the same

combined fundamental ideas.

14. The preceding remarks have been wholly devoted to the consideration of force as acting

on a single particle ; it was my intention to have attempted a discussion of the case of a system of

forces acting on a rigid body, and to have shewn how the science of Mechanics diverges from that

of Geometry, by the introduction of this new idea of Rigiditij ; but perhaps what has been alreadv

said will be sufllcient to put in a clear light the fundamental views which it is my desire to

explain : my belief is, that these views contain the shadows at least of important truth, and

that they will be seen to do so by any one who will devote attention to the subject. The
great question is, what are the fundamental ideas of Elementary Mechanics, and wiiat of Geometry ?

Are thev the same, or are they cognate, or are they altogether distinct? If the last, then

the resemblance between certain demonstrations and propositions in the two sciences is a curious

and unexplained fact ; but if the second or the first, then the explanation is obvious. And if

tlie relation of the two sciences be such as I have represented it, then it seems to me to be most

important that it should be recognized, and that for more reasons than one; first, this view

connects two streams of truth, usually I believe considered distinct, and traces them to one

fountain head, and this is an important simplification, in the same sense and for the same

reason that it is an important simplification to trace two phenomena to the same physical cause

;

but, again, the foundation of geometrical truth is a matter of less question in general than tliat

of mechanical ; it is I suppose universally allowed that the propositions in pure Geometry are

as they are, because they could not be otherwise, that they are necessary truths in every sense

in which trutlis can be necessary, but there is not, I apprehend, such clearness of thought prevalent

i-espectiiig mechanical truth. It is difficult to make out from the ordinary books on the subject

• See Note (C).
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what the writer's belief is respecting the nature of the truths which he is developing ; now this

point is entirely resolved if it is shewn that the principles of Mechanics are identical with those

of Geometry, that the two sciences not only have certain analogies, but are in essence identical

as being two developements of the selfsame ideas, and hence, if this be true, we see at once

the necessary character of the truths of Mechanics, or at least we shew them to stand on the

same ground as others which are supposed to be admitted as necessary. I will close this paper

by saying, that although I am well aware that what I have said in favour of the views propounded

may not with many appear to amount to demonstration, and indeed perhaps demonstration in

such a subject is not altogether possible, yet I am persuaded of their fundamental correctness

by this consideration as much as by any, viz., they do seem to point out the road to absolute

intuition of truth, they seem to mark out a method of thought according to which the elementary

truths of Mechanics will present themselves gradually with axiomatic clearness. And certainly,

whether this method be true or not, it cannot I think be doubted by any one who has reflected

on the foundations of truth, that this is the natural course, viz., that all demonstrations gradually

merge in intuition, and that all human knowledge converges towards that absolute intuition which is

tlie attribute of the divine mind.

NOTES.

Note (A), page 26y.

The word direction appears to be the best abstract word for expressing the idea which is intended to

be embodied in the concrete form of a straight line; the evil of concrete terms is that they appear to

assign physical existence to that which can have none, and by thus leading away the mind from the

true idea tend to prevent the intuition of geometrical truth. If the idea intended to be embodied in the

terms poirit, straight line, and angle be conceived in their abstract form, the simple propositions respecting

them at once assume the character of axiomatic truth. I will here put down what appear to me to be the

best abstract terms for expressing these three geometrical elements

—

1

.

A point = Position.

2. A straight line = Direction.

3. An angle = Inclination of directions.

I will illustrate the intuitizing force of these terms by applying them to the

doctrine of parallels. The idea of parallelism is that of identity of direction with-

out identity of position ; and from this it is evident that a straight line CB falling on j
two parallel lines AB.A'B' makes the alternate angles equal; for since the question a' 1

*

is one of direction only, whatever is predicated of the line AB may be predicated /
of the line A'B', since they differ in position only and not in direction. b

Note (B), page 272.

The proposition in pure Geometry which seems more than any other connected with Mechanics is

Euclid I. 32, and it will be worth while to point out the self-evidence of this proposition both for its

own sake, and also from the assistance it will afford in the intuition of the cognate mechanical proposition.
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I observe first, that Euclid's last corollary seems to be the easiest proposition to grasp, and will be
admitted without formal demonstration as soon as its meaning is apprehended. For if we consider the

changes of direction which a straight line undergoes by successively coinciding with the sides of the polygon
it is clear that when it has been made to coincide with all in succession, it will at last come into its original

position, but a line which has revolved and come into its original position must have described four right

angles ; whence the proposition is manifest. From this of course the first corollary and the proposition

itself immediately follow.

It appears therefore that Euclid i. 32. is only a form of the self-evident proposition, that a straight line

being made to deviate from its original direction cannot assume it again until it has deviated through four

right angles.

Now the condition of forces being such as will produce equilibrium, is simply that the lines respecting

them shall form a polygon. And this proposition is I believe only an expression of the fact, that two fores

cannot counteract each other unless they act in the same straight line, or, to express myself more in con-

formity with the geometrical proposition, that if a force has been made to change its direction it cannot

produce the same effect as before unless its deviation has been through four right angles ; but this thought
I have not yet fully developed.

\oTE (C), page 275.

It may be well to remark here that the symbol re«^-' being the complete expression of magnitude and

direction is also the complete expression of linear and angular distance, if r be measured from a fixed point,

and 6 from a fixed straight line: consequently re*^^ may be taken as the complete position-index of a

point, or of a physical particle, in a given plane.

d —
If we consider a particle whose position is changing with the time (/), then the symbol -T-.re*^'-' will

express the complete variation of the position-index, and will therefore give the magnitude and direction of

its velocity.

In like manner the symbol -r-j.re*" -' will give the complete variation of the velocity, and will therefore
dl

be the symbol for the accelerating force in both magnitude and direction.

Now suppose the particle to be in motion under the action of any forces, the complete expressions for

which are P.cft"^'^, P'.e*^-', &c. : then if M be the mass of the particle we shall have for its equation

of motion
d'

dt

This equation I have given merely in illustration of the principles of the preceding memoir, but in the

Cambridge Mathematical Journal, (Vol. iv. p. 177-) I have shewn that the symbol ;<^^'^ may be applied

to mechanical investigations with considerable practical convenience.

H. GOODWIN.



XXI. On the Pure Science of Maguitude and Direction. By the Rev. H. Guoi)\\ in,

Felloiv of Cuius College, and of the Cambridge Philosophical Society.

[Read May 12, 1845.]

In a former Memoir, I have endeavoured to point out the a priori and necessary character of the

fundamental proposition in Mechanics, by connecting it with the propositions of Geometry, and so

brino-ino- the demonstrative cliaracter of the two sciences into one and the same point of view. I

there pointed out that the only elements of Force are Magnitude and Direction, and therefore that

the only simple ideas of which the term Force is the expression are those of Magnitude and

Direction, and hence, that all propositions respecting Force ought to follow demonstratively and

perhaps intuitively from the possession of those two ideas combined, even as the propositions

respecting straight lines arise necessarily from the same two ideas. In the course of that Memoir,

I spoke of such a Science as that of pure direction, which should include within itself the Sciences

of Geometry or rather of Position, of Kinematics, of Mechanics, and possibly other Sciences

;

it is the design of the present Memoir, to attempt to establish the fundamental Proposition of such

a Science, or, as perhaps it may be more properly called, the pure Science of Magnitude and

Direction.

1. The fundamental problem will be, to determine the combined effect of any number of

causes, the magnitude and direction of each of which is given. It will be seen that this statement

is perfectly general ; for a line given in a certain direction may be looked upon as cause, the point

in space determined by its extremity as effect, or if two lines be given, having an extremity in

common, the line joining the other extremities which is thus determined may be regarded as effect;

so likewise, if a particle be animated by two simultaneous velocities, they may be looked upon as

causes, the resultant velocity as effect ; and if a particle be acted upon by two forces, the resultant

pressure will be the effect which results from the two given forces as causes , and hence it will

appear, that the fundamental problem is to find the combined effect of any number of given causes.

2. Now, if the direction in which all the causes acted were the same, it is clear that the

combined effect would be found by mere addition of the quantitative symbols which measure

their respective effects ; the only postulate here involved is, that two causes do not modify each

other's effects, a postulate which is of the nature of an axiom, and which merely expresses such

truths as these, that if a point be taken in a straight line at a distance (a) from a fixed origin,

and another point at a distance (6) from the former, then the distance of the point last deter-

mined from the origin will be a + b, or again, that if there be two forces, one of which can

lift a weight P, and another a weight Q, then the two together can lift a weight P + Q.

3. Hence, when the direction of a number of causes is the same, the process of addition

serves to determine their combined effects, but when the directions are different, it will be necessary

to determine according to what law variation of direction modifies the effect of a cause; in other

words, suppose we take P as the quantitative symbol of the effect of a certain cause in a given

direction, what will be the symbol for the effect of a cause of equal intensity whose direction

makes an angle with the given direction .''
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Now, it may be assumed, that the effect of the oblique cause can be measured by a symbol

of the form Pf(d), where f(9) is a modifying function, which would be I if 6 were zero

and whose general form must be determined. This assumption appears admissible, because if

there be a symbolical expression for the effect of an oblique cause, it can be of no form more
general than that assumed, and if there be no such symbol, this will appear by the impossibility

of determining the form of /(0).

4. To determine the form of the function /, I observe, that the fundamental law of such

causes as we are considering is, that the exact reverse of any cause whose magnitude and direc-

tion are given is one of equal magnitude and exactly opposite direction; so that, if we denote

opposite affections by + and -, tlien + P must change into — P, while 9 increases from to tt :

moreover, the change of P, |or rather of Pf'(9)^, as 9 varies continuously, must manifestly be
continuous, and not only continuous but uniform, that is, the rate at which the affection chances

from + to — must be the same at all stages of the change, since there is no reason why the

change should be more rapid for one value of 9 tlian for another :—speaking symbolically, it

may be said that • ' must be the same for all values of if a be a given quantity.

This law, to which f (9) is subject, and which flows at once from the pure idea of direction,

is sufficient to determine the form of/. For suppose the angle ir to be divided into n equal

parts ; then, if the direction vary through one of them, the symbol representing the effect of

the oblique cause will be Pf\ — \; if it vary through two such divisions, the symbol becomes

^/(~)/(~)' """^V^i")!' i'*^
'*'*° becomes P/|l-|

j,
and so on ; and when the direction has

varied through w angles each equal to -, the symbol becomes -fy (-)/ , but by what has just

been said this symbol must represent the exact reverse of + P, and must therefore be = — P

;

hence we have

f{~] = (_ 1)" =cos- + (- i)Uin-,
' nl n )i

and if we put — =

f{9) = {- i)- = cos9+(- i)isine (J).

It will be observed, that n may be made as large as we please, and therefore, the condition will

be satisfied of 9 varying continuously from to tp ; also the change of/ is not only continuous

l)ut uniform, for it is clear that the expression (- 1)" satisfies the condition that "— ——^ —
fiO)

shall be the same for all values of 9 ; and this follows necessarily from the mode of determining

/, without assuming that /(tt) = - 1, for the fundamental law of variation of/ is expressed by the

equation

«r, f(9)=\f(mK
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constructed, can hardly be considered as affording us any material insight into the laws of nature ;

nor will they enable us to pass from the consideration of the phenomena from which they were

derived to that of others of a different class, although depending on the same causes.

In reflecting on the principles according to which the motion of a fluid ought to be calculated

when account is taken of the tangential force, and consequently the pressure not supposed the

same in all directions, I was led to construct the theory explained in the first section of this

paper, or at least the main part of it, which consists of equations (13), and of the principles

on which they are formed. I afterwards found that Poisson had written a memoir on the same

subject, and on referring to it I found that he had arrived at the same equations. The method

which he employed was however so different from mine that I feel justified in laying the latter

before this Society*. The leading principles of my theory will be found in the hypotheses of

Art. 1, and in Art. 3.

The second section forms a digression from the main object of this paper, and at first sight

may appear to have little connexion with it. In this section I have, I think, succeeded in shewing

that Lagrange's proof of an important theorem in the ordinary theory of Hydrodynamics is

untenable. The theorem to which I refer is the one of which the object is to show that

udx + vdy + wd«, (using the common notation,) is always an exact differential when it is so

at one instant. I have mentioned the principles of M. Cauchy's proof, a proof, I think, liable

to no sort of obiection. I have also given a new proof of the theorem, which would have served to

establish it had M. Cauchy not been so fortunate as to obtain three first integrals of the general

equations of motion. As it is, this proof may possibly be not altogether useless.

Poisson, in the memoir to which I have referred, begins with establishing, according to

his theory the equations of equilibrium and motion of elastic solids, and makes the equations of

motion of fluids depend on this theory. On reading his memoir, I was led to apply to the theory

of elastic solids principles precisely analogous to those which I have employed in the case of

fluids. The formation of the equations, according to these principles, forms the subject of

Sect. HI.

The equations at which I have thus arrived contain two arbitrary constants, whereas Poisson's

equations contain but one. In Sect. iv. I have explained the principles of Poisson's theories of

elastic solids and of the motion of fluids, and pointed out what appear to me serious objections

against the truth of one of the hypotheses which he employs in the former. This theory seems

to be very generally received, and in consequence it is usual to deduce the measure of the cubical

compressibility of elastic solids from that of their extensibility, when formed into rods or wires,

or from some quantity of the same nature. If the views which I have explained in this section

be correct, the cubical compressibility deduced in this manner is too great, much too great in

the case of the softer substances, and even the softer metals. The equations of Sect. in. have,

I find, been already obtained by M. Cauchy in his Exercises Mathematiques, except that he

has not considered the effect of the heat developed by sudden compression. The method which

I have employed is different from his, although in some respects it much resembles it.

The equations of motion of elastic solids given in Sect. iii. are the same as those to which

different authors have been led, as being the equations of motion of the luminiferous ether in

vacuum. It may seem strange that the same equations should have been arrived at for cases

so different ; and I believe this has appeared to some a serious objection to the employment of

those equations in the case of light. I think the reflections which I have made at the end of

Sect. IV., where I have examined the consequences of the law of continuity, a law which seems

to pervade nature, may tend to remove the difficulty.

• The same equations have also been obtained by Navier I T. vi.) but his principles difier from mine still mere than do

in the case of an incompressible fluid, (Mem. de I'Institut,
|

Poisson's.
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SECTION I.

Explanation of the Theory of Fluid Motion proposed. Formation of the Differential

Equations. Applicatio7i of these Equations to afew simple cases.

1. Bf.fork entering on the explanation of this theory, it will be necessary to define, or fix

the precise meaning of a few terms which I shall have occasion to employ.

In the first place, the expression "the velocity of a fluid at any particular point" will require

some notice. If we suppose a fluid to be made up of ultimate molecules, it is easy to see that these

molecules must, in general, move among one another in an irregular manner, through spaces

comparable with the distances between them, when the fluid is in motion. But since there

is no doui)t that the distance between two adjacent molecules is quite insensible, we may neglect the

irregular part of the velocity, compared with the common velocity with which all the molecules

in the neighbourhood of the one considered are moving. Or, we may consider the mean velocity

of the molecules in the neighbourhood of the one considered, apart from the velocity due to

the irregular motion. It is this regular velocity which I shall understand by the velocity of

a Jluid at any point, and I shall accordingly regard it as varying continuously with the

co-ordinates of the point.

Let P be any material point in tiie fluid, and consider the instantaneous motion of a very

small element E of the fluid about P. This motion is compounded of a motion of translation,

the same as that of P, and of the motion of the several points of E relatively to P. If we

conceive a velocity equal and opposite to that of P impressed on the whole element, the remainmg

velocities form what I shall call the relative velocities of the points of the fluid about P: and

the motion expressed by these velocities is what I shall call the relative motion in the neigh-

bourhood of P.

It is an undoubted result of observation that the molecular forces, whether in solids, liquids,

or gases, are forces of enormous intensity, but which are sensible at only insensible distances.

Let E' be a very small element of the fluid circumscribing E, and of a thickness greater than

the distance to which the molecular forces are sensible. The forces acting on the element E
are the external forces, and the pressures arising from the molecular action of E^ . If the

molecules of E were in positions in which they could remain at rest if E were acted on by no

external force and the molecules of E' were held in their actual positions, they would be in

what I shall call a state of relative equiUhrium. Of course they may be far from being in a

state of actual equilibrium. Thus, an element of fluid at the top of a wave may be sensibly in

a state of relative equilibrium, although far removed from its position of equilibrium. Now, in

consequence of the intensity of the molecular forces, the pressures arising from the molecular action

on E will be very great compared with the external moving forces acting on E. Consequently

the state of relative equilibrium, or of relative motion, of the molecules of E will not be sensibly

affected by the external forces acting on E. But the pressures in different directions about

the point P depend on that state of relative equilibrium or motion, and consequently will not

be sensibly affected by the external moving forces acting on E. For the same reason they will n^t

be sensibly affected by any motion of rotation common to all the points of E ; and it is a direct

consequence of the second law of motion, that they will not be affected by any motion of translation

common to the whole element. If the molecules of E were in a state of relative equilibrium,

the pressure would be equal in all directions about P, as in the case of fluids at rest. Hence

I shall assume the following principle :

—

That tlie difference between the pressure on a plane iri a given direction passing ftirong/i

any point V of a fluid in motion and the pressure tvhich would exist in all directions

about P if the fluid in its neighbourhood were in a state of relative equilibrium depends

only on the relative motion of the fluid imtnediately about P ; ai}d that the relative motion

Vol. VIII. Part III. Pp
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the other in the plane perpendicular to it or the impossible plane, and this being the case, all

that is done by equation {B) is to assign the relative magnitudes of the two components. We
have, in fact, these two things known respecting the oblique cause which we denote by Pf(6),

first, that

P.f(e) = Pcos9.fiO) + Pm^e.f(^'^y, (B)

and, secondly, that the oblique cause may be supposed to result from two component causes,

for one of which 9 = and for the other 9 = -, and putting these two things together, there

can, I conceive, be no doubt as to the conclusion that these components are represented by P cos 9

and P sin 9 respectively. I am not saying that the auxiliary consideration just used is really

necessary for the interpretation of the equation (B), for I am inclined to believe that the generality

of symbolical interpretation would justify us at once in construing the equation thus:—the effect

of P acting at an angle 9 = the effect of P cos 9 acting directly, combined ivith the effect of

P sin 9 acting at right angles to the original direction ; but at least the objection, if there be

one, seems removed by the consideration adduced, and that is my reason for adducing it.

9. On the whole, I would submit that the preceding investigation not only is it-ee from

solid objection, but is in fact the true mode of viewing the subject ; because it rests upon the

leading idea of a uniform continuous passage of a cause from + to -, while its direction varies

continuously. And if it be objected, that physical laws cannot be conceived of as the results

of symbolical equations, it is to be answered that this is exactly the advantage of this mode

of viewing the subject, that it shews that such laws as that of the composition of forces are

not physical laws, in the sense of being laws known by experience or by induction from

observation, but are necessary laws in the most exact sense of the word : there is nothing more

incredible in the fact of Demcivre's formula containing the laws of Mechanics, than in that of

its containing the laws of Space, and it is as credible that it should be capable of proof from

that formula, that three forces are in equilibrium when they are each proportional to the sine

of the angle contained between the other two, as that the sides of a triangle are proportional

to the opposite sides. The fact of our making these conclusions depend on the interpretation

of symbols is in the present state of analysis no objection at all, and it may well be supposed

that some such method would be necessary in order to bring into one investigation subjects

at first sight apparently so distinct as the law.s of space and the laws of equilibrium of forces.

10. And I think it cannot be said that the method adopted in this paper is so artificial as those

which are sometimes applied to what are called functional ])roofs of the rule for the composition

of forces; for although the quantity (- l)i or \/- 1 enters into the investigation, still it is to

be remembered, (and I wish to lay great stress upon this,) that this quantity is not introduced

by anv principles peculiar to this paper, it enters hy mathematical necessity and must be inter-

preted ; the only equation which it is incumbent upon me to prove is the equation f{9) = (- l)>r,

and if this be established, the remainder necessarily follows. Indeed, so far from this method

being of an artificial and therefore incomplete kind, I would venture to question whether the

unsatisfactory character of some functional proofs of the law of composition of forces, and the

extremely complicated nature of all, may not arise from the oversight of the fact that a function

exists, which will express an oblique force in its totality and not only so far as it is effective.

On this subject, however, I will not enlarge, but only remark that it seems to me a point of

great beauty that a symbol, of such peculiar form as cos 9 + (- l)^ sin 9, which meets us at

every turn in analysis, should be the complete expression of a law by which all nature is

governed.
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11. I have now concluded all that I wish to say on the principal subject of this paper,

but before bringing it to an end I am desirous of making some observations on the general

question of the transition of quantities from the + to the - affection, which will, I believe, illus-

trate my general design.

That design may be stated to have been, to shew that there is in the nature of things

one law according to wliich causes, which depend solely on magnitude and direction, vary with

their obliquity from a given direction to the exact opposite, and according to which the cause

P varies till it becomes - P. Now in considering the general case of the passage of a quantity

from the + to the - affection, it is to be observed, that if the quantity be necessarily of one

dimension, as time for example, then future time being denoted by + t, past time will be denoted

by - t, and t will vary from + to — by simple diminution and passage through zero ; in this

case the sign v — 1 can have no place as a sign of affection ; I believe there is no conceivable

interpretation to be put upon t \/ — 1. And in like manner if distance be measured along a

fixed axis the variation from + to — is by simple diminution ; bat, if space be considered in

two dimensions so that a line may assume all oblique positions in varying from + to -
, then

9

the symbol (-1)" indicates the law according to which the change from + to - takes })lace.

Here then are two law.s according to which the affection of a quantity may be reversed, and

there may possibly be others, and probably instances might be found in which such chani'e is

abrupt not continuous; for instance, Dr. Peacock illustrates the properties of y/ — 1 by saying*,

that supposing + a to represent property possessed, and -a to represent debt, then \/ — \.n

may represent property deposited " which admits of similar relations when considered as property

possessed and property owed by anotlier person;" it must however, I think, be admitted, that

the use of the symbol y/ — \ m this case is conventional in a sense in which it is not when
applied to lines or forces, and it may be doubted whether the symbol so used can be applied

to the practical purposes of investigation ; and indeed, if I might hazard an opinion, I should

hold it probable that the symbol \/- 1 can only then be successfully used when it expresses

a particular stage in the continuous change of affection from + to — .

12. It is not difficult to devise laws, according to which a quantity may change from +
to - , other than those which have been specified. Suppose for example f{d) to represent

the sign of affection for a quantity P, and suppose

pf{B) = p{-irA,

this form satisfies the condition that f{9) = 1 and /(tp) = - 1, and therefore so far agrees with

the actual law of lines, forces, &c., as that the affection of P passes from + to — while 6 varies

from to TT. But if we examine this case, we find that it is widely diverse from the actual

law just mentioned ; for we have

f{d) = cos I TTsin -
]
+ (- 1)^ sin [tt sin -|.

Now {{0 = /(G) = I

=
3 /W =(-!)*;

• Algebra, 1st Edition, page 366.

o 02
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d
.-. /(0) = cos (,r sin

-j
/(O) + sin (^tt sin

-j/(^^),

d P/(0) = P cos (,r sin
^]

/(O) + Psin (,r sin
^) / (j)

In this case, therefore, it would seem that the oblique quantity P would be equivalent to two

components, one in the original direction, the other inclined at an angle of 60", the magnitude

of the former being Pcos ( t sin -|, tliat of the latter Psin f tt sin
-J.

But there will be a dis-

tinction between this and that of the ordinary formula cos + (- l)-5 sin Q which is to be observed

;

for in this latter case the impossible plane determined by f{d) = (- l)^ coincides with that

determined by /(0) = (- l)-, but in the present hypothetical case, we have two impossible direc-

tions, one corresponding to = - or /(0) = (- l)J, the other to = Stt or f{6) = - (- !)*•

And therefore that which is analogous to the impossible plane in the ordinary case is an im

possible cone whose semi-vertical angle is an angle of 60°.

There will be two impossible cones in like manner belonging to the formula

/(0) = (- 1)^ = cos- + (- l)^ sin -
TT TT

which, together with the formula {A), are particular instances of the general form,

/(0) = (-l)('^"=cos 4^ + (_i)^sin4^ (C).

13. The preceding cases are examples of the general formula f(9) = (— 1)®, where B is some

function of 9 which = when 6 = 0, and = 1 when 6 = tt, the direction or directions for which

2 A' + 1

f(0) = (- l)' are given by 6 = • It may be observed, that all examples must have this

property in common ; that if we suppose a quantity P to be composed of two others whose direc-

tions are the line for which 9 = 0, and that for which f{9) = (— l)^, and if we call these

components .c and jy respectively, then x and y satisfy the condition

,v- + y- = P^

;

and therefore if x and y be regarded as oblique co-ordinates of a point, the locus of that point
e

is an ellipse; in the case of /(0) = (— 1)" this locus becomes a circle.

14. It is evidently possible to vary indefinitely the law according to which f{9) shall vary

from +1 to - 1, while 9 increases from to tt, even though we confine ourselves to the form

f{0) = {— 1)®; and all these laws will express modes in which the affection of a quantity may

be diametrically reversed ; I am disposed to look upon most of them as fictitious generalizations

which can have no type in the nature of things, just as we might construct a system of geometry

of four dimensions which could have nothing real corresponding to it. It may be possible,

however, to find some which have not this fictitious character, and which express physical laws.

We shall obtain a distinct conception of the manner in which the law expressed by the formula

f{9) = (- 1)" differs from all others, by observing that if (- l)® expresses the law of change from

-I- to -, the gradual change of affection, as compared with a change in the value of 9, will be
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do . d dQ 1

expressed by ——
- ; now if = - , -— = — a constant quantity, which can be true of no other

dp 7r du IT

6'
law satisfying the conditions /(O) = 1 and /(tt) = - 1. If, for instance, 9 = — , a form which satis-

dQ B
ties the conditions /(O) = 1 and /(t) = - 1, we have t^ = 2 — , and therefore the intensity of

du IT

the minus affection which is measured by 9 would increase more rapidly as the angle d approached

the value w. And this also shews distinctly what is meant by saying that the change of affec-

tion, in such causes as we have been considering, is uniform, for this is, in fact, saying that

rf9
-—^ must be constant, a condition which must manifestly be satisfied when the case is one of pure

direction, and when, therefore, there is no reason why 9 should increase more rapidly for one value

of Q than another. Whether there be real cases of change of affection coming under the general

type represented by (- 1)'', in which this condition of uniformity is not satisfied, remains to

be seen.

Q
15. The condition of uniform change of affection is satisfied by the function 9 = — , where

2a
a is some constant angle, which, in the actual case of pure direction, is a right angle. If 9
have this value, we have

/(0) = cos^M-i)*sin^;
2a 2a

and the impossible direction is given by

6 =a.

For example, let a = — , then

f{e) = cos 20 + (- l)i sin 2$,

a formula which represent the variation of a cause which changes uniformly, and produces exactly

opposite effects in directions at right angles to each other. It seems not improbable that this

formula may be found to represent something real : may it not represent the following case ?

Suppose a disturbing cause in an elastic medium which propagates simultaneously a condensed

wave in two opposite directions, and a rarified wave in the direction perpendicular to them

;

then if <p be the condensation which would exist at a given time and a given distance from

the centre, on the supposition of the condensing cause only acting, may not the complete expres-

sion for the condensation in the direction determined by the angle 9 he

(p cos 29 + (- l)i sin 29 r

A rough approximation to this case would be that of a tuning-fork.

16. A more general law than that expressed by the formula f (9) = (- I)® is given by

f(9) = r«(- 1)« + m'(- 1)*' + &c.

There is only one example of this formula which I shall notice :

Suppose we have a quantity P determined by the equation

Pf{9) = acos9 + {- 1)4 b sin 9 (X»),

which comes under the above form of f{9) for the equation, may be written
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We have here an effect which results from two causes, which separately vary uniformly.

Considering equation (D), we may observe that the difference between it and the equation

Pf{e)= Pcos + (- l)i Psin 9 {E)

is this, that, although both give 6=0 and = — as tlie directions of the components, yet the

values of P/(0) and Pf{-\ which are the same in the latter case (omitting the sign of affec-

tion) are different in the former : for in equation (Z>)

Pf{.0) = a,

M5) ='<-')'

In fact, considering the equations {D) and (£) geometrically, the former represents an ellipse,

the latter a circle : the angle 9 will manifestly be the eccentric anomaly.

My reason for introducing the formula (Z)) is that I may remark that, whereas the formula
{E) represents force considered in the light of pure direction, the formula {D) corresponds to

a case of polarity. Pure force must, of course, be free from any polarity, that is to say, its

absolute magnitude must be the same in whatever direction it acts, the direction will modify the

effect, not diminish or increase it ; but there are complicated instances of force in which this is

not the case, but in which there is polarity ; for example, in the case of an elastic medium under
constraint from the action of the particles of a crystallized body which contains it. Now the

formula {D) appears to be exactly calculated to express this kind of force ; to fix our conceptions

let an elastic medium have the same properties in all sections parallel to the plane of xy, and
have polarity in that plane ; consider any one section, and let the properties of this section

of the medium be symmetrical about the axes of x and «/, then the origin will be a position

of rest for a particle, and if it be disturbed, the force of restitution may be represented by such

a formula as (D).

In examining that formula we find that there are two directions perpendicular to each other,

for which the force of restitution is in the direction of displace-

ment ; for all other displacements the force of restitution is not

in the same direction, but will have to be determined thus ; let

AP be the direction of displacement : take APB proportional to

a + b, and AD, making the same angle with Ax as AB, propor-
tional to a - b; complete the parallelogram ABCD, and draw
through P a line parallel to the diagonal AC; this will be the

direction of the force of restitution. Hence then it appears, that

the formula (Z)) will represent the kind of law which determines
the force of restitution on a disturbed particle in the case of uniaxal crystals.

H. GOODWIN.



XXII. Oh the Theories of the Internal Friction of Fluids in Motion, and of the

Equilihrinm and Motion of Elastic Solids. By G. G. Stokes, M.A., Fel-

low of Pembroke College.

[Read April 14, 1845.]

The equations of Fluid Motion commonly employed depend upon the fundamental hypothesis

that the mutual action of two adjacent elements of the fluid is normal to the surface which
separates them. From this assumption the equality of pressure in all directions is easily deduced,
and then the equations of motion are formed according to D'Alembert's principle. This appears
to me the most natural light in which to view the subject ; for the two j)rinciples of the absence
of tangential action, and of the equality of pressure in all directions ought not to be assumed
as independent hypotheses, as is sometimes done, inasmuch as the latter is a necessary consequence
of the former*. The equations of motion so formed are very complicated, but yet thev admit
of solution in some instances, especially in the case of small oscillations. The results of the theory

agree on the whole with observation, so far as the time of oscillation is concerned. But there

is a whole class of motions of whicli the common theory takes no cognizance whatever, namely, those

which depend on the tangential action called into play by the sliding of one portion of a fluid along

another, or of a fluid along the surface of a solid, or of a different fluid, that action in fact which

performs the same part with fluids that friction does with solids.

Tlius, when a ball pendulum oscillates in an indefinitely extended fluid, tiie common theory

gives the arc of oscillation constant. Observation however shows that it diminishes very rapidly

in the case of a liquid, and diminishes, but less rapidly, in the case of an elastic fluid. It has

indeed been attempted to explain this diminution by supposing a friction to act on the ball,

and this hypothesis may be approximately true, but the imperfection of the theory is shown
from the circumstance that no account is taken of the equal and opposite friction of the ball on
the fluid.

Again, suppose tiiat water is flowing down a striiight aqueduct of uniform slope, what will be

the discharge corresponding to a given slope, and a given form of tlie bed? Of what mao-nitudt

must an aqueduct be, in order to supply a given place with a given quantity of water.' Of what
form must it be, in order to ensure a given supply of water with the least expense of materials

in the construction .'' These, and similar questions are wholly out of the reach of the common
theory of Fluid Motion, since they entirely depend on the laws of the transmission of that

tangential action which in it is wholly neglected. In fact, according to the common theory

the water ought to flow on with uniformly accelerated velocity ; for even the supposition of

a certain friction against the bed would be of no avail, for such friction could not be transmitted

through the mass. The practical importance of such questions as those above mentioned ha<i

made them the object of numerous experiments, from which empirical formulae have been con-

structed. But such formulae, although fulfilling well enough the purposes for which thev were

• This may be easily shown by the consideralion of a tetrahedron of the fluiii. as in Art. A.
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constructed, can hardly be considered as affording us any material insight into the laws of nature

;

nor will they enable us to pass from the consideration of the phenomena from which they were

derived to that of others of a different class, although depending on the same causes.

In reflecting on the principles according to which the motion of a fluid ought to be calculated

when account is taken of the tangential force, and consequently the pressure not supposed the

same in all directions, I was led to construct the theory explained in the first section of this

paper, or at least the main part of it, which consists of equations (13), and of the principles

on which they are formed. I afterwards found that Poisson had written a memoir on the same

subject, and on referring to it I found that he had arrived at the same equations. The method

which he employed was however so different from mine that I feel justified in laying the latter

before this Society*. The leading principles of my theory will be found in the hypotlieses of

Art. 1, and in Art. 3.

The second section forms a digression from the main object of this paper, and at first sight

may appear to have little connexion with it. In this section I have, I think, succeeded in shewing

that Lao-range's proof of an important theorem in the ordinary theory of Hydrodynamics is

untenable. The theorem to which I refer is the one of which the object is to show that

udo! + vdy + wdz, (using the common notation,) is always an exact differential when it is so

at one instant. I have mentioned the principles of M. Cauchy's proof, a proof, I think, liable

to no sort of obiection. I have also given a new proof of the theorem, which would have served to

establish it had M. Cauchy not been so fortunate as to obtain three first integrals of the general

equations of motion. As it is, this proof may possibly be not altogether useless.

Poisson, in the memoir to which I have referred, begins with establishing, according to

his theory, the equations of equilibrium and motion of elastic solids, and makes the equations of

motion of fluids depend on this theory. On reading his memoir, I was led to apply to the theory

of elastic solids principles precisely analogous to those which I have employed in the case of

fluids. The formation of the equations, according to these principles, forms the subject of

Sect. III.

The equations at which I have thus arrived contain two arbitrary constants, whereas Poisson's

equations contain but one. In Sect. iv. I have explained the principles of Poisson's theories of

elastic sohds and of the motion of fluids, and pointed out what appear to me serious objections

against the truth of one of the hypotheses which he employs in the former. This theory seems

to be very generally received, and in consequence it is usual to deduce the measure of the cubical

compressibility of elastic solids from that of their extensibility, when formed into rods or wires,

or from some quantity of the same nature. If the views which I have explained in this section

be correct, the cubical compressibility deduced in this manner is too great, much too great in

the case of the softer substances, and even the softer metals. The equations of Sect. iii. have,

I find, been already obtained by M. Cauchy in his Exercises Mathimatiques, except that he

has not considered the effect of the lieat developed by sudden compression. The method which

I have employed is different from his, althougli in some respects it much resembles it.

The equations of motion of elastic solids given in Sect. iii. are the same as those to which

different authors have been led, as being the equations of motion of the luminiferous ether in

vacuum. It may seem strange that the same equations should have been arrived at for cases

so different ; and I believe this has appeared to some a serious objection to the employment of

those equations in the case of light. I think the reflections which I have made at the end of

Sect. IV., where I have examined the consequences of the law of continuity, a law which seems

to pervade nature, may tend to remove the difficulty.

• The same equations have also been obtained by Navier I T. vi.)_but his principles difier from mine still mere than do

in the case of an incompressible fluid, (Mim. de I'lnstihit,
\

Poisson 's.
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SECTION I.

Explanation of the Theortj of Fluid Motion proposed. Formation of the Differential

Equations. Application of these Equations to afew simple cases.

1. Before entering on the explanation of this theory, it will be necessary to define, or fix

the precise meaning of a few terms which I shall have occasion to employ.

In the first place, the expression " the velocity of a fluid at any particular point'" will require

some notice. If we suppose a fluid to be made up of ultimate molecules, it is easy to see that these

molecules must, in general, move among one another in an irregular manner, through spaces

comparable with the distances between them, when the fluid is in motion. But since there

is no doubt that the distance between two adjacent molecules is quite insensible, we may neglect the

irregular part of the velocity, compared with the common velocity with which all the molecules

in the neighbourhood of the one considered are moving. Or, we may consider the mean velocity

of the molecules in the neighbourhood of the one considered, apart from the velocity due to

the irregular motion. It is this regular velocity which I shall understand by the velocity of
a Jluid at any point, and I shall accordingly regard it as varying continuously with the

co-ordinates of the point.

Let P be any material point in the fluid, and consider the instantaneous motion of a very

small element E of the fluid about P. This motion is compounded of a motion of translation,

the same as that of P, and of the motion of the several points of E relatively to P. If we
conceive a velocity equal and opposite to that of P impressed on the whole element, the remainmg
velocities form what I shall call the relative velocities of the points of the fluid about P; and
the motion expressed by these velocities is what I shall call the relative motion in the neigh-

bourhood of P.

It is an undoubted result of observation that the n)olecuIar forces, whether in solids, liquids,

or gases, are forces of enormous intensity, but which are sensible at only insensible distances.

Let E' be a very small element of the fluid circumscribing E, and of a thickness greater than

the distance to which the molecular forces are sensible. The forces acting on the element E
arc the external forces, and the pressures arising from the molecular action of E'. If the

molecules of E were in positions in which they could remain at rest if E were acted on by no

external force and the molecules of E' were held in their actual positions, they would be in

what I shall call a state of relative equilibrium. Of course they may be far from being in a

state of actual equilibrium. Thus, an element of fluid at the top of a wave may be sensibly in

a state of relative equilibrium, although far removed from its position of equilibrium. Now, in

consequence of the intensity of the molecular forces, the pressures arising from the molecular action

on E will be very great compared with the external moving forces acting on E. Consequently

the state of relative equilibrium, or of relative motion, of the molecules of E will not be sensil)Iv

affected by the external forces acting on E. But the pressures in different directions about

the point P depend on that state of relative equilibrium or motion, and consequently will not

be sensibly affected l)y the external moving forces acting on E. For the same reason thev will net

be sensibly affected by any motion of rotation common to all the points of E ; and it is a direct

consequence of the second law of motion, that they will not be affected by any motion of translation

common to the whole element. If the molecules of E were in a state of relative equilibrium,

the pressure would be equal in all directions about P, as in the case of fluids at rest. Hence
I shall assume the following principle :

—

That the difference between the pressure on a plane in a given direction passing throiigti

atiy point V of a fluid in motion and the pressure which would exi^t in all directions

about P if the fluid in its neighbourhood were in a state of relative equilibrium depends

only on the relative motion of the fluid immediately about P ; anrf that the relative motion

Vol. VIII. Part III. P p
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due to any motion of rotation may be eliminated without affecting the differences of the pressures

above mentioned.

Let us see how far this principle will lead us when it is carried out.

2. It will be necessary now to examine the nature of the most general instantaneous motion

of an element of a fluid. The proposition in this article is however purely geometrical, and

may be thus enunciated:— "Supposing space, or any portion of space, to be filled with an

infinite number of points which move in any continuous manner, retaining their identity, to

examine the nature of the instantaneous motion of any elementary portion of these points."

Let u, V, w be the resolved parts, parallel to the rectangular axes Ox, Oy, Oz, of the

velocity of the point P, whose co-ordinates at the instant considered are ,v, y, z. Then the

relative velocities at the point P', whose co-ordinates are .r + x', y + y\ z + »'
, will be

du , du , du , ,, , .+ — « + — z parallel to x,
dy '"

dv

dx

dv

dx dy

dw , dw ,

dx dy

dz

dv— s

dz

dw
dz

•«/'

neglecting squares and products of x ,
y', z. Let these velocities be compounded of those due

to the angular velocities w , co", (J" about the axes of x, y, z, and of the velocities U, V, W
parallel to x, y, z. The linear velocities due to the angular velocities being w"z' - w"'y,

w'"x' - w'z, w y - w"x' parallel to the axes of x, y, z, we shall therefore have

du , idu ,„\ , (du „\ ,

u

Since oi', o)"

which gives

Idn „,\ , dv (dv ,\ ,

(dw „\ , (dw A , dw ,

are arbitrary, let them be so assumed that

dU dV dV _dW dW dU
dy dx ^ dz' dy dx' dz'

(dw dv\

du , (du dv\ ,

dtt

dz

W

2 \dx

du

dy

du

> dv ,

dx

fdu

^dz

fdv

dx

du\

dy]'
• (0

dw

dw(dv dw\ ,

\dz dy

I

(dw dv

dy dz

, dw ,

dz

(2)

The quantities (o , iv", w'" are what I shall call the angular velocities of the fluid at the

point considered. This is evidently an allowable definition, since, in the particular case in which
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the element considered moves as a solid might do, these quantities coincide with the angular

velocities considered in rigid dynamics. A further reason for this definition will appear in Sect. in.

Let us now investigate whether it is possible to determine ^r', y', z' so that, considering only

the relative velocities C, V, W, the line joining the points P, P shall have no angular motion.

The conditions to be satisfied, in order that this may be the case, are evidently that the incre-

ments of the relative co-ordinates x, y, z' of the second point shall be ultimately proportional

to those co-ordinates. If e be the rate of extension of the line joining the two points considered,

we shall therefore have

Fx + hy + gz = e,r'

,

.(3)
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f/ = U cos AX + V COS j;y + W cos .r z,

da;' = cos.rxrfx' + cos xydy'-¥ cos a-zrfz', &c.

;

whence, taking account of the well known relations between the cosines involved in these equations,

we easily find

Udw + Vdy + Wdz' = Udx' + \ dy' + Wdz'.

It appears therefore that the relative velocities U, V, W, which remain after eliminating a certain

angular velocity, are such that Udx' + Vdy' + Wdz' is ultimately an exact differential. Hence

the values of U, V, W are the same as would have been obtained from equations (2) applied

directly to the new axes, whence the truth of the proposition enunciated at the head of this

paragraph is manifest.

The motion corresponding to the velocities U^, V^, IF may be furtiier decomposed into a

motion of dilatation, positive or negative, which is alike in all directions, and two motions which I

shall call motions of shifting, each of the latter being in two dimensions, and not affecting the

density. For let ^ be the rate of linear extension corresponding to a uniform dilatation ; let <jx',

-ay' be the velocities parallel to .r^, y^, corresponding to a motion of shifting parallel to the

the plane oc^y , and let a'x', — a'x' be the velocities parallel to .r, z^, corresponding to a similar

motion of shifting parallel to the plane *',»,. The velocities parallel to x^, y, z^ respectively

corresponding to the quantities ^, a and a' will be {6 + a + a) x'^, (h — a) y/, (^ — a) z'^, and

equating these to U, F, IF we shall get

^ = 1^ (e' + e" + e'"), 0- = ^ (e' + e" - 2 e"), a' = ^ {e + e" - 2e"').

Hence the most general instantaneous motion of an elementary portion of a fluid is compounded

of a motion of translation, a motion of rotation, a motion of uniform dilatation, and two motions of

shifting of the kind just mentioned.

3. Having determined the nature of tlie most general instantaneous motion of an element

of a fluid, we are now prepared to consider the normal pressures and tangential forces called

into play by the relative displacements of the particles. Let p be the pressure which would exist

about the point P if the neighbouring molecules were in a state of relative equilibrium : let p + p^

be the normal pressure, and t^ the tangential action, both referred to a unit of surface, on a plane

passing through P and having a given direction. By the hypotheses of Art. 1. the quantities p_, t^

will be independent of the angular velocities w , to", w" , depending only on the residual relative

velocities U,V,\V, or, which comes to the same, on e , e" and e'", or on a, cr' and ^. Since this residual

motion is symmetrical with respect to the axes of extension, it follows that if the plane considered

is perpendicular to any one of these axes the tangential action on it is zero, since there is no more

reason why it should act in one direction rather than in the opposite ; for by the hypotheses

of Art. 1. the change of density and temperature about the point P is to be neglected, the

constitution of the fluid being ultimately uniform about that point. Denoting then by p+p',

P + p"' P + P" ^^^^ pressures on planes perpendicular to the axes of .r^, y^, z^, we must have

p'=
(f)

{e, e", e'"), //'= <p (e", e", f'), //"= (e'", e, e"),

(h {e, e", e") denoting a function of e', e" and e" which is symmetrical with respect to the two

latter quantities. The question is now to determine, on whatever may seem the most probable

hypothesis, the form of the function <p.

Let us first take the simpler case in which there is no dilatation, and only one motion of

shifting, or in which e' = - c', e'" - 0, and let us consider what would take place if the

fluid consisted of smooth molecules acting on each other by actual contact. On this supposition,

it is clear, considering the magnitude of the pressures acting on the molecules compared with

their masses, that they would be sensil)ly in a position of relative equilibrium, except when

the equilibrium of any one of them became impossible from the displacement of the adjoining
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ones, in which case the molecule in question would start into a new position of equilibrium. This
start would cause a corresponding displacement in the molecules immediately about the one which

started, and this disturbance would be propagated immediately in all directions, the nature of the

displacement however being different in different directions, and would soon become insensible.

During the continuance of this disturbance, the pressure on a small plane drawn through the

element considered would not be the same in all directions, nor normal to the plane : or, which

comes to the same, we may suppose a uniform normal pressure p to act, together with a normal

pressure p^^ and a tangential force t^, p^^ and t^^ being forces of great intensity and short duration,

that is being of the nature of impulsive forces. As the number of molecules comprised in the

element considered has been supposed extremely great, we may take a time t so short that all

summations with respect to such intervals of time may be replaced without sensible error by
integrations, and yet so long that a very great number of starts shall take place in it.

Consequently we have only to consider the average effect of such starts, and moreover we may
without sensible error replace the impulsive forces such as p^ and t , which succeed one another

with great rapidity, by continuous forces. For planes perpendicular to the axes of extension

these continuous forces will be the normal pressures p\ p", p"

.

I>et us now consider a motion of shifting differing from the former only in having e' increased

in the ratio of w to 1. Then, if we suppose each start completed before the starts which would

be sensibly affected by it are begun, it is clear that the same series of starts will take place in the

second case as in the first, but at intervals of time which are less in the ratio of 1 to m.

Consequently the continuous pressures by which the impulsive actions due to these starts may be

replaced must be increased in the ratio of w to 1. Hence the pressures p', p", p" must be

proportional to e', or we must have

p = Ce, p" = C'e, p" = C"e'

.

It is natural to suppose that these formula? held good for negative as well as positive values

of e . Assuming this to be true, let the sign of e be changed. This comes to interchanging

>r and y, and consequently p'" must remain the same, and p' and p" must be interchanged. We
must therefore have C" = 0, C" = - C. Putting then C = - 2/u we have

p = - S/ie', p" = 2/ic', p" = 0.

It has hitherto been supposed that the molecules of a fluid are in actual contact. We
have every reason to suppose that this is not the case. But precisely the same reasoning will apply

if they are separated by intervals as great as we please compared with their magnitudes, provided

only we suppose the force of restitution called into play bv a small displacement of any one
molecule to be very great.

Let us now take the case of two motions of shifting which coexist, and let us suppose

e' = (T + c7 , e = — ff, e ' = — (t'. Let the small time t be divided into 2n equal portions, and
let us suppose that in the first interval a shifting motion corresponding to e = 2<r, e"= - '2a takes

place parallel to the plane i", y , and that in the second interval a shifting motion corresponding

to e = 2cr', e = - 2ff' takes place parallel to the plane .r «^, and so on alternately. On this

supposition it is clear that if we suppose the time — to be extremely small, the continuous forces
2?j

by which the effect of the starts may be replaced will be p = - 2/x(o- + a), p"= 2/iicr, p"'= ^fxc'. By
supposing w indefinitely increased, we may make the motion considered approach as near as we
please to that in which the two motions of shifting coexist ; but we are not at liberty to do so.

for in order to apply the above reasoning we must suppose the time — to be so large that the

average effect of the starts which occur in it may be taken. Consequently it must be taken as an

additional assumption, and not a matter of al)solute demonstration, that the effects of the two
motions of shifting are superimposed.
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Hence if 3 = 0, i. e. if e + e" + e" = 0, we shall have in general

p' = — 2fjie\ p" = — 2/ue", p'" = — 2fie'" (5)

It was by this hypothesis of starts that I first arrived at these equations, and the differential

equations of motion which result from them. On reading Poisson's memoir however, to which

I shall have occasion to refer in Section iv., I was led to reflect that however intense we may
suppose the molecular forces to be, and however near we may suppose the molecules to be to their

positions of relative equilibrium, we are not therefore at liberty to suppose them in those j)ositions,

and consequently not at liberty to suppose the pressure equal in all directions in the intervals of

time between the starts. In fact, by supposing the molecular forces indefinitely increased,

retaining the same ratios to each other, we may suppose the displacements of the molecules from

their positions of relative equilibrium indefinitely diminished, but on the other hand the force of

restitution called into action by a given displacement is indefinitely increased in the same proportion.

But be these displacements what they may, we know that the forces of restitution make equilibrium

with forces equal and opposite to the effective forces ; and in calcidating the effective forces we

may neglect the above displacements, or suppose the molecules to move in the paths in which they

would move if the shifting motion took place with indefinite slowness. I>et us first consider a

single motion of shifting, or one for which e" = — e, e" = 0, and let p^ and t^ denote the same

quantities as before. If we now suppose e' increased in the ratio of to to 1, all the effective forces

will be increased in that ratio, and consequently p^ and t^ will be increased in the same ratio. We
may deduce the values of p, p" and p" just as before, and then pass by the same reasoning to

the case of two motions of shifting which coexist, only that in this case the reasoning will be demon-

strative, since we may suppose the time — indefinitely diminished. If we suppose the state of

things considered in this paragraph to exist along with the motions of starting already considered,

it is easy to see that the expressions for p, p" and p" will still retain the same form.

There remains yet to be con.sidered the effect of the dilatation. Let us first suppose the

dilatation to exist without any shifting : then it is easily seen that the relative motion of the

fluid at the point considered is the same in all directions. Consequently the only effect which

such a dilatation could have would be to introduce a normal pressure p , alike in all directions, in

addition to that due to the action of the molecules supposed to be in a state of relative equilibrium.

Now the pressure p^ could only arise from the aggregate of the molecular actions called into play

by the displacements of the molecules from their positions of relative equilibrium ; but since these

displacements take place, on an average, indifferently in all directions, it follows that the actions

of which p^ is composed neutralize each other, so that p^ = 0. The same conclusion might be

drawn from the hypothesis of starts, supposing, as it is natural to do, that each start calls into

action as much increase of pressure in some directions as diminution of pressure in others.

If the motion of uniform dilatation coexists with two motions of shifting, I shall suppose,

for the same reason as before, that the effects of these different motions are superimposed. Hence
subtracting ^ from each of the three quantities e, e" and e" , and putting the remainders in the

place of e, e" and e" in equations (5), we have

p = f /.i(e" + e" - 2e'), p" = f^C^
' + e' - 2e"), p" = \\i-{e + e" - 2e"') (6)

If we had started with assuming (^(e', e", e'") to be a linear function of e', e" and e"

,

avoiding all speculation as to the molecular constitution of a fluid, we should have had at once

p' = Ce + C'(e" + e'"), since p is symmetrical with respect to e" and e" ; or, changing the

constants, p' — |-M(e" + e" - 2e') + k (e' + e" + e") The expressions for p" and p" would be

obtained by interchanging the requisite quantities. Of course we may at once put « = if we

assume that in the case of a uniform motion of dilatation the pressure at any instant depends

only on the actual density and temperature at that instant, and not on the rate at which the
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former changes with the time. In most cases to which it would be interesting to apply the

theory of the friction of fluitis the density of the fluid is either constant, or may without sensible

error be regarded as constant, or else changes slowly with the time. In the first two cases the

results would be the same, and in the third case nearly the same, whether k were equal to zero or

not. Consequently, if theory and experiment should in such cases agree, the experiments must
not be regarded as confirming that part of the theory which relates to supposing k to be

equal to zero.

4. It will be easy now to determine the oblique pressure, or resultant of the normal pressure

and tangential action, on any plane. Let us first consider a plane drawn through the point P
parallel to the plane yz. Let Ox^ make with the axes of .r, y, z angles whose cosines are /', m', n' ;

let /", m" , n" be the same for Oy^, and /", m" , n" the same for Or . Let P, be the pressure,

and {xty), (.vfz) the resolved parts, parallel to y, z respectively, of the tangential force on the

plane considered, all referred to a unit of surface, (xty) being reckoned positive when the part

of the fluid towards - .v urges that towards + x in the positive direction of y, and similarly

for {.vtz). Consider the portion of the fluid comprised within a tetrahedron having its vertex

in the point P, its base parallel to the plane yz, and its three sides parallel to the planes x y , y z
,

z^.v respectively. Let A be the area of the base, and therefore I' A, I" J, I"A the areas of the faces

perpendicular to the axes of x^, y., z^. By D'Alembert's principle, the pressures and tangential

actions on tlie faces of this tetrahedron, the moving forces arising from the external attractions,

not including the molecular forces, and forces equal and opposite to the effective moving forces will

be in equilibrium, and therefore the sums of the resolved parts of these forces in the directions

of ,v, y and z will each be zero. Suppose now the dimensions of the tetrahedron indefinitely

diminished, then the resolved parts of the external, and of the effective moving forces will vary

ultimately as the cubes, and those of the pressures and tangential forces on the sides as the

squares of homologous lines. Dividing therefore the three equations arising from equating to zero

the resolved parts of the above forces by A, and taking the limit, we have

P,= 2/'- (p + p), {a!ty) = 2r»»' (p + p'), {^tz) = S/'«' (p + p),

the sign S denoting the sum obtained by taking the quantities corresponding to the three axes

of extension in succession. Putting for/)', p" and p"' their values given by (ti), putting e'+e'+e'"

= 3^, and observing that 2/'"= I, 2/'»n'= 0, 2/'n'=0, the above equations become

P,= p -2/u2/'-c' + i2M^, (sty) = -S^'Zl'tne, (xtz) = - ^^ll'n'e.

The method of determining the pressure on any plane from the pressures on three planes

at right angles to each other, which has just been given, has already been employed by MM. Cauchy

and Poisson.

The most direct way of obtaining the values of ll'^e &c. would be to express /', m and

n in terms of e by any two of equations (3), in which .r', y, z' are proportional to /', m\ «',

together with the equation /" + m'" + n'-= 1, and then to express the resulting symmetrical function

of the roots of the cubic equation (4) in terms of the coefficients. But this method would

be excessively laborious, and need not be resorted to. For after eliminating the angular motion of

the element of fluid considered the remaining velocities are e'.i\', e"y^', e"'«/, parallel to the axes of

.1',, y, z^. The sum of the resolved parts of these parallel to the axis of .r is te'v'+ l"e"y'+ l"'e"' r '.

Putting for x', y/,
«' their values /'*'+ m'y + n z Sjc, the above sum becomes

.r'2/'"e' +y"2l'm'e' + z'^l'n'e ,

but this sum is the same thing as the velocity U in equation (2), and therefore we have

rf,r ^ \dy dT/ ^ \az p.rl
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It may also be very easily proved directly that the value of 3^, the rate of cubical dilatation,

satisfies the equation

. du dv dw
^^ = w- + :r+ :r C^)dx dy dz

Let Pg, (yix), (yt.v) be the quantities referring to the axis of y, and P^, {ztx), (zty) those

referring to the axis of x, which correspond to P, &c. referring to the axis of x. Then we see

that iytz) = (xty), (ztx) = (stz), {xty) = (yt.v). Denoting these three quantities by 7',, T,^, T^,
and making the requisite substitutions and interchanges, we have

„ /du

\aci!

„ /dw '\

dv dw\

"Ty)
T,= -a ~ du tdu dv\

\dy divl

.(8)

fdi

^dx dzT *
' \dy

It may also be useful to know the components, parallel to .r, y, z, of the oblique pressure on a

plane passing through the point P, and having a given direction. Let I, m, n be the cosines of the

angles which a normal to the given plane makes with the axes of x, y, z; let P, Q, R be the

components, referred to a unit of surface, of the oblique pressure on this plane, P, Q, R being

reckoned positive when the part of the fluid in which is situated the normal to which I, m and n
refer is urged by the other part in the positive directions of .r, y, z, when I, m and n are positive.

Then considering as before a tetrahedron of which the base is parallel to the given plane, the

vertex in the point P, and the sides parallel to the co-ordinate planes, we shall have

P^lP. + mTs + nT^,

Q = lT^ + mP, + nTi,

R = lT. + mT,-¥ nP..

(9)

In the simple case of a sliding motion for which m = 0, v =f(x), w = 0, the only forces,

besides the pressure p, which act on planes parallel to the co-ordinate planes are the two tangential

In this case it is easy to show that the axes offorces 7*3, the value of which in this case is —
fj.
—

.

dx
extension are, one of them parallel to Oz, and the two others in a plane parallel to xy, and inclined

at angles of 45° to Ox. We see also that it is necessary to suppose fi to be positive, since

otherwise the tendency of the forces would be to increase the relative motion of the parts of the

fluid, and the equilibrium of the fluid would be unstable.

5. Having found the pressures about the point P on planes parallel to the co-ordinate planes,

it will be easy to form the equations of motion. Let JT, V, Z be the resolved parts, parallel

to the axes, of the external force, not including the molecular force ; let p be the density, t the

time. Consider an elementary parallelepiped of the fluid, formed by planes parallel to the

co-ordinate planes, and drawn through the point {x, y, z) and the point (x + Ax, y + Ay, z + Az).
The mass of this element will be ultimately pAx Ay Az, and the moving force parallel to x arising

from the external forces will be ultimately pJ^ Ax Ay Az ; the effective moving force parallel

Du
to X will be ultimately p -—- Ax Ay Az, where D is used, as it will be in the rest of this paper.
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to denote differentiation in which the independent variables are t and three parameters of the

particle considered, (such for instance as its initial co-ordinates,) and not t, w, y, z. It is easy also

to show that the moving force acting on the element considered arising from the oblique pressures

• , •
,

(dP dT, dT,\
on the faces is ultimately —— + —- + —— A.r Aw A^, acting in the negative direction. Hence\dx ay dz I

^ o o

we have by D'Alembert's principle

/Du \ dP, dT, dT.

PKWt-'') '^^7y^^ = '^''^ (•«)

, . , . „ Du . , du du du du Dv
in which equations we must put tor -- 'ts value -—\- ti + v + ;<; — , and similarly for --

Dt dt dr dy dz ^
dt

Dw
and —- . In considering the general equations of motion it will be needless to write down more

than one, since the other two may be at once derived from it by interchanging the requisite

quantities. The equations (lO), the ordinary equation of continuity, as it is called,

do dpu dpv dpw
-£!--( +^ + ^7— = <^' (II)
dt da; dy dz ^

which expresses the condition that there is no generation or destruction of mass in the interior

of a fluid, the equation connecting p and p, or in the case of an incompressible fluid the equivalent

Dp
equation -_ = 0, and tiio e(|uation for the propagation of heat, if we choose to take account

of that propagation, are the only e(]uations to be satisfied at every point of the interior of
the fluid mass.

As it is quite useless to consider cases of the utmost degree of generality, I shall suppose
the fluid to be homogeneous, and of a uniform temperature throughout, except in so far as the
temperature may be raised by sudden compression in the case of small vibrations. Hence in

equations (10) p. may be supposed to be constant as far as regards the temperature; for, in the
case of small vibrations, the terms introduced by supposing it to vary with the temperature
would involve the square of the velocity, which is supposed to be neglected. If we suppose
/i to be independent of the pressure also, and .substitute in (10) the values of/*, Sic. o-iven bv (8),

the former equations become

jDu \ dp id-u d'u d'u. /t d /du dv dw\

''[DJ-'''}^d^'-''^d?^dy-'d?}-li:r[dJ-^dy^d-z} = '' ^' ('->

Let us now consider in what cases it is allowable to suppose m to be independent of the

pressure. It has been concluded by Dubuat, from his experiments on the motion of water in

pipes and canals, that the total retardation of the velocity due to friction is not increased by
increasing the pressure. The total retardation depends, partly on the friction of the water
against the sides of the pipe or canal, and partly on the mutual friction, or tangential action,

of the different portions of the water. Now if these two parts of the whole retardation were
separately variable with p, it is very unlikely that they should when combined give a result

independent of /\ The amount of the internal friction of the water depends on the value of p.
I shall therefore suppose that for water, and by analogy for other incompressible fluids, u is

independent of the pressure. On this supposition, we have from equations (11) and (15)

fDu \ dp I'd-u d u d'u\

Vol. VIII. Part III.

"\
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Tht'se equations are applicable to the determination of the motion of water in pipes and canals,

to the calculation of the effect of friction on the motions of tides and waves, and such questions.

If the motion is very small, so that we may neglect the square of the velocity, we may

put — = —
, &c. in equations (13). The equations thus simplified are applicable to the

Dt dt

determination of the motion of a pendulum oscillating in water, or of that of a vessel filled with

water and made to oscillate. They are also applicable to the determination of the motion of

a pendulum oscillating in air, for in this case we may, witli hardly any error, neglect the

compressibility of the air.

The case of the small vibrations by which sound is propagated in a fluid, whether a

djUL

liquid or a gas, is another in which — may be neglected. For in tlie case of a liquid reasons

have been shown for supposing fi to be in f/e pendent of /;, and in the case of a gas we may neglect

— , if we neglect the small change in the value of /j, arising from the small variation of
dp
pressure due to the forces X, Y, Z.

6. Besides the equations which must hold good at any point in the interior of the mass,

it will be necessary to form also the equations which must be satisfied at its boundaries. Let

M be a point in the boundary of the fluid. Let a normal to the surface at M, drawn on the

outside of the fluid, make with the axes angles whose cosines are /, m, n. Let P', Q', R' be

the components of the pressure of the fluid about M on the solid or fluid with which it is in

contact, these quantities being reckoned positive when the fluid considered presses the solid or fluid

outside it in the positive directions of x, y, «, supposing /, m and n positive. Let S be a

very small element of the surface about M, which will be ultimately plane, S' a plane parallel

and equal to S, and directly opposite to it, taken within the fluid. Let the distance between S
and S' be supposed to vanish in the limit compared with the breadth of >9, a supposition which

may be made if we neglect the effect of the curvature of the surface at 3/; and let us consider the

forces acting on the element of fluid comprised between S and .S", and the motion of this

element. If we suppose equations (8) to hold good to within an insensible distance from the

surface of the fluid, we shall evidently have forces ultimately equal to PS, QS, RS, {P,Q and R
being given by equations (9),) acting on the inner side of the element in the positive directions of

the axes, and forces ultimately equal to PS, Q' S, R'S acting on the outer side in the negative

directions. The moving forces arising from the external forces acting on the element, and the

effective moving forces will vanish in the limit compared with the forces PS, &c. : the same

will be true of the pressures acting about the edge of the element, if we neglect capillary

attraction, and all forces of the same nature. Hence, taking the linnt, we shall have

P' = P, Q' = Q, R' = R.

The method of proceeding will be different according as the bounding surface considered is a

free surface, the surface of a solid, on the surface of separation of two fluids, and it will be

necessary to consider these cases separately. Of course the surface of a liquid exposed to the

air is really the surface of separation of two fluids, but it may in many cases be regarded as

a free surface if we neglect the inertia of the air: it may always be so regarded if we neglect

the friction of the air as well as its inertia.

Let us first take the case of a free surface exposed to a pressure II, which is supposed to

be the same at all points, but may vary with the time; and let L = be the equation to the

surface. In this case we shall have P = IXl, Q' = mil, R' = nn; and putting for P, Q, R their

values given by (9), and for P, &c. tlieir values given by (8), and observing that in this case

^ = 0. we shall have
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{du idu dv\ idu dio\\

, ^ ^ dL dL dL ,. , ,

in which equations /, m, n will have to be replaced by —— , -— , - , to which thev are pro-
' '^ dx dy d« •

portional.

If we choose to take accoiuit of capillary attraction, we have only to diminish the pressure II

by the quantity //[—+—), where // is a positive constant depending on the nature of the fluid,

and r,, r.^ are the principal radii of curvature at the point considered, reckoned positive when

the fluid is concave outwards. Equations (14) with the ordinary equation

dL dL dL dL
+ U-—+V-—-irW—-=i), (1.5)

dt dx dy dx

are the conditions to be satisfied for points at the free surface. Equations (14) are for such

points what the three equations of motion are for internal points, and (15) is for the former

what (11) is for the latter, expressing in fact that there is no generation or destruction of fluid

at the free surface.

The ecjuations (14) admit of being differently expressed, in a way which may sometimes

be useful. If we suppose the origin to be in the point considered, and the axis of z to be the

external normal to the surface, we have Z = ot = 0, n = 1, and the equations become

dw du dw dv „ dw
dx dz dy dz dz

The relative velocity parallel to « of a point {x, y , 0) in the free surface, indefinitely near

. dw , div
, , ^ dw dw

, , , . . , ,

the origin, is —-x + — « : hence we see that — , — are the angular velocities, reckoned^ dx dy ^ dx dy ^

from X to z and from y to z respectively, of an element of the free surface. Subtracting the

linear velocities due to these angular velocities from the relative velocities of the point (,r', y', z'),

and calling the remaining relative velocities U, V, IF, we shall have

du , du , idu dw\—»+-;-«+— +-;—

I

dx dy \dx dx

J

dv , dv , /dv dw\dv , dv , (dv dw\
,

V = — X + — « + I — + —- z ,

dx dy \dz dy I

dw ,W = z.
dz

Hence we see that the first two of equations (Ifi) express the conditions that — , = o

dV . .

and —- = 0, which are evidently the conditions to be satisfied in order that there mav be no
dz

sliding motion in a direction parallel to the free surface. It would be easy to prove that these

are the conditions to be satisfied in order that the axis of z may be an axis of extension.

The next case to consider is that of a fluid in contact with a solid. The condition which first

occurred to me to assume for this case was, that the film of fluid immediately in contact with the

solid did not move relatively to the surface of the solid. I was led to try this condition from the

following considerations. According to the hvpotheses adopted, if there was a very large relative

a a 2
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motion of the fluid particles immediately about any imaginary surface dividing the fluid, the

tangential forces called into action would be very large, so that the amount of relative motion

would be rapidly diminished. Passing to the limit, we might suppose that if at any instant the

velocities altered discontinuously in passing across any imaginary surface, the tangential force

called into action would immediately destroy the finite relative motion of particles indefinitely close

to each other, so as to render the motion continuous; and from analogy the same might be

supposed to be true for the surface of junction of a fluid and solid. But having calculated,

according to the conditions which I have mentioned, the discharge of long straight circular pipes

and rectangular canals, and compared the resulting formulae with some of the experiments of

Bossut and Dubuat, I found that the formulae did not at all agree with experiment. I then

tried Poisson's conditions in the case of a circular pipe, but with no better success. In fact, it

appears from experiment that the tangential force varies nearly as the square of the velocity with

which the fluid flows past the surface of a solid, at least when the velocity is not very small. It

appears however from experiments on pendulums that the total friction varies as the first power

of the velocity, and consequently we may suppose that Poisson's conditions, which include as a

particular case those which I first tried, hold good for very small velocities. I proceed therefore

to deduce these conditions in a manner conformable with the views explained in this paper.

First, suppose the solid at rest, and let L = be the equation to its surface. Let M' be a

point within the fluid, at an insensible distance h from M. Let w be the pressure which would

exist about M if there were no motion of the particles in its neighbourhood, and let p^ be the

additional normal pressure, and t^ the tangential force, due to the relative velocities of the

particles, both with respect to one another and with respect to the surface of the solid. If the

motion is so slow that the starts take place independently of each other, on the hypothesis of starts,

or that the molecules are very nearly in their positions of relative equilibrium, and if we suppose

as before that the effects of diff'ercnt relative velocities are superimposed, it is easy to show that

p and t are linear functions of 7i, v, w and their differential coefficients with respect to x, y, and z;

u, V, &c. denoting here the velocities of the fluid about the point M' , in the expressions for which

however the co-ordinates of M may be used for those of M', since h is neglected. Now the

relative velocities about the points M and M' depending on —- &.c. are comparable with — h,
ax dx

while those depending on u, v and w are comparable with these quantities, and therefore in

considering the action of the fluid on the solid it is only necessary to consider the quantities

11, V and tc. Now since, neglecting h, the velocity at M' is tangential to the surface at J/,

u, V, and w are the components of a certain velocity V tangential to the surface. The pressure p^

must be zero; for changing the signs of u, v, and w the circumstances concerned in its production

remain the same, whereas its analytical expression changes sign. The tangential force at M will

be in the direction of V, and proportional to it, and consequently its components along the axes

of iv, y, « will be proportional to u, u, w. Reckoning the tangential force positive when,

I, m, and n being positive, the solid is urged in the positive directions of ,7;, y, ss, the resolved

parts of the tangential force will therefore be vu, vv, vw, where v must evidently be positive,

since the effect of the forces must be to check the relative motion of the fluid and solid. The normal

pressure of the fluid on the solid being equal to ^jr, its components will be evidently l-w, m-srt nnr.

Suppose now the solid to be in motion, and let ?«', v', w be the resolved parts of the velocity

of the point M of the solid, and oi', to'', u!" the angular velocities of the solid. By hypothesis,

the forces by which the pres'ure at any point differs from the normal pressure due to the action of

the molecules supposed to be in a state of relative equilibrium about that point are independent of

any velocity of translation or rotation. Supposing then linear and angular velocities equal and

opposite to those of the solid impressed both on the solid and on the fluid, the former will be for

an instant at rest, and we have only to treat the resulting velocities of the fluid as in the first case.
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Hence P' = Its + c(m — m'), &c. ; and in the equations (8) we may employ the actual velocities

M, «, w, since the pressures P, Q, R are independent of any motion of translation and rotation

common to the whole fluid. Hence the equations P" = P, &.c. give us

, , . f jdu ,\ /du dv\ idu dw \

/(^-;,)-..0-«)+^}2/(^,-o)+-(^+^J+«(-.-)[ = 0,&c., (17)

which three equations with (15) are those which must be satisfied at the surface of a solid, together

with the equation Z, = 0. It will be observed that in the case of a free surface the pressures

P', Q', R' are given, whereas in the case of the surface of a solid they are known onlv bv the

solution of the problem. But on the other hand the form of the surface of the solid is given,

whereas the form of the free surface is known only by the solution of the problem.

Dubuat found by experiment that when the mean velocity of water flowing through a pipe is

less than about one inch in a second, the water near the inner surface of tlie pipe is at rest.

If these experiments may be trusted, the conditions to bo satisfied in the case of small velocities

are those which first occurred to me, and which are included in those just given by supposing v ==zz .

I have said that when the velocity is not very small the tangential force called into action by
the sliding of water over the inner surface of a pipe varies nearly as tiie square of the velocity.

This fact appears to admit of a natural explanation. When a current of water flows past an

obstacle, it produces a resistance varying nearly as the square of the velocity. Now even if the

inner surface of a pipe is polished we may suppose that little irregularities exist, forming so many
obstacles to the current. Each little protuberance will experience a resistance varying nearly as

the square of the velocity, from whence there will result a tangential action of the fluid on the

surface of the pipe, which will vary nearly as the square of the velocity ; and the same will be true

of the equal and opposite reaction of the pipe on the fluid. The tangential force due to this cause

will be combined with that by which the fluid close to tlie pipe is kept at rest when the velocity

is sufficiently small.

There remains to be considered the case of two fluids having a common surface. Let

11, v', w , fj.', S' denote the quantities belonging to the second fluid corresponding to u, &C.

belonging to the first. Together with the two equations L = and (15) we shall have in this

case the equation derived from (15) by putting tt, v', w' for u, t\ w, or, which comes to the

same, we shall have the two former equations with

/ (u - u') +m(v - v) + n{w - w') = (18)

If we consider the principles on which equations (17) were formed to be applicable to the

present case, we shall have six more equations to be satisfied, namely (17), and the three

equations derived from (17) by interchanging the quantities referring to the two fluids, and

changing the signs of /, m, m. These equations give the value of or, and leave five equations

of condition. If we must suppose i/ = x , as appears most probable, the six equations above

mentioned must be replaced by the six tt' = u, v' = v, w - w, ami

Ip - ixf(u,v, u) = Ip' - IX f{ii, r', M''), &c..

/(z<, I', w) denoting the coefficient of /u in the first of equation.s (17)- We have here six equations

of condition instead of five, but then the equation (18) becomes identical.

7. The most interesting questions connected with this subject require for their solution a

knowledge of the conditions which must be satisfied at the surface of a solid in contact with

the fluid, which, except perhaps in case of very small motions, are unknown. It may be

well however to give some applications of the preceding equations which art independent of

these conditions. Let us then in the first place consider in what manner the transmission of

sound in a fluid is afl^ected by the tangential action. To take the simplest case, suppose that

no forces act on the fluid, so that the presrure and density are constant in the state of
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equilibrium, and conceive a series of plane waves to be propagated in the direction of the

axis of ,v, so that u =/(*', t), v = 0, w = 0. Let p^ be the pressure, and p^ the density of

the fluid when it is in equilibrium, and put p = p,+ p- Then we have from equations (11)

and (12), omitting the square of the disturbance,

1 dp du du dp' 4 d'ti
+ — = 0, p -J- + -^ M = (19)

p^ dt dx ' dt dx 3 dw'

Let -4A/3 be the increment of pressure due to a very small increment Ap of density, the

temperature being unaltered, and let m be the ratio of the specific heat of the fluid when

the pressure is constant to its specific heat when the volume is constant ; then the relation

between p' and p will be

p'= mA{p- p) (20)

Eliminating p and p from (19) and (20) we get

d''u d'u 4yu cPm
- niA

df dx^ 3 p^ dt dx'... 27r.f . 27ra'
To obtain a particular solution of this equation, let u = (p (/) cos 1- \|/ (^) sin . Sub-

stituting in the above equation, we see that (p (t) and \|/ (t) must satisfy the same equation,

namely.

<t>" (0 + ^' mA(j>(i) + ^J^ cp' it) = 0,
A oA p^

the integral of which is

(p (t) = e-"
(
C cos + C sin 1 ,

where c = —r— , b- = mA r , C and C' being arbitrary constants. Taking the same

expression with diff'erent arbitrary constants for \|/ {t), replacing products of sines and cosines

by sums and differences, and combining the resulting sines and cosines two and two, we see

that the resulting value of u represents two series of waves propagated in opposite directions.

Considering only those waves which are propagated in the positive direction of x, we have

u= C,6-'^'cos|— {bt ^ x) +C,\ (21)

We see then that the effect of the tangential force is to make the intensity of the sound

diminish as the time increases, and to render the velocity of propagation less than what it

would otherwise be. Both effects are greater for high, than for low notes ; but the former

depends on the first power of n, while the latter depends only on n . It appears from the

experiments of M. Biot, made on empty water pipes in Paris, that the velocity of propagation

of sound is sensibly the same whatever be its pitch. Hence it is necessary to suppose that for air

~

—

- is insensible compared with ^ or —
' . I am not aware of any similar experiments made

^ p: P,

on water, but the ratio of
( — ) to A would probably be insensible for water also. The

diminution of intensity as the time increases is, in the case of plane waves, due entirely to

friction ; but as we do not possess any means of measuring the intensity of sound the theory

cannot be tested, nor the numerical value of
fj.

determined, in this way.
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The velocity of sound in air, deduced from the note given by a known tube, is sensibly

less than that determined by direct observation. Poisson thought that this might be due to the

retardation of the air by friction against the sides of the tube. But from the above investigation

it seems unlikely that the effect produced by that cause would be sensible.

The equation (21) may be considered as expressing in all cases the effect of friction; for

we may represent an arbitrary disturbance of the medium as the aggregate of series of plane

waves propagated in all directions.

8. Let us now consider the motion of a mass of uniform inelastic fluid comprised
between two cylinders having a common axis, the cylinders revolving uniformly about their

axis, and the fluid being suppo.sed to have attained its permanent state of motion. Let the

axis of the cylinders be taken for that of z, and let q be the actual velocity of any particle,

so that u = - q sin d, v = 7 cos 0, w = 0, r and 6 being polar co-ordinates in a plane parallel to xq.

rf'/" <Pf d'f \df \ (T-f
Observmg that 7^ + T^=-n + ~3~+^J7S» where / is any function of .1 and u, and

dx^ dy- dr^ rdr rd6r ' ^'

dp
that — = 0, we have from equations (13), supposing after differentiation that the a.\is of .1

do

coincides with the radius vector of the point considered, and omitting the forces, and the part

i)f the pressure due to them,

dp q

dr r

d'q I do Q

:r^
+ -7^-^ = 0, (22)dv rdr r-

and the equation of continuity is satisfied identically.

The integral of (22) is q = - + C r .

If a is the radius of the inner, and b that of the outer cylinder, and if 9,, g.^ are the

velocities of points close to these cylinders respectively, we must have q = qi when r = a, and

q = q.^ when r = h, whence

If ab I

q =
^, _ ^,

I

{f^qi - aqj) — + (^9. - aq\)r
j

(23)

If the fluid is infinitely extended, b = zo , and

q a

qi' >

These cases of motion were considered by Newton, (Frincipia, Lib. ii. Prop. 51.) The
hypothesis which I have made agrees in this case with his, but he arrives at the result that

the velocity is constant, not, that it varies inversely as the distance. This arises from his having

taken, as the condition of there being no acceleration or retardation of the motion of an annulus,

that the force tending to turn it in one direction must be equal to that tending to turn it in

the opposite, whereas the true condition is tliat the moment of the force tending to turn it

one way must be equal to the moment of the force tending to turn it the other. Of course,

making this alteration, it is easy to arrive at the above result by Newton's reasoning. The
error just mentioned vitiates the result of Prop. 52. It may be shown from the general equations
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that in this case a permanent motion in annuli is impossible, and that, whatever may be the

law of friction between the solid sphere and the fluid. Hence it appears that it is necessary to

suppose that the particles move in planes passing through the axis of rotation, while they at

the same time move round it. In fact, it is easy to see that from the excess of centrifugal

force in the neighbourhood of the equator of the revolving sphere the particles in that part

will recede from the sphere, and approach it again in the neighbourhood of the poles, and this

circulating motion will be combined with a motion about the axis. If however we leave the

centrifugal force out of consideration, as Newton has done, the motion in annuli becomes

possible, but the solution is different from Newton's, as might have been expected.

The case of motion considered in this article may perhaps admit of being compared with

experiment, without knowing the conditions which must be satisfied at the surface of a solid.

A hollow, and a solid cylinder might be so mounted as to admit of being turned with different

uniform angular velocities round their common axis, which is supposed to be vertical. If both

cylinders are turned, they ought to be turned in opposite directions, if only one, it ought to

be the outer one; for if the inner were made to revolve too fast, the fluid near it would have

a tendency to fly outwards in consequence of the centrifugal force, and eddies would be produced.

As long as the angular velocities are not great, so that the surface of the liquid is very nearly

plane, it is not of much importance that the fluid is there terminated; for the conditions which

must be satisfied at a free surface are satisfied for any section of the fluid made by a horizontal

plane, so long as the motion about that section is supposed to be the same as it would be

if the cylinders were infinite. The principal difficulty would probably be to measure accurately

the time of revolution, and distance from the axis, of the different annuli. This would probably

be best done by observing motes in the fluid. It might be possible also to discover in this

way the conditions to be satisfied at the surface of the cylinders ; or at least a law might be

suggested, which could be afterwards compared more accurately with experiment by means of

the discharge of pipes and canals.

If the rotations of the cylinders are in opposite directions, there will be a certain distance from

the axis at which the fluid will not revolve at all. Writing - 7, for 9, in equation (23), we have

, • ,. /ab(bq, + aq,^
for this distance \/ .

bq, + f/ryi

9- Although the discharge of a liquid through a long straight pipe or canal, under given

circumstances, cannot be calculated without knowing the conditions to be satisfied at the surface of

contact of the fluid and solid, it may be well to go a certain way towards the solution.

Let the axis of z be parallel to the generating lines of the pipe or canal, and inclined at

an angle a to the horizon ; let the plane yz be vertical, and let y and z be measured downwards.

The motion being uniform, we shall have m = 0, « = 0, tv =f(x,y), and we have from equations (13)

dp dp dp
.

id'w d'w

dx'^' rf*;
= ^^ '°' "' Tz^ ^^ sin « ^ M W~, + ^,

dp
In the case of a canal — =0; and the calculation of the motion in a pipe may always be reduced

dz

to that of the motion in the same pipe when - is supposed to be zero, as may be shown by-

reasoning similar to Dubuat's. Moreover the motion in a canal is a particular case of the motion

in a pipe. For consider a pipe for which — = 0, and which is divided symmetrically by the

plane jcz. From the symmetry of the motion, it is clear that we must have — = when ^ = ;^ dy
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but this is precisely the condition which would have to be satisfied if the fluid had a free surface

coinciding with the plane .rar; hence we may suppose the upper half of the fluid removed, without

affecting the motion of the rest, and thus we pass to the case of a canal. Hence it is the same

thing to determine the motion in a canal, as to determine that in the pipe formed by completing the

canal symmetrically with respect to the surface of the fluid.

We have then, to determine the motion, the equation

ipw d'w so sin a

dai' ay /x

In the case of a rectangular pipe, it would not be difficult to express the value of w at any point

in terms of its values at the several points of the perimeter of a section of the pipe. In the case

of a cylindrical pipe the solution is extremely easy : for if we take the axis of the pipe for that of

dw
dd

motion is supposed to be symmetrical with respect to the axis, the above equation becomes

d-w 1 dtv epsina

ar- r dr /u

Let a be the radius of the pipe, and U the velocity of the fluid close to the surface; then,

integrating the above equation, and determining the abitrary constants by the conditions that w
shall be finite when r = 0, and iv = U when r = a, we have

4/x

SECTION II.

Oh/edions to Lagrange .s proof of the theorem that j/' iidx + vdy + wdz is an exact

dijf'erential at any one instant it is always so, the pressure being supposed equal

in all directions. Principles of M. Cauchys proof. A new proof of the theorem.

A physical interpretation of the circumstance of the above expression being an

e.vact differential.

10. The proof of this tlieorem given by Lagrange depends on the legitimacy of supposing

11, V and w capable of expansion according to positive integral powers of t, for a sufficiently

small finite value of ^ It is clear that the expansion cannot contain negative powers of t, since

M, V and w are supposed to be finite when / = 0; but it may be objected to Lagrange's proof

that there are functions of / of which tlie expansion contains fractional powers of t, and that we do

not know but that m, v and re may be such functions. This objection has been considered by

Mr. Power*, who has shown that the theorem is true if we suppose u, v and ?<• capable of

expansion according to any powers of t. Still the proof remains unsatisfactory, in fact inconclusive,

for these are functions of /, (for instance e"'", / log f,) which do not admit of expansion according

• Cambridge Philosophical Tr-7isactiuns, Vol. vii. Pait 3

Vol. VIII. Part III. R r
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to powers of #, integral or fractional, and we do not know but that u, v and w may be functions of

this nature. I do not here mention the proof which Poisson has given of the theorem in his

Traite de Mechanique, because it appears to me liable to an objection to which I shall presently

have occasion to refer : in fact, Poisson himself did not think the theorem generally true.

It is remarkable that Mr. Power's proof, if it were legitimate, would establish the theorem

even when account is taken of the variation of pressure in different directions, according to the

theory explained in Section I, if we suppose that —- = 0. To show this we have only got to treat

equations (12) as Mr. Power has treated the three equations of fluid motion formed on the ordinary

hypothesis. Yet in this case the theorem is evidently untrue. Thus, conceive a mass of fluid which

is bounded by a solid plane coinciding with the plane yz, and which extends infinitely in every

direction on the positive side of the axis of .r, and suppose the fluid at first to be at rest. Suppose

now the solid plane to be moved in any manner parallel to the axis of y\ then, unless the solid

plane exerts no tangential force on the fluid, (and we may suppose that it does exert some,) it

is clear that at a given time we shall have u = 0, v =f{x), w =0, and therefore udof +vdy + ivdz
will not be an exact differential. It will be interesting then to examine in this case the nature

of the function of f which expresses the value of v.

Supposing JC, V, Z to be zero in equations (12), and observing that in the case considered

we have —- = o, we get
dy ^

dv IX (Pv

Tt^'pd^^
^^^^

Differentiating this equation n - 1 times with respect to t, we easily get

d"v fnY d-"v

Jt"
~

[}) dx^"

but when t = 0, v=0 when ,r>0, and therefore for a given value of x all the differential

coefficients of v with respect to t are zero. Hence for indefinitely small values of t the value of

w at a given point increases more slowly than if it varied ultimately as any power of t, however

great ; hence v cannot be expanded in a series according to powers of t. This result' is independent

of the condition to be satisfied at the surface of the solid plane.

I think what has just been proved shows clearly that Lagrange's proof of the theorem

considered, even with Mr. Power's improvement of it, is inadmissible.

11. The theorem is however true, and a proof of it has been given by M. Cauchy*, which

appears to me perfectly free from objection, and which is very simple in principle, although it

depends on rather long equations. M. Cauchy first eliminates p from the three equations of

motion bv means of the conditions that --—- = ,
—-- &.c., he then changes the independent

•^ d.vdy dydx
variables from x, y, «, t to a, 6, c, t, where a, 6, c are the initial co-ordinates of the particles.

The three transformed equations admit each of being once integrated with respect to t ; and

determining the arbitrary functions of a, 6, c by the initial values of »/, c and w, the three

integrals have the form

u\[ = Fiii + Gtv" + Hw", &c.,

• Memoire sur la Thiorie des Ondes, in the first volume of
\

equations (16). This equation may be obtained in the same

the Memoires prisentis a I' Institut. 31. Cauchy has not had
|
manner in the more general case in which p is supposed to he »

occasion to enunciate the theorem, but it is contained in his
j
function of p.
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w , w" and w" denoting here the same as in Art. 2, and w^ &c. denoting the initial values of

w\ &c. for the same particle. Solving the above equations with respect to w , w" and w", the

resulting equations are

, 1 Ida: , dx „ dx ,„\

"'^sKd-a''" ^Ib'^^ 'Tc'"' J'^"-'

where .S' is a function of the differential coefficients of x, y and z with respect to a, b and c,

which by the condition of continuity is shown to be equal to — , o being the initial density about

the particle whose density at the time considered is p. Since — &c. are finite, (for to suppose

them infinite would be equivalent to supposing a discontinuity to exist in the fluid,) it follows at

once from the preceding equations that if w,l - 0, w" = 0, w^" = 0, that is if u da + v db + w dc
be an exact differential, cither for the whole fluid or for any portion of it, then shall w = 0,

to" = 0, fo"' = 0, i.e. 7idx + vdy + wdz will be an exact differential, at any subsequent time,

either for the whole mass or for the above portion of it.

12. It is not from seeing the smallest flaw in M. Cauchy's proof that I propose a new one,

but because it is well to view the subject in different lights, and because the proof which I am
about to give does not require such long e((uations. It will be necessary in the first place to prove

the following lemma.

Li'.MM.A If <U|, w,...w„ are n functions of t, which satisfy the n differential equations

df

.(25)

dw„ I—
- = P, (u, + y„a...... + V,w„,

df ' '

where P,, Q,... V„ may l)e functions of t, w,...w,,, and if when o), = 0, tu^ = 0.,.w„ = 0, none of the

quantities P,, ...V„ is infinite for any value of t from to T, and if a),...(u„ are each zero when
/ = 0, then shall each of these quantities remain zero for all values of t from to T.

Demonstuation. Let r l)e a finite value of t, then by hypothesis t may be taken so small

tliat the values of a)|,..(u„ are sufficiently small to exclude all values which might render any one of

the quantities Pi...F„ infinite. Let Z, be a superior limit to the numerical values of the

several quantities P,...V„ for all values of / from to t ; then it is evident that a»,...w„ cannot

increase faster than if they satisfied the equations

the above equations

dull

df
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hut no value of C different from zero will allow Q to vanish when t = 0, whereas by hypothesis

it does vanish; hence Q = 0; but Q is the sum of n quantities which evidently cannot be

negative, and therefore each of these must be zero. Since then tu,...fu„ would have to be equal

to zero for all values of t from to t even if they satisfied equations (26), they must a fortiori

be equal to zero in the actual case, since they satisfy equations (25). Hence there is no value of

t from to T at which any one of the quantities ai,...a>„ can begin to differ from zero, and

therefore these quantities must remain equal to zero for all values of t from to T.

This lemma might be extended to the case in which 7^ = co , with certain restrictions as to

the convergency of the series. We may also, instead of the integers 1, 2,..w, have a continuous

variable a which varies from to a, so that o) is a function of the independent variables a and t,

satisfying the differential equation

dm r— = / >f'(a5 ffj t)wda,
dt J.. '

^ ' ^dt

where \|/(a, 0, t) does not become infinite for any value of a from to a combined with any

value of t from to T. It may be shown, just as before, that if to = when t — for all values

of a from to a, then must w = for all values of t from to T. The proposition might be

further extended to the case in which « = eo , with a certain restriction as to the convergency of the

integral, but equations (25) are already more general than I shall have occasion to employ.

It appears to me to be sometimes assumed as a principle that two variables, functions of

another, t, are proved to be equal for all values of t when it is shown that they are equal for a

certain value of t, and that whenever they are equal for the same value of t their increments for

the same increment of t are ultimately equal. But according to this principle, if two curves

could be shown always to touch when they meet they must always coincide, a conclusion

manifestly false. I confess I cannot see that Newton in his Principia, Lib. i. Prop. 4.0 has

proved more than that if the velocities of the two bodies are equal at equal distances, the

increments of those velocities for equal increments of the distances are ultimately equal : at least

something additional seems required to put the proof quite out of the reach of objection. Again

it is usual to speak of the condition, that the motion of a particle of fluid in contact with the

surface of a solid at rest is tangential to the surface, as the same thing as the condition that the

particle shall always remain in contact with the surface. That it is the same thing might be

shown by means of the lemma in this article, supposing the motion continuous; but independently

of proof I do not see why a particle should not move in a curve not coinciding with the surface,

but touching it where it meets it. The same remark will apply to the condition that a particle

which at one instant lies in a free surface, or is in contact with a solid, shall ultimately lie in the

free surface, or be in contact with the solid, at the consecutive instant. I refer here to the more

general case in which the solid is at rest or in motion. For similar reasons Poisson's proof of the

Hydrodynamical theorem which forms the principal subject of this section has always appeared

to me unsatisfactory, in fact far less satisfactory than Lagrange's. I may add that Poisson's

proof, as well as Lagrange's, would apply to the case in which friction is taken into account, in

which case the theorem is not true.

13. Supposing jj to be a function of />, —;
, the ordinary equations of Hydrodynamics

df(p) „ Du df(p) Dv df(p) Dw
-d^^^-Dt' ^iLy-^^-Wt' -d^'^^'m ^''^

The forces X, I', Z will here be supposed to be such that Xdx Jr Vdy + Zdx is an exact

differential, this being the case for any forces emanating from centres, and varying as any functions
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of the distances. Differentiating the first of equations (2?) with respect to y, and the second

, . . ^ Du ^ Dv
with respect to cr, subtracting, putting for —— and -— their values, adding and subtractinirDt Dt ^

du dv— — , and employing the notation of Art. 2, we obtain
dz dz

Du)'" du , dv /du dv\
,

Dt dz dz \d.v dyl

By treating the first and tiiird, and then the second and third of equations (27) in the same
manner, we should obtain two more equations, which may be got at once from that which has
just been found by interchanging the requisite quantities. Now for points in the interior of

d u
the mass the differential coefficients -—

, &c. will not be infinite, on account of the continuity
dz

of the motion, and therefore the three equations just obtained area particular case of equations (25).

If then udx + vdy + wdz is an exact differential for any portion of the fluid when ^ = 0,

that is, if w, w" and to'" are each zero when / = 0, it follows from the lemma of the last

article that oi', w" and w'" will be zero for any value of t, and therefore ud.c + vdy + wdz
will always remain an exact differential. It will be observed that it is for the same portion

of fluid, not for the fluid occupying the same portion of space, that this is true, since equations

(28), (5!C. contain the differential coefficients — &c., and not — , &c.
^ ' Dt dt

14. The circumstance of udx + vdy + wdz being an exact differential admits of a physical

interpretation which nmy be noticed, as it is well to view a subject of this nature in different

lights.

Conceive an indefinitely small element of a fluid in motion to become suddenly solidified,

and the fluid about it to be suddenly destroyed ; let the form of the element be so taken

that the resulting solid shall be that which is the simplest with respect to rotatory motion,

namely, that which has its three principal moments about axes passing through the centre

of gravity equal to each other, and therefore every axis passing through that point a principal

axis, and let us enquire what will be the linear and angular motion of this element just

after solidification.

By the instantaneous solidification, velocities will be suddenly generated or destroyed in the

different portions of the element, and a set of mutual impulsive forces will be called into

action. Let .r, y, z be the co-ordinates of the centre of gravity G of the element at the

instant of solidification, >r + .v, y + y, z + z' those of any other point in it. Let u, v, w be

the velocities of G along the three axes just before solidification, ii , v', w' the relative velocities

of the point whose relative co-ordinates are ,r', y, z'. Let u, v> w be the velocities of G, u, v, w^

the relative velocities of the point above mentioned, and w, w", w" the angular velocities just

after solidification. Since all the impulsive forces are internal, we have

« = M, o = V, w = w.

We have also, by the principle of the conservation of areas,

S/n {y' (w^ - w') - z' ((' - v')\ = 0, &c.,

/« denoting an element of the mass of the element considered. But u—w"z'-w"'y', u' is

du , du
,

du , 1 . .,

ultimately equal to —— ,1- -\- — y f -;— z , and similar expressions hold good for the other
d,v dy dz
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quantitie.-. Subfttitutincr in tht above equations, and observing that '^my'z' = 'HLm'z'.r

= 'S.tna;'y' — 0, and 'S.mr' = '^my'' = "^mz^, we have

We see then that an indefinitely small element of the fluid, of which the three principal moments
about the centre of gravity are equal, if suddenly solidified and detached from the rest of

the fluid will begin to move with a motion simply of translation, which may however vanish,

or a motion of translation combined with one of rotation, according as udx + vdy + wdz is,

or is not an exact differential, and in the latter case the angular velocities will be the same

as in Art. 2.

The principle which forms the subject of this section might be proved, at least in the case

of a homogeneous incompressible fluid, by considering the change in the motion of a spherical

element of the fluid in the indefinitely small time dt. This method of proving the principle

would show distinctly its intimate connexion with the hypothesis of normal pressure, or the

equivalent hypothesis of the equality of pressure in all directions, since the proof depends on

the impossibility of an angular velocity being generated in the element in the indefinitely small

time dt by the pressure of the surrounding fluid, inasmuch as the direction of the pressure at

any point of the surface ultimately passes through the centre of the sphere. The proof I

speak of is however less simple than the one already given, and would lead me too far from

my subject.

SECTION III.

Applicatiou ofa method analogous to that o/'Sect. 1 . to the determination of the equations

of equilibrium and motion of elastic solids.

15. All solid bodies are more or less elastic, as is shown by the capability thev possess

of transmitting sound, and vibratory motions in general. The solids considered in this section

are supposed to be homogeneous and uncrystallized, so that when in their natural state the

average arrangement of their particles is the same at one point as at another, and the same
in one direction as in another. The natural state will be taken to be that in which no forces

act on them, from which it may be shown that the pressure in the interior is zero at all

points and in all directions, neglecting the small pressure depending on attractions of the

nature of capillary attraction.

Let a:, y, z be the co-ordinates of any point P in the solid considered when in its natural
state, a, (i, y the increments of those co-ordinates at the time considered, whether the body
be in a state of constrained equilibrium or of motion. It will be supposed that a, /3 and 7
are so small that their squares and products may be neglected. All the theorems proved in

Art. 2. with reference to linear and angular velocities will be true here with reference to linear

and angular displacements, since these two sets of quantities are resolved according to the same
laws, as long as the angular displacements are supposed to be very small. Thus, the most
general displacement of a very small element of the solid consists of a displacement of translation,

an angular displacement, and three displacements of extension in the direction of three rectangular
axes, which may be called in this case, with more propriety than in the former, awes of
extension. The thrte displacements of extension may be resolved into two displacements of
shifting, each in two dimensions, and a displacement of uniform dilatation, positive or negative.

The pressures about the element considered will depend on the displacements of extension only;
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there may also, in the case of motion, be a small part depending on the relative velocities,

but this part may be neglected, unless we have occasion to consider the effect of the internal

friction in causing the vibrations of solid bodies to subside. It has been shown (Art. 7.) that
the effect of this cause is insensible in the case of sound propagated through air; and there
is no reason to suppose it greater in the case of solids than in the case of fluids, but rather
the contrary. The capability which solids possess of being put into a state of isochronous
vibration shows that the pressures called into action by small displacements depend on homo-
geneous functions of those displacements of one dimension. I shall suppose moreover, according
to the general principle of the superposition of small quantities, that the pressures due to

different displacements are superimposed, and consequently that the pressures are linear functions
of the displacements. Since squares of a, /3 and y are neglected, these pressures may be referred

to a unit of surface in the natural state or after displacement indifferently, and a pressure which
is normal to any surface after displacement may be regarded as normal to the original position
of that surface. Let - A^ be the pressure corresponding to a uniform linear dilatation d when
the solid is in equilibrium, and supjwse that it becomes -mjS, in consequence of the heat
developed, when the solid is in a state of rapid vibration. Suppose also that a displacement
of shifting parallel to the plane xy, for which a = ka;, /3 = - kt/, y = 0, calls into action a
pressure - Bk on a plane perpendicular to the axis of a,; and a pressure Bk on a plane
perpendicular to that of y; the pressures on these planes being equal and of opposite signs,

that on a plane perpendicular to the axis of sg being zero, and the tangential forces on those
planes being zero, for the same reasons as in Sect. 1. It may also be shown as before that

it is necessary to suppose B positive, in order that the equilibrium of the solid medium may
be stable, and it is easy to see that the same must be the case with A for the same reason.

It is clear that we shall obtain the expressions for the pressures from those already found
for the case of a fluid by merely putting a, l3, y, B for u, v, w, (ui and -AS or -viAl for p,
according as we arc considering the case of equilibrium or of vibratory motion, the body being in

the latter case supposed to be constrained only in so far as depends on the motion.

For the case of equilibrium then we have from equations (8)

P,--A,-.Bi^£-,). T,.-B{^1.±L),.. <.„

ida d(i dy\
d being here = 3 ( V~; + ;t~ + "t; ) ; and the equations of equilibrium will be obtained from (12) by

puttmg —-—=0, p = - A6, makmg the same substitution as before for u, c, w and n. We have

therefore, for the equations of equilibrium,

^^+1(J + B)—{—+ -ri+ ^1\ + B —
.. + — + — =0, &c (.w)

d.v \a,v dy dz

I

\dx- ay* dzl

In the case of a vibratory motion, when the body is in its natural state except so far as depends
on the motion, we have from equations (8)

"- - -^ - -^^ 't.-> ^- - « (S * Tyh "'' <-)

and the equations of motion will be derived from (1-2) as before, only &c. must be replaced bv

d'a-— &c., and X, V, Z put equal to zero. The equations of motion, then, are

da; I \dz dyl

". onlv
Dt

dt'

dt " dx \.d,r dy dzl Vd.r- rfu dz^i
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16. The conditions to be satisfied at the surface of the solid may be easily deduced from

the analogous conditions in the case of a fluid with a free surface, only it will be necessary

to replace the normal pressure O by an oblique pressure, of which the components will be

denoted by X-^^ }', Z,. We have then, making the necessary changes in the quantities involved

in (14),

„f '^w Ida dfi ida dy\\

for the case of equilibrium, and for the case of motion such as that just considered it will only be

necessary to replace A by m A in these equations. If we measure the angles of which /, m, n are

the cosines from the external normal, the forces ^,, 1\, Zj must be reckoned positive when /, m and

n being positive, the surface of the solid is urged in the negative directions of ,t, y, z, and in other

cases the signs must be taken conformably.

If the solid considered is in a state of constraint when at rest, and is moreover put into a state

of vibration, the pressures and displacements due to these two causes must be calculated separately

and added together. If m were equal to 1, they could be calculated together from the same

equations.

SECTION IV.

Principles of Poisson's theory of elastic solids, and of the oblique pressures existing in

fluids in motion. Objections to one of his hypotheses. Reflections on the constittitio?/,

and equations of motion of the luminiferous ether in vacuum.

17. In the twentieth Cahier of the Journal de FEcole Polytechnique may be found a memoir

by Poisson, entitled Memoire sur les Equations generates de l^Equilibre et du Mouvement des

Corps solides ela.stiqzies et des Fluides, which contains the substance of two memoirs presented

by iiim to the Academy, brought together with some additions. In this memoir the author

treats principally of the equations of equilibrium and motion of elastic solids, of the equations

of equilibrium of fluids, with reference especially to capillary attraction, and of the equations

of motion of fluids supposing the pressure not to be equal in all directions.

It is supposed by Poisson that all bodies, whether solid or fluid, are composed of ultimate

molecules, separated from each other by vacant spaces. In the cases of an uncrystallized solid

in its natural state, and of a fluid in equilibrium, he supposes that the molecules are arranged

irregulai'ly, and that the average arrangement is the same in all directions. These molecules

he supposes to act on each other with forces, of which the main part is a force in the direction of the

line joining the centres of gravity, and varying as some function of the distance of these points,

and the remainder a secondary force, or it may be two secondary forces, depending on the

molecules not being mathematical points. He supposes that it is on these secondary forces that the

solidity of solid bodies depends. He supposes however that in calculating the pressures these

secondary forces may be neglected, partly because they become insensible at much smaller distances

than the main part of the forces, and partly because they act, on the average, alike in all

directions. He supposes that the molecular force decreases very rapidly as the distance increases,

yet not so rapidly but that the sphere in which the molecular action is sensible contains an immense

number of molecules. He supposes consequently that in estimating the resultant force of a

hemisphere of the medium on a molecule in the centre of its base the action of the neighbouring

molecules, which are situated irregularly, may be neglected compared with the action of those
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more remote, of which the average may be taken. The consequence of this supposition of course is

that the total action is normal to the base of the hemisphere, and sensibly the same for one

molecule as for an adjacent one.

The rest of the reasoning by which Poisson establishes the equations of motion and equilibrium

of elastic solids is purely mathematical, sufficient data having been alreadv assumed. It might

appear that the reasoning in Art. \6 of his memoir, by which the expression for N is simplified,

required the fresh hypothesis of a symmetrical arrangement of the molecules; but it really does not,

being admissible according to the principle of averages. Taking for the natural state of the body

that in which the pressure is zero, the equations at which Poisson arrives contain only one

unknown constant k, whereas the equations of Sect. iii. of this paper contain two, A or m A and B.

This difference depends on the assumption made by Poisson that the irregular part of the force

exerted by a hemisphere of the medium on a molecule in the centre of its base may be neglected in

comparison with the whole force. As a result of this hypothesis, Poisson finds that the change

in direction, and the proportionate change in length, of a line joining two molecules are continuous

functions of the co-ordinates of one of the molecules and the angles which determine the direction of

the line; whereas in Sect, iii., if we adopt the hypothesis of ultimate molecules at all, it is

lUowable to suppose that these quantities varv irregularly in passing from one pair of molecules to

an aiijaccnt pair. Of course the equations of Sect. in. ought to reduce themselves to Poisson's

equations for a particular relation between A and B. Neglecting the heat developed by compression,

as Poisson has done, and therefore putting n? = 1, this relation is ^ = sB.

18. Poisson's theory of fluid motion is as follows. The time / is supposed to be divided

into a number n of equal parts, each equal to t. In the first of these the fluid is supposed to

be displaced as an elastic solid would be, according to Poisson's previous theory, and therefore

the pressures are given by the same equations. If the causes producing the displacement were

now to cease, the fluid would re-arrange itself, so that the average arrangement about each point

should be the same in all directions after a very short time. During this time, the pressures

woidd have altered, in an unknown manner, from those corresponding to a displaced solid to a

Dp
normal pressure equal to p + y,— t, the pressures during the alteration involving an unknown

fiuiction of the time elapsed since the end of the interval t. Another displacement and another

re-arrangcnient may now be supposed to take place, and so on. But since these very small

relative motions will take place independently of each other, we may suppose each displacement to

begin at the expiration of the time during which the preceding one is supposed to remain, and we
may suppose each re-arrangement to be going on during the succeeding displacements. Supposing

now n to become infinite, we pass to the case in which the fluid is supposed to be continually

beginning to be displaced as a solid would, and continually re-arranging itself so as to make the

average arrangement about each point the same in all directions.

Poisson's equations (!)), page 1.5'2, which are applicable to the motion of a liquid, or of an

elastic fluid in which the change of density is small, agree with equations (12) of this paper. For

the quantity \^t is the pressure p which would exist at any instant if the motion were then to

cease, and the increment, x or -z-— t, of this quantity in the very small time t will depend
(It Df ' • ^

'^

only on the increment, —^t or ~-t, of the density v^ or p. Consequently the value of

—

^'—t
dt Dt J \ f M .

^^

dyt
will be the same as if the density of the particle considered passed from \t to ^t + -~ t in the

time T by a uniform motion of dilatation. I suppose that according to Poisson's views such a

motion would not require a re-arrangement of the molecules, since the pressure remains equal

Vol. VIII. Part III. Ss
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in all directions. On this supposition we shall get tiie value of —-— from that of R' - K in

du dv dw 1 dv< Ti, 1

the equations of page 140 by putting — = — = — = -7^. We nave therefore
dw dy dz 3i^< dt

dyl/t a„ dyt
a—;- = - {K-5k) -^.

dt 3^ ' y^tdt

Putting now for /3 + /3' its value 'i.ak, and for — -~- its value given by equation (2),
vt dt

the expression for •z«r, page 152, becomes

idu dv dw\a (du dv dw\
-^3 \dw dy dzl

Observing that a{K + k) = /3, this value of 73- reduces Poisson's equations (<)) to the

equations (12) of this paper.

Poisson himself has not made this reduction of his equations, nor any equivalent one, so that

his equations, as he has left them, involve two arbitrary constants. The reduction of these two

to one depends on the assumption that a uniform expansion of any particle does not require a

re-arrangement of the molecules, as it leaves the pressure still equal in all directions. If we do

not make this assumption, but retain the two arbitrary constants, the equations will be the same

as those which would be obtained by the method of this paper, supposing the quantity k of

Art. 3 not to be zero.

19. There is one hypothesis made in the common theory of elastic solids, the truth of

which appears to me very questionable. That hypothesis is the one to which I have already

alluded in Art. 17, respecting the legitimacy of neglecting the irregular part of the action of the

molecules in the immediate neighbourhood of the one considered, in conipai'ison with the total

action of those more remote, which is regular. It is from this hypothesis that it follows as a

result that the molecules are not displaced among one another in an irregular manner, in

consequence of the directive action of neighbouring molecules. Now it is obvious that the

molecules of a fluid admit of being displaced among one another with great readiness. The
molecules of solids, or of most solids at any rate, must admit of new arrangements, for most solids

admit of being bent, permanently, without being broken. Are we then to suppose that when a

solid is constrained it has no tendency to relieve itself from the state of constraint, in consequence

of its molecules tending towards new relative positions, provided the amount of constraint be very

small ? It appears to me to be much more natural to suppose d priori that there should be some

such tendency.

In the case of a uniform dilatation or contraction of a particle, a re-arrangement of its

molecules would be of little or no avail towards relieving it from constraint, and therefore it is

natural to suppose that in this case there is little or no tendency towards such a re-arrangement.

It is quite otherwise, however, in the case of what I have called a displacement of shifting.

Consequently B will be less than if there were no tendency to a re-arrangement. On the

hypothesis mentioned in this article, of which the absence of such tendency is a consequence,

I have said that a relation has been found between A and B, namely A = sB. It is natural

then to expect to find the ratio oi A io B greater than 5, approaching more nearly to 5 as the

solid considered is more hard and brittle, but differing materially from 5 for the softer solids,

especially such as Indian rubber, or, to take an extreme case, jelly. According to this view the

relation A = 5B belongs only to an ideal elastic solid, of which the solidity, or whatever we please

to call the property considered, is absolutely perfect.
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To show how implicitly the common theory of elasticity seems to be received by some, I may
mention that MM. Lame and Clapeyron mention Indian rubber among the substances to which
it would seem they consider their theory applicable*. I do not know whether the coefficient of

elasticity, according to that theory, has been determined experimentally for Indian rubber, but
one would fancy that the cubical compressibility thence deduced, by a method which will be
seen in the next article, would turn out comparable with that of a gas.

20. I am not going to enter into the solution of equations (30), but I wish to make a

few remarks on the results in some simple cases.

If k be the cubical contraction due to a uniform pressure P, then will

J

If a wire or rod, of which the boundary is any cylindrical surface, be pulled in the
direction of its length by a force of which the value, referred to a unit of surface of a

section of the rod, in P, the rod will extend itself uniformly in the direction of its length,

and contract uniformly in the perpendicular direction ; and if e be the extension in the
direction of the length, and c the contraction in any perpendicular direction, both referred to

a unit of length, we shall have

A + B ^ A -2B
e = P. r = — PSAB ' GAB

P
also, the cubical dilatation = c - 2 c = —

.

A

If a cylindrical wire of radius r be twisted by a couple of which the moment is M, and
if 9 be the angle of torsion for a length z of the wire, we shall have

" Vb?
'

The expressions for k, c, e and 6, and of course all expressions of the same nature, depend
on the reciprocals of A and B. Suppose now the value of e, or 0, or any similar quantity

not depending on A alone, be given as the result of observation. It will easily be conceived

that we might find very nearly the same value for B whether we supposed A = 5B or A — nB
where n may be considerably greater than 5, or even infinite. Consequently the observation of two
such quantities, giving very nearly the same value of B, might be regarded as confirming the

common equations.

If we denote by E the coefficient of elasticity when A is supposed to be equal to .5 B
we have, neglecting the atmospheric pressure f,

2P „ 2Mz
5E irEr*

'

If now we denote by £, the value of E deduced from observation of tlie value of e, and by

E.i tlie value of E obtained by observing the value of Q, or else, which comes to the same,

by observing the time of oscillation of a known body oscillating by torsion, we shall have

rv^ = -^ -; + t; U E.,= B, whence - = —— - —-

.

5E, ^ \A B) A 5E, E,

' Afcmoires pihenles a rittslitiit, Tom. iv. p. 469. t Lame. Caurs de Fhysique, Tom. i.
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If A he greater than 5 B, E^ ought to be <a little greater than Ej. This appears to a^rec

with observation. Thus the following numbers are given by M. Lame*£, = 8000, E.^ = 7500 for

iron; £;, = 2510, E.^ = 2250 for brass f. The difference between the values of E, and E.^ is

attributed by M. Lame to the errors to which the observation of the small quantity e is liable.

If the above numbers may be trusted, we shall have

A = 60000, B = 7500, 7j = 8 for iron
;

J
A = 21)724., B = 2250, — = l.S-21 for brass.

The cubical contraction k is almost too small to be made the subject of direct observation
J,

it is therefore usually deduced from the value of e, or from the coefficient of elasticity E

found in some other way. On the supposition of a single coefficient E, we have - = ^, but

If Q Ti I 7i\ ~^ H
retaining the two, A and B, we have = — =9(1+—) —

- , which will differ greatly
e A + B \ Al A

from ^ 'f ^ l^^ much greater than 5. The whole subject therefore requires, I think, a careful
B

examination, before we can set down the values of the coefficients of cubical contraction of

different substances in the list of well ascertained physical data. The result, which is generally

admitted, that the ratio of the velocity of propagation of normal, to that of tangential vibrations

in a solid is equal to \/3, is another which depends entirely on the supposition that A = 5J5.

The value of m, again, as deduced from observation, will depend upon the ratio of A to jB;

and it would be highly desirable to have an accurate list of the values of m for different

substances, in hopes of thereby discovering in what manner the action of heat on those substances

is related to the physical constants belonging to them, such as their densities, atomic weights, he.

The observations usually made on elastic solids are made on slender pieces, such as wires,

rods, and thin plates. In such pieces, all the particles being at no great distance from the

surface, it is easy to see that when any small portion is squeezed in one direction it has consider-

able liberty of expanding itself in a direction perpendicular to this, and consequently the

results must depend mainly on the value of B, being not very different from what they

would be if A were infinite. This is not so much the case with thick, stout pieces. If

therefore such pieces could be put into a state of isochronous vibration, so that the musical

notes and nodal lines could be observed, they would probably be better adapted than slender

pieces for determining the value of niA. The value of m might be determined by comparing

the value of mA, deduced from the observation of vibrations, with the value of A, deduced

from observations made in cases of equilibrium, or, perhaps, of very slow motion.

21. The equations (32) are the same as those which have been obtained by different

authors as the equations of motion of the luminiferous ether in vacuum. Assuming for the present

that the equations of motion of this medium ought to be determined on tlie same principles as

the equations of motion of an elastic solid, it will be necessary to consider whether the equations

(32) are altered by introducing the consideration of a uniform pressure 11 existing in the medium

• Lamd, Cours de Physique, Tom. i. pressibility of solids which would be obtained from Poisson's

+ These numbers refer to the French units of length and weight. 1
theory is in some cases as much as 20 or 30 times too great. .See

+ I tind however that direct experiments have been made by
|

the Report of the British Association for 1833, p. 3.53, or Archives

Prof. Oersted. According to these experiments the cubical com- I des decouvertes, ^c for 1834, p. 94.
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when in equilibrium ; for we have evidently no right to assume, either that no such pressure

exists, or, supposing it to exist, that the medium would expand itself but very slightly if it

were removed. It will now no longer be allowable to confound the pressure referred to a unit

of surface as it was, in the position of equilibrium of the medium, with the pressure referred to a

unit of surface as it actually is. The latter mode of referring the pressure is more natural, and

will be more convenient. Let the pressure, referred to a unit of surface as it is, be resolved

into a normal pressure O + fi, and a tangential pressure t,. All the reasoning of Sect. iii.

will apply to the small forces />, and ^, ; only it must be remembered that in estimating the

whole oblique pressure a normal pressure R must be compounded with the pressures given bv

equations (.31). In forming the equations of motion, the pressure 11 will not appear, because

the resultant force due to it acting on the element of the medium which is considered is zero.

The equations (."52) will therefore be the equations of motion required.

If we had chosen to refer the pressure to a unit of surface in the original state of the

surface, and had resolved the whole pressure into a pressure fl + P\ normal to the original

position of the surface, and a pressure f, tangential to that position, the reasoning of Sect. iii.

would still have applied, and we should have obtained the same expressions as in (31) for the

pressures P, , 7",, &c., but the numerical value of A would have been different. According to

this method, the pressure fl would have appeared in the equations of motion. It is when the

pressures arc measured according to the method which I have adopted that it is true that

the equilibrium of the medium would be unstable if either A or B were negative. I must

here mention that from some oversight the right-hand sides of Poisson's equations, at page 68

of the memoir to which I have referred, are wrong. The first of these equations ought to

contain — f + - + ), instead of — —-, and similar changes must be made in the

f}
\da,^ dy- dz'

I

^ df
other two equations.

It is sometimes brought as an objection to the equations of motion of the luminiferous

ether, that they are the same as those employed for the motion of solid bodies, and that it

seems unnatural to employ the same equations for substances which must be so differently

constituted. It was, perhaps, in consequence of this objection that Poisson proposes, at

page 147 of the memoir which I have cited, to apply to the calculation of the motion of the

luminiferous ether the same principles, with a certain modification, as those which he employed

in arriving at his equations (()) page 1.52, i. e. the equations (12) of this paper. That modi-

fication consists in supposing that a certain function of the time <f>{t) does not vary very

ra])idly compared with the variation of the pressure. Now the law of the transmission of a

motion transversal to ihe direction of propagation depending on equations (12) of this paper

is expressed, in the simplest case, by the equation (24) ; and we see that this law is the

same as that of tlie transmission of heat, a law extremely ilifferent from that of the trans-

mission of vibratory motions. It seems therefore unlikely that these principles are applicable

to the calculation of the motion of light, unless the modification which I have mentioned be

so great as wholly to alter the character of the motion, that is, unless we suppose the pressure

to vary extremely fast compared with the function (p{t). whereas in ordinary cases of the

motion of fluids the function (p{t) is supposed to vary extremely fast compared with the pressure.

.\nother view of the subject may be taken which I think deserves notice. Before explaining

this view however it will be necessary to define what I mean in this paragraph by the word

elnnticity- There are two distinct kinds of elasticity ; one, that by which a body which i-<

uniformly compressed tends to regain its original volume, the other, that by which a body which is

constrained in a manner independent of compression tends to assume its original form. The

constants A and B of Sect. iii. may be taken as measures of these two kinds of elasticity. In

the present paragraph, the word will be used to denote the second kind. Now many highly
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elastic substances, as iron, copper, &c., are yet to a very sensible degree plastic. The plasticity of

lead is greater than that of iron or copper, and, as appears from experiment, its elasticity less. On
the whole it is probable that the greater the plasticity of a substance the less its elasticity, and

vice versa, although this rule is probably far from being without exception. When the plasticity

of the substance is still further increased, and its elasticity diminished, it passes into a viscous

fluid. There seems no line of demarcation between a solid and a viscous fluid. In fact, the

practical distinction between these two classes of bodies seems to depend on the intensity of

the extraneous force of gravity, compared with the intensity of the forces by which the parts

of the substance are held together. Thus, what on the Earth is a soft solid might, if carried

to the Sun, and retained at the same temperature, be a viscous fluid, the force of gravity at

the surface of the Sun being sufficient to make the substance spread out and become level at

the top : while what on the Earth is a viscous fluid might on the surface of Pallas be a soft solid.

The gradation of viscous, into what are called perfect fluids seems to present as little abruptness as

that of solids into viscous fluids ; and some experiments which have been made on the sudden

conversion of water and ether into vapour, when enclosed in strong vessels and exposed to high

temperatures, go towards breaking down the distinction between liquids and gases.

According to the law of continuity, then, we should expect the property of elasticity to run

through the whole series, only, it may become insensible, or else may be masked by some other

more conspicuous property. It must be remembered that the elasticity here spoken of is that

which consists in the tangential force called into action by a displacement of continuous sliding:

the displacements also which will be spoken of in this paragraph must be understood of such

displacements as are independent of condensation or rarefaction. Now the distinguishing property

of fluids is the extreme mobility of their parts. According to the views explained in this article,

this mobility is merely an extremely great plasticity, so that a fluid admits of a Jinife, but

exceedingly small amount of constraint before it will be relieved from its state of tension by its

molecules assuming new positions of equilibrium. Consequently the same oblique pressures can be

called into action in a fluid as in a solid, provided the amount of relative displacement of the

parts be exceedingly small. All we know for certain is that the effect of elasticity in fluids,

(elasticity of the second kind be it remembered,) is quite insensible in cases of equilibrium, and

it is probably insensible in all ordinary cases of fluid motion. Should it be otherwise, equations (8)

and (12) will not be true, or only approximately true. But a little consideration will show that

the property of elasticity may be quite insensible in ordinary cases of fluid motion, and may yet

be that on which the phenomena of light entirely depend. When we find a vibrating string,

the small extent of vibration of which can be actually seen, filling a whole room with sound,

and remember how rapidly the intensity of the vibrations of the air must diminish as the distance

from the string increases, we may easily conceive how small in general must be the amount

of the relative motion of adjacent particles of air in the case of sound. Now the extent of

the vibration of the ether, in the case of light, may be as small compared with the length of a

wave of light as that of the air is compared with the length of a wave of sound : we have no

reason to suppose it otherwise. When we remember then that the length of a wave of sound in air

varies from some inches to several feet, while the greatest length of a wave of light is about .00003

of an inch, it is easy to imagine that the relative displacement of the particles of ether may be so

small as not to reach, nor even come near to the greatest relative displacement which could exist

without the molecules of the medium assuming new positions of equilibrium, or, to keep clear of the

idea of molecules, without the medium assuming a new arrangement which might be permanent.

It has been supposed by some that air, like the luminiferous ether, ought to admit of

transversal vibrations. According to the views of this article such would, mathematically speaking,

be the case ; but the extent of such vibrations would be necessarily so very small as to render

them utterly insensible, unless we had organs with a delicacy equal to that of the retina adapted

to receive them.
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It has been shown to be highly probable that the ratio of A to B increases rapidly according as

the medium considered is softer and more plastic. For fluids therefore, and among them for

the luminiferous ether, we should expect the ratio of A to B to be extremely great. Now if A'^ be

the velocity of propagation of normal vibrations in the medium considered in Sect, iii., and T that

of transversal vibrations, it may be shown from equations (32) that

^^mA+^B ^^B
3p ' p-

This is very easily shown in the simplest case of plane waves: for if /3 = 7 = 0, a=/(.r), the equatioii-

/- ' /7^

(32) give a
" = 4,(mA + iB) ~ , whence a = cb (Nt - .1) -r \|/ {Nt + w) ; and if 0=7 = 0,

at •^ dv^

/? =f(.v), the same equations give p -^ = B —^ , whence fi = 1[ {Tt - .r) + 1^ {Tt + .1). Conse-

quently we should expect to find the ratio of N to y extremely great. Tiris agrees with a conclusion

of the late Mr. Green's*. Since the equilibrium of any medium would be unstable if either

A or B were negative, the least possible value of the ratio of A'* to T' is ^, a result at which

Mr. Green also arrived. As however it has been shown to be highly probable that A > 5 B even for

A . .
y

.

the hardest solids, while for the softer ones — is much greater than .">, if is probable that — is

B '

greater than -y/3 for the hardest solids, and much greater for the softer ones.

A
If we suppose that in the luminiferous ether -= may be considered infinite, the e<|uations

of motion admit of a simplification. For if we put mA i— + — + —^
|
= - /' '" e(|uations (32),

\da^ dy dz I

and suppose mA to become infinite while p remains finite, the equations become

PJe'-T.^^^d?^^ d,f^J^- ^"
/ (33)

da dfi dy
and __ + -T + _^ = 0.

dx dy dz

When a vibratory motion is propagated in a medium of which (.'{3) are the equations of

motion, it may be shown that p = \^, (t) if the medium be indefinitely extended, or else if there be

no motion at its boundaries. In considering therefore the transmission of light in an uninterrupted
" vacuum the terms involving p will disappear from equations (33) ; but these terms are, I believe,

important in explaining Diffraction, which is the principal phenomenon the laws of which depend

only on the equations of motion of the lumniferous ether in vacuum. It will he observed that putting

A = x comes to the same thing as regarding the ether as inconipressible with respect to those

motions which constitute I.,ight.

G. G. STOKES.

Cambridge Philosophical Transactions, Vol. vii. Part 1. p.
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The data I have employed for the calculations of the heights of the arches of the Aurorae

Boreales, which were seen on the nights of September 17th and October 12th, 1833, are chiefly

contained in the Conspectuses of the observations printed and distributed, together with various

recommendations, to members of the British Association for the advancement of Science.

In one instance, additional information is used from the Yorkshire Gazette; where Mr.

Pliillips gave the breadth of an arch which he had omitted in the Conspectus.

In consequence of the attention of scientific men having been drawn to the subject, the

observations on these displays of the Aurora Borealis, were much more complete than had ever

been obtained before. The time in the various observations was reduced to Greenwich time,

bv Mr. Phillips the Secretary of the Association, which thus facilitates the comparison of the

phenomena noted by different observers : nevertheless they have never before been carefully

discussed. The partial discussion communicated by Professor Airy to this Society in November

1833, and published in the Philosophical Magazine for December of that year, is the only

previous discussion of them, that I am aware of; and the height was investigated only by

a graphical method, which appears to have given results very inaccurate for many of the

observations.

Regular observations on the Aurora of September 17th were taken by Mr. J. Phillips at

York, by Mr. Clare, Mr. Hadfield and myself, at or near Manchester, by Professor Airy, at

Cambridge, and by the Hon. C. Harris, near Gosport.

On the 12th October, regular observations were obtained by Professor Sedgwick, at Dent,

near Sedbergh, by Mr. W. L. Wharton, near Guisborough, by Mr. J. Phillips, at York, by

Mr. Clare, Mr. Hadfield and myself, at or near INtanchester, by Dr. Robinson, at Armagh, by

Professor Airy, at Cambridge, and by the Hon. Charles Harris, at Heron Court, near Christ-

church, Hants.

The arches being perpendicular (or very nearly so) to the magnetic meridians of the places

of observations, a base for trigonometical calculation is more certainly obtained with respect to

them, than any other parts of the appearances. In the following calculations, I have accordingly

used observations on the arches only.

In the Conspectus for the 17th September, I find only two sets of contemporaneous obser-

vations, the one for Cambridge and Manchester, at 8*^.25™ Greenwich time; the other for York

and Gosport, at 11^.0"'. Manchester and York are too nearly of the same magnetic latitude

to furnish an adequate base. To these I may add an observation of my own, of the altitude

of an arch and its extent on the horizon, for calculating the height from an observation at

one place only, by means of a subsidiary hypothesis that the arches are portions of small circles

round the magnetic axis.
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The Conspectus for the 12th October, furnishes more sets of contemporaneous observations,

namely, Cambridge and York at 7*"
. 55" Greenwich time ; Guisborough and Heron Court at

8''.20"; Dent and Manchester at8'*.55°'; Armagh and ^Manchester at f)''.0'"; and about 12 to

14 minutes later; Dent and Heron Court at 10''.40™. Observations at Dent and Armagh, miglit

have been taken, but with a much diminished base line; and Armagh is situated on so distant

a magnetic meridian from that of Dent or Manchester, that the calculations have a greater

value with respect to the law of terrestrial magnetism, than as giving very accurately tlie height

of the Aurora.

The regular and perfect arches have their highest points so nearly in the magnetic meri-

dian, that if there be any determinable deviation from this, more accurate methods of observation

must be employed in order to measure it. If two places be situated on the

same magnetic meridian, the point in the arch which has the greatest altitude

above the horizon at the one place, will be the same as the point which has the

greatest altitude at the other. If the places are not situated on the same magnetic

meridian, this will not be the case ; and in order to calculate the height of the

arch above the earth's surface, from observations of the altitudes of the highest

points, we must obtain our base by projecting the places on an intermediate

magnetic meridian.

Let J and B be tiie two places, draw Aa, Bb perpendiculars on the magnetic

meridian, then ab will be the base to be used in the trigonometrical calculations;

and putting v = the magnetic variation, we have the formula in English miles,

ab = ^difference of latitudes in degrees x cos i- ± difference of longitudes in

degrees x cos latitude x sinv( fit).

The lower sign to be used when the place having the greater latitude, has

the less West longitude. The arc of the magnetic meridian thus found and
its chord, will not sensibly differ for any two of the places of observation ; but

the observed altitudes will require correction for the curvature of the meridian, in order to reduce

the calculation to the case of a rectilineal triangle. a

If C be the centre of the earth, A the point of the arch

supposed to be observed at a and b, the projections as in the

last figure. Then to solve the triangle Aab, we increase the

observed altitude at n by half the angle nCb, and diminish the

observed altitude at b by the same quantity, for the angles Abb',

and Aab. Having found the distance Ab, we find the distance

of A from the earth's centre by solving the triangle ^6C; and

therefore know the height above the earth's surface.

In this way I have calculated the following observations:

When the altitude of the arch was referred to a given star, I have calculated the altitude

of the star from the Right Ascension and Declination given in the Xautical Almanac, for 1833.

In sucii case there was no correction for refraction to be applied, as the star and arch
were equally affected.

In the observations on the 17th September, we have the following: the time in all cases

being Greenwich time.

From Professor Airy's observations at Cambridge. "8''.25'" The Aurora appeared in the

form of a large bright cloud, bounded on the lower side by the horizon, and on the upper
side by an arch of a small circle (not differing much from a great circle). The extremities

of the arch were in the N. E. and W. N. \V. or nearly W. The upper boundary was lower
than /3 Ursse Majoris by | x distance from a Vnx Majoris to /3 Ursse Majoris," Sec.

Vol. VIII. Part III. T r
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From Mr. Clare's observations at Manchester. " 8*'. 24™.—The arch 7° broad, includes

Dubhe, Arcturus, and Capella, so that Capella is on the extreme upper edge ; Dubhe rather

above the middle of the breadth, and Arcturus rather below the middle, centre of the arch a

little E. of S Ursae Majoris. Extent of the arch 130°."

Now the altitude of /3 Ursae Majoris at 8''. 25". was 24°. 1?' and | x dist of a and /3 = 8". i',

therefore altitude of summit of arch = 16°. 13' at Cambridge.

The altitude of a Ursae Majoris (Dubhe) at Manchester at S*". 24™. was 31°. 14', and azimuth

22°. 34' N. towards W. about 2j°. from the magnetic meridian. Therefore the altitude of the

summit of the arch = 31°. 14' + 3°. 15' = 34°. 29' nearly.

The distance of Cambridge and Manchester projected on the magnetic meridian whose

variation is 24°. 30' is 119.42 English miles.

These data give the distance of the arch from Manchester 123.27 miles, and the height

above the earth's surface, of the upper edge, 71 miles. The breadth subtending 7° at Manchester,

we find it to be 15 miles. Therefore the height of the lower edge was 5() miles.

The above arch having disappeared, and the Streamers and Auroral light having diminished,

the appearances were subject to slight changes until 10^. 49^™.; when another arch was seen at

York by Mr. Phillips, and near Gosport by the Hon. C. Harris.

From Mr. J. Phillips's observations at York.

" 10^ 40™ 1
'

I
A low faint arch stationary, its upper edge nearly reaching to »/ and 7 Ursae

h ,„fMaioris: its vertex under Mizar (alt. about 18° in the middle)."
ll"". 19 .1

''

In the Yorkshire Gazette for 21st September, 1833, Mr. Phillips states its breadth to be 4°;

therefore the altitude of the under edge was 16°.

From the Hon. C. Harris's observations, at 1 mile W.N.W. of Gosport.

" 2 I Arch from N.W. to N.N.E. Its vertex under ^ UrscE Majoris, and the

i"ziim I

edge of its base half way between that star and the horizon."
11 . 4^ .

J

Now the altitude of ^ Ursae Majoris at Gosport at lo''. .57™. was 21°. 32', and therefore

the altitude of the lower edge was 10°. 46'.

The distance of York and Gosport projected on the magnetic meridian whose variation is

24°. so' is 197.66 miles.

These data give the distance from York 1011.53 miles, and the height above the earth's

surface 389 miles.

In the Conspectus for the Aurora of October 12th, we have from Mr. Phillip's observations

at York.
"7*^.56™ The sunnnit of tlie arch was now 3° below the stars fi and y Ursw Maj. &c.

" 7''. 57™ Suddenly it appeared double, in consequence of the production of a very narrow-

faint arch above that seen before, and separated from it by a dark band.

" 7*^. 58™.—This upper arch rose, so as to include j8 and y Ursae Maj., in its midddle.

" S*". 2™. It had vanished away, after rising still higher."

From Professor Airy's observations at Cambridge.

" 7*^. 54™. The upper boundary of the bright cloud was extremely sharp ; it began to the

left of Arcturus, passed a very little above Arcturus, below y Ursae Maj. at exactly half the

elevation of y Ursae TVIaj. (which was its highest point) and terminated E. of the N. at about

half the azimuth of /3 Aurigae. &c.

" 7''. 59''\—A black line was discoverable very near the upper boundary and parallel to it.

The upper part rose and the lower fell a little, thus widening the black line. About Arcturus

the upper part rose most.

" 8^. 2™.—The upper part after rising considerably had wholly disappeared, &c."
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We have here one of the rare cases which fix the identity of the phenomenon seen ; the arcii

appearing double at places so distant as Cambridge and York at the same time.

Tiie distance of the projections of York and Cambridge on the magnetic meridian whose

variation is 24°. 30' is 129.97 miles. The altitude of -y Ursae Majoris at York at /''. 56"'.

was 22°. ,50'; tlierefore the altitude of the summit of the arch was 19°. 50'.

The altitude of -y Ursae Majoris at Cambridge at i^. 54™. was 21°. 3' ; consequently the altitude

of the highest point of the arch was 10°. .31^'.

These data give the summit of the arch 199-93 miles distant from York, and its height

above the earth''s surface 72.2 miles.

From Mr. W. L. Wharton's observations at Guisborough.
" 8'\ 20".—Well defined arch, passing between a and /3 Urs.-K Majoris its summit somewhat

above X Ursae Majoris, no radiations.'"

From the Hon. Charles Harris's observations at Heron Court, 4 miles N.W. of Cliristchurch,

Hants.

" S*". 22™.—Bright, irregular arch, like a luminous bank of fog, about 8° above the horizon."

The distance of the projections of Guisborough and Heron Court on the magnetic meridian

whose variation is 24°. 30' is 225.1 miles.

The altitude of X Ursa; Majoris at Guisborough at s''. 20™. was 28°. 47' ; therefore the summit
of the arch would iiave an altitude of about 29°. The breadth of the arch passing between

« and /3 Ursa- Majoris would be 5° ; therefore the altitude of the lower edge would be 24°.

In the Hon. Mr. Harris's observation we have the altitude of the lower edge 8° — refraction

= 7°. 5^'.

From tliese data we find the distance from Guisborough to have been 167.34 miles, and the

height of the under edge to have been 70.9 miles. The breadth being 14.6 miles, the height

of the upper edge was 85.5 miles.

From the observations of Professor Sedgwick at Dent, near Sedbergh, Yorksiiire.

" S*". 55'".—The upj)cr part of the arch, better defined than before, passed between a and /3

Ursae Maj. and very near ^ Ursae Maj. Its vertex in or near the magnetic meridian. &c."

From my own observation near Manchester.

" 8*'. 53i™.—The arch has its vertex under ^ Urs« Maj. and its ujiper edge touches y
Ursa^ Maj., altitude about 19°. 30'."

At 8''. 54™. Mr. Hadfield found, near Manchester, but on the opposite side, that the altitude

was 20°, and the extent on the horizon 120°.

The distance of the projections of Dent and Manchester on the magnetic meridian with

variation 25°. 30' is 52.56 miles.

The altitude of ^ Ursa? Majoris at Dent at 8''. 55™. was 2()°. 32', therefore the altitude of the

arch passing near it we may call 26°. 26'. Mr. Hadfield's observation corrected for refraction

gives the altitude at 8*'. 54™. as 19°. 57'.

With these data we find the arch to have been 183.38 miles from Dent, and the height of

the upper edge to have been 84.97 miles.

The arch, or rather arches, appear to have been stationary from about 8*'. 54™. to 9''. 10™.,

for from Professor Sedgwick's observations we have,

"9''. 10™.—Arch nearly as before."

From Mr. Clare's observations at Manchester, who has recorded the arch as double at 8*'. 54™.,

we have
" 9'\ 9"'.—The two arches remain in the same position."

From Dr. Robinson's observations at Armagli.
Kgh jin Tliree parallel arches, the principal one has its upper edge on Polaris, and midway

between Capella and /3 Auriga? ; its lower a little above /3 and -y Ursas Majoris.
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" 9^. 6™ Arch in the same place place, &c."

The distance of the projections of Armagh and Manchester on the magnetic meridian with

variation 25°. 30' is 128.76 miles.

By a careful examination of the course of the arch as seen at Armagh on a coelestial globe,

the altitude of the summit must have been about 60", and the altitude at Manchester as above

was 19°. 57'-

These data give the distance from Armagh 74.25 miles, and the height above the earth's

surface 64.47 miles.

If we took the altitude at Armagh as 59°, and allowed

1°. 30' for the point of the arch which appeared the highest at

Armagh, not corresponding with that which appeared the highest

at Manchester, on account of the elevation being so great at

Armagh, as shewn by the figure, we should have the height of the

arch above the earth's surface 66.5 miles, and the distance from

Armagh 78.69 miles.

From Dr. Robinson's observations at Armagh.
ugh jjm Upper edge of arch has risen to Lyra and Capella, and a new arch has risen

beneath it, &c."

From my own observations near Manchester.

"9'', 14I™.
rj Ursas Majoris in the upper edge of the arch, the height of which by

measure = 21°. lO'."

The altitude of r] Ursae Majoris at Manchester at 9^ 14^™. was 21°. 0" confirming the altitude

I obtained by an instrument made purposely for observing the Aurora; as however there is a

discrepancy between the height above the earth's surface deduced from these observations and

the previous ones, I will suppose the extreme upper edge had an altitude of 22°, that we may

be certain the discrepancy does not arise from an under valuing of the altitude at Manchester,

but must be sought in other causes.

From Dr. Robinson's observation, the altitude of the upper edge must have been 71^°,

from which we may deduct 1^° for parallactic effect.

These data give the distance from Armagh 69.59 miles, and the height above the earth's

surface 65.4 miles.

These results are remarkably in accordance with the others for the same places, but

considerably different from the calculations for other places for nearly the same time ; so that

probably the method of projecting places of which the magnetic meridians are so distant as

Armao-h and Manchester upon an intermediate magnetic meridian to obtain a base line, is

only approximately correct, from the course of the arch over the earth's surface, rather than

for geometrical reasons.

Another arch was observed from lo'^. 34™. to lo''. 45™. at Dent, Guisborough, York, Man-
chester, and Heron Court.

From Professor Sedgwick's observations we have,

" 10*^. 40™.—The bright space arranges itself into an arch, commencing nearly N., passing

through r] Ursae Major. ; about 25° high near the magnetic meridian (measured only by a

geological clinometer)."

From the Hon. Charles Harris's observation.

"lO**. 37™ A low arch again formed, its base scarcely 5° above tlie horizon, extending to

about 7°, &c."

The distance of the projections of Dent and Heron Court on the magnetic meridian with

variation 25°. is 232.52 miles.
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The altitudes of the summits of the arch being observed 25° at Dent and 7" at Heron Court,

correcting these for refraction, we find the distance of the arch from Dent to have been 136.33

miles, and its height above the earth's surface 59.4 miles.

I some years ago shewed, in the Edinburgh Journal of Science, that the locality of an

arch of an Aurora Borealis might be determined from observations at one place, by the help

of the hypothesis that the arch is a small circle round the magnetic axis. This hypothesis

cannot be accurate, from the change of the variation on the earth's surface, and we must con-

clude that, strictly, the regular arches are only perpendicular to a series of magnetic meridians;

which for localities exterior to the earth's atmosphere, may be found, when the meteor has

been more accurately observed, to differ from any assignable series on the earth's surface.

As an approximation this method gives the height sufficiently in accordance with the

trigonometrical method, to induce us to attempt more accurate observations, when the theory

of terrestrial magnetism shall be sufficiently advanced to enable us to profit by them.

The required observations are the altitude of the summit of the arch, and its extent on

any given plane perpendicular to the magnetic meridian.

When the given plane is the horizon, the formula takes the following simple form

:

^ {pH-my ''

wliere r = earth's radius,

R = distance of the arcii from the earth's centre,

e = trig. tang, of altitude of the summit,

?n = (secant same angle)',

/ = (secant ^ extent on liorizon)-,

/J = 1 + eg, where g = trig. tang, of magnetic polar distance of the place of observation.

In the Aurora of the 17th September, I obtained the following observation with the view

to its being used with the above formula.

"8''. 40^™. Arch 38° or 39° high, and extending about lfiO° on the horizon."

Taking the altitude 39°, and r = 3954 miles, the formula gives R = 4007-9 miles ; whence

R - r = height above the earth's surface = 53 .9 miles.

We saw that the height of the under edge was 56 miles, and of the upper edge 71 miles

at 8*'. 24".

From the preceeding i-esults, we must conclude that the meteor occurs immediately beyond

the ordinary limits assigned to the earth's atmosphere, and from that to very great altitudes

;

which is in accordance with the results of many previous calculations.

I shall conclude my paper with expressing my conviction that the Aurora Borealis will,

in some future time, from its connection with the earth's magnetism, be subjected to much
more accurate methods of observation than have hitherto been attempted.

R. POTTER.



XXIV. The Mathematical Theory of the two great Solitary Waves of the First Order.

By S. Earnshaw, M.A., of Si. John's College, Cambridge.

[Read December 8, 1845.]

Though it is now about a hundred years since the general equations of fluid motion, expressed

in partial differential coefficients, were first given to the world, I am not aware that any

important case of fluid motion has hitherto been rigorously extracted from them. This however

has not arisen from want of effort, for the subject on account of its importance has successively

occupied the attention of the first mathematicians from the days of DAlembert to the present

time ; but rather from the peculiarly rebellious character of the equations themselves, which

resist every attack, except it have reference to some case of a very simple and uninteresting nature.

This want of success I am inclined to attribute chiefly to our experimental ignorance of the

peculiar and distinctive characters of different species of fluid motion. In this matter indeed

there was a tendency to ignorance produced by tliat little success whicli had attended mathematical

research ; for as it was found that fluid motions of every sort, providing they are continuous,

are all expressible by the same partial differential equations, it was thought tliat those equations

ought to admit of being integrated in some general forms which should consequently include the

properties of every possible kind of continuous fluid motion. The natural consequence of this

idea has been that much effort has been unsuccessfully expended in attempts to obtain general

integrals. Two ways of approximation however are open to research ;—the one, in which the

approximations are made by neglecting certain terms on account of their supposed smallness in

comparison with the terms retained ; and the other, in which ab initio hypotheses are made

as to the paths or velocities or some other character of the motions of the particles. With

regard to botli these methods, it is evident that they must first be authorized by experiment,

before they are used in verifying or predicting results. The former however is peculiarly

liable to error, from our being uncertain in many cases, whether with the neglected terms, we

may not have discarded some of the peculiar and essential properties of the motion we are

investigating. And with respect to the latter method, recourse must be had to experiment

to ascertain what are the really distinctive characters of the various kinds of fluid motion.

Hence nothing seemed more likely to conduce to the advancement of the Theory of Hydro-

dynamics than the appointment of a Commission, by the British Association for the Advancement

of Science, the object of which was the discovery of the " Varieties, Phenomena, and Laws of

Waves :" for if there be varieties of waves differing in their phaenomena and laws, it was too

much to expect the mathematician (considering the exceedingly intractable nature of the

equations with which he has to deal) to discover what are the precise hypotheses which lead to

each variety. He must at least be allowed to know something of the peculiar phaenomena of

each variety, before he proceeds to the integration of his equations ; and there is no way in

which he could gain this knowledge except through the medium of experiments such as the

Commission, just alluded to, were directed to institute. The differential equations of motion

are too comprehensive to admit of general management. An hypothesis is in fact necessary to be
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made before we can advance a single step towards their integration ; and by the aid of it we may
only advance to a certain point, and no farther. If it be asked why we are thus stopped, the

answer seems to be this ; the results obtained up to that point are still of too general a character,

embracing every variety of fluid motion which is compatible with the hypothesis on which we

started. Now among the large class of such motions, there may be some varieties which cannot

be analytically expressed by the same final formulse; and consequently these require to be sifted

from the others and from one another, by additional hypotheses ; each hypothesis pointing at the

variety or subdivision to which it belongs, and to no one else. Nothing in fact can be more

clear than this, that if there be varieties of fluid motion the laws of which do not admit of being

expressed in the same analytical forms, those varieties must be separately treated by the

mathematician ; and to the oversight of this necessity I attribute the insignificance of the progress

which has hitherto been made in this subject.

I have thought it necessary to introduce these remarks, because some persons, especially

among such as have not made Hydrodynamics a special object of study, are apt to depreciate

investigations which set out upon a set of hypotheses which manifestly limit the range of the

i-esuits obtained. They prefer investigations which set out with fewer and broader hypotheses,

because they have the appearance of greater generality ; and this character they continue to

ascribe to such investigations, thougii it is found that in carrying them out it may have been

found necessary to introduce a system of approximations by the neglect of certain terms. I am
persuaded that this view is utterly fallacious in the majority of cases of any importance in nature

:

and that the wiser and better course when possible is, to consult experiment and tlience obtain

authority for a set of hypotheses to start with, and to carry out these hypotheses to the end
without the introduction of analytical approximations. Our results will then be as compreiiensive

as our hypotheses, and as far as they go may be relied upon with unlimited confidence. This
is the course which has been adopted in tlie following investigations. The experiments wiiich

I liave taken as a guide in framing ray hypotheses are tliose of Mr. Scott Russell which are

printed in his " Report on Waves'" in the " Report of the Fourteenth Meeting of the British

dissociation.''^ These experiments were conducted witii well-contrived apparatus and great care,

and are as worthy of confidence as experiments on wave motion can be : and there seems to be

but one circumstance in them to be regretted, which is, that Mr. Russell having been led by his

results to adopt a certain empirical formula for the velocity of transmission of a wave, his

experiments seem in a great measure to have degenerated into an eff'ort to establish the truth

of that formula, in whicli he appears to have overlooked or forgotten the probability that after

all it might only be an approximate result, and that the exact mathematical form might contain

elements not recorded in his tables, because not required in his formula. The consequence of

this oversight is that he has not recorded one element, very easy of observation, and of essential

importance ; viz. tlie distance througii which each particle was transferred in space by a wave in

passing it. Had tliis element been recorded, the experiments would have been much more
complete : and without it they are certainly defective as accurate tests of theory. It is true

Mr. Russell has given a rule for calculating this element; but he has not furnisiied us with the

requisite data. These arc the volume of the fluid which is elevated above tlie general level, and

the breadth and depth of his canal. The last two are given, but the first is not given in any

one instance. He has indeed stated the volume of fluid originally put in motion, and seems to

have supposed that this would supply all that was wanted ; entirely overlooking a fact, which

must have forced itself upon his attention in the very first stages of his experimental researches,

viz. that a single wave could never be generated alone, and that consequently all the fluid

originally displaced did not go to form the single wave of observation ; which besides, as the

experiments themselves shewed, and as we shall prove theoretically, was continually wasting away,

and thereby rendering the data still more inaccurate as the experiment proceeded.
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And in fact Mr. Russell tells us he found it necessary to wait awhile after the completion

of the process of generating a wave till the main wave had separated itself from the residuary

waves, which always accompanied its genesis. To generate a single wave required, as we shall

see, the exertion of a peculiar law of pressure ; and as no attempt was made to secure the

ohservance of this law in Mr. Russell's experiments, the inevitable consequence was the genesis of

residuary waves. We shall also see from our theory, that the nature of the motions given to the

particles of the fluid in tiiis kind of wave produces a natural tendency in the wave to generate

and cast off irregular disturbances from itself, working its own destruction as it proceeds. While

therefore I look upon these experiments as very valuable additions to our knowledge, I still regard

them as imperfect even to the extent to which they profess to have been carried. It is inijiossible

indeed to read the Synopsis which Mr. Russell has given in page .S43 of his Report without

perceiving that he was too eager to adopt as results of experiments certain geometrical analogies,

of which there seemed to be some faint shadowings indicated in his observations.

In his Report Mr, Russell conceives that his observations authorized him to consider waves

as divisible into four distiJict species : the first of which he has denominated " The great

solitary wave." It is found to comprehend two varieties, the positive and the negative wave,

which though agreeing in some general characters differ in others. The object of the present

paper is to furnish the mathematical theory of this species. But how are we to sift this from

the other species.-" I have examined the phasnomena which Mr. Russell has recorded, and fixed

upon such as belonged to this species alone ; and these I have made the basis of my calculations.

But it is obviously desirable that the phfenomena thus selected should be of such a character

as admitted of easy and accurate observation. That the reader may judge in this matter I will

here propound them with Mr. Russell's statement of the method by which he obtained the one on

which there might possibly be a doubt : merely premising that I suppose the wave to be

transmitted in a horizontal canal of uniform breadth and depth, and that the fluid is incompressible.

1st. The velocity of transmission of a wave is uniform.

2nd. The horizontal velocity of all particles, which ai-e situated in a vertical plane,

intersecting the axis of the canal at right angles, is the same.

By a contrivance of peculiar ingenuity Mr. Russell was enabled to obtain the velocity of

transmission with great exactness ; and the result at which he arrived, and which we shall assume

to be accurately true is, that abstracting from friction and the cohesion of particles, the velocity

of transmission is uniform and the wave is permanent. We shall in the end shew that this

hypothesis is not strictly accurate.

With respect to the verification of the other principle which I have assumed, Mr. Russell

thus writes:—"The methods I had employed for such observations were the observation of the

motion of small particles visible in the water of the same, or nearly the same specific gravity with

water, or small globules of wax connected to very slender stems, so as to float at required depths.

The motions of these were observed, from above on a minutely divided surface on the bottom of

the channel ; and from the side, through glass windows, tliemselves accurately graduated, the

side of the channel opposite the windows being covered with lines at distances precisely equal

to those on the window, and similarly situated. These methods are the only methods of

observation I have found it useful to employ, but I have now increased the number and variety

of the observations sufficiently to enable me to adduce the conclusions hereinafter following, as

representing the phsenomena as far as their nature will admit of accurate observation." " If the

floating spherules before mentioned be arranged in repose in one vertical plane at right angles to

the direction of transmission of a wave, and carefully observed during transmission, it will be

noticed that the particles remain in the same plane during the transmission, a?id repose in the

same plane after transmission. It is further found, as might be anticipated from the foregoing
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observations, that a thin solid plane transverse to the direction of transmission, and so poised

as to Jloat in that position does not sensibly interfere tcith the motion of translation or of
transmission J'"'

From this statement it would appear that we may safely assume, as an experimental fact,

the second principle which I have proposed to assume as the basis of calculations. The
observations required to be made in establishing it are such as admitted of very accurate

verification ; and seem also to have been made with care, and therefore the principle must l)e

either accurately true or very nearly so. By reference to the Report itself the reader will find

that this property of the solitary wave is not shared by any of the other three species of waves,

and is therefore very proper to serve as a distinctive assumption to sift this species from the

genei'al equations of fluid motion. The investigations which follow will therefore contain the

Mathematical Theory of Waves of the First Species, i.e. of tiie Positive and Negative Solitary (race*.

PROBLEM.

A QUAXTiTY of incompressible fluid is in a state of repose in a straight horizontal canal, the

sides of which are vertical and parallel, and the bottom horizontal. A single wave is generated

by pushing in one end of the canal in a proper manner : to determine the subsequent motion of

the fluid, on the two hypotheses before mentioned, viz.

1st. That the velocity of transmission of the wave is uniform.

And 2nd. That the horizontal velocity of every particle, in a transversal section of the

canal, is the same.

I,et a horizontal line drawn along the bottom of the canal, parallel to the sides, be taken

for the axis of a; ; let the axis of y be vertical.

h = equilibrium depth of the fluid ;

k = the depth from the top of a wave to the bottom of the fluid ;

c = the velocity of transmission of the wave.

As the motion of each particle is manifestly in a vertical plane, it will not be necessary to

take account of the breadth of the canal, nor of the third co-ordinate of any particle ; let

therefore .ry be the co-ordinates and uv the velocities of any particle at the time t; and suppose

p the pressure of the fluid at the same point ; the density of the fluid being taken as unity.

Then by our second hypothesis u is a function of ,r and not of y ; consequently the equations

of motion are in this case,

dj,p = - dtU — nd,u (1),

dyP = - g - dtv - ud^v - vd^v (2) ;

and the equation of continuity is,

= d^u + </„(' (3),

and our first hypothesis gives,

= dttt + cd^u (4).

From these four equations we are to obtain our results.

Vol. VIII. Part III. Uu
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Integrating (3) with regard to y, remembering tliat u and therefore also d^u, is independent

of »/, we find

r) = - ydj.li (5),

no arbitrary function of *• being added to this integral, because manifestly v = when y = o,

whatever be the value of x ; and no function of t is added because from (4) / enters with x only.

By means of this result eliminating v from (2) it becomes

dp= —g+ {dtd^u + udj'ti — {d,.uy\y (G).

Now d . d^p = d^ . dyp ; and as appears from (1) d^p being independent of y, d^.d,p = o,

consequently d p must be independent of x ; from which it follows that the coefficient of y jn (6)

though a function of u is not a function of x, and therefore not of t by (4) ; and of course it is

not a function of y, consequently it is constant both with respect to x, y, and t ;

.-. constant = did^u + ud,^u - (d^uf (7).

Before proceeding farther it is necessary to ascertain whether this constant have a positive

or negative sign. We may ascertain this as follows.

Let us use the letter t as the symbol of differentiation, taking x and y to belong to the same

particle through the time ^t; then it is well known that instead of the equation (2) we may use

the following which is exactly equivalent to it, viz.

dyV = - g - ^i^y^

which being compared with ((i) gives,

^^y = - \dtd^u + udfu - (d^ufly,

= — (constant)?/.

Hence the force which urges the vertical motion of any particle varies as the distance of the

particle from the bottom of the canal, and has always the same sign. Consequently when the

original displacement of the fluid is such that any particle attains thereby a higher position than

it had when in equilibrium, the above force must act so as to bring it down to its original level

;

i.e. the force must then be negative. Hence for what Mr. Russell calls tlie positive wave the

above constant is positive. In a similar way it appears that for the negative wave the constant

has a negative sign. It is therefore now necessary to separate our investigation into two branches,

treating separately of these two varieties of the solitary wave.

OF THE POSITIVE SOLITARY WAVE.

In this case, representing the constant by n', we have for discussion the equations

?ir = dfd^u + u drU — (^d^u)^ ; (8),

St'y= - li'y (9)

which belong only to the variety of wave we are now considering. The latter will fiu-nish us

with the law of the vertical motion of each particle ; and it shews that it is expressible in the

form of a sine or cosine of an angle the variable part of whose argument is nt.
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.-. y = A cos {nt - a) ( 1 0),

and V = S,y = - nA sin (nt - a) (n)-

Also d,u = = 71 tan {tif - a) (12).
y

If we knew the greatest and least values of y for any particle we should be able to deduce
results from these equations. Now for a particle in the surface, k and h are the greatest and

least values of y. If we call t^, t^ the values of f when the particle has these values for its y ;

then w = 0, when t = t,^ and y = k

;

.-. nt^- a = from (11) (13),

and .-. k = A from (lO) ;

.-. /t = A: cos {nt^ - a) from (lO)

= k cos {71 1^ - nt^) from (13);

1 h
••• '*-^'. = ,-/°*''^ (I*)-

Since v is positive or negative according as a particle is in its ascending or descending phase,
it appears from (II) that 7it \& less than a as long as the vertex of a wave is behind a particle ; and
equal to a when the vertex is passing it ; and greater than a when the vertex has passed it.

Hence the functions on the right-hand side of the equations (10) (ll) (12) arc to be treated
discontinuously, i.e. their variation is to be confined within certain limits; between these limits

however their variation is continuous. Since, from the nature of the case y cannot be zero
for a particle not originally at the bottom of the canal, it appears from (lO) that nt ~ a must

always be less than — . Equation (ll) shews that the vertical velocity does not begin from

zero ; but that it suddenly has a finite value, which gradually decreases till it is all lost ; at

which moment the particle begins to descend, gradually regaining the lost velocity, which being
accomplished it is as suddenly lost, as it was suddenly generated. All this agrees exactly
with the recorded observations of Mr. Russell (see i?epor/, p. 342). Equation (14) gives half

the time during which the vertical motion of any particle lasts. Consequently the time a wave
2 h

takes to pass a particle is - cos"' - (15). The quantity n is unknown at the present

stage of our investigation.

We must now proceed to integrate the equation (8). For this purpose we must remember
that (4) gives us

u = <p (ct - .»•),

which being written in (8), using (p for (p (ct — ,r) for brevity, we have

«' = — cd/(p + (pd^'fp — {dj<py,

, di{c — d)) d,(bdi<b
and .-. — = ——' i—

:

V -<p 7i' + (d,0 y

from which by integration we find

r -0 = C \/w' + (d,<py ;

u u2
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C beino- an arbitrary constant, not containing t because t enters (p with x only in the form

ct — w.

The last equation being again integrated gives

c-(p + \/{c- (py - Cft' = De"- .

D being another arbitrary constant, a function of t such as makes the right-hand member

a function of ct - r

;

D ^ Cn -^\

But since is a function of ct - a-, this equation by introducing t, and properly assuming

the origin of t, may be written

/ rl-x _c<-J-\

2{c -ti) = Cn.\e <^ +e ^j (l6) ;

and .: 2d,u = ti\e (^ -e '^ ) (17)-

The last equation enables us to connect .r and a ; for comparing it with (12) we have

ct-r _
c>—r

2 tan (7J« -a) = e C -e '-' (18).

For a o-iven particle a is constant, and consequently for that particle .r so varies with t

as to preserve the truth of this equation.

Eliminating x between (l6) and (18), we get

— 7< = Cn sec (nt — a).

Now for a particle in the surface u = when t = t,^;

.•. f = Cn sec {71 1^ — a)

= Cn sec (nt^ ~ "^i) '

.-. — = cos (nt,^ - ntj = - from (14) ;

.-. Cm = — :

k

ch
consequently c — u = — sec {nt — a) (JQ)?

which gives the law of the horizontal velocity, as (11) gives the law of the vertical velocity of

a particle -. and it is worthy of remark that neither of these is represented by a sine or a

cosine. An assumption therefore that they might be so represented would be improper : and

from this assumption we may date in some degree the erroneousness of the results which have

been obtained by some writers who have adopted methods of analytical approximation. We

have seen also that the argument nt - a does not vary from - - to + - as some have supposed.

Equation (19) shews that the horizontal unlike the vertical motion of a particle is wholly in

one direction, and is a maximum when the particle has reached its greatest vertical displacement

;

after which it decreases to zero.
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Let now x^, ,r^ be the values of x for a given particle at the times t , t

.

Then (18) gives
'^^ - 1\ th - X\

2 tan {nt^ - a) = e c _ g" c ^

cjk-jn eth-n
and = 2 tan (m ^j - a) = e c _ g c

The last line shews that ct^ = x^ ; and the preceding line gives, remembering that a = nt ,

e c =tan (^-
- -. /^ _ /^j;

and .-. ct^ - x^= C log^ tan I ^ cos" ' -
)

.

But r/j.-.r^ = 0;

••• ^, - >'\ - c(^t - ^,.) = C log, tan
(^

- i '^os"'^)-

Now 2(.r;^ - x,D is the distance through which a particle is horizontally transferred bv the
transit of a wave; as this is an observable element we will denote it bv /3;

••• /5 = 2(,r, -.rj.

Also the wave has travelled over the space c(t^-t^) in the time t,, - t .

Now if X be the length of a wave, the wave in the time 2(4 - t^) has travelled over the

space \ + /3,

.-. X + /3 = -c(t, - /„),

and .-. X = 2Clog^tan
I

— + 1 COS"' -).

ch 2ch /tt
,

,h\
Consequently « = —- = —— log^ - + ^cos"'-) (20).

2c h
Also X + /? = 2c(^ - /J = — cos-' -;

;? k

k ,h
- -COS"'-
/3 h k

•• 7 + 1
=

TT (21).
X

log^ tan
(
— + A cos '- i

We may consider this equation as giving the value of the length of a wave ; and then

(20) gives the value of n in terms of c.

If we expand the terms of equation (21) we find,

3 k- - h k I
h\- k ( ,A\* „

- = cos-' cos"'- + &c (22),
X h Gh\ kl 72/tl kl ^

-*'

which shews that as k diminishes, /3 diminishes compared with X.

We may now proceed to determine the velocity of transmission ; and the equation of a

wave surface.
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The equations for the pressure are,

d^p = - dtU - ud^u = (c - u)dji,

and dyji = - g + n^y ;

• • P = - ^ (c - uf - gy + \n^lf + constant.

Now for a particle in the surface of the fluid p is constant ; and if z be the value of »/

for such a particle, then

constant = (c - m)^ + 2^ar - wV (23).

But the value of c - m is known in terms of x from (l6), and consequently,

constant = —-:, f e '-' +e ''
\ + 2gz - n^z^ (24)

is the equation which gives the form of a wave, t is here to be considered constant.

Again, when x = h, m = 0,

.-. constant = c^ + 2gh — li'h^ from (23).

ch
Also when z = k, c — u = — from 19, and consequentlv,

k

constant = —— + Igk — rrk'^ from (23) ;

•. = c" f 1 - -\ + 2g {h - k) - n^ {h- - k') ;

and .-. c= + n'l^ = IM^,
h + k

And if in this equation we write the value of m from (20), we obtain the following final

equation for the velocity of transmission.

2ffk-

h + k
.(25).

l+f{log.tan(^ + lcos-^)}"

It is to be remarked, that if h be very nearly equal to k, the denominator of the fraction

on the right-hand side of this equation becomes equal to 1 ; and the numerator equal to gk,

so that c = \/gk in that case ; which is the empirical formula used by Mr. Russell. If h be

much less than k, then —— ( = gk

.

1 is greater than gk\ but in that case the
h -^ k\ h + kj

denominator is greater than 1, and consequently there is a tendency to compensation which causes

the value of c to lean sensibly towards the value \/gk ; which accounts for the near agreement
of Mr. Russell's formula with experiment ; and .shews that he was mistaken in imagining the

velocity of transmission to be entirely independent of the length of a wave.
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Equation (2l) shews that waves which give the ratio between h and k the same, have
their lengths exactly proportional to the spaces through which they respectively transfer a particle

by transit past it.

Equation ('^5) shews that in waves which have the same values of h and k, those will be
transmitted with the greatest velocity which are the longest ; and those with the least velocitv

which are the shortest.

We may conclude this portion of our investigations with the determination of the exact path

of each particle. The materials for this purpose are supplied by equations (10) and (ip). In

both of them a is constant for our present purpose. The former gives,

y = A coi (lit - a) (26),

in which A is the maximum value of y for that particular particle.

Equation (!<)) gives

^ c/t
c — diX = — sec (nt — a);

k

ch {•

.-. X = ct — / sec {nt - a)
kJ^

= - (nt - a) log, 5 tan (nt - a) + sec (nt - a)\ + constant;
n nk ^' ' '

t being eliminated between this and (2C), we shall have the c(juation required ; wliich is

manifestly not that of an ellipse as has been found bv approximate methods ; though as far as the

eye can judge in an experiment, it may not be distinguishable therefrom.

It is very easy to shew from (24) that the surface of a wave meets the level surface of the

quiescent fluid in a finite angle; and that under certain conditions it may have a point of contrary

flexure. The actual wave surface is only a symmetrical portion of tiie whole curve represented

by tlie equation (2-).). When a wave first reaches a particle rf,.x' = 0, and d,y = a finite quantity ;

consequently tlie initial motion of each particle is vertically upwards with a finite velocity. When

it has described half its jiath d,a = c{l — tI? and d,y = ; consequently its motion is

. horizontal. At the termination of its motion rf,cr = 0, and d,y = — (the initial velocity), so that

the final velocity is vertically downwards, and is finite; which indicates that the motion ceases as

suddenly as it began. This seems to coincide either accurately, or very nearly so, with the

account Mr. Russell has given (Report, p. 342) of the observations he made on the motions of

individual particles in his experiments.

Before we proceed to compare the formula (20) with the results of experiment, it is necessary

to advert again to a circumstance which has been already alluded to. The formula of (20)
involves X. The value of this quantity not having been recorded in Mr. Russell's tables, I have
been under the necessity, as the best substitute for exact measures, of having recourse to the

rule, which he has given in page .'543 of his Report, for computing its approximate value. In

the notation of this paper, that rule may with sufficient accuracy be represented bv the equation

X = 8A — 2/i;; for it is not necessary in computing the value of c that X should be known with

extreme accuracy, as the term in (25) into which it enters is very small, and has but little effect

upon the value of c. With these premises we give the following table, exhibiting a comparison

of theory and experiment.

then
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But the pressure in the quiescent part varies with the depth only ; and depends not at all on

the square of the depth ; consequently there is a discontinuity of the law of pressure in passing

from the wave to the quiescent fluid. This is of course an impossibility ; and therefore our

equations, though they may represent the properties of the wave with as much accuracy as the

experimental observations, cannot be regarded as the exact representatives of a possible wave

motion. But as they are rigidly deduced from the two hypotheses which Mr. Russell considered

to be experimentally justified, it follows as a necessary and indisputable consequence that it

is impossible for the particles of a permanent wave to move in the manner here assumed, viz.,

so that those which are in a vertical plane at right angles to the axis of the canal should always

continue in a vertical plane during the transit of the whole wave. This hypothesis, as we have

seen, leads us to an impossible result; and it is of importance to notice that this impossibility could

not have been affirmed to be a necessary consequence of our hypotheses had methods of approxi-

mation been followed in our investigations, because it obviously depends on quantities which are

small.

It appears then that the pressure at the junction of the moving fluid with the quiescent

fluid cannot practically be such as our two hypotheses require it should be, yet as the hypothesis

respecting the continuance of particles in the same vertical plane is certainly known to be verv

nearly true, as nearly true indeed as observation has been able to discriminate, we may expect

that it is the other hypothesis which deviates more sensibly from experiment. To the want

of permanency of the wave therefore we must look for the experimental confirmation of the

impossibility we have just discovered. We will therefore now turn to !Mr. Russell's experiments

for evidence upon this point.

At page 327 of The lieport on Waves, we find what the author lias designated the History of

n Solitary Wave of the First Order, from observation. A wave such as we have been

investigating was generated in a canal such as we iiave supposed. The depth of the level fluid

was 5.1 inches; and k — h or the altitude of the crest of the wave above the general level was at

first I. .34 inches. An inspection of the table shews that the crest of the wave gradually fell, with

so rapid a degree of degradation, that in five minutes it was reduced to -08 inches, the wave

having in that time described lUiO feet. The velocity of the wave in the same time fell from 4.. 21

feet per second to 3.6l feet per second; the difference being "6 or one-seventh part of tiie whole

original velocity. It is evident from tiiis statement that tiie degradation of the wave was a rapid

process, and that the consequent effect upon the velocity was considerable.

These effects, which are much greater than could have been caused by imperfect fluidity or

friction against the sides and bottom of the canal, I consider are fully accounted for by the

circumstance above-mentioned, viz. the impossibility there is that the pressure should be continuous

and the wave at the same time permanent if the motions of the particles are such as we supposed

them to be, and which experiment shews they very nearly are. We have certainly proved the

truth' of tliese two alternatives;—if particles continue in a vertical plane while a wave passes them,

then the wave cannot be permanent;—and, if tlie wave be permanent then the motions of particles

once in a vertical plane cannot preserve tliini in a vertical plane while the wave passes them.

In proportion as one of our two hypotheses is more nearly true the other is farther from being

accurately true. Degradation of the wave is therefore the natural consequence of the law which

we have assumed for the motions of the fluid particles ; and if that law be an experimental truth,

as we believe it is to a close degree of approximation, then the gradual destruction of the wave

is a necessary consequence, resulting not from friction alone, nor from imperfect fluidity, but

chiefly from tlie manner in which motion is initially communicated to the fluid particles.

Strictly speaking, our investigations have been conducted on two hypotheses which are

incompatible with each other; but experiment shews that, though they may not be accurately

true, they are approximately correct and compatible : and we claim for the results of our

Vol. VIII. Pakt III. X x
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investigation the same degree of accuracy as belongs to the hypotheses, because we have no where

infringed those hypotheses by analytical approximations. It is easy to shew that we cannot regard

our second hypothesis as being strictly correct. For if it were a possible hypothesis, then as the

first cannot be at the same time true, the quantity denoted by ri' in equation (9) must be regarded

as a slowly varying function of t. The equation for p then assumes the form p = F{x,t) - gy
-). in^y^; which involves the same impossibility as before, because at any given moment, at the

junction of the wave with the quiescent fluid, the pressure depends on 'if as well as on y, which

cannot be the case. Hence our second hypothesis is certainly not mathematically correct, u must

therefore depend on y as well as on x.

We come now to the consideration

OF THE NEGATIVE SOLITARY WAVE.

Iv this case, we are to represent the constant of equation (7) by - n^ ; the equations therefore

which are peculiar to the wave we are now investigating are,

- w- = did^u + ud^u - {d^u)' (8'),

S,"y = 7i-y 0').

From the last we obtain

and .•. o,y = .4 m (e"'"" =p e ""'*").

Now by the nature of the case ^,y = when the particle has gained its lowest position :

but S,y can never become = 0, unless we use the upper sign; the upper sign must therefore be

used ; and consequently we obtain

y = .^(6-'-"+ e-"' + °) (10'),

V = C(.v = ».4(e"'" - 6-"' + ") (ll').

V
git-o. _ g-„t + a

Also d,u.= - - = - «.—r— —- (12 ).

y e " " + e ~ ' + °

The form of (9') shews that the force which regulates the vertical motion of each particle acts

upwards, and consequently if the particle oscillate (which it must do if it be part of a wave) its

motion at first must be downwards; it then comes to a minimum altitude above the bottom of the

canal and then rises again to its original level. Let k be as before, and k the altitude of the lowest

point of a wave above the bottom of the canal ; then proceeding as in the corresponding part of

the investigation for the positive wave, we obtain

nt^- a = (13'),

/c = 2 J,

k / nik-nlt. nfi-nh\
A = 2(« +«

) (1*)'

and .-. /t - #1 = — log, tan —h ^ cos - .

Since v is negative in the fore part of the wave, and positive in the hinder part, nt is less

than a as long the particle is situated in the fore part, greater than a when it is in the hinder part,

and equal to a when the vertex of the wave passes it.
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We must now integrate equation (8'). Proceeding on the same plan as before, we obtain

.-. V -(p = C\/n- - {d,(pf.

And integrating this equation, and assuming a convenient epoch for the commencement of /.

we find

c - u = Cn cos——^ (16)

;

.-. rf^?< = « sin ——— (17');

6-"'+" - e"'-" _ X - ct' m -,—; = sin ;

and .*. e'''"° + e~ "'''' = 2 sec - ('8').

Let ,r,,, x^ be the values of w for a given particle at the times /,,, t,. Then (18') gives
X, = ct^, and

2 sec
'^~ '^^ '' = e"'' " "'* + e"'* " "'"

= — from (U ) ;

.•. >v^ - ct,^ = C cos"' ~
.

h

Now while a jiarticle is transferred by the wave through the space -i {.i\ - .r
)
{- Q) the wave

itself has travelled its own length (= \) in addition to this space; and the time occupied is
ct ft * \
'^ ih - h).

•• t- (^ - ^*) = - + ''* - •»•„

;

*/. - t'^ = -5 because c^ = j?^;

.-. \ = 2Ccos-' -.
h

But when .r = a-,, and / = /^^ ?< = 0, and consequently from (16')

c = C w cos ~ = t w . -

;

C h

k

2ch k

Again, A + /3 = 2 c (<, - <J

= -log, tan (^-+lcos'-);

X X 2
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log, tan
I

- + A cos-' -
)

...g... y \
"'

p.',.
X h k

- cos —
k h

To find the velocity of transmission we must refer to the equations for the pressure. These

are

dj,p - - d,u - ud^u = (c - u) d^u,

and dj,p = - g- n'y ;

.-. p = - i (c - u)- - gy - ^ n'y- + constant.

For a particle at the surface p is constant ; and therefore

constant = (c -?/)' + 2g-^^ + wa" (23')

is the equation of the form of a wave : or restoring the value of u in terms of x, the

equation of the curve of the wave is

cos + 2£-.5r + w «' = constant (24),
1c C ^

in which f is supposed constant.

When % - h, u = 0;

.-. constant = c- + 2gh + n'^ h' from (23').

ch
Also when z = k, c — u = -;-;

k

.-. constant =^ +'^gk + n^k^ from (23');
k'

^-l^-2gih-k)-7i''{h^-k');

, 2gl<^
c- - tvk^ = ,— ,

;

h + k

{2^g]r\

Kh+kl

cos ' -
\- \ hi

(25').

Before submitting this formula to calculation a few words may be said respecting the

experiments of Mr. Russell on negative waves, which without questioning his experimental

accuracy in the least degree, I cannot but consider far less satisfactory than those which were

made on positive waves. For to generate a perfect solitary negative wave it was necessary that

a peculiar law of pressure should have been observed. Unless this law were observed it was a

necessary consequence that residuary and superfluous waves would be formed. Now the mode

of genesis which Mr. Russell employed seems to have been so little suitable to the nature of the

negative wave, that throughout its whole course it seems to have been continually casting off

superfluous (or, as Mr. R. calls them, companion) waves. This must have produced a direct
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effect upon the wave itself, and an indirect effect in keeping the surface of the tiuid in a state

of agitation till the return of the wave after reflection at the end of the canal ; by which the

difficulty of accurately observing the exact time of transit would be greatly increased. Without

the aid of some supposition of this kind, I cannot account for the manifest irregularities

exhibited in Mr. RusselPs table of the observed velocities of negative waves. {Report, page 349).

k



XXV. On the Geometrical Rej>resentation of the Roots of Algebraic Equations.

By the Rev. H. Goodwin, late Fellow of Cains College, and Fellow of

the Cambridge Philosophical Society.

[Read April 27, 1846.]

1. It is usual to distinguish the roots of Algebraic Equations into three classes, viz
,
positive,

negative, and imaginary or impossible. Roots of all kinds may however be included under

one head, by considering them as composed of a modulus and a sign of affection, that sign

of affection being some power of - 1 : thus if a be the modulus, positive roots will be expressed by
e »

(- !)".«, negative by (- 1)' . o, and imaginary by (- \Y .ft, and thus we may take (— X)" . a

as the general expression for the root of an algebraic equation, and if reasoning could be con-

ducted by means of such a symbol it would not be necessary to distinguish between real and

imaginary roots, but all would come under the same view ; and speaking quite generally we

may say, that the root of an algebraic equation is a quantity with the negative affection developed

in any degree between zero and actual minus.

This mode of considering roots of course coincides with the ordinary mode of representing

the root of an equation by a (cos + \/- 1 sin d), which symbol will be real and positive

if = 0, real and negative if 9 = tt, and imaginary in other cases ; but what has been said

appears to point out more clearly the true connexion between the different species of roots,

and to remove in some degree the artificial character which at first sight attaches to the

representation of real roots under an imaginary form.

2. We may also bring the roots of an equation under one view geometrically ; for

considering the positive and negative roots only, we should represent them by setting off

distances in opposite directions from a given point along a given line : now instead of a line

passing through the point which we take as origin conceive a plane drawn through it, then

fl

all the roots will be represented by lines in this plane ; for the root (- 1)' . a or a (cos 9+\/- 1 sin 0)

will correspond to a line of length a and which is inclined at an angle 6 to the line along which

positive roots are measured; the conjugate root a (cos - v — 1 sin (?) will be a line similarly

situated on the opposite side of the positive line.

This is no new remark, but it has not, so far as I am aware, been followed into any of

its consequences ; reflection upon it has led me to consider whether it might not be developed

into a theory which should throw some light on the nature of Algebraic Equations, that is, whether

it would not be possible so to represent geometrically the changes of value of a function of

,r, as to throw light upon the existence of the roots of the equation f(<v) = 0.

With this view I have composed the following Memoir, and though I am not aware of

any practical step in the Theory of Equations which can result from my investigations, yet I

think they tend to throw considerable light upon existing knowledge, and to give us as it were

the rationale of some familiar theorems.
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3. If we wish to represent the changes of value of f(v) taking into account only real values

of r, the mode adopted would be to construct the curve defined by the equation

^=/(r) (1).

but if we wish to give a general representation of the changes of the function, taking into

account both real and imaginary values of x, we must construct the locus of the equation

^=f(v + yy~l) (2),

where x y and z are to be considered as co-ordinates of a point in space as is usual. Now if

we restrict ourselves to values of z which are real, equation (2) will divide itself into two

equations, which will be the equations of a curve of double curvature, and the points in which

this curve meets the plane of ay will determine bv their distances from the origin the root>;

of the equation /(r) = 0.

I will observe here that /(r) will be considered throughout this paper (unless the contrary

is stated) as the representation of the quantity

.r" + /),
.1" " ' + p.^.if-- + + p„,

where PxP: />„ ai'e real and either positive or negative.

4. The two equations to which (2) corresponds may be expressed in several ways, which

I sliall here put down together.

By direct expansion, equating real and imaginary parts, and dividing the second equation

by y, we have

—/(') -/"w j^ +r c^o 77 - &c. 1

0=/'(.r)-/"(<)|^+r(,r)|'^-S:c.
j

If n be even and = 2 m, these equations become

=/(.<) -./""(•') ^+r Or) 4- +(- O-'C-i/nr + Z^Or""-' ^

and if 7i be odd and = ^7?i + 1, they become

J 4 •,

- =/(.r) -/"(•') 4 +/"('')^ - + (-l)'«(2,»+ l..r + /,,)/-' )

0=f'{v) -/'"(.r)
^^

-KPUI^r^- + (- irr'" \

The equations also admit of a very neat symbolical expression, thus*:

.(3).

(+)

(.^).

" Tile method which I have given of representing the locus

ot' the equation z=f{.v) taking into account values of .r not

lying in the real plane, is applicable mutatis muttiiulis to curves

detiiied by an implicit relation between llie co-ordinates. Thus,

let the equation be

/('•-^) = (A),

then putting for ,r t +y\-\, this becomes

0=/(* +*V-l.»>

=
1
cosy^ + (-l)-sinj,^|/(j-.«),

vhich is equivalent to the two following.
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VS~ f

= [cosy-- + \/^\?,\ny^ f{x),
\ ax ax

J

wliich equation divides itself into these two

0= ("'"2'^:;)/('^')

.(fi).

If the symbols in these expressions be expanded it is evident that equations (3) and (6) will

coincide.

There is another mode of expressing the equations in question which will be found very

useful in the sequel, and that is by polar co-ordinates.

Put X = pcosQ, y = p sin 0, then

X = f{p cos + •v/- 1 ^ sin 0),

which divides itself into two

•« = / (0) + /" (0) pco%6+ ^ ^^^ p' cos^e + ... + •— "^ p" cos n

9

/'(O) sin e + ^-^ p sin 2 + ... + -^i"^ p"- ' sin «(
"{0

.(T)

(B),

the dift'erentiation indicated being partial with respect lo a.'.

Of course we might have treated z in equation {A) in the same

manner as ,», and this would have given the following

/(.r.«) =

(M„.f)A..z)=0

.((•).

The equations (B) and ( C) may be considered as the complete

representation of the locus of (^).

For example, suppose

df(x.z) 2x df(xz) 2z

o2 is a^

xy =0

and equations (C) become

yz =0 J

(B)

(f;.

and it will be s^een that the systems {B'){C') are equivalent to

these three,

)• "::)•
.-2- = l
' b'

z =0

dx dz

d^f(x .z)_ 2 iPf(x.z)_2
dx' ~ a' dz" f

nnd equations (B) become

I

Or the locus of the ordinary equation of the ellipse. thu>

considered, comprehends an ellipse and two hyperbolas, the two

I

hyperbolas setting oft'in planes perpendicular to that of the ellipse

I

from the extremities of its axes.

I

I would refer here to two papers in tlie Cambridge Muthema-

ticalJournal, by Mr. Walton, of Trinity College, (Vol. ii. p. 103

and p. 15.")) in the first of which the complee representation of the

curve corresponding to a given equation between two variables is

considered, and in the second the real nature of a maximum or

minimum as being in fact a multiple point is noticed.
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f cos n9 I

„., . . (8)-
smnB)

ov we may write these,

z = p„ + p„_i p cos 9 + ;j, .w p" cos 2d + -I- p" cos nt

= p„_; sin G + p,,^-, p sin 2 + + p"

5. I now proceed to discuss these equations, and shall consider first the ecjuation of the

projection of the curve on tiie plane of ,vy.

This equation is in polar co-ordinates,

jo""' sin 710 + p, p"*- sin (n - 1)9 + + ;j„_i sin = (9).

To find tlie asymptotes, I observe that p will be infinite when sinn0 = 0, except for 9 =

ttStt (w— l)Tr
and f^ = TT ; hence there will be infinite values of p for = -, — , .

' n n n

Again,

sin M (^ + — sin (?t - \)9 + + -^ sin = 0;
P P"'

V\ ^P
.'. n cos ii9 - sin (« - 1)0- ^7 77,

= f' when p = SJ,

p~ (19

dd p, sin (w - l)y
or, p- -r- =

a
—

'

dp n cos, 71

9

And if we put 9 = k -, k having any value from 1 up to n - 1,

71

, d9 . kir />,

p^ — = - sin — .—

.

' dp n n

Hence tlure will l)e an asymptote corresponding to each infinite value of p, and these will

lie on the left of the corrcsjionding infinite radius vectors looking from the pole. If however

we suppose the given equation deprived of its second term, that is, if p, = 0, then the polar

subtangent vanishes and the asymptotes pass through the origin and coincide with the radius

vectors; and since this condition may always be fulfilled, I shall generally suppose that /), = 0,'

and then it may be stated that the ])rojection of the imaginary branches of the curve on the

plane of ay has « - 1 asymptotes, which pass through the origin, are equidistant from each other,

and make the same angle with each other as the first of them makes with the axis of j-.

The symmetry of these infinite branches with respect to the origin when /), = seems to me to

point out a kind of geometrical explanation of the great simplicity introduced in the solution of

equations by first depriving tlicni of their second terms.

dp
(). To determine where p is a minimum, we have by differentiating (<)) and putting -— = 0,

wp""V-os t)9 + ()i - \)p,p"'- cos (n - 1)0 + = (10),

which equation together with (<)) will give the required values of p and 9. Now if we make

9 = «. whjcli satisfies (()), (10) becomes

np"'' + (« - l)p,p"~* + = 0,

or, Zip) = 0,

which (if ,r be written for p) is the equation for determining the maxima and minima of the real

brancli of the curve ; hence p is a minimum for the projection of such points. Besides these

there may be other minimum values of p lying between the different pairs of asymptotes.

Vol. VIII. Paut III. Yy
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7. Corresponding to the asymptotes of the curve in tlic plane of .vy there will be infinite

branches in space, and it is easy to shew that these go off alternately to positive and negative

k;
infinity. For from equations (8) we have, when Q

% = j()" cos kiT = (- i)"
p"

;

therefore for odd values of k the limiting form of the curve is given by

and p is consequently very large.

which represents a parabolic branch going oft" to negative infinity for positive values of p, and

vice versa if n is odd, and going off to negative infinity on both sides of the origin if 71 is even.

And for even values of k the form is given by

« = jO",

which represents a branch going off to positive infinity for positive values of p, and negative

infinity for negative values of p if w be odd, and to positive infinity in both cases if n is even.

This proposition it is easily seen includes the real branch of the curve, and hence if we

indicate by the mark + or - on an asymptote that the corresponding branch of the curve goes off

to positive or negative infinity respectively, the arrangement of the infinite branches will be

represented by the accompanying diagram.

n odd. n even.

8. I shall next prove the following theorem :

At points in the real branch of the curve for which the first p differential coefficients of f{x)
vanish, there are p imaginary branches going oft' on eacli side of tiie real plane or plane of xz,

and these are curved alternately in opposite senses, the one nearest the real branch being curved

in the opposite sense to that real branch.

Suppose the origin of co-ordinates such that the axis of x passes through the point in question,

which may be done without in any way affecting the generality of the proof, then we shall have

/(0)=0, /"(0) = /"(0)=0,

and the equations (7) become
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^ =/(0) + 1 \ p''^'cos(jj + 1)0+

0=
I

~fjPsm{p+ 1)9 +
[p + 1

^

The form of the curve very near the point in question will be given by taking only the terras
of the series above set down, and therefore we shall have

sin {p + 1)(^ = 0,
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It would not be difficult from this particular case in which only the first differential coefficient

vanishes, to derive the other more general proposition in which the first and any number of

subsequent differential coefficients vanish ; at least we could conclude the existence of imaginary

branches curved in opposite senses though perhaps not their directions. For we may consider a

point for which f\v) f\^) f'i'^) ^^^^ = ^> ^^ ^^^ '^^•''^ °^ P successive maxima and minima

degenerating into one point, and since these maxima and minima must necessarily occur alternately

there will be p imaginary branches curved alternately in opposite senses.

9. Let us now examine whether the ordinate « admits of any maximum or minimum values

besides those which it has in the real branch of the curve.

The general equation of the curve is

and the equation for finding the maxima and minima is

/'(p^ev-) = 0,

which is equivalent to these two

8 n-l

/'(O) +f"(0)pcose +/'"(O)^cos20 + +/"(0)/ - cos(w - 1)0 = 0,

/"(O) sin e +/"(O)i^sin20 + +/"(0)p—- sin (« - }) Q = ;

and we have also the condition of z being real, which is,

/(O) sin (9 +/"(O)^sin20+ +f(p)P— sin nO = 0:

LI lH

or these may be written

/>„_! + 2p^_2p cos 6 + + np"' cos (n — i)9 = \

2p„_2 sin + + W|o""" sin (n - 1)0 = ^ (li).

p„_i sin + p„_o p sin 20 + + p""' sin n0 =

These three equations involving only two unknown quantities cannot be generally satisfied ; I

have not been able to shew directly that they never can be satisfied, though it seems possible that

such may be the case ; I can however give a complete solution of the question so far as the

purpose of this memoir is concerned by proving that a maximum or minimum point is never

unaccompanied by a branch curved in the opposite sense, in fact, by extending to all branches of

the curve the proposition which has been proved above for the real branch.

10. The proof is as follows ;

We have in general

z =fi^v + yy/- 1)

= P + Qv — 1, suppose,

d
where P= f cos y— j/(cr),

Q= (sin ,£)/(.).
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dP
Now it will be easily seen, that if — represent the partial differential coefficients of P

dx
with respect to ,r, then

in like manner,

-— = COS!/— /Or),
dx V dxl

dQ
dy

dP _ dQ
dx dy

'""'ydTv]^^''^'

.('?);

and similarly it may be shewn* that

dP
dy

dQ
dx

.(13)-

In order that ^z may vanish when x and y vary, we must have

-- ^.r + -— ^y = 0,
dx dy

—— dx + -— dt/ = 0.
ax dy '

Multiplying these equations by — and , and adding, we have, observing the relations

(12) (13),

0' = -

Hence also,

[Tyl
^

dP _ dQ _
dy dy

dP

_

dQ

_

dx dv

If tlie values of x and y which satisfy these equations also satisfy the equation Q = c, thi^

will indicate a shiguhir point in the curve, and we must determine the nature of this point : to do

this we have for the increment of z, supposing the terms of the first order to vanish,

2S'z = '^^^x'+-^-lvSy + ^Jfr (U);
dx' dxdy rfjr

dP
(there is no term involving ^y because its coefficient would be — which in this case vanishes);

' The roots of the equation /(i) = may be considered as

determined by the intersections of the curves P = and Q = 0.

These curves have the property of intersecting each other at

right angles ; for the equations of the tangents to the two curves at

a common point (j, y) are

'rfx <ty

dx

which in virtue of the relations

rfy

dP dQ . dF— = —: and -— =—;- re-
dx dy dy

present two lines perpendicular to each other.

dQ
dx
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and we have also the relation,

= —^Iv- +- ; 2^a;^y + —^^if (15).

Now we have P = (cos ?/ —
j f {x) ;

dP ( d\ dP ( .
d\

f., .

d'Pl^P f d\ ^, d^P ( . d\ .. d'P ( d\ „„^= cos «— f (x), -—- = - sin 7/ -— f (.r), —- = - cos j/
-— / (a?)

,

la^ \ ^ dxr dxdy \ -^ dxl' ' dy" \ ^ dx)'' '

also Q= fsin y —
j f {x) ;

dQ f . d\ .,. . dQ ( d\

d'Q (. d\ d'Q / ^\...r^ «^'Q /. d\

Hence, if we call the values assumed by (sin y —-) /""(«) and (cos ^ -— f"{x) at the point
\ dxl \ dxl

'

under consideration A and B respectively, (14) and (15) may be written thus:

2^'«= Bhx'-^A^xhy- B^y" (16),

O^AhTf' + ^B^x^y- A^y^ (17).

Let ^x = OS cos 0, ^y = ^s sin (p, then

2 -r— = B cos 2 d) - ^ Sin 2 0,
hs

= A cos 2 (p + B sin 2 cp ;

or 2 =r^ = Ccos (2 + a) (is),
as

= sin (2 cp + a) (19),

by putting A = B tan a.

Equation (19) determines two values for 2 (p + a, and one of these will make ^^« positive, the

other negative; hence at the point in question there will be two branches curved in opposite senses,

one will be a minimum, the other a maximum.

I have proved this proposition for simplicity's sake in the case of a double point, but the same

mode of investigation may be applied to that in which the increments of z all vanish up to any

given order ; this I proceed to do.

It is not difficult to see that if the coefficients of the powers of Sx and Sy in the increments

^z, ^^x ^"'"'« all vanish, then the value of ^""ar may be written thus,

= \dx— + Sy-pl"p (20),
dx dyj
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with the condition,

«=(^'^'^-^^^^/J^
(^')-

And it will easily appear that

Therefore calling the values assumed by sin (y — )
/'"W and cos (y "j—

)
/" (*) at the point

in question A and B respectively, equations (20) (21) may be written,

1.2 ml'"z = Blx'^ - mASaf-'Sy - *" ^"* ~ '"^

BSx"'-'Sy^ + &c.

, , , , TO (m — l) , „, ,

= Jcx" + inBc.T""'dy - Acaf^dy' -
1.2

&c.

Let ^.r = Ss cos (p, ^y = Ss sin (p,

= B (cos'" (p cos"'' (p s\n' (p +
J

- A (m cos""' (p sin (p -
ds V

"^

1.2

= A
j
cos'" (p — cos"'"* (p sin" (p +

J

+ B (»; cos" ' (p sin (p - ...)

or 1.2 m -=r~i = ^ cos m (p — A sin mcp,
ds

= ^ cos wid) + B sin »n<^,

and lastly tliese expressions may be put under the form

1.2 7n~^=C cos (m (p + a) (22),

= sin(7?f^ + a) (23).

The last equation gives us

mcp + a = kir,

where k may have any one of the values 0, 1, 2...(w> — 1); hence there will be m branches;

also the sign of ^'"x depends upon that of cos k-ir, or of (- l)*, and will therefore be alternately

positive and negative ; hence the m branches will be curved alternately in opposite senses.

Hence, therefore, if values of .r and y can be found which will make ^x = and Q = 0, there

will not be a maximum or minimum point properly speaking, but a multiple point in which

two or more branches of the curve meet, and these branches being, as has been proved, curved

in opposite senses, there cannot be an absolute maximum or minimum, that is, a maximum for every

branch or a minimum for every branch.

11. This proposition completes the theory of the roots of the equation f{x) =0; for it

has been shewn that the curve of double curvature corresponding to the equation ^ =f(x) admits

of no maxima or minima, and that it consists of n branches going off alternately to positive and

negative infinity, hence the plane of .ry or any plane parallel to it must necessarily cut the curve in

n points, and the distances of these 7i points from the origin will be the n roots of the equation.
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It may be observed that tlie preceding investigation applies to multiple points in the

real plane by making A = 0.

12. A less general application of what has preceded presents itself in the case of an equation

of an even degree having its last term positive : in this case it is well known that there is some

difficulty in proving the existence of a root. But I observe that if z = y(.t), where f(v) is of

even dimensions, z has necessarily a minimum value, and from the minimum point an imaginary

branch starts off on each side of the real plane, which will stretch out to negative infinity and

therefore cut the plane of xy in two points which will correspond to imaginary roots. Hence

we see as it were the rationale of such an equation having at least two roots, for /(*) must admit

of a minimum, and if this be negative the curve cuts the axis of x twice, if positive imaginary

branches go off from tlie minimum and these take us down to the plane of xy.

13. Tlie roots which are thus determined by the intersection with the plane of xy of

imaginary branches starting from points of the real curve for which f'(e) = are so related to the

real roots, that it has seemed to me to be desirable to denote them by a distinct name ; I therefore,

for want of a better name, call such roots connected roots, and those which are determined by the

intersection with the plane of xy of other infinite branches which, as I have shewn, never cross the

real plane, I call isolated roots. Thus I should say of an equation of even dimensions, that it must

liave two roots eitiier real or connected.

14. But more generally we may distribute the n roots of an equation into real connected

and isolated roots. For suppose the real branch of the curve traced, and suppose that it has p
points for which f'{x) = and /"(*) does not vanish, then it is ea.sy to see from what has been

said that there will be p + 1 roots either real or connected; from the p maxima and minima there

go off 2jj infinite branches wliich occupy 2p out of the 2w - 2 asymptotes*, leaving 2w - 2p - 2

asymptotes ; between each pair of asymptotes there is an infinite branch which cutting the

plane of xy gives a root, therefore there are n - p - \ isolated roots ; and thus we make up the

whole number of roots «. I will just observe that n - p - \ is obviously even, because if n is

even p is necessarily odd, and vice versa. The same proposition may be extended to the case in

which other derived functions besides f'{v) vanish at any point, by the reasoning used in Art. (8) :

for we may consider such a point to be tlie degeneration of a number of contiguous maxima and

minima, for each of which the proposition is true. It may therefore be stated generally, that if

tliere are p real values of x, whether all unequal or not, which make f'{x) vanish, then the

equation /(a) = has p -r 1 roots either real or connected.

15. It may be observed, that a pair of connected roots may be clianged into a pair of real

ones by altering the position of the plane of xy, or speaking algebraically by changing the value

of the last term of the equation ; and this fact points out the propriety of distinguishing between

connected and isolated roots, which latter are necessarily imaginary wherever the plane of xy cuts

the axis of z, since they are determined by the intersection of that plane with branches of the

curve, which, as we have seen, never cross the real plane.

16. The number of real and connected roots evidently depends upon the number of real

roots of the equation f'(x) = 0, and (as has been already in fact proved) if the number of real

roots of this derived equation be p, then the number of real and connected roots of the original

equation will be p + 1 ; consequently the number of isolated roots of the original equation is equal

to the number of imaginary roots of the derived.

• In Art. (.5) I have spoken of n - 1 asymptotes, here of 2« •- 2 ; I asymptote, here for convenience I have considered the same line as

the difference consists merely in this, that in the former case I have tuw stretching out to infinity on opposite sides of the origin,

considered the indefinite straight line through the origin as one '
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17- Hence also we see the truth of a theorem, of which I shall presently make use, namely,
that an equation has at least as many imaginary roots as any one of its derivatives; for the equation

f{x) = has as many isolated roots as there are imaginary roots in /'(«) = 0, and therefore has at

least as many imaginary roots ; /'(*) = has in like manner at least as many imaginary roots as

/"(,r) = 0, and so on : whence the truth of the proposition is clear.

18. If the plane of .vy should happen to pass through a real maximum or minimum, which
is as we have seen properly speaking a multiple point, there will be several equal roots. The
condition of equal roots will be therefore that the plane of wy shall pass through a point for which
one or more of the differential coefficients of /(.r) vanish, or which is the same thino-, that f(a) =
and f {x) = shall have one or more roots in common ; which as is well known is the test of equal
roots. Or we may shew directly that at a point for which there are m equal roots there are m
tiranches curved in opposite senses ; for let ,r = for simplicity's sake be the nwt which occurs m
times, then

f(a;) = x"' \p„ + p„_,.T + + a"-"'|,

and the equations to the curve will be

~ = P„
!>"' tos m9 + ,

= p^&in mO + ;

therefore near tlie origin, sin jnO = 0,

.•. m6 = Ictt where I- may =0, l...(»n - I),

and z = p„p"' cos krr

therefore there will be in branches curved in alternately opposite senses.

19. It will be seen, that a pair of equal real roots in the equation f(0) implies a pair of

imaginary roots in the equation /(r) = 0, since /"(r) will also vanish for the same value of ,r

as that which makes fix) = 0. And generally, if x be even, r equal roots of the equation

f'{x) = imply r imaginary roots in the equation /(.r) = ; if r be odd, there will be r + 1 or

r — 1 imaginary roots according as /(,r) and /'"'"'(.r), which is the first derived function which

does not vanish, have the same or different signs.

This theorem requires no demonstration, as its truth will be seen at once on examination.

By means of it I am able to prove the ordinary proposition relative to the number of imaginarv

roots belonging to an equation defective in any of its terms ; the proof is as follows :

Suppose,

/(.r) = p„ + p„-\X + + Mx^ + A\t^'^'+' + + X",

where i> terms are wanting between the terms A/.r** and Nx^^'*^;

differentiating n times, we have

f(x) = m(/u- 1) 2.1 3/ + (m + 1/ + 1)(m + »-) ... (i/ + 2)Nx'*' +

+ « (« - 1 ) ... (« - fi + 1 ) .r" "" ;

differentiating again,

f'^'ix) = (^ + v + 1).(m + v) ... (i + 1)AV + +«.(«-!)...(« -M).r"-''-'.

Hence the equation

/-*'(..) =

has V roots equal to 0, and therefore the equation f^(x) = has i- imaginary roots if u be even,

and if v be odd, it has v + 1 or i/ — 1, according as/''(0) and /"*"*' (0) have the same or opposite

signs, that is, according as M and N' have the same or opposite signs. But, by a theorem cited

Vol.. VIII. Part III. Zz
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and proved in Art. (17), /(r) = has at least as many imaginary roots as any one of its derived

equations; hence it will have at least i/ imaginary roots if v be even, and at least r + 1 or i/ - 1,

according as M and N have the same or opposite signs, if v be odd.

20. I will now illustrate what precedes by discussing some actual cases and tracing the

corresponding curves.

Let the equation be a quadratic, that is, let

/(a) = x' - a.v + b = (24),

••• /' iv) = 2.r - a,

f"(.v)=2,

and the equations of the curve of double curvature are

z = af — a.r + h - y'

= 2 .r - a

if we eliminate x by means of the second of these equations, we have

(2.5),

Hence the complete locus of the equation z =fit>) will be in this case two parabolas in planes

perpendicular to each other, with their vertices coincident and their curvatures in opposite senses

:

the height of the vertex above the plane of ,ry will be 6
, if this be positive the roots of the

given equation are imaginary, if negative they are real, because in the former case the plane of .ry

cuts the imaginary branch, in the latter the real. We see in this simple instance what has already

been proved generally, namely, that z does not admit of a maximum or minimum value jjroperly

speaking, because at the minimum point an imaginary branch goes off along which .; still

decreases.

The figure represents the curve corresponding to a quadratic equation.
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a a^
. .AB = -

, BC = h - —
, which in the figure is supposed positive: X^ CX^ is the imaginary

branch cutting the plane of xy in X^ and Xj, so that J^„ AX^ are the roots of the equation.

I may observe, that the mode of viewing the subject which is explained in this paper, though
rather complicated when considered generally, is of very easy application in the case of a quadratic

;

for the ordinary solution gives us the roots

2
\/?-^i,r = - ± \/ 6, if 6 be less than -,

a ,— /, a-
.r = - ± v/- 1 V* 5

and ,r = - ± \/ - 1 sJ h , if b be greater than —
.

Now .r = - corresponds to the minimum value of r^ - ax + 6, and therefore the usual mode of
2

interpreting the symbol \/- I would lead us to consider the preceding expressions as the distance

of tlie minimum point from the origin ± a distance measured along the axis of x or perpendicular

a^
to it, according as h is less or greater than — .

21. Let us take the case of a cubic, which I shall suppose to be deprived of its second term

for reasons heretofore assigned. We have then

/ (.r) = .r^ - 7 ,(? + r = (2()),

/" (x) = 6a-,

/'" {^^ = 6.

Hence the equations of the curve will be

z = .t' — qx \- r — Sxxf \

.,

(27)-

Q = Sx^ -q-y~ J

The curve will assume different forms according to the nature of the parameters f/ and r.

Let us consider the real branch of the curve ; then the condition dx = gives us

inr -q = 0, x=^ sJ'L;

hence in order that there may be a maximum or minimum point q must be positive ; suppose this

to be the case, then there will be one maximum and one minimum, and for the value of sr we

have

ar = r =F 2 ^l-
T° q^

. .

I sliall suppose )• to be positive, and — > — , so that both values of « may be positive.

The curve in the plane of xy is evidently an hyperbola, the asymptotes to which are inclined

at an angle of 6o" to the axis of x, and in the case here supposed of q being positive the real

principal axis will be the axis of .r.

z z 2
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These indications are sufficient to siiew tlie whole course of the curve which is represented

in the annexed figure

:

P,, P2, are respectively the minimum and maximum point ; the real brancii of the curve

necessarily cuts the axis of .v to the left of the origin ; from the minimum point P^ goes off an

imaginary branch which meets the plane of xj/ in J^.,, J{.^, thus giving two imaginary roots. It will

be remembered that the conventions which have been made are that 7 sliall be positive, > positive,

'•'
9' . . .

and — > — ; it will be easily seen that the form of the curve will remain essentially the same
4 27

-^

so long as the first condition is fulfilled, and the changes introduced by varying the latter conditions

may be represented by supposing the plane of .I'y shifted into different positions. Suppose for

instance the plane of .vy to cut the real branch between P, and D (the point of intersection of the

curve with the axis of z) ; this will correspond to r positive, and — < — , then there are three
' '

4 27

real roots, two positive and one negative ; if the plane of xy cuts the real branch between

D and P., we have the case of r negative, and — < — , and there are one positive and two
4 27

negative roots ; lastly, if the plane of xy cuts the real branch above P.^, we have the case of r

'"' 9'
negative, and — > — , and we have one positive real root and two imaginary. I may just observe

that all the imaginary roots here spoken of are of the class which I have termed connected.

If we suppose 7 negative we have an entirely diflFerent form of curve, for in this case the real

branch has no maximum or minimum point, and therefore it is clear that one of the roots will be
real and the other two isolated and imaginary. Also the real principal axis of the hyperbola in the

plane of xy will be the axis of y, and not the axis of .v as in the preceding instance. It is not

necessary to trace the curve, as its form is easy to imagine and it presents no varieties.

The preceding discussion includes every case of cubic equations.

22. We may discuss in like manner the general biquadratic equation. In this case,

f(x) = x' + q.v' + r.v + s = (28),

f'{x) = 4ci'' + iqx + r.
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f'{.v) = 12.r^ + 27,

and the two etiuations to the curve are therefore,

» = .rW q.v^ + rx + s - y'^(6x' + (j) + y^
\

= 407^ + 2c/x -r r - iy'^x j

357

(29).

Now the .sign of s need not be considered, since (as has been observed before) a change in its

sign will only correspond to a change in position of the plane of xy, the figure of the curve

remaining the same ; the combinations of sign of cj and r will be as under.

.uul these different cases must be considered.

The equation for determining tlie maxima and minima of the real branch of the curve is,

.r' + - .r + - = 0,
2 4

which has one real root if q is positive, and if q is negative it has one or three, according as
''^

• , 7^— IS > or < than —

.

8 27

First then, let q be positive and let also >• be

positive, tlien it will be found that the curve will

be such as is represented in the annexed figure.

P is the minimum point of the real branch; the

dotted lines represent the imaginary branches, which

cut the plane of xy in the points X,, X.,, and in two

other similarly situated points on the other side of

the plane of xx which are not represented for fear

of complicating the figure.

If )• be negative, the figure will be essentially

the same, but must be supposed to revolve through

two right angles about the axis of x.

Secondly, let be negative; then if — be >—

,

8 27

there will be no difference in the figure but this,

that the curve of projection on the plane of xy
will lie nearer to the axis of x than the asymptotes, instead of lying further away, as in the
last case.
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But if — be < — , the form of the
8 27

curve will be essentially different, and

will be as in the annexed figure. If we

suppose the figure to correspond to the

case of r positive, then the figure for r

negative will be found as before by sup-

posing everything turned through two right

angles about the axis of z.

23. The curve corresponding to the equation x" - 1 = is easily traced, and furnishes a good
illustration of what precedes. I shall trace this curve with polar co-ordinates.

We have, «^ = /o" (cos w0 + -v/^ sin w0) - 1 (30),

which divides itself into the two equations,

X = p" cos nO - i\

0= sinnd
J

^^^''

from the latter of these nd = kir where k = 0, 1, 2 (« - 1);

.-. z = (- i)y - 1.

Hence the complete curve will consist of a series of parabolic curves defined by the equations

^ = P" - 1 and z = - p" - \ alternately, and lying in planes
passing through the axis of z and making with each other an

angle —

.

" n

The figure represents the curve; Oa^, Oa-^ are the
branches stretching up to positive infinity, Oa^, Oa^
those to negative infinity: the plane of a.y intersects the
former set of branches but not the latter, and gives for the
roots AX„ AX,

If we suppose the plane of xy to intersect the branches

^'^e' ^«4 we should have the case of the equation

*" + 1 = 0;

and if the plane were to pass through O, we should have the
curve corresponding to x" = 0, in which case the roots would
be all equal to 0.

1
z
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Si. The investigations of this paper have been restricted to ordinary algebraic equations,

nevertheless some of the results are of a more general character and need not be so restricted. The
proposition contained in Art. (8) is, I believe, perfectly general, as also is the proposition of

Art. (10) which is an extension of the former. In fact the theorems about maxima and
minima will be true for all such points as do not involve a failure of Taylor's Theorem, which

never occurs in the case of a rational algebraical function. The propositions concerning the number
and position of infinite branches are of course applicable only to algebraic equations. I will just

notice one instance of an equation not algebraic : suppose

f{x) = s\nx=0 (32),

d
then z =

I
cos y — ) sin je

= sin .r ll + ,- + ^ + i

e" + e--"

.(3.3),

id = f sin y—
j

sin x

= cos x {y + — ^y_ ,

[3 [5

= cos .r [e'J - e''-'\ (34).

In equation (.S4) the variables x and y are entirely separated ; the factor e* - e"-' when equated
to zero gives, as will easily be seen, only one real value of y, namely y = 0: this corresponds to the
real plane, and if we make y = in (33), that equation becomes

• sr = sin x,

and we have the ordinary figure of sines in the real plane.

If we consider the factor cos.r in (3i), we have an infinite number of real roots for the eciuatioii.

TT ^iTF 57r ...
namely ,r = ± - , ± — , ± — , &c., and substitutmg these in (3.3), that equation becomes

which shews that from the maximum and minimum points of the real branch of the curve ima<'iuarv

branches set off in planes at riglit angles to the real plane, which are in fact common catenaries, the

directrices of which are in the plane of xy, and which go off alternately to positive and negative
infinity.

25. In concluding this paper I will observe that I am not sufficiently well acquainted with the

literature of the subject to be certain as to how far the idea of it has been anticipated. I will

observe, however, that in the late Mr. Murphy's Treatise on the Theory of Equations, (published

under the direction of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge,) the existence of the roots

of Algebraic Equations is demonstrated upon principles similar to those which I have adopted ; it
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is there proved, first, that after a rational function of n dimensions has attained a minimum value

corresponding to a real value of a', it is possible to diminish the function still further by assigning

to 00 an increment of the form h + k^/ - 1, and then it is shewn that by assigning to x a value of

like form, it is possible to give to a rational function of x of even dimensions a series of

continually increasing or diminishing values, which propositions are akin to, but far less general

than, those which I have proved in Arts. (8) and (10). Nevertheless the mode of viewing the

subject is the same as that which I have adopted, and indeed suggested to me the possibility

of illustrating the theory of equations by reference to the curve of double curvature, which represents

the succession of real values of a function of a? corresponding to values of the form x + y y/ — 1 :

apart from which geometrical illustration, the theory of the roots of equations which depends upon

the demonstrated impossibility of a maximum or minimum value off(x), when the values of ,v are of

the form a; + y\/- l, appears to me to be more luminous than any other which I have seen.

H. GOODWIN.

\



XXVI. On n Change in the State of an Eye affected iiith a Mat-formation.

By G. B. Airy, Esq., Astronomer Royal.

[Read May 25, 1846.]

TwEKTY years ago, I had the lioiioiir of suhmitting to this Society a statement of the effects of

a mal-forniation in my own left eye. Tlie nature of the effect was this: that the rays of light

coming from a luminous point and falling upon the whole surface of the pupil do not converge

to a point at any position within the eye, but converge in such a manner as to pass through

two lines at right angles to each other, (a geometrical phenomenon, to which the term astigmatism

was very happily affixed by the present Master of Trinity College), and that these lines, in the

ordinary position of the head, are both inclined to the vertical in the manner described in my
paper (Cambridge Pliilosopfiical Transactions, Vol. II.) The evidence of this astigmatism, and

the measure of it, arc given by the simple observation of bringing the luminous point nearer

and nearer to the eye ; the lines of focal convergence, according to the usual rules of focal

])osition, move in the same direction in the interior of the eye ; and thus one line and the other

line are successively brought upon the retina ; or the image of the point becomes successively

a line in one direction or in the other direction, these directions being at right angles to each

other. It was found in ISt^.l that the distances at which the luminous point must be placed to give

linear images were 3"5 and ()"0 inches ; and the difference of the reciprocals of these numbers, or

O'll,'), is a proper measure of the astigmatism. The fault of the eye was corrected, as regards

the production of distinct vision, by the use of a lens of which one surface was spherically

concave, and the other surface cylindrically concave, and the radius of the cylindrical surface

was such as to give a power 01 19, or, in combination with a plane surface, to give a focal length

1 . , ... w - 1

inch, or it was in inches .

0119 0119

Some years since, I found, from some unrecorded observations, that the general short-sighted-

ness of the eye had sensibly altered, but that the measure of astigmatism remained nearly the sanu-

as at first.

Lately, having found that the spectacles constructed for me in 1825 do not very well suit the

present condition of the eye, I have made observations in precisely the same manner as in 182.5, by

viewing a very fine hole pricked in a card, and causing that card to slide upon a scale whose end

rests upon the orbital bone of the eye, and measuring the distances at which the card is placed when

the point appears as a line. I have been careful to hold the body and head in the same general

position as before : the accuracy of tlie measures being sensibly affected by these circumstances.

As far as I can remember, the indication of the focal lines to the horizon, their length, and their

sharpness, are not in the smallest degree changed. But the distances of the luminous pwint which

produce them are sensibly changed. They were formerly 3*5 and 6*0 inches : tliev are now 4'7 and

8-9 inches. The eye therefore has become generally less short-sighted than it was formerly.

But the measure of the astigmatism, which was formerly

11 11
= Oil"), IS now = 0-100.

S-5 b-0 4-7 8-9

Vol. VIII. Paut III. 3 A
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On examining the slightly , discordant observations, I am inclined to think that a distance somewhat

less than 4'7 is the true^one, and this would increase the measure of astigmatism above 0-100, and

would make it approach more nearly to the ancient value. It seems therefore that while the short-

sightedness of the eye has materially diminished, the fault which produces the astigmatism has

undergone very little or no alteration.

Upon examining the right eye in the same manner, I find no perceptible fault. The image of

a fine hole is a luminous point very sharply defined. The distance of accurate definition is as nearly

as possible 47 inches, the same as the nearest distance at which the left eye forms a well defined line

for the image of a point. It would seem therefore that the normal formation of the two eyes is the

same, and that the abnormal alteration in the left eye is of the nature of a refraction through a dense

medium cylindrically concave, or through a rare medium cylindrically convex, superadded to the

normal refraction.

G. B. AIRY.

Royal Observatory, Greenwich,

January 14, 1846.



XXVII. A Theory of Lumi?ioH.<i Rays oti the Hypothesis of Unditlations . By the

Rev. J. Chai-lis, M.A., Phimian Professor of Astronomy and Experimental

Philosophy in the University of Cambridge.

[Read Ma,/ 11, 1846.]

If a beam of Sun-light pass through a narrow aperture, about one-thirtietli of an inch in breadtli

and be received on a glass prisin the edges of which are parallel to the borders of the aperture,

a spectrum is formed by the transmitted light, which, when magnified and properly looked at,

exhibits, as is well ki.own, a large number of dark lines parallel to the refracting edge of the

prism. If instead of passing through an aperture with parallel borders, the light passed through

a circular aperture, one-thirtieth of an inch in diameter, a spectrum of diminished width would

be seen, but of the same length as before and crossed by the same dark lines. The trans-

mission through the prism has produced no change on the light : it has onlv brought into view

the parts of which the incident beam is comjiosed. Taking, for instance, a portion of light

immediately contiguous to any one of the dark lines, the jirism informs us that the incident

beam contains light of that particular refrangibility, abruptly terminated in a plane passing through

the axis of the beam perpendicular to the edge of the prism. The existence of this abrupt ter-

mination is owing to the cause, whatever it may be, which produces the dark line, and has nothing

whatever to do with the transmission of the ligiit through a small aperture. Let now the prism

be turned about the axis of the beam to any other position. The spectrum will present exactly

the same appearance as before, and light of the same refrangibility (not necessarily the same light)

as in the former case, will still be bounded by a dark line. And so for every position the prism

be made to take by being turned about the axis of the incident beam. This experiment proves

that every beam of white light contains portions of light of a definite refrangibility, the siden

of which arc turned in all directions from the axis of tlie beam. This fact is at once explained

by supposing light to consist of rayx ; and it does not appear possible to give any other explanation

of it. Although the experimental evidence applies immcdiatelv only to the portions of light con-

tiguous to dark lines, yet a very strong presumption is afforded by it that all light is in the

form of rays. The existence of the dark lines themselves is most simply accounted for by

supposing that certain rays of Sun-light are in some manner extinguished.

Admitting it to be a legitimate deduction from the facts of the Solar Spectrum, that liglit is

composed of rays, it is clear that no Theory of Light can be complete wiiich does not take account

of this distinctive character. The facts are perfectly consistent with the Theory of Emission,

and tiie advocates of that theory might justly appeal to them as evidence in its favour. My
object in this communication will be to shew that rays of light are also to be accounted for

on the Undulatory Theory.

It must here be premised that it is not my intention to treat the L^ndulatory Theory, as

most optical writers of the present day have done, by a particular consideration of the molecular

constitution of the wther. Not having been able to form the slightest conception how this view of

Undulations can be reconciled with the existence of rays of light, I propose to regard the iPther as a

continuous fluid substance, such that small increments of its pressure are proportional to small

increments of density, and to apply to it the usual hydrodynamical equations. The pressure

3 A 2
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being p and density p at the time t at any point whose co-ordinates are w, y, z, it will he

assumed that p = a''p, d^ being a certain constant.

In a former communication which I made to this Society, I gave the proof of a new fun-

damental equation in Hydrodynamics, by the combination of which with the ordinary equation

of continuity, an equation results which is indispensable in the present investigation. The process

for deducing this last equation is given in the Cambridge Philosophical Transactions, (Vol. vii.

Part III. pp. SS.T and 386) : it is also obtained (p. 387) by independent elementary considerations.

Let V be the velocity and p the density at any time t, at a point where the principal radii

of curvature of the surface cutting the directions of motion at right angles are R and R\ and

let ds be the increment of a line coincident with the directions at the time t of the motions of

the particles through which it passes. Then the resulting equation I speak of is,

dp d.pV , / 1 1\ ,,

the variation with respect to space being from point to point along the line s. Now the new

fundamental equation above mentioned, combined with the two other fundamental equations, gives

the means of obtaining a resulting equation, in which the variables are \/a, a;, y, x and t, the

principal variable \|/ being such a function of the others that \|/ = is the equation of a surface

normal to the directions of motion, in whatever way the motion of the fluid may have originated.

It follows that the function \|/, since it is given by a partial differential equation, contains arbitrary

functions of x, y, x and i, and that the normal surface is consequently arbitrary. The partial

diff'erential equations applicable to the Undulatory Theory of Light are linear with constant

coefficients. For our present purpose, we have to enquire how far \|/ is arbitrary when the

equations are of this nature : whether, for instance, the normal surface must necessarily be either

a plane or a spherical surface. The general equation which gives \p by integration is too com-

plicated to be employed in this investigation. We may, however, dispense with the use of it

by combining equation (l) with the following general equation, which is obtained in p. .S83 of

the communication already referred to :

a^Nap.log^ + f^^ds + ^ = F(t), (2),

the variation with respect to space being, as before, from point to point of the line of motion. By

diff"erentiating this equation with respect to s and t successively we get,

a'dp dV ^dV . a'dp rd'V dV
-^ + + F - = 0, and —-f + -—ds + V— = F (t).

pds df ds pat J dt' dt

Also equation (l) may be put under the form,

dp V.dp dV l\ 1 \
—i— + '^ + — +F— + —, =0.
pdt pds ds \R R J

Hence substituting for —- and —^ from the preceding equations, and differentiating with respect

pdt pds

to s, the result is,

d-V d'V <fF dV dV „dV f\ i\ ,„ / i i\

df'
* ^ ds'^ dsdt ds dt ds\R R'l

^
U- iiV

for dR = dR' = ds. Now putting - for V, and integrating with respect to « after the substitu-

tion, it will be found that
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dt' \ d.rj ds" ds dsdt ds\R R'l
^'

Lastly, for q put ^ + x (')' 'h*^ function -^ (0 being such that F (f) - t^" (/) = 0.

d(p dq
Then —^ = — = T, and

ds ds

^-L^.^^^n^^-^.^^-a^^fi + i-Uo (3).
dt" \ rf*-/ </»• ds dsdt ds \R Rj ^'

If the surface normal to the directions of motion be a plane, R and R' are each infinitely great, and

the equation strictly applying to this case of motion, is

d-0

dir̂
!^_f„^_^V-^ + 2^'^^ = (4).

df \ ds- I ds' ds dsdt '

It is well known that this equation is exactly satisfied by a particular integral applying to motion

d(b
f

I d(h\
1 , , .

. ddj
propagated in a single direction, namely, - = F <ia + —^1 ^ — «>; and that at the same tmie —

^

= «.Nap. log^. From these two equations it follows that a given state of density and velocity

is carried through space by the propagation and by the motion of the particles, with tlie velocity

n H

—

— . The rate of propagation is therefore strictly a, whatever be the velocitv and densitv
ds

of the particles. Unless this were the case the velocity and arrangement of density in a given wave

would change by propagation, however small the motion of tlie particles might be. Hence, in order

that equation (3), in wiiich R and R' are not supposed to be indefinitely great, may apply to motion

in whicii the type of tiie waves remains altogether unchanged by propagation, it must be of the same

form as equation (4). This will be the case if

«^d!(^^^)=('''^-«^)??'
^'^-^

the resulting equation being the same as (+) with the difference of iiaving a' in the place of a. Also

^ = ^:. Nap. log/,.

It is now important to remark that the general partial differential equation having v// for its

principal variable, to wiiich I have already referred, is of the third order, and consequently its

integral, supposing it could be obtained, would involve three arbitrary functions of the co-ordinates

and the time. Hence the function \|/ may be made to satisfy three arbitrary conditions. The first I

shall suppose it to satisfy is, that tlie propagation of the motion be in a single direction ; the next,

that the motion of the particles situated in a fixed straight line, wiiicii I shall call the axis of «, be

entirely in that line; tlie third coniiition I shall assume is, that for the motion along the axis of as

the equation (o) is satisfied. It will appear from the reasoning that follows, that a form of \^ may

be found consistent with these conditions.

Let <p^ (x, t) be the condensation at the time t at any point of the a\is of sr distant by z from the

origin, and let the condensation, for a reason that will appear afterwards, be assumed to be (p^ {z, t)

x/(.r, ij) at any point whose co-ordinates are .r, y, z. For shortness sake I shall write (p^ and / for

these functions, treating (p^ as a function of ^ and t only, and / as a function of .r and y only. Let

p he the density, and u, v, w, the components of the velocity in the directions of the axes of co-

ordinates, at the point xyz, and at the time t. It will be assumed that u, v, and w are always

small velocities, and their first powers only will be taken account of. This being premised, we have
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a^dp n^(fi^ d f ldu\
P-'^'P'f-^ -7cU. = -~-tv =

^ dtl"

du , df ^^
and to tlie first approximation, — = - a'cb —^ . Hence"

dt *^'da-

>df r .u = - a- —^ J(h dt + c,

d.v

the arbitrary quantity c being in general a function of ,r, »/» and z. In the same manner,

V = - a' -— l(h dt + c

.

dy ^'

41 • d'dp ,j.^(t> /dw\ .... dtv
Also since — - = - a-

f

—~ = — we have to the same degree of approximation, —
pdz •' pdz \dt I

' "
dt

= - a^f • -p-', and w = - a f \
-~ dt + c" = - d-f—'^-p^ + c". But it is evident from the

dx ' J dz ' dz
assumed law of the condensation in any plane perpendicular to the axis of z, that the accelerative

force parallel to z at any point of this plane must to the first degree of approximation be equal to

/ X the accelerative force at the point of intersection witli the axis, and that the corres])onding

velocities must be in tiie same proportion. Hence, — being the velocity at the point of the axi>
dz

of z, we shall have w = /' —^ . It follows that = - a" ftp dt, and tliat c" = 0.

flz r . r

'

For reasons which will appear hereafter I shall also suppose that r = 0, and c = 0. Thus we

shall have,

^ df ^ df dcp

^ d.v ^d;/ dz

It is to be remarked that these equations are the more exact, tlie smaller the ratios of n and i- to w.

From the foregoing reasoning it follows that

nd.r + vdy + wdz = (h ^- d.r + ft -^ dt/ + f —^dz = d .f(p.^ dx '^ dy ' ' dz

Hence udx + vdy + wdz is an exact differential; and it is well known that in a case of fluid

motion in which the first power of the velocity is alone retained, this condition must be fulfilled.

The assumed law of the distribution of the density consequently satisfies a necessary analytical

condition, and on this principle is justified. It follows also that d\J/ = rf./0, and by integration

that \\/ =f(f) + a function of < = 0. Thus the equation of the surface normal to the directions

of motion is to a certain extent determined, and we mav now proceed to obtain an expression.11
lor (- —; .

R R'

The known general expression for - + —r is.

id'-y^, d'y^ '^'^\ (d^' dyp^- d\ly'\ •* d-\l/ rf\//- rf'\|/ d>|/'

\\d.v' dy' dz- 1 \ da^ dy' dz-l dx- dx' dy' dy'
jfd>^'' d\^^ d\!/

?dy'dady ~ dxdz dx dz dydz dy

{dx" dy^ dz'j jd'xj, dxjy' d'^\, dxj, d^ ^ d's\, dy d^\, ^ d'^\, dyjy d^f, i

> dz' dz' d-rdu ' dx dy dxdz dx dz dydz dy dz
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The equation (8) is satisfied by <^ = \|/(Ocos \nss + -^{t)\ ; and the equation (9) by <p = (p{nz -na't).

Hence \|/ (^) = constant — , and ^(t)=-nat. Consequently = — cos w (« - a ^), and the

velocity —^ = m sin 7i (a t - sx) = m sin — (at - z) suppose.
dz \

It results from the foregoing reasoning that if the small vibrations of the aetlier in the direction

of propagation follow the law expressed by the equation last obtained, the condensation in any plane

perpendicular to an axis of rectilinear propagation may vary at a given time from point to point,

and at the same time the propagation be uniform. A consequence of this result is that a very

slender cylindrical portion of the oether may continue in agitation while the contiguous portions are

at rest ; and since the law above obtained is that which has been found by experience to apply to

the phajnomena of light, the existence of rays of light, which was proved experimentally at the

commencement of this paper, is accounted for theoretically.

As far as we have hitherto proceeded, the function / has remained indeterminate. The con-

siderations I am now about to enter upon will serve to ascertain its form. Take a plane perpen-

dicular to the axis of z, in which the velocity parallel to the axis of a: is a maximum, and in which

consequentlv u - 0, and t) = 0. As the motion at any point of this plane is parallel to the direction

of propagation, and as the velocity of propagation is uniform, it follows that an equation like (5),

applicable to this point, is obtained by simply substituting ftp for (p. Substituting also a-(l -t- k)

for a", we have,

f''^{l^L\^uft± 00).' dz \R R'l ' dz' "-
'

1 1 .

At the same time the general expression for - + ^' gives,

R ^ R'l <b' dz~ dx' ^ dy' f \d.T' ^ df

!

Hence by substitution in equation (10),

1 , 1

dx~ d y~

^.t\'^:Li,..o <„,
doc' dy'

Consequently, by comparison with equation (8),

^.l — + —
k ' \ d.v- dy-

d'.~ d'.-
f f 1

or —-i-
-I- —-4 - kn- .- = (12).

d.i' dy~ f

The function / must consequently be such as to satisfy this equation.

Again, as the phenomena of light shew that a ray of common light has similar relations to space

in all directions perpendicular to its axis, the function /, which is arbitrary, to apply to this kind of

light, must be assumed to be a function of the distance from the axis. That is, if r = x^ + y^,
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/ is a function of r. And the equation (12) is quite consistent with this assumption. In fact, fur

this case it becomes,

1 1

d'--. d.-
f i f 1—^ + - . — ' - kn.- = 0,

dr r ar f
which equation determines the particular form of/ applicable to common light. This equation does

not appear to be exactly integrable. By putting it under the form,

d~f dp df
:T4-2^ + -y- + /c«y=0 (13),dr fdr' rdr

nr s/ k
it will be seen that the equation /= cos -_- satisfies it, when r is very small. Bv multiplying

1/2

df rf- f
equation (13) by /, and supposing — = 0, we shall have either / = 0, or —- + ktrf = 0. The

latter equation is satisfied at the axis of the ray: the other bv a certain value / of r, which may be

called the radius of the ray. If S equal the condensation at the axis, and « the condensation at a

point distant by r from the axis, by what has been already shewn, s = Sf. Hence where r = /,

ds
both s = 0, and — = 0; that is, at this distance there is neither condensation nor variation of con-

dr

densation. Thus the parts of the fluid more distant from the axis than / may remain at rest, while

those at less distance continue in agitation. As a" = rt"(l + k), and as it is not probable that a'

differs much from a, k may be considered a very small numerical quantity. Hence the three first

terms of equation (13) will be small, since each would vanish if k vanished. Consequently / the

radius of the ray must be large compared to \ the breadth of an undulation. Because -^ is very
dr

df
small for all values of r, and f and — vanish together where r = /, it follows that the second term

•' dr ^

of equation (13) is very small compared to the others at all distances from the axis. By neglect-

ing this term the equation becomes,

rf-'/ df^ + -^ + kn'f=0 (14),
dr' rdr

which determines with sufficient approximation the function /.

By neglecting in the general equation (12) the terms containing
'

and
,,

, which are

quantities of the same order as the neglected term of equation (13), we obtain,

d^f d'f
t4 + t4+^«/=« ('5)'
ax' dy'

which is a general equation, applying to a ray of light of any kind, and including as a particular

case equation (U). Since by hypothesis s = Sf, we inunediately derive from (1.5),

d- s dr s ^

-T^ + -r~- + kws = (1(5),
a.r dy

a linear equation with constant coefficients, in which the principal varial)le is the condensation.

The velocity (a) in the direction of .r we find to be (b — , which, since s = Sf, becomes — .

• ' ^ dx'
' •" S dx

Vol. VUI. Part III. 3 3
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(b da ,,»«X27r^, „ d(b , '2w ,

So = —.— . But we have seen that d) = cos-^(a/-^). Hence ~^=-ma i\r\ — {at-x)
S dy Stt A dt X

ma' . 2ir rh Xcr Stt
= - a'S. Therefore .V = —r sin -- (a if - z), and -T; = ^ . cot — {a t - z). Call this quan-

«- \ A 2 7r« \

ds .
'^'^ T mi

titv 4'- Then ?« = <I^— , and w = <})-—
. Let now s - a^ + a.>. Then

rf,i; dy

d-'.((r, + (T.) d'.(a-i + (Ta)—

!

^ + -^ + kn- (o-, + 0-^) = ;

d.r^ dy

and as s in equation (iG) is arbitrary, we may have separately,

d'ai d^a , .,

h 1- kn a^ = 0,

and -—p + —
1- kii a^ = 0,

dar dy

and consider these equations to apply to two distinct rays. At the same time, since 6- = (Ti + a-^,

d n da, da., ^ ^ ds ^ da\ . da2 • <. •
i

4) = 4>—: + ({> , and O — = <J> h <P ; that is, the sums ot the velocities in the two
dx d.v dai dy dy dy

rays resolved in the directions of the axes of co-ordinates are equal to the resolved parts of the

velocity of the original ray in the same direction. Similar reasoning would have applied if we had

assumed s = cr, + (T2 + cr.j + &c. The general conclusion we may now draw is, that a ray may be

conceived to be composed of two or more rays in the same phase of vibration, and that if, after a

ray has been separated into distinct rays, the parts be put together in the same phase of vibration,

they will compose the original ray.

The foregoing Theory of Luminous Rays, conducts to a very simple and satisfactory explana-

tion of the phenomena of Polarized Light, which I propose to bring before the notice of the

Society at a future opportunity.

Cambridge Ohservatury.

May 11, 1846.



XXVIII. A Theory of the Polarization of Light on the Hypothesift of Undulations.

By the Rev. J. Challis, M.A., Plmnian Professor of Astronomy and E.rperi-

mental Philosophy in the University of Cambridge.

[Read May 25, 1846.]

The Theory of Polarization contained in this Paper is founded on the Theory of Luminous

Rays, given in my last communication, of which the present may be regarded as a continuation.

I shall, therefore, use the same symbols as in the former Paper, and suppose their signification to be

known, and for the sake of convenience, the reference numbers attached to the equations will be in

continuation of those of the other Paper.

Conceive a ray of common light to be submitted to some action which is not symmetrical with

respect to its axis, and which divides it into rays subsequently pursuing different paths. In general

the arrangement of the condensation in neither of these rays will be symmetrical about its axis
:
but

each may be supposed to consist of a symmetrical part having the properties of common light, and

a part which has a different arrangement. The unsymmetrical part is considered to be polarized.

A difference in the arrangement of the condensation in different directions transverse to the axis,

corresponds in this Theory to Polarization. By experiment it appears that a polarized ray has

a certain definite character, which is quite independent of the particular action producing the bifur-

cation of the original ray, being the same under modes of separation of very different kinds. The

explanation of the phitnomcna of polarization is therefore to be sought for in the modifications of

which the vibrations of a ray of common light are susceptible according to Hydrodynamical principles.

In the phaenomena of common light there is nothing to decide whether the sensation of light is due

to the direct or the trarisverse vibrations. The phaenomena of polarized light shew that it is to be

attributed to the transverse vibrations, and our attention must therefore be directed to the modifica-

tions which these may undergo. The direct vibrations very probably are productive ot heat.

In the Theory of Luminous Rays it was shewn that a ray in which the condensation at any point

is s, may be supposed to be compounded of two rays in the same phase of vibration whose con-

densations are c-, and cr-j, if .t = ff, + a., independently of any relation between o-, and o"- We are

therefore at liberty to assume another condition which these quantities shall satisfy. The assump-

tion I shall make is, that the bifurcation of a ray takes place so that the transverse velocity at each

point is converted into two velocities at right angles to each other, and that these are respectively

the velocities at the corresponding points of the two polarized rays. This law is most probably

deducible from purely Hydrodynamical principles; but in the present state of Hydrodynamics it

must be regarded as an hypothesis. By the reasoning and notation of the former Paper, the com-

ponent velocities in one ray are <!>—^, and <\> — '; and in the other, ^'-r^, and 4) —- ; and the
' • da dy dx dy

hypothesis we make is, that

d(j\ dcT2

dy da- dar^ dai da, da..

da, da." d.v'd.r dy dy

d,r dy

(lb).
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Let us now consider by itself tiie polarized ray in which the condensation is cr,. Since

d(72 ds dcr^ , da,. ds da, ^ , . . , , , ,.^

A- = 0-, + (J., we have — = , and — = . Substitutnig these values in (16),
dx dx d.v dy dy dy

we obtain,

do"!^ ds dcf^ d(Ty^ ds rfo-, _
d;t^ dx' dx dy^ dy' dy

Also o", must satisfy equation (15). Consequently

dVi d-(Ti .,, ,,„.
,' . + :7-7 + n-ka, = (18).
d.r dy-

The equations (17) and (18) determine the function that <7i is of x and y. For by eliminating

! from (18) by means of (17), an equation results, which, as it contains only partial differential
dx'

coefficients of ct, with respect to y, determines the form in which y enters into this function. The
form in which .r enters is similarly determined. The function expressing the value of o-., is deter-

mined by equations exactly the same as (17) and (18), having only u., in the place of cr, . In fact.

rfo-,'- rfcTi _ ,

ds dai da..

putting equation (17) under the form ~—^ - A -— + B = 0, we have A = -— = —- + -—:
, and

^ "^ ^ ^ dx- dx dx dx dx

da, ,ds daA dax da: d'j da-.
, r ,, .

•
, ^g = . : = — = — . . 1 he two roots ot that equation are therefore

dy dy dy I dy dy dx dx

—^ and —^ , and hence the process indicated aliove which determines cr. determines a.2 also.

dx dx
Since tile original ray is supposed to be one of common light, s is a function of /•, and

d s X d s ^ V , , . . , , . ... ,

= /"(') - . — = / ('•) .

'
. Substituting these values in equation (17). we have,

dx •

'• dy • r

^-\^ _/(,.) ('^.-^^^^.^)=0 (19).
dx^ dy- \dx r dy rj

If now ibe dirtt ?ic>n of tlie axes of co-ordinates be changed througli 90" by putting - x' for y and

y' for X, neither this equation nor equation (18) will be altered in any respect, so that the same solu-

tion of the equations will result as before. Consequently by this transformation the function that

(T, is of ci- and y is converted into the function that a, is of the same variables, and vice versa. It

follows that the original ray is divided into two equal polarized rays, such that if one be turned

about the axis of x through 90" it becomes identical with the other. Since also equations (18) and

(19) are not altered by changing the axes of co-ordinates through I8O", that is, by altering the signs

of X and y, it appears that a- and a. are symmetrical about planes passing through the axis of z.

These planes, from what has just been proved, must be at right angles to each other. Also it is

evident that a plane of symmetry of one ray must coincide with a plane of symmetry of the other.

Hence each ray will have two planes of symmetry at right angles to each other.

The above results would be more properly derived from the functions of .c and y expressing the

values of ai and a-,, if the integrations could be performed by which these functions would result

from equations (18) and (19). This it does not appear possible to do generally; but values of cr,

and (To applicable to small distances from the axis of z may be obtained as follows. We have seen

/k
that the solution of equation (13) for small values of r is / = cos // V -r. Hence, as s =fS, we
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1 • • c ^ /k ds Sn \/k /It r ds
have to the same approximation, s = S cos w 'v -r : -r- = ;=— • sin n \J - r . - : and —^^ 2 rf.T ^ 2 r rfy

Sn vk /k y ^ ,,, ^ , • , „ ,= sin n V/ - r . - . Consequently substituting in (17), and putting the arc for the sine,

\/i 2 r

— rrf7^^d^)=' (^''>-
d.T^ dy^ 2 \ dx dy i

Such a value of cr, is now to be found as will satisfy the equations (18) and (20) for small values

of X and y. The equation csi = mco%(gx + hy) will be found to answer. For substituting in

(18) we get the equation of condition,

/ + A'- w'A;= (21).

andiby substituting in (20) we have,

, , Sri^km
nr (g^ + h') sm (g.v + hy) (^.r + hy) sin (^.r + hy) = 0.

Hence, putting the arc for the sine,

Sn^k
m (g' + h') — = (22).

Comparing this equation with (21), it follows that m = —
, and consequently that

S
. . S ,

(Ti = — cos (gv + hy). Similarly we should find that cr, = — cos {g'x + fi'y). But since s = (7i + ffj,

we must have,

/k S SS cos n \/ - r = — cos {gx + hy) + — cos (g'x + h'y).

Expanding to terms involving the squares of the small quantities,

n'^kr^ = (gx + hy)' + (g'x + h'y)'

= (^ + g'l !"' + (A- + h")y' + 2 (^A + g'h) xy.

This equaticm accords with (21) if ^' = A and h' = — g. Thus we have

^ . S
0-, = - cos {gr + hy), a, = - cos (Ac - gy).

It hence appears that or., becomes identical with cr, by changing the directions of the axes of

lo-ordinates through QO". Since ^ + A' = rrk, we may assume that g = n \^k cos 9, and

h = n \/k sin 0. Then,

S —
cr, = — cos

{
ti \/k (.r cos 6 + y sin 6) \

,

S ,—
and cTo = — cos \ n \ k {x sin - y cos 9) \

.

As 6 is quite arbitrary, let it equal 90". Then a-^ = —cos n y/k-y, and ct. = — cos h \-'/t.r. The

axes of X and y are now evidently in the planes of symmetry, and these last values of cr and
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rr, shew that at small distances from the axis of z the motion in one polarized ray is parallel

to the plane zy, and in the other parallel to the plane z.r. They may be said to he polarized in

these planes.

The foreo-oing reasoning proves that a ray of common light is divisible into two rays polar-

ized in planes at right angles to each other, and that these rays are necessarily equal. We have

next to shew that they are each of half the intensity of the original ray. Since

ds dcr-i dai , ds da^ dij2

dv dx dx
'

dy dij dy

by squaring,

d s' d s' dcr\' da-/ d<j^ da-,

dw' dy' dx' dy' dx dx

da\ d(T2 dcr, da.,

+ 1—7 +-T~. + 2 ^— •
-7—

dy- dy dy dy

da{' dai\ (da? daS , ,

Let u^, J^i be the velocities in x and y in one ray, m,, v, in the other, and u, v in the original ray.

d s d n . da\
Then since n = <\>— , ?^ = (p-— , «, = <P —— , &c.

dx dy dx

,/ + v' = (m,- + «,') + («./ + «•/).

Hence the square of the velocity at any point of the undivided ray is equal to the sum of the

squares of the velocities at the corresponding points of the polarized rays. This is true of the

velocities in any tranverse section, and therefore true of the maximum transverse velocities.

Measuring, therefore, the intensity of a ray by the sum of the squares of the maximum trans-

verse velocities, it follows that the sum of the intensities of the polarized rays is equal to the

intensity of the undivided ray, and, their intensities being equal, that each is of half the intensity

of the undivided ray. This is conformable with experience.

Let us now proceed to estimate the intensity of a ray compounded of two rays polarized in

opposite planes, but not in the same phase. As above we shall consider the intensity to depend

entirely on the transverse velocity. In general for any ray not compounded,

df df , ^
mX Stt .

u = (h ^!- , !• = d) -^, and = — cos— (a t - z + c).
^ dx ^ dy ^ Stt \

Now since the ratio - is a function of x and y independent of z and /, the direction of the
V

transverse velocity is independent of the phase of the direct velocity. Hence the transverse

velocities in two rays polarized in opposite planes, which by hypothesis are at right angles to

each other when the rays have the same phase, will be at right angles to each other whatever

be the difference of phase. Let therefore for one ray

Then since the

^- dx '
'
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Suppose now that u, = cos— (at-z)^—.

m\ 2 7r df\
V. = cos — (a t - z) -^—

,

Stt X ^ drj

m \ Stt
, df

Mi = cos— (at - z + c) — ,

27r X ^dx

m'\ Stt
, df.,

V, = cos— (a t — z + c) -^—
.

Stt X dy

X 27r^
, / df, df,\ X 27r df.

1 hen Ml + M,, =— cos— {n t - z) [m ^- + rn cos e -^ sin — (af-z) m sin c -^-"
, and if

Stt X \ dv c/.r/ 2 7r X a .r

. . df.
. m sin V—

J.irV d.v

-— + m cos c—
a a- d r

X
f

.f'/'.'
, df, df. ,,df:U 27r ,U or «<, + M.. = — {m -~ + 2mm cos c— . — + /n -=^> cos— (at-z + i

Stt
I

dx' dx dx d.ir} \

So if tan =

, . df
m sin c —

dy

X df, , df
'

m ——I- m cos c -^—

dy dj/

> ( -.dfx' . df, df. .^df.'U 2 7r ,

V or I'l + v.. = — {m —— + "imm cos c -^ . -^ + m -~} cos — (« ^ - ^ + f^ ).
Stt

I
ay'^ di/ dy dy ] X

The two velocities t^ and V are not in this case in the same phase, and consequently the trans-

verse motion of a given particle, instead of being in a straight line, is in an ellipse or a circle.

The effects of the resolved parts of the velocities in the directions of the axes of .r and y may be

assumed to be independent of each other, and the intensity of the compound ray will conse-

quently be as the sum of the squares of the maximum values of U and F; that is. as

,ldf' dfS . Idf df df dfA ,,ldf} df^\

\d.T dy j \dx dx dy dy! Kdx" dy"

I

which on account of the equation {fi'S) is independent of cost-. Hence the intensity is the same

whatever be the difference of phase, and therefore the same as when the two polarized rays have

the same phase. This agrees with experience.

Let us now proceed to consider the bifurcation of a polarized ray ; for instance, the ray whose

condensation is a,- Suppose it separated by any means into two rays whose condensations are t,

and To. We shall assume, as in the case of a ray of common light, that the sum of the conden-

sations at corresponding points of the divided rays is equal to the condensation at the corre-

sponding point of the original ray, and that the velocities at these points of the divided rays

are in directions at right angles to each other. We have then, by what has gone before,

<Ti= T,-(- To (24),

dxi dTo dT, dTo— •— + —-.—^ = (25),
d X dx dy dy
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and T,, T.J must respectively satisfy the equations,

W + -j4 + n'kT, = (26),
a w ay

^+^..^^... = (2,).

From the system of equations (24), (25), (26), and (27), it is required to determine the forms of the

functions expressing the values of t, and -r,,, that expressing the value of a^ being supposed to be

known. It does not appear that this can be done generally; but as before, approximate solutions

may be obtained applicable to parts of the rays contiguous to the axis. The process for this pur-

pose will be analogous to that applied to the ray of common light.

Let T| = 7WCOS {g.r + hy), and t,, = m'cos {g'x + h'y).

Then equations (26) and (27) are satisfied if

g^ + h- - n°k = 0, and g'^ + h'^ - in?k = 0.

Also equation (25) is satisfied if gg + hli = 0. And these three equations of condition are satisfied

if g- = n \/k cos 0, h = — n \/k sin Q, g = n y/k sin Q, h' = n \/k cos d. Hence since we have

S —
shewn that when the approximation is carried to the second powers ef x and «/, a\= —co^ns/ky, we

shall have by equation (24),

- cos n V ky = m cos (nx \/k cos - ny \/k sin 0) + m'cos (nx \/k sin 9 + ny \/k cos 6) .... (28).

Hence, expanding to the second powers of a- and y,

S I n-ky~\ ,
m 7i^k . tn'n^k .

'
1 —

]
= m + m (.f cos 6* - «/ sm t^)- (x smO + y cos y)-.

Therefore - = m + m ,

2

and -y^ = (»« cos-0 + m'sin-Q) x^ -2xy sin 6 cos 6 (m - m') + (pi sin-0 + m' cos-0) y'\

, . . , ^ S
or, substituting m + m for —

,°
2

(/« cos-6 + Hi'sin'f^) («/ - X') + 2xy sin cos 9 (m - m') = (29).

It appears, therefore, that equation (28) is not satisfied to second powers of x and y for gene-

ral values of these variables, and the functions assumed for t; and r-^ are consequently true in

general only to first powers of x and y. It is however important to remark that the equation

(29), being put under the following form,

y- 2y sin cos (to - m')

X ' m coi?9 + m sin^f?
(30),

shews that for two directions at right angles to each other, the assumed values of r, and t-. are

true to the second powers of x and y. These two directions may be presumed to be the direc-

tions of the planes of polarization of the two rays. But because
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T, = m cos n \/k (.r cos - ij sin 6), and t. = m' cos 71 \/k ( c sin 9 + y cos 9),

these two planes evidentlv make angles and
-J^

- with the plane of polarization of the original

rav. Hence putting cot for - in equation (.'iO), we find

^,= tan^9,
m

and we also ha\e — = m ¥ m .

•*»'...
. .

^ -n
Thel'efore m = - sin (y, and m = — cos"y.

2 ~

The polarized ray is conseciuentlv divided in general into two iniequal rays, the values of whitli

are assigned by" these equations. If = 1-5", the two rays are equal ;
which accords with

experience.

Suppose a polarized ray to be incident at the angle of complete polarization on a reflecting

surface, and let 9 be the angle which the plane of incidence makes with the plane of polarization

of the incident ray. Then A being the portion of the ray transmitted without bifurcation, whicli

we will suppose to be independent of B, and / the portion bifurcated, the transmijted ray will be

A+Is\n^e, and the reflec'ed ray /cos'^ If another equal ray, polarized in a plane at right

angles to the plane of polarization of the former be incident in the same direction, the transmitted

portion will be. ^ + /cos'0, and the reflected portion /sin=0. These two incident rays make up,

according to our Theory, a ray of common light, the transmitted portion of which is -iA, and the

'•reflected portion / cos'^ + /sin'f^, or /, which is independent of 9, as we know from experience

it should be. Respecting the law above found for the intensities of the two rays into which

a polarized ray is separated, Sir John Herschel remarks in his Treatise on Light in the Enci/rlo-

pcedia Metropolitana, (Art. 850), " We must receive it as an empirical law at present, for which

any good theory of polarization ought to be capable of assigning a reason a priori'' Such a reason

is given by the Theory I am advocating.

Two polarized rays formed by the separation into two parts of a polarized ray derived

immediately from common light, possess in some respects the properties of polarized rays of the

latter kind, for instance, the two rays pursuing the same paths will not interfere whatever be the

ditterence of phase. This may be proved by the very same reasoning by which it has been already

proved that two rays of first polarization do not interfere, the reasoning being purposely adapted to

the case when m and m' are unequal. At the same time the rays of second polarization differ in

this respect, that if they meet in the same phase they compose a plane polarized ray. V\ hen

= 4.-5", we found that tlie two rays were equal. Yet their composition would form a polarized ray,

whilst two equal rays of the first" polarization meeting in the same phase would compose a ray .)f

common light.

According to this Theory circularly and elliptically polarized light consists of two oppositely

polarized rays differing in piiase, the two rays when in the same phase constituting a polarized ray of

the first kind. The reason Fresners Rhomb does not produce elliptically polarized light. «hen com-

mon light is used, is that common light may be supposed to consist of two rays in opposite polariza-

tions, which produce exactly complementary effects. For the same reason common light produces no

coloured rings by transmission through a "thin plate of a uniaxal or biaxal crystal cut nearly per-

l)endicularly to its axis. Each of the polarized rays, of which common light may be supposed to

Vol.. VIII. P.AUT III. 3C
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be composed, does in fact produce coloured rings, but tlie two sets being exactly complementary,

the colours disappear.

Circularly and elliptically polarized light is capable of reflexion at the analyzing plate (in the

experiment above alluded to) because it consists of two rays polarized in opposite planes, which

cannot therefore both coincide at the same time with the plane of incidence. The analyzing plate

is necessary for the production of the colours, because the rays come out of the crystal in opposite

polarizations, and therefore not interfering. Those that fall on the plate in the same phase consti-

tute a single ray polarized in the plane of original jjolarization, and are therefore incapable of

reflexion when the plane of incidence on the plate is perpendicular to the plane of original

polarization. The rest of the rays fall on the plate in the form of circularly or elliptically

polarized light, and consequently from what we have already seen, are capable of reflexion.

This explanation does not require the supposition of the loss of half an undulation.

The Theory might be compared with experiment in many other instances; but perhaps those

I have adduced may suflSce to gain for it the favourable consideration of mathematicians. I will

only add, that having applied it in some degree to the phenomena of Double Refraction, I find

that it leaves the mathematical Theory of Fresnel unaltered, while it ofl"ers in several respects a

different physical explanation of the facts. Before I conclude it may also be proper to remark, that

I have argued on the supposition that the quantity k which enters into this Theory is a constant.

The reasoning would remain the same if k were a function of X, jjrovided it did not vary with the

intensity of the ray.

Cambridge Ohservaiory,

May 25, 1846.
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Prohahilitie-s to Questions of Argument and Authority. By Augustvs De Morgan,

Sec. R.A.S., of Trinity College, Cambridge, Professor of Mathematics in Uni-

versity College, London.

[Read Nov. 9, 1846.]

Since the time when the Aristotelian syllogism ceased to be regarded as an all-sufficient instru-

ment of inquiry, it has remained precisely in the state in wiiich those who are called the schoolmen

left it. I have never heard* of any attempt to ascertain whether the forms which his followers

derived from the writings of the great master were the perfection of system and simplicity which

they were supposed to be. The uninquiring adherence of all writers on logic to the model

of the middle ages, proves one of two things : either that the model is human perfection, or that the

authority of the ancients has been followed as of course in the forms of logic long after it has been

abandoned in every other part. With such an alternative, it is not presumption to venture upon

the examination : and this is the more apparent when we consider that the general impression among

writers seems to be that there cannot exist any other theory of the syllogism except that derived

from Aristotle. If another can be produced, which is but self-consistent, true, and comprehensive,

the tacit assertion of all writers is overthrown, whether that system be or be not judged superior

to the one handed down.

I here venture to propose a derivation and classification of the forms of the syllogism, differing

very widely from that in use.

Section I. On the meaning of the simple term.

A TERM, or name, is merely the word which it is lawful to apply to any one of a collection of

objects of thought : and, in the language of Aristotle, that name may be predicated of each of those

objects. He uses this word predicate only as " that which can be said of." When in later times

the negative proposition " A' is not 1'" was said to have 1' for its predicate, the word ought to have

been Mow-7)rerf((Y//e, -or some equivalent. The proper predicate is not-1', which I shall call tlie

contrary of Y.

When we use a term, such as " man," wc predicate, in Aristotle's sense of the word, of every

individual witich ttie 7ioti(in can suggest, of John, Thomas, William, &c. If we extend the word,

and allow 1' to be called tiie predicate of " A' is not I'," we must then affirm that the word " man"
predicates of erery object of thought, either affirmatively or negatively : affirmatively of John or

Thomas, negatively of a certain tree, or quadruped, or book. Every name then, in this sense,

predicates of every thing : " A' is eitiicr Y or not-l'" is a proposition of universal identity.

The express introduction and consideration of contraries ought, I think, to have followed the

extension of the word predicate. Aristotle rejects and tlien admits: not-man, he says, is not

a name ; and then he calls it an aorist name, which can be predicated both of existent and non-

existent things. I deny the justice of this distinction, for two reasons.

Names in logic are used subjectively ; they are the representations of the notion in the mind.

Now man and nnf-man are equally the names of things which, objectively speaking, are non-

existent. A'ot-man, Aristotle would say, is a name which can be predicated of the speaking bird

See the Addition at the end of this Paper

3c2
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and the sinn-ino- tree in the eastern fable: but surely, with as much justice, man may be predicated

of the Shakspeare who wrote Paradise Lost, or tlie Casar who conquered Darius.

In the nest place, it is not true that the aorist or indefinite character of the mere contrary

actually exists in the use which we make of language. Writers on logic, it is true, do not find

elbow-room enough in anything less than the whole universe of possible conceptions : but the

universe of a particular assertion or argument may be limited in any matter expressed or under-

stood. And this without limitation or alteration of any one rule of logic. Let every one of the

possible points of space have one or more of the names X, V, &c. : then if we can say, " No X is V"
of course we can say " No Y is X^ But this is equally true if, by an understanding to that

effect, the universe of our proposition be one square described in a certain plane. Divide the points

of this square into A's and not-^Ys, and the not-.A' is no more an aorist term than the A'.

By not dwelling upon this power of making what we may properly (inventing a new technical

name) call the universe of a proposition, or of a name, matter of express definition, all rules

remainino- the same, writers on logic deprive themselves of much useful illustration. And, more

than this, they give an indefinite negative character to the contrary, as Aristotle did when he said

that not-man was not the name of anytiiing. Let the universe in question be " man :" then

Britoji and alien are simple contraries; alien has no meaning of definition except not-Briton. But

we cannot say that either term is positive or negative, except correlatively. As to a claim of right

to be considered a prisoner of war, for instance, alien is the positive term, and Briton the negative

one. We separate formal logic from language, if we refuse to admit this. In many cases,

the lano-uao-e has the term which signifies the contrary, and wants the direct term : as in the

word parallels, for example. To this day the word intersectors has not found its way into the

idiom of oeometrv. In one case we give a name to the thing of course, and define the exception by

means of a contrary : in another we find it more convenient to reverse the process. I hold that the

system of formal logic is not well fitted to our mode of using language, until the rules of direct and

contrary terms are associated : the words direct and contrary being merely correlative. Those who

teach Alo-ebra know how difficult it is to make the student fully aware that a may be the negative

quantity, and — a the positive one. There is a want of the similar perception in regard to direct

and contrary terms.

Throuo-hout this paper, I shall use the small letters ,t', y, z, &c. for names contrary to those

represented by the capitals X, Y, Z, &c. Thus " every thing in the uiduerse is either X or .r,"

" No X is .(7,"" &c. are identical propositions.

Section II. On the simple 2^}'02)osition.

Thkkk is no need to dwell on the usual matters given as to the distinction of universal and

particular, or of positive and negative. But, I think it cannot be denied, that the distinctions may,

for loo-ical purposes, be considered as accidents of language. Any proposition which is either of the

four in one language, may be either of the others in another. Our language has, say the names X and

Y, and suppose that " Every A' is F" is true. Another language translates X by X', but has no

term for Y, but only y' for its contrary ; the proposition is then " No X' is «/'." In a third

lanouage A's have no specific name ; they appear but as individuals of the name X" : the proposition

is then " Some ^Y"s are F"s.'" But if the last language had only possessed tlie name y" , it would

have been " Some A'"s are not (/"s."

\'ery often, having established such a proposition as " Some A's are Fs," we, for that reason,

distinguish tliose A's by a separate name, Z: and then we have ''Every Z is F." If language

were copious enough, particular propositions would seldom occur : and the idioms of every tongue

are probably influenced by its power of supplying universal terms, or of converting particulars into

the form of universals.
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I shall use, as is usual, the letters A and E to signify positive and negative universals : and

/ and for the corresponding particulars : but with a modification presently noticed. I shall also

use the following notation, without which I should hardly have Iiad patience for the many hundreds

of cases which this paper has required.

P) Q signifies Every P is Q.

P . Q No P is Q.

PQ Some Ps are Qs.

P : Q Some Ps are not Qs.

I have taken for the convertible propositions, the symbols P . Q and PQ, which the algebraist is

accustomed to consider as identical with Q.P and QP: the same thing is true under these

meanings. But P) Q and P : Q, which are also used in arithmetic and algebra, convey no idea of

convertibility.

All expressions that have any meaning can of course be reduced to one of these forms.

Aristotle denies this, and divides all expression into significative and enunciative, meaning by the

latter that in which there is truth or falsehood. Thus prayer, he says, is speech, but neither true

nor false. This is surely not correct ;

—

Deliver us from evil may be either " To be delivered

from evil is our prayer," or " We are of those who pray to be delivered from evil," or " Evil is a

thing we pray to be delivered from." Or, as the text, it would be " Deliver us from evil, is the

passage on which I mean to comment :" and the sermon would probably give all the enunciations

above. In a request, command, inquiry, or announcement, the tone* of voice predicates.

In classifying all possible predications by means of two names V and JC, their contraries must

be included. We must therefore consider all the relations that may exist between Y and ^Y",

Jl a.l^d y, y and*, .rand J'. Between each of these there are six modes of enunciation: thus

between P and Q we have

P)(h Q) P. P . Q = Q. P, PQ = QP. P: Q, Q.P.12 3 i :, 6

But it will be best to arrange these by contradictories, or propositions one of which must be true

and the other false: as P ) Q and P:Q, Q)P and Q: P, P.Q and PQ. These six modes

applied to each of the four variations of subjects, give twentj--four varieties, which are reducible

to eight, being identical three- and three, as follows:

Ji:)V= X.y = y).v
I

A'.r= A')^= r)a-.

.Y:r=Xy =y:r. ' .YV = JC : y = V : .r.

r).V=r. ,r = ,r)y. .v.y=.v)V = y)X.

V: A' = l'.r = .1' : y. .ry = .c : V = y : A'.

Though the use of the great and small letters may suit the eye, these lines should be read thus:

" Every JY is F" is identical with " no ^V is not-F," and "every not-K is not-A"," and so on. These

eight modes may all be derived from the four Aristotelian modes by changing both terms into

contraries ; which suggests the following notation :

(^) ^V)r .v)y=y)X {a).

(0) A': V *:y = V : X (o).

(£) X.Y ai.y (e).

(/) XY xy (i).

" To call a person by his name is a proposition, perhaps more. I John; therefore, you are the person I want to speak to.'* The

There is certainly the full meaning of a syllogism in it. When a
|

least that can be said is, that he states the premises, and leaves

person calls—John ! no one can say that any part of the following John to draw the conclusion,

is not implied : "John is the person I want to speak to
;
you are
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This notation is established with reference to the order XV: the inversion of the order interchanges

small and large letters.

The propositions (J) and (O) are the assertion and denial of complete inclusion of the first

name in the second. And ('/) and (o), the assertion and denial of complete inclusion of contrary in

contrary, are, as appears, equivalent to the assertion and denial of complete inclusion of the second in

the first. Ao-ain, (-E) and (/) are the assertion and denial of complete non-interference, or that each

name is wholly contained in the contrary of the other. But (e) and (i), the propositions which I

propose to add to those commonly received, may be explained as follows

:

The proposition (i) or .vy, affirming that there are individuals in the universe of the proposition

which are neither ^Ys or Fs, merely affirms that X and Y are not contraries, and do not between

them contain the universe. The contradiction of this, (e), or * y, affirming that it is false that there

are any individuals which are neither X or I', miglit seem at first sight to declare that X and ]' are

contraries. But it is not so, since the preceding is perfectly consistent with there being individuals

which are both Xs and Fs. In fact, to express that X and Fare contraries we must have both

X . y and X . F.

The foliowin o- tables show the relations of these propositions.

A
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respect to converfih/e propositions. Thus, as to convertible propositions, L, PC, T, SCT are all of

the same effect: as to inconvertible propositions, T', SCT, SP and SC.
There is a point which developes itself very strongly when we come to consider the transforma-

tions upon instances; namely, the distinction between the assertion of a proposition subjectively and

objectively. The former mode is that which is always presumed : but in actual use of logic the

distinction must be drawn.

When we say, Every X is Y, as a proposition with meaning, and with or without trutli as the

case may be, we treat neither X nor Y as having any other existence except that which our minds

give them: but we imply that if A^ have any such other existence, so has Y. But the syllogism

"AT) Y and F) Z therefore X) Z" is not valid merely by understanding A' and Z to be taken in

the conclusion as in the premises. The middle term must exist: not necessarily objectively, but it

must have a positive existence. It is no syllogism to say that X is Y, if there be such a thing, and

Y (if &c.) is Z; therefore X \s Z. And yet there is no offence against any of the ordinary rules of

logic: the' middle term is strictly middle; it is " Y, on the condition that F exists" in both. Thus
" Homer was a perfect poet (if ever there were one) ; a perfect poet (if &c.) is faultless in morals

;

therefore Homer was &c." The premises will sometimes be admitted ; but they do not prove the

conclusion: the proper conclusion is a dilemma, "Either Homer was faultless in morals, or there

never was a perfect poet." The existence here spoken of is objective: but the same thing applies to

purely subjective cases. The terms of the conclusion may be conditional : but inference requires

that the middle term should be unconditional. Every X (if ever AT existed) is F; every F is Z (if

ever Z existed) : therefore every X (if ever X existed) is Z (if ever Z existed). This is a good

syllogism : but F is here absolute.

When the syllogism can be converted into another, having for its middle term the contrary of

the first middle term, the same absolute existence must be claimed for the contrary. And here again

I remind the reader that the absolute existence spoken of is existence within the universe of the pro-

positions. Thus X ) Y and F) Z give X) Z, or y ) a- and z) y give z) 3c. A positive existence

is then required botli for l' and ;/. There is an extreme case; y may not exist, that is, }' may
contain the universe; but then F and Z are identical, and the conclusion X)Z is identical with

X) Y and s)a' contains nothing.

Whatever sort of existence is spoken of is tacitly claimed for the terms of a proposition by the

proposition itself: the refusal of tliis claim, or the denial by assertion of non-existence, being a dis-

tinct thing from denial by contradiction. A certain meadow (the universe of the proposition) is

flooded during the hay-harvest: the proposition "No part of the crop that was not flooded was

not saved" (of tlie form ,r . »/) means logically that all which was not flooded I] was saved, that all

which was not saved
||
was flooded, and that part may have been both flooded and saved. Some

reflexion (for want of habit of dealing with triple negatives makes the proposition rather complicated)

will shew that a person who is apt to think objectively of propositions, as all do who are not trained

in logical considerations, is much more likely to require the insertion of the words (if any) in two

places (ID than he would bo if the proposition were presented in the more simple form, " All the dry

crop was saved." Probably such a person would not require the conditional words here, merely

because he would take it that the proposition asserts that some was dry: reserving the right to deny

by non-existence if there were none.

I suppose it is hardly necessary to remark that, in propositions, asserted as true, the same sort

of existence is claimed for botli terms : for instance, that there is no objective first term with a sub-

jective second one. In such a proposition as "he is good" we may certainly say that "good" by

itself is a purely subjective notion; a state of the mind in regard to an external object. But good

is not the term of the proposition ; it is he (an external object) is one of these external objects to which

the mind attaches the idea of good. I can conceive opposition to this : what I say is that the oppo-

sition is not to mc, but to the univers;d maxims of technical logic. For all writers admit that YX
necessarily follows from XY: which cannot be if }' be a nauje of the state of the mind and A' of an
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external object. Most of the Romans were brave ; therefore some brave [men] were Rom.ins.

No hint is ever o-iven by writers on logic of the necessity, previously to conversion, of attaching the

subjective notion to an object.

Section III. On the quantity of propositions.

The logical use of the word some, as merely "more than none," needs no further explanation.

Exact knowledge of the extent of a proposition would consist in knowing, for instance in " some

JSTs are not }'s", both what proportion of the Xh are spoken of, and what proportion exists between

the whole number of Xs and of Fs. The want of this information compels us to divide the expo-

nents of our proportions into 0, more than not necessarily 1, and 1. An algebraist learns to

consider the distinction between and quantity as identical, for many purposes, with that between

one quantity and another : the logician must (all writers imply) keep the distinction between and

«, however small a may be, as sacred as that between and \ - a: there being but the same form

for the two cases. We shall now see that this matter has not been fully examined.

Inference must arise from bringing each two things whicli are to be compared intcj compari.son

with a third. Many comparisons may be made at once, but there must be this process in every-

one. When the comparison is that of identity, of is or is not, it can only be, in its ultimate or

individual case, one of the two following ;
—" This X is a F, this Z is the very same F, therefore

this X is this Z ; or else " This ^ is a F, this Z is not the very same F, therefore this X is not

this Z." And collectively, it must be either "Each of these ^s is a F; each of these Fs is a Z;

therefore each of these X% is a Z ;

" or else " Each of these X% is a F, no one of these Fs is a Z,

therefore no one of these X% is a Z."

All that is essential then to a syllogism is that its premises shall mention a number of Fs, of

each of which they shall affirm either that it is both X and Z, or that it is one and is not the other.

The premises may mention more: but it is enough that this much can be picked out; and it is in

this last process that inference consists.

Aristotle noticed but one way of being sure tliat tlie same Fs are spoken of in both premises:

namely, by speaking of all of them in one at least. But this is only a case of the rule: for all that

is necessary is that more Ys in number tlian tfiere exist separate Ys sliall be spo/cen of in both pre-

mises together. Having to make m + n greater than unity, when neitlier m nor w is so, he admitted

only that case in which one of the two m or n, is unity and the other is anything except 0. Here

then are two syllogisms which ought to have appeared, but do not ; and there a^e others ;

—

Most of the Fs are Xs> Mo.st of the Fs are Xh

Most of the Fs are Zs Most of the Fs are not Zs

.•. Some .^Ys are Zs .-. Some of the ^s are not Zs.

And instead of most, or \ + a, of the I's, may be substituted any two fractions which have a sum

o-reater than unity. If these fractions be m and n, then the real middle term is at least the fraction

„( + « _ 1 of the Fs. It is not really even necessary that each F should enter in one premiss (u-

the other: for more than the fraction vi + w - 1 of tlie whole may be found in each.

And in truth it is this mode of syllogizing that we are frequently obliged to have recourse to

;

perhaps more often than not in our universal syllogisms. ''All men are capable of some instruction ;

all who are capable of any instruction can learn to distinguish their right and left hands by name;

therefore all men can learn to do so." Let the word all in these two cases mean only all but one,

and the books on logic tell us with one voice that the syllogism has particular premises, and no con-

clusion can be drawn. But in fact, idiots are capable of no instruction, many are deaf and dumb,

some are without hands : and yet a conclusion is admissible. Here m and n are each very near to

unity, and m + w - 1 is therefore near to unity. Some will say that this is a probable conclusion :

that in the case of any one person it means there is the chance m that he can receive instruction, and
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n that one so gifted can be matle to name his right and left hand : therefore w >; 7i (very near unity)

is the chance that this man can learn so much.

But I cannot see how in this instance the probability is anything but another sort of inference

from the demonstrable conclusion of the syllogism, which must exist, under the premises given.

Besides which, even if we admit the syllogism as only probable with regard to any one man, it is

absolute and demonstrative in regard to the whole number of men with which it concludes.

This is not the only case in which the middle term need not enter universally : this however

is matter for the next Section : see also the Addition at the end. I now go on to another point.

Mathematicians, as such, are supposed to have a tendency to admit nothing but demonstration,

and to become insensible to ordinary evidence. Instances of this there may be, though whether the

temperament led them to mathen)atics, or mathematics brought on the temperament, has certainly

not been inquired into by those who make the charge. But to nic it seems very clear, that if

ordinary logic do not produce this temperament in those who study it, there must be correctives else-

where. It is the only science I ever came in contact with, in which the want of demonstration is

formally made to amount to absolute rejection without further consideration. The mathematician,

having a given formula on hand, can and does satisfy himself not only that it is true, if it be true,

but that it is false, if it be false. But the young logician, when his premises do not yield their

inference legitimately, drops that inference as a fallacy : and few indeed are the books which speak

of the distinction between an invalid inference and a false conclusion in terms which shew that the

same distinction is a well recognized topic of the subject. It is, I tiiink, for the mathematician to

try to correct the habit arising out of ihis omission, namely, the confusion between paralogism and

falsehood : and also to introduce his notions of probability, so as to establish some little power of

discriminating between the various degrees of fallacy which are all called by one name, whether that

name he falsehood or not.

If some Vs be JCs and some Ys be Zs we have no right to draw any inference; at least so says

many a one who thinks that mathematics would render him insensible to the evidence of high pro-

bability.

It will become of importance to reflect what the difference may be between the habit of not

looking for high probability when it exists, and that of not acknowledging it when it ougiit to be

seen—as soon as the following case is considered.

Let the whole number of Ts be s, the numbers which are ^Vs and Zs being severally m and w.

Nothing is known or suspected as to whether a V being X is favourable or unfavourable to its being

also Z. It is required to ascertain what chance there is that there are Ks which are both ^s and

Zs, m + n not being so great as s. That is, when from " some Vs are ^s and some }'s are Zs"

we decline to admit that some ^Vs are Zs, what is the chance that we reject a truth .''

Let p signify the number of combinations of p out of q. If we pick out any m Vs to be Xs,

there are »,._,„ ways in which the Zs may be found among the rest. Consequently m, x w,_,„ is the

whole number of ways in which " Some ^Vs are Zs" is false. But the whole number of possible

cases is »n, x n, ; whence the cliance of the falsehood is

«._,„ [« — m] [s — w]

**» ' [«][«-»»- w]

where [p] means l.2.;J... p. If .s - in - n be not inconsiderable the substitution of

Y/2 7r.p'"^*6"'' for [p] gives

/ (6- - m) {s - 71) {s-tf,Y-'{s-7iY-
^ ^^^

/ (I - m) (1 - v)

[

(1 ->u)'-''(l -.^)' T

if m and v be the fractions which m and « are of s. For the calculation of this we have

Vol. VIII. Paut III. 3D
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,omm.\og ^^—___^-^-^^- = - «U945| ~^ + - ^ +
...J,

with which series we are to proceed until the term last obtained gives a sufficiently small protluct

after multiplication by s.

Now first observe, that since the base of the «"' power is less than unity, *• may, for any given

values of fi and v, be made great enough to make the probability that " Some ^s are Zs" is false

as small as we please. Hence we have a right to assert the following :

—

If, to our knowledge, a perceptible fraction of the I's be Xs, and a perceptible fraction be Zs,

and if the number of Ys be great beyond perception ; and if moreover we know nothing, except

what has just been stated, for or against a Y which is X being or not being Z,— we ought to treat it

as a moral certainty that some one or more of those ^s which are Ys are also Zs.

I do not say that the above case is a fair statement of the usual conditions under which

the syllogism with particular premises appears : nor does it matter to my argument whether it be

or not. What I say is, that it is a fair statement of the circumstances under which the rejection of

the conclusion " some ^s are Zs" is ordered to be made in books of logic.

If ijL and V be small, the number of places offigures in x, x to 1 being the odds in favour of one

4.'?

or more -.ITs beinjj Zs, may be stated as the integer next above — tkvs at least. If s were 1000, and
9.0

« and >' each — , this would be five; or the odds 10,000 to 1. Calculate more strictly, and it will

10

come out nearly 70,000 to 1. If a person then should distribute 100 sovereigns and 100 shillings

at hazard among a crowd of 1000 persons, not giving any one more than one coin of either sort, it is

about 70,000 to 1 that he gives one or more of tliem a guinea.

But to shew how wide the cases may be, which are equally rejected, let us take the following

supposition, which perhaps more nearly represents, in many cases, the rationale of the argument.

Representing all the Ys by aliquot parts of a certain line, it may be supposed that the Xs, have

some connexion of contiguity in time, place, or other circumstance : let it then be a collection

of successively contiguous Ys which are ^Vs: and the same of the Zs. The state of the case

is now as follows.

There is a line of given length, whicli we shall take for our unit. Two given lines, each

le>s than the first line, are laid down in it at hazard, any one position of either being as likely

as any other. Let the lengths of the lines be « and fx : it is required to find the probability that n

and IX shall not have a part exceeding v in common.

First, let « + /n' be less than 1, so that the lesser lines can be quite clear of one another. We
are to investigate the probability that they shall be so. Let fx be on the left and m' o" the right

;

and let a; and x be the distances of their left and right extremities from the corresponding ends of

the unit. We must then have x + x' + fx + u.' less than unity, in order that the lines may be clear

of one another. Now since * may be anything less than 1 — /u, and x anything less than 1 — ix ,

and all possible positions are equally likely, it will follow that the chances of the lines called x and

x lying between x and x + dx, and x and x' + dx', will be dv^(\ - m) and dx' -i- (I - m), and the

chance of the joint event is

dx . dx'

(1 -,x){l -,x')'

If we integrate this over all positive values of x and .?/ in which x + x' is less than 1 — fx — ix ,

we shall have the probability in favour of the two lesser lines having no point in common when fx is

on the left, and /u' on the right. The result is easily shown to be the half of

(l - IX- fx'y-

(l-^)(l -m')
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Consequently, since there is the same probability that they shall have nothing in common when

fjL is on the right and n' on the left, the expression just written is the probability that n and fi.' shall

be quite clear of one another.

The condition that .r and .v shall not have so much as ,• in common, is expressed by saying

that .c + .v' less than \ - m -
f-' + v: v being less than /x and than /u'. Hence, by similar reasoning

(l - u - fx' + vY

(1 - «)(1 - m')

is the chance that n and fi' have not -so much as v in common.

Under these new circumstances, if m and fi be each = — , the chance that tiie> are clear of one

another is — , or it is fU to 17 in favour of it. That is. if a thousand persons were placed in a
81

row, and two being selected at hazard, 100 sovereigns were given successively, beginning with the

first, and lOO shillings successively, beginning with the second, it would now be about 6i to 17 that

no one received a guinea.

SiXTlON IV. Oil the Si///o(/if»).

There is much that is elegant and instructive about the theory of the four figures of the syllo-

gism, three of which belong to .Aristotle. And the magic words Barbara, Camestres, c^c. are models

of notation, almost every letter of the moods in the three latter figures being a rule of direction. The

following old ei)ita})h on a schoolman selects, I think, one of the best parts of the system for ridicule:

Hie jacct magister noster

Qui disputavit bis aut ter

In Barhiiru et Cetarent

Ita ut omnes adrairarent

In Fapesmo et Frisesotnorum

Orate pro animis eorum !

In proposing another system of classification, in connexion with the use of contraries, I

remark, first, that the ordinarv method has two points of redundancy. The distinct use of the

two forms of a convertible proposition, X. Y and V . X, A'!' and YX, is made for the system

of figures, rather than tiie figures for it. It is desirable I think to confound them as much as pos-

sible; so that each may never fail to suggest the other. In the next place, if the use of contraries

be introduced, every one of the twenty-four modes of predicating would claim admission into a

system of figures, and their number would be increased to thirty-two.

Again, the first followers of Aristotle, in adopting the rule that no syllogism should be admitted

in which the conclusitm was not the strongest the premises would allow—in rejecting for instance

"X)Y and Y)Z therefore XZ,"' because X)Z also follows— did not adopt the equally

obvious rule of admitting no syllogism in which a weaker premiss would lead to as strong a con-

clusion. They retained, for instance, " I"" ) X and Y) Z therefore XZ^\ though Y) X andl'Z would

produce the same conclusion. Now I think it desirable to adopt the rule of producing the strongest

conclusion with the weakest premises, not onl}' because it will turn out that by so doing the number

of forms is diminished, even when contraries are considered, but also because a better and clearer

distinction is ilrawn between the necessary and the contingent.

I also tlrop the distinction of minor and major terms and premises. Aristotle meant them to

apply only to affirmative propositions, in which the predicate includes the subject. But the use of

them was extended, to the utter destruction of the meaning in negative propositions, or worse, to the

3d2
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danger of carrying a false meaning to the last named. The consequence of the distinction is that

these four syllogisms,

X)y Z.V Y.Z X)Y
Z.Y X)Y X)Y Y.Z

Z.X X.Z X.Z Z.X
Figure 2 2 14
Name Camestres Cesare Celarent Camenes

which are identical in sense and effect, are made separate objects of study. In fact, as is known, all

the figures are in the first, the fourth being occasionally brought into it by a reduction which deserves

the name of Barbara in every case, and which the simplest use of contraries avoids.

For syllogisms I shall adopt such notation as

X)Y+Y)Z^X)Z.
Or if a weaker conclusion be taken,

X) Y + Y)Z>XZ.
As there are eight modes of predicating between X and Y, and between Y and Z, it follows

that there are sixty-four combinations which may give conclusions. Of these, all but eight are

distributable two and two into counterparts, in which X and Z are interchanged, everything else

remainino- the same ; giving eight single, and twenty-eight pairs of counterparts. Of these, exactly

half, (four single, and fourteen pairs) are wholly inconclusive. Of the conclusive cases, two single

ones and two pairs are rejected, because as strong a conclusion can be obtained from a weaker pre-

miss. There remain two single ones and twelve pairs, to which a systematic classification is to be

given. Instead of enumerating, I shall state a mode of deriving all the cases from a common

principle.

Since every proposition is, but for accidents of language, a universal affirmative, as before

noticed, it will follow that there are really no forms of syllogism except those in which the

premises and conclusion are universal affirmatives, or can be made so by use of contraries and

invention of subgeneric terms. Now the only universal affirmative syllogism is

X) Y+Y)Z = X)Z
considering the counterpart Z)Y+ Y) X - Z) X as identical in form. If we take universal

affirmative premises only, we have one which will have a particular conclusion, with respect to

the names X and Z,

Y)X + Y)Z = XZ,

which must be used in discovery of forms, (and will in fact give the two single syllogisms of

this system) though it will only ultimately enter as Y)X + YZ = XZ. Now if we change one

or more of the terms X, Y, Z into their contraries, we have eight modes of transformation,

according as we use

XZY, XZy, xzy, xzY, XzY, Xzy, wZY, xZy.

First take the -syllogisms

X)Y + Y)Z = X)Z and XY +Y)Z=XZ;
the latter of which is only the first, with the premiss X)Y weakened, and would be reduced

to the first form by inventing a subgeneric name for the .^s there spoken of. Apply each of

these to the eight varieties just named, transforming premises and conclusion, when necessary, to

one of the eight standard forms of predication :

X)Z X.Z Z)X Z.X X.Z XZ x.y xz.
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To each result I attach a letter of notation, derived from the nature of the conclusion, witli

letters subscript indicative of the premises. Thus A^„ signifies a syllogism with a conclusion A
derived from premises of the forms A and a. The order of reference is XY, ZV, XZ, the middle

term being the predicate of both premises in the references.

Universal Syllogisms.

First Form. Transformation. Description.

X)Y+Y)Z= X)Z X)Y+Y)Z=X)Z .<,„

X)y + y)Z=X)Z X.Y+z.ij=X)Z A^,

.v)y + y)z = .T)z Y)X+Z)Y = Z)X
a>)Y+Y)z=x)z .r.y+Z.Y=Z)X a,£

X)Y+ Y)z = X)z X)Y + Z.Y = X.Z E^g

X)y + y)z^X)z X.Y+ Z)Y ^X.Z E^.^

x)Y + Y)Z = x)Z x.y +Y)Z=x.z e„

x)y+y)Z— x)Z Y)X+z.y=.v.z e„^

Of these forms four are distinct and the others are their counterparts. Writing each with its

counterpart, we have

Aj„ and a„^, Ap^ and a,g, E^/^ and .E^,,, p,„ and «„,.

Particular Syllogisms.

Firet Form. Tran.sformation. Description.

XY+Y)Z = XZ XY + Y)Z=XZ Ij„

Xy + y)Z= XZ X:Y + z.y ^ XZ /<,,

xy + y) z = x« xy + Z) Y = xz ij^

xY+Y)z=xz Y.X+Z.Y= xz i^g

XY+Y)z = Xz XY+Z.Y=X:Z 0,^

Xy + y)z = Xz X : Y + Z) Y ^ X: Z Oqa

xY+Y)Z=xZ Y:X+Y)Z=Z:X o„„

xy +y)Z = xZ xy + z.y = 7. . X o,.

But thougli the eight universal syllogisms are counterparts, two and two, they admit of another

division into pairs, in eacli of which the terms are the contraries of tiiose of the other. Thus A.fg is

connected with «„., in tliis manner, and Ag^ with rt,g : and these are counterparts. And E^^
and e„^ and E^^ and t'^„, which are not counterparts, have the same connexion. The eight par-

ticular syllogisms, which contain no counterparts, are divisible into four pairs with the same

connexion. Thus Ij„ is changed into i,., , Ig^ into i^g, Ojg into o^,, and Oqa into Ooa- It is

also worth notice that when the conclusion is negative, the premises are always of contradic-

tory forms, and when positive, of consistent ones: and that the substitution of the contradictory

forms in the premises is equivalent to that of contrary terms in the conclusion. Thus from

XY + Y) Z = XZ ; if we substitute contradictories in the premises, we have X.Y + Y : Z, the

conclusion of which is xz.

Before proceeding further it may be worth while to endeavour to impress the notation upon the

reader. The letters A, E, I, 0, have the well-known meanings, thus restricted, that they belong

to a particular order of the terms, or a particular choice of subject and predicate. Thus, X and }'

being the terms, in the order XY, or A" being the subject and Y the predicate, the four capitals
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stand for X)Y, X.Y(= F.A"), XV{=yX) and X:V. And a, e, i, o stand for tlie same propo-

sitions when both subject and predicate are changed into contraries: that is, they stand for .r
) y,

,v .y {= y . x), wy{=ya;), x:y. In these last, system is sacrificed to simplicity in using V ) A'

and Y : X for .e ) y and .r : y. The following table shows what transformation takes place when the

terms and orders are successively XY, Xy, wy, xY, YX, yX, yx, Yx.

XY
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If we wish to have a notation which neglects the premises, we may call these A, I, E, O,, O,.,

O3, which may be separated into two connected sets, thus. The contradiction of a conclusion

coupled with either premiss must give the contradiction of the other premiss. It will be found that

if we call J, 0», and O3 oppone7its, and also E, I, and Oi, each syllogism can be produced froni

either of its two opponents, by coupling the denial of their conclusions with the affirmations of

their premises.

The six new syllogisms, reduced to the same order, will be

0,

X.Y->r z.y =

.cy + Z)Y =

X:Y+ x.y =

Y.X+Z.Y =

.v.y + Y) Z =

x.y + xy =

X)Z

XZ

X . z.

syllo-

The correlation of these two sets is by no means simple. Before examining it, observe that an

interchange of X and Z, tliough it alters A into a and O into o, does not alter E and /, nor e and i.

The counterpart of a syllogism, made by this interchange, is represented by simply inverting the

letters of the premises, and interchanging A and a, and o, in the letters of the conclusion. Thus
the counterpart of j„g is ig„ : that of A^, is a^g . Now if we take the six .\ristotelian

gisms, and make all the changes, and tabulate the results, we shall have as follows

:

XYZ xYZ xyZ xy« xYn

^Aa «ea ^ac '*aA ««E

I la Ooa "(<• *..l *<-«

E.VE «e£ SaA '^a, e.a

0,K i„B 'iA "U 0„,

Ooa Ha Kb %» ".^

Oao 'Eo 'Ai °.\0 "kI

The syllogisms written under each heading* are those which that written under the first

becomes, when tlie variation shown in the heading is made. Thus if ^\' and Z be changed into

X and «, 0,0 becomes o„„, or

.V}'*
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But we have not yet closed our iiivesiigation ; for we have to examine the remaining syllogism

of universal premises, or r)^Y+ V) Z=XZ. If we go through the cases, in the last order of

headings, we shall find as follows.

First Form. Transformation. Description. Remarks.

Y>iX ^Y^Z = XZ Y)X ^Y)Z^ XZ /<,„ Derived from //„

Y^x ^Y)Z= xZ Y.X +Y)Z= Z:X o^a o„„

j/)a'+y)Z = .vZ X)Y+y.z=Z:X o^, o^,

y).r + y)x = xz X) Y + Z)Y = xx i^^ Not yet obtained

Y) X + Y)z = xz Y . X + Y . Z = xz i^g Derived from i^^

Y)X + Y)z = Xz Y)X+Y.Z = X:Z O^g Ojb

y)X+y)z=Xz y.x+Z)Y=X:Z O,., 0,,

y)X+y)Z= XZ y .x + y . z = XZ I^^ Not yet obtained.

The derivation here mentioned is merely strengthening a premiss. We thus obtain the only two

remaining forms

i^, X)Y^Z)Y^xz
I

/,, y.x^y.z=XZ.
These cannot be derived from the twelve previously established by strengthening a premiss,

though their equivalents (the other six) can. These two last syllogisms differ from all the rest in

having no counterparts, and may therefore be called single syllogisms.

. The old rules are of course true as to the old syllogisms : but most of them are inapplicable to

the new ones. Particular premises, indeed, never gave a conclusion, as yet : but premises both nega-

tive may, and in the case of ij.^, the middle term is universal in neither premiss. Again, both premises

may be negative, and may give a positive form of conclusion. The following rules, however, will be

found to hold good.

From premises both particular, nothing follows. The middle term cannot be particular in both,

except in i^^: nor can it.s contrary be universal in both, except in I^^. One negative premiss

always yields a negative conclusion, and two negative premises an affirmative. When one

premiss is particular, the conclusion is particular. When e is in the premises the conclusion is

never in i.

I now take the two cases in which particular premises may give a conclusion : namely

/„ XY + ZY = XZ XY + Y:Z= X.Z 0,„

on the suppositions that the Ys, mentioned in both premises are in number more than all the Ks.

If I'l and Fa stand for the fractions of the whole number of i's mentioned or implied in the two

premises, and y^ and y, for the fractions of the ys implied or mentioned, we shall by a repetition of

the process on YX + YZ = XZ (the other being obtained in the course of the process) arrive at the

following results or their counterparts: remembering that F, + F^ is greater or less than 1, accord-

ing as j/i -I- y., is less or greater. (See the Addition at the end of this paper.)

Designation. Syliogism. Condition of its validity.

/„ YX + YZ = XZ F, + Y., greater than 1

Oi„ YX^Y.Z^X-.Z
?:,„ Y.X+Y.Z= XZ

0„, X:Y + yz ^ X:Z Y, -^ Y. less than 1

iji yx + yz = xz

Ooi X.Y+ yz =X:Z
/„„ X:Y+Z:Y^XZ
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There are many remarks to be made on the demonstrative connexion of the parts of this system

with one another, and on tlie explanations in general language of the new varieties of syllogism.

The length of this paper, however, is a sufficient reason for stopping here with the formal part of

the subject, and proceeding to the consideration of the probabilities of argument and authority.

Section V. On the Application of the theory of Probabilities to <juestions of Argument

and Authoriti/.

Writers on logic have made no effort to apply the mathematical theory of probabilities to the

balance of arguments; for we can hardly call by that name the simple statement that the pro-

bability of the conclusion of a svlh)gisni is the product of the probabilities of the premises. How
far this is correct will appear in the course of the present section, which is intended to investigate the

manner in which the probability of a conclusion is to be inferred from opposing arguments and

authorities, of which the several j)ri)babilities are given.

Conclusions which are not absolutely demonstrated are established in our minds on two distinct

bases, argument antl autlwrity. Even if there be appeal to authority in establishing the

premises of an argument, the distinction is in no degree lost. Thi> we shall see as soon as the

terms are defined.

Argitment is an offer of proof, and its failure is only a failure of proof: the coni.lusion may yet

be true. Authority is an offer of testimony, and its failure is a failure of truth : nothing can

furnish absolute reason for distrusting the authority on future occasions except the proof that the

conclusion asserted is false. A person who had made a hundred assertions, all supported by

inconclusive arguments, but all of which turned out to be true, would give a very high authority

to his hundred and first assertion.

We have an unfortunate use of language in the mathematical ap[)lication of the word pro-

bahitity. We say that small probability and great improbability are identical terms ; which is not

true in their common meaning. In fact, n being what we call the probai)ility of an event, a - i is

what we ought to call by that name: and if « - i be negative, we ought to call \-a the

improhahUity of the event. It would not be wise to introduce the same inaccuracy in the use of the

word nuttiorify : accordingly, m being the chance that an assertion of an individual, made on the

best of his knowledge and belief, is true, I shall call « the value of his testimony. When ,i

exceeds i, I shall sav that he is authority for the conclusion. And, measuring absolute authority

by imity, I shall take 2/li - 1 as the measure of his authority, which is against the conclusion, if

2/u- 1 be negative. Again, if ^ be the number of times his testimony is given to a truth for once

which it is given to a falsehood (which we may call his relative testimony), and if a denote his

authoritv, we shall have the following ecjuations. which will all be useful

:

a = 2pi - 1 =
"

,

u _ • + «

*" ~
I - ft

~
1 - a

'

^ =
1 + a p

In forming our opinions upon argument, we are told to leave authority altogether out of sight,

and to consider only what is said, not who says it. It was Bacon. I believe, who first said that

assertion is like the shot from the long bow, the force of which depends upon the arm which draws

it ; while argument is like the shot from a cross bow, which a child can discharge as well

Vol.. VIII. Part. III. SE
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as a mail. But the simile is as inapt as the recontniendation it contains is unwise; for the endeavour

is to hit the mr.rk, not merely to fire a shot : and the bow which most often succeeds in doing that

is the best. Closely examined, this direction to dispense with authority amounts to requiring

us to suppose that the proposer of an argument is as often right as wrong, and wrong as right, in

iiis conclusions. But what can be the wisdom of making believe that a person tells us ten truths to

ten falsehoods, if we know it for a fact that he tells us nineteen trutlis to one falsehood ? If

absolute demonstration be given, no rule is necessary, for we cannot attend to authority. If some-

thing very near to demonstration be given, no rule is practically necessary, for we have what is called

moral certainty.

But, it may be said, why not throw away authority altogether.'' I answer that it is impossible:

and tiiat any one who forms an undemonstrated conclusion independent of the authority of others,

can only do it by assuming some value for his own. All arguments, and all balance of arguments,

will leave three possible cases. Either one or more of the arguments for the conclusion will prove

it, or one or more of the arguments against will refute it, or all the arguments are inconclusive.

The conclusion is proved, disproved, or left neither proved nor disproved. But it is not one of the

three, true, false, or neither true nor false: it must be either true or false. And the mind must

come to some conclusion upon this point : it must, so to speak, distribute the inconclusiveness of

the arguments, in some way or other, between belief and disbelief. In whatever way this is done, it

amounts, as we shall see, to some assumption as to the authority either of the proposer or of

the receiver, or of some third person, or of all together.

There is but one way in which we can really deprive the proposer of an argument of any

authority ; and that is, by depriving him of any peculiar authority. If Newton propose an

argument, to the conclusion of which Halley assents without knowledge of the argument, we have a

right to allow it to be reasonable that the argument should lend the same force to the conclusion as if

Halley had proposed it, and Newton had assented, also without knowledge. Admit this, so far

as the premises do not depend on the authority of the proposer, and we admit all the separation of

argument and authority which is practicable.

A conclusion is usually opposed, in argument, to what logicians call the confradictori/, which

must be true if the conclusion be false, and vice versa. It is not often that it is opposed to

the contrary, which must be false when it is true, but not vice versa. I shall first consider the

proposition and its contradictory, as to authority, as to argument, and then as to the two in

combination.

Prob. 1. Required the joint value of authorities the separate values of which are given.

Let the first authority be one of the testimony fi, or of m truths to n errors, n being

w -f- (w -t- n). Let fx , m, n', take the place of ju, m, n in the second autliority : and so on. Now
since the conclusion asserted cannot be true on one authority and false on another, our position with

respect to the conclusion is as follows : We have an urn of m white and « black balls, another of

ui' white and n black, &c. from each of which we have to draw. The balls however are not free,

but are connected by such mechanism that no ball will leave its urn unless a simultaneous effort be

made upon one of the same colour in every urn. Now the number of ways of choosing one white ball

out of each urn is m m' in" ... ; and of choosing one black ball 71 n n" ... . Hence the united testi-

mony for the conclusion is

mm in"... nn'n"...
-.
—

T-, ;—;; and ajjauist it .

—

,,-
'—.—n— ,mm m ... + nn n ...

(1 -,u)(l -/a')(1 -At").

M^'/x"--- +(l - m) (1 -/)(1 - m")--- fx^iV"--- + (1 - «) (> -m')(I -m").--
'

If a = 2/x — 1, &c. we have for the joint authority expressed in terms of the separate

authorities,
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(1 +a) (l + a) {I +a") ... - (1 - a) (1 - a') (l - a")...

(1 + a) (r+ a') (1 + u") ... + (l"^^l - a) (I - a"")...
'

If |0 = Ax-^(1 - m) &c., we find that the joint relative testimony is the product of the separate

relative testimonies ; which is the easiest way of expressing the result. Thus two authorities

of 3 and 4 truths to one error, amount to one authority of 12 truths to one error.

I need hardly say that the preceding conclusions are verified bv their orjving such results as the

following;—that if one of the authorities be absolute, the joint authority is the same; that any
number of testimonies, each without authority either way, gives no authority either way ; that

inauthoritative testimonies do not affect the authority of the rest ; and so on.

Problems of the preceding character are usually solved by the inverse method ; or by the

determination of the probabilities of precedent states from an observed event. Others have noted,

I suppose, what has often struck me, namely, that the arrangement of conditions into an observed
event and its precedents, is sometimes made in a very indirect and unnatural manner. There
are however two classes of problems which give the same results : each inverse problem has a direct

problem of the other class connected with it. For instance, there are m and m' white balls, and
n and »*' black balls, in two urns. A white ball has been drawn ; what is the probability that the

first urn was that which held it .' The answer is well known to be

m(m' + 71 ) divided by »»/(;«' + n) + ni' {m + n).

Now take the following problem. The black balls are absolutely fixed in the urns ; and the white
balls are so connected that one will come out of neither, except when a white ball is touched in both,
which will only set free one, say the one which was touched first. With one hand in each urn, not

knowing one from the other, the chance of bringing out a white ball from the first urn (if we
try until a ball comes from one or the other) is the same as that above, namely, that a ball drawn
white was in the first urn. These two problems are really the same ; the first says that a white ball

has been drawn, the second that a white ball must be drawn. And precisely the same sort and
amount of reflexion which must be employed to make this sameness apparent, must also be employed
before the problems above alluded to will lose that indirect and unnatural appearance to which
I have referred. It should also be noticed, that any problem on an event to come may, by supposing
the event to have happened, not being yet known, be made a problem of inverse probabilities.

Prob. 2. Supposing the authorities to bias ouf another, required the method nf allowing

for the bias.

When one authority expressly citis and defers to another, he does not thereby iliminish iiis

own authority. For what we want to know of him is simply the value of his assent, which, unless

we have some specific reason, we have no more right to suppose less than his average when he judges

of another, than we have to suppose it greater. And, in fact, there are men who are better authori-

ties as to their judgment of others, than as to what they propose themselves. Neither, for a similar

reason, does it diminish the value of the second authority, that the conclusion asserted never would
have been known to him had it not been for the first. What we want to account for here is

undue bias, which I define to exist wiien there is a proportion of the conclusions of the second

authority which are no better for his testimony than they would have been if the first alone had

asserted them. The case of a number of authorities would lead to a complicated result. Suppose

three, the values of whose testimonies are fi, /i, fi' ; and let \' and \" be the probabilities that the

second and third are unduly biassed by the first. Then the value of the joint testimony is

X'A"m + (I - X')\" —^ T-^^VT ^x
+><'0 - ^") —T. T ^^-^, „.

lufJ. +(\ - iu){l - fi) '
^fi' + {I - n) {\ - fji")

+ (1 - X') (1 - O
+ (1 - iu) (1 - m) (1 - t^")

3e2
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If there be onlv two authorities, the formula is reduced to

fX/M

\,A + (1 - X) '—77- "T7", ^ '

Hfji +(1 -,x) (1 - n)

for the joint testimony, and tlie joint authority is

a + a - 2\a' (l - a)

1 + aa

Had it not been for the bias asserted, the authority would have been (a + a) -r-(l + aa). When
ij -^ a' is positive and a' negative, the joint authority is tl)e greater for the correction of the bias.

This is as it should be ; for the bias is then that of contradiction, and tends, until corrected,

to lessen the joint authority. I have only entered thus much into tiiis part of the subject, merely

to show that the results of the preceding mode of treating the problem are confirmed by those

of common sense.

Prob 3. To determine the joint effect of a number of arguments, the validities of which

are given, some for a conclusion, and some for its contradictory.

By the validity of an argument, I mean the probability that it proves its conclusion. The
argument being of a conclusion which is legitimately inferred from the premises, it is absolutely

valid, if all the premises be true: and wiiat is here called its validity therefore means the product of

the probabilities of all the premises. Let a, a' , a", &c. be the validities of the several arguments

for the conclusion, and h, b', 6", &c. those of the arguments for the contradiction. If one argument

on either side be valid the conclusion of that argument is established. Hence the joint validity

of the arguments for is that of an argument whose validity is

1 - (1 - a) (1 -a') (1 - a")... or Sa - laa + "Eaa'a" - ...

which is the probability that one or more of the arguments /tir proves its conclusion. Similarly the

arguments against amount to an argument tlie validity of which is

1 _ (1 _ fc) (1 _ 6') (I _ //)... or ^'b -^bh' +^bb'b" - ...

And having tlius shown bow to reduce several arguments of the same kind to one, we may now

proceed as with one of each sort. If the process now coming be applied to several arguments

of each kind, the result obtained will, as we might predict, verify the correctness of the preceding

compositions.

Let there be then one argument of tlie validity a for, and one of the validity b for the contra-

diction, or against. Let the argument for, be as a drawing from an urn in which there are M valid

and A'' invalid cases : let that against, be as from another in which there are P valid and Q invalid

cases. Of course M : N :: a : I — a and P : Q :: b : 1 - b. If either argument be valid the

other must be invalid. Now it does not follow that if the argument for be valid, and be the case

marked, say 1, the invalid argument against may be any one of the cases 1, 2, 3 ... up to Q. For

it may happen that each particular mode of succeeding in one argument must be necessarily connected

with some particular mode or modes of failing in the other. To represent this, let us separate the

three cases, and assume as follows

:

1. When the argument for is valid and that against invalid, let it be that M = m^ + m, + ...,

Q = f/i + 7.+ ..., and that when the first succeeds in one of the /«, ways, the second must fail in one

of the (71 ways ; and the same of jw^ and q^, m^ and q^, &c.

2. When the argument against is valid, and that for invalid, let A'' = w, + n,, + ...,

P = p^ + p. + ... with the same connexion.
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3. When both arguments are invalid, let X - ?),' + 71J + ... , Q = q,' + q_' + ... with the same
connexion.

It is now clear that the number of compatible cases, in which the argument for is valid, must be

W2,9, + m^q,+ ••• or '^mq. Similarly, ^np and "Zn'q' are the numbers of cases in which the

argument against is valid, and in which both arguments are invalid. Hence we have for the

probal)ilities of the three cases, namely, that the conclusion is established, that the contradictory is

established, and that the arguments are inconclusive, the following expressions:

Swig Swp 2n'9'

^mq + Inp + 2'«

V

^mq + ^np + l^n'q" Imq + l.np + "^nq'

'

To solve the question in the most general manner, would require that we should combine

the preceding results in all cases, that is, for all values, and all subdivisions, of M, iV, P, Q.

Without attempting such generality, I may make the following observations. From what takes

place in other similar questions, it is highly probable we should find the result of this combination

either to agree with that in which any of the M cases may occur with any one of the Q cases, &c.

or to approximate to such an Jigreement as M., &c. are increased without limit. Next, that this

agreement actually takes place, when all the subdivisions are the same aliquot parts of their wholes.

With these presumptions, I content myself with their result, which amounts to supposing that any

one of the M cases may enter with any one of the Q cases, and so on. The probabilities then are,

for the three cases above-mentioned,

_^ MQ NP NQ
Mq + NP+ NQ ' MQ + XP + XQ ' MQ + XP +A^

'

«(1 - b) h{} - a) (I - «) (1 - h)
or ,

-
,

^ ^^ —
.

\ — ab \ — ab I — ah

The third term is the chance of inconclusiveness, which necessarily renders this case indefinite: and

all we can say is, that the chance of the truth of the conclusion is

where the value of \ cannot be determined from arginiient (for all the arguments are used in

determining a and h).

When the arguments are of equal force, or a = h, we have

a n \ — n

1+a' 1+a' l+a'

Hence a-=r{\ + a), which represents the probability that a verified conclusion was derived from

an argument of the validity a rather than from demonstration (when it must have been one

or the other), also represents the success of an argument of the validity n against an argument

of equal force on the other side.

So far as an argument is not demonstrative, it must rest on authority, including under that word

tiie authority of the recipient himself. Now a is in fact the testimony to the validity of the argu-

ment on one side, and b to that on the other. If these were testimonies to the truth or falsehood

of the conclusion, the joint testimonies to the truth and falsehood of the conclusion would then be

a(l - b) 6(1 - a)

n{\ - b) + b(] - a)
'

a{l - b) + 6(1 - a)
'

wiiich, since a + b — ab must be less than unity, are necessarily greater than the two first of

the three expressions. Or, if we attempt to consider argument entirely without reference to any

authority except that for the premises, the absolute testimony to the truth or falsehood of the
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conclusion thus obtained is not so great as would be obtained from testimonies to the conclu^ion as

strong as those to the validities of the arguments.

Prob. 4. Given a number of arguments for a conclusion and for its contradictory, and

also a number of authorities, all of given probabilities ; required the resulting probabilities for the

conclusion and for its contradictory.

Let a and b have the meaning of the last problem, and let fx be the testimony which the joint

authorities give for the conclusion and against its contradictory. Let a and h be represented by

urns of m and p valid cases, and n and q invalid ones; and let /x be represented by an urn of

V truths and w falsehoods. Then there are mqv cases in which the argument for is valid and the

conclusion true; npw cases in which the argument against is valid and the conclusion false; nqv

cases in which both arguments are invalid and the conclusion true; nqw in which both arguments

are invalid and the conclusion false. And these are all the possible combinations. Hence the

probability that the conclusion is true nuist be

(m + n)qv (1 — b)//.
i i_i — or ,

{m + n)qv + (p + q)nw (1 - b)n + (l - a) (1 - «)

and the probability that the conclusion is false must be

(/> + q)nw (1 - a) (1 - m)

{m + n)qv + {p + q) nw (l - b)ix+ (1 - a) (1 - m)

To show the accordance of these formula? with common notions, observe that they give the first

four of the following results

:

1. \n an impossible conclusion (or when n = 0) the first expression vanishes : or no argument,

however strong, can give any probability to an impossibility.

If u = and (7 = 1, we have incompatible hypotheses, and the expressions take the form - .

'-2. If a = 1, the conclusion is certain ; or absolute demonstration establishes its result, in

spite of any amount of authority against it.

.S. If there be no authority, or if /« = ^, then the probability of the conclusion is

1 -6
1 _ 6 + 1 _ a'

and hence counter-arguments of equal strength, applied with no authority, give no authority to tlie

conclusion.

4. If a = h, the probability of the conclusion \% fi; or counter-arguments of equal strength

leave previous authority unaffected.

.5. If a + 6 = 1, the effect of the arguments is simply that of one more authority : and that

independently of their inconclusiveness, which still remains.

t). If there be no argument against, or if fc = 0, the probability of the conclusion is not n

(as stated by writers on logic*, who confound it with the conclusion made valid by the argument)

but : or , when there is no authority.

M -t- (1 - o) (1 - m) 2 - a

7. When there is no opposition, and no previous authority, any unopposed argument, however

weak, gives some authority to the conclusion ; and every argument, however weak, increases the

probability derived from previous authority.

• .'llyself among the rest.
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Authority apart, the odds for the conclusion are 1 — b to I — a. When both arguments are of

great force, or b and a both near to unity, the ratio of the small quantities 1—6 and 1 — a, which

determines the probability for the conclusion, cannot be distinctly apprehended. When, then, there

is soniething as near to demonstration on both sides as can be found in a subject which does

not admit of absolute demonstration, the mind ought not to arrive at any conclusion more favour,

able to one side than the other. \Ve constantly see the refusal of human nature to acquiesce in this

reasonable rule, and always with a determination to find out weakness in the argument on one side or

the other. It must be sometimes true that false conclusions shall be the exceptional cases, in which

arguments of the highest probability fail.

It also appears that moral demonstration on one side is not enough, if there be anything

resembling it on the other. All controversialists admit this in fact, by the stress which they lay on

answering the arguments of the opposite side. But they frequently do this as if it were a kind of

surplusage, a charitable (but not in any other sense nece>sary) allowance for the weakness of those

who do not see the force brought forward on their side of the question. Whereas it appears that it

may be perfectly necessary to answer an opponent who admits all they sav to the full extent whicli

is demanded for it, supposing that to be anything short of absolute demonstration.

PttoB. 5. To ascertain the manner in which the inconctiisiveness of the arguments is divided

by the authorities between the probabilities of the truth and falsehood of the conclusion.

If we find \ from the equation.

\ - ab \ - ab (l - h)ii + (1 - o) (l - «)

(1 + a)/ii - a
we find X =

1 - X =

(I - 6)/. +(1 - a)(l -m)

(1 +b){\ - ,i) - b

(1 _/,),^ + (1 -o) (1 -m)

From this it appears that X is negative only when /u is less than , and I - X when fi is greater

than . In the former case we see that unless the testimonv of authority to the conclusion be
1 + 6

greater than the success of the argument for the conclusion against a counter-argument of equal

strength, the probability of the conclusion is less than that of the validity of the joint arguments.

If there be no authority, or if /* = 1, we have

\ -a ,
1 -ft

X= , 1-X= 7 ; ,

l-6 + l-« \ - h + \ - a

a result which demonstrates the unmeaning character of the result of Problem 3. For the incon-

clusiveness is divided between the truth and falsehood of the conclusion in the proportion of the final

probability of its falsehood to that of its truth. Or the more likely the conclusion is to he false.

the larger proportion of the inconclusiveness does its truth get.

But we find

(1 -6)m _ 1 -6 (I - g) (1 - 6) 2m- 1

(1 - 6) |u + (1 - a) (1 -yu) 1 - 6 + 1 - rt
~ 1-6 + 1 -a "

(1 - 6) |u + (l - a) (1 - u)
'

which shews the addition made to the probability of the conclusion in passing from the case of argu-

ments without authority to that of arguments backed by the authority -iu- 1. In the case of

1-6 1 -

M

arguments of equal strengtii, this is m - ^, as it ought to be. When — - = , or when the
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invalidities of the arguments for and against are in the proportion of the testimonies of authority

for and against, the same thing occurs; or the alteration of testimony in the above transition is

exactly transferred to the probability of the conclusion. When lies between 1 and ,

\ - a ,1

more than tiie alteration of testimony is transferred ; in other cases less. The greatest transference

is when .r = \/ ( 1, in which case the amount of probability transferred is

o

0^-i)-
1 + 2 i/(« - (u^)

It appears from what precedes that in the formula, the invalidity of the argument against,

1 — b, enters for the conclusion, and the invalidity of the argument for, I — a, enters against the

conclusion, precisely in the same manner as the testimony for it, /i, and that against it, 1 — /<. If

then we call the tesfimnny of nrtrument fitr the conclusion, and that

against it, just as we call fx and 1 — u the testimonies of authority for and against : and if also we call

the relative testimony of the arguments : then we may express the result of Problem 4 by

saying that the joint relative testimony of the combined arguments and authorities is the product of

all the separate relative testimonies, both of arguments and authorities.

It must be observed that the mode of entrance of the testimonies of argument makes it follow

that if, after obtaining a result from certain arguments and authorities, we use the probability

obtained as a new authority, in combination with additional data,—the final result will be the same

as if we had collected all the arguments separately and all the authorities, and then proceeded as in

Problem 4. This follows from the property of the functions p-T-{p + p') and p -r- {p + p'), which

contain a mode of composition in which the order of the processes is indifferent, and their partial

collection allowable. If we denote the preceding functions by [/)] and [/;'], we have

[[riW J
= [P7]- [lp(l']r'] = [pqr'\ kc.

AVhen there are any number of arguments for, of validities a, a', a", &c., the chance that one or

more are valid is 1 — (1 — a) (l - a) (l - a") ..., and the testimony of argument against the conclu-

sion is (1 - a) (I - «.') (1 - a") divided by (1 - a) (l - a') ... + (l - 6) (1 - b') + ... Hence, the

arguments against having the validities b, h', &c., and the authorities for and against being /x,

«', Sec, and I — /x, 1 — //, &c., and A being the probability for the conclusion derived from the

whole of tlie data, the principle of relative testimonies may be expressed thus :

J 1 - b 1 - b' I - b" M m' /'

} — A 1 — a 1 - a' \ — a" i — /x \ — n' \ — /x'

or as follows;—let the probabilities of the conclusion, derived from the several arguments backed

by no authority, be considered as testiiiionies of authority to the conclusion, and used as in Pro-

blem 1.

It may happen that, besides the validity a, obtained directly from the premises, there is ^epa-

rate testimony of authority to the validity of an argument. Let it be f : then instead of a must be

used —
t: ; r .

«?+ (1 -")U -^)

I now return to the question of the dismissal of authority, which was p^utialiy entered on at the

beginning of this paper. I assume that tiie mind will form an opinion upon any proposition uiiich

is laid before it. Even if the assertion were in a scaled packet, with no reason wiiatever to suppose

it one rather than another of all that could possibly be made, an opinion would be formed as to its

trulli namely, that it is an even chance whether it be true or false. And this opinion is a just one;
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for, since every assertion has its contradictory, and one of tliese two must be true and one false,

it follows that the numbers of possible truths and falsehoods must be equal. When the packet is

opened, this opinion will probably change: duly, in a manner depending upon previous associations

of knowledge, or unduly, from what are then properly called prejudices. That every mind must
form some opinion, may almost be concluded from the notorious fact that most minds, indeed nearly

all uneducated ones, have little power except of absolute belief, or absolute unbelief. Their reason-

ing power is a spirit-level in awkward hands; the bulb is always at one end of the instrument or

at the other. Now when it is recommended to dismiss authority, or to allow no authority, I appre-
hend that the advisers are not aware that they are promoting the specific plan of assuming that tlie

proposer of the argument is a person of ten truths to ten errors. They rather wish to dismiss tenti-

mnny, which it is clear, if it be that a conclusion must be formed, cannot be done.

Nor is it by any means true that the proper way of doing without authority is to assume the

measure of authority = 0. If we wish to find the value of an argument, be the authority what it

may, or as if the authority be unknown, we must allow for the effect of any possible authority, put-

ting every value on equal terms with the rest. Let d/x be the chance that the testimony of authority

lies between m and M + f'/'^ t'len tbe chance of the conclusion being true concomitantly with the

authoritv lying between ii and ju + dix is

p-b)^d^
(1-6)m+ (l-o)(l -^)'

which, integrated from yu = to m = 1, gives for the probable truth of the conclusion

r \ log r
1 ,

\ - h
< 1 > where r = .

r - I ( r - ij I -„
If we assume that the chance of the testimony lying between n and n + dn is M<pnd,i,

where M is the reciprocal of l^(pmdu, we have for the probable truth of the conclusion

MI
riji<p/j.dfi

aud some other supposition except ipix = 1, is absolutely necessary: it is absurd to suppose equal

chances for all values of the authority ; to take the unknown proposer for instance, to be just as

likely to be infallible as to be of no authority at all. What form should be assumed for 0w must
be matter of opinion. If it be desired to try it on the supposition that /x is most likely near to some
specific value \, then, m and n being two integers in the proportion of X and 1 — X, the assumption

^M=fji"'(l - m)" will rejiresent tlie hypothesis, if m and « be considerable. And tiie greater m
and n are taken, tiie smaller the chance that the testimony differs from X by so much as a given

quantity.

To give a case somewhat more like the proper notion of human authority than that in which all

values of the testimony are equally probable, let us take (pn = fx (\ - ji), M = fi. The above
integral then becomes (after multiplication by M),

, ^, 5 fi r lojT )• + 2 + ." ( - (i r- + r" }

.

(r - 1)'
' " '

If r = 1 tliis becomes ^, as we might expect.

In tlie above conclusions, r is the relative testimony of the argument, on the supposition of no

authority. If p be that of the authority, the joint relative testimony to the conclusion is rp: let

us now see how far this is affected in the case of amoral certahity hy the supposition that the chance

of the testimony of authority lying between ^ and /x + dfxh /u'"(l - /i)°rfjii, where ;n-f-(m + ti) is the

previous fixed value of /x. Now we have

^'^0'* .»/, Nn
^'""'(l -/")"""' ,x"'--i\ - ^y+- 1 r/ui™-'(l - m)"*'

= ^ (1 - /') +
r/uL + I — fx r r^ r' r/u. + 1 — /j.

Vol.. VIII. Part III. SF
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And J/ is [m + n + l]-7- [/«] . [n], where [m] means 1 .2.3 ... »w. If the probability required

be denoted by P,„ „, we have, multiplying by Md/i and integrating from /u = to fi = 1,

?« + 1 1 (« + 2) (w + 1) 1 (w + 3) (w + 2) (w +1)1
'"'

"

?rt r m(^m — l)r^ w (tw - l)(m-2) r^
>«-3, n+3-

Now P„,_-i, „ + 3 is less than unity, so that if r be considerable, any degree of approximation may

be obtained by this method, carried to more terms if necessary, and if the value of m will permit.

Take the first three terms: then if the testimony of authority were given =ni-^{in + n), instead of

being most likely to have something near that value, the approximation to P,„ „ would then be

n \ n' \

m r m' r'

Subtract the second from the first, and we have

1 3 w « + 2m + n' 1

m r m^ {in — 1 ) r^

Write (m + h) /u and {m + ?i) (l - /j.) for w and n, and we have, supposing m and m+ n con-

siderable numbers,

I /I (2m + 1)(1-m)1
,

\
^2 }

nearly.

Except then when /x is very small, the principle of relative testimonies is sufficiently accurate,

in the case above supposed, taking for the testimony of authority the most probable value of that

testimony.

PiiOB. 6. Given ai'guments and authorities for a proposition and for its coiitrary, reqitired

tfie probability for the truth of each propositiofi, and for the falsehood of both.

The contrary is thus distinguished from the contradictory: both the proposition and the con-

trary may be false, though both cannot be true : while either the proposition or its contradictory

must be true. As far as the arguments alone are concerned, the problem is that of Problem 3 : for

either one of the arguments is valid and the other invalid, or else both are invalid. But there is a

diff'erence in the meaning of authorities ; for, fx being the testimony to a proposition, 1 - ju. is not

necessarily the testimony to its contradictory. Let n and v be the testimonies of authority to the

conclusion and its contradictory, and a and b the probable validities of the arguments. There are

then five cases, two favourable to the truth of the proposition, two to that of the contrary, and one

to that of the falsehood of both ; 1. The argument for may be valid, in which case the proposition is

true, the contrary false, and the argument against invalid. 2. The argument against may be valid,

in which case the contrary is true, the proposition false, and the argument for invalid. 3. Both

arguments may be invalid, and the proposition true. 4. Both arguments may be invalid and the

contrary true. 5. Both arguments may be invalid and the proposition and contrary both false.

Treating these in the manner in which the preceding problems have been solved, and which it is now

unnecessary to repeat, we have the following expressions for the probability of the proposition, of

its contrary, and of both being false,

(i-4)(i-^;f. (i-a)(i-M)^ a-a)a-b)a-i^)a->')

(l-6)(l-.')M+(l-a)(l-M).'+(l-a)(l-6)(l-/")(l-.-) (l-6)(l-^)M+(l-a)a-'')''+(l-a)(l-*)(l-,«)a-'') (l-ft)(l-''>+(l-a)(l-,.)''+(l-aKl-6){l-M)(l-'')

'

If there be no authorities, or if /x = »< = 1, these become

i - b \ - a (1 - a) (1 - i)

1 _ 6 + I _ o + (1 _ a) (1 - 6) 1 - 6 + 1 - a + (1 - a) (1 — 6) 1 - 6 + 1 - a + (l - a) (1 - i)

'

If the arguments be of equal strength these become

1 1 \ - n

3 — a' 3 — a' 3 — a
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except when a = 1 (an absurdity in this case), in which they take the form -. But we get this

result, that if (1 — 6)-^(1 - a) = p, then the more nearly the arguments become demonstration, the

more nearly is it certain that either the proposition or its contrary must be true, the probabilities

for one and the other being as p (1 - v) /x and (1 - /u) v. This is a singular result : for, since of

two exceedingly strong arguments, one on each side, one must be invalid, it is not easy to explain

from a priori notions why there is so great a probability that one or the other must be valid.

That it is so appears from the probabilities of the validities* of the two arguments, and of the

invalidity of both, namely,

a{\ -h) 6(1 - a) (1 - a) (1 -6)

„ (] - h) +b{\ - a) + {\- n){\-h) a(l-6) + 6(l-a) + (l-a)(l-ft) «(! - 6) +6(l-a) + (l-a) (1-fc)

in which p : \ \s the limiting ratio for the probabilities of the two validities. The same remark

may be made with reference to the authorities: when two very high authorities affirm contraries, the

higlier the authorities the more likely is it that one or the other is right.

When there is no argument for the contrary, or 6 = 0, the three expressions become

(I-')m {l-n){U^Y (l.a)a-M)(l-0

(l-.')^ + (l-a)(l-;/).' + (l-aX]-f»)(l-) {l-)/< + (l-nXl-'')'' + (l-a)(l-M)(l-'') (1-0a.+C1-"X1-'^)"+(1-«K1-'')(1-')
'

when there are no authorities these become

1 1 - «r \ - n

3-2a' ."J-Sff' .S-2a'

or when an argument is proposed, .simply, the chance thereby giyen to the contrary is the same as

that of neither being true.

It will seem stranec at first, that the probability for the conclusion is not : for it will be

said, an argument and none for th? contrary, is precisely the same position as an argument and none

for the contradictory. But the suppositions as to authority are diflerent. Looking to authorities

only the chances of the three cases are

M (I - ') 1^(1 -1^) (1 ->x)(l -

/u(l-r) + "(l-/") + (l-M)(l-«')' ,x(l-.') + i;(l-M) + (l-,x)(l-i')'(u(l-i')+i'(l-/t») + (l-M)(l->')'

and in the case of no authorities, there is the chance ^ for each of the cases. Now in treating the

contradictory the testimony of no authority is ^.

I^et us now sujipose that there is authority for each of the three cases, and also argument, or

generally, let us take the following problem :

Prob. 7- ^c< there be a dilemma of any number of horns, one or other of which, hut

only one, must be true ; required the probabilities of the several horns, arguments and autho-

rities being giveri for each.

Let a, b, c, &c. be the probable validities of the several arguments, fx, v, ^, &c. the testimonies of

authority. This problem, treated as before, gives the following result. Let

v^(, _,,)(, _ r)...^il - ,0(1 -a ^(1 -«)(' -r)...{l - u)v{\ -0 •••

+ (I -a){l-h)... (1-m)(1 -v)^...

then the probabilities of the several horns containing the truth are

• 1 should have made this remark before, in regard to the contradictories, but for having written the denominator in the transfomie

shape 1 ab. 1 have always found the best rule to be, never perform operations in denominators.

3 F 2
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{\-b)il-c)...n{l-v){l-^)... (l-fl)(l-c)...(l-,x)r(l-|)... (l-a)(l-6)...(l-M)(l-.;)^.

2 2 2

This problem contains all that have gone before, except the second. But this may not be appa-

rent at first. In fact, if I had commenced this paper with the general case now in hand, and had

then descended to the particidar cases, tlie method of descending might have appeared exceptionable,

requiring tlie authority of an independent consideration of the particular results arrived at. Suppose

a dilemma of two horns, such as a proposition and its contradiction. If the testimony of authority

for the proposition be /x, there is in this case the testimony 1 - /x implied for the contradiction. But

this does not enter the formula: it is only the form belonging to the case of what is virtually repre-

sented in tlie general formula above, namely, that there is the testimony 1 - fjL implied in favour of

one or other of the horns following the first, because there is the testimony fi. given for the first.

No express testimony is given to the contradiction : so that it enters with the testimony J
. And if

there be only two horns, and the testimonies be fx and ^, it will be found that the preceding expres-

sions agree with the answer to Problem 4. There was no need in that case to suppose testimonies fx

and II, because, as the testimony to each horn is a definite testimony to the other, they would but

have amounted to a joint testimony for the proposition.

If we want the case of the last problem, we have to take three horns, making c = and f = ^•

Or we may if we like suppose argument and testimony offered for the third case, namely, that both

the proposition and its contrary are false.

If we wish to construct the general case upon the supposition that no one need be true, all we

have to do is to add one more horn with an argument and a testimony i.

The easiest way of representing the result of the general case is as follows. Let A„, represent

the probability of the »k"' horn from argument only, and M,„ the same from authority only. We
have then (using a^ a.^ &c. and yuj fi., &c.),

1 - M»,
A„ =

, M„

and the probability of the »»"' horn is

1 - a„

2(J„,A/„,)

The term J,„M,„ or
'"— may be called the exponent of prohabiUfy of the /»" case :

1 — «„, 1 —
/«.„,

and the probability of that case is its exponent divided by the sum of all the exponents. This

exponent is proportional to the number of balls in the urn the exits of which are favourable to the

case. It is the product of two relative testimonies, that of the authority, and that of the argument

alone, to establish the conclusion against its contradictory, that is against everything opposed to it.

Now suppose a complex dilemma of this kind, namely, that m of the horns, neither more nor less,

must be true, and the rest false. An examination of tliis problem leads to the following result.

The product of the exponents of any m cases, divided by the sum of the products of all the

exponents, m and m together, is the probability that the m cases chosen are the true ones. Hence

can be readily found the probability that any one case is among the true ones. If there be four

cases, for instance, of which two must be true, and if e,, e^, e^, e,, be the exponents, the probabilitv

that the first case is true is

^iC^g + 63 + eQ

e,e.. + t'lCj + 6,64 + 6063 + 62^1 + ^s^i

If it should be that tn cases or fewer, but not more, may be true, then the probability that any

m — p cases and no others, shall be true, is the product of the exponents of those m — p cases, divided
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by 1 + 2e, + 1e le.^ + le^e.^ + ... + Se,e2 ...e,„, the ] being omitted if all cannot be false. The
various restrictions which might be imposed, as that only an even number can be true, that no two,

three, or any number of contiguous cases can be true together, &c. &.c. may be easily contained under
this one rule. In every set of cases that can be true together, multiply together the exponents of

those cases; the product is the numerator of the probability that those cases only are true, and
the sum of all the products is the denominator.

This rule applies to one case which we have not yet considered. When several arguments were
proposed together, all for, or all against, a conclusion, it was supposed that they were perfectly

independent. But it may hapjien that two or more arguments are so connected that some must be

valid together and invalid together, or that some are valid when others are invalid, and vice versa,

or that the validity of one makes another valid, but the invalidity of tlie first has no influence on the

validity of the second. All these cases, and a great number of others, including in fact, under one
view or another, any question that may be proposed, may all be solved by the followin<» Rule.

There is any number of events, each of which may happen in any number of ways, the separate

probabilities of which are given, but so connected that th.ere are specific necessary coincidences,

or failures of coincidence. Take all the combinations which can happen, and compute the

j)robability of each combination, as if its events were entirely unconnected. The resulting products

are proportional to the probabilities of the several cases arising.

Tluis, if there were three urns, the first giving white, black, or red (with chances w, b, r) ;

the second white or black (with chances u'',h') ; the third while or black (witii chances w", b"), but so

connected that black cannot be drawn from the first, nor white from all three, nor red from the first

except when different colours come from the second and third, and it be required to find the chance

of having a red ball, we proceed tiuis. Enumerate the possible cases, which are Il'ir^. WBW,
IVBB, RBW, liWB, and the probability of a red ball is

r{b'w" + ic b")

w{w'b" + b'w" + b'b") + r(b'tc" + w'b")
'

I have taken such an example, because it seems as if the condition that a black ball cannot be

drawn from the first is equivalent to taking away those black balls, in which case the chances

of the others cannot be w and r. But if the black balls be previously removed, then for iv and r

we must write and , wliich will not affect the formula. In the same way any addition
\ - h \ - h

of other coloured balls, with the condition that they cannot be drawn, though it will affect the

probabilities of the indepeiidcitf events made use of in the solution of the problem, will not affect

the ratio which expresses the final result.

I have given so many proofs of particular cases of this principle that it is not necessary

to say any thing on the general proof. But I shall ob.serve that the circumstance noticed in

combining argument and testimony, namely, that instead of the validity of an argument entering _/}»•

the conclusion, the invalidity enters against,—is an immediate application of the preceding rule.

For it is not the validity of an argument which is necessary to the truth of a conclusion, but the

invalidity of it which is necessary to its falsehood. Thus, in Problem 4, the necessary cases are, either

1. Argument against invalid, and testimony for true, giving (I - 6)/oi; or 2. Argument for invalid,

and testimony against true, giving (1 — n) (l — fx).

The application of the principles on which the preceding rule is established, would, I suspect,

give much clearer views of many problems than the ordinary method of employing inverse con-

siderations.

A. DE MORGAN.
University College, London,

October 3, 1846.
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ADDITION.

Sixcii this pa])er was written, 1 found that the whole theory of the syllogism might be deduced

from the consideration of propositions in a form in which definite quantity of assertion is given

both to the subject and the predicate of a proposition. I had committed this view to paper, when 1

learned from Sir William Hamilton of Edinburgh, that he had for some time past publickly taught

a theory of the syllogism differing in detail and extent from tliat of Aristotle. From the prospectus

of an intended work on logic, which Sir William Hamilton has recently issued, at the end of his

edition of Reid, as well as from information conveyed to me by himself in general terms, I should

suppose it will be found that I have been more or less anticipated in the view just alluded to. To

what extent this has been the case, I cannot now ascertain : but the book of which the prospectus just

named is an announcement, will settle that question. From the extraordinary extent of its author's

learnino- in the history of philosophy, and the acuteness of his written articles on the subject, all who

are interested in loo-ic will look for its appearance with more than common interest.

The footino- upon which we should be glad to put propositions, if our knowledge were minute

enouo-h, is the following. We should state how many individuals there are under the names which

are the subject, and predicate, and of how many of each we mean to speak. Thus, instead of "Some

Xs, are Fs," it would be, " Every one of a specified Xs is one or other of h specified r«." And the

neo-ative form would be as in " No one of a specified ^s is any one of b specified Fs." If propo-

sitions be stated in this way, the conditions of inference are as follows. Let the effective number

of a proposition be the number of mentioned cases of the subject, if it be an affirmative proposition,

or of the middle term, if it be a negative proposition. Thus, in " Each one of 50 ^s is one or other

of 70 Fs," is a proposition, the effective number of which is always 50. But " No one of 50 Xs is

any one of 70 Fs" is a proposition, the effective number of which is 50 or 70, according as X or F is

the middle term of the syllogism in which it is to be used. Then two propositions, each of two

terms, and having one term in common, admit an inference when 1. They are not both negative.

2. The sum of the effective numbers of the two premises is greater than the whole number of exist-

ino- cases of the middle term. And the excess of that sum above the number of cases of the middle

term is the number of the cases in the affirmative premiss which are the subjects of inference. Thus,

if there be 100 Fs, and we can say that each of 50 Xs is one or other of 80 Fs, and that no one of

20 Zs is any one of 60 Fs;—the effective numbers are 50 and 60. And 50 + 60 exceeding 100 by

10, there are 10 A's of which we may affirm that no one of them is any one of the 20 Zs mentioned.

The following brief summary will enable the reader to observe the complete deduction of all the

Aristotelian forms, and the various modes of inference from specific particulars, of which a short

account has already been given.

Let a be the whole number of A's; and t the number specified in the premiss. Let c be the

whole number of Zs; and w the number specified in the premiss. Let b be the whole number of

Fs; and u and u the numbers specified in the premises of x and z. Let A', F„ denote that each of

t Xs is affirmed to be one out of u Fs : and Xi : F„ that each of t As is denied to be any one out

of u Fs. Let X,„ „ sio-nify m Xs taken out of a larger specified number n : and so on. Then the

five possible syllogisms, on the condition that no contraries are to enter either premises or conclusion,

are as follows :

—

1.
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The condition of inference expresses itself; in the X„ , of the conclusion, m must neither be

nor negative. The first case gives no Aristotelian syllogism; the middle term never entering

universally (of necessity) into any of its forms, under any degree of specification which the usual

modes of speaking allow. The other cases divide the old syllogisms among themselves in the fol-

lowing manner : they are written so as to show that there is sometimes a little difference of amount

of specification between the results of different figures, which amount may change in tlie reduction

from one figure to another. The Roman numerals mark the figures.

2. t = a, V = b

t = a, V = h

f < a, V = b

f < a, V = h

3. n = b, V = })

u < h, V = /)

u = b, V < b

4. t = a, V = b, tv = c

t = a, V = b, w = c

t = a, I' = b, w = c

t = a, V = b, w = c

V = b, w = o

V = b, w = c

t = a, V = b,

5. u = b, V = b, IV = c

u = b, V = b, w = c

V = b, w = c

V =b, w = c

Ti = b, w = c

Y ) Z„. + X)Y^ = X)Z„^
,,

X) r„ + Y)Z^.= z„^^x

Y)Z,^. + X,Y„ = A',Z„,„,

X^Y,^ + Y) Z„. = Z,, „X,

Y)X,+ Y)Z„.= Z,,.„.^6,,

Y^X, + Y) Z,, = Z,^,^X„^,

Y)x,+ r,. z„ = z,, ,„x,,

Y.Z + X)Y^= X. Z

Z.Y + X)Y^= X.Z
X)Y,,+ Z .Y = Z.X
X)Y^+ Y.Z = Z.X
Y.z + X, r,, = x, z

Z.Y + X, 1
'„ = X,: Z

X) F„ + Z,,, : Y= Z,,: X

Y.Z + Y)X,= X,^,-7.

Z.Y + Y)X,^ X,,Z
Y.Z + Y,X, = X„^,:Z

Z.Y + Y„X, = X^^,: Z

Y, .Z + Y)X,= X,.^

,

: Z

Barbara I.

Brnmantlp IV.

Darii I.

Dima r is IV.

Dfirapfi III.

Disdinii) III.

Datisi III.

Celarent I.

Cesare II.

Camestres II.

Camenes IV.

Ferio I.

Festino II.

Baroko II.

Felapton III.

Fesapo IV.

Feriso III.

Fresison IV.

Bokardo III.

This system is complete in itself, if contraries be excluded. That in the body of this paper is

also complete, if all specification be excluded, except which is contained in the usual words some and

all. An attempt to combine the two systems would be useless, because its forms of expression

would not be those of common language. For instance, the following must be one form of an

affirmative proposition in the combined system "Of t Xs and t' .rs every one is one or other

of M Fs and ?/ys." It would be useless to investigate the conditions of inference as to forms

which are not those of speech in any language.

But at the same time there is a certain approach to the preceding forms, if we take in not

merely the logical force of our common propositions, but also what is usually implied. He who

says, " Some .^s are J's," is generally held to mean that the other Xs are not }'s. The complex

syllogisms, in which the alternatives left by the common forms are supposed to be definitely settled,

are worthy of attention : and their theory is as follows.

With respect to the name 1', the name X may be of seven different kinds, distinguishable with-

out numerical specification. These arc as follows : neither term containing the whole universe.
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(1.) Tlie two terms may be identical, or V ) J^ and J^ ) V. Let this be denoted by D.

Taking the order XY, we have, to constitute D, the proposition A, a. And denoting coexistence hv

+ , as before, we may write D = A + a.

(2.) A" may be entirely contained in, but not repletive of, Y, or we may have X ) F and Y: X.

Let X be now called a siibidentivul of }', and let D denote this form. We have then D^^ A + o.

(3.) X may entirely contain Y, and more; or Y ) X and X : Y. Let A be now called a

superidentical of Y, and let D' denote this form. We have then D' = a + O.

(4.) X may be the contrary of Y, both togetiier filling up the universe of the proposition with-

out anything in common ; or X .Y and a: . y. Let tiiis form be called C : we have then C = E + e.

(5.) X and Y may have nothing in common, but may not together fill up the universe of the

proposition; or X. Y and a:y. Let them be called suhcontraries, and let C^ denote this form.

\\e have then C\= E + i.

(6.) A" and I' may have something in common, and may together fill up the universe; or XY
and *' . y. Let these be called sitpercontrariex, and let C' denote the form. We have then C' = e + I.

(7.) Each of the two may have something in common with the other and something not in

common, both together not filling up the universe; or XY, xy, X : Y, Y : X. I cannot propose

any name for this case with which I am in any degree satisfied : but as all the particular forms

are here concerned, I will for the present call X and Y in this case complete particulars each of the

other. Let P represent this form ; we have then P=I+0+i + o.

In arranging for a syllogism, let the order be XY, ZY, XZ, the conclusion being described by

what .V is as related to Z, X coming from the first premiss ; and both terms of the conclusion being

de.scribed with respect to the middle term, }'. On e.xaniining the cases in which complete premises

give a complete conclusion, I find as follows.

1. If one of the concluding terms be a complete particular of the middle term, there is no

complete conclusion except wlien the other concluding term is either identical with or contrary to

the middle term. \nd then each concluding term is a complete particular of the other.

2. The following table shows the result of all the other cases.

X



XXX. Supplement to a Memoir On some Cases of Fluid Motion. By
George G. Stokes, M.A., Fellow of Pembroke College.

[Read Nov. 3, 1846.]

In a memoir which the Society did me the honour to publish in their Transactions*, I showed that

when a box whose interior is of the form of a rectangular parallelepiped is filled with fluid and made

to perform small oscillations the motion of the box will be the same as if the fluid were replaced by a

solid having the same mass, centre of gravity, and principal axes as the solidified fluid, but different

moments of inertia about those axes. The box is supposed to be closed on all sides, and it is also

supposed that the box itself and the fluid within it were both at rest at the beginning of the motion.

The investigation was founded upon the ordinary equations of Hydrodynamics, which depend upon

the hypothesis of the absence of any tangential force exerted between two adjacent portions of a fluid

in motion, an hypothesis which entails as a necessary consequence the equality of pressure in all

directions. The particular case of motion under consideration appears to be of some importance,

because it aff"ords an accurate means of com])aring with experiment the common theory of fluid

motion, which depends upon the hypothesis just mentioned. In my former paper, I gave a series

by means of which tiie numerical values of the principal moments of the solid which may be substi-

tuted for the fluid might be calculated with facility. Tlie present supplement contains a different

series for the same purpose, which is more easy of numerical calculation than the former. The com-

parison of the two series may also be of some interest in an analytical point of view, since they appear

under very different forms. I have taken the present opportunity of mentioning the results of some

experiments which I have performed on the oscillations of a box, such as that under consideration.

The experiments were not performed with sufficient accuracy to entitle them to be described in

detail.

The calculation of the motion of fluid in a rectangular box is given in the l.ith article of my

former paper. I shall not however in the first instance restrict myself to a rectangular parallelepiped,

since the simplification which I am about to give applies more generally. Suppose then the problem

to be solved to be the following. A vessel whose interior surface is composed of any cylindrical

surface and of two planes perpendicular to the generating lines of the cylinder is filled with a homo-

geneous, incompressible fluid ; the vessel and tiie fluid within it having been at first at rest, the

former is then moved in any manner ; required to determine the motion of the fluid at any instant,

supposing that at that instant the vessel has no motion of rotation about an axis parallel to the gene-

rating lines of the cylinder.

I shall adopt the notation of my former paper, u, v, w are the resolved parts of the velocity at

any point along the rectangular axes of .r, y^ ~. Since the motion begins from rest we siiall have

udx + vdy + wdz an exact differential dcp. Let the rectangular axes to which the fluid is referred

• Vol. VIII,, Pan I., p. lO.i.
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be fixed relatively to the vessel, and let the axis of .» he parallel to the generating lines of the cylin-

drical surface. The instantaneous motion of the vessel may be decomposed into a motion of transla-

tion, and two motions of rotation about the axes of y and z respectively; for by hypothesis there is

no motion of rotation about the axis of .v. According to the principles of my former paper, the

instantaneous motion of the fluid will be the same as if it had been produced directly by impact, the

impact being such as to give the vessel the velocity which it has at the instant considered. We may
also consider sejiarately the motion of translation of the vessel, and each of the motions of rotation ;

the actual motion of the fluid will be compounded of those which correspond to each of the separate

motions of the vessel. For my present purpose it will be sufficient to consider one of the motions of

rotation, that which takes place round the axis of z for instance. Let w be the angular velocity

about tile axis of «, w being considered positive when the vessel turns from the axis of .v to that of

y. It is easy to see that the instantaneous motion of the cylindrical surface is such as not to alter

the volume of the interior of the vessel, supposing the plane ends fixed, and that the same is true of

the instantaneous motion of the ends. Consequently we may consider separately the motion of the

fluid due to the motion of the cylindrical surface, and to that of the ends. Let (p^ be the part of

d) due to the motion of the cylindrical surface, (p^ the part due to the motion of the ends. Then we

shall have

(p=(p,+ (pe (•)

Consider now the motion corresponding to a value of (p, wvy. It will be observed that aoxy

satisfies the equation, ( (sfi) of my former paper,) which <p is to satisfy. Corresponding to this

value of we have

u = wy, v = wx, w = 0.

Hence the velocity, corresponding to this motion, of a particle of fluid in contact with the cylindrical

surface of the vessel, resolved in a direction perpendicular to the surface, is the same as the velocity

of the surface itself resolved in tiie same direction, and therefore the fluid does not penetrate into,

nor separate from the cylindrical surface. The velocity of a particle in contact with either of the

plane ends, resolved in a direction perpendicular to the surface, is equal and opposite to the velocity

of the surface itself resolved in the same direction. Hence we siiall get the complete value of by-

adding the part already found, namely wxy, to twice the part due to the motion of the plane

ends. We have therefore,

= w.vy + 2(p^ = 2<p^ - wxy, by (1) (2),

and (p^ - cpg = coxy (3).

Hence whenever either (p^ or (p^ can be found, the complete solution of the problem will be

given by (2). And even when both these functions can be obtained independently, (2) will enable

us to dispense with the use of one of them, and (3) will give a relation between them. In this case

(3) will express a theorem in pure analysis, a theorem which will sometimes be very curious, since

the analytical expressions for (p^ and cp^ will generally be totally different in form. The problem

admits of solution in the case of a circular cylinder terminated by planes perpendicular to its axis,

and in the case of a rectangular parallelepiped. In the former case, the numerical calculation of the

moments of inertia of the solid by which the fluid may be replaced would probably be troublesome,

in the latter it is extremely easy. I proceed to consider this case in particular.

Let the rectangular axes to which the fluid is referred coincide with three adjacent edges of the

parallelepiped, and let a, b, c be the lengths of the edges. The motion which it is proposed to cal-
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culate is that which arises from a motion of rotation of the box about an axis parallel to that of z

and passing through the centre of the parallelepiped. Consequently in applying (2) we must for a

moment conceive the axis of x to pass througli the centre of the parallelepiped, and then transfer the

origin to the corner, and we must therefore write w iw - -\ ly
J

for ivocy. In the present case

the cylindrical surface consists of the four faces which are parallel to the axis of ,r, and the remain-

ing faces form the plane ends. The motion of the face try and the opposite face has evidently no
effect on the fluid, so that (p^. will be the part of (p due to the motion of the face xz and the opposite

face. The value of this quantity is given near the top of page 133 in my former paper. We have
then by the second of the formulae (2)

Swa^ 1 (e" -l)e " + (e " - l) e " nirx I a\ i h\
'/> = -^2„- „^ cos-_-.(,r--)(.v--) (.),

6 — e
"

the sign 2„ denoting the sum corresponding to all odd integral values of 71 from 1 to :: . Thi>
value of cp expresses completely the motion of the fluid due to a motion of rotation of the 1k)x about
an axis parallel to that of *r, and passing througli the centre of its interior.

Suppose now the motion to be very small, so that the square of the velocity may be neglected.

Then, p denoting the part of the pressure due to the motion, we shall have p = - p~-$-. Also
fit

in finding - we may suppose the axes to be fixed in space, since by taking account of their

motion we should only introduce terms depending on the square of the velocity. In fact, if for

the sake of distinction we denote tiie co-ordinates of a fluid particle referred to the moveable axes bv
x, y\ while .r, y denote its co-ordinates referred to axes fixed in space, which after differentiation with
respect to t we may suppose to coincide witli the moveable axes at the instant considered, and if we

denote the differential coefllcient of (p with respect to t by (—^J when x, y, t are the independent

variables, and by -i when ,?', y, t are the independent variables, we shall have

ld<p\ d(p d<p dx d<p dy d^ dx dy'

*

[jt j
^ TF '*"d^' ~dt "^ dy' 7f " dt

'^ ^* 77 '*' ^'

Yt
'

d(p d(p
, , , ,

d(p dd)
,i"r -1—,, ~r~i "lean absolutely the same as —i- , -/ , and are therefore equal to ti, v respectivelydx dy • dx dy n ' r .

dx dy
JNow ---

, - , depending on the motion of the axes, are small quantities of the order w ; their

values are in fact wy, - wx; so that, omitting small quantities of the order w', we have

ld(p\ _ d<p

Vdt] " 77"

We shall therefore find the value oi p from that of (p by merely writing - n — for «i. In order

" It may be very easily proved by means of this equation. 1 effect on the motion of the box as the solid of which the moment
combined with the general equation which determines p, that

|

of inertia is determined in this paper on the supposition that the

wliethtr the velocity be great or small the fluid will liave the same motion is small.

3g
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to determine the motion of the box it will be necessary to find the resultant of the fluid pressures on

its several faces. As shown in my former paper, these pressures will have no resultant force, but

only a resultant couple, of which the axis will evidently be parallel to that of x. In calculating

this couple, it is immaterial whether we take the moments about the axis of «, or about a line

parallel to it passing through the centre of the parallelepiped : suppose that we adopt the latter

plan. If we reckon the couple positive when it tends to turn the box from the axis of x to that

of y we shall evidently have -
}„ fo P,j^^ [^ \dxd% for the part arising from the pressure on

the face wz, and fu fo P,,^„ \y ) dydz for the part arising from the pressure on the face yz.

It is easily seen from (i) that p^^^ = -
p,.^,,, and p^^^^

= - Py^a, so that the couples due to the pres-

sures on the faces ajx, yz are equal to the couples due to the pressures on the opposite faces

respectively. In order, therefore, to find the whole couple we have only got to double the part

already found. As the integrations do not present the slightest difficulty, it will be sufficient to

write down the result. It will be found that the whole couple is equal to -C— , where

pnbc , , „, 6ipa^c^ 11—6°
. .

This expression has been simplified after integration by putting for 2^ — its value
96

It appears then that the effect of the inertia of the fluid is to increase the moment of inertia

of the box about an axis passing through its centre and parallel to the edge c by the quantity C.

In equation (40) of my former paper, there is given an expression for C which is apparently very

different from that given by (5), but the numerical values of the two expressions are necessarily

the same. If we denote the moment of inertia of the fluid supposed to be solidified by C , we

shall have C - — W + ^'')
; and if we put

12
' '

and treat (5) as equation (40) of my former paper was treated, we shall find

/(?•) = (1 + r'O"' \\ -.3r'+ 2r^ (1.260497 - 1.254821 Sq— versin 20„)} (6),

n
where, tab. log tan 0„ = 10 - .6821882 - .

The equation (6) is true, (except as regards the decimals omitted,) whatever be the value of r;

but for convenience of calculation it will be proper to take r less than 1, that is, to choose for n

the smaller of the two a, h. The value of /(r) given by (6) is apparently very different from

that given at the bottom of page 134 of my former paper, but any one may easily satisfy himself

as to the equivalence of the two expressions by assigning to r a value at random, and calculating

the value of /(»•) from the two expressions separately. The expression (6) is however preferable to

the other, especially when we have to calculate the value of /(r) for small values of r. The
infinite series contained in (6) converges with such rapidity that in the most unfavourable case, that

is, when r = 1 nearly, the omission of all terms after the first would only introduce an error

of about .000003 in the value of /(»•).
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For the sake of showing the manner in which f{r) alters with r, I have calculated the following

values of the function. The expression (6) shows that /'(r)=0, when r = : and f (r) is

also = when r = l, since / |- j =/()•)

r
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These experiments are sufficient to show that in tlie case of a vessel of about the size and shape

of the one I used, filled with water, and performing small oscillations of the duration of about

one second, (as was the case in my experiments,) the time of oscillation is not much increased by

friction ; at least, if we suppose, as there is reason for supposing, that the effect of friction does

not depend on the natiu-c of the surface of the box. They are not however sufficiently exact to

allow us to place any reliance on the accuracy of the small differences between the results of

experiment, and of the common theory of fluid motion, and consequently they are useless as tests

of any tlieory of friction.

G. G. STOKES.







XXXI. On a New Notation for expressing carious Conditions and Equations

in Geometry, Mechanics, and Astronomy. By the Rev. M. O'Brien, late

Fellow of Cains College, Professor of Natural Philosophy and Astronomy

in King's College, London.

[Read November 23, 1846.]

The notation Du'. u, the meaning and use of which is explained in tlie following pages, denotes

a line of a certain length perpendicular to the lines denoted by the symbols u and u'. It is derived

from the consideration of the rotation of a rigid body, in which the line u is fixed, about the line ?/',

being, in fact, the differential coefficient of n with respect to the directions of the axes of co-ordi-

nates, the line u' being constant, as will be explained.

It will be found, that this notation and a corresponding notation, Au'.u, have several

important properties, that they express with great simplicity several conditions and equations in

various parts of Mathematics, and especially in Mechanics, and that they simplify in a remarkable

manner several comjilicated investigations.

The present paper contains an explanation of the meaning of the notation, and its application to

Statics, and to the determination of the Rotation of a rigid body about its centre of gravity.

Of the Notation D u'. u.

1. Let us assume tlie symbols a, /i, y to denote the lines OA, OB, OC, each a unit of

length, drawn from an orijjin O at right angles to each other, so forming a

system of three rectangular axes. I,et .r, y, z denote any three abstract

numbers; then xa, yji, zy will denote three lines, drawn along (or parallel

to) the three axes, and numerically equal to x, y, z respectively.

Let OP be any line drawn from 0, and let us assume the symbol u to

denote OP in magnitude and direction; then, if xa, yji, zy be the co-ordinates

of P, we have, according to well-known principles,

n = xa + y/3 4- zy (I).

We shall now suppose that the axes OA, OB, OC are capable of motion

about the point O, always however remaining at right angles to each other.

We shall also suppose that x, y, z are not affected by this motion, or, in other words, that the

position of P relatively to OA, OB, OC, does not alter. In fact, we assume that the point P and

the axes OA, OB, OC are fixed in a rigid body which is capable of motion about the point O.

Let h denote any indefinitelv small displacement arising from a motion of this kind ; then from

(1) we have

^u = xSa + 1/^/3 + zSy (-)•

Now, since a is invariable in length, ^a denotes a displacement of the point A at right angles to

OA : for, let OA' be the line denoted by a + ^a ; then, since

OA' = OA + JA', we have a + la = a + AA', and therefore
(Fig. 2.) ^

^a = AA'. But, since OA' = OA (a being invariable in length),

and since the angle O is indefinitely small, AA' is perpendicular to

OA- Hence la denotes a displacement of A at right angles to OA.
Vol. VIII. Part IV. 3 H
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(Fig. 3.)

V\s

(3).

In like manner ^/3 and ^7 denote displacements of B and C at right angles to OB and OC
respectively.

2. Let the displacement ^a be resolved into two others,

Ac and Ab', of which Ac is parallel to OB, and Ab' to CO.

In like manner let ^/3 be resolved into Ba parallel to OC, and

Be to AO ; and let ^7 be resolved into Ch parallel to OA, and

Ca to BO.
Also let us denote the numerical magnitudes of these re-

solved displacements by c, b', a, c , b, a', respectively.

Then, since OA, OB, OC always remain at right angles to

each other, it is evident that a = a, 6 = b' , and c = c'. Hence,

giving these displacements their proper signs of direction,

namely ft,
- 7, 7, - a, a, - /3, respectively, we have,

^a = Ac + Ah' = /3c — 761

^(i = Ba + Be = ya - ac >

Sy = Cb + Ca = ab -/3«l

The quantities «, b, c here denote any arbitrary numerical differentials.

Making tiiese substitutions in equation (2), we find,

cu = {zh - yc) a + (vc - sua) ji + {ya - ,vb)y (4).

3. Now it is evident from the nature of the motion which S denotes, that Su represents an

indefinitely small line at right angles to u ; therefore, if X be any numerical arbitrary quantity, \Su

will represent any line (not necessarily small) at right angles to u. The sign \^ therefore, written

before u, changes u into the symbol of a line at right angles to u, and therefore has somewhat the

same effect as the sign \/ - 1, or (-)-. Since however there may be an infinite number of

different perpendiculars to «, it remains to put the sign \§ in such a form as shall indicate

what particular perpendicular \cii represents. We shall do this in the following manner.

4. Multiplying (4) by X, and putting Xa = r', X'>= y', \c = x', we find

Xhi = (s-y - z'y) a + (.f
«' - x'x) fi + (y.v - y\v) 7 (5).

Now it is evident from this expression, that Xo« vanishes when x = x, y = y , « = «'
; in other

words, if we assume

u' = x'a + y ft + z'y,

it follows, that Xcm = 0, when u = u' . Therefore Xlu denotes a differential* of u taken on tlie suj)-

position that u is invariable.

On this account we shall replace X^ by the sign Z>„ , defining Z)„ to denote a differential taken

on the supposition that 11' is invariable. We have then,

Z>„ ?< = {zy- z'y) a + {iiz - ac'z) ft + {yx'-y'ai) 7.

If we interchange oe, y, z, and x, y , z' respectively, this equation becomes

-D„«'= (-'«/ - «y') « + {vz - xz) ft + {y'x - yx')y.

Hence we find, that

D,,u'= - D,-u.

From this equation we may shew tliat the operation Z?,,- is distributive witli respect to it!; tliat

is to say, that

Jle.ining by the word differential here any quantity proportional to an indefinitely small difference.
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D^^ „.. (?<) = D^.u + D,.it ;

for we have

J^uV „ (w) = - A, (w'+ ""),

The operation Z)„ is therefore distributive with respect to ti .

To indicate that /)„ is distributive with respect to ?<', we shall elevate the subscript index ?/',

and write it in the same line as D, putting a dot between u' and the symbol on whicii the operation

is performed ; that is to say, we shall write

Du'.u instead of D^k.

5. Having thus settled the form of the notation, we shall now interpret the meaning of tlie

expression for /)?/'. u, namely,

D21'. u = («y'— z'y) a + {xz'- x'z) /3 + (y.f- y'j) 7 ( f>),

from wliich, as we have seen, immediately follow the two equations

Du .u' = — Dii'. u (7)

D {u' + u") . u = Dii. u + Du". II (s).

1st. To determine tile direction of the line Du'. u, let

Dn'. u = .r^a + y, /3 + z^y,

and therefore, by (6),

.r= zy'- z'iji

y = ,rx'- .v'z\ (!>)•

z = yx- yx)

From these equations we have immediately

x^ X + y^y + zz = 0,

x^x'+ y^y'+ *, ^'= •^•

Whence it appears that tlie line drawn to the point {vyz) from O, is at right angles to the line

drawn to {vyx) and the line drawn to (x'y'z); in other words, Du'.u is at right angles both to n

and u . This determines the direction of the line Du'. u.

2ndly. To determine the magnitude of Du'.u, let r, r, and >•' denote the magnitudes of Du'. u,

II, and u' respectively, and let be the angle made by m and u : then, by the equations (9),

•V + y/ + -,' = ('V' + y' + ^1 (''"' + 'J' + -'0 - (''•'' + yy' + ^~')''

or r^'-' = r-)-'- - (cr'cos^)-,

and therefore r^= rr' sin (^O).

Hence the numerical value of the line Dii'. ti is the product of the numerical values of the lines

u and n multiplied by the sine of the angle they make with each other.

6. Since rr'sin0 is the area of the parallelogram formed upon the lines u and 11 as sides, it

follows, that Du. u is a line numerically equal to the area of the parallelogram formed upon u and

u', and perpendicular to its plane.

It follows from (7) that Du .u denotes a line equal in magnitude to Du'.u, but opposite in

direction.

3h 2
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7. If
fj.

he any iiLimcrical quantity, we have

V/j. u'. n = - Dit . ikU = - ixDu . u = luDu. u.

Hence we liave

D/ju'. u = /iDu. u (11)-

From which it appears that a numerical coefficient of u may always be brought outside the

sign D.
Hence Du. 11 = D {v'a + y'(i + x'y) . u,

= Dx'u . u + Dy'fi . u + Da'y . 11, by (8) ;

and therefore by (ll) Dn'.u = x'Da . ti + y'Dfi . n + z'Dy .11 (12).

8. In the equation (6") putting all the co-ordinates, except x and y, equal to zero, we find

Dx'a.yfi = x'yy, and .-. Da. (3 = 7: and in the same way we may shew that Dfi.y = a, and

Dy .a = fi. We have therefore

Z)a./3 = 7, Dji.y^a, Dy.a=[3 (13).

From these equations we find by (7),

D^i.a=-y, Dy.(i=-H, Du.y=-(i (14).

Also we evidently have,

Du.u = (15).

And therefore

7)a.« = 0, Z)/3.i3 = 0, Z>7.7=0 (16).

9. Du'. u is a line proportional to, and drawn in the same direction as the small displacement

^u, which displacement takes place on the supposition that ti is invariable : in other words, the dis-

placement Si( results from giving a small angular motion, round the axis u, to the rigid body in

which OA, OB, OC and Pare fixed. From this consideration we may easily see that Dii .u is at

right angles to 11 and ?<, and is proportional to r sin Q*.

It is plain from figure (3), that the rotation by which the displacement }iu is generated is right-

handed, supposing that we look along the axis of rotation (?/) towards the origin. We may say,

therefore, that Du'. u is generated by right-handed rotation round the axis u .

10. Since Da . /3 = 7, and Da. 7 = - /3, it follows that (Da)'. /3 = - /3 : and in the same

way we may shew that {Da)-. 7 = — 7 ; but, since Da . a = 0, we have {Daf. a = 0, instead of - a.

Hence {Da)" written before fi or 7 is equivalent to the sign — , and therefore Da. is equivalent

to the sign {-)-, or \/-l ; but this is not true of Dn . written before a. Similar remarks may
be made respecting Z)/3, and Dy.

In general, we may see from what has been said above, that {Du')-. u = - u when the numeri-

cal value of u' is unity, and u' is perpendicular to u: in this case, therefore, Du. is equivalent to

(-)', or V^T.
In this case, therefore, a line numerically equal to ic, drawn at an angle 9 to u, and at right

angles to ti', is expressed by the formula

7t cos 9 + {Du'. u) sin 9, or e'^" k.

11. When two ore more of the symbols Da., D(i., Dy . come together, the order in

which they are written must not be changed : thus X))8 . Da . /3 = a, but Da . D(i . /3 = 0.

• The ratio of Du'.u to j- sin 6 is arbitrary ; we may therefore assume it to be >', ami then we have Du'. u = r >' sin fl. This

equivalent to the assumption that, \a = .i', \ti=y', \c = «', in Article 4.
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Of the Kotat'ion A u'. u.

12. In obtaining the notation Du'.u we supposed the axes a, /3, 7 to be varied in position,

but not in length, always remaining at right angles to each other ; we shall now obtain another

notation by supposing the axes to undergo a different kind of variation.

Let I denote any variation (whether in length or position) of tiie axes a, /3, 7, vyx being sup-

posed invariable : then

C.U = xta + y^/3 + «^7.

Let us assume that

la = x'lh, l^ = y'lh, Sy = z'lh,

where Sh is a small displacement in tlie direction of the line u', or v'a + i/'/3 + ~'y.

Thus we have

In = {x,v'+ yy'+ zz')lh.

xa/+ yy'+ zz' is therefore the differential coefficient of m, when the axes a, /3, 7 suffer the vari-

ations x'Sh, y'H, z'lk respectively, i.e. when the points J, B, C (fig l.) receive displacements

proportional to x, y , z respectively in the direction of the line u. We may therefore represent

this differential coefficient by the notation :i„ ^^ since the magnitude and direction of the variation

of u depends upon ti!, or is, so to speak, a function of 11 . We have therefore

A^u = xx'+ yy'+ z»'.

It is evident from this expression that we may interchange u and it'. Also the operation

A,,' is clearly distributive, and we shall therefore, as before, write A«'. u instead of A, w. Hence

we have,

A n'. n = ,v,v'+ yy'+ zz' 0')-

or A 11'. It = rr cos Q (iS).

A//'. M = Am . ?/ (19),

and A («'+ u) . 11 = A ?«'. m -t- A ic" . u (20).

13. The following formulse are also evident, namely,

A?< . M = >- (21).

If 11' be at right angles to it, then

Sti'.u = (22).

Hence it follows that, whatever 11' be.

Am'. {Die. 11) = (2.i).

14. We may express ,vyz and it by the following formula?,

A«. u = ,(.-, A/3. M = y, A7 .u = z (24),

It = aAa. It + /3A/3. M-t-7A7.M (2.">).

(25) may be expressed by saying that

aAa + /3A/3 + 7A7 = i.
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i\fi . (Dy . n) = Aa . u, &c. &c.,

15. Hence we may easily shew that

Aa. {D(i . u) = A7 .«

or, omitting ?/,

ila.D(i.= A7., Afi.Dy.^ Aa

A/3. Z?a. =- A7., /\y.Di3. = -Aa

Also [or from (23)] it follows, that

Aa.I>a. = 0, A/3.Z)/3. = 0, A 7. 2)7

Ay.Da.= A/3.

Aa.Dy. = - A/3.
,(26).

0...(27).

16. It is easy to see that the displacement which gives rise to the differential coefficient

A"'- n, is caused by a uniform e.rpansion of the rigid body (in which the axes and the point P are

fixed) in the direction of the line u, the modulus of expansion being proportional to the numerical

magnitude of «'. That plane containing tlie origin wliich is perpendicular to ic is imaffected fiy

this expansion.

(Fig. 4.)

Instances of the application of the Notation Dii. 11 and Aii. u to Statics:

17. The expression w, or

xa + y(3 + zy,

determines completely the position of the point P ; on this account we

sliall call M the symbol of the point P.

In like manner, if J^, V, Z be the tluee components of any force,

and if

U = Xa + yi3 + Zy,

U is the symbolical expression for the force, representing it com-

pletely in magnitude and direction. We shall therefore call U the

symbol of the force whose components are X, Y, and Z.

For brevity we shall generally say, '' the force U" instead of, " flie

force wtiose symbol is U ;"and, in like manner, " the poiyit u," instead

of, " ttie point whose symbol is u."

(I).

18. If the forces U, U', U", &c. keep a rigid body at rest, the six equations of equilibrium

are contained in the following equations, viz.

2^7= (28),

2Z)i<. C7= (29).

For 2C7=aE^ + /3SF+ 72Z,

and therefore (28) is equivalent to the three equations

2^Y=0, 2I' = 0, 2Z=0.

Again, by equation (6) we have,

Du.U=(Zy- Yz) a + {Xx - Zx) /3 + {Yx - Xy) 7.

and therefore (29) is equivalent to the three equations

2 {Zy - Yz) =0, 2 {Xz - Zx) =0, 2 {Yx - Xy) = 0.
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(II).

19. To deduce the equations (28) and (29) immediately from the parallelogram offerees.

We must premise the following Lemmas.

20. Lemma 1. If u and ii be any two points situated on the line of direction of the force

(7, then Du .U= Du'.U.
For the line (m'- ti)* coincides in direction with the line U (forces being supposed to be

represented l)y lines); and it is therefore evident from Art. 5, that D {n' - u) . (7=0, i.e. Du'. U
= Du . U.

21. Lemma 2. If three forces P, Q, R, applied to a rigid body at the points p, 7, r respec-

tively, balance each other, then the conditions of equilibrium are

P + Q + R = (.TO).

Dp.P + Dfj.Q+ Dr.R = (.31).

For P, Q, and R must meet in the same point ; let u be tliat point : also - R must be the

resultant of P and Q, and therefore, expressing the parallelogram of forces symbolically, we have.

- i? = P + Q, or,

P + Q + R = 0.

Now performing the operation Dti . on this equation, we have

Du .P + Du . Q + Du .R = o,

and therefore, by Lenuna i.

Dp. P + D(i .Q + Dr. R = 0.

Hence the conditions (30) and (,J1) must hold if P, Q, and R balance each other.

And, conversely, if (30) and (.31) be true, the forces P, Q, and R will balance each other. For
let u be the point of intersection of P and Q ; then, by Lemma 1, we have Du . P = Dp . P, and
Du . Q = Df/ . Q; and tiicrefore by (31), we have

Dr .R = -Du.{P+Q) = Du.R, by (30).

Hence D (»• - u) . R = 0, and therefore the line r - u coincides with R in direction, i.e. u is a

point in the line of direction of R. Hence P, Q, and R meet in the same point u. .Also by (30),
- R ^ P + Q, i.e. - R h the resultant of P and Q. Hence P, Q, and R l)alance each other if

the conditions (30) and (31) be satisfied. These conditions therefore are necessary and sufficient for

equilibrium.

22. From these Lemmas we may now prove that the equations (28) and (2y) are the neces-

sary and sufficient conditions of equilibrium of a rigid body, acted upon by the forces U, W, U",
&c. at the points it, u , u" , &c.

Choose any three points|, p, q, r, in the rigid body; resolve U into three forces acting along
the lines u - p, u - q, u - r, {i.e. the lines drawn from p, q, and r to m) ; let P,'Q, R denote
these forces respectively ; in like manner resolve U' into P', Q', R\ acting respectively along the

lines u — p, u - q, u - r : treat U" similarly, and so on.

Then the forces U, U , U", &c. are reduced to the three sets of forces,

P, P', P", &.C. acting at the point p,

Q, Q', Q", &c ,/.

R, R', R", &.C r.

• (»'-«) expresses in magniuule and direction the line drawn from the point u to the point «'.

+ These points are supposed not to lie in the same right line.
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And, by the parallelogram (or rather, the polygon) of forces, these are equivalent to the tliree

forces,

IP at p, SQ at q, 2/f at r.

Hence the conditions of equilibrium of these three forces are the conditions of equilibrium of the

forces U, U', U", &c. Therefore, by Lemma 2, the conditions of equilibrium of the forces U, If,

U", &c. are

EP+2Q + 2:i? = (32).

Dp.-2P+ Dq.^Q + Dr.-ZR = (33).

Now, since U is tlie resultant of P, Q, and B, vve have

P + Q + K = U,
•

and therefore (32) becomes, "211 = 0.

Also we have
Du.P + Dn.Ci + Du. R = Du.U,

and therefore, by Lemma 1,

Dp. P + Dq. Q + Dr. R = Du . U.

Hence (33) becomes '2Dn . U ^ 0.

It appears therefore that the necessary and sufficient conditions of equilibrium of the forces

U, U'., U", &c. acting at the points u, u', ti," &c. of a rigid body, are

I.U = (28).

*2Du. U = (2.0).

(HI.)

23 The equation (29) includes the whole theory of couples.

For, suppose the forces U, V, U" , &c. to constitute a set of couples, in otiier words, suppose,

that

u'= - u, r"'= - r", &c. &c.

Then the ecjuation (29) evidently becomes

D (?/- u) . r + D (n'"- u") . U"+ &c. = (34).

Now, by Art. (5), if r and R be the numerical magnitudes of u' — u and U, and 9 the angle

contained by u — 11 and U, then the numerical magnitude of Z) {u — u) . U in Rr sin0; which is the

moment of the couple consisting of U and U ; for »• sin t* is evidently the perpendicular distance

between U and U'. Also D (u'— u) . U is a line perpendicular to u'— u and U, and therefore to

the plane of the couple {U, iT). Hence D (u - ii) . U is the axis of the couple (U, U').

The equation (34) therefore indicates, that the symbolical sum of the axes of a set of couples which

balance each'other must be zero. Which includes all the propositions of the theory of couples.

(JV.)

24. When the forces U, U', U", &c. do not balance each other, to find the condition of

their having a single resultant.

Suppose that R is the resultant, and r its point of application ; tiien since — R, U, U', &c.

balance each other, we have, by (28) and (29),

Sr-7? = 0, 2Du . U - Dr.R = 0,

' Respecting this equation, we should have remarked, that Du.U is the symbol of the axis of the cou|>lc which transfer* tlic

force U from the point u to the origin. See Article 24, page 423.
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*
or, putting S C7 = F, and ^Du . U = W, for brevity,

R= V, Dr.R = W,

and therefore, Dr . V = \V (35).

Which equation indicates that V and W are at right angles.

V is evidently the resultant of all the forces, supposing them transferred to the origin in their

proper directions ; and W is the axis of the resultant of the couples introduced by transferring the

forces ; for Du . U is evidently the axis of the couple consisting of U acting at u, and - U acting

at the origin; and therefore "2.0 u . (J is the sum of the axes of all such couples, and therefore

the axis of the resultant couple. Hence the condition of the forces having a single resultant is,

that the resultant force ( F) shall be at right angles to the axis (IF) of the resultant couple.

This condition is simply expressed by the equation,

= AT. IF,

which is got immediately by performing the operation AF on (3.j). See Article (13).

25. If we transfer the forces U, C, U", &c. to any point v, instead of the origin, the

resultant couple will be SD(m - r) . U instead of 'S.Du . U. Now 'S.D(u - v) . U = '^Du .
['

— Dv .2(7= IF — Dv . V. Hence, if we assume TF to denote the resultant couple when the forces

are transferred to v, we have

W= IF- Dv. V.

We may determine the minimum numerical value of IF as follows :

Let X F be the projection of the line FF on the line V; then IF- \F is perpendicular to V, and

is therefore expressed by a symbol of the form Dv . V, where i'' denotes a line which we do not

require to know.

Hence, we have W=W + Dr' . F, and therefore

IK =\V + D{v' ~v). V.

Since v is arbitrary, Z)(t'' — r) . F denotes any line whatever at right angles to V : hence the

numerical value of IF^ is least when D{v' — v) . F = 0; and therefore IF = \ F. To determine X,

since IF — X F is at right angles to F, we have

A V. W
A F. ( IF - X F) = 0, and .-. X = r-^-y •

Hence the axis of the couple of minimum moment is

AF^
AF. F

We may observe that the equation 'F = XF indicates that the axis of the couple of minimum
moment {W^ is parallel to the resultant force (F).

These instances suffice to shew the application of the notation Du' . u, and A?<'. u to Statics.

Application of the Notation Du' . u a7id Au'.ii to the Caladation of the Motion of
a Rigid Body about its Centre of Gravity.

26. Let u' be the symbol of the position of any particle (^ff») of a rigid body at any time (/).

and U the accelerating force which acts upon ^m : then, since im —-^ is evidently the symbol of
dr

d'u'
the effective force on Sm, the forces CSm, and —- Sm applied to ^ni, and similar forces to the

dt
Vol. VIIL Part IV. 3 I
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ether particles, must satisfy the conditions of equilibrium. We have therefore by equations (28)

and (29),

•2 U-
if)

)m = 0, 2Z)m'.
( df

Let u be the symbol of the centre of gravity of the body, and assume u' = u + u ; then these

equations become (observing that 'S.tiSm — 0),

d"u

df
^USm,

df

Wiiich equations are equivalent to the six equations of motion of a rigid body.

Since u is the symbol of ^tn with respect to the centre of gravity as origin, the second of these

equations determines the motion of rotation of the rigid body about its centre of gravity, and, as

far as this equation is concerned, the centre of gravity may be regarded as a fixed point.

rf „ du _du du „ d-u „ d-i
Also, smce

this equation may be written in the following form

d ^ du ^du du d'u ^— Du.~= D .
, + Dii. -^ ^ Du.-—-

df df df df df df

— |s£>M .— ^w] = ^D7i . Uhn (36).
df{ df j ^ '

27. To effect the integration denoted by S in the first member of equation (.S6').

Take the principal axes through the centre of gravity as the co-ordinate axes, and let x, y, z,

be the co-ordinates of Sm : then we have

M = xa + ///3 + xy,

and therefore, since ,v, y, z are independent of t,

dti dfi ^dy
df df ^ df df

.(.'J7).

Now, referring to Art. 2, we may see immediately, that, if to, denote the velocity of the

point B parallel to OC, w., the velocity of C parallel to OJ, and o>., tlie velocitv of A parallel to

OB (in other words, coi, toj, (03, are the angular velocities about the axes OJ, OB, OC, of the

planes BOC, COA, AOB respectively), then we have

a = w^df, b = lo^dt, r = W'jdf,

and therefore the equations (3) become

—
- = a.gp - (t},y

dji

d t

df
UjO — a)i/3

We may here observe in passing, that, if we assume

(t) = tOja + 0)3/3 + m-j^y

• If we put these values in (37) the coefficients of a, /3, y are moz-m^y „

sion> of the velocities of any point of a rigid body moving about a H^ed poinl.

.(,S8).

..(3.9),

; whii-h are the well kiunvn expres.
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le equations (38) become
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for this represents a line drawn in the same direction as ?*' - u, and having its numerical magnitude

equal to

m!

^'

where R is the numerical magnitude of %i — u [observing that A (ti - «) . {u'- u) = R- (Art. 13,

equation 21)].

>Jow A (m- m) • (» - u) = Au'. u — 2Am . m'+ Am . u

= r"^ - 2 Am . m' + r^ (Arts. 12 and 13).

r
Therefore, since - is very small, we have

r

Au.u'\j Au.u\
\ A (m'- m) . (m - m) '( i = >• "' I 1 + 3 jj- I very nearly.

ml Au .u\ , ,

Hence C7 = — 1 +3 j^— {u - n) ;

A M . u

and therefore, since Du . u = 0, and Du'. u = - Du .u
,

'E.Du. Ulm = r J^w- (2mo»» + —-SmAm . u'^m).

Now lu^m = 0, since the origin is centre of gravity : also, by Art. 12, equation (l?), we have,

observing the properties of principal axes,

2mAm . u'^m = 2 (xa + y(i + -7) (**'+ yy'+ ~*') ^m

= u"S.r''Sm - (Ax a + By'fi + Cz'y),

since ^x'hn = Sr'^^w - 2(y'+«-)ow, &c. &c.

Hence, since Du' . u = 0, we have SI>m . Udm = —r^Dii . {Ax a + By'fi + Cx'y)*.

Thus (42), cleared of the sign S, becomes,

— {Aw,a + BwS + Cw^y) =^Du'. {Ax'a + By'fi + Cz'y) ... (44).

dt **

29. To find the Solar Precession and Nutation by means of this equation.

Let 7 be the north polar axis of the Earth ; then B = A, and C exceeds ^ by a small quantity,

X^ suppose, and therefore C = A{1 +\). Hence, observing that (o,a + w.fi + 0)37 = w, x'a + y'fi

+ x'y = u, and Dw . w = 0, Du. u'= 0, (44) becomes

In the parts of this equation multiplied by the small quantity X, we shall suppose that the Earth

revolves about its polar axis with a uniform angular velocity, and that the Earth moves round the

• Performing the operation Du\i.e. x' Da . + y' Dfi.-^z'Dy.) The coefficients of a, /3, 7 here are the well-known e.xpressions for

the second member of (43) becomes I the moments of the attraction of Sun or Moon about the principal

i^ j(B - C)yVa + ((• - A)zx'^+(A-B).tyy].
ses of the Earth.
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Sun in a circle uniformly ; in other words, we shall suppose that w^*, y and r' are constant. Hence,
observing that z'= A'/- "', (i5) becomes

df

3 m'
= -^\(Aa.'y)(D7<'. 7) (45).

Now let u and /3' be two unit axes at right angles to 7 and to each other, one of which (a')

points to the first point ot Aries: also let /3" be a unit axis pointing to the north solstice: then,

if we assume nr to denote the obliquity of the ecliptic, and n't the Sun's longitude, we evidently

have

/3"= /3'cos •ar + 7 sin Tjr, ?/'= r' (a' cos n't + /3"sin n't),

and .'. u = )' |a'cos n't + /3'cos -ar sin n't + 7 sin -a- sin n'f\

.

Hence we have

Am'. 7 = c'sin isr sin ?t'f,

Du' . 7 = - Dy . u' = r (rt'cos^a-sin n't - /ti'cos n't),

and therefore, observing that n'- = -—
, (46) becomes

dio ,., . , , . . , V f . . ,
-— = y/t "X sm •ar ja cos ar sin"W / — p cos ti ts\\\n t\ ('7).

Hy integrating this equation we find w, i.e., w^a + w_fi + w.^y ; and therefore, bv equating the

coefficients of a, (.i, 7, we find (Ki, w., w.^; from which it appears that w^ is constant (as has been

shewn before), and to,, to-, are small quantities.

Now, if n denote the numerical magnitude of w, we have

n = \/(o,* + w? + a>j*.

Also the sine of the angle which the axis 7 makes with the axis w is

Viui^ + uji

Vo),* + ft).,' + 013*

But, since 71 1 varies but little in one revolution of the Earth, it follows from (47), that we may
regard ft),, w-z, W3, as invariable for one day in quantities multiplied by X.

Hence it follows, that in a day the axis 7 describes a conical surface round the axis w {i.e. the

instantaneous axis) with a uniform angular velocity n ; and therefore the mean daily motion of the

axis 7 must be the same as the motion of the axis to; or, in other words, observing that the numerical

magnitudes of 7 and u) are 1 and n respectively, we have, as far as the mean daily motion of 7 is

concerned,

/
'/(-) w"7 _ \nl 1 dw

dt 7t « ^
Hence by (47) we find

dy Sn'^ ,— = \ sni 7<r j a cos ar sin n t - S' sin n't cos n t\... (48).
dt u

' ^ s V
'

Which equation completely determines the motion of 7 the Eartii's north polar axis.

• It is so easy to see that the coefficient of 7 in the first member of ^45) is (, 1 + \) -^ , and thai in the second member it is zero ;

therefore w^ is constant, whether \ be small or not.
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It appears from tliis equation that the north pole has two velocities, namely

3n'~
X %in W cos Ts- s.in^ n't

,
j)arallel to a, i.e. perpendicular to the solstitial colure ;

n

3n^
. . , ,

and — X sin -ZJT sin w / cos w^, parallel to fi', i.e. in the plane of the solstitial colure, and paral-

lel to the equatorial plane.

Hence the length of the path described parallel to a in any time / is

:in
. , ,

X sin •nr cos w (nt — it cos 2n t),

and the path jiarallel to fi' is

3n'— X sin -ar cos 2 w t.

in

Which are the well-known values of the solar precession and nutation of the pole.

The calculation of Lunar Nutation may be effected very simply by the above method; in fact

the equation

dy 3 m' , , ,

-f = —r,\(A«'.7)(/JM.7);
dt nr^

still holds, and we have only to make the proper substitution for u to suit the Moon's motions, and

then integrate as above.

M. O'BRIEN.

Upper Norwood, Surrey,

Nov. 1846.

(Note.) In a series of papers on Symbolical Geometry by Sir \V. Hamilton, which are at present being

published in the Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal, a very remarkable interpretation is given

to the product of two symbols. According to this interpretation ^(jiu + u'u) means the saine thing as Au.w
in the present paper, and i {uu - n'n) means the same thing as Du . u'

.



XXXII. On the Principle of Continuity, in reference to certain Results of Analysis.

By J. R. Young, Professor of Mathematics in Belfast College.

[Read December 7, 1846.]

The mathematical axiom that " what is true up to the limit is true at the limit," is necessarily

implied in the general principle of Continuity. The recognition of this truth is essential to the very

conception of continuity ; of which indeed a sufficiently clear idea may be conveyed by the simple

enunciation of the axiom itself. In Geometry the continuity here mentioned refers to magnitude

only, irrespective of shape : in Analysis it refers simply to value. And in both, the limit spoken of

is that, whatever it may be, at which the continuous series of individual cases terminates ; or, if

the expression be preferred, at which it commences.

It is plain tliat different continuous series may start from, or terminate in a common boundary :

or the terminal limit of one series may be the connnencement of another ; each series being governed

throughout by its own indej)endent law. But there is a liability to suppose the limit unique when

it is in reality multiple, or ambiguous; and indeed to confound the true limits with some unique

isolated form, having no connexion whatever with either series.

Thus:—the tangent of x, when .r commences in the first quadrant and continuously increases,

arrives at its limit when .r reaches 90''. In like manner, the tangent of ,r, when .v commences in the

second quadrant and continuously diminishes, arrives at its limit when .r reaches 90". But the two

limits (which are very liable to be confounded) are perfectly distinct. In the former case tlie limit is.

tan 90" = + 00 : in the latter case, tan 1)0" = - so . And, viewing the tangent independently,— that

is, as altogether unconnected with a continuous series, and therefore as imcontrolled bv any law of

continuity,—the tangent of 90" is ambiguously =•= so : and we caimot select one of these values, to

the exclusion of the other, without destroying the independence here supposed, and subjecting the

tangent to the operation of a law binding it in connexion with a continuous series of tangents.

Again : the limit or extreme case of the continuous series of values of the progression

1 - .r + X- - .1^ + .V* - .r" + &c. ad inf. ( 1 ),

furnished by the continuous variation of x from some inferior value up to .1 = I, or from some

superior value down to .r = 1, has been supposed in each case to be properly represented iiv

1 - 1 + I - I + 1 - 1 + &c. arf inf. (.!).

But it has already been shown by the writer of these remarks*, that so far from this being the com-

mon limit, the two limits are totally distinct:—the one having for value ^, and the other injinity :

whilst the series (2) is not comprehended at all among the continuous ca.ses of (l), but is entirely

unconnected with, and independent of, those cases : its value is ambiguously I or 0.

In order tliat the influence of the law of continuity, which connects together all the indiyidual

cases of (l), may not be oyerlooked or evaded in the extreme one of those cases, it will be desirable

to change tlie notation: writing 1 for .c, when the limit 1 i> to be reached through continu-

ous ascending values of .r, and 1 + - when it is to be reached through continuous dt^acendinir

values of x.

Phihsophical Magazitie for November and December llWo.
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It will then only be necessary to suppose z to approach infinity as its limit; the connexion of

whicli limit, with the continuous set of values that it terminates, being preserved by the actual

exhibition of z in its final state, or under the form x ; a symbol which, it will be observed, thus

i^pontaneously presents itself; and is not arbitrarily introduced to effect a purpose.

Hence, when the limit 1 is reached thro\igh continuous ascending values of ,r, the extreme case

of the series (l) is

1 _
(

1 _ ^j + [l - L.J- ^1
_ l_y+ &c. ad inf.... (3);

and when it is reached through descending values, tiie extreme case of the series is

And the values of these, as shown in the publication referred to, are respectively ^ and infinite.

For any finite number of terms, these series do not differ sensibly from one another, nor from

the neutral or independent series (2). But since we know that I I
j
= -

, and (l + -
J

= e,

it follows that, after a finite number of terms, the three series are totally distinct : and we thus see

that in such extreme cases as those we are now considering, it is not allowable,—as generally sup-

posed,—to neglect the terms infinitely remote from the commencement of the series : for it is only

in the infinitely remote region that the distinguishing peculiarities of the series become fully

developed. And it is because of this, that in contemplating these extreme or limiting cases, differ-

ent orders of iri/itiity become unavoidably forced upon our attention. Thus, in the infinitely remote

region of the series (3), it is obvious that there are places for the terms

-i)". (-i)" i'-h)" (-i)
of which the numerical values are

And all these terms, as far as the zero-term, being significant, necessarily affect tlie numerical

expression for the sum of the whole; and cannot be neglected with impunity in a correct estimate

of the value of the altogether boundless series (3).

The theorems proposed by Cauchy, for testing the convergency of infinite series, do not apply

to the limiting cases, such as those here noticed. These theorems have in fact been the occasion of

error in the treatment of those cases; and it is one object of the present communication to invite

attention to this circumstance.

In discussing the series

2 3 4
,r .?r a? d? „ , . „—

h

1 1
1- &c. ad inf. (5).12 3 4

'

Cauchy observes* that it will be convergent, or divergent, according as the numerical value of .r is

inferior, or superior to unity; but that when the limits x = 1, x= -i are actually reached, the

series will be divergent in the first case, and convergent in the second f.
This is not a correct

account of what happens at the limits : if x ascend from an inferior numerical value (that is from

a fractional value, either positive or negative) up to a? = 1, or .c = - 1, the limiting cases will be

convergent, like all the preceding cases : but if the same limits be reached through descending

• Cours d'Analyse, p. 133. + Ibid., p. 155.
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values of .v, the extreme cases will then, on the contrary, be divergent. The truth of this will

appear by writing these extreme cases with the proper symbol or indication of continuity, intro-

duced, or rather preserved, as in the instances above. For we thus get the converging series

and the diverging series

=*= (l + ^ )
+ i (l + ^)'^ i (l + ^)% &c. ad inf.,

That the former of these is convergent is obvious : and that the latter becomes diveroent, in its

infinitely remote terms, will be seen from the following considerations :

—

As noticed above, (l + —
|
=e; so that, in the infinitely remote region, there occur the

3m . cc"

which evidently diverge after the term ,, and, in fact, after —

.

M . K «

Similar reasoning applietl to

I + X + 20;' + -Z. 3a' + 2.3. 4.i* + &c. ad inf. (()),

another of the series considered by Cauthy, and which he affirms to be equal to 1 when .r becomes
zero, will show, that instead of 1, the value is infinite. For, writing the zero in the allowable

form — , we find among the terms infinitely remote, the following: viz.
CO

" • ^

2.3.4... 05 2.3.4... CO... cc'—
OD > 557 . 8:c.

00 00

in which, as ct' may exceed co in any ratio, the numerator may exceed the denominator in any
ratio; so that the terms at length become infinitely great; that is to say, the extreme case,

corresponding to x = 0, is like all the other cases, divergent.

The preceding reasonings, in which terms infinitely remote, and infinites of different orders, are

considered, may perhaps be regarded as too vague and subtil to justify an unhesitating recep-

tion of the conclusions to which they lead : and although they do not appear to me to be fairly-

chargeable with this objection, yet I wish them to be I'egardcd—less as demonstrations of the truth

of these conclusions, than as confirmations, supplied by the laws of analysis—when these are allowed

to have their full and unrestricted scope—of the general axiom which stands at the head of this

paper ; and in virtue of which, if it be demonstrated, that an assigned analytical formula correctly

expresses the sum of an infinite series for all cases short of a certain extreme case—however closely

to this case we approach,—then we may safely infer that it equally, and as correctly, expresses

the sum in the extreme case .also: a fact which is as necessarily true as any of the axioms of

Euclid; and which I tliink can be questioned only by those who overlook the controlling influence

of the law of continuity over these terminal cases. It would be very wrong, in utter neglect of thi>

law, to confound the series

1- - 2^ + 3'-' - 4- + &c.,

for instance, with what

1- - 2^^• + 3^t'' - 4-cr^ + &c.

becomes in the extreme case of .r = 1 ; and thence to assert, as indeed has been done, that its sum is

Vol. VIII. Part IV. 3K
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zero, when in reality the sum is ± cc . The erroneous sums assigned to divergent series, will be-

found in many other instances besides this, to belong, not to the independent series themselves,

but to the extreme cases of certain general forms. Yet the errors adverted to, and which formed

the subject of a communication submitted to the British Association in 1844*, are not always of this

character: the value "596347..., for instance, assigned by Euler, and many succeeding writers, to the

series

1-1+2-2.3+2.3.4- &c.,

neither belongs to this series nor yet to the extreme case of the general series (fi), in whicli

a" = 1 — — ; since we have seen that when x becomes — even, the infinitely remote terms must
CO M

still diverge.

In the Memoires on Series and Definite Integrals, which Poisson has published in different

Cahiers of the Journal de V Ecole Polytechnique, a fault analogous to that above noticed is very

frequently committed-f-. It is the common practice of this distinguislied analyst arbitrarily to

introduce the ascending powers of a foreign variable, in connexion with the terms of an isolated and

independent series, and then to employ the extreme case of the general form thus obtained, when ],

or rather 1 is put for the new variable, instead of the original series. In this wav he con-

verts the neutral series 1 - I + 1 - 1 + &c. into a convergent series, and thus gets - for the sum ;

which is of course erroneous. He applies the same pi'ocess to periodic series in general ; thus, in

fact, destroying their periodicity—at least in the infinitely remote terms—and thence obtains sum-

mations that are palpably wrong. Thus, in referring to a particular series of this kind, in his last

great work, he says, " Elle est de I'espece des series periodiques, qui ne sont ni convergents ni

divergents, mais qu''on peut neanmoins employer en les considerant comme les limitcs de series

convergentes, c"est-a-dire en multipliant leurs termes par les puissances ascendantes d'une quantite

infiniment peu different de I'unite'''* : the inaccuracy of which principle I have, I think, suf-

ficiently discussed elsewhere
|],

It is of importance to observe, however, that there is one class of series in reference to which

tlie adoption of this principle is allowable, as its application will be unattended with error:— I mean

. .
1

convergent series. For since, as already shown, the foreign multiplier 1 , becomes effective

only in the terms infinitely remote, and as all these in converging series are themselves zero, these

multipliers produce no modification of the character of the series, nor any change in its sum. In

periodic series however error must of necessity arise from replacing them by the limits of converging

series; inasmuch as these latter always tend to some determinate value—either finite or infinite:

whereas an infinite periodic series, from its very nature, tends to indeterminateness . To attribute a

unique value to such a series is therefore absurd.

I have here spoken of the sums of converging series as sometimes tending to inJiHity, whicli

tendency some may suppose to be opposed to convergency : a simple reference however to the series

1 + ,r + ,r'^ + &c. will I think correct this supposition, since it will be admitted that this continues

convergent for all values of a' from a; = — up to x = \ : for which extreme value the sum is
*=

05 ' cc

infinite 5. I have also ventured to call tlie infinites, to which the extreme cases of certain convergent

• See also Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy, 1845, \ || Philosophical Magazine., Dec. 1845.

No. 49, where the communication referred to is printed at length.
j, ^2 jj

+ Journal de VEcole Polytechnique, Cahiers 17, 18, and 19. \

? The series 1 + _ + ^_, + j--^-^ + &c. also, is convergent

* Thiorie de la Chaleur, p. 199. I for all real values of x, and tends to infinity as x does.
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fitries thus tend, determinate : because if we reflect upon the peculiar cliaracter of a strictly diverg-

ent infinite series, we shall perceive, that however remotely into the region of infinity its terms be

considered to extend, yet we can never, even in imagination, reach a stage beyond which the series

ceases to be accumulative, and may be rejected as zero: the portion so rejected would, on the

contrary, still be infinite ; and this is a peculiarity which sufficiently distinguishes a divergent

series from a convergent series with an infinite sum. It has place even in those slowly diverging

series of which the individual terms continually tend to zero, as, for example, in the series

1 1 1 1 „1+- + - + -+- + &c.
> 3 i 5

I 2 3 4
^

and + + + + &c.
1 . .'i S . R 5.7 7 . .9

for however remote the ?/"' tcMm may be, n terms more of the first of these scries will be

and n terms more of the second,

n + 1

4(n + 1)'- 1 4(n +2)^-1

and these additional n terms will, in the first case, exceed

1

n y. — or
27i

and ill the second case.

1

1 8
8n

A diverging infinite series therefore tends to no limit, either finite or infinite ; and this

consideration is perhaps sufficient to justify the language of the continental analysts, who say that

such series have no smii.

It would seem desirable however to divide series into other classes besides convergent, divergent,

and periodic ; in order to distinguish those which come under the influence of continuity, from

those which, like the series just considered, are entirely isolated and independent. The latter class

might be called independent or neutral series; and the former dependent series. Hutton" appear.*

to have called the series 1 — 1 + 1 — 1+1— &c. a neutral series, simply because it is neither

convergent nor divergent. In the sense in which it is here proposed to use the term, no reference

is made either to convergency or divergency : but merely to the fact of the series not being united

to a set of others by the bond of continuity. A neutral series may therefore be either convergent,

divergent, or periodic : the series

I 1 1

1 + - + + + &c.
1 1.2 1.2.3

1 1 1

1 + - + - + - + &c.
2 3 4

1- - 2'-* + 3- - 4^ + &c.

1 - 1 + 1 - 1 + &C.

• Malhematical Tracts, Vol. i. p. 1/8.

3k 2
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are all neutral. But, as already remarked, since the first of these is convergent, its sum does not

differ from that of the corresponding dependent series*.

It is not in reference to series only that this distinction between neutrality and dependence has

been overlooked. It has been improperly neglected in the treatment of an extensive class of definite

integrals; all those, namely, that are analogous to periodic series, in respect to the indeterminatc-

ness which they involve. It has already been shown what contrivance Poisson resorts to, in order

to get rid of this indeterminateness in the series : he destroys the indeterminateness of the integrals

by a similar artifice. The series were rendered determinate by multiplying their terms by the

ascending powers of a foreign factor ; thus bringing them under a law of continuity from which

originally they were wholly free. The integrals are rendered, in like manner, determinate by

introducing, under the sign of integration, a new variable:—an exponential multiplier, in virtue of

the variation of which, a bond of continuity is, as before, imposed upon the expression, and its

indeterminateness thus overruled. Tlie following definite integrals quoted from Poisson, and tliose

who have espoused his principles, are all essentially indeterminate:

—

/ da; sin rx, / dxcofirx, I docw"'^ sin rx, I d.v x"~^ <:o% rai,

•'o •'o •'o -^0

I dv tv"~''' sin r.v, dx of' cos r.v, &c., &c.,

the exponents of x in the last four being positive. A very little consideration will suffice to

convince us of this: we need only revert to the ordinary ideas involved in tiie method of quadratures

:

for if in any of these forms the expression under the integral sign—omitting the dx—represent the

ordinate of a curve, we at once see that for x = co—one of the proposed limits—that ordinate, and

therefore the area, or the entire integral, must be indeterminate. By introducing the factor e''^,

for which there is of course not the slightest warranty, these forms become changed into the follow-

ing :
—

/ dd" e"'"' sin r.r, f d a; e'"' cos r.v, j da:- e""'*"""' sin ra;,

-'o •'o •'n

d* e""'*""' COS r*', / d* e""'.*""^ sin r*, / dxe~'"'a;''''' cos rx,
"^0

-'o

in reference to which the ordinates, at the limit ^r = cc, all vanish, irrespective of the value of a.

If the integrations be now executed, each result will be a general expression involving a; and if we

seek what this expression becomes when a, by continuous variation, arrives at zero, we shall truly

obtain the limit of the integral; that is to say, we shall obtain the last of the continuous series of

values which the integral passes through as a diminishes continuously, from some superior value,

down to zero. These results therefore are all valid, as limits of the changed integrals ; but have,

in strictness, nothing to do with the integrals originally proposed ; these latter being neutral, or

independent ; and therefore not included in the continuous series of values adverted to.

The impossibility of reconciling some of the erroneous, but prevalent conclusions that have been

arrived at respecting the foregoing integrals, with certain known elementary truths, has led one or

two recent writers to pass too sweeping a condemnation on integrals of this kind ; and to reject, as

false, integrations that may easily be proved to be true. I shall advert to some of these presently.

But it may not be altogether out of place previously to remark, that much needless ingenuity seems

of late to have been expended in proving that sin co and cos cc cannot be zero ; although such

is unhesitatingly affirmed to be the case by the late Mr. Gregory f, and—with misgivings how-

• See Note (B), at the end of this Paper.

f " Both the sine and the cosine of an infinite angle are equal to zero. ' Gregory's Examples, p. 477.
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ever—suspected by Mr. De Morgan. But it is proper to state that Poisson nowhere countenances

this notion ; nor is it implied in his principles, though it has been thought to follow from them.

It is true that Poisson makes

/ da; sin .r = 1, and / d.v cos .r = 0.

It is also true that these integrals are respectively 1 — cos eo , and sin so : but it does not follow

that we have any right to equate Poisson's results with these. Poisson virtually selects a particular

value out of the innumerable values of cos cc ; and a particular value out of the innumerable values

of sin CO ; these selected values are each zero. He does not deny the existence of the other values,

nor say that sin cc and cos oc are zero only, as others have said : he expressly declares that he

takes that particular value of cos oc which unites in continuity with the values of

d,r e~"'' sin .r ;

and that particular value of sin a' which unites in continuity with the values of

j dxe~'" cos ar,

it being understood that a varies from some superior value down to zero ; anil his doctrine is that,

by taking the extreme limit thus reached, he gets, in each case, " une valeur unique qu'on peut

employer dans Tanalyse." The fault of Poisson consists solely in his bringing indeterminate

expressions under the control of arbitrary conditions, in virtue of which that indeterminateness

is destroyed, and unique values deduced ; and in consequence of which these unique values—as in

the instance of the series 1 - 1 + 1 — i + &c.—are frequently not even among the indeterniinate

set : but this great man must not be charged with the palpable error of making the sine and cosine

of an infinite arc zero*. It should also, in justice to the same illustrious analyst, be observed

further, that some English authors, under the impression that they iiave been carrying out Poisson's

views, have also, on other points, employed reasonings, and arrived at conclusions, which those views

do not justify. The results which Poisson assigns to the integrations noticed in this paper are all

friie as far as they go. He chooses one out of an infinite variety of eijually admissible values, and

disregards all the others :—a fault which appears to me to be analogous to that which would

be committed by arbitrarily selecting one of the n roots of an equation of the «"" degree, to be

employed in physical applications, and rejecting all the others. But, from a pretty careful exami-

nation of Poisson's different Memoires on Series and Definite Integrals, I can find no foundation for

the statement recently made, that " Poisson would admit 1° - 2' + .3* - V + = 0." He rejects

diverging series : and in applying his principles to cases where divergency might be suspwcted, he

takes care, in order to justify his mode of proceeding, to remove the suspicion, by showing that the

series must be convergent. (See Tluorlr de la Chaleitr, p. 188.)

Resuming now the consideration of the definite integrals, I have to remark, that among those

that have been rejected are

/-"^sina.i' , /-»cosn.i'
,

/ d.r and /
.,
a.r

;

--0 v 'o 1 + •»"

tlie grounds of this rejection being that these integrals have not the values hitherto assignetl

• " Les sinus et cosinus d'uii arc infiiii sont evideinnient des periodique, que s'eiendent a I'intini : ces integrals n'ont aussi des

quantltis indeterminees." Poisson : Journal de lEcole Folyttch. valeurs de'terminees, que quand on les regarde comme les limites

Cah. XIX. p. 407. d'autres int^grales, dont les elemens convergent vers zero, et «ont

"La maniere dont nous avons consid^re' les series periodique nuls a I'infini." Ibid., p. -131.

infinies, s'applique ^galement aux int(?grals d^finies de quantites
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to them, but are, on the contrary, indeterminate—like those already noticed*. That they are not

indeterminate however will be obvious from again adverting to the notion of quadratures: the

ordinates of the curves are evidently determinate throughout the whole extent of the integration,

—

that at the superior limit co being zero. The first of these integrals has been proved—by what

appears to me to be perfectly valid reasoning, though it has recently been objected to—to be

altogether independent of the value of the constant a, and to be equal to
^ '

*"" ~ 2 ' ^'^''°^^^^S »**

the sign of this constant is positive or negative. Poisson indeed, following Euler and others, says

that the values of the integral are ^ , 0, or - ^ , according as the constant is positive, zero, or

negative f. But it should be remembered, in obedience to the law of continuity, that if a become

zero, by passing through neighbouring values, and vanish positively, the value of the integral is still

-; and if it vanish negatively, the value of the integral is still - ^ , as in all the continuous series

of cases which these terminate.

The integration of the second of the preceding forms has however been effected by methods

which are really objectionable, notwithstanding the accuracy of the results obtained by them : and it

may not be uninstructive briefly to direct attention to this circumstance.
"

Legendre commences his process by at once destroying the generality of the proposed integral

—

taking for the limits, not .v = 0, and ,r = sc , but x = 0, and x = —^ , k being a whole number
;
and

then, at a convenient stage of the investigation, making k infinite. By means of this artifice, the

indeterminateness, which" the method employed would otherwise have introduced at the limit

.1 = o:, is overruled by an arbitrary condition :|:. The true result however necessarily comes out;

because that result is independent of all condition as to how the limit co is reached.

In the other method of integration, the indeterminateness adverted to is not evaded, but is

allowed to enter into the process : it is however wholly disregarded ; and thus, by a sort of com-

pensation of errors, the true result is again obtained. This, I presume, is the method to which

Sir. W. R. Hamilton alludes, at page \Q of his profound and remarkable paper on Fluctuating

Functions§, where an accurate investigation of this integral is given
||.

It may be proper to add, that when by applying differentiation to a determinate form, whether

an infinite series or a definite integral, we are led to indeterminateness, the step must be regarded

as inadmissible, and unless corrected, as leading to a false result. It is not difficult to see the reason

of this. In each case a certain constant is considered to be ijifinite ; for which extreme value

a particular function of the variable, that for all other values of the constant would have entered the

original expression, disappears ; but which function if preserved, instead of being obliterated as zero,

would reappear in an indeterminate form, after differentiation. The suppression however of the

evanescent function in the original, precludes this reappearance; and thus leads to a defective

resultlT. This, I think, is rather an interesting fact : it shows that the differentials of certain forms

of analysis require indeterminate corrections, in a manner somewhat analogous to that by which the

ordinary determinate corrections are introduced into integrals ; and the omission of which indeter-

minate corrections has led to so many erroneous summations of certain trigonometrical series. From

• Transactions of the Society, Vol. vill. Part ill. Eam-

shaw's Paper on sin » and cos k. It may be remarked here, in

reference to the two integrals in the text, that the function under

the sign of integration becomes in each case zero at the superior

limit s= : and that therefore, as was before observed of periodic

series, the foreign factor, e—. which Poisson introduces merely to

destroy mdetemiinateness at this limit, is inoperative, and may

therefore be admitted without incurring error : and the same remark

applies whenever the subject of integration, in integrals of this

kind, becomes zero for .r = v: .

f Chaleur, p. 288.

J Legendre : Exercises de Calcul Integral, Tome i. p. 357.

j Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy, Vol. XIX. Pt. ii.

II
p"or the faulty process, see Gregory's Examples, p. 481.

r See a Paper by the author in the Phil. Mag. Vol. xxviii.

p. 213.
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this omission, too, we further see how it happens that, in enquiries of this kind, we may be led from

premisses absolutely ivrong, and that by a train of correct reasoning, to conclusions absolutely

right. We have only to take the results of differentiation here noticed, each with the indeterminate

constant suppressed, and which are thus erroneous, and to apply the reverse process of integration, in

order to arrive at correct forms. Thus Poisson, starting from the false equation

A = cos - cos 20 + cos at) - cos 40 + &c.»,

in which he supposes 0< tt, multiplies by dQ and integrates ; thus obtaining the true equation

(^),

and from a second integration, the other true equation

7r
&'

^ cos 2 cos 30
= cos +

12 4 J. 9

Again : proceeding from the false equation,

= sin - sin 30 + sin j0 - sin 70 + &c.,

he arrives, in a similar manner, at the true results

TT cos 3 cos .-5 cos 7
= COS0 — + — -_ + &c. ... (J5),

, 7r0 . , sin 30 sin ,^0
and — = sm — + &c.;

4 9 25

in reference to which however, from neglecting the principle of continuity, he commits the error of

supposing (it) to fail when = tf, and (Z?) to fail when = — ; although, in virtue of that principle.

lioth must necessarily holdf.

As supplementary to the foregoing observations on the principle of continuity, I would wish to

add a remark or two in reference to what has been called discnnthiuify :—a term which, I think, is

sometimes injudiciously employed in analysis. Many expressions called discontinuous, should rather

be considered as composed of different continuous groups united together under one general form.

Distinct continuities, so to speak, may be comprehended in one and the same function ; and it is

obvious that these may be separately discussed, and the aggregate of the entire group estimatetl.

without at all introducing the idea of discontinuity. For instance, certain functions, submitted to

integration, become infinite between assigned limits of x:—would it not be better, and indeed more

accurate, to say, of such functions, that each consists of two continuous series of values, within the

proposed limits, both series terminating at the same absolute value of .v, than to say that the

function becomes discontinuous for that value .'' To obtain the definite integral in such a case, we

should only have first to integrate over one of the continuous series of values, then to integrate over

tile other continuous series, and to unite the results, taking special care that the terminal or initial

value of .1', which unites the two series, obeys the law of continuity impressed upon each. And in

this way may the integration be correctly executed, however often infinity may occur between

the proposed limits. The definite integral / .i'~'dar may serve for illustration. The function

• That this equation is false, has already been shown by the I I suppose Poisson considers the powers of his arbitrary nuiltipliir.

author in the /'At/. A/ap. for December, 1845. But it is sufficient "infiniment peu diftVrente de I'unit^." to be virtually present in

to observe, both with respect to this equation and that next ! these series, to destroy their periodic character. But this does not

quoted, that it is impossible, from the character of sin =i and '

interfere with the principle in the text,

cos M. that the series.side of either can be a determinate quantity. + See Journal de "Ecole Foli/leck..CiitisTWiit. pp. 313— .i.
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.1,"' becomes infinite for .r = ; so that we have two continuous series of values, each terminating,

or each commencing at ^r = ; which value of a; however is united to one series by the sign plus, and

to the other by the sign minus. Hence, integrating over the former series, we have log w - log ;

and integrating over the latter, we have log {— m) — log (- 0). Consequently

j *-' d.v = {log n - log 0\ - {log (- m) - log (- 0)}

. n m . n
— log log — = log — .

There is of course nothing new in thus dividing a definite integral into portions : but the

treating of these portions, when their boundaries are infinite, as distinct continuities, allowing the

influence of each continuous law to operate throughout the entire range, the limits included :—this

mode, I say, of treating what are called discontinuous functions, is not that generally adopted ;

though the neglect of it has occasioned a difficulty that has appeared to interfere with the clearness of

the idea of a definite integral when considered as the limit of a summation. Moreover, from this

same neglect, Poisson and others have been led to very erroneous values for the definite integrals

r'"
included in the form / w'' dx. Thus Poisson affirms that

r*' /

—

/ a--' dx = - {2n + 1) 7r\/- 1*,

an imaginary quantity, instead of zero as above : and the value of / x~' dx he states to be — 2,

instead of infinite, as it is found to be by the method here proposed, which gives

/ x-'-dx = (+ CO - 1) - (- CO + 1) = 2 cc - 2,

•'-1

and many other such errors might, if necessary, be adduced from his writings.

But the examples already given of the influence of the principle of continuity in extreme

or limiting cases of general forms, and of the mistakes committed by analysts from disregarding this

influence, will, I think, be considered as sufficient to invite more general attention to this matter

:

and I shall rejoice if the brief and imperfect sketch I have here attempted to give of the views and

principles, by conforming to which such mistakes may be avoided, meet with acceptance from the

Cambridge Philosophical Society. I have been induced to submit it to the indulgent consideration of

that distinguished body, chiefly because the topics embraced in it have already furnished matter for

two Papers printed in the Cambridge Transactions

:

—one by Professor De Morgan, and the other

by tile Rev. Mr. Earnshaw. I have ventured to entertain the opinion that the views and investi-

gations of these excellent analysts do not preclude the necessity for a further consideration of the

interesting and somewhat delicate points of analysis which they have discussed : an opinion which is

strengthened by the fact, that the Papers referred to are in a considerable degree opposed to each

other, both in principle and in result. It is scarcely necessary to add, that in the present communi-

cation I have contemplated the subject under an aspect more or less different from that in which it

has been considered either by Mr. De Morgan, or by Mr. Earnshaw ; and I think it probable,

from the study of the three Papers, that the truth may be elicited ; and something like consistency

and stability be at length given to a portion of analytical science which has long been affected with

much uncertainty, vagueness, and perplexity.

* Journal de I'Ecole Polglechnique, Cah. xviii. p. 318.
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Of the two Notes which follow, the second has already been referred to, bv anticipation, in the

text : the first is intended further to confirm and establish the accuracy of the general theory whicii

pervades this Paper.

Note (A.)

It appears from the preceding observations that in certain infinite series involving a quantity subject to con-

tinuous variation we are presented in the extreme or limiting cases, with instances of what may be called

insensible convergency and insensible divergency. The peculiarity of such cases consists in this : that, within

a finite extent ol' a certain infinite range of terms, the convergency or dis-ergency of the series is insensible; so

tliat for such a finite extent the series does not sensibly differ from what I have proposed to call a neutral or

independent series. When however we pass beyond this finite range, and in imagination contemplate the terms

infinitely remote, we at once recognize the accumulated effect of these insensible variations ; and the con-

vergency or divergency of the series becomes abundantly apparent. The infinitely remote term at which this

fact discovers itself, is alike the termination of one infinite range of terms and the commencement of another:

the completion of which, if the expression may be allowed, shows the effect of the insensible variations through

a second infinite range, and so on.

We are thus unavoidably led to the contemplation of different orders of infinites and different order^

of zeros—things altogether beyond the reach of actual ocular examination. But those who take that com-
prehensive view of the scope and powers of analysis, which its own wtll-established results, and the practice of

those most deeply imbued with its spirit so fully justify, will not, I think, found any objection to the reason-

ings in the foregoing Paper on this circumstance. In fact, in the common doctrine of vanishing fractions, the

cc
*

very same principles are virtually recognized : the symbols - and —, which ought perhaps rather to be

written -; and —; , may each represent any ratio whatever:—even infinity: so that the reasonings adverted

to involve in them nothing repugnant to generally received conclusions. The symbols here noticed, when
really determinate, are so solely in consequence of their being governed by the principle of continuity.

This is pretty generally admitted : but there are certain other results of analysis, which the same principle

equally controls, but over which its influence is little suspected. Every one admits the truth of the equation
a" - \, whatever be the value of a, without any reference to the law of continuity : yet if we reason from this

equation—still keeping the conditions of continuity out of sight—we shall speedily be led to conclusions of a
very startling character, as follows:

—

0"= 1 ; .-.0 = 1°= 1",

that is to say, unity raised to the power infinity' is equal to any quantity whatever !

Note (B.)

It was observed at page 432 that every neutral converging series might, witliout error, be replaced by the
corresponding dependent series. This observation might have been rendered more comprehensive; for
diverging series, whose terms continually tend to zero, might also have been included, since the dependent
series, corresponding to these, have infinite sums, as well as the independent diverging series themselves.
These infinites however are not strictly identical in the two cases: and by saying that the one series may
replace the other, nothing more is meant than that the sum in either case will be infinite. Poisson, Abel, and
others, have shown that

- log ( 1 + 2 a cos ip + a') = a COS (p — - or COS 2 <p + - a' COS Sip - SiC.

Vol. VIII. Paut IV. 3L
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whenever the second member is a converging series. Abel says, " Pour avoir les sommes de ces series

lorsque a = + 1 ou - 1, il faut seulement faire a converger vers cette limite * :" and he then writes

- log (2 + 2 cos 0) = cos (^ - - cos 2 + - cos 3 - &c.

^"^^
7 11
-log(2 -2cos^) = -cos0-- cos2^-- cos30-&c.

which he says, " a lieu pour toute valeur de (p excepte pour </, = (2 ,. + 1 ) ^ dans la premiere expression, et pour

<^ = 2M7rdansl'aseconde." Now the second members of these equations are not the limits of the proposed

general form, any more than 1 - 1 + 1 - &c. is the limit of 1 - x + a:' - &c. A limit always implies continuity,

and is never exempt from the control of that principle : putting therefore the condition of continuity in

evidence, the preceding expressions should be written

llog(2 + 2cos<p) = (l-^)cos</.-^(l-^ycos2^+^(l - ^) cos 3,^ -&c.

llog (2-2COS ,?.)
= - (l - ^)cos<?>-l (l - ^ycos20 -i (l - ^) cos3,|,-&c.

which are true, whatever be the value of (p, for the series are always convergent. As <p tends to the values

excepted to by Abel, the series tend to infinity; which they actually attain when these excepted values

are reached, as the first members sufficiently show. We thus see that

is infinite as well as

In like manner, from the development of log t—7-^ , we should infer that

-K'-^)*K-^y*K--i)"-'-
is infinite as well as

and thence that

is infinite as well as

1 +- +-+ ;r+&C.,
3 5 7

.3 3 . 5\ cc/ 5.7 V »/

1 2 3 „

1-73^375 ^5. 7^*^*^-

so that any of these diverging infinite series may be replaced by the corresponding dependent converging series,

and vice versa, without numerical error. And a priori considerations, in reference to this class of diverging

series, would lead us to the same conclusion. The equations [^A"] are thus universally true without any

exception whatever.

• (Euvres Completes. Tome i. p. 89.

Belfast, September, 1846.



XXXIII. On the Theorrj of Oscillatory Waves. By G. G. Stokes, M.A.,

Fellow of Pembroke College.

[Read March 1, 1847.]

In the Report of the Fourteenth Meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of

Science it is stated by Mr. Russell, as a result of his experiments, that the velocity of propagation

of a series of oscillatory waves does not depend on the height of the waves'"'. A series of oscillatory

waves, such as that observed by Mr. Russell, does not exactly agree with what it is most convenient,

as regards theory, to take as the type of oscillatory waves. The extreme waves of such a series

partake in some measure of the character of solitary waves, and their height decreases as they

proceed. In fact it will presently appear that it is only an indefinite series of waves which

possesses the property of being propagated with a uniform velocity, and without change of form :

at least this is the case when the waves are such as can be propagated along the surface of a fluid

which was previously at rest. The middle waves, however, of a series such as that observed by

Mr. Russell agree very nearly with oscillatory waves of the standard form. Consequently, the

velocity of propagation determined by the observation of a number of waves, according to Mr.

Russell's method, must be very nearly the same as the velocity of propagation of a series of

oscillatory waves of the standard form, and whose length is equal to the mean length of the waves

observed, which are supposed to differ from each other but slightly in length.

On this account I was induced to investigate the motion of oscillatory waves of the above form

to a second approximation, that is, supposing the height of the waves finite, though small. I find

that the expression for the velocity of propagation is independent of the height of the waves to a

second approximation. With respect to the form of the waves, the elevations are no longer similar

to the depressions, as is the case to a first approximation, but the elevations are narrower than the

iiollows, and the height of the former exceeds the depth of the latter. This is in accordance with

Mr. Russell's remarks at page 448 of his first Reporti". I have proceeded to a third apj)roximation

in tlie particular case in which the depth of the fluid is very great, so as to find in this case the

most important term, depending on the height of the waves, in the expression for the velocity of

propagation. This term gives an increase in the velocity of propagation depending on the square

of the ratio of the height of the waves to their length.

There is one result of a second approximation which may possibly be of practical importance.

It appears that the forward motion of the particles is not altogether compensated by their backward

motion ; so that, in addition to their motion of oscillation, the particles have a progressive motion in

the direction of propagation of the waves. In the case in which the depth of the fluid is very great,

this progressive motion decreases rapidly as the depth of the particle considered increases. Now
wiien a ship at sea is overtaken by a storm, and the sky remains overcast, so as to prevent astro-

nomical observations, there is nothing to trust to for finding the ship's place but the dead reckoning.

But the estimated velocity and direction of motion of the ship are her velocity and direction of

motion relatively to the water. If then the whole of the water near the surface be moving in the

direction of the waves, it is evident that the ship's estimated place will be erroneous. If, however,

the velocity of the water can be expressed in terms of the length and height of the waves, both

which can be observed approximately from the ship, the motion oi the water can be allowed for in

the dead reckoning.

* Page 3fi!( (note), and page 37(1. t Reports of the British Association, Vol. vi.

3 l2
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As connected with this subject, I have also considered tlie motion of oscillatory waves propagated

along the common surface of two liquids, of which one rests on the other, or along the upper

surface of the upper liquid. In this investigation there is no object in going beyond a first

approximation. When the specific gravities of the two fluids are nearly equal, the waves at their

common surface are propagated so slowly that there is time to observe the motions of the individual

particles. The second case affords a means of comparing with theory the velocity of propagation of

oscillatory waves in extremely shallow water. For by pouring a little water on the top of the mercury

in a trough we can easily procure a sheet of water of a small, and strictly uniform depth, a dejnh,

too. which can be measured with great accuracy by means of the area of the surface and the quantity

of water poured in. Of course, the common "formula for the velocity of propagation will not apply

to this case, since the motion of the mercury must be taken into account.

1. In the investio-ations which immediately follow, the fluid is supposed to be homogeneous

and incompressible, and its depth uniform. The inertia of the air, and the pressure due to

a column of air whose height is comparable with that of the waves are also neglected, so that

the pressure at the upper surface of the fluid may be supposed to be zero, provided we afterwards

add the atmospheric pressure to the pressure so determined. The waves which it is proposed to

investio-ate are those for which the motion is in two dimensions, and which are propagated with

a constant velocity, and without change of form. It will also be supposed that the waves are

such as admit of being excited, independently of friction, in a fluid which was previously at rest.

It is by these characters of the waves that the problem will be rendered determinate, and not by

the initial disturbance of the fluid, supposed to be given. The common theory of fluid motion,

in which the pressure is supposed equal in all directions, will also be employed.

Let the fluid be referred to the rectangular axes of x, y, z, the plane .xz being horizontal,

and coinciding with the surface of the fluid when in equilibrium, the axis of y being directed

downwards, and that of m taken in the direction of propagation of the waves, so that the ex-

pressions for the pressure, &c. do not contain z. Let p be the pressure,
fj

the density, i the

time, M, V the resolved parts of the velocity in the directions of the axes of jc, y ; g the force of

o-rav'ity, h the depth of the fluid when in equilibrium. From the character of the waves which

was mentioned last, it follows by a known theorem that ud.v + vdy is an exact differential dcf).

The equations by which the motion is to be determined are well known. They are

.-..'-<'^-?{(SMf)]- <"^

^.^^0 (2);
d.r= df

—X = 0, when y - /i v^)*

dy

dp^d_^dj^^d^dp^^^
when;, = 0, (4):

dt d.v dx dy dy

where (3) expresses the condition that the particles in contact with the rigid plane on which the

fluid rests remain in contact with it, and (4) expresses the condition that the same surface of

particles continues to be the free surface throughout the motion, or, in other words, that there is

no veneration or destruction of fluid at the free surface.
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If f be the velocity of propagation, w, v and p will be by hypothesis functions of .r - ct and y.

It follows then from the equations u = -^
, v - — and (I), that the differential coefficients

ax dy
of with respect to x, y and t will be functions of w — ct and y ; and therefore (b itself must
be of the form f(x-ct, y) +Ct. The last term will introduce a constant into (l) ; and if

this constant be expressed, we may suppose ^ to be a function of ,i> — ct and y. Denoting .r - ct

by ,v' , we have

dp dp dp dp

dx dx' ' dt dx
'

and similar equations hold good for (p. On making these substitutions in (1) and (4), omitting

the accent of x, and writing — gk for C, we have

"-"'-'> ^'/i-?{(sr^0") «.

ld(h \ dp d(b dp
\T^-c] :r +T^ J^'=". when /J = (6).
\d,v J dx dy dy

Substituting in (fi) the value of p given by (.•>), we have

ddi .,d'd) fd(b d'(h dd) d'cb \

g -^- - c^ —^ + 2c I —^ —L- + -J- ^—\
dy dx' \dx dx- dy dxdyl

/d(pYd'<p d(p d(p d'<p ld<pyd-(p

\dxj dx- dx dy dxdy \dy I dy'

when g(y^k). .g - i{(g)V Q] = (8).

The equations (7) and (8) are exact ; but if we suppose the motion small, and proceed to the

second order only of approximation, we may neglect the last three terms in (7), and we may

easily eliminate y between (7) and (8). For putting 0',
, &c. for the values of — ,

—i &c.
dx dy

when y = (), the number of accents above marking the order of the differential coefficient with

respect to ,r, and the number below its order with respect to y, and observing that k is a small

quantity of the first order at least, we have from (8)

g{y + k) + c(4)' + (p;y) -
I (0'- + 0/) = 0,

<-
, c , f , I ,

whence y=-k— -(p+— (p{k+-^)+ - (0- + 0/).* (y)

Substituting the first approximate value of y in the first two terms of (7), putting y = in the

next two, and reducing, Ave have

g(p^ - c-0" - (^0^^ - c*0/') {k +- 0') + 2c ((p'(p"+<p^(l)')
= 0. ... (10).

will now have to be determined from the general equation (2) with the particular conditions (3)

and (10). When is known, y, the ordinate of the surface, will be got from (f)), and A- will

then be determined by the condition that the mean value of y shall be zero. The value of p, if

required, may then be obtained from (5).

' The reader will observe tliat the y in this equation is the ordinate of the surface, whereas the y in ( 1
) and (2) is the ordinate of

any point in the fluid. The context will always show in which sense y is employed.
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2. In proceeding to a first approximation we have the equations (2), (3) and the equation

obtained by omitting the small terms in (10), namely,

n-*^ - c^ —^ = 0, when y = (11).
^ dy dx'

The general integral of (2) is

the sign 2 extending to all values of A, m and w, real or imaginary, for which m' + n' = 0:

the particular values of (p, Cx + C', Dy + D', corresponding respectively to « = 0, w = 0, must

also be included, but the constants C , D' may be omitted. In the present case, the expression

for (p must not contain real exponentials in x, since a term containing such an exponential would

become infinite either for a; = - co , or for x = + <sz, as well as its differential coefficients which

would appear in the expressions for u and v ; so that m must be wholly imaginary. Replacing

then the exponentials in x by circular functions, we shall have for the part of (p corresponding

to any one value of m,

(Ae""' + A' €'""') sin mx + {Be""-' + B' e""") cos mx,

and the complete value of (p will be found by taking the sum of all possible particular values of

the above form and of the particular value Cx + Dy. When the value so formed is substituted

in (3), which has to hold good for all values of x, the coefficients of the several sines and cosines,

and the constant term must be separately equated to zero. We have therefore

i)=0, ^' = 6"""^, B' = e"""B;

so that if we change the constants we shall have

(p=Cx + 1 (f"'"'-s'> + e-"""-*') {J sin mx + B cos mx), ... (12),

the sign 2 extending to all real values of m, A and B, of which m may be supposed positive.

3. To the term Cx in (12) corresponds a uniform velocity parallel to x, which may be supposed

to be impressed on the fluid in addition to its other motions. If the velocity of propagation be

defined merely as the velocity with which the wave form is propagated, it is evident that the

velocity of propagation is perfectly arbitrary. For, for a given state of relative motion of the

parts of the fluid, the velocity of propagation, as so defined, can be altered by altering the value

of C. And in proceeding to the higher orders of approximation it becomes a question what

we shall define the velocity of propagation to be. Thus, we might define it to be the velocity

with which the wave form is propagated when the mean horizontal velocity of a particle in the

upper surface is zero, or the velocity of propagation of the wave form when the mean horizontal

velocity of a particle at the bottom is zero, or in various other ways. Tlie following two definitions

appear chiefly to deserve attention.

First, we may define the velocity of propagation to be the velocity witli which the wave form

is propagated in space, when the mean horizontal velocity at each point of space occupied by the

fluid is zero. The term mean here refers to the variation of the time. This is the definition

which it will be most convenient to employ in the investigation. I shall accordingly suppose

C = in (12), and c will represent the velocity of propagation according to the above definition.

Secondly, we may define the velocity of propagation to be the velocity of propagation of the

wave form in space, when the mean horizontal velocity of the mass of fluid comprised between

two very distant planes perpendicular to the axis of x is zero. The mean horizontal velocity of

the mass means here the same thing as the horizontal velocity of its centre of gravity. This

appears to be the most natural definition of the velocity of propagation, since in the case considered

there is no current in the mass of fluid, taken as a whole. I shall denote the velocity of propaga-

tion according to this definition by c. In the most important case to consider, namely, that in
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which the depth is infinite, it is easy to see that c' = c, whatever be the order of approximation.

For when the depth becomes infinite, the velocity of the centre of gravity of the mass comprised

between any two planes parallel to the plane ys vanishes, provided the expression for zi contain

no constant term.

4. We must now substitute in (11) the value of (p.

(p = 2 (e*"'*-** + £-"'<*-*") {A sin mx + jBcosw.x-) (13);

but since (11) has to hold good for all values of x, the coefficients of the several sines and cosines

must be separately equal to zero: at least this must be true, provided the series contained in (ll)

are convergent. The coefficients will vanish for any one value of tn, provided

«^ = ^^-;.r^^ 0*)-
m e"' + e

"'*

Putting for shortness 2)nh=n, we have

d log c'^ 1 2

d/A n 6^ — e""

which is positive or negative, fx being supposed positive, according as

2m >< e" -f"" >< 2 f/i + —-— + ),
V 1.2.3 /

and is therefore necessarily negative. Hence the value of c given by (14) decreases as n or m
increases, and therefore (11) cannot be satisfied, for a given value of c, by more than one positive

value of m. Hence the expression for (p must contain only one value of m. Either of the terms

.4 cos mar, B sin wj.r may be got rid of by altering the origin of ,r. We may therefore take, for

the most general value of (p,

= ^ (e""*-*" +e-""*--«") sin mx (15).

Substituting in (8), we have for the ordinate of the surface

y = (e'"* + 6-"**) cos m.v (10),

k being = 0, since the mean value of y must be zero. Thus everything is known in the result

except A and m, which are arbitrary.

5. It appears from the above, that of all waves for which the motion is in two dimensions,

which are propagated in a fluid of uniform depth, and which are such as could be propagated into

fluid previously at rest, so that udx + vdy is an exact diff"erential, there is only one particular kind,

namely, that just considered, which possesses the property of being propagated with a constant

velocity, and without change of form ; so that a solitary wave cannot be propagated in this manner.

Thus the degradation in the height of such waves, which ^Ir. Russell observed, is not to be

attributed wholly, (nor I believe chiefly,) to the imperfect fluidity of the fluid, and its adhesion to

the sides and bottom of the canal, but it is an essential characteristic of a solitary wave. It is true

that this conclusion depends on an investigation which applies strictly to indefinitely small motions

only : but if it were true in general that a solitary wave could be propagated uniformly, without

degradation, it would be true in the limiting case of indefinitely small motions ; and to disprove

a general proposition it is sufficient to disprove a particular case.

6. In proceeding to a second approximation we must substitute the first approximate value of

(p, given by (15), in the small terms of (lO). Observing that A; = to a first approximation, and

eliminating g from the small terms by means of (14), we find

g(p^ — c^(p"— 6^^«»^c sin 2mx = (17).
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The general value of (p given by (13), which is derived from (2) and (3), must now be restricted to

satisfy (17). It is evident that no new terms in (p involving sin mx or cos mw need be introduced,

since such terms may be included in the first approximate value, and the only other term which can

enter is one of the form 5 (g^'" <*-»• + g-™ '*-*') sin 2 mx. Substituting this term in (17), and

simplifying by means of (14), we find

-
c (e™* _ e-o'/'Y

Moreover since the term in (p containing sin nuv must disappear from (17), the equation (n) will

give c to a second approximation.

If we denote the coefficient of cos ma; in the first approximate value of y, the ordinate of tiie

surface, by a, we shall have

J = - ^ "'

= - *'—

and substituting this value of A in that of (p, we have

f/) = - ac
^„„ _ ^_,„^

sin moo + 3 m d'c — ^^mA.^-my ' «'" 2ma- ... (18).

The ordinate of the surface is given to a second approximation by (9). It will be found that

(/"* + e""*) (e''^'"* + e"^™* + 4)
«/ = fl cos mx- ma'

g (^m* _ ^-mhy COS imx (ly),

tna^

e — e

7- The equation to the surface is of the form

^ = a COS OTJ? — A'a^ COS Swj* (20),

where K is necessarily positive, and a may be supposed to be positive, since the case in which it is

negative may be reduced to that in which it is positive by altering the origin of x by the quantity

— or — , \ being the length of the waves. On referring to (20) we see that the waves are sym-

metrical with respect to vertical planes drawn through their ridges, and also with respect to vertical

planes drawn through their lowest lines. The greatest depression of the fluid occurs when x =

X 3\
or = ± X, Sec, and is equal to a - a^K : the greatest elevation occurs when j?=±-or= ±— , &c.,

and is equal to a + d^K. Thus the greatest elevation exceeds the greatest depression by 9.0.' K.

When the surface cuts the plane of mean level, cos mx - aK cos 2mx = 0. Putting in the small

term in this equation the approximate value mx = -
, we have cos mx = -ah = cos \- + nA\

whence .)• = ± (—l-
I , = ==

I

— + ]> &c. We see then that the breadth of each hollow,
V4 27r/ V4 Stt/

measured at the height of the plane of mean level, is - + , while the breadth of each elevated

„ . n .
J . ^ aKK

portion oi the fluid is .

' 2 TT

It is easy to prove from the expression for K, which is given in (ig), that for a given value

of X or of m, K increases as h decreases. Hence the diff"erence in form of the elevated and

depressed portions of the fluid is more conspicuous in the case in which the fluid is moderately

shallow than in the case in which its depth is very great compared with the length of the waves.
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8. When the depth of the fluid is very great compared with the length of a wave, we may
without sensible error suppose h to be infinite. This supposition greatly simplifies the expressions

already obtained. We have in this case

(p = - ace~"^^ sin mx (21),

y = a cos mx — ^ma' cos 2»n.r (22),

A: = 0, A=— = -, P= ,

2 \ 27r

the y in (22) being the ordinate of the surface.

It is hardly necessary to remark that the state of the fluid at any time will be expressed bv

merely writing x — ct in place of x in all the preceding expressions.

9. To find the nature of the motion of the individual particles, let x + ^ be written for x, y + >;

for </, and suppose x and y to be independent of t, so that they alter only in passing from one

particle to another, while ^ and ri are small quantities depending on the motion. Then taking the

case in which the depth is infinite, we have

df— = 7/ = -mace '"<"+''' cos m (f + ^ - c/) = - mac e'"" cos m (x — ct) + m^ace'"" sin to {x- ct) .^
dt

— = V = wffce"""^''"'' sin m {x + ^ - ct) = mace'"" sin m {x - ct) + nface'"'" cos m (x - ct) .^
dt

+ m'ace""" cos m {x - ct) . t], nearly,

m-ace''"" cos m {x - ct) .

sin m {x - ct) . >], nearly.

To a first approximation

^ = ae'"" sin m (x - ct), >; = ae''"" cos in {x - ct),

the arbitrary constants being omitted. Substituting these values in the small terms of the preceding

equations, and integrating again, we have

^ = ae'"'" sin m {x - ct) + m-a'ct e''"",

>/ = ae''"" cos m {x - ct).

Hence the motion of tlie particles is the same as to a first approximation, witli one important

difference, which is that in addition to the motion of oscillation the particles are transferred forwards,

that is, in the direction of propagation, with a constant velocity depending on the depth, and

decreasing rapidly as tlie depth increases. If U be this velocity for a particle whose depth below

the surface in equilibrium is y, we have

/ 2 ttN i !> *'"

r= w=aV6-='"'' = oM— I ^"e-~ (23).

The motion of the individual particles may be determined in a similar manner when the depth

is finite from (18). In this case the values of ^ and r/ contain terms of the second order, involving

respectively sin 2ni (x -ct) and cos 2m (x - ct), besides the term in ^ which is multiplied by '.

The most important thing to consider is the value of U, which is

U ^m^ah- , ,
(2t).

Since U is a small quantity of the order «', and in proceeding to a second approximation thu

velocity of propagation is given to the order a only, it is immaterial which of the definitions of

velocity of propagation mentioned in Art. 3, we please to adopt.

Vol. VIII. Part IV. SM
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10. The waves produced by the action of the wind on the surface of the sea do not probably

differ very widely from those which have just been considered, and which may be regarded as

the typical form of oscillatory waves. On this supposition the particles, in addition to their

motion of oscillation, will have a progressive motion in the direction of propagation of the waves,

and consequently in the direction of the wind, supposing it not to have recently shifted, and this

proo-ressive motion will decrease rapidly as the depth of the particle considered increases. If the

pressure of the air on the posterior parts of the waves is greater than on the anterior parts,

in consequence of the wind, as unquestionably it must be, it is easy to see that some such pro-

gressive motion must be produced. If then the waves are not breaking, it is probable that equation

(23), which is applicable to deep water, may give approximately the mean horizontal velocity

of the particles; but it is difficult to say how far the result may be modified by friction. If

then we reo-ard a ship as a mere particle, in the first instance, for the sake of simplicity, and put

Uo for the value of U when y = 0, it is easy to see that after sailing for a time <, the ship

must be a distance UJ to the lee of her estimated place. It will not however be sufficient to

regard the ship as a mere particle, on account of the variation of the factor e"^"'", as y varies from

to the greatest depth of the ship below the surface of the water. Let ^ be this depth, or rather

a depth something less, in order to allow for the narrowing of the ship towards the keel, and suppose

the effect of the progressive motion of the water on the motion of the ship to be the same as

if the water were moving with a velocity the same at all depths, and equal to the mean value

of the velocity U from y = to y = S. If C7, be this mean velocity.

U,
1 r^ md'c I

On this supposition, if a ship be steered so as to sail in a direction making an angle B with the

direction of the wind, supposing the water to have no current, and if V be the velocity with which

the ship moves through the water, her actual velocity will be the resultant of a velocity V in

the direction just mentioned, which, for shortness, I shall call the direction of steering, and of

a velocity C7, in the direction of the wind. But the ship's velocity as estimated by the log-line

is her velocity relatively to the water at the surface, and is therefore the resultant of a velocity V in

the direction of steering, and a velocity U„ - U^ in a direction opposite to that in which the wind

is blowing. If then E be the estimated velocity, and if we neglect U'\

E= V - {Uo- U,)cose.

But the ship's velocity is really the resultant of a velocity V+ (7i cos in the direction of steering,

and a velocity Ui sin d in the perpendicular direction, while her estimated velocity is E in the

direction of steering. Hence, after a time t, the ship will be a distance U„t cos 9 ahead of

her estimated place, and a distance UjsinO aside of it, the latter distance being measured in a

direction perpendicular to the direction of steering, and on the side towards which the wind is

blowing.

I do not suppose that the preceding formula can be employed in practice ; but I think it

may not be altogether useless to call attention to the importance of having regard to the magnitude

and direction of propagation of the waves, as well as to the wind, in making the allowance for

lee-way.

11. The formula of Art. 6 are perfectly general as regards the ratio of the length of the waves

to the depth of the fluid, the only restriction being that the lieight of the waves must be sufficiently

small to allow the series to be rapidly convergent. Consequently, they must apply to the limiting

case, in which the waves are supposed to be extremely long. Hence long waves, of the kind

considered, are propagated without change of form, and the velocity of propagation is independent

of the height of the waves to a second approximation. These conclusions might seem, at first sight,
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at variance with the results obtained bj Mr. Airy for the case of long waves *. On proceeding

to a second approximation, Mr. Airy finds that the form of long waves alters as they proceed,

and that the expression for the velocity of propagation contains a term depending on the height

of the waves. But a little attention will remove this apparent discrepancy. If we suppose

mh very small in (19), and expand, retaining only the most important terms, we shall find for

the equation to the surface

3a°
V = a cos mx — cos 2 m x.

Now, in order that the method of approximation adopted may be legitimate, it is necessary that

the coeflficient of cos 'Zmx in this equation be small compared with a. Hence , and therefore
m'h''

— must be small, and therefore - must be small compared with ( — ) . But the investigation

of Mr. Airy is applicable to the case in which — is very large; so that in that investigation

- is large compared with (-) . Thus the difference in the results obtained corresponds to a

difference in the physical circumstances of the motion.

12. There is no difficulty in proceeding to the higher orders of approximation, except what

arises from the length of the formulae. In the particular case in which the depth is considered

infinite, the formulse are very much simpler than in the general case. I shall proceed to the third

order in the case of an infinite depth, so as to find in that case the most important term, depending

on the height of the waves, in the expression for the velocity of propagation.

For this purpose it will be necessary to retain the terms of tlie third order in the expansion

of (7). Expanding this equation according to powers of y, and neglecting terms of the fourth, Jcc.

orders, we have

, „ V* , ,

g(p- €•({)+ (g(f>,- c-(p, )y + igtp,,, - c^(p,, ') ^ +2c((p(p +(p,<p,)

+ 2 C (<p' (p" + <p' <p'' + <p^^ 0/ + (p^ (pj)y - (p'^(p" -2 (p'
(p^ 0/ - ^„ = (25).

In the small terms of this equation we must put for (p and y their values given by (21) and (22)

respectively. Now since the value of to a second approximation is the same as its value to

a first approximation, the equation g<p,- c^(p" = is satisfied to terms of the second order. But

the coefficients of y and —
, in the first line of (2,i), are derived from the left-hand member of

the preceding equation by inserting the factor e'"'", differentiating either once or twice with

respect to y, and then putting y = 0. Consequently these coefficients contain no terms of the

second order, and therefore the terms involving y in the first line of (25) are to be neglected.

d
The next two terms are together equal to c — (0 -' + (p^). But

(p'' + (pf = in'arc^,

which does not contain x, so that these two terms disappear. The coefficient of y in the

second line of (25) may be derived from the two terms last considered in the manner already

indicated, and therefore the terms containing y will disappear from (25). The only small terms

Encyclopadia MelropolUana, Tides and Waves, Articles 198, &c.

3M2
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remaining are the last three, and it will easily be found that their sum is equal to w'a^c'sin wx, so
that (25) becomes

g ^,- c" 0" + m^ a''c'^ sin mx = (26).

The value of <p will evidently be of the form ^e"""* sin »B.r. Substituting this value in (2(i),
we have

(w^c'^ - mg) A >r mWc^ = 0.

Dividing by mA, and putting for A and c" their approximate values -ac, — respectively in
m

the small term, we have

m c' = g + nv a^g,

The equation to the surface may be found without difficulty. It is

y = a coi mw - 1 ma^cos2?w,r + ^m^a^ cos, 3m x*, (27) :

we have also A; = 0, = - ac (1 - | ni'd') e'""' sin mx.

The following figure represents a vertical section of the waves propagated along the surface

7X
of deep water. The figure is drawn for the case in which a = — . The term of the third order

80

in (27) is retained, but it is almost insensible. The straight line represents a section of the plane

of mean level.

13. If we consider the manner in which the terms introduced by each successive approximation
enter into equations (7) and (S), we shall see that, whatever be the order of approximation, the

series expressing the ordinate of the surface will contain only cosines of rnx and its multiples,

while the expression for cj) will contain only sines. The manner in which y enters into the

coefficient of cos rmx in the expression for is determined in the case of a finite depth by
equations (2) and (3). Moreover, the principal part of the coefficient of cos rmx or sin rmx will

be of the order a' at least. We may therefore assume

= 2,' fl"" J,(6™'<*-J'> + e-""'*-*!) sin rmx,

y = a cos mx + So'' a''B^cos rmx,

and determine the arbitrary coefficients by means of equations (7) and (8), having previously

expanded these equations according to ascending powers of y. The value of c^ will be determined

by equating to zero the coefficient of sin mx in (7).

Since changing the .sign of a comes to the same thing as altering the origin of x by ^ \, it is

plain that the expressions for A^, 5,. and c^ will contain only even powers of a. Thus the values

of each of these quantities will be of the form C^ + C,a- + Cs a' + ...

It appears also that, whatever be the order of approximation, the waves will be symmetrical with

respect to vertical planes passing through their ridges, as also with respect to vertical planes

passing through their lowest lines.

• It is remarkable that this equation coincides with that of the
prolate cycloid, if the latter equation be expanded according to

ascending powers of the distance of the tracing point from the

centre of the rolling circle, and the terms of the fourth order be
omitted. The prolate cycloid i.s the form assigned by Mr. Rus-

sell to waves of the kind here considered. Reports of the British

Association, Vol. vi. p. 448. M'hen the depth of the fluid is not

great compared with the length of a wave, the form of the surface

does not agree with the prolate cycloid even to a second approx-

imation .
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14. Let us consider now the case of waves propagated at the common surface of two liquids,

of which one rests on the other. Suppose as before that the motion is in two dimensions, that the

fluids extend indefinitely in all horizontal directions, or else that they are bounded by two vertical

planes parallel to the direction of propagation of the waves, that the waves are propagated with

a constant velocity, and without change of form, and that they are such as can be propagated into,

or excited in the fluids supposed to have been previously at rest. Suppose first that the fluids

are bounded by two horizontal rigid planes. Then taking the common surface of the fluids when
at rest for the plane xss, and employing the same notation as before, we have for the under fluid

£^d^ = '^ (^«)'

~-L = when y = h, (29),

p = C + gpy + cp-s-
,

' ax

neglecting the squares of small quantities. Let h^ be the depth of the upper fluid when in equi-

librium, and let p , p^, <p^, C^ be the quantities referring to the upper fluid which correspond to

p, p, d), C referring to the under : then we have for the upper fluid

d^d) d'(t>

-rT+ J^' = ^ (30),
Ocr" ay' ^ '

d<b—-!_' = when y = - h (31),
dy ' ... V 7

' d X

We have also, for the condition that tlie two fluids shall not ])enetrate into, nor separate from each

otlier,

d(b d(b-~ = -!', when y = (32).
dy dy ^ '

Lastly, the condition answering to (II) is

d(p dcp\ .^

I
(P(p d'<p^

fhen

^'y^^Ty-f^'dy)-' [Pd-?-''-dr -;)
=0 (33).

Since C - C is evidently a small quantity of the first order at least, the condition is that (33)

shall be satisfied when y = 0. Equation (34) will then give the ordinate of the common surface of

the two liquids wlien y is put = in the last two terms.

The general value of (p suitable to the present case, which is derived from (28) subject to the

condition (2.0), is given by (13) if we suppose that tiie fluid is free from a uniform horizontal motion

compounded with the oscillatory motion expressed by (13). Since the equations of the present

investigation are linear, in consequence of the omission of the squares of small quantities, it will be

suflicient to consider one of the terms in (13). Let then

= ^(6""*-*' + e-"'"'-*') sin mx (35).
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The general value of <p^ will be derived from (13) by merely writing — h for h. But in order

that (32) may be satisfied, the value of (p^ must reduce itself to a single term of the same form as

the second side of (35). We may take then for the value of (p^

=^^(6'«">+i" + 6-'"<*-^y») sin ma: (36).

Putting for shortness

e'"" + e-"'" = S, €"•''-€-'"'• = D,

and taking S\, D^ to denote the quantities derived from *S^, D by writing h for h, we have from (32)

DJ + D^J,= (37),

and from (33)

pigD -mc^S)A +jO, {gD, + mc'S)A^ = (.^8)

Eliminating A and A^ from (37) and (38), we have

2_ g {p- p) DP,
" "mpSD^ + pSD ^^•''^•

The equation to the common surface of the liquids will be obtained from (34). Since the mean
value of y is zero, we have in the first place

C,= C (40).

We have then, for the value of y,

y = a cos mx (tl),

where

mcpAS-pAS DD p A S - pAS
a = — -——^— = ' '-—'—^—^ (42).

g p-p, c pSD^+pSp ^ '

Substituting in (35) and (36) the values of A and A^ derived from (37) and (42), we have

ac

D(f>=
- ^(e""*--'" + 6*""*-*')sin w.r (43),

^^ = ^(6"'<*-'^* + e-"MA,+j/)) sin ,„_j. (44.)_

Equations (39), (40), (41), (43) and (44) contain the solution of the problem. It is evident that

C remains arbitrary. The values of p and p^ may be easily found if required.

If we differentiate the logarithm of c^ with respect to m, and multiply the result by the product

of the denominators, which are necessarily positive, we shall find a quantity of the form Pp + Po ,

where P and P^ do not contain p or p^. It may be proved in nearly the same manner as in Art. 4,

that each of the quantities P, P^ is necessarily negative. Consequently c will decrease as m increases,

or will increase with X. It follows from this that the value of (p cannot contain more than two

terms, one of the form (35), and the other derived from (35) by replacing sin mw by cos fnx, and

changing the constant A : but the latter term may be got rid of by altering the origin of <v.

The simplest case to consider is that in which both h and h' are regarded as infinite compared

witii X. In this case we have

p ~ p ff
(h = — ace'"'" sin ma;, m, — ace'"''' sin »n.T, c" = -^ —

, y = a cos m,v,
p + p^ m

the latter being the equation to the surface.
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15. The preceding investigation applies to two incompressible fluids, but the results are
applicable to the case of the waves propagated along the surface of a liquid exposed to the air,

provided that in considering the effect of the air we neglect terms which, in comparison with those
retained, are of the order of the ratio of the length of the waves considered to the length of a wave
of sound of the same period in air. Taking then p for the density of the liquid, p^ for that of the
air at the time, and supposing A^ = cc , we have

mpS + p^D mS\ \ Sj p\
•'

If we had considered the buoyancy only of the air, we should have had to replace £ in the

formula (14) by -

—

^' g. We should have obtained in this manner
P.

S mS i'-i)
Hence, in order to allow for the inertia of the air, the correction for buoyancy must be increased

in the ratio of 1 to 1 + - . The whole correction therefore increases as the ratio of the length of a

wave to the depth of the fluid decreases. For very long waves the correction is that due to
buoyancy alone, while in the case of very short waves the correction for buoyancy is doubled.

Even in this case the velocity of propagation is altered by only the fractional part ^ of the whole

;

p
and as this quantity is much less than tlie unavoidable errors of observation, the effect of the air in

altering tiie velocity of propagation may be neglected.

16. There is a discontinuity in the density of the fluid mass considered in Art. 14, in passing
from one fluid into the otlier ; and it is easy to show tliat there is a corresponding discontinuitv in

the velocity. If we consider two fluid particles in contact with each other, and situated on opposite
sides of the surface of junction of the two fluids, we see that the velocities of these particles resolved
in a direction normal to that surface are the same; but their velocities resolved in a direction tan-
gential to the surface are different. These velocities are, to the order of approximation employed

1 • .
1 1 r- ^0 '^0

m the mvestigation, the values of -^ and —i-' when y = 0. We have then from (+.?) and (++). for

the velocity with which the upper fluid slides along the under,

S, S^

17. When the upper surface of the upper fluid is free, the equations by which the problem
is to be solved are the same as tliose of Art. 14, except that the condition (.31) is replaced by

d(b ^ d'd)
§• -7-' - c- -~^,' = 0, when !/= -/* ; (45);

ay dv ' '

and to determine the ordinate of the upper surface, we have

«'0,
C,+gp,y + cp^-p = 0,

da;

where y is to be replaced by — h^ in the last term. Let us consider the motion corresponding to

the value of ^ given by {35). We must evidently have

(f>^
= (.i4,e"* + B^e'"") sin mx.
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where A^ and B^ have to be determined. The conditions (32), (35) and (45) give

DA + A- B^= 0,

p (gD - mr'S) A + p^(g + /«<?') A^ - p(g - mc') B^ = 0,

{g + mc') €''"" A^ - (g -mc') e""'B^ = 0.

Eliminating A, A^ and B^ from these equations, and putting

m
we find

(pSS, + pDD) (;' - p {SD^ + Sp) l+ip- p) DD^ = 0. ... (46).

The equilibrium of the fluid being supposed to be stable, we must have p^ < p. This being

the case, it is easy to prove that the two roots of (4(5) are real and positive. These two roots

correspond to two systems of waves of the same length, which are propagated with the same

velocity.

In the limiting case in which " = tc, (46) becomes

SS\ ^- - {SD^ + S,D) ^ + DD^ = 0,

D , D. .

the roots of which are — and — , as they evidently ought to be, since in this case the motion of

the under fluid will not be affected by that of the upper, and the upper fluid can be in motion

by itself

SD + SD ^mih-t-h.) _ ^-m{h-H,,i

When n = p one root of (46) vanishes, and the other becomes '- -^ or —n—=- ^— .

The former of these roots corresponds to the waves propagated at the common surface of the fluids,

while the latter gives the velocity of propagation belonging to a single fluid having a depth equal

to the sum of the depths of the two considered.

When the depth of the upper fluid is considered infinite, we must put —•' = 1 in (46). The
o

two roots of the equation so transformed are 1 and -^—-— '

, the former corresponding to waves
pS + pp

propagated at the upper surface of the upper fluid, and the latter agreeing with Art. 1.5.

When the depth of the under fluid is considered infinite, and that of the upper finite, we

must put — = 1 in (46). The two roots will then become 1 and -~

—

'-^——
' . The value of the

S ^o^ + pP^
former root shows that whatever be the depth of the upper fluid, one of the two systems of

waves will always be propagated with the same velocity as waves of the same length at the sur-

face of a single fluid of infinite depth. This result is true even when the motion is in three

dimensions, and the form of the waves changes with the time, the waves being still supposed to

be such as could be excited in the fluids, supposed to have been previously at rest, by means of

forces applied at the upper surface. For the most general small motion of the fluids in this case

may be regarded as the resultant of an infinite number of systems of waves of the kind con-

sidered in this paper. It is remarkable that when the depth of the upper fluid is very great, the

root ^ = 1 is that which corresponds to the waves for which the upper fluid is disturbed, while

the under is sensibly at rest ; whereas, when the depth of the upper fluid is very small, it is the

other root which corresponds to those waves which are analogous to the waves which would

be propagated in the upper fluid if it rested on a rigid plane.
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When the depth of the upper fluid is very small compared with the length of a wave, one

of the roots of (4(3) will be very small; and if we neglect square and products of mh and J', the

equation becomes 2 pD'^ — 2 (p — p^) mh^D = 0, whence

^ = PSlf'^nh,, c^ = P^P' gh^ (,,).

P P

Tiiese formulae will not hold good limit be very small as well as ?«A , and comparable with it,

since in that case all the terms of (4f)) will be small quantities of the second order, wjA, being

regarded as a small quantity of the first order. In this case, if we neglect small quantities of the

third order in (46), it becomes

4 p^- - 4 mp (h + h)^+ 4-(p - p) m'hh^ = 0,

whence c= = ^ |a + A^ ± \/ (^h - h)- + tli hh\ (48).

Of these values of c", that in which the radical has the negative sign belongs to that system of

waves to wi)ich the formula? (47) apply when k^ is very small compared with h.

If the two fluids are water and mercurv, — is equal to about 13. .jT- If the depth of the

P.
water be very small compared both with the length of the waves and with the depth of the

mercury, it appears from (47) that the velocity of propagation will be less than it would have

been, if the water had rested on a rigid plane, in the ratio of .9624 to 1, or 26 to 27 nearly.

G. G. STOKES.

Vol. VIII. Part IV. SN



XXXIV. On the Internal Pressure to which Rock Masses may he suhjected, ayid

its possible Influence in the Production of the Laminated Structure.

By W. Hopkins, Esq., M.A., F.R.S., &c.

[Read Mmj 3, 1847-]

One of the most curious phenomena in the constitution of rock masses, consists in the laminated

structure which pervades so large a portion of the older sedimentary formations, producing what

is called their slatv cleavage. In some cases, this lamination is comparatively coarse and ill-defined,

but in others (as in the roofing slates) it is so fine and regular as to leave no doubt of its being

the result of some kind of molecular action of the constituent particles on each other, analogous to

that of crystallization, and not the direct and immediate mechanical effect of external forces

actino- on the mass. But still it would seem very possible, that these external forces may

maintain the mass in a state of internal constraint which may possibly be a condition favourable

to the production of the laminated structure, and observations have lately been made which seem

to afford some confirmation of this notion. Pi'ofessor Phillips, some years ago, and Mr. Sharpe,

more recently, have recognized some curious and interesting facts respecting the frequent distortion

of fossil shells, and other organic remains, from their original well-known forms ; and these distortions

appear to indicate certain relations between the positions of the cleavage planes and the directions

of the internal pressures which must have produced the distortions in question. These distortions

of determinate organic forms indicate, in fact, corresponding distortions in those elements of the

mass in which they are respectively comprized. To explain the nature of the tensions or pressures

acting on any such element and the distortion produced by them, let us denote by * a small plane

surface passing through any point P. Generally, there will be an action between the particles

(J/) on one side of this small plane, and M', those in contact with them on the opposite side.

If s be sufficiently small, w'e may represent the whole action of M on M' by ps, a force having

a determinate direction, which we may suppose to make an angle ^ with the normal to «. Then will

ps cos ^, and ps sin ^,

be the normal and tangential parts of the whole action of M on M' , and

— ps cos S, and — ps sin S,

will manifestly be the same parts of the reaction of M' on M. If the normal force be a pressure,

it will only tend to preserve the contact of the particles immediately on opposite sides of s ; but if

that force be a tension, then will ps cos ^ tend to separate these particles by motions normal to *,

and in opposite directions. In all cases there will be likewise forces equal to ps sin ^, and

— ps sin ^, tending to separate any one particle immediately on one side of s, from the particle

originally in contact with it on the other side of s, by communicating to these particles, motions in

opposite directions parallel to the plane of s. If this plane assume different positions by moving

about P as a fixed point, the normal and tangential forces acting on it will have diff"erent values,

assuming maxima or minima values for certain determinate positions of s, and it is on these

particular positions of s that the distortion of a small portion of the mass about P, and that of any

organic form contained in it, will depend. Generally, The linear dimensions of the element will be
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altered by extension or compression, and it will also be twisted, so that if it were originally a

rectangular parallelopiped it will become an oblique-angled one, and these changes of form will be

indicated by the corresponding distortions of the organic remains. Now, if the directions of the

cleavage planes were originally determined by the state of internal tension and pressure of the mass,

it would seem probable that they would be perpendicular to the directions of greatest, or to those

of least normal pressure, or that they would coincide with the planes of greatest tangential action.

These hypotheses must be tested by the evidence derived from the organic forms, as will be

explained in the sequel, but for that purpose it will be necessary in the first place, to investigate

the relative positions of the lines and planes just mentioned. This investigation will form the first

Section of this memoir.

SECTION I.

Relative positions of the lines of maximum and minimum tension, and planes of
maximum tangential force in the interior of a continuous mass.

1. Taking any point P of the mass, let it be made the origin of co-ordinates xyz. Let the

small plane « be conceived as before to pass through P, and let the forces upon it in the positions

specified be denoted as follows, all being referred to a unit of surface.

(1.) When a perpendicular to the plane coincides with the axis of ,r, let

The normal force = A ; The tangential force = J^ ^'

W ^•

(2.) When a perpendicular to the plane coincides with the axis of y, let

fC" parallel to z.{C

When a perpendicular to the plane coincides with the

\A'
The normal force = C ; The tangential force =

{ , „

(3.) When a perpendicular to the plane coincides with the axis of z, let

{A' parallel to x,

y-

Between the six accented quantities there are three essential relations, which are easily found.

On the three co-ordinate axes at P, construct an indefinitely small parallelopiped whose edges

are ^x, iy, and cts;. The six equations of equilibrium of this element will express the conditions

that the sums of all the resolved parts of the forces parallel to the co-ordinate axes shall respectively

be equal to zero ; and that the moments of the forces with reference to three axes, shall also

severally be equal to zero. Let us take the three latter conditions, lines through the center of

gravity of the element and parallel to the co-ordinate axes being taken for the axes of the com-

ponent couples. The tangential force parallel to the axis of x on the side ^,r . cz being A',

dA'
that on the opposite side will be — {A' + ^y) ; and the couple resulting from these forces

dy
about the axis parallel to x, will be

A'Lv^zM + (A'+~ ly) ^x^i, .^ ;

2 ^ dy "^ 2

or, omitting small terms of the fourth order,

A'SxSySz.

3 n2
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Similarly, the couple arising from the forces B' and B' + -— ^x about the same axis parallel to z,

will be
- B'^xlylx.

Also the moment of the normal forces A, B, C, with reference to the above-mentioned axes,

will be zero, always omitting small quantities of the fourth order. Consequently the whole nmoment

of the forces on the parallelopiped with reference to the axis parallel to that of z, will be

{A' -B')^x^yU-,

which must = zero by the conditions of equilibrium ; and therefore

A' = B'.

In exactly the same way we find, by taking the moments with reference to the axes parallel

respectively to those of y and w,

A" = C,

B" = C".

By means of these three relations the six accented quantities are reduced to three independent

quantities.

2. Let us now conceive a plane to meet the three co-ordinate planes so as to form with them

a tetrahedron, whose vertex is at the origin P. Suppose the exterior normals to the three faces

formed by the co-ordinate planes to point respectively towards the positive directions of x y and

z ; and let a /3 and y be the angles which the normal to the base of the tretrahedron makes

with the co-ordinate axes of ,r y and z. Also let s denote the area of the base, and s' s" and s"'

the areas of the sides of the tetrahedron perpendicular respectively to the axes of a; y and z, all

these quantities being indefinitely small.

Again, let ps denote the whole resultant force acting on s, and let \ n and v be the angles

which its direction makes with lines parallel to the co-ordinate axes of w y and z, this direction being

exterior to the tetrahedron. Then, in order that the tetrahedron may be in equilibrium, we must

have

ps . cos X = As' + J's" + A"s"',

ps . cos ju = Bs" + B's' + B"s",

ps . cos v — Cs"' + C's' + C"s":

but

s s" s"
— = cos a, — = cos p, — = cos y ;

s s s
'

making these substitutions, and also putting

B' = C" = D,

A" = C = E,

A' = B' = F,

we shall have

p . cos \ = A cos a + F cos (3 + E cos y, \

p . cos fjL= B cos
ft + F cos a + D cos y, \ (a)

,

p . cos V = C cos y + E cos a + D cos
ft ;

)

formulae in which the notation agrees with that of M. Cauchy {Exercises de Mathematique,

Vol. II, p. 48).
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If ^ denote the angle between the direction of p and the normal to s, we shall have p cos S

for the whole normal force acting on the area s in a direction exterior to the tetrahedron, and

p sin S the whole tangential force acting on the same area. Our first object will be to determine

a ^ and 7, or the position of the base {s) of the tetrahedron, so that the normal action upon it,

p cos S, shall be a maximum. We shall afterwards have a similar investigation with reference to

the tangential force ;j sin S.

We have cos S = cos X cos a + cos n cos /3 + cos v cos y,

whence we immed ately obtain

p cosS = A COS- a + B cos'/3 + Ccos-7 + 2 2) cos/3 C0S7 + SJEcosacos 7 + 2F cos a cos/3, ... (1),

and since cos'^a + cos' ji + cos^ 7 = 1, (2)»

we have (L being an arbitrary multiplier),

(A + L) cos a + {B + L) cos- ii + (C + L) cos- 7 + 2 2) cos /3 cos 7 + 2£: cos a cos 7
+ 2 J' cos a cos ft

= m ax.

Hence,

{(A + L) cos a + jE cos 7 + F cos /3} sin a = 1

{{B + Z,) cos /3 + 2) cos 7 + Fcosa\ sin /3 = \ Q>)-

{{C + L) cos 7 + 2) cos /3 + £ cos a} smy = I

To satisfy these equations together with

cos' a + cos'-' (i + cos''' 7=1,

we must equate the first brackets to zero. We thus have four equations from wliich L may be

eliminated, and u (i and 7 determined.

If we multiply the first factors on the left-hand sides of equations (6) by cos a, cos /3 and cos 7
respectively, and add them together, we have by virtue of equations (a),

2, = - P cos ^,

and substituting for L in equations (ft), we have

p cos c cos a = A cos a + F cos ft + E cos 7,

= p cos \ ;

cos ^ cos a = cos \.

Similarly, cos ^ cos /3 = cos fi,

cos ^ cos 7 = cos V ;

whence cos-^ = 1,

3 = 0,

which shews that when the resultant force p is a maximum or minimum, its direction coincides

with that of the normal to the plane *. Consequently, also, the tangential force p sin 3 then

becomes = zero.

This value of h gives, L = - p,

and substituting for L in equations (ft) we have,

(A - p) cos a + F cos /3 + i^ cos 7 = 1

Fcosa + (i? - p) cos/3 + 2)cos7 = ^
(0;

£ cos a + D cos /3 + (C - p) cos 7 =
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and eliminating cos a, cos /3, and cos 7 by cross multiplication, we obtain

(A - p) (B -p)iC-p)- D"- (A-p)- E"- {B-p)- F' (C - p) + 2 DBF = 0.

If we take the three values of p deducible from this equation and substitute them successively

in equations (c), those equations combined with (2) will give three distinct systems of values for

cos a, cos /3, and cos 7, belonging (as is well-known) to three lines perpendicular to each other.

Hence, it follows, that there is at every point (P) of a continuous solid mass under extension

or compression, a system of three rectangular axes, such, that if the small plane («) at P be so

placed that its normal shall coincide with one of those axes the whole resultant action on s shall be

normal to it, the tangential action upon it being then equal to zero. These three axes are called

the a.ves of principal pressure or tension with reference to the point P.

3. M. Cauchy, in the Memoir above referred to, converts equation (l) into the equation

to a surface of the second order, by putting

^ 1 O
« cos 6 = ± -^ , r cos a = .r, r cos p = y, r cos y = z.

,.-

The inverse of the square of any radius vector will manifestly be a measure of the normal

action on a small plane through P perpendicular to the radius vector, the axes of principal pressure

or tension coinciding with the axes of this surface of the second order. We may remark, that of

the three principal pressures or tensions above determined, one will be a maximum and another a

minimum, while that of an intermediate value will be neither, though it satisfies the conditions

' P ^"^^ = 0, and =0. It is, in fact, that value of p cos S which is represented by the

da d(i

inverse of the square of the mean axis of the surface, and that mean axis, considered as a parti-

cular radius vector, is a maximum with reference to one principal section, and a minimum with

reference to the other to which it belongs, so that though — (— ) =0, and ^ (
—

)
=0 when

r = mean axis, all the conditions of a maximum or minimum are not satisfied.

I make these remarks here because a similar mode of geometrical representation may be found

useful in explaining the results obtained in the succeeding part of the investigation.

4. I shall now proceed to investigate the positions of the plane s passing through P, when the

tangential action upon it is greatest, i. e. when /) sin ^ = max.

To simplify our formulae, we may here take the axes of principal pressure or tension as the

co-ordinate axes. In this case there will be no tangential force on the plane 6 when it is perpendi-

cular to any of these axes, and consequently, we must have

D = 0, £ = 0, F =0,

and, therefore, equations (a) give

/ = A^ cos^ a + B^ cos' /3 + C^ cos- 7,

and equation (l) gives,

pcos,^ = A cos" a + B cos^ ^ + C cos^ 7.

Hence we have

p^ sin' ^ = J' cos' a + B- cos' fi + Cf cos' y - {A cos- a + B cos' /3 -1- C cos' 7)',

the quantity which is to be made a maximum subject to the condition

cos' a + cos' /3 + cos" 7 = 1.

By virtue of the last equation, we have

p- sin' 3 = (cos' a-l-cos' /3 -t- cos' 7) (J' cos^ a + E"^ cos' ;3-fC cos' 7) - (J cos' a + B cos' /3 + C cos' 7)',
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which by reduction gives

/>' sin'' ^ = (J - Bf cos= a cos^ /3 + (J - Cf cos' a cos' -y + (fi - C')' cos' /3 cos' 7 = /« a .r . . . (3).

Hence, if Z be an arbitrary multiplier, we obtain

\{A - Bfcof?(i + (J - C)'cos'7 + L\ cos a sin a =
]

i^(,A - B)-cos'a + {B - C)'cos'7 + L} cos/3sin/3 = '

^jy

\iJ -Cfcos'a+ (5-C)'cos'/3 +Z-}cos7sin7 = o

Let us first suppose these equations satisfied by equating, in each case, their first factors to

zero; and for brevity put

P = A- B, Q = A - C, R = B - C
. P=Q- R.

Now, substituting 1 - cos'a -cos^/3 for cos' 7, and eliminating L between the first and third,

and the second and third equations, we obtain

(P2 _ Q2 _ ^2j cos2 /3 - 2 Q2 cos2 a + Q- = 0,

(pi- Q2 - Ri) cos^a - 2«-cos2/3 + R^ = ;

or since P' = {Q - R)",

P"-Q^-R' = -2QR;
.: 2R cos* y3 + 2 Q cos' a - Q = 0,

2 Q cos' a + 2R cos* /3 - /? = 0,

whicl) cannot hold simultaneously unless Q — R, and .-. P = ; or A = B. This mode, therefore,

of satisfying equations (rf) is not admissible.

Again, we may satisfy those equations by

sin a = 0, cos /3 = 0, cos 7 = o,

a system of equations which also satisfy (2). In this case the normal to the small plane a will

coincide with the axis of .r, i. e. with an axis of principal pressure, and therefore, these values

ought to give the tangential force = zero, as they do. Zero is in fact a minimnni value of that force.

Similar conclusions hold with reference to the axes of y and « for the following svstems of values.

cos a = 0, sin /3 = 0, cos 7 = 0;

cos a = 0, cos /3 = 0, sin 7 = 0.

Finally, we may satisfy ccjuations (rf) by

cos a = 0,

P' cos'^ a + Ji- cos- 7 + Z, = 0,

Q' cos' a + R- cos- /3 + Z, = 0.

Eliminating L, we have

cos' j3 = cos' 7 ;

.-. 2 cos' /3 = 1 ;

.-. )8 = 7 = ± 45".

Two other systems of values may evidently be obtained in a similar manner, and thus equations

(d) and (2) are satisfied by the three following systems of values

:

a = 90", /3 = 7 = =t 45",
J

/3 = 90», 7 = a = ±45", ) (e).

7 = 90°, a = /3 = ± 45°.
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5. If T'l, T.,-, and T3 be the corresponding values of the tangential force, we have

T,' = \{B- Cy, T.? = 1{A- Cy, TJ' = i(A- By.

If J, B, C be taken as they always may be, so that J shall be the greatest and C the least,

T2 will be the greatest of these values, and I shall shew that it in fact is the only one which

satisfies the conditions of being a maximum. To do this, and to explain the relations of these

particular values of the tangential force to its general values, it will be convenient to have recourse

to a geometrical representation, analogous to that before spoken of with reference to the normal

forces. For this purpose assume

c'

p sin ^ = To—

,

r''

w = r cos a, y = r cos /3, « = r cos y ;

where T^ denotes a constant force, and c a constant line. Then equation (3) becomes

r/c* = P^rV + Q'x'z^ + R^y-z^ (4),

the equation to a surface such that the inverse of the square of the radius vector from the point P,

will be proportional to the tangential force on the plane s when perpendicular to that radius vector.

To find the intersections of the surface and the co-ordinate planes, put x = 0, y = 0, and z = 0,

consecutively ; we thus have

T
yz = ± —2c2,

xy = ±

To

T

1

of ——; in these cases respectively are

P
2To'

1R ]_ Q
2To'~c'' iTo'"^'

which are proportional to

B, Q, P;

or to B - C, A-C, u -B,

or to the three tangential forces previously

designated by

Tr, T„ T,.

(Fig. 1.)

as the equations to the intersections, each of which consists of two equal hyperbolas referred to the

asymptotes as axes of co-ordinates, as repre-

sented in the annexed diagram. PA, making

equal angles with the two co-ordinate axes in

the plane of the paper, is the semi-axis major,

and minimum radius vector in the hyperbola

whose vertex is A. Its position and that of

PA' correspond to the first, second, or third of

the systems of values (e) of a /3 and -y, ac-

cording as the plane in which the hyperbolas

lie is that of yz, xz, or xy. Also the values
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111 each case PA is a minimum value of the radius vector with reference to the hyperbola

of which it is the semi-axis major, and consequently PA is the position of the normal to the plane s,

when the tangential force upon it is, in the same relative sense, a maaimum. It still remains

to be determined whether PA is also a minimum value of the radius vector in a section of the

surface made by a plane through PA and the co-ordinate axis perpendicular to the plane of

the paper. For this purpose, let tliis last-mentioned axis be first taken as that of x, and let

.V = r cos 9, y = r s\nd sin (p, z = r s\n 9 . cos <p,

r 9 and (t) being the ordinary polar co-ordinates. Substituting these values in the equation (i)

to the surface, and putting (h = iS", we obtain

^.c' P'+Q' . „ tP' + Q' R-\ . ,^

the polar equation to the section through the axis of ,v and the axis of either hyperbola in the

plane of y«.

Similarly, putting

y = r cos 9, z = r sin 9 sin 0, • w = r sin 9 . cos <b.

we obtain

^,c- P'-^ R' . ,^ /P^ + R' Q'

2

. , ^ /P' + R' Q'\
sin'0- I

—

—J sin'fj (6),

the polar equation to the section of the surface by a plane through the axis of y and the axis of

either hyperbola in the plane of .r.:-.

Again, putting

z = r cos 9, y = rsin 9 sin (p, ,r = r sin 9 cos (p,

we have

T^ - = :^- si
>•' 2

„.,-(«:^-^).i„., p),

the equation to the section through the axis of x, and the axis of either hyperbola in the plane of .ry.

dr
Differentiating (."i), (C), and (?), and putting —- = 0, we obtain in the several cases,

(19

\{P' + Q-') - {2 (F- -(- Q-) - R-\ sin'^'f sin cos = 0, 1

{(P=-H R-)- {2(F-HiZ-) - Q=} sin^e} sin0cos0=o, [
(/)•

{(Q- -(- ^-) - {2 (Q-'
-I- R-) - P\ sin= 9\ sin cos = 0, )

Each of these equations may be satisfied by

sin = 0, cos 0=0.

The first corresponds to r = 03 , the axis from which 9 is measured being an asymptote to the

curve. The second gives 9 = 90", and therefore r = AP, which is consequently either a maximum
or a minimum value of r with respect to the curve in which r and 9 are the variable co-

ordinates. Now since r = co when 9 = 0, or 180", and r = AP when 9 = <)0'\ it is manifest that

dr
AP must be a minimum value of ;•, provided — is not rendered zero by any value of 9

dr
between and •lO" ; but it, on tlie contrary, --— become zero for some value of 9 between those

a9
limits, the corresponding value of r must be a minimum, in which case PA will be a mojcimum

Vol. VIII. Taut IV. 3
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value, since maxima and minima occur alternately. To ascertain whether any value of 6^ between

dr
and 90" does render —— = 0, we must see whether such value can be derived in any of the

dO
three cases above, by equating to zero the expressions witliin the brackets in equations (/).

Taking the first of those equations, we have

sin' e =
F'+ Q-

2 {P' + Q ) - R
which will give a value of 9 between and 90°, provided the fraction be positive and less than

unity. Now the difference between the numerator and denominator

= i» + Q= _ R\
and A, B, and C being taken in order of magnitude, and A the greatest, Q{=A — C) is greater than

R {= B - C). Consequently P^ + (^ — R' is positive, and the denominator of the above fraction

is positive and greater than the numerator, and sin G is j3ossible. The value of r corresponding to

the value of 9 thus obtained, will be a viinimum, and therefore PA will in this case be a maximum.
Hence it appears that PA is a maximum value of the radius vector with reference to the section of

the surface by a plane through the axis of a-, while it is a minimum with reference to the section,

perpendicular to the former, made by the plane of yz. In this case then PA is neither a maximLim

nor minimum value of the radius vector of the surface.

Exactly the same conclusion may be drawn from the third of equations (/), in which case the

two sections to which PA is common, and one through the axis of a;, and that made by the

plane of x y.

The annexed figure (2) represents the curve in each of the above cases referred to r and 0,

CPC being in the first case the axis of x, and in the

second the axis of z. PB and PB' represent the two

minima radii vectores in these sections.

It remains to consider the second of equations (/),
which gives

sin = ^—

—

.

2(P- + R^) - Q'

Here, the denominator — the numerator = P' + R' - Q^.

Now P=Q-R, (Art. 4) ;

.-. P" + R' - Q' = 2R' -2RQ
= -2R{Q- R),

which, since Q is greater than R, shews that the deno-

minator is less than the numerator. Consequently there

is no value of 9 between and 90", in this case, -which

dr
renders -—

- = o, and PA is here a minimum value of
do

the radius vector, i.e. in the section made by a plane through the axis of y. PA is also a minimum
for the section made by the plane ot xx. Consequently if figure (l) represent the plane of xz, each

of the four equal lines PA is an absolute minimum value of the radius vector of the surface,

and —--2 represents the absolute maximum value of the tangential force. The positions of these

lines correspond to the following system of values of a /3 and y,

/3 = 90% -y = a = =^ 45",
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the second of the systems (t), (Art. 4), and the corresponding value of the tangential force is

T, = ^(A- C),

the absolute maximum value of the tangential force acting on a plane of indefinitely small and

constant area (a), passing through any assigned point P of the solid body, and capable of assuming

any angular position about that point. For this maximum value, the normal to the small plane,

maylie in two positions, both in the plane of .vz, and bisecting the angle between the axes of

,v and z, the one above and the other below the axis of x, those axes being so taken as to coincide,

the former with the direction of the greatest principal tejision at P, and the latter with that of the

least. If one of the principal tensions be changed into a pressure, it must be regarded as a

negative tension, and therefore as the least principal tension, and its direction taken as the

axis of z. In this case we shall have T.2 = ^ (A + C). If there be two pressures, the greatest

will = - (,'. If all the principal forces be pressures, the least pressure will be - J, and the

greatest pressure - C, and therefore T^ = 4 (C - A). Thus T.^ will in all cases be the algebraical

difference of the greatest and least principal tensions, considering pressures as negative tensions.*

6. As an elucidation of the subject, I shall consider a few particular cases.

(1) Suppose B = C ; the normal tensions will be the same for all positions of the plane s, in

which its normal lies in the plane yx, and there will be an infinite number of positions of the

plane *• corresponding to the maximum tangential action, such that the locus to tlie normals of *

will be a conical surface whose axis is that of x, the semi-vertical angle of the cone being 45°.

(2) If the mass at any proposed point (P) be acted upon only by two tensions acting as principal

tensions, these must be considered as tiie axes of x and y, the axis of z, that of least principal

tension (supposed here = zero) being perpendicular to the plane of the two tensions.

(;>) If there be only two principal tensions, as in the last case, but one of them become a

pressure, the direction of this latter must be taken as the axis of «, that of least tension.

(l) If botii these principal tensions become pressures, the line perpendicular to the plane in

which they act, must be taken for the axis of x, (the axis of greatest principal tension), and the

direction of the greatest pressure for the axis of jr.

'riie axes of x and x, those of greatest and least principal tensions being known, the two positions

of the plane of maximum tangential action are immediately known.

{,) Let PQRS represent a plane section of an elementary parallelopiped of the body parallel

to two oi)posite sides, and suppose PQRS a square. Let the forces on the

element be entirely tangential and parallel to the plane of the paper, there

being no force perpendicular to that plane. Then (Art. l) the tangential

force on each side of the element will be the same; let it =/ and act on each

side in the directions indicated by the arrows. Also let PqrS be the section

of the same element, supposing the forces /not to act; then it is manifest that

these forces produce an extension = SQ — Sq in the direction SQ, and a com-

pression = Pr - PR in the direction RP perpendicular to SQ. In fact tiie

forces/ may be resolved into /.cos 45" parallel to SQ, extending each particle in that direction,

and an equal force compressing the particles perpendicular to SQ. The former will act as a

principal tension, tiie latter as a principal pressure. If A and — C be their values referred to a

unit of surface, we must have

A . QR sin io' =/. QR cos 45",

and C . QR cos 45° =/ . QR sin 45«
;

.-. A=f, and C = f;

-
«
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and therefore the greatest tangential force

= 1(^ + C)=/,

and it acts in the planes PQ and PS; i- e. it is the impressed tangential force, as it is sufficiently

manifest it ought to be.

(6) It is of some importance with reference to the particular ajjplication of these investigations

which is here contemplated, to remark that when the general mass is so acted on by external forces

that its different elementary portions are subjected in very different degrees to the kind of distortion

leprescnted in fig. 3., there may be a great extension or compression at particular points without

a correspondent increase or decrease on the same scale in the general dimensions of the mass.

Indications of such local extension and compression seem to be frequently indicated by the distortion

of organic remains.

SECTION II.

7. Organic remains, more especially shells, are usually found in greatest abiaidance along

those surfaces within a fossiliferous mass, which we recognize as planes or surfaces of separation

between contiguous beds. These shells, especially the flatter ones, will generally be found with

their flatter surfaces parallel to the surface of the bed on which they lie, and such may also be

expected to be the case as a general rule, with respect to shells contained within a bed instead of

bein"- between two contiguous beds. The first pressure to which these shells was subjected must

have been that due to the weight of the superincumbent beds deposited upon them, while the whole

remained undisturbed. If the shell yielded to this pressure it would become flattened, and fre-

quently also extended in length or breadth, or in all directions according to the nature of the shell.

It would seem probable that the proportions of the linear horizontal dimensions would not be

mucl) altered by this vertical compression, but the possibility of its being otherwise should not be

forgotten by the observer. It may also be remarked, that should any horizontal elongation take

place from this cause in one direction more than another, that direction can only have reference to

the shell itself, and not to any fixed lines in space, unless it can be shown that the position in which

the shell was originally imbedded bore some relation to such lines, as for instance, that the median

lines from the beak to the margin in different shells should have been parallel to some common direction.

Any such law, however, would seem to carry with it the highest degree of a priori improbability.

When the mass became elevated and dislocated, especially in the degree in wliich such has been

the case in most of the ancient fossiliferous rocks, it would generally be subjected to great

pressures and tensions; but it is of the first importance to remark, that none but comparatively

small pressures or tensions could be called into action in the direction of the strike of the beds,

by their elevation into straight, or approximately straight anticlinal ridges; and that, consequently,

two of the directions of principal tension or pressure must lie in a vertical plane perpendicular to

the direction of the anticlinal line and strike of the beds, with which the third axis of principal

tension must coincide. Now in this elevation, it is highly probable that the mass will generally

be extended in some directions, and I consider it almost certain that it must, in most cases, be

compressed in other directions, these compressions and extensions taking place in the above

mentioned vertical plane perpendicular to the strike of the beds. Hence, we may conclude that

generally the minimum tension will be a pressure, as in (:>) of last Article. The axes of greatest

and least tension through any point will lie in a vertical plane perpendicular to the strike of the

beds, and consequently the intersections of the planes of greatest tangential action with the planes

of the beds will be horizontal lines. Through every point there will be two planes of maximum
tangential action perpendicular to each other, and therefore, dipping one of them in the same

direction as the beds, and the other in exactly the opposite direction, the strike of all these planes

being the same.
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the distorted forms of organic remains

(Fig. 4.) "^A

may indicate the8. Let us now consider hov

directions which must have been

those of maximum and minimum

tension or pressure, and the po-

sition of the planes of maximum
tangential action at some former

epoch, posterior to the elevation

which raised the general mass

into anticlinal ridges. la the

first place, suppose tlie planes of

maximum tangential action to

coincide, at least approximately,

with those of stratification. Let

AIN represent one of tlie.se j)lanes

on which, between two beds, the

fossil shell AB is found, the un-

distorted form of the shell being

known. MN^ is supposed to co-
^

incide with the dip of the beds,

and the median line of the shell to lie in the direction of their strike, the plane of the paper

being vertical. Also, let CT and CP be the directions of maximum and niiniiuium tension

( Fig. 5.

)

respectively, each inclined at an angle of 45" to MX.
Then the continuous line will represent the distorted

form of the shell, of which the original form is indicated

by tiie dotted line. Fig. 5, in which the plane of tlie

paper represents the jjlane of a bed, will represent the

distorted form of the upper valve of the same shell. It

is important to remark, that this angular distortion will

take place in t/ie direction of the dip (MN) of the beds,

and perpendicular to their strike (SCS).

Again, let the planes of stratification be perpendicular

to one of tlie directions of principal tension, then will

MN the direction of the dip, be a direction of maximum
tension or of maximum pressure In tlie former case an

imbedded fossil will be elongated, and in the latter case

compressed, in the direction MN, but without any of

that angular distortion represented in the previous case

(Fig. 4), unless it should be accidentally produced by

direct compression, in which case, Jiowever, it will have

no such necessary reference to the directions of dij) and

strike as above mentioned.

Conversely, if it be observed that the organic forms

lying between two contiguous beds, have undergone

great angular distortion, we may conclude that the i

planes of stratification must have coincided more or less,

approximately, with those of maximum tangential action at the time when the distortions were

produced ; but if the observed distortions indicate only direct compression or extension, unac-

companied by angular distortion, we may conclude, that the planes of stratification, at the time

just mentioned, must have coincided at least approximately, with the directions of maximum or

of minimum pressure.
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y. Tlie application of these conclusions to the leading object of this communication, the possible

influence of internal pressure in producing cleavage structure, may be made very briefly. If we

recognize the probability of this influence, if not as a primary cause, yet as effective in determining

the positions of the planes of cleavage, we must, I think, almost necessarily suppose, as I have

before remarked, that those planes must coincide more or less accurately either with planes

perpendicular to the directions of maximum pressure, or with those perpendicular to the direc-

tions of minimum pressure, or with the planes of greatest tangential action. Now, let us sup-

pose the organic forms lying on the surface of a bed to have suffered great angular distortion,

and therefore the planes of stratification and of greatest tangential action to have been at least

approximately coincident ; then, if tlie planes of cleavage nearly coincide with those of stratification,

we may conclude that the tangential action and not the direct pressure or tension has been the effective

agency in determining the position of the cleavage planes; and the conclusion will be strengthened

if we find that, as a general rule, the angular distortion is greater the more nearly the planes of

stratification and of cleavage are coincident. Again, suppose the observed distortions to consist in

direct compression or extension, without considerable angular distortion, and therefore the planes of

stratification to have been perpendicular either to the directions of greatest pressure or to those of

greatest ten.sion, and consequently inclined at an angle of ^o" to the planes of greatest tangential

action ; then, if the cleavage planes be also inclined at an angle of nearly 45" to the planes of stratifi-

cation, we shall be again led to the same conclusion as above. If, on the contrary, it sliould be found

that wjien the cleavage planes and the planes of stratification are nearly coincident, the distortion con-

sists only in direct compression ; or if, with great angular distortion, the cleavage planes should be

inclined at about 45" to those of stratification (cases exactly opyjosite to those previously supposed,)

we must conclude tliat direct pressure has been the influential cause in determining the position of

the planes of cleavage.

In tile memoir already referred to, Mr. Sharpe has collected, I believe, nearly all the evidence

which has hitherto been obtained on this subject, consisting principally of observations made by

himself and Professor Phillips, and has given drawings of several characteristic distortions, principally

of spirifer disjiinctus, a frequent and well-known shell in some of the older formations in which the

cleavage structure is very distinctly developed. In the most remarkable specimens of Mr.

Sharpens collection (for the inspection of which I am indebted to him) the distortions are very striking,

and, for the most part, of that kind which I liave termed angular distortion. Now all tlie most

remarkable instances of this kind, as Mr. Sharpe has stated in his memoir, are those in which the

planes of stratification and those of cleavage are approximately coincident, the angles between

them varying from one or two to ten or fifteen degrees; whence I should conclude that the

cleavage planes must have approximately coincided with the planes of greatest tangential action,

and consequently that it is to this kind of mechanical action, and not to direct pressure, that

the influence in the production of the cleavage structure must be attributed. Mr. Sharpe has

also described and figured other specimens taken from beds in which the planes of stratification

are inclined to those of cleavage at angles varying from forty to sixty degrees, and in these cases

the distortions (as described in his memoir) consist in a shortening of the axes of the shells in

directions perpendicular to the intersections of the planes of stratification with those of cleavage,

such as would result from direct pressure in that direction. So far this evidence is perfectly in

accordance with that previously cited, for it indicates that the direction of maximum pressure must

have approximately coincided with the planes of stratification, and therefore that these planes must

have been inclined approximately at an angle of forty-five degrees to those of maximum tangential

action. Consequently these latter planes must have approximately coincided with the cleavage

planes in this case as well as in the former one. This latter evidence, however, furnished by Mr.

Sharpe's specimens is not, probably, nearly so complete with respect either to the number of dis-

torted shells or the distinctness of their distortions, as that furnished by the shells first men-

tioned as so curiously and distinctly characterized by great angular distortion. Still, the
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evidence hitherto aclcluceci appears to be, on the whole, consistent with itself and strongly in favour

of the conclusion that whatever may have been the influence of pressure in producing a laminated

structure, that influence must have been due to the tangential action parallel to those planes, and

not to direct pressure perpendicular to them. In fact, I regard the specimens above mentioned,

in which there is great angular distortion combined with an apj)roximate coincidence of the planes

of cleavage and of stratification, as almost decisive against the latter conclusion.

In the search of further evidence, the observer should direct his attention especially to those cases

in whicli the inclination of tiie cleavage planes to the bedding is either small or nearly 45". In

the former case, according to the above inferences, he may expect to find great angular distortion

of the fossils lying (as they will very generally be found to lie,) with the plane of separation

of the two valves parallel to the surfaces of the beds ; and in the latter case he mav expect to

find the shells characterized more especially by direct compression or extension (more probably the

former,) in the plane of the bed, and in directions perpendicular to the intersections of that plane

with the planes of cleavage. At the same time it should be remarked that the angular distortion

may be accompanied by a lengthening or shortening of tlie shell, (more probably the former.) in the

direction of the dip, and also that a considerable direct compression is not likely to be produced

without some degree of angular distortion ; but still, if the above conclusions be true, angular dis-

tortion in the one case, and direct compression or extension in the other, ought especially to

characterize the actual forms of the organic remains.

It might be objected against the theory to which the preceding conclusions tend to lead us, that

if tangential action has been an effective cause in the production of tlie laminated structure, there

ought to be two systems of cleavage planes at right angles to each otiier, since there are two such

systems of parallel planes in wliich the tangential action is a maximum; and this might, I think, be

regarded as a valid objection to a tiieory which should assign the mechanical action here considered

as the primary cause of the laminated structure ; but the objection may probably be obviated in a

great degree, if we regard this kind of mechanical action only as a secondary cause, for it is very

conceivable that it might have greater effect in aiding the development of the structure in question

along one of the systems of i)lanes of greatest tangential action than along the other. Whatever
may be the apparent force of tliis objection, however, the discussion of it may be regarded, perhaps,

somewhat premature till furtiier observation shall have ascertained more distinctly what indications

may be found of the existence of a second set of cleavage planes less developed tiian those which
more immediately attract our notice. The point is deserving of the attention of the geologist.

The adoption of the opinion, that the mechanical agency above described has been one efficient

cause of the laminated structure, necessarily involves the conclusion of that structure having origi-

nated at some epoch posterior to the great movements which have determined the general configura-

tion of the external surface, and the geological structure of large portions of the earth's crust, which

are observed to possess this laminated character. It is also a necessary inference that the line

of strike of the planes of lamination must coincide with that of the planes of stratification (Art. 7).

The results of observation undoubtedly corroborate this latter inference, for it would appear that

we may state as a general fact, that the strike of the planes of cleavage is parallel to the directions

of the anticlinal lines of the district. The amount and cliaracter of the local deviations from this

law are not yet in any case, I believe, accurately determined. Observed facts appear, also, to

corroborate the above conclusion respecting the epoch at which the laminated structure was super-

induced ; for the persistency with which the strike and tiip of the cleavage planes are frequently

maintained through disrupted and contoi'ted strata, distinctly implies that the lamination must have

been produced after the elevation and disruption of the general mass. These general facts are in

harmony with the theoretical view of the subject which has been here presented ; how far the more
detailed results of observation will be found so remains to be determined.

Geologists are well aware tiiat currents of electricity have been assigned as a probable cause of

the laminated structure, and that this hypothesis has received great support from the results of
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experiments made in the first instance by Mr. Fox, and afterwards repeated by Mr. Hunt, as

described by the latter gentleman in an interesting memoir, contained in the Memoirs of the Gen-

logical Survey of Great Britain, Vol, i., on the influence of magnetism on crystallization. It

would be foreign to my object to enter into any discussion of a theory founded on these experi-

mental results ; and indeed detailed discussion of any theory on the subject would be, I conceive,

at present entirely premature ; but I would remark that views of the subject founded on these

results, and those founded on the observed facts respecting the distortion of organic forms, are

by no means to be considered as opposed to each other. On the contrary, it is very possible

tion we may hereafter be better able to account for the phenomena of lamination by the joint opera-

that of the causes to which they would be referred respectively according to these two views of

the subject, than by the independent operation of one of those causes only.

In concluding this communication, I would especially remark that the advocacy of any parti-

cular theory on the subject of cleavage structure has formed no part of my object. Our ignorance

of the physical causes of crystallization, or the manner in which such supposed causes may ope-

rate, is too great to admit of our forming at present any theory on the subject which might not be

deemed altogether premature. All I would here insist upon is this—that the facts observed by

Professor Phillips and Mr. Sharpe indicate certain determinate relations between the distortions of

organic forms and the positions of the planes of lamination of the beds in which those forms are

discovered, relations which seem to imply that the forces which produced the distortion had also

their influence in determining the planes of lamination. My object has been to point out the

accurate, mechanical conditions of the problem, and thus to indicate the points to which the

attention of future observers should be especially directed in order that their observations may
afford conclusive tests of the truth of any theory which may hereafter recognize the efficiency of

the mechanical agency explained in this paper, as one of the causes of the laminated structure.

W. HOPKINS.
Cambridoe, May^, 1847.
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Introduction.

The researches of whicl) an account is here presented, had their origin in the followinsj

manner. In the Autumn of 184G, having communicated a Theorem (which will be found in the

sequel) on the Partition of Numbers to Professor A. De Morgan, I received from him an obliging

reply, wherein he intimated a wish that 1 would turn my attention to Combinations, as a depart-
ment in Mathematics, which, he thought, much needed cultivation. I acted upon this su"-o-estion

and shortly afterwards sent to Mr. De M. results, and subsequently from time to time further

results, which he wished me to render public. These I placed at his disposal ; and, with mv
concurrence, he drew up an account of my Researches, in a Paper which was read before the

Society on the 1st of ^larch, I84.7.

After the reading of this Paper, further suggestions presented themselves to me, of which I

drew up an account, and this was laid before the Society by way of Supplement to the former Paper
of Professor De Morgan. Still furtiier imjirovements again occurred to me; and it then seemed to

me desirable that both Papers should be withdrawn, to give me an opportunity of revising my own
researches, and of incorporating the revision in one Paper to be communicated to the Society.

Many important original observations on the same heads of inquiry, proceeding from Professor

De Morgan himself, were contained in the Paper which he drew up ; and I should much regret

if, in consequence of the course which I have suggested of withdrawing that communication, those

observations were to be lost to the Society and the public.

It was as impossible for mc, as for any other person, to hold communication with that "•entle-

man on Mathematical questions, and avoid deriving great advantage from his sagacity and erudition

in Mathematics. I have not, I trust, abused those advantages by appropriating to myself anything
which belongs to him ; but I have endeavoured, while possessing those advantages, to carry on my
researches with originality and independence.

SECTION 1.

On the Partitions of Xumbcrs.

1. From a recollection of the important application made by Waring of the Partitions of
Numbers to the developcment of the power of a Polynome, I was led to investigate their properties,

in the hope of discovering some ready method of determining in how many different ways a "iven

Number can be resolved into a given number of parts.

Assuming the Unit to be the lower limit of the magnitude of the parts, I found that if tiie

Number to be partitioned, X, were expressed in terms of a certain Modulus, m, so that N was

Vol. Viii. P.\ET IV. .sP
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= mt + r, the number of the ways of resolving N into p parts could be expressed in tiie form of a

rational and integral function of the factor, t. Thus, in the case of Bi-partition, 2 being the

Modulus, and the Number being 2t, or 2t + ^, t is the number of the partitions. In the case of

Tri-partition, 6 being tiie Modulus,

For N = 6t, the number of the partitions is 3t-,

= 67 ± 1 #[3<±l],

= 67 ± 2 <[3i;±2],

= Gt + 3 3f + 3< + I,

and in the case of Quadri-partition, when the Modulus is 12, and t becomes of 3 dimensions, I also

ascertained the formulae. But perceiving that, since the modulus and the dimensions would increase

with the number of the parts, the functions obtained would be so many, and of such complexity as

to be of little or no practical utility, I abandoned that method, and sought for some other. Having
at last discovered the method here proposed, (Arts. 7 and 8, Sect. 1,) I communicated the same to

Professor A. De Morgan, trusting to his known Mathematical erudition for obtaining the information

I required—whether the method was novel. By his reply, I was made aware that the Partitions

of Numbers had received a share of his attention, and that he had written a paper on the subject,

which was published anonymously in the 4th Volume of the Cambridge Mathematical Journal. He
further stated that, after the date of that publication, he had also discovered the Theorem which I

communicated to him ; tliough he had not announced it ; and since I have no doubt of the entire

accuracy of that statement, he must participate fully in any credit that may attach to the discovery

of the formula in question.

In this Section of my present Paper, I have limited myself, as regards these partitions, to

what I considered necessary for the proof and illustration of the Tiieorem in question. Other

matters bearing on the question of Partitions occur in the Section on Combinations.

2. The number of the different ways in which a Number, N, can be resolved into p parts,

when no number is admitted as a part, but such as is either equal to, or greater than, the arbitrary

number, rj, may be denoted by [iV, « ]. We may term i) the lower limit of the parts, or parti-

tion, or, for brevity, the lower limit. By a. p — partition of N, I mean any set of p numbers,

having A'^ for their sum.

A partition included among tliose, the number of which is denoted by [A^, p^], may consist of

parts exclusively equal to, or exclusively greater than >/ ; or it may contain some parts equal to,

and some parts greater than »;.

\_N, p^'\ includes the whole of \_N, yj^ + i] ;

[A'', />,+i] includes the whole of [A'', p^^^-i] '-,

and, generally, the partitions which have >/ for their lower limit, include all those partitions in

which the lower limit is greater than >;.

3. If to or from eacli part in every partition of A'^ whose lower limit is rj, a given number Q

be added or subtracted, A'^ will be increased or diminished by the amount j)9 ; but the number of

the partitions, and the number of the parts in every partition, will remain unchanged : i. e.

[N, pj = iN^pd, p^^-] (I).

This involves the conclusion, that we recognize 0, and negative numbers also, among the

admissible parts; unless we expressly assume that they are to be excluded. It also involves the

recognition of negative numbers, as the subjects of partition, unless their exclusion be expressly

stipulated.
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4. Since N = rj + (-V — r/), therefore take all such (p — 1) — partitions of X — >;, as have tj

for their lower limit ; and with every such set of parts let r] be conjoined as an additional, or /j""

part. We shall thus obtain all such p — partitions of iV, as, besides having >; for their lower limit,

agree also in containing at least one part equal to >;. From these partitions, therefore, are excluded

all those p — partitions of iV which have for their lower limit rj + i. Hence,

[N, p.-j-lN, p,+,] = [iV -
,,, ;.-],] (n);

.-. also IN+ ,,, p+ 1,] - [N+rj, p+ i,,i] = [N, />,] (II*).

5. In [A^, p,], let N<pti. If negatives be admitted, then let iV^ be the greater negative;

and by the addition to >; of a positive quantity greater than »;, and to iV of a positive quantity

greater than prj, let the lower limit and the number to be partitioned be rendered positive. Since

no positive integer less than ptj can be resolved into p parts having a positive integer, tj, for their

lower limit, no partition of the kind indicated by the notation can be effected. Therefore,

when N<pr), [iV, J9,] = (m)-

Then if rj be positive, and p is also a positive integer, [o, p^'\ = 0.

The two following extreme cases, [iV, 0^], and [o, 0^] require explanation.

By (II.) [N+n, ij - [A^+ >;, i,+0 = [N, oj.

But, when iV and j; are positive integers, [A' + >;, l^] = 1,

and [.V + V, I^^,] = 1

;

••• [A^. oJ = 1 - 1 = « (IV).

Also, by (.1.) [A', 1,,] - [A^, 1^^,] = [o, O.v].

But [N, l.v] = l; and, by (in.) [A"", i^.,|]=0;

.-. [0, O.v] = 1-0= 1 (v).

Hence also, if A^ = pr,, [N, />,] = [p,j, jaj = [o, p^] = [p, jo,] = 1.

6. Professor De Morgan (as he informs me) has, in the Cambridge Mathematical Journal,

traced Equation (ii.) to its consequences, in the case where the number of j)arts is preserved

constant, and the variation is thrown on the number to be partitioned.

In this case, [A'", pj - [A'', p,^,] = = [A'- t,. p -
1,],

[A^ /*,+ .] - [A', P,+.] = [A^ - ./ - 1, P - i.^i'] = [N - ,, - p, p - 1 J.

[A^ P^.e] - [N, p,,,„] = [A^ -,,-e, p- 1,^] = [A' - „ - pO, p - 1,]

;

.-. [A^, pj - [A^ p,.,,,] = s: [N - ,, - pz, p - 1 J.

Here >; is the lower limit of the parts admitted, and t/ + + i is the lower limit of the parts

excluded ; that is to say, all those partitions are excluded which have every part greater than ti + O.

Write I'' for rj + 6. Then let X'=pV + r, r being a remainder less than p, and I' the integer

A^
nearest to, but not exceeding — . When }" becomes F, [A'', P\~+\] = ;

.-. [A^ pj = [X, /,,.-..] + S^"-- [X-r,- p:r, /, - I

J

S:-''\,X-r,-pz, p-^^-]

= [^'. /^v>,] + sr-" [X-ii+p[n-i])-P^, p-i] (VI.) ^

Sl-''[X-il+p[t,-i])-pz, p-1] (vn.)

3P2
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Thus, [31, Sg] = So [20 - 5z, 4i],

= [20, 4,] + [15, 4,] + [10, 4,] + [5, 4,] ;

i.e. 101 = 64 + 27 + 9 +1.
7. By a different transformation of the equation of differences, (11), we arrive at a different

summation ; in which the number remains constant, while the parts vary. In that equation, if we

write q for p, we have,

[A^ + ,;, 7 + 1] - [.V, 7J = [iV + ,;, q + l^ = [N-q,,, f/ + l] ;

t, ri+ \ 1

[N + 2>], 7 + 2] - [iV + 7], r/ + 1 ] = [A^ + 2 t], q + 2'\ = [N - q tj, 7+2].
r, r) n + l 1

[N + pr], q + p]- [N+(p - 1)>;, (]+ ip- 1)] = [^V+p>,, r/ + ;;] = [.V-7/;, q + p] ;

1 >) >;+ ' 1

.-. [N + pr,, 7 + p] - [-^s fyj = -^'f [-'^' - 7>;> 7 + «]•

Now [_N, q^l vanishes, either when JV < qrj, or when 7 = 0; the exception to the latter case

being when N = qr). \i N < qtj; then, since

\_N + pr), q + p] = [A' - qj, +q + p, q + p'] = 0,

and [A^, r/J = [A'' - qtj + q, 7.] = 0,

it follows that S'! \_N' - qi], q + z'\ =0.
I 1

And we have only + = 0.

But if 7 = 0,

[N + p, p,]-[N, 0j = ^f[A^ z,];

.: [N + p, p,']=S;;\_N; %,] (vm),

or [A^ p,] =SPlN-p, z,] (viii*);

.-. also [A^ p,^=S^\_N-p,], z,-\ (IX).

Thus [31, 53] = [ifi, 0] + [16, 1] + [16, 2] + [16, 3] + [iG, 4] + [16, 5].

Or, 101 = + 1 + 8 + 21 + 34 + 37.

The following very elementary proof of this proposition has also suggested itself to me.

We shall exhaust all the ways of resolving A'^ into p parts, having 1 for their lower limit,

if we take

1st, ;} - 1 units, and the remainder N - (p - 1) entire, not less than 2.

2d, /) - 2 units, and the Bi-partitions of the remainder N -p + 2, not less than 2.

jnthly, p - in units, and the m - partitions of A'' - 7J + m, not less than 2.

Lastly, p - p = units, and the p - partitions of N - p + p = N, not less than 2*.

• When p>— , the greatest value of m is N-p; and the I
of the partitions, the two cases of p not > -5-, and P>^, are both

partition of N, corresponding to that value, is [(2p- jV) units, comprehended in formula (viii*).

and (N — p) repetitions of the number 2]. As regards the number
\
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From each of the parts, in every one of these partitions, deduct 1.

Then we shall have

[N, p,] = [N-p, 1,] + [N-p, ^,] + [N-p, m,] +

Also, [N + p, p,] = [N, 1,] + [AT, 2,] + [N, p,};

[A'-/',]:

N =
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on the (p + 1)"* line of the same diagonal may be found; and so in succession, to any required

extent, until they become constant: (vide ^ 9)-

The consequence of the preceding equation is, that any term in the table, say that on the /<"'

line, in column iV, is equal to the sum of all the terms from line to line p inclusive in column

N — p; which is the column at the same distance backwards from column N, that the line o is

from the line p.

9. If in the table we draw a zig-zag line from [O, O] to [12, 6], it will be seen that ail the terms

below that line are of constant recurrence, and are identical with the numbers 1, 1, 2, S, 5, 7, 11,

15, &c., which arise from the summation respectively of all tlie terms in the columns 0, 1, 2,

.'{, 4, 5, 6, 7, &c. 1 proceed to explain this. Let any diagonal line proceed from the head, say

of column J, advancing simultaneously one column and one line. When that diagonal cuts the line

p, N will be equal to A + p.

Now [A + p, p']^ S^ [A, sr]

,

and whenp = A, or > A, its value becomes constant, and is [2 J, A^ = [_A, o] + \_A, l] + ... [A, A],

that is, it becomes equal to the sum of all the terms in column A. Thus one-half of the whole

table is occupied by terms = ; and an additional fourth of it by these constants ; and were it

thought requisite to compute a table of the partitions of numbers, it is only the terms that occupy

the remaining fourth of the whole space of the table, that would actually require computation by

the method of dift'erences : and of this fourth the three first lines are so obvious, as merely to

require being transcribed.

SECTION II.

On Comhinatio7is.

1. The well-known Theorem in Combinations enables us to determine in how many different

ways u elements can be taken at a time out of « elements, all dissimilar. It is the coefficient

of x" in the developed power of the binome, [l + a?]", which, in this case, affords the solution of

the problem.

2. In the first case of combinations which I now propose to investigate, the combining elements

are also of s different kinds ; but there may be more than one element of the same kind : for instance,

a of the elements A, /3 of the elements B, and so on ; and the question proposed is,—In how many
different ways u of the said [a + /3 + &c.] = a- elements can be taken at a time, on condition that

those which are plural in their respective kinds, may be repeated in the same combination ?

3. Combining elements of the form proposed are found in the s geometrically progressing

polynomes,

[l + Ax + A'a:"- + ^"o?"] x [l x Bx + fi'^.x'^] x &c.,

and all the possible combinations of these elements, taken 0, I, 2, , m, a, at a time,

are respectively found aggregated, each with a positive sign, in the coefficients we obtain of

when the product of the said polynomes is developed according to the powers of x. That develope-

ment, supposing all the coefficients to be complete, is of the form

1 +;S'[^].c + SIA'' + AB'^x^ + S{A^ + A'B + ABC^x^ +

-I- S[A" + A"'' B + A"-^B' + BC) + &c.] *" +
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If 1 be now substituted for each of the elements A, B, C, &c., the polynomes will respectively,

become [l + x + x- + *"], [l + x + -3^ + a^], &c., and the coefficient of .r" in the de-

veloped product, now that 1 has become the value also of each term of the form J^E'C in that

product, will represent, not only the sum, but also the number of all such terms : that is to say,

of the difFerent combinations which can be formed with the a elements, taken zi at a time.

4. That coefficient is an explicit function of u, which I now proceed to determine.

The product of these geometrical polynomes, is

I - JT^^' 1
^0 + 1

- . &c.

:

l — X 1 — v

that is, (I -0-)-' [1 -a>»-'] [l -.7-^^'].&c (xi.)

g2 1

1

6'"
I

' *

But [l - .r]-'= 1 + sx + -frr^' + Tim" '''" +

= _l^[l--'|> + 2--'|'.r+ [u + iy-^y x" +].

For tlie sake of brevity,

I.,et j^ + 1 be represented by it^ ;

a + 1 ^y "/

'

/3+ 1 by/3,; &c.

1st. When each of the s kinds of elements, A, B, C, &c. admits of unlimited repetition, the

required coefficient of x", will be

i^^ °' lY'
^^ ^'

and ill this case, of plural elements, all kinds admitting of unlimited repetition, a solution of the

combination problem, to the same effect as the preceding, has, as Mr. Dc Morgan informs me,

been given by Hirsch.

2dly. When the elements of one kind. A, are limited in number to «, but the elements of

the other (s-1) kinds may be repeated without limit, the required coefficient, (which is that of

(1 — x)~' [l - *° ]), will manifestly be

pi|T["r'l'-K-«J-T]' ("">'

from which expression however, the second term is to be excluded, in case [«, -a] should be

negative.

3dly. Wlien the elements of two kinds, A and B, are limited in number to a and /3 re-

spectively, but the elements of the other s - 2 kinds may be repeated witiiout limit, the required

coefficient, (which is that of x" in the developement of (1 - .r)"' [l - x"] [l - x^]), will be obtained

by performing on formula (xii) with /3, the same operation that was before performed on formula

(xi*) with a,. The result will manifestly be

_j («r'i'-[«--°J-T + K-°.-A]-Ti (^„o

I use the factorial notation, in which

s'\ ' represents s (« + !)(« + 2) [» + («— ])],

ands'l-' s(s-l)(s-2) [s-(u-l)].
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from which expression, however, evei-y factorial expression is to be excluded which has a negative

quantity for its first factor.

4thly. By operating on formula (xiii), with y^ in a similar manner, and on the result of that

operation with 5 , and so on in succession, until there remain no factors undisposed of, we shall

obtain for the coefficient of the developement of [l - x]" x [l - .r"] [l - o,'^], &c. the following

expression, subject to the same rule as before, of omitting every factorial which has a negative

quantity for its first factor

:

- &c. + &c.

(XIV).

5. Now if a, /3, y, &c., are all equal, that is to say, if the required coefficient is that of x"

in the developement of ( -y, formula (xiv) will become

+ (- 1)"

+ -4rr r« - 2a,]^-'|' - &c.

(XV);

[", -^«J"T ^-^c.\

where, for any determinate value of z/, the maximum of 9 is the integer nearest to, and not

exceeding ; but if u attain its maximum (which is sa), then the maximum of is the
a + 1

sa + 1

a + 1
integer nearest to, and not exceeding

Example of formula (xiv).

How many different combinations can be formed by taking 2, or 8, at a time, of the 10 elements,

of 4 different kinds.

Answer, for u = 2 ;

A, BB, CCC, DDDD?

[3.4.5 - 1.2.3] =9.
1.2.3

Answer for w = 8.

f9. 10. 11-7. 8. 9 + 4. 5. 6^

-6.7.8 + 3.4.5

-5.6.7+2.3.4

-4.5.6 +2.3.4

+1.2.3

Example of formula (xv).

How many different combinations can be formed by taking 2, or 8, at a time, of the 10 elements.

1.2.3

belonging to 5 different kinds.

A A, BB, CC, DD, EE?
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Answer for 2 ; 5 .3.4.5.6= 15.
1.2.3.4

[9.10.11.12 -5.6.7.8.9 + 10.3.4.5.6] = 15.

6. In cases of Combination, such as those to which formulas (siv.) and (xv.) apply, when it is

required to determine the number of Combinations corresponding, not merely to one or two powers

of .T, but to the entire range of the values of m, from to [a -)- j8 + 7, &c.] = cr in the former case,

and from to sa = tr in the latter, the expression (xi.) for the product of the s Polynomes suggests

the following method for determining arithmetically the entire series of the Coefficients. The

method will be best explained by an example.

How many Combinations can be formed from the Six Elements A, BB, CCC, taking 0, 1, 2'

."j, 4, 5, 6 of them at a time.

Different Values of u
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conjoined; that is, by a elements, of s different kinds, which combine 71 at a time; assuming the /

kinds to be different from the s - t kinds.

Let the Combinations which can be formed by

taking 11* at a time of the o- elements, be [u, a\.

V T {v, t|.

... u-v o- - T \ii - V, a-r}.

Imagine some determinate values given to the variables u and v. Every Combination \ii — v,

a - t] may be paired with every Combination [v, t] ; and thence will arise \?i — v, a - t\

y [v, t} different pairs, each containing u elements of the s kinds. If u remains constant, while

V varies, there will be a pair for every value of v from to u, if /< < r ; and from to -r, if tt > t.

Thus we have, for u < r,

{n, a] = {w, a - t} |o, t} + \u - 1, a - t\ x {l, t\ +

+ {l, a- - t\ {u - 1, t] + {0, o- - T^ \u, t} (xvi).

For u> T,

{u, ff] = {u, a - t] {0, t} + |?< - 1, o- - T^ {1, t} + (xvii).

+ {« - T + 1, a- - t] {t - 1, t\ + [u - T, a - t\ \t, T}f.

Now in each of these expressions write {a - u) for u ; and we shall have in the former

a— u>(T — t; therefore some of the terms at the commencement of this formula fail ; in the second

expression we shall have cr — u < a — t.

For er - u > a — T,

\ a- - u, a\ = {a - T, (t - t\ \t - M, t} + {a - t - u, a - t} \t, t] (xvin).

For a — u < a - T,

{<T - U, (T ] = {a- - U, (T - t] {0, t\ + {<7 - T - U, <T - t\ \t, t] (xlx).

I shall apply this method to the two examples before given, where we have for the Combinations

of A, BB, CCC, taken 0, l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 at a time,

1, 3, 5, 6, 5, 3, 1 Combinations;

and for the Combinations of

DD, EE, taken 0, l, 2, 3, 4 at a time,

1, 2, 3, 2, 1 Combinations.

From these numbers, we have to determine the number of the Combinations of all the Elements

A, BB, CCC, DD, EE, taken together 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 at a time.

• 1 wriie \u, irl to denote the number of Combinations formed I I «, <>
| - S^[ { w.t | x (

tt-»,<i--x
] ] ;

by <r elements, plural or singular, of any kind or numbers of kinds,
| ^^^ (he terms of the table itself are given by the equation

when those elements are taken u at a time:
{ } is used instead of |-„^ t>l =[ii, t)] \u-v, OJ ; which means that the term on line «,

[ J,
in order not to confound Combinations with Partitions. column v, is equal to the product of the term on line v, column

+ The formula is perhaps better given in the condensed form, ' n, by the term on line (« — u), column 0.
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V =
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number of the kinds from wliicli the u Elements are taken, shall be « ; or this additional limitation,

tliat ^i of the z kinds shall each contain v elements

;

and so on ; and the Elements from which such Combinations are to be formed, may admit either of

limited, or unlimited repetition.

10. If the given Elements are of s kinds, and may be repeated in each kind without limit, the

Coefficient of a,'", in the product of the geometrically progressing Polynomes, will consist of terms

in which there are u elements of one kind, ... of 2 kinds, ... of « kinds, ... % never exceeding m,

and finally, when u becomes equal to, or greater than «, becoming equal to s. Consequently, the

models or types, after which these several terms in the Coefficient of os"- are formed, will depend

altogether on the partitions of the number v, into 1, 2, 3, ... z parts. If u < s, the number of

these terms will depend on the number of the partitions of m enumerated in the expression,

[?«, 1,] + [it, 2j + [m, «i] = [2M, Ml].

When u becomes equal to s, the number of these partitions will be [2 s, s]. When u > s, the

number of the partitions will be

[u, 1,] + [u + 2,] + \_u, Si] = [m + S, S|].

See Article 7, Section I., of the present Paper.

Thus, if the Elements are of 6 kinds, and they are to be combined together 7 at a time, there

will be in all [13, 6] =14 types, in accordance with which all the Combinations, containing

7 Elements each, will have to be constructed ; and these types are the following partitions of the

number 7.

Number of

kinds.
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Since the s kinds of Elements can be combined «r at a time in —L— different ways, and since
J--

1 I J '

the different z parts of the above partition admit of being permuted, and in that way differently

.1=1'
distributed among the x kinds of Elements, in -—r-

7-7^ j^t-, different ways, the number of theo I'll \^

different Combinations of the proposed form, in case of unlimited repetition, will be

J- I rM'"' '.I'"" '... i""'.!"^'!"
(XX).

and if corresponding to every different z — partition of u, we construct a similar expr^sion, the sum
of these will give the total number of the Combinations which can be formed from the s kinds of

Elements, when in each Combination there are m Elements of z kinds.

11. In the case of unlimited repetition, the aggregate of all the terms, containing u Elements of

z kinds, admits of Summation. For, if in eacli of the z — partitions of the number «, the parts be

permuted one with another, the number of all these permutations will be

equivalent terms in tlie dcvelopement of the Binomial [l + l]""'. Tliis will appear from the

It -
]

following consideration. In the case of > partition, the parts can be permuted in one wav.

In the case of > partition, the parts can be permuted in (m - 1) ways. Integrate tht-

factorial successively up to 2'"' [l], or 2'"- [u - l] ; and the formula (xxi.) will be the Integral.

Consequently, the number of the different Combinations, containing u Elements of z kinds,

will lie

ly "—?^- (^^"^-

Example. How many Combinations, containing eight Elements of three kinds each, can be

•i . 3 . 2 7.6
formed from four kinds of Elements, unlimited in number. Answer x —— = 84.1.2.31.2

Now the sum of all the terms of the form (xxii.), from ^ = 1 to z = u, ought to be equal to the

Coefficient of .r", or to ~^^^ and accordingly, if we give to the product (xxii.) the form \z, s\

X jsr— 1, ?/ — 1 1 , it will appear to be a particular case of the general tlieorem, Article 7 of the present

Section, last demonstrated; so that 5*
"[{j-, «} x {.? - 1, ?< -

1 1] = {7^ « + ?/ - 1 } =-rn> the first

term in the developement being 0.

12. Suppose the Elements in the s given kinds to be limited in point of number. Let it be

required to form, from these elements. Combinations, each containing (u) elements of z kinds, with

this further limitation, tliat

m of the z kinds shall contain v elements, each :

m" v" : and so on.

1st. If none of tlie given kinds contain as many elements as are denoted by any one of the

numbers v, v', v", ... , no such Combinations as are required, can be formed from the given

elements.
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2ndly. If any of the given kinds contain fewer elements than are denoted by the least of the

numbers v, v', v" ... , such kinds, it is manifest, may be wholly omitted from consideration.

3rdly. If any of the given kinds contain more elements than are denoted by the greatest of the

numbers v, v', v" ... , the excess above such greatest number may be wholly omitted from con-

sideration ; and, in the same manner, if any of the given kinds contain a number of elements

intermediate between two of the numbers v, v', v", ... , the excess above the least of these two

numbers may, in the course of the operation hereinafter directed, be wholly omitted from con-

sideration.

Thus the given set of elements admits of reduction to t kinds, containing at least v elements

each :

+ T' kinds, none of which contain v elements, but each of which contains at least v elements :

+ T" kinds, none of which contain v elements, but each of which contain at least «" elements, &c.

Thus there will be t kinds to supply m kinds in each Combination with v elements each :

f - m + T' = t' kinds, to supply m kinds in each Combination with v elements, each : t' - m'

+ T' = t'' kinds, to supply m" kinds in each combination with v" elements each : and so on.

Therefore since m kinds have been chosen out of t kinds

;

»«' out of t' ... ;

m" out of t" ... ; See-

the number of the Combinations of kinds that will be formed, in which the several kinds will

contain the requisite number of elements, will be

-^ ''T^ ''^W "" ^^ i^^m).

Example.—From the elements F'', E'% D\ CP, B-, A, how many Combinations of the form

or type,

3, 2, 1, 1

can be constructed ?

Since 3 is the highest number in the type, reduce the given elements from

6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1,

to 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 1 ;

then to 2, 2, 2, 2, 1 ;

then to 1, 1, 1, 1.

Then since tn = 1 ; m' =\\ m" = 2 ;

< = 4 ;
/' = 4 ; ^" = 4.

r
I

-' ^'m-|_i ^-;„"| -1^4 4 4.3

T"|' ^
r'l '

^ 1'"'

I

' 7
'^

T
'^

772
~

13. When, however, after previous reduction, if requisite, the limited number of elements is

the same in each of the given kinds, and it is required to determine how many Combinations can

be formed from those elements in accordance witii a given type, either all or none of the kinds

will contain the number of elements requisite to form any required Combination : and the formula

applicable to the case of unlimited repetition, viz. (xx.)

is to be applied.

Example.—Given the elements A", B"", C, D^.

and the type 4, 2, 2.
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How many Combinations can be formed in accordance with that type?

Here « = 4; z = 3; m = 1 ; m' = 2.

4.3.2
And the number of Combinations = —i

r- = 12.

I'l
'

. 1^1'

Given the same elements.—How many Combinations can be formed in accordance with the type

6, 1, 1?

Since 6 is greater than the given limit 5, the Answer is 0.

14. Before closing this Section on Combinations, I shall beg to notice that all of the theorems
it contains, admit of an important application, and that is, to the properties of Composite Numbers.

It is known, for instance, that, if the elements J, B, C, &c. represent primes, a composite

number, of the form J". B^. C. he, will have the total number of its divisors represented by (a + 1)

(j8 + l) (7 + 1) &c.; but if the question be, how many divisors such a number has that are of u
dimensions, the answer to that question will be obtained by means of formula (xiv). But it will

suffice to have hinted at these analogies.

SECTION III.

On Permutations.

1. When there arc s different kinds, each containing only a single element, these elements
taken u at a time, will form s"

|

"' different Permutations ; where s° I

"' = 1°
I

' x the coefficient of .r'

in [1 + .j,']' developed. But when any of the s kinds contain more than one element and the

plurality of the elements is short of infinity, it is only in the particular case where u is equal to the

united number of all the elements belonging to the s kinds, that the number, of tiie permutations
has hitherto been determined. In this case, if there be a elements of one kind, )3 of a second kind

-y of a third kind, &c., and a + /iJ + 7 + &c. = a, the number of the permutations formed by the <r

things taken all at a time, is —r-—5-7-^ r- , according to the well-known theorem." r| '. i^l'.i^l'.&c.
^

2. The latter formula denotes the number of permutations which the a elements of the kind J,
the /8 elements of the kind 5, the 7 elements of the kind C, &c. are capable of forming, when,
instead of being permuted indiscriminately, the J's, the 5's, the C"s, &c. change their order of
sequence in respect of one another, but in respect of the elements of their own several kinds, preserve

an immutable order of sequence. If the a elements ^, not to the full extent of I°| ', but to some
limited extent, undergo the permutations P(a) ; and in like manner the j8 elements B to the limited

extent P(/3); and the 7 elements C to the limited extent ^(7), &c. the number of the permutations
which the <y things will then together form, will be

i'iM^iV'iv|',,^c.
"" ^^")' ^^^^' '^^'y^' ^^ ^'''''')-

3. To determine generally the number of permutations which can be formed from any o-iven

set of elements, taken « at a time.

Let any partition of ?< be jt> + (7 + r + &c. = w.

It has been sliewn, in Articles 12 and 13 of the preceding Section, how to determine the number of

all the Combinations which can be formed from a given set of elements, when each Combination is to

consist of u elements of z kinds, and is to accord with any particular partition of u, or type. If
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that partition be p, q, r, then, in the number of combinations so determined, are included, not

only those of the form A''B^C'\ D^E'iP', &c. (in which the kinds of elements are changed), but

also those of the form A'B''C'', D''E'F'', &c. (in which the kinds remaining the same, the order of

sequence in the numbers jo, q, r is altered). Let the total number of the combinations corresponding

to one such partition of u be denoted by Q. Then since every such combination will give rise to

L!L_! ' = different permutations, if we denote --
, , . ,„ _ . by P,

i^l'.i'l'.i'T. i^'iM^'i'-ri'
^ iT-i'i'-in'

every different partition of u, or type, will give rise to Q x P permutations. We must therefore

determine by Articles 13 and 14, the number of the combinations corresponding to all the different

partitions of u, and also the corresponding permutation factors, and take the product ; and the sum

of all these particular products, or S\_Qx P], will give the total of the permutations which can be

formed from the elements taken m at a time.

1st Example. Given the set of Elements J', B\ (f. Required the number of all the Com-

binations and Permutations of those Elements, when 7 are taken at a time.

Here w = 7 ; * = 3 ; and, since all parts are to be excluded which exceed 4, z in this case

varies only from 2 to 3.

(iiven

Eleiueiils,

/

Parti- j

tions of 7 ^
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time, had not the formula xiv and xv, or the method described in Article (6) of the former Section,

afforded a readier method of attaining the same object. In the case of Permutations, I have not
succeeded, except in certain casf s, in readily determining by means of an explicit function of w,

the number of the permutations formed by u elements of s kinds.

5. It is a known formula, that when the elements in all the « kinds admit of unlimited repe-

tition, the number of the permutations which can be formed by taking u elements at a time, is

expressed by s".

If we take the form I have assumed, in Articles (10) and (12) of the former Section, for the

resolution of u into x parts, where these parts are represented by

r, I', V, ... (m) v', v', v', ... (/«') v", v", v", ... {m"),

and m + m' + m" + = z,

and mv + m' v' + m" v" + = m;

we shall, in the case of unlimited repetition, have the combination factor,

and the permutation factor,

p l°l'
, ,

' [r|']"[i''|']""[r'|']»
^^^'-'•

the partitions being those in which the lower limit of the parts is 1 ; and x extending from 1 to ?/,

when M < s ; and from 1 to s; when j^ = or > s.

But, by Art. 7, Sect. I, p. r>, [u, 1,] + [u, 2.] + [?/, s-J = [u, «„] ;

and the product Q x P therefore coincides with the expression given by Lagrange, in his demon-
stration of the Polynome theorem, for the terminus generalis of the expansion of

g[i + i + i...„)> or e' X e'x e' («),

wiien multiplied by the factor l"|'. The terminus generalis, so multiplied, is

/ I''. 1' i' \

where p, q, r, &c., are all the different parts obtained by « - partitioning tt, the lower limit of the

parts being 0; and for every determinate set of values assigned to p, q, r, &c., these letters

receiving every different order of sequence possible.

In the case, therefore, of unlimited repetition, the number of permutations which can be formed

by taking ii elements of s kinds at a time, is the coefficient of a" in the product of the s infinite

series,

[l + X + -^- + &c.] [l + .r + —— + &c.] («) ; multiplied by r|'.

6. It is manifest, therefore, that if with respect to the elements of any one kind, J, we restrict

the number of elements to a; and in another kind, i?, to/3; and so on, we must make a correspond-

ing restriction in the terms of I, 2, or more, of the above Polynomes. And this leads to the followinc

theorem : viz. that the number of the permutations which can be formed by the elements of « kinds,

whose respective limits are a, (i, y, &c., when those elements are taken it at a time, is the

coefficient of x" in the product of the s Polynomes,

(l +•'^ + 7^ — pir) (^
+•'' + 77^ + •••

ITpj'
^'^> "lu^'iplJed by l"|' (xxvi).

Vol. VIII. Part IV. 3 R
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This theorem, I fear, is not likely to facilitate much the practical computation of the permutations of

plural elements, though perhaps it may lead to curious Algebraic results. Professor De ^lorgan, since

I made iinovvn to him this Theorem, has done much to remove tiie difficulties which beset the com-

puting of permutations by means of it. But I doubt whether the method will be rendered more simple

than that derived from a direct consideration of the problem of permutations, given in Article 2 of

the present Section. Thoroughly examined, the two methods must in the end prove identical.

I had some expectation that by giving to the Polynomes the form

(e" - a) (e' - h) (e^ - c), &c. = e'' - ae'^"' + ahe''''' - &c.

— b + ac

— c + be,

some facilities might be afforded to the computing of permutations in certain cases ; but I do not

at present believe that any such results are to be anticipated.

7. The theorem, xxvi, has led me to the determination, in one particular case, of an

explicit function of u, for expressing the number of the permutations formed by .9 kinds of elements

taken n at a time: the case is that where, in all the kinds, the elements are dual. If we develope

\_Jo + AiX + A.x" + &C.]',

by Arbogast's method, we obtain for the coefficient of <r",

where D^ {A^)"'^ is the coefficient of x^ in

\_A, + A.x + A^x'' + kc.J-^;

and a second developement leads to a double series, in which, if A^ and Ai are made equal to 1,

and A, to ^, and all the other terms A^, -^4, &c., are made equal to 0, we obtain terms

expressing the coefficient of x in (l + .r + — ) ; and that series multiplied by l"|' gives the

number of the permutations in the case stated*.

I here transcribe the coefficient J", in [1 + * +^2^;- + ^ajr'+iL,]' obtained by Arbogast's method, slightly modified.

[&c.] (the law of the terms is obvious).
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The series may be expressed by

„/'M=«|-'.5"-«|-'\

the limits of 6, when u is even, being and —
;' °

2

,1 ,
M- 1

odd, and

This gives the number of permutations formed by « dual sets of elements, when taken u at

a time.

Thus when m = 6, we have

' 2 2.4 2.4.6
And when m = 7,

76I-I „4|-1
,i_,

7=|-V|-> 7'|-'.*M-' y'l-.^t
S H !

1- —

'

! + -J '-

' 2 2.4 2.4.6

When M = fi, let s = 3.

6.5.4.3.2.1x3.2.1
The number of the permutations =

2.4.6

5x3x3x2
90.

When II = 7) let s = 4.

7.6.5.4.3.2.4.3.2. I

The number of permutations is then = '-—'-^—'-—-^— = 7.6.5.4.3 = 2520.
' 2.4.6

It is not improbable that a further developement of the series obtained by Arbogast's method,

and a subsequent equating of particular terms to 0, might lead to other symmetrical and curious

results.

8. In Art. 7 of Section II., I have given a method, from the known combinations of two

independent and separate sets of elements, differing from one another in kind, to determine the

combinations of the two sets, when united. I proceed to apply a precisely similar method to Per-

mutations.

If V of T elements form |i', t\ combinations, and (« — !•) of (a — r) elements form {w — v,

a — t\ combinations, they will together form

\v, t] X ^tt — V, cr — T^ combinations.

Take some one of the {v, t] and some one of the {u —v, a — t\ combinations. If it be a

condition that the elements belonging to these two sets, separately considered, shall preserve their

original order of sequence, but that those of one set of elements, as compared with those of the other,

may change their places, the permutations formed by the two sets of this particular combination

united, will be

i"l!i-|r
But, if the V elements, and the 11 — v elements, considered separately, may change their places,

and the former may undergo P{v) changes, and the latter P{it — i') changes, and if the same may

be predicated of the elements contained in each different pair of combinations, \v, t\ and \it — r,

3 r2
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then the number of the permutations, corresponding to every pair of determinate values given to v

and u — V, will be

*P{u, a] = \v, t\ {u - V, <T -t] P(v)P{u - v),

And for the line u of the table, u remaining constant, and v only varying, we have

P{u, a]-Sl[P\v, r}P{u-v, cr-r}
^

,
'„_ ].

And the equation of the terms of the table of double entry, in which u is the index of the line,

and V of the column, is

[m + 1 - vj
I

'

[m, t)] = [w, v] X l_u — V, O]
l''

(XXVIII.),

I give an example of such a table, applied to the case of the two sets of elements,

A, BB, CCC; and DDDD, EEEEE.

Permutations of ^, B", C^; whose Combinations are 1, 3, 5, 6, 5, 3, 1

and of D\ £'
; 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1.

V =
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9. Tlie following corollary results from the preceding Article.

The formula _ , . „, .
' . .

^
— expresses the number of the permutations, not only of the

1 IP 1^ ' &C. r ' .'

a + /3 + 7 + &c. elements, when they are all permuted together, but also of [a + /3 + 7 + &c.] - 1

elements, when permuted together : of which tiie following is the demonstration.

Since, by xxviii, P{ar - I, a-] = P {t - 1, t} P\(t - t, <t - t] ^_, .^ [_ ,

,

,

+ P[t, ^-jPla-T-l, a-r| ^^^r^;X.|. ^

assume, for a moment, that

P{t, t\ = P{t - 1, t|; and let each = J,

and that P\(t - t. a - t] = P \(t - t - 1, cr - t| ; and let each = K.

Then, P{a-l, cr | = J . AM ^ "
'

|

• ^^j^tf_Z^,

= J.K

B"t, P{a, a}=P{T, -r\P\a-T, a - r}
^

/'
'J.

= J.K.

P\o

r|'.i-|'-

Hence the law enunciated will be true of the two sets of elements conjoined, if it be ever true

of each of the two sets separately. But it is true of two separate sets, when each consists of elements

of only one kind ; for tlien, whatever may be the number of the elements permuted at a time, the

number of the permutations is constantly one. Consequently, the law holds true when there are two

kinds of elements conjoined ; consequently, when tlicrc are three kinds ; and therefore universally.

Hence, in the product of the Polynomes,

the penultimate coefficient = cr x ultimate coefficient.

HENRY WARBURTON.
May, 1847.

ADDENDUM.

Since this Paper was corrected for publication, a member of the Society, distinguished for his mathematical

erudition, has caused the Author's attention to be drawn to the work of Bezout* on Elimination, as containing

a formula similar in structure to the Author's formula xiv.

In the Author's researches in Combinations, his concern has been exclusively with such of the terms of a

polynome function of the « quantities, A, B, C, &c., as were of some one, say, the «"", dimension. By such

modes of investigation as occurred to him, he obtained an expression representing the number of such terms.

• Theorie GCnirale des Equations Algibriques, par M. Bc'zout. 4to, 4/1 PP- Paris, 1/79.
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with the special object of ap])lying it to denote the number of the combinations which can be formed with

plural elements.

Bezout's object, at least the sole use to which he applies his formulie throughout his work, is ehmination.

His concern is with all the terms, in the aggregate, of how many dimensions soever, belonging to such a

polynome function as is above described. By a mode of investigation, entirely different from that of the

Author, he obtains a formula expressing the number of the terms which, in a polynome, complete in all its

terms of every dimension from o to ti, are not divisible by any of the factors, A<^, B^, C-, &c.* He finds that,

iu the complete polynome, the number of all the terms is represented by -— ^."r, — ; and the number of

the terms not divisible by any of the said factors, by

'\jc + 1]'|'- [?< + l-a]'|' + Q< + l-a-/3]'|'-&C.

_[„ + l_/3]'|'+&c. I (1.)1'

-&c.

and this is the formula to which the Author's attention has been directed. It agrees in its general structure

with the Author's formula xiv : the points in which it differs will presently come under notice.

In his 4th problem, Bizout considers a particular case of an incomplete polynome, meaning thereby a

polynome in which the highest dimension of one of the s quantities, A. is a, of another B, is ft, and so on
;

a, ft, &c., being less than u, the highest dimension of the polynome itself: and he here makes the observation,

that there are as many terms in such a polynome as there would be of terms not divisible by any of the factors

^ " + ', B^*^, &c., in the polynome, supposing it to be complete; but he gives no formula coextensive with

the generality of that observation. By following out that observation, we may, by two steps, deduce the

Author's formula xiv. from that of Bezout.

The first step is the following. The terms which in the polynome, if complete, would be non-divisible

by anv of the factors A'^*', B ^^', &c., amount in point of number to

'lu ^ 1]'
I

' - [« + 1 -(a + 1)]'| ' + [» + !-(« + ])- (/3+ 1)]'| ' -&c.
^ '

[«+]-(/3 + l)]'|'&c. I (2.)

and such, therefore, is the number of the terms in the incomplete polynome function of s quantities, where

a, ft, 7, &c., are the limits of the dimensions of A, B, C, &c., respectively ; the highest dimension of the

polynome itself being a.

The second step is the following. If from a polynome whose highest dimension is u, all the terms of the

dimensions not exceeding {u— 1) be deducted, the remainder will be the terms which the polynome contains

of the u"' dimension. Hence the number of the terms of the u^^ dimension in the incomplete polynome

will be obtained, if in (2) we substitute ti for {ii + 1), and deduct the result from (2). That is to say, the

required number of terms will be A (2), meaning, by A (2), [^1 - E"^] (2) ; i. e.,

/[« + l]-'|'-C« + l-(a + l)r'|' + [«+l-(«+l)-(/3+l)]'-'P-&C.\

y^J _[,, + l_(^+l)3-|. + &C. 1 (3.)

which agrees with the Author's formula xiv.

Considering that Bezout's work has now been published nearly seventy years, it will no doubt excite the

surprise of many members of the Society, that a deduction from Bezout's formula so easy as the foregoing,

should not have been made long ago, and applied to the solution of the problem of the combinations of

plural elements.

* The complexity of Be'zout's notation rendered It inexpedient to retain it in its original form. To facilitate comparison, the letters

have been assimilated to those used by the Author.



XXXVI. On a Peculiar Defect of Visioii. By Henry Goode, M.B.,

of Pembroke College.

[Read November 9, 1846, and May 17, 1847.]

The following details of a case of defective vision may not be uninteresting.

About ten years ago I first perceived a defect of vision in the right eye, the extent of which,

before that period, I believe to have been inconsiderable : tile defect being that small objects,

vifhen vievtfed at the distance of greatest distinctness, appear as two. My attention having been

called to Professor Airy's Paper on his own eye, I find that my eye, tested in the manner he

proposes, exhibits a similar defect. This method is to view with the defective eye a pinhole in

a card, which slides along a graduated scale, one extremity of the scale being applied to the cheek-

bone, and the other directed towards an illuminated sheet of paper.

The following are the appearances observed :

1. When the card is cpiiti' close to the eye, the image of the pinhole is perfectly circular.

2. As the card is removed to a greater distance, the image becomes gradually elongated

in the form of an ellipse, with a sharp dark line in the long diameter, most distinct at the distance

of 4.5 inches, and best visible in a minute hole.

3. At 6.13 inches tlic image has become extended into a bright well-defined line, of the breadth

of the pinhole as estimated by the sound eye, and crossed in the centre by a dark line perpendicular

to the former dark line which has disappeared : if several pinholes be pricked near one another, the

dark band holds the same relative position in all of them.

4. As the card is removed to a further distance, the bright line becomes gradually shortened,

and at the distance of more than a foot appears as two bright spots only, situated one on each side

of the dark baud ; but, at the same time, in the direction of, and as it were overlying the dark band,

a bright line gradually appears, short at first, and becoming elongated with the removal of the card,

so that at about 10 inclies or more the a])pcarance is that of a cross, most strongly illuminated in

the position of the two bright spots before described. At 12.2 inches this cross appears as a regular

quadrangular figure with concave sides, the two spots being most strongly illuminated. If a dark

spot on a sheet of white paper be viewed in the same manner, the apjiearance is necessarily the

same; but owing to the greater distinctness of the two spots, the remainder of the figure is easily

overlooked, and the appearance is that of a double spot ; consequently, if a page of small type be

viewed at this distance, the print appears double.

5. When the card is at 25 inches, and all greater distances, the image is a bright line perpen-

dicular to that seen at 6. 1,'S inches, the two spots representing that line having almost coalesced into

one, causing the bright line to be brightest in the centre.

Distant luminous objects with clear defined outlines, such as the Moon, appear as a succession of

well-defined images overlying one another with their centres in this line.

6. The more distant line is inclined to the mesial plane of the body at an angle of 21", and the

upper part falls inwards towards this plane.

It appears in the above, that a short distance within the nearer focus a dark line occupies the

position of the bright line seen at that focus, while beyond the focus at all distances the line continues

illuminated. The same holds with regard to the second focus.
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7. On viewing two dark or two bright lines drawn in the form of a cross, and held in the

position of the lines above indicated, the vertical line appears broad and very faint at the distance

of 6.13 inches, the horizontal line appearing clear and well defined ; while the reverse is the case

beyond 25 inclies.

There is no apparent defect in the left eye. If several holes be pricked near one another, and

viewed by this eye at the distance of 5 inches, which is somewhat within the range of distinct vision,

a dark central spot is observable in the centre of each : also a narrow luminous slit appears traversed

in the direction of its length by two central parallel dark lines.

It is probable that the defect of the eye is inherited, as my mother has a defect of a similar

nature in both eyes. A circular pinhole viewed with either eye at the distance of 7-5 inches appears

as an ellipse with the major axis parallel to the mesial plane of the body, while at the distance

of 5 inches the image is an ellipse with the major axis perpendicular to the former.

Since the period when the above measurements were taken, I have made frequent use of the

eye; owing, most probably, to this circumstance, a very considerable anielioration has taken place in

it ; the first focus, which in the month of June last was at 6.13 inches, in tlie month of December

was at about 10: the second focus was readily ascertained in the month of June to be at between

24 and 25 inclies ; but in December it was impossible to determine the exact position of it by the

simple observation of a piniiole; because, instead of appearing as a sharp distinct line, as before, the

image was always confused by the presence of the luminous square above described. The image

was, in fact, a rhomb, with the longer diagonal, distinguished by its brightness, in the direction

of the further line, while the line seen at the nearer focus never disappeared, but became shortened,

remaining always the brightest part of the image, and forming the shorter axis of the rhomb. How-
ever, by means of the instrument described below, the second focus was ascertained to be at a

distance of between 27 and 28 inches. Since December, up to the month of March of this year,

no change whatever has taken place in the eye, notwithstanding the constant use of it.

The length of the line, as observed at either focus, is, of course, dependent on the aperture of

the pupil, and the distance from the retina, before or behind it, of the line of convergence of the rays

refracted from the other focus.

The differences in the eye observed in June and December, are exactly sucli as occur, when

similar observations are made on a sound eye, to which is applied, in one case, a cylindrical convex

lens of short focal length, and in the other a lens of weaker power.

The instrument above alluded to as serving to determine the distance of the foci is simply that

of Scheiner. Let a tube which slides within another in the manner of a telescope be closed at

its extremity by a card pierced by a single pinhole, while tlie other extremity of tlie apparatus

is closed by a card pierced by two holes, the distance of which from one another is less than the

diameter of the pupil of the eye of the observer. When the extremity pierced by the single hole is

presented towards a luminous surface, and the other is applied close to a sound eye, if the distance

of the single hole is equal to the most convenient distance of distinct vision, free from any exertion,

the hole will appear single; but if the distance be greater or less than this, the hole will appear

as two; as is well known. This instrument may be applied to the determination of the two foci of

a defective eye, by observing that, in order to ascertain the distance of either focus, the line passing

through the two pinholes must be perpendicular to the direction of the line, which forms the image

of the point at that focus.

There are, however, two inconveniences attending the use of this instrument ; namely, firstly,

that if the eye, on which the observation is made, be at all long-sighted, so that the pinhole requires

to be placed at a considerable distance, the two pencils of light falling on the two pinholes are nearly

parallel, and therefore the pinhole may be moved through a considerable space backwards and for-
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wards, without much affecting the position of the resulting images. The other inconvenience is, that

the eye is naturally endowed with a power of adapting itself to different distances, and that this

power is very little under command in an eye which is not habitually used, a circumstance, perhaps,

frequent with those who have one eye defective: such an eye, when tested by any instrument, will

at one instant appear to have one focal length, and at another instant another. When a cross drawn

on paper is held at a distance between the two foci, I find that I can at will discern either the

horizontal line, or the perpendicular, without altering the position of the paper.

There are, therefore, no means of attaining the requisite measurements beyond an approximation,

and the rest must be ascertained by direct experiment with a scries of cylindrical lenses.

Having calculated an approximation of the glass I required, I applied to M. Chamblant,

a working optician at Paris, who occupies himself solely with the construction of lenses and

spectacle glasses with cylindrical surfaces, and after several trials I succeeded in obtaining a glass,

which gives me distinct vision of objects both far and near alike, thus shewing tliat the error of

malformation is independent of the state of adaptation of the eye. The glass I use is piano-

cylindrical, the cylindrical surface concave, with a radius of curvature of nine French inches. The

axis of the cylinder when presented to the eye, coincides of course with the direction of the line at

the nearer focus.

A plano-convex glass also, with the axis perpendicular to the direction of the line at the first

focus, and the curvature of which is the same, gives distinct vision, provided that the object

is placed sufficiently near to the eye; or even a glass much stronger, when the object is very

close to the eye.

Considering that the inclination of the lines at tiie foci might have a physiological importance,

I devised the following method of determining it accurately. If a number of pinholes be pricked

in a card, in a straight line, and the card be fixed in such a manner that it may be made to revolve,

and have an illuminated surfiice behind it, when a defective eye is placed at the proper distance, it

readily recognizes the position of the card in which all the lines representing the images of the

pinholes lie in one straight line, being the line in which the holes are pricked : care must be

taken that the body is held perpendicularly. It is easy now to determine the inclination of tliis

line to a hair stretched vertically by a weight.

Within the last few months I iiave met with three or four cases of defective vision similar

to my own; only two of which are of sufficient magnitude to be worthy of mention.

One is that of Mr. Parry, who has served many years as a medical officer in the army. This

gentleman's left eye is perfect, except in being somewhat presbyopic, but from the time of his

earliest recollection he has never had distinct vision with his right eye; he has never been able

to read witii it, though he has an indistinct vision of objects at all distances.

His eye, tested by a pinhole in a card, perceived the hole as a horizontal line at the distance

of 37 centimetres (about 11.1 inches); the line is inclined at an angle of 87 degrees to the

mesial plane of the body, and meets tiiis plane produced inwards and upwards. At some distance

beyond this the hole appeared enlarged, and of a rhomboidal figure, but never as a line.

Wlien he viewed two lines drawn in the form of a cross, lie saw well enough the horizontal

line at 14^ inches, and for some distance beyond, but at no distance could he discern the vertical

line. The error therefore seemed to consist in an exceedingly feeble refractive power in horizontal

planes : I therefore tested his eye with piano-cylindrical convex glasses, in order to obtain data

for calculating the forms of glasses to be used for viewing objects at different distances ; and

we found that with a glass of 2^ French inches radius, the two lines of the cross, at 12 or U inches

distance, appeared of nearly equal brightness. This glass was rather too strong, while 3 inches

gave a glass rather too weak. To view distant objects, therefore, I caused to be made a glass

cylindrical concave on one side, with a radius of 7^ French inches, cylindrical convex on the

other, with a radius of 4^ ; the axes of the cylinders of course crossing at right angles, and

Vol. VIII. P.U!T IV. 3 S
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the axis of the convex surface being in the vertical direction. This glass appears to fulfil the

required conditions : it enables Mr. Parry to read inscriptions at a few yards distance, and also

to have a distinct perception of very distant and minute objects, such as are presented in an exten-

sive landscape.

In order to ascertain if it were possible to detect any error of curvature on the surface of the

cornea, I observed the appearance of tlie reflection of a small luminous square held a few inches

from the eye ; but in the central part of this structure the reflected image was perfectly square,

while the distortions produced at the circumference were equally produced in the sound eye; and

there was no reason to conclude tliat the defect of vision arises from any defect in the cornea.

Mr. Parry finds his sight considerably improved by looking through a small liole in a card, so

as to admit pencils only to fall on the central parts of the cornea ; or, still better, by looking

through a narrow vertical slit, provided that the illumination of the object be sufficient to

compensate for the smallness of the pencils admitted. He finds that a very slight pressure

on the eyeball, applied at the outer angle of the eye, improves the vision. I also find the same

when gentle pressure is made at the upper and outer part of the ball. It is to be observed, that

the application of a narrow slit to a sound eye produces an effect nearly analogous to tliat produced

by a piano-cylindrical lens.

The second case is that of a student, who stated, that in observing small objects at 20 or 30 yards

distance, he saw a second image of the objects, one image, however, being much fainter than the

other. He considered that his sight had become impaired by too intense application to books, having

only observed that his eyes were defective after several years close study.

On testing his eyes by a pinhole in a card, he saw the hole as a horizontal line most distinct

at about 35 centimetres distance ; beyond this the hole appeared indistinct. Also when he viewed

two lines in the form of a cross, when they were held at 35 centimetres distance, he perceived most

distinctly the horizontal line, and at some distance beyond this the vertical line. The line seen

at the nearer focus was exactly perpendicular to the mesial plane of the body. I ascertained that

the distinctness of iiis vision was considerably improved by applying to the eye a piano-cylindrical

concave glass, of about l6 Frencli inches radius.

Since the above paper was read, I have met with three gentlemen in the University, all of whom

have one of their eyes aff'ected with a malformation similar to my own ; or with " astigmatism," as it

has been called. The amount of the " astigmatism " in all of them appears to be corrected

by a piano-cylindrical glass, the curvature of which is 12 inches radius.

In one of these gentlemen it is the more perfect eye that is thus aff'ected. This eye, as observed

in some other cases, gives diplopic vision of objects at a certain distance. Another stated that

the vision of his eye was perfect until a few years since.

HENRY GOODE.
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By the Rev. M. O'BiuEX, Professor of Natural Philosophy and Astronomy

in Kings College, London, and late Fellow of Caius College, Cambridge.

[Read March 15, 1847.]

1. The important distinction which has been made by an eminent Authority in Mathematics

between Arithmetical and Symbolical Algebra, may be extended to most of the Sciences which

call in the aid of Algebra. Thus we may distinguish between Symbolical Geometry and Aritk-

metical Geometry, Symbolical Mechanics and Arithmetical Mechanics. This distinction does not

imply, that in one division numbers only are used, and in the other symbols, for symbols are

equally used in both, but it relates to the degree of generality of the symbolization. In the

Arithmetical Science the symbols have a purely numerical signification, but in the Symbolical they

represent, not only abstract quantity, but all the circumstances which, as it is usually expressed,

affect quantity. The Arithmetical Science is, in fact, the first step of generalization, and the

Symbolical the complete generalization.

In this view of the case, I have ventured to entitle the following Paper -'Contributions towards

a System of Symbolical Geometry and Mechanics." The Geometrical System about to be projwsed

consists, first, in representing curves and surfaces by symbolical formulce, and secondly, in using

the Differential Notation to denote Perpendicularity, according to the principles explained in a Paper

read a few months since at a Meeting of the Society. The proposed Mechanical System is analogous in

many respects to the Geometrical : examples of it have already been given in the Paper just quoted.

2. The following well-known principles are those upon which the b____
^^,

Geometrical System is based. X""^ \.

1st. If ABCD be any polygon, then AD = AB ^ BC + CD. ^ ^

This may be regarded as the definition of +.

i-'ndlv. Giving the usual ik-finition of - it follows, that, in the triangle ^^^^^^^
ABC, '

--^""'^ ^
AC - AB = BC.

'^

.'Srdly. Where it follows that, if a denote any right line, - a denotes an equal right line

nuasured in an opposite direction.

4thly. If m denote any number, jna denotes a line m times the length of a drawn in the same

direction as a. This follows immediately from the first principle.

These principles, with some others which we need not specify here, form the basis of the

Geometrical System about to be proposed.

3. It will be convenient to consider that every line is traced by the motion of a j>oint, ami

this will lead us to distinguish between the beginning' and end of a line, the beginning being the

extremity from which the tracing point starts, and the end the other extremity.

Ss 2
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4. When we say that a symbol, a for instance, represents a straight line, we mean that a

defines the magnitude and direction of the line, but not its beginning ; in other words, tlie line is

supposed to be drawn of a given length and in a given direction, but not from a given point.

However, if the contrary be not specified or implied, we shall always suppose the line to begin

at the origin, i. e. at a certain point chosen for the purpose of reference.

5. We shall use the term Direction Unit to denote a straight line of a unity of length drawn

in any particular direction. We shall always use the letters a, fi, y to denote direction units, and,

unless the contrary be stated, we shall also suppose these tliree directions to be at right angles to

each other : in other words, we shall assume o, /3, y to represent three straight lines drawn at right

angles to each other, and each a unity of length.

6. We shall divide symbols into two classes. Number Symbols and Line Symbols, the former

representing numerical quantities positive or negative, the latter straight lines in magnitude and

direction.

7- We shall define the position of a point in space by the Line Symbol representing its

distance from the origin : thus, whenever we speak of the point «, we mean the point whose

distance from the origin is represented in magnitude and direction by the symbol a.

In our idea of distance here we suppose direction, as well as magnitude, to be included.

8. If a, b, c be any line symbols, it follows, from the first principle above stated, that

a -i- b + c represents the distance of the e?id of the line c from the begintiing of the line a ; the end

of a being supposed to coincide with the beginning of b, and the end of b with the beginning of c.

In like manner a — b denotes tiie distance of tiie end of n from the end of b, a and b being sup-

posed to have the same beginning.

Hence, if a and b be the symbols of any two points A and B, a ~ b is the symbol of the

right line drawn from B to A, and b - a the symbol of the line drawn from A to B.

9. If X be any number symbol, and a any direction unit, xa represents a straight line of the

length X drawn in the direction a.

Hence, if r be the length of a right line drawn from the origin, x y x the lengths of the

co-ordinates of the end of that line, and a fi y the direction units of the three co-ordinate axes, the

three co-ordinates will be represented by the symbols xa, yfi, zy, and the line by the symbol

xa + 2//3 + %y.

This symbol also defines the position of the point whose co-ordinates are x y z.

If a 6 c be the direction cosines of the line, its symbol becomes

r(aa -t- 6/3 -t- cy).

The coefficient of r is evidently the direction unit of the line.

10. Let r and 7-' be the lengths of any two lines AP and AP' drawn

from a point A, and let e and e' represent their direction units ; then the symbols

of these lines will be re and r' e, and therefore the symbol of the line PP will be a p

r'e' - re.

If r' = r and e' — e is indefinitely small, this expression becomes

rde-

Now in this case PP' is at right angles to AP, and therefore it follows that rde is the symbol

of an indefinitely small line perpendicular to the line re.
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The length of this small line is rdO, assuming dO = angle PJP' ; but the direction unit of a

line is expressed by dividing the symbol of the line by the symbol of its length ; hence the direction

unit of the small line is

rde de

rd9
°''

de'

de
Hence the direction unit of a perpendicular to a line re is —

.

d9
In the Paper already referred to, which was read before the Society some months since, the

reader will find this method of representing perpendicularity by the differential notation fully

developed, and the notation Dii.u', thence derived, explained, together with an auxiliary notation,

A?/ . u ; both of which we shall have occasion to make use of hereafter.

11. The following is the method we shall adopt of representing curves and surfaces sym-
bolically.

To represent a curve or line we shall suppose a variable parameter to be involved in the svmbol
of a point, in which case it is clear, that the point will be indeterminate in position, but restricted

so far, that it will always be found upon some curve or line. The symbol of a point therefore,

when it involves a variable parameter and is thereby made indeterminate, becomes a symbolical

formula defining some line or curve, and may be called the formula of that line or curve.

In like manner the symbol of a point, when it involves two variable parameters, becomes a

symbolical formula defining some surface, and may be called the forinula of that surface. This
virtually amounts to defining lines and surfaces by symbolical polar equations.

It is important, however, to observe that we suppose the variable parameters here spoken of to

be number symbols. If the variable parameter be a direction unit, it must be regarded as equi-

valent to two number symbols.

12. The following are examples of this method of representing curves and surfaces.

The general symbolical formula of a straight line in space is

?< + re,

where u is the symbol of a given point, r a numerical variable parameter, and e a given direction

unit.

For take OA = u (O being the origin) OB = e, draw a line through J
parallel to OB, taking upon it AP equal in length to r. Then JP is repre-

sented by the symbol re, and therefore u + re is the symbol of the point P,

which, since r is indeterminate, niay be any point of the line drawn through A
parallel to OB.

It appears, therefore, tiiat u + re is the formula a straight line drawn through the point whose

symbol is u, in the direction represented by e.

13. In like manner the general symbolical formula of a plane is

M + re + r'e'

r and r' being numerical variable parameters.

For take OA = u, OB = e, OC = e', draw AP parallel to OB and equal in

length to r, PQ parallel to OC and equal in length to r'. Then, it is evident,

that u + re + r'e' is the symbol of the point Q; and that, since r and r' are

indeterminate, Q is any point of the plane which contains the point A and is

parallel to OB and OC.

Hence w + re -f- r'e' is the formula of a plane which is parallel to the directions represented by

e and e', and contains the point whose symbol is u.
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14. The following is an example of the case where the variable parameter is a direction unit.

The formula of a sphere is

u + re,

where e is the variable parameter, and r determinate.

For u + re represents a point whose distance from the point u is indeterminate in direction but

determinate in length, being always equal to r. Therefore the formula u + re defines a sphere

whose centre is u and radius r.

We sliall now illustrate this method of Symbolical Geometry by the following propositions,

without attempting any systematic arrangement, as our only object is to shew the nature and use

of the method.

15. To deduce the equation of the plane from tha fornm/a of the plane, namely, u + re + r e .

Let a; y z he the co-ordinates of the point represented by m + re + r e, w^ y^ x^ of the point

represented by m, let a /3 7 be the direction units of the three co-ordinate axes, and let

e = (la + b^ + cy, e = a' a + h' fi + r'y.

Then we have

va + yfi + zy = u + re + r'

e

= v^a + y^ji + z^y + r{au -t- 6/3 + cy) + r {a' a + l> fi + c y) ;

and .-., equating coefficients of a, /3, -y, x = w + ra + /«',

y = y^ + rb + r'b',

z = % + re + r'c,

whence eliminating r and / we find an equation of the form

Jx + By + Cz = D.

16. To express the formula of the plane by means of the symbol D-

If V be an indeterminate line symbol, and e a determinate direction unit, Dv.e denotes a line

of any length drawn at right angles to e in any direction. Hence it is evident that the formula

re + Dv.e, or (r + Dv .)e,

represents the plane whose perpendicular distance from the origin is re.

17. The formula of the right line drawn through the two points represented by zi and u is

evidently

u + »«(«' - «)

where m is a numerical variable parameter.

18. Hence if u be the formula of any curve the formula of the tangent at the point u is

71 + mdu.

19. To shew that (he formula of the osculating plane of the same curve, at the point u. is

7C + mdu + ndru.

Let PP' and P P" be two consecutive chords of the curve; produce PP to any point Q, and

draw QQ' of any length parallel to PP" : then Q' is any point of the

plane containing the two chords, which plane, when the chords are

indefinitely small, becomes the osculating plane.

Let u u u" be respectively the symbols of the points P P' P" ; then

the symbols of PP' and P'P" are respectively u — u and v!' — ii , and

tiierefore the symbols of PQ_ and QQ' are m[ii! — u) and w(m'' - u'),

m and n being arbitrary numbers. Hence the symbol of the point Q',

and therefore the formula of the plane containing the two chords, is

u + m {u — 2() -^ n (u" — «').
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Now in the limit we may put

u! — 11 = d7i, ?<" — u' = du + d'u.

Hence the formula of the osculating plane is of the form

u + mdu + nd^u,

putting m in place of w? + n.

20. From this/or/n7</a to deduce the ordinary equation of the osculating plane.

Let 0! y « be the co-ordinates of P, then

ri = .ra + y fi + xy,

and therefore the formula of the osculating plane is

(x + mdw + nd'x)a + (y + mdy + nd'y)(i + (~ + mdz + nd'z)y,

whence, if x y z be the co-ordinates of any point of the osculating plane, we find

X = X + yndx + nd'x, y, = y + mdy + ndry, z^ = x + md« + ncPx;,

from these equations, eliminating the variable parameters m and n, we find the common equation

of the osculating plane.

21. Respecting the geometrical meaning of the .symbols du and d'u it is worth observing,

that du represents in magnitude and direction the element (ds) of the arc of

the curve defined by the formula u, and d'u represents what is called a

double sngitta, as we may prove very easily ; for, let P P' P" be three conse-

cutive points of the curve indefinitely near each other; complete the parallel-

ogram PP' and draw the diagonal P' Q. I^et ti u u" be the symbols of the

points P P' P'', then u" — u' represents the line P' P", and therefore the line

PQ, and u' — u represents the line PP' ; hence, it follows, that the line PQ
is I'epresented in magnitude and direction by (u" — u) — {u - ii), or, passing

to differentials, by d'u. P' Q is a double sagitta of the arc PP" *.

22. From this we may derive the following remarkable theorem.

If u be the fortnula of any curve in space, s the numerical length of the arc of the curve

measured from any fixed point to the point u, n the numerical magnitude of drti, and e the

ds'
direction unit of drti, so that d'u = ve; then 2— expresses the numerical length of the chord of

curvature drawn in tlie direction e.

The direction e is perfectly arbitrary, depending on what the independent variable in the

differential d'ti is supposed to be. If we consider s to be the independent variable, it is evident

that PP' and PP" are equal in magnitude, and therefore the cliord of curvature becomes the

diameter of curvature.

23. Another remarkable theorem is the following

:

The symbol d
{
— | represents a line drawn from the point of contact towards the centre of
\ds J

curvature, and numerically equal to the angle of contlngetice.

This may be proved as follows, du represents a line whose length is ds drawn in the direction

, n du
of the tangent at the pouit u, therefore — represents the direction unit of the tangent. Hence.

if we draw two direction units /rom the same point parallel to two consecutive tangents, the svnibol

* If we take s as the independent variable, in which case PP' = P'P", P'Q will be perpendicular lo PP", and d^ii will represent

the double sagitta pointing towards the centre of curvature.
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of the elementary line joining the ends of these two direction units will be d(— | Now this

elementary line is evidently parallel to the normal drawn to the centre of curvature, and numerically

equal to the angle of contingence (as the angle made by two consecutive tangents is commonly

called).

24. Let V be the numerical magnitude of rf(— ] , e its direction unit, and p the radius of

curvature ; then, according to a well-known theorem,

ds

Hence, we may immediately deduce the well-known expressions for p.

We have u = xa + yj3 + %y,— (S)--(S)^'^^{S)--<S-(S)'-

Hence
ds

P =

which is the well-known expression for p, the independent variable being arbitrary.

25. If «i be any number, it is clear that m.di~] represents in magnitude and direction
.dsj

any line drawn from the point of contact through the centre of curvature. Hence, the formula of

that normal which lies in the osculating plane is

fdu\
u + mc

^dsj

m being the variable parameter.

26. The symbol of the centre of curvature is evidently,

ds
u + — 6,

V

idu
6 being the direction unit, and v the numerical value o{ d [—-

, jdu . .

27. If S denote any arbitrary variation (as in the Calculus of Variations), then 6 |— j denotes

any small line at right angles to the direction unit — , i.e. to the tangent. Hence, the formula

of any normal at the point u is

(du
u + mo —

-

\ds

It is obvious that this is also the formula of the normal plane, for it is the symbol of atiy point

in the normal plane.
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To deduce from this expression the common equation of the normal plane.

Let xyz be any point in the normal plane ; then

„ (du\
%\a + y^(6 + « 7 = u+ mb 1-^-1

={"^"*nS)}«^{^""^lS)}^-^H"KS)h-
Hence we have

.dx .dy
J
dss

X — X - md —-, y - y = md-r- , z - z = md ——

,

ds ' ds ds

^ d-v dy ^ dz rn . f(rf*)^l
and .-. (x^- a;) - +{y^- y)-l + (z,- z)~ =- S \yJ-A =0,

ds ds ds 2 (.("«) J

which is the common equation.

28. It is however much more convenient to use the symbol D in expressing perpendicularity.

Dv.dit denotes a line of any length perpendicular to du, supposing v to be any arbitrary line

symbol. Hence the formula of the normal plane is

u + Dv . du.

29. The formula of the normal perpendicular to the osculating plane is

u + mDdru. dti,

because du and d^u both respresent lines lying in the osculating plane.

30. We shall now give a few examples of the application of this metiiod to surfaces and to

some common geometrical problems.

If ti be the formula of a surface, the formula of the tangent plane at the point w, is

u, + mdu,
m being a numerical variable parameter.

For du represents the elementary line joining any two contiguous points of the surface, and

therefore mdu represents a line of a7iy length touching the surface at the point u-

31. The formula of any normal plane {i. e. any plane containing the normal at the point ti) is

evidently

u + Dv . du,

V being any arbitrary line symbol.

ti, being the formula of a surface, must involve two variable parameters : let them be m and n

(both numerical), and let d„,u and rf„M represent the respective partial differential coefficients of ?/

with respect to m and n : then i\\c formula of the normal at the point u, is

u + pDd,„u.d„u,

p being a numerical variable parameter.

32. The formula of a plane containing the three points ?<, ;*', u", is

u + m {u - u) + n {u" - u),

or what is the same thing,

mu + m'u'+ m"u".

Where m, m', m" are numerical parameters subject to the condition m + m' + m" = 1.

Vol. VIII. Part IV. 3 T
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33. If u be the formula of a right line (involving of course one variable parameter), the

formula of a plane containing that line is evidently

u + mv,

m being a numerical variable parameter, and v any determinate line symbol.

If the plane be also restricted to contain a given point u\ its formula is

ti + m {u — u), or mu + m,'u',

where m + m' = \.

34. Let the symbols of the angular points of a triangle be u, u', u" ; then the symbol of the

point mid-way between u and u" is 1 (?/ + u"), and the formula of the line drawn through

this point and u is

(u' + u" \1— - «) '

ni , , ,,

u + —\u + u -v u ).
2

Now if we put m = f , this formula becomes symmetrical with respect to u, u, u" ; which shews

that the point whose symbol is !(« + «' + u") is common to the three bisectors of the sides of a

triangle drawn from the opposite angles.

35. We shall now give a few examples of this method applied to Mechanics. We have

already (in the Paper read a few months since) shewn how the fundamental principles of Statics

may be proved and expressed with great simplicity by means of the symbol D. We have also

shewn how the motion of a rigid body about its centre of gravity may be investigated by means

of this notation, and exemplified its use in the problem of Precession and Nutation.

36. We may investigate the equations for finding the motion of a planet in the plane of its

orbit, and the motion of that plane, as follows.

Let u be the symbol of the position of the planet at any time f, then the symbol of the force

acting on the planet will be

d'u

~df'

Let r be the radius vector of the planet, a, /3, 7, three direction units at right angles to each

other, a being the direction unit of ?« (and .-. u = ra), and 7 being perpendicular to the plane of

the orbit : let oj, denote the angular velocity of (i and 7 about a, w.^ that of 7 and a about /3,

C03 that of a and (i about 7 ; then ws is the angular velocity of the planet in its orbit, w, is the

angular velocity of the plane of the orbit about the radius vector, and 0)2 is evidently zero. Hence,

(see Equations 38, former Paper,) we have

da n dj3 dy

Now u = ra; wherefore differentiatmg and substituting for -— , —- , and -—- we have,
dt dt dt

du dr da— = — a + r—-
dt dt dt

dr
= -— a +rwil3 ;

dt

d^u d'r dr da d (rcuj) ^ dfi
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This is the general symbolical expression for the force acting on the planet, and it consists

of three parts whose direction units are a, /3, 7, that is, which act, along the radius vector,

perpendicular to it, and perpendicular to the plane of the orbit. Hence, if P, Q, S be the

forces which act on the planet in these three directions respectively^ we have,

rfr d{rws) _l d (r'ajj)

^~
dt'^''*' dt ~ r ~di '

which are the general equations for determining the motion of the planet, and of the plane of the

orbit.

37. To determine the motion of a particle acted on by a central force varying inversely as the

square of the distance.

Using the same notation as in the preceding Article, it is clear that the symbol of the force is

_ M«
r*

'

and therefore wc have

d^u iia

d¥ = -V (')•

Performing the operation Du on each member of this equation, and observing that

Du .a = rDa . a = 0, we have

n d^U
Du. = 0:

and therefore Du— = constant (2);
dt

'

for the former equation is evidently the differential of tlie latter, observing that Z) —- .
-— = 0*.

dt dt

Now u = Ta, — = — a + ra)/3 (writing vo instead of 0)3), and therefore, since Da a-O, and
dt dt

Da .^ = 'y, the equation (2) becomes

r'(oy = constant.

Hence, 7 is an invariable direction {i. e., the motion is in one plane) and r'w is constant, equal

to h suppose.

Now — = — loa, and therefore (1) becomes
dt

d'-u _ (I dl3 fx dfS

dt- r-w dt h dt

• It is obvious that d (Du.v)=Ddu .v + Du .dv.

St2
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and therefore

— = -j8 + constant (3),
dt h

and therefore putting for — its value, observing that rw = - , and assuming e to be the direction

unit of the constant, and e its numerical magnitude, we have

dr h PL ^— a + -/3 = -/3 + e6 (4),
dt r h

performing on this the operation A/3, observing that A^.a =0, A/3./3= 1, we find

— = ^ + eA/3.e (5),

which is the polar equation of a conic section, the origin being focus, e being the eccentricity,

and e perpendicular to the axis major ; for A/3 . e is the cosine of the angle which /3 makes with c,

i. e. the cosine of the angle which the radius vector makes with a perpendicular to e.

If we perform the operation A a upon (4), we obtain

dr— = eAa . 6 ;

dt

Aa. e denoting the cosine of the angle which the radius vector makes with a perpendicular to the

axis major.

38. To determine the motion of the particle when it is acted upon by any disturbing force

U in addition to the central force.

In this case instead of the equation (l), we have

^=-'-i^+f7 (6).
df r'

'

Treating this equation as we did (1), we find

Du.—- = Du. U;
df

and ...^pl=Du.U (7),
dt

du
for Du. — =r^w'y = hy, using h to denote r'w.

dt

By integrating equation (7), we find h and 7, and thus by integrating one equation we de-

termine three elements of the orbit, for 7, being perpendicular to the plane of the orbit, determines

both the inclination and the position of the node.

If we integrate (7), after having performed the operation A 7 on each side, we find

h = fAy.{Du.U)dt.

Now A 7 . (Z)a . f7) = A/3 . U*,

hence, since u = ra, we have

h = JrAfi.Udt (8),

• For t/ = «(Aa. U) + m^i3.U) + y{Ay. U),

and therefore performing successively the operations Da and Ay, we find

Ay {Du.U) = ^l3. U.
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and from (7), we have

7= ^fDu.U.dt (9).

(8) and (9) give h and y separately.

We may observe respecting these formulae for h and y, that Afi.U expresses the resolved

part of the disturbing force U in the direction /3, i. e. perpendicular to the radius vector and in

the plane of the orbit ; and Du . U is the symbol representing in magnitude and direction the

moment of the Couple which transfers the force U from the point u to the origin. (See former

Paper.)

39- To integrate the equation (6) directly as we did the equation (l), we have only to take

the same steps, (observing that h is now variable,) as follows, {P) becomes

IW^h dt
'^ ^'

hence, (integrating r -t" by parts), we have

du IX . fu. dh ^ . ,.,, .

t- = t/3+ rzz—fidt+fUdt,
dt h^ J h^ dt^ '

and therefore by (8),

^£-l(i + J~(Afi.U)f3dt + fUdt (10).

This is the symbolical expression for the velocity of the disturbed body. To find the parallax,

put in (10),

du dr h ^

dt dt r'^

and then, performing the operation A/3 on both sides, we find

\-'j^.-^li-i^ii^(iU)(i^u]dt,

which determines the parallax.

40. To determine the eccentricity and position of the axis major.

We have seen, that when there is no disturbance,

du fx

assuming this equation to be still true, e and e being now variables, and comparing it with (10).

we find

ee = /fe" (A/3. L^)/3 + u\ dt (u) ;

or^ = ^(A/3.r)/3+r (1.).

Now e is the eccentricity, and e is the direction unit of a line at right angles to the axis

major in the plane of the orbit : hence, (12) or (11) determines at the same time the eccentricity

and the position of the axis major.

The Dynamical investigations just given are good instances of the nature of the Symbolical

method here proposed.

M. O'BRIEN.
Upper Norwood, Surrey.

January, 1847.
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Fellow of Cains College, Prq/essor of Natural Philosophy and Astronomy
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[Read March 15, 1847.]

Preliminary Observations.

The object of the following Paper is twofold ; first, to shew that the equations of vibratory

motion of a crystallized or uncrystallized medium may be obtained in their most general form,

and very simply, without making any assumption as to the nature of the molecular forces ; and,

secondly, to exemplify the use of the symbolical method and notation explained in two Papers read

before the Society during the present academical j'ear.

First, with regard to the Method of obtaining the Equations of Vibratory Motion.

This method consists, first, in representing the disarrangement (or state of relative displacement)

of the medium in the vicinity of any point xyz by the equation

. dv . dv dv d'v „ d'v . ^ , ,

dx dy dz '' dar dxdy

(where v =^a + t](i + ^y, f >; ^ denoting, as usual, the displacements at the point aiyz, and

a (i y the direction ujiits* of the three co-ordinate axes), and, secondly, in finding the whole force

brought into play at the point xyz (in consequence of this disarrangement) by the symbolical

addition of the different forces brought into play by the several terms of ^v, eacfi considered

separately. It is easy to see that these different forces may be found with great facility, without

assuming anything respecting the constitution of the medium more than this, that it possesses direct

and lateral elasticity. Bv direct elasticity we mean that elasticity in virtue of which direct or

normal vibrations take place, and by lateral that in virtue of which lateral or transverse vibrations

take place.

The forces due to the several terms of ^v are obtained by means of the following simple

considerations :

—

Let AB be any line in a perfectly uniform medium, and conceive the medium to be divided

into elementary slices by planes perpendicular to AB;
let OM (= *) be the distance of any slice PP' from

any particular point of AB, and suppose this slice to

suffer a displacement equal to \cx" (c being a constant)

in the direction AB, and the other slices to be similarly

displaced. Then it is evident that the medium suffers

by these displacements a uniformly increasing expansion

in the direction OB, and a uniformly increasing con-

densation in the direction OA, the rate of increase both of

the expansion and condensation being c. Now in all known substances, whether solid, fluid, or
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gaseous, a disarrangement of this kind would bring into play on the slice a force along the

line AB proportional to the rate of increase c, i.e. a force Ac, A being a constant depending upon

what we may call the direct elasticity of the substance.

Again, suppose that the slice PP' receives a displacement 1 cx^ in the direction OC perpen-

dicular to AB, and the other slices similar displacements. Then the line AB will become curved

into a parabola A'OB', and all the lines of the medium parallel to AB will be similarly curved, the

radius of curvature being equal to -, and perpendicular to AB. Now in all known substances* a
c

disarrangement of this kind would bring into play upon the slice O a force in the direction OC
proportional to the curvature c, i. e. a force Be, B being a constant depending upon what we may
call the lateral elasticity of the substance.

Lastly, suppose that MP = y, and that the point P of the medium receives a displacement cxy
parallel to AB, and the other points similar displacements. Then the slice PP will, in consequence

of this kind of displacement, turn through an angle tan"' {c.r) into the dotted position, and the

other slices will suffer similar rotations, those on the other side of O, such as QQ', turning the

opposite way. Now it is easy to see that a disarrangement of this kind produces a uniformly

ncreasing expansion in the direction OC, and a uniformly increasing condensation in the direction

OC' , the rate of increase both of the expansion and condensation being c. But the expansion and

condensation here described are quite different from those previously noticed, since they are pro-

duced, not by displacements parallel to C'C, but by lateral displacements, i.e. perpendicular to C'C.

On this account all that we can assert without further investigation is, that the force brought into play

upon an element at O by this disarrangement acts along the line C'C, and is proportional to c, i. e.

equal to Cc, where C is a constant evidently depending in some way both upon the direct and

lateral elasticity of the medium.

There is, however, a very simple way of finding the precise value of the force brought into

play by a disarrangement of this kind ; for, if we turn the axes of .r and y in the plane of the paper

through an angle of A:y\ it will be found, that this disarrangement is nothing but a combination of

the two kinds of disarrangement previously noticed, and from this it immediately follows, in the

case of an uncrystallizcd medium, that the force brought into play at O is {A - B) c ; in other

words, the coefficient C, which must be multiplied into c in order to give the force brought into

play by the disarrangement cry, is equal to the coefficient of direct elasticity {A) minus the

coefficient of lateral elasticity {B).

In the case of a crystallized medium it may be shewn that six relations, corresponding to

the relation C = A — B, are most probably true, and are essetitial to Fresnel's Theory of Transverse

Vibrations; that is to say, the medium is capable of propagating waves of transverse vibrations, if

these six conditions hold, but otherwise it is not.

In employing the above considerations to determine the equations of vibratory motion, the

directions AB and C'C are always taken so as to coincide with some two of the three co-ordinate

axes, and it is this circumstance that makes the metliod peculiarly applicable to crystallized

media. Indeed, if it were necessary to take the lines AB and CC in any directions but those of

the axes of symmetry, the above considerations would not apply without considerable modification.

The equations of vibratory motion obtained by this method for an uncrystallizcd medium are

the well-known equations involving the two constants A and B. The equations obtained for a

crystallized medium are perfectly free from any restriction of any kind, are applicable to all kinds

of substance, whether we suppose its structure to be analogous to that of a solid, fluid, or gas, and

hold for all kinds of disarrangement, whether consisting of normal, or transverse displacements,

or both.

• Fluids and gases possess lateral elasticity as well as solids, only in a comparatively feeble degree.
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When we introduce the six relations between the constants above alluded to, and moreover

assume that the vibrations constituting a polarized ray are in the plane of polarization, we arrive at

Professor Mac CuUao-h's equations *. If, on the contrary, we suppose the vibrations to be perpen-

dicular to the plane of polarization, we arrive at equations which agree exactly with Fresncl's

Theory in every particular \.

If we introduce these six relations into the equations for crystallized media deduced from

M. Cauchy's hypothesis, that the molecular forces act along the lines joining the different particles

of the medium, it will be found that these equations are immediately reduced to the equations for

an uncrystallized medium. From this it follows that M. Cauchy's hypothesis cannot be applied to

any but uncrystallized media. In fact, it may be easily proved, that, if the equations derived from

M. Cauchy's hypothesis be true, a crystallized medium is incapable of propagating transverse

vibrations.

Secondly, respecting the use of the Symbolical 3Iethod and Notation above alluded to.

The application of the Symbolical Method and Notation to the subject of vibratory motion

is very remarkable, and leads to equations of great simplicity. In the case of an uncrystallized

medium, the three ordinary equations of motion are included in the single symbolical equation.

dt- {dw dy dz') \ ax dy dzJ \dx dy azJ

If we employ the notation A u . u, and assume the symbol IB to represent the operation

d ^ d d
a— +/3— + y !-

d.v dy d%

the equation of motion becomes

df"

or, by using the notation Du . ti also, it may be put in the form

-"„ = 1JBAD - B {DlB.yU.
dt-

The symbol S written before any quantity U, which is a function of xyz, has a very

remarkable signification; the direction unit of the symbol iUfJ is that Aneciion pcrpendicitlar to

which there is no variation of U at the point wyz, and the numerical magnitude of IBU is the

rate of variation of U when we pass from point to point in that direction.

The symbols A'i3.« and DlB.v have also remarkable significations. AlB.v is a numerical

quantity, representing the degree of expansion, or, what is called the rarefaction of the medium

at the point xyz. DlB-v represents, in magnitude, the degree of lateral disarrangemetit of the

medium at the point xyz, and, in direction, the axis about which that displacement takes place.

These two symbols may be found separately by the integration of an equation of the form

d'U _ fd'U d^U dW\
ll¥ ~

\d^-
"*" Hf "^

~dx^ I

'

' Given in a Paper read to the Royal Irish Academy, December 9, 1839, p. 14.

f On this subject see a Paper by the late Mr. Greene in the seventh Volume of the Cambridge Transactions, p. 121.
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When the six conditions above alluded to are introduced, the equation of motion for a crys-

tallized medivmi becomes

dtr \ dw dy dzl

Where A A., A-t are the three coefficients of direct elasticity with reference to the three axes

i)f symmetry, and B^ J5,' B^ B^ B-^ B/ the six coefficients of lateral elasticity with reference to

the same axes.

If the vibrations be transverse, this equation is reducible to the form

^ = -(Z)D.r(«^^a + 6=,/3 + et7)

d^v
or — = - (Z>D.)'(«'aAa + 6'/3A/3 + 1-7^7)1', (A),

dt'

assuming the vibrations of a polarized ray to be perpendicular to the plane of polarization.

The well-known condition that a plane polarized ray may be transmissible without subdivision,

and the expression for the velocity of propagation, may be immediately deduced from this equation.

If we assume the vibrations of a polarized ray to be in the plane of polarization, the equation

becomes

^ = - Z)iII.(a»aAa + /r/3A/3 + c-7A7)I>i3.r (5).

The equation {A) agrees in all respects with Fresnel's Theory, and the equation (^) includes

Professor Mac Cullagh's throe ccjuations. It is curious that {A) and (B) should differ from each

other only in the order of the operations performed on v in the second member.

Investigatio7i of the Symholicul Equation of Vihrutonj Motion of an Uncrt/staUized

Medium.

1. Let m{ = a.r + /3(/ + 7^^')* be the symbol of any particle (P) of an elastic medium in a

state of equilibrium, v{ = a^ + /3rj + 7^) the symbol of the displacement of the particle at any

time t, u + lu Qiu = alx + ^ly -f- 7^^) the symbol of the equilibrium position of a contiguous

l)article (P'), and v+^w(5y= a^^ + /3S>; + 70^ the symbol of the displacement of P at the

time / ; then we have

. rfw . <£w . rfy » - d^tj . , eft) ^ ^ ^

^v = -— d.x- +—- ey-i- -3-a«+ i—-; bx- -V -y~^ hxdy + &c (l).

dx dy </« •^ dx dxdy

This equation expresses the disarratigement, or state of displacement, of the medium in the

immediate vicinity of P, for ^v is the relative displacement of P" with reference to P, and by

giving different values to ^x Sy ^ss in (1), corresponding to the different particles near P, we find

the displacements of those particles relatively to P.

2. In consequence of the disarrangement of the medium in the vicinity of P, represented by (I),

a force will be brought into play upon P; our object is tofind this force.

Vol. VIII. PaktIV. sV
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Now, by a well-known principle, the force on P resulting from the disarrangement

di3 ^ dv .

dv = -r- ox + -— dy + kc,
dx ay

is the resultant (or symbolical sum) of the forces due to the separate disarrangements

^« = ^S., ^v^^^y, ^« = ^a., &c.
dx dy d«

Hence, if we find the forces due to the several terms of the expression (1), and add them

together, the resulting sum will express, in magnitude and direction, the whole force brought into

play upon P by the disarrangement (l). This we now proceed to do.

3. To find the force brought into play on P by the disarrangement,

dv . d^ . r>dn . dX ^
^t) = — Sx = a-r^ ^x + ft

— Sx + y-f- hx.
dx dx dx dx

„ -L Sx represents a small line, proportional to ^x, drawn in the direction a ; therefore the

dx

disarrangement indicated by
df „

dx

is a uniform expansion of the medium in the direction a. This brings no force into play upon P.

Q JL^x represents a small line, proportional to Sx, drawn in the direction /3 ; therefore the

da-

disarrangement indicated by

dx

takes place as follows: Suppose the medium when at

rest to be divided into physical lines parallel to the
.

direction a, let MN he any one of these lines, M being the point when it meets the plane per-

pendicular to a containing >, and let 3IN' be a line parallel to the plane of xy, making an

an..letan-' f^) with .l/.V. Then the disarrangement consists in the displacement of the line

° \dxj

MN into the position MN', and a similar displacement of all the other physical lines. This

disarrangement evidently brings no force into play upon P.

d'C ^
The same reasoning applies to the remaining term 7 ^^Z'^'

4. Reasoning therefore in this way it is clear, that the disarrangement represented by the

first three terms of the expression (l) brings no force into play upon P.

5. To find the force brought into play on P by the disarrangement represented by

2 dx' ^ dx^

ia^ ^*' represents a small line, proportional to Ix; drawn in the direction a ;
therefore

^ dx-

the disarrangements indicated by

^ dx'
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is a uniformly increasing expansion of the medium in the direction a, the rate of increase of the

expansion being -—
. Hence, according to well-i<nown principles, this disarrangement brings

into play on P, a force proportional to - -,^ in the direction a, that is, a force whose symbol is

Aa , A being some constant.
da,^

d'n
Again, i /3 -j—^ hn^ represents a small line, proportional to ^.r", drawn in the direction /3

;

therefore the disarrangement indicated by

is a curvature of the physical line MN (see Art. 3.), and a similar curvature of all the other

physical lines, the symbol of the index of curvature
^i ^

{i.e. a line equal to the reciprocal of the radius of curva-

ture drawn towards the centre of curvature) being

dw

Hence, according to well-known principles, this disarrangement brings into play upon P
d^v '

force proportional to -— in the direction /3, that is, a force whose symbol is

•B/3 -j-^ , B being some constant.

In the same manner we may shew that the force brought into play by the disarrangement

^« = i 7 fI S.v'
dar

is represented by the symbol

^ dx'

Hence the whole force brought into play by the disarrangement

is represented in magnitude and direction by the symbol

£j'{(A-B)a^ + Bv}.

6. To find the force brought into play by the disarrangement represented by

3 U2
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Let w'y' be co-ordinates referred to two new axes (a73') in the plane o^i coy, making respectively

angles 45" and 90' + 45'' with the axis of x ; then

lx = -^ Q>x - ly), ^2/ = 4= (^^' + ^y')'

Making these substitutions, we find

Hence, by what has been already proved, the force brought into play will be

daIxdy ^ \/2 V

~

7. We may now write down the symbol of the whole force brought into play by the dis-

arrano-ement represented by the expression (l), neglecting terms beyond those of the second order.

It will be as follows,

F=.BU^\ + l-r-.l +[ij:S'-^Ty dx

The coefficients of a, /3, 7 in this expression are the well-known differential formulae for

the three forces (parallel to the three axes) brought into play by the displacements ^, ri, .^.

The part of F which is multiplied by J - B, may be put in the form

id d d\ id^ dri d'(\

\ dx
'^

dy dzl \da) dy dz)

Hence, the equation of motion of the medium (which includes the three ordinary equations)

assumes the following form,

dH {/d\- ( d\^ I d y\ ,, „ / d ^d d\/dP d,, dr\

8. This equation may be put in a remarkably simple form by the use of the notation Au'.u.

Let us assume the symbol 13 to represent the operation

d d da— +/3 7- + 7—

,

dx dy dz

then, since v = al^ + (in + yX^, we have

. ._ df dn dT
AB.« = — + — + —•

dx dy dz
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Also

515

''^^-{rS^ii'* i^-

Hence the equation of motion becomes

df
^ = B{/\'B.'B)v + (A- S)BAB.v (.").

We may also put it in somewhat a different form by using the notation Du'.ti ; for

(AB.3)« -'S3AB.«= -{DT>Y.v*,

therefore (3) becomes

d/v

dC
= {JBAB. -B{D'B.y}v (4).

9. The symbol O has a very remarkable meaning which we shall now proceed to explain.

denotes the rate of variation when x alone is varied, that is, the rate of variation in the
dx

d
direction a. To indicate this, we shall employ the notation d^ instead of —— ; i. e., if U be any

ds

quantity which is a function of ,v y x, and which therefore varies when we pass from one point

to another of the medium, then d^ U denotes the rate of variation of U, when we pass from point

to point in the direction a-

Now this rate of variation may be affected, like an ordinary velocity, with a sign of direction ;

and it may be resolved or compounded in the same manner, and by the same rules, as an ordinary

velocity.

Hence, we may see immediately the meaning of the expression

D6^ or ad,U+ fid^U + yd^U;

for ad^U is the rate of variation of U in the direction a, affected with its proper sign of direction a,

fidpU is the rate of variation in the direction j3, and yd^U in the direction -y, each affected

with its proper sign of direction. Hence, compounding these rates of variation as if they were

ordinary velocities, it follows, that the symbolical sum

ad^U + fid^U + yd^U

expresses, in magnitude and direction, the complete rate of variation of the quantity U.

10. We may shew tliis differently as follows.

Let a /3^ 7, be any tliree direction units at right angles to each other ; then it is easy to

prove, that

a rf„ + li,dp + yd^ = ad^ + (id^ + yd^, (.i).

Let us now choose a^ j8, y^, so that a^ shall be in the direction of the normal to the surface

d U = 0,

at the point .v y z ; in otiier words, supposing f
'' to denote some disturbance or displacement of

the medium, a is chosen so as to be perpendicular to tlie surface called the front of the wave, for

dU = is evidently the differential equation of tliat surface.

• For let « and u be any two lines, and let a represent tlie

direction unit of «' ; then, if »' = r'a, and u-aa + bli + cy, we have

Du'.u=r'{by-Cl3), and.-. Du'.(Du'.u) = r'^ (-bl3-cy].

Now Au'. «' = r'', and «'du'.u = r''aa; therefore

Du'.(Du'.u) 01 (Du'y .u = u'Au'. u - ( d«'. «') t
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a, being thus assumed, we have d^U = 0, d^U = 0, and therefore by (5),

a,d^U = ad^U + fid^U+ yd^U=J^ U.

Now a is the direction of propagation of the disturbance U, therefore d„ U is the rate of

variation of U in the direction of propagation, and ad^ U is that rate affected with its proper

sign of direction.

Hence, the symbol 53 U expresses, in magnitude and direction, the complete rate of variation

of the quantity U, that is to say, the direction of B f/ is that direction perpendicular to which there

is no variation of U at the point xyz, and the magnitude of B f7 is the rate of variation of U in

that direction.

It is manifest, therefore, tliat the symbol B has a very important signification, especially in

investigations relating to the propagation of waves.

11. Returning now to the equation (4) we shall, in the first place, interpret the meaning of

the symbols AB . f , and DB . »'.

Let ^^ n, C ^^ ^^^ resolved parts of the displacement v in the directions a, /3, y, respectively;

then, choosing (as we may do)* the direction 7^ so that ^, = 0, we have

r = ^,a + r),/3^,

and therefore, since B = ad^, we find

AB.I! = f/„,^,,

DB .v = "yid^ r)^.

Let OX and OY be the directions a, and /3,, 7^ ^'^^"S
perpendicular to the plane of the

paper; let be the point {xyz) of the medium, POQ, the

line of particles which, in a state of equilibrium, lie in the

direction a,, and OT the tangent to POQ at 0. Then since

OX is the direction of propagation, and since the disturbance

(f) consists of two parts, namely ^^ in the direction OX, and

r) in the direction OY, it is evident, that d^^^ is the expansion

(i. e. the degree of expansion, or, what is called the rarefaction)

of the medium at the point O; also d^r)^ is the tangent of the

ano-le TOX, and therefore measures the degree of lateral displacement of the medium at the

point O.

This lateral displacement consists in the rotation of the line OT about the axis 7^, and a

corresponding rotation of all the other lines of particles which constitute the medium in the im-

mediate vicinity of the point O, these lines being supposed to be parallel to OX in a state of

equilibrium. Hence it follows that the symbol i>B . v represents, in direction, the axis round

which the lateral displacement takes place, and in magnitude, the degree of lateral displacement.

Thus it appears that the symbols AB.u and aZ)B.v have a very important signification in

investigations relating to the propagation of waves, the former expressing the degi-ee of expansion

of the medium at the point xyz, and the latter representing, in magnitude, the degree of lateral

displacement at the point xyz, and, in direction, the axis about which that displacement takes

place.

12. Hence it is evident that the symbol AB . v defines the kind of disturbance which constitutes

normal waves, and Z)B . v tliat which constitutes transverse ivaves.

V"
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13. A^.v, and Dl2-v may be found separately by the integration of a differential equation

of the form

d'U ^ IcPU drU d'U\
-T^^C -r^ + i-T + TT^ C')-
dt \dx- dxf dz-

1

For performing the operation A?5 . on both sides of (3), and putting AD . v = U, we find

— (AD .v) = B (AD . S) AO . « + (-•/ - B) (AS . S) aD . t'

;

df-

d-U « «
or, --=^(AD.I3)r;

and performing the operation DXi , and putting DS .v= U, we find (observing that Dfy D = 0),

^' = Z?(AD.B) U:
dt'

hence, A1E).d and DT).v may be found separately by the integration of an equation of tlie

form (fi), C being equal to A in one case, and to B in the other.

Investigation of the Equation of Vibratory Motion of a CrystalUxed Mediiiin.

14. WniiN the constitution of the vibrating medium is crystalline, we may obtain a differential

equation similar to that we have found for an uncrystallized medium, and by exactly the same

method ; the only difference will be in the constants introduced, in regard to which we must bear

in mind, that the elasticity of the medium is no longer the same in all directions, and therefore the

constants A and B, which we may call the coejfii-ients of direct and lateral elasticity respectively,

will be different with respect to different directions. The method we have employed to find the

force brought into play by a disarrangement of the medium requires us to consider this difference

of elasticity only with respect to the three directions a, (i, y, assuming that the medium is still

symmetrical with respect to these three axes, i. e. supposing them to be the ajces of elasticity.

15. Hence, reasoning as in article (5), the force brought into play by the disarrangement,

^v = ^{up.. ^,r + /3^ hf + 7 f ? Sz^\

,

^ ' dx- dy- dz-

will be A,ap^ + A,l3'p^,+Ayp.., (P),
dx^ dy- dz-

Ai, A.,, Ai, being the coefficients of direct elasticity for the three directions a, /3, 7.

Again, reasoning as in the same article, the force brouglit into play by the disarrangement,

JSi, B{, B,, B,', &c., denoting the coefficients of lateral elasticity for the three directions a, /3, 7.

We make a difference here between B^ and B^', because the disarrangements,

vill be
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are of a different nature, though they consist of displacements in the same direction a ; for the

former disarrangement consists in the rotation (i e. the curvature) of physical lines parallel to /3

about the axis 7, and the latter of physical lines parallel to y about the axis /3. The same re-

marks apply to B., and B,', B.and BJ. Fresnel virtually assumed that B^ = B', B. = B^', B^ = BJ.

16. By reasoning as in article (6), we might easily shew, that the force brought into play by

the disarrangement,

d'v „ ^ d~

dady dxdy
(a^ + /3)7 + 7^) ^x^y.

^ d'P ^, d'r)

dxdy ' " dxdy

But we shall shew this somewhat differently, in order to find out what relation subsists (if any)

between C C" and the constants already introduced.

' d'f
The disarrangement a r^-, ^*'^«/> is of the following nature.

" dxdy

Let OX and OV represent the directions a and /3, and O the point (xyz); take OM = Sx,

draw SMS' parallel to VY', and PMP' making the tangent of the
T

x' N
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18. We may easily shew that the disarrangement y 3-—- ^^vSy brings no force into play

upon O ; for it is perpendicular to the plane of the paper, and its nature

is as follows. Draw two physical lines QQ' and PP' through O equally

inclined to J\lJC'; then in consequence of the disarrangement tlie lines OP
and OP' will become bent tipwards (i. e. upwards considering the plane

of the paper to be horizontal), and the lines OQ and OQ! will be bent

dow7iwards ; also the curvature of POP' will be exactly the same as

that of QOQ', only opposite in directions. Hence the two forces

brought into play on by the curvature of the two physical lines PP"
and QQ' will be equal and opposite ; and the same may be said of every

other pair of physical lines drawn through O equally inclined to A'J^'.

that no force will be brought into play on O by this disarrangement.

It is therefore manifest

19- Thus it appears that the force brougiit into play by the disarrangement,

will be /3C-4 +«C"---^.
dxdy dxdy

Hence the force brought into play by the disarrangement,

o« = -:

—

T- bxby +——— hyhz +
dxdxdxdy ' '" ' dydx

will be expressed by a symbol of the form

i^x

(C.,r/ + C^m + ^. (.CXa + cay) ^~ (C.^fi + C^.a)dyd

{U-).

20. Hence, collecting these three results, the general equation of vibratory motion will be

— =fr+r'+cr' (8).

21. We have seen that, in the case of an uncrystallized medium, the constant C {i.e. the

constant to which the different Cs in U" become equal when the medium becomes uncrystallized)

is equal io A - B ; in other words, C is the difference between the coefficients of direct and lateral

elasticity ; and it is easy to explain how this is on simple mechanical principles, wln'di appear to

apply to a crystallized medium as well as to an uncrystallized, and wiiich therefore will furnish us
with certain probable relations between the coefficients involved in equation (S). These relations,

as we shall presently shew, have a very important physical signification.

22. Referring to the figure in p. 11, we may explain the physical meaning of the relation.

C = A — B as follows :

—

The disarrangement represented in this figure consists of an increasing expansion of the
medium as we go along the line IT, caused, not by direct displacements (j. e. displacements
parallel to FT), but by /fff't'jv;/ displacements (i.e. displacements perpendicular to IT). Conse-
quently the force brought into play upon by this increase of expansion will be modified by the
lateral elasticity of the medium, which tends to restore tlie physical lines PP', QQ', &c. to "their

equilibrium positions ^9^, TT, Sec. In fact the unequal expansion caused by the disarrangement

Vol. VIII. Takt IV. 3 X
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is resisted, and, to a certain extent, balanced (so to speak) by the lateral elasticity, and therefore

the unequal expansion has not its full effect in producing force upon O, but a certain part is spent

upon the lateral elasticity.

If there was no lateral elasticity the force on O would be the same as if the displacements were

direct {i.e. parallel to Y'Y), for then the unequal expansion would produce its full effect; in other

words the force brought into play on would be

dxdy
/3,

observing that the rate of increase of the expansion of the medium as we go along F'Fis
dxdy

To find the force actually brought into play upon O, allowing for the lateral elasticity, we

must diminish this force by a certain quantity depending upon the lateral elasticity, which quantity

must of course be proportional to -—^. It is clear therefore that the force actually brought into

play upon is expressed by a symbol of the form

dxdy

P being a certain constant depending upon the lateral elasticity. Art. 6 shows that P = B.

This evidently explains the physical meaning of the relation, C = A — B, for this relation

d^P ^ ^
indicates that the force brought into plav by the disarrangement a -——dviy is, not the force° ^ - -^

» dxdy ^

d'f
A- —13, which is the force due to the full effect of the unequal expansion, but the force
dxdy

d"P . .

(A — B) -—y- /3, which is equal to the former force diminished by a quantity depending on the

lateral elasticity, and proportional to the rate of increase of the expansion.

23. From this explanation of the meaning of the relation C = A — B, it is very probable,

I think, that a similar relation holds wlien the medium is crystallized ; for it does not seem essential

to this explanation that the medium shall be perfectly uniform in all directions ; all that seems

really necessary is, that the medium shall be symmetrically arranged with reference to the two axes

JCJC' and VV'. We must take care, however, in applying this explanation to a crystallized medium,

to give A and B their proper values, namely A-, and B^ ; for by A is to be understood the coefficient

of direct elasticity in the direction OY, that is A.^, and by B the coefficient of lateral elasticity

brought into action by the unequal rotation of physical lines parallel to OV about the axis of r,

that is Bj (for B, is the coefficient of lateral elasticity for the curvature of such lines about the axis

of z). Hence the relation, C — A — B, transferred to a crystallized medium, is C-i = A.^ - B^, and

therefore, writing down this relation for the six (Ts in the expression U", we have the following six

relations, viz. :

—

C, = A., - B,
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If we substitute in (8) the values of the Cs given in (9), we find the following value of U", viz.,

^ d fdri dr\
^ ^ d (dr d^\ d fd^ d,,\

and therefore (S) becomes

dt'

id ^ - d d\ (d^ dri rfr

\ dx dy •" dzl \dx dy dz

^ I d ^ d\d^ r,' f ^ d \d^

^^'["d-y-'^d-Jdy-'^' Vd-z-^^Zv)Tz

+ S (/3 _ y.
d \ dt]

+ b:
dy! dz V do; dyl dx

^'V'd:v-''d-z)d-v'-^' V^Ty-^dTvldy

.(10).

By using the notation in Art. 8, Sic, and observing that «y - fir' = D'D.y, a— - 7^
= - Dl^.fi, &c. &c. the equation (lO) becomes

— AB.«

-•{(-:-^--^)-^K^^:--)'^^(^^^''"^)-'l

...(11).

dy

For transverse vibrations we have AO . t = 0, and therefore,

Now Du' .ti is the symbol of a line perpendicular tow' and ?< ; hence (12) indicates that the

force — is perpendicular to the direction of 13, and that direction, as we have seen, is the direc-

tion of propagation. It follows, therefore, that if the relations (9) hold, the forces brought into

' play by transverse vibrations are always perpendicular to the direction of propagation.

25. We shall now shew that this cannot be the case except the conditions (9) hold.

If the conditions (9) do not hold we must add to the second member of (12) an expression of

the form

^.^''^'n ^ E:1^) + ^(^-r« + ^/f7) + ^^(^3^/3 + E:,a) = V, suppose

£1 £/ E2 £;' £3 £3' being the unknown corrections to be made in the second members of the

relations (9).

Performing on V the operation AiD., we find,

AB. F:
rf- d V .>dK\ '^L.^S

dydz \ ^ dz ' dy) dzd.vK ' dx ' 'dzl ' dady\ 'dy

, dr}\

I dxdy \ ^ dy ' dx

Now, if the second member of (12) + F is perpendicular to the direction of 13, the same must

3 x2
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be true of V, and therefore A 19 V must be always zero. Consequently A i3 . V must be zero in

the particular case where T = 0, and ^ and t} are functions of x and y only, in which case we have

AB.r =
^'

( r.^1 . r.'^'

dxdy \ ^dyV ^dy ^ dx

[^'[t^ -^^'(£)fe

,
dP dn dr,

observing that --^ + —-+--^(=0) = 0.

dx dy dx

That this expression should be always zero evidently requires Eg and E^ to be each zero ; and

in the same way we may shew that the other ^'s are each zero.

Hence, it appears, that the forces brought into play by transverse vibrations are not perpen-

dicular to the direction of propagation, except the conditions (9) hold.

These conditions are therefore essential to the truth of Fresnel's Theory of Transverse Vibrations.

26. Hence it follows that (12) is the most general form of the equation of vibratory motion,

when the transmission of a wave of transverse vibrations through the medium in every direction is

possible.

27. Experiment shews that the six constants involved in (l2) are reducible to three in the case

of ordinary Biaxal Crystals ; for it appears, that, when the plane of polarization of a ray coincides

with the plane a/3, the velocity of transmission in the direction a is the same as that in the direction

R. Now, first, let us assume with Fresnel, that the vibrations are perpendicular to the plane of

polarization (a/3) ; then, for the directions a and /3 the equation (12) becomes, in each case

respectively,

dH-y'C) d dr ^ dX „ <f t

dt^ dy dy df ^ df

Hence, if c denote the common velocity of transmission in the two directions, we have

5, = b; = c^.

In exactly the same way we may she\y, that

S, = B,' = a',

B., = i?/ = b",

where a is the velocity of transmission in the directions /3 and 7 of a ray polarized in the plane

Ay, and b the velocity in the directions 7 and a of a ray polarized in the plane 7a.

Hence the equation (12) becomes

'^ = Dl^.\a^{y±-ii^]l^b^(a^-y^],^c^(li^-uj-]l\,
df ' \^ dy ^dzl^ \ dz ' dx) V dx dy)"'

or~=-(Dl3.)Ha'ea + b''n(i + c'^y), 1

dt-
-

{

or ^= - (DB.)-(o=aAa + b'l3Afi + c'yL\y)v, \

df I
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If, however, we suppose that the vibrations of a polarized ray are in the plane of polarization,

we may shew as above, that

B, = B; = a\

B, = 5/ = b\

B, = B! = c\

and therefore (12) becomes,

df * \d« dyl \dw dzj^ \dy dxl'^

oT~= -Z)B.(a'aAa+ 6^/3 A/3 +c'y^y)Dl^.v (14).
dr

28. Taking the equation (13), we shall now find under what circumstances the force —
is in the direction of vibration.

Let us choose a^ /3^ y^ as in Art. 10, a^ being the direction of propagation, and /3, that of

vibration ; and let v = rji(i,- Then, as in the article just referred to, we have 13 = ad^.

d'v . .
(fv d-c ,

Now, the condition tiiat the force —- may be in the direction /3, is Av • -r-j = (for -— is

de •'
' '' df df

already perpendicular to a^, and this condition makes it perpendicular to y^ likewise), or by (13),

A7,. (Z;a,)^ (a'a A a + 6'j3A/3 + &y/:^y)fi^ = 0.

But, by the general proportions of the notation D and A, we have ^y^.Da. = A/3,., and

therefore A7, . {Da, )^ = A/3, . Da, = — A7, . . Hence this condition becomes

a'iAa. 7,) (Aa . /3,) + b' (A/3 . 7,) (A/3 . /3,) + r(A 7 . 7,) (A7 . /3,) = 0.

This is the well-known condition of Fresnel that the force brought into play by a transverse

vibration may be in the direction of that vibration; for

Aa.7, = cos (07,) Act./3^ = cos(a/3,) &c. &c.

To find the velocity of propagation in tliis case, we have, performing the operation A jS, on

both sides of (13),

^' = {a\Aa.(if+b^Afi.(3y + cMA7./3/}d.>,,

and therefore the square of the velocity of propagation is

«=(Aa. /3,)= + 6=(A/3. /3,)^ + c-{Ay.l3f,

which is Fresnel's expression.

29. We may treat the equation (14) in exactly the same way.

M. O'BRIEN.

UppEU Norwood, April, 1847.



XXXIX. A Theory of the Transmission of Light through Transparent Media,

and of Double Refraction, on the Hypothesis of Undulations. By the

Rev. J. Challis, ]\I.A., Plumian Professor of Astronomy and Experimental

Philosophy in the University of Cambridge.

[Read May 17, 1847.]

In a former communication to this Society, I ventured to advance a new Theory of the

Polarization of Light, founded on a Mathematical Theory of Luminous Rays. {Cambridge

Philosophical Transactions, Vol. viii. Part in. pp. SG\, and 371.) As the Theory was not then

applied to the phasnomena of Double Refraction, I propose in this Paper to attempt to give it

that extension. The course of the reasoning will require a general consideration of the transmission

of light through transparent media. I shall therefore commence with this part of the subject.

1. It will be assumed that the ather is of the same uniform density and elasticity within

any transparent medium as it is without ; and that the diminislied rate of propagation in the

medium is owinc to the obstacle which its atoms oppose to the free motion of the setherial particles.

Considerino- the proximity of the atoms to each other, and that the retarding effect of each atom

at a given instant, extends through many multiples of its linear dimensions, it is presumed that

the mean retardation, though resulting from the presence of discrete atoms, may be regarded as

continuous. It will also be supposed that the mean effect of the presence of the atoms is to

produce an apparent diminution of the elasticity of the asther, tlie motion in all other respects

beino' the same as in free space. Let a = the velocity of propagation without the medium,

and — = that within. Then, p being the density in a line of rectilinear propagation, at a point

distant bv x from the origin, the effective accelerative force = •
.
—— . If there were no

•'
fx pax

retardino- effect of the atoms, the accelerative force would be -^
. Hence, the accelerative

° pax

force of the retardation {R) is equal to a=(l - — ) —^ . For this force another expression may
\ ^ J pax

be obtained by the following considerations. If v be the velocity of the aether at the time t at

the point whose co-ordinate is x, we have by known equations,

w = — Nap. loff. p = d) i — t — X

Now the accelerative force of the retardation at a given point must vary conjointly as the

number of atoms in a given space, that is, as the density of the medium, and as the effective

accelerative force of the aether at that point. Hence, K being a certain constant, and ^ the density

of the medium,

„^ fdv\ ,^r,dv .

R = - Ad{ — ]
= - Ji d-— very nearly.

dt] dt
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Consequently by the foregoing equations,

„ „^ a dv ,,^ ff" dp

/J. da; ijl' pdx

Comparing this expression for R with the former, we have

« 1 :

V ^" f>dx iL- pdx

2. Hitherto we have supposed the atoms of the medium to be absolutely fixed. If, as it is

reasonable to suppose, they are moveable by the mechanical action of the astherial vibrations, the

retardation produced by them will differ from that obtained above. Assuming the mean effect of

the presence of the atoms in this case also to be an apparent diminution of the elasticity of the

aether, the accclerative force of the retardation will vary as the density of the medium and the

difference of the effective accclerative forces of the sether and the atoms at a given position. That

is, if o' be the velocity of an atom, where the velocity of the vibrating aether is i", we shall have

, (dv dv'\ / 1 \ t'p . , s
«/'

R = - A o , , very nearly. And, as before, R = a- [i —'— = — (/u^ — 1) --
.

\dt df. J
'

\ 11- 1 pdx at

dv dv ,

Hence, putting q for the ratio of —
- to — , it follows that /m' - 1 = Kd (l — f/).

3. Since the retardation will be less and the velocity of propagation greater when the atoms

are moved than when they are fixed, yu will be less in the former case than in the latter, and

consequently </ is a positive quantity. As it is known from experience that the rate of propagation

of light in a given direction in a medium, is uniform and independent of the intensity of the light,

dv d V
the ratio of to — must be the same at different points of the same wave, and the same also

dt dt
^

for vibrations of different magnitudes, if the breadths of the waves be given. But to account for

the pha?nomenon of dispersion, q must be a function of \ the breadth of the wave. For our

present enquiry it is not necessary to ascertain the form of this function. It is only necessary to

assume that in crystallized media q is different for different directions. The theoretical reason for

this probably is, that the retardation depends on the elasticity of the medium, and that the elasticity

of crystallized media, and consequently the mobility of their particles, depends on the direction.

4. What has been said above respecting the transmission of light through transparent media,

will suffice for the consiiloration of tlie theory of Double Refraction, on which I am now about to

enter. It will be assumed that in any medium which does not retard the progression of the

luminous rays equally in all directions, there are at least three directions at right angles

to each other, in which the retardation will take place in the manner hitherto supposed. Let

a", b", c- be the constants of elasticity for plane wav€s in these three directions, and let a be the

velocity of the waves in free space. Then, 9,, q.,, q^, being the values of 7 for the same directions,

the time of vibration being given, we have,

^= 1 + A'^(l -7,). -^, = 1 + A'^(l -7,). ^= 1 + A'^(l -73).
(if I)- r

5. When an atom of the medium is displaced in one of the tliree rectangular directions above

mentioned, the direction of displacement coincides by hypothesis with the line of propagation of the

waves. Although in general tliis will not be the case, waves may still be propagated in all directions

in the medium. For supposing plane waves of given breadth to be propagated simultaneously in

the three rectangular directions, (which may be called the axes of elasticity,) the resulting effect on a
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ffiven particle of the sether, according to the principle of the coexistence of small vibrations, may be

a vibration in a certain resulting direction, of the same period as that of the component vibrations.

Consequently waves which would produce the same vibration of the a?therial particle may be pro-

pao-ated in that direction. But the displacement of the atoms of the medium does not necessarily

take place in the same direction. If this displacement be resolved in two directions, one coinciding

with the direction of vibration of the aetiierial particles, and the other perpendicular to this, the

resolved part of the displacement in the latter direction, will give rise to a?therial vibrations which

will be propao-ated laterally and produce no sensation of light. With reference to pha?nomena

of lio-ht the other part alone requires to be taken account of. The above considerations will

enable us to determine the effective elasticity in any direction in the medium, in terms of the

elasticities in the directions of the axes.

6 Let V be the velocity of a particle of the aether, the vibrations of which are due to waves

propao-ated in a direction making angles a, /3, 7, with the axes of elasticity ; and let v be the

resolved part in that direction of the velocity of an atom of the medium situated where the

velocity of the aether is v. Then by Art. 2, the accelerative force of the retardation is equal to

.(dv dv'\ ^^,^ rfu

\dt dtl' ^ ^' dt

If now the velocity v be resolved in the directions of the axes, the accelerative forces of retardation

corresponding to the resolved parts of the velocity will be,

dvs V, r^dv
cv , s

^^
- A'^ (1 - f/0 COS a — , - A-oCl -7,)cos^— , - A Hi -93) cos 7 — .

And by the considerations in Art. 5, the accelerative force of the retardation in the given direction

of propagation, is equal to the resultant of these forces. Hence

- A'o' (1 -
q) ,- = - A'^ -^ . {(1 - 9,) cos= a + (1 - 7.0 cos-' /3 + (1 - (/s) cos" 7}

.

(It W^

Let now r^ bo the constant of elasticity in the direction of propagation. Then by the equations in

Art. 1, we have,

^ - 1 = A'oHl - 9), ^-l=A'^(l -</.), ^-i = Ar^(i-9.), ?;-i=Aro^(i-9s),

Hence, by substitution in the foregoing equation,

Consequently,

1 =
(
— - 1

I
cos'a+

1 -TT. - 1
)

cos'' /3 +

cos^ a " cos" R cos" 7
r +-y:^ +—

r

a - 0; c.

The surface of which this is the equation in polar co-ordinates, may be called the surface of

elasticity. It is evidently that of an ellipsoid. The radius vector r, represents the velocity of

propagation of plane waves in any direction coinciding with that of r

7. We have now to find the velocity of propagation in ajilmnent of the iKther corresponding

to a ray of light. In considering the motion in a filament of a medium the elasticity of which

varies with the direction, I shall proceed in a method analogous to that employed in my Paper

on Luminous Rays. {Camh. Phil. Trans. Vol. viii. Part in. p. 365). It will be supposed that

in the filament there is an axis of no transverse velocity. This is taken for the axis of z. The
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condensation at any point of the filament is assumed to be (p^ {z, t) x /(.r, y), which for shortness

sake, will be written 0,/, (p^ being treated as a function of -z and t only, and / as a function of

X and y only. Let p be the density, and tc, v, w the components of the velocity in the directions

of the axes of co-ordinates, at the point xyz, and at the time t. Also let a'^, 6'^, c- be the co-

efficients of elasticity in the directions of the axes of x, y, z respectively. First powers only of the

velocities u, v, w, and of the condensation p — l will be taken account of. This being premised,

we have,

fdu\ a'^dp "''(p, df
\dt) pdx p 'd.r'

, n . . du ,, df
and to the nrst approximation, — = — a-(b -—

. Hence,^^
df ^' dx

u = - a'--f- fcbdt + C,
d.T '^

'

the arbitrary quantity c being in general a function of x, y, and z. So also

f = - 6'- -^ fd) dt + C.
dy

ldw\ c-dp
1 r . .

Again, since —;— = - 7 » we have to the same degree ot approximation," \dt I pdz

div ,., ^ ddi
,., ^ rd(l> , „„ ,.„d((bdt

df
c- f.^ , and .. = - .'Y f^' dt -. C" = - c-r-m^ ^ C".

dz ' J dz ' dz

But from the supposed law of condensation in any plane perpendicular to the axis of z, it follows,

that the accelerative force parallel to this axis at any point of the plane, must to the first degree

of approximation, be equal to / x the accelerative force at the point of intersection with the axis,

and the corresponding velocities must be in the same proportion. Hence, - being the velocity

at the point of intersection with the axis, we shall have

w = f —^ . Consequently - c'' Jcpdt = (p. and C" = 0.

Assuming now that C and C' arc each equal to zero when = 0, we obtain,

«'' df
,

b'-' dfu= -T:-4>~r~' ^"" ^' = ~r,-0 -^ • Hence,
c- ' dx c^ '^ dy

a- df b'' df dd> ,

lidx + vdy + wdz = ~^. (b~ dx + -r,.(b ^ dy + f— dz.
c- ' dx c- ^ dy ' dz

In this case udx + vdy + ivdz is not an exact differential. Let -p = h, and -;- = /, and suppose

1 I

that/= Fi''.F,', the function F^ containing ,r only, and the function /'j containing y only. By
this supposition, a factor which will render the above quantity an exact differential may be found,

which, though not the most general, will suffice for our present purpose. By differentiating,

df _ 1 </F, df _ \ dF,

fdx ~ h¥i'^ ' fdy ~ IF./'dy
'

Vol. VIII. Part IV. 3 Y
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0/ dF, , (hf dF„
,

^dd)
,

Hence, ud,v + vdy + wdx = —-.—— dai + ^.-z—'dy + f Jdz
F^ dx F-2 dy dz

1
, 1 , dF, dFo „ „ d(h

,

= F/ FJ {F.—-' dx + F, -—- dy) (p+ F,F,-^ dz}
' ' dx dy dz '

= F/ F.,' .d.F^F.,(p.

i-i I--
Consequently the required factor is F, ''

. F-, ' ; and tiie differential equation of tiie surface

cutting at right angles the directions of the motion, is d.F^F.<j> = 0. If \\, = 0, be the equation

of this surface, we have \|/ = F,F2^+ a function of/. We may now proceed to find a value

of — + —; , the sum of the reciprocals of the principal radii of curvature of the surface at any
H R 11.

point, by substituting in the general expression for "S + ^' '^'^•'

ld-\\, d'y\f d-\|/\ /rfv|/^ rf\|/- ds\,"\ d'\|/ dxf- d \\, d\{/''

\d.v' dy- dz^ J \dx' dy'' dz-

1

da;- dx' dy ' dy'

d-\\, d\j^- d^v// dxjy d\^ d^x}/ d\}/ d\p d^y}/ d\// d\p

dsr
' dz^ dxdy dx dy dxdz dx dz dydz dy dz

Now ^J^ = F^'^' .F^'^.u, and 1^ = f/'* . F,'". « ; and therefore -^ = if u = o, and

^ = if t) = 0. As we shall require the value of - + -7 only for points where m = and

dy K K
d\\/ d\^

u = 0, we shall suppose in the general expression that ^ = and — = 0. Hence

1 1 dx^ dy- _
^ dx- ^ dy

r'^R'^ d^ F F ''^

Tz '
^ dz

Taking now the equation (3) obtained in page 365 of the Paper on Luminous Rays, and sup-

posing it to apply to any point of the plane perpendicular to the axis of « in which m= and v = 0,

we shall have, neglecting small terms,

df- dz- ^ - dz '\R R'l

That this equation may be of the form ^^ - c"\^^ = 0, which, for the reasons given

in the Paper just cited, it is required to be, we must have

dz \R R'l ^ d^

= c'^A;^?, i{ c"' = c'Hi + k).
dz-
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d(p 11 1 \ d-d) ,,,.., 11
Hence, —>- .— + —,= A; : and by substituting the value of — + --, obtained above,

dz \R R I dz^ R R

dz' ^ KF^dx" F.,dy~}
'

For a point on the axis of z this equation becomes —-^ + h"'0 = 0, the constant jr being

2 TT . d^(h
such that if X be the breadth of the waves, n = . Hence, substituting - n~(h for —~ in

the foregoing equation, the result is

(PF, dC-F.
+ _, ,

'

„ + kn = 0.
F^dx^ F.,dy'

By taking account of the equality f = F^' . F.,' , we obtain by substitution in the above

equation,

, d-f cPf h.jh-l) df /.(/-I) df ^ ..^ ^
dx^ dy f dor f dy

If now for tlie same reasons as those given in p. 36<j of the Paper on Luminous Rays, the

terms involving; —^ ., and —^, be neglected, we have, finally.

fdx- Jdy

dx^ dy^ '

The general result from this course of reasoning is, that a ray of which the condensation in the

transverse direction is defined by a function of ,r and y, which satisfies this equation, may be

propagated in a medium whose elasticity varies with the direction of propagation. The reasoning,

however, only applies to a function of x and y, which is the product of a function of x and

a function of y. It is evident that / cannot be a function of .r" + y", and, consequently, that the

ray cannot be one of common light.

8. It is found by experience that a polarized ray may be transmitted in certain transparent

crystallized media. I shall assume that in these media the retardation of the propagation produced

by the presence and inertia of the atoms, is such as corresponds to an apparent diminution of the

elasticity of the iEther, different in degree in different directions. I shall assume also that there

are three rectangular axes of elasticity, and that, in accordance with the result contained in

Art. 8. of this Paper, the surface of elasticity is an ellipsoid. On these suppositions the ray

cannot be one of common light, because the effective elasticity is different in different directions

transverse to the axis of the ray. But the suppositions are consistent with the transmission

of a polarized ray. For according to the Theory of Polarization contained in mv' Paper in the

Camb. Phil. Transactions, (Vol. viii. Part iii. p. 372), tlie condensations for a polarized ray must

be disposed symmetrically with reference to two planes at right angles to each other passing

through the axis of the ray. Consequently the force of retardation and the effective elasticity

must act symmetrically with reference to two such planes. And this will evidently be the case :

for any section through the centre of the surface of elasticity is an ellipse, the radii of which

drawn from its centre, are symmetrically disposed with reference to its axes. It is possible that

the function / for a polarized ray may be such as tiiat supposed in the preceding Article,

namely, the product of a function of .;• and a function of y. All, however, that can be affirmed

respecting this function from the reasoning in the Paper above referred to is, that for small

distances from the axis of the ray, it is a function of one co-ordinate only, the axis of x and y
3 y2
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being supposed to be in the planes of symmetry. Let, therefore, in the last obtained equation,

/ be a function of x only. Then,

d'f kn „

Now in the Paper on the Polarization of Light, (p. S?."), tlie particular value of / for a polarized

ray was found to be cos n \/kx. By substituting this value in the equation above, we obtain

the equation of condition A = 1, or a'^ = c'K It would appear therefore that a polarized ray

cannot be transmitted in the medium, the transverse elasticity being different from that in the

direction of propagation, if the velocity of propagation really be c" , or c' y/l + k. For the

transmission of the polarized ray it is necessary to suppose an alteration of the rate of propagation.

This may be conceived to take place as follows: First, suppose A = 1, and a polarized ray in which

tiie breadth of the waves is X, or — , to be transmitted with the velocity c \/ \ + k. Then

suppose the elasticity in the direction of the plane of polarization to be altered from c'" to «'^, and a

polarized ray to be still propagated. By hypothesis the nature of the medium is such as to allow

of this taking place. Now as/', and consequently the transverse section of the ray, do not alter

by the supposed change of elasticity, the only way in which the condensation can be altered is

by a change of X. The time of vibration of a given aetherial particle remaining constant, the rate

of propagation will be altered in the same ratio. Let therefore / = cos n \'kx, and let X' be

the new value of X. By substitution in the foregoing equation, we obtain the equation of

condition

. w^ n^c'- ^^ n X c
n = — = —7^ . Hence — , or — = —

;

h a~ n \ a

and the velocity of propagation

X'
= c'v I + A; X - = c' \/ 1 + k X — = a' \/\ + k.

X c

The foregoing reasoning involves the inference that the rate of propagation of a ray in a medium

is not solely due to the effective elasticity in the direction of its axis, but is affected also by the

circumstance that the medium is incapable of transmitting any but a polarized ray, and that

for such a ray A; is a constant.

9. We are now prepared to find the equation of a surface, the radius-vector of which

drawn in any direction from a fixed point, shall represent the velocity of propagation of a ray

in that direction. As we found the velocity of propagation to be that due to the elasticity in the

direction of a line drawn perpendicular to the axis of the ray in the plane of polarization, the

process will evidently be the following. Cut the surface of the ellipsoid of elasticity by a plane

perpendicular to the direction of propagation. The semi-axes of the section will be the radius-

vectors in that direction of the surface required. Let a, b, c be the semi-axes of the ellipsoid.

Its equation in rectangular co-ordinates referred to the axes and the centre will be

ai^ y'^ z^
- +

f;;
+ - = l.

a'' b- c~

Let the directions of the rectangular axes be changed by substituting for w, y, and % the

following values

:

00 = ax + fiy + 7«',

y = dx + fi'y + y'%',

% = a"x' + /3"y -I-
7"«',
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and in the result make x = 0, in order to obtain the equation of the section. This equation

will thus become

(g^' + ^y'Y (g -r' + /3'y')' (g" a-' + /3"y')- ^
a'

^
h'

^
<?

Supposing in this equation ^r' and y to be referred to the axes of the section, and r. >', to

be the two semi-axes, we shall have

1 g" g ^ a'^

7^
"^*" ¥'^~? '

1 13' /3'= (i"'— , J. '. J. 1
f„ — V X ,« T .,5
r^ a' V c-

g/3 g'/3' g"/3"
and = -4- +~ + —^ .

a' b- c-

The equation of the surface, the radius-vectors of which in a given direction are r and r, is

consequently the following

:

(l_^ _<^_^\ /i _ ^ _ ^ _Q =W a' 6- c- I \r- a-' 6' c' I

1 1 Id' + (i' a' + /3'= a"* + /3"% g'iS^ g'^/S-^ a'fi'" a' fj" + a' ^
r* r' V « 6 (T J a* b* c a o

^-^h^^—w?— = '

By combining with this the equations

a' +13? +y' =1,

g'^
-I- fi" + -r = 1'

a"^ + /3"= + 7"= = 1,

we obtain,

1 1 /I - y 1-7' L-V!\ (a/3' - «'/3)' (g/3" - a"/3)' (a')8"-a")8T ^

Again, from the equations

g" + g'^ + g"" = 1

,

/3^ +/3'^ +/3"^ = 1,

y +7'= +7'" = 1.

g/3 -I-
g'/3' + g"/3" = 0,

we have,

a' 13' + a'=/3'= + 2g/3a'/3' = g"*/3"= = (l - g^ - g'O (1 - /S" " /3'')

= 1 _ a= - /3= - g'= - /3'^ + a^)3* -^ g"/3" -1- g=/3'= -H a'=/3',

Hence, = 7=^ - a'= - /3'* + (g/3' - /3g'/

;

or, (a/3' - /3a')' = a" + /3'' - 7^ = 1 - 7'= - 7' = 7"'

:

so (a^" - d'^f = 7% and (a'/3" - a"/3')' = 7^

ra/3 .

g'/3' or^\ ^
+ ^ I
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Thf equation consequently becomes

7-? \^^ ^
h' ^ c' )^ an/ ^ d'& ^ h\^

*"

Transforming it into rectangular co-ordinates by putting .rr for r'-y^, if for r^y'^, x'' for r'y"'',

and or + ff + x^ for r", there results

y^ + s^ x" + X .r2 + y~
., 2s I

^'
V'^^^-f-^)[„.^-^-^?) 0;

or, (.r + //• + sr) {a\v^ + li'f -t- rV) - rrlr (,r' + if) - a^c^ W + x') - h\^ {f + x") + a'/>'c' = 0.

This is the equation of the wave surface in Fresnel's Theory of Double Jlefraction. It is very

remarkable that principles and reasoning so widely different from those of that Theory should have

led to the same result. It is needless to go farther in the investigation, as all subsequent deductions

may be made in the same manner as in the received Theory.

10. In conclusion, I beg leave to refer to an objection which may be raised against the

Theory of Polarization which I have brought forward. It may be urged, that as a wave is

conceived in this Theory to be composed of a vast number of rays in the same phase of vibration,

the transverse vibrations of the different rays will mutually destroy each other, leaving only the

direct vibrations, which by hypothesis do not produce the sensation of light. To this it may be

replied, that it is only the axis of a ray which can be considered as subject to the law of

i-efraction ; for the motion of the aetherial particles along the axis is rectilinear, and coincident in

diiection with the line of propagation, while at every other part of the ray the direction of the

motion of a given particle is continually varying, and is generally not coincident with the line of

propagation. Admitting the independent motion of each ray, it is possible that by refraction

through the eye, the directions of the axes of different rays may be brought to pass nearly through

the same point of the retina, in obedience to the common law of refraction, while the separate rays,

not being subject in other parts to this law, may not be altered as to the diameters of their trans-

verse sections. The constancy of the transverse section is, in fact, a necessary consequence of

a supposition already made in the course of this Theory, namely, that the quantity A; is a fixed

numerical quantity, the same for rays propagated in media as for rays propagated in free space.

As, however, I am not at present provided with the means of ascertaining the nature and value

of that quantity, this part of the subject must be considered as open to further inquiry.

J. CHALLIS.

Cambridge Observatoky,

May 17, 1847.







XL. On the Critical Values of the Sums of Periodic Series. By G. G. Stokes, M.A.,

Fellow of Pembroke College, Cambridge.

CRead December 6, 1847.]

There aie a great many problems in Heat, Electricity, Fluid Motion, &c., the solution of
which is effected by developing an arbitrary function, either in a series or in an inteo-ral, bv
means of functions of known form. The first example of the systematic employment of this

method is to be found in Fourier's Theory of Heat. The theory of such dcveiopements has
since become an important brancii of pure mathematics.

Among the various scries by which an arbitrary function /(,?•) can be expressed within

certain limits, as and «, of the variable x, may particularly be mentioned the series which

proceeds according to sines of — and its multiples, and that which proceeds according to

cosines of the same angles. It has been rigorously demonstrated tliat an arbitrary, but finite

function of x, f(v), may be expanded in either of these series. The function is not restricted

to be continuous in the interval, tiiat is to say, it may pass abruptly from one finite value to

another; nor is either the function or its derivative restricted to vanish at the limits and a.

Although however the posdbility of the expansion of an arbitrary function in a series of sines,

for instance, when the function does not vanish at the limits and a, cannot but have been
contemplated, the utility of this form of expansion has hitherto, so far as I am aware, been
considered to depend on the actual cvanefcencc of the function at those limits. In fact, if the

conditions of the problem retjuire that /(O) and /(a) be equal to zero, it has been considered

that these conditions were satisfied by selecting the form of expansion referred to. The chief

object of the following paper is to develope the ])rinciples according to which the expansion of
an arbitrary function is to be treated when the conditions at the limits which determine the
particular form of the expansion are apparently violated ; and to shew, by examples, the advantage
that frequently results from the employment of the series in such cases.

In Section I. I have begun by proving the possibility of the expansion of an arbitrary

function in a series of sines. Two methods have been principally employed, at least in the simpler
cases, in demonstrating the possibility of such expansions. One, which is that employed by
Poisson, consists in considering the series as the limit of another formed from it by multiplying
its terms by tlie ascending powers of a (juantity infinitely little less than 1 ; the other consists in

summing the series to Ji terms, that is, expressing the sum by a definite integral, and then con-
sidering the limit to which the sum tends when »j becomes infinite. The latter method certainly
appears the more direct, wiienever the sununation to n terms can be effected, which however is

not always the case ; but the former has tliis in its favour, that it is thus that the series present
themselves in physical problems. The former is the method which I liavc followed, as beino- that
which I employed when I first began the following investigations, and accordingly that which best
harmonize* with the rest of the paper. I siiould hardly have ventured to brino- a somewhat
modified proof of a well-known theorem before the notice of this Society, were it not for the
doubts which some mathematicians seem to feel on this subject, and because there are some points
which Poisson does not seem to have treated with sufficient detail.

Vol,. VTII. Part V. 3 Z
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I have next shewn how the existence and nature of the discontinuity of /(*) and its derivatives

may be ascertained merely from the series, whether of sines or cosines, in which fix) is developed,

even though the summation of the series cannot be effected. I have also given formulte for

obtaining the developenicnts of the derivatives oi f(x) from that o? f{a;) itself. These develope-

ments cannot in general be obtained by the immediate differentiation of the several terms of the

developement of /(*'), or in other words by differentiating under the sign of summation.

It is usual to restrict the expanded function to be finite. This restriction however is not

necesssarv, as is shewn towards the end of the section. It is sufficient that the integral of the

function be finite.

Section II. contains formulae applicable to the integrals which replace the series considered

in Section I. when the extent a of the variable throughout which the function is considered is

supposed to become infinite.

Section III. contains some general considerations respecting series and integrals, with reference

especially to the discontinuity of the functions which they express. Some of the results obtained

in this section are referred to by anticipation in Sections I. and II. They could not well be

introduced in their place without too much interrupting the continuity of the subject.

Section IV. consists of examples of the application of the preceding results. These examples

are all taken from physical problems, which in fact afford the best illustrations of the application

of periodic series and integrals. Some of the problems considered are interesting on their own

account, others, only as applications of mathematical processes. It would be unnecessary here to

enumerate these problems, which will be found in their proper place. It will be sufficient to

make one or two remarks.

The problem considered in Art. 52., whicli is that of determining the potential due to an

electrical point in the interior of a hollow conducting rectangular parallelepiped, and to the elec-

tricity induced on the surface, is given more for the sake of the artifice by which it is solved than

as illustrating the methods of tliis paper. The more obvious mode of solving this problem would

lead to a very complicated result.

The problem solved in Art. 54. affords perhaps the best example of the utility of the

methods given in this paper. The problem consists in determining the motion of a fluid within

the sector of a cylinder, which is made to oscillate about its axis, or a line parallel to its axis.

The expression for the moment of inertia of the fluid which would be obtained bj* the methods

generally emploved in the solution of such problems is a definite integral, the numerical calculation

of which would be very laborious ; whereas the expression obtained by the method of this paper

is an infinite series, which may be summed, to a sufficient degree of approximation, without much

trouble.

The series for the developement of an arbitrary function considered in this paper are two, a

series of sines and a series of cosines, together with the corresponding integrals ; but similar

methods may be applied in other cases. I believe that the following statement will be found to

embrace the cases to whicli the method will apply-

Let ?< be a continuous function of any number of independent variables, which is considered

for values of the variables lying within certain limits. For facility of explanation, suppose u a

function of the rectangular co-ordinates .r, y, x, or of ,r, y, z and f, where t is the time, and

suppose that ti is considered for values of .?•, y, x, t lying between and a, and b, and c,

and T, respectively. For such values suppose that u satisfies a linear partial differential equation,

and suppose it to satisfy certain linear equations of condition for the limiting values of the

variables. Let f7 = 0, C7' = be two of the equations of condition, corresponding to the two

limiting values of one of the variables, as x. Then the expansion of u to which these equations

lead may be applied to the more general problem which leads to the corresponding equations of

condition U = F, U' = F", where F and F' are any functions of all the variables except w, or of

any number of them.
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SECTION I.

Mode of ascei-tuiniiig the nature of the discontinuity of a function ivhich is expanded

in a series of sines or cosines, and of obtaining the developements of the

derived functions.

1. By the term function I understand in tliis paper a quantity whose value depends in anv
manner on the value of tlie variable, or on the values of the several variables of wliich it is com-
posed. Thus the functions considered need not be such as admit of being expressed by any
combination of algebraical symbols, even between limits of the variables ever so close. I shall

assume the ordinary rules of tiie differential and integral calculus as applicable to such functions,

supposing those rules to have been established by the method of limits, which does not in the least

require the possibility of the algebraical expression of the functions considered.

The term discontinuous, as applied to a function of a single variable, has been used in two
totally different senses. Sometimes a function is called discontinuous when its algebraical expression

for values of the variable lying between certain limits is different from its algebraical expression for

values of the variable lying between other limits. Sometimes a function of .r, /(r), is called con-

tinuous when, for all values of ,r, the difference between /(.r) and/(.i'±A) can be made smaller

than any assignable quantity by sufficiently diminishing //, and in the contrary case discontinuous.

If /(.t) can become infinite for a finite value of x, it will be convenient to consider it as dis-

continuous according to the second definition. It is easy to see that a function may be discon-

tinuous in tlie first sense and continuous in the second, and vice versa. Tlie second is the sense in

which the term discontinuous is I believe generally employed in treatises on the differential calculus

which proceed according to the metliod of limits, and is tlie sense in wliich I shall use the term in

this paper. The terms continuous and discontinuous might be applied in cither of the above senses

to functions of two or more independent variables. If I have occasion to employ them as applied

to such a function, I shall employ them in the second sense; but for the present I shall consider

only functions of one independent variable.

In the case of the functions considered in this paper, the value of the variable is usually sup-

posed to be restricted to lie within certain limits, as will presently appear. I exclude from
consideration all functions which either become infinite themselves, or have any of their differential

coefficients of the orders considered becoming infinite, within the limits of the variable within which

the function is considered, or at the limits themselves, except when the contrary is expressly stated.

Thus in an investigation into which f{.v) and its first ?i differential coefficients enter, and in which

/(,r) is considered between the limits .r = and ,r = «, those functions are excluded, at least at first,

which are such that any one of the quantities /(.r), f(x) .../ (,t) is infinite for a value of a-

lying between and a, or for ,r = or .r = n ; but the differential coefficients of the higher orders

may become infinite. The quantities /(.r), f (x) .../"(.r) may however alter discontinuously

between the limits x = and .?• = a, but I exclude from consideration all functions which are such

that any one of the above quantities alters discontinuously an infinite number of times between the

limits within which x is supposed to lie.

The terms convergent and divergcJit, as applied to infinite series, will be used in this paper in

their usual sense ; that is to say, a series will be called convergent when the sum to n terms

approaches a finite and unique limit as n increases beyond all limit, and divergent in the contrary case.

Series such as 1 - 1 + 1 - ..., sin x + sin 2 .r + sin 3x + ..., (where x is supposed not to be or a

multiple of tt,) will come under the class divergent ; for, although the sum to n terms does not

increase beyond all limit, it does not approach a unique limit as n increases beyond all limit. Of

3 z2
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course the first n terms of a divergent series may be the limits of those of a convergent series: nor

does it appear possible to invent a series so rapidly divergent that it siiall not be possible to find a

convergent series which shall have for the limits of its first n terms the first n terms respectively of

the divergent series. Of course we may employ a divergent series merely as an abbreviated mode

of expressing the limit of the sum of a convergent series. Whenever a divergent series is employed

in this way in the present paper, it will be expressly stated that the series is so regarded.

Convergent series may be divided into two classes, according as tlie series resulting from taking

all the terms of the given series positively is convergent or divergent. It will be convenient for

the purposes of the present paper to have names for these two classes. I shall accordingly call

series belonging to tlie first class essentially convergent, and series belonging to the second

accidentally co7iverge?it, while the term convergent, simply, will be used to include both classes.

Thus, according to the definitions which will be employed in tliis paper, tlie series

w + ^x" + la?"* + ...

is essentially convergent so long as x' < 1 ; it is divergent when v'' > I, and when ,r = 1 ; and it is

accidentally convergent when a- = — 1.

The same definitions may be applied to integrals, when one at least of the limits of integration

is CO . Tlius, if a > 0, ['^x'^dx is essentially convergent at the limit k , wliile / (Lv is

only accidentally convergent, and
f^''

sin x dx, not being convergent, comes under the class of

diver<Tent integrals. These definitions may be applied also to integrals taken between finite limits,

when the quantity under the integral sign becomes infinite within the limits of integration, or at

r"dx ...
one of the limits. Thus f"logx dx is convergent, buf / — divergent at the limit 0.

2. Let f{v) be a function of x which is only considered between the limits x = and x = a,

and which can be expanded between those limits in a convergent series of sines of — and its
a

multiples, so that

, . ttx . 2 7r.r wtt.f ^ ^

fix) = A, sin 1- A. sin ... + A„ sm + (l).
a

'
a a

UttX
To determine A„, multiply both sides of (l) by sin dx, and integrate from *• = to x = a.

Since the series in (l) is convergent, and sin does not become infinite for any real value of ^r,

we may first multiply each term by sin dx and integrate, and then sum, instead of first

summino- and then integrating*. But each term of the series in (1) except the 7j"' will produce

in the new series a term equal to zero, and the w"' will produce ^aA„. Hence

flTTX
A„ = - f{x) sm dx,

a J„ «

and therefore ./"(*)= - 2 / f(x)sm - d.r.sin —- (2).

* Moigno, Lerons de Ca/cul Diffirentiel, dc. Tom. n. p. 70-
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3. Hence, \vlienever/(.x) can be expanded in tlie convergent series which forms the right-hand

side of (l), the value of A„ can be very readily found, and the expansion performed. But this

leaves us quite in the dark as to the degree of generality that a function which can be so expanded
admits of. In considering this question it will be convenient, instead of endeavouring to develope

f{^v), to seek the value of the infinite series

- 2 //(*') sin a.r . sin , (3),

provided the series be convergent ; for it is only in that case that we can, without further definition,

speak of the sum of the series at all. Now if we had only a finite number n of terms in the series

(3) we might of course replace the series by

2 A, ., ,A . TT.r' . TT.t' . SttcX'' . ZiTX . mr.r . mra:\
-

/ f(x ) {sin sin— + sin sin ... + sin sin > dx . ... (4).
a Jo ( a a a a a a ]

As it is however this transformation cannot be made, because, the series within brackets in the

expression which would replace (-i) not being convergent, tlie expression would be a mere symbol
witliout any meaning. If however the series (3) is essentially convergent, its sum is equal to the

limit of the sum of the following essentially convergent series

~ ^ r" r, • "TT.r'
, , . ntrx

- Sg-" /
/(.r ) sin d.r.sin , (5),

a Jo a a

when g from having been less than 1 becomes in the limit 1. It will be observed that if (3) were

only accidentally convergent, we could not with certainty affirm the sum of (3) to be the limit of

the sum of (o). For it is conceivable, or at least not at present proved to be impossible, that

the mode of the mutual destruction of the terms of (3) in the infinitely remote part of the series

should be altered by tlie introduction of the factor g', however little g might differ from 1. Let us

now, instead of seeking the sum of (3) in those cases in which the series is convergent, seek the limit

to which the sum of (5) approaches as g- approaches to 1 as its limit.

-i. Tlie transformation already referred to, which could not be effected on the series (3), may
be effected on (5), that is to say, instead of first integrating the several terms and then summino-,

we may first sum and then integrate. We have thus, for the value of the series,

-
/
/(v){2^"sm sm Uj: (6).

a Jg
[

a a }

The convergent series within brackets can easily be summed. The expression (6) thus becomes

raiy^'^ l , ':C-.) , T^T5—]•" <^'-

n-~^COS +g- \-Ogcos-^ +g'\
\ a a }

Now since the quantity under the integral sign vanishes when ^ = 1, provided cos
"^-^'^ ^ be

a
not = 1, the limit of (7) when g= 1 will not be altered if we replace the limits and a of .r' bv
any other limits or groups of limits as close as we please, provided they contain the values of x
which render x' ^ x equal to zero or any multiple of 2 a. Let us first suppose that we are con-

sidering a value of x lying between and a, and in the neighbourhood of which /(.r) alters

continuously. Then, since ,r' + x never becomes equal to zero or any multiple of 2 a within the

limits of integration, we may omit the second term within brackets in (7) ; and since x - x never
becomes equal to any multiple of 2 a, and vanishes onlv when x' = ,r, we mav take for the limits
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of a-' two quantities lying as close as we please to x, and therefore so close as to exclude all values

of x for which /(*'') alters discontinuously. Let g = \ - h, x = .r + ^, expand cos — by the

ordinary formula, and put /(a-') =/(.t?) + R- Then the limit of (?) will be the same as that of

the limits of ? being as small as we please, the first negative and the second positive. Let now

^^„-/)/w + «i-—
--f,—r- w-

s{~- ]-?:

greatest and least values of (l - ^h) - -~, {/(a) + R\ within the limits of integration. Then if

we

so that -^ is ultimately equal to - , that is to say when g is first made equal to J, and then the

limits of ^, and therefore those of ^', are made to coalesce. Let now G, L be respectively the

1 rf|

a rff'

observe that f
——^ = tan"' — + C, where tan"' denotes an angle lying between - - and -

,

J h' + i^' h i2 2

putting - |i, ^2 for the limits of ^', we shall see that the value of the integral (8) lies

between

1 li + tan-' ^"l and L ftan"' % + tan"' ^\
h h) \ h h)

but in the the limit, that is to say, when we first suppose h to vanish and then t\ and ^2, G and

L become equal to each other and to -f{x), and tan"' ^ + tan"' -f becomes equal to tt. Hence,

f(x) is the limit of (7).

Next, suppose that the value of x which we are considering lies between and a, and that

as x passes through it f{x') alters suddenly from M to N. Then the reasoning will be exactly as

before, except that we must integrate separately for positive and negative values of ^', replacing

/(,r) + Rhy M + R m the latter case, and by iV + i?' in the former. Hence, the limit of (7) will

be i (M + N).

Lastly, if we are considering the extreme values x = and x = a, it follows at once from the

form of (7) that its limiting value is zero.

Hence the limit to which the sum of the convergent series (5) tends as g tends to 1 as its limit

is /(,r) for values of x lying between and a, for which f{x) alters continuously, it is ^ {M + N)
for values of x for which f{x) alters suddenly from M to iV, and it is zero for the extreme values

and a.

5. Of course the limiting value of the series (5) is /(O) and not zero, if we suppose that g
first becomes 1 and then x passes from a positive value to zero. In the same way, if f{x) alters

abruptly from M to N as x increases through x^ , the limiting value of (5) will be M if we suppose

that g first becomes 1 and then x increases to *,, and it will be N if we suppose that g first

becomes 1 and then x decreases to Xi. It would be futile to argue that the limiting value of (5)

for a; = is zero rather than /(O), or /(O) rather than zero, since that entirely depends on the

sense in which we employ the expression limiting value. Whichever sense we please to adopt, no

error can possibly result, provided we are only consistent, and do not in the course of the same

investigation change the meaning of our words.
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It is a principle of great importance in these investigations, that a function of two independent

variables which becomes indeterminate for particular values of the variables may have different

limiting values according to the order in which we suppose the variables to assume their particular

values, or according to the nature of the arbitrary relation whicli we conceive imposed on them as

they approach those values together.

I would here make one remark on the subject of consistency. We may speak of the sum of an

infinite series which is not convergent, if we define it to mean the limit of the sum of a convergent

series of which tlie first m terms become in the limit the same as those of the divergent series.

According to this definition, it appears quite conceivable that tlie same divergent series should have
a different sum according as it is regarded as the limit of one convergent series or of another. If

however we are careful in the same investigation always to regard the same divergent series, and
the series derived from it, as the limits of the same convergent scries and the scries derived from it,

it does not appear possible to fall into error, assuming of course that we always reason correctly.

For example, we may employ the series (3), and the series derived from it by differentiation, &c.,

without fear, provided we always regard these series when divergent, or only accidentally convergent,

as the limits of tlie particular convergent series formed by multiplying their n"" terms by g".

6. We may now consider the convergency of the series (3), in order to find whether we mav
employ it directly, or whether we must regard it as the limit of (5).

By integrating by parts in tlie n"' term of (3), we have

-
Jf{r ) sm ax = — /(c ) cos

nirx
T(v) cos

7nr

Suppose that /(,»•) does not necessarily vanish at the limits x=0 and ,r = «, and that it alters

discontinuously any finite number of times between those limits, passing abruptly from M, to iV,

when ,x' increases through a,, from M. to N^ when x increases tlirough a.., and so on. Then, if

we put S for the sign of summation referring to the discontinuous values of fix'), on takino- the

integrals in (,Q) from x = to .r = «, we shall get for the part of the integral correspondincr to the

first term at the i-ight-hand side of the equation

-IfiO) - (-rf(a) + S (N - M) CO," """]
(10).

It is easily seen that the last two terms in (9) will give a part of the integral taken from to a,

which is nuniericallv inferior to — , where L is a constant properly chosen. As far as regards

these terms therefore the series (.'i) will bo essentially convergent, and its sum will therefore be

the limit of the sum of (5).

Hence, in examining the convergency or divergency of the series (3), we have only got to

nirx
consider the part of the coefficient of sin of which (10) is the expression. The terms /(O),

/(o) in this expression may be included under the sign S if we put for the first a = 0, M = 0,

N = f{0), and for the second a = a, M = f{a), N = 0. We have thus got a set of series to con-

sider of which the type is

- [N - M) z. - cos sin nn
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If we replace the product of the sine and cosine in this expression by the sum of two sines,

by means of the ordinary formula, and omit unnecessary constants, we shall have for the series

to consider

2 - sinnz (12).

Let now u =^ &mx + ^ sin 2% ...+- sin nz, (1.3),

du sin (w + i) « ,

then -^r- = cossr + cos 2 sr ... + cos nz = :—r^^— - ^ ;

dz 2 sin ^« "^

sin (n + i) z . .

and since u vanishes with z, in which case ;

—

z-^— is finite, we shall have, supposing z to lie

between -Sir and + 2 tt, so that the quantity under the integral sign does not become infinite

within the limits of integration,

l.^sin(np)^^^_z_
2 J„ sin 1 ar 2

and we have to find whether the integral contained in this equation approaches a finite limit as n

increases beyond all limit, and if so what that limit is. Since u changes sign with z, wc need not

consider the negative values of z.

First suppose the superior limit z to lie between and 2 tt ; and to simplify the integral write

2 z for z, 71 for 2 w + 1, so that the superior limit of the new integral lies between and tt ; then

r' sinnz , r' sinnz z , r' sinnz „ . ,

the integral = / —. dz = / -. dz = / (1 + Rz) dz,° Jg Sin z -^0 «f sin z •'o "

where R = -—
.

, a quantity which does not become infinite within the limits of integration.
z sinz

Hence, as is known, the limit ot
f^"

sinnz . Rdz when n increases beyond all limit is zero. Hence.

if / be the limit of the integral,

„ r' sinnz , ,. . „ /-""sin?" ,^
/ = limit of / dz = hmit of / -r^ d^.

Now, z being given, the limit of Mar is co , and therefore

Secondly, suppose z in (14) to be equal to 0. Then it follows directly from this equation, or

in fact at once from (13), that u = 0, and consequently the limit of m = 0.

The value of u in all other cases, if required, may be at once obtained from the consideration

that the values of ti recur when z is increased or diminisiied by 2 w.

Hence, the series (12) is in all cases convergent, and has for its sum when z = 0, and ^ {tt - z)

when z lies between and 2 tt.

Now, if in the theorem of Article 4. we write z for x, and put a = tt, f(z) = L (ir - z), we find,

for values of z lying between and tt, and for z = tt,

limit of 2 — g" sin w^ = ^ (tt - ~) ;
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and evidently

limit of 2 - g" sin iiz = 0, when j- = 0,
n

that is of course supposing x: first to vanish and then g to become I. Also the limit of

S - g'iimnz changes sign with z, and recurs when z is increased or diminished bv 2 tt. Hence,
n •'

the series (12), which has been proved to be convergent, is in all cases the limit to which the sum of

the convergent series S - ^ sin w« tends as g tends to 1 as its limit. Now the series (11) niav be

decomposed into two series of the form just discussed, whence it follows that the series (3) is

always convergent, and its sum for all values of x, critical as well as general, is the limit of the

sum of the series (5), when g becomes equal to 1.

The examination of the convergency of the series (3) in the only doubtful case, that is to say,

the case in which f^w) is discontinuous, or does not vanish for ,r = and for x = a, is more curious

than important. For in the analytical applications of the series (3) it would be sufficient to regard
it as the limit of the series (5) ; and in the case in which (3) is only accidentally convergent, we
should hardly think of employing it in the numerical computation of /(.r) if we could possibly

help it, and it will immediately appear that in all the cases which are most important to consider

we can get rid of the troublesome terms without knowing the sum of the series.

The proof of the convergency of the series (3) which has just been given, though in some
respects I believe new, is certainly rather circuitous, and it has the disadvantage of not applying
to the case in which f{x) is infinite*, an objection which does not apply to the proof given by
M. Dirichletf. It has been supposed moreover that/'(,r) is not infinite. The latter restriction

however may easily be removed, as in the end of the next article.

7. Let /(,r) be a function of .r which is expanded between the limits r = and x = a in the

series (3). Let the series be

. . Tr.r 2 ttx . nirx
Ai sin h A. sin ... + A^sia +..., (15)an a ^ ''

and suppose that we have given the coefficients ^,, A,..., but do not know the sum of the series

f(x). We may for all that find the values of /(o) and f(a), and likewise the values of x for

which /(.r) is discontinuous, and the quantity by which f{x) is increased as x increases through
each of these critical values.

For from (9) and (10)

»^n = - 1/(0) - (- 1 )"/(«) + 'S'(.V - M) cos ^i^l + -
,T

I a ] n

R being a quantity which does not become infinite with n. If then we use the term iimit in an
extended sense, so as to include quantities of the form C cos ny, (of course C {- 1)" is a particular

case,) or the sum of any finite number of such quantities, wc shall have for w = m ,

of 71 A, = - |/(0) - (- l)'7(a) + S{N- .l/)cos^^[. ... (16).

• This restriction may however be dispensed with by what is proved in Art. 20. f Crelle's Journal. Tout. iv. p. 137.

Vol. VIII. Part V, 4 A
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Let then the limit o( tiA„ be found. It will appear under the form

C'o + C, (- 1) + S C cos ny (17).

Comparing this expression with (iG), we shall have

/(0)=^C„, /(a)="-|c.;

and for each term of the series denoted by S we shall have

TT 2

In particular, if /(r) is continuous, and if the limit of nA„ is L^ or L, according as n is odd or

even, we shall have

whenc

^0 = - {/(O) + f{a)}, L, = - 1/(0) - /(«) \ ;

f{0)=.-(L, + L,), f{a) = -{L,-L,) (18).

If /C'^) ^^^re discontinuous for an infinite number of values of .r lying between and «, it is

conceivable that the infinite series coming under the sign S might be divergent, or if convergent

might have a sum from which w might wholly or partially disappear, in which case the limit of

nA„ might not come out under the form (17). It was for this reason among others, that in Art. 1,

I excluded such functions from consideration.

If .A'*') be e.xpressible algebraically between the limits .t = u and .r = a, or if it admit of

diflPerent algebraical expressions within diff'erent portions into which that interval may be divided,

A^ will be an algebraical function of »i, and the limit of n^„ may be found by the ordinary methods.

Under the term algebraical fimction, I here include transcendental functions, using the term alge-

braical fu7iction in opposition to what has been sometimes called an empirical function, or a general

function, that is, a function in the sense in which the ordinate of a curve traced libera manit is a

function of the abscissa. Of course, in applying the theorem in this article to general functions, it

must be taken as a postulate that the limit oi nA„ can be found, and put under the form (17).

The theorem in question has been proved by means of equation (9), in which it is supposed
that f'{v) does not become infinite within the limits of integration. The theorem is however true

independently of this restriction. To prove it we have only got to integrate by parts once instead
T>

of twice, and we thus get for the quantity which replaces — the integral

nirx ,

cos ax ,

which by the principle of fluctuation* vanishes wiien n becomes infinite. There is however this

difference between the two cases. When the series (15) has been cleared of the part for which the

* I borrow this term from a paper by Sir M'illiam R. Hamilton
On Fluctuating Functions. Transactions of the Royal Irish

Academy, Vol. xix. p. 264. Had 1 been earlier acquainted with

this paper, and that of .M. Dirichlet already referred to, I would
probably have adopted the second of the methods mentioned in the

rather, would have begun with Art. 7- taking that equation as

established. I have retained Arts. (^2)— (fi), first, because I

thought the reader would enter more readily into the spirit of the

paper if these articles were retained, and secondly, because I

thought that Section iii, which is adapted to this mode of viewing

introduction for establishing equation (2) for any function, or 1 the subject, might be found useful.
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limit of nA„ is finite, by the method which will be explained in the next article, the part which

remains will be at least as convergent in the former case as the series —+—...+ 1-..., whereas&
,2 2-' w-

we cannot affirm this to be true, and in fact it may be proved that it is not true, in the case in

which f"{x) becomes infinite. Observing that the same remark will apply when we come to

consider the critical values of the differential coefficients of /(.f), I shall suppose the functions and

derived functions employed in each investigation not to become infinite, according to what has

been already stated in Art. 1.

8. After having found the several values of a, and the corresponding values of N — M, we

may subtract the expression (10) from A„, provided we subtract from the sum of the series (15)

the sums of the several series such as (11). Now if X he the sum of the series (ll),

V ^ t\T lf^ /v ' •
«T(.r + a) 1 . «7r(.r-a)lX = - (N - M) {2.- sin + S — sm ) . ... (19).

TT I « a n a]
IJut it has been already shown that X — sin nz = ^ (ir - x) when ^ lies between and 'Jtt, =0

n

when z = 0, and = - -^ (tt + ~) when z lies between and - 2 tt. Now when .7' lies between and a.

—

—

lies between and 2 tt, and lies between - 2 tt and 0; and when ,t lies between
a o,

TT (j? + a) .,, ,. , ,
TT {x — a) ,. ,

,

a and a, still lies between and 2 tt, and now lies between the same limits.

Hence

X = - {^N - M) - , when ,t lies between and a

^ a — x
.

I

= (A^ - M) , when .r lies between a and o

(20).

We need not trouble ourselves with the singular values of the sum of the series (1.5), since we
have seen that a singular value is always the arithmetic mean of the values of the sum for values

of X immediately above and below the critical value. This rule will apply to the extreme cases in

which .r = and x = a, if we consider the sum of the series for values of a: lying beyond those

limits. The rule applies to the series in (19), which is only a particular case of (l.i), and con-

sequently will apply to any combination of series having this property, formed by way of addition

or subtraction; since, when we increase or diminish any two quantities J/,,, N^ by any other two

M, N respectively, we increase or diminish the arithmetic mean of the two former by the arithmetic

mean of the two latter.

It has been already stated that we may, with a certain convention, include quantities referring

to the limits j? = and x = a under the sign of summation S. If we do so, and put "=. for the

sum of the series (15), and fi„ for the remainder arising from subtracting the expression (10)

from .(4„, we shall have

H-5Jir = 2fi,.sin'^,
a

and the sum of the series forming the right-hand side of this equation will be a continuous function

of X. As to SX, the value of each series contained in it is given by equation (20).

To illustrate this, suppose H the ordinate of a curve of which x is the abscissa. Let OG be

the axis of x ; OA, MB, ND, Gh right lines perpendicular to it, and let OG = a. Let the curve

t A 2
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of which H is the ordinate be the discontinuous curve AB, CD, EFG. Take Gb equal to BC,

and on the positive or negative side of the axis of a: according as the ordinate decreases or

increases as .r increases through OM, and from O measure an equal length Oc on the opposite

side of the axis. Take Gd, Oe, each equal to DE, and draw the right lines AG, Ob'h, cc'G,

Od'd, ee'G. Then it will be easily seen that if -X'^, X,, X2 be the values of ^ corresponding to

the critical values of ,v, ,v — 0, .r = OM, 00 = ON, respectively, X^ will be represented by the right

line AG; X^ by the discontinuous right line Oh', c' G ; and X., by the discontinuous right line

Od', e'G. Take MP equal to the sum of the ordinates of the points in which the right lines lying

between OA and c B cut the latter line; MQ equal to the sum of the ordinates of the points in

which the right lines lying between c B and d'E cut the former, and so on, the ordinates being

taken with their proper signs. Let P, Q, R, S be the points thus found, and join AP, QR, SG.

Then .S*^ will be represented by the discontinuous right line AP, QR, SG. Let the ordinates of

the discontinuous curve be diminished by those of the discontinuous right line last mentioned, and

let the dotted curve be the result. Then 3 - SX will be represented by the continuous, dotted

curve. It will be observed that the two portions of the dotted curve which meet in each of the

ordinates MB, NE may meet at a finite angle. If there should be a point in one of the con-

tinuous portions, such as AB, of the discontinuous curve where two tangents meet at a finite angle,

there will of course be a corresponding point in the dotted curve.

If we choose to take account of the conjugate points of the curve of which SX is the ordinate,

it will be observed that they are situated at O, and midway between P and Q, and between R and S.

9. There are a great many series, similar to (3), in which /(*) may be expanded within

certain limits of r. I shall consider one other, which as well as (3) is of great use, observing that

almost exactly the same methods and the same reasoning will apply in other cases.

The limit of tiie sum of the series

1 / .. , , , 2 i-a n-KX nirx
, ^

~
/ fv'" ) ""^ + ' ^g"

/ /(* ) cos dx . cos ('-')'

n J,, a J„ a a
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when g from having been less than 1 becomes 1 , is /(.r), x being supposed not to lie beyond the

limits and a. For values, however, of x for which /(.r) alters discontinuously, the limit of the

sum is the arithmetic mean of the values of /(.c) for values of x immediately above and below the

critical value. I assume this as being well known, observing that it may be demonstrated just

as a similar theorem has been demonstrated in Art. 4.

10. Let us now consider the series

- / f(.v') d.v + - 2 / fU) cos dx'.cos—• (22).
a Jf, a J^ a a

We have by integration by parts

2 /- , ,
nirx . , ^ „, ,, . n-KX 2a ,,, ,

n-irx' 2o r ^, ^ ,. mrx ,

- fix) cos dx =— f(x ) sin + -—,/ (.r ) cos —- J f {x) cos dx ;

a-' a rnr a Wtt^ a Wir a

and now, taking the limits properly, and employing the letters M. N, a and S in the same sense

as before, we have

2 r" 2 mra R
ix' = S {N - M) sin + - , ... (23).

7» TT an'
R being a quantity which does not become infinite with n. It follows from (23), that the series

(22) is in all cases convergent, and its sum for all values of x, critical as well as general, is the

limit of the sum of (21).

It will be observed that if/(i) is a continuous function the series (22) is at least as convergent

as the series 2 — . This is not the case with the scries (."3), unless /(o) =/(a) = 0.

TV

If the constant term and the coefficient of cos in the general term of (22) are given, /(>r)
a

itself not being known, except by its devclopement, we may as before find the values of ,r for

which f{v) is discontinuous, and the quantity by which /(.r) is suddenly increased as x increases

througli each critical value. We may also, if we please, clear the series (22) of the slowly con-

vergent part corresponding to the discontinuous values of /(r).

11. Since the series (3) is convergent, if we have occasion to integrate /(.r) we may, instead

of first summing the series and then integrating, first integrate the general term and then sum.

More generally, if (p{x) be any function of ,r which does not become infinite between the limits

X = and x = a, we shall have

/ A'P) (^) dx = - 2 / fix) sin dx . (p (.r) sm —- dx,

the superior limit x of the integrals being supposed not to lie beyond the limits and o; and the

series at the second side of the above equation will be convergent. In fact, even in the case in

which fix) is discontinuous the series will be as convergent as the series 2 -—7 . A second inte-

gration would give a series still more rapidly convergent, and so on. Hence, the resulting series

may be employed directly, and not merely when regarded as limits of converging series. The

same remarks apply in all respects to the series (22) as to the series (S).

12. But the series resulting from differentiating (3) or (22) once, twice, or any number of

times would not in general be convergent, and could not be employed directly, but only as limits

of the convergent series which would be formed by inserting the factor g in the general term.
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This mode of treating the subject however appears very inconvenient, except in the case in which

the series are only temporarily divergent, being rendered convergent again by new integrations

;

and even then it requires great caution. The series in question may however be rendered con-

vergent by means of transformations to which I now proceed, and which, with their applications,

form the principal object of this paper.

The most important case to consider is that in which /(*') and its derivatives are continuous,

so that the divergency arises from what takes place at the limits and a. I shall suppose then, for

the present, that /(•r) and its derivatives of the orders considered are continuous, except the last,

which will only appear under the sign of integration, and which may be discontinuous.

Consider first the series of sines. Suppose that f{x) is not given in finite terms, but only bv

its developement

f(a;) = I,A„ sin , (24),

where A„ is supposed to be given, and where the developement of f{a;) is supposed to be that which

would result from the formula (S). I shall call the expansions of /(a-) which are obtained, or which

are to be looked on as obtained from the formula; (3) and (22) direct expansions, as distinguished

from otiier expansions which may be obtained by differentiation, and wiiich, being divergent, cannot

be directly employed. Let us consider first the even differential coefficients of f{v), and let A'^,

j4' ... be the coefficients of sin in the direct expansions of /" (.r), /' (,r) . . . The coefficient of

series in (24) would be - — - A„. Now

* /-",,, . nna;
A„ = - /(* ) sin - da; ;

a J„ a

and we have by integrating by parts

- -^ In-) ^'" -^ d.c = ^^/Or ) cos _- - -/ (a;) sin --

Taking now the limits, remembering the expression for A'^, and transposing, we get

<='^\m-i-iym\-'^A„ (25).
a- a

Any even diff'erential coefficient may be treated in the same way. We thus get, fx being even,

«7r / .
2 , «7r "'"

, , , > 2

+ (- ,)'< -.'^{/"'{O) - (- ir/-'(o)}. ... (26).
a a

13. In the applications of these equations which I have principally in view, /(O), /(a), /"(O)...

are given, and A^, A.^, A^ ... are indeterminate coefficients. If however J,, A. ... A^, ... are given,

and /(O), /(a) ... unknown, we must first find /(O), f(a) ..., and then we shall be able to sub-

stitute in (25) and (26). This may be effected in the following manner.
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We get by integrating by parts

r , . mr.v
, ,

a „, ,
rnrx I a \'^ _ , . nirw / a V' „,, ,. nirx

fLv) sin d.T = f(x) cos + — f(v) sin + — / (^ ) cos ...
' a an' a \mrj •' ^ ' a \mrl o

2
Multiplying now both sides by —

, and taking the limits of the integrals, we get

^„= -•— ]/(0) - (- l)"/(«)5 - -. (-) V'(0) - (- ir/V)} + •••' - (27)-
a riTT a. 'titt/

Hence, if n be always odd or always even, A„ can be expanded, at least to a certain number of

terms, in a series according to descending powers of w, the powers being odd, and the first of

them - 1. The number of terms to which the expansion in this form is possible will depend on the

number of differential coefficients of f{.v) which remain finite and continuous between the limits x =

and X = a. Let the expansion be performed, and let the result be

1 1 1

o„ - + O, — + O, — + when n is odd ;

A„ = Ef) - + £.—+ jEj —r + ... when n is even.

(28).

Comparing (^7) and (28), we shall have

/(o) = - (0, + £„), /(«)= - {0,-E,),
4 4

ro^) = - -^, (0-. + £.), /'(«) = - ^(o. - £.),(
4 fl" 4 Q I

(29),

/'(O) = ^ .
(O. + E,), /'(«) = -7 (O. - E,),]

ia ia

and so on. The first two of these equtions agree with (18)".

If we conceive the value of A„ given by (27) substituted in (26"), we shall arrive at a very

simple rule for finding the direct expansion otf^a;). It will only be necessary to expand J„ as

far as j
, admitting (- 1)" into the expansion as if it were a constant coeflficient, and then, sub-

tracting from J„ the sum of the terms thus found, employ the series which would be obtained by

differentiating the equation (24) n times. It will be necessary to assure ourselves that the term

in — vanishes in the expansion of .(1„, since otherwise /''(j?) might be infinite, or/''"'(j?) discon-

tinuous without our being aware of it. It will be seen however presently (Art. 20) that the

former circumstance would not vitiate the result, nor introduce a term involving W*.

Should A„ already appear under such a form as — + c"; (-1)"— + n'c", &c., where c' < 1, it

will be sufficient to differentiate equation (24) /u times, and leave out the part of the series which

becomes divergent. For it will be observed that the terms c", n^c', in the examples chosen,

decrease with - faster than any inverse power of n.
n

14. Let us now consider the odd differential coefficients of f(x), supposing /(.r) to be

expanded in a series of cosines, so that
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/(.r) = 5o +2S,. cos (30).

Let J'„, A"'„... be the coefficients of sin in the direct expansions of /'(*), f"'{x) ... in
a

series of sines. If we were to differentiate (30) once we should have — B„ for the coefficient
a

Now
a

""" 2 /•„, ,
nirx 2 . nirx 2 /- , . mrx ,

. — / fix ) cos da; = f(x ) sin + - fuv) sin ax ;

a a-''^ a u'' a a-'"'
^

a

and taking the limits of the integrals, and introducing R„ and A'„, we get

"^ „
A'„= B„ (31).

a

Hence, the series arising from differentiating (30) once gives the direct expansion of /(a;) in a

series of sines.

The coefficient of sin in the series which would be obtained by differentiating (30) ,u times,

n being odd, would be (- 1) 2 I — j B„. By proceeding just as in the last article we obtain

(-i) ^ J:- {-, B. ^ - (-) {/'(o)-(-i)"/(«)} - - (-) {/"'(o)-(-i)7"'(«)}-..

+ (--^)^l-~\r-'ip)-{-^rr-'{a)\ (32).

When /'(O), f'(a), &c., are known, this series enables us to develope /''(a) in a direct series of

sines, the direct developement of f(x) in a series of cosines being given.

15. If we treat the expression for B„ by integration by parts, just as the expression for A„ was

treated, going on till we arrive at the integral which gives A^;, and observe that the very same

process is used in deducing the value of A'^ from that of 5, as in expanding the latter according to

inverse powers of n, and that the index of n in the coefficient of A*^ is — fi, and that A„ vanishes when

n becomes infinite, we shall see that in order to obtain the direct expansion oi f^{x) we have only

got to expand B„ as far as —- , (the coefficient of — will vanish,) and subtract from B^. these

terms of the expansion, and then differentiate (30) /u times.

The expansion of 5„, at least to a certain number of terms, will proceed according to even

powers of -
, beginning with — . If we suppose that

B„ = Oi— + Oj h O5—, + ... when u is odd,
•M"^ *»* ii"

,

{33).

B„ = E, -- + E3 — + £5 ^ + ... when n is even,
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and compare these expansions with that given by integration by parts, we shall have

/' (0) = - r- (<5> + E,), r (a) = - — (0. - £,),
4 a -t a

(34),

/"(o)= r-,(0. + i:3), /'»= -—(0,-1:3),
4 a 4 a '

and so on, the signs of the coefficients being alternately + and — , and the index of — increasing

by 2 each time.

16. The values of /''(O) and /**(«) when /(r) is expanded in a series of sines and n is odd,

or when f(x) is expanded in a series of cosines and /x is even, will be expressed bv infinite series.

To find these values we should first have to obtain the direct expansion of /''(j), which would be

got by differentiating the equation (24) or (30) ix times, expanding A„ or B„ according to powers

of/— , and rejecting the terms which would render the series contained in the ^"' derived equation

divergent. The reason of this is the same as before.

17- The direct expansions of the derivatives of /(,r) may be obtained in a similar manner in

the cases in which /(r) itself, or any one of its derivatives is discontinuous. In what follows,

a will be taken to denote a value of .r for which /(-») or any one of its derivatives of the

orders considered is discontinuous; Q, Q, , ... Q^ will denote the quantities by which /(a), f(x), ...

f^ioc) are suddenly increased as ,f increases through a; •S' will be used for the sign of summation

relative to the different values of a, and will be supposed to include the extreme values and a,

under the convention already mentioned in Art. 6. Of course f(x) may be discontinuous for a

particular value of w while /''(r) is continuous, and vice versa. In this case one of the two Q, Q^
will be zero while the other is finite.

The method of proceeding is precisely the same as before, except that each term such as

/(,r) cos in the indefinite integral arising from the integration by parts will give rise to a series

such as — SQ cos in the integral taken between limits. We thus get in the case of the even
a

derivatives of /(^r), when /(j) is expanded in a series of sines,

- /7i7r\'' ^ 2 /«7r\''~' „^ nira 2 /mr\'^-' „^ . uttu
(_l)s^^= _ ,4,___. — ^Qcos— +-. — 5Q. sin —

\ a J a \ a / a a \ a I a

' ntra -+i2 . n-na , ^

SQ..COS ... +(_i)^' ._.^Q sin (35).
a a a

In the case of the odd derivatives of /(,r), when /(.i) is expanded in a series of cosines, we get

(-1)^ A't= {
—

] B, + -
{

SQsia +- 6-y, cos - ...

\ a J a \ a J a a \ a J a

'i^o
. mra , „

+ (-!)« -5Q^.,sin- (36).
a a

When the several values of a, Q, Qi ... are given, these equations enable us to find the direct

expansion of/^(r). The series corresponding to the odd derivatives in tiie first case and the even

in the second might easily be found.

Vol.. VIII. Part V. 4 B

2 /WirV

a' \ a ]
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If we wish to find the direct expansion of/'*(j?) in the case in which /1„ or jB„ is given, we

have only to expand A„ or B,, in a series according to descending powers of 7i, regarding cos ny
or sin ny, as well as (- 1)', as constant coefficients, and then reject from the series obtained by the

immediate differentiation of (24) or (30) those terms which would render it divergent. This readily

follows as in Art. 15, from the consideration of the mode in which J^ is obtained from A„ or B„.

The equations (35) and {36) contain as particular cases (26) and (32) respectively. It was con-

venient however to have the latter equations, on account of their utility, expressed in a form which

requires no transformation.

18. If we transform A^ and B„ by integration by parts, we get

2 TiTra 2a „ . 7iTra 2 or mraJ= -^^-Qcos- —^^-Q.sm —-^•Q.cos- + ..., (37),
ntr a wtt a n w a

2 W TT a 2 a n-Tra 2 o " „ . Httu
, ^

B„= ^Qsin- —^5'Q, cos + ——-6'Q. sin + ..., (38),
Hir a n IT a trv^ a

where the law of the series is evident, if we only observe that two signs of the same kind are always

followed bv two of the opposite kind. The equations (37), (38) may be at once obtained from (35),

(36). The former equations give the true expansions of A„ and B„ according to powers of — ;

because when we stop after any number of integrations by parts the last integral with its proper

coefficient always vanishes compared with the coefficient of tlie preceding term.

Hence A and B„ admit of expansion according to powers of -
, if we regard cos ny or sin ny

as a constant coefficient in the expansion. Moreover quantities such as cos ny, sin 7iy will occur

alternately in each expansion, the one kind going along with odd powers of — and the other along

with even. If we suppose the value of A„ or B„, as the case may be, given, and the expansion

performed, so that

1 . 1 _ 1
, ^

A„ = SF cosny .- + S'Fi sin ny . - + SF-^ cos ny . -^ + ..., (39),
' n n- 7r

B„ = SG sin ny . -+ SGi cos 7iy .— + SG-,sm 7iy .—_+ ..., (40),
n n- ?r

and compare these expansions with (37) or (38), we shall get the several values of a, and the

corresponding values of Q, Q,^, Q^ ... We may thus, without being able to sum the series in

equation (24) or (30), find the values of x for which f(x) itself or any one of its derivatives is

discontinuous, and likewise the quantity by which the function or derivative is suddenly increased.

This remark will apply to the extreme values and a of .r if we continue to denote the sum of the

series by /(r) when a; is outside of the limits and a.

19. Having found the values of a, Q, Qi ..., we may if we plea.se clear the series in (24)

or (30) of the terms wiiich render /(.i) itself, or any one of it dervatives, discontinuous. If we

wish the function which remains expressed by an infinite series and its first /i. derivatives to be

continuous, we have only to subtract from A„ or B„ the terms at the commencement of its expansion,

ending with the term containing , and from f{x) itself the sums of the series corresponding

to the terms subtracted from A„ or B„. These sums will be obtained by transforming products of

sines and cosines into sums or differences, and then employing known formula; such as
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cos z COS 3 z TT- irz—— + !-...= , from z = to z = IT, (4.1 ),
l'^ 3- 8 4

which are obtained by integrating several times the equation

sin » + i sin 2 « + 1 sin 3 ar + ... = i (tt - «), from sr = to ^ = 2 tt,

or tiie equation deduced from it by writing tt — « {or z, and talking the semi-sum of the results.

It will be observed that in the several series to be summed we shall alwavs have sines coming

with odd powers of n and cosines with even. Of course, bv clearing the series in (2-1) or (30) in

the way just mentioned we shall increase the convergencv of the infinite series in which a part

of f(.v) still remains developed.

When A„ or B„ decreases faster than any inverse power of n as « increases, (as is the case for

instance wlien it is the 71"" term of a geometric series with a ratio less than 1,) all the terms of

its expansion in a series according to inverse powers of n vanish. In this case, then, /(.r) and

its derivatives of all orders are continuous.

20. In establishing the several theorems contained in this Section, it has been supposed that

none of the derivatives of /('') which enter into the investigation are infinite. It should be

observed, however, that i{ f'^(x) is the last derivative employed, which only appears under the sign

of integration, it is allowable to suppose that /''(•r) becomes infinite any finite number of times

within the limits of integration. To show this, we have only got to prove that

/ f^i.v) sin v.rdx or f f^i-r) cos i/.rd.r

approaches zero as its limit as v increases beyond all limit. Let us consider the former of these

integrals, and suppose that /"(a;) becomes infinite only once, namely, when .r = a, within the limits

of integration. Let the interval from to a be divided into these four intervals to a - ^, a - ^
to a, a to a + ^', a + ^' to a, where ^ and ^' are supposed to be taken suflRcientlv small to

exclude all values of x lying between the limits a - ^ and a + ^' for which /*'"'(.r) alters discon-

tinuously, or for which /" (.7) changes sign, unless it be the value a. For the first and fourth

intervals /''(a;) is not infinite, and therefore, as it is known, the corresponding parts of the integral

vanish for c = oo . Since .sin vtv cannot lie beyond the limits + 1 and - 1, and is only equal to

either limit for particular values of .r, it is evident that the second and third portions of the

integral are together numerically inferior to /, where

/= {/''-'(a-6)-./>-(a-^)} + {/"-'(a + P -/>-(« + 0?.

the symbol A ~ B denoting the arithmetical difference of--/ and B, and e being an infinitely .small

quantity, so that /(a - e), /(a + e) denote the limits to which /(.r) tends as .r tends to the limit a

by increasing and decreasing respectively. Hence the limit of the integral first considered, for

i; = 03 , must be less than /. But / may be made as small as we please by diminishing <^ and

J^', and therefore the limit required is zero.

The same proof applies to the integral containing cos m.f, and there is no difficultv in extend-

ing it to the case in which /"(.r) is infinite more than once within the limits of integration, or at

one of the limits.

21. It has hitherto been supposed that the function expanded in the series (3) or (22) does

not become infinite; but the expansions will still be correct even if /(>»•) becomes infinite any

finite number of times, provided that //(,r) rfr be essentially convergent. Suppose that /(.i) be-

comes infinite only when x = a. Then it is evident that we may find a funttion of .r, F(x), which

shall be equal to/(.r) except when x lies between the limits a - ^ and a + <[[". which shall remain

4 B 2
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finite from x = a - '(^ to .r = a + ^', and which shall be such that / F(,v)d.v= / f{w)da.

Suppose that we are considering the series (3). Then, if C„ be the coefficient of sin in the

expansion of F{x') in a series of the form (3), it is evident that C„ will approach the finite limit A„

when ^ and ^' vanish, where A„ = -
j f{x) sin

' dx. But so long as ^ and ^' differ from

zero the series SC„ sin —^ is convergent, and has F{x) for its sum, and F{x) becomes equal
a

to f{x) when t and T' vanish, for any value of x except a. We might therefore be disposed to

conclude at once that the series (3) is convergent, and has /(«) for its sum, unless it be for the

particular value x = a; but this point will require examination, since we might conceive that the

series (3) became divergent, or if it remained convergent that it had a sum different from f{x\ when

Y and Z' were made to vanish before the summation was performed. If we agree not to consider

the series (3) directly, but only the limit of the series (5) when g becomes ], it follows at once

from (7) that for values of * different from a that limit is the same as in Art. 4. For a? = a the

limit required is that of ^\f{<J. - e) + f{n + e)\ when e vanishes. If /(i) does not change sign

as X passes through a the limit required is therefore positive or negative infinity, according as /(*)

is positive or negative ; but if /(*') changes sign in passing through eo the limit required may be

zero, a finite quantity, or infinity. The expression just given for the limit may be proved without

difficulty. In fact, according to the method of Art. 4, we are led to examine an integral of

the form

where (^ is a constant quantity which may be taken as small as we please, and supposed to vanish

after h. Now by a known property of integrals the above integral is equal to

- \f(a - ^i) +/(a + ^i)( / TT,—^ , where ^i lies between and ^.

ut r —?—^- , which is equal to tan"' —
, becomes equal to — when h vanishes, and the limit of

?, when h vanishes must be zero, since it cannot be greater than T, and T may be made to vanish

after h.

22. The same thing may be proved by the method which consists in summing the series

^ . n-TTX . n-TTx'
1 . . , . , , • , •

2 sm sin - to n terms. It we adopt this method, then so long as we are considering a
a a

value of X different from a it will be found that the only peculiarity in the investigation is, that the

quantity under the integral sign in the integrals we have to consider becomes infinite for one value

of the variable; and it may be proved just as in Art. 20, that this circumstance has no effect on

the result. If we are considering the value x — a, it will be found that the integral we shall have

to consider will be

- f -^ /(«+ - e +./•(«-aU6 (42),

where v is first to be made infinite, and then ^ may be supposed to vanish. If /(« + e) +/(n — e)

approaches a finite limit, or zero, when e vanishes, as may be the case if f(x) changes sign in

passing through eo , it may be proved, just as in the case in which /(.z) does not become infinite,

that the above integral approaches the same limit as ^ \f{a + e) + f(a - e)\. In all cases

B
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however in which /(<r) does not change sign in passing through co , and in some cases in which

it does change sign, f{a + e) + /(a — e) becomes infinite when e vanishes.

In such cases put for shortness

/(a + — D+/(«--a = ^(a

/sin ft ^ tt-TtStt——^ df taken from to - , from — to ,.,

^ V V v

or which is the same those of —z^ df taken from to tt, from tt to 2ir ... be denoted bv

/,, /j ... Then evidently /, > ^2 > ^3 ••• Also, if ^ be suflBciently small, F(^) will decrease from

^ = to ^ = r, if we suppose, as we may, F{^) to be positive. Hence the integral (42), which

is equal to

- \I,F{l)-I,F{^,) + I.,F{^,) - ...\, («),
TT

, y. y. ..... .TTTTSTT. ,

where ^,, ^,, ... are quantities lying between and _ , — and — ... is greater than
V v v

-\I.F(^,)-I,Fii,)\,
7r

if we neglect the incomplete pair of terms which may occur at the end of the series {iS), and

which need not be considered, since they vanish when c = x . Hence, the integral (4-2) is

a fortiori >—(/,- /J F(^t). But ^1 vanishes and F(^,) becomes infinite when v becomes infinite

;

and therefore for the particular value r = a the sum of the first n terms of the series (3) increase-;

indefinitely with n.

If a coincides with one of the extreme values and a of x, the sura of the series (3) vanishes

for ,1' = a. This comes under the formula given above if we consider the sum of the series for

values of .r- lying beyond the limits and a. The same proof as that given in the present and last

article will evidently apply if f{,r) become infinite for several values of .v, or if the series considered

be (22) instead of (3). In this case, the sum of the series becomes infinite for >f = a when

a = or = a.

23. Hence it appears that /(.r) may be expanded in a series of the form (3) or (22), provided

only //(.!') dx be continuous. It should be observed however that functions like (^'" ~) ' which

become infinite or discontinuous an infinite number of times within the limits of the variable within

which they are considered, have been excluded from the previous reasoning.

Hence, we may employ the formulae such as (26), (35), &c., to obtain the direct developement

of /"(.r), without enquiring whether it becomes infinite or not within the limits of the variable for

which it is considered. All that is necessary is that /(.r) and its derivatives up to the (« - 1)"'

inclusive should not be infinite within those limits, although they may be discontinuous.

24. In obtaining the formul.t of Arts. 7 and 13, and generally the formula; which apply to

the case in which A„ or B„ is given, and /(.r) is unknown, it has hitherto been supposed tiiat we

knew a priori that /(.v) was a function of the class proposed in Art. 1 for consideration, or at

least of that class with the extension mentioned in the preceding article. Suppose now that we

have simply presented to us the series (3) or (22), namely

JlTTX „_ flTTX
I^A. sin or Br, + iS, cos - ,
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where A„ or B„ is supposed given, and want to know, first, wliether the series is convergent,

secondly, whether if it be convergent it is the direct developement of its sum /(<»), and thirdly,

whether we may directly employ the formula? already obtained, trusting to the formulae themselves

to give notice of the cases to which they do not apply by leading to processes which cannot be

effected.

25. If the series 2^„ or S5„ is essentially convergent, it is evident a fortiori that the series

(3) or (22) is convergent.

\i A„ = S — cos ny + C„, or it B„ = S - sin ny + C„, where 2C„ is essentially convergent, the
n n

given series will be convergent, as is proved in Art. 6.

In either of these cases let/(*) be the sum of the given series. Suppose that it is the series

UTTX
of sines which we are considering. Let E. be the coefficient of sin in the direct developement

of /(.r). Then we have

/(.r) = 1A„ sin = S£„ sm ;
• a a

and since both series are convergent, if we multiply by any finite function of x, <p{x), and integrate,

we may first integrate each term, and then sum, instead of first summing and then integrating.

Taking <b{a:) = sin —
, and integrating from ,r = to r = a, we get E„ = A„, so that the given

a

series is the direct developement of its sum /(r). The proof is the same for the series of

cosines.

26. Consider now the more general case in which the series 2 — j4„ is essentially convergent.

The reasoning which is about to be ofTered can hardly be regarded as absolutely rigorous

;

nevertheless the proposition which it is endeavoured to establish seems worthy of attention.

Let M„ be the sum of the first n terms of the given series, and F{n, x) the sum of the first n terms

a TC7r.r
of the series S — A„ cos . Then we have

riTT a

/(w» + m - w„) dx = F(n + m, ,r) - F {n, x) = \]/{n, x), suppose (44-).

Now by hypothesis the series 2 — ^„ is essentially convergent, and therefore a fortiori the

series 2 A„ cos —- is convergent, and therefore \//(a , x) = 0, whatever be the value of m.
n-K a

Let the limits of /p in (44) be x and x + A.t, and divide by Aa?, and we get

1 r^+^ Ax//(«, a?)

I\xJ, ^ + "'
A.r

and as we have seen the limit of the second side of this equation when we suppose n first to

become infinite and then Aa? to vanish is zero. But for general values of x the limit will remain

the same if we first suppose A.r to vanish and then n to become infinite; and on this supposition

we have

limit of (m„+„ — J<„) =0, for 71 = 00 ;

so that for general values of x the series considered is convergent.

To illustrate the assumption here made that for general values of x the order in which n and

A.r assume their limiting values is immaterial, let v//(y, x) be a continuous function of x which
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becomes equal to v^(n, <r) when ?/ is a positive integer; and consider the surface whose equation

is ;? = vl'(y, 'V). Since \i/ ( od , •p) = for integral values of y, the surface approaches indefinitely to

the plane <vy when y becomes infinite ; or rather, among the infinite number of admissible forms of

\p{y, x) we may evidently choose an infinite number for which that is the case. Now the assertion

made comes to this ; that if we cut the surface by a plane parallel to the plane .i'^, and at a

distance w from it, the tangent at the point of the section corresponding to any given value of r

will viltiniately lie in the plane A-y when n becomes infinite, except in the case of singular, isolated

values o{ x, whose number is finite between ,r = and .j? = a. For such values the sum/(,r) of the

infinite series may become infinite, while ff(x) dx remains finite. The assumption just made

appears evident unless A„ be a function of n whose complexity increases indefinitely with its

rank, i. e. with the value of w.

Since the integral of /(.r) is continuous, /(.r) may be expanded by the formula in a series

of sines. Let E„ be tlie coefficient of sin — in its direct expansion ; so that,
a

/(.r) = ^A„ sin ,

a I

(+5),

/(.^.)=v^„sin"'^^
\a I

wliere both series are convergent, except it be for isolated values of x. Consequently, we have,

in a series which is convergent, at least for general values of jp,

tlTZX
= S(^„ - £,.) sin (46).

a

The series (45) may become divergent for isolated values of .r, and are in fact divergent for

values of x which render /(.r) infinite. But the first side of (4()) being constantly zero, and the

series at the second side being convergent for general values of .r, it does not seem that it can

become divergent for isolated values. Hence according to the preceding article the second side

of the equation is the direct developenient of the first side, i. e. of zero ; and therefore £, = A^,

or the given series is the direct developemcnt of its sum, which is what it was required to prove.

The same reasoning applies to the series of cosines.

It may be observed that the well known series,

^ + cos ,r + cos 2,r + cos Sx {:^~)i

forms no exception to the preceding observation. This series is in fact divergent for general

values of .r, that is to say not convergent, and in that respect it totally differs from the series in

(46). When it is asserted that the sum of the series (47) is zero except for a; = or any multiple

of 2 7r, when it is infinite, all that is meant is that the limit to which the sum of the convergent

series 1 + S^" cos nx approaclies wiien g becomes 1 is zero, except for ,r = or any multiple of Stt,

in which case it is infinity.

27. It follows from the preceding article that even without knowing n priori the nature of the

function /(*•) we may employ the formulae such as (35), provided that if «"'' be the highest power

of - required by the formula, and n~'^C„ the remainder in the expansion of A„, the series 2 - C,
n n

be essentially convergent. For let G„ be the sum of the terms as far as that containing «"'' in the

expansion of A„., those terms having the form assigned by {35), that is to say cosines like cos ny

coming along with odd powers of -
, and sines along with even powers. Then A„ = G^ + n''^C,.
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mrx
Let SG„sin = Fia:);

a

then fix) -F(.v) =Sw-''C„sin "'^^ (48).

Now if 0(*) = ^u„, where the series 2m,„ 2

—

- are both convergent, we may find d)'(r)
da?

by differentiating under the sign of summation. This is evident, since by the theorem referred to

in Art. 2 (note), we may 1

quently we have from (48)

in Art. 2 (note), we may find /2 —-" d.v by integrating under the sign of summation. Conse

/'-'w - ^-'« - * 0'" ^ ^- ss "-F w)

^

and since the series S - C„ is essentially convergent, the convergency of the series forming the
n

right-hand side of (4.9) cannot become infinitely slow (see Sect. III.), and therefore, the w'" term

being a continuous function of .v, the sum is also a continuous function of ,r, and therefore

f'^{w) — F'^{x) is a function which by Art. 23 can be expanded in a series of sines or cosines.

But F'^(.v) is also such a function, being in fact a constant, and therefore f^ia,) is a function

of the kind considered in Art. 23, which is what is assumed in obtaining the formula (35).

It may be observed that these results do not require the assumptions of Art. 26 in the case in

which the series 2C'„ is essentially convergent, or composed of an essentially convergent series

and of a series of the form I.S - sin M'y or "ZS - cos ny, according as C„ is the coefficient of a
n ' n '

cosine or of a sine.

SECTION II.

Mode ofascertaining the nature of the discontinuity of the integrals which are analogous

to the series considered in Section I, and of obtaining the developements of the

derivatives of the expanded functions.

28. Let us consider the following integral, which is analogous to the series in (1),

r"^(/3)sin/3.rd/3 (50),

where 0(/3) = - /"/Cr') sin /S^'do;' (51).

Although the integral (50) may be written as a double integral,

- f ["f(a,') sin fix sin (ix'd (id

x

(52),
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the integration with respect to .v' must be performed first, because, the integral of sin 0x s\n fix' d fi

not being convergent at the limit c: , / sin /3a; sin (ix'd fB would have no meaning. Suppose,

however, that instead of (.52) we consider the integral,

- r f"f{w')e-''^ s\n fix &\n jix dfidw' (55),
n Jo Ja

where A is a positive constant, and e is the base of the Napierian logarithms. It is easy to see that

at least in the case in which the integral (50) is essentially convergent its value is also the limit to

which the integral {53) tends when h tends to zero as its limit. It is well known that the limit of (53)

when h vanishes is in general /(.;); but when ,v = the limit is zero; when x = a the limit is ^/(a) ;

and when /( r) is discontinuous it is the arithmetic mean of the values o{ /(x) for two values of x
infinitely little greater and less respectively than the critical value. When x > a it is zero, and in

all cases it is the same, except as to sign, for negative as for positive values of .r.

We may always speak of the limit of (53), but we cannot speak of the integral (50) till we

assure ourselves that it is convergent. Now we get by integration by parts,

//(*') sin fix dx = - -^/CO cos/3.r' + ^/'(.r') sin /3j?' - -^, ff" {x) sin fix' dx (54).

When this integral is taken between limits, the first term will furnish a set of terms of the form

C L— cos /3a, where a may be zero, and the last two terms will give a result numerically less than — ,

where Z, is a constant ])roperly chosen. Now whether a be zero or not, J cos fia sin fix — is

convergent at the limit eo , and moreover its value taken from any finite value o{ fi to fi
= cc is

the limit to which the integral deduced from it by inserting the factor e"*^ tends when h vanishes.

The remaining part of the integral (50) is essentially convergent at the limit so . Hence the

integral (50) is convergent, and its value for all values of x, both critical and general, is the limit to

which the value of the integral {53) tends when h vanishes.

29. Suppose that we want to find f{x), knowing nothing about f(x), at least for general

values of x, except that it is the value of the integral (50), and that it is not a function of the

class excluded from consideration in Art. 1. We cannot differentiate under the integral sign,

because the resulting integral would, usually at least, be divergent at the limit cs . We may
however find f" {x) provided we know the values of x for which f{x) and f'{x) are discontinuous,

and the quantities by which f{x) and f{x) are suddenly increased as x increases through each

critical value, supposing the extreme values included among those for which f{x) or /'(.r) is

discontinuous, under the same convention as in Art. 6. Let a be any one of the critical values

of X ; Q, Qi the quantities by w-hich f{x),f{x) are suddenly increased as .i- increases through a;

S the sign of summation referring to the critical values of x ; (p;{fi) the coefficient of sin fix in

the direct developement of f"{x) in a definite integral of the form (50). Then taking the integrals

in (54) between limits, and applying the formula (51) io f'{x), we get

<i),{fi) = - fi-(b{fi) + - fiSQ. cos fia-- SQ, sin fia.
IT IT

We may find (p^{fi) in a similar manner. Wc get thus when fx is even

(- \y(t>^{fi) = fi''<i>{fi)--^-' SQcosfia + - fi'^-'SQ.sinfia + ...

TT 7r

^ + 1 2
+ (- ly- -5'Q„_,sin/3a {55),

IT

Vol. VIII. Part V. 4C
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where sines and cosines occur alternately, and two signs of the same kind are always followed by

two of the opposite. The expression for (p'^{(i) when ix is odd might be found in a similar manner.

These formulae enable us to express /''(«•) when 0(/3) is an arbitrary function which has to be

determined, and /(O), &c. are given.

30. If however (p(fi) should be given, and /(O), 8fc. be unknown, 0(/3) will admit of expansion

according to powers of fi'\ beginning with the first, provided we treat sin fta or cos /3a as if it

were a constant coefficient ; and sin /3a, cos (ia will occur with even and odd powers of j3 respec-

tively. The possibility of the expansion of ^(/3) in this form depends of course on the circum-

stance that (h{x) is a function of the class which it is proposed in Art. 1, to consider, or at least

with the extension mentioned in Art. 23. It appears from (5.5) that in order to express /'"(*) as a

definite integral of the form (.50) we have only got to expand cp (/3), to differentiate (.50) m times

with respect to .r, differentiating under the integral sign, and to reject those terms which appear

under the integral sign with positive powers of /3 or with the power 0. The same rule applies

whether ix be odd or even.

31. If we have given <p(a), but are not able to evaluate the integral (50), we may notwith-

standing that find the values of a' which render f{x) or any of its derivatives discontinuous, and

the quantities by which the function considered is suddenly increased. For this purpose it is only

necessary to compare the expansion of (p(fi) with the expansion

0(/3)=—, 6-Qcos^a--^5'Q, siniSa- (56),
tt/D 7r/5"

given by (55), just as in the case of series.

We may easily if we please clear the function 0(/3) of the part for which /(a;) or any one of

its derivatives is discontinuous, or does not vanish for ,v = and ,v = a. For this purpose it will be

sufficient to take any function F(x) at pleasure, which as well as its derivatives of the orders

considered has got the same discontinuity as /(a?) and its derivatives, to develope F{a;) in a definite

integral of the form / 'J>(73) sin /3a; rf/3 by the formula (51), and to subtract F(x) from /(.??) and

<t)(/3) from (pifi)- It will be convenient to choose such simple functions as / + mw + no:-

;

I sin a; + m cos ;v ; le'" + me'^", &c. for the algebraical expressions of F{w) for the several

intervals throughout which it is continuous, the functions chosen being such as admit of easy

integration when multiplied by sin (ixdx, and which furnish a sufficient number of indeterminate

coefficients to allow of the requisite conditions as to discontinuity being satisfied. These conditions

are that the several values of Q, Qi, he. shall be the same for jP(*') as for/(.r).

r°^ . .

32. Whenever / /(*') dx is essentially convergent, we may at once put a = co in the
Jo

preceding formul<B. For, first, it may be easily proved that in this case, (though not in this case

only,) the limit of (53) when h vanishes is f{x) ; secondly, the limit of {^53) is also the value of

(52) ; and, lastly, all the derivatives of f(x) have their integrals, (which are the precpding

derivatives,) essentially convergent, and therefore co may be put for a in the developements of the

derivatives in definite integrals.

When f{x) tends to zero as its limit as w becomes infinite, and moreover after a finite value

of X does not change from decreasing to increasing nor from increasing to decreasing.

/ fi
''^ /(^') sin /3.r'rf.r'
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will be more convergent than / /(*') sin ^x'dx, and the latter integral will be convergent, and

its convergency will remain finite* when /3 vanishes. In this case also we may put a = a .

Thus if /(.t) = sin lw{b- + x^)~^, we may put a = » because /(.r) has its integral essentially

convergent: if /(r) = {b + x)-i, we may put o = eo because f{oc) is always decreasing to zero

as its limit. But if /(r) = sin la: (b +.r)~4, the preceding rules will not apply, because /(.r),

though it has zero for its limit, is sometimes increasing and sometimes decreasing. And in fact in

this case the integral in equation (51) will be divergent when /3 = /, and d)(/3) will become infinite

for that value of /3. It is true that f{x) is still the limit to which the integral (.53) tends when

h vanishes; but I do not intend to enter into the consideration of such cases in this ])aper.

33. When » may be put for a, and f(^x) is continuous, we get from (55)

»* o

(- 0= 0.(^3) = /3''0(i3)- -;3-'/(o) + -/3-V"(o)- ... +(_!)=> 2 /3y>-2(o) (57).

In this case 0(/3) will admit of expansion, at least to a certain number of terms, according to

odd negative powers of /3. If we suppose d)(/3) known, and the expansion performed, so that

and compare the result with (49), we shall get

/(0)= Ji/„; /"(O) = - |//.; /'(O) = Ji/.; &c (58).

34. The integral

"^//(i3)cos/3.^•rf/3 (59),/

wherehere >/,(/3) = - f"f(x') cos j3.v'dx', (60),

which is analogous to the series (22), is another in which it is sometimes useful to develope a function

or conceive it developed. For positive values of .r the value of (59) is the same as that of (50).

When ,v = the value is /(O) ; and for negative values of x it is the same as for positive. It is

supposed here that the integral {5y) is convergent, which it may be proved to be in the same

manner as the integral (50) was proved to be convergent.

Suppose that we wish to find, in terms of \|/(/3), the developement of /"(.r) in a definite

integral of the form (50) or (59), according as fi is odd or even. We cannot differentiate under

the integral sign, because the resulting integral would be divergent. We may however obtain the

required developement by transforming the e.\pression \l/(fi) by integration by parts, just as before.

We thus get for the case in which yu is odd

(-l)''^<^u(/3) = /3''>i/(/3) + -(i'^-'SQ sin (ia + -
fi''-'- SQ, cos lia- ...

TT TT

+ (-1)"^ - SQ^.,sin/3a, (61),
TT

where (/3) is the value of 0(/3) in the direct developement of/''(,r) in the integral (50). In the

same way we may get the value of \^^(j8) when m is even, r//^^(/3) being the value of \|/(/3) in the

direct developement of/''(>i) by the forraulse (59), (60).

See next Section.

4C2
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The equation (6l) is applicable to the case in which ^|/(/3) is an arbitrary function, and a,

Q, &c., are given. If however \//(/3) should be given, we may find <^^(/3) or \|/^(/3) by the same

rule as before.

In the case in which \|/(/3) is given, we may find the values of a, Q, &c., without being able to

evaluate the integral (59). For this purpose it is sufficient to expand •v|/(/3) according to negative

powers of /3, and compare the expansion with that furnished by equation (6l).

35. The same remarks as to the cases in which we are at liberty to put x for a apply to (60)

as to (51), with one exception. In the case in which /(-r) approaches zero as its limit, and is at

last always decreasing numerically, or at least never increasing, as x increases, while jf{x) dx is

divergent at the limit co , it has been observed that 0(/3) remains finite when /3 vanishes. This

however is not the case with v//(j3), at least in general. I say in general, because, although

/ /(*') ^^ increases indefinitely with its superior limit, we are not entitled at once to conclude from
"

thence that / cos jixf^v) d.v becomes infinite when /3 vanishes, as will appear in Section III. It may
•'o

be shown from the known value of j x'" cos fix d.v, where 1 > w > 0, that if f{.v) = F(ii) + Cx~",

where F{.v) is such that jF(x)dx is convergent at the limit co , \//(/3) becomes infinite when /3

vanishes; and the same would be true if there were any finite number of terms of the form Cx~".

There is no occasion however to enquire whether -vl/C/B) always becomes infinite : the point to consider

is whether the integral (59) is always convergent at the limit zero.

In considering this question, we may evidently begin the integration relative to ai' at any

value x„ that we please. Suppose first that we integrate from ,v' = x^^ to x' = X, and let 'ar(/3) be

the result, so that

(/3) = -
f'^ f(v')cosfixdx'.

Let-z3-,(/3) be the indefinite integral of -ar (/3) rf/3 : then, c being a positive quantity, we get from

the above equation

7zr,(/3) - iir,(c) = - rVc^') lsin/3.r' - sinc.f'} ^.
71- J^ X

r'^ , sin &x' , .
.

, , .

^ow put^r=x. Then since / f{x) ^—dx is a convergent integral, and its convergency

remains finite (Art. 39.) when /3 vanishes, as may be proved without much difficulty, its value

cannot become infinite, and therefore iir (/3) does not become infinite when /3 vanishes. Now

/73-(/3) cos/3.rrf/3 = 7!r//3) cosfix + xjnr,{^) sin (ixdfi, (62),

when X is positive ; and when x = 0,

/7ir(/3)d(/3) = 7!r,(i3):

hence in either case /ar(/3) cos /3,r <//3 is convergent at the limit zero. Now the quantity by

which 23- (/3) differs from \fA(/3) evidently cannot render (59) divergent, and therefore in the case

considered the integral (59) is convergent at the limit zero.

By treating / sr(fi) e'''^ cos (ix dfi in the manner in which /•z«r(i3) cos/3.rd/3 is treated in

(62), it may l)e shown that the convergency of the former integral remains finite when h vanishes.

Hence, not only is the integral (59) convergent, but its value is the limit to which the integral

similar to (53) tends when h vanishes.
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When f{x) is continuous, and co may be put for a, we have from (6l)

(- \v~<i>^fi) =/3''>;.(m) + -/s-'-Tco) - -/3''-Y"'(o) + ... + (- ly^-f^r-'i^y - (s^).
TT TT IT

If \//(/3) be given we can find the values of /'(O), /'"(O) ... just as before.

36. The integral

- r f\os.(i{w' - x)f{w')diid.7/, (64),

in which the integration with respect to x is supposed to be performed before that with respect

to /3, so that the integral has the form

/"x(/3) cos fixdfi +
f'^

a{p) sin fixdli, (65),

may be treated just as the integral (59) ; and it may be shown that in the same circumstances we

may replace the limits — a^ and « by — ec , + co respectively. If we suppose ;^(/3) and cr((i)

known, we may find as before the values of .f for which /(,r), f (x) ... are discontinuous, and the

ijuantities by which those functions are suddenly increased. We may also find the direct develope-

ment of/'(cr), f"(x) ... in two integrals of the form (65); and we may if we please clear the

integrals (65) of the part which renders f(x), f'(x) ... discontinuous.

37- In the developement of f(x) in an integral of the form (50) or (59), or in two integrals

of the form (Go), it has hitherto been supposed that f(x) is not infinite. It may be observed

however that it is allowable to suppose /(.r) to become infinite any finite number of times, provided

ff{x) dx be essentially convergent about the values of x which render /(.r) infinite. This may be

sliown just as in the case of series. Hence, the formuhe such as (55) which give the develope-

ment o{ f'^(x) are true even when/''(.r) is infinite, /''"'(i') being finite.

SECTION III.

• On the discontinuity of the siimn of infinite series, and of the values of integrals

taken hetween infinite limits.

38. Let ?<,+ m. ...+?/„ + (3^)i

be a convergent infinite series having U for its sum. Let

«, + v., ... + v„+ (67),

be another infinite series of which the general term w„ is a function of the positive variable A, and

becomes equal to u„ when h vanishes. Suppose that for a sufficiently small value of h and all

inferior values the series (6?) is convergent, and has V for its sum. It might at first sight be

supposed that the limit of V for A = was necessarily equal to U. This however is not true. For

let the sum to n terms of the series (6?) be denoted by /(«, /*) : then the limit of V is the limit

off(7i, h) when 7i first becomes infinite and then h vanishes, whereas C7 is the limit of/(n, h) when

h first vanishes and then n becomes infinite, and these limits may be different. Whenever a dis-

continuous function is developed in a periodic series like (15) or (30) we have an instance of this;

but it is easy to form two series, having nothing to do with periodic series, in which the same
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happens. For this purpose it is only requisite to take for/(w, h) — f7„, (U„ being the sum of the

first n terms of (66),) a quantity which has different limiting values according to the order in which

71 and h are supposed to assume their limiting values, and which has for its finite difference a

quantity which vanishes when n becomes infinite, wiiether h be a positive quantity sufficiently small

or be actually zero.

For example, let

2 n /«

/(«,A) - f7„ = —-— , (68,
nh + 1

which vanishes when n = 0. Tiien

'•'
-^ ' ^ (nh + 1) (tih + h + 1)

Assume U„ = 1 , so that u„ = AC„_, =
w (n + 1)

'

and we get the series

1 1

1.2 2.3 n(n + i)

1 + 5h h{h + 2)n^ + h{4'- h)n + l -h

(69),

(70).
2(1 + A)"' n{n+ 1) {(n - I) h+\} (nh+ V)

which are both convergent, and of which the general terms become the same when // vanishes.

Yet the sum of the first is 1, whereas the sum of the second is 3.

If the numerator of the fraction on the right-hand side of (68) had been pnh instead of

27ih, the sum of the series (70) would have been p + I, and therefore the limit to which the sum

approaches when A vanishes would have beenp+1. Hence we can form as many series as we

please like (67) having diflPerent quantities for the limits of their sums when h vanishes, and yet

all having their >*"' terms becoming equal to u„ when h vanishes. This is equally true whether the

series (66) be convergent or divergent, the series like (67) of course being always supposed to be

convergent for all positive values of h however small.

39- It is important for the purposes of the present paper to have a ready mode of ascertaining

in what cases we may replace the limit of (67) by (66). Now it follows from the following theorem

that this substitution may at once be made in an extensive class of cases.

Theorem. The limit of V can never differ from U unless the convergency of the series (67)

become infinitely slow when h vanishes.

The convergency of the series is hei'e said to become infinitely slow when, if ji be the number

of terms which must be taken in order to render the sum of the neglected terms numerically less

than a given quantity e which may be as small as we please, n increases beyond all limit as h

decreases beyond all limit.

Demonstration. If the convergency do not become infinitely slow, it will be possible to find

a number »j, so great that for the value of h we begin with and for all inferior values greater than

zero the sum of the neglected terms shall be numerically less than e. Now the limit of the sum of

the first W; terms of (67) when h vanishes is the sum of the first ?2, terms of (66). Hence if e' be the

numerical value of the sum of the terms after the m,"" of the series (66), U and the limit of V cannot

differ by a quantity so great as e + e . But e and e may be made smaller than any assignable

quantities, and therefore U is equal to the limit of V.

Cor. 1. If the series (G()) is essentially convergent, and if, either from the very beginning, or

after a certain term whose rank does not depend upon h, the terms of (67) are numerically less than

the corresponding terms of {Gii), the limit of V is equal to U.
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For in this case the series (67) is more rapidly convergent than {66), and therefore Us

convergency remains finite.

Cor. 2. If the series (66) is essentially convergent, and if the terms of (67) are derived from

those of (66) by multiplying them by the ascending powers of a quantity g which is less than 1,

and which becomes 1 in the limit, the limit of V is equal to U.

It may be observed that when the convergency of (67) does not become infinitely slow when /*

vanishes there is no occasion to prove the convergency of (66), since it follows from that of (67).

In fact, let V„ be the sum of tiie first n terms of (67), U„ the same for (66), V„ the value of V for

/t = 0. Then by hypotiiesis we may find a finite value oi n such that V- V„ shall be numerically

less tlian e, however small h may be ; so that

V= V„ + a quantity always numerically less than e.

Now let /( vanish : then V becomes F„ and F„ becomes U„. Also e may be made as small as we

please by taking 71 sufficiently great. Hence U„ approaches a finite limit when n becomes infinite,

and that limit is F,,.

Conversely, if (66) is convergent, and if U = V^, the convergency of the series (67) cannot

become infinitely slow when h vanishes.

For if U'„', V„' represent the sums of the terms after the n"' in the series {66), (67) respectively,

we have

v= v„-r V,:, U= U„+ U^'i

whence F„' = F- f/ - (r„ - U„) + U„'.

Now V - U, V„- U„ vanish with /;, and U„' vanishes when n becomes infinite. Hence for a

sufficiently small value of h and all inferior values, together with a value of n sufficiently large, and

independent of h, the value of FV may be made numerically less than any given quantity e however

small ; and therefore, by definition, the convergency of the series (67) does not become infinitely

slow when h vanishes.

On the whole, then, when the convergency of the series (67) does not become infinitely slow

when h vanishes, the series {66) is necessarily convergent, and has 7', for its sum : but in the

contrary case there must necessarily be a discontinuity of some kind. Either F must become infinite

when h vanishes, or the series {66) must be divergent, or, if {66) is convergent as well as (67),

U must be different from F^^.

When a finite function of w, f{.i), which passes suddenly from M to N as ,v increases through a,

where a > a > 0, is expanded in the series (15) or (30), we have seen that the series is always

convergent, and its siim for all values of .v except critical values is f{x), and for ,r = a its sum is

i {M + N). Hence the convergency of the series necessarily becomes infinitely slow when a - .t

vanishes. In applying the preceding reasoning to this case it will be observed that A is a — a:,

Va is M, and U is ^ {M + N^), if we are considering values of .r a little less than a ; but h is x - a

and Vn is N, if we are considering values of a? a little greater than a.

Wlien the series (66) is convergent, as well as (67), it may be easily proved that in all cases

u=r,- L,

where L is the limit of V„' when h is first made to vanish and then n to become infinite.

40. Reasoning exactly similar to that contained in the preceding article may be applied to

integrals, and the same definitions may be used. Thus if / F{d; h) t/.r is a convergent integral,

we may say that the convergency becomes infinitely slow when h vanishes, when, if A be the

superior limit to which we must integrate in order that the neglected part of the integral, or
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[^ F{x, K)dx, may be numerically less than a given constant e which may be as small as we

please, X increases beyond all limit when h vanishes.

The reasoning of the preceding article leads to the following theorems.

If F= r" F{x, h) dx, if Fo be the limit of F when h = 0, and if F{x, 0) =/(*) ;
then, if

•'a / ""

the convergency of the integral V do not become infinitely slow when /* vanishes, j f{x) dx must

be convergent, and its value must be F„. But in the contrary case either V must become infinite

when h vanishes, or the integral P/Or) da; must be divergent, or if it be convergent its value

must differ from F^.

When the integral ( f{v) dx is convergent, if we denote its value by U, we shall have in all

cases

where L is the limit to which f F{x, h) dx approaches when h is first made to vanish and then

X to become infinite.

The same remarks which have been made with reference to the convergency of series such as

(15) or (30) for values oi x near critical values will apply to the convergency of integrals such

as (50), (59) or (65).

The question of the convergency or divergency of an integral might arise, not from one of the

limits of integration beino- oo , but from the circumstance that the quantity under the integral sign

becomes infinite within the limits of integration. The reasoning of the preceding article will

apply, with no material alteration, to this case also.

41. It may not be uninteresting to consider the bearing of the reasoning contained in this

Section and a method frequently given of determining the values of two definite integrals, more

especially as the values assigned to t)ie integrals have recently been called into question, on account

of their discontinuity.

Consider first the integral

u= / dx, (71),
J, X

where a is supposed positive. Consider also the integral

/• «> . sin a .r
,

u = / e dx.
J, X

It is easy to prove that the integral v is convergent, and that its convergency does not become

infinitely slow when h vanishes. Consequently the integral u is also convergent, (as might also be

proved directly in the same way as in the case of v,) and its value is the limit of m for A = 0.

But we have

dv r'^ h, J
"— = — / e' s\f\ axdx = —

dh J„ a' + /»

h
whence « = C - tan ' - ;
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and since v evidently vanishes when A = ^ , we have C = — , whence

V = tan"' - , u = —
.

2 « 2

7r

Also 7/ = when a = 0, and n = — — when n is negative, since u changes sign with a. By the

value of u for n = 0, which is asserted to be 0, is of course meant the limit of / dx when

n is first made to vanish and then X made infinite.

It is easily proved that the convergency of the integral u becomes infinitely slow when n

vanishes. In fact if

"=/;
sinaa? ,

ax,

we get by changing the independent variable

, /- « sin iF

u =
I d.v :

''ax ^

but for any given value nf X, liowever great, the value of ti' becomes when a vanishes / dx,
•'o -^

an integral which might have been very easily proved to be greater than zero even had we been

unable to find its value. It readily follows from the above that if u' has to be less than e the value

of X increases indefinitely as a approaches to zero.

42. Consider next the integrals

r'^ cosaxda; /-» . cosaxdx , ^

«=/ ,—T' "= /
^^ ^,—. i~~y

It is easily proved that the convergency of the integral o does not become infinitely slow when

// vanishes, whatever be the value of a. Consequently u is in all cases the limit of v for A = 0.

Now V satisfies the equation

_(• = -/ e'^'cosaird-r = - T- ; (73).
da- .'„ A' + fl-

it is not however necessary to find the general value of r ; for if we put h = we see that u

satisfies the equation

:r^-M = o, (74),
da

so long as a is kept always positive or always negative : but we cannot pass from the value of m

found for positive values of a to the value which belongs to negative values of a by merely writing

— a for a in the algebraical expression obtained. For although u is a continuous function of a, it

readily follows from (73) that —— is discontinuous. In fact, we have from this equation
da

dv\ /dv\ r^ , ,
^— -— =/ «'dff-2tan-'-

Now let fi first vanish and then \. Then i* becomes u, and j vda vanishes, since v does not

Vol,. VIII. Part V. 4D
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become infinite for « = 0, whether /* be finite or be zero. Threfore -— is suddenly decreased by
da •' •'

TT as a increases through zero, as might have been easily proved from the expression for u by means

of the known integral (71), even had we been unable to find the value of u in (72). The equation

(74) gives, a being supposed positive,

u = Ce'" + C'e".

But u evidently does not increase indefinitely with «, and u = I —'-—- = — when a = ;

whence C' = 0, C = — , ti = — e'". Also, since the numerical value of ?< is unaltered when the
2 2

sign of a is changed, we have u = - e" when a is negative.

It may be observed that if the form of the integral tt had been such that we could not have

inferred its value for a negative from its value for a positive, nor even known that u is not infinite

for a = — CO , we might yet have found its value for a negative by means of the known continuity

of M and discontinuity of when a vanishes. For it follows from (74) that u = C^e" + C-,e~" for a
da

negative; and knowing already that it = - e"" for « positive, we have

- = C', + Co, - -= C, -C, - tt;
2 2

TT """
f

whence C, = — , C, = 0, u = - e", for a negative.
2 2

Of course the easiest way of verifying the result u = — e'" for a positive is to develope 6~' for

.r positive in a definite integral of the form (59), by means of the formula (60).

SECTION IV.

Examples of the application of the formnlce proved in the preceding Sections.

43. Before proceeding with the consideration of particular examples, it will be convenient

to write down the formula? which will have to be employed. Some of these formuhe have been

proved, and others only alluded to, in the preceding Sections.

In the following formulas, when series are considered, /'(*') is supposed to be a function of x

which, as well as each of its derivatives up to the (/x - l)'" order inclusive, is continuous between

the limits .r = and x = a, and which is expanded between those limits in a series either of sines

or of cosines of — and its multiples. A„ denotes the coeflicient of sin when the series is one
fi a

of sines, B„ the coefficient of cos when the series is one of cosines, J„" or 5/ the coefficient of
a

sin or cos in the expansion of the /li"' derivative. Wlien integrals are considered, /(.r)
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and its first /u - 1 derivatives are supposed to be functions of the same nature as before, which
are considered between the limits .v = and * = » ; and it is moreover supposed that /(.r)

decreases as a; increases to cc , sufficiently fast to allow ff{a:)dx to be essentially convero-ent at the
limit CO , or else that f{w) vanishes when w = zc , and after a finite value of x never changes from
increasing to decreasing nor from decreasing to increasing. ^(/3) or ^\,{(i) denotes the coefficient

of sin (ix or cos fix in the developement of /(,r) in a definite integral of the form C rf)/3 sin fixdx

"' / ^(fi)cQS (ixdx, 0^(^) or ^j^^ifi) denotes the coefficient of sin /3.r or cos /3a; in the deve-

lopement of the m"' derivative of f(x). The formulae are

2 /WTT',
+ -^ (— )

{/'(O) - (- !)'/'(«)} - ... (^ odd) (A),

(-1)^^^ = (-) ^"--(v) !/(")- (-0"/(")^ +...0x even) (/?),

(-1)'^'^:= {^''^^'^B„ + ~-{^~y
'

|/(o)-(-i)Y(«)( _... („ odd) (C),

( - 1)5 5^ = p^)" B„ + ^(^)' "!/(<') - ( - l)r(«)| - ... (m even) (D),

except when « = 0, in which case we have always

Bn being the constant term in the expansion of f^{v) in a series of cosines.

In the formula; (A), (/?), (C), (/>) vvc must stop when we have written the term containing

71 TT

the power 1 or 0, (as the case may be,) of - . The formulas for integrals are

( - i)^'i^Mi) = (i''(p(fi) - -/S—zco) + ifi^-Y\o) - ... (^ odd) („),
V TT

(-1)^<^.()3) =/3'^«^(/3) - -/3''-'/(0) +-/3''-y(0) - ... (,x even) (b),
TT TT

( - i)'^<^,(/3) = ft^^((i) + -/3-r(o) - i/B-yco) + ... (^ odd) (e),
TT TT

( - l)^.(/3) = /S^v/^C/S) + £/3-y (0) -- /S'-V'CO) + ... (^ even) (rf),
T 7r

where we must stop with the last term involving a positive power of /3 or the power zero.

44. As a first example of the application of the principles contained in Sections I. and II.

suppose that we have to determine the value of for values of .r lying between and a, and b

respectively, from the equation

<f0 rf-di~+ :r,=0 (75),
dx- dy ^ '
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with the particular conditions

-¥ = w{x - i«), when !/ = or = b (76),
dy

—i = _ tt,(« _ ift), when X = or =a (77)-
dx

This is the problem in pure analysis to which we are led in seeking to determine the motion

of a liquid within a closed rectangular box which is made to oscillate.

For a given value of y, the value of (p can be expanded in a convergent series of cosines of

— and its multiples; for another value of y, (p can be expanded in a similar series with different

a

coefficients, and so on. Hence, in general, cj) can be expanded in a convergent series of the form

Sr„cos (78),
a

where Y„ is a certain function of y, which has to be determined.

In the first place the value of (p given by (78) must satisfy (75). Now the direct developement

of —^ in a series of cosines will be obtained from (78) by differentiating under the sign of sum-
dy

mation ; the direct developement of --—; will be given by the formula (D). We thus get

^\^rj- - ^- + — {1 -(-!)" y-i^) cos = 0;
\ dy' a- a )

'^

and the left-hand member of this equation being the result of directly developing the right-liand

member in a series of cosines, we have

dy a' a ^

according as n is odd or even. This equation is easily integrated, and the integral contains two

arbitrary constants, C,„ D„, suppose. It only remains to satisfy (76). Now the direct developement

of " will be obtained bv differentiating under the sign of summation, and tiie direct develope-
dy -^ " " ^

ment of u}{w - ^a) is easily found to be - S,, cos , the sign 2o denoting that odd values
IT n a

only of n are to be taken. We have then, both for y = and for y = h,

dY. iwa

dy TT «

according as n is odd or even, which determines C„ and D„.

It is unnecessary to write down the result, because I have already given it in a former paper*,

where it is obtained by considerations applicable to this particular problem. The result is con-

tained in equation (4) of that paper. The only step of the process which I have just indicated

which requires notice is, that the term containing {x - |o) (?/ - i'')
at first appears as an infinite

Supplemem to a Memoir ' On some Cases of Fluid Motion,' p. 409 of the present Volumt.
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series, which may be summed by the formula (41). The present example is a good one for

showing the utility of the methods contained in the present paper, inasmuch as in the Supplement
referred to I have pointed out the advantage of the formula contained in equation (6), with respect

to facility of numerical calculation, over one which I had previously arrived at bv using develope-

nients, in series of cosines, of functions whose derivatives vanish for the limiting values of the

variable.

45. Let it be required to determine the permanent state of temperature in a rectangle which

has two of its opposite edges kept up to given temperatures, varying from point to point, while

the other edges radiate into a space at a temperature zero. The rectangle is understood to be a

section of a rectangular bar of infinite length, which has all the points situated in the same line

parallel to the axis at the same temperature, so tiiat the propagation of heat takes place in two

dimensions.

Let the rectangle be referred to the rectangular axes of .r, y, the axis of y coinciding with one

of the edges whose temperature is given, and the origin being in the middle point of the edge.

Let the unit of length be .so chosen that the length of either edge parallel to the axis of .v shall be

7r, and let 2/3 be tlie length of each of the other edges. Let u be the temperature at the point

(,(', (/), /( the ratio of the exterior, to the interior conductivity. Then we have

d'li cPu

dJ^^dy"-^' (™)'

du— - liu = 0, when (/ = - /3 (80),

di(— + Itii = 0, when y = ji (81),

(/ =/(//), when I = (82),

u = F(y), when .r = a (S.S),

./(.'/)» ^'(.'/) being the given temperatures of two of tiie edges.

According to the metliod by wiiich Fourier has solved a similar problem, we should first

take a particular function Ve'^, where V is a function of y, and restrict it to satisfy (79)- This

gives Y - A cos \y + R sin \y, A and B being arbitrary constants. We may of course take, still

satisfying (7!)), the sum of any number of such functions. It will be convenient to take together

the functions belonging to two values of X which differ only in sign. We may therefore take, by

altering the arbitrary constants,

u = 2 1^(6^"-"' - f
-*'-'') + if (e*-« - 6-^^)

J
cos \y,

+ 2 5C(6*"'-"- 6- "<"-">) + £)(e^-6-^')} sinXy (84),

in which expression it will be sufficient to take only one of two values of X which differ only by

sign, so that X, if real, may be taken positive. Substituting now in (80) and (81) the value of ii

given by (St), we get either C = 0, D = 0, and

X/3.tanX/3 = /j/3 (85),

or else A = 0, B = 0, and

X/3.cotX/3 = - hfi (86).

It is easy to prove that the equation (85), in which XjS is regarded as the unknown quantity,

has an infinite number of real positive roots lying between each even multiple of - , including zero.
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and the next odd multiple. The equation (86) has also an infinite number of real positive roots

lyinw between each odd multij)le of - and the next even multiple. The negative roots of (85) and

(S(j) need not be considered, since the several negative roots have their numerical values equal to

those of the positive roots ; and it may be proved that the equations do not admit of imaginary

roots. Tile values of X in (84) must now be restricted to be those given by (85) for the first line,

and those given by (86) for the second. It remains to satisfy (82) and (83). Now let

fiy) + .n -y)= 2/, iy), f{y) -fi-y) = 2/,(t/),

F(y) + Fi-y) = 2 F, (y), F(y) -F(-y)=2F, (y) :

then we must have for all values of y from to /3, and therefore for all values from - /3 to 0,

^ALco&Xy =fi(y), ^BLcQsXy= F^(y) (87),

yCMs\n,j.y =f.,(y), '2.DM sin ^y = F,(y) (88),

where L = e"" ~ e-"', M = e^" - e""",

/x denoting one of the roots of the equation

fj.f3.cot ,1^ = - /t/3 (89),

and the two signs 2 extending to all the positive roots of the equations (8.5), (8y)> respectively.

To determine A and B, multiply both sides of each of the equations (87) by cos X'ydy, X' being

any root of (85), and integrate from y = to y = /3. The integral at the first side will vanish, by *

virtue of (85), except when X' = X, in which case it will become — (2X/3 + sin 2X/3), whence A

and B will be known. C and D may be determined in a similar manner by multiplying both sides

of each of the equations (88) by sin /n'ydy, // being any root of (89), integrating from «/ = to

y = (i, and employing (89). We shall thus have finally

u = 43X(2X/3 + sin2X/3)-H£'" - e"'")"' |(eM-^) _ ^-ak-^ij
j^ f^{y) cosXydy

+ (e" - 6-") ^^ F,(y)cosXydy} cosXy,

+ 42^(2,x^ - sin 2a(i)-'i^' - 6-^^)-' {(e""-"' - g-"'"""')
l^My) sh'.,,ydy

+ (e''-' - e-'^'') £ F,(y)sm,xydy} sin ,xy (90).

46. Such is the solution obtained by a method similar to that employed by Fourier. A
solution very different in appearance may be obtained by expanding ?< in a series SFsinwr, and

employing the formula (B). We thus get from the equation (7.9)

d-V 2«
~,-n^ Y+—{ny) - ( - lyFiy)} = 0,
dy- IT

which gives

r = Ae'y + jBe-"^ -- C {f{y) - (- ^YFiy')] (e"<*-J'' - e-»(v-»'') dy ;
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du
whence, — = 2) sin w,r, where

y'=nJe"!' -nBe-"'-'- - f \f{rj) - (- l)"F(t/')} (£''»-»>+ e""**-!'') <^/-

The values of A and 5 are to be determined by (80) and (Si), which require that

dY
=t A F = when ?/ = ± /3.

dy
We thus get

(n + A) e"^J - (« - A) 6-"^5 - i- r^ \f{y') - (- J)"F(«/')| {(n + A) e"^-y> + (« - A) e-'^-^'i rfy'=o.
7r •'g

and the equation derived from this by changing the signs of k and /3; whence the values of

J and B may be found. We get finally

!< = SFsin w.r, (91),

where

r = - J(n + h) e"" - (n - A) e""^; "' (e"" + e'"*) T |(« + A) e"^"** + (« - A) e""*^-*)}
r •'0

{/(y')-(-ir/',(.'/')^/y

- - /"'(e"'^-^' - e-"'''-^') !/,(.'/) - (- ^YF.iy')} dy

+ - \{n + A)6"'^ + («. - A) 6-"^} -' (e"* - e""") T {(« + /Oe"^-*' + (n - A) e-"«-yn
'T •'0

]/.(y) - (- l)''A(i/')} dy

_iy '(,..(*-*')) _,-(,-v))^^^(y)_(_,),^(^-)|^y
(92).

47. The two expressions for u given, one by (<)0), and tiie other by (<H) and (()2), are

necessarily equal for values of .t and y lying between the limits and ir, - /3 and /3 respectively.

They are also equal for the limiting values y = - /3 and y = /3, but not for the limiting values

,r = and x = ir, since for these values (91) fails; that is to say, in order to find from this series

the value of u for ,r = or .r = tt, we should have Jirst to sum the scries, and fJien put ,r =
or .r = TT.

The comparison of these expressions leads to two remarkable formula-. In the first place it

will be observed that the first and second lines in the right-hand side of (92) are unchanged when
y changes sign, while the third and fourth lines change sign with y. This is obvious with respect

to the first and third lines, and may be easily proved with respect to the second and fourth bv
taking - y' instead of y' for the variable with respect to which the integration is performed, anil

remembering that/,(y), F^{y) are unchanged, and /!,((/), F(,y) change sign, when y changes sign.

Consequently the part of n corresponding to the first two lines of (()2) is equal to the part expressed
by the first two in (90), and the part corresponding to the last two lines of (92) equal to the part
expressed by the last two in (()0). Hence the equation obtained by equating the two ex-

pressions for 71 splits into two; and each of the new equations will again split into two in con-

sequence of the independence of the functions /, F, which are arbitrary from y = to y = /3.

As far however as anything peculiar in the transformations is concerned, it is evident that we may
suppress one of the functions /, F, suppose F, and consider only an element of the integral
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by which / is developed, or, which is the same, suppose /i(y') or f^{y') to be zero except for values

of the variable infinitely close to a particular value y, and divide both sides of the equation hy

!My')dy' or jMy')dy'.

We get thus from the first two lines of (90) and the first two of (f)2), supposing y and y' positive,

and y' the greater of the two,

i. :z : ;: ;
^,

cos X y COS X y
2X/3 + sin2X/3 e^'-e-^'

" "^

= - ^ -^ / ., „a -.

71^ B^ ' sin w.r, ... (,93),

where the first 2 refers to the positive roots of (85), and the second to positive integral values

of 11 from 1 to 00 .

Of course, if y become greater than ?/', y and y will have to change places in the second side

of (S}S). This is in accordance with the formula (92), since now the second line does not vanish ;

and it will easily be found that tlie first and second lines together give the same result as if we had

at once made y and y change places. Although y has been supposed positive in (9.'J), it is easily

seen that it may be supposed negative, provided it be numerically less than y

The other formula above alluded to is obtained in a manner exactly similar by comparing the

last two lines in (92) with the last two in (90). It is

2, -

—

:
J. sm ny sin ny

2m/3 - sin 2^/3 e"' - e""'

1 ^ (e"^ - ,-"") \{n + A)e"^-^'' + (n - /Qe-'^- ^''}
.

= - 2 7-^ 5 z sin n,v (W,

where the first 2 refers to the positive roots of (89), the second to positive integral values of w,

and where x is supposed to lie between and tt, y between and /3, y between and y, or, it

may be, between — y and y. Although x has been supposed less than tt, it may be observed

that the formulae (93), (94) hold good so long as x, being positive, is less than 2 7r.

48. Let it be required to determine the permanent state of temperature in a homogeneous

rectangular parallelepiped, supposing the surface kept up to a given temperature, which varies

from point to point.

Let the origin be in one corner of the parallelepiped, and let the adjacent edges be taken for

the axes of x, y, z. Let a, b, c be the lengths of the edges; fi(y, z), F^{y, z), the given tem-

peratures of the faces for which x = and a- = a respectively ; f^iz, x), F^iz, x) the same for the

faces perpendicular to the axis of y ; fiix, y), i^3(.i', y) the same for those perpendicular to the

axis of z. Then if we put for shortness v to denote the operation otherwise denoted by

d^ d- d'

dx- dy~ dz^
'

as will be done in the rest of this paper, and write only the characteristics of the functions, we

shall have, to determine the temperature ii, the general equation v ?< = with the particular

conditions

71 =
f^, when a; = ; 71 = F,, when ,r — a (9'5) ;

u = f., when 2/ = ; u = F.., when j/ = 6 O*^*)

'

w =/i) when 2f = : u = F^, when .? = c (97);
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It is evident that u is the sum of three temperatures ?/,, u.^, ii,, where m, satisfies the conditions

(95), and vanishes at the four remaining faces, and u^, u^ are related to the axes of y, z as ?/, is

related to that of x, each of the quantities Mj, Mj, u^ representing a possible permanent temperature.

Now M3 may be expanded in a double series SSZ„„ sin sin -, where Z„„ is a function
a b

of z which has to be determined. Let for shortness

tn-K TlTT p-K— = M, -r = "5 — = 13- ,

a he
then the substitution of the above value of Mj in the equation y m, = leads to the equation

where 7^ = /u.^ + 1/, which gives Z,„„ = A,„„e''' + B„,„e~ •'; and the constants A„„ B„„ are easily

determined by the condition (97). We may find m, and U2 in a similar manner, and the sum of

the results gives u. It is thus that such problems are usually solved.

We may, however, expand m in a series of the form 2SZ„„ sin ns sin vy, even though it does

not vanish for x = and x = a, and for y = and y = b; and the formula? proved in Section I.

enable us to make use of this expansion.

Let then u = 22 Z sin fix sin vy,

the suffixes of Z being omitted for the sake of simplicity. We have by the formula {B)

j^ = 2{ -M»2Z sin vy + "-^
[/, - ( - i)"/-,]} sin;x.r.

Let /, (y, ^) - ( - XY Fi{y, z) be expanded in the series SQsini^i/ by the formula (3). so that

Q will be a known function of «, m, and n. Then

3-^ = 2S \ - fi-Z + — Q sin fxs sin vy.
aar a '

d'li d'u
The value of mav be expressed in a similar manner, and that of —-^ is found bv direct

dy- ' dz-

dift'erentiation. We have thus, for the direct developement of v "> the double series

id'Z 2v 2/ui )
22 1 -r - (^i' + v') Z + — P + — Q > sin fiw sin uy,

where P is for .r what Q is for y. The above series being the direct developement of yw, and V"
being equal to zero, each coefficient must be equal to zero, which gives

d'Z .,„ 2,/ „ 2— -q^Z + —P+ fQ = (98)

where q means the same as before. The integral of the equation (98) is

Z = Aei' + Be-i' - - e'-- f e"" Tdz + - 6"'= [' e'" Tdz,
9 '0 q ^0

2 T denoting the sum of the last two terms of (98). It only remains to satisfy (97). If the

known functions f^{x, y), F^ix, y) be developed in the double series 22G sin /xx sin vy,

22/r sin jii>r sin ry, we shall have from (97)

J + B = G,

Ae''" + Be-"' - - e"' f 6"'= Tdz + - e
" «' T e'' Tdz = H.

q J
a q ''0

Vol. VIII, Part V. 4E
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A and B may be easily found from these equations, and we shall have finally

q •'0

7 ''^

T'' being the value of T when a = ar'. It will be observed that the letters Z, P, Q, T, A, B, G, H
ought properly to be aifected with the double suffix mn. It would be useless to write down the

expression for u in terms of the known quantities /, («/, x), &c.

It will be observed that u might equally have been expressed by means of the double series

S2 ^„ sin vy sin^jg-*, or 22 F„ sin /jia? sin •zet^, where p is any integer. We should thus have

three different expressions for the same quantity u within the limits a; = and x = a, y = and

y = h, « = and z = c. The comparison of these three expressions when particular values are

assif^ned to the known functions /](»/, %) &c. would lead to remarkable transformations. The

expressions differ however in one respect which deserves notice. Their numerical values are the

same for values of the variables lying within the limits and a, and h, and c. The first

expression holds good for the extreme values of %, but fails for those of x and y : in other words,

in order to find from the series the value of u for the face considered, instead of first giving x or y

its extreme value and then summing, which would lead to a result zero, we should first have to

sum with respect to rn or n, or conceive the summation performed, and then give x or y its extreme

value. The same remarks apply, mutatis mutandis, to the second and third expressions ; so that

the three expressions are not equivalent if we take in the extreme values of the variables.

49. Many other remarkable transformations might be obtained from those already referred

to bv differentiation and integration. We might for instance compare the three expressions which

/.« /'* /-c

would be obtained for / / / udxdydz, and we should thus have three different expressions
'o •'o' *'o

for the same function of the three independent variables a, b, c, which are supposed to be positive,

but may be of any magnitudes. Some examples of the results of transformations of this kind may

be seen by comparing the formulas obtained in the Supplement alluded to in Art. 44 with the

corresponding formulae contained in the Memoir itself to which the Supplement has been added.

Such transformations, however, when separated from physical problems, are more curious than

useful. Nevertheless, it may be worth while to exhibit in its simplest shape the formula from

which they all flow, so long as we restrict ourselves to a function u satisfying the equation yw = 0,

and expanded between the limits x = and x = a, &c. in a double series of sines.

The functions /i(y, z) &c., which are supposed known, are arbitrary, and enter into the

expression for u under the sign of double integration. Consequently we shall not lose generality,

so far as anything peculiar in the transformations is concerned, by considering only one element of

the integrals by which one of the functions is developed. Let then all the functions be zero

except /j ; and since in the process f^ has to be developed in the double series

4 /"/•'',,
, , , , .— 22 / / fsix , y) sin ixx sin vy dx dy . sin fix sm vy,

ab ^0 ^1}
'

consider only the element f.j(x', y) sin m*' sin vy'dx'dy of the double integral, omit the dx dy

,

and put/3(a?', y) = 1 for the sake of simplicity. If we adopt the first expansion of u, and put

q- for (^ + i;^, we shall have

4
Z = .4(6''""-"' - 6"'''""-"'),

(e''' - 6"''") ^ = —sin fxx sin vy ;
' ^ ab

4 e«'''"-' - 6 "''"'''''

whence it = — 22 —
^^ _ _ -— sin fxx' ^m vy i\n t).x s\nvy (99)-
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By expanding u in the double series 22 F sin /x.r sin tstz we should get

2 ^^•sr(e*^-6-'*)(6*<''-*''-e-"'^-s'') ... . , „„,
u = — 22

i

7 sin U.T sin fix sin •3'« (100),
ac s e"'-e~"'

where s'^ = /x' + Tir-, and y' is the greater of the two y, y . The third expansion would be derived

from the second by interchanging the requisite quantities. In these forniuhne x may have any

positive value less than 2 c.

We should get in a similar manner in the case of two variables a-, y

M = - 2 -; -;— sin vy sin vy = - 2 -^ —

s

— »>" w-r, ••• (101)'
h e — e~ a e^ — e '^

where x is supposed to lie between and a, y' between and b, and y between and y. This

formula is however true so long as w lies between and 2a, and ;/ between - »/' and //.

If wc compare the two expressions for
/ / /

udydy'dx obtained from (101), taking 2, for

-'o •'o •'»

the sign of summation corresponding to odd values of n from 1 to :: , putting a = rb, and

1 7r^
replacing 2o —: by its value — , we shall get the formula

1_ 1 1
-€-""' ^ I I-e~ tt'

1 + e
'

which is true for all positive values of r, and likewise for all negative values, since the left-hand

side of (102) is not changed when - r is put for r. In integrating the second side of (101 ), sup-

posing that we integrate for ;/ before integrating for ;/', we must integrate separately from y =

to y = y , and from y - y to y = b, since the algebraical expression of the quantity to be integrpted

changes when y ])asses the value y.

It would be useless to go on with these transformations, which may be multiplied to any

extent, and which cease to be useful when they are separated from physical problems to which they

relate, and of which we wish to obtain solutions.

It may be observed that instead of supposing, in the case of the parallelepiped, the value of

u known for all points of the surface, we might have supposed the value of the flux known, subject

of course to the condition that the total flux shall be zero. This would correspond to the follow-

ing problem in fluid motion, n taking the place of the quantity usually denoted by (p,
" To

determine the initial motion at any point of a homogeneous incompressible fluid contained in a

closed vessel of the form of a rectangular parallelepiped, which it completely fills, supposing the

several points of the surface of the vessel suddenly moved in any manner consistent with the

condition that the volume be not changed." In this case we should expand ti in a series of cosines

instead of sines, and employ the fomula (Z)) instead of (B). We might, again, suppose the value

of w known for the faces perpendicular to one or two of the axes, and the value of the flux known

for the remaining faces. In this case we should employ sines involving the co-ordinates perpendi-

cular to the first set of faces, and cosines involving the others.

The formula' would also be modified by supposing some one or more of the faces to move oft"

to an infinite distance. In this case some of the series would be replaced by integrals. Thus, in

the case in which the value of u at the surface is known, if we supposed a to become infinite we

should employ the integral (50) instead of the series (3), as far as relates to the variable .r, and the

formula (h) instead of (5). If we were considering a rectangular bar infinitely extended both

ways we should employ the integral (65). Of course, if we had already obtained the result for the

4 e2
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case of the parallelepiped, the shortest way would be thence to deduce the result for the case of the
bar infinite in one or in both directions, but if we began with considering the bar it would be best

to start with the integrals (50) or {65).

50. To give one example of transformations of this kind, let us suppose b to become infinite,.„,., «7r , 7r
in (101). Observing that k = -—

, Ai/ = — , we get on passing to the limit

:/'
'.

, . 1

sin ly^ s\n vydv = -lie'"-' - e''^!')e~''" sin iJi.T. ... (10.3).

Multiply both sides of this equation by d.vdy, and integrate from .r = to a- = a, and from «/ =
to y = C5 . With respect to the integration of the second side, it is only necessary to remark that

when y becomes greater than y , y and y' must be made to change places in the expression written

down in (103). As to the integration of the first side, if we first integrate from y = to y = Y,
we get, putting f{v, v) for the fraction involving j;

/ f(v, ,r) sin vy' {\ - cos i> Y)
dv

Now let y become infinite; then the term involving cos vY may be omitted, not because cos, vY
vanishes when }'' becomes infinite, which is not true, but because, as may be rigorously proved,
the integral in which it occurs vanishes when Y becomes infinite. If we write 1 for a, as we may
without loss of generality, we get finally

f
1 - e '

. dv 2 \ ,

^, sini/r/'— = -2o-(l -6-""-*) (104).

51. Hitherto in satisfying the general equation yw =0, together with the particular conditions

at the surface, the value of ti has been expanded in a double series involving two of the variables,

and the functions of the third variable which enter as coefficients into the double series have been

determined by an ordinary differential equation such as (98). We might however expand u in

a triple series, and thus satisfy at the same time the equation yw = and the conditions at the

surface, without using an ordinary differential equation at all, but simply by means of the terms

introduced into the series by differentiation, which are given by the formula? at the beginning of

this Section ; and then by summing the triple series once, which may be done in any one of three

ways, we should arrive at the same results as if we had employed in succession three double

series, involving circular functions of ,r and y, y and z, % and x respectively, and the corresponding

ordinary differential equations. I am indebted for this method to my friend Prof. William

Thomson, to whom I showed the method given in Art. 48.

Let us take the case of the permanent state of temperature in a rectangular parallelepiped,

supposing the temperature at the several points of the surface known. For more simplicity

suppose the temperature zero at the surface, except infinitely close to the point {w, y) in the face

for which z = 0, so that all the functions/, &c. are zero, except /j(.r, y), and/,(,T, y) itself zero

except for values of jc, y infinitely close to x, y respectively; and let ///((i', y) d.vdy = 1, provided

the limits of integration include the values x = .r', y = y. Let u be expanded in the triple series

^^'2A,„„p sin ix<v sin i>y sin wz, (105),

where ^, j/, nr mean the .same as in Art. 48. Then

d'U 2 TiT

-T-j = 2,p\- S„S„?zr^J,„„^ sin ixx sin vy + - fi^x, y)\ sin zr

z

(lOfi).

4
Now the expansion of /(cj;, y) in a double series is— SS sin^a' sin vy' sin fxx sin vy, that is to

ab
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say with this understanding, that the result is to be substituted in (106); for it would be absurd to

speak, except by way of abbreviation, of a quantity which is zero except for particular values of

a; and «, for which it is infinite. The values of and will be obtained by direct differ-
^

dor dif
^

entiation. We have therefore for the direct developenient of yw in a triple series

8 73-
. , . , .

V M = 22S )
— {fx' + v^ + •ar^) A^„^ h — sin fxai sin i/« { sin u.x sin vy sin wz.

' '^ abc '

But VM being equal to zero, eacli coefficient will have to zero, from whence we get A,„„j,, and then

8 Tir , , . . .

u — —~ 2S2 -—
r sin yu.r sin vy sin fix sin vy sin wz (107).

abe yu + v'+ w
One of the three summations, whichever we please, may be performed by means of the known

formula

TjTsin'ZjTis c £*(''"''_ g-*!"^"^'

^^^7^ =
i e*--e-*-

'
if2c>.>0, (108),

77.+ - ,. -!' = Z ~^M .-K^ , if 2 6 > y, > 0, (109),
2 k k' + e — e

which may be obtained by developing the second members between the limits z = and z = c,

y = and y^ = b hy the formula? (2), (22), and observing that the expansions bold good within

the limits written after the formula?, since e*'*^""' — e~ ''"'' has the same magnitude and opposite

signs for values of z equidistant from c, and g*'''"'''' + e-*'*"-"' has the same magnitude and sign for

values of y^ equidistant from 6. If in equation (107) we perform the summation with respect to p,

by means of the formula (108), we get the equation (99) : if we perform the summation with respect

to n, by means of the formula (109), we get the equation (lOO).

52. The following problem will illustrate some of the ideas contained in this paper, although,

in the mode of solution wiiich will be adopted, the formula; given at the beginning of this Section

will not be required.

A hollow conducting rectangular parallelepiped is in communication with the ground : required

to express the potential, at any point in the interior, due to a given interior electrical point and to

the electricity induced on the surface.

Let the axes be taken as in Art. 48. Let .v, y', z' be the co-ordinates of the electrical point, in

the electrical mass, v the required potential. Then v is determined first by satisfying the equation

\7t) = 0, secondly by being equal to zero at the surface, thirdly by being equal to — infinitely

close to the electrical point, ;• being the distance of the points {x, y, z), {x, y , z), and by being

finite and continuous at all other points within the parallelepiped.

m
Let V = — + 111, so that i», is the potential due to the electricity induced on the surface,

r

Then u, is finite and continuous within the parallelepiped, and is determined by satisfying the

general equation y y, = 0, and by being equal to at the surface. Consequently r, can be
T

determined precisely as u in Arts. 48 or ,51. This separation however of v into two parts seems

to introduce a degree of complexity not inherent in the problem ; for v itself vanishes at the

surface ; and it is when the function expanded vanishes at the limits that the application of the

series (2) involves least complexity. On the other hand we cannot immediately expand v in a

triple series of the form (105), on account of its becoming infinite at the point {x
, y\ z').
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Suppose, therefore, for the present that the electricity is diffused over a finite space : then

it is evident that we may suppose the electrical density, p, to change so gradually, and pass so

gradually into zero, that the derivatives of v, of as many orders as we please, shall be continuous

functions. We may now suppose v expanded in a triple series, so that

V - 2S2^,„„^ sin fxx sin vy sin tstz ;

and we shall have

V" = - 222 (/i^ + / + ijt")A,„„j, sin nx sin vy sin srx.

But we have also, by a well-known theorem, y« = — iirp; and

p = 222i?„,„p sin txx sin vy sin 73-^,

where i?,„„ = ill p' sm /xx' %\x\ vy' sinnrz dx dy dx

,

' ahcJ„ Jg J,, '

p being the same function of x', y', z' that p is of w, y, z. We get therefore by comparing the two

expansions of \7v

A,„p = 47r U^ + i.= + -sr')-' R^„^^,

whence the value of v is known. We may now, if we like, suppose the electricity condensed

into a point, which gives

E,
8to . , . , .

•"miiB = ~7~ sin nx sm vy sin srz ,

a be

S^Trm ^ „ , „ , . , . , . , .v= —-— 2220ji + v" + •ZtT") sin fix sm vy sin •zsr*; sin /ji.vsm i/?/ sin 'za';^ (HO)-
abc

One of the summations may be performed just as before. We thus get, by summing with

respect to p,

S7rm^^l{e'"-e-i'){6i^''-'"'-e-''^'-''')
. , . , . . , ^

v = —;— 22 sin/u.r sin y?/ sm ^x sm vy (HI),
ab q e'*^ — e '"

where q- =
fj? + v'', and z is supposed to be the smaller of the two z, z'. If z be greater than z',

we have only to make z and z' change places in (HI).

53. The equation (110) shows that the potential at the point (x, y, z) due to a unit of electri-

city at the point (x', y', z') and to the electricity induced on the surface of the parallelepiped is equal

to the potential at the point (x', y , z) due to a unit of electricity at the point (*, y, z) and to the

electricity induced on the surface. This however is only a particular case of a general theorem

proved by Green *.

Of course the parallelepiped includes as particular cases two parallel infinite planes, two parallel

infinite planes cut at right angles by a third infinite plane, &c. The value of v being known, the

density of the induced electricity at any point of the surface is at once obtained, by means of a

known theorem.

If we suppose a ball-pendulum to oscillate within a rectangular case, the value of <b belonging

to the motion of the fluid which is due to the direct motion of the ball and to the motion reflected

from the case can be found in nearly the same manner. The expression reflected motion is here

used in the sense explained in Art. 6 of my paper, " On some Cases of Fluid Motionj-." In the

present instance we should expand in a triple series of cosines.

54. Let a hollow cylinder, containing one or more plane partitions reaching from the axis to

the curved surface, be filled with homogeneous incompressible fluid, and made to oscillate about its

• Essay on Electricity, p. 19. -f See p. HI of the present Volume.
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axis, both ends being closed: required to determine the effect of the inertia of the fluid on the

motion of the cylinder.

If there be more than one partition, it will evidently be sufficient to consider one of the sectors

into which the cylinder is divided, since the solution obtained may be applied to the others. In

the present case the motion is such that udx + vdy + ivdz, (according to the usual notation,)

is an exact diff"erential rf0. The motion considered is in two dimensions, taking place in planes

perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder. Let the fluid be referred to polar co-ordinates r, d in a

plane perpendicular to the axis, r being measured from the axis, and from one of the bounding
partitions of the sector considered, being reckoned positive when measured inwards. Let the radius

of the cylinder be taken for the unit of length, and let a be the angle of the sector, and w the

angular velocity of the cylinder at the instant considered. It will be observed that a = 27r

corresponds to the case of a single partition. Then to determine (p we have the general equation

d'0 1 d(b 1 d"-(b

dr r dr r' dQ' ^ '

with the conditions

\ d(h
, ^-~ = wr, when 9=0 or = a (113),

r dd V />

d(b~ = 0, when r = 1 (lUV
dr ^ '

and, that <p shall not become inflnite when r vanishes.

Let r = 6"*, and take 0, \ for the independent variables; then (112), (113), (11+) become

tP0 t?0—1- + ?- = ni5^

dd)-— = we , when ^ = or =a (ll6),
da

J- = 0, when X = (117)-
d\

Let <p be expanded between the limits = and 6 = a in a series of cosines, so that

.^ .
n-irO

= Ao + 2A„ cos (lis),
a

Afl, A„ being functions of X. Then we have by the formula (D) and the condition (ll6) applied

to the general equation (115)

'^^» = 0,
dX"

d°A!fA„ (nTry ,2a..
, , ,,

whence A^, = J^X + B^,

n*7r" — 4a"

Since is not to be inflnite when r vanishes, that is when X becomes infinite, we have in the

first place A^ = 0, A^^ 0. We have then by the condition (117)

a *

«7r(w-7r - 4a-)
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when n is odd, and B„ = when n is even. If then we omit B^, which is useless, and put for X

its value, we get

— r° — r
„ mr nvd .

<p= iwa^a-rrr. T ^os (119).
71' IT' — 4a a

The series multiplied by r^ may be summed. For if we expand sin 2 (0 - J a) between the

limits 9 = 0, = a in a series of cosines, we get

8 a cos a nirO
sin (20 - a) = - So 2—^-j cos ;

n IT — ia a

— n-n-6
r " cos

whence = Swa'Sn "sr + r' sm (2 - a) (120).
^ mryn'tr' - ia) 2 cos a

In determining the motion of the cylinder, the only quantity we care to know is the moment
of the fluid pressures about the axis. Now if the motion be so small that we may omit the square

of the velocity we shall have, putting
(f>
= - wf{r, 6),

P = fit) + "^/(r, 0),

where p is the pressure, \|/(/) a function of the time t, whose value is not required, and where

the density is supposed to be 1, and the pressure due to gravity is omitted, since it may be taken

account of separately. The moment of the pressure on the curved surface is zero, since the

direction of the pressure at any point passes through the axis. The expression (119) or (120) shows

that the moments on the plane faces of the sector are equal, and act in the same direction ; so that

it will be sufficient to find the moment on one of these faces and double the result. If we consider

a portion of the face for which 6 = whose length in the direction of the axis is unity, we shall

have for the pressure on an element dr of the surface — /(r, 0)dr; and if we denote the whole
dt

moment of the pressures by — C— , reckoned positive when it tends to make the cylinder move

in the direction of B positive, we shall have

C =2 f f{r, 0)rdr.
•'o

Taking now the value of /(r, 0) from (120), and performing the integration, we shall have

C = - tan a - l6a^So; -^— (l2l).
4 (WTT - 2a)W7r(n7r + 2a)-

The mass of the portion of fluid considered is ia; and if we put

C = ^ak\

Sir
and write — for a, so that s may have any value from to 4, we shall have

,,„ 1 stt 8«= 1
k^ = — tan S„ (122).
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When s is an odd integer, the expression for k'- takes the form » - x , and we shall easily find

4 8s^ 1 , .

k"' = ~^--^-Eo. , rj (123),
sV TT {n - s)n(n + s)

where all odd values of n except s are to be taken.

The quantity k' may be called the radius of gyration of the fluid about the axis. It would

be easy to prove from general dynamical principles, without calculation, that if k be the corre-

sponding quantity for a parallel axis passing through the centre of gravity of the fluid, h the

distance of the axes

k'^=lc' + h' (124),

in fact, in considering tlie motion of the cylinder, which is supposed to take plate in two dimen-

sions, the fluid may be replaced by a solid having the same mass and centre of gravity as the fluid,

but a moment of inertia about an axis passing through the centre of gravity and parallel to the

axis of the cylinder difitrent from the moment of inertia of the fluid supposed to be solidified.

If K', K be the radii of gyration of the solidified fluid about the axis of the cylinder and a parallel

axis passing through the centre of gravity respectively, we shall have

,0 , .> -7
4sinia 8 . «7r

, ,

K'- = \ = K- + h\ h ^= sin — (125).
^ 3 a Ssir 4

If we had restricted tlie application of the series and the integrals involving cosines to those

cases in which the derivative of the expanded function vanishes at the limits, we should have

expanded
(f>

in the definite integral
j ^(0, /3) cos /3Xrf/3, and the equation (115) would have

given

^, Y denoting arbitrary functions, which must be determined by the conditions (ll6). We should

have obtained in this manner

_ 32 .» 1
-6-^' rf/3

* '-rraJo 1 + e"^" /3(/3^ + 4)^'
^'^^^-

It will be seen at once that k'' is expressed in a much better form for numerical computation by

the series in (122) than by the integral in (127). Although the nature of the problem restricts

a to be at most equal to 2 7r, it will be observed that there is no such restriction in the analytical

proof of the equivalence of the two expressions for 0, or for k''.

In the following table the first column gives the angle of the cylindrical sector, the second

the square of the radius of gyration of the fluid about the axis of the cylinder, the radius of the

cylinder being taken for the unit of length, the third the square of the radius of gyration of the

fluid about a parallel axis passing through the centre of gravity, the fourth and fifth the ratios of

the quantities in the second and third to the corresponding quantities for the solidified fluid.

Vol. VIII, Part V. 4F
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to the left of Oe and near O flowing in the direction AO, while the fluid to the right is nearly at

rest. Of course, in the case of fluids such as they exist in nature, friction would prevent the

velocity in a direction tangential to Oe from altering abruptly as we pass from a particle on one side

of Oe to a particle on the other ; but I have all along been going on the supposition that the fluid

is perfectly smooth, as is usually supposed in Hydrodynamics. The extent of the surface of

discontinuity Oe will be the less the smaller be the motion of the cylinder; and although the

ejyiression (119) fails for points very near O, that does not prevent it from being sensibly correct

for the remainder of the fluid, so that we may calculate k"' from (12t.') without committing a

sensible error. In fact, if y be the angle through which the cylinder oscillates, since the extent

of the surface of discontinuity depends upon the first power of -y, the error we should commit

would depend upon 7I I expect, therefore, that the moment of inertia of the fluid which would

be determined by experiment would agree with theory nearly, if not quite, as well when a > tt as

when a < TT, care being taken that the oscillations of the cylinder be very small.

As an instance of the employment of analytical expressions which give infinite values for

physical quantities, I may allude to the distribution of electricity on the surfaces of conducting

bodies which have sharp edges.

56. The preceding examples will be sufficient to show the utility of the methods contained in

this paper. It may be observed that in all cases in which an arbitrary function is expanded

between certain limits in a series of quantities whose form is determined by certain conditions to be

satisfied at the limits, the expansion can be performed whether the conditions at the limits be

satisfied or not, since the expanded function is supposed perfectly arbitrary. Analogy would lead

us to conclude that the derivatives of the expanded functions could not be found by direct differ-

entiation, but would have to be obtained from formula; answering to those at the beginning of this

Section. If such expansions should be found useful, the requisite formula' would probably be

obtained without difficulty by integration by parts. This is in fact the case with the only

expansion of the kind which I have tried, which is that employed in Art. 45. By means of this

expansion and the corresponding formuhe we might determine in a double series the permanent

temperature in a homogeneous rectangular parallelepiped which radiates into a medium whose

temperature varies in any given manner from point to point; or we might determine in a triple

series the variable temperature in such a solid, supposing the temperature of the medium to vary in

a civen manner with the time as well as with the co-ordinates, and supposing the initial temperature

of tiie parallelepiped given as a function of the co-ordinates. This problem, made a little more

weneral by supposing the exterior conductivity different for the six faces, has been solved in

another manner by iVI. Duhamel in the Fourteenth Volume of the Journal de PEcole Polytechnique.

Of course such a problem is interesting only as an exercise of analysis.

G. G. STOKE&

ADDITIONAL NOTE.

If the series by which r= is multiplied in (119) had been left without summation, the series

which would have been obtained for k"- would have been rather simpler in form than the series

in (122), although more slowly convergent. One of these series may of course be obtained from

the other by means of the developenient of tan x in a harmonic series. When s is an integer,

k'- can be expressed in finite terms. The result is

A-'^ = 8s-'7r-Mog,2 + 8s-'7r--{2-' + -t-'...+ («-l)-'i+4^-M2"' + *"'- + («-0-'|-i> (« odd),

k'^=Ss-W--{l-' + S-' ... 4 (s- 1)-'} + iTT-^ {1-^+5-=... + (*- 1)--} -i- (seven).

Moreover when 2 s is an odd integer, or when a = 45", or = 135% S:c., k'' can be expressed in

finite terms if the sum of the series 1"- + S"- + 9"" + .-• be calculated, and then be regarded as

a known transcendental quantity.

4 F2



XLI. A 3Iathematical Theory of Luminous Vibrations. By the Rev. J. Chai.lis,

JNI.A., F.R.AS., Plumian Professor of Astronomy and Experimental Philo-

sophy in the University of Cambridge.

[Read March 6, 1848.]

In three preceding communications to this Society I endeavoured to explain some of

the principal phsenomena of Light on the Hypothesis of Undulations, regarding the aether as

a continuous and elastic fluid, and applying to it the usual Ilydrodynamical Equations. I

propose now, on the same principles, to investigate the particular nature of the aetherial vibrations

which produce light, and the laws of their propagation under given circumstances. As this com-

munication is intended to be supplementary to the three former, I shall take occasion to advert

to any reasoning they contain, to which I may be able to add elucidation or confirmation.

1. Let a- {l + s) be the pressure at any point xyz of the aether at any time t, s being

a small numerical quantity, the powers of which above the first are neglected ; and let u, v, w,

be the resolved parts of the velocity at the same point and at the same time, in the directions

of the axes of co-ordinates. Then, retaining only the first powers of u, v, w, we have, as is known,

„ ds du ^ ds dv „ ds dw
«/. — + — = 0,(1) a=. — +— =0, (2) a-. — +— = 0, (3)

do! dt dy dt dz dt

ds du dv dw
and -r + -r + T' + -r = ^ W-

dt dx dy dz

The last of these equations gives by means of the other three,

' (5).

d's
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we are unacquainted, such motion should exist, provided it be small compared with the velocity u,

we may abstract from it in considering vibratory motion. This will appear as follows. Since

equation (.5) is linear, we may suppose s to be composed of parts due to separate causes, among
which may be included the cause that produces the permanent part of the motion. But the

condensation due to this cause being represented by cr, we shall have,

d(T dc da dc da dc
a'- . — = - — =0, «^

. — = = 0, a' . — = = 0.
dv dt dy dt dz dt

Tliat is, a is either constant tiiroughout the fluid, or is a quantity of an order already neglected.

ds ds ds . ,

Hence the values of — , , in equations (6), (7), (8), remain the same whatever be
dx dy d%

the permanent motion. Hence also ii - c, v — c, w — c", or the parts of the motion which

are not permanent, are the same whatever be c, c', c". We may, therefore, either put c = 0,

c = 0, f" = ; or, suppose u, p, w, to stand respectively for u — c, v — c, «• — c".

This being premised, let yj/ = - a'-fsdt. Then

d\I/ d\l/ d\i/
u = , V = —- , w = — - ,

dx dy dz

and udv + vdy + wdx = (dyj/), an exact differential. Also by means of equation (4), we derive,

—H -a^.l —L + —r + —Jl\ = (9).
di' \d<v- dy dz' j

^ ''

2. The motions of the itther which correspond to the pha'nomena of Light are vibratory.

Hence in treating the Undulatorv Theory of Light hydrodynamically, the quantity ud.c + rdy

+ wdz must be an exact differential, by what is shewn above, without reference to the manner

in which the fluid was put in motion, the reasoning being prior to, and entirely independent of,

any such considerations. The condition of integrability is to be satisfied generally. One obvious

method of doing this, is to suppose tile motion to consist of separate motions which tend to

or from fixed centres, and are functions of the distances from the centres. But the phienonicna of

Ligiit do not accord with this supposition, since, instead of spreading equally in all directions

from a centre, it is generally propagated in the form of rays. Another way of satisfying the

condition of integrability in a general manner, is to suppose \|/ to be the product of two functions

(p and /, such that does not contain x or y, and / doos not contain .:. For on these

suppositions,

df df d(f>
u = d)— , I' = d)— , w = f -

, and^ dx ^ dy ' dz

/df df \ d(p J
iidx + vdy + itdz = (h 1-^— dx + dy] -i- f ,

dz,
^ \dx dy I dz

which is an exact differential of f(p with respect to co-ordinates. The consequences of thus

satisfying the condition of integrability, which are of a very remarkable kind, I now procied

to develope.

3. The above values of n, v, w give,

du d^f dv d-f div -.'^"^

dl-
^ ^ dx'-' d^" ^ 'dy'' rfJ'-'dP''

Let us now, for a reason that will presently appear, suppose that / does not contain t. Then
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d(b „ , ds f d'd) „ , .

since x/r = 0/= - fi'fsdt, it follows that f ^ = - ah, and — = - ~o-^ Hence substi-

tuting in the equation (4), we obtain,

^^.'^.^J.f^+^U 00).
df' d!^ f Kd.v'' df) ^ ^ '

Now the nature of the question under consideration requires that this equation should be linear.

Let therefore the coefficient of (p be equal to a constant - ¥. According to this supposition

may be a function of x and t only, and / a function of x and y only ; as, in fact, they ought

to be, in consequence of suppositions already made on these quantities. Thus equation (10) resolves

itself into the two following,

'^?_«^^ + ft^d, = (.1),
df dz' ^

(pf dH W ^~ + :n^ -/= (12)-
dx- ay «"

The equation (11) is transformable into the following:

—^ - ~-T. <^=0 (13),
dudv 4a-

in which Ji = z + at and v = z — at. {See yea.coc\i.\ Examples, p. 466). For convenience sake

b^

put e for —;. Then, regarding e as a small quantity, the integral of (13) may be obtained in a
4 a-

series as follows.

Let *^- = 0; then -^ = F'{u), and (b = F{tt) + G (v).

dudv du

Hence —— = e \F(ii) + G{v)} approximately.
dudv

^= G'(v) + e\F,iu) + 7cG{v)}
dv

(p = F(u) + G(v) + e {vFi(u) + u G^ («)} ; and so on.

Thus <^ = F (?<) + G {v) +e{vF^ (?/) + u G^{v)\ +~ {v' F,(ti) + ir G, {v)
\ + &c.

where F, (w) = /F(m) du, F, (w) = /F, (u) dti, G, (u) = f G (v) dv, &c. Each of the functions

F and G separately satisfies the given equation. Let us, therefore, for the purpose of drawing

some inferences from this integral, suppose that F = 0. Then,

(p = G(v) + euG,{v) + ^-^. G,(tO + -^^ .G,(v) + kc (14).

4). It appears by this result that <j!) does not admit of being expressed exactly so long as the

form of the function G is entirely arbitrary. No inference, therefore, can be drawn from the

integral (14) in its general form. The nature of the series, however, suggests at once a

particular form of G, which gives to (p an exact expression, and which, as we shall see, applies

to our present enquiry ; viz. the form Ae^". As we have already introduced the condition that

the velocity and condensation be small, and consequently that (p be small, whatever be z and t.
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it is clear that G must be a circular function. Let therefore G{v) = Ae""^^^ + £e~'"V^; or,

what is equivalent, let G (v) = mcos{7iv + c). Then,

„.-/• . ., "^ . , V »» d.cos(wy + c)
G, (d) = mcos (nv + c) rfti = — sm (wu + c) = . ^^ -,

^ ,,/•»». . . , m m d' .cos (nv + c)
Go («) = /— sin {nv + c) dv = cos {nv + c) = — . ^-— -,

J 71 n^ n' dv

„,,/-»» , , , '" • / s
m rf' . cos (nv + c)

"3 (") = / ; '^os (nv + c) a« = sin (nv + c) = . ^^

-' n 7r n^ dv^

&c. = &c.

Consequently,

»n d.cos{nv+c) m cP . cos (w u + c) e'u-
(p = m cos (n « + c) ^

.
. eu + — .

dv n' dv- 1 . 2

m d^ . cos (mc + c) e'«^

d«*
+ &c.

«= »» cos
J
M I W 7 I

+ *^
5

= m cos |m (;?; - o<) (z + at) + c}

= m cos {Im )*^~ (n+— )a< + c|.

Let, now, 7i = — . Then w + — = <%/ —-- + 4e. We have, therefore, finally,
n \ n \'

f cjj = mf cos "^
(a; - a< \/ 1 + —^ + c') = \|/.

Ine velocity in the direction ol ir is / —~. Hence, u m =
,

dz ' X

. . "tt, * / e^" '\ / ^w = »j /sin — (;« - o< V 1 + -.- +'^) (^^)-
X -n-*

Also, since (Art. 3) /.-p-+ a' s = 0, it follows that
dt

f dd) ^ / eX" . 2* , ^ / cX'
a«= - - -X = ,„ /-^Z 1 + sin— (« - a< V 1 + -^ + c) (16).

a dt '

Tr X TP"

/ cX'
It hence appears that the velocity of propagation of the wave whose breadth is X, is a \/ 1 + —^

.

It

The value of e depends on equation (12). If the velocity of propagation be independent of X,

we shall have —- = k, ix numerical constant, and consequently e = - •

TT" X

5. Since equation (9) is linear with constant coefficients, it will be satisfied by the sum

of any number of such values of \i/ as that just obtained, /, e, »«, X, and c', being different

for each. Hence we have generally,
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\i/ = S jy w cos — {z - at '\/ \ -\ r + c)}

e'^ ^c^ • 27r , ^/ eX' ,,-^ = M' = S l/m^ sin -— (^ - a<V 1 + —r + '^)f
aar X tt

1 H' ^ (.• i/ ^' • 2 7r, ./ eX? ,,
.
—

' = OS = S { / w V 1 + sin — (z - at \/ I + —- + c) }

.

n (If
'

tt" X it''

It follows, since in each of the terms under the sign S the quantities which are independent

of 2" and f are at our disposal, that we may satisfy by this integral any state of the fluid in

the direction of x, subject to the limitation that the condensation and velocity are at all times

small. The course of the reasoning shews that the particular form of the function G which

has conducted to the above results, has not been adopted as an analytical artifice, but is really

the only form which determines the velocity of propagation, and gives a definite solution of

the Problem. The particular kind of motion it represents, and the component character of the

whole motion as consisting of an indefinite number of such motions, are accordingly to be regarded

as physically true. These results explain the fact of the composition of light.

6. Before proceeding farther, it will be worth while to compare the foregoing investigation

with that which I have given in my Paper on Luminous Rays. {Cambridge Philosophical Trans-

actions, Vol. VIII. Part III. p. SQS). It may be remarked, that the two investigations agree in

their results, but differ in the course of the reasoning. In the Paper referred to, the velocity of

propagation is assumed to be uniform (p. 365), and the form of the function expressing the nature

of the vibrations is deduced from this assumption (p. 368). In the present communication the

form of that function is first obtained by a priori reasoning from the Hydrodynamical Equations,

and the uniformity of the rate of propagation is then strictly deduced. The inferences in the

former Paper (p. 3G5), drawn from the supposition that the velocity of propagation is uniform

when the motion is not small, still hold good. It may also here be remarked, that the consider-

ations in p. SGG on which the arbitrary quantities c, c , c" were made to vanish, are superseded

by the more general reasoning in Art. 1. of this Paper.

7. I proceed now to the consideration of equation (12), viz.

d^f (ff
-r^ + V^ + 4e/-=0.
dw- dy

As this equation does not contain t, there is no propagation of motion in any direction

parallel to the plane of ooy ; or, the propagation in the direction of z takes place without

lateral spreading. A value of / expressed in finite terms is not therefore required, as in the

case of tlie integration of equation (ll), for deducing velocity of propagation. It may however

be argued, that as a particular form of (p was found, by which the vibrations in the direction

of z were defined, prior to any consideration of the manner in which tlie fluid was put in motion,

so a particular form of / exists by which the condensation and velocity in directions transverse to

the axis of % are defined, and which is equally independent of the arbitrary disturbance. As

this form may, or may not, be capable of expression in exact terms, I shall first apply to

equation (12) the process already applied to equation (11), for the purpose of ascertaining

whether any exact value of the integral satisfies the conditions of the Problem.

8. The equation (ll) coincides in form with (12) by putting - 1 for a", and 4e for b'.

That is, since e = —r , we shall have — e in the place of e in the integral of (12). Hence
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if u = a; + y\y - \ and v = x-y\/--[, by integrating as before,

f=F{u) + G(v) -e\vF, (u) + uG,{v)\ +~ \v'F,(u) + u^G:(v)} - &c (17).

The impossible quantities are got rid of by making G the same function as F. If then, to

obtain an exact value of/, we suppose that F (u) = Ae''" and G {v) = Ae''\ we shall have,

- &c.

= A .
6*"" V + ^t*'''"T

= ^Je^* '''\-os|/<; + ^j (/.

Since, from the form of equation (12) ,r and ;/ are interchangeable, we shall also have

/= 2^'e^ *' .cos ik+ -1 .V.

Therefore generally,

f=2Ae^''''^\os (k + -] y + 2 A' e^"''^^"cos (k' + ^-] x.

As the quantities k and k' may be any whatever, this solution is so far indeterminate. But it

is clear that the value of / must not, from the nature of the question, increase indefinitely

with J' and y, and that consequently the exponentials must be made to disappear. Hence we

shall have k = k' = \/e, and

/= 2^ cos 2 s/^y + 2A' cos 2 y/ex (18).

This then is the general form of / expressed in finite terms, and subject to the limitation of

being free from exponentials. Other forms may be adduced, apparently, but not really, diflTerent

from this, which equally satisfy the equation (12). For instance /=-/ cos ^f cos 7'j/, provided

9* + q'^ = 4e. But this is reducible to the form of the terms of equation (18), by a ciiange in the

direction of the axes of x and y. (See Theory of the Polarizatioti of Light, p. 373.)

I shall have occasion hereafter to advert to equation (IS). At present I have only to remark

that the above form of / does not correctly define the motion transverse to the axis of s;, at least

for all values of x and y, for this reason. At the boundary beyond which the motion does

not extend in directions transverse to sr there must be neither condensation nor variation of

df df
condensation, otherwise there will be transverse propagation. Hence /, —- , and -— must

vanish together. But plainly this is not the case with the value of / obtained above.

9. From tile above reasoning we may conclude that the form of / we are seeking for, is

not expressible in finite terms, and must consequently be obtained in an infinite series. The

Vol.. VIII. Part V. 4G
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only way in whicli a particular value of / is deducible from the general integral (17) without

assigning arbitrary forms to the functions F and G, is to suppose F (u) and G (») to be

arbitrary constants. Let, therefore, F (m) = c, and G («) = c. Then

F, (m) = ^ ,
G, («) = ^ '

kc. = &c. &c. = Sic.

Hence /= (c + c') (1 - euv + j^^ u'v' - -^7^77^ •
"'«' + &«^-),

= (c + c') (1 - er^ + jf^,
- ^7^^. + &c.), 09),

by putting r- for ,r= + f. Determining tiie arbitrary quantities so that / = 1 when r = 0, we

have c + c' = 1. Also ^ = when r = 0, and -^7, = - 2e. Hence / has a maximum value at

dr "'"

the axis of x, and is a function of the distance from that axis.

10. It appears, therefore, that the required form of / is derived from equation (12), by

supposing / to be a function of .r^ + f. That equation accordingly becomes,

fi +."^1 +4e/=0 (20).
dr' rdr

Equation (19) is the integral of this equation in a series, the only mode in which it appears

to be expressible. By putting /= 0, we have for determining the corresponding values of r the

equation,

e'r er'
f) = 1 - er + -—

-. ;

—

:, z + &c.,

from which it appears that there are an unlimited number of possible values of r for which

f vanishes. Since there is no lateral propagation, the motion does not extend beyond a certain

limitino- distance from the axis, at which f and -- both vanish. It is not, however, apparent
» ' ar

from equation (20) that these quantities may vanish together, that being an approximate equation

which does not give the exact value of -f- when /= 0. To ascertain whether this will be the
" dr

case recourse must be had to equation (12) in the Paper on Luminous Rays, (p. 368), which

was obtained without neglecting small terms. On putting 4e for k7r that equation becomes,

1 , 1

-d7-^w-"'-r' ^''^-

Assuming now that / is a function of r, we obtain,

d-f df f df ^
/•-74-2:rV+ -•/ + *e/= (22),

dr- dr- r dr

whence it is clear that if /"= 0, -'- also vanishes. Since -^ = both when /= 1 and /' = o, for

dr dr
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some intermediate value —- must be a maximum. Hence if a curve were described having for

its equation y =f{x), it would have a point of contrary flexure between the values of a: corre-

sponding to 2/ = 1 and y = 0, and would resemble the trochoid. It is also to be remarked that

the second term of equation (22) must be regarded as very small compared to the other terms,

in order that that equation may be equivalent to a linear equation in x and y, excepting where / is

very small. By the omission of the second term, equation (22) becomes identical with equation (20).

Hence, with the exception just mentioned, the curves which represent the integrals of (20) and (22)

coincide; and as we found that the curve corresponding to (20) cuts the axis of abscissas in an

unlimited number of points, the same must be the case witli the curve corresponding to equa-

tion (22). But for the latter curve we have shewn that /"= and — = at a point of intersection.
dr

Hence the motion does not extend beyond the least value of r corresponding to / = 0.

11. The integral of equation (21) is derived from that of (12) by putting - for/ and -e for e.

Hence the integral of (21) in a series is,

1 eV e^r''
- = 1 + er^ + ., + + &c.
/ 1-.2- 1-.2-.3''

Se'T* iQe^r''
Whence f = 1 - er + + &c (23).

This series diverges from the approximate series (19) after the second term. Let / be tlie least

value of r corresponding to / = 0. Then,

„ Se'l* \9eSl''
= \- el^ + — + &c.

4 30

e\^
Hence el- is a numerical quantity. Let el- = 7. Then, as we have also —7 = k. it follows that

k = . Hence k is a constant quantity for all vibrations, if the ratio - be a constant. Now
w' I- I

it may be thus argued that \ and I have a constant ratio to each other. These quantities must

be related in some way, otherwise the motion is not defined. Let F (\, I, S) = express this

relation, 5 being the maximum condensation corresponding to /= 1. As there are no other

quantities concerned in this relation, and as X and / are the only linear quantities, this equation

X X /Ic /k
is equivalent to - = Fi{S). And we have above, — = tt \/ — . Hence x \/— = jPi(.S'). But

I ^79
it has already been shewn (Art. 4) that k is independent of S. Hence F. (S) is a constant, the

same for all vibrations. Hence also k is the same for all vibrations.

12. We have now found for / a particular value which satisfies the hydrodyjiamical conditions

of the question, but does not admit of being definitely expressed. It can only be expressed in an

infinite series, the terms of which do not necessarily converge. If, therefore, the pha-nomena of

light be expounded by a definite form of f, this can agree with equation (23) only under

certain limitations. Now, by equation (18), we have a definite form of / obtained in a general

manner, without reference to the mode of disturbance. If in this equation 2^=2^'=1, we

obtain,

2e".t'^ "«!/*
/= i

( ] - 2<'.r= + &c.) + 1 (1 - 2ey-' + - •- - S.-c.)

ti
- 3

4G3
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= I - e(x'' + f) +- («* + y*) - Sec.

This value of / agrees with that given by equation (23) only to two terms. Consequently the

exact integral (18) may be employed only for small values of x and y. With this limitation, it

wives a value of / definitely expressed, and at the same time satisfying the hydrodynamical

conditions. These results point to the inference that the phasnomena of light depend exclusively

on the motions contiguous to the axis of z ; for it may be presumed that so far as the motions

correspond to the phajnomena of light, they admit of being defined by exact expressions. The

r r
ratios — and — as applied to the luminous ray, will each be very small.

\ I

13. It may here be remarked, that in my Paper on the Polarization of Light, the equation

/= cos \/zer corresponds to common light, and the equations f= cos 2 v e.r, /= cos 2 v ey, to

light polarized in the planes of a?;; and yx, subject to the limitation of taking r, x, and y, very

small. The first equation was obtained by assuming /to be a function of r, because common
light is observed to have the same relations to space in all directions perpendicular to the direction

of its propagation, and the other two were deduced from the first, by assuming the bifurcation of

a ray of common light to take place, so that the sum of the condensations at corresponding points of

the two parts, is equal to the condensation at the corresponding point of the original ray, and the

velocities are the parts of the original velocity resolved in directions at right angles to each other.

Since in the present Paper the same values of / have been arrived at by a priori considerations,

that particular property of common light, and its resolution in that particular manner, may be said

to be accounted for on hydrodynamical principles.

14. The foregoing theoretical conclusions serve to explain some general phenomena of light.

In Article 7. it was argued that the motion transverse to the axis of the ^\i\(\ filament, must be

defined by a particular form of / independent of the arbitrary disturbance of the fluid, and in

Art. 9, a form of this function was found without assigning particular forms to the arbitrary

functions, which in Art. 10. was proved to be consistent with the hydrodynamical conditions. As
this form indicates that the condensation is arranged alike in all directions about an axis of pro-

pagation, it follows that light which comes directly to the eye from its origin, of whatever kind

the disturbance may be, is common light, the distinctive property of which is, that it is alike

affected in all directions perpendicular to the direction of propagation. This inference is confirmed

by the fact that Light from the Sun, from Stars, from a lamp, from the electric spark, from

lightning, &c. is common light. The dispersed light by which objects are rendered visible, which

originates in the disturbances passively caused by the presence of the individual atoms of the

medium on which any ray impinges, should according to the theory be common light : and such

it is found to be. Moon-light and light from the Planets come under the same description.

Again, the form which the ray assumes at its origin determines it to have direction, for it is

clear that the direction of its propagation must from the first be coincident with the axis about

which the condensation is symmetrical. Hence as direction is determined without reference to the

mode of disturbance, there may be an unlimited number of directions of propagation, as there may
be an unlimited number of rays, (see Art. 5), due to the same disturbance. In fact, the state of

the fluid at the first instant, whatever it may be, can be satisfied by having at disposal in the

2 TT
equations V=aS = m,sin — {at - z Jr c), the quantities m, \, c, and by an unlimited number

\
of rays unlimited as to direction, notwithstanding that the functions (p and / are defined for each

ray. This agrees with the fact, that light coming immediately from its origin, is seen in all

directions.
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15. Hitherto we have reasoned on the supposition that no extraneous /orce acted on the aether.

It is quite possible that a ray, after taking its original form and direction, may be modified

subsequently in both these respects, by the action of forces, and retain the new form and direction

after the action of the forces has ceased. For instance, in the case of the ordinary reflexion of a

ray, forces act upon it for a short time and through a short space at the surface of the reflecting

medium, which, as they do not act symmetrically with reference to the axis of the ray, alter the

form of /. The analytical fact that this function is given generally by the integration of a partial

differential equation, and therefore not necessarily always of the same form, is quite consistent with

such an alteration. But on the principle that the transverse motion in the modified ray, so far

as it corresponds to pha-nomena of light, is still defined by an exact expression, the new form
of / will be consistent with equation (l8). Consequently, as J and A' in that equation are

arbitrary, the new ray will either be completely polarized, or will consist partly of a common ray

and partly of a polarized ray. We cannot , however suppose any alteration of the function <p,

unless the forces be such as to destroy the luminous character of the rav ; for on the particular

form of (p which we found in Art. 4, depends the uniformity of propagation, a property which a

ray of light is supposed to retain under the modifications here contemplated. It is unnecessary

to point out the accordance of the above theoretical inferences with observed facts.

16. A ray may also be modified by forces which act upon it continuously, as is the case on its

intromittence into a transparent medium, the modifying forces being the retardations which the

vibrations suffer by encountering the atoms of the medium. This kind of modification I have

considered in my Paper on the " Transmission of Light through Transparent Media, and on

Double Refraction.'" (Cambridge Philosophical Transactions, Vol. viii. Part iv. p. 524.) I

have seen no reason to correct the Theory therein contained, and have only to remark, that the

approximate equation in p. 52.9, which determines /, may be arrived at by reasoning similar to that

in Arts. 2 and 3 of this Paper, as follows. We have, as in Art. 7 of the Paper cited,

, ds du ,„ ds dv ,„ ds dw
a . — + -r- = 0, 6-.--+-— = 0, C-. — +— = 0.

dx dt dy dt dz dt

d.fsdf d.fsdt d.fsdt
Hence, u = a'

.

, v = b' .
—

, w = c .
—

;
a.T? dy dz

no arbitrary function of co-ordinates being added for the reasons heretofore given in Art. I.

. u V w
Consequently -;- d.v + -rr.dy + —, dz must be an exact differential. This will be the case if

a^ b- c-

-f^'' f Ijeing a function of r and y, and 0' a function of ;? and t. For then,

w ,d(b
, M , I' , «> I'df df \ d(b— =/V^' ^nd —dx + — dy + ~ dz = (b{-^ dx + ^-dy] +f ~J- dx = (d .f(h).

c- ' dss a- b'' " c- ^ \dx dy ^ I •' dz ^ Jr>

ds d:'(f> du , df dv .,,.d\f div d'(p

dt •' dt' dx ^ dx- dy ^ df dz •' dsr

Hence by equation (4),

df 'dz" \c''
' fdx' c' 'fdtfj

^'

or, if -rr = '* ^'id "75 = ^

Al
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d'(h ,., d'ch , (h d'f I d-f\

which equation resolves itself into the two following. (See Art. 3),

, (Pf , drf

-J--'^'-J^^ec^^=0 (25).

The former of these equations is the one it was required to obtain. By reasoning like that by which

equation (18) was derived, the analogous integral of equation (24) is,

A r /e
'^ - a; + A' cos 2 V -f = A cos 2 'V - *' + -^' cos 2 V -y-

h 1
'

Hence it appears that a ray of common light cannot be transmitted in the medium so long

as h and I are different quantities. Hence also two rays of opposite polarizations cannot in

general be transmitted in the same direction with the same velocity, for in that case they would, if

they were equal, be equivalent to a ray of common light. But equation (25), integrated in the

same manner as equation (ll), gives for the velocity of propagation, c \/ \ + , which, if —

-

be equal to the constant k, is the same for rays of opposite polarizations. In explanation of this

apparent contradiction, it is to be said that if —^ = k, and consequently e = —^ the value of/
TT A

for a ray polarized in the plane of .rx is cos— \/-a:, which is not independent of h, and
X h

therefore not independent of the nature of the medium ; whereas experience shews that a polarized

ray remains the same under all circumstances, and is in no way affected by the medium through

which it passes. That the value of/ may be that which belongs to a polarized ray, we must

have \\/ h = X' the breadth of the wave; or, — = — . But the velocity of propagation corre-

sponding to X is c\/l+ k. Hence the time of vibration of a given particle, or the colour

of the light, remaining the same, the velocity of propagation must be altered in the ratio of

X' to X, and consequently becomes a yj \ + k. This result was obtained by somewhat different

considerations in Art. 8. of my Paper on Double Befraction.

J. CHALLIS.

Cambridge Observatory,

March 2, 1848.



XLI.'' Supplement to a Paper " On the Intensity of Light in the neighbourhood of a

Caustic" By George Biddell Airy, Esq., Astronomer Eoyal

[Read May 8, 1848.]

In a Paper "On the Intensity of Light in the neighbourhood of a Caustic" communicated to

the Cambridge Philosophical Society about ten years ago, and printed in the 6th Volume of their

Transactions, I shewed that the expression for the intensity of light near a caustic would depend
on the infinite integral

/ cos-(if,'^ — tn.ir)* I from iv =() to w = >.'"•2'
I of

where 7n is a quantity proportional to the distance of a point from the geometrical caustic, measured

in a direction perpendicular to the caustic, and estimated positive towards the bright side of the

caustic : and I gave a detailed account of the method of quadratures by which I had computed the

numerical value of this infinite integral for the values of m — 4*0, — 3-8, &c. as far as + 4"0 ; and
I exhibited in a table the computed values of the integral.

The computation by quadratures was exceedingly laborious, and I did not resort to it without

trying other methods of a more refined nature. But in every attempt at expansion of the formula

I was met by the integral of a sine or cosine with infinite limits. The reasonings upon which

several mathematicians have attempted to establish the value of such an integral appeared to me so

little conclusive, that I preferred at once to abandon the expansions which introduced them, and

to rely only on the infallible but laborious method of quadratures.

On my stating to Professor De Morgan, after terminating the calculations, the scruples which

had led me to reject the expansions, he expressed himself so strongly confident of the correctness

of the conclusions upon the point which I had considered doubtful, that I was induced to undertake

the numerical computation of the scries given by expansion of the formula. I proceeded at once as

far as it was possible to go with 7-figure logarithms, when I was interrupted, and the computations

were laid aside for some years. I have lately taken them up again, and have completed them as

far as they can be carried with 10-figure logarithms. It is the result of this calculation, and the

comparison of this result with that fornierlv obtained from quadratures, that I now beg leave to

present to this Society.

Before entering upon the numerical investigations, I will transcribe a letter which Professor

De Morgan at my request has written to me, and which he has permitted me to publish. It

contains an explanation of his views upon the evidence for the numerical certainty of the results

obtained by such integrals as those to which I have alluded.

• I retain this notation in preference to that which is commonly I any notation which requires the expression of a differential at the

employed, partly because it is familiar to me, and because I have end is tor that reason objectionable,

used it in the paper to which I refer, partly because I think that I
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" University College, London, March 11, 1848.

" In reply to your request that I would send you a sketch of the method which I

communicated to you some years ago, for finding the numerical value of / cos (w' - mw) dw, I

send you the following. I am not aware that there is anything about it peculiarly my own, or

other than what would suggest itself as a matter of course to any one familiar with the current

methods in definite integrals.

" The series which I furni-shed depend ultimately upon the following formulae :

—

r" a n -1 .
^°s '^^

j^ e"'"'^*'*''-"'. cos (r sin . M') . w" dw = V„ —

,

/•"= a • /I X -, . r.
sin nQ

I g-'cosB.w
J.JP /j. g,^ g_ j^\ j^v

' dw = r„ ,^0 ^ '
r"

in which r and Q are independent of w, r cos 9 is positive, n is positive, and F,, stands for

/ e'^x^'^dx, as usual. Under these conditions the theorems do not or need not rely upon any

notion of algebraical as distinguished from numerical equality. Calling either of them ffpiv.dw,

common arithmetical calculation would establish any degree of approximation between the conver-

gent series (pO . a + (pa -a + (h'ia.a + ... and the asserted value of the definite integral, if a were

taken small enough. And this for any value of 0, from Q = io d = /3, /3 being of any

decree of smallness. But when Q = -, the numerical character of the equivalence is lost, and the

equations assume the same character as 1 - 1 + 1 - 1 + = ^, and are subject to the same

discussion.

"The above equations were first obtained by substituting a +/>\/- 1 for o in

/» r„
/„ e"""?*" 'rfw = —

,

J I] a

which is an equivalence of numerical character even after the substitution, if a be positive, and b

(be it positive or negative) numerically less than a. For the use of the expansions of e '"^v/^ and

(a + 6 s/- 1)"" in powers of b would produce an equivalence such as

Aa + A,k + A.,1^ + = ^0 + B.k + B.,k- +

where k = x/— 1, A„ = B„ is a numerical equivalence, and ^A„ is a convergent series. But,

when b is numerically greater than a, a convergent series would be rendered divergent in inte-

gration : and, when this happens, I do not see any way to place the divergent series so obtained

upon the same footing as those of ordinary algebra.

" It is not however necessary to depend upon this introduction of divergency. If we call the

two integrals C„ and S,„ and differentiate both with respect to 9, we have

'- = r sin . C„.i - r cos Q . -S'„+,,

dd

dS„ ^ ^ ^—p- - r sin 0.^'„+i + r COS0. C„ + i;
du
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dC„ . ^ dS„
whence 'C„ + ,

= ——- sm 9 + —-- cos Q,
dtf ad

dS„ . ^ dC„

from whicli it easily appears that for what value soever of n the equations first given are true, they

remain true when that value is increased by a unit. And that they are true when 7i = I is proved

by common integration by parts.

" If instead of w we write w*, k being positive, and then for kn write n, we have

7(1 e"''™^^"'.cos (r sin 0. w*) . w"-' d?fi = -T,.. .cos • r~*,
k

(ifc)
k

^-^-rcosS.T.
gi„ (^ gj„ Q^^ky j^n-, ^^ ^ 1 p ^ . sin — . r'^.

^ (it) ^

" If r = 1, and we call these integrals C„ and S„, let us take

cos (sin i) .w - mw) = cos (sin tr . w ) . |l +
J

+ sin (sin 0. rr') . \mw h }.

Multiplying by e"""'"^ . rf?<>, and integrating, we have

/'°°6-"'''^.cos(sin0.w3- mw)dw= C, +^,.ot - C, — - i",— +
Jo ^ ' '- 22.3

"If we now make Q =. — and observe that in this case C. vanishes whenever n is an odd
2

multiple of 3, and S„ whenever n is an even multiple, we obtain

/ cos (vx' - mw)dw = Ci - S^ C, + .5,0
•^" ^ ^

2.3 ^2.3 6 '*2.3 9

m* m' m'"

'2.3.4. °2.3 7 "2.3 10

1 /l 7r\ 1 „ . /•* 7rN «J^ 1 _ /7 ttN w»«
= - r, cos -.- - -r, sin -.- . Frcos -.- -— 2 +
3-3 V3 2/ 3 -a V3 2^ 2.3 3 1 Vs 2y2.3...6

1 „ . /2 7r\ 1 , /5 ir\ m* 1 ^ . /8 ttN »n"

+ - Fs sm -.- >n + - 1 ,cos -.- . Ta sin -.- -
3-3 \3 2/ 3 I Vs 2/ 2.3.4 3 I Vs 2/2.3...7

1 TT , 1 m^ i I m^ 741 m' .

= - r, .cos-, jl - -. +-.-. --.-.-. + ...}
3 J 6 ' 3 2.3 3 3 2. 3... 6 3 3 3 2 . 3 ... 9

1 TP , 2 »l' 5 2 »»' 8 5 2 m'"
,

S I 6 ' 3 2.3.4 3 3 2. 3... 7 3 3 3 2 . 3 ... 10 *

" I may observe that the precautions which I have taken, to shew that the algebraical cases

are limits of arithmetical ones, are not absolutely necessary in this instance. For if we resolve

Vol, VIII. Part V. 4H
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fa COS w^dw into its successive positive and negative portions, we have Ag — Ai + A3- Ai+ ... in

which by ^2» + i
is meant the portion of the integral (taken positively) which occurs from

w^ = {2n + 1) — to «;' = (2« + 3) — . The greater n is made, the smaller is the interval of this

partial integration ; and these successive portions diminish, and diminish without limit, so that the

series is convergent, and the error always less than the first term rejected. And
J^

sin w^dw may

be treated in the same way.

"A. DE MORGAN."

The following numerical values occurring in the application of Professor De Morgan's final

series may be conveniently placed here :

—

Log Fj = 0-1279627493.

Log r = 0-1316564916.

With these series I have computed the values of f^cos - {w^ - m . w) im = Otom = -j; for

w = - 5 . 6, -5.4, &c. as far as + 5 . 6 : and I now exhibit a table of the results, compared

with those deduced from quadratures as far as the latter were carried. Each term of the series

was computed to 6 decimals, and one figure was struck off in the sum.

Values
ofm.
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^5.6, the largest term in the series is l6<)-044826: and it is necessary to proceed as far as the

45*'' power of m. Tiie result +0-000114 for m = - 5-6 is obtained by combining the sum of

positive terms + 6l4'149g62 with the sum of negative terras - 6l4*149848 : and the result

+ 0-414595 for »» = + 5-6 is obtained by combining the sum of positive terms + 614-357203 with

the sura of negative terms - 613-942608. For values of m greater than ± 5-6, the calculation must

be made in natural numbers.

The agreement of the values of the integral, computed by methods so totally different, is not

a little remarivable. On the one hand, it may be received by some persons as a proof of the

correctness of that part of the theory of the series which asserts the evanescence of the integral of

a cosine when the limits are and - : on the other hand it may be considered to afford evidence

of the great care with which the quadrature computations had been made.

For the last two or three sets of numbers compared, there is a trifling discordance. It will

be remarked that in my account of the computation by quadratures I have shewn that difficulties

begin to arise in the accurate computation for the values of m approaching to 4-0, (unless the

actual summation were carried to higher values of w than I carried it in those computations).

That the source of the discordances is in these difficulties and the consequent inaccuracy of the

quadratures, and not in the inaccuracy of the series, is evident from the following consideration.

The numbers computed by the two methods agree well for the values of w — 4-0, — 3-8, — 3."6: and

as the quadratures there present no difficulty, it is reasonable to suppose that both sets of numbers

are accurate (within such limits as are possible for the sums of numerous figures). Now the terms

of the series combined to form the value of the integral for m = + 4-0, + 3-8, + 3-6, are exactly

the same as those by which the value of the integral for m = — 4-0, — 3-8, — 3-6, is formed : the

onlv difference being that they are combined in a different manner, and therefore, from the evident

accuracy of the series for 711 = - 4*0, — 3-8, — 3-6, we are entitled to infer the accuracy of the

series for m = + 4-0, + 3-8, + 3-6.

G. B. AIRY.

RoTAL Observatory, Greenwich.

March 24, 1848.
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Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge.

[Read May 22, 1848.]

Ik the present state of Science, there are few subjects of greater interest than the enquiry

whether all the phenomena of the universe are to be explained by the agency of mechanical force,

and if not whether the new principles of causation, such as chemical affinity and vital action, are to

be conceived of as wholly independent of mechanical force, or in some way not hitherto explained

cognate and connected with it. One reason among many which makes this enquiry interesting is

the circumstance that the application of mathematics to natural philosophy has, up to the present

time, either been confined to phenomena, which were supposed to be explicable without assuming

any other principle of causation than ordinary "push and pull" forces, or as in Fourier's theory of

heat and Ohm's theory of the galvanic circuit, have been based on proximate empirical principles.

2. The intention of the remarks which I have the honour to offer to the Society is to suggest

reasons for believing that while on the one hand it is impossible not merely from the short-comings

of our analysis but from the nature of the case to reduce, as it appears that Laplace wished to do,

all the phenomena of the universe to one great dynamical problem, we cannot recognise the

existence of any principle of causation wholly disconnected with ordinary mechanical force, or of

which the nature could be explained without a reference to local motion : in other words, that

the idea of "qualitative action" in the sense which the phrase naturally suggests must be rejected.

It will be seen from the explanations I am about to attempt that the objection which Leibnitz has

opjjosed to the atomic, and in effect to any mechanical philosophy, namely, that on such principles

a finite intelligence might be conceived to exist by which all the phenomena of the universe would

be fully comprehended, does not (whatever may be thought of its validity) appear to apply to the

views which I have been led to entertain. For these views essentially depend on the conception of

what may be called a hierarchy of causes, to which we have no reason for assigning any finite limit.

Of this series of principles of causation, ordinary mechanical force is the first term.

3. With respect to the first point, namely, the impossibility of explaining all phenomena mecha-

nically, it may be remarked, that we are met, in the attempt to discuss it, by the difficulty which

always attends the establishment of a negative proposition. It is clear that as in the present state

of our knowledge we are far from being able to enumerate and classify the phenomena which

are or which might be produced by the combined agency of conceivable mechanical forces, we

are not in a position to decide a priori that any given phenomenon might not be thus produced.

Non constat, but that the impossibility we find in the attempt to explain the causes of its existence

may have no higher origin than the imperfect command which we have as yet obtained of the

principles of mechanical causation. We meet, it may be said, with a multitude of ordinary

dynamical problems which have as yet received no adequate solution—why then should we have

recourse to new kinds of causes, wliile we have not as yet exhausted the resources, if the expression

may tlius be used, of those which we already recognise? To this enquiry no conclusive answer

can be given, but tlie following considerations will I think naturally suggest themselves.
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4. In the first place, no even moderately successful attempt has, I think, yet been made to

explain any chemical phenomenon on mechanical principles. It is quite true that we are unable,

to take a particular instance, fully to comprehend the mechanical constitution of the luminiferous

ether ; the determinations which have as yet been attempted of the law of attraction between its

molecules cannot, I apprehend, be accepted as any thing more than hypothetical or provisional

results, and there are other points involved in yet greater obscurity. Nevertheless the undulatory

theory of light has, as we all know, given consistent and satisfactory explanations of a great

variety of phenomena. Thus it appears, and the same remark might be educed from other

though similar considerations, that we are by no means absolutely estopjied by the imperfection

of our mechanical piiilosophy, from explaining phenomena really due to mechanical forces, even

when these phenomena are connected with subjects not as yet fully comprehended : why then

cannot some progress be made in the mechanical explanation of chemical phenomena, or of those,

to mention no other class, which we are in the habit of referring to vital action .' In these

cases, we see or seem to see that the action of mechanical laws is modified or suspended ; and

though it is not demonstrably impossible that this is not really the case, and that no other

causes are at work beside the " push and pull" force.s of ordinary mechanics, yet we are at least

much tempted to believe, that the difficulties we meet with do not arise from what may be called

the disguised action of mechanical forces but from the presence of an agency of a ilistinct nature.

And to this view we find that most of those incline who have made themselves familiar with the

science of chemistry or with that which has been called biology ; and further that, (with reference

to the latter science) the insufficiency not only of a mechanical but even of a chemical physiology

has been generally admitted.

Secondly, it is to be observed that even if it be considered doubtful whether a mechanical

|)liilosophy be not after all sufficient for the explanation of all piienomena, it is at least certain

that it has not been proved to be so : and that by rejecting other conceivable modes of action than

those which are recognised by it, we unnecessarily and arbitrarily linn't the problem vvliich the

universe presents to us ; falling thereby into an error similar to that of the atomists, who starting from

liie assumption that the apycn, or first princij)les t)f all things, are atoms and a vacuum proceeded

to construct ;ui imaginary world, in accordance with this arbitrary hypothesis. At the same time it

must be granted that a purely mechanical* system such as that of Boscovich is more self consistent

and contains, so to speak, less that is discontinuous, than anv which should recognise other

princijiles, for instance chemical affinity, tlistinct from fori'o witliout enquiring into the relation

which subsists between them.

5. It may however be asserted that tlii,-> enquiry is altogctlier superfluous—that the power

of exerting attractive or repulsive force is one property of matter that chemical affinity, (and so

in other cases,) is another—that the two are not merely distinct, but absolutely independent and

heterogeneous. But to this view ti>e arguments which seem to have led to the adoption of a

purely mechanical system, appear to prevent our assenting. I shall therefore attempt to state

what I conceive these arguments to have been.

6. It is a fundamental principle of the secondary mechanical sciences, for instance of the theory

of liglit, that the secondary qualities of bodies are to be explained by means of the primary.

Every substance, to use for a moment the language of Leibnitz, is essentially active ; in other

words it is to be conceived of as the formal cause of the sensible qualities which are referred to it.

If we ask why gold is yellow and silver white, the answer at once presents itself that the ditf'erence

• The word mechanical is of course not used in antithesis to I tion is foreign to the scope of the present essay, and I have

dynamical, in the sense in which the l.itter is conniionly employed accordingly elsewhere used the word dynamical in its ordinary

by the philosophical writers of (termany. The antithesis in (iiies- | acceptation.
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of colour corresponds and is due to a difference between the essential constitution of the two

substances. Now the essential constitution here spoken of, and consequently the differences which

individuate it in different cases, may conceivably be something altogether incognisable to the human

intellect. The notion that it is so was expressed scholastically by saying that substantial forms are

not coo-noscible. But if, setting aside this opinion, we affirm that the essential constitution of

each substance is a matter of which the mind can take cognisance, we are led at once to the

distinction between primary and secondary qualities. The first are ascribed to each substance as

its essential attributes, in virtue of which it is that which it is—the second result from the primary*,

(by which as we have said the essential or formal constitution of the substance in question is deter-

mined,) and have reference to the mind by which they are perceived, while the primary are ascribed

to it independently of any reference to a percipient mind : and a distinction, analogous or identical

with that between primary and secondary qualities, has accordingly been expressed by the anti-

thesis between that which is a parte hominis and that which is a parte universi. That the

distinction between primary and secondary qualities is necessary on the hypothesis on which we are

proceeding, appears at once from the consideration that if we affirm that all the qualities of bodies

of which we can form any conception are equally subjective and phenomenal, nothing will remain

of which the mind can take cognisance, and by means of which our conception of the nature of any

one substance can be discriminated from that of any otherf. Let it be granted therefore that the

distinction of primary and secondary qualities is a necessary element of physical science. It follows

from this that the secondary qualities in a manner disappear when we look at the universe from the

scientific point of view. Instead of colours we have vibrations of the luminiferous ether—instead

of sounds vibrations of the ambient air, and so on. Now from hence it follows that all the

phenomena which we see produced, of whatever nature they may be, are all in reality dependent on

the primary qualities of matter. Furthermore, these primary qualities themselves all involve the

idea of motion or of a tendency to motion. A body changes its form in virtue of the local motion

(absolute or relative) of some of its parts ; and when I press a stone between my hands, I find that

I can produce no sensible change of form, while contrariwise the stone reacts against my hands,

tendino- to make them move in opposite directions. I then say that the stone is hard as a mode of

expressing this, viz. that when an attempt is made to produce relative local motion of its parts, it

resists it in virtue of its reactive tendency to produce motion in that which acts upon it. Again,

a body whose parts are readily susceptible of relative local motion is said to be soft or fluid, and

when a sensible change of form is accompanied by a tendency to such motion as shall restore the

original form, it is said to be elastic, and so on. We thus arrive at a point of view at.which all

secondary qualities having disappeared, and all primary ones + having been resolved into motion

and tendency to motion, the sciences which relate to phenomena appear to be resolved into the

general doctrine of motion. But if this be true the universe can it is said present to us nothing

but one great dynamical problem. Motion, and force the cause of motion, belong essentially to the

domain of mechanics : and if chemical affinity be a cause of local motion, that is, if in virtue of its

action
||
a particle of matter finds itself at a given time in a position diff"erent from that which it

would else have occupied, chemical affinity is not really distinct from mechanical force (which

looked at from the dynamical point of view includes everything which is a cause of motion);

whereas if it be not a cause of motion the enquiry at once presents itself of what is it ? In illus-

tration of this view we may refer to any chemical experiment. If an acid is dropped into a glass

containing any vegetable blue, the colour is changed to red. But to say this is to say that the

* Or that which in its formation it was to be, to ti >)v
|

with more or less success attempted in the seventeenth century,

c\paL. 'Ii6 restoration of science. Vid. Leibnitz, Epist. ad Thomas, i.

t The doctrine of the cognoscibility of substantial forms, } That is, all that are commonly enumerated as primary

which is intimately connected with this distinction, is as Leibnitz qualities,

in effect remarks, as it were the common character of those who I |1 As, for instance, in the phenomenon of crystallization.
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liquid when the acid is introduced into it begins to act on the luminiferous vibrations which exist

near it in a different manner from that in which it had previously acted. The whole change, whe-

ther we call it a chemical phenomenon or not, consists in the introduction of new forms of motion

in virtue of the action of mechanical force.

7- From considerations of this kind it appears to follow that a complete explanation of all

phenomena would introduce no principles beyond those with which the science of mechanics

is conversant. And in truth if the conclusion drawn had been that all phenomena might, if our

knowledge of nature were sufficiently extensive, be reduced to cinematical considerations (using

the word cinematics in the large sense in which it is equivalent to the doctrine of motion),

I do not see how on our fundamental hypothesis we could refuse to assent to it. But the con-

clusion drawn by the maintainers of the all-sufficiency of a mechanical philosophy is something

different from this—and as I conceive the error they appear to have committed is to be sought

for in this discrepancy. But before entering into the discussion of this point, I will make a few

remarks on certain points in the history of what may be called the theory of matter.

8. If we suppose the maxim that secondary qualities are to be explained by means of the

primary to have been accepted (either in that or in some equivalent form) or if not formally

accepted, at least unconsciously assumed, at a time when the idea of mechanical force was as yet

very imperfectly apprehended—the natural result of tliis state of things is the formation of

an atomic theory. For in order to individuate the constitution of any given body, we could only

have had recourse to the configuration or motion of its parts. Gold, to return to our previous

example, was said to be yellow in virtue of such and such a configuration of its parts ; since

except configuration there appeared to be no disposable circumstance*, if I may so speak,

whereby gold was in its intimate constitution to be distinguished from silver or from any thing

else. But this configuration must be independent of the body's visible and external form, since

changes of the latter do not affect the body's sensible qualities. Hence it must be a configuration

of small parts, and we are thus at once led to the primitive form of the atomic theory. In this

the atoms possess the primary qualities of larger bodies—they are of various forms and act if the

expression may be used by their forms, not by being centres of attractive forces. Such was the

atomistic svstem of tlie school of Democritusf—a system which as we know found no little favour

among the scientific reformers of the seventeenth century;};. As an instance of the influence it

exerted, I need only mention the great work of Cudworth, in which it is presented apart from

the atheistical doctrines with which it had often been connected. Cudworth goes so far as to

affirm that Democritus and his followers had corrupted and degraded the atomistic system which

was originally altogether free from any irreligious tendency and which he sought to restore

to its first estate.

But as the imperfections of the atomic system became manifest, and on the other hand mecha-

nical conceptions came to be more developed a new form of this system arose. The atoms,

retaining their forms and those which are commonly called their primary qualities, were now

supposed to act as centres of attractive force, in other words, each atom was to the rest a cause of

motion. But as the ordinary "primary qualities" of bodies may as we have seen be analysed into

conceptions which involve nothing beside motion and force, this new form of the doctrine may
clearly be considered merely as a state of transition to that which is now known by the title

• Specific diffeiences of morion seem for more than one reason

not to have been used in giving an account of the differences of

bodies.

t See for a more favourable, and I think, a juster view of the

with in the writings of modem historians of philosophy, Zeller's

Phi/osophie Der Griechen, i. § 10.

J The physical theories of Des Cartes, though not properly

atomistic, since he proceeded on the hypothesis of a plenum, yet

philosophy of Democritus than that which we commonly meet | in many respects are akin to those of which we are speaking.
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of Boscovich s theory*. To Boscovich appears to belong the credit of having perceived that

if the atoms were conceived of simply as unextended centres of force the primary qualities of

bodies might sufficiently be accounted for without supposing them to result from the primary

qualities of their constituent atoms—a mode of explanation of which, though there has been

something like a return to it in some recent speculations, it may be observed that it explains

nothing. Boscovich's theory seems to have been so completely in accordance with the direction

in which mathematical physics have of late been moving, that it was adopted as it were uncon-

sciously—almost all modern investigations on subjects connected with molecular action are in

effect based on his views, though his name is, comparatively speaking, but seldom mentioned.

And this theory, (whether or not the hypothesis of the existence of discrete centres of action

be or be not essential to it, a question connected with that which in former times caused so much
perplexity, namely, the nature of continuity, and which it is not necessary to my present purpose

to consider), is in truth the highest developement which the mathematical theory of matter has as

yet received— it is that on which the pretensions of mathematical physicists to vindicate for

their own methods the right, so to speak, if not the power, to explain all phenomena mainly

depend. Adopting for the sake of definite conception the received form of this theory, that namely in

which the centres of force are discrete and at insensible distances from each other, I now shall

attempt to show what ulterior developements it admits of, and how by means of these the

error noticed at the close of the last Section, namely, the confounding the admission that all

phenomena are to be explained cinematically with the assertion that they can all be explained

mechanically may be met, and, as it seems to me, sufficiently refuted.

9- I begin by observing that though we speak and shall continue to do so of the action of

matter on matter, yet that no part of the views I am about to state depends on the hypothesis we
adopt touching the nature of causation. They would remain unchanged whether we accept a

theory of pre-established harmony, or one of physical influence, or whether we abstain from all

theories on the subject. This being understood, we may, I think, lay down the axiom that

whatever property we ascribe to matter, we may also ascribe to it, the property of producing in

other portions of matter the former property. Of this axiom the present state of Boscovich's

theory affords a familiar illustration. Every portion of matter is locally moveable, therefore we

may ascribe to any portion of matter the power of producing motion in any other, hereby giving

rise to the whole doctrine of attractive and repulsive forces. At this point we have hitherto

stopped, but for no satisfactory reason. We may proceed farther, and we are therefore bound,

in constructing the most general possible hypothesis, to do so : we may ascribe to each portion of

matter the power of engendering in any other that which we call force, in other words the power

of producing the power of actuating the potential mobility of matter. It is not a priori at all

more easy to conceive that A should have the power of setting B in motion, or of changing the

velocity it already has, than that C should have the power of enabling J to act on B, or of

changing the mode of action which A already possesses. And let it be observed, that the new
power thus ascribed to C is as distinct from force, as force is from velocity. The two are related

as cause and effect, but formally are wholly independent. Now unless this hypothetically possible

mode of action can be shown to have no existence in rerum naturd, it is clear that the inference

from the conclusion that no phenomenon can be imagined not resoluble en derniere analyse, into

local motion to the assertion that mechanical force is the only agency to be recognised in the

" It is, I believe, known that Boscovich's fundamental idea

was deduced by a not unnatural Kliation from the monadism of

Leibnitz. Yet the scope and limits which he proposed to himself

differ essentially from those of the (ferman philosopher, inasmuch
as they are essentially physical. Moreover, the latter would have

objected on the principle of sufficient reason to the want of any

thing to individuate the atoms of Boscovich ; and, at least in the

latter years of his life, to the " Feme Wirkung," on which the

whole theory depends.
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material universe is altogether illusory. For matter may act on matter in a manner wliollv

distinct from force, and yet this Icind of action shall, ultioiately and indirectly, manifest itself

in modifications of local motion. Furthermore, if for an instant we call this kind of action

(force)", we shall at once be led to recognise a hypothetically possible mode of action of matter on

matter which in accordance with analogy we siiali call (force) ^, which consists in the power of

modifying (force)*. And so on, sine Kmite.

10. If we compare the language in wliich the relation between mechanical force and chemical

affinity is commonly spoken of, we siiall I think perceive its analogy with that which I have used

in describing the mode of action which we have called (force)-'. Its chemical affinity is spoken

of as something which suspends or modifies the action of force, as something distinct from it, but

which yet interferes with its effects. Or again, if in physiological writings wc observe the manner

in which vital action* is described we recognise, or seem at least to do so, the possibility of referrinsj

its effects to that mode of action which we have called (force)'. I do not however wish to lav

much stress on these similarities, because I think the kind of reasoning we have pursued shows

more satisfactorily than they can do, that if chemical affinity and vital action are not resoluble into

force, they must be referred to some of the modes of action we have pointed out.

It would be useless to remark on the many points of speculation which here present themselves.

The expansion of bodies by heat may however be particularly mentioned, because notwithstanding

what has been learnt with relation to the theory of heat, nothing like a mechanical explanation

of this phenomenon has as yet been discovered. It seems to depend not on the introduction of new

mechanical forces, but on a modification of those which already exist ; such modification, in cases

of ordinary conduction, being propagated from one part of the body to that which is next it

It is easy to conceive that by an alteration in tlie function which expresses the mutual action of

the molecules, the body may pass into a new state of equilibrium in which the average distance

between adjacent molecules may be increased or diminished. If such an explanation could be

established, we should have a case of the action of (force)-.

11. In conclusion, it may be well to remark that mathematical analysis is conceivably as

applicable to these new modes of action of matter on matter as to ordinary questions in dynamics.

It is, however, easily seen that as in these we deal chiefly with differential equations of the second

order, and in merely cinematical questions with ec(uations of thii first only, so contrariwise wlica we
introduce higher powers of force (so to call them) we shall correspondingly have to do with equa-

tions of higher orders. I venture to predict with a degree of confidence, which doubtless I shall

not communicate to many, that if we ever succeed in establishing a mathematical theory of chemistry,

it will be as much conversant with equations of the third or of a higher order, as physical astro-

nomy is with equations of the second.

R L. ELLIS.

May 1, 1848.

• I am, of course, not to be understoo<l as suggesting a materialistic explanation of phenomena of thought or volition.

Vor.. VIII. Part V. 4 I



XLIII. Methods of Integrating Partial Differential Equations. By Augustus

De Morgan, of Trinitij College, Cambridge, Secretary of the Royal Astro-

nomical Society, and Professor of' Mathematics in University College, London.

[Read June 5, 1848.]

The following nietliods for the treatment of certain cases of partial differential equations of two

independent variables will be interesting, both as having something new, and as combining and

bringing together some isolated instances given by different writers.

FIRST METHOD.

Let the differential equation be

(•»% y, P, (l) = 0.

p and o meaning — and — . Contrive that tliis equation, ch = 0, shall be the result of elimi-
' dx dy '

nation between two others, A = 0, 5 = 0, or, at full length,

A (x, y, p, q, v) = 0, B {x, y, p, q, u) = 0.

Accordino-ly, v is an implicit function of x and y. Let r, s, and t, as usual, be the second

differential coefficients of z, and form the four additional equations

dv dv
A, + ApT + AgS + A„ -—- = 0, B, + BpT + B^s + -^r V", = 0'

A,j + ApS + A^t + A,,-^ =0, Cj, + BpS + B,^t + B„ -^ = 0.

From the six equations* eliminate p, q, r, s, t; there will result an equation between

X, y, V, — , — , which will often be more tractable than d> = 0. When, after integration, v is

dx dy
found in terms of x and y, p and q can be found in the same terms from A = 0, B = 0, and

then z from dx; = pdx + qdy.

This method was derived from the suggestions afforded by a previous treatment of the equation

Apq + Bp + Cq + D = 0,

A, &c. being functions of x and y ; which occurs in the process of developing any surface which

admits it upon a plane. Reduce the preceding to the form

(p + P)(q + Q)= R.

With regard to the notation, I must state that by such a I
however useful it may be as an abbreviation, almost as useful in

symbol as A^ 1 mean the partial differential coefficient of A with
|

the way of distinction. It points out the ultimate and elementary

respect to a, as obtained from an equation in which A is explicitly process, on one or more of which the implicit differential coeffi-

given in the form A = <]> (a, ). I have found this notation, 1 cients depend.
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Let p + P = Mv, q + Q = — .

V

MN being any convenient resolution of R into two factor.s. We have then

Ndv N^

V dx V

,, d« Ndv ^ Nr ..M— + -,-r = P«-Qr + — - M,,v,
dy v d.v V

which depends on ordinary differential equations. Rut it must be observed that the integration

of this subsidiary equation frequently leads to a form from which i- cannot be directly exhibited as

a function of .r and y. Where this happens, we must obtain a particular form which contains one

arbitary constant; another will be introduced in the integration by which z is obtained; and

Lagrange's process may then be applied to the primary form so obtained.

For example, let pq = pa- + qy, or, (p - y) i^ — >") = ^.V-

dv
Let p — « = XV, « — 1 = .T ——

,

dy

ti V dv dv y dv

V V d,v dy ?• d.r

or x-v- - y' =f{v). Let fv = av', and we have

\/{x- -a) \/ x^ - a

z = xy + y \/x° — a + b.

Let h = <pa : then the general solution of pq = px + qy may be obtained by eliminating a from

z = xy + y ^(*" — a) + (pa,

= -r^^ r^ + (p'a.

But if we take p — y =v, we find

and we ultimately obtain the same form.

We may also obtain as the primary solution

jE = ^. (.r^ - a) {y- - (pa) + xy + \^ a.

If we apply the whole process to pq = (px . •<^y, we find for a primary solution

sr = 2-v/{0pr(\|/, ?/ -ff)} +/a,

where (p^x = f(p x d x, \|/, y = /\^ y dy.

Next, take the instance {p + q) {px + qy) = 1.
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*
1

LiCt pcV + qy = V, p + q = — .

V

Form the four other etiuations and eliminate, which gives

dv dv

da' dy

v'- — y /v" - v\

Let
.

, /y - ax
jv = av ; then v = \/ ,

^ 1 - a

/)= ^

/y-ax
^

\ - a

For —n{\ — «)"' write a: then we deduce the general solution by eliminating a between

x=^ y/{a{.v - y) + 2/| + (pa,

w— y= ——, ~ ; + d) a.
\/{a{'V-y) +y\

Let Ap"^ + Bpq + Cq^ = D
which can be resolved into (p + K q) (p + Lq) - MN.

Let p ^ Kq = Mv, p = [^^ - LMv
] (K - L) "

',

N f .. N'
P + Lq^-, 7= L¥«--j (A'- L)-'.

The two values of s thence derived, equated to each other, give the equation for determining v.

Accordingly, since A &c. raay be any functions of x and y, the general equation of the second

degree is reducible to ordinary differential equations, provided that is do not appear in it.

In these examples, I have chosen, merely for simplicity, cases in which p and q are explicitly

found, and the values of s equated. This amounts to exhibiting 0=0 under the form of

A = and S = 0, and determining v so that pdx + qdy may be a complete differential. And
in like manner as every particular value of v leads to a particular value of ss, so does each

value of z lead to one of v. And in this way a particular solution of one partial differential

equation may lead to a particular solution for another and a more difficult one. Thus, if C) =

be derived from A = 0, 5=0, leading to the new partial equation U=0; and if it also be

derived from A' = 0, B' = 0, leading to C7' = 0: by means of a solution of U = 0, leading to a

solution of = 0, one solution of U' = may be found.

Take the instance y/p + ^^q = S^r,

or p = (,v - v)"-, q = {x + «)^,

{v + v) ~ + (.r -v) -— = - {x + I'),

d,v ' dy
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y + =/(v + x), say = a,
V + X

[a - y) X
V = ,

X + y — a

/x' +Zxy - 2ax\- x^
dz = dx + 7 — dy,

\ x + y - a I {x + y - ay

z = - x^ + b.
3 v + y — a

Make h = (pa, and proceed as before.

Another form of solution is derived from v + x = a, or

dz = (2,r — a)' dx + ardy,

z = - (2.r — ay + a"y + (pa.

Resolve the same equation into

/ 2x Y I 2xv
\-

d^ dv ^ ^
giving XV -~ + X -' = - v^ (\ + v).
^ " dx dy ^ ^

I and make ( 1 = (
) ,

x + y - a) \« + y - a/ \1 +vj

X + y — 2a

This ought to be a solution of the differential equation last written, and it will be found

to be so on trial.

SECOND METHOD.

Let there be given the equation

(p {x, y, z, p, q, r, s, t) = 0.

Interchange p and .r, q and y, z and 7;.^ ^ qy - z. r and -, s and
rt —

t , -«
rt-s'

t and
rt - s^

'

giving (p (p, q, px +qy- z, x, y, -^ , -f^^ , -^.) = 0.

If either of these equations can be integrated, say by

Z = x|, (^, V).

then the solution of the other is obtained by eliminating X and K from

_ f/Z _ (/Z

'''~'d"X' ''-dY'

z = xX + yY- Z.
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The root of this theorem lies in the following, that the interchanges above mentioned do
not alter the truth of the equations

dz = pdx + qdy, dp = rdx + sdy, dq = sdx + tdy,

so that we have

d{px + qy — «) = xdp + ydq.

dx =
t

- dp — dq.
rt — s

s r
dy = — • dp + dq."

rt - s- ^ rt - s' ^

Let X, y, z be considered as functions of p and q, derived from the equations

f{x, y, ar) = 0, f,+f.p^ 0, f^ + f, 7 = 0;

but remark that there is a case of exception, namely, when the second and third equations

give simultaneous elimination of x, y, and z, or lead to yj^ {p, q) = 0. Since

z= px + qy - f{xdp + ydq),

xdp + ydq must be a complete differential. Let it be dv, then we have, v being a function

of p and q,

dv dv

dp dq

Let the second differential coefficients of v be p, a, t, we have then

dx = pdp + a dq, dp = dx dy,
p T — a p T — a

dy=adp + Tdq, dq = - r dx + — „ dy,
^ ^ ' ^ pT -a^ pT - (T-

whence r = ; , s = :,

,

t — —
pr — a pT — a~ pT — a

Hence, in order to make p and q the independent variables instead of x and y, we must

assume a function w, of p and q, such that

dv dv dv dv

dp
'

dq' dp dq *

^^o-
and then we must find v by integrating

idv dv dv dv t ~ a

^ \dp dq dp dq p-r- (T pT - a' p-

The manner in which I first stated the theorem changes the meaning of the letters x and y

without changing the letters themselves.

Of this method, I find one instance. Legendre (see Lacroix, Vol. ii. p. 622) has employed it

as a casual artifice for the reduction of

/i (P> q) r +/.> (p, q)-s+fi(j},q) .t = 0,

to /, {x, y) . r -f, (x, y) . s + J\ {x, y) . t = 0.
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But I am not able to find tliat it lias ever been applied to any equation of the first order.

Lacroiv (Vol. ii. p. 558) gives something as near to the whole method as can well be imagined.

He sees everything except the completely Intel-changeable character of z and px + qy — z ; that

he did not see this last may be suspected from his making the restriction that z must only enter

in px + qy- z.

It is to be noted tliat, .so far as equations of the first order are concerned, the solution takes

exactly the same form, even though we can only integrate the transformed equation by reducing

it to

^ {X, Y, Z,A)=0, ^ = 0,
aA

for the forms of — and arc unaltered. There is now one equation more, —^ = 0, anddX dY ^ dj
one more quantity, A, to eliminate.

Let the first instance be

Jx + By + C'z + D=0,

where each of the four, A, &c. is any function whatever of p, q, and px + qy - z. The transformed
equation is obviously of the form Pp + Qq + R = 0, where P, Q, R are all functions of .r, y, z.

Lagrange has given a laborious method for the integration of z=pq, and Lacroix (Vol. ii.

p. 565) does not refer to p. 558, I suppose for the reason just given. The transformed equation is

p<v+ qy — z = xy, of whicli the integral is

-.,=./g).

We may therefore find the general solution of ^ = pq fro

•Y\ „ r

Generally, however, the most convenient method is to select an appropriate primary solution, and
then to use Lagrange's process. This may be done, if we please, from the common differential

equations whicii integrate the transformed partial ones. These are, in the present case,

z = xy + bx, y = ax.

The retransformcd equations are

px + qy -z = pq + bp, q = ap.

With these, and z = pq, eliminate p and q, which gives

(x + ay — by
^ = ~

J so that we have the general solution by eliminating a from

, dz
and — =0.

4 a da

But we may often, most often I tliink, procure the primary solution in an easier manner from the
result of the complete method. Let fz = az + b, and we then have

X = Y + b, V = X + fl, ,r = XY,
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or X = (x — b) (y — a), a very obvious solution. Hence we must eliminate a from

% = {a;-(pa){y - a), = {.v - cpa) + {y - a) cp'a.

In my Differential Calculus, p. 717, I gave a method for the general case x = (p (p, q) , but

the following, derived from the present method, is preferable.

Let fix, a) =
f(}>

(X, aX) . X-' dX.

Then Z = Xf (^X, ^^ + XF (^] ,

with whicli proceed as before.

Of the instances which I have tried by the other method,

pq =px + qy gives p.v + qy = ooy, from which

In this case we may conveniently take the retransformed equations

q = ap, px + qy - z = ^ pq + b, which with pq = px + qy,

give 2a {z + b) = (x + ayf, say 2a« + 6 = (* + ayf.

Again, {p + q) (px +qy) = I transforms into

^^r + y)(px+qy)^h or sr + ^-i- = / (^ .

Treat this by the method, and assume fz = —-^ + b, which will show that the general

solution can be obtained by eliminating a between

X — y ay
,z= - + —^+\^a,

a X - y

X — y y ,

,

= ^ + —^— + \^ a.
a- X — y

The equation ^p + ^/q = 2 a- transforms into

\/x + V'y = ~P^ or « = 1 xi + 1 xyi +fy,

X = i ^-^ + i YK

z = \Xl-lXn + Yf'Y-fY.

This is not an easy form. But if we take the retransformed equations

q -= a-, px + qy - x; = ^ pi + ^ pq'^ -i- b,

and join p^ + 7' = 2* with them, we find

« = i (2 a? - a)^ + a' 2/ + 6, a primary solution, being the one already obtained.
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The equation ar + bs + cf = {rf — «) .f{p, q)

transforms into at — bs + cr =f{^,y), which, a, b, c, being constants, is integrable.

Since rt — s- transforms into (rt - s^)'\ the equations rt — s' = f(p, q), and rt - s~ =

{fi^,y)}~' depend each upon the other.

The failure of this method in the case of developable surfaces may be illustrated geometrically,

as follows. Let the equation cp = he that of a surface, and for each point (r, y, z) of that

surface, take another point having for its co-ordinates p, q, p x + qy — x. The surface which has

the second point for its locus is conjugate with the first; that is, what properties soever connect the

first with the second, the same connect the second with the first. This conjugation cannot exhibit

any absolute geometrical properties, for the conjugate surface depends, as to wliat it shall be, not

only on the primitive surface, but on the position of the axes of co-ordinates, and also on the linear

unit chosen. Thus it will be found that the conjugate surface of a given sphere is a double

hyperboloid of revolution, having for its real axis the diameter of the sphere which is parallel to

the axis of «, and for its imaginary semiaxis the linear unit. Now when the first surface is

developable, its conjugate surface becomes a cylinder described by a straight line parallel to z,

guided by the curve f{p,q) = on the plane of .ry. There is then no relation which involves all

the three co-ordinates.

It may be worth while to notice, that we can at pleasure obtain forms for elimination which

reproduce the function originally given, by assuming an equation which is its own tranformation.

A. DE MORGAN.
Universfty College, London,

April 27, 1848.

June 1, 1847. I hf"l finished the foregoing Paper, as here written and dated, and it was in the bands of

a friend for transmission to the Society, when I happened to have occasion to turn over all the Notes of M.

Chasles's Apciyii Uistorlque Aw mithodes en Giomitrie, that I might collect all that has reference to tlie history

of Arithmetic. To my surprise, at Note xxx. p. 376, under the head Sur les Courbes ct Surfaces reciproques

de Moiu/e, being an account of an unpuUis/ied memoir of Slongc in possession of the Institute, I found the

second of these methods fully described. But to judge from all elementary writings, as well as from the apparent

resources of those who have had to use modes of integration, this method is not known; and therefore I do not

abandon my intention of communicating it to the Society. '

A. DE MORGAN.

Vol. VIII. Part V. 4K



XLIV. Second Memoir on the Fundamental Antithesis of Philosophy. By
W. Whewell, D.D„ Master of Trinity College, and Professor ofMoral
Philosophy.

[Read November 13, 1848.]

31. In the course of 1844 I had the honour of reading before the Philosophical Society a

Memoir On the Fundamental Antithesis of Philosophy ; and this Memoir has since been printed in

the Society's Transactions. The Fundamental Antithesis of which I then treated, is that which

is expressed in various ways :—for instance, by speaking of Things and Thoughts ; of Sensations

and Ideas ; of Fact and Theory ; of Experience and Necessary Truth ; of the Objective and

Subjective Elements of our Knowledge. I endeavoured to make it apparent that all these are,

at bottom, the same antithesis, and that this antithesis is an antithesis of inseparable Elements ;—so

inseparable, that the opposed terms cannot, either of them, be applied absolutely and exclusively in

any case.

32. To give value to the exposition of this antithesis, it must be used in the expression of

philosophical truth. The antithesis may be looked upon in the light of a Definition by which we

are to enunciate one or more Propositions. In this, as in other cases, the Definition gives meaning

to the Proposition, the Proposition gives reality to the Definition. The Definition saves the

Proposition from being vague or ambiguous; the Proposition saves the Definition from being

arbitrary or empty.

In the Memoir just referred to, I have already used the fundamental antithesis in stating views

respecting the reality and the developement of human knowledge. But I would wish to be allowed

to pursue the subject a step further, and to express in a more general and distinct form than I have

there done, a general truth in the history of science, which I have there stated in a partial and

imperfect manner.

33. The general Truth of which I speak may be thus expressed :—that the Progress of

Science consists in a perpetual reduction of Facts to Ideas. Portions are perpetually trans-

ferred from one side to another of the Fundamental Antithesis : namely, from the Objective to

the Subjective side. The Center or Fulcrum of the Antithesis is shifted by every movement

which is made in the advance of science, and is shifted so that the ideal side gains something from

the real side.

34. I will proceed to illustrate this Proposition a little further. Necessary Truths belong to

the Subjective, Observed Facts, to the Objective side of our knowledge. Now in the progress of

that exact speculative knowledge which we call Science, Facts which were at a previous period

merely Observed Facts, come to be known as Necessary Truths; and the attempts at new advances

in science generally introduce the representation of known truths of fact, as included in higher and

wider truths, and therefore, so far, necessary.

35. We may exemplify this progress in the history of the science of Mechanics. Thus the

property of the lever, the inverse proportion of the weights and arms, was known as a fact before

the time of Aristotle, and known as no more ; for he gives many fantastical and inapplicable reasons
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for the fact. But in the writings of Archimedes we find this fact brought within the domain

of necessary truth. It was there transferred from the empirical to the ideal side of the Fundamental

Antithesis ; and thus a progressive step was made in science. In lii<e manner, it was at first taken

by Galileo as a mere fact of experience, that in a falling body, the velocity increases in proportion

to the time ; but his followers have seen in this the necessary effect of the uniform force of gravity.

In like manner, Kepler''s empirical Laws were shewn by Newton to be necessary results of a central

force attracting inversely as the square of the distance. And if it be doubtful whether this is

the necessary law of a central force, as some philosophers have maintained that it is, we cannot

doubt tiiat if those philosophers could establish their doctrine as certain, they would mnke an

important step in science, in addition to those already made.

And thus, such steps in science are made, whenever empirical facts are discerned to be neces-

sary laws; or, if I may be allowed to use a briefer expression, whenever /ac/« are idealized.

36. In order to shew how widely this statement is applicable, I*will exemplify it in some of

the other sciences.

In Chemistry, not to speak of earlier steps in the science, which might be presented as instances

of the same general process, we may remark that the analyses of various compounds into their

elements, according to the quantity of the elements, form a vast multitude of facts, which were

previously empirical only, but which are reduced to a law, and therefore to a certain kind of ideal

necessity, by the discovery of their being compounded according to definite and multiple propor-

tions. And again, tliis very law of definite proportions, which may at first be taken as a law given

by experience only, it has been attempted to make into a necessary truth, by asserting that bodies

must necessarily consist in atoms, and atoms must necessarily combine in definite small numbers.

And however doubtful this Atomic Tlieory may at present be, it will not be (juestioned that any

chemical philosopher who could establish it, or any other Theory which would produce an equiva-

lent change in the aspect of the science, would make a great scientific advance. And thus, in this

Science also, the Progress of Science consists in the transfer of facts from the empirical to the neces-

sary side of the antithesis ; or, as it was before expressed, in the idealization of facts.

37- We may illustrate the same process in the Natural History Sciences. The discovery of

the principle of ]\Iorphology in plants, was the reduction of a vast mass of Facts to an Idea ; as

Schiller said to Giithe when he explained the discovery ; although the latter, cherishing a horrour

of the term Idea, which perhaps is quite as common in England as in Germany, was extremely

vexed at being told that he possessed such furniture in his mind. The applications of this Principle

to special cases, for instance, to Euphorbia bv Brown, to Reseda by Lindley, have been attempts to

idealize the facts of these special cases.

38. We may apply the same view to steps in Science which are still under discussion ;—the

question being, whether an advance has really been made in science or not. For instance, in Astro-

nomy, the Nebular Hypotliesis has been propounded, as an explanation of many of the observed

phenomena of the Universe. If this Hypothesis could be conceived ever to be established as a true

Theory, this must be done by its taking into itself, as necessary parts of the whole Idea, many
Facts which have already been observed ; such as the various form of nebulx ; manv Facts which

it must require a long course of years to observe, such as the changes of nebula? from one form to

another ; and many facts which, so far as we can at present judge, are ulterlv at variance with the

Idea, such as the motions of satellites, the relations of the elements of planets, the existence of vege-

table and animal life upon their surfaces. But if all these Facts, when fully studied, should appear

to be included in the general Idea of Nebular Condensation according to the Laws of Nature, the

Facts so idealized would undoubtedly constitute a very remarkable advance in science. But then,

we are to recollect tliat we are not to suppose that the Facts will agree with the Idea, merely

because the Idea, considered by itself, and without carefully attending to the Facts, is a large and

striking Idea. And we are also to recollect that the Facts may be compared with another Idea, no

•i K 2
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less large and striking ; and that if we take into our account, (as, in forming an Idea of the Course

of the Universe, we must do,) not only vegetable and animal, but also human life, this other Idea

appears likely to take into it a far larger portion of the known Facts, than the Idea of the Nebular

Hypothesis. The other Idea which I speak of is the Idea of Man as the principal Object in the

Creation ; to whose sustenance and developement the other parts of the Universe are subservient as

means to an end ; and although, in our attempts to include all known Facts in this Idea, we again

meet with many difficulties, and find many trains of Facts which have no apparent congruity with

the Idea ; yet we may say that, taking into account the Facts of man's intellectual and moral con-

dition, and his history, as well as the mere Facts of the material world, the difficulties and apparent

incongruities are far les.s when we attempt to idealize the Facts by reference to this Idea, of Man as

the End of Creation, than according to the other Idea, of the World as the result of Nebular Con-

densation, without any conceivable End or Purpose. I am now, of course, merely comparing these

two views of the Universe, as supposed steps in science, according to the general notion which 1

have just been endeavouring to explain, that a step in science is some Idealization of Facts.

39. Perhaps it will be objected, that what I have said of the Idealization of Facts, as the

manner in which the progress of science goes on, amounts to no more than the usual expres-

sions, that the progress of science consists in reducing Facts to Theories.. And to this I reply,

that the advantage at which I aim, by the expression which I have used, is this, to remind

the reader—that Fact and Theory, in every subject, are not marked by separate and promi-

nent features of difference, but only by their present opposition, which is a transient rela-

tion. They are related to each other no otherwise than as the poles of the fundamental anti-

thesis; the point which separate those poles shifts with every advance of science; and then,

what was Theory becomes Fact. As I have already said, elsewhere, a true Theory is a Fact;

a Fact is a familiar Theory. If we bear this in mind, we express the view on which I am
now insisting when we say that the progress of science consists in reducing Facts to Theories.

But I think that speaking of Ideas as opposed to Facts, we express more pointedly the original

Antithesis, and the subsequent identification of the Facts with the Idea. The expression appears

to be simple and apt, when we sav, for instance, that the Facts of Geography are identified with

the Idea of the globular Earth; the Facts of Planetary Astronomy with the Idea of the Helio-

centric system; and ultimately, with the Idea of universal Gravitation.

40. We may further remark, that though by successive steps in science, successive Facts

are reduced to Ideas, this process can never be complete. However the point may shift which

separates the two poles, the two poles will always remain. However far the ideal element may
extend, there will always be something beyond it. However far the phenomena may be ideal-

ized, there will always remain a portion which are not idealized, and which are mere pheno-

mena. This also is implied by making our expressions refer to the fundamental antithesis

:

for because the antithesis is fundamental, its two elements will always be present ; the objective

as well as the subjective. And thus, in the contemplation of the universe, however much
we understand, there must always be something which we do not understand; however far

we may trace necessary truths, there must always be things which are to our apprehension

arbitrary : however far we may extend the sphere of our internal world, in which we feel

power and see light, it must always be surrounded by our external world, in which we see

no light, and only feel resistance. Our subjective being is inclosed in an objective shell, which,

though it seems to yield to our efforts, continues entire and impenetrable beyond our reach, and

even enlarges in its extent while it appears to give up to us a portion of its substance.
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ADDITIONAL NOTE TO TWO MEMOIRS "ON THE FUNDAMENTAL
ANTITHESIS OF PHILOSOPHY."

Of certain Modern Systems of Philosophy.

I AM desirous of adding, as a note to this and the preceding Memoir, some very brief remarivs

relative to certain philosophical systems which have been much spoken of in modern times, especially

those of the celebrated German philosophers, Kant, Fichtc, Schelling, and Hegel.

Every system of pliilosophy offers to us a special and characteristic mode of criticizing preceding

systems : and since every new system aspires to be true, it includes that which was true in the

preceding systems, and is therefore able to point out where the true part of each is. The doctrine

which I have endeavoured to explain in the two preceding Memoirs is, that there is a Fundamental
Antithesis of two elements, of which the imion is involved in all knowledge, and of which the

separation is the task of all philosophy. This doctrine naturally directs us to consider how far

each preceding system of philosophy has performed this task ; and the survey of such systems from

this point of view, may enable us to characterize them by a few sentences, at least so far as they

regard one leading point of such systems, the account w hich they give of the nature and foundations

of human knowledge.

The doctrine of the Fundamental Antithesis, which I have endeavoured to expound in the

above Memoirs, and in other places, is briefly this:

That in every act of knowledge (1) there are two opposite elements which ice may call Ideas

and Perceptions ; but of which the opposition appears in various other antitheses ; as Thoughts
and Things, Theories and Facts, Necessary Truths and Experiential Truths ; and the like : (2) that

our knowledge derives from the former of these elements, namely our Ideas, itsform and character

as knowledge, our Ideas of space and time being the necessary forms, for instance, of our geome-

trical and arithmetical knowledge ; (3) and in like manner, all our other knowledge involving a

developement of the ideal conditions of knoicledge existing in our minds : (-l) hut that though ideas

and perceptions are thus separate elements in our philosophy, they cannot, in fact, be distinguished

and separated, but are dijferent aspects of the same thing ; (5) that the otily tcay in which we can
approach to truth is by gradually and successively, in one instance after another, advancing from
the perception to the idea ; from the fact to the theory ,• from the apprehension of truths as

actual to the apprehension of them as necessary. (6) This successive and various progress from

fact to theory constitutes the history of science ; (7) and this progress, though altvays leading tis

nearer to that central unity of which both the idea and the fact are emanations, can never lead us

to that point, nor to any measurable proximity to it, or definite comprehension of its place and
nature.

Now the doctrine of the Fundamental Antithesis being thus stated, the successive sentences

of the statement contain the successive steps of German philosophy, as it has appearetl in the

series of great authors whom I have named.

Ideas, and Perceptions or Sensations, being regarded as the two elements of our knowledge,

Locke, or at least the successors of Locke, had rejected the former element, Ideas, and professed to

resolve all our knowledge into Sensation. After this philosophy had prevailed for a lime, Kant
exposed, to the entire conviction of the great body of German speculators, the untenable nature of

this account of our knowledge. He taught (one of the first sentences of the above statement) that

(i) Our knowledge derives from our Ideas its form and character as knoicledge ; our Ideas of
space and time being, for instayice, the necessary forms of our geometrical and arithmetical

knowledge. Fichte carried still further this view of our knowledge, as derived from our Ideas, or
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from its nature as knowledge; and held that (3) all our knowledge is a developement of the ideal

conditions of knowledge existing in our minds, (one of our next following sentences). But when
the ideal element of our knowledge was thus exclusively dwelt upon, it was soon seen that this ideal

system no more gave a complete explanation of the real nature of knowledge, than the old sensa-

tional doctrine had done. Both elements. Ideas and Sensations, must be taken into account. And
this was attempted by Schelling, who, in his earlier works, taught (as we have also stated above) that

(4) Ideas and Facts are different aspects of the same thing :—this thing, the original basis of truth

in which both elements are involved and identified, being, in Schelling's language, the Absolute,

while each of the separate elements is subjected to conditions arising from their union. But this

Absolute, being a point inaccessible to us, and inconceivable by us, as our philosophy teaches

(as above), cannot to any purpose be made the basis of our philosophy : and accordingly this

Philosophy if the Absolute has not been more permanent than its predecessors. Yet the philosophy

of Hegel, which still has a wide and powerful sway in Germany, is, in the main, a developement

of the same principle as that of Schelling;—the identity of the idea and the fact; and Hegel's

Identity System, is rather a more methodical and technical exposition of Schelling's Philosophy

of the Absolute than a new system. But Hegel traces the manifestation of the identity of the idea

and fact in the progress of human knowledge ; and thus in some measure approaches to our doctrine

(above stated), that (5) the way in which we approach to truth is by gradually and successively,

in one insta?ice after another, that is, historically, advancing from the perception to the idea, from
the fact to the theory : while at the same time Hegel has not carried out this view in any compre-

hensive or complete manner, so as to show that (6) this process constitutes the history of science :

and alike with Schelling, his system shews an entire want of the conviction (above expressed as part

of our doctrine), (7) that tve can never, in our speculations reach or approach to the central unity

of which both idea andfact are emanations.

This view of the relation of the Sensational School, Kant, Fichte, Schelling, and Hegel, and of

the fundamental defects of all, may be further illustrated. It will, of course, be understood that

our illustration is given only as a slight and imperfect sketch of their philosophies ; but their

relation may perhaps become more apparent by the very brevity with which it is stated ; and the

object of the present note is not detailed criticism, but this very relation of systems to each other.

The actual and the ideal, the external and the internal elements of knowledge, were called by
the Germans the objective and the subjective elements respectively. The forms of knowledge and

especially space and time, were pronounced by Kant to be essentially subjective ; and this view of

the nature of knowledge more fully unfolded and extended to all knowledge, became the subjective

ideality of Fichte. But the subjective and the objective are, as we have said, in their ultimate and

supreme form, one ; and hence we are told of the subjective-objective, a phrase which has also

been employed by Mr. Coleridge. Fichte had spoken of the subjective element as the Me, (das

Ich) ; and of the objective element as the Not-me, (das Nicht-Ich) ; and has deduced the Not-me
from the Me. Schelling, on the contrary, laboured with great subtlety to deduce the Me from the

Absolute which includes both. And this Absolute, or Subjective-objective, is spoken of by Schelling as

unfolding itself into endless other antitheses. It was held that from the assumption of such a prin-

ciple might be deduced and explained the oppositions which, in the contemplation of nature, present

themselves at every step, as leading points of general philosophy :—for example, the opposition of

matter as passive and active, as dead and organized, as U7iconscious or conscious ; the opposition of

itidividual and species, of will and moral rule. And this antithetical developement was carried

further by Hegel, who taught that the absolute idea developes itself so as to assume qualities,

limitations, and seeming oppositions, and thus completes the cycle of its developement by returning

into unity.

That there is, in the history of Science, much which easily lends itself to such a formula, the views

which I have endeavoured to expound, show and exemplify in detail. But yet the attempts to carry
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this view into detail by conjecture, by a sort of divination, with little or no attention to the histori-

cal progress and actual condition of knowledge, (and such are those which have been made by the

philosophers whom I have mentioned,) have led to arbitrary and baseless views of almost every

branch of knowledge. Such oppositions and differences as are found to exist in nature, are assumed

as the representatives of the elements of necessary antitheses, in a manner in which scientific truth

and inductive reasoning are altogether slighted. Thus, this peculiar and necessary antithetical

character is assumed to be displayed in attraction and repulsion, in centripetal and centrifugal forces,

in a supposed positive and negative electricity, in a supposed positive and negative magnetism ; m
still more doubtful positive and negative elements of light and heat ; in the different elements of the

atmosphere which are, quite groundlessly, assumed to have a peculiar antithetical character : in

animal and vegetable life : in the two sexes : in gravity and light. These and many others, are

given by Schelling, as instances of the radical opposition of forces and elements which necessarily

pervades all nature. I conceive that the heterogeneous and erroneous principles involved in these

views of the material world show us how unsafe and misleading is the philosophical assumption on

which they rest. And the triads of Hegel, consisting of thesis, antithesis, and union, are still more

at variance with all sound science. Thus we are told that matter and motion are determined as

inertia, impulsion, fall; that absolute Mechanics determines itself as centripetal foi-ce, centrifugal

force, universal gravitation. Light, it is taught, is a secondary determination of matter. Light

is the most intimate element of nature, and might be called the Me of nature: it is limited by what

we may call negative ligiit, which is darkness.

In these rash and blind attempts to construct yjhysical science a priori, we may see how imper-

fect the Hegelian doctrines are, as a complete philosophy. In the views of moral and political sub-

jects the results of such a scheme are naturally less obviously absurd, and may often be for a

moment striking and attractive, as is usually the case with attempts to reduce history to a formula.

Thus we are told that the State appears under the following determinations:—first, as one, sub-

stantial, self-included : next, varied, individual, active, disengaging itself from the substantial and

motionless unity : next, as two principles, altogether distinct, and placed front to front in a marked

and active opposition : then, arising out of the ruins of the preceding, the idea appears afresh, one,

identical, harmonious. And the East, Greece, Rome, Germany, are declared to be the historical

forms of these successive determinations. Whatever amount of real historical colour there may be

for this representation, it will hardly, I think, be accepted as evidence of a profound political philo-

sophy ; but on such parts of the subject I shall not here dwell.

I may observe that in the series of philosophical systems now described, the two elements of the

Fundamental Antithesis are, alternately dwelt upon in an exaggerated degree, and then confounded.

The Sensational School could see in human knowledge nothing but facts : Kant and Fichte fixed

their attention almost entirely upon ideas : Schelling and Hegel assume the identity of the two,

(a point which we never can reach,) as the origin of their philosophy. The external world in

Locke's scliool was all in all. In the speculations of Kant this external world became a dim and

unknown region. Things were acknowledged to be something in themselves, but what, the philoso-

pher could not tell. Besides the phcenomenon which we see, Kant acknowledged a noumenon

which we think of; but this assum])tion, for such it is, exercises no influence upon his philosophy.

Things in tiiemselves, are in his Drama, merely a kind of mute personages, K(o0d Trpoawira, which

stand on the stage to be pointed at and talked about, but which do not tell us anything, or enter

into the action of the piece. Fichte carries this further, and if we go on with the same illustration,

we may say that he makes tlic whole drama into a kind of monologue ; in which the author tells the

story, and merely names the persons who appear. If we would still carry on the image, we may say

that Schelling, going upon the principle that the whole of the drama is merely a progress to the

denoument, which denoumcnt contains tlie result of all the preceding scenes and events, starts

with the last scene of the piece, and bringing all the characters on the stage in their final attitudes,

would elicit the story from this. While the true mode of proceeding is, to follow the drama
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scene by scene, learning as much as we can of the action and the characters, but knowing that we shall

not be allowed to see the denoument, and that to do so is probably not the lot of our species on earth.

So far as any philosopher has thus followed the historical progress of the grand spectacle offered to

the eyes of speculative man, in which the Phenomena of Nature are the Scenes, and the Theory of

them the Plot, he has taken the course by whicli knowledge really has made its advances. But

those who have partially done this, have often, like Hegel, assumed that they had divined the

whole course and end of the story, and have thus criticized the scenes and the characters in a spirit

quite at variance with that by which any real insight into the import of the representation can be

obtained*.

I will only offer one more illustration of the relative position of these successive philosophies.

Kant compares the change which he introduced into philosophy to the change which Copernicus

introduced into astronomical theory. When Copernicus found that nothing could be made of

the phenomena of the heavens so long as everything was made to turn about the spectator, he

tried whether the matter might not be better explained if he made the spectator turn, and

left the stars at rest. So Kant conceives that our experience is regulated by our own faculties,

as the phenomena of the heavens are regulated by our own motions. But accepting and

carrying out this illustration, we may say that Kant, in explaining the phenomena of the

heavens by means of the motions of the earth, has almost forgotten that the planets have

their own proper motions, and has given us a system which hardly explains anything besides

broadest appearances, such as the annual and daily motions of the sun ; and that Fichte

appears as if he wished to deduce all the motions of the planets, as well as of the sun,

from the conditions of the spectator ;—while Schelling goes to the origin of the system like

Descartes, and is not content to shew how the bodies move, without also proving, that from

some assumed original condition, also the movements and relations of the system must neces-

sarily be what they are. It may be that a theory which explains how the planets with

their orbits and accompaniments have come into being may offer itself to bold speculators,

like those who have framed and produced the nebular hypothesis. But I need not here re-

mind my hearers either how precarious such a hypothesis is, or that if it be capable of being

considered probable, its proofs must gradually dawn upon us, step by step, age after age:

and that a system of doctrine which requires such a scheme as a certain and fundamental

truth, and deduces the whole of astronomy from it, must needs be arbitrary, and liable

to the o-ravest error at every step. Such a precarious and premature philosophy, at best, is

that of Schelling and Hegel ; especially as applied to those sciences in which, by the past pro-

gress of all sure knowledge, we are taught what the real cause and progress of knowledge

is : while at the same time we may allow that aU these forms of philosophy, since they do

recognize the condition and motion of the spectator, as a necessary element in the explanation

of the phenomena, are a large advance upon the Ptolemaic scheme, the view of those who

appeal to phenomena as the source of our knowledge, and say that the sun, the moon, and

the planets move as we see them move, and that all further theory is imaginary and fan-

tastical.

W. WHEWELL.

• If it be asked which po>ition we can assign, in this dramatic
|

say that they look on with a belief that the drama has no plot, and

illustration, to those who hold that all our knowledge is derived
|

that these scenes are improvised without connexion or purpose,

from facts only, and who reject the supposition of ideas ;
we may

I
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The observations I am about to lay before the Society, relate principally to the position of

the Corona in the splendid display of Aurora Borealis wliich occurred on the night of Nov. 17-

During thirteen years that I have resided at the Cambridge Observatory, there certainly has not

been so favourable an opportunity of observing the position of this critical point of the phaeno-

menon as on the recent occasion : and as the observations I took have enabled me to make a

comparison of the position of the Corona with the Magnetic Declination and Dip at the place of

observation more accurately than in any former instance that I am acquainted with, I have thought

them worthy, with their results, of being formally submitted to the notice of the Society.

The observations were made partly bv estimation of the position of the Corona with reference

to neighbouring stars, and partly by means of a small altitude and azimuth instrument, which was

constructed by Mr. Simins (Fleet Street, London), according to my directions, expressly for taking

observations of this kind. I call the instrument a Meteoroscope. It has a graduated aznnuth

circle of four inches radius, and a portion of an altitude circle of the same radius graduated from

O" to 120". An arm somewhat longer than the radius of the altitude circle, and turning about a

horizontal axis passing through the centre of the graduation of that circle, carries a bar eighteen

inches long, by means of which the observations are taken. To that extremity of the bar which

is turned towards the object observed, a rectangular piece is attached having one side horizontal,

and consequently the other movable in a vertical plane. The other end carries a plate in which

is made an eye-let hole one-sixth of an inch in diameter. An altitude is taken by observing through

the eye-let hole the coincidence of the object witii the horizontal side of the rectangular piece, and

an azimuth by observing its coincidence with the vertical side. Both are taken simultaneously by

observing the coincidence with the angular point. The bar is set obliquely on the arm which

carries it, for the purpose of observing altitudes a few degrees beyond the zenith, for which purpose

also the graduation of the altitude circle extends bevond <)()*. When the object is near the zenith,

for convenience it is looked at through another eye-let hole made in a small plate standing at right-

angles to the larger plate, the object being seen by reflexion at a small mirror, the plane of which

is inclined at an angle of 45" to the direction of tlie bar. In this case the other angular point of

the rectangular piece is brought into coincidence with the object, care having been taken by the

maker of the instrument that the direction of coUiniation should in the two cases be the same. The
bar and altitude circle may be readily turned together about tiie vertical axis, and the bar separately

about its horizontal axis of motion, and both may be quickly clamped as soon as the observation is

taken. The graduations are read off" by verniers to single minutes. The instrument has a tripod

stand, furnished with adjusting screws for the purpose of placing the axis of motion vertical by
means of a small spirit-level, which is carried round with the vertical circle. The feet of the

screws rest in three angular grooves formed each by two plane faces, by applying the feet to which,

the instrument is instantly in position, the vertical adjustment of the axis having been previously

Vol. VIII. Part V. i L
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made. It is proper on each occasion of using it to determine the index errors by observations

of stars.

I proceed now to give the observations just as they were set down in the memorandum-booli,

inclusive of those for index errors, premising only that the instrumental azimuths are reckoned

from East towards South, and that the noted times were taken from a solar chronometer, which by

a comparison with the transit clock immediately after the observations was found to be 1"'. 52*.

fast on Greenwich Mean Time.

(1) 8\ 49". 0^ Corona 1" South and 1« East of /3 AndromedfE.

(2) 8.51 .0 lio South and |«

(3) 8.55.0 1" South and I"
(4) 9- 1-40 21" South and 1^"

(5) 9- 4.25 3" South and 2"

(6) 9. 9- Altitude of Corona by Meteoroscope G8**. ll' Azimuth 43". 44'

(7) 9.10.23 /3 AndromediB 73.15 59.58

(8) 9-13.15 Corona 6'7
. 4 37.56

(9) 9-19.20 Corona 71.47 42.28

(10) 9.29.12 /3 Andromedae 72.20 77.10

(11) 9.32. Corona l" South, and 1» East of f3 Trianguli.

(12) 9.35.15 Altitude of Corona by Meteoroscope 69 . 20 Azimuth 37.24

(13) 9.44.10 Corona 68.55 41.21

(14) 9.49.40 ^Andromedae 71.20 84.47

(15) 9.56. Corona 2" South, and l-k" East of /3 Trianguli

(16) 10.6.0 2» South, and 3»

(17) 10.10.11 Altitude of Corona by Meteoroscope 69.28 Azimuth 42.12

(18) 10.14.36 /3 Trianguli 72. 5 65.30

(19) 10.20.30 Corona 69 . 30 51.

(20) 10.23. 5 Corona 70.28 40.

(21) 11. 6.20 Corona 71. 62.35

(22) 11.10.56 Corona 69. 5 55.30

(23) 11.12.50 Corona 70.55 52. 4

(24) 11.14.10 Corona 69 . 50 47. 6

(25) 11.16. The star ^ Persei appears in the middle of the Corona.

(26) 11.17-30 Altitude of Corona by Meteoroscope 67-30 Azimuth 49.40

J
^Persei 69-10 46.14

^ '' "
I
The Corona seemed coincident with ^ Persei

(28) 11.26. Altitude of Corona by Meteoroscope 70.10 Azimuth 43. 6

Of the above observations Nos. (19) and (21) were marked 'doubtful.' Nos. (23) and (26)

were reckoned good.

The position of the Corona was calculated from these observations in the following manner.

When the observation was made by reference to a star, from the noted time corrected for error of

the chronometer, and the known longitude of the place of observation (viz. 23^*, 5 East), the sidereal

time was calculated in the usual way, and then from the known Right Ascension of the Star, the

hour angle (/*) Eastward was deduced. The co-latitude of the Observatory (viz. 37*"
- 47') being

represented by \, and ^ being the North Polar distance of the Star, its distance (m) from the

meridian, and its distance {z) from the astronomical zenith, were calculated by the following

formula;

:

sin r« = sin ^ sin /«, tan d> = tan ^ cos /«, cos ss = cos {cp — \) cos m.

Let ju and ^ represent the estimated distances of the Corona from the star Eastward and South-



(a)

- 40'
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V - Fo = 0,1 4251 8X + 0,159548/

D - Do= 0,0277 13\ + 0,51352,3/.

These formula; give V-V„ and D-D^ in minutes, X being expressed in seconds of time, and I

in minutes.

For tile Cambridge Observatory, V - F,, = + 3',7, and D - Do = + 22',0.

In order to make the proposed comparison of the position of the Corona with the Magnetic Zenith,

it is now only necessary to obtain the Magnetic Declination and Dip at the respective times of obser-

vation. These I have derived from observations made at the Greenwich Observatory during the

prevalence of the Aurora, which, on my preferring a request, were promptly forwarded to me with

all the requisite data, by James Glaisher, Esq., who is at the head of the Magnetical Department in

that Institution, and which the Astronomer Royal has allowed me to publish with this communica-

tion. For this favour I beg here to express my thanks. The observations are given at length in

Tables I, II, and III, at the end of this Paper, as well because they are used in the calculations, as

because they present so striking an instance of great magnetic disturbances occurring simultaneously

with an extraordinary display of the Aurora Borealis, that the connexion in some way of the two

kinds of phaenomena must be regarded as a physical fact.

The Westerly Declinations at Cambridge at the times of observation were inferred from those at

Greenwich at the same times by merely applying the value of V- V„ already obtained, viz. + 3',7.

The latter were deduced from the declinations recorded in Table I. by simple interpolation, it being

understood that the motion of the magnet was uniform in the intervals between the times there given.

The Greenwich observations were made by the admirable photographic process, which has been

brought to so great perfection by C. Brooke, Esq., of St. John's College in this University. Between
g*". 25"" and 9''- 44™, the disturbance was so great that the magnet passed the limits of the photo-

graphic paper. The same thing took place in the contrary direction between 10*'. 10™ and lo"*. 40"".

As Mr. Glaisher states that the motions at these times were smooth and without checks, I have

ventured to deduce the maximum elongation between Q^. 25™ and 9^. 44™ on the supposition that the

magnet continued to move after 9*". 25™ in the same manner as from 9''- 20™ to 9*'- 25", till it attained

the maximum, and then that it immediately returned by the same motion that it had from Q^. 44" to

lo''. 10™. The maximum elongation between lo''. 10™ and lO"". 40™ was inferred on the same principle.

Mr. Glaisher furnished me with the following values of the Dip at Greenwich :

Dip.

1848. Nov. 12. 21*' OS". 54',0

l(i. 3 6'S . 5b' ,3

19. 21 68 . 53,7

23. 3 68 . 55,5

Hence it is inferred that the Dip, if undisturbed, would have been 68". 55', during the Aurora.

The disturbed Dip was calculated in the manner I am about to explain. In the Greenwich obser-

vations (Tables II. and III.), the readings for the horizontal force variations are given in terms of the

whole horizontal force; but the vertical force readings are given in divisions of the scale, which

require to be converted into parts of the whole vertical force. The factor for tliis purpose is 0,00067,

which is the value of one division.

The scale reading of the vertical force magnet at Nov. 17, O'', was 21'''^-,7, and at Nov. 18,

o", 21'^^,5, at which times there appears to have been no disturbance. The undisturbed read-

ing is consequently assumed to be 21'"'', 6.

The reading of the horizontal force magnet in parts of the whole horizontal force, was 0,1099

at November 17, o'', and 0,1074, at November 18, o'', the latter of which Mr. Glaisher states to be

somewhat below the average value for the season and time of day. The undisturbed reading

during the Aurora is assumed to be the mean between those two readings, viz. 0,1086.
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The variation of horizontal force was not registered from lO*" .
2°" to IS*", the disturbance carry-

ing the magnet out of the limits of the photographic paper. From 12*' the observations were made
independently of the self-registering process. I have assumed that from lO*" .

2" to 12*' the dis-

turbance followed the same law as from 12". 39™ to 14*". 5"", when the phaenomenon reappeared in

a similar phase, and accordingly have taken 0,0890 to be the mean horizontal force reading in the

former interval.

Let now X and Y be the undisturbed horizontal and vertical forces respectively, X' , V their

disturbed values at any given time, and x, y, the horizontal and vertical force readings at that time,

deduced by interpolation from Tables II. and III, the former divided by 10,000. Then

X'= X- (0,1086 - x) X, F'= Y- (21,6 - y) 0,0006? Y.

y . Y
,Hence since-—,= tan of the actual Dip, and — = tan 68*. 55', it is readily shewn thatX X

the actual Dip = 70°. 43,6 - [3,06215] ,r -|- [9,88822] y,

the numbers in brackets being the Logs of the coefiBcients of a; and y. The Dip at Cambridge is

assumed to be the value given by this formula, increased by D—Do, or + 22',0.

From the Declination ( V) and Dip (Z>), the distance Z' of the Magnetic Zenith from the

Astronomical Zenith, and its distance 3/' from the meridian are given by the expressions,

Z'= 90"- D, sin M'= sin V cos D.

The following are the results of the calculations which have been now explained.

Greenwich „ ,,. ,, ... ,. _. „„ Dist.of u £
Mean Time Zen. Uist. Zen. Ihst.ol ^ - Z'.

Dist. of Corona
Mag-'. Zen. Af - M'. %%

1W8. Nov.17. ot Corona. .Mag<.Zemth. from Mend". fromMcrid". |S

8". 47"',1 18". 59' 20". 35' - 1". 36' 6". 3' 7". 48' -1". 45'
A-

49,1 19.10 20.39 -1.29 5 . 36 7.48 -2.12 s

53,1 18 . 44 20 . 38 - 1 . 54 4 . 47 7 . 46 - 2 . 59 s

8 . 59,8 20 . 3 20 . 37 - . 34 3 . 55 7 . 50 ~ 3 . 55 s

9 . 2,6 20 . 30 20 . 36 -0.6 4.6 7 . 51 - 3 . 45 s

7,1 22 . 5 20 . 38 + 1 . 27 7 . 44 7 . 49 -0.5 m
11.4 23.12 20.36 +2.36 10.13 7.36 +2.37 m
17.5 18.29 20.42 -2.13 6.53 7.44 -0.51 m
30,1 20 . 27 20 . 26 -h . 1 9.8 8 . 23 + . 45 s

33,4 20 . 56 20 . 26 -|- . 30 9 . 26 8 . 19 +1-7 m
42,3 21.21 20.32 +0.49 8.18 8. 9 +0. 9 w

9.54,1 20.14 20.42 -0.28 5.10 7-55 -2.45 *

10. 4,1 20 . 20.34 -0.34 4.36 7.38 -3.2 *

8,3 20 . 48 20 . 28 + . 20 7-49 7-30 + . I9 m
18.6 20.46 20.30 +0.16 4.52 7.22 -2.30 m

10.21,2 19.48 20.31 -0.43 8. 8 7.20 +0.48 ni

II . 4,6 (19.16 20.23 -1.7 0.42 7-35 -6.53) m
9,1 21.11 20 . 24 + . 47 3.19 7-36 -4.17 m

11.0 19.21 20.24 -1.3 4. 9 7.37 -3.28 m
12,3 20 . 26 20 . 24 +0.2 6.4 7-37 - 1 . 33 m
14.1 22 . 7 20.24 +1.43 8.52 7.37 +1.15 «

15,6 22.46 20.23 +2.23 5,46 7-37 -1.51 m
|21 . 43 20.24 +1.19 7.35 7-39 -0. 4 «!

~^'*

I21 . 6 20 . 24 + . 42 6 .33 7 . 39 -1.6 mj
1 1 . 24,1 20 . 6 20 . 24 -0.18 7 • I6 7 . 40 - . 24 m

Means 20.35,8 20.30,9 +0.4,9 6.30,8 7.44,6 -1.13,8
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The mode of observing by reference to a star is indicated by tiie letter *, and that by the Meteor-

oscope by the letter m. In taking the means, the observation at ll*". 4™,6 is excluded, the Corona

at that time being seen very obscurely after an interval of total disappearance. The great westerly

deviation given by that observation is, however, supported by the two that follow.

The observations by stars taken separately, give -0" . 2r,8 for the value of Z—Z', and —1" . 50',

7

for that of M—M'. The observations by the Meteoroscope give + 23',9 for the former, and
- 0" . 47',5 for the latter.

The discordances in the positions of the Corona deduced from observation, are no doubt partly

owing to errors of estimation, or instrumental errors, and partly to the extreme difficulty of fixing

with precision on the centre of convergence of the Auroral streamers. But if these were the only

sources of discordance the distances from the zenith and from the meridian would be equally affected,

whereas the latter appear to be the more discordant. The fact seems to be, that the centre of the

Corona is continunlly shifting its position. This may be owing to several causes. The formation

of the Corona is merely an effect of perspective, the apparent convergence of the streamers being due

to the immense height to which they rise. If the streamers were all parallel to a fixed straight line,

they would apparently converge to a fixed point. But the foregoing discussion, and facts that will

be hereafter mentioned, shew that they take, at least very approximately, the direction of the dipping

needle at the locality from which they ascend. Consequently the point of convergence will be

different for streamers rising from different quarters. Again, the directions of the streamers may
vary by the same causes which produce the disturbances of the position of the dipping needle : and

this change of direction would of course alter the position of the Corona. Lastly, the course of the

streamers may not be rectilinear. The foregoing comparison appears to prove that the Corona is

decidedly more Westward than the Magnetic Zenith, being less distant from the meridian than the

latter by 1" . 14'. This is accounted for by saying that the streamers on rising from the Earth are

bent in a westerly direction. The apparent point of convergence would thus depend on the height

to which they rise, and would be continually varying. It is quite possible that streamers rising from

different quarters and to different heights, might apparently cross each other, and so form a fictitious

point of convergence. This explanation will, I think, sufficiently account for the discordances

observable in the foregoing results, and will serve also to shew why they exhibit no decided agree-

ment between the changes of position of the Corona and the changes of position of the Magnetic

Zenith. Such agreement may very well be veiled by the causes just mentioned. It seems to me,

however, that a general accordance of this nature is perceptible. As when the needle was most dis-

turbed, a large Easterly deviation of the South End was succeeded by a large Westerly deviation,

so a large deviation of the Corona to the East of its mean position was succeeded by a large Westerly

deviation : and as the changes of M' are more marked than those of Z', so the changes of M are

greater those of Z.

For the purpose of farther illustrating the subject, I propose to add a discussion of a few

observations of the position of the Corona, made in the instance before us, and in one or two

others, in different parts of England. I have selected those of which the data seemed to be most

precise.

Mr. Boreham of Haverhill informed me by letter that he found the Right Ascension of the

Corona of the Aurora Borealis of Nov. 17, to be l''. 58". 3^; and its declination -i- 3l". 18', at (J^.
15""

Greenwich mean time, the latitude of the place of observation being 52". 5', and the longitude

1"'. 46*. East. Hence I find by calculating as already described,

Z Z Z- Z M 31' M~ M-

22". 56' 20". 45'
-I-

2". ll' ll". 18' 7". 38' + s". 40'

The differences in this instance are large, but not very different from those resulting from the

observation made at Cambridge at .o". 11™, 4.
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An anonymous observer at Darlington, states in the Durham Advertiser of Nov, 24, 1848, that

at Nov. 17, ll''. 27™, which I suppose to be Darlington time, f Persei was exactly in the centre of

the Corona. The latitude of Darlington is .54". 32', and the longitude 6™. 12^ West. Hence I have
deduced,

Z Z Z-Z M M M-M
20". 3' 18". 59' + 1°. 4' 6". 5l' 7". 34' - o". 43'

From observations of the Aurora of November 17, made at Lansdowne Crescent, Bath, by
H. Lawson, Esq., and E. J. Lowe, Esq. ; (1) "At ]0\ 20". (Bath time), the Corona was situated at

21 Persei.'" (2) At ll\ 20". the centre of the Cupola was ^ Persei." The assumed latitude of

Bath is 51". 22', and the assumed longitude 9™. 28^ West; and the results of calculation are

Z Z' Z - Z' M M' M - M'
(1) 21". 20' 20". 36' +0°. 44' 8°. 28' 7". 47' + O". 4l'

(2) 20 . 32 20 . 32 +0.0 5 . 41 8.9 - 2 . 28

Means 20 . 56 20 . 34 + . 22 7.5 7 . 58 - . 53

A remarkable Aurora occurred on Oct. 18, 1848, which was not seen at Cambridge, on account

of clouds. A description of it was sent to me by J. F. Miller, Esq., of Whitehaven. The most

precise observations of the position of the Corona contained in the account are the following :

—

(l). " lO*". 7"'. G. M. T., the centre of the Corona is about .O ' above a Andromedse, and nearly

in a line with 'y Pegasi." It had consequently nearly the same Right Ascension as a Andromeda;.

(2). " 10 . 24™. G. M. T. The whole hemisphere is covered with streamers converging around

w Andromeda;."

(3). " lo''. 52"". G. M. T. ^ or m Andromedae, appears to be the centre of convergence." I

have taken the mean position between the two stars.

(4). " n''. n". G. M.T. I have watched the Corona very attentively some time, and I

think /3 Andromedae as nearly as possible marks its centre."

(.)). "ll''. 37"". G. M. T. The coronal centre seems now to be about mid way between -y

Andromedae, and /3 Trianguli."

I have compared tliese observations with the mean Magnetic Declination and Dip, deduced

from those of Greenwich, which for Oct. 18, are assumed to be 22". 53', and 68". 55'. The latitude

of Whitehaven is 54". 33', and the longitude 14™. 12*. West. The following are the results of the

calculations.

Z-Z'
+ 2". 23'

+ 3.7
- 0. 14

+ . 40

- . 51

+ 1.1

In the instance of the Aurora Borealis of Oct. 24, 1847, I observed that at lO"". 10°'., Cambridge

Mean Time, the centre of the Corona was at a point of less R. A. than /3 Andromedae by 10*", and

of greater N. P. D. by 2". I am able to compare this observation with the actual Declination and

Dip at the noted time, by means of Greenwich Magnetical Observations inserted in the published

account of this Aurora drawn up by Mr. Morgan and Mr. Barber. From these data I find that

the Declination at Cambridge was 23". 5', and the Dip 69^. 24'. Hence the result of the com-

parison is,

Z Z' Z-Z' M M M - M
20". 10' 20°. 3& - 0". 26' 6". 24' 7". 56' - 1". 32'

On this occasion the Auroral light descended but a few degrees southward of the Corona, and the
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streamers forming the Corona did not meet in a point, but left a circular dark space, which seemed

to be constant in its position, and the centre of which it was easy to fix upon. On this account I

consider the above results, though derived from a single observation, to be worthy of confidence.

From a consideration of all the results derived from the foregoing discussion of observations made

on different occasions and at different places, the following conclusions seem to be established :

—

First, that the Corona of an Aurora Borealis is formed near the Magnetic Zenith of the place of

observation.

Secondly, that the observations, while they indicate no decided difference of altitude between the

two points, shew with great probability that the Corona is situated between l" and 2" more to the

West than the Magnetic Zenith.

The Aurora Borealis which gave rise to the present communication, was more remarkable in its

features and more extensively seen than any that have occurred for a long period, having been

visible, as appears by authentic accounts, in France, Italy, Spain, Portugal, and the Azores. I have

therefore thought it would not be out of place to add here a description of it which I derived from

memoranda made very soon after its occurrence, and which was communicated to the Cambridge

Chronicle of Nov. 25, 1848.

" Shortly after eight o'clock on the evening of Friday, Nov. 17, my attention was called to an

unusual appearance of light stretching from N. to W., which gave indication of a coming Aurora.

There was no arch, but the light was diffused and of considerable brilliancy. The maximum of the

brightness was at a position a few degrees N. of W., at an altitude of about 20", which appeared to be

a stationary centre of luminosity during the whole of the display. The diffused light increased by

deo-rees in intensity, and spread upwards till it reached the Zenith ; but during this time there were

no streamers. The principal features of the phaenomenon were, frequent pulsations, and sudden

appearances and disappearances of streaks and large patches of light, so much resembling white

clouds that but for their rapid changes of form and brightness, it would have been diflficult to dis-

tinguish them from the latter. The streaks darted in various quarters and different directions,

waning as quickly as they formed, and auroral clouds of all imaginable shapes were continually

bursting forth and vanishing, so as to present a spectacle of the utmost bizarrerie, till at length

greater order began to prevail. Streamers of some degree of definiteness arose, and in a short time

surrounded the magnetic Zenith. I then first observed the appearance of a corona or central point

towards which the streamers converged, and estimated its position at 8''. 47"" Greenwich mean time, to

be one degree South and half a degree East of /3 Andromedae.

" A large red patch due West and rising about 20", was observed to retain its position from 8*'. 35"^

to s''. 51"". At 8h. 56^ a broad red band stretched from the Corona through Capella, and in a few

seconds changed to an auroral cloud of great ijrilliancy having Capella at its centre. At s"". 58"" an

extraordinary red band of irregular width was formed extending across the heavens from a little S. of

W. to N.E. These two azimuths were the prevailing positions of the red light during the whole of

the pha?nonienon. The band seemed to be a kind of junction of two jed clouds. Its general course

was through a and /3 .\ndromeda? to the Corona, and from thence its axis passed through Capella.

" At 9"". 15"' the phjenomenon was at its greatest height of beauty and perfection. Streamers

reached the Corona or Magnetic Zenith from all points of the Compass. The tout ensemhle was a

canopy of drapery, having the Corona for the point of divergence of the folds, and extending rather

more Northward than Southward of the Astronomical Zenith ; while its boundary all round was con

siderably elevated above the horizon. The outline was very irregular, but sharply defined, giving

irresistibly the idea of the lower boundary of a suspended curtain. This feature was in greatest per-

fection towards the N.W., where a broad space appeared so dark by contrast with the bright curtain

above it, that it might have been mistaken for a cloud had not stars shone through it. The predomi-

nating colour of the streamers was white, but about W. S. W. and N. E., the peculiar ruddy tint of

the Aurora was remarkably intense, and in other quarters the streamers were tinged with green and
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blue. Altogether, both as to form and colour, the spectacle at this time was so singular and so beau-

tiful, that those who witnessed it here could not forbear giving repeated expression to their feelings of

wonder and delight.

" The heavens were then partially covered with light clouds, through which the brightness of the

Aurora seemed to penetrate. At 9^. 58", a red patch covered the constellation of Orion. At lO'',

when the clouds had dispersed, the general light resembled that of a night in midsummer, or the dawn
of morning. Birds were heard to chirp in several quarters.

"At 10''. 15", I saw a meteor, as bright as a star of the second magnitude, move slowly in a

westerly direction, and disappear at an altitude of about 53*, and at an azimuth of about 28" from

W. towards S. Flashes, supposed to be of lightning, were twice noticed. One occurred in the S. W. at

lO*" . 23™. At this time the Aurora had much declined in brightness ; but at 1
1*"

it broke out afresh,

and the Corona was again formed, not however with the same distinctness as before. At ll*". 18", a

meteor, equal in brightness to a star of the second magnitude, was seen to cross the heavens slowly

from E. to W. N. W., leaving a train behind it. Shortly after ll"" . Si" the Corona became invisible,

and the Aurora generally declined. I saw it, however, again between 14*' and 15" in great brilliancy :

a tolerably regular arch was formed in the N. W., from which very definite streamers rose, but did

not reach the zenith : the red light also re-appeared in the West."

With reference to the above particulars I have two remarks to make. First, having in repeated

instances of the Aurora observed the red light to prevail in the same azimuths, I made a comparison

of the azimuths noted here in the instance of November 17 with statements respecting the prevailing

direction of the red light given in descriptions of the same phienomenon as seen at other places, and
it seems to me probable that the red auroral clouds are formed over the Atlantic and German oceans.

Secondly, the occurrence of meteors during an Aurora has been so frequently remarked, that one can

hardly avoid suspecting some connexion between the two kinds of pha-nomenon.

Vol. VIII. Paut V. 4 M
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The following are the Tables of Magnetic Observations referred to in the foregoing com-
munication.

Table I. The Westerly Declinations of the Declination Magnet about the time of the Aurora

Borealis of November 17, 1848, as observed at the Royal Observatory of Greenwich.

Greenwich
Mean Time,

184S.
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Table II. Readings of the Horizontal Force Magnet in parts of the whole horizontal force,

about the time of the Aurora Borealis of November 17, 1848, as observed at the Royal Observatory

of Greenwich, the whole force being reckoned 10,000, and increasing numbers denoting an increase

of force.

Greenwich
-Mean Time,

1848.
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" At IS** . 45" the force was at its lowest value, being at that time below its usual value by about

one twenty-fifth part of the whole horizontal force. The force at l**" . 40™ was but little above the

minimum, after which it increased very gradually till about noon of November 18 it nearly reached

the average value for the season and time of day."

Table III. Approximate scale divisions of the Vertical Force Magnet about the time of the

Aurora Borealis of November 17, 1848, as observed at the Royal Observatory of Greenwich.

Increasing readings denote an increase of force. One scale division is equal to the fractional

part 0,00067 of the whole vertical force.

Greenwich
Mean Time,

1848.



XLVI. On Clock Escapements. By Edmund Beckett Denisox, Esq., M.A.,

of Trinity College, Cambridge.

[^Read November 27, 1848.^

In the year 1827 the present Astronomer Royal wrote a paper in the Cambridge Phil. Trans.,

Vol. III. p. 103, "On the Disturbances of Pendulums and the Theory of Escapements,"" in which he

investigated the effects produced on a free pendulum by connecting it with each of the three classes

of escapements ; and from the amount of the disturbance in each case, he inferred the relative merits

of the escapements. He added :
" The Theory of Escapements is by no means complete, but I hope

it will be found that the principal points have been touched on, and that enough has been said to

enable any one else to pursue the subject as far as he may wish."

I know of no work in which the subject has been pursued further ; and therefore I propose to

exhibit a few of the results which are to be obtained by following up Mr. Airy's calculations, and

which I arrived at in investigating the merits of an improved remontoir or gravity escapement, in-

vented and constructed by a friend of mine*, avoiding certain mechanical objections to which such

escapements have hitherto been liable ; and it will be seen, from the following remarks, that they may

be made, by a particular arrangement of the parts, free from the mathematical objection which Mr.

Airy says renders them almost as bad as the common recoil escapement. Mr. Blosam has had some

communication respecting his clock with the .Astronomer Royal ; and 1 shall be glad if he is thereby

induced to complete his Theory of Escapements. In the mean time the following remarks may be

of some use. I shall take the mathematical results, tliough not the practical conclusions, of Mr. Airy s

paper for granted, as they are sufficient for my purpose ; and his method of obtaining them may be

seen either in the volume referred to, or in Pratt's Mechanics, into which the substance of his paper

has been copied.

I shall presume that every one who is at all acquainted with clocks understands the construction

of the Dead Escapement, as it has superseded all others in clocks that are expected (as the clock-

makers say) to perform correctly ; though it does not appear to be generally known from what the

accuracy of its performance really arises. I shall follow Mr. Airy in assuming the maintaining force

to be constant, although it is not quite so, since the inclination of the tooth of the escape-wheel to

the face of tiie pallet is greater at the end of the impulse than at the beginning, by nearly the angle

which the wheel moves through in one beat. Let /3 be the angle which the faces of the pallets make

with their dead or circular part ; then, since the tooth ought to be a tangent to the dead part, /3 will

also be the inclination of the tooth to the face of the pallet at the beginning of the impulse ; and we

shall assume it to remain the same throughout the impulse.

Let Pg be the moving force of the clock-weight referred to the extremity of the escape-wheel's

teeth : p the length of the pallet measured from the axis of suspension of the pendulum : M the

mass of the pendulum, and I its length : 6 its angle with the vertical. Then the equation of

motion is

say, (neglecting the moment of inertia of the wheel, and putting 9 for sin 9 as usual).

* J. .M. Bloxam, Esq., of Lincoln's Inn. Uairister-at-Law.
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Then if a be the extreme value of 9, y the angle at which the impulse begins, and y on the

other side of zero at which it ends, Mr. Airy shews that A, the increase of the time of an oscil-

lation due to the escapement,

ira

= ^^^ (y + 7) (7 - 7) nearly,

y*
if 7 and y are so small, that -^ may be neglected.

]\Ir. Airy remarks :
" This is a quantity extremely minute ; for y and y' are generally small,

and y — y may be made almost as small as we please. It cannot, however, be made absolutely ;

for the wheel must be so adapted to the pallets, that when it is disengaged from one it may strike

the other not on the acting surface, but a little above it ; therefore y' must be greater than y ; but

the difference may be made so small that the effect on the clock's rate shall be almost impercep-

tible. This escapement therefore approaches nearly to absolute perfection ; and in this respect theory

and practice are in exact agreement."

Since A is only the increase in the time of one vibration, and there are 86,400 vibrations in a

day, (assuming the clock to have a second's pendulum,) and a second a day is a large error, it is

worth while to see what A really is. If fVg be the clock-weight, and h its fall in a day ; tiien, since

p iy + y') tan /3 is the thickness of the pallets, or the drop of a tooth in one beat,

-— (7 + 7') tan /3, or (p (7 + 7') -
Mr' '

' ^' ^ "' ' ' Ml 864:00

and this quantity (which we may call F), will be the same for all clocks of the same kind, whatever

/3 or 7 + 7' may be ; and

Now a weight of 2lbs. falling 9 inches a day will keep a well-made clock of this kind vibrating

2" on each side of zero, lis 39 inches, and M is usually about 14lbs. Therefore (allowing nothing

for the friction of the train),

2x9 -033
F =

14 X 39 X 86400 86400

.005 7 - 7 .

and 86400 A = since a = 2" = .035.
.001 a

I understand from clockmakers that 7' - 7 can hardly be made less than 20', and is seldom so

7—7 1

little ; .-. = -, and 86400 A = .8 of a second, nearly. This is the amount of A in a day
a 6

But it is 7iot the error of the clock, being only the difference between the rate of a free pendulum

and one disturbed by this escapement. The error, or, as it is called, the " rate,'''' of the clock,

with the sign changed from what it would naturally have, is the variation of A, which depends

on the variation of a and of F, according to the friction of the train and the pallets.

Differentiating A with regard both to a and F,
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Zira^ 2 Tra*

dF 3da\
. <. J M „ .

(dF 3da\
or the " daily rate = - .8 I I

\ F a J

We see, therefore, that the real merit of this escapement arises from the two causes of error tending

to coimteract each other ; for, though no exact relation can be determined between the changes of

the arc and of the force, since they depend on the changes in the friction of different parts of the

clock, yet it is easy to see that a will diminish when F does, under the influence of increasing

friction as the clock gets dirty. It appears that — is not generally so much as , and

therefore the clock gains as the arc diminisiies. Moreover, the circular error, which is never com-
pletely corrected by the pendulum-spring, I understand, tends to make the clock gain as the arc

diminishes; since dA for the circular error =
, as may be seen from any book on pendulums.

I have in one instance seen the contrary effect take place, where a church-clock, soon after it was
put up, spontaneously increased its arc by more than a degree, from the pallets polishing themselves

more perfectly than had been done by the maker, and at the same time it gained considerably, as

we see it ought to have done. The tendency to gain as tile arc diminishes has led to the practice

of making turret-clocks, which are liable to great changes both in the force and the arc, with a

sliglit recoil in tlic place of the dead part of the pallets, as the effect of the recoil is to diminish

the time as the arc increases.

The principle of nearly all the gravity or remontoir escapements is this : There are two small

arms three or four inches long on each side of the pendulum suspended separately on an axis coinci-

dent with that of the pendulum and moving in the same plane with it : these arms carry a small

weight at their lower ends, and also a detent to stop a tooth of the escape-wheel, and a pallet of some
kind by means of which the arms are alternately raised by the wheel at every beat. The pendulum
in ascending, at an angle y from the vertical, impinges on one of tiie arms, unlocks the wheel and
carries the arni with it as far as it swings ; the arm then descends with the pendulum, not onl\' to y,
but farther to an angle j3, less than -y. The maintaining force of tlie arms therefore acts on the

pendulum through y—fi, and the work which the clock has to do is raising the arms from Q to y.
This is the way in which these escapements have been usually made, I suppose with the view of keep-

ing the pendulum free during as much of its arc as possible ; but we sliall see that it is much better

to make (i = — y, or one arm to be taken up by the pendulum just when the other is left ; and as

it is also more simple, I shall consider that case first.

In order to find the errors of such an escapement, let p be the length of the arms supposed to

be without weight ; Pg the weight they carry at their lower end ; ^ the angle which the arm in con-

tact makes with the pendulum when it is vertical. Then the equation of motion will be

je + ^^ sin (^ + 0)|

di- I Fp'

We may, in considering the error in the going of the clock, neglect the denominator 1 -i-
— , not

only because it very nearly = 1, but because it only causes a permanent change in the effective

• It must be remembered that experiments of altering the I clock is left to itself the arc varies probably more from the varying
clock-weight, to find what eft'ect is produced on the arc, do not friction and state of the oil on tlie pallets than from the change of
represent what takes place in the clock naturally ; for when the

| force in the train.
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length of the pendulum, since one of the arms is, in tiiis form of escapement, always actintr on the

pendulum. And expanding sin (^ + 9) we may put 1 for cos 9, and 9 for sin 9 as before,

d'9 git Pp cos S\^ Posing)

which is of the form -— + - {m9 + <p) = ;

.-. if d) were = the time would = tt \/ , or for a second's pendulum — must = — = tt'' sav,^ gm I m ^

which is a very little less than tt^. The only part of the force which produces an effect involving

the arc is ir'ip, and it is a constant force. Therefore we may apply to it Mr. Airy's expression for

the increase of time due to such a force acting from a down to — -y ; and we have

and it is the same from - -y to the other extremity of the arc ; therefore for the whole oscillation

A = - ^^ Va' - y\
ira

This is, in fact, Mr. Airy's result for a recoil escapement ; and if the pallets of a recoil escape-

ment were made of any regular form, so that we could separate the force into one part varying as the

arc and the other part constant, it would be the same thing as a gravity escapement, only with

much greater friction, and the important difference, that the force depends upon the train, whereas

in a gravity escapement it is independent, and therefore uniform. Mr. Airy proceeds to remark,

that "the differential coefficient of this quantity with respect to a is

2d) a- - 2'y^ dA

Hence it appears that the vibrations are quicker " than they would be without the maintaining force ;

but if the arc be increased while the maintaining force remains the same, the vibrations are slower.

If while the arc remains the same the force be increased, the vibrations are quicker."

CL d ^
But something else appears also : viz. the important fact, that if 7 be made = —y^, -5— = 0,

provided the force remains the same, as it does in a gravity escapement. And luckily this is a per-

fectly practicable value for y, though it is larger than a clockmaker would probable make it

without knowing anything of this result; for if a = 120', 7 will = .7 x 120' = 84', and a - 7,

or the space in which the unlocking has to take place = SQ', which with p = 4 or 5 inches will do

very well for a clock which is liable to such small changes of arc as these are. Therefore a gravity

escapement may be made, in wliich the error will be nothing for a small alteration of the arc ; and

in such an escapement there is no such variation in either force or friction as can cause any material

change in the arc.

In a recoil escapement we should have to differentiate A with respect both to a and
;

Qcbla^-Zy' da , d(i)\

7ra-\v/a^-7^ a ^ ^ Cp j
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This is always negative ; for it cannot be + unless

dip

f . a= - ay
J— IS < —^

^ ,

da a" — y
a

which is impossible, since (p always increases faster than a. Therefore the recoil escapement always

gains as the arc increases, as is well known ; and tlie cause of its infeiioritv to cither of the others

is evident.

But still we want to ascertain what tlie error of a gravity escapement with y of the proper value

will amount to, for some definite value of da, which the clock is not likely to exceed. Therefore we
must find the value of (p.

Now the work done by the clock-weight is raising the weight P through

p|cos (S — y) — cos {S +y)\ = 2p sin S sin y, 86400 times a day.

Then assuming FF and p the same as before (though this clock evidently docs not require the same

maintaining power as the dead escapement with its large amount of friction, I believe not Jialf as

much),

. « . H'/j 2 X ()

2 Pp sin d sin -y = - -— =
;

' 8(i4-00 SGiOO

20 2 Pp ain S 4x9 .01

jT Mlir ^14 X 39 X 8640O7 864OO7'

.-. 86400A = - '-^ \\^a' - y-\ = - 20 sec, if — be made = -2, and = 2"

a'y y
= when y = a.

* a
as a clockmaker would probably make it, in ignorance of the fact that — should = -y/2

;

7
a*

2
. .012da a' - 2y- y' ~ da

.: 86400 SA = —- - ,—- = .012 —': —
7« Va' - y- ^/^ _

J

°

7'

= .577 sec, for the last mentioned value of -, if da = 5'.

7
This then is the daily error of a gravity escapement made, as we may say, at random, for an increase

of the arc of 5', remembering that we have taken (p twice as large as it need be.

..y . .
rfA

But if — is made of the proper magnitude, so as to make = 0, we must differentiate again,
a da

and put a"- = iy'-, in order to find the actual error for a small increase of n : then we have

rf-'A .012 2a
86400

da' a'7 ^a' - y'
'

, , ., -012 2ada da I „ , .^
or the dally rate = _ — = — 01 a second, if aa = 5 .

cr /a' « -IS

7'V — - 1

7
Vol. VIII. Part V. 4N
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And we see that the clock will gain if a be either increased or diminished from y \/2. Therefore if

the pendulum be adjusted when the clock is clean to vibrate 2' or s' more than 7\/2, the arc may
diminish (and it will never spontaneously increase) as much as s' or 6' with even a much less error

than that above deduced, which it is to be remembered was already too large in consequence of our

assuming the same maintaining force as in the dead escapement.

I have omitted in this calculation the effect of the impact of the pendulum against the arms, and

the small friction at unlocking, as I found in the calculations which I made retaining them, that

they only introduced a very small term of a lower order than (p.

There is another form of the gravity escapement, in which, instead of one arm being taken

up just as the other is left, the pendulum is free for some space in the middle of its arc. This

is evidently inferior to the otiier, for if the arc varies, the proportion between the time during

which the pendulum has only its own moment of inertia, and that during which it has that of

one of the arms also, will vary. And it will be seen that the inferiority is still greater from

another cause.

For if we put y for the angle at which each arm is met by the pendulum, and /3 for that to

whicli it descends; then for the two portions of the arc in which the pendulum is acted on by the

arms, we may integrate the same expression as before, only from y to a, and down again to /3

;

7ra

dA (p fa=-2/3= a^-2 7=\
and = -^A— . — H . „ >•

da Tra-'i^a'-Li^ \/a' - y'\/^2 x/a' - y'

One value of /3 and y that will make this = is evidently /3 = ± 7 = —=; but if /3 = 7 there

is no maintaining power; and if ^ = - 7 it becomes the former kind of clock. In order to find

other values,

then we shall find that

Let a= - /3' = .r- ; ••. a' -2 (i'=2 w' - a'

a' — y^ = If; .' a^ — 2 y^ = 2 y^ - a'

dA
= 0, i{ — = wy = s/a^ - ^- s/d' —

da 2

Since the value of—= for /3 and 7 is useless, let us take the highest value for /3 that will leave

a — /3 of a sufficient size to secure the unlocking always taking place ; which can hardly be less

than 30' with arms of moderate length : then /3 will be 90' and 7 = 78'. And this leaves only 12'

for the maintaining power to act through. An escapement of this sort is therefore barely practi-

cable ; and in it the weight of the arms, and consequently the errors of the clock, must be much
larger than in one where the action takes place through 84' on each side of zero. This kind of

escapement, however, would do for such a clock in which the force acts on the bob of the pendulum

for a short distance at each extremity of the arc—the worst possible place, unless the arc through

whicli it acts satisfies the above condition. However, the object of this paper was to shew that,

mathematically speaking, gravity escapements may be made very superior to the dead escapement

with its large amount of friction and variation of arc, and to remove the cloud which has hitherto

lain over them in consequence of it being supposed that whatever mechanical improvements miglit

be made in them, they must remain liable to an insuperable mathematical objection.

E. B. DENISON.
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of Trinity College, Cambridge.

[Read February 26, 1849.]

I HAVE given above a general description of a remontoir escapement, and shewn its advantages

when properly made. But a remontoir apparatus may be introduced below the escape-wheel of a

common escapement, and will have the same effect as a remontoir escapement, except that it will

not remove the variable friction of the pallets, and will generally introduce some friction of its own.

For astronomical clocks, probably a remontoir escapement is the best construction. But there is

another class of clocks on which some attention has at last begun to be bestowed in this country,

and which, from the great length and weight that may be given to their pendulums, are capable,

when properly made, of excelling the performance of most astronomical clocks : I mean turret-

clocks. And these clocks require a remontoir more than all others, on account of the great in-

equality in the force of the train, arising from tlie varving friction of the very heavy machinery,

and the occasional exposure of the oil to a freezing temj)erature, and the action of the wind on

the hands.

Now any remontoir escapement, to satisfy the condition which I have shewn ought to be

satisfied by them, will require great accuracy in its construction, and will be too expensive to

have any chance of being generally adopted. Moreover, there are two other conditions which a

turret-clock must satisfy, in order to be of any use as a public regulator of other clocks; viz. that

of striking the first blow at exactly the proper second, and that of enabling people to distinguish

every twentieth or thirtieth second by a quick and visible motion of the minute-hand only at those

intervals. These conditions were laid down by the Astronomer-Royal for the Royal Exchange
Clock, and are also projwsed by him for the great Clock for the Houses of Parliament. And these

conditions, especially the second of them, can only be satisfied by introducing a remontoir into the

train somewhere between the dial-work and the escapement. In the Exchange Clock a small weight

is raised by a wheel with internal teeth at every twentieth second : in some French turret-clocks

the weight is raised in a somewhat similar manner by two bevelled wheels: in a clock put up

in Edinburgh in the last century, mentioned by Reid in his book on Clock-making, there was

an endless chain remontoir (which has also been attempted again in France) ; but it was removed

on account of the rapid wearing both of the chain and the letting-ofF pins. But for this, and

the variable friction of such a chain, that kind of remontoir is probably the most tempting, as

it is the most simple, of the gravity remontoirs. Both the other constructions are complicated

and expensive, and have a good deal of friction of their own ; and though I think a different

kind of gravity remontoir may still be made, more simple and quite as effective (which however

I shall not stay to describe), I am inclined to propose a spring remontoir as superior to any

gravity one, on account of the greater facility of its construction, and the unusual circumstance

of its being possible totally to exclude friction in its application ; and I may also mention, as an

incidental advantage, that it possesses a sort of natural compensation, the spring being stronger

in cold weather, when the oil on the pallets is less fluid, and therefore a greater maintaining

force is required. I find indeed that a spring remontoir is not new, having been tried in France,

4 n2
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but without success, from evident defects in its construction, the clock sometimes failing to wind

it up, which of course need no more happen with a spring than a gravity remontoir. It seems

also to have been applied to a peculiar kind of escapement ; which was trying two experiments

at once,—always an unscientific proceeding.

The obvious mode of applying a spring remontoir is to make the pinion of the escape-wheel

ride upon the axis instead of being fixed to it, and to connect the pinion and the wheel by a

spiral spring. Then if the pinion is turned (say) a quarter round by the train at intervals,

the wheel will be driven through a quarter of a revolution by the force of the spring only.

This is the plan I find described for the French spring remontoir, and a similar one has been

proposed by Mr. Airy, only to be wound up at every beat by means of a double escape-wheel and

pallets, and the principle of it was applied to a chronometer many years ago. But if nothing

more than this is done, the escape-wheel axis will have to turn within the pinion, as in a socket

with considerable pressure and friction upon it, which will probably be worse than the ordinary

friction of the train. The method I propose therefore is, to make the pinion (a brass lantern-

pinion, having the inner end of the spiral spring attached to it) ride upon a steel pin fixed to

the frame in the same line as the axis of the escape-wheel, and having in its end (or rather

in a piece of brass screwed on to its end) the pivot hole for the escape-wheel axis. The outer

end of the spring is to take hold of what I believe is called a dog (the shape of which will be

best described by the drawing), which screws on to the escape-wheel axis (the screw also acting

as a counterpoise), so that the tension of the spring can be adjusted to make the pendulum swing

as far as is required. It is evident that the wheel will thus be driven by the spring without

any friction.

The mode of letting off the train at intervals, adopted in the
^^^ ^

Exchange Clock and the above-mentioned Clock by Reid, is by fixing

two or more sets of long teeth on spikes in two or more planes on the

broad rim of a wheel on the same axis as the wheel which drives the

escape-wlieel pinion ; and notches are cut nearly half through the escape-

wheel axis over each set of spikes, which will let a spike pass through

whenever the corresponding notch is in its lowest position ; and the

driving wheel is then stopped by one of the other set of spikes coming
against the axis in a place where the corresponding notch is not yet in a

position to let that spike pass. The objection to this is, that the spikes

strike the axis with considerable force, and also press on it pretty heavily

when at rest, which causes additional friction and requires a stronger

maintaining power than would otherwise be necessary. The blow against

the axis it is already proposed to diminish by a fly, to restrain the

velocity of the train when it is let off; and a fly is now used in the

French remontoirs ; where however it is much less needed, for they are

let off by pins raising a lever just like a common striking part; and it

does not signify how hard the lever is struck. But this plan also is

objectionable because of the friction and loss of power in the escape-

wheel in raising such a lever, which is much more than would be due
to the pressure of the same lever, if only exerting a dead pressure on the

axis until it slips through a notch.

I propose to use a fly, but more for the sake of diminishing the pres-

sure on the escape-wheel axis than of diminishing the velocity of the

train ; which is immaterial, except so far as it effects the escape-wheel.

The two letting-off pins are to be one at each end of the fly ; and if the

radius of the fly is equal to the diameter of the driving wheel, and the ,, . • ^ r^ ,. ^•^ ' o ' Erid view of Cyhnder.
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fly makes twelve revolutions for one of the driving wheel, the fly-pins will only exert ^th of the

pressure on the axis that the spikes on the driving wheel exert. The fly is very light and made of

thin brass, and is of itself a spring; and so its axis will not be stopped with a sudden shock, and

the impact of the end of the fly on the escape-wheel axis may be made inconsiderable. This axis

must be prolonged beyond the frame, to allow a fly of larger radius than the driving wheel to be

used, and must end in a cylinder about half an inch thick. If the remontoir is to be let off every

thirty seconds, which is a better interval for observation than twenty, the projecting cylinder may

have two notches cut in it as before described, if the escape-wheel revolves in a minute. But

it is generally made to revolve in two minutes, in order to save a wheel in the train; and in that

case the letting off may he done better than with a four-armed fly, by making two notches across the

end of the cylinder, at riglit angles to each other, one broad, and the other narrow and deeper, so

that a broad pin will pass through one of the notches only, and a narrow and long pin through the

other only. These pins are of course to be parallel to the axis of the fly ; and the fly pinion must

have half the number of leaves that the escape-wheel pinion has, whatever may be the number of

teeth of the driving wheel. A Church-clock is now making on this plan. I have added a

drawing of the material parts, placed in the way most convenient for shewing their action.

E. B. DENISON.



XLVIII. Oh the Formation of the Central Spot of Newton's Rings beyond the Critical

Angle. By G. G. Stokes, M.A., Fellow of Pembroke College, Cambridge.

[Read December 11, 1848.]

When Newton''s Rings are formed between the under surface of a prism and the upper surface

of a lens, or of another prism with a slightly convex face, there is no difficulty in increasing the angle

of incidence on the under surface of the first prism till it exceeds the critical angle. On viewing the

rings formed in this manner, it is found that they disappear on passing the critical angle, but that the

central black spot remains. The most obvious way of accounting for the formation of the spot under

tiiese circumstances is, perhaps, to suppose that the forces which the material particles exert on the

ether extend to a small, but sensible distance from the surface of a refracting medium; so that in the

case under consideration the two pieces of glass are, in the immediate neighbourhood of the point of

contact, as good as a single uninterrupted medium, and therefore no reflection taives place at the

surfaces. This mode of explanation is however liable to one sei"ious objection. So long as the angle

of incidence falls short of the critical angle, the central spot is perfectly explained, along with the rest

of the system of which it forms a part, by ordinary reflection and refraction. As the angle of inci-

dence gradually increases, passing through the critical angle, the appearance of the central spot changes

gradually, and but slightly. To account then for the existence of this spot by ordinary reflection

and refraction so long as the angle of incidence falls short of the critical angle, but by the finite

extent of the sphere of action of the molecular forces when the angle of incidence exceeds the critical

angle, would be to give a discontinuous expiation to a continuous phenomenon. If we adopt the

latter mode of explanation in the one case we must adopt it in the other, and thus separate the theory

of the central spot from that of the rings, which to all appearance belong to the same system; although

the admitted theory of the rings fully accounts likewise for the existence of the spot, and not only for

its existence, but also for some remarkable modifications which it undergoes in certain circumstances*.

Accordingly the existence of the central spot beyond the critical angle has been attributed by

Dr. Lloyd, without hesitation, to the disturbance in the second medium which takes the place of that

which, when the angle of incidence is less than the critical angle, constitutes the refracted light f.

The expression for the intensity of the light, whether reflected or transmitted, has not however been

hitherto given, so far as I am aware. The object of the present paper is to supply this deficiency.

In explaining on dynamical principles the total internal reflection of light, mathematicians have

been led to an expression for the disturbance in the second medium involving an exponential, which

contains in its index the perpendicular distance of the point considered from the surface. It follows

from this expression that the disturbance is insensible at the distance of a small multiple of the

length of a wave from the surface. This circumstance is all that need be attended to, so far as the

refracted light is concerned, in explaining total internal reflection ; but in considering the theory of

the central spot in Newton''s Rings, it is precisely the superficial disturbance just mentioned that must

be taken into account. In the present paper I have not adopted any special dynamical theory : I

have preferred deducing my results from FresneFs formulje for the intensities of reflected and re-

• I allude especially to the phenomena described by Mr. Airy I f Report on the present state of Physical Optics. Reports of

in a paper printed in the fourth Volume of tlie Cambridge Philoso- the British Association. Vol. iii. p. 310.

phical Tratisactions, p. 4flU. '
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fracted polarized light, which in the case considered became imaginary, interpreting these imaginary

expressions, as has been done by Professor O'Brien*, in the way in which general dynamical con-

siderations show that they ought to be interpreted.

By means of these expressions, it is easy to calculate the intensity of the central spot. I have

only considered the case in which the first and third media are of the same nature : the more general

case does not seem to be of any particular interest. Some conclusions follow from the expression

for the intensity, relative to a slight tinge of colour about the edge of the spot, and to a difference in

the size of the spot ascending as it is seen by light polarized in, or by light polarized perpendicularly

to the plane of incidence, which agree with experiment.

1. Let a plane wave of light be incident, either externally or internally, on the surface of an

ordinary refracting medium, suppose glass. Regard the surface as plane, and take it for the plane

xy ; and refer the media to the rectangular axes of .r, y, z, the positive part of the latter being

situated in the second medium, or that into which the refraction takes place. Let /, m, n be the

cosines of the angles at which the normal to the incident wave, measured in the direction of

propagation, is inclined to the axes; so that m = if we take, as we are at liberty to do, the axis

of y parallel to the trace of the incident wave on the reflecting surface. Let T', F, V denote the

incident, reflected, and refracted vibrations, estimated either by displacements or by velocities, it

does not signify which ; and let a, a, a denote the coefficients of vibration. Then we have the

following possible system of vibrations :

V = a cos ^~ (vt — Lv — nz),

V^= a^ cos— (vt - Ix + nz),

V = a cos —y {v t - I X - n z),
\

(A).

In these expressions v, v' are the velocities of propagation, and X, X' the lengths of wave, in the

first and second media ; so that v, v', and the velocity of propagation in vacuum, are proportional

to X, X', and the length of wave in vacuum : '/ is the sine, and n the cosine of the angle of incidence,

/' the sine, and n the cosine of the angle of refraction, these quantities being connected by

the equations

- = -, n = \/l -P, n =y/l - /'-. (1).
V V

2. The system of vibrations (A) is supposed to satisfy certain linear differential equations of

motion belonging to the two media, and likewise certain linear equations of condition at the surface of

separation, for which « = 0. These equations lead to certain relations between a, a., and a, by virtue

of which the ratios of a^ and a' to a are certain functions of /, r, and r', and it might be also

of X. The equations, being satisfied identically, will continue to be satisfied when I' becomes

greater than 1, and consequently n' imaginary, which may happen, provided v' > v ; but the

interpretation before given to the equations {A) and (l) fails.

When n' becomes imaginary, and equal to v'\/—li v being equal to y/P — 1, z, instead of

appearing under a circular function in the third of equations (.4), appears in one of the exponentials

e**'", A;' being equal to ^ . By changing the sign of v — 1 we should get a second system
X

of equations (^), satisfying, like the first system, all the equations of the problem ; and we should

• Cambridge Philosophical Transactiotis, Vol. viii. p. 20
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get two new systems by writing vt + — for vt. By combining these four systems by addition and

subtraction, which is allowable on account of the linearity of our equations, we should be able to get

rid of the imaginary quantities, and likewise of the exponential e"^*"^, which does not correspond to

the problem, inasmuch as it relates to a disturbance which increases indefinitely in going from the

surface of separation into the second medium, and which could only be produced by a disturbing

cause existing in the second medium, whereas none such is supposed to exist.

3. The analytical process will be a good deal simplified by replacing the expressions (A) by

the following symbolical expressions for the disturbance, where k is put for — , so that kv = k v ;

7 = a/""-'*+"*'^^, (B).

r = .

In these expressions, if each exponential of the form e^^"' be replaced by cos P + \/ - i sin P, the

real part of the expressions will agree with {J), and therefore will satisfy the equations of the pro-

blem. The coefficients of \/- 1 in the imaginary part will be derived from the real part by writing

f + — for t, and therefore will form a system satisfying the same equations, since the form of these

equations is supposed in no way to depend on the origin of the time ; and since the equations are

linear they will be satisfied by the complete expressions (J?).

Suppose now I' to become greater than 1, so that n becomes ±c v — 1. Whichever sign we

take, the real and imaginary parts of the expressions (B), which must separately satisfy the equations

of motion and the equations of condition, will represent two possible systems of waves; but the

upper sign does not correspond to the problem, for the reason already mentioned, so that we must

use the lower sign. At the same time that n becomes v'\/ — 1, let a, a^, a become

p,'^\ p/^', pe'-^, respectively:

then we have the symbolical system

F=pe-«.V^. £*""-''+--)V^, } ... (C),

of which the real part

r = ^ cos \k(vt - Ix - nz) -6]
"I

V^= p,cos\k(:vt- la!+n!g)-e}, \ ... {D).

V = p' e"*"- cos {k\v't - I'.v) -6'},
J

forms the system required.

As I shall frequently have occasion to allude to a disturbance of the kind expressed by the

last of equations (D), it will be convenient to have a name for it, and I shall accordingly call it

a superficial undulation.

4. The interpretation of our results is not yet complete, inasmuch as it remains to consider

what is meant by V' . AVhen the vibrations are perpendicular to the plane of incidence there is no
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difficulty. In this case, whether the angle of incidence be greater or less than the critical angle,

V denotes a displacement, or else a velocity, perpendicular to the plane of incidence. When the

vibrations are in the plane of incidence, and the angle of incidence is less than the critical angle,

V denotes a displacement or velocity in the direction of a line lying in the plane a^z, and inclined

at angles tt — «', ~{~ ~ i) to the axes of x, z, i' being the angle of refraction. But when the

angle of incidence exceeds the critical angle there is no such thing as an angle of refraction, and
the preceding interpretation fails. Instead therefore of considering the whole vibration V, consider

its resolved parts VJ, Vj in the direction of the axes of .r, z. Then when tiie angle of incidence is less

than the critical angle, we have

17 = - w' r = - cos i' .V; T'/ = I' V = sin i' . V,

V being given by (A), and being reckoned positive in that direction which makes an acute angle

with the positive part of the axis of z. When the angle of incidence exceeds the critical ano-le, we

must first replace the coefficient of V' in V/, namely - n, by i-'e'^'^'"', and then, retaining v

for the coefficient, add — to the phase, according to what was exj)laincd in the preceding article.

Hence, when the vibrations take place in the plane of incidence, and the angle of incidence

exceeds the critical angle, V in (Z>) must be interpreted to mean an expression from which the

vibrations in the directions of a;, z may be obtained by multiplying by v, I', respectively, and

increasing the phase in the former case by — . Consequently, so far as depends on the third

of equations (D), tlie particles of ether in the second medium describe small ellipses lyin"' in

the plane of incidence, tlie semi-axes of the ellipses being in tlie directions of .r, z, and beinn- pro-

portional to v', i', and the direction of revolution being the same as that in which the incident ray

would iiave to revolve in order to diminish the angle of incidence.

Although the elliptic paths of the particles lie in the plane of incidence, tliat does not prevent

the superficial vibration just considered from being of the nature of transversal vibrations. For it

is easy to see that the equation

dv; d VJ _
dx dz

is satisfied ; and this equation expresses the condition that there is no change of density, which is the

distinguishing characteristic of transversal vibrations.

5. When the vibrations of the incident light take place in the plane of incidence, it appears

from investigation that tlie equations of condition relative to the surface of separation of tiie two

media cannot be satisfied by means of a system of incident, reflected, and refracted waves, in which

the vibrations are transversal. If the media be capable of transmitting normal vibrations witli

velocities com])arable with those of transversal vibrations, there will be produced, in addition to

the waves already mentioned, a series of reflected and a series of refracted waves in wliich the

vibrations are normal, provided the angle of incidence be less than either of the two critical angles

corresponding to the reflected and refracted normal vibrations respectively. It has been shewn
however by Green, in a most satisfactory manner, tliat it is necessary to suppose the velocities of

propagation of normal vibrations to be incomparably greater than those of transversal vibrations,

whicli comes to the same thing as regarding the ether as sensibly incompressible; so that the two

critical angles mentioned above must be considered evanescent*. Consequently the reflected and

* Cambridye I'hilosopUical Transactions, Vol. vii. p. 2.

Vol.. VIII. r.\RT V. 4
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refracted normal waves are replaced by undulations of the kind which I have called superficial.

Now the existence of these superficial undulations does not affect the interpretation which has been

given to the expressions (A) when the angle of incidence becomes greater than the critical angle

corresponding to the refracted transversal wave; in fact, so far as regards that interpretation, it

is immaterial whether the expressions (A) satisfy the linear equations of motion and condition

alone, or in conjunction with other terms referring to the normal waves, or rather to the superficial

undulations which are their representatives. The expressions (Z>) however will not represent the

whole of the disturbance in the two media, but only that part of it which relates to the transversal

waves, and to the superficial undulation which is the representative of the refracted transversal wave.

6. Suppose now that in the expressions {J) n becomes imaginary, n remaining real, or that

w and 7i' both become imaginary. The former case occurs in the theory of Newton's Rings when

the angle of incidence on the surface of the second medium becomes greater than the critical angle,

and we are considering the superficial undulation incident on the third medium : the latter case

would occur if the third medium as well as the second were of lower refractive power than the

first, and the angle of incidence on the surface of the second were greater than either of the critical

angles corresponding to refraction out of the first into the second, or out of the first into the third.

Consider the case in which n becomes imaginary, n remaining real ; and let ^//^ — \ = v. Then

it may be shewn as before that we must put — v \/ — 1, and not v v — ^, for n ; and using p, 6

in the same sense as before, we get the symbolical system,

r = pe-^^'~. t"''. e^f' -'^>^^~,
} (£),

to which corresponds the real system

V =^ pe-""-' cos \k{vt - Lt) - e\,
I

V = p/"' cos {k(vt - Lv) - 0}, (F).

V'= p'cos\k'{v't.-l'x-n'z) -0'],
J

When the vibrations take place in the plane of incidence, V and F in these expressions must

be interpreted in the same way as before. As far as regards the incident and reflected superficial

undulations, the particles of ether in the first medium will describe small ellipses lying in the plane

of incidence. The ellipses will be similar and similarly situated in the two cases ; but the direction

of revolution will be in the case of the incident undulation the same as that in which the refracted

ray would have to turn in order to diminish the angle of refraction, whereas in the reflected

undulation it will be the opposite.

It is unnecessary to write down the formula? which apply to the case in which 7i and n both

become imaginary.

7- If we choose to employ real expressions, such as (Z)) and {F), we have this general rule.

When any one of the undulations, incident, reflected, or refracted, becomes superficial, remove s:

from under the circular function, and insert the exponential e~'"'~, e'"", or e"''"'", according as the

incident, reflected, or refracted undulation is considered. At the same time put the coefficients,

which become imaginary, under the form p (cos 6 ± \/— 1 sin 6), the double sign corresponding

to the substitution of ± y y'- i, or ± i/ \/ — i for w or n, retain the modulus p for coefficient,

and subtract 9 from the phase.

It will however be far more convenient to employ symbolical expressions such as (S). These

expressions will remain applicable without any change when n or n' becomes imaginarv : it will
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only be necessary to observe to take ± ;/ s/ — 1, or ± v \/ — 1 with the negative sign. If we had

chosen to employ the expressions {B) with the opposite sign in the index, which would have done

equally well, it would then have been necessary to take the positive sign.

8. We are now prepared to enter on the regular calculation of the intensity of the central

spot ; but before doing so it will be proper to consider how far we are justified in omitting the

consideration of the superficial undulations which, when the vibrations are in the plane of incidence,

are the representatives of normal vibrations. These undulations may conveniently be called normal

superficial undulations, to distinguish them from the superficial undulations expressed by the third

of equations (.D), or the first and second of equations (/^), which may be called transversal. The
former name however might, without warning, be calculated to carry a false impression ; for the

undulations spoken of are not propagated by way of condensation and rarefaction ; the disturbance

is in fact precisely the same as that which exists near the surface of deep water when a series of

oscillatory waves is propagated along it, altliough the cause of the propagation is extremelv

different in the two cases.

Now in the ordinary theory of Newton's Rings, no account is taken of the normal superficial

undulations which may be supposed to exist ; and the result so obtained from theory agrees very well

with observation. When the angle of incidence passes through the critical angle, although a material

change takes place in the nature of the refracted transversal undulation, no such change takes place

in the case of the normal superficial undulations: the critical angle is in fact nothing particular as

regards these undulations. Consequently, we should expect the result obtained from theory when

the normal superficial undulations are left out of consideration to agree as well with experiment

beyond the critical angle as within it.

9. It is however one thing to show why we are justified in expecting a near accordance between

the simplified theory and experiment, beyond the critical angle, in consequence of the observed

accordance within that angle; it is another thing to show why a near accordance ought to be expected

both in the one case and in the other. The following considerations will show that the effect of the

normal superficial undulations on the observed phenomena is most probably very slight.

At the point of contact of the first and third media, the reflection and refraction will take place

as if the second medium were removed, so that the first and third were in contact throughout. Now
Fresnel's expressions satisfy the condition of giving the same intensity for the reflected and refracted

light whether we suppose the refraction to take place directlj' out of the first medium into the

third, or take into account the infinite number of reflections which take place when the second

medium is interposed, and then suppose the thickness of the interposed medium to vanish. Conse-

quently the expression we shall obtain for the intensity by neglecting the normal superficial undu-

lations will be strictly correct for the point of contact, Fresners expressions being supposed correct,

and of course will be sensibly correct for some distance round that point. Again, the expression for

the refracted normal superficial undulation will contain in the index of the exponential - A / ar, in

place of — A; V r— —r^z, which occurs in the expression for the refracted transversal superficial

undulation ; and therefore the former kind of undulation will decrease much more rapidly, in receding

from the surface, than the latter, so that the effect of the former will be insensible at a distance from

the point of contact at which the eftect of the latter is still important. If we combine these two

considerations, we can hardly suppose the ett'ect of the normal superficial undulations at intermediate

points to be of any material importance.

10. The phenomenon of Newton's Rings is the only one in which I see at present any chance

of rendering these undulations sensible in experiment : for the only way in which I can conceive

them to be rendered sensible is, by their again producing transversal vibrations ; and in consequence

of the rapid diminution of the disturbance on receding from the surface, this can only happen when

+ 02
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there exists a second reflecting surface in close proximity with the first. It is not my intention to

pursue the subject further at present, but merely to do for angles of incidence greater than the

critical angle what has long ago been done for smaller angles, in which case light is refracted in the

ordinary way. Before quitting the subject however I would observe that, for the reasons already

mentioned, the near accordance of observation with the expression for the intensity obtained when

the normal superficial undulations are not taken into consideration cannot be regarded as any valid

argument against the existence of such undulations.

11. Let Newton's Rings be formed between a prism and a lens, or a second prism, of the same

kind of glass. Suppose the incident light polarized, either in the plane of incidence, or in a plane

perpendicular to the plane of incidence. Let the coefficient of vibration in the incident light be

taken for unity ; and, according to the notation employed in Airy's Tract, let the coeificient be mul-

tiplied by b for reflection and by c for refraction when light passes from glass into air, and by e for

reflection and / for refraction when light passes from air into glass. In the case contemplated b, c,

e, f become imaginary, but that will be taken into account further on. Then the incident vibration

will be represented symbolically by
kivt-la:-nz)\/-i

C »

according to the notation already employed ; and the reflected and refracted vibrations will be repre-

sented by

Consider a point at which the distance of the pieces of glass is D ; and, as in the usual investi-

gation, regard the plate of air about that point as bounded by parallel planes. When the superficial

undulation represented by the last of the preceding expressions is incident on the second surface, the

coefficient of vibration will become cq, q being put for shortness in place of e"*"^; and the reflected

and refracted vibrations will be represented by

% being now measured from the lower surface. It is evident tliat each time that the undulation

passes from one surface to the other the coefficient of vibration will be multiplied by q, while the

phase will remain the same. Taking account of the infinite series of reflections, we get for the sym-

bolical expression for the reflected vibration

{b + cefq'{l + e'q^ + eUt + ,..)\
/("'-'-+"--'n/^.

Summing the geometric series, we get for the coefficient of the exponential

1 - ^q^

Now it follows from Fresnel's expressions that

b = -e, cf=i- e=*

These substitutions being made in the coefficient, we get for the symbolical expression for the

reflected vibration

V.1 ~ 9 ) " MVt'lX+ 7,Z)\/^ (G).
1 — q'^b^

• I have proved these equations in a very simple manner, without any reference to Fresnel's formulae, in a paper which will appear in

the next number of the Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal,
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Let the coefficient, which is imaginary, be put under the form o (cos \I^ + v/— 1 sin \!/) ; then

the real part of the whole expression, namely

p cos [k {vt — Ix + nz) + y\/\,

will represent the vibration in the reflected light, so that p' is the intensity, and \|/ the acceleration

of phase.

12. Let i be the angle of incidence on the first surface of the plate of air, yu the refractive

index of glass ; and let \ now denote the length of wave in air. Then in the expression for q

k V =— Vfi" sin^i — 1.

In the expression for b we must, according to Art. 2, take the imaginary expression for cos i'

with the negative sign. We thus get for light polarized in the plane of incidence (Airy's Tract,

p. 362, 2nd edition*), changing the sign of v — I,

6 = cos 20 + \/^\ sin 2 Q,

where

. \/ IL- sin'^i - 1 , ^tan^ = -~- (2).
fji cosi

Putting C for the coefficient in the expression {G), we have

6-' - (fb (1 - q") cos 20 - v/^ (1 + <f) sin 20

^ (1 -<f)\(\ - ?-)cos20 + \/^(l + ?')siD20|

(1 - (fy + 47- sin' 20
'

whence

1 + 9' ^
tan \\, = tan 20 (3),•^1-7- ^ '

^ ~ (l-9-T+4^sin^20 ^^^'

where

1 = e ^
(5).

If we take p positive, as it will be convenient to do, we must take \^ so that cos \^ and cos 2

may have the same sign. Hence from (3) sin \j/ must be positive, since sin 2 is positive, inasmuch

as lies between and —
. Hence, of the two angles lying between - ir and tf which satisfy (2),

we must take that which lies between and w.

For light polarized perpendicularly to the plane of incidence, we have merely to substitute (b for

in the equations (3) and (4), where

tand) = ^—!-!=
, (6).

cos {
'

The value of q does not depend on the nature of the polarization.

• Mr. Airy speaks of" vibrations perpendicular to the plane of I which requires us to enter into the question whether the vibrations

incidence," and " vibrations parallel to the plane of incidence, " in plane polarized light are in or perpendicular to the plane of

adopting the theory of fresnel ; but there is nothing in this paper i polarization.
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13. For the transmitted light we have an expression similar to (G), with — nz in place of 71 z,

and a different coefficient C^, where

When the light is polarized in the plane of incidence we have

- yj - 1 . 27 sin 20

' (1 - q) cos 20 - y/- 1 (1 + 9^) sin 2

_ 27 sin 20 {(] + 7^) sin 20 - \/- 1 (l - 7=) cos 20'(
~

(1 - q^y + 47-sin'20

so that if \|/-^ and p^ refer to the transmitted light we have

••(7);

1 -0=
tan\|, = cot 20 (8),^'1+9' ^

4cr^sin^20
, ^

••-(9)-
(1 - q^f + 47^sin-20

If we take
p^

positive, as it will be supposed to be, we must take \\f^ such that cos \|/^ may be

positive ; and therefore, of the two angles lying between - tt and -k which satisfy (8), we must

choose that which lies between and + —
. Hence, since from (.S) and (8) \\f ^ is of the form

TT ... ,
,

"
\|/ + —V 71-n; n bemg an integer, we must take -^ ^ = xy .

For light polarized perpendicularly to the plane of incidence we have only to put for 0. It

follows from (4) and (9) that the sum of the intensities of the reflected and transmitted light is equal

to unity, as of course ought to be the case. This renders it unnecessary to discuss the expression

for the intensity of the transmitted light.

14. Taking the expression (4) for the intensity of the reflected light, consider first how it varies

on receding from the point of contact.

As the point of contact Z) = 0, and therefore from (5) 9 = 1, and therefore ^ = 0, or there is

absolute darkness. On receding from the point of contact q decreases, but slowly at first, inasmuch

as -D varies as r', r being the distance from the point of contact. It follows from (4) that the

intensity p~ varies ultimately as rS so that it increases at first with extreme slowness. Consequently

the darkness is, as far as sense can decide, perfect for some distance round the point of contact.

Further on q decreases more rapidly, and soon becomes insensible. Consequently the intensity de-

creases, at first rapidly, and then slowly again as it approaches its limiting value 1, to which it soon

becomes sensibly equal. All this agrees with observation.

15. Consider next the variation of intensity as depending on the colour. The change in and

d) in passing from one colour to another is but small, and need not here be taken into account : the

(juantity whose variation it is important to consider is q. Now it follows from (5) that q changes

the more rapidly in receding from the point of contact the smaller be X. Consequently the spot

must be smaller for blue light than for red ; and therefore towards the edge of the spot seen by

reflection, that is beyond the edge of the central portion of it, which is black, there is a predominance

of the colours at the blue end of the spectrum ; and towards the edge of the bright spot seen by

transmission the colours at the red end predominate. The tint is more conspicuous in the trans-
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niitted, than in the reflected light, in consequence of the quantity of white light reflected about the

edge of the spot. The separation of colours is however but slight, compared with what takes place

in dispersion or diffraction, for two reasons. First, the point of minimum intensity is the same for

all the colours, and the only reason why there is any tint produced is, that the intensity approaches

more rapidly to its limiting value 1 in the case of the blue than in the case of the red. Secondly,

the same fraction of the incident light is reflected at points for which Z) 0= X, and therefore r cc -y/X

;

and therefore, on this account also, the separation of colours is less than in diffraction, where the

colours are arranged according to the values of X, or in dispersion, where they are arranged according

to values of X~- nearly. These conclusions agree with observation. A faint blueish tint may be

perceived about the dark spot seen by reflection ; and the fainter portions of the bright spot seen

by transmission are of a decided reddish brown.

16. Let us now consider the dependance of the size of the spot on the nature of the polarization.

Let s be the ratio of the intensity of the transmitted light to that of the reflected ; «,, s^, the par-

ticular values of s belonging to light polarized in the plane of incidence and to light polarized

perpendicularly to the plane of incidence respectively ; then

iq^ s.\n'29 47*sin=2

s, /sin20\^ ,

Now according as s is greater or less, the spot is more or less conspicuous ; that is, conspicuous

in regard to extent, and intensity at some distance from the point of contact ; for in the immediate

neighbourhood of that point the light is in all cases wholly transmitted. Very near the critical angle

we have from (10) 8.,= n*s„ and therefore tiic spot is much more conspicuous for light polarized

perpendicularly to the plane of incidence than for light polarized in that plane. As i increases the

spots seen in the two cases become more and more nearly equal in magnitude : they become exactly

alike when i = i, where

1 +M-
When i becomes greater than j the order of magnitude is reversed ; and the spots become more

and more unequal as i increases. When i = f)0" we have «, = ji*So, so that the inequality becomes very

great. This however must be understood with reference to relative, not absolute magnitude; for

when the angle of incidence becomes very great both spots become very small.

I have verified these conclusions by viewing the spot through a rhomb of Iceland spar, with its

])rinti])al plane either parallel or perpendicular to the plane of incidence, as well as by using a

doubly refracting prism ; but I have not attempted to determine experimentally the angle of inci-

dence at which the spots arc exactly equal. Indeed, it could not be determined in this way with

any precision, because the difference between the spots is insensible through a considerable range of

incidence.

17. It is worthy of remark that the angle of incidence 1 at which the spots are equal, is exactly

that at which the difference of acceleration of phase of the oppositely polarized pencils, which arises

from total internal reflection, is a maximum.

W^hen / = t we have

sin 2O = sin 20 = ^; ; whence cot = tan = ii...(l\) ;

/U" + 1

and P =-,
,^.. , \„., ^ \, ., , , where = 6 ^ ^'^- + '...(12).

^ (1 + exO' (1 - 7-)' + i6mV ^
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If we determine in succession the angles 9, ^, rj from the equations cot 9 = //, tan ^= rj, tan tj
—

sin 2 9 tan 2 ^, we have /o/ = ^ — p^ = ^ versin 2r]. The expression for the intensity may be adapted

to numerical computation in the same way for any angle of incidence, except tiiat 9 or cp must be

determined by (2) or (0) instead of (11), and q by (5) instead of (12).

18. When light is incident at the critical angle, which I shall denote by y, the expression for

the intensity takes the form -
. Putting for shortness Y/^^^in^^-l^ = m'? ^e have ultimately

yu cos Ii s/f/ - 1

id we get in the limit

P
=

(v)" f
'^

D\' 1 l-^l^S' m'
..(13),

\ I
^ /c -^ V X j

*
m' - 1

according as the light is polarized in or perpendicularly to the plane of incidence. The same for-

mulae may be obtained from the expression given at page 304 of Airy's Tract, which gives the inten-

sity when i<y, and which like (4) takes the form — when i becomes equal to y, in which case

e becomes equal to — 1.

19. When i becomes equal to y, the infinite series of Art. 11 ceases to be convergent : in fact, its

several terms become ultimately equal to each other, while at the same time the coefficient by which

the series is multiplied vanishes, so that the whole takes the form x co . The same remark applies

to the series at page 303 of Airy's Tract. If we had included the coefficient in each term of the

series, we should have got series which ceased to be convergent at the same time that their several

terms vanished. Now the sum of such a series may depend altogether on the point of view in which

it is regarded as a limit. Take for example the convergent infinite series

2cr sin r/

/ (.r, y) = .r sin ?/ + ^ a-' sin 3y + ^x sm 5y + ... = ^ tan ,

where .r is less than 1, and may be supposed positive. When .r becomes 1 and y vanishes

f{d;y) becomes indeterminate, and its limiting value depends altogether upon the order in which we

suppose .r and y to receive their limiting values, or more generally upon the arbitrary relation which

we conceive imposed upon the otherwise independent variables .i- and y as they approach their limit-

ing values together. Thus, if we suppose y first to vanish, and then x to become 1, we have

TT

f{x,y) = 0; but if we suppose w first to become 1, and then y to vanish, /(.r,?/) becomes i -, +or-

according as y vanishes positively or negatively. Hence in the case of such a series a mode of

approximating to the value of x or y, which in general was pefectly legitimate, might become inad-

missible in the extreme case in which ^- = 1, or nearly =1. Consequently, in the case of Newton's

Rings when i ~ 7 is extremely small, it is no longer safe to neglect the defect of parallelism of the

surfaces. Nevertheless, inasmuch as the expression (4), which applies to the case in which i>y,

and the ordinary expression which applies when i<y, alter continuously as i alters, and agree with (13)

when i = y, we may employ the latter expression in so far as the phenomenon to be explained alters

continuously as i alters. Consequently we may apply the expression (13) to the central spot when

i = y, or nearly =y, at least if we do not push the expression beyond values of D corresponding to

the limits of the central spot as seen at other angles of incidence. To explain however the precise
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mode of disappearance of the rings, and to determine their greatest dilatation, we should have to

enter on a special investigation in whicii the inclination of the surfaces should be taken into

account.

20. I have calculated the following Table of the intensity of the transmitted light, taking the

intensity of the incident light at 100. The Table is calculated for values of D increasing by Jx,

and for three angles of incidence, namely, the critical angle, the angle i before mentioned, and a

considerable angle, for which I have taken 60". I have supposed ,x = 1-G3, which is about the refrac-

tive index for the brightest part of the spectrum in the case of flint glass. This value of ,x gives

ry^sT 5\', i = 42" 18'. The numerals I., II. refer to light polarized in and perpendicularly to the

plane of incidence respectively.

4 D
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23. Suppose the incident light to be polarized in a plane making an angle a with the plane

of incidence. Then at the point of contact the light, being transmitted as if the first and third

media formed one uninterrupted medium, will be plane polarized, the plane of polarization being the

same as at first. At a sufiicient distance from the point of contact there is no sensible quantity of

lio-ht transmitted. At intermediate distances the transmitted light is in general elliptically polarized,

since it follows from (8) and the expression thence derived by writing (p for that the two streams

of lio-ht, polarized in and perpendicularly to the plane of incidence respectively, into which the inci-

dent lifht may be conceived to be decomposed, are unequally accelerated or retarded. At the point

of contact, where 7=1, these two expressions agree in giving '//, = 0. Suppose now that the trans-

mitted lio-ht is analyzed, so as to extinguish the light which passes through close to the point of

contact. Then the centre of the spot will be dark, and beyond a certain distance all round there

will be darkness, because no sensible quantity of light was incident on the analyzer ; but at inter-

mediate distances a portion of the light incident on the analyzer will be visible. Consequently the

appearance will be that of a luminous ring with a perfectly dark centre.

24. Let the coefficient of vibration in the incident light be taken for unity ; then the incident

vibration may be resolved into two, whose coefficients are cos a, sin a, belonging to light polarized

in and perpendicularly to the plane of incidence respectively. The phases of vibration will be

accelerated by the angles
\f/,,

\|/^^, and the coefficients of vibration will be multiplied by p^, p^^,
if \// _,

p are what
\f/^, p^ in Art. (l3) become when (p is put for 6. Hence we may take

p^ cos a . cos I— {vt - fxx) + \\/\ ,

p^^
sin a . cos <— {vt - n-v) + \//^, >

to represent the vibrations which compounded together make up the transmitted light, .x^ being mea-

sured in the direction of propagation. The light being analyzed in the way above mentioned, it is

only the resolved parts of these vibrations in a direction perpendicular to that of the vibrations in

the incident light which are preserved. We thus get, to express the vibration with which we are

concerned,

;a|/3/ Y («-'' - M.t-') + ^,1 -
/>,,

COS (— ((,' t - ^x) + 4,\ ,

which gives for the intensity (/) at any point of the ring

7 = 1 sin- 2a
I {p^ cos \\,^ - p^^ cos \l,^y- + {p^ sin \\/^

-
p^^ sin \/',,)"} ••• (14).

= 1 sin=2a [pf + p;; - i>p^p^^ cos (x/,,, - v/,^)
J

.

Let Pg, Qj be respectively the real part of the expression at the second side of (7) and the

coefficient of \/— 1, and let P^, Q,j, be what P^, Q^ become when is put for 9. Then we may
if we please replace (14) by

I = l^m'-2a\(P,-P,^r+{Q,-Q.,y\ (15).

The ring is brightest, for a given angle of incidence, when a = io". When i = t, the two kinds

of polarized light are transmitted in the same proportion ; but it does not therefore follow that the

ring vanishes, inasmuch as the change of phase is different in the two cases. In fact, in this case

the angles cj), 6 are complementary ; so that cot 2 0, cot 29 are equal in magnitude but opposite in

sign, and therefore from (8) the phase in the one case is accelerated and in the other case retarded

by the angle

tan-' '-cot 29], or tan"' „~
\i + q- J \i + q- 2/A
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It follows from (14) that the ring cannot vanish unless p, cos>|/^=p^^ eos\|/^^, and ^^ sinx/^ =

p^^ sin xf/^. This requires that p^^ = pj, which is satisfied only when i=i, in which case as we have

seen the ring does not vanish. Consequently a ring is formed at all angles of incidence ; but it

should be remembered that the spot, and consequently the ring, vanishes when i becomes 90".

25. When i = y, the expressions for Pg, Q^, take the form -
, and we find, putting for

ttD
shortness = p,

P =
(^^'-')''

p = m'U^-i)-'

p^ + (^'^ - 1)-'
' ^* p^ + mUm^-1)-''

If we take two subsidiary angles i^, w, determined by the equations

^^ r-,——V jii^ — 1 = tan -^ = jiT tan w,

we get

Pg = cos" T^, P^ = cos* (t), Q^ = — sin ^ cos ^, Q^ = - sin o) cos w.

Substituting in (15) and reducing we get, supposing a = 4^5°,

I = ^versin (2;^ - 2 a.) (l6).

When i = I, cos20 = - cos 20, sin20 =sin20; and therefore P^= Pg, Q^= - Q^, wliich when

a = 45" reduces (15) to / = Qg-.

If we determine the angle -ar from the equation

1 — q" = iq sin 20 tan 7«r, or tan •zr = cot 2^. cosec 20,

we get

/= J;sin'-2'5r.cos=20 (17).

In these equations

log, tan ^ = - —— ^ -—- , cot = ,x.

A. * ju + 1

26. The following Table gives the intensity of the ring for the two angles of incidence i=y and i=i,

and for values of D increasing by ^\. The intensity is calculated by the formulae (l6) and (17).

The intensity of tiie incident polarized light is taken at 100, and /x is supposed equal to 1-63,

as before.

4p2
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light transmitted near the centre increased in intensity till the dark patch disappeared : the patch

did not break up into a dark ring travelling outwards.

On making the analyzer revolve in the contrary direction, the same appearances were of course

repeated in a reverse order : a dull central patch was seen, which became darker and darker till it

appeared quite black, after which it broke up into a dark ring which travelled outwards till it was

lost in the dark field surrounding the spot. The appearance was a good deal disturbed by the

imperfect annealing of the prisms. When the plane of incidence was inclined at an angle of about

— 45" to the plane of primitive polarization, the same appearance as before was presented on revers-

ing the direction of rotation of tiie analyzer.

28. Although the complete theoretical investigation of the moving dai-k ring would require a great

deal of numerical calculation, a general explanation may very easily be given. At tlie point of contact

the transmitted light is plane polarized, the plane of polarization being the same as at first*. At some

distance from the point of contact, although strictly speaking the light is elliptically polarized, it

may be represented in a general way by plane polarized liglit with its plane of polarization further

removed than at first from the plane of incidence, in consequence of the larger proportion in which

light polarized perpendicularly to the plane of incidence is transmitted, than light polarized in that

plane. Consequently the transmitted light may be represented in a general way by plane polarized,

with its plane of polarization receiling from the plane of incidence on going from the centre

outwards. If therefore we suppose the position of the plane of incidence, and the direction of

rotation of the analyzer, to be tliose first mentioned, the plane of polarization of light transmitted by

the analyzer will become per])endicular to the plane of polarization of the transmitted light of the

spot sooner towards the edge of the spot than in the middle. The locus of the point where the two

planes arc perpendicular to each other will in fact be a circle, whose radius will contract as the ana-

Ivzer turns round. When the analyzer has passed the position in which its plane of polarization is

perpendicular to that of the light at the centre of the spot, the inclination of the planes of polar-

ization of the analyzer and of the transmitted light of the spot decreases, for a given position of the

analyzer, in passing from the centre outwards ; and therefore there is formed, not a dark ring

travelling outwards as the analyzer turns round, but a dark patch, darkest in the centre, and

becoming brighter, and therefore less and less conspicuous, as the analyzer turns round. The

appearance will of course be the same when the plane of incidence is turned through 90', so as to

be equally inclined to the plane of polarization on the opposite side, provided the direction of

rotation of the analyzer be reversed.

29. The investigation of the intensity of the spot formed beyond the critical angle when the

thii-d medium is of a different nature from tlie first, does not seem likely to lead to results of any

particular interest. Perhaps tlie most remarkable case is that in which the second and third media

are botii of lower refractive power than the first, and the angle of incidence is greater than either of

the critical angles for refraction out of the fir.st medium into the second, or out of the first into the

third. In this case the light must be wholly reflected ; but the acceleration of phase due to the

total internal reflection will alter in the neigiihourhood of the point of contact. At that point it will

be the same as if the third medium occupied the place of the second as well as its own ; at a distance

sufiicient to render the influence of the third medium insensible, it will be the same as if the second

medium occupied the place of tlie third as well as its own. The law of the variation of the accele-

ration from the one to the other of its extreme values, as the distance from the point of contact varies,

would result from the investigation. This law could be put to the test of experiment by examining

tlie nature of the elliptic polarization of the light reflected in the neighbourhood of the point of

• The rotation of the plane of polarization due to the refraction at the surfaces at which the light enters the first prism and quits the

second is not here mentioned, as it has nothing to do with the phenomenon discussed.
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contact when the incident light is polarized at an azimuth of 45", or thereabouts. The theoretical

investigation does not present the slightest difficulty in principle, but would lead to rather long

expressions; and as the experiment would be difficult, and is not likely to be performed, there is no

occasion to go into the investigation.

30. In viewing the spot formed between a prism and a lens, I was struck with the sudden, or

nearly sudden disappearance of the spot at a considerable angle of incidence. The cause of the

disappearance no doubt was that the lens was of lower refractive power than the prism, and that the

critical angle was reached which belongs to refraction out of the prism into the lens. Before disap-

pearing, the spot became of a bi-ight sky blue, which shows that the ratio of the refractive index of

the prism to that of the lens was greater for the blue rays than for the red. As the disappearance

of the spot can be observed with a good deal of precision, it may be possible to determine in this

way the refractive index of a substance of which only a very minute quantity can be obtained. The

examination of the refractive index of the globule obtained from a small fragment of a fusible

mineral might afford the mineralogist a means of discriminating between one mineral and another.

For this purpose a plate, which is what a prism becomes when each base angle becomes yo", would

probably be more convenient than a prism. Of course the observation is possible only when the

refractive index of the substance to be examined is less than that of the prism or plate.

G. G. STOKES.



XLIX. Of the Intrinsic Equation of a Curve*, and its Application.

By W. Whewell, D.D., Master of Trinity CoUege, Cambridge.

[Read February 12, 1849.]

1. Mathematicians are aware how complex and intractable are generally the expressions

for the lengths of curves referred to rectilinear coordinates, and also the determinations of their

involutes and evolutes. It appears a natural reflexion to make, that this complexity arises in a

p. 659
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5. Hence s', s", &c. indicating the successive evolutes, p, p , p", &c. the successive radii

of curvature, we have,

,
ds ,, ds , ds" „,

d(b dd> dip

ds , ds „ ds
'^ d(p ' d(f> ^ d(p

6. Also we may in like manner find the successive involutes s,, Sg, s^, &c. For we have

^ = s'+C=f((p) + C, s =/ (0) + C(p.

So ^ = s+ C, =/((^) + C0 + C,

Hence s is known in function of (p, and therefore the curve known. And in like manner «,, Sj, &c.,

if these be the arcs of the successive involutes.

In Fig. 4, CB, BQ, AP are successive involutes of DS-

7. It is evident that the intrinsic equation to the circle is

5 = a(p, a being the radius.

Also for the equiangular spiral, since the curve from its origin is everywhere similar to itself,

the radius of curvature is proportional to the whole arc. Hence

ds
-— = ms ; whence s = o"'*, if s be measured from the pole.
dtp

If 8 and cp vanish at the same time, s = a (e""*' - 1).

We shall afterwards give general formula? for obtaining the intrinsic equation from the ordinary

coordinate equation, and reversely. But the operation of our method will be better seen by first

taking some special cases.

Of Cycloids, Epicycloids, and Hypocycloids.

8. In the Cycloid, if VB, Fig. 5, be the diameter of the generating circle, rolling on the

straight line DB from the initial position AD, when it is perpendicular to DB, and P the describ-

ing point at that time, PQ being the diameter, by the mode of description, the arc BQ = BD.
But the curve at P is perpendicular to PB ; and if (p be the angle of deflexion, = VBP, and
2(p= VCP. Hence chord VP = 26 sin 0, if b be the radius of the circle. And the arc AP
= 2 chord VP. Hence the intrinsic equation to the cycloid is

s = i b sin (p.

When (p becomes a right angle, s becomes a maximum. At this point there is a cusp (Z), and the

added part of s after this is negative ; and so continues, till = 3 right angles, where there is

another cusp (Z), and the added part of s becomes positive ; and so on.
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9. In the Epicycloid, if we take Newton^s construction (Princip. B. iv. Sect. 10, Prop. 49),

Fig. 6, CB the radius of the globe, VB the diameter of the wheel when the describing point is at

P, E its center, we have, by Newton's proposition, only measuring the arc from A the vertex,

instead of Z the cusp, the arc at P perpendicular to the chord BP ; and

CB : 2CE :: chord VP : arc JP.

Let a be the radius of the globe, b the radius of the wheel : 9 the angle DCB, through which

the wheel has rolled upon the globe. Then (PQ being a diameter) by the mode of description, arc

a9 ad
BQ^BD. Therefore angle 5£Q = — : therefore chord rP=26sin— ; and

„. ,. „., «^
,

i{a + b)b . aO
a : 9.{a + b) :: 2 6 sin — : s ; whence s = sin — .

2b a 26

But VBP = "—
, and DCB = 9. Hence BP makes with CJ an anjrle = — + 9. And since the

~o ° ab
curve at A is perpendicular to CD, and at P, to BP, it is evident that if (p be the angle through

which the curve has deflected at P, d) = \- 9 = ~ 9.
26 26

26
Hence 9 = (p; and the intrinsic equation to the epicycloid is

a + 26

4 (a + 6) 6 .

« = sin
;</>•

a + 26

This may coincide with any curve of which the equation is

s = / sin w0, where m is less than 1.

4 (a + 6) 6
In this case, m =

, I =
a + 26

6 I - m 2(1 + w) 6
whence - = , I = —^^ 1_

,

2»J

10. In the same manner we shall find tliat the intrinsic equation to the hypocycloid is

4 (a — 6) 6 . a
s = sin d).

a a - 2 6 ^

And this may coincide with any curve of which the equation is

s = I sin mcp, where m is greater than 1, by making

6 m - 1 2 (l + m) 6

a 2ni ^ m

11. It is evident from the equation s = I sin mcp, that the curves represented by that equation

will be of such forms as are seen to result from the epicycloidal mode of description. Thus the

equation s = Z sin — gives a curve in which s continues to increase from A, where = 0, till

(p = TT, after which it decreases. Hence there will be a cusp when the curve has deflected

through two right angles, as at Z, Fig. 7. After this point the curve goes on in an identical

inverted course, till = 27r, as at A', when s = 0, the negative part having destroyed the positive

Vol. VIII. Part V. 4 Q
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part. The negative value of s goes on increasing till ^ = Stt, at Z', when there is another cusp

Afterwards the arc becomes positive, and the curve returns to A, having deflected through Itt*.

The curve is an epicycloid in which b = ^ a.

12. Again, if s = / sin2 0, s increases from A, where (p = 0, till i- = tt , when it is a maxi-
4

inum, and there is a cusp, Z, Fig. 8. After this the arc (from Z) is negative till cj) = — , when

there is a second cusp, Z'. Then the arc is positive, till (p = — (at Z"). Then it is negative

till = !.— (at Z"'). When (p = Ztt, the curve returns to A.

The curve is a hypocycloid in which b = ^ a.

. <P . . • „

13. If s = / sin — , s = / sin — , s = < sm — , &c.
3 4. 5

we have epicycloids in which - is respectively

1, |, 2, &c.

The radius of the wheel in these latter cases is greater than that of the globe, and the curve is

deflected through more than a whole circumference before it comes to a cusp. Thus in the case

« = / sin ^ , the curve deflects through Stt + - to come to a cusp. See Fig. y.

14. In the same way, if we have

s = I sin 3(p, s = I sin 4(p, s = I sin 5(p, &c.

we have a series of liypocycloids, in which - is respectively

13 4
-, -, -, &c.
3 8 9

As VI becomes larger and larger, - approaches more and more nearly to ^, but never attains

that magnitude. As is well known, for that supposition, the hypocycloid is a straight line.

15. It is evident that the ordinary properties of epicycloids and hypocycloids, as to their

leno-ths, radii of curvature, involutes, evolutes, &c., all follow with great facility from the use of our

equation. Thus the length of the epicycloid from the vertex A to the cusp Z is had by making

the anele rf) = - , which gives the length of that half of the curve = , and the
^ a + 2b^ 2 a

, S (a + b) h „ , , ,

whole length from cusp to cusp, the known values.

Also the radius of curvature of the epicycloid

(Is -i (a + b) b a

d<p a + 2h a + 2b
<p, the known value.

• That there will be a cusp when s is a maximum, appears also by considering that iu that case 55 = ", that is, the radius of cur-

vature vanishes.
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16. Again, for the evolute of the epicycloid, let, in Fig. 6, ZO = s' be the arc of the evolute.

Therefore

, 4 (a + 6) 6 a
s = —;— cos -0.

a + 2b a + 2h ^

TT a + 2b
But at Z, where s' = 0, (i> = — , (t>

a +2b^ 2 ^

And the deflexion of the evolute beginning from Z and going to is the excess of this value

of <p above the value at P, because at every point the evolute is perpendicular to the curve.

Therefore if cb' be the deflection of s, (/>'=-. d) ; and (b = —</)'.^ ^ 2 a
'^

a + 2b^ 2 a + 2b^

Therefore s' = — sin — d)'. This is an epicycloid similar to the first ; for the
a + 2b a + 2b ^

,
4.(«'+6')6'

. fl' ,
..b' b a a

equation agrees with « = ; sin -; tG), if — = -
, and — = .° a a + 2b ^ a a a a +2b

Of Running-pattern Curves.

17. By Running-pattern Curves I mean curves in which a certain form of curve is repeated

over and over again in the progress of the whole curve. For example, let = sin s ; as s increases

from to infinity, it becomes successively 0, — ,7r, — , 2 tt, , &c., and the corresj)onding values

of (h are 0, 1, 0, —1, 0, 1, &c. : and the curve is evidently a sinuous curve, as represented in Fig.

10, in which the same form is constantly repeated every time that s goes through the value 2 tt.

The greatest angle which the curve makes with the original direction is 1 and - 1 ; that is,

the angle of which the arc = 1, to the one side and to the other.

18. If = w. sin s, we shall in like manner have a sinuous curve in which the greatest

angles of deflexion to one side and the other are = m.

If = — sin s, these deflexions become right angles, and the curve is as represented in Fig. 11.

19. If = TT sin A', the curve from s = to s = — is of the form CA, Fig. 12 ; A being

d s I . .1
behind C. For in this case, —— =

. Hence the radius of curvature is — at C, where s = 0,
d(p tr cos S TT

and increases to A, where it is infinite. The evolute is of the form BD, and has for its asymp-

tote the line AE, perpendicular to the original direction. And hence the general form of the curve

CA is manifest. At A there will be a point of inflexion ; and after A the curve will be repeated

in inverse position, as A C', and then continued reversely from C' to A', and so on, as in the Figure.

20. If d) = 27r sin s, it will be seen, in like manner, that the curve from s = to s =—
2

is of the form CA, Fig. 13, and by the repetition of this, we have the curve as represented.

21. The pattern in the above curves is symmetrical with regard to a line transverse to the

line <p = 0. But we may have patterns which are not thus symmetrical.

_ sin .T? dy m + cos .r

JL.et y = , whence -— = -„ . (to < l).
1 + m cos a> dx (\ + ni cos ,r)-

l.(l2
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If .r, y, be ordinary coordinates, these equations represent a curve sinuous, but each sinus

not symmetrical. The angles at which the curve cuts the axis are alternately those of which the

tangents are

1 1

1 + m' 1 —m'

Hence tlie descending side is more inclined than the ascendin<T.

.We shall obviously have a curve nearly resembling this, if we take the intrinsic equation

m + cos s
= ; —„; which differs from the former by puttinj; (h for tan (b, and s for ^r.^ (I + TOCOSS)'' -^ ^ ° ^ ^

The curve will be a sinuous curve, inclined to the original line (p = 0, at maximum angles

4> = J <p = , on one side, and on the other, when cos s = ± i. And if a be the arc in^ 1 + m ^ 1 - m
the first quadrant for which cos a = m, (p = when « = tt - a, tt + a, 3 it - a, .3 tt + a, &c. ; and

the curve will be as represented in Fig. 14.

For example, if m =-, the curve deflects alternately on the positive side, so that the angle of

3 3
deflexion is -, and on the negative side, so that the angle is -; that is, the angles are respectively

43" and 86* nearly.

. ds {1 +m cos sfWe have, m this case, =
d(p (2m - 1 + TOCOS s) sin s

This is the radius of curvature, which becomes infinite when s = 0, tt, 2 tt, &c. ; that is, at J,

A', A", &c., when there are points of inflexion.

^^ TO 1 .
''^ + cos s

22. Ir we have m = p .

(1 + OT cos sf

V P
we shall still have a sinuous curve, and the greatest deflexions will be , and — .

1 T- w i — m

TT I

Thus if H = —
, and w = -

, the greatest angles are

- -, and -2.-; that is 60« and -180".
3 2 2

Hence the curve will be of the form represented in Fig. 15, making at A an angle of 6(1" with

the line = 0, and at B, where cos s = — 1, the curve being parallel to = 0, but in the opposite

direction.

The radius of curvature is infinite at A and at B, and has a minimum value at some intermediate

point, nearer to B.

23. It is easy to construct running patterns curves of this kind which have any given angles

for their extreme deflexions. Thus let Fig. 16 represent a pattern curve which sinuates between the

angles 60" one way and 3 x 90" = 270° the other. Then,

TT p 3-rr p I + m 9 _ 7 ^ Gir

3
~

1 + m' 2~1-to' i-»j~i' ~ll' 11'
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. 67r 7» + cos s / 7 \And the curve is ro = — . { m = — .

^ 11 (^ + »? cos s)- \ 11/

™, ^ TT OT + COS s / 5\
I he curve = — ni = -

^ 2 (/ + ni COS «)- \ 8/

8 IT 8 IT
gives the angles of deflection = — - and - - ; that is, 551° and 240", which nearly resembles

the last, and may also be represented by Fig. l6.

nil 1 n 1 1 , „ ™, .« IGtT m + COS 5
1 he curve may deflect through more than a circumference. Thus if (A = ,

•^ " ^ 27 (/ + m COS sy
'

m = -\ , the greatest deflexions are - and — ; that is 60° positive, and 360° + Co° negative.

Hence the curve at A and B, Fig. 17, is parallel, at both points making an angle of 6o with (p = 0.

Such a curve has a loop ; C being the place of minimum radius of curvature, the curve opens

both ways from C.

Of Diminishing Running-pattern Curves.

24. If = sin s- a, where a is a quadrant, we shall have a sinuous curve;

And if we make s = 1, y/s, ^5, -^^1, -y/j), \/\\, Sec,

we shall have a series of points of inflexion in the curve. And since these values of s have

for their differences

^3 - 1, y/5 - y/3, v^7 - V5> \/9 - a/7, -v/ll - -v/f), &c.

which are a decreasing series, it is evident that we shall have such a curve as Fig. 18, in which the

lengths of the curve between the points of inflexion, A A', A" A", A"A"', 8ec. constantly decrease.

The same will be the case \i <p = p sin s^ a.

If p be large enough, such curves will have loops, like those represented by = p sin «.

2ir
. Thus if = — sin s' a, we shall have a curve such as Fig. 19. (See Fig. 12, which

27r
represents (b = — sin s, as to its general form).

The lengths of the alternate loops will constantly diminish, and the whole curve will occupy a

triangular space, like a writing-master's flourish.

25. We may have a similar flourish, but unsymmetrical, by taking, instead of sin s'a, the

m + cos s^a
expression

(1 + TO cos s'aY

This will give a figure like Fig. 20.

Of Circularhj-running Pattern Curves.

26. If we take the equation = p sin - + -

,
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we shall have the figure in which a curve such as = p sin -, runs along the circumference of a

circle.

And in the same manner, by adding to the value of (p, in any of the other cases previously given,

s
a term - , we have the equation to the pattern curve there considered, made to run round the

circumference of a circle.

Thus = sin - -\— gives such a figure as Fig. 21 ;

TT m + cos s s
+ — such a figure as Fig. 22,

2 {l + m cos s)-

m being about -, as in Fig. l6.

27. The radius of the circle round which the pattern runs is less than a. When (p has gone

through all its values, so that s = 2 7ra, the curve has not been laid along the circumference of the

circle, but has, besides, followed all the sinuosities of the pattern.

Of the Catenary and Tractrix.

28. The intrinsic equations simplify the properties of these curves.

Fig. 2S. Let CO be any arc of a Catenary from C the lowest point ; OS, CS, tangents, O V
vertical, meeting CS; therefore O^F is the triangle of the forces which support the weight of

CO ; and if O be the tension at C, expressed in length of the curve,

s OV
- = -—:= tan OSV, and if 0^F= 0,

s — a tan (j),

the equation to the catenary.

29. For the Tractrix, let PT be the tangent, AT the fixed line, PN, perpendicular on

AT = w, tan NPT = p. Then PT = w v^TTp' = c, a constant, by hypothesis.

c dx cp d s ,

Hence x —
, ;

-—= —
-. ; also is being now CP^ — = — v 1 + » .

V'l+p-^ dp (i + p')i ^ ^
'' d.v

^

ds cp
Therefore

1 + p'

But if cj) be the angle of deflexion, beginning when the curve is perpendicular to AT, p - tan 0:
dp

therefore = sec^ (h = \ \- v^.
d(p ^ ^

ds sin
Hence— = cp = c tan m = c .

d<p cos (p

This is the equation to the evolute. Integrating

1 i
s = cl ; or cos = c's

cos ^

the equation to the tractrix.
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30. It appears in this investigation, that the evolute of the tractrix is the catenary, a well-

known property.

General Properties of the Intrinsic Equation.

31. Given the equation of a curve to rectangular coordinates x, y, to find the intrinsic

equation.

Let y = f {-r) : hence, / {w) = - = being for y.
d.v tan <p

Hence r is known in terms of tan (p. Let x = F (tan 0),

d X
Then -— = i^(tan d)) x sec- 0.

d(p

Also — = cosec 0.
dx ^

ds „,, , /"(tan 0)Hence— = F (tan 0) . sec- . cosec = — —

.

d(j)
^' ^ ^ sin0.cos*0

32. Ex.AMPi.Es. 1. The Common Parabola.

ence x = a tan-
/a dy I ,

w'' = 4. a,f ; v/ _ = — = —— ; hi
^

,1- o.r tan

d.i? , 2nsin0
Hence — = 2 a tan 0. sec-0 = ^.

a ^ ^ cos^

, , ds 1 „ ds 2«f
And — = -. . Hence -— = —-—

.

dx sin a0 cos'0

2o
Hence the equation to the evolute of tlie p.irahola is s = ——•.^ cos'0

2a
The length of the parabola may be found hy integrating

cos'

2. The Semicnbical Parabola.

^ dy 2 a^ 1 , 8atan'0
H^= ax ,

—
• = - .—r = ; hence .r= ' •

^ dx 3 .r* tan0 27

dx Sa ds 1 ds 8a sin0— = — tan-d) .sec-0; and — = ; whence -— = — . —-;
d(p 9

' ^
d,r sin dtp 9 cos'0

the intrinsic equation to the curve.

Sail
]

Integrating, we have s = — ! — 1 >.
^ ^ 27 (cos'0 J

3. The Ellipse.

b ,— dy b X 1 __
y = - y/ a' -x^, -- = . —7=^= =

. Hence .r =
dx a'^c? - X- tan y/ar + h- tan" "
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dx a?b- tan (p . sec^ (p a' b^ sin
<f>

J^ " ~
{a" + hHan' (p)i " ~ (a'cos^^+6'sin'0)l'

ds 1 "^^ "^^^
, •• • 1 11-

AnH = — . Hence — = „ . „ r, the intrinsic equation to tlie ellipse.

dx sin(p d(p (^a^cos'(t>+b^sm'^)i'
^ *

an''
Hence the radius of curvature is

(a^ cos^ (p + y' sin^ (pp

When (b = 0, this radius is — ;
beginning at the extremity of the major axis, which was the

supposition made.

The intrinsic equation to the evolute of the ellipse is

«^6^ b"

(a^ cos^ (p +b'^ sin^ (p)*- a

if s' begin from a cusp, where (p = 0.

33. Given the intrinsic equation, to find the equation to rectangular coordinates.

Let the coordinates a:, y, be in the positions (p = 0, (p = - .

Then it is evident that a; = fds . cos <p, y = fds . sin :

and the equation being given, these coordinates are found by integration.

Thus in the cycloid, s = a sin (p. Hence ds = a cos (p .d(p ;

X = fa cos^ (p . d(p, y = fa sin cp cos (pd(p. Hence, integrating,

a a f'
. o I • I 1-1

X = - sin (p cos (p + ~
(p, y = - sin'' (p : the equation to the cycloid.

34. In the running-pattern curves (Art. 17, &c.) of which the equation is

ds

d^
d<p /I ^ " ^^ ^

(b = m sin s, we have —— = m cos s = a/ (m - 0-) :
—-- = /—-; —

-.^ ds ^ ^ d(p V {m- - (p')

Hence x - f ^°1^1±^ . „_ f
^'" ^^"^

Hence x -
J ^^^, _ ^,y V "j^(^. _ ^.)-

If these could be integrated, we could find the dimensions of the loops in Figures 11, 12, 13.

There is one case for which f ,,^ %z taken from d) = to = w is = 0. In this case the
J^{rn'-(p-)

curve neither runs forward as in Fig. 11, nor backward as in Fig. 12, but is simply two loops. Fig. 24.,

35. The following proposition, enunciated by John Bernoulli and proved by Euler, may

easily be proved by means of the intrinsic equation.

If AB be any curve, AB' its involute beginning from A, B! A' the involute of AB' beginning

from B, A' B" the involute of A' B' beginning from A' ; and so on alternately and indefinitely :

the successive involutes approach indefinitely to the form of the common cycloid, provided the tan-

gents at A and B in tlie original curve are perpendicular to each other.

(The proof of this is here omitted, being included in the proof of the extended propositions

given in the Additiotial Note.)
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36. The following proposition may be proved by the intrinsic equation.

Fig. 25. Let any curve be evolved, and its involute evolved, and the involute of that evolved, and

so on, beginning always the evolution with a rectilinear tail, AA', extending beyond the curve,

and all these tails being equal. The curve tends continually to the form of the equiangular spiral.

Let s, s, «", s" , &c. be the successive curves, ^ the angle, which is the same for all, be-

ginning from for each. And let each of the tails AA', A'A", A"A'", &c. = a.

Let s = OyCp + a.,(pr + «3^' + &.c., which may express any curve.

Then s' = f(a + s) d(f) = a(j) + - cp' + '^ (jf + -' 0* + &c.

s = J{a + s) d(p = a(p + - (p^ + (p^ + (p* + 8fC.

* = j{a + s ) dtp = a(t> + 0" + d)' + ^—

+

^ ^ 1.2^ 1.2.3^ 2.3.4
&c.

And as the operation goes on, the terms in «,, «., a^, &C. being divided by the factorials 2.3.4,
&c. indefinitely, may be neglected as to their influence on the curve. Therefore ultimately

« = "0 +
f-2

0' +7:^3 0' + &<=• = « [e* - 1],

which is (Art. 7) the equation to the equiangular spiral.

Of course, from the nature of the construction, the curvature of the original curve is throughout

towards the same side*.

Additional Note to a Memoir on the Intrinsic Equatioti of Curves.

Trinity College, April 12, 1849.

In the Memoir on the Intrinsic Equation of Curves, I gave a proof of the following Proposi-

tion, which was enunciated by John Bernoulli, and demonstrated by Euler. (iVoiu' Comm. Petrop.

Tom. X.)

Fig. 26 and 27- If AB be any curve, AB' its involute beginning from A, B'A' the involute

of J5' beginning from B' , A'B" the involute o( AB', beginning from A'; and so on, alternately

and indefinitely : the successive involutes approach indefinitely to the form of the common cycloid.

provided the tangents at A and B in tfie original curve are perpendicular to eacti ot/ier.

The question naturally offers itself. What is the curve to which the successive involutes tend, if

the original curve do not conform to the condition above stated, that the total deflexion is a rio-ht

angle ?

I am now able to state that in that case the curve will be an epicycloid or a hypocycloid as the

total deflexion is greater or less than a right angle.

• Also it is necessary, as has been remarked to nie, that the i ginal curve, or any of its evolutes in infinitum. For if it were,

point where = 0, is not a point of contrary flexure from the ori- some of the quantities a,, Oj, &c. would be infinite.

Vol. VIII. Pakt V. 4R
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The proof of this extension of Bernoulli's proposition easily follows from the mode of repre-

senting curves by their Intrinsic Equation, namely, the equation between the tangent and the

deflexion.

Let AOB be any curve, and let the tangents at A and at B make with each other any angle

ma, a being a right angle.

Let APE', BO' A', A'P'B", B"0"A", &c. be the successive involutes, beginning alttmatelv at

opposite ends.

Let AB'= 6,, A'B"= h,, &c. the whole arcs of the alternate involutes.

Let the intrinsic equation to AOB be

a., fflj

s = a^(h + -^ dy + (b" + &c., which may express any curve.

Hence AP = t, =~ d>^ + —?"— 0^ + ^ cb' + &c.1.2^ 1.2.3^ 1.2,3.4^

And B'P =b,-— (h' ^^— (b' ^ (h* - &c.

;

1.2^ 1.2.3^ 1.2.3.4^

.-. A'O' = s, = f PO'. d(p = jB'P .d(p, beginning from ^ = at ^'

;

= h,(h -^ -(h' - &c.^ 1.2.3 1.2^

In like manner, if A'P' = t^, A'O" = So, &c.

1.2^ 1.2.3.4^

»., = b,(b (tf 0^ + &c.^ 1.2.3^ 1 ... 5^

/3 = _L 0=* —

!

0^ L_ 06 + &c.
1.2 ^ 1.2.3.4^ 1 ... 6^

b, „ 6, .
a, .

83 = 630 — 0' + — 0' + — 0' + &LC.^ 1.2.3^ 1 ...5 ^ 1 ... 7^

S„=-b,d) 'i^^ 0' + —^^^^ 0" - &C. ± P r 0'"* ' ± &C.^ 1.2.3^ l...«^ 1 ... (2W + 1)
^

Now as n becomes larger, the terms in a,, a^, &c. which have for denominators the factorials

1 .2 . 3 ...(«— 1) &c. become smaller and smaller, and thus the arc s„ depends less and less upon

the form of the original arc AOB. Hence we may ultimately omit those terms.

Of the arcs ti, tz, ... t„, each vanishes when = 0; and when = 7na, they become respectively

61, b.j, ... b„. Hence, by the expression for t„, ultimately

m^a^
,

m'^a , m^a'
b„ = 6„_i 6„_2 + o„-3 7.

- &c.
1.2 1.2,3.4 1 ... 6

This expresses a relation among the successive arcs, 6,, b^, 63 ... 6„, which relation, it appears,

is ultimately independent of the form of the curve AB. But since a is a quadrant, and cos « = 0,

we have
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= 1 + + &c.
1.2 1 ... 4 1 ... 6

whence

b„ = b„ 6, + b„ &c.
1.2 1 ... 4 1 ... 6

Hence the necessary relation among b^, b-^, 63, &c. is satisfied if

b„ = m^b„_i = »n"6„_2 = ift^b„_3 = mr'b„_r,

that is, if />,.,= —; 6„, 6„_.. = — b„, 6„_3 = — 6„, &c.
m~ ' m" m'

Hence we liave, by the expression for s„, ultimately,

*„ = mb„ |i ?— 2. + _L_ $_ _ &C.I
[m 1.2.3m' 1 ... 5 m" J

•= njfc„ sin — .

m

This is the equation to an epicycloid, if m > 1 ; and to an hypocycloid, if nj < 1.

If J and B be the radius of the globe and ivkeel of the epicycloid

;

45 (^ + 5) . A
'sin

+ 2fi^"

J J. Q R Ji n
Hence m =

A A

A + 2B B m - 1

A " A 2

„ , , , .J 45(^- fi) . J
I'or the hypocycloid, « = ^^ sin

H

A A-2B
A - 2B B 1 - w»

ence m =
A A 2

In the figures, the angle ACB = (?n - 1) a, when in > 1

^ Ci? = ( 1 - 7«) a, when m < 1

.



On the Variation of Gravity at the Surface of the Earth. By G. G. Stokes, M.A.,

Fellow of Pembroke College, Cambridge

.

[Read April 23, 1849.]

On adopting the hypothesis of the earth's original fluidity, it has been shewn that the surface

ought to be perpendicular to the direction of gravity, that it ought to be of the form of an oblate

spheroid of small ellipticity, having its axis of figure coincident with the axis of rotation, and that

gravity ought to vary along the surface according to a simple law, leading to the numerical relation

between the ellipticity and the ratio between polar and equatoreal gravity which is known by the

name of Clairaut's Theorem. Without assuming the earth's original fluidity, but merely supposing

that it consists of nearly spherical strata of equal density, and observing that its surface may be

regarded as covered by a fluid, inasmuch as all observations relating to the earth's figure are reduced

to the level of the sea, Laplace has established a connexion between the form of the surface and

the variation of gravity, which in the particular case of an oblate spheroid agrees with the connexion

which is found on the hypothesis of original fluidity. The object of the first portion of this paper

is to establish this general connexion without making any hypothesis whatsoever respecting the

distribution of matter in the interior of the earth, but merely assuming the theory of universal

gravitation. It appears that if the form of the surface be given, gravity is determined throughout

the whole surface, except so far as regards one arbitrary constant which is contained in its com-

plete expression, and which may be determined by the value of gravity at one place. Moreover

the attraction of the earth at all external points of space is determined at the same time ; so that

the earth's attraction on the moon, including that part of it which is due to the earth's oblateness,

and the moments of the forces of the sun and moon tending to turn the earth about an equatoreal

axis, are found quite independently of the distribution of matter within the earth.

The near coincidence between the numerical values of the earth's ellipticity deduced independ-

ently from measures of arcs, from the lunar inequalities which depend on the earth's oblateness,

and, by means of Clairaut's Theorem, from pendulum experiments, is sometimes regarded as a

confirmation of the hypothesis of original fluidity. It appears, however, that tlie form of the surface

(which is supposed to be a surface of equilibrium,) suffices to determine both the variation of gravity

and the attraction of the earth on an external particle*, and therefore the coincidence in question,

lieing a result of the law of gravitation, is no confirmation of the hypothesis of original fluidity.

The evidence in favour of this hypothesis which is derived from the figure and attraction of the

earth consists in the perpendicularity of the surface to the direction of gravity, and in the circum-

stance that the surface is so nearly represented by an oblate spheroid having for its axis the axis

of rotation. A certain dejiree of additional evidence is affbrded bv the near agreement between

• It has been remarked by Professor O'Brien, (Mathematical
j

If we have given the component of the attraction of any mass,

Tracts, p. 56) that if we have given the form of the earth's sur- i however irregular as to its form and interior constitution, in a di-

face and the variation of gravity, we have data for determining
|
rection perpendicular to the surface, throughout the whole of the

the attraction of the earth on an external particle, the earth being I surface, we have data for determining the attraction at every ex-

supposed to consist of nearly spherical strata of etjual density ; so temal point, as well as the components of the attraction at the

that the motion of the moon furnishes no additional confirmation surface in two directions perpendicular to the normal. The corre-

of the hypothesis of original fluidity.
j
sponding proposition in Fluid Motion is self-evident.
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the observed ellipticity and that calculated with an assumed law of density which is likely a priori

to be not far from the truth, and which is confirmed, as to its general correctness, by leading to a

value for the annual precession which does not much differ from the observed value.

Since the earth's actual surface is not strictly a surface of equilibrium, on account of the ele-

vation of the continents and islands above the sea level, it is necessary to consider in the first

instance in what manner observations would have to be reduced in order to render the preceding

theory applicable. It is shewn in Art. 13 that the earth may be regarded as bounded by a surface

of equilibrium, and therefore the expressions previously investigated may be applied, provided the

sea level be regarded as the bounding surface, and observed gravity be reduced to the level of the

sea by taking account only of the change of distance from the earth's centre. Gravity reduced in

this manner would, however, be liable to vary irregularly from one place to another, in consequence

of the attraction of the land between the station and the surface of the sea, supposed to be prolonged

underground, since this attraction would be greater or less according to the height of the station

above the sea level. In order therefore to render the observations taken at different places com-

)jarable with one another, it seems best to correct for this attraction in reducing to the level of the

sea ; but since this additional correction is introduced in violation of the theory in which the earth's

surface is regarded as one of equilibrium, it is necessary to consider what effect the habitual neglect

of the small attraction above mentioned produces on the values of mean gravity and of the ellipticity

deduced from observations taken at a number of stations. These effects are considered in Arts.

17, 18.

Besides the consideration of the mode of determining the values of mean gravity, and

thereby the mass of the earth, and of the ellipticity, and thereby the effect of the earth's

oblateness on the motion of the moon, it is an interesting question to consider whether the

observed anomalies in the variation of gravity may be attributed wholly or mainly to the

irregular distribution of land and sea at the surface of the earth, or whether they must be

referred to more deeply seated causes. In Arts. 19, 20, I have considered the effect of the excess of

matter in islands and continents, consisting of the matter which is there situated above the actual

sea level, and of the defect of matter in the sea, consisting of the difference between the mass

of the sea, and the mass of an equal bulk of rock or clay. It appears that besides the attrac-

tion of the land lying immediately underneath a continental station, between it and the level of

the sea, the more distant portions of the continent cause an increase in gravity, since the attraction

which they exert is not wholly horizontal, on account of the curvature of the earth. But besides

this direct effect, a continent produces an indirect effect on the magnitude of apparent gravity.

For the horizontal attraction causes the verticals to point more inwards, that is, the zeniths to

be situated further outwards, than if the continent did not exist; and since a level surface is

everywhere perpendicular to the vertical, it follows that the sea level on a continent is higher than

it would be at the same place if the continent did not exist. Hence, in reducing an observation

taken at a continental station to the level of the sea, we reduce it to a point more distant from

the centre of the earth than if the continent were away ; and therefore, on this account alone,

gravity is less on a continent than on an island. It appears that this latter efl'ect more than

counterbalances the former, so that on the whole, gravity is less on a continent than on an island,

especially if the island be situated in the middle of an ocean. This circumstance has already

been noticed as the result of observation. In consequence of the inequality to which gravity is

subject, depending on the character of the station, it is probable that the value of the ellipticity

which Mr. Airy has deduced from his discussion of pendulum observations is a little too great, on

account of the decided preponderance of oceanic stations in low latitudes among the group of

stations where the observations were taken.

The alteration of attraction produced by the excess and defect of matter mentioned in the
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])receding paragraph does not constitute the whole effect of the irregular distribution of land and

sea, since if the continents were cut off at the actual sea level, and the sea were replaced by rock

and clay, the surface so formed would no longer be a surface of equilibrium, in consequence of

the change produced in the attraction. In Arts 25—27, I have investigated an expression for the

reduction of observed gravity to what would be observed if the elevated solid portions of the

earth were to become fluid, and to run down, so as to form a level bottom for the sea, which in

that case would cover the whole earth. The expressions would be very laborious to work out

numerically, and besides, they require data, such as the depth of the sea in a great many places.

Sic, which we do not at present possess ; but from a consideration of the general character of the

correction, and from the estimation given in Art. 21 of the magnitude which such corrections are

likely to attain, it appears probable that the observed anomalies in the variation of gravity are

mainly due to the irregular distribution of land and sea at the surface of the earth.

1. Conceive a mass whose particles attract each other according to the law of gravitation, and

are besides acted on by a given force /, which is such that if A', F, Z be its components along

three rectangular axes, Xdx + Ydy + Zdz is the exact differential of a function U of the co-

ordinates. Call the surface of the mass S, and let V be the potential of the attraction, that is

to say, the function obtained by dividing the mass of each attracting particle by its distance from

the point of space considered, and taking the sum of all such quotients. Suppose iS* to be a

surface of equilibrium. The general equation to such surfaces is

r+ U^c, (1)

where c is an arbitrary constant ; and since .S* in included among these surfaces, equation (l)

must be satisfied at all points of the surface S, when some one particular value is assigned to c.

For any point external to S, the potential V satisfies, as is well known, the partial differential

equation

d'V d'V d'V

ax dy- d%-

and evidently V cannot become infinite at any such point, and must vanish at an infinite distance

from S, Now these conditions are sufficient for the complete determination of the value of V for

every point external to S, the quantities U and c being supposed known. The mathematical

problem is exactly the same as that of determining the permanent temperature in a homogeneous

solid, which extends infinitely around a closed space S, on the conditions, (l) that the temperature

at the surface S shall be equal to c - U, (2) that it shall vanish at an infinite distance. This

problem is evidently possible and determinate. The possibility has moreover been demonstrated

mathematically.

If U alone be given, and not c, the general value of V will contain one arbitrary constant,

which may be determined if we know the value of V, or of one of its differential coefficients, at

one point situated eitlier in the surface S or outside it. When V is known, the components

of the force of attraction will be obtained by mere differentiation.

Nevertheless, although we know tliat the problem is always determinate, it is only for a very

limited number of forms of the surface S that the solution has hitherto been effected. The
most important of these forms is the sphere. When .S" has very nearly one of these forms the

problem may be solved by approximation.

2. Let us pass now to the particular case of the earth. Although the earth is really

revolving about its axis, so that the bodies on its surface are really describing circular orbits
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about the axis of rotation, we know that the relative equilibrium of the earth itself, or at least

its crust, and the bodies on its surface, would not be affected by supposing the crust at rest,

provided that we introduce, in addition to the attraction, that fictitious force which we call the

centrifugal force. The vertical at any place is determined by the plumb-line, or by the surface

of standing fluid, and its determination is therefore strictly a question of relative equilibrium.

The intensity of gravity is determined by the pendulum ; but although the result is not

mathematically the same as if the earth were at rest and acted on by the centrifugal force, the

difference is altogether insensible. It is only in consequence of its influence on the direction

and magnitude of the force of gravity that the earth's actual motion need be considered at all in

this investigation : the mere question of attraction has nothing to do with motion ; and the results

arrived at will be equally true whether the earth be solid throughout or fluid towards the centre,

even though, on the latter supposition, the fluid portions should be in motion relatively to the

crust.

We know, as a matter of observation, that the earth's surface is a surface of equilibrium, if

the elevation of islands and continents above the level of the sea be neglected. Consequently the

law of the variation of gravity along the surface is determinate, if the form of the surface be

given, the force f of Art. 1 being in this case the centrifugal force. The nearly spherical form

of the surface renders the determination of the variation easy.

3. Let the earth be referred to polar co-ordinates, the origin being situated in the axis of

rotation, and coinciding with tlie centre of a sphere which nearly represents the external surface.

Let r be the radius vector of any point, Q the angle between the radius vector and the northern

direction of the axis, tiie angle which the jilane passing through these two lines makes with a

plane fixed in the earth and passing through the axis. Then the equation (2) wiiich V has to

satisfy at any external point becomes by a common transformation

dP.rV 1 d I . ^dV\ 1 (fF

^-d^-^^0rf9r^d^)^;i^rf0^ = ' ^'^

Let (xi be the angular velocity of the earth ; then U = — r'sin'^, and equation (l) becomes

F+^r=sin-0=c, (4)

whicii has to be satisfied at the surface of the earth.

For a given value of r, greater than the radius of the least sphere which can be described

about the origin as centre so as to lie wholly without the earth, V can be expanded in a series

of Laplace's coefficients

V,+ V^ + V„_+ ... ;

and therefore in general, provided r be greater than the radius of the sphere above mentioned.

V can be expanded in such a series, but the general term V^ will be a function of r, as well as of

d and (p. Substituting the above series in equation (3), and observing that from the nature of

Laplace's coefficients

1 d I . dV,\ 1 d'V„
-^— —; SU10 —- + ^—--—^= -n{n + l)F„, (5)
sind de\ de) s\rfe ddr '

'

^'

we eet

^Y
'^~-ynn + i)rl = o,

where all integral values of n from to x are to be taken.
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Now the differential coefficients of V„ with respect to r are Laplace's coefficients of the n""

order as well as V„ itself; and since a series of Laplace's coefficients cannot be equal to zero unless

the Laplace's coefficients of the same order are separately equal to zero, we must have

r——, -n{n+ \)V„= (6)

The integral of this equation is

where F„ and Z„ are arbitrary constants so far as r is concerned, but contain 9 and (p. Since these

functions are multiplied by different powers of r, V„ cannot be a Laplace's coefficient of the «""

order unless the same be true of V„ and Z„. We have for the complete value of V

Y Y Y.

r r r

Now V vanishes when r = so , which requires that Zq = 0, Z, = 0, &c. ; and therefore

T^ ^0 Y, Y,
V= — +~ + -; + (7)

4. The preceding equation will not give the value of the potential throughout the surface of

a sphere which lies partly within the earth, because although V, as well as any arbitrary but finite

function of d and <p, can be expanded in a series of Laplace's coefficients, the second member of

equation (3) is not equal to zero in the case of an internal particle, but to — 4 7rjOi*^, where p is the

density. Nevertheless we may employ equation (7) for values of r corresponding to spheres which

lie partly within the earth, provided that in speaking of an internal particle we slightly change the

signification of F, and interpret it to mean, not the actual potential, but what would be the poten-

tial if the protuberant matter were distributed within the least sphere which cuts the surface, in

such a manner as to leave the potential unchanged throughout the actual surface. The possibility

of such a distribution will be justified by the result, provided the series to which we are led prove

convergent. Indeed, it might easily be shewn that the potential at any internal point near the

surface differs from what would be given by (7) by a small quantity of the second order only ;

but its differential coefficient with respect to r, which gives the component of the attraction along

the radius vector, differs by a small quantity of the first order. We do not, however, want the

potential at any point of the interior, and in fact it cannot be found without making some hypo-

thesis as to the distribution of the matter within the earth.

•5. It remains now to satisfy equation (4). Let r = a {I + u) be the equation to the earth's

surface, where u is a small quantity of the first order, a function of 9 and (p. Let ?< be expanded

in a series of Laplace's coefficients Mq + Mj + The term ?/„ will vanish provided we take for a the

mean radius, or the radius of a sphere of equal volume. We may, therefore, take for the equation

to the surface

r = a (1 + Ui + Ui + ...) (S)

If the surface were spherical, and the earth had no motion of rotation, V would be independent

of 9 and <p, and the second member of equation (7) would be reduced to its first term. Hence,

since the centrifugal force is a small quantity of the first order, as well as ?«, the succeeding terms

must be small quantities of the first order ; so that in substituting in (7) the value of r given by

(8) it will be sufficient to put r = a in these terms. Since the second term in equation (4) is a

small quantity of the first order, it will be sufficient in that term likewise to put r = a. We thus

get from (4), (7), and (8), omitting the squares of small quantities,
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— (1 - M, - u. - u., ...) + — + _-+... + sin^0 = c (9)

The most general Laplace's coefficient of the order is a constant ; and we have

sin=0 = I + (1 - cos'0),

of which expression the two parts are Laplace's coefficients of the orders 0, 2, respectively. We
thus get from (9), by equating to zero Laplace's coefficients of the same order,

Tfl = «c -
"I

u?a^,

V, = a FpM,,

Fj = a^ YoU, - ift.-'a5 (1 - cos^ 9),

F, = a^VoU-s, &c.

The first of these equations merely gives a relation between the arbitrary constants Yg and c;

tlie others determine F,, 1',,, Sec. ; and we get by substituting in (7)

/Iff a" \ (Ja^ ,

'^= K (- +
,-Z.'''

+ 73"2+-j--^7r(i-cos=e) (10)

6. Let g be the force of gravity at any point of the surface of the earth, dn an element of

d
the normal drawn outwards at that point ; then g = — -r— {V + (J). Let \|/ be the angle between

the normal and the radius vector; then gcos\lr is the resolved part of gravity along the radius

vector, and this resolved part is equal to ~ T~ ( ^ + U)- ^ow >^ is a small quantity of the first

order, and therefore we may put cos \|/ = 1, which gives

g = -l(v.n,

where, after differentiation, r is to be replaced by the radius vector of the surface, which is given by

(8). We thus get

F Y
g = —° (1 - 2m, - 211, - 2M3 ...)+ -^ (2?*i + 37U + 4?<3 ,..) - |a)'a (^ - cos'^) - "'"a (f + i - cos=0),

which gives, on puttinf

- -fco=« = G, ^ = »', (11)

and neglecting squares of small quantities,

g = G {l - f m (^ -cos'(J) + u.> + 2?<3+ 3ut ...\ (12)

In this equation G is the mean value of ff taken throughout the whole surface, since we know

that
/ /

ii„ s\n 9 d6d(p = 0, if « be different from zero. The second of equations (11) shews

that m is the ratio of the centrifugal force at a distance from the axis equal to the mean distance to

mean gravity, or, which is the same, since the squares of small quantities are neglected, the ratio

of the centrifugal force to gravity at the equator. Equation (12) makes known the variation of

gravity when the form of the surface is given, the surface being supposed to be one of equilibrium ;

and, conversely, equation (S) gives the form of the surface if the variation of gravity be known.

It may be observed that on the latter supposition there is nothing to determine u^. The most

general form of u, is

a sin 9 cos <b + (i sm9 sin (p + y cos 9,

Vol. VIII. Part V. 4S
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where a, B, 7 are arl)itrary constants; and it is very easy to prove tliat the co-ordinates of the

centre of gravity of the volume are equal to aa, a/3, ay respectively, the line from which 6 is

measured being taken for the axis of z, and the plane from which (p is measured for the plane of

<rar. Hence the term m, in (8) may be made to disappear by taking for origin the centre of gravity

of the volume. It is allowable to do this even should the centre of gravity fall a little out of the

axis of rotation, because the term involving the centrifugal force, being already a small quantity

of the first order, would not be affected by supposing the origin to be situated a little out of

the axis.

Since the variation of gravity from one point of the surface to another is a small quantity of

the first order, its expression will remain the same whether the earth be referred to one origin or

another nearly coinciding with the centre, and therefore a knowledge of the variation will not

inform us wliat point has been taken for the origin to which the surface has been referred.

7. Since the angle between the vertical at any point and the radius vector drawn from the

origin is a small quantity of the first order, and the angles 9, (p occur in the small terms only of

equations (s), (lO), and (12), these angles may be taken to refer to tlie direction of the vertical,

instead of the radius vector.

ultimately equal to — . Comparing this with (10), we get Y^, = E, and therefore, from the first

8. If E be the mass of the earth, the potential of its attraction at a very great distance r is

niately equal t(

of equations (ll),

E = G a' +^or a^ = G a' {1 +^m), (l3)

which determines the mass of the earth from the value of G determined by pendulum experiments.

9. If we suppose that the surface of the earth may be represented with sufficient accuracy by

an oblate spheroid of small ellipticity, having its axis of figure coincident with the axis of rotation,

equation (8) becomes

} = ff {1 + e(i - cos-^)^, (14)

where e is a constant which may be considered equal to the ellipticity. We have therefore in this

case Ui = 0, M., = 1 - cos=0, u„ = when ?» > 2 ; so that (12) becomes

g=G{l -(|m-6)(i-cos^0)}, (15)

which equation contains Clairaut''s Theorem. It appears also from this equation that the value of

G which must be employed in (13) is equal to gravity at a place the square of the sine of whose

latitude is •^.

10. Retaining the same supposition as to the form of the surface, we get from (10), on

replacing F„ by E, and putting in the small term at the end w'a^ = m Ga* = mEa',

F=^ + (6-lm) " (l-cos'^0) (Ki)

Consider now the effect of the earth's attraction on the moon. The attraction of any particlf

of the earth on the moon, and therefore the resultant attraction of the whole earth, will be very

nearly the same as if the moon were collected at her centre. Let therefore r be the distance of the

centre of the moon from that of the earth, 6 the moon's North Polar Distance, P the accelerating

force of the earth on the moon resolved along the radius vector, Q the force perpendicular to the

radius vector, which acts evidently in a plane passing through the earth's axis ; then

dV ^_dV_
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whence we get from (iC)

P= - + .-? (e - iw) —^{^- cos-0), Q = 2(€-im)^^sin0cos0 (l?)

The moving forces arising from the attraction of the earth on the moon will be obtained bv
multiplying by M, where M denotes the mass of the moon; and these are equal and opposite to

the moving forces arising from the attraction of the moon on the eartii. The component MQ of

the whole moving force is equivalent to an equal and parallel force acting at the centre of the earth

and a couple. The accelerating forces acting on the earth will be obtained by dividing by E ; and

since we only want to determine the relative motions of the moon and earth, we may conceive equal

and opposite accelerating forces applied both to the earth and to the moon, which comes to the

same thing as replacing K hy E + M in (17). If K be the moment of the couple arising from the

attraction of the moon, which tends to turn the earth about an equatoreal axis, K = MQr, whence

K = 2(e-l;n) —^ sin cos (18)

The same formula will of course apply, mutatis mutandis, to the attraction of the sun.

11. The spheroidal form of the earth's surface, and the circumstance of its being a surface of

equilibrium, will afford us some information respecting the distribution of matter in the interior.

Denoting by x, y, z' the co-ordinates of an internal particle whose density is p, and by x, y, z

those of the external point of space to which V refers, we have

y^ rrr p'd.v dy'dx

JJJ l{.v-.vy + {y-yy + (z-zy\h'

the integrals extending throughout the interior of the earth. Writing dm' for p' dx dy dz\

putting X,. yuj v for the direction-cosines of the radius vector drawn to the point (.r, y, z), so that

X = Xr, y = /ar, « = vr, and expanding the radical according to inverse powers of r, we get

F = - ///dm' + 2 - ///r' dm' + —'^ (SX" - 1) jj)\v'^' dm' + 4 2Xm fj'jx y dm' + ...(19)

2 denoting the sum of the three expressions necessary to form a symmetrical function. Comparing

this expression for V with that given by (10), which in the present case reduces itself to (iC), we

get I'i, = ffjdm' = E, as before remarked, and

fffx'dm' = 0, fffy dm' = 0, fjjz'dm' = 0, (20)

i2(3X'- l)fffx'-dm' + Sl\iuLfffx'y'dm:= (e - Iffi) Ea-(^- cos-G); (21)

together with other equations, not written down, obtained by equating to zero the coefficients of

-,- &c. in (19).
r' V

Equations (20) shew that the centre of gravity of the mass coincides with the centre of gravitv

of the volume. In treating equation (21), it is to be remarked that X, (u, f are not independent, but

connected by the equation X^ + /u° -t- r" = 1. If now we insert X" -^ /n* -(- i;' as a coefficient in each

term of (21) which does not contain X, /u, or v, the equation will become homogeneous with respect to

X, ^1, r', and will therefore only involve the two independent ratios which exist between these three

quantities, and consequentlv we shall have to equate to zero the coefficients of corresponding powers

of X, H, V. By the transformation just mentioned, equation (21) becomes, since cos = v,

2 (X- - Im- - iv') fffx- dm' + S^Xfxffj'x'y'dm' = (e- i»0 Ea- (IX^ + ^fx' - |0 ;

and we get

fffx'y'dm' = 0, fffy'z'dm' = 0, fffz'x'dm' = 0, (22)

fffx'"-dm' - lfffy"-dm' - ifffz'^dm' = fffy'-'dm' - ^fffz'^-dm' - ^fffx'-dm'\

= -illf^"dm' + ifffx^dm' + ^fffy'dm' = l(e - ^m) Ea\ ]

^~

4s2
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Equations (22) shew that the co-ordinate axes are principal axes. Equations (23) give in

the first place

fffx'^dm = fffy'"dm',

which shews that the moments of inertia about the axes of a? and y are equal to each other, as might

have been seen at once from (22), since the principal axes of <v and y are any two rectangular axes

in the plane of the equator. The two remaining equations of the system (23) reduce themselves to

one, which is

j'ff.v"dm' - fffx''dm' = f (e - ^m)Ea'.

If we denote the principal moments of inertia by J, A, C, this equation becomes

C-A = ^(e-^m)Ea', (21.)

which reconciles the expression for the couple A" given by (18) with the expression usually given,

which involves moments of inertia, and which, like (18), is independent of any hypothesis as to the

distribution of the matter within the earth.

It should be observed that in case the earth be not solid to the centre the quantities A, C must
be taken to mean what would be the moments of inertia if the several particles of which the earth

is composed were rigidly connected.

12. In the preceding article the surface has been supposed spheroidal. In the general case of

an arbitrary form we should have to compare the expressions for V given by (10) and (ig). In the

first place it may be observed that the term ?<, can always be got rid of by taking for origin the

centre of gravity of the volume. Equations (20) shew that in the general case, as well as in the

particular case considered in the last article, the centre of gravity of the mass coincides with the

centre of gravity of the volume.

Now suppress the term m, in u, and let u = v! + u", where u" = ^m{i^- cos' 0). Then u' may
be expanded in a series of Laplace's coefficients u'.^ + u'^, + ... ; and since F^ = E, equation (lO) will

be reduced to

F= £(!+-"«', + -%A...) (25)

If the mass were collected at the centre of gravity, the second member of this equation would
be reduced to its first term, which requires that ?<', = 0, n\ = 0, &c. Hence (8) would be reduced

to r = a(l + m"), and therefore mi" is the alteration of the surface due to the centrifugal force, and

au the alteration due to the difference between the actual attraction and the attraction of a sphere

composed of spherical strata. Consider at present only the term u\ of u' . From the general form

of Laplace's coefficients it follows that cm „ is the excess of the radius vector of an ellipsoid not much
differing from a sphere over that of a sphere having a radius equal to the mean radius of the ellipsoid.

If we take the principal axes of this ellipsoid for the axes of co-ordinates, we shall have

u'i = e'(^ - sin''0 cos' (pi) + 6"(^ - sin' 0sin-0) + e"'(^ - cos^0),

e, e", e'" being three arbitrary constants, and 9, (p denoting angles related to the new axes of ,r, y, z

in the same way that the angles before denoted by 6, (p were related to the old axes. Substituting

the preceding expression for ti\ in (25), and comparing the result with (19), we shall again obtain

equations (22). Consequently the principal axes of the mass passing through the centre of gravity

coincide with the principal axes of the ellipsoid. It will be found that the three equations which

replace (23) are_ equivalent to but two, which are

A - ^e'Ea^ = B - '^e"Ea' = C - ^e"Ea',

where A, B, C denote the principal moments.

The permanence of the earth's axis of rotation shews however that one of the principal axes of

the ellipsoid coincides, at least very nearly, with the axis of rotation; although, strictly speaking, this
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conclusion cannot be drawn without further consideration except on the supposition that the earth

is solid to the centre. If we assume tliis coincidence, the term e'''(4 — cos" 9) will unite with the

term u" due to the centrifugal force. Thus the most general value of ?< is that which belongs to an

ellipsoid having one of its principal axes coincident with tlie axis of rotation, added to a quantity

which, if expanded in a series of Laplace's coefficients, would furnish no terms of the order 0, 1, or 2.

It appears from this and the preceding article that the coincidence of the centres of gravity of the

mass and volume, and that of the axis of rotation and one of the principal axes of the ellipsoid whose

equation is r = a (1 + ic^), wliicli was established by Laplace on the supposition that the earth consists of

nearly spherical strata of equal density, holds good whatever be the distribution of matter in the interior.

13. Hitherto the surface of the earth has been regarded as a surface of equilibrium. This we

know is not strictly true, on account of the elevation of the land above the level of the sea. The
question now arises. By what imaginary alteration shall we reduce the surface to one of equilibrium ?

Now witli respect to tlie greater portion of the earth's surface, which is covered with water, we

have a surface of equilibrium ready formed. The expression level nf the sea has a perfectly definite

meaning as applied to a place in the middle of a continent, if it be defined to mean the level at

which the sea-water would stand if introduced by a canal. The surface of the sea, supposed to be

prolonged in the manner just considered, forms indeed a surface of equilibrium, but the preceding

investigation does not apply directly to this surface, inasmuch as a portion of the attracting matter

lies outside it. Conceive however the land which lies above the level of the sea to be depressed till

it gets below it, or, which is the same, conceive the land cut off at the level of the sea produced,

and suppose the density of the earth or rock which lies immediately below the sea-level to be in-

creased, till the increase of mass immediately below each superficial element is equal to the mass

which has been removed from above it. The whole of the attracting matter will thus be brought

inside the original sea-level; and it is easy to see that the attraction at a point of space external to

the earth, even though it be close to the surface, will not be sensibly affected. Neither will the

sea-level be sensibly changed, even in the middle of a continent. For, suppose the sea-water intro-

duced by a pipe, and conceive the land lying above the sea-level condensed into an infinitelv thin

layer coinciding with the sea-level. The attraction of an infinite plane on an external particle does

not depend on the distance of the particle from the plane ; and if a line be drawn through the

particle inclined at an angle a to the perpendicular let fall on the plane, and be then made to revolve

around the perpendicidar, the resultant attraction of the portion of the plane contained within the

cone thus formed will be to that of the whole plane as versin a to I. Hence the attraction of a

piece of table-land on a particle close to it will be sensibly the same as that of a solid of equal

thickness and density comprised between two parallel infinite planes, and that, even though tlie

lateral extent of the table-land be inconsiderable, only equal, suppose, to a small multiple of the

length of a perpendicular let fall from the attracted particle on the further bounding plane. Hence

tlie attraction of the land on the water in the tube will not be sensiblv altered by the condensation we

have supposed, and therefore we are fully justified in regarding the level of the sea as unchanged.

The surface of equilibrium which by the imaginarv displacement of matter just considtrcd has

also become the bounding surface, is that surface which at tlie same time coincides with the surface

of the actual sea, where the earth is covered by water, and belongs to the svstem of surfaces of

equilibrium which lie wholly outside the earth. To reduce observed gravity to what would have

been observeil just above this imaginarv surface, we must evidently increase it in the inverse ratio

of the square of the distance from the centre of the earth, without taking account of the attraction

of the table-land which lies between the level of the station and the level of the sea. The question

now arises. How shall we best determine the numerical value of the earth's ellipticity, anil how

best compare the form which results from observation with the spheroid which results from theory

on the hypothesis of original fluidity .'
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14. Before we consider how the numerical value of the earth^s ellipticity is to be determined,

it is absolutely necessary that we define what we mean by ellipticity ; for. when the irregularities of

the surface are taken into account, the term must be to a certain extent conventional.

Now the attraction of the earth on an external body, such as the moon, is determined by the

function V, which is given by (10). In this equation, the term containing r"*^ will disappear if r

be measured from the centre of gravity; the terra containing r~*, and the succeeding terms, will

be insensible in the case of the moon, or a more distant body. The only terms, therefore, after

the first, which need be considered, are those which contain r~'^. Now the most general value of u.^

contains five terms, multiplied by as many arbitrary constants, and of these terms one is -^ — cos^ 6,

and the others contain as a factor the sine or cosine of d) or of 2 (p. Tlie terms containing sin <p or

cos (ti will disappear for the reason mentioned in Art. 12; but even if they did not disappear their

effect would bewholly insensible, inasmuch as the corresponding forces go through their period in

a day, a lunar day if the moon be the body considered. These terms therefore, even if they ex-

isted, need not be considered ; and for the same reason the terms containing sin 2(p or cos 2(p may
be neglected ; so that nothing remains but a term which unites with the last term in equation (10).

Let 6 be the coefficient of the term 1 — cos" 6 in the expansion of u : then e is the constant which

determines the effect of the earth's oblateness on the motion of the moon, and which enters into

the expression for tlie moment of the attractions of the sun and moon on the earth ; and in the

particular case in which the earth's surface is an oblate spheroid, having its axis coincident with

the axis of rotation, e is the ellipticity. Hence the constant e seems of sufficient dignity to deserve

a name, and it may be called in any case the ellipticity.

Let r be the radius vector of the earth's surface, regarded as coincident with the level of the

sea; and take for shortness in {fiO,(p)\ to denote the mean value of the function / {9,(f>)

throughout all angular space, or —
fg" fj^"/ (d,(p) ain 6 d 6 d<p. Then it follows from the theory

of Laplace's coefficients that

45
6 = — m.l(i - sin=/)r?, (26)

4 rt
*

I being the latitude, or the compliment of 9. To obtain this equation it is sufficient to multiply

both sides of (8) by (i - cos" 0) sin QdOdcp, and to integrate from = to = tt, and from

<p = to (p = 2 TT. Since i — cos' is a Laplace's coefficient of the second order, none of the

terms at the second side of (8) will furnish any result except u,, and even in the case of 7/^ the

terms involving the sine or cosine of (b or of 2 will disappear.

15. Let g be gravity reduced to the level of the sea by taking account only of the height of

the station. Then this is the quantity to which equation (12) is applicable; and putting for u.^ its

value we get by means of the properties of Laplace's coefficients

G = m(g),G(^m -e) = -^m {(i_sin=/)^| (27)

If we were possessed of Hhe values of g at an immense number of stations scattered over

the surface of the whole earth, we might by combining the results of observation in the

manner indicated by equations (27) obtain the numerical values of G and e. We cannot, however,

obtain by observation the values of g at the surface of the sea, and the stations on land where

the observations have been made from which the results are to be obtained are not very numerous.

We must consider therefore in what way the variations of gravity due to merely local causes are

to be got rid of, when we know the causes of disturbance ; for otherwise a local irregularity,

which would be lost in the mean of an immense number of observations, would require undue
importance in the result.
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16. Now the most obvious cause of irregularity consists in the attraction of the land lying

between the level of the station and the level of the sea. This attraction would render the

values of g sensibly different, which would be obtained at two stations only a mile or two apart,

but situated at different elevations. To render our observations comparable with one another, it

seems best to correct for the attraction of the land which lies underneath the pendulum ; but then

we must consider whether the habitual neglect of this attraction may not affect the mean values

from which G and e are to be found.

Let g = g, +g', where g' is the attraction just mentioned, so that g-, is the result obtained by

reducing the observed value of gravity to the level of the sea by means of Dr. Young's formula*.

Let h be the height of the station above the level of the sea, cr the superficial density of

the earth where not covered by water; then by the formula for the attraction of an infinite plane

we have g' — 2 TTcrh. To make an observation, conceived to be taken at the surface of the sea,

comparable with one taken on land, the correction for local attraction would be additive, instead of

subtractive ; we should have in fact to add the excess of the attraction of a layer of earth or rock,

of a thickness equal to the depth of the sea at that place, over the attraction of so much water.

The formula g' = SttctA will evidently apply to the surface of the sea, provided we regard h as a

negative quantity, equal to the dej)th of the sea, and replace cr by a — 1, the density of water being

taken for the unit of density ; or we may retain <j as the coefficient, and diminish the depth in

the ratio of o" to cr - 1.

Let p be the mean density of the earth, then

, , ^ 2 TT cr A ^ •J T A
g = 2 TTO-A = G T =G .

^TTpa 2 pa

If we suppose o- = 2:^, jO = ;J^, a = 4000 miles, and suppose h expressed in miles, with the

understanding that in the case of the sea h is a negative quantity equal to f-ths of the actual

depth, we have g' = .00017 GA nearly.

17. Consider first the value of G. We have by the preceding formula, and the first of

eijuations (27),

G = m (gt) + G X .00017 m (A).

According to Professor Rigaud's determination, the quantity of land on the surface of the

earth is to that of water as 100 to 276'+. If we suppose the mean elevation of the land I th

of a mile, and the mean deptli of the sea :i i miles, we shall have

4 X 3^ X 276 - 1 X 100
in (h) = - = -— ^ = - 1.49 nearly ;

so that the value of G determined by g^ would be too great bv about .000253 of the whole. Hence

the mass of the earth determined by the pendulum would be too great by about the one four-

thousandth of the whole ; and therefore the mass of the moon, obtained by subtracting from

the sum of the masses of the earth and moon, as determined by means of the coefficient of lunar

parallax, the mass of the earth alone, as determined by means of the pendulum, would be too

small by about the one four-thousandth of the mass of the earth, or about the one fiftieth of

the whole.

18. Consider next the value of e. Let e, be the value whicli would be determined by sub-

stituting gi for g in (27), and let

* P/iil. 7>nns. for 1819. Dr. Young's formula is based on the

principle of taking into account the attraction of the table-land

existing between the station and the level of the sea, in reducing

the observation to the sea level. On account of this attraction, the

multiplier (") which gives the correction for elevation alone

must be reduced in the ratio of 1 to 1 - 7— , or 1 to .6t! nearly, if

= 2.5, P=5.3. Mr Airy, observing that the value <r=2i is a

little too small, and p = 5.J a little too great, has employed the

factor .fi, instead of .tiB.

t Cambridge Philosophical Trartsaclioiis, Vol. vi. ^.2^7.
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i''m{(sin'^^-l)/| ^Gq.

In considering the vylue of q we may attend only to the land, provided we transfer the defect of

density of the sea with an opposite sign to the land, because if g were constant, q would vanish.

This of course jiroceeds on the supposition that the depth of the sea is constant. Since e = e, - 7,

if q were positive, the ellipticity determined by the pendulum would appear too great in con-

sequence of the omission of the force g. I have made a sort of rough integration by means of

a map of the world, by counting the quadrilaterals of land bounded each by two meridians

distant 10", and by two parallels of latitude distant 10", estimating the fraction of a broken

quadrilateral which was partly occupied by sea. The number of quadrilaterals of land between

two consecutive parallels, as for example 50° and 60'', was multiplied by 12 (i - sin"7) cos /, or

.3 cos 3/ + cos/, where for I was taken the mean latitude, (55° in the example,) the sum of the

results was taken for the whole surface, and multiplied by the proper coefficient. The north pole

was supposed to be surrounded by water, and the south pole by land, as far as latitude 80". It

appeared that the land lying beyond the parallels for which sin"/ = ^, that is, beyond the

parallels 35° N. and 35" S. nearly, was almost exactly neutralized by that which lay within those

parallels. On the whole, q appeared to have a very small positive value, which on the same
suppositions as before respecting the height of the land and the depth of the sea, was .0000012.

It appears, therefore, that the omission of the force g will produce no sensible increase in the

value of 6, unless the land be on the whole higher, or the sea shallower, in high latitudes than in

low. If the land had been collected in a great circular continent around one pole, the value of

q would have been .000268 ; if it had been collected in a belt about the equator, we should have

had 7 = — .0003()2. The difference between these values of q is about one fifth of the whole

ellipticity.

19. The attraction g' is not the only irregularity in the magnitude of the force of gravity

which arises from the irregularity in the distribution of land and sea, and in the height of the

land and depth of the sea, altliough it is the only irregularity, arising from that cause, which is

liable to vary suddenly from one point at the surface to another not far off. The irregular coating

of the earth will produce an irregular attraction besides that produced by the part of this coating

which lies under and in the immediate neighbourhood of the station considered, and it will

moreover cause an irregular elevation or depression in the level of the sea, and thereby cause a

diminutian or increase in the value of g-^.

Consider the attraction arising from the land which lies above the level of the sea, and from

the defect of attracting matter in the sea. Call this excess or defect of matter the coating of the

earth : conceive the coating condensed into a surface coinciding with the level of the sea, and
let A^he the mass contained in a small element A of this surface. Then o = ahm the case of the

land, and o — — {<j ~ \)h in the case of the sea, h being in that case the depth of the sea. Let
Fg be the potential of the coating, V', V the values of V^ outside and inside the surface respec-

tively. Conceive ^ expanded in a series of Laplace's coefficients ^0 + ^1+,.., then it is easily

proved that

r = 4,ra= f-ti\ + — ^, +—3^,+ ...V V"=^7^a'i-'6, + ~.X+..^, (28)
\r 3r- 5r^ J \a 3a^ I

r being the distance of the point considered from the centre. These equations give

dV ^ J + 1 (a\'*\ dV" i /r\'-' ,-— =-47rS^-^ - ^ =4^2^ - 0; (29)
dr 2i + 1 \rl " dr 2i + 1 \a! ' ^ '

Consider two points, one external, and the other internal, situated along the same radius vector
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very close to the surface. Let E be an element of this surface lying around the radius vector, an

element which for clear ideas we may suppose to be a small circle of radius s, and let s be at the

same time infinitely small compared with a, and infinitely great compared with the distance between

dV dV" . .

the points. Then the limiting values of and will differ by the attraction of the element
' ° dr dr ^

E, an attraction which, as follows from what was observed in Art. 13, will be ultimately the same

dV d V"
as that of an infinite plane of the same density, or Stt^*. The mean of the values of —— and —-

—

^ "^ dr dr

will express the attraction of the general coating in the direction of the radius vector, the

general coating being understood to mean the whole coating, with the exception of a superficial

element lying adjacent to the points where the attraction is considered. Denoting this mean by

—— , we get, on puttmg r = a,

dV, ^ ^,-—
' = -2x2 -r^—

.

dr 2t + 1

This equation becomes by virtue of either of the equations (28)

1'^-X^, (.0)
dr 2a' ^ ^

which is a known equation. Let either member of this equation be denoted by - g''. Then
gravity will be increased by g", in consequence of the attraction of the general coating.

20. But besides its direct effect, the attraction of the coating will produce an indirect effect by

altering the sea-level. Since the potential at any place is increased by V^ in consequence of the

coating, in passing from what would be a surface of equilibrium if the coating were removed, to the

actual surface of equilibrium corresponding to the same parameter, |that is, the same value of the

constant c in equation (l),} we must ascend till the labouring force expended in raising a unit of

mass is equal to V^, that is, we must ascend through a space — , or — nearly. In consequence of

this ascent, gravity will be diminished by the quantity corresponding to the height G~' F^, or h'

suppose. If we take account only of the alteration of the distance from the centre of the earth,

2h' 2V. „
this diminution will be equal to G. , or — , or 4g- , and therefore the combined direct and

a «

indirect effects of the general coating will be to diminish gravity by 3g".

But the attraction of that portion of the stratum whose thickness is h', which lies immediately

about the station considered, will be a quantity which involves h' as a factor, and to include this

attraction we must correct for the change of distance h' by Dr. Young's rule, instead of correcting

merely according to the square of the distance. In this way we shall get for the diminution of

gravity due to the general coating, not 3g", but only 4 11
] S'" ~ s'> or kg suppose. If

ff : p :: 5 : 11, we have A; = 1 . Gi nearly.

• This result readily follows from equations (28), which give,

dV" dV
on putting r = a, —, —;— =itr'S,ii — iit&. This difference of^ dr dr

attraction at points infinitely close can evidently only arise from

the attraction of the interposed element of surface, which, being

ultimately plane, will act equally at both points ; and, therefore,

the attraction will be in each case 2-iro, and will act outwards in

the first case, and inwards in the second.

Vol. VIII. Part V. 4T
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If we cared to leave the mean value of gravity unaltered, we sliould have to use, instead of ^,

its excess over its mean value ^(,. In considering, however, only the variation of gravity from one

place to another, this is a point of no consequence.

21. In order to estimate the magnitude which the quantity ^g' is likely to attain, conceive

two stations, of which the first is surrounded by land, and the second by sea, to the distance of

1000 miles, the distribution of land and sea beyond that distance being on the average the same at

the two stations. Then, by hypothesis, the potential due to the land and sea at a distance greater

than 1000 miles is the same at the two stations; and as we only care for the difference between the

values of the potential of the earth's coating at the two stations, we may transfer the potential due

to the defect of density at the second station with an opposite sign to the first station. We shall

thus have around the first station, taking A' for the depth of the sea around the second station,

d =(t/( + (cr — 1) /*'. In finding the difference V of the potentials of the coating, it will be amply

sufficient to regard the attracting matter as spread over a plane disk, with a radius s equal to 1000

miles. On this supposition we get

-, 3 F 9^* ^ 9 crh + ((T - l)h' s ^ ,, , .

Now G = %irpa, and therefore 3g = — = -G= -. .-G. Making the same
•^ ' 2 a 4 per 4 pa a

suppositions as before with regard to the numerical values of c,
fj,

h, h', and a, we get

3g" = •000147G. This corresponds to a difference of 6-35 vibrations a day in a seconds' pendulum.

Now a circle with a radius of 1000 miles looks but small on a map of the world, so that we may

readily conceive that the difference depending on this cause between the number of vibrations

observed at two stations might amount to 15 or 20, that is 7.5 or 10 on each side of the mean, or

even more if the height of the land or the depth of the sea be under-estimated. This difference

will however be much reduced by using kg" in place of 3g"*.

22. The value of V^ at any station is expressed by a double integral, which is known if o be

known, and which may be calculated numerically with sufficient accuracy by dividing the surface

into small portions and performing a summation. Theoretically speaking, V^ could be expressed

for the whole surface at once by means of a series of Laplace's coefficients ; the constants in this

series could be determined by integration, or at least the approximate integration obtained by

summation, and then the value of V^ could be obtained by substituting in the series the latitude and

lono-itude of the o-iven station for the general latitude and longitude. But the number of terms

which would have to be retained in order to represent with tolerable accuracy the actual state of the

earth's surface would be so great that the method, I apprehend, would be practically useless

;

althouo-h the leading terms of the series would represent the effect of the actual distribution of land

and sea in its broad features. It seems better to form directly the expression for V^ at any station.

This expression may be calculated numerically for each station by using the value of c most likely

to be correct, if the result be thought worth the trouble ; but even if it be not calculated

numerically, it will enable us to form a good estimation of the variation of the quantity 3g" or kg"

from one place to another.

Let the surface be referred to polar co-ordinates originating at tlie centre, and let the angles

\//, Y be with reference to the station considered what 6, were with reference to the north pole.

The mass of a superficial element is equal to ^a^ sin \|/d\|/d;)^, and its distance from the station is

2o sin — . Hence we have
2 ,

V^ = a fjl cos^(iv|/dx (31)

• The effect of the irregularity of the earth's surface is greater than what is represeated by kg", for a reason which will be explained

further on ( Art. 25).
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Let Sn be the mean value of 5 throughout a circle with an angular radius >|/, then the part of

V^ which is due to an annulus having a given infinitely small angular breadth dvL- is proportional to

S,„ cos — , or to S„, nearly when \^ is not large. If we regard the depth of the sea as uniform, we

may suppose 5 = for the sea, and transfer the defect of density of the sea with an opposite sign to

the land. We have seen that if we set a circle of land i mile high of 1000 miles radius surrounding

one station against a circle of sea .'ji miles deep, and of the same radius, surrounding another, we get

a difference of about i x 1.64 x 6.3r>, or 3^ nearly, in the number of vibrations performed in one

day by a seconds'' pendulum. It is hardly necessary to remark that high table-land will produce

considerably more effect than land only just raised above the level of the sea, but it should be

observed that the principal part of the correction is due to the depth of the sea. Thus it would

require a uniform elevation of about 2.1 miles, in order that the land elevated above the level of the

sea should produce as much effect as is produced by the difference between a stratum of land
3l miles thick and an equal stratum of water.

23. These considerations seem sufficient to account, at least in a great measure, for the

apparent anomalies which Mr. Airy has noticed in his discussion of pendulum experiments*. The
first table at p. 230 contains a comparison between the observations which Mr. Airy considers first-

rate and theory. The column headed " Error in Vibrations'" gives the number of vibrations per

diem in a seconds' pendulum corresponding to the excess of observed gravitv over calculated

gravity. With respect to the errors Mr. Airy expressly remarks " upon scrutinizing the errors of

the first-rate observations, it would seem that, cceteris paribus, gravitv is greater on islands than on

continents.'''' This circumstance appears to be fully accounted for by the preceding theory. The
greatest positive errors appear to belong to oceanic stations, which is just what might be expected.

Thus the only errors with the sign + which amount to 5 are. Isle of France -f- 7.0; IVIarian

Islands + 6.8 ; Sandwich Islands + 5.2 ; Pulo Gaunsah Lout (a small island near new Guinea and

almost on the equator,) -i- 5.0. The largest negative errors are, California - 6.0; Maranham — 5.6;

Trinidad — 5.2. These stations are to be regarded as continental, because generallv speaking the

stations which are the most continental in character are but on the coasts of continents, and Trinidad

may be regarded as a coast station. That the negative errors just quoted are larger than those that

stand opposite to more truly continental stations such as Clermont, Milan, 5:c. is no objection,

because the errors in such different latitudes cannot be compared except on the supposition that the

value of the ellipticity used in the comparison is correct.

Now if we divide the 49 stations compared into two groups, an equatoreal group containing the

stations lying between latitudes 35"^. and SS^S., and a polar group containing the rest, it will

be found that most if not all of the oceanic stations are contained in the former group, while the

stations belonging to the latter are of a more continental character. Hence the observations will

make gravity appear too great about the equator and too small towards the poles, that is, they will

on tile whole make gravity vary too little from the equator to the poles ; and since the variation

depends upon %m — e, the observations will be best satisfied by a value of e which is too great.

This is in fact precisely the result of the discussion, the value of e which Mr. Airy has obtained

from the pendulum experiments (.0035,"5) being greater than that which resulted from the dis-

cussion of geodetic measures (.003352), or than any of the values (.003370, .003360, and .003407),

obtained from the two lunar inequalities which depend upon the earth''s oblateness.

Mr. Airy has remarked that in the high north latitudes the greater number of errors have the

sign -1-, and that those about the latitude 45° have the sign — ; those about the equator being

* Eiici/itopicdia Melropolitana. Art. I'igure of the Garth.

4 T 2
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nearly balanced. To destroy the errors in high and mean latitudes without altering the otlieis, he

has proposed to add a term - J sm^Xcoa" X, where X is the latitude. But a consideration of the

character of the stations seems sufficient, with the aid of the previous theory, to account for the

apparent anomaly. About latitude 4-5" the stations are all continental ; in fact, ten consecutive

stations including this latitude are Paris, Clermont, Milan, Padua, Fiume, Bordeaux, Figeac, Toulon,

Barcelona, New York. These stations ought, as a group, to appear with considerable negative errors.

Mr. Airy remarks "If we increased the multiplier of sin'X," and consequently diminished the

ellipticity, "we might make the errors at high latitudes as nearly balanced as those at the equator:

but then those about latitude -iS" would be still greater than at present."

The largeness of the ellipticity used in the comparison accounts for the circumstance that the

stations California, Maranham, Trinidad, appear with larger negative errors tlian any of the stations

about latitude 45", although some of the latter appear more truly continental than the former. On

the whole it would seem that the best value of the ellipticity is one which, supposing it left the errors

in high latitudes nearly balanced, would give a decided preponderance to the negative errors about

latitude 4.5" N. and a certain preponderance to tiic positive errors about the equator, on account of

the number of oceanic stations which occur in low latitudes.

If we follow a chain of stations from the sea inland, or from the interior to the coast, it is

remarkable how the errors decrease algebraically from the sea inwards. The chain should not extend

over too large a portion of the earth's surface, as otherwise a small error in the assumed ellipticity

might aflect the result. Thus for example, Spitzbergen + i.3, Hamraerfest - 0.4, Drontheim - 2.7.

In comparing Hammerfest with Drontheim, we may regard the former as situated at the vertex of a

slightly obtuse angle, and the latter as situated at the edge of a straight coast. Again, Dunkirk - 0.1,

Paris - 1-9, Clermont -3.9, Figeac - 3.8, Toulon - 0.1, Barcelona 0.0, Fomentera + 0.2. Again,

Padua + 0.7, Milan - 2.8. Again, Jamaica - 0.8, Trinidad - 5.2.

24. Conceive the correction kg" calculated, and suppose it applied, as well as the correction

—g, to observed gravity reduced to the level of the sea, or to g, and let the result be^^^. Let e^^

be the ellipticity which would be determined by means of g^^, e^^ + Ae,^ the true ellipticity. Since

g„ = g-g' + k'g, and therefore g = g„ + g - kg", we get by (27)

45
^^„= Tn^ Hh - ^'''' (g - !^g")\ (32)

4 tr

Now g' = Z-n-ah = 2ir^ = Zir^d-; and we get from (30) and (28)

kff = - k —— = -

—

-= SAtttS-^^— ." dr 2a 2i + 1

All the terms ^i will disappear from the second side of (32) except c^, and we therefore get

^'" " ^"^ U-3-- «i"'^) (i - -Y^u-

Hence the correction Ae,^ is less than that considered in Art. 18, in the ratio of 5 - A; to 5, and is

therefore probably insensible on account of the actual distribution of land and water at the surface of

the earth.

25. Conceive the islands and continents cut off at the level of the sea, and the water of the sea

replaced by matter liaving the same density as the land. Suppose gravity to be observed at the

surface which would be thus formed, and to be reduced by Dr Young's rule to the level of what

would in the altered state of the earth be a surface of equilibrium. It is evident that ^^ expresses

the gravity which would be thus obtained.

The irregularities of the earth's coating would still not be wholly allowed for, because the surface

which would be formed in the manner just explained would no longer be a surface of equilibrium.
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in consequence of the fresh distribution of attracting matter. The surface would thus preserve traces

of its original irregularity. A repetition of the same process would give a surface still more regular,

and so on indefinitely. It is easy to see the general nature of the correction which still remains.

Where a small island was cut off, there was previously no material elevation of the sea-level, and

therefore the surface obtained by cutting off the island and replacing the surrounding sea by land

will be very nearly a surface of equilibrium, except in so far as that may be prevented by alterations

which take place on a large scale. But where a continent is cut off there was a considerable elevation

in the sea-level, and therefore the surface which is left will be materially raised above the surface of

equilibrium which most nearly represents the earth's surface in its altered state. Hence the general

effect of the additional correction will be to increase that part oi g" which is due to causes which act

on a larger scale, and to leave nearly unaffected that part which is due to causes which are more

local.

The form of the surface of equilibrium which would be finally obtained depends on the new

distribution of matter, and conversely, the necessary distribution of matter depends on the form of

the final surface. The determination of this surface is however easy by means of Laplace's analysis.

26. Conceive the sea replaced by solid matter, of density a, having a height from the bottom

upwards which is to the depth of the sea as 1 tocr. Let h be the height of the land above the actual

sea-level, h being negative in the case of the sea, and equal to the depth of the sea multiplied by

1 — cr~'. Let X be the unknown thickness of the stratum which must be removed in order to leave

the surface a surface of equilibrium, and suppose the mean value of ,i- to be zero, so that on the whole

matter is neither added nor taken away. The surface of equilibrium which would be thus obtained

is evidently the same as that wliich would be formed if the elevated portions of the irregular surface

were to become fluid and to run down.

Let V be the potential of the whole mass in its first state, V, the potential of the

stratum removed. The removal of this stratum will depress the surface of equilibrium by the

space G"'Fj,; and the condition to be satisfied is, that this new surface of equilibrium, or else a

surface of equilibrium belonging to the same system, and therefore derived from the former by

further diminisliing the radius vector by the small quantity c', shall coincide with the actual

surface. We must therefore have

G'V, + c' = .r -h {35)

Let h and x be expanded in series of Laplace's coefficients h^ + A, +... and ,r„ + .t, +... Then

the value of V^ at the surface will be obtained from either of equations (28) by replacing ^ by ax
and putting r = a. We have therefore

F, = iiraa {x^+ i.r, + \x., + ...) {Si)

After substituting in {33) the preceding expressions for V„ h, and .r, we must equate to zero

I.,aplace's coefficients of the same order. The condition that x^ = may be satisfied by means

of the constant c , and we shall have

3(7
which gives, on replacing G"'.t7rcra by its equivalent —

,

P
(2i + l)p

,
f 3a K , ^^.= ^^ —LT^— A = h +_- ^ U (35)

' {2i+\)p-3(T ' \ {2i+l)p-3a) ^ '

We see that for terms of a high order .r^ is very nearly equal to A,-, but for terms of a low order,

whereby the distribution of land and sea would be expressed as to its broad features, x^ is sensibly

irreater than A..
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27. Let it be required to reduce gravity g to the gravity wiiich would be observed, in the

altered state of the surface, along what would then be a surface of equilibrium. Let the correction

be denoted by g —og", where g-' is the same as before. The correction due to the alteration of the

coating in the manner considered in Art. 20 has been shewn to be equal to

^,-

2 7r^-67r2-^-^,
2^ + 1

and the required correction will evidently be obtained by replacing 5 by crx. Putting for x^ its

value got from {35) we have

^ (2i -2)0 , ^ f 3/) -So- 1
,

g -Sg" = 21^(7^ —i ^

"^
A, = 27ro-2h -

, .
' U,.,

(2z+ l)jo-3o- '
1 (2i + l)p-3(7J *

which gives, since 2 7ra2Aj = SttctA - g, and G = ^trpa,

Sg"'=G'^^^ ^
'P-'" is (36)®

2/> (2z + l)p -So- a

If we put o" = 2I, p = 5^ a = 4000, and suppose h expressed in miles, we get

15 Qh-
3g = G. 2 '— = G X .00017 (- 4.5 An + /t. + A5h., + .SgOA, + .214A, -1- ...). ...(37)

88000 Ili-2 ' i J
\

J

Had we treated the approximate correction 3g" in the same manner we should have had

„ 3(T 3h:
3g = G 2 — = G X .00017 (37*0 + lh + -^h + .429A3 + .333/»4 + ...)

2pa 2i + I

wliereas, since k = sil ) , we get

kg" = G —I ^-^, ^^' = G? X .00017 (1.6.36^0 + .545/^1 + .327^2 + .234^3 + .182^1 + ...).. .(38)
2pa (Zt + 1) p

The general expressions for 3g"', 3g", and l-g" shew that the approximate correction kg" agrees

with the true correction 3g"' so far as regards terms of a high order, whereas the leading terms,

beginning with the first variable term, are decidedly too small ; so that, as far as regards these

terms, 3g"' is better represented by 3g" than by kg". This agrees with what has been already

remarked in Art. 25.

If we put g- g' + ^g" =g,i,i and suppose G and e determined by means oi g^^, small corrections

similar to those already investigated will have to be applied in consequence of the omission of the

quantity g' — 3g" in the value of g. The correction to e would probably be insensible for the

reason mentioned in Art. 18. If we are considering only the variation of gravity, we may of course

leave out the term //(,.

The series (37) would probably be too slowly convergent to be of much use. A more
convergent series may be obtained by subtracting kg" from 3g'", since the terms of a high order in

Sg'" are ultimately equal to those in kg". We thus get

^^" = fcg" + G X .00017 (- 6.136^0 + .455/ti + .123^2 + .O56A3 + .032hi + ...) (39)

which gives g"' it g" be known by quadratures for the station considered.

Although for facility of calculation it has been supposed that the sea was first replaced by a

stratum of rock or earth of less thickness, and then that tlie elevated portions of the earth's

surface became fluid and ran down, it may be readily seen that it would come to the same thing if

we supposed the water to remain as it is, and the land to become fluid and run down, so as to

form for the bottom of the sea a surface of equilibrium. The gravity g^^^ would apply to the

earth so altered.
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28. Let us return to the quantity V^ of Art. 19, and consider how the attraction of the earth's

irregular coating aifects the direction of tlie vertical. Let / be the latitude of the station, which
for the sake of clear ideas may be supposed to be situated in the northern hemisphere, -sr its

longitude west of a given place, ^ the displacement of the zenith towards the south produced bv
the attraction of the coating, rj its displacement towards the east. Then

J_ rf F, _secl dV,

Ga dl Ga d-sr

. 1 dV^ seel dV.
, . , ^ , . , ,because - -—— and — are the horizontal components of the attraction towards the north

a dl a d'sr

and towards the west respectively, and G may be put for g on account of the smallness of the

displacements.

Suppose the angle -^ of Art. 22 measured from the meridian, so as to represent the north

azimuth of the elementary mass ^a* sin \J/rf\p-d^. On passing to a place on the same meridian

whose latitude is / + dl, the angular distance of the elementary mass is shortened by cos v . dl, and

therefore its linear distance, which was a chord \|/, or 2 a sin— , becomes 2 a sin — —a cos —cosy . dl.

Hence the reciprocal of the linear distance is increased by — cos — cosec'— cos v . d/, and therefore

the part of V^ due to this element is increased by l^a cos°— cosec — cosy . d^dydl. Hence we have

^.

dl

cos'— COS

= -o//
"

. ^d^^X (^")

Although the quantity under the integral sign in this expression becomes infinite when -4,

vanishes, the integral itself has a finite value, at least if we suppose I to vary continuously in the

immediate neighbourhood of the station. For if ^ becomes ^' when y becomes x + "") ^^ ™^J
replace ^ under the integral sign by ^ — I', and integrate from y = to y = tt, instead of integrating

from X = to y = 27r, and the limiting value of —— when \^ vanishes is 4—-, which is finite.

sni ±
"^

rfv/''

To get the easterly displacement of the zenith, we have only to measure y from the west

instead of from the north, or, which comes to the same, to write y + — for y, and continue to

measure y from the north. We get

dV^ a rr -A' ^ . t.

sect -— = — -
J] cos-y cosec — sm ^.bdyj/d-^ (41)

29. The expressions (40) and (41) are not to be applied to points very near the station if S

vary abruptly, or even very rapidly, about such points. Recourse must in such a case be had to

direct triple integration, because it is not allowable to consider the attracting matter as condensed

into a surface. If however ^ vary gradually in the neighbourhood of the station, the expression

(40) or (41) may be used without further change. For if we modify (40) in the way explained in

the preceding article, or else by putting the integral under the form fo" fo'" cos^ — cosec— cos y

(3 - ^,) dxj/d^, where Si denotes the value of ^ at the station, we see that the part of the integral
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due to a very small area surrountling the station is very small. If o vary abruptly, in consequence

suppose of the occurrence of a cliff, we may employ the expressions (40), (41), provided the distance

of the cliff from the station be as much as three or four times its height.

These expressions shew that the vertical is liable to very irregular deviations depending on

attractions which are quite local. For it is only in consequence of the opposition of attractions in

opposite quarters that the value of the integral is not considerable, and it is of course larger in

proportion as that opposition is less complete. Since sin — is but small even at the distance of two

or three hundred miles, a distant coast, or on the other hand a distant tract of high land of con-

siderable extent, may produce a sensible effect; although of course in measuring an arc of the

meridian those attractions may be neglected which arise from masses which are so distant as to affect

both extremities of the arc in nearly the same way.

If we compare (40) or (41) with the expression for g' or g" , we shall see that the direction of

the vertical is liable to far more irregular fluctuations on account of the inequalities in the earth's

coatino- than the force of gravity, except that part of the force which has been denoted by g\ and

which is easily allowed for. It has been supposed by some that the force of gravity alters irregularly

alono- the earth's surface, and so it does, if we compare only distant stations. But it has been

already remarked with what apparent regularity gravity when corrected for the inequality g appears

to alter, in the direction in which we should expect, in passing from one station to another in a

chain of neighbouring stations.

30. There is one case in which the deviation of the vertical may become unusually large,

which seems worthy of special consideration.

For simplicity, suppose I to be constant for the land, and equal to zero for the sea, which

comes to regarding the land as of constant height, the sea as of uniform depth, and transferring

the defect of density of the sea with an opposite sign to the land. Apply the integral (40) to

those parts only of the earth's surface which are at no great distance from the station considered,

so that we may put cos — = 1, sin — = — = — , if s be the distance of the element, measured along

a great circle. In going from the station in the direction determined by the angle j^, suppose that

we pass from land to sea at distances Si, S3, s^,...and from sea to land at the intermediate distances

«^^ s^ On goinw in the opposite direction suppose that we pass from land to sea at the distances

«-i, «_35 s_5, ... and from sea to land at the distances s_2, «_4....Then we get from (40),

-^^'' = a^/llogSi-logs_, - (logs, -logs _o) + logS3-logs_3- ...\ cos^-dx-

If the station be near the coast, one of the terms logSi, logs_, will be large, and the zenith

will be sensibly displaced towards the sea by the irregular attraction. On account of the shelving

of the coast, the preceding expression, which has been formed on the supposition that S vanished

suddenly, would give too great a displacement ; but the object of this article is not to perform any

precise calculation, but merely to shew how the analysis indicates a case in which there would be

unusual disturbance. A cliff bounding a tract of table-land would have the same sort of effect as

a coast, and indeed the effect might be greater, on account of the more sudden variation of S. The

effect would be nearly the same at equal distances from the edge above and below, that distance

being supposed as great as a small multiple of the height of the cliff, in order to render the

expression (40) applicable without modification.

31. Let us return now to the force of gravity, and leaving the consideration of the connexion

between the irregularities of gravity and the irregularities of the earth's coating, and of the
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possibility of destroying the former by making allowance for the latter, let us take the earth such

as we find it, and consider further the connexion between the variations of gravity and tlie

irregularities of the surface of equilibrium which constitutes the sea-level.

Equation (12) gives the variation of gravity if the form of the surface be known, and conversely,

(8) gives the form of the surface if the variation of gravity be known. Suppose the variation of

gravity known by means of pendulum-experiments performed at a great many stations scattered

over the surface of the earth ; and let it be required from the result of the observations to deduce
the form of the surface. According to what has been already remarked, a series of Laplace's coefficients

would most likely be practically useless for this purpose, unless we are content with merely the

leading terms in the expression for the radius vector ; and the leading character of those terms

depends, not necessarily upon their magnitude, but only on the wide extent of the inequalities

which they represent. We must endeavour therefore to reduce the determination of the radius

vector to quadratures.

For the sake of having to deal with small terms, let g be represented, as well as may be, by
the formula which applies to an oblate spheroid, and let the variable term in the radius vector be

calculated by Clairaut's Theorem. Let g^ be calculated gravity, r^ the calculated radius vector,

and put g = g^ + Ag, r = r^+ a/^u. Suppose Ag and Au expanded in series of Laplace's

coefficients. It follows from (12) that A^ will have no term of the order 1 ; indeed, if this were not

the case, it might be shewn that the mutual forces of attraction of the earth's particles would have a

resultant. Moreover tlie constant term in Ag may be got rid of by using a different value of G.

No constant term need be taken in the expansion of Au, because such a term might be got rid of

by using a diffiirent value of n, and a of course cannot be determined by pendulum-experiments.

The term of the first order will disappear if r be measured from the common centre of gravity of

the mass and volume. The remaining terms in the expansion of Am will be determined from those

in the expansion of A^ by means of equations (8) and (l2).

Let A^ = G(i'2 + 1-3 + c, + ...), (42)

and we shall have

Am = «o + Ids + lu,
-I- (43)

Suppose A^ = GF{9, (p). Let
\f/

be the angle between the directions determined by the angular

co-ordinates 0, <p and 0', <p'. Let (l — ?^cos\|/ + ^^)J be denoted by R, and let Q, be the coefficient

of Y' in the expansion of ii'' in a series according to ascending powers of Z- Then

«,- =
^^'^^

J^Jo" F(9', 0')Q, sin 9'd0'd(p',

and therefore if ^ be supposed to be less than I, and to become I in the limit, we sliall have

i-^Au = limit of //X-"F(0',(^')(5^Q, + ~ ^'Q,... +
~!

'^-
' ^'"'Q, + ...)sin 6»Wd0'. ... (ii)

Now assume

and we shall have

7=^>rQ^+'^Q3•..+'l^^^'Q.+...

whence we get, putting Z for iJ"' - Q^ - <^Qi, 7 = 2/^"*d. ^^Z.

Vol. VIII. Part V. 4U
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Integrating by parts, and observing that 7 vanishes with ^, we get

The last integral may be obtained by rationalization. If we assume R = iv - 1^, and observe

that Qo= 1, Qi= cos\^, and that w = 1 when ^ vanishes, we shall find

/.% ^Zdr = cos xlr . log f - (1 + cos \L) - 2 cos vTr . log .°* ^ "^ °l-cos>// ^ ^ w+1 ^ ^ 2

When ^= 1 we have Z = (2 - 2 cos \//)-i - (l + cos \|/), zt; = 1 + 2 sin - , and

//rZcir= -2sin|(l - sin|) - cos v^ log [sin |(l + sin
|)}.

Putting /(xl/) for the value of y when t = 'j we have

/(\//) = cosec ^ + 1 — C sin — - 5 cos x^ - 3 cos \|/ log | sin
—

[
1 + sin ^

]
> (45)

In the expression for Ate, we may suppose the line from which ff is measured to be the radius

vector of the station considered. We thus get, on replacing F(0', (p') by G~'Ag, and employing

the notation of Art. 22,

^'' = T^f:t^S-fW'^^^H^dx (46)

32. Let A^= g + A'g. Then A'g is the excess of observed gravity reduced to the level of

the sea by Dr. Young's rule over calculated gravity; and of the two parts §•' and A'g' of which

Ag consists, the former is liable to vary irregularly and abruptly from one place to another, the

latter varies gradually. Hence, for the sake of interpolating between the observations taken at

different stations, it will be proper to separate Ag' into these two parts, or, which comes to the

same, to separate the whole integral into two parts, involving g' and A'g respectively, so as to get

the part of Au which is due to g' by our knowledge of the height of the land and the depth of

the sea, and the part which depends on A'g by the result of pendulum-experiments. It may be

observed that a constant error, or a slowly varying error, in the height of the land would be of no

consequence, because it would enter with opposite signs into g' and A'g'.

It appears, then, that the results of pendulum-experiments furnish sufficient data for the

determination of the variable part of the radius vector of the earth's surface, and consequently for

the determination of the particular value which is to be employed at any observatory in correcting

for the lunar parallax, subject however to a constant error depending on an error in the assumed
value of a.

33. The expression for g'" in Art. 27 might be reduced to quadratures by the method of

Art. 31, but in this case the integration with respect to ^ could not be performed in finite terms,

and it would be necessary in the first instance to tabulate, once for all, an integral of the form

fo^fi^i cos\^) d^ for values of \|/, which need not be numerous, from to tt. This table being

made, the tabulated function would take the place of /(v^) in (46), and the rest of the process

would be of the same degree of difficulty as the quadratures expressed by the equations (31)

and (46).

34. Suppose Am known approximately, either as to its general features, by means of the

leading terms of the series (43), or in more detail from the formula (46), applied in succession to a

great many points on the earth's surface. By interpolating between neighbouring places for which

Am has been calculated, find a number of points where Ati has one of the constant values
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-2/3, — /3, 0, j3, 2/3 ..., mark these points on a map of the world, and join by a curve those

which belong to the same value of Am. We shall thus have a series of contour lines representing

the elevation or depression of the actual sea-level above or below the surface of the oblate spheroid,

which has been emplo3'ed as most nearly representing it. If we suppose these lines traced on a

globe, the reciprocal of the perpendicular distance between two consecutive contour lines will

represent in magnitude, and the perpendicular itself in direction, the deviation of the vertical from

the normal to the surface of the spheroid, or rather that part of the deviation which takes place on

an extended scale: for sensible deviations may be produced by attractions which are merely local,

and which would not produce a sensible elevation or depression of the sea-level ; although of course,

as to the merely mathematical question, if the contour lines could be drawn sufficiently close and

exact, even local deviations of the vertical would be represented.

Similarly, by joining points at which the quantity denoted in Art. 19 by V has a constant

value, contour lines would be formed representing the elevation of the actual sea-level above what

would be a surface of equilibrium if the eartii's irregular coating were removed. By treating V,

in the same way, contour lines would be formed corresponding to the elevation of the actual sea-

level above what would be the sea-level if the solid portions of the earth's crust which are

elevated were to become fluid and to run down, so as to form a level bottom for the sea, which

would in that case cover the whole earth.

These points of the theory are noticed more for the sake of the ideas than on account of any

application which is likely to be made of them ; for the calculations indicated, though possible with

a sufficient collection of data, would be very laborious, at least if we wished to get the results

with any detail.

35. The squares of the ellipticity, and of quantities of the same order, have been neglected

in the investigation. Mr. Airy, in the Treatise already quoted, has examined tlie consequence, on

the hypothesis of fluidity, of retaining the square of the ellipticity, in the two extreme cases of a

uniform density, and of a density infinitely great at the centre and evanescent elsewhere, and has

found the correction to the form of the surface and the variation of gravity to be insensible, or

all but insensible. As the connexion between the form of the surface and the variation of gravity

follows independently of the hypothesis of fluidity, we may infer that the terms depending on the

square of the ellipticity which would appear in the equations which express that connexion would

be insensible. It may be worth wliile, however, just to indicate the mode of proceeding when the

square of the ellipticity is retained.

By the result of the first approximation, equation (l) is satisfied at the surface of the earth,

as far as regards quantities of the first order, but not necessarily further, so that the value of

V + U at the surface is not strictly constant, but only of the form c + H, where If is a small

variable quantity of the second order. It is to be observed that V satisfies equation (3) exactly,

not approximately only. Hence we have merely to add to F a potential V which satisfies equation

(3) outside the earth, vanishes at an infinite distance, and is equal to // at the surface. Now if

we suppose V" to have the value // at the surface of a sphere whose radius is a, instead of the

actual surface of the earth, we shall only conunit an error which is a small quantity of the first

order compared with H, and H is itself of the second order, and therefore the error will be only

of the third order. But by this modification of one of the conditions which V' is to satisfy, we
are enabled to find V just as V was found, and we shall thus have a solution which is correct to

tlie second order of approximation. A repetition of the same process would give a solution

which would be correct to the tliird order, and so on. It need hardly be remarked that in going

beyond the first order of approximation, we must distinguish in the small terms between the

ilirection of the vertical, and that of the radius vector.

G. G. STOKES.
4 u 2



LI. On Hegel's Crificisni of Newtoiis Principia. By \V. Whewei.l, D. D.,

Master of Trinity College, Cambridge.

[Read May 21, 1849.]

The Newtonian doctrine of universal gravitation, as the cause of the motions which take place

in the solar system, is so entirely established in our minds, and the fallacy of all the ordinary

arguments against it is so clearly understood among us, that it would undoubtedly be deemed a

waste of time to argue such questions in this place, so far as physical truth is concerned. But

since in other parts of Europe, there are teachers of philosophy whose reputation and influence

are very great, and who are sometimes referred to among our own countrymen as the authors of

new and valuable views of truth, and who yet reject the Newtonian opinions, and deny the validity

of the proofs commonly given of them, it may be worth while to attend for a few minutes to the

declarations of such teachers, as a feature in the present condition of European philosophy. I the

more readily assume that the Cambridge Philosophical Society will not think a communication on

such a subject devoid of interest, in consequence of the favourable reception which it has given to

philosophical speculations still more abstract, which I have on previous occasions offered to it.

I will therefore proceed to make some remarks on the opinions concerning the Newtonian doctrine

of gravitation, delivered by the celebrated Hegel, of Berlin, than whom no philosopher in modern,

and perhaps hardly any even in ancient times, has had his teaching received with more reverential

submission by his disciples, or been followed by a more numerous and zealous band of scholars

bent upon diffusing and applying his principles.

The passages to which I shall principally refer are taken from one of his works which is called

the Encyclopcedia (Encyklopiidie), of which the First Part is the Science of Logic, the Second, the

Philosophy of Nature, the Third, the Philosophy of Spirit. The Second Part, with which I am
here concerned, has for an aliter title, Lectures on Natural Philosophy (Yoilesungen iiber Natur-

philosophie), and would through its whole extent offer abundant material for criticism, by referring

it to principles with which we are here familiar : but I shall for the present confine myself to that

part which refers to the subject which I have mentioned, the Newtonian Doctrine of Gravitation,

& 269, 270, of the work. Nor shall I, witli regard to this part, think it necessary to give a con-

tinuous and complete criticism of all the passages bearing upon the subject ; but only such speci-

mens, and such remarks thereon, as may suffice to show in a general manner the value and the

character of Hegers declarations on such questions. I do not pretend to offer here any opinion

upon the value and character of Hegel's philosophy in general : but I think it not unlikely that

some impression on that head may be suggested by the examination, here offered, of some points in

which we can have no doubt where the truth lies ; and I am not at all persuaded that a like

examination of many other parts of the Hegelian Encyclopcedia would not confirm the impression

which we shall receive from the parts now to be considered.

Hegel both criticises the Newtonian doctrines, or what he states as such ; and also, not deny-

ing the truth of the laws of phenomena which he refers to, for instance Kepler's laws, offers his

own proof of these laws. I shall make a few brief remarks on each of these portions of the pages

before me. And I would beg it to be understood that where I may happen to put my remarks in

a short, and what may seem a peremptory form, I do so for the sake of saving time ; knowing
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that among us, upon subjects so familiar, a few words will suffice. For the same reason, I shall

take passages from Hegel, not in the order in which they occur, but in the order in which they

best illustrate what I have to say. I shall do Hegel no injustice by this mode of proceeding: for

I will annex a faithful translation, so far as I can make one, of the whole of the passages referred

to, with the context.

No one will be surprised that a German, or indeed any lover of science, should speak with

admiration of the discovery of Kepler's laws, as a great event in the history of Astronomy, and a

glorious distinction to the discoverer. But to say that the glory of the discovery of the proof of

these laws has been unjustly transferred from Kepler to Newton, is quite another matter. This is

what Hegel says (a*). And we have to consider the reasons which he assigns for saying so.

He says (b) that "it is allowed by mathematicians that the Newtonian Formula may be derived

from the Keplerian laws,^' and hence he seems to infer that the Newtonian law is not an additional

truth. That is, he does not allow that the discovery of the cause which produces a certain phe-

nomenal law is anvthing additional to the discovery of the law itself.

" The Newtonian formula may be derived from the Keplerian law." It was professedly so

derived ; but derived by introducing the Idea of Force, which Idea and its consequences were not

introduced and developed till after Kepler's time.

" The Newtonian formula may be derived from the Keplerian law." And the Keplerian law

may be derived, and was derived, from the observations of the Greek astronomers and their

successors ; but was not the less a new and great discovery on that account.

But let us see what he says further of this derivation of the Newtonian " formula" from the

Keplerian Law. It is evident that by calling it a formula, he means to imply, what he also asserts,

that it is no new law, but only a new form (and a bad one) of a previously known truth.

How is the Newtonian " formula," that is, the law of the inverse squares of the central force,

derived from the Keplerian law of the cubes of the distances proportional to the squares of the

times.'' This, says Hegel, is the "immediate derivation." (c).—By Kepler's law, A being the dis-

J3 A .

tance and T the periodic time, — is constant. But Newton ral/n -— universal gravitation; whence

it easily follows that gravitation is inversely as A'.

This is Hegel's way of representing Newton's proof. Reading it, any one who had never read

the Principia might suppose that Newton defmed gravitation to be — . We, who have read the

Priiicipia, know that Newton proves that in circles, the central force (not the universal gravitation)

is as —-: that he proves this, by setting out from the idea of force, as that which deflects a body

from the tangent, and makes it describe a curve line : and that in this way, he passes from Kepler's

laws of mere motion to his own law of Force.

But He<Tel does not see any value in this. Such a mode of treating the subject he says (i)

" offers to us a tangled web, formed of the Lines of the mere geometrical construction, to which a

physical meanino- of independent forces is given." That a measzire of forces is found in such lines

as the sa<ntta of the arc described in a given time, (not such a meaning arbitrarily given to them,)

is certainly true, and is very distinctly proved in Newton, and in all our elementary books.

But, says Hegel, as further shewing the artificial nature of the Newtonian formulse, (A) " Analy-

sis has lono- been able to derive the Newtonian expression and the laws therewith connected out of

the Form of the Keplerian Laws;" an assertion, to verify which he refers to Poisson's Mecanique.

These letters refer to passages in the Translation annexed to this Memoir.
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This is apparently in order to shew that the "lines" of the Newtonian construction are superfluous.

We know very well that analysis does not always refer to visible representations of such lines : but

we know too, (and Francoeur would testify to this also,) that the analytical proofs contain equiva-

lents to the Newtonian lines. We, in this place, are too familiar with the substitution of analytical

for geometrical proofs, to be led to suppose that such a substitution affects the substance of the truth

proved. The conversion of Newton's geometrical proofs of his discoveries into analytical processes

by succeeding writers, has not made them cease to be discoveries : and accordingly, those who have

taken the most pi-ominent share in such a conversion, have been the most ardent admirers of New-

ton's genius and good fortune.

So much for Newton's comparison of the Forces in different circular orbits, and for Hegel's power

of understanding and criticising it. Now let us look at the motion in different parts of the same

elliptical orbit, as a further illustration of the value of Hegel's criticism. In an elliptical orbit the

velocity alternately increases and diminishes. This follows necessarily from Kepler's law of the

equal description of tlie areas, and so Newton explains it. Hegel, however, treats of this acceleration

and i-etardation as a separate fact, and talks of another explanation of it, founded upon Centripetal

and Centrifugal Force (o). Where he finds this explanation, I know not ; certainly not in Newton,

who in the second and third section of the Prmcipia explains the variation of the velocity in a quite

different manner, as I have said ; and nowhere, I think, employs centrifugal force in his explana-

tions. However, the notion of centrifugal as acting along with centripetal force is introduced in

some treatises, and may undoubtedly be used with perfect truth and propriety. How far Hegel

can judge when it is so used, we may see from what he says of the confusion produced by such an

explanation, which is, he says, a maximum. In the first place, he speaks of the motion being wwi-

formly accelerated and retarded in an elliptical orbit, which, in any exact use of tlie word uniformly,

it is not. But passing by this, he proceeds to criticise an explanation, not of the vaiiable velocity

of the body in its orbit, but of the alternate access and recess of the body to and from the center.

Let us overlook this confusion also, and see what is the value of his criticism on the explanation.

He says (p), " according to this explanation, in the motion of a planet from the aphelion to the

perihelion, the centrifugal is less than the centripetal force ; and in the perihelion itself the centri-

petal force is supposed suddenly to become greater than the centrifugal;" and so, of course, the

body re-ascends to the aphelion.

Now I will not say that this explanation has never been given in a book professing to be scien-

tific ; but I have never seen it given ; and it never can have been given but by a very ignorant and

foolish person. It goes upon the utterly unmechanical supposition that the approach of a body to the

center at any moment depends solely upon the excess of the centripetal over the centrifugal force ; and

reversely. But the most elementary knowledge of mechanics shews us that when a body is moving

obliquely to the distance from the center, it approaches to or recedes from the center in virtue of this

obliquity, even if no force at all act. And the total approach to the center is the approach due to

this cause, phts the approach due to the centripetal force, minus the recess due to the centrifugal

force. At the aphelion, the centripetal is greater than the centrifugal force; and hence the motion

becomes oblique ; and then, the body approaches to the center on both accounts, and approaches on

account of the obliquity of the path even when the centiifugal has become greater than the centri-

petal force, which it becomes before the body reaches the perihelion. This reasoning is so elemen-

tary, that when a person who cannot see this, writes on the subject with an air of authority, I do

not see what can be done but to point out the oversight and leave it.

But there is, says Hegel (7), another way of explaining the motion by means of centripetal

and centrifugal forces. The two forces are supposed to increase and decrease gradually, according

to different laws. In tliis case, there must be a point where they are equal, and in equilibrio; and

this being the case, they will always continue equal, for there will be no reason for their going

out of equilibrium.
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This, which is put as another mode of explanation, is, in fact, the same mode ; for, as I have

already said, the centrifugal force, which is less than the centripetal at the aphelion, becomes the

greater of the two before the perihelion ; and there is an intermediate position, at which the two forces

are equal. But at this point, is there no reason why, being equal, the forces should become unequal ?

Reason abundant : for the body, being there, moves in a line oblique to the distance, and so changes

its distance ; and the centripetal and centrifugal force, depending upon the distance by different

laws, they forthwith become unequal.

But these modes of explanation, by means of the centripetal and centrifugal forces and their

relation, are not necessary to Newton's doctrine, and are nowhere used by Newton ; and undoubtedly

much confusion has been produced in other minds, as well as Hegel's, by speaking of the centrifugal

force, which is a mere intrinsic geometrical result of a body's curvilinear motion round a center, in

conjunction with centripetal force, which is an extrinsic force, acting upon tlie body and urging it to

the center. Neither Newton, nor any intelligent Newtonian, ever spoke of the centripetal and centri-

fugal force as two distinct forces both extrinsic to the motion, which Hegel accuses them of doing, (w)

I have spoken of the third and second of Kepler's laws ; of Newton's explanations of them,

and of Hegel's criticism. Let us now, in the same manner, consider the first law, that the planets

move in ellipses. Newton's proof that this was the result of a central force varying inversely as

the square of the distance, was the solution of a problem at which his contemporaries had laboured

in vain, and is commonly looked upon as an important step. " But," says Hegel, (d) "the proof

gives a conic section generally, wliercas the main point which ought to be proved is, that the path

of the body is an ellipse only, not a circle or any other conic section." Certainly if Newton had

proved that a planet cannot move in a circle, (which Hegel says he ought to have done), his

system would have perplexed astronomers, since there are planets which move in orbits hardly

distinguishable from circles, and the variation of the extremity from planet to planet shews that

there is nothing to prevent the excentricity vanishing and the orbit becoming a circle.

" But," says Hegel again, (e) " the conditions which make the path to be an ellipse rather than

any other conic section, are empirical and extraneous ;—the supposed casual strength of the im-

pulsion originally received." Certainly the circumstances which determine the amount of excen-

tricity of a planet's orbit arc derived from experience, or rather, observation. It is not a part of

Newton's system to determine a priori what the excentricity of a planet's orbit must be. A system

that professes to do this will undoubtedly be one very diff'erent from his. And as our knowledge

of the excentricity is derived from observation, it is, in that sense, empirical and casual. The

strength of the original impulsion is a hypothetical and impartial way of expressing this result of

observation. And as we see no reason why the excentricity should be of any certain magnitude,

we see none why the fraction which expresses the excentricity should not become as large as unity,

that is, why the orbit should not become a parabola ; and accordingly, some of the bodies which

revolve about the same appear to move in orbits of this form : so little is the motion in an ellipse,

as Hegel says, (/) " the only thing to be proved."

But Hegel himself has offered proof of Kepler's laws, to which, considering his objections to

Newton's proofs, we cannot help turning with some curiosity.

And first, let us look at the proof of the Proposition which we have been considering, that the

path of a planet is necessarily an ellipse. I will translate Hegel's language as well as I can ; but

without answering for the correctness of my translation, since it does not appear to me to conform

to the first condition of translation, of being intelligible. The translation however, such as it is,

may help us to form some opinion of the validity and value of Hegel's proofs as compared with

Newton's, (r)

" For absolutely uniform motion, the circle is the only path . . .Tlie circle is the line returning
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into itself in which all the radii are equal; there is, for it, only one determining quantity, the

radius.

"But in free motion, the determination according to space and to time come into view with

differences. There must be a difference in the spatial aspect in itself, and therefore the form requires

two determining quantities. Hence the form of tiie path returning into itself is an ellipse."

Now even if we could regard this as reasoning, the conclusion does not in the smallest degree

follow. A curve returning into itself and determined by two quantities, may have innumerable

forms besides the ellipse ; for instance, any oval form whatever, besides that of the conic section.

But why must the curve be a curve returning into itself? Hegel has professed to prove this

previously (/h) from "the determination of particularity and individuality of the bodies in general,

so that they have partly a center in themselves, and partly at the same time their center in another."

Without seeking to find any precise meaning in this, we may ask whether it proves the impossi-

bility of the orbits with moveable apses, (which do not return into themselves,) such as the planets

(affected by perturbations) really do describe, and such as we know that bodies must describe in all

cases, except when the force varies exactly as the square of the distance? It appears to do so : and

it proves this impossibility of known facts at least as much as it proves anything.

Let us now look at Hegel's proof of Kepler's second law, that the elliptical sectors swept by

the radius vector are proportional to the time. It is this : («).

" In the circle, the arc or angle which is included by the two radii is independent of them. But

in the motion [of a planet] as determined by the conception, the distance from the center and the

arc run over in a certain time must be compounded in one determination, and must make out a whole.

This whole is the sector, a space of two dimensions. And hence the arc is essentially a Function

of the radius vector ; and the former (the arc) being unequal, brings with it the inequality of the

radii."

As was said in the former case, if we could regard this as reasoning, it would not prove the

conclusion, but only, tliat the arc is some function or other of the radii.

Hegel indeed offers {t) a reason why there must be an arc involved. This arises, he says, from

"the determinateness [of the nature of motion], at one while as time in the root, at another while

as space in the square. But here the quadratic character of the space is, by the returning of the line

of motion into itself, limited to a sector."

Probably my readers have had a sufficient specimen of Hegel's mode of dealing with these

matters. I will however add his proof of ICepler's third law, that the cubes of the distances are as

the squares of the times.

Hegel's proof in this case (w) lias a reference to a previous doctrine concerning falling bodies,

in which time and space have, he says, a relation to each other as root and square. Falling bodies

hovi^ever are the case of only half-free motion, and the determination is incomplete.

" But in the case of absolute motion, the domain of free masses, the determination attains its

totality. The time as the root is a mere empirical magnitude : but as a component of the deve-

loped Totality, it is a Totality in itself: it produces itself, and therein has a reference to itself.

And in this process. Time, being itself the dimensionless element, only comes to a formal identity

with itself and reaches the square : Space, on the other hand, as a positive external relation, comes

to the full dimensions of the conception of space, that is, the cube. The Realization of the two

conceptions (space and time) preserves their original difference. This is the third Keplerian law,

the relation of the Cubes of the distances to the squares of the times."

" And this," he adds, (y) with remarkable complacency, " represents simply and immediately the

reason of the thing:—while on the contrary, the Newtonian Formula, by means of which the Law
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is changed into a Law for the Force of Gravity, shews the distortion and inversion of Reflemon,
which stops half-way."

I am not able to assign any precise meaning to the Reflexion, which is here used as a term of

condemnation, applicable especially to the Newtonian doctrine. It is repeatedly applied in the

same manner by Hegel. Thus he says, {g) "that what Kepler expresses in a simple and sublime
manner in the form of Laws of the Celestial Motions, Newton has metamorphosed into the Refle.Tum-
Fnrm of the Force of Gravitation."

Though Hegel thus denies Newton all merit with regard to the explanation of Kepler's laws
by means of the gravitation of the planets to the sun, he allows that to the Keplerian Laws
Newton added the Principle of Perturbations {k). This Principle he accepts to a certain extent,

transforming the expression of it after his peculiar fashion. " It lies," he says, (/) " in this : that

matter in general assigns a center for itself: the collective bodies of the system recognize a reference

to their sun, and all the individual bodies, according to the relative positions into which thev are

brought by their motions, form a momentary relation of their gravity towards each other.'"

This must appear to us a very loose and insufficient way of stating the Principle of Perturb-
ations, but loose as it is, it recognises that the Perturbations depend upon the gravity of the

planets one to another, and to the sun. And if the Perturbations depend upon these forces, one
can hardly suppose that any one who allows this will deny that the primary undisturbed motions
depend upon these forces, and must be explained by means of them ; yet this is what Heo-el denies.

It is evident, on looking at Hegel's mode of reasoning on such subjects, that his views approach
towards those of Aristotle and the Aristotelians ; according to which motions were divided into

natural and tinnatttral

;

—the celestial motions were circular and uniform in their nature; and
the like. Perhaps it may be worth while to shew how completely Hegel adheres to these ancient

views, by an extract from the additions to the Articles on Celestial Motions, made in the last edition

of the Encyclopicdia. He says (tv),

" The motion of the heavenly bodies is not a being pulled this way and that, as is imagined
(by the Newtonians). They go along, as the ancients said, like blessed gods The celestial con-

formity is not such a one as has the principle of rest or motion external to itself. It is not ri<Tht

to say because a stone is inert, and the whole earth consists of stones, and the other heavenly

bodies are of the same nature as the earth, therefore the heavenly bodies are inert. This conclusion

makes the properties of the whole the same as those of the part. Impulse, Pressure, Resistance,

Friction, Pulling, and the like, are valid only for other than celestial matter."

There can be no doubt that this is a very different doctrine from that of Newton.

I will only add to these specimens of Hegel's physics, a specimen of the logic by which he
refutes the Newtonian argument which has just been adduced ; namely, that the celestial bodies

are matter, and that matter, as we see in terrestrial matter, is inert. He says (,r),

" Doubtless both are matter, as a good thought and a bad thought are both thoughts; but the

bad one is not therefore good, because it is a thought."

Trinity Lodge,

May 2, 1849.

Vol. VIII. P.\RT V. 4 X



Appendix to the Memoir on HegeVs Criticism of Newton's Principia.

Hegel. Encyclopwdia (2nd Ed. 1827) Tart xi., p. 250.

C. Absolute 3Iechanics.

§ 269.

Gravitation is the true and determinate conception of material Corporeity, which (Conception)

is realized to the Idea (zur Idee). General Corporeity is separable essentially into particular

Bodies, and connects itself with the Element of Individuality or subjectivity, as apparent (phe-

nomenal) presence in the Motion, which by this means is immediately a system of several Bodies.

Universal o-ravitation must, as to itself, be recognised as a profound thought, although it was

principally as apprehended in the sphere of Reflexion that it eminently attracted notice and con-

fidence on account of the quantitative determinations therewith connected, and was supposed to

find its confirmation in E.rperiments (Erfahrung) pursued from the Solar System down to the phe-

nomena of Capillary Tubes.—But Gravitation contradicts immediately the Law of Inertia, for in

virtue of it (Gravitation) matter tends out of itself to the other (matter).— In the Conception of

Weisht, there are, as has been shewn, involved the two elements—Self-existence, and Continuity,

which takes away self-existence. These elements of the Conception, however, experience a fate,

as particular forces, corresponding to Attractive and Repulsive Force, and are thereby apprehended

in nearer determination, as Centripetal and Centrifugal Force, which (Forces) like weight, act

upon Bodies, independent of each other, and are supposed to come in contact accidentally in a

third thino", Body. By this means, what there is of profound in the thought of universal weight

is ao-ain reduced to nothing ; and Conception and Reason cannot make their way into the doctrine

of absolute motion, so long as the so highly-prized discoveries of Forces are dominant there. In

the conclusion which contains the Idea of Weight, namely, [contains this Idea] as the Con-

ception which, in the case of motion, enters into external Reality through the particularity of the

Bodies, and at the same time into this [Reality] and into their Ideality and self-regarding Re-

flexion, (Reflexion-in-sich), the rational identity and inseparability of the elements is involved,

which at other times are represented as independent. Motion itself, as such, has only its meaning

and existence in a system of several bodies, and those, such as stand in relation to each other

according to different determinations.

§ 270.

As to what concerns bodies in which the conception of gravity (weight) is realized free by itself,

we say that they have for the determinations of their different nature the elements (momente) of

their conception. One [conception of this kind] is the universal center of the abstract reference

[of a body] to itself. Opposite to this [conception] stands the immediate, extrinsic, centreless

Individualitii, appearing as Corporeity similarly independent. Those [Bodies] however which are

particular, which stand in the determination of extrinsic, and at the same time of intrinsic relation,

are centers for themselves, and Talso] have a reference to the first as to their essential unity.

The Planetary Bodies, as the immediately concrete, are in their existence the most complete.

Men are accustomed to take the Sun as the most excellent, inasmuch as the understanding

prefers the abstract to the concrete, and in like manner the Fixed stars are esteemed iiigher

than the Bodies of the Solar System. Centreless Corporeity, as belonging to externality,

naturally separates itself into the opposition of the lunar and the cometary Body. The laws

of absolutely free motion, as is well known, were discovered by Kepler;—a discovery of
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immortal fame. Kepler has proved these laws in this sense, that for the empirical data he

found their general expression. Since then, it has become a common way of speaking to sav

(a) that Newton first found out the proof of these Laws. It has rarely happened that fame has

been more unjustly transferred from tlie first discoverer to another person. On this subject I

make the following remarks.

1. That it is allowed by Mathematicians that the Newtonian Formula; may be derived

(ft) from the Keplerian Laws. The completely immediate derivation is this : In the third Kep-
J3 _ A . A-

(c) lerian Law, — is the constant quantity. This being put as -, and calling, with Newton,
A— universal Gravitation, his expression of the effect of gravity in the reciprocal ratio of the

square of the distances is obvious.

(d) 2. That the Newtonian proof of the Proposition that a body subjected to the Law of

Gravitation moves about the central body in an Ellipse, gives a Conic Section generally,

while the main Proposition which ought to be proved is tiiat the fall of such a Body is not a

Circle or any other Conic Section, but an Ellipse only. Moreover, there are objections which

may be made against this proof in itself; (Princ. Math. 1. 1. Sect. ii. Prop. 1.) and although

((') it is the foundation of the Newtonian Theory, analysis has no longer any need of it. The
conditions which in the sequel make the path of the Body to a determinate Conic Section, are

referred to an empirical circumstance, namely, a particular position of the Body at a deter-

mined moment of time, and the casual strength of an impulsion which it is supposed to have

(/) received originally; so that tlie circumstance which makes the Curve be an Ellipse, which

alone ought to be the tiling proved, is extraneous to the Formula.

3. That the Newtonian Law of the so-called Force of Gravitation is in like manner onlv

proved from experience by Induction.

(g) The sum of the difference is this, that what Kepler expressed in a simple and sublime

manner in the Form of Laws of the Celestial Motions, Newton has metamorphosed into the

Reflexion-Form of the Force of Gravitation. If the Newtonian Form has not only its con-

venience but its necessity in reference to the analytical method, this is only a difference of the

(/i) mathematical formuhe ; Analysis has long been able to derive the Newtonian expression, and
the Propositions therewith connected, out of the Form of the Keplerian Laws ; (on this subject

I refer to the elegant exposition in Franccctir's Traite Elem. de Mecanique, Liv. ii. Ch. xi.

(/) n. iv.)—The old method of so-called proof is conspicuous as offering to us a tangled web,

formed of the Lines of the mere geometrical construction, to which a physical meaning of

independent Forces is given ; and of empty Reflexion-determinations of the already men-

tioned Accelerating- Force and Vis Lnertice, and especially of the relation of the so-caUed

gravitation itself to the centripetal force and centrifugal force, and so on.

The remarks which are here made would undoubtedly have need of a further explica-

tion to shew how well founded they are : in a Compendium, propositions of this kind which

do not agree with that which is assumed, can only have the shape of assertions. Indeed,

since they contradict such high authorities, they must appear as something worse, as pre-

sumptuous assertions. I will not, on this subject, support myself by saying, by the bye,

that an interest in these subjects has occupied me for 25 years ; but it is more precisely to

the purpose to remark, that the distinctions and determinations which Mathematical Analysis

introduces, and the course which it must take according to its metiiod, is altogether different

from that which a physical reality must have. The Presuppositions, the Course, and the

Results, which the Analysis necessarily has and gives, remain quite extraneous to the considera-

tions which determine the physical value and the signification of those determinations and of

4x2
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that course. To this it is that attention sliould be directed. We have to do with a conscious-

ness relative to the deluging of physical Mechanics with an inconceivable (unsaglichen)

Metaphi/sic, which—contrary to experience and conception—has those matliematical deter-

minations alone for its source.

It is recognized that what Newton—besides the foundation of the analytical treatment,

the developement of which, by the bye, has of itself rendered superfluous, or indeed rejected

much which belonged to Newton's essential Principles and glory—has added to the Keplerian

Laws is the Principle of Pertiirhafiotis,—a Principle whose importance we may here accept

thus far ; (hier in sofern anzufuhren ist) ; namely, so far as it rests upon the Proposition that

(k) tile so-called attraction is an operation of all the individual parts of bodies, as being material. It

(/) lies in this, that matter in general assigns a center for itself, (sich das centrum setzt), and the

figure of the body is an element in the determination of its place; that collective bodies of the

system recognize a reference to their Sun, (sich ihre Sonne setzen) but also the individual

bodies themselves, according to the relative position with regard to each other into which

they come by their general motion, form a momentary relation of their gravity (schwere)

towards each other, and are related to each other not only in abstract spatial relations, but at

the same time assign to themselves a joint center, which however is again resolved [into the

general center] in the universal system.

As to what concerns the features of tlie path, to shew how the fundamental determina-

tions of Free Motion are connected with the Conception, cannot here be undertaken in a

satisfactory and detailed manner, and must therefore be left to its fate. The proof from reason

of the quantitative determinations of free motion can only rest upon the determinations of

Conceptions of space and time, the elements whose relation (intrinsic not extrinsic) motion is.

{ill) That, in the first place, the motion in general is a motion returning into itself, is founded

on the determination of particularity and individuality of the bodies in general (^ 269), so that

partly they have a center in themselves, and partly at the same time their center in another.

These are the determinations of Conceptions which form the basis of the false representatives

(«) of Centripetal Force and Centrifugal Force, as if each of these were self-existing, extraneous

to the other, and independent of it ; and as if they only came in contact in their operations and

consequently externally. They are, as has already been mentioned, the Lines which must

be drawn for the mathematical determinations, transformed into physical realities.

Further, this motion is uniformly accelerated, (and—as returning into itself—in turn

uniformly retarded). In motion as/ree. Time and Space enter as different things which are

to make themselves effective in the determination of the motion, (§ 266, note.) In the so-

(«) called Explanation of the uniforndy accelerated and retarded motion, by means of the

alternate decrease and increase of the magnitude of the Centripetal Force and Centrifugal

Force, the coyifusion which the assumption of such independent Forces produces is at its

(/>) greatest height. According to this explanation, in the motion of a Planet from the Aphelion

to the Perihelion, the centrifugal is less than the centripetal force, and on the contrary, in

the Perihelion itself, the centrifugal force is supposed to become greater than the centripetal.

For the motion from the Perihelion to the Aphelion, this representation makes the forces pass

into the opposite relation in the same manner. It is apparent that such a sudden conversion

of the preponderance which a force has obtained over another, into an inferiority to the other,

cannot be anything taken out of the nature of Forces. On the contrary it must be concluded,

that a preponderance which one Force has obtained over another must not only be preserved,

but must go onwards to the complete annihilation of the other Force, and the motion must

either, by the Preponderance of the Centripetal Force, proceed till it ends in rest, that is, in

the Collision of the Planet with the Central Body, or till by the Preponderance of the Centri-
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(7) f"gal Force it ends in a straight line. But now, if in place of the suddenness of the conversion,

we suppose a gradual increase of the Force in question, then, since rather the other Force ought

to be assumed as increasing, we lose the oppo'^ition which is assumed for tlie sake of the ex-

planation ; and if the increase of the one is assumed to be different from that of the other,

(which is the case in some representations,) then there is found at the mean distance between

the apsides a point in which the Forces are in equilibrio And the transition of the Forces

out of Equilibrium is a thing just as little without any sufficient reason as the aforesaid

suddenness of inversion. And in the whole of this kind of explanation, we see that the

mode of remedying a bad mode of dt-aling with a subject leads to newer and greater confu-

sion A similar confusion makes its appearance in the explanation of the phaenomenon that

the pendulum oscillates more slowly at the equator. This phasnomenon is ascribed to the

Centrifugal Force, which it is asserted must then be greater ; but it is easy to see that we
may just as well ascribe it to the augmented gravity, inasmuch as that holds the pendulum
more strongly to the perpendicular line of rest.

§ 240.

(r) And now first, as to what concerns the Form of the Path, the Circle only can be conceived

as the path of an absolutely tiniform motion Conceivable, as people express it, no doubt it

is, tliat an increasing and diminishing motion sliould take place in a circle. But this con-

ceivableness or possibility means only an abstract capability of being represented, which leaves

out of sight that Determinate Thing on which the question turns.

The Circle is the line returning into itself in which all the radii are equal, that is, it is

completely determined by means of the radius. There is only one Determination, and that

is the whole Determination.

But in free motion, in which the Determinations according to space and according to time

come into view with Differences, in a qualitative relation to each other, this Relation appears

in the spatial aspect as a Difference thereof in itself, which therefore requires two Deter-

minations. Hereby the Form of the path returning into itself is essentially an Ellipse.

(a) The abstract Determinateness which produces the circle appears also in this way, that the

arc or angle which is included by two Radii is independent of them, a magnitude with reo^ard

to tliem completely empirical. But since in the motion as determined by the Conception, the

distance from the center, and the arc which is run over in a certain time, must be compre-

hended in one determinateness, [awrf] make out a whole, this is the sector, a space-deter-

mination of two dimensions: in this way, the arc is essentially a Function of the Radius
vector; and the former (the arc) being unequal, brings with it the inequality of the Radii.

That the determination with regard to the space by means of the time appears as a Deter-

mination of two Dimensions,—as a Superficies-Determination,—agrees with what was said

(/) before (K 26fi) respecting Falling Bodies, with regard to the exposition of the same Deter-

minateness, at one while as Time in the root, at another while as Space in the square. Here,

however, the Quadratic character of the space is, by the returning of the Line of motion into

itself, limited to a Sector. These are, as may be seen, the general principles on which the

Keplerian Law, that in equal times equal sectors are cut off, rests.

This Law becomes, as is clear, only the relation of the arc to the Radius Vector, and the

Time enters there as the abstract Unity, in which the different Sectors are compared, because

as Unity it is the Determining Element. But the further relation is that of the Time, not

as Unity, but as a Quantity in general,-—as the time of Revolution—to the magnitude of the

Path, or, what is the same thing, the distance from the center. As Root and Square, we saw

that Time and Space had a relation to each other, in the case of Falling Bodies, the case of

half-free motion—because that [inotion] is determined on one side by the conception, on the
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other by external [conditions]. But in the case of absolute motion—the domain of free

(m) masses—the determination attains its Totality. The Time as the Root is a mere empirical

magnitude ; but as a component (moment) of the developed Totality, it is a Totality in

itself,—it produces itself, and therein has a reference to itself;—as the Dimensionless

Element in itself, it only comes to a formal identity with itself, the Square ; Space, on the

other hand, as the positive Distribution (aussereinander) [comesj to the Dimension of the

Conception, the Cube. Their Realization preserves their original difference. This is the

(i') third Keplerian Law, the relation of the Cubes of the Distances to the Squares of the

Times ;—a Law which is so great on this account, that it represents so simply and imme-
diately Reason as belonging to the thing : while on the contrary the Newtonian Formula, by
means of which the Law is changed into a Law for the Force of Gravity, shews the Distortion,

Perversion and Inversion of Reflexion which stops half-way.

Additions to new Edition. ^ 269.

The center has no sense without the circumference, nor the circumference without the center.

This makes all physical hypotheses vanish which sometimes proceed from the center, some-

times from the particular bodies, and sometimes assign this, sometimes that, as the original

[cause of motion]... It is silly (liippisch) to suppose that the centrifugal force, as a tendency to

fly off in a Tangent, has been produced by a lateral projection, a projectile force, an impulse

which they have retained ever since they set out on their journey (von Haus aus). Such

casualty of the motion produced by external causes belongs to inert matter ; as when a stone

fastened to a thread wliich is thrown transversely tries to fly from the thread. We are not

to talk in this way of Forces. If we will speak of Force, there is one Force, whose elements

(w) do not draw bodies to diff'erent sides as if they were two Forces. The motion of the heavenly

bodies is not a being pulled this way or that, such as is thus imagined ; it is free motion : they

go along, as the ancients said, as blessed Gods (sie gehen als selige Giitter einher). The
celestial corporeity is not such a one as has the principle of rest or motion external to itself.

Because stone is inert, and all the earth consists of stones, and the other heavenly bodies are of

the same nature,—is a conclusion which makes the properties of the whole the same as those of

the part. Impulse, Pressure, Resistance, Friction, Pulling, and the like, are valid only for

(if) an existence of matter other than the celestial. Doubtless that which is common to the two is

matter, as a good thought and a bad thought are both thoughts ; but the bad one is not

therefore good, because it is a thought.



LII. Discussion of a Differential Equation relating to the breaking of Eailway Bridges.

By G. G. Stokes, M. A., Fellow of Pembroke College, Cambridge.

[Read May 21, 1849.]

To explain the object of the following paper, it will be best to relate the circumstance which

gave rise to it. Some time ago Professor Willis requested my consideration of a certain differential

equation in which he was interested, at the same time explaining its object, and the mode of ob-

taining it. The equation will be found in the first article of this paper, which contains the sub-

stance of what he communicated to me. It relates to some experiments wliich have been

performed by a Royal Commission, of which Professor Willis is a member, appointed on the

27th of August, 1847, " for the purpose of inquiring into the conditions to be observed by engineers

in the application of iron in structures exposed to violent concussions and vibration." The object

of the experiments was to examine the effect of the velocity of a train in increasing or decreasing

the tendency of a girder bridge over which the train is passing to break under its weight. In order

to increase the observed effect, the bridge was purposely made as slight as possible : it consisted in

fact merely of a pair of cast or wrought iron bars, nine feet long, over which a carriage, variously

loaded in different sets of experiments, was made to pass with different velocities. The remarkable

result was obtained that the deflection of the bridge increased with the velocity of the carriage,

at least up to a certain point, and that it amounted in some cases to two or three times the central

statical deflection, or that whicli would be produced by the carriage placed at rest on the middle

of the bridge. It seemed highly desirable to investigate the motion mathematically, more especiallv

as the maximum deflection of the bridge, considered as depending on the velocity of the carriage,

had not been reached in the experiments*, in some cases because it corresponded to a velocity

greater than any at command, in others because the bridge gave way by the fracture of the bars

on increasing the velocity of the carriage. The exact calculation of the motion, or rather a cal-

culation in which none but really insignificant quantities should be omitted, would however *-

extremely difficult, and would require the solution of a partial differential equation witli ad .^ramarv

differential equation for one of the equations of condition by whicii the arbitrary functions would

have to be determined. In fact, the forces acting on the body and on any element of the bridge

depend upon the positions and motions, or rather changes of motion, both of the bodv itself and

of every otlier element of the bridge, so that the exact solution of the problem, even when the de-

flection is supposed to be small, as it is in fact, appears almost hopeless.

In order to render the problem more manageable. Professor Willis neglected the inertia of the

bridge, and at the same time regarded the moving body as a heavy particle. Of course the masses

of bridges such as are actually used must be considerable; but the mass of the bars in the ex-

periments was small compared with that of the carriage, and it was reasonable to expect a near

accordance between the theory so simplified and experiment. This simplification of the problem

reduces the calculation to an ordinary differential equation, which is that which has been already

mentioned ; and it is to the discussion of this equation that the present paper is mainly devoted.

This equation cannot apparently be integrated in finite terms, except for an infinite number
of particular values of a certain constant involved in it ; but I have investigated rapidly con-

vergent series whereby numerical results may be obtained. By merely altering the scale of the

The iletails of the experiments will be found in the Report of the Commission, to which the Tender is referred.
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abscissae and ordinates, the differential equation is reduced to one containing a single constant /3,

which is defined by equation (5). The meaning of the letters which appear in this equation will

be seen on referring to the beginning of Art. 1. For the present it will be sufficient to observe

that /3 varies inversely as the square of the horizontal velocity of the body, so that a small value

of /3 corresponds to a high velocity, and a large value to a small velocity.

It appears from the solution of the differential equation that the trajectory of the body is

unsymmetrical with respect to the centre of the bridge, the maximum depression of the body

occurring beyond the centre. The character of the motion depends materially on the numerical

value of /3. When /3 is not greater than ^, the tangent to the trajectory becomes more and more

inclined to the horizontal beyond the maximum ordinate, till the body gets to the second extremity

of the bridge, when the tangent becomes vertical. At the same time the expressions for the central

deflection and for the tendency of the bridge to break become infinite. When /3 is greater than

1, the analytical expression for the ordinate of the body at last becomes negative, and afterwards

changes an infinite number of times from negative to positive, and from positive to negative.

The expression for the reaction becomes negative at the same time with the ordinate, so that in

fact the body leaps.

The occurrence of these infinite quantities indicates one of two things : either the deflection

really becomes very large, after which of course we are no longer at liberty to neglect its square

;

or else the effect of the inertia of the bridge is really important. Since the deflection does not

really become very great, as appears from experiment, we are led to conclude that the effect of the

inertia is not insignificant, and in fact I have shewn that the value of the expression for the vis

viva neglected at last becomes infinite. Hence, however light be the bridge, the mode of approx-

imation adopted ceases to be legitimate before the body reaches the second extremity of the bridge,

although it may be sufficiently accurate for the greater part of the body's course.

In consequence of the neglect of the inertia of the bridge, the differential equation here dis-

cussed fails to give the velocity for which T, the tendency to break, is a maximum. When (i is

a good deal greater than i, 7^ is a maximum at a point not very near the second extremity of the

bridge, so that we may apply the result obtained to a light bridge without very material error.

Let T^ be this maximum value. Since it is only the inertia of the bridge that keeps the tendency

to break from becoming extremely great, it appears that the general effect of that inertia is to

preserve the bridge, so that we cannot be far wrong in regarding T, as a superior limit to the

actual tendency to break. When /3 is very large, T'l may be calculated to a sufficient degree of

accuracy with very little trouble.

Experiments of the nature of those which have been mentioned may be made with two distinct

objects ; the one, to analyze experimentally the laws of some particular phenomenon, the other, to

apply practically on a large scale results obtained from experiments made on a small scale. With

the former object in view, the experiments would naturally be made so as to render as conspicuous

as possible, and isolate as far as might be, the effect which it was desired to investigate ; with the

latter, there are certain relations to be observed between the variations of the different quantities

which are in any way concerned in the result. These relations, in the case of the particular problem

to which the present paper refers, are considered at the end of the paper.

1. It is required to determine, in a form adapted to numerical computation, the value of y' in

terms of x', where y' is a function of x' defined by satisfying the differential equation

dV by'

dx- (2 ex - x'y
' (!)

with the particular conditions

v' = 0, -^ = 0, when *' = 0, (2)
•' dx
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the value of y not being wanted beyond the limits and 2c of x . It will appear in the course

of the solution that the first of the conditions (2) is satisfied by the complete integral of (l), while

the second serves of itself to determine the two arbitrary constants which appear in that integral.

The equation (l) relates to the problem which has been explained in the introduction. It was

obtained by Professor Willis in the following manner. In order to simplify to the very utmost the

mathematical calculation of the motion, regard the carriage as a heavy particle, neglect the inertia

of the bridge, and suppose the deflection very small. Let x
, y be the co-ordinates of the moving

body, w' being measured horizontally from the beginning of the bridge, and y vertically downwards.

Let M be the mass of the body, V its velocity on entering the bridge, 2 c the length of the bridge,

g the force of gravity, S the deflection produced by the body placed at rest on the centre of the

bridge, R the reaction between the moving body and the bridge. Since the deflection is very

small, this reaction may be supposed to act vertically, so that the horizontal velocity of the body

will remain constant, and therefore equal to V. The bridge being regarded as an elastic bar or

plate, propped at the extremities, and supported by its own stiffness, the depth to which a weight

will sink when placed in succession at different points of the bridge will vary as the weight

iTiultiplied by [9,cx' — x"^Yi ^^ f"^y ^^^ proved by integration, on assuming that the curvature is

proportional to the moment of the bending force. Now, since the inertia of the bridge is neglected,

the relation between the depth y to which the moving body has sunk at any instant and the

reaction R will be the same as if R were a weight resting at a distance x from the extremity of

the bridge ; and we shall therefore have

j/'= C/^(2c,r'-.^•'0^

C being a constant, which may be determined by observing that we must have y = S wlien R = Mg
and y = c ; whence

We get therefore for the equation of motion of the body

d'y'
^

gc'y

df ^ ~
S{^2cx' -x'Y'

dx'
which becomes on observing that —— = V

dt

<^y g S"c* y'

dx'^ P V-S (2c.r' -x'y"

which is the same as equation (l), a and h being defined by the equations

-^, 6= ^^ (3)
F^

'

V-S ^
'

2. To simplify equation (1) put

x' = ^cx,

v\\\c\\ gives

y = \6c*ab~^y, b = 4c')8,

dx' ^ (x-x-y ^^ '

It is to be observed that x denotes the ratio of the distance of the body from the beginning of

the bridge to the length of the bridge ; y denotes a quantity from which the depth of the body

below the horizontal plane in which it was at first moving may be obtained by multiplying by

l6c*a6"' or l6 S ; and /3, on the value of which depends the form of the body's path, is a constant

defined by the equation

»-^s <=)

Vol. VIII. Part V. 4Y
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3. In order to lead to the required integral of (4), let us first suppose that x is very small.

Then the equation reduces itself to

dw^ ^ x'
' (6)

of which the complete integral is

fix-
y = -^ +Ax'^^^' + 5.ri-^i-^ (7)

2 + p
and (7) is the approximate integral of (4) for very small values of x. Now the second of equations

(2) requires that A = 0, B = 0,* so that the first term in the second member of equation (7) is

the leading term in the required solution of (4).

4. Assuming in equation (4) y = (x — x'Y z, we get

^^{{x-xyz\ +(i. = fi (8)

Since (4) gives y = (* - a^y when /3 = oo , and (5) gives /3 = co when F = 0, it follows that ar

is the ratio of the depression of the body to the equilibrium depression. It appears also from

Art. 3, that for the particular integral of (8) which we are seeking, « is ultimately constant when x

is very small.

To integrate (S) assume then

z = Ay + AiX + Aox' + ... = 'EA^x', (9)

and we get

2 (i + 2) (J + 1) AfX' - 22 (J + 3) (i + 2) AiX'^' + S (J + 4) (i + 3) AfX'*'' + (i^A^x' = /3,

2
I [0 + 1) (i + 2) + /3] J; - 2 (i + 1) (j + 2) J;_i + (i + l)(i+ 2) Ai_^] X' = )3, ... (10)

where it is to be observed that no coefficients A^ with negative suffixes are to be taken.

Equating to zero the coefficients of the powers 0, 1, 2. ..of x in (10), we get

(2 -. /3) ^0 = i3,

(6 + /3) Ji - 12^0= 0, &c.

and generally

{(I + 1) (; + 2) + /3} Ai - 2 (i + 1) (i + 2) 4_i + (i + 1) (i + 2) J,._„ = (11)

The first of these equations gives for A,, the same value which would have been got from (7).

The general equation (11), which holds good from i=l to i = co , if we conventionally regard

A_i as equal to zero, determines the constants Af, A.,, A^... one after another by a simple and

uniform arithmetical process. It will be rendered more convenient for numerical computation by

putting it under the form

A, = i-^'- * ^^-!
I'

-TfrdWh <">

* When /3>4 , the last two terms in (7) take the form ,r* { Ccos

(q\ogx) + Ds\'a[q\ogx)]; and if s/, denote this quantity we cannot

in strictness speak of the limiting value of -r^' when ,r = 0. If we

give X a small positive value, which we then suppose to decrease

indefinitely, -^ will fluctuate between the constantly increasuig

limits ±a-«V{(JC + 90)= + (iB-?C)M, or ±x-*-J\p(C^
+ D-)\ , since 9 = V(^-i). But the body is supposed to enter

the bridge horizontally, that is, in the direction of a tangent, since

the bridge is supposed to be horizontal, so that we must clearly

have C=+Z)= = 0, and therefore C = 0, /) = 0. When /3 = i the

last two terms in (7) take the form x^ {E + F\ogx), and we must

evidently have £ = 0, F = 0.
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for it is easy to form a table of differences as we go along ; and when I becomes considerable, the

quantity to be subtracted from J,_i + A^,_2 will consist of only a few figures.

5. When i becomes indefinitely great, it follows from (ll) or (12) that the relation between

the coefficients A^ is given by the equation

Ji - 2J,._, + J;_2 = 0, (13)

of which the integral is

Ji = C + a (14)

Hence the ratio of consecutive coefficients is ultimately a ratio of equality, and therefore the

ratio of the (i + l)th term of the series (9) to the ith is ultimately equal to x. Hence the series is

convergent when a; lies between the limits - 1 and + 1 ; and it is only between the limits and 1

of a; that the integral of (8) is wanted. The degree of convergency of the series will be ultimately

the same as in a geometric series whose ratio is x.

6. When x is moderately small, the series (9) converges so rapidly as to give sr with little

trouble, the coefficients J,, Aj... being supposed to have been already calculated, as far as may be
necessary, from the formula (12). For larger values, however, it would be necessary to keep in a

good many terms, and the labour of calculation might be abridged in the following manner.

When i is very large, we have seen that equation (12) reduces itself to (13), or to A"J,_2 = 0,

or, which is the same, A"v4, = 0. When i is large, A' J, will be small; in fact, on substituting

in the small term of (12) the value of Aj given by (14), we see that A"^, is of the order i"'. Hence

A^.4„ A^Aj ... will be of the orders i~-, i"'..., so that the successive differences of Af will rapidlv

decrease. Suppose i terms of the series (9) to have been calculated directly, and let it be required

to find the remainder. We get by finite integration by parts

lAiX' = const. + Ai — A^, y^ r- + A'Af -,- -, - ...,
'

' x-l ' (a- - If ' (.r - 1)'

and taking the sum between the limits i and m we get

^;.T' + 4,+i*' + ' + ... to inf. = a-'-' l^f -3-7+ A Jj ( -^] + A'J, {——-] +•••[; ...(15)

ar will however presently be made to depend on series so rapidly convergent that it will hardly be

worth while to employ the series (15), except in calculating the series (9) for the particular value 1

of X, which will be found necessary in order to determine a certain arbitrary constant*.

7. If the constant term in equation (4) be omitted, the equation reduces itself to

^+ —!-^

—

-=0 (16)

The form of this equation suggests that there may be an integral of the form y = r™ (1 - x)'.

Assuming this expression for trial, we get

{x - x~)- ~ = .r" (1 - x)" {m (in - 1) (1 - xf - 2mnx (1 - x) + n{n - 1) x-]

= y [m (m - 1) - 27n (w + n - I) x + (»« + n) (/» + 11 - \) x-\.

The second member of this equation will be proportional to y, if

TO + n — 1 = 0, (17)

• A mode of calculating the value of z for x = h will presently be given, which is easier than that here mentioned, unless /3 be very

large. See equation (42) at the end of this paper.

4 Y 2
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and will be moreover equal to - fiy, if

»n- - m + /3 = (18)

It appears from (17) that m, n are the two roots of the quadratic (18). We have for the

complete integral of (l6)

?/ = Ax"- (1 - xy + Bx'^l - wY (19)

The complete integral of (4) may now be obtained by replacing the constants J, B by functions

R, S of X, and employing the method of the variation of parameters. Putting for shortness

w'" (l — x)" = u, x" {\ — .r)"" = V,

we get to determine R and S the equations

dR dS
u —-+ V—- =0,
ax ax

du dR dv dS

dx dx dx dx

du dv ,.11
Since V — - u— = m — n, we get from the above equations

dx dx

dR (iv dS fiu

dx m — n' dx m - n

whence we obtain for a particular integral of (4)

y = ——ix'^ (1 - x)" / x"{l - xy dx - x" {I - a?)"' / *" (1 - xy dx\ ; (20)
m -n

[ Jo Jo J

and the complete integral will be got by adding together the second members of equations (1.9),

(20). Now the second member of equation (20) varies ultimately as x'^, when x is very small,

and therefore, as shewn in Art. 3, we must have J = 0, B = 0, so that (20) is the integral we want.

When the roots of the quadratic (18) are real and commensurable, the integrals in (20) satisfy

the criterion of inteorability, so that the integral of (4) can be expressed in finite terms without

the aid of definite integrals. The form of the integral will, however, be complicated, and y may

be readily calculated by the method which applies to general values of /3.

8. Since Jl F (v) dx = fl F (x) dx - fl" F (l - x) dx, we have from (20)

«=—^- lx'"(l -xyflx"(l - xydx - x'il -x)'"flx'"(l - xy dx\,
m - n

^ \x"(\ - x)"" fl-'' (1 - xy x' dx - .r™ (1 - xy /J--^ (1 - xy x'" dx]

.

in — n

If we put /(.t) for the second member of equation (20), the equation just written is

equivalent to

f{x)=f(X-x-)^<p{x-), (21)

where

d> (3!) =—^ \x^{\- .vY flx^il- x)'"dx -x"il - xy fl .r- (1 - xy dx] ... (22)
' m — n

Now since m + n = 1,

s''ds

fx" (1 - xy dx = fv (.r-' - 1)" dx = - /w~' {w - 1)'" w ^ dw = - f
(1 + sy
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At the limits x — and a? = 1, we have w = eo and w = 1, « = co and « = 0, whence if /denote

the definite integral,

-, , roc s'"ds

We get by integration by parts

/s'"ds s"" m rs'"~'^ds

(1 +sf " ~
2(1 + sy

"*" ¥ i (1 + sy '
-

and again by a formula of reduction

-, = + {l -m) [ .

(I +sy 1 +s ^ ^ J 1 +s

Now j3 being essentially positive, the roots of the quadratic (18) are either real, and comprised

between and 1, or else imaginary with a real part equal to ^. In either case the expressions

which are free from the integral sign vanish at the limits s = and « = co , and we have therefore,

on replacing m (I - m) by its value (i.

2 A 1 + « '

The function (x) will have different forms according as the roots of (IS) are real or imaginary.

First suppose the roots real, and let w = ^ + r, w = i — r, so that

r = v/j -i3 (23)

In this case m is a. real quantity lying between and 1, and we have therefore by a known formula

r^ -^""'ds _ TT _ TT

^24)
Ju 1 +« sin»«ir costtt'

whence we get from (22), observing that the two definite integrals in this equation are equal to each

other,

<^(.)= ^^y^(^y- (^y] (2.)^ 4rcosr7r (.\1 -w/ \l - xl )

This result might have been obtained somewhat more readily by means of the j)roperties of the

first and second Eulerian integrals.

When /3 becomes equal to 1, r vanishes, the expression for 0(.») takes the form
J],

a"d "^

easily find

4>i'^) = f \/.ir^^^iog -^^ (26)
32 1 — cX'

When /3>-V, the roots of (18) become imaginary, and r becomes p v - I, where

P-V^^. (27)

Tiie formula (25) becomes

•^(^^MT^TT^^'^^^'" {'''''' r^-)
^''^

If /(a?) be calculated from * = to a? = J, equation (21) will enable us to calculate it readily

from X = i io X = ^, since it is easy to calculate 0(j')-

9. A series of a simple form, which is more rapidly convergent than (9) wiien x approaches

the value ^, may readily be investigated.
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Let X = 1(1 + w) ; then substituting in equation (8) wc get

i^JO-^'T^} ^fi« = (i (29)

Assume

z = B^+ B,w^ -^ B,w* ... =1BiW'', (30)

then substituting in (2f)) we get

'2Bi{2i{2i - i)w~'~-- 2(2J + 2) (2j + l)w-'+ (2i + 4)(2J + 3)w''-^-+ 4/3w°*} = 4./3,

or,

E{i(2i -l)Bi- 2[i(2i- 1) - /3]S,._i+ i(2i- l)5;_„}w='-' = 2/3.

This equation leaves B^ arbitrary, and gives on dividing by i (2 j - l), and putting in succession

i = 1, i = 2, &c.,

and generally wlien i > 1

,

B, = B,,,+ A j5,_,- 77-4^ 5,_, (32).
^(2^ -1)

The constants fi,, B.,,... being thus determined, the series (30) will be an integral of equation

(2y), containing one arbitrary constant. An integral of the equation derived from (29) by replacing

the second member by zero may be obtained in just the same way by assuming z = C^,w + C^ w'' + ...

when Gi,C2... will be determined in terms of Ci, which remains arbitrary. The series will both be

convergent between the limits tv = - 1 and w = 1, that is, between the limits a; = and x = 1.

The sum of the two series will be the complete integral of (29), and will be equal to (a? - x^)~'^f{x)

if the constants B^^, Co be properly determined. Denoting the sums of the two series by F^ {w),

Fg (w) respectively, and writing a (x) for {x - x-)-'~f{x), so that ss = a (x), we get

a- (x) = F, (w) + F, (w), a (1 - a?) = F, (to) - F, {w) ;

and since 2Fo (w) = a {x) - a {l - x) = {x - a?)-^ (p (x) by (21), we get

a- (x) = F, {iv) + 1 (x - x') -' <p {x), 0- (1 - *) = F, (w) - l{x - x^)-' (p (x) (33).

To determine B^ we have

5o=T(i), (34).

which may be calculated by the series (g),

10. The series (9), (30) will ultimately be geometric series with ratios x, w-, or x, {9.x - l)'^,

respectively. Equating these ratios, and taking the smaller root of the resulting quadratic, we
get * = 5. Hence if we use the series (9) for the calculation of o- {x) from x = to * = ^, and

(30) for the calculation of a {x) from .t? = i to <r = 1, we shall have to calculate series which are

ultimately geometric series with ratios ranging from to i.

Suppose that we wish to calculate a {x) or « for values of w increasing by .02. The process

of calculation will be as follows. From the equation (2 + /3) Jo= ^ and the general formula (12),

calculate the coefficients J,,, J„ A,,,., as far as may be necessary. From the series (9), or else from

the series (9) combined with the formula (15), calculate cr (1) or B^, and then calculate 5„ E.^...

from equations (31), (32). Next calculate a {x) from the series (9) for the values .02, .04,. ...26

of X, and Fe {w) from (30) for the values .04, .08..., .44 of w, and lastly (a; - a^)-^(j) (x) for the

values .52, .54..,, .98 of*'. Then we have a (x) calculated directly from ci? = to ,r = .2() ; equa-
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tions (33) will give a (x) from .v = .28 to w = .72, and lastly the equation a (r) =a (1 - ^)

+ (<r — x^)~-(p (x) will give a (.r) from a? = .7* to a? = 1.

11. The equation (21) will enable us to express in finite terms the vertical velocity of the

body at the centre of the bridge. For according to the notation of Art. 2, the horizontal and

vertical coordinates of the body are respectively 2cx and l6Sy, and we have also = V,

whence, if v be the vertical velocity, we get

d.l6Sydx 8SV _,

dx dt c ' ^

But (2l) gives/" (^) = -^ (p' (5)5 whence if v^ be the value of v at the centre, we get

v^ = —, or = ^— , (35)
ccosr T c{e'"' + e '"')

according as /3 <> i.

In the extreme cases in which V is infinitely great and infinitely small respectively, it is evi-

dent that v^ must vanish, and therefore for some intermediate value of V^ v^ must be a maximum.
Since Foe |3~^ when the same body is made to traverse the same bridge with different velocities,

Vc will be a maximum when p or </ is a minimum, where

P = 2/3-t COSJ-TT, </ = /3 -4(6'''+ 6-"").

Putting for cos ttt its expression in a continued product, and replacing r by its expression in

terms of j8, we get

i0\ f 1 - 4./3N

whence

d log p 1

i'-'-^'){'-'^

+ + + (36)
d(i 2/3 1.2 + ^ 2.3 + /3

* '

The same expression would have been obtained for ?- . Call the second member of equa-
rf/3

tion (36) F ((i), and let - JV, P be the negative and positive parts respectively of F (/3). When

/3 = 0, iV^= ec , and P= + ... = 1, and therefore F (/3) is negative. AVhen /3 becomes

infinite, the ratio of P to jV becomes infinite, and therefore F (/3) is positive when /3 is sufficiently

large; and F (/3) alters continuously with /3. Hence the equation F (/B) = must have at least

one positive root. But it cannot have more than one ; for the rates of proportionate decrease of

1 dN 1 dP
the quantities A, P, or - ^ttJ' ~ ^ 7735 "re respectively

1 (1 .2 + /3)- = + (2.3 + /3)"'- + ...

/3' (i.2 + /3)-' + (2.3 + /3)-' + ...

and the several terms of the denominator of the second of these expressions are equal to those of

the numerator multiplied by 1 . 2 + /3, 2 . 3 + /3,... respectively, and therefore the denominator is

equal to the numerator multiplied by a quantity greater than 2+13, and therefore greater than /3

;

so that the value of the expression is less than -. Hence for a given infinitely small increment of

j3 the change - dN in N bears to A" a greater ratio than - dP bears to P, so that when A' is

greater than or equal to P it is decreasing more rapidly than P, and therefore after having once
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become equal to P it must remain always less than P. Hence v^ admits of but one maximum

or minimum value, and this must evidently be a maximum.

When R = \, N = ^, and P < h 1- ... or < 1, and therefore F (/3) has the same sign

as when /3 is indefinitely small. Hence it is q and not p which becomes a minimum. Equating

— to zero, employing (27), and putting Stt^ = log,^, we find

«-|±il = log.r..Mlog.O-.

The real positive root of this equation will be found by trial to be SG.S nearly, whicli gives

p = .5717, /3 = 4 + p^ = .5768. If Fi be the velocity which gives v^ a maximum, «, the maximum

value of D(,, U the velocity due to the height S, we get

/7c^ c U
,

87r/3= S ,, ,

^(iS S v^8/3 y' + S ' '^

Fj = .4655 -^ C7, «i = .6288 fJ.

o

12. Conceive a weight W placed at rest on a point of the bridge whose distance from the

first extremity is to the whole length as x to 1. The reaction at this extremity produced by W will

be equal to (1 — x)W, and the moment of this reaction about a point of the bridge whose abscissa

2c.ri is less than 2c.p will be 2c(l - x) ,r, IF. This moment measures the tendency of the bridge to

break at the point considered, and it is evidently greatest when .r, = a?, in which case it becomes

9.c{l — w)!cW. Now, if the inertia of the bridge be neglected, the pressure R produced by the

moving body will be proportional to {w - w^)~^y, and the tendency to break under the action of a

weight equal to R placed at rest on the bridge will be proportional to (l - ,v) x -x. {.v-a^)~^y, or to

(.1? - .v^^x. Call this tendency T, and let T be so measured that it may be equal to 1 when the moving

body is placed at rest on the centre of the bridge. Then T = C {x - x^)z, and 1 = C" (g -
i), whence

T=4:[x - x'') X.

The tendency to break is actually liable to be somewhat greater than T, in consequence of the

state of vibration into which the bridge is thrown, in consequence of which the curvature is alternately

o-reater and less than the statical curvature due to the same pressure applied at the same point. In

considering the motion of the body, the vibrations of the bridge were properly neglected, in con-

formity with the supposition that the inertia of the bridge is infinitely small compared with that of

the body.

The quantities of which it will be most interesting to calculate the numerical values are «,

which expresses the ratio of the depression of tlie moving body at any point to the statical depression,

T, the meaning of which has just been explained, and y, the actual depression. When z has been

calculated in the way explained in Art. 10, T will be obtained by multiplying by 4(* - x^), and

V
then — will be got by multiplying T" by 4 {x - v-).

iS

13. The following Table gives the values of these three quantities for each of four values of /3,

namely ^\, J, ^, and ^, to which correspond r = l, j* = 0, jO = -|, p= 1, respectively. In performing

the calculations I have retained five decimal places in calculating the coefficients A^, A^, A..... and Bg,

Bi, B, ... and four in calculating the series (9) and (30). In calculating {x) I have used four-

fio-ure logarithms, and I have retained three figures in the result. The calculations have not been

re-examined, except occasionally, when an irregularity in the numbers indicated an error.
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14. Let us first examine the progress of the numbers. For the first two values of /3, z

increases from a small positive quantity up to oo as a? increases from to 1. As far as the

table goes, z is decidedly greater for the second of the two values of /3 than for the first. It

is easily proved however that before a; attains the value 1, « becomes greater for the first value

of /3 than for the second. For if we suppose x very little less than 1, /(I — x) will be ex-

tremely small compared with (p{x), or, in case (p{x) contain a sine, compared with the coeffi-

cient of the sine. Writing Xi for \ — x, and retaining only the most important term in f{x),

we get from (21), (25), (26), and (28)

f{x) = i3V l-r " 1 1
1

- Xi , = — x,i log — , or = —

—

• 32 ^
a?i p{e

/3V — .T,-' sin (plog—

I

-) \r °xj (37)

according as /3 < ^, (i = \, or /3 > ^ ; and z will be obtained by dividing f(x) by Xi nearly.

Hence if ^ > ^2 > /3i > 0, 2- is ultimately incomparably greater when /3 = /3i than when /3 = /Ba,

and when /3 = ^.^ than when /3 = J.
Since /(O) = J„ = /3(2 + ^)-' = (2/3"' + l)-\ /(O) increases

with /3, so that f{x) is at first larger when /3 = /Sj than when (5 = /3i, and afterwards smaller.

When /3 > :j, ar vanishes for a certain value of x, after which it becomes negative, then

vanishes again and becomes positive, and so on an infinite number of times. The same will be

true of T. If p be small, f(,v) will not greatly differ, except when x is nearly equal to 1,

from what it would be if ^ were equal to zero, and therefore /(.r) will not vanish till .r is nearly

equal to 1. On the other hand, if p be extremely large, which corresponds to a very slow velocity,

z will be sensibly equal to 1 except when x is nearly equal to 1, so that in this case also /(.r)

will not vanish till x is nearly equal to 1. The table shews that when /3 = -g,/(.i') first vanishes

between x = .98 and .r = 1, and when (i = ^ between x = . 9* and x = .96. The first value of x

for which f(x) vanishes is probably never much less than 1, because as /3 increases from ^ the

denominator p^e'''^ + e"'''^) in the expression for (p{x) becomes rapidly large.

15. Since when (i>^, T vanishes when x = 0, and again for a value of x less than 1, it must

be a maximum for some intermediate value. When /3 = -g the table appears to indicate a maximum
beyond x = . 98. When /3 = 4, the maximum value of T is about 2.6l, and occurs when x = . 86

nearly. As /3 increases indefinitely, the first maximum value of T approaches indefinitely to 1,

and the corresponding value of x to i. Besides the first maximum, there are an infinite number

of alternately negative and positive maxima ; but these do not correspond to the problem, for a

reason which will be considered presently.

16. The following curves represent the trajectory of the body for the four values of fi con-

tained in the preceding table. These curves, it must be remembered, correspond to the ideal

limiting case in which the inertia of the bridge is infinitely small.

In this figure the right line AB represents the bridge in its position of equilibrium, and

at the same time represents the trajectory of the body in the ideal limiting case in which

y3 = or V=x. AeeeB represents what may be called the equilibrium trajectory, or the
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curve the body would describe if it moved along the bridge with an infinitely small velocity.

The trajectories corresponding to the four values of /3 contained in the above table are marked
by 1,1,1,1; 2, 2, 2 ; 3, .3, 3 ; 4, 4, 4, 4 respectively. The dotted curve near B is meant to repre-

sent the parabolic arc which the body really describes after it rises above the horizontal

line AB*. C is the centre of the right line AB : the curve AeeeB is symmetrical with respect

to an ordinate drawn through C.

17. The inertia of the bridge being neglected, the reaction of the bridge against the body, as

already observed, will be represented by — , where C depends on the length and stiffness of

the bridge. Since this expression becomes negative with y, the preceding solution will not be

applicable beyond the value of ,v for which y first vanishes, unless we suppose the body held down
to the bridge by some contrivance. If it be not so held, which in fact is the case, it will quit the

bridge when y becomes negative. More properly speaking, the bridge will follow the body, in

consequence of its inertia, for at least a certain distance above the horizontal line AB, and will exert

a positive pressure against the body : but this pressure must be neglected for the sake of con-

sistency, in consequence of the simplification adopted in Art. 1, and therefore the body mav be

considered to quit the bridge as soon as it gets above the line AB. The preceding solution shews

that when (i> ^ the body will inevitably leap before it gets to the end of the bridge. The leap

need not be high ; and in fact it is evident that it must be very small when /3 is very large. In

consequence of the change of conditions, it is only the first maximum value of T which corresponds

to the problem, as has been already observed.

18. According to the preceding investigation, when /3 < ^ the body does not leap, the tangent

to its path at last becomes vertical, and T becomes infinite. The occurrence of this infinite value

indicates the failure, in some respect, of the system of approximation adopted. Now tlie inertia

of the bridge has been neglected throughout ; and, consequently, in the system of the bridge and

the moving body, that amount of labouring force which is requisite to produce the vis viva of the

bridge has been neglected. If ^, tj be the coordinates of any point of the bridge on the same scale

on which x, y represent those of the body, and ^ be less than x, it may be proved on the supposition

that the bridge may be regarded at any instant as in equilibrium, that

!!?=(!^_^U l_ (38)
y \x I -xj ^ x' (1 - cT) ^ ^

When X becomes very nearly equal to 1, y varies ultimately as (l — .r)^"'', and therefore tj contains

terms involving (l— ir)~-i~', and (-7-) > and consequently 1;^-) » contains terms involving

(1 — x)'^~^''. Hence the expression for the vis viva neglected at last becomes infinite; and there-

fore however light the bridge may be, the mode of approximation adopted ceases to be legitimate

before the body comes to the end of the bridge. The same result would have been arrived at if

/3 had been supposed equal to or greater than ^.

19. There is one practical result which seems to follow from the very imperfect solution of

the problem which is obtained when the inertia of the bridge is neglected. Since this inertia is

the main cause which prevents the tendency to break from becoming enormously great, it would

seem that of two bridges of equal length and equal strength, but unequal mass, the lighter would

» The dotted curve ought to have been drawn wholly outside the full curve. The two curves touch each other at the point

where they are cut by the line ACB, as is represented in the figure.

4 z2
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be the more liable to break under the action of a heavy body moving swiftly over it. The effect

of the inertia may possibly be thought worthy of experimental investigation.

20. The mass of a rail on a railroad must be so small compared with that of an engine, or

rather with a quarter of the mass of an engine, if we suppose the engine to be a four-wheeled one,

and the weight to be equally distributed between the four wheels, that the preceding investigation

must be nearly applicable till the wheel is very near the end of the rail on which it was moving,

except in so far as relates to regarding the wheel as a heavy point. Consider the motion of the

fore wheels, and for simplicity suppose the hind wheels moving on a rigid horizontal plane. Then

the fore wheels can only ascend or descend by the turning of the whole engine round the hind axle,

or else the line of contact of the hind wheels with the rails, which comes to nearly the same thing.

Let M be the mass of the whole engine, I the horizontal distance between the fore and hind axles,

h the horizontal distance of the centre of gravity from the latter axle, k the radius of gyration

about the hind axle, .r, y the coordinates of the centre of one of the fore wheels, and let the rest of

the notation be as in Art. L Then to determine the motion of this wheel we shall have

Mk' -— r-] = Mgh - ; ^—- . I,

M
whereas to determine the motion of a single particle whose mass is — we should have had

M d-y M Cy
4 dt^ 4 " (2cx - ar'y

Now h must be nearly equal to -
, and k- must be a little greater than 1 1^, say equal to 1 1^, so

that the two equations are very nearly the same.

Hence, j3 being the quantity defined by equation (5), where S denotes the central statical

deflection due to a weight , it appears that the rail ought to be made so strong, or else so
4

short, as to render /3 a good deal larger than ^. In practice, however, a rail does not rest merely

on the chairs, but is supported throughout its whole length by ballast rammed underneath.

21. In the case of a long bridge, /3 would probably be large in practice. When /3 is so large

/3V
that the coefficient -—

, or TrB^e"'^* nearly, in (h(x) may be neglected, the motion of

the body is sensibly symmetrical with respect to the centre of the bridge, and consequently T, as

well as y, is a maximum when a? = ^. For this value of a? we have 4: (x — or) = i, and therefore

z = T = y. Putting C; for the (i + if^ term of the series (9), so that d = Jf2~', we have

for '1? = ^
r = Co+ C, + C, + (39)

and generally,

whence T is easily calculated. Thus for /3 = 5 we have -nrji^ e"'^''* = .031 nearly, which is not large,

and we get from the series (39) T = 1.27 nearly. For y3 = 10, the approximate value of the
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coefficient in (p (.r) is .0048, which is very small, and we get 7^ = 1.14. In these calculations the

inertia of the bridge has been neglected, but the effect of the inertia would probably be rather to

diminish than to increase the greatest value of T.

22. The inertia of a bridge such as one of those actually in use must be considerable : the bridge

and a carriage moving over it form a dynamical system in which the inertia of all the parts ought to

be taken into account. Let it be required fo construct the same dynamical system on a different

scale. For this purpose it will be necessary to attend to the dimensions of the different constants on

which the unknown quantities of the problem depend, with respect to each of the independent units

involved in the problem. Now if the thickness of the bridge be regarded as very small compared

with its length, and the moving body be regarded as a heavy particle, the only constants which enter

into the problem are M, the mass of the body, M\ the mass of the bridge, 2t', the length of the

bridge, .S", the central statical deflection, V, the horizontal velocity of the body, and g, the force of

gravity. The independent units employed in dynamics are three, the unit of length, the unit of

time, and the unit of density, or, which is equivalent, and which will be somewhat more convenient

in the present case, the unit of length, the unit of time, and the unit of mass. The dimensions of

the several constants M, M', &c., with respect to each of these units are given in the following

table.

Unit of length.

M and M'.

c and S. 1

V. 1

g. 1 -2

Now any result whatsoever concerning the problem will consist of a relation between certain

unknown quantities *•', .r"... and the six constants just written, a relation which may be expressed by

/(.r',*", ... M, M\ c, S, V,g) = (40)

But by the principle of homogeneity and by the preceding table this equation must be of the

form

Unit of time.
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To take a numerical example, suppose that we wished, by means of a model bridge five feet

long and weighing 100 ounces, to investigate the greatest central deflection produced by an engine
weighing 20 tons, which passes with the successive velocities of 30, 40, and 50 miles an hour over
a bridge 50 feet long weighing 100 tons, the central statical deflection produced by the engine
being one inch. We must give to our model carriage a weight of 20 ounces, and make the small
bridge of such a stiffness that a weight of 20 ounces placed on the centre shall cause a deflection

of Jyth of an inch; and then we must give to the carriage the successive velocities of 3^\0,
4.y/10j 5^/10, or 9.49, 12.65, 15.81 miles per hour, or 13.91, 18.55, 23.19 feet per second. If
we suppose the observed central deflections in the model to be .12, .16, .18 of an inch, we may
conclude that the central deflections in the large bridge corresponding to the velocities of 30, 40, and
50 miles per hour would be 1.2, 1.6, and 1.8 inch.

G. G. STOKES.

Additioti to the preceding Paper.

Since the above was written, Professor Willis has informed me that the values of fi are much

larger in practice than those which are contained in Table I, on which account it would be interesting

to calculate the numerical values of the functions for a few larger values of /3. I have accordingly

performed the calculations for the values 3, 5, 8, 12, and 20. The results are contained in Table II.

In calculating z from a? = to a? = .5, I employed the formula (12), with the assistance occasionally

of (15). I worked with 4 places of decimals, of which 3 only are retained. The values of z for

a; = .5, in which case the series are least convergent, have been verified by the formula (42) given

below : the results agreed within two or three units in the fourth place of decimals. The remaining

values of « were calculated from the expression for (.r — x") '^(p{x). The values of T and — were

deduced from those of « by merely multiplying twice in succession by ix (l - .r). Professor Willis

has laid down in curves the numbers contained in the last five columns. In laying down these

curves several errors were detected in the latter half of the Table, that is, from x = .55 to x .95.

These errors were corrected by re-examining the calculation ; so that I feel pretty confident that the

table as it now stands contains no errors of importance.
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y'

that it will be sufficient to suppose x = .5. The value of sr, T, or — for a? = .5 may be readily

calculated by the method explained in Art. 21. I have also obtained the following expression for

this particular value

;

'^ ^ \l.2 +/3 2.3 + /3 3.4 +/3 J

.(42)

When /3 is small, or only moderately large, the series (42) appears more convenient for

numerical calculation, at least with the assistance of a table of reciprocals, than the series (39), but

when fi is very large the latter is more convenient than the former. In using the series (42), it will

be best to sum the series within brackets directly to a few terms, and then find the remainder from

the formula

«r - Mx+i + u^^, - ... = 1m, -IAm^ + lA^w, - ...

The formula (42) was obtained from equation (20) by a transformation of the definite integral.

In the transformation of Art. 8, tlie limits of s will be 1 and oj , and the definite integral on which

the result depends will be

/ 1 +
ds.

The formula (42) may be obtained by expanding the denominator, integrating, and expressing

m in terms of /3.

In practice the values of /3 are very large, and it will be convenient to expand according to

inverse powers of /3. This may be easily effected by successive substitutions. Putting for shortness

X — x' = X, equation (4) becomes by a slight transformation

•' ^
d.v-

and we have for a first approximation y = X^, for a second y = X'- - /3"'X^ , and so on. The
dx

result of the successive substitutions may be expressed as follows

:

•where each term, taken positively, is derived from the preceding by differentiating twice, and then

multiplying by fi~''X^.

For such large values of /3, we need attend to nothing but the value of ar for x = ^, and this

may be obtained from (43) by putting x=^, after differentiation, and multiplying by l6. It will

d- (P
however be more convenient to replace x by i(l + lo), which gives -r-^ = ^^—^» -^^ = Te '^'

where W = {\ — tv^y. We thus get from (43)

sv = w - (4/3)-'Tr —, w + (4/3)-nr—, w—, w- ...

,

dw dvr dw
where we must put w = after differentiation, if we wish to get the value of z for x = ^. This

equation gives, on performing the differentiations and multiplications, and then putting w = 0,

« = 1 + /3-> + |/3-= + 13/3-^+ (44)

In practical cases this series may be reduced to 1 + /?~\ The latter term is the same as would

be got by taking into account the centrifugal force, and substituting, in the small term involving

that force, the radius of curvature of the equilibrium trajectory for tlie radius of curvature of the
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actual trajectory. The problem has already been considered in this manner by others by whom it

has been attacked.

My attention has recently been directed by Professor Willis to an article by Mr. Cox On the

Dynamical Deflection and strain of Railway Girders, which is printed in The Civil Engineer

and Architecfs Journal for September, iSiS. In this article the subject is treated in a very

original and striking manner. There is, however, one conclusion at which Mr. Cox has arrived

which is so directly opposed to the conclusions to which I have been led, that I feel compelled to

notice it. By reasoning founded on the principle of vis viva, Mr. Cox has arrived at the result

that the moving body cannot in any case produce a deflection greater than double the central

statical deflection, the elasticity of the bridge being supposed perfect. But among the sources of

labouring force which can be employed in deflecting the bridge, Mr. Cox has omitted to consider

the vis viva arising fiom the horizontal motion of the body. It is possible to conceive beforehand

that a portion of this vis viva should be converted into labouring force, which is expended in

deflecting the bridge. And this is, in fact, precisely what takes place. During the first part of

the motion, the horizontal component of the reaction of the bridge against the body impels the

body forwards, and therefore increases the vis viva due to the horizontal motion ; and the labouring

force which produces this increase being derived from the bridge, the bridge is less deflected than

it would have been iiad the horizontal velocity of the body been unchanged. But during the

latter part of the motion the horizontal component of the reaction acts backwards, and a portion

of the vis viva due to the horizontal motion of the body is continually converted into labouring

force, which is stored up in the bridge. Now, on account of the asymmetry of the motion, the

direction of the reaction is more inclined to the vertical when the body is moving over the

second half of the bridge than when it is moving over the first half, and moreover the reaction

itself is greater, and therefore, on both accounts, more vis viva depending upon the horizontal

motion is destroyed in the latter portion of the body's course than is generated in the former

portion ; and therefore, on the whole, the bridge is more deflected than it would have been hai

the horizontal velocity of the body remained unchanged.

It is true that the change of horizontal velocity is small ; but nevertheless, in this mode of

treating the subject, it must be taken into account. For, in applying to the problem the principle

of vis viva, we are concerned with the square of the vertical velocity, and we must not omit any

quantities which are comparable with that square. Now the square of the absolute velocity of

the body is equal to the sum of the squares of the horizontal and vertical velocities; and the

change in the square of the horizontal velocity depends upon the product of the horizontal velocity

and the change of liorizontal velocity ; but this product is not small in comparison with the square

of the vertical velocity.

In Art. 22 I have investigated the changes which we are allowed by the general principle of

homogeneous quantities to make in the parts of a system consisting of an elastic bridge and a

travelling weight, without aff'ecting the results, or altering anything but the scale of the system.

These changes are the most general that we are at liberty to make by virtue merely of that general

principle, and without examining the particular equations which relate to the particular problem

here considered. But when we set down these equations, we shall see that there are some further

chano-es which we may make without aff'ecting our results, or at least without ceasing to be able to

infer the results which would be obtained on one system from those actually obtained on another.

In an apparatus recently constructed by Professor Willis, which will be described in detail in

the report of the commission, to which the reader has already been referred, the travelling weight

moves over a single central trial bar, and is attached to a horizontal arm which is moveable, with as

little friction as possible, about a fulcrum carried by the carriage. In this form of the experiment,

the carriao-e serves merely to direct the weight, and moves on rails quite independent of the trial bar.
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For the sake of greater generality I shall suppose the travelling weight, instead of being free, to

be attached in this manner to a carriage.

Let M be the mass of the weight, including the arm, k the radius of gyration of the whole

about the fulcrum, h the horizontal distance of the centre of gravity from the fulcrum, I the hori-

zontal distance of the point of contact of the weight with the bridge, x, y the coordinates of that

point at the time t, ^, tj those of any element of the bridge, R the reaction of the bridge against

the weight, M' the mass of the bridge, R', R" the vertical pressures of the bridge at its two extremi-

ties, diminished by the statical pressures due to the weight of the bridge alone. Suppose, as

before, the deflection to be very small, and neglect its square.

By D'Alembert's principle the eiFective moving forces reversed will be in statical equilibrium

with the impressed forces. Since the weight of the bridge is in equilibrium with the statical pres-

sures at the extremities, these forces may be left out in the equations of equilibrium, and the only

impressed forces we shall have to consider will be the weight of the travelling body and the reactions

M'
due to the motion. The mass of any element of the bridge will be — d^ very nearly ; the

horizontal effective force of this element will be insensible, and the vertical effective force will be

?d^, and this force, being reversed, must be supposed to act vertically upwards.

The curvature of the bridge being proportional to the moment of the bending forces, let the

reciprocal of the radius of curvature be equal to K multiplied by that moment. Let A, B be the

extremities of the bridge, P the point of contact of the bridge with the moving weight, Q any point

of the bridge between A and P. Then by considering the portion AQoi the bridge we get, taking

moments round Q,

-$=^h*l^/'S'<f-"4 '«'

r{ being the same function of p that r) is of ^. To determine K, let ,9 be the central statical

deflection produced by the weight Mg resting partly on the bridge and partly on the fulcrum, which

is equivalent to a weight - Mg resting on the centre of the bridge. In this case we should have

Integrating this equation twice, and observing that —p. = when f = c, and >; = when ^ = 0, and

that S is the value of ^ when f = c, we get

"

K =J^ (46)Mgh c^

Returning now to the bridge in its actual state, we get to determine R', by taking moments about B,

R'.2c-R (2c-,r) + — /''^(2c-nrfr = (47)
2c -p ar

Eliminating E' between (45) and (47), putting for K its value given by (46), and eliminating t

diP
by the equation -—- = F, we get

d'n 3lS

df Mg£.{(..-«,5«-^'[(.c-f,/;g>.f.j^"^-(.c-fvf])....(«)
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This equation applies to any point of the bridge between A and P. To get the equation

which applies to any point between P and B, we should merely have to write 2c - ^ for ^,

Zc — X for X.

If we suppose the fulcrum to be very nearly in the same horizontal plane with the point of

y
contact, the angle through which the travelling weight turns will be - very nearly ; and we shall

have, to determine the motion of this weight,

Mlc'V^~= Mghl- Rf (49)
dw'

We liave also the equations of condition,

tj = when x = 0, for any value of ^ from to 2c

;

t] = y when ^ = on, for any value of x from to 2c

;

« = when 5=Oor=2c:M = and — = when x = oA^ dx '

(50)

Now the general equations (48), (or the equation answering to it which applies to the portion

PB of the bridge,) and (49), combined with the equations of condition (50), whether we can

manage them or not, are sufficient for the complete determination of the motion, it being under-

stood that tj and —- vary continuously in passing from AP to PB, so that there is no occasion for-

mally to set down the equations of condition which express this circumstance. Now the form of

the equations shews that, being once satisfied, they will continue to be satisfied provided >; oc y,

^ ac iF oc c, and

y ISR ISM'V'y „^„,y „ ,, „„
<? Mghe Mgh& c'

These variations give, on eliminating the variation of J?,

gc^ l^ M P . .

^"'^'F^"A]'5r°=^
^''^

Although g is of course practically constant, it has been retained in the variations because it

may be conceived to vary, and it is by no means essential to the success of the method that it

should be constant. The variations (51) shew that if we have any two systems in which the

ratio of Mlc^ to M'l- is the same, and we conceive the travelling weights to move over the two

bridges respectively, with velocities ranging from to oo , the trajectories described in the one

case, and the deflections of the bridge, correspond exactly to the trajectories and deflections in the

other case, so that to pass from the one to the other, it will be sufficient to alter all horizontal

lines on the same scale as the length of the bridge, and all vertical lines on the same scale as the

central statical deflection. The velocity in the one system which corresponds to a given velocity in

the other is determined by the second of the variations (51).

We may pass at once to the case of a free weight by putting h =• k = I, which gives

yo.S, r-S<^gc\ M^M' (52)

The second of these variations shews that corresponding velocities in the two systems are those

which give the same value to the constant /3. When 5" cc c we get V ccgc, which agrees with

Art. 22.

In consequence of some recent experiments of Professor Willis's, from which it appeared that

the deflection produced by a given weight travelling over the trial bar with a given velocity was
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in some cases increased by connecting a balanced lever with the centre of the bar, so as to increase

its inertia without increasing its weight, while in other cases the deflection was diminished, I have

been induced to attempt an approximate solution of the problem, taking into account the inertia of

the bridge. I find that when we replace each force acting on the bridge by a uniformly distributed

force of such an amount as to produce the same mean deflection as would be produced by the actual

force taken alone, which evidently cannot occasion any very material error, and when we moreover

neglect the difference between the pressure exerted by the travelling mass on the bridge and its

weight, the equation admits of integration in finite terms.

Let the notation be the same as in the investigation which immediately precedes ; only, for

simplicity's sake, take the length of the bridge for unity, and suppose tlie travelling weight a heavy

particle. It will be easy in the end to restore the general unit of length if it should be desirable.

It will be requisite in the first place to investigate the relation between a force acting at a given

point of the bridge and the uniformly distributed force which would produce the same mean de-

flection.

Let a force F act vertically downwards at a point of the bridge whose abscissa is x, and let

y be the deflection produced at that point. Then, ^, rj being the coordinates of any point of the

bridge, we get from (.SS)

•" ^ 2 I 4(1- x)\

To obtain fj}rjd^, we have only got to write 1 — a; in place of a). Adding together the results,

F
and observing that, according to a formula referred to in Art. 1, w = iG S

.

. as^ (l — xV, we
Mg

obtain

" SF
i^'ndi =— {.v{\ -.v) +.r^(l-.r)^^ ; (.53)

and this integral expresses the mean deflection produced by the force F, since the length of the

bridge is unity.

Now suppose the bridge subject to the action of a uniformly distributed force F'. In this case

we should have

-^.=K\iF'^-}m- f ) F'dl'] = i KF- a - a-

Integrating this equation twice, and observing that— = when ^ = i, and tj = when ^ = 0,

d^

48 S
and that (46) gives, on putting I = h and c = i, K - , we obtain

2 Mg
2SF'

'^=^(^-^f + r) (5*)

This equation gives for the mean deflection

2SF'
f^'^'^'jMg-^ (^^)

and equating the mean deflections produced by the force F acting at the point whose abscissa is x,

and by the uniformly distributed force F', we get F' = uF, where

u = 5x {\ - x) + 5x^ (^1 - x)' {56)

Putting /i for the mean deflection, expressing F' in terms of n, and slightly modifying the form
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of the quantity within parentheses in (54), we get for the equation to the bridge when at rest

under the action of any uniformly distributed force

,=5,4^1 -D+ro-O'i (57)

If D be the central deflection, tj = D when ^ = -^ ; so that D : n :: 25 : l6.

Now suppose the bridge in motion, with the mass M travelling over it, and let x, y be the

coordinates of M. As before, the bridge would be in equilibrium under the action of the force

/ d^ y\M \g r—J I acting vertically downwards at the point whose abscissa is ,r, and the system of forces

such as M' d^ . -—-acting vertically upwards at the several elements of the bridge. According

to the hypothesis adopted, the former force may be replaced by a uniformly distributed force the

value of which will be obtained by multiplying by u, and each force of the latter system may be

replaced by a uniformly distributed force obtained by multiplying by «', where u' is what u

becomes when ^ is put for ,r. Hence if F^ be the whole uniformly distributed force we have

^-"(^-S)«-^'^'S?«'<'f <-)

Now according to our hypothesis the bridge must always have the form which it would assume

under the action of a uniformly distributed force ; and therefore, if m be the mean deflection at

the time t, (57) will be the equation to the bridge at that instant. Moreover, since the point (.r, y)

is a point in the bridge, we must have rj = y when ^ = x, whence y — /xu. We have also

, d-Tj dr fx , r^ d-
J] rf'/x /-' „ ,^ \55 d' ix

n = fx It ,
——„ = —— ?< , / ——- u a t = / u- dt = •

'^
' dt^ dtr Jo dt- - dt' Jo ^ 126 dt'

5 J/g-
We get from (5.5), Fi = —— /x. Making these various substitutions in (58), and replacing

— by V— , we get for the differential equation of motion
dt ^ dx ° ^

5il/^ d'luu 15,5 d'lx-^^ = .V^«-J/.-.-^--gJ/F-— (..))

Since fx is comparable with .S*, the several terms of this equation are comparable with

Mg, Mg, MV'S, M'T-S,

respectively. If then V^ S be small compared with ^, and likewise J/ small compared with M'

.

we may neglect the third term, while we retain the others. Tiiis term, it is to be observed, ex-

presses the diflierence between the pressure on the bridge and the weight of the travelling mass.

V^ S 1

Since c = A, we have =—-r , which will be small when B is large, or even moderately large.

g 16/3

Hence the conditions under which we are at liberty to neglect the difference between the pressure

on the bridge and the weight of the travelling mass are, Jirst, that /3 be large, secondly, that the

mass of the travelling body be small compared with the mass of the bridge. If /3 be large, but

M be comparable with j)J', it is true that the third term in (59) will be small compared with the

leading terms ; but then it will be comparable with the fourth, and the approximation adopted in

neglecting the third term alone would be faulty, in this way, that of two small terms comparable

with each other, one would be retained while the other was neglected. Hence, although the ah-
'

solute error of our results would be but small, it would be comparable with the difference between

the results actually obtained and those which would be obtained on the supposition that the

travelling mass moved with an infinitely small velocity.
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Neglecting the third term in equation (59), anti j)utting for ti its value, we gel

-^ + (fiJi = '2q-S(v - 2.Z-3 + «<), (60)

where

^ _ 63 Mg _ 1008 J/ /3

^ ~
31 M'F'S^ 3iM'~

^^''^

The linear equation (CO) is easily integrated. Integrating, and determining the arbitrary con-

stants by the conditions that « = 0, and — = 0, when ,r = 0, we set^
rf,c '

' s

„ f , , 12.r^ / 12\ / sin qx\ 24

,

1

,1 =2Sbo* - 2a^ — + (l + —
)

[x ^—\ + -5(1 - cosqx)\;... (fc)

and we have for the equation to the trajectory

y = 5^x {w - 2.x'' + x') = 5fx {X -^ X% {63)

where as before X = x {} — x).

When F= 0, q = v3 , and we get from (62), ((),3), for the approximate equation to the equi-

librium trajectory,

y= ^oS(X+ X-y-, (64)

whereas the true equation is

2/ = 16^^^ (65)

Since the forms of these equations are very different, it will be proper to verify the assertion

that (64) is in fact an approximation to (65). Since the curves represented by these equations are

both symmetrical with respect to the centre of the bridge, it will be sufficient to consider values of

X from to i, to which correspond values of X ranging from to ^. Denoting the error of the

formula (64), that is the excess of the y in (64) over the y in {65), by SS, we have

^= - 6^^ + 20^3 + 10^^

dc dX-—= 4(- 3 + 15^+ 10^-)^——

.

dx dx

dS
Equating — to zero, we get ^ = 0, .r = 0, 6 = 0, a maximum; ^=.1787, x = .233,

= — .067, nearly, a minimum ; and x = -^, ^ = — .023, nearly, a maximum. Hence the greatest

error in the approximate value of the ordinate of the equilibrium trajectory is equal to about the

one-fifteenth of S.

Putting JUL = Mo + ("15 y = yo + ?/i5 where /<„, y„ are the values of /u, y for 7 = » , we have

!12
/I 12\ 24 1— X {1 - x) - - + — sin o .r H (1 - cos qx) > {66)

T V</ (fJ q' J

y,= 5x{l -x){l +x{l -x)},i, (67)

The values of ^i and y, may be calculated from these formulae for different values of q, and

they are then to be added to the values of Mo» .Vo'
respectively, which have to be calculated once

for all. If instead of the mean deflection m we wish to employ the central deflection D, we have

only got to multiply the second sides of equations (62), {66) by ^, and those of {63), (67) by 1^,

and to write D for /i. The following table contains the values of the ratios of D and y to S for ten

different values of q, as well as for the limiting value q = ix , which belongs to the equilibrium

trajectory.



TABLE 111.
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The numerical results contained in Table III. are represented graphically in figs. 2 and 3 of the

accompanying plate, where however some of the curves are left out, in order to prevent confusion in

2o
the figures. In these figures the numbers written against the several curves are the values of —

TT

to which the curves respectively belong, the symbol oc being written against the equilibrium

curves. Fig. 2 represents the trajectory of the body for different values of 7, and will be understood

without further explanation. In the curves of fig. 3, the ordinate represents the deflection of the

centre of the bridge when the moving body has travelled over a distance represented by the abscissa.

Fig. 1, which represents the trajectories described when the mass of the bridge is neglected,

is here given for the sake of comparison with fig. 2. The numbers in fig. 1, refer to the

values of /3. The equilibrium curve represented in this figure is the true equilibrium trajectory

expressed by equation (65), whereas the equilibrium curve represented in fig. 2 is the approximate

equilibrium trajectory expressed by equation (6-i). In fig. 1, the body is represented as flying

off near the second extremity of the bridge, which is in fact the case. The numerous small

oscillations which would take place if the body were held down to the bridge could not be properly

represented in the figure without using a much larger scale. The reader is however requested

to bear in mind the existence of these oscillations, as indicated by the analysis, because, if the ratio

of M to 31' altered continuously from 05 to 0, they wo iH pi-obably pass continuously into the

oscillations which are so conspicuous in the case of the a g r values of q in fig. 2. Thus the

consideration of these insignificant oscillations which, strictly speaking, belong to fig. 1, aids us in

mentally filling up the gap which corresponds to the cases in which the ratio of M to M' is neither

very small nor very large.

As everything depends on the value of rj, in the approximate investigation in which the inertia

of the bridge is taken into account, it will be proper to consider further the meaning of this constant.

In the first place it is to be observed that although il/ appears in equation (61), q is really indepen-

dent of the mass of the travelling body. For, when M alone varies, /3 varies inversely as S, and S
varies directly as M, so that q remains constant. To get rid of the apparent dependance of q on M,
let Si be the central statical deflection produced by a mass equal to that of the bridge, and at the

same time restore the general unit of length. If .r continue to denote the ratio of the abscissa of

the body to the length of the bridge, q will be numerical, and therefore, to restore the general unit

of length, it will be sufficient to take the general expression (5) for /3. Let moreover t be the

time the body takes to travel over the bridge, so that 2c = Vt ; then we get

^'-'S ;
w

If we suppose t expressed in seconds, and ^i in inches, we must put g = 32.2 x 12 = 386,

nearly, and we get,

28

r

,^ ,

"-V^.
'**

Conceive the mass M removed ; suppose the bridge depressed through a small space, and then

left to itself. The equation of motion will be got from (59) by putting M = 0, where M is not

divided by .S', and replacing — , by —-, and V — by — . We thus get
O *J 1

(ttV (it

d- M 6Ss
+ ^- u = ;

dt- 31 Si

and therefore, if P be the period of the motion, or twice the time of oscillation from rest to rest,

/SI'S", T , ^,P=^^ v-eiF' '^'-'^p ^^^

Hence the numbers 1, 2, 3, &c., written at the head of Table III. and against the curves of
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figs. 2 and 3, represent the number of quarter periods of oscillation of the bridge which elapse

during the passage of the body over it. This consideration will materially assist us in under-

standing the nature of the motion. It should be remarked too that q is increased by diminishing

either the velocity of the body or the inertia of the bridge.

In the trajectory 1, fig. 2, the ordinates are small because the body passed over before there was

time to produce much deflection in the bridge, at least except towards the end of the body's course,

where even a large deflection of the bridge would produce only a small deflection of the body.

The corresponding deflection curve, (curve I, fig. 3,) shews that the bridge was depressed, and

that its deflection was rapidly increasing, when the body left it. When the body is made to move

with velocities successively one half and one third of the former velocity, more time is allowed for

deflecting the bridge, and the trajectories marked 2, 3, are described, in which the ordinates are far

larger than in that marked 1. The deflections too, as appears from fig. 3, are much larger than

before, or at least much larger than any deflection which was produced in the first case while the

body remained on the bridge. It appears from Table III, or from fig. 3, that tlie greatest de-

flection occurs in the case of the third curve, nearly, and that it exceeds the central statical

deflection by about tiiree-fourths of the whole. When the velocity is considerably diminished, the

bridge has time to make several oscillations while the body is going over it. These oscillations

may be easily observed in fig. 3, and their effect on the form of the trajectory, which may indeed

be readily understood from fig. 3, will be seen on referring to fig. 2.

When q is large, as is the case in practice, it will be sufficient in equation (66) to retain only

the term which is divided by the first power of q. With this simplification we get

£>, 25 w, 25 .-—=—;— = Sin o,r; (i 1)

so that the central deflection is liable to be alternately increased and decreased by the fraction

25 . .— of the central statical deflection. By means of the expressions (6l), (^9), we get
&q

— = .55 \/ —r-i = .112 ^—- (72)

It is to be remembered tbat in the latter of these expressions the units of space and time are

an inch and a second respectively. Since the difference between the pressure on the bridge and

weight of the body is neglected in the investigation in which the inertia of the bridge is considered,

it is evident that the result will be sensibly the same whether the bridge in its natural position be

straight, or be slightly raised towards the centre, or, as it is technically termed, cambered. The

increase of deflection in the case first investigated would be diminished by a camber.

In this paper the problem has been worked out, or worked out approximately, only in the two

extreme cases in which the mass of the travelling body is infinitely great and infinitely small respect-

ively, compared with the mass of the bridge. The causes of the increase of deflection in these two

extreme cases are quite distinct. In the former case, the increase of deflection depends entirely on the

difference between the pressure on the bridge and the weight of the body, and may be regarded as

depending on the centrifugal force. In the latter, the effect depends on the manner in which the force,

regarded as a function of the time, is applied to the bridge. In practical cases the masses of the

body and of the bridge are generally comparable with each other, and the two effects are mixed

up in the actual result. Nevertheless, if we find that each eff"ect, taken separately, is insensible, or

so small as to be of no practical importance, we may conclude without much fear of error that
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the actual effect is insignificant. Now we have seen that if we take only the most important terms,

1 25
the increase of deflection is measured by the fractions — and — of S. It is only when these fractions

are both small that we are at liberty to neglect all but the most important terms, but in practical

cases they are actually small. The magnitude of these fractions will enable us to judge of the

amount of the actual effect.

To take a numerical example lying within practical limits, let the span of a given bridge be 44

feet, and suppose a weight equal to ^ of the weight of the bridge to cause a deflection of i inch.

These are nearly the circumstances of the Ewell bridge, mentioned in the report of the com-

missioners. In this case, Si = ^ x .2 = .15; and if the velocity be 44 feet in a second, or 30 miles an

hour, we have t = 1, and therefore from the second of the formulas (72),

25 TT— = .0434, a = 72.1 = 45.9 x - •

8 7 4

The travelling load being supposed to produce a deflection of .2 inch, we have (3 = 127, - = .0079.

Hence in this case the deflection due to the inertia of the bridge is between 5 and 6 times as great as

that obtained by considering the bridge as infinitely light, but in neither case is the deflection

important. With a velocity of 6o miles an liour the increase of deflection .04346' would be

doubled.

In the case of one of tlie long tubes of the Britannia bridge /3 must be extremely large ; but on

account of the enormous mass of the tube it might be feared that the effect of the inertia of the tube

itself would be of importance. To make a supposition every way disadvantageous, regard the tube

as unconnected with the rest of the structure, and suppose the weight of the whole train collected at

one point. The clear span of one of the great tubes is 46o feet, and the weight of the tube 1400

tons. When the platform on which the tube had been built was removed, the centre sank 10

inches, which was very nearly what had been calculated, so that the bottom became very nearly

straight, since, in anticipation of the deflection which would be produced by the weight of the tube

itself, it had been originally built curved upwards. Since a uniformly distributed weight produces

the same deflection as ^ ths of the same weight placed at the centre, we have in this case .S*] = |- x 10

400
= \6 ; and supposing the train to be going at the rate of 30 miles an hour, we have r = = 10.5,

44

25
nearly. Hence in this case — = .043, or Jj nearly, so that the increase of deflection due to the

inertia of the bridge is unimportant.

In conclusion, it will be proper to state that this "Addition" has been written on two or three

different occasions, as the reader will probably have perceived. It was not until a few days after

the reading of the paper itself tliat I perceived that the equation (l6) was integrable in finite terms,

and consequently that the variables were separable in (4). I was led to try whether this might not

be the case in consecjuence of a remarkable numerical coincidence. This circumstance occasioned

the complete remodelling of the paper after the first six articles. I had previously obtained for the

calculation of * for values of x approaching 1, in which case the series (9) becomes inconvenient, series

proceeding according to ascending powers of 1 — x, and involving two arbitrary constants. The
determination of these constants, which at first appeared to require the numerical calculation of five

series, had been made to depend on that of three only, which were ultimately geometric series with a

ratio equal to i.
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The fact of the integrability of equation (i) in the form given in art. 7, to which I had myself been

led from the circumstance above mentioned, has since been communicated to me by Mr. Cooper,

Fellow of St John''s College, through Mr. Adams, and by Professors Malmsten and A. F. Svanberg of

Upsala through Professor Thomson ; and I take this opportunity of thanking these mathematicians

for the communication.

G. G. STOKES.

Pembroke College,

Oct. 22, 18.<9.
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